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THINK

IT OVER

The Failure
The men ivho try to do something and fail are infinitely better than those who try to do
nothing and succeed.
— Lloyd Jones.

TO

AMERICA

Heads will roll in high production and distribution ranks this year. In
Hollywood, some of the industry's most powerful figures must face an accounting for a year's poor product (have they outlived their usefulness for successful studio management?), while in distribution circles, certain top executives
have become panic-stricken because easy money is less plentiful and are adopting short-sighted and foolish policies that are bound to boomerang.
With boxoffice returns in this country levelling off to a strong normalcy
following the binge years of the war and post-war periods, these policy-makers
have set a course for their companies that can only result in creating a depression psychology in the still-abundantly profitable American market. Grasping
at the loss of British revenue as a cause for economy, these bright men of our
industry decide upon an effect that is wholly foreign to that cause. Because
there will be less money from England, they lay off AMERICAN salesmen, fire
AMERICAiV publicity and exploit a lion men, cut their AMERICAN advertising
budgets!
No one denies that the British tax makes economies necessary, but is
anything more than common sense required to see that the savings must be
effected in pi
market? ^ e\
tributors will
Since t
boxoffice, wh;
CA, exert LE
in AMERICA
for this: the
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i
admission scale is bad for their l)usiness, they have it as a result ot
tremely
spottyreturns
grosseshason rolled
"Life from
With one
Father'
. Weto the
say other
"extremely",
because
the
boxoffice
extreme
in engagements
to date.
From what FILM BULLETIN has been able to learn via its exhibitor
leaders, the average subsequent-run house that hiked its admission scale to
$1.25 from a normal 35-cents to 50-cents top took a licking, and a bad one. In
some jjetter-class sub-runs, where the patronage is of the higher-income variety,
grosses were good, but these situations were in the minority.
Perhaps even more vital than the boxoffice statistics on "Life With
Father" is the adverse public reaction the $1.25 ticket prices leaves behind
when the engagement is over. We have heard a number of reports that patrons
(Continued on Next Page)

EDITORIAL
expressed tlu;ir unfiiendly attitude in no uneerlain
language. And, mark you, iheee reports came from
theatres whieh had sueeessful engagement?, as well a.)
from those in nhieh "Father" flopped.
Bros.'BIJLLETIJN
general sales
BenheKalmenson. Warner
told FILM
lastmanager,
week that
is now
taking a realistic view of the situation and has instructed his sales staff not to press for deals on the
picture where, in their judgment, the advanced price
policy might hoomcrang. Warners, he said, look forward lo selling these accounts hefore long on the regular, no-advance deals.
That raises a moot point, too.
Isn't much of the public's appetite for a picture
dissipated hy a long lapse between such a«lvaneed-price
runs and the time it becomes available for the great
mass of moviegoers to see?
Isn't that delay tantamount to squandering the expensive pre-release publicity-exploitation campaign and
the first-run ads — even the value of word-of-mouth,
when it is favorable?
A '"Gone With the Wind ' c omes along only once
in a decade or so. Let no producer or sales executive,
delude himself with fallacious reasoning that a pretty
good picture can be sold in the same way. It cannot.
And untold harm is done the whole industry, particularly the rank and file exhibitors, when such advanced
price deals are forced upon theatres and upon the
public.

(Continued from Preceding Pugtt)
or almost eompb le, divestiture will be ordered by the
Supreme Court. If and v^hen that happens, look for
the major studios lo buckle down to the job ol turning
out first-rate product, because tin- competition will onK
then become keen and the j»remium will really be on
quality.
Every once in a while we encounter the sad spectacle of an important executive v,ho believes his duty
rcijuires him to retaliate against a tra«le i)aper for an
unfavorable review or a critical editorial. Like, as not,
he i." one of those? chaps who spouts pretty words about
freedom of speedi and the press at testimonial banquets.
When one of the reviewers is barred from a company's preview screenings because he feels called upon
to say a particular picture stinks, we always manage to
see tlie pictures and review them despite the inconvenience. And we assume that the thin-skinned movie
executive who can't take it functions under the nervous
strain of a sense of inferiority, so we pity him a little.
This year should finally bring about some degree
of stability in the affairs ol turbulent United Artists.
We predict that Miss Mary Picktord and/or Mr. Charles
Chaplin will come to realize that their exclusive ownership is dragging this company down to the brink of
disaster and they will dispose of their interests.
Lnder new and progressive ownership, and if Enterprise can be retained as a nucleus, UA might well
start its clind) back to the heights during '48.
We believe in the greatness of the motion picture.
We believe in the fine capabilities of many of the industry's leaders. We also are sure that some of them
arc — forgive us the expression — fatheads.
In 1948, even more, the need for conscientious
criticism is vital to our industry, if it is not to stagnate
and die. W e pledge ourselves anew' to point our finger
fearlessly at both right and wrong. Any less determination to serve our readers honestly Avould make this just
so much waste paper.

ET'?
SCRE
INP.DI
friend,
S. "Pete"
Harrison, ever alert
or's interest, warns the industry in the
ssue of his "Reports" of dire effects ree release of the new Universal-Inter''The Senator ^^ as Indiscreet"', both in
abroad, because it "depicts our polititten to the core."' He advises exhibitors
efuUv the possibility of repercussion*
before they buy the film and urged
it,
than cause "great harm" to
to rather
the country,
criticism of their conduct, their policies, or
their pictures. They seem to expect carte blanche to
pursue any folly that pleases them, no matter how
harmful, wasteful, or idiotic, without note being made
of it in the trade press. Some of the moguls imagine
that a .^5000 per week salary (plus $1000 for expenses^
endows them with a cloak of infallibility.
The motion picture industry must gird itself to
undergo some changes in its modus operandi in '48.
You can bet your next to last dollar (save just one in
case we're wrong) that the U. S. Supreme Court will
toss out the New York Statutory Court's decree in the
monopoly case and order a new set of rules written for
future operations of the Big Five.
We believe the odds are about 6 to 2 that complete,

the
opinion
that "itin will
a calamity
ere to
be released
the Ibenited
States,
particularly at this time when the industry is fighting
hard to prevent Federal censorship," Harrison says the
picture will give Congressman J. Parnell Thomas an
opportunity to "accuse Hollywood of having deliberately produced it to discredit the Senate and the President
of the United States."
He warns exhibitors that it may hamper their efforts to obtain cooperation from their legislators in
fighting monopolistic practices and adverse legislation.
In the present, sensitive international situation,
Harrison feels that "The Senator Was Indiscreet" will
do untold damage to our nation's standing in foreign
lands. It will "undo all the good work that has been
done by Secretary of State Marshall, and will discredit
us even among our friends abroad," he says.
FILM

BULLETIN

Big

Exchanges

May

Taking a gander into
the crystal ball, this seer
predicts the gradual and
general discarding of big
buildings to house film
exchanges. The exchange
of the future will consist
of limited office space
quartering
branchbookers,
executives, salesmen,
bookkeepers and clerical
staff. The factors lending
credence to this vaticination are twofold: the centralization of advertising accessory departments in National Screen Service and the inevitable development of the centralized physical distribution system recently set
up on a nation-wide scale by National Film Service, Inc.
The storage and handling of advertising material and the
storage, inspection and shipping of films require the greatest bulk
of space in an exchange. With these facets of exchange operations eliminated, huge economies can be effected by the distributors through the disposition of their real estate in some 30 exchange centers.
National Screen Service already has demonstrated its ability
to handle the ad accessories of all the distributors. The newer
National Film Service, composed of experienced film carriers, has
given the industry a taste of efficient film handling on a national
scale in the seven or eight months smce it was organized. Depots
are established in 31 centers, including a number of newly constructed buildings, and this outfit is growing fast. The enterprising David O. Selznick was the first to recognize the efficacy
of a central distribution outlet and NFS recently signed a contract with Selznick Releasing Organization to continue handling
its physical distribution for an additional three years. Eagle-Lion,
RKO, Republic, Monogram and Film Classics are now availing
themselves of this service in various sections of the country. One
day, we'll see all the majors using it, or we miss our guess.
POLLS AND PREEMS. . .CARE, the food and clothing distrib
for Europe's needy, will get a sizeable chunk of change when
Republic's biggie, "The Flame," makes its world
debut in Frisco, Jan. 5. All proceeds from the
premiere, according to sales chief Jimmy
Grainger, go to purchase CARE packages and
attendees at the gala affair include Gen. Mark
Clark, state and municipal luminaries and rep.s
of each of the 14 countries served . . . 20th-Fox
is mighty proud of the fact that six of its '47
features were named among the "Twenty
Best" by CBS airwaver Bill Leonard on his
"This Is New York" program. . .National Board
of Review's selection for the best picture of
GRAINGER
1947 was Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux"
. . .Paramount's "Albuquerque" will have its world premiere in, of
all places, Albuquerque, N. M. on Feb. 2. A sizeable .junket of
screen stars and journalists will participate and then will attend
openings in Houston, San Antonio, Dallas and Fort Worth on the
4th, 5th, 6th and 7th, respectively.
it Theatres, Inc., first to install
AIR AGE: Airlines Terminal
and oper.Tte motion picture theatres at major airports was formed
in Detroit recently, with Paul Broder as president and Charles
E. Skinner as treas. and gen. mgr. The houses will be of the
"intimate" type, showing news and short subjects, plus a direct
press teletype news service. A unique feature, developed by Skinner, will be a small screen alongside the regular one to relay
arrivals, departures, personal messages, etc. First of the ATT
houses will bow this month at the Willow Run Air Terminal..
Fred Mindlin, former National Screen Service special trailer mgr.
for Chicago, has formed his own trailer outfit in the Windy City
and expects to swing into action by the 15th . .Seymour Eichman,
Astor Pictures ad manager, tied the marital knot Dec. 27. The
bride is the former Esther Cohen of Miami and Palm Springs.
ODDS AND ENDS. . Those millions of tons of snow that fell
on New York the day after Xmas had all home offices and exchanges limping along on short staffs for several days following.
Many suburbanites couldn't dig their way out for three or four
days . . . Selznick Releasing Organization's sales meeting, scheduled
for Jan. 8-10 in Los Angeles was postponed to the end of the
month due to the sudden demise of Mark Hellinger, who had just
joined SRO with big things in view. . .Universal-International becomes the first major to create a special subject for televisionThe five-minute short is being used on major networks to plug
JANUARY

5, 1948
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"The Senator Was Indiscreet" ... Richard F. Walsh, lATSE president, scotched rxunors that he was plugging any candidates in
the NYC projectionists local election.
U-I HITCHES TO A STAR ... Universal-International has
launched its Constellation Sales Drive with the slogan, "U-I Soaring to New Heights," according to William A. Scully, v. p. and
gen. sales mgr. To run until May 1, 1948, the new drive will have
cash prizes as awards to district and branch managers, salesmen,
bookers. The campaign also marks Scully's tenth anniversary
with Universal. The line-up for the campaign will include "The
Senator Was Indiscreet," "A Double Life." "A Woman's Vengeance," the late ofMark
Hellinger's
City"of and
several
others. Details
the drive
were "The
set atNaked
a series
confabs
attended by Scully, E. T. Gomersall, A. J. O'Keefe, F. J. A. McCarthy, C. ,T. Feldman, John J. O'Connor, E. L. McEvoy, James
J. Jordan and Maurice A. Bergman . .Meanwhile, Scully announced
the winners of the "Nate Blumberg-J. Arthur Rank Good Business
Sales Drive." Manie M. Gottlieb, Chicago area supervisor, copped
first money for district managers. Second place went to the Dave
Miller district (Albany), while third prize was taken by the BarRose (San
Francisco)
Minneapolis
officeneywon
top honors
in thedistrict.
branch Leroy
field. J.AbeMiller's
Swerdlow
led the
twelve winning salesmen in the Western division.
UP AND ABOUT... Nate J. Blumberg, U-I president, gets the
chairmanship of the Public Relations Committee of the MPAA
board of directors. Other members of the
committee include Jack Cohn, Columbia; Austin C. Keough, Paramount;
Sam Schneider,
WB, and J. R. Vogel, Loew's. Charles Schlaifer, 20th-Fox ad-publicity director, is chairman of the adv'g-publicity directors committee,
and Ken Clark becomes nat'l director of information. The committee's program will plug
the constructive activities and accomplishments
of the entire industry — production, distribution
and exhibition. .. Irving Helfont has been
BLUMBERG
upped to home oflice assistant to Burtus Bishop, M-G-M midwestern
sales manager . . .
Two Eagle-Lion execs resigned last fortnight, A. W. Schwalberg,
sales chief, disclosed. They are Ralph McCoy, southeastern district manager, and Milton J. Yeiman, manager of foreign branch
operations
. Morton
Praag has resigned his post as ASIAmerican .News
sales Van
manager.
FILM JOTTINGS: First releases from 20th-Fox for the new
year are "Captain from Castile" and "The Tender Years," sales
topper Andy W. Smith, Jr., reveals. News that the former pic,
originally scheduled for roadshowing, would be sold at regular
admissions, gave exhibs a chance to volunteer kudos to the distributor.Winner
.
of the semi-annual M-(3-M Noval Award is
Esther Forbers' "The Running of the Tide." The novelist is assured a minimum of 150 G's, with a possibility of $250,000 contingent upon sales, plus an extra $25,000 if the books cops the
Pulitzer Prize. . ."Fighting Mustang," Astor's first Sunset Carson
Western, gets its release this month, with five more scheduled for
the go sign fortnightly, says prexy Bob Savini.
THE

FRONT

PAGE

.ANDY W. SMITH. JR.
General Sales Manager, 20th Century-Fox
Following a brief career as a newspaper reporter. Andy
Smith entered movie business just a few weeks after the fatal
shot at Sarajevo in 1911 had reverberated through the world and
set
off World War I, making him one of the real veterans of our
industry.
His first job was at Pathe and he later served with Hodkinson. First National and Warner Bros.-First National. In 1935.
he was named vice-president of Vitagraph, a position he left one
year later to join Imited Artists as general sales manager. He
resigned from U A late in 1938 and a year later joined RKO Radio
as Eastern division manager, shortly thereafter, being appointed
sales manager for that company.
Smith came to 20th Century-Fox as Eastern division sales
manager in 1912 and was upped to general sales manager in
May. His
1947.boyish smile and diffident demeanor are belied by an
industrious determination to perform any job he faces. He has
a faculty for cutting red tape and getting to the core of a
problem. Seemingly ill at ease in a Lincolnesque manner on
the rostrum, he is nevertheless an effective public speaker.
S

MS
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'CASTILE' AT REGULAR PRICES; POLICY LAUDED
Mounting i esistance fi om .'xhiliitois and the public to the advanced admissions
policy probably played a large role in the recent announcement by Andy W. Smith, Jr.,
20th Century-Fox general sales manager, that "Captain from Castile" would be released
at regular admission prices.
Smith's statement stirred a promptly favorable reaction in exhibitor circles. It
was termed "a very distinct contribution to the welfare of the industry" by Edward
Lachman, Allied Theatre Owners of N. J. president. Lachman in a letter to 20th-Fox
president, Spyros P. Skouras, added that by the action, 20th is "helping directly the
indepondent exhibitor, who is suffering at this time from a dearth of quality pictures."
Smith had previously advised the trade that "Captain from Castile" was earniarkea for general distribution at advanced admissions. Although Lachman made no
comment on the 50-50 percentage terms stipulated for the picture, it was expected that
this would meet with strenuous opposition by exhibitors.

Ren Kalnidison, ^\arner BroK. Hiili-f^ topper, a(lvi§es that "Life With Father" deals at advanced
admissions are not being; |ire«Bed in situations
where results are not promising. The pieture will
be relea'^ed at popular prii'es later.

Harold S. Dunn has be*n promoted to Eagle
Uon's newly created position of assistant general
sales manaser by A. W. Sehwalberg, E-L v.p.
and general sales chief.

Lachman cited the small town exhibitor's dependence on the good will of his
community and claimed that the inde 'has suffered greatly in the past year because of
experimentation with his established box-office scale." He said that the "Castile" policy
was important not only for "providing good, wholesome entertainment at fair and normal prices, but also re-establishes the principle that a theatre's scale is not to be trifled
with because it is a contributory factor to the habit of going to the movies."
The been
Alliedscheduled
leader also
company'sscales
"Gentleman's
Agreement,"
which hasto
likewise
for lauded
regular the
admission
after deliberation
on whether
require advanced admissions.
•
•
•
HIGH

COURT

HEARINGS

POSTPONED.

BRIEFS

FILED

With the Supreme Court hearings on the Government's anti-trust suit against the
majors pushed back to February 9, instead of the January 12 date originally scheduled,
additional time to file briefs was granted special attorney general Robert L. Wright and
his staff by the high court. The Government briefs are to be submitted by January 19,
it was ruled by the high tribunal. The postponement was asked by the Government
because of illness of Wright and several members of his staff.
Meanwhile, the brief as amicus curiae submitted by A. F. Myers, Allied general
counsel, on behalf of the Conference of Independent Exhibitors Association was accepted by the Supreme Court, as was that of the Society of Independent Motion Picture
Producers. The court accepted the briefs over the objections of the majors.
Columbia filed its brief as one of the defendants. At the same time, the Confederacy of Southern Assns. sought leave to intervene in the suit on the basis that it
represents 2,000 exhibitors who will be affected by the decree, especially by the competitive bidding provision.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, v/hich retained its identity despite its merger last year with American Theatres Assn. to form Theatre Owners of
America in order to be permitted to file a brief as amicus curiae, took that action last
week through Herman M. Levy, general counsel. ATA will seek leave to intervene
under its former status.
The MPTOA motion for permission to file an amicus curiae brief stressed its
denouncement of the competitive bidding provisions of the Statutory Court decree and
asked for Federal Court authorization of industry arbitration or its equivalent. The
brief contended that auction selling would lead to increased film rentals and, consequently, to higher admissions. Elimination by injunction of the alleged unlawful practices of the defendants, rather than divestiture of their theatre interests, was sought
by MPTOA as relief. It was also pointed out by Levy that competitive bidding would
permit a financially powerful exhibitor to eliminate competition by overbidding and
operating temporarily at a loss, •
or by overbuying
and• backlogging product.
*
BLUMBERG

DENIES

ENTERPRISE

DEAL

Reports that Universal-International would become the distribution outlet for
Enterprise Productions were denied by Nate Blumberg, president of U-I.
Blumberg stated that no conversations of any kind had been held with Enterprise officials and that no conferences on the situation were anticipated. He disclaimed
any interest in the matter of Enterprise distribution.
The first three Enterprise films, "Ramrod," "The Other Love" and "Body and
Soul," have been released by United Artists. However, rumors that Enterprise has been
looking for another outlet for its future product, including "Arch of Triumph," have
been rampant recently. It was such reports that were partially responsible for UA
prexy Grad Sears' blast at industry "jackals" and his subsequent warning to Enterprise
that any attempt to withhold "Arch" from its contract with UA would lead to court
action.
•
*
*
At (he f •■stiiiiDiiiiil diiiiicr in ( liicaKO tendered to
Ja<'k Kirscli, president of Allied, at whieh Spyros
I'. Skouras, 2(Mli Century-Fox president, was (the
principal speaker, are, in the usual order: Ed
Donovan, .Skouras, A. A'an Nomlkos, Klrsch,
Howard Lubliner and Sol IiOckwood.
6

'GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT'
Century-Fox picture, "Gentleman's
Twentieth
The York
Film Critics as the best picture shown
the New
1947. The Hollywood film won out over the British J.

VOTED BEST
Agreement," was selected by
in the New York area during
Arthur Rank film, "Great Ex(Continued on Page 17)
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STUDIO
COLUMBIA

SIZf-UPS

Program
Cut Here
A N IMMEDIATE RESULT Of prexy Harry Cohn's earlier statethat Dec.
tlie emphasis
'48 will
big pictures
(See
Film ment
Bulletin.
28) is theforslicing
of be
the onproduction
schedule
from 44 to 36 pictures. The eight films dropped are from the
group of pictures which cost around $150,000 to make. Cohn
pointed out t^at with production costs what they are, thess cheap
pictures would no longer be cheap, so they are being dropped.
At the moment, the studio is reported planning a substitution
of One or two pictures in the high-budget bracket to take up
the slack left by tile cut in programmers.
Also inis accordance
chief
proclamation,
Columbia
turning itswith
full the
effort
to executive's
lining up as
many big
names as possible from the freelance ranks for future films here.
These people will be brought in on one-picture deals, to bolster
boxolfice power of Columbia Alms. Dorothy Lamour starts next
week in ''Let's Fall In Love.'' Others scheduled to come are
Paulette Goddard, Robert Young, Rosalind Russell, Randolph
Scott, Preston Foster, and Lucille Ball. The stu:Uo i5 also dickerSusan Peters, Cornel 'Wilde and Franchot Tone for
futureing with
pictures.
GODDARD SET FOR "LUCASTA"
Paulette Goddard is definitely set for the title role in Philip
Yordan's "Anna Lucasta,'' according to Yordan. The actress is
in Europe at the moment but the picture has an April 1 starting
date tentatively pencilled in. This is one of the big ones already
discussed in Columbia's revised program. Harry Cohn will personally supervise production on this with playwright Yordan
working directly under him.
Gene Autry is set for five Cinecolor productions here for the
1348 schedule. Autry. who works under his own unit called
Autry Productions, will start shooting on his first film, "Hideawaj','' after he returns from his current personal appearance
tour.' He will make three more before he breaks for the summer
interval in which he does his Madison Square Garden rodeo
stint. The fifth will be shot after the rodeo is over.
EAGLE-LION
More
Money
Here
TpHIS OUTFIT IS really all pepped up as the result of the
recently completed $11,000,000 loan. The money (actually an
additional $7,000,000 added to a renewed loan of $4,000,000) came
from Serge Semenenko's First National Bank of Boston anrf is
earmarked for the most part, for the 1918 production schedule.
According to President Arthur L. Krim, the company is planning
n increase in the number of high-budget pictures on the schedule
ind the additional funds were required for this purpose.
The Semenenko-Young combine h"s been fighting for weeks
to get through the door of United Attests, but so far there has
been no success. It may be that the executives have decided to
concentrate on the Eagle-Lion growth, pour more money into
it, and forget about UA, for the time being, at least.
Me-inwhi1e, E-L is readying plans for early starts On a number of films. Only film in work is Ben Stoloff's "The Cobra
.Strikes,' with Sheila Ryan, Le.«lie Brooks and Richai^ Eraser.
PRC, while still an autonomous group, recedes more and more
into the background as Eagle-Lion expands its program. This
unit may disappear altogether, or will finally come to be tre
permanent unit for the programmers which will be needed to fill
out E-L's schedule of releases.

M-G-M

Production

Upped

"rSJOVV
THF, (although
dust of reorganization
in the
top enough
M fi-M
■'■
' ranksTHAT
has settled
we feel it did not
go deep
io correct the weaknesses shown during the p-'ist year), this studio
is gearing itself for an increased 1948 work schedule. E, J. Man.lANUARY
5, 1948

the Seems

of Film

5, 1948

Production

nix announced last week that 22 story properties have already
been scheduled into production with at least four more set to go
in to complete the 1948 program.
At least seven of the films programmed will be done in color,
which is an indication that Metro does not plan too drastic an
economy in its usual production pattern.
In reporting on Metro s production plans, E. J. Mannix stated
that the entire schedule will be handled by 14 producers with the
triumvirate of Mayer-Mannix-Thau supervising directly.
possibility
a series
of "moderate"
has no',
been The
definitely
ruledof out,
as yet.
Discussions budget
are nowfilms
in progress
on the advisability of this program. 'With the number of lesser
known people (not big enough to cari-y a first-line picture on a
marquee) still on the Metro list, many of the executives feel
this progra.m would be a means of using and building its talent
roster. Since other studios are getting back to programmers,
it is likely that Metro will, too.
There is a report current that 17 old MGM pictures are slated
for reissue. So far, however, the only one definitely Scheduled for
a second try is "Ninotchka" (Greta Garbo-Melvyn Douglas). Apparently, someone in the organization interpreted this as some
£ort of an answer to the un-American Committee's probe.
ONLY T'WO GOING
The new year started with only two pictures in work here.
"Easter Parade ' (Fred Astaire-Judy Garland) enters its second
month of production. "Date With Judy" is a new starter, with
WalU.ce Berry, Elizabeth Taylor, Jane Powell, Carmen Miranda,
Xavier Cugat and Robert Stack combining in a typical Pasternak
comedy set to music. Big one just getting underway is the
Technicolor production of the "Three Musketeers," starring Gene
Kelly, Lana Turner, June Allyson and Van Heflin.
S. Sylvan Simon, formerly under contract at this studio, wiW
be back on this lot to guide the next Red Skelton picture for
Producer Paul Jones. This will be Jones' first s nee he came to
Metro from Paramount. Skelton worked with Simon at Columbia on the i-ecently completed "Fuller Brush Man" and asked for
him in the directors spot on "A Southern Yankee." No effort
is being spared to make this picture a good one, since Skelton
has not been happy with his material from Metro nor has Metro
(or, incidentally, exhibitors) been happy with the boxoffice results
on Skelton films. The comic has a large following with the
family trade, but it has not be capitalized.
MONOGRAM
Broidy Talks Sense
STE'VE BROIDY, PRESIDENT of Allied Artists and Monogram,
tossed a chailence to all taker,-? both within production ranks
and among exhibitors when he decried the negative approach in
the current situation of the slipping boxoffice.
Two of Broidy's suggestions make good sense. First, the industry must re-evaluate itself and with complete honesty cut
from production schedules pictures that won't sell. Broidy's
point:then
it's attempt
no good toto force
make ita onto
picturethe you
know The
is tough
and
public.
publictoissel'.
in
no mood for such forcing. He also uri^ed an increase in advertising and exploitation despite lagging sales. Here, Mr. Broidy
has hit on one of the prime rules of advertising, which all too
few movie executives understand.
The Monogram chief pointed out that the over-publicized
economy wave and revenue loss will soon condition the American
public to thinking that they will be getting less entertainment for
their movie dollar and thus will only act as a further blow to
the boxoffice.
Broidy put great stress on the point that the exhibitor must
be pre-sold on the importance of the picture in advance of his
buying. He urged that trade advertising be increased because
only an exhibitor who is convinced he has a money-maker can
sell it, in his turn, as such.
He also urged greater participation by the exhibitor in the
advertising program. As it .stands now, he stated, the distributor
is putting up the bulk of the money in cooperative advertisinga
programs with theatres. It is the Broidy opinion that such
program tends to lessen the exhibitors interest in his results and
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create again that "negative attitude" which Broidy feels is the
current illness of the industry.
PRODUCTION STAFF UP
Indicative of the trend for expansion here is the fact that
the producer roster for Monogram-Allied Artists hit a high of
26 during 1947. This list includes producers who have alte'idy
turned in their assignments as well as those currently in preparation. Prexy Broidy points to this expanded list as the major
factor in the diversified program turned out by the two companies this year. He stated further that the 1948-49 program,
which win carry even greater variety in quality and quantity, will
be well covered by the newy reorganized production department.
HEAVY BACKLOG, TOO
Another straw in the wind of Monogram's future prospects
is the backog which with this company closed 1947. Rated as the
biggest in its history, the list includes five films from Allied
Artists not yet released: "Song of My Heart," "Panhandle," "The
Hunted," "Smart Woman" and "The Tenderfoot." The Monogram
list of unreleased films totals ten, including several from the
Monogram series groups of the Teen-Agers, the Bowery Boya,
and the westerns, Johnny Mack Brown and Jimmy Wakely.
PARAMOUNT
Balabans

Good

News

PRESIDENT
recent that
letterwas
to Paramount
stockholdersBARNEY
painted BALABAN'S
a bright picture
in rather
striking contrast to the actions of this outfit in recent months
Balaban greatly minimized the loss of the British market in
his company's case, stating that only ten percent of Paramount'S
revenue
comes isfrom
this market.
He promised
thatthis
Paramovmt's
1948 program
so geared
as to more
than offset
loss with
a domestic increase.
In the light of Mr. Balaban's glossy report, one wonders
about Paramount's recent cuts in small-fry personnel and vast
curtailment in advertising. How will the domestic gross be
increased during this year with less salesmen to peddle Paramount pictures (territories have been doubled for some of the
retained salesmen) and with less exploitation and publicity?
At a time when the movie industry is enjoying Its worst
public relations since the Fatty Arbuckle scandal, at a time when
the boxoffice trend is downward for the first time in a decade,
some film moguls think this is the moment to expend less effort
to sell their product. Amazing, isn't it!
SCHEDULE SET HERE
Studio chief Henry Ginsberg announced last week that Paramount will make only 20 pictures during 1948, all of them carrying top-budget figures. Bolstering the Paramount program will
be the initialers from Prank Capra, George Stevens and William
Wyler, of Liberty Films. Leo McCarey will also add his contribution under the recent contract he signed with the company.
Nine of the scheduled films are set for early starts with
Mitchell Leisen's "Abigail, Dear Heart" leading the parade. This
one stars Claude Rains, MacDonald Carey and Wanda Hendrix.
Richa'rd Maibaum is the producer. Danny Dare has "It's Always
Spring," with Veronica Lake, Mary Hatcher, Mona Freeman, BilljDe Wolfe, ready to go. John Farrow will direct "The Great
Gatsby," with Alan Ladd starred, Maibaum, again producing. Hal
Wallis will soon roll "Sorry, Wrong Number," starring Barbara
Stanwyck and Burt Lancaster, with Anatole Litvak directing.
Bob Hope will star in Damon Run>on's "Sorrowful Jones.'
Charles Brackett has "Tatlock Millions" teaming Wanda Hendrix
(watch this girl hit big in '48) and John Lund. "Diamond In The
Haystack" reunites Crosby and Barry Fitzgerald.

^
REPUBLIC
Fifty Scheduled

Here

'pHIS STUDIO
STARTS
new year schedule.
with a minimum
50 ent
pictures pencilled
into itstheproduction
Vice-Presid
Allan Wilson, in charge of production, reported last week on the
work status at Republic. Twelve producers are in preparation on
25 pictures,
studio. about half of which will carry the high-budget taz at
this
Meanwhile, Herbert J. Yates reported to his board of directors
m New York on the detailed results of cutting costs. The board
approved the Yates program of economy and accepted bis prediction that !,he year ahead would show an increase in profits by
reason of the cost-cutting and by reason of some of the planned

production which Yates feels will tab higher boxoffice returns.
With board approval on renewal of the production deal with
Charles Feldman set, "Moonrise," starring Dane Clark, Gail Russell and Ethel Barrymorc, started last week. As on the prior
Feldman deal ("The Red Pony" starring Myrna Loy and Robert
Mitchum), Republic collects a dhitiibution fee plus a share in the
profits while Feldman does all hi:; own financing. "Moonrise" is
tagged for a budget of about .$900,000. Marshall Grant, who originally planned to produce this one with John Garfield, is still in
the production picture and Frank Borzage is directing.
Others on the immediate production list include: two from
Producer Edmund Grainger ("Wake of the Red Witch" and "Airborne"); Allan Dwan will do "Woman of Destiny" and "The Miracle of Charlie Dakin," .John Auer will do "Mr. Mighty," "Untamed" and "Another Dawn." John Wayne will produce and star
in "Eagles In Exile." Joseph Kane will have "Last of the Westerners" and "The Missourians."
RKO
Idling In January
A LTHOUGH THE STUDIO is at this moment virtually at a
standstill, the months ahead will be packed with approved
production plans. Dore Schary will guide the program and emphasis will fall on low-budget and experimental films and independent production.
RKO was among the first of the major studios to see the value
of taking in independent producers to bolster their own fare. They
ended this year with 15 independent films on their schedule and
the coming year will see equally as many spMDtted in.
The inactive status will continue until Januarj' 26. Only one
film is in production, "The Window" (Barbara Hale-Arthur Kennedy) and it is being shot in New York.
John Ford and Merian Cooper have set one of their Arko
Productions
into work.Armstrong).
This one is tagged "Mr. Joseph of Africa"
(Ben Johnson-Robert
SELZNICK

"Duel"

Take

Soars

^NE YEAR FROM the day of its first-run release, "Duel In The
^ Sun," has tabbed a gross take of $1'?(221,000 with almost 1,000
first-run playing dates still to be filled. Out of this fabulous figthe foreign
contributed only $925,000, -with $500,000 of
that ure,
coming
frommarket
England.
With "Duel" bidding fair to equal the records set by Selznick's
"Gone With The Wind," it will be interesting to see how well the
master-showman does with "The Paradine Case" previewed in Los
Angeles (to make the Academy deadline) last week. Unquestionably, this is and
a better
performance
story. picture than "Duel," certainly by way of
*
SEVEN SCREEN PLAYS READY
With "The Paradine Case" launched auspiciously, "Portrait
For Jenny" in the can, and "Duel In The Sun" taking care of itself, Producer Selznick is turning his attention to his 1948 production schedule for which he holds seven completed screen plays.
Not all of these will be made, of course. BMrst to go will probably
be the Selznick version of "Romeo and Juliet." Louis Jourdan
and Valli, the newcomers that Selznick projected into prominence
with "The Paradine Case," will be co-starred in "Rupert of Hentzau" which should provide perfect casting for the pair. Jennifer
Jones is definitely set for "Tender Is The Night" with Selznick
using the vehicle to laimch another of his newcomers. Christian
Kelleen, a Swedish import. Dorothy MoGuire is set for "A Doll's
House."
20th CENTURY-FOX
Production

Big

Here

TJ77ITH HOLLYWOOD ENTERING the new year at a three-year
" production low (25 pictures in work), it is interesting to note
that this studio heads the production activity with five films rolling. 20th hit its low peak early in the fall, when vast sums were
tied up in un-released pictures like "Forever Amber," "Captain
From Castile" and "Gentleman's Agreement." With these three
out and doing solid business, Darryl Zanuck has turned his mind
back to production. While only a small portion of the people laid
off in the mass shearing last October have been rehired, the studio
FILM
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is still at a rate of activity it has not had since about the middle
of last year.
Of the five films going, two are new starters. "The Street
With No Name" (Mark Stevens-Barbara Lawrence) is a Sam Engel production with William Keighley directing. This one, based
on stories from the FBI files, is being shot in New York. "The
Chair For Martin Rome" (Victor Mature-Richard Conti) has Robert Siodniak directing for Sol Siegel. Here the studio has prepared a script guaranteed to promote the Mature personality as
it was projected in "Kiss of Death."
"That Lady In Ermine," formerly called "This Is The Moment '
(Betty Grable-Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.), "Walls of Jericho" (Linda
Darnell-Cornel Wilde) and "The Iron Curtain" (Dana AndrewsGene Tierney) continue in production. This last one has been
pushed ahead two months on the release schedule because of the
timeliness of the story content. It is the story of the ex-Russian
agent who renounced the Communist party and is now living in
Canada under the protection of that government.
Sol Wurtzel has closed down his production unit until March
1. The producer, having just wound up "Arthur Takes Over," will
recess until then while he works on five scripts which are completed and ready for production treatment. Wurtzel's first, when
he resumes, will be "Tucson," followed by "Ticket To Nowhere."
UNITED

ARTISTS

''Arch*'
Gets
T^ESPITE THEUA
EFFORTS
of Enterpii^e executives to take
"Arch Of Triumph" elsewhere for distribution, the deal is
finally settled and UA will handle the distribution. Earlier Enterprise had insisted that the film was not ready for release, but it
is now admitted that the picture is finished and will be released
in February. One reason, apparently, for the change of heart by
Enterprise is that in order to stay clear of "Joan," the Ingrid
Bergman starrer just completed by Sierra Pictures and scheduled
for September release, "Arch of Triumph" cannot be held up any
later than February.
The threatened suit against James Cagney for taking his
"Time of Your Life" to Warner Brothers for distribution is on.
Warner Brothers is also included in the suit. This suit, as well
as the one against the Cagney company singly and the one against
Enterprise for "Arch of Triumph" (apparently now settled) were
brought because the company must have these films as well as
"Red River" to release in order to stay in business after Marc'i.
It is expected that the suits will be settled before they reach court
proceedings.
Mary Pickford's Triangle Production, "Sleep My Love" (Claudette Colbert-Robert Cummings) may cause a battle for UA, too, in
3pite of the fact that Miss Pickford wants UA to have her picture.
It seems that Jack Cohn, Columbia executive, and father of Miss
Pickford's co-producer, Ralph Cohn, would like to see the film a
Columbia release. Since he has a financial interest in the production, he may have some influence there. But so far this one still
belongs to UA.
Miss Pickford has turned her mind to future production plans
and this time they seem fairly definite. She and her husband,
Buddy Rogers, and Ralph Cohn (Triangle Productions) have set
up a corporation with Hoagy Carmichael called Stardust Road
Pictures Corporation. The picture to be made is the life story of
Carmichael called "Stardust Road." No production plans are set
yet.
PRODUCnriON STARTS
Despite the continuous battle here and the months of activity,
it looks as though UA may soon have pictures in production.
United California Pictures will start "Let's Live A Little" starring
Hedy Lamarr and Robert Cummings some time tliis month. Cummings is co-owner of UCP with Eugene Frenke and Philip Yordan.
Sam Bischoff is also slated to start production in "Pitfall"
with Dick Powell starred. Edward Golden's "Texas, Heaven and
Brooklyn" is also pencilled for a January start although no casting has been set yet.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Busy
Year Ahead
TNVENTORY AT THIS STUDIO lists 17 producing units in work
as we head into 1948. Most of these are either winding up or
have completed pictures, but a number have pictures in preproduction stages ready to go within the next month or six weeks.
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Among these are Joseph Sistrom's "Saxon Charm," which will
liave star casting; "You Gotta Stay Happy," Rampart's next for
Joan Fontaine, "Mr. Peabody and The Mermaid" with William
Powell and Ann Blythe, "The Judge's Wife" and "The Life of
Riley." Douglas Fairbanks is preparing "The O'Flynn." John
Beck is working on "The Countess of Monte Cristo" with Sonja
Henie set to star. Burt Lancaster will produce and star in "Kiss
The Blood Off My Hands" and "One Touch of Venus" is rumored
near starting date. This last one is on and off so frequently no
one seems to know just what will happen; but at this writing it is
scheduled by Jolin Beck and Lester Cowan for early production.
This promised production activity seems almost incredible in
the face of the close cropping of staff that has been carried out
through the entire studio here. It is i-umored that some re-hiring
will be done when some of this looked-for production actually
gets under way.
AID FOR EXHIBITORS DROPPED
One of those incomprehensible facets of film executive reasoning, the policy of co-operative advertising with exhibitors is no
more as far as U-I is concerned. If this trend takes hold, it will
mean that exhibitors will be left to their own devices to sell the
product they are buying from the studios. If this should come to
pass, it is one more example of Hollywood's shortsightedness. It
may well be that some curtailment of the program was needed,
but surely there is some happy medium which would be a little
less drastic and less harmful to all concerned.
The money spent on advei'tising in first-run campaigns undoubtedly helps exhibitors directly and indirectly. But let us not
forget that a large portion of the benefit still redounds to the boys
who own the picture.
WARNER

BROS.

10 Day
Shooting Schedules!
A LFIUCD HITCHCOCK'S ten-day shooting schedule for "The
Rope," which goes into production here shortly, is a precedentmaking project in the new "econohiy wave" program. If this one
works out, the studio will adopt the policy insofar as possible on
all of its production. If Hitchcock, long known for his hype-rdevotion to detail, camera angles, etc., can do the trick, others
will have to follow his pattern.
First step in the program is a period of pre-production rehearsals. Three weeks will be given to such rehearsing before a
camera turns. Sciipts are being tailored to fit this new schedule
— with only the necessary plot development sequences being lilmed.
Implication will be used instead of example where that use can
eliminate the building of an expensive set for a brief scene. Warner executives insist that this method will tie used only up to the
, point where full production quality can be maintained. The cutting of shooting time and other corner-trimming devices will not,
tiiey insist, lessen the value of a picture. No, but it will surely
cut the costs of pictures if intelligently and assiduously practiced.
Jerry Wald, now in production with "Key Largo" (BogartBacall-Barrymore) experimented briefly in this new move with
one week of pre-shooting rehearsals and a script worked over
before shooting started so that not one loose end remained.
This is the department where the bulk of money can be saved,
not
studiotheat secretarial
least trying.and messenger staffs, and it's good to see a
EIGHTEEN SET HERE
Eighteen films for the 1948-49 schedule have already been set
here' by Jack L. Warner, studio chief, and a possible seven more
will be added. Six independent productions are already set for
release and if present plans go through, several more will be
added to the schedule. Among those already set to go in addition to the pair each from Michael Curtiz, United States Pictures,
and the Hitchcock-Bernstein unit, are "One Sunday Afternoon,"
"John Loves Mary" and "Until Proven Guilty." Warners will have
the Danny Kaye picture this year, also, and if the Cagney move
also.
hold, "Time of Your Life" will be an important Warner release,
FLYNN SIGNS NEW DELAJL,
Topped only by the contract this studio has with Humphrey
Bogart is the new deal just signed with Errol Flynn. According
to the terms of the deal, the actor gets $225,000 for one picture
a year for 15 years. All films are to be made in Technicolor, the
actor is guaranteed that no one film will run over 14 weeks in
the making (if it does the actor gets a bonus) and the studio carries insurance against accidents which might prevent Flynn from
fulfilling'
commitment.
a dream iscontract
must meanhis that
the Flynn This
draw isatreally
the boxofiice
still at and
its
peak. Although,
why him
don'this they
use him in tho.«e colorful action
stories
that brought
popularity?
9
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel,"
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.

1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials
1946-47 Features
Westerns
Serials

C O L U M B
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

iA
(36)
(11)
( 2)
(32)
(14)
( 4)

In
In
In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

4
(2)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
No. Rev.
Details
Rel.
Titl&— Running Time
Cast
Gallant Blade (C)
Parki-Chapman
. .12-8.
Lovss of Carmen, The
Hayworth-Ford
.. .11-24.
COMPLETED
1947-48
Adventures In Silverado
Bishop-Henry .... .11-10.
12-22.
Best Man Wins
Buchanan-Lee .
Black Arrow, The
Hayward-Bialr ..11-24.
. .8-4.
Bla2lng Across The Pecos
Starrett-Burnctte . .
. .9-1. , 12-18.
Blondle's
Anniversary
(67)
Sinoleton-Lake
...
Blondle In the Dough (69)
slngleton-Lake .4-14. 10-16.
Blondle'j
Night
Out
Singleton-lake
Brick Bradford
Richmond-Johnson ... ..9-29.
10-27 . 12-18.
Buckaroo from Powder Blvar (55)
Starrett-Burnette . . .5-26. 10-14
Coroner Creok (C)
Scott-Chapman . . . . .9-29.
Crime Doctor's Gamble (66)
Baxter-Cheire! ... . .8-4. 12-11.
Devil Ship (62)
Lane-Camphell .7-21.
.4-15. . 10-29 .
Omtn To Earth (T) (101)
Nayworth-Parks
.11-10.
Eternal Melody. The
Klepura Eggerth
.10-27,
Filler Brash Man, The
Skelton-Blair
ii'-27
.1-16. '.
Glamour Girl
Krupa-Reed
11-47.
HerDetallt
Hotband's
Affain
(85)
Tone-Ball
.
.3-3.
.7-21
. .9-1
inder title: Lady Kniw Hmr
I Love Troible
Tone-Blair .... .5-26... 1-48.
Details indar title- Ombit Take
It Had To Be You (98)
Rogers-Wilde
.5-26.. 12-47.
Key Witness (67)
Beal-Marshall ... 4-14. . .10-9.
Otttlli inder title: Destiny
10-14. 11-20.
Lady tnm Shanghai. The
iiayworth-Wtllee
Last Days of Boot Hill, The
Starrett-Burnette . .6-23.
.5-26. . 11-47.
Last Roond-Uo, The (77)
Autry-Heather . . .
Little Spanish Town, A
Autry-Marion . . . . ..5-26.
.8-18. 11-13.
Lone Wolf In London, The (68)
Mohr-Saunders
Lalo Belle
Lamour-Montgomery 11-10.
Man From Colorad*. The (T)
Ford-Drew
. .3-17
Mary Loo
Lowery-Barfon ... .9-15. .1-23.
Mating of Millie, Tho
Ford-Keyes
. .7-7.
My Dog Rusty
Donaldson-Doran . ..11-24
. .8-4
Phantom Valley
Starrett-Barnette
.12-22
Port Said
Sishop-Henry
.5-12. . .1-48.
Prince of Thieves (72)
Hall-Morison .... .12-9
Relentless
Yenng-Chagman
Details inder title: Three Were Thorough iireds
. .9-29
Return of October, The
Ford-Moore
Retorn of The Whistler, The
Duane-Aubert . . . .10-27
. .9-1. .12-25.
Roie of Santa Rosa
Hot Shots
Sign of the Ram, The
Peters-Knox .... . . .8-4
Six Gon Law
Starrett-Saunders ...7-7
Sea Hoond, The (Serial)
Crabbe-Biake . . . . .5-26. ,
Song of Idaho
Vincent-Grant . . . .10-27. . .1-9.
Strawberry Rnn, The
Antry-Henry .... . . .7-7.
Bweet Genevieve (68)
Porter-Lydon .... .4-14. .10-23.
Swordsman, The (T) (81)
Parks-Drew
.12-9.".
.1-48.
. .8-4
Tex Grainjor (Serial)
Stcvens-Stewarl . . ..12-9
. .10-27
To the Ends of tho Earth
Ptwell-Maylla ... . 12-22
Trapped by Boston Blackic
Morris-Lane . . . . .4-14... 11-6.
Two Blondes and a Redhead (70)
Porter-Lydon . . . . .9-29
West of Sonora
Starrett-Burnette
Whirlwind Raiders
Starreft-Saunders ..9-15
..9-29
Woman from Tangier, The
Jergens-Donne
Wreck of The Hesperus, The
Parker-White ... . .9-15
1946-47
.11-25... 4-10. .820
Blindle's Holiday (67)
Lake-Slngleton . . . .12-23.
..5-15. . .808. . . .3-3
Bulldog Drommond at Bay (70)
Randell-LoiUe . . .
9-4. , .821
Bulldog Drummond Strikes -Back (65) . . . .Randell-Hcnry . . .
Corpse Came C.O.D., The (87)
Brent-Blondell . . . ...1-6. ..5-31. .840
5-1. .812
For the Love of Rusty (69)
.,. .Oonaldson-Poweri . .12-23...
.9-30... 4-47. .834... 3-17
Fraaied (82)
Ford-Carter
DeUlli inder title: They Walk Alane
Fuller Brush Man
Skelton-Blair . . .
.4-47. . . .836
Gillt of Janet Ante (83)
Russell-Douglas
Malli aider titli: ly Eafty Mtrni
,7-15. . ..838
Gundohtert,
The title:
'C) (87)
Seott-Brltton . . .
•elalb elder
Tvtl Sankrerot
Jack Armstrong (Serial)
Hart LaPlanehe . . ,11-25.. . .2-6. . . .802
.
Keeper of The Bees (68)
Henry-Doane .... . .3-17. .7-10.
.12-9. .3-27. . . .809
King of Wild Hanoi (79)
Foster- Patrick . . . .9-16.
Last of Tha Redman (Color) (77)
Hall-Ankers
.8^7. . . .837 .3-31
Lot If Tki Canyn
$tarrett-Burnettc .10-28. .4-24. . . .867.
JO
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Little
Milsander
Broadway
Porter-Shelton 2-3... 6-19 815
Details
title: (69)
Broadway Biby
MMIerson Case, The (72)
Baxter-Saunders . . ,1-20. . .5-29. .817
OeUlls under title: Crime Deetor'i VaaatiM
.868
Pacific Adventure (95)
Randell-Steinbeek ..7-47.. .835
Prairie Raiders (54)
Slarrett-Saunders ,,11-11. . .5-29. .
Riders of The Lone Star (55)
Starrett- Hunter . . 12-23. ..8-14..
.870
J
.813
Smoky River Serenade (67)
Campbell-Terry 4-28. . .8-21. . .85
Son of Rusty, The (69)
Oonaldson-Powen ..4-14. ...8-7..
..U-7. . .811
Secret il The Whistler («S)
Olx Braaki
7-22. ..6-26..
Sport of Kings (68)
Henry-Campbell ...2-17.
8 9. .11 i-j
DeUlls inder title: Major Oennlnf'i Tnit Estate
. . .7-3. . .118.
Starrett-Burnette ..11-25. . 6-26 .
Stranger from Ponca City (56)
3-17.
Leonard-Dugan
Swing the Weiteri Way (66)
853.
Vigilante, The (Serial)
Byrd-Amet
3-3. .9-25 ... .827
.
Jergens-Platl 6-23. .. .9-25.
When a Girl's Beaatifil

W
E-Ll
1947-48 Features EAGL
Completed
(25)
Completed ( 3)
Westerns
1946-47 Features
Completed (22)
Completed (12)
Westerns

In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production

(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE COBRA STRIKES
Mystery — Slatted December 19
Cast: Sheila Ryan, Leslie Brooks, Richard Eraser.
Director: Charles Riesner Executive Producer: Ben Stoloff
story: New hypodermic Inulrument seized by evil men wlio use it tor
ilfrttrut tion until caijtur»<l.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
12-27 . .
Ret
Title — Running Tine 1947-48
Cast . Details
.5-12. . .9-27.
Adventures of Casintva
deCordova-Nash
Rel.
11-22
.851
. .5-12. .
Black Hills
Dean-Atei
No.
Blonde Savage (61)
Sherwood-Erieson . .4-14. . .9-20. .807. .10-13
Bory Me Dead (66)
0 Oonnell-Oaaiels . . .7-7. .
Check Your Gint (55)
Dean-Gates
. . .7-7. . ,1-24 .803. . .9-2.
! lose-up
Baxter-Gllmore
.11-24. .1-31., 853. .12-0
Corksc.ew Alley
O Keete-Trevar
. 12-22
Enchanted Valley (C)
Curtis-Gwynne . ....9-1..
.802.
.9-13. . .735.
Reisiie.
Gentleman After Dark (76)
Oonlevy-Hopkins Foniga
.1-17. ., .810.
. . .8.4. . ., .11-8.
reen (or Danger (91)
Grey-Howard
Headin' For Heaven (71)
Eiwin-Fariell -r ..5-12. .'.'.1-V.'
It'i Mtlder
Swltzar-WUIa«
Linda From
Be Good
(67)
Hubbard-Knox . ..3-26.
.7-21. 10-18. . . .808. .13-27
Lnve
A Strangar
Sidney-Hodiak
. .3-17. . .11-15 . 806. . .12-3
ManDetails
from under
Texas
Cralg-Bari
title: A Texai Sttry
.735.
Man In the Iron Mask (110)
Hayward-Bennett .Reissue.. .11-8..
Mickey (C)
Biitler-Goodwin . ..11-10
Noose Hangs High, The
Abbott-Costello 11-24
northwest
Stampede
Leslie-Craig
7-21... 1-17.
Details ander title: Wild Congaait
.1-24.
Open Secret
Ireland-Randolph ... 9-1.. .9-27.
Oat of The Blie (91)
Brent-Mayo
3-3.
Prairie Outlaw
Oean-Holt
11-10. .2-7. .801 9-1
Prelude to Night
Scott-Lynn
9-1..
RamrajMitchell-Long 12 22
.. 10-25 . .804. .
9-16
.
The (V) (65) Rin-Tin-Tin-Woods
Rin-Tin-Tin,
Return ofof the
Return
Lash (59)
LaRoe-St. John
11-Z9. 811.12-22
Dean-Ates
(58)
Shadow
-nijgglers Valley
The
Redgrave-Kent ...Fonign .1-31. .852.
.12-8
.12-8
T-Men (91)
OKeeic
7-21... 1-10.
Tmttm Yia Uii
Ireiane-Ryan 5-12
.839.
.12-22
Tornado Range
Dean-Holt
9-1 .11-15.:.. 805 .11-24
ne
Lokas-Dantl
Whispering City (52)
1946-47
Foreign 103... 3-17
Kerr-Howard
(9t)
The title.
Adventuresi,
Details under
I See a Dark Straigir
Bedelia (85)
Loekwood-Hunter .Foreign 2-1. , .101 2-3
Big Hx (63)
Bram-ftfan
.702. . .5-12
Barder
LaiM-MlrtM . . . .ia4i.
Sandi-Wall
8-19.... 1-12. ..7*...
Born TeFeudSpeed(55)
(61)
.106. . •-26
•atalli and* EwU-Lki ktttln
,
.705 .9-15
2-3
...8
2.
Caravan (80)
Granger-Kent . . Foreign . 10-25 . . .757.
.
Cheyenne
Details Take*
ander Over
title: The El Libo Myitery LaRue-St. John ...8-4. .5-24. .
Canican Brothin, Thi
Falr»anki-Wan«lck Rebiee. . .2-15. ..701.
.733..
9-30.
c«r*»ell-F»rd . .4-14.
The (67)
•» Wheeli,
.. .754.
.712.
Devil
Gas House
Kids In Hollywood (63)
Swltzer-Bartlett
.711. .9-15
..8-23.
Switzer-Williams . .4-28. ..7-12.
Gashonse Kids Go West (63)
.7-21
10-18
.
..7-26.
Ghost Town Renegades (57)
LaRue-St. John . .7-21.
. .2-3
. .756.
.704. .8-18
Gen Law
LaRue-St. John
.
.6-28.
Heartaches
(71)
Ryan-Horrls ., .Rerun.
...3-3. .5-24. . .734
Details indar
title: Silent Vilci
Interaatlanal Lady
Brent-Massey
It's A Joke, Son (63)
Delraar-Merkel 8-6. ..1-25. .102. . .1-20
Killer
at
Large
(64)
Bhaw
Lowery
3-3. ..3-22..
.7-7
.717. . .6-23
..5-31. .731
Details ander title: Sangway for Harder
Andriw-Hall ....Relma. .3-22.
Kit Cartin (97)
Scott-Barnes Reiisie.
the Mohicans (94)
Last ofof the
. .2-28.
Law
Lath (53)
LaRue-St. John
.10'28. . .3-29. .751. . .3-17
Tone-Richards
(71)
Honiymoan
LostDitalli
ander title:
Allai the Brida
..4-13. .104... 3-17
Phllo Vanee'i Gamble (62)
Curtis-Austin . ..U-25.
..1014. .6-28. ..707... 5-26
Phlla Vance Retirni (64)
Wright-Aust n
. .6-14. .708. . .4-2?
Phllo Vance's Secret Mission (64)
Curtls-Ry^n ..
.4-14. . .8-30 . .709. . .9 1=.
Plonaer Justice (56)
LaRie-St. John
.710. .10-13
7-7
Railroaded (72)
Ireland-Ryan .
. .8-30. ., .753
FILM

B TJX L E T I N

6-15..
Rinfi Bajrtnl thi Ilia (53)
Deia-Atts ....
1-6. . .8-16. . ..745.
Red StaMion (C) (81)
Palga-Nash ... . .10-14.
. ..3-3]
. .5-30. . . .. 107
Reprat Fei'irinanct (93)
Lesllt-Hiyward
105 . . . .8-4
South ot Pago Pago (84)
Hall-McLaglen . . Reissue . . 6-21 . . .. .736.
. .6-9
.703.
St«p Child O0>
Austin-Joyce . . .
2-3. . .6-7. . . .715. ... .6-23
Tkree UB A Tiektt (62)
Beaumont-Walkcr . .10-28.
.4-28
. . .4-5.
OetalU inder title: Thi Carpse Came Cilling
Too Many Winnm (60)
Beaumont-Marshall .2-17 . . .5-24. . . .716.
Timklemed Trail (97)
Deaa-Atei
. .6-9
. .74-i. ..12-23
9-2. .. 10-28
Untamed Fury (58)
Peodldttn-Whlpper
.3-22. .SP72. ..3-1;
Wdst T» Glory (61)
Dcan Ates
..4-13.
.746.
Wild Cointry (C) (59)
De»a-At«i
..1-17. .. .744.
. .5-12
STREAMLINED WESTERNS
4-26. . ..766. ...2-3
(Me of the Plilni (38)
Crabki-St. John
4-26 . .
Frontier Flfhterj (39)
Crablie St. Jthn
.4-26. . .. .761
Panhandle Trail (— )
Crahbe-St. John
.765
4-26.
4 -26. .. .763
Ralderi ol Red Gap (38)
Crabbe-St.
4-26.. . .764
John
Shootio' Irtnt (40)
Newliill-8'Brlin
..762
Ihtrdergae Outlawi (39)
Newlilll-8'Britn

1947-48 Features
1946-47 Features

Completed (28 >
Completed (25)

In Production (2)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
A DATE WITH JUDY
Cor ledy -Started December 12
Cast: Wallace Beery, Jane Powell, Elizabeth Taylor, Carmen
Miranda, Xavier Cugat, Robert Stack.
Director: Richard Thorpe
Producer: Joe Pasternak
Htory: Teen-.iKe girls and their proI>Ienis based on the radio .serial.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
ritlo— Riiiint Tlac
Cut Detalh
Easter Parafie
Astaire-Garland 12-8. lol.
1947-48
Aiias The Gentleman
Beery-Patrick 5-13.
Arnelo Affair. The (87)
Hodlak-Glfford 8-6. .Sept 803. . .2-17
B. F's Daoghter
Stanwyck-Heflin 9-29.
Big City,
The
O'Brien-Murphy
Casj
Timbfrlane
(119)
Tracy-Turner 10-27.
5-12. .Jan. ....... .11-10
Bride
Goes
Wild,
The
'.
Jonnson-Allyson 7-7.
Details under title: Virtaons
Desire IMe '91)
Garson-Hart
4-1 .Oct
9-29
Details nr.iier title: A Woman ot My Owa
.9-30.
Good News (T) (95)
3-31 Dec
12-22
Groin Dolphin Street
Tirner-Heflln
Detalli ondef title: Tbi Personal ToMk
High Wall, Tho
Taylor-Totter 7-7... Feb.
Homecoming
Gable-Turner 9-15
If Winter Comes
PIdgecn-Kerr 6-9. Jan
Killer McCoy (103)
Rooney-E. Taylor ...6-23.
10-27
Luxury Liner (T)
Bront-Gifford 9-1.Dec
Kissing Bandit, Tho (T)
Slnatra-Grayson 5-26
Master of Lassie
Gwenn-Leigh 9-29
Details under title: Hills of Home
Morton of the Movies (82)
Skelton-O'Brlen 9-2.... Oct. .805 . .7-21
NInotchka (112)
Garbo-Doujias Reprint ... Dec .
On An Island With Yoi
Wllliams-Lawtord ..6-23
PIriU, The (T)
Garland- Kelly
3-3
Song of Love. A (119)
Hcpburn-Henreid ...11-25 Oct. . . .804 8-1
Song ot The Thin Man (86)
Powell-Loy
2-3... Sept.
Summer Holiday
Romey OfHaven .. .7-8 ... .. . . .801 8-4
State Of The Union
Tracy-Hepburn 10-13
TonUl
AienoeforAo|el
O'Brien-Mi rpiiy ...8-6.
4-1. .Feb.
Nov.
.10-13
This Time
Keeps (T) (105)
Williams-Melchlor
Three Daring Daughters (T)
MacDonalJ-lturbi .11-25.
Details under title: The Birds and the Bees
.7-22 . .Sept 802.
Unfinished
Dance, title:
The Binurlaa
(T) (101)
O'Brlen-Charisso
Ddalls under
1946-47
.8-4
Mar.
Boflnnlng Or The End (112)
B.irrymoro-Oonlevy ..5-27.. July. .726.
.5-25
Cynthia (98)
Taylor-Murphy 11-25.
Dotalli under title: Tho Rich Full Life
. .3-3
Dark Delusion (90)
Ba-rymore-Bremer . .10-28. . .June.
.July .724. . .4-14
Details under title: Cynthia's Secret
.727.
Fiesta (T) (104)
Williams-Carroll ...12-24.
High Barbaree (91)
Johnson-Allyson 5-27. .May. .721. .6-23
Sept.
Holiday la Meilea (T) (127)
PId-eon.Massey 9-17 . .Aug. .701.
.728. .3-17
iTuehters. The (115)
Gable-Kerr
1-20.
.718.
Apr. .719. ..6-23
It Happened In Brooklyn (103)
sinatra-iirayson ....8-6 . .Apr.
.8-5
.6-10
Little Mr. Jiai (92)
lenKins-urttoro . . . lU-Zii . .
Living In a Big Way (104)
Kelly-McDonald 8-6. .June. .725. . .3-3
Details under title: To Kiss and To Keep
.Aug.
.6-9
Roniance of Rosy Ridge (105)
Johnson-Leigh 9-30. , .Apr. .729.
.720. .2-17
Sea of Grass (123)
Tracy-Hepburn 7-8..
Undeftover Malsle (90)
Sothern-Nelson 11-11 .May.
.722. .3. .7-717
Yearling. The (T) (128)
Petk-Jarman 8-20. . May. .717.
REPRINTS
Boom Town (120)
Gakle-Traey
Fo*., .723. .12-9
Great Walt? (T) (103)
Raincr-Gravet
July.
Philadelphia Story. The (110)
Hepburn Stuwart-Grant
Raft IR Heatea (82)
Berrnan-MMtgomen
8a1. .7t5.
Women, Tlie (133)
Shearer-Crawford e«t.
.9-2
1947-48 Features
Westerns
1946-47 Features
Westerns

MONOGRAM;
Completed (12)
Completed ( 2)
Completed (24)
Completed (16)

In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Tide — Running Time
Cast Deta Is
Tondrrfocit. The
Albert-Storm 12-8
COMPLETED
^
1947-48
Angels' Alley
Gorcey-Gray 11-24..
JANUARY

^ , 1948

(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)

Released(66)
originally under title: When StrMitcli'jm-Hunter
Betrayed
angers Marry
.Reissue. .12-27. . .4706.
Denth On The Dowrilicat
Stcwart-Preisscr
. .12-8
Docks of New Orleans
Winters- Youni)
.11-24
Fighting
Details Mad
under title: A Palooka Named Joe Errol-Kirkwood
.9-15. . .1-31. .4709
High Tide (72)
Tracy-Castio ... 9-29.
3-31. ..10-11.
.1-10. .4704
.4701. .10-13
Jijgs and Maggie In Society
Yule-Rianu
JoeDetails
Palookaunder
in thetitle:Knockout
A Guy (72)
Named Palooka Kirkwood-Knoj
. .5-26. .10-18.
.4702. . .9-15
Louisiana (8.^)
Davis-Lindsay ..
.4751
Overland Trails
Brown-Belmont
.4703.
.4
0 . .9-15
.
.
.3-3.
.11-1.
.11-24.
Perilous Waters
Castle-Long ....
.4705
.
.
.
.2-7.
.
.
627
.9-1.
Rocky
MoDowall-Barrier .. .8-18
.9-15. .3-14.
.1-24
Smart Politics
Preiss r-S*cwart
Song of The Drifter
Wakely-Colcs ... .11-10. .1-17.
.
.1-3. . .686
1946-47
Chinese Rini, The (67)
Winter-Currie . .
Code of the Saddle (53)
firown-Hatlon
.9-1. .6-28.
.677
.12-6. .3803
Dlllinger (72)
TIcrncy-JeBries . . Reissue. .3-15.
.626
.
.11-25. ..9-20.
.61312-22
Fall Guy (64)
Plerce-Loring
.7-5. .673
. .6-23. .10-5.
3-22
Flashing Guns (59)
Brown-Hatton
,
Gentleman Joe Palooka (72)
trrol Kirkwood
.11-25. 12-20. . . .614
602
tiullty. The (71)
Granv lle-Castle
GniDetails
Talk under
(58)
Browii-Mclntyre
.
. .674
title: Man from Powder River
. .6-10.
.2-3. ..5-10.
HardDetails
Boiledunder
Mahoney
Gorcey-Loring
. . .9-1.
title: (63)
Panto
.6-21. .616... 3-31
High Conquest (79)
Leo-Roland .... .12-23.
. 622
Kilroy Was Here (68)
Cocpet-Coojan
.7-19. . ..620.
King of The Bandits (66)
Roland-Greene
. .5-1?
.
.3
31.
. .624
.671
Land of The Lawless (59)
Brown-Hatton
.11-8.
..1-20.
. .672
.5-24. .3803
.
.
.6-9.
.5-3.
Law Comes
to Gonslfht.
(.'^6)
Brown-Hatton
Mutiny
in the
Big HouseThe(83)
Bickford
MacLane
..7-5.
Newshoondi
(68)
.Gorcey-Hall .... .. Reissue.
.3-31. .9-13.
Details under
title: Scareheads
Prairie
Brown-Hatton
5-4. .10-25. . .678
DetailsExpress
under (55)
title: Dusty Trail ,
Buoan of the Yikon (73)
ilekford-Rlch .. . Reissue.
. 685
. .7-7. . . .5-3. . ..617...
5-12
Ridin'
Downunder
the tlUo:
Trail Son|
(53)
Details
of tho Saddlu Wakcly-Taylor .. . .5-12.
..622 •
.10-4. .623
Robin Hood of Monterey (55)
Roland-Brent ...
Sarfe Goes
To (59)
Culloge (64)
StewartProlssor ...
.5-17. . ..612
.618. . .3-12
Silver
Stallion
Sharpe-Mason
.9-6 . .681
SIx-Gun Sorenade (55)
Wakely-White .. Reissue. .12-14.
4-5.
.6*4. . .4-23
Soni of The Slerrai (5.5)
Wakely-Carlln . . .7-22. .12-21 . . . . 606
.8 19. .12-28.
Sweetheart ol Sigma Ckl (76)
Boaian-Kaox . . . .10-29.
. .6-15
Suspinsi
(101)
Bellta-Sullivan
Detail) under title: Glamour GIfl
. .699. . .4-15
. .666
Thunderbolt (T) (44)
Documentary ..
..676
7-26.
Traillni Danger (58)
Brown-Hatton . . '.7-23.
..675
Violence
Coleman-t'Shea
3-15. . .615. . .4-14
Vallo) ol (72)
Feat (54)
Brown-Hatton .. . ,.12-23. . .4-12.
2-15.
Wolf
Call (61)
Carroll- Movita
. Relstio. . . .6-7 . . .619. . .5-12
ALLIED
ARTISTS
. .'■-16.
Black Gold (C) (92)
Ouinn-DcMille . . 12-23 . .4-19. . . .2. . .7-21
(Sar.Qstcr, The (86)
Sullivsn-Belita . . ..2-17.
.11-22. , . .6
Heated, Th. .
Bi?lita-Fostcr . . . . .4-14.
. . .3.. 11-10
II Happened on Fifth Avenio (115)
Storm-DtFore
. ...1...2-1)
.
.3-7
.
.7.
panhandle
Came-on Downs
Sniart Woman
Bennett-Aherne . . 10-27 . . .1-31. . .4. 11-24
SongDetails
of Myander
Hearttitle:
(89)
5und,trom-Lona . . . .2
Traitc Symphony
-3
PARAMOUNT
l»4"-4« Features
In Production (2)
Completed (27)
1946-47 Features
In Production (0)
Completed ('34)
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Details
No. Rev.
Title — Running Time
C.n^t
Arthur-Lund 12-22
Fortign Affair, A . .
Sealed Verdict
Milland-Mnrly .
12-8.
1947-48
COMPLETED
. .9-30. 10-10.
.4702. . .8 18
Adventure Island (C) (67)
Calhoun-Flcming
Alkerqnerque (C)
Scott-Brition ... . . .3-3. . .1-30
.
.3-17.
Big
The
Milland-O'Sulllvan
.6-23.
Big Clock,
Town After
Dark (70)
Reed-Brooks
.... . . .5-26.
Big Town Scandal
Reed-Brooks ...
.4706. .11-24
. .9-29.
aHed Fury
Oenning-Ryan .. .11-10.
1-16
Connecticut Yankee, A (T)
' tosby Fleming . . .5-12.
Dream Girl
Kutton-Carey
.6-84. . 10-31.
Eoipartr Walti, Tka (T)
Croiby-Foataino
Goldtn Earrinos (95)
Milland-Dletr.ch
Bel.
.11-10.
Harard
Goddard-Carey . . ,
.4703. . . .'.-1
I Walk Alone (99)
Lancaster-Scott
.
.8-19
DeUlli under title: Deadtoak
.4708. .12-22
.11-10.
.12-23
Mr.Details
Reckless
Ejtlie-Britton
under title: Hard To Kill
My Own True Love
Cou las-Calvert 7-7
Now and Forever
Ladd-Reed
9-29
Details onder title: The Long Gray Line
Night Has A Ttiousand Eyes
Robinson-Rosjell 7-7
Paleface. The (T)
Ko-e-Russdl 8-18
Ro.id To Rio (100)
Crosby-Hope 1-6. 12-25. . .4707. .11-24
Soloon
Ladd-Lake
12-»
Sainted Sisters
Lake-Caolfleld-Fitzgerald 10-27
So Evil My Love
i<;illand-Todd 5-26 ..
Speed To Spare
ArlnRogers 10-27....
4-15
.4705.
.8-19.
9-16
Unconquered (T) (146)
fooper GoJdard
.
.12-8
Waterfront At Midnioht
Garfan Hug' es .
.9-29
.11-21. .4704. ..10-13
Where There's Life (75)
Hope-Has.o
Whispering Smith <T)
Ladd-Marshall
Wild Harvest (92)
Ladd-Lanour .. . .4-28 . .9-26.
. .s-ia
11-11.
1-8.
7-9. .5-23. '.4701'.
1946-47
.4611.
Blaie Ot Noon (91)
Baxter- Hodden
12-24 . . ,5-2. .4622.
Big Town (60)
Reed-Brooke ...
12 27. .
86
.4612. . .3-17
. .4602
Ilio
Ikies
(T)
(107)
CrosbyAstalre
.
12-10. . .1-10.
.5-30.
Caleutti (83)
Ladd-Russ«l|
. .9-30
2
21.
.
.4606.
Callfornli (T) (f7)
Stonwyck-Mlllan4
.46Z3 .. .4-28
. .3-3
Cross
My
Hawt
(IS)
.
.
.Hutton-Tufts
.4603.
.12-23
Ootalls aUtr tWti Ta* •iti T* ■• Tn*
.11-25
Oangw Street (66)
Lowery-WIUiars
. .6-20.
. . .3-3
li

Dtir Ritk
OMrt
(T) title
(95)
•«talliF»rytniv
Onvt TtWR
t-y•(Ulli
Coat. uHm
Ell) title
Go (77)
Thlr4 Aim*
r»ir In Till ai|ht (72)
I i;»v»r Big Town (6J)
l«»tffMt Lidy. Til (>7)
MMb iH* title UU mil Wtmtii
Innili rilglit (fi7)
ladles'
Man Brinitti
(91)
My Fa»«rlfi
(87)
Perfett Murrlafi. Tki (W1)
Perils 01 Paillne (T) (96)
St.>:n Wen Saved (73)
Suddenly If'i Spring (87)
Trtiible with Weaien. The (gO>
Tw« Uan Mm Hi* Miit (98) ...
Variety Girl (93)
Weleome Stranger (107)
Oalallt gndif title: Tki Blf Halrtit
RE-ISSUES
Jdnaif Prineeu. Tli» i84)
Plalnimin, The (113)

1947-4;; Features
Westerns
Serials
194G-47 Features
Westerns
Serials

tanldtld HoliHn ..
Scott-Hdlak
Tottl-Fltzgerald
Kllly-York .. .
Ru4-Brooke .. .
iVrlvkt-Mllland
Loweiv-Savage ...
Bracken-'Welks .
Hape-Lamsiir
Young-Mlxn
Hytton-Land .
Dennlpu Craln
MacMurra>-Goddai<1
Millaiid Wrlght
La^d-Doi'leiy
Hatclier
Kell .y . .
Crotby.Caillleld

. * ^OlO .
9-2
.10-29.
. 9-2. . .8-15. . .4617.
. . .3 7. .4607. .. .2-17
. .8-4
.
.4-18.
4621
.
6-10 . .7-25.
.4-29.
. 4624 . . . .3-3
. .3-3
.10-1. . .4-25. 4610. .. .3-17
.11-26.
. 6-24 . . . 8-22 . . .4605.
. 4625 . . . .3-3
.7-22.
1-21. .2-7.
. .1-20
4604.1 . 6-23
. 460
3-18. . .. .4-4.
. .3-3
.4615. .11-25
4-1. .. ..1-24
.7-4. .4601 2-17
. .3-28.
3-3
.4608.
30-11.
18.
.4615. ...'.-12
.i 1. ..11.3-21
. 6-27
22. . .4601
.4618 . .9 .£
11-11.
.3-18. . .8-29. ..4613. .. .1-21
.4-21

l.-.mo-ir Mllland ,.
Coojiur-A.-thui . .

9-1.R5-3620.
.9-1 B5-36a4.

Completecl
CoiTipIetfd
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
NEW

( 5)
( 2)
(23)
(18)
( 4)

PRODUCTIONS

In
In
In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(2)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

UNTITLED
Melodrn ma— Started December 26
CTst: William Wrignt, Janet Martin, William Henry, James
Cardwell,
Stephanie Bachelor, Thurston Hall, Wally
Vernon.
Director: George Blair
Stephen Auer
story: Expose of ciookeiliio.'js in prores.sional Producer:
foiithall.
MOONRISE
Drama— Started December 29
Cast: Dane Clark, Gail Russell. Ethel Barrymore, Allvn Joslyn,
Lillian Gis.'i, Rex Ingram.
Director: Frank Borza.?rc
Producer: Charles Haa.s
(Charles K. Feldman Group-Marshall Grant Prod
)
Slory: \Inttprnrss
l,oy, pprseciDert
townspeople for his fatlu-.-'s crimp, turns io
anil crini?by liiiD.spIf,
RELEASE CHART
COItfPI.ETED
1947-48
No. Ret
Rel. .752
Time
Cast ' Details 12-15.
Bandits ofTitle—
Dark Ru;ining
Canyo
n
Lane Wal'er
Bill and Coo (Tr.)
Borton . "eirds
Boldnetails
Fronti
Lane-Waller 12-22'
under title:ersman
Cimarron Trails
..10-13.
.10-13.
California Firelirand
Hale-Booth
.792.
Campus Honeymoon
Cianc-Wiide
.10-27.
Dangers of The Canadian Mounted
Bannon-Bein ont . 8-4 .. .S-9. .7S1.
G-Men Ne»er Forjet ^Serial;
Moore-Ame,
.. .12-22.
Heart of Virginia
Martin-Lowcry
.11-24.
12-20 761.
""^
„;:
■.••
•
V
Hossey-Carroll
Its
A
Grand
Old
Nag
(Tr.)
rg-toon
Feature
Matbtth
We Ics-Nolan 7-7
11-10
U ? 21 I The Desert
Castle-Roberts
9-29.
Pearce-Martin
I ands
ill .
Oklahoma
Badl
11-24
Lane-Coles
Old Los Angelei
1
...
10-13
Elliott- McLeod
.1-15. . . .701
Barry-Evans .
Slippy MeG
9-1.
Hcnt-Lundiga;;
Storm, Thee
e
9-15
Details under title: End of tht Rainbow
Thunder In The Forest
. . .1-i ' .'
Under California Stars (Tr.)
RRi,iicrts-Douiia
n rs-Frap.p
..10-1..
. .751. .10-13
Wild Fr,nfl«, Til.
5-12.
Lane- Holt .
1946-47 —
11-18. . . .603
1-21.
»«iln
CeraldlM
•tUliegf ■iid«r
titit:(68)
Lonely Hiarti Clik Wlthers-Lyd^n
. .2-15..
.8-30. . . .651. . .9-15
Along the Oregon Trail (Trucolor) (64) . . .HnL-B olh
. .608. .2-17
.... .4-29.
Th» (100)
the Badman,
and indir
tngelOitalli
titli: Angel
and thi Ootla\ vvay,,e.Risie||'
..2-15..
9-2. . 5-15. . .. .641.
ApMhe Rest (Truioldf) (75)
Rojerj-Evani
.642. . .3-31
12-23.
Bells tl Sin Aiftl* (Tricolor) (79) Rt|ers-Evans
1-6. . .7-24. . . . 617 . .. .8-lS
. .6-9
Blackmail (67)
Harshal'-Mara
Ditalli ander title: Llghtnli' Strike! Twite
.610. .694
Blaek Widow, Thi (Sirlal)
Edwards-Lir.dley
.7-8. .1-31. . .607. . .2-17
5-26.
Calesdar Girl (SS)
Ffaite-Marshall
5-12.
. .9-15. ..621.. 11-10
Cr ftwood (90)
Brennan-Warrick
. . .9-8. . .523. . .9-23
Exposed (59)
Mara-Scott
Details •ider title: It's Mirtir Ski Sayi
12-15 .604
FakalMi Sinnne, The (71)
Britton-Vallee .
.6-23. ..11-9.
.624. .11-24
Fabulous Texan, The (55)
Elliott-Carioll
.3-31.
11-24. . .628
Flame. The (97)
Carroll- Ralston
Details under title: Ttae tuti^it
.1-48.
.644
.8-4.
Gay Ranchero. The (Tr.)
Rogers-Frazee
. .5-8. ..605... 4-14
Ghett Gees WIK, The (66)
Elllun-Swynne
.610... 5-12
Hit Pamdi of 1947 (90)
Alkrt-Meore 9-16. . .4-1. .664
.4-19. .6»2
Hemisteadert of Paradise Valley (59) Laie-Blake
lunile Girl (Serial)
6ifferd-N(»l Relsiie .12-2.
.601. . .9-30
I'n•etilli
Always Le>i« m%:
Yn (T)
rilT)
Meleed-Oera 8-20 .3-21.
CMterti
.633
.1-20. . 2-15.. .606
letii jamri Ridei Afali (Serial)
Mnore-Sllrling
.11-25.
7-8. . .
•legolncerl Regee. Ihe '74)
HOberts-Dogflas
.8-15. .667. ..9.15
11-25..
.6-25.
Marshal of Crippled Creek 158)
Lane-Blakc
. 615... 5-26
Northwest
Ootpwt
(91)
£ddy-M«(sey
Detalh iDder: Bntltled
5-12. .10-15
648. .10-27
On The Old Spanish Trail (Tr.) (75) Rogers-Frazee
12

•reg«« Trail Sceiti (58
•'Ilirim Lady, Thi (67) ) ,
•ettlli ruder title, Tkt liter Unit
Pretender,
The (69
OeUlls under
title: CAiplex.
Roliln Heed of Texii (71)
Biitlan et Devii'i Canyei (58)
Saddle Pall (72)
ieati-Fe Vprbltg (56)
Slees City S«e (M)
Jen ef 7erre (Serial)
Spellers of The Herth (66)
S#ringtlme In The Sierras (Tr.) (75) ...
Stageeeatli to Denrer (5<i
That'i
Man (104)
Oeta I,My ender
lIHe: Gallant Man
Thafs M> Gal (Trucelar) (66)
Trail 10 Saa Anient (67)
Triepasser.
The (71)
Detalli indar
title: Ike Flager W«mm
Twllifiht on the Rio Grande (71)
Under ColoraiJo Skies (Tr.) (65)
Vliilantt! 01 Bnem Tewn (56)
Wlntei
DetailsWeadirUnd
ender title:(71i
Snow CMeralU
Wyom.ng (84)
Web 01 Fakir
Danger (71)
'58)
Vankei
RKO
1947-48 Feature.s
1H4G-47 Features

Lane-llaki
9-2. ..5-i5.
Laae-Blake
9-2. ..5-15.
Dekker-Craig
3-31. .8-16.
.'ii-ii.
/<otry- Roberts
. 4-28
. .71.
Lane Biake . .10 14. ...7-15.
Autr>-Reberts 3-17. .11*13.,
Lane-Blake 5-18. .6il5
21.
Aetnr-lebcrts 6-24. .11.1-18..
Terner-Stewart
Keliy-Bootb ..
.7-13.
Ro<ieisf razee . ...8-9. ..12-23..
.4-24.
Lane-Biake . . . ...3
3.
...6-1.
Amecfci-MeLesd
\^ .1-25.
E-rry Bobarts .
Aatry-Stewirt
. . .8-6. ..5-15.
Evans-Dejglae
..7-3.
Aetry-Mwa ...
..1-20. .12-15
. 4-1.
Hale-Booth . .
.7-7. .2-15.
Lane-Blakt ... ...5-27.
Roberts-Drake
..5-13. .3-17.
.11-25.
Eli.otl Ral ten
.10-28. .6-10.
Mara-O'Fiynn
...8-1.
Fowley-Weodbery
...4-1.

..«MS
..665. ..9-26
. .620
. .685 . .9-1^
. .861
.661. . .7-21
.6»4...»-23
.f»\
.«U . ..12-9
. .612...S-12
. .646 8-4
.613 .. ..'.4-14
. .603
.*-23
.aC. . . .2-3
.619... 7-21
..683
.4-23
. .60.
. 652 . ..an
. 12-22
. .C14...6-23
.618
8-4
.616 . .6-23
..611... 4-28

RADlQi
In Production (2)
Completed (38)
In Production (0)
Completed (34)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MR. JOSEPH YOUNG OF AFRICA
Drama — Started December 16
Cast: Ben Johnson, Robert Armstrong, Regis Toomey, Terry
Moore, Frank McHugh.
Director: Ernest Schoedsack-Merian Cooper
Producers: John Ford and Merian Cooper
story: Not available. See next i.-isue.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running TiB«
Cast
Deta.is
Rel.
No. Re«.
Window. The
Hale-Kennedy 11-24
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. ONB
Baeheler and The Babky-Soxer, The (94) . . .Grant-Loy
8-6
801.. . .6 9
Oessllre (86)
Yoinj-Miichum 3-17
802..
Rinrafl (80)
O'Br.en-Siezak 6-24
803..
Se«eo Key< to Baldpata (66;
Terr/ White
11-25
804. . .7-7
Under BLOCK
Ike Tonta RIb
Holt-Lesiie 1-20
805.
NO.(61;
rVVO
. .6-9
11-24
Dic:i Traey Meets Groesome (65)
Byrd-Karioff 4-14
809. . .6-9
Nijh;
Song
(102)
Andrews-Oberon
4-14
806.
Det.iils ander title: Memory ef Lma
..6-9
11-10
11-24
Out
o;
the
Past
(97)
K
Uharo-Grte,810.
So Well Remembered (114)
Scott-Miils
807. 11-24
Wild NOT
Horse Mesa
(60)
Holt-Lesii 8-4
808.
DESIGNATED
8-4.
. . .11-10.
Arizona
Ranger, The
Ho'f-Les'ie
Berlin Express
Obe
on-Ryan
.
.
.
.9-1.
.
Fighting Father Donne
O Brien-Oell
. .8-18. .
Good Sam
Coop r Sheridan ....3-31.
Guiis of Wrath
Holt Lesli! . . . .12-22.
I Remember Mama
Donae-lieinolka ...5-9..
if Yog Knew Sisle
Caiitor-Datli . . . .1-20. .
Indian Summer
i'r,ox-3:thtrn
Joan
Brr;nian- Ferrer ...10-13..
Mai Abeul Tewn
Chetaller-Derrler ..Farelfi..
Miracle of The Bells, The
MseMerr y-Valli 8-4..
Mystry In Mexico
Lindigan-White ...10-13..
Pearl. Tue
Msrqjes-Amiendarii Foreign..
Race Street
Raft-Maxweil 9-1..
Retorn of the Badman
Scott-White
Reeghshoe
Steriing-Grahane ...7-7..
Station West
PcwtH-Grter
Tall,Details
Dark under
S'.rangcr
Yooni-Hdiden 9-1..
2-8
title: Rachel
Tar2an and the Mermaids
Weissmoller-Joyee ...8-4..
Tyeeen (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3.
Under Arraona Skies
Holt-Lesiie 10-13
9-1..
Velvet Touch, The
Rnsscll-^enn ... .8-18
War Party
Fonc"a-Tempie . . ..7-7
Your Red
Wagen
O'Donnell-Granger
.SPECIALS
Bishop's Wife, The (109)
Grant-Young 3-17
11-10
Fugitive.
'joda-OcICartoon
Rio ........1-6
Fun
and The
Fancy (104)
Free (73)
Disney
Feature
891..
Lenj Night,
The (101)
.'"onia-Bel Geddes ...9-16
861.
Hagic
Town (103)
Stewart-Wyman
11-25
862..
11-2-1
mourning
Russcll-Rcdgrave ...4 14.
11-2!
Secret
Life Becomes
of WalterElcctra
Mitty (172)
(T) (105)
. .9-1
.6-9
.851.
.Kaye-Mayo
4-29.
.?-21
Song Is Born, A (T)
. .6-9
.Kaye-Maye
8-4.
Details ender title: That's Life
BLOCTli NO. FOUR
1946-47
LaBfterd-Krepa
. . .6-24
, 718.
Beat the Bead (67)
Warren-Alden
. . .7-22
Tierney-Leslle
Code
ef
The
West
(57)
720. .3-31
717.
Devil Theoibs A Ride, The (62)
4-21
. . .7-8
Yoeng-Cotten
716.
719.
. . .5-87
Farmer's Daigfeter. The '97)
Seett-Jeffreys
.
.3-3
Details eadtr title: Katie far Cengren
. . .8-19
Trail Street f89)
..3-3
BLOCK NO. FIVE
Trever-Tleraey
Maffett-Whlti . . . . .9-16
. .3-3
■aale (C8)
725. . .3-3
. . .5-27
Bare Te Kill (92)
722. .4-21
BetailiStery,
inderA titleniadllar Than the Male Wililams-Nali .
Lltil]
(88)
724.
. . . .2-4
VetaHi iHm title: Mastef Hlidi
.4-28
FILM

BULLETIN

NfnmMt (74)
TMi»l«-Mi«M« 4-1.
tnt tk* Hintnw 02)
WtlNMllwOsyti ..10-14
BLOCK NO. SIX
Dill■•talli
TrMT"!
tnttrDlJemtii
titlis IM(fiD)
Tfi«y n. tkt Haw 8yr<-Christopher ...11-11
DtsperiU (73)
BrMlt-Ung
12-9
Dttalls tnitt title Fllfbt
They
Btllm (60)
Ml (93)
Young-Hay*ard
8-19
Thun^efWon't
Unitali
Holt-Hycr
10-28
Woman on Tl>« Beiih, Tin (71)
Bennett-Kyan 2-4
Dttalli tltlo: •oolraMo WiM*
SFSOIAUg
Soit Yoan of Ov Ll»a«, Tho (172)
Loy-Haroh
4-29
If! A Wo«<irtol Lift (129)
Stowirt-lteed 4.2t
Notarloos (101)
IwiauMi-eraat ...10-29
tMl of tht Sooth (T> (94)
DIjney Cartoon Foatoro
.3-4.
Slnba<REISSUES
Th. Sflllof (T) (ll7)
Falrfcaaks-O'Kara
Bambi (70)
Disney Car'oon F
.. ..10-3
2-1
Gun Law (60)
O'Brien-Ochman
.11-14.
Bonier G-Man (60)
O'Brien-Johnston
.,12-19
1-30
Lawless Valley (60)
O'Brirn-Sutfon
Painted Desert (60)
O'Br'en-Jolinstri;!

.721.
.4-2t
723. .>-ll
729.. .5-«
7Bi. . .3-M
726.. .i;-26
730..
.5-26
727.. .5-26
751..
781,
7S1,
791

12-23
..12-9
.8-3
11-11
.1-20

SCREEN
GUILD
Completed ( 9) In Frodu(itioti (0)
1947-48 Features
In Pro<Juction (0)
1946-47 Features
Completed (24)
RELEASE CHART
COMFLETED
1947-48
Title — Banning Time
Cast
Boy! What a Girl! (69)
Hegn Cast
No.
, . .9-20.
Bel. .4704.
. .X.2.
Bnrnins Cross. The (78)
Oaniels-Patton ..
,10-11.
DraQnet (73)
Wllcoxson-Brian .. ..4-28
.6-9 .10-25. .4703.
. .3-31. . .6-21. .4701.
Hollywood Barn Dane* (63)
Tabb-lrving
Detalli indor title: Wiiteri Bam Dane*
Killer Dill (71)
Cwynnr-Albfrtson . .3-31. .9-13 .4702
. X-3
Mlraele In Harlem (71)
Stepin Ftfchit ..
. 12-27
.1-24
1-10. . . .4106
Road to the Big House (72)
EhMton-Doran . .
.4-05
Prairie. Th? (80)
«ohert-Ba-:ter
Trail of the Moontlei (42)
Hayden-Kolt ... .9-29. .2-21. . .4708
Details nnder title: Law of the Moonties
.12-13. .4707
Where the North Begins (41)
H;vden-Holt ...
1946-47
Belle af «m Fernaada (69)
Woods. Warren
.11-25. . . 4-5. .4614
.4613
Boffalo Bill Rides Agalt (€6)
Arlen-Holt
. .11-25.
Foreign . .. .4-19.
, .6-7. .4616
■ B«h Pilot (60)
Had'on-L^Rie
. . 3-31. . .7-26. .4618
Caio of tht Baby titter, Tfet (40)
Neal-Jenkin-.
. Reissue. . . .7-15
Call It Mnrder (74)
Gogart-Whorf
.9-13. . .4617
.S-2
Hat Box Mystery. The (40)
Heal-Jenklni . ...3-31.
.4609
Uf
D0(
Iboa
Neil-Chapni-\n
.4705
..12-1.
9-2.
.11-29.
Prairie, The (72)
Baxter-Auherf
.9-30. .. .1-15.
Oaoen of Tko Aniaion (4S0)
Worlson-Lowery . . . . .8-18.
.4611.
. .4-23
. ."^-l
nacketeors (58)
Foster-Douglas
, . Reissue. .')-13. .. .4612
. 12-25 .
Rinefadi 8h1
r^rtis-Savage
.
.
.9-30.
Rolllaf Hoaia
Parker-Hayden
...7-8.
nefalli ander tltlo: Ina More Chanii
5 3. .4608
Seared to 0»ath (65)
Lugoil-Corapton
.1018. . . .X-1
Sepia CInderplla (69)
Negrn Cast ...
.3-3.
..5-17. . .4615:
Shoot To Kill (60)
Wad'-V.alter!
HOPALONO OASSIDY BEISSUT.S
.HC07
.. .3-15.
Raitlor'i Vallpy 'SO)
Bnyd-Havden
.MC08
.4-12.
Toxai Trail (59i
Bayd-Hav^e,-; ..
.HC09 ,
.
.4
26
Partaort af the Plalai (71)
Boyd-Hayden
.H810
..5-10
Casildy of Bar 20 (39)
Boyd-Hayoen
HCll
7-19
6-14
Hurl of Arliaai (68)
Boyd-Hay'en
.HC12
Bar 20 Joitlet (65)
Boyd-Hayden
Frontiersman. The
Boyd-Hayden ...
. 11-25.
.11-8. .HC13
.HC14
Sunset Trail
Bovd-H.iydcn ...
.HC15
Pride of the West
Pa/ I-Haydrn . . .
. . .1-3.
Features

^ I 'l f: I C i
r-imn'eted ( 4)

In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Ronninij Time
C«st
Pe'a Is
Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House
.Grant-Loy
10-13.
.4-17.
COMPLETED
Ooel In the Son (T) (138)
Jon-s-Cotten 3-19. Got . .
Intermezzo
Bergman-Howard ..Reissue..
ParadIno Case, T||»
Todd-Peek
12-23
Portrait of Jenny '.
Cotten-Jonot 3-3.,
20th
1947 Features

No.
.4-lA

CEHTUR
Y-FOX
Completed (51) In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE STREET WITH NO NAIVIE
Drama -Started December 15
Cast: Mark Stevens, Barbara Lawrence, Lloyd Nolan, Richard
Widmark.
Director: William Keighley
Producer: S:imuel G. Engel
story: From the FBI files on chilil clelinqupiicy.
THE CH.\IK FOR MARTIN ROME
Drama — Started December 26
Cast: Victor Mature, Richard Conti.
Director: Robert Siodmak
I'roducer: Sol Sit^gel
.siory; Two
hoya other
grow isup in raiiie i-oor noigliborhood : one turn.s
to mur• ier, the
the policein.^ti captures
Ultimately
l>oIiceiiiaii.
Ula own {riend.
JANUARY

5 , 1918

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Iron Curtain. The
Andrews-Tlcrney ...12-8,
LadyDetails
in Ermine.
The This
(T)
under title:
Is tho Moment Grable- Fairbanks ...11-10.

'.'.731.
Rel.

'.12-8
No.

Rev.
Wilde-Darnell 11-10.
1947-48
Boomerang (88)
Androws-Wyatt 9-30
. .708.
. .Fo». .
Brasher
Doubloon,777
Thi (72)
Mont|omery
. . 7-22
Call Norfhsidc
Stewart-Walker-Guild .10
13 . . .Fe». . . .707.
Captain From Castile (T) (140)
Powers-Peteri 12-9). . .Jan. .
.1-17
Cirnlval In Costa Rlea (T) (95)
Haynoi-Holm 4-» ... A»r.. . .801 . .a-3
..710.
Challenge, The
Conway-Viacen' . . .11-24
.12-8
. .3-31
Daisy Kenyon (99)
Crawford-Andrews .7-7 . . . Dee. .
Deed Water
Andrews-Peters . ..10 13.,
Escape
Harrison-Cammins ...9-16.,
Forever Amber (T) (140)
Darnell-Wilde 11-11,
Oct. .729.
Foxes
of
Harrow.
The
(118)
Harrlson-O'Hara 9-15.
4-28 .Oct.
.9 29
.733. ..10-27
FuryDetails
at Furnace
Creek
Mature-Gray
.May.
under title: Ballad of Furnace Crc^k
Gentleman's Agreement (118)
Peck-MeGuire 6-9.
Ghost and Mn. Molr. The (104)
Harrlson-Tlerney 12-9.
Gl»e My Regards to Broadway (T)
Guild-Daley 5-12. .Way. . .7l5...i-26
11- • I
Green Grass of Wyoming (T)
Cummirs-Coburn ....6-23.,
.713
Homtstreteh (T) '96)
Wlldo-O'Hara 7-22. June. . .. .718.
Miracle
34th tltU:
StreetBio(96)
Payne-O'Han 12-9.
. .4-2?
B«tallson indtr
Hwrt
. Aug . .
I Wonder Who's KIsjing Her Now (T) (104) Ha»or-8tevons 8-6.
.
.723.
.725. . .5-12
Kiss of Death (99)
Mature-Donlevy 3-31.
.Nov.
. Apr. . . .712. . .6 23
Lat( Goorgi Apley, Thi (98)
Colman-Cummins 7-8 .Sept.
. .2-17
Let's Live Again
Emery-Brooks ll-".4.
Mamie
(94)
Cralne-Toons
. .646. . . .9-1
Moss Rose(T) (82)
Comailns-Mataro2-18. Sept
. 10-/8
Jane. .
Mother Wore Tights (107)
Grable-Dailey 1111. Oct.. .. ...717
.724
Nightmare Alley (IIH
Power-Blondcll 6-9 . Jan . . . .730
..701. .10-13
Razor's Edge, The (14S)
Power-Tlornoy 4-15.
... 6-9
San Demetrio. London (76)
Flfzflerald-Young ..Foreljn. . Apr. .
. .714 .U-tS
Sitt nn P.-clty
Young-O'Hara 11-10
. .703. . .4-14
Shoekino MIsi Pilgrim, The (T) (86) . . . Grable-Havme'
Snnke Pit. The
deHavillaad-fienn , .12-10
. Jan . .
.
8-4
.
.
... 1-6
Simme- LIg'itnlnj 'Ti
Havtr-MoCallister ..3-17 ,
Tend»r Years, The (SI)
Brown-Hutchinson
]2-22
.Jan.
13 Lead So!diers
Conway-Wrscot*
.803. . .12-8
13 Rio Madrlflni (95)
Cam-y-Annahella
.Nov.
Jan. .702. .. .1-6
.
.
,9-1
Thunder
in
t';e
'^illey
(T)
(103)
Garncr-McCallistcr
.
.7-22.
Rov. ander titie: Bob Son of Rattle
. .6-10
Vou y/erc
R'ea-' fo,- Me
Crain-Oalley
.9-15.
REISSUES
,709
Alexander'- Ragtime Band (lOS)
Power-Faye
. . Oct . .741
Drums Ahi'n the Mohiwk (103)
Colbert-Fonda . . .
Mar .745
. Sept.
.Dec.
Granes of Wrsith (128)
Konda-Oarncll ...
Jan., .727
How
Green
Was
My
Valley
(118)
Pidr-enn-O'Hara
tes Miserablns (105)
Marrh-Langhton
.740
Mark of Zorro (93)
Power Darnell
. .Oct. ,704
Stanley »nd Llvlnostoni (101)
Trary-Creen« ....
.705
.Jan.
.
.728
5wr-mp Water (90*
Brennan-Huston
.744
Tobacco Road (84)
Tie'n y Andrews . .
Western Union (95)
Young-Sectt
..Jane.
. Dec . .719
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS ,12-22, .Serf ,711.
Arthur Take. Over
Cellier-Cow.'n
Backlash (66)
Travlj-Roje" ... .9-30. M-v. .722.
Crimson Kev (76)
Tay'or-Oowling
. 3-51 .July.
Dangerous Years. Tht (62)
Halop-Todt
ll-'^4 .
Ha'f-Past Mi(inight
Taylor-Kn'-d cn . .
Inv'sihie Wall, The (73)
Castle-Christine . . . .6-9. .Mar
4-14
.Oct. . .73?. ,12-2'.
Jewels of irandenherj (66)
Travis -Choirol
1013
1110
Roscr A-e Red 'ii7)
Castle-Knnds n
6-23
Second Chance (62)
T?v:or-Currie
.734 .9-16
..Dec.
Sent . .. .708.
Sfriinf?
Delallsloirnor
ander (65)
tltlo: FlIlM T* tuUtU Kelly-Ma5<(n 5-27
.Feh. . .726.
. .71<^
Walls of Jericho

Completed (26) In Production (0)
Completed (34) In Production (0) . .7.2-'
KEY TO PBODUCEItS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Bgs) ; Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby):
Bill Boyd (BB) ; Pressburger (Psb) ; Ripley-Monter (RM^ ;
Rogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selxidck (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser
(Les); I^ew-Lewin (LL) : Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgv):
Bronston (Brn) : Cbaplin (Chn) ; Enterprise (Ent) ; Hughes
digs); Comet (Com).

1917-48 Features
194fi-47 Feattires

RELEASE
COMPLETED
Title— Running Time
Areh tf Trlaaik
Mlanfis
Body and Eve
Sool (90)
(104)
Cl>ristmas
Dpad Paradise
Don't Dream
....
False
Heaven Only Knows (97)
Henry V (T) (134)
Hoopy's Holiday (60)
Inlriguo (90)
La(I Time <C)
Details
gndor Mlio. Indopendenti Chart
Lured
(102)
Details under title: Personal Column
Mad Wednesday (80)
Rev. under title: Sin of Harold DIddlebock
Man
Evil
■Imitof Caa
Hwaoa. A ~.
Red River

CHART

1947-48 ■ •
Cast Details
Rel. No.
Bergman-Boyer ...7-22 Enl
BB ..
Moatez-Aomont . . .3-3
Nab
Garll»ld-Palmcr
Mataa-Calverl 1-20.
Far.1147. Ent
GFD .
.8-18
Boyd•B'onk^ , . .
BB
Boyd-Brooks
84
Cummlngs-Donlevy. , . 12-23. . .9-47. Neb
.8-4 . 12-47.
.. .For.
...9-30.
. .9-1
.9-47 GFD
. . .4-29
Olivler-Ncwton
Bis
Boyd- Ware
Raft-Havoc ..... . . .9-30. . .7-18 . BBRo 5-12
DIsen-Jannsen
.5-12. .
Sanders-Ball
.11-11. . .7-25. Smj 7-21
Lloyd. Walburn
,10-1 Sfg
3-3
H.lft-Bloiidell
All-star
..12-9...
9-47
.IBS
....
11-10
.8-5. .11-47. iaa-llor ...
Wayno-Clilt
Hks

Roosevelt Story (80)
Sil«nt Conflict
under title: Dead Don't Oriain
SilentDetails
Conflict
Sinister Journey
Sleep My Love
So Tiiis Is New York
Stampede
Ditalli onder title: Red River
Strange Gamble
Time nf Your Life, Tile
VMdtlta

Docvmentary ....11-47...
. B.B.
Bay<-Clyde 6-23...
. U-L
BoydBrool(s 7-21.
.BB
Cqy
Boyd-Brookt 6-9.9-1.. .
.BB
. Tri
Colk'rt-Cimmlnit
Morgan-Vallee . .10-13.
. His
Ent
Wiyne-O'Sherldan .9-30.
. BB
Boyd-Clyde
. . .9-1.. .
Carrney-Bendix . ..5-26.
Hgi
DeG'orgt-Brette . .8-19
.4.29 . 12-27 . Cby .
8-6. . .1-ll.Le. ..
Ablt'i Irish Rtee (96)
, 1946-47
. Dru-Cliekhov . . .
ttllen Taw* (R9)
..
Scalt-Dvorak
..
Myie ntu title: Atll«M
. 519 R-C .
Adveoleres of Dsn CoyOte (C) (65).
Martin-Rallerty
Rusiell-Llit . . .8-19. ..9-6.Stn ..
Batheler*! Hall
Daeihttrt,
Tk* (M)
. .4-1. . .8 2 LeB-M
CarnHle
(134)
Hunl-Princa
.5-30 Cil .
Capacabana (92)
Mirandi-Marx
.5-23 Rach
Daniereui Venture (59)
Boyd-Alexnnder
.12-9!
..5-27.
.8-5. .S16 Smg .
Dlshtroreu Lady (85)
. .8 5. .2-21 Rte .
Fab
Dsriayi. The (88)
, . . .amarr-O'Keete
Dorsey-Blair .
B.B .
FmI'i Geld (63)
Br.d-ClyiH 5-27 . .1-31
.5-14 Sin .
Fun On A Week-end (93)
Bracken-Lane 7-S.
D«<»:'< under illle: Strange Bedfellowi
Hal Roach Comedy Carnival (112)
Abel-Raflerty
.8-29.Ro
Details under titles: Curley (5-27) and Fabulous Joe (3-3)
.3-15 GFD
Jahnnj In Iki Cletdi (88)
N^ont-omery-Mllli . . fm , 10-11
R.C.
Little ladlna (57)
Marl we Cramer . ..4-29 . 3-21 BOf
8-2 Bog
Macomber Affair, TI.e (89)
fetk Bennett 4-29
netalli inder
Francis Macomber.4-28. .10-47 . B.B
Mtraaden,
The title: The Short, Happy Life nf
Boyd-Brooks
Mr. Aa« (84)
flitt Sidney
Detalli onder title' Mr. Aee and the Oaeen
. . .3-4.
Monsieur Vs.iloux (120)
Chaplln-Raye .. . .6-24. .10-47. Chn
IMtlli indw title: Comedy of Mirdert
New Orleans (89)
deCofdovt-Patrlck .9-30. .4-18 Lev
Olhrr Love, Tin (96)
Stanwyck Niven .10-28. .7-11. EntHng
Outlaw, The (114)
Rossell-Hoston
13.
Private Affairs »( Bel Ami (112)
Sindefi Ltnibnry 5-6- 20.
...5-2
. 3-7 Ent
Lew
Ramrod (94)
McCrea-Lake
Reheeea (130)
F'-nliine-Ollvler .Rolwtl. .4-26
Sik
Rob'ion-MeCallistfr 5-13. . .2-7. Isr
Red Hone, The dOO)
Uindal In Paris, A (100)
Sanders Hasso . . .\0 2° .4-19. Pib
Stork Bites IMan (67)
Cooper- Roberts ... 2-3. 10-25
.6-21. Com
Smi
Strange Wcnaa. The (100)
Lamarr -Sanders .12-24
Sisie ttepi Oil (65)
BroceCaldwcll .. .5-27. 12-13. R.C
OneDrtalli
ftti « ander
r.ursi t!'le:
i67 1 MIsi Television
Boyd-Tate
9-2... 3-28 BB
Oetalli onder title: Whisperli g Walls

..7-7

..5-12
9- JO
.. .3-17
.5-2fi
.. .4-2a
3-3
4-14
.11 11
9-1
.la-lo
.9-16
10-14
.4-28
...5.12
.4-14
. . .4-1
....3.3
.3-3
. . 2-17
. . 818
.9-5
.11-25
. . 12-9
1-20

UNIVfiRSAL.INT&RNATtONAL
1947-48 Features

Completed (23)

In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Cast Details Rel.
No.
Title — Running Tim
Arf You Wi:h It
OTonnor-San Jaan .11-24
IVIan-Eaters at Kumaon
S;ibu-Pagc 12-22
1947-48
All IMy Sons
Robinson-Christians .10-13.
10. ..
Another Part of The Forest
March-Blyth .11
.11-10
Forei-n. .
Beware of I'ity (102)
Pafmcr-Licvcn
Blink Bart Hljhwavman (T)
DeCarlo-Dnryea . . . . .6 23. . .
Details under titl«: A(!ventures of ei.ek Bart
Bush Christmas (70)
Rafferty-Fernside . roreign . .. . .
.12-8
Casbah
Di Carlo-Martin , . . .. 10-27
Fo eirn .
Caniain Toycott (S2)
Donat Grari rr . . . . ..6-23
.
,
.Jan.
Double Life. A
Colman-Hasso ...
.12-8
Details under title: lmagin:itlon
.5-12. . .. .Nov..
. . .lC-27
Exile, The
Fa'rbanks-Montez ... .Foreign
Hungry
Hill (95)
(92)
Lockwood-Price
Lrtter From An Unknown Woman
Font: ine-Jourdin . .9-15. .
. . .10-27
LostDetails
tHoment.
The
(89)
Cummings-Hayward . . .3-31 . .Dec 10-27
onder title: The Lost Love
"ortal Coll, The
Soyer-Blyth .... . . .8-4. .
Naked City. The
Fitzgerald-Duff ... .Foreion.
. .7-7. ..
Nicholas Nickleby (94i
H?rdwickc-Boid
.5-13. . Dec
11-2)
Pirntes of Monterey (T) (77)
Montez-Cameron
.5-26.
. .Oet 11-34
9-15
Ride the Pink Horse (101)
Montgomery-Hendrix
Rver Lady (T)
DcCarlo-Duryea ...
. . Jan
12-22
Senator Was lndisc;oet. The (81)
Powell-Raines . . . . ...8-4 7-7 .Sept
622. .8-1?
Singapor. (79)
Mac Murray-Gardner . .3-17.
6-23 .
Tap Roots (T)
HeUin-Hayward
Fore gn . .
Tawny Pipit (81)
Miles-John
9-15
Iln In Central Park .
Durbin-Haymes . . .10-13. .
Wistful Widow of Wagon Gap (78,
Abbott-Costello ... . .512..
Oct . . .'..'.'.'.'.10-13
. . Foreign 8-24.
. Dk..
1946-47
Black Narcissus '99)
Kirr-Robinson
7-2i
Brief Encoonter (83)
Johnson-Howaro
^relgn . . .
10-14
.
.
.620.
.
.6-23
Brute Force (98)
Lancasler-Blyth . . . . 3-3. . .Aug.
.12-9. .. . Apr. . .612... 3-17
Back Privates Come Home 177)
Abbott-Cottelle ... Foreign
Captive Heirt, The (86)
Redgrave-Johns
.2791 4-21
.
Reissue
Ofstry RIdol A|aln (94)
Stewart- Dietrich . Reissue. . . . .June. . .2798
Oncula
lugosi
..613... 3-31
Egj and I. The (108)
Collert-MaeMorray . 12-9.
For The Love of Mary
Durbin-Oall . . . . ...3-17..
.2:97.
.
Relssoo.
.
Jone.
Sept.
3-31
Frankenstein
Kar^off
Frieda (97)
Farrar-Johns
. . . Foreion.
Foreign. . . Joly. . .
Great Expectatloni (116)
Mllls-Hobson
. Foreign . . .Apr. 2794
II Know
Going (SI)
Hiller-Llvoiy
9-20 Jan. .'
Stole iWhere
MillionI'M (78)
Raft-Trevor ... . Reliioe.
. 1-20
12-23 . Jone..lilar.'.607
'■II
Bi
Yoon
(93)
O«r»l».0r«k«
...
.616. . .6-23
'»y '99)
Fontaine-Knnwlfs . Ferelia. .
Johnny Frenchoion (104)
Rotay-Roe
12-43
lady Surrenders, A (108)
Lockwood- Granger . .. Foreign
Foreign .. .
. .619'. 6-23
Magic Bow. The (105)
T. . Granger-Calv Tt .rutin...
My Hetrt Sooa Craiy (T)
Fleld-Kondtll
. . Reissue. . .May. . ,2795. , . 7-7
Mainlflcent •bioeilon (101)
Donne-Taylor
14

.Aug
. 610.
MIoklgin Kid, Thi (C) (69)
Hall-Jokoton 4-29 . .Mw ..2796
. .617. .
'.'.6Odd Man lit (118)
MaMM-Rya*
Forol|«..
100 Men and A Girl (84)
Oorbln-Stokowtki . .Roisiao.. leao. . .623. .
Slave Girl (80)
OeCario-Brent 8-5 .May . ..C0». ..2
. .3-31)
Smaih-Up
(103)
•otalli aader
tlHo: Lno TakM • NalMat Hayward- Bowman .6-10.
.
.
621
.
Sept
Something
In thetitle:
WindFor (89)
Detalli under
tko Lore of Mary Dorbln-Dall 317. ..Mar
. .608. .7-2.
SongDttalli
of Scheherazade
(106)
DeCBrlo-Donle«y . . . .1-21.
ladcf title; (T)
tokarmdo
.2-17
.
Ma/.
Stairway to Retven (T) (104)
Masiey-Niven Fwdtn. . May. . .611. .. .8-4
Soorot Beyond thi Door
Bennatt-Rodrovi
. Har.
. .2-3
»n«l eor (87)
Toftl-Blyth 6 24
. .614.
.3-31
606. 12-2)
Tlrai Oel of Mind (88)
Calvert-Hottm 10-28. Sett. . ..IOCS
.9-16
4-14
rkoy Won tlitort (UN)
MatM-C«hrert . Faroli* . Jan
This Happy Breed '110)
Noorton-John^on . .Fafelgn . Nov . .GFD
Upturned Glass (86)
Mason-Kellne ...Foreign Joly.
..CIS..
viollaotn Rctero, Tbe (Clneedor) Hall-Llndtay 7-22..
Web.Details
The (87)
Q-Brlen-Raines 3-17.. .Jane. . . .615. . 11-21
under title: Jeotardy
When the Oalton< Rode (81)
Scott-Francis Relssoo. Mar 2792.
WIekod Lady (97)
»"»i<in.Lockwood .. Forelga. ..Jaa. .605. .3-17
Years Between. The (88)
Redgrato-Hobien ..Foreign.
12^23
Yoo Cao't Cheat an Honett Han (73) . . . . Fieldt-Borftn Relssae Apr. . .2793.
WARNER
BR
1947-48 Fpattires
Completed ('23)

lii l ioductlon (9.)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
KEY LARGO
Drama — ^Started December 19
C'^st: Humphrey Bogart, Edward G. Robinson. Lauren Bacall,
Lionel Barry more, Claire Trevor, Thomas Gomez, Dan
Seymour, Harry Lewis.
Director: John Huston
Pro(iucer: Jerry Wald
Ptory: Relurnpd veteran srriimblis witli rar)<ptpers at Florida hod-). He
Tne*'ts the wi(l(l^^•
Ills war hndrly ami restores liiir)f!Olf to pf*acf. *
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
Details
Title — Running Time
Ca<t
. .10-27
Adventures of Don Juan (T)
Flynn-Llndfors
6-23 Rel. . .713
COMPLETED
. .1-10. . No.
. Reynolds- Hitton
Always Together (78)
1947-48
.12-22
Detalli ander title: Love .-I Fint Sight
»P'i| Showers
Carson-Sothern 9-15
. .703. .9 I3
Christoplier Blake
Smlth-Ooaglai r. . . 9-13
Dark Passage (106)
Bogart-Bacall 11-25. . .9-27. . . .701.
Omp Vallojf
:iBrk-Lepino 10-14. . . .9-1. .
Escape Me Never (104)
Flynn-Lopino . ...11-26. .11-22. . -.708. .11-10
...8-4
Johnny Belinda
Wyman-Ayres 9-15
. .715
Lite With Father (T) (118)
Donne-Powell 4-15
. 702... 6-1
My Details
Girl Tisa
onder(95)
title; Ever The Beginning Palmer-Wanamaker . 6-9... 2-7.
My Wild Irish Pose (T) (101)
Morgan-King .. 10-14 .12-27 .711. 12-22
*I|M Onto mtht
LItdfan-taaMn ...9-30
12
Romance in High C (T)
Carjon-Paige 5-6-23
SIlTor River
Flynn-Sfcerldao
6- 23. . .11-1. . . .707. .10-2)
ThatDetalU
Hsgenonder
Girl title:
(83)
Reagan-Temple
Mary Hagen
.714
To The Victor
Morgan-Llndfors 8-18
Treasure of Sierra Madre (126)
Bogart-Hnston .. 3-31... 1-24.
Two Gayi From Toxai (T)
Morfaa-Carooa 3-17
Unsuspected. The (103)
Rains-Caolfteld 2-3.. 10-11., . .706. . .9-29
Voleo of The Tirtle
Parker-Beatan
3-3
Woman in Whlto, Tfco
Parker-YOiap 10-14
Afalllowor
Baynoldi-Hotton 3-3
Whiplash
Clark-Saltk 3-31
Winter Meeting
Davis-Davis 10-13
. . .7C9
REISSUES
Anthony Ad>erse (116)
March-DeHavilland Reissoe . 12-13 . .. . .704
Rad Men of Missouri (71)
Mcrgan-Wyman ... Reissoe. . .10-4. . . .705. . . .
Each Dawn I Die (84)
Cagney-Raft Relssie. . .lO-d. . . .710. . . .
Jezebel (93)
Davis- Fonda
Reissoe. .12-13. . . .712
Slight Case of Murder. A (85)
Robinson
R:i-soe. .12-13.
1946-47
Beait with Five Flnferj, Tho (88)
Alda-Kiig
12-10 2-8.. .03. .
. .4-28
Cheyenne (100)
Morgan-Wyman 4-1... 6-14. .622.
.625. . .
Cry Wolf (83)
Flynn-Stanwyck 5-27... 8-16. .612.
.3-31
Haiiorosqge (125)
Crawford-Garleld .12-24. . .1-25. .
Love and Learn (83)
Carson-Viekorj 9-16 5-3. .620. . . .1-6
Man I Love, The (96)
Leplno-Alda
1-11.. .611.. . .7-7
Detalli ander tttio: Tko Soitonce
.614.. . 1-6
Nora Prinllsi (111)
Sheridaa-Saiith 1-21... 2-22.
Poesessed (108)
Crawfofd-Hellin 6-24... 7-26.
.615.. . .1-6
DitalU onder Htio: Tko Soaret
.2-1
Porsoed (101)
Wright- Mitchoai ...8-19 3-8.
. .3-3
Stallion load (97)
Reataa-SBllli 4-15... 4-12. eit.. .3-31
..6-9
.617.,.
That Way with Women (84)
Greenitreet-Vlekers . 2-18. . . 3-29. ,
•otaih lid* tme: A Vary lick Mai
.2-17
Twe tin. Carrolii. The (100)
Bogart-Stanwyek . .5 14. . .5-24.
Unfaithful, The (109)
Sheridan-Scott 12-9 7-5. .621. .
.4-14
IlEISSUES
.618
Sea Hawk, The (109)
Flyno-Raln Riliioe. . .4-26. . .618. .6-9
Sea Wolf, The (87)
Roklntoa-Loplao . . Ra^teo. . .4-2C. . .608
Klni'i Row (127)
SkorUaB-CoBBlaf] Reluoo. . .12-7. 609
Wild Bill Hllkoek lldoi (72)
BaMett-Cabat . . . Reltsoe. . .12-7 . .
FILM

BULLETI^

'VOICE OF THE TURTLE'
Rates • • • or better, except
Warner Bros.
103 minutes
Ronald Reagan, Eleanor Parker, Eve
Wayne Morris, Kent Smith, John
Erskine Sanford, John Holland.
Directed by Irving Rapper.

FILM VERSION OF HIT PLAY A SHEER
in action houses
with several scenes of additional charm. Production quality is of high standard, recording
and Sol Polito's photography are superior.
Arden,
EXPLOITATION: Mention its four recEmery,
ord-breaking years on Broadvv-ay. Suggested
caL<»hline: "As a play, it charmed thousands
— as a picture it will delight millions!" For
a novel window display, in a flat tank place
19 live miniature turtles on the back of each
Here is superlative film entertainment,
of which is painted one of the letters in the
certain to delight all types of patronage and
film's title. In vacant store windows and on
bring high grosses and goodwill to most
theatres; the exception being action houses
telephone poles, fences, etc., place cards bearwhere comedy does not click. Performances
ing individual head-photos of Reagan, Parker and Arden captioned: "WANTED, by Ronby the popular and proficient cast are flawald Reagan and Eleanor Parker, one Eve
less, the story adult yet wholesome, the roArden (description) for Attempted Scene
mance poignant and appealing, the humor
sparkling. It is diflflcult to single out any
Stealing m 'The Voice of the Turtle' at the
one member of the perfectly-balanced cast
Gem Theatre Today."
for special laurels since each is superlatively
Jobless actress Eleanor Parker, her rogood in his or her role. And yet, perfect as
mance with theatrical producer Kent Smith
are Ronald Reagan and Eleanor Parker in over, vows henceforth to eschew falling deepth^ir respective portrayals of the sergeant
ly in love. Next day Eleanor's gay actresson furlough and the impressionable, love- friend Eve Arden drops in to await the arfearful ingenue, one must credit Eve Arden
rival of Sgt. Ronald Reagan, in town on a
with almost stealing the picture by her char- week-end furlough. Eve gets a phone call
from Lieut. Com. Wayne Morris, just in
acterization of the rapacious actress. Irving
Rapper has injected dozens of hilarious di- from the Pacific, accepts his bid for dinner.
rectorial touches further to enhance the When Ronald arrives, Eve tells him she
must break their date as her "husband" is
charm of John van Druten's script; in turn,
van Druten has embellished his original play in town. She departs, leaving Ronald and
Eleanor together.
They dine at a table
— now in its fourth year on Broadway —
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d'hote next door. Later Ronald, unable , to
get hotel accommodations, accepts Eleanor's
invitation to sleep on her living room daybed. Ronald wants terribly to see Smith's
new show, so Eleanor muffles her pride and
calls her former boyfriend for tickets. At
the theatre, Ronald and Eleanor run into
Eve and Morris. Overlooking her own duEleanor for "stealEve is furious
ing"plicity,
Ronald.
In the at
all-too-few remaining
hours of his furlough, Ronald falls in love
with Eleanor, despite Eve's efforts to keep
him for herself. After several amusing complications, Eleanor retracts her vow anent
falling deeply in love. As his furlough ends,
Ronald and Eleanor happily toast their
future in champagne.

MF WINTER COMES' OLD-FASHIONED MELODRAMA
HAS NAMES
Rates • • • — on name value
few exceptions, and it is only in the timedramatic themes can be capitalized for stirMetro- Groldwyn-Mayer
honored situations of the poor little preg97 minutes
ring
catch-lines.
nant girl, daughter of a despotic father; the
Walter Pidgeon, popular writer in an Engfuiile love of two people each married to
lish village, is placidly married to Angela
W'alter Pidgeon, Deborah Kerr, Angela Lansbury, Binnie Barnes, Janet Leigh, Dame May
another; the viciousness of small-town gos- Lansbury until the return to the town of
sip, and such that make this film palatable
Deborah Kerr, his former sweetheart who
Whittj-, Rene Bay, Virginia Keilev, Reginald
fov the housewife whose other love is the had im.pulsively married wealthy young
Owen, John Abbott, Rhys Williams, Hugh
French, Dennis Hoey, Nicholas Joy.
radio serial. The acting, too, is routine, and
Hugh French. Lansbury makes Pidgeon see
often overly muggy. PidgeOn will satisfy Kerr to make sure he is cured of his former
Directed by Victor Saville.
as the good man who receives the brunt of romance, but the two realize they are still
poisoned tongues and a jealous wife, Imt
in love. Nevertheless, they agree to be faithDeborah Kerr again fails to live up to the
"If Winter Comes," the A. S. M. Hutchinful to their respective spouse. When Pidgeon
son story was a honey of a film melodrama
promise she showed in her British efforts. befriends young Janet Leigh, who has been
back in the silent days of 1923, but the 1947 Angela Lansbury is quite disagreeably venothrown out of her father's house when he
version seems like a composite of all the
mous in the role of the disturbed wife. Best
learns she is to have a balby, Lanstoury implies Pidgeon is the father and divorces him.
women's magazine stories and radio soap
of the prmcipals is Janet Leigh, who manoperas that have cloyed the years between.
ages to convey a poignancy to the role of Despite gossip, Pidgeon keeps the girl in his
What with such names as Walter Pidgeon,
the wronged lass that shines through its house until he can find a home for her. The
Deborah Kerr and Angela Lansbury, plus a triteness.
distraught girl commits suicide and a coronrewrite job that has broiight the period up
EXPLOITATION: The Hutchinson novel,
er's inquest sees Pidgeon vilified by the
to World War II, the mushv melodramatlcs
which was a best seller in its day and has townspeople. Kerr comes to his aid as he
will exert a draw on the distaff side that
remained popular through the years, is a suffers a heart attack and nurses him
Should make for better than average grosses
through the critical period. With the death
selling point. The Pidgeon-Kerr names are
in all situations. Victor Saville'a direction
of her husband in the war, they are free to
the ones to sell, particularly the pairing of marry.
is undisthiguished and slow-paced, with a the tvro for the first time. The various melo-

•A WOMAN'S
VENGEANCE' PSYCHIATRY DRAMA
IS EXPLOITABLE
• • • — generally, if exploited
and Ann Blyth has little to do as his se- Boyer's absence, his wife dies of a heart atUniversal-International
duced victim. Best performances are those
tack. Soon afterward, neighboring spinster
96 minutes
of Sir Cedric Hardwicke, cast as an underJessica Tandy confesses she has loved Boyer
Charles Boyer, Ann Blj-th, Jessica Tandy,
standing physician, and Jessica Tandy, in for years, expresses a willingness to become
Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Mildred Natwick,
the role of a vengeful neurotic. What few
the second Mrs. Boyer. To her dismav she
Cecil Humphreys, Hugh French, Rachel
plot twists Huxley's script contains are telelearns Boyer has already wed 18-year-oid
Kempson, Valerie Cardew, Carl Harbord,
graphed far in advance, robbing the story of Ann
Blyth, made pregnant bv him before
John Williams, I,eland Hodgson.
much
of
its
potential
suspense.
Zoltan
Korhis wife's death. Supplied by Nurse Mildred
Directed by Zoltan Korda.
with
evidence incriminating Boyer, Jessica
da's direction is slow-paced; production
quality superior photography; excellent
goes
to the police, has them exhume the
sound and recording above par.
Some daring dialog dealing with a teencorpse. The ensuing autopsy reveals the
EXPLOITATION:
Play
this
film
up
as
a
dead woman's heart attack had been
ager's pre-marital pregnancy and a sexdaring, adult picture that does not hesitate
brought on by poison purchased by Boyer.
starved spinster's frustration give "A
to deal in a forthright manner with subTried and convicted, Boyer is visited in the
Woman's Vengeance" strong exploitation
jects hitherto considered taboo on the
angles which alert sho^^■Tnen
capitalize.
death cell by Jessica, who taunts him. SudHowever, audiences generally will
will find this
screen. Stress Boyer's appearance in a new
denly realizing Jessica has killed his wife
character study of a psychiatric murderess
type of role, that of a murderer-suspect.
in order to wed him, he begs the police to
Herald the return to the screen of talented
too pedestrian and lacking in surprise or
seize her. His outburst ignored as a conBroadway star Jessica Tandy, in one of the
suspense for their liking. Where it is sold
demned man's ravings, Boyer resigns himfinest characterizations of her eminent
heavily, grosses will be good, but word-ofself to his fate. Meanwhile, however, unmouth will cut into returns. The film, career.
derstanding Dr. Sir Cedric Hardwicke susWealthy Charles Boyer, incompatible for
adapted by Aldous Huxley from his story,
pects Jessica's acute insomnia is the result
"The Gioconda Smile," will fare best in 18 years with his invalid wife, is overheard
of some secret guilt. At the eleventh hour
metropolitan areas. Charles Boyer is unheatedly quarreling with her by nurse Milhe tricks her into a confession, phones the
dred Natwick. That
evening, , during
convincing as a middle-aged philanderer.
prison in time to halt Boyer's execution. 15
J A IV U ART 5;, 1 9.4,8 ::

'INTRIGUE' DULL, SLOW-MOVING
RAFT VEHICLE
Rates • • 4 where Raft has following; less elsewhere
Trivers and George Slavin, as well as to
United Artists
the listless direction of Edwin L. Marin
90 minutes
whose handling of mobs in the climactic
scenes is extremely inept. The picture is
George Raft, June Havoc, Helena Carter,
Tom TuIIy, Marvin Miller, Dan Seymour,
well mounted, particularly as regards setPhillip Ahn, Jay C. Flippin, Marc Krah,
ting, crowds and Miss Havoc's sumptuous
Charles Lane, Edna Holland, Michael
wardrobes. Photography, camera effects, reVisarofI, Peter Chong, Maria San Marco.
cording and music are all good.
EXPLOITATION: Play up the topical
Directed by Edwin L. Morin.
black market angle, the popularity of George
Raft and the gorgeous gowns worn by June
This is a poor vehicle for George Raft.
Havoc, currently featured in "Gentleman's
Weak in story, direction and cast, "Intrigue"
Agreement." Enlist the support of press,
will prove disappointing to Raft fans and a clergy, city officials, housewives' leagues and
very dull hour and a half to others. It will
others interested in eliminating black marget by in those action houses where the star
kets locally. Catchline: "See George Raft
has a faithful following, but elsewhere it Break Shanghai's; Black Market!" Have Inwill need strong support. Raft and June
quiring Reporter ask: "How Would You
Havoc go through their performances like
Break
Up Black Markets?"
robots. Characterizations are, for the most
Court-martialed
and dishonorably discharged when smuggled dope was found in
part, broad to the point of caricatures, due
the bomber he and his crew had flown,
in part to the stereotyped dialog of Barry

George Raft now pilots planeloads of black
market goods into Shanghai. Dissatisfied
with his pay and refused an increase, he
highjacks a truckload ot food he has flown
in, is Havoc.
made a Through
partner ofpretty
the gang's
chief,
June
Red Cross
worker, Helena Carter, he learns of the
haidship and starvation his black marketeering have brought to helpless women
and children. His newspaper pal, Tom Tully,
is killed at June's order because his forthcoming expose threatens the gang's operation. Enraged by his friend's murder. Raft
opens the gang's warehouse doors to the
starving Chinese, forces June to write a
confession clearing him and his bomber
crew of complicity in the wartime narcotic
smuggling.
Miller, enters asJune's
Raft accomplice,
pockets the Marvin
confession.
Raft manages to disarm and overpower Miller, aids the police to round up the gang.
At end, he and Helena wed.

'HEADING FOR HEAVEN' SEER-EXPOSE KIDS THE SHEETS OFF SPOOKS
Rates • • as supporting dualler for nab orhood houses
hit; own land. Erwin goes into debt and
Glenda Farrell and a capable albeit littleEagle Lion
known cast, supplies more than his share of buys the adjoining property. To assure his
71 minutes
laughs. Adapted from a play by Charles
Webb and Daniel Brown, Lewis D. Collins
family's future, he tries to insure his life
Stuart Erwin, Glenda Farrell, Russ Vincent,
for $50,000 through his lazy brother-in-law,
Irene Ryan, Milbum Stone, George O'Hanand Oscar Mugge's script gives Director
lon, Janice Wilson, Ralph Hodges, Dick
Collins ample opportunity to get the most
George
O'Hanlon.
Followingthinks
his medical
Elliot, Charier. Williams, Selmer Jackson,
examination,
he mistakenly
he has
out of many amusing situations. Producbut a month to live. Frantic at the thought
Harry Tyler, Ben Welden, Betty West, Jack
tion quality is fair.
Del Rio.
o£ leaving his family destitute, he resolves
Small town realtor Stuart Erwin's wife
Glenda Farrell and daughter Janice Wilson
to sell the land at any price. Phoney swami
Directed by Lewis D. Collins.
Russell Vincent plots with rival realtor
think him lacking in business acumen beDick Elliott to trick Erwin. The latter, havcause he refuses to sell his long-idle subdivision. Determined to use the land as a
ing gotten drunk and hit the road with
Although weak in marquee names, "Headsome hoboes, is thought to be dead. At a
model-homes project, he turns down offers
ing for feature
Heaven" inshould
prove theatres.
a satisfactory
second
naborhood
Full
seance, Vincent persuades Glenda to turn
to convert the property into a golf course,
over the title deed to Elliot, but Erwin arof good clean fun, most of it aimed at
a cemetery and a town dump. He even derives in time to replace his supposed ghost,
spurious seances, this program comedy will
clines a bid of $125,000 from Charles Williams and Milburn Stone of NTA, eager to save the property and show up the swami
prove diverting to all audiences, regardless
and his realtor-accomplice as crooks.
of age. Stuart Erwin, ably supported by
use the property for an airport. To protect
'BILL AND COO' CLEVER ALL-BIRD
Rates • • + as supporting dualler generally

TRUCOLOR

NOVELTY

manship, "Bill and Coo" ought to register
commendable grosses as a dualler in any
house in the land. Made with considerable
skill, this superlatively entertaining feature
contains more imagination and laughs than,
say, any cartoon or puppet feature or short
seen in years. It is unqualifiedly recommended.
EXPLOITATION: Play up the novelty
of this film — a full-length feature with a
cast comprising 273 extremely well-trained
birds, plus a few animals. In West Coast
situations, make mention of the fact the picture is based oil an idea from Ken Murray's "Blackouts," a popular revue that has
been running for years. Window and
counter tieups with pet shops, milliners,
furrrers, feed stores, music dealers, washing-machine salesrooms and novelty shops
are indicated. Let patrons know the entire

village of "Chirpendale" was assembled on
a table fifteen feet wide and thirty feet
long, and contains a hotel, school, theatre,
park, car,garage,
taxis and church,
flrehouse.circus grounds, streetTaxi-driver Bill, a poor but honest paraqueet, loves Coo, daughter of the rich proprietor of a hotel in the all-bird town of
Chirpendale. The town is thrown into a
panic when Joe, a malevolent and paraqueet-hating crow, appears and .sets fire to
the hotel. Bill leads the firefighters to the,
blazing inn and rescues Coo spectacularly
from the top floor. Next day, while all Chirpendale's denizens arc regaling themselves
at the circus, Joe makes a subsequent sortie
on the town. Bill saves the day by tricking
the crow into chasing him into a trap. His
heroism rewarded with a purse of 500 berries. Bill weds Coo in a public ceremony
amidst the cheers of their fellow townsbirds.

"SMART POLITICS' FAIR TEEN-AGERS MUSICAL
Rates • • as supporting dualler in fann ily spots
juvenile musical fair enthis
ages to make tertainment
Monogram
for adolescents. It will serve
65 minutes
best where coupled with a good melodrama.
Freddie Stewart, June Preisser, Frankie
The presence of Gene Krupa and His OrDarro, Warren Mills, Noel Neill, Donald
chestra gives this a bit of marquee value.
MacBride, Martha Davis, Butch Stone,
Of the five songs, best is "Household
Don Ripps, Candy Candldo, Harry Tyler,
Blues," sung by Martha Davis. Production
George Fields, Dick Paxton, Tommy Mack,
quality is poor, photography and recording
satisfactory.
Billy Snyder, Cappy Bara Harmonica Boys,
EXPLOITATION: Feature Krupa and His
Gene Krupa and His Orchestra.
Directed by Will Jason.
Orchestra; Martha Davis' blues singing, and
the playing of Cappy Barra's Harmonica
Boys. Stress the film's topical angle— how to
Handicapped by indifferent direction and
stamp out juvenile delinquency and at the
same time erect a fitting memorial to the
hackneyed writing, the familiar Teen-Agers
war dead.
cast, abetted by several good numbers, man16

Fleeing from the police, Frankie Darro
and his gang take refuge at a dance and
show being held by Freddie Stewart and his
fellow under-grads to obtain funds for their
the town's
fundbutfor Darro
and
college's
juniordead.
cops arrive
The memorial
war
his gang escape detection by appearing on
program as entertainers. Later, Stewart
the
and his committee ask Mayor Donald
MacBride to let them have an old warehouse as a youth center. MacBride, however, plans to buy the property secretly for
his own profit. Complications ensue, but at
the end the Mayor turns over the warehouse
to the youngsters in time for them to present their big show.

Republic
61 iTiinutes
George Burton's Love Birds, Curly Twiford's Kimmy
the Crow, George Burton,
Ken Murray, Elizabeth Walters.
Directed by Dean Riesner.
Here is one of the cleverest and most ingenious novelty features ever made — an allbird comedy. Save for a momentary appearance in the prologue of Producer Ken
Murray, George Burton and Elizabeth Walters, the cast is 99 percent feathered, the
odd percent furred. Burton's amazingly
trained paraqueets — their costumes, props
and settings scaled properly to miniature
size — will divert even the most hard-boiled
of audiences for almost the entire hour of
running time. With a modicum of show-
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pectations,"
in conclave
the balloting
conducted by 16 New York newspaper critics at their thirteenth annual
last week.
Bests in acting and direction went to William Powell for Warner Bros. "Life With
Father" and U-I's "The Senator Was Indiscreet," and to Ella Kazan for "Gentleman's
>^greement." Best actress was Deborah Kerr, British actress pacted by M-Ci-M, for two
English-made efforts, U-I's "Black Narcissus," and Eagle-Lion's "The Adventuress." The
most outstanding foreign film was the Italian-made "To Live in Peace."
Among those also nominated for consideration for best picture were: "Odd Man
Out" (British); "Crossfire" (RKO); "Miracle on 34th Street" (20th-Fox); "The Fugitive"
(RKO-Argosy), and "Boomerang" (20th-Fox). "Gentleman's Agreement" won out on
the
sixthvotes
'oallotover(a the
simple
majority
by two
British
film. of all those voting is required after the fifth ballot)
Charles Patlie is shown in Lausanne, Switzerland,
reading congratulatory wires on tlie 50th anniversary of IJis foundine of Patlie Industrie-.

Kazan topped the other directors nominated: Edward Dmytryk ("Crossfire"), John
Ford ("The Fugitive") and Carol Reed ("Odd Man Out"), winning out on the sixth
ballot, eleven to three, for Dmytryk and two for Ford. Powell won out over John
Garfield ("Body and Soul"), Gregory Peck ("Gentleman's Agreement" and "The Yearling"), Robert Ryan ("Crossfire") and Bernard Miles ("Great Expectations"). Miss Kerr
ran away with the best actress award on the second ballot, beating out Dorothy Maguire, Anne Revere and Celeste Holm (Gentleman's Agreement"), Loretta Young ("Farmer's Daughter" \ Martita Hunt ("Great Expectations") and Kathleen Byron ("Black
Narcissus").
Presentation of awards will*be made *
Jan. 19 at» a reception in New York.
METRO

Joseph
tional
feives
of
the
Consul

H. S-idelnian (right). Vniversal-Internav.l>. decoration
in cliarge of
of (lievalier
fireign operations,
r,'tlie
of tlie Order
Legion
Honor Chancel.
of Kranc ■ from I r-nch
General "fLudovic

sp.^ ros I*. Skiiuras (left), JOth-Fox prexy, receives
the Parents Magazine Medal for "(ienfleman's
Agreement,"
for
.lanuar.v. outstanding faniil>' andienre film

PROFIT

DOWN;

INVENTORY

UP

M-G-M's net profit for the fiscal year ended Aug. 31, 1947 showed a $7,000,000
decline after provision for taxes and all other expenses, it was revealed last week. The
net for 1947 was $11,626,427, compared with $18,691,533 for the preceding year. The first
quarter report for the 1948 fiscal year, for the period ended Nov. 20, came to $1,354,761.
as against $3,650,967 for the similar period the year before, but considerably higher than
the $722,427 net reported for the last quarter of the 1947 fiscal year.
Earnings for the year are equivalent to $2.26 on 5,142,615 shares of common stock
outstanding in 1947 against $3.66 per share in 1946. This includes $1,093,736 of Metro's
portion of net undistributed income of partially owned companies. Earnings for the
first 12 weeks of fiscal 1948 are 26c per share, compared to 72c in the first quarter of
1947.
Assets for the year 1947 increased to $132,171,887 against $127,830,012 in 1946, with
total current liabilities showing a proportionate decrease in 1947, with a total of $26.941,991 against $30,844,315. Largely responsible for the increase was the higher picture
inventory, set at $81,995,730 as compared with $75,894,364 for 1946.
Gross sales showed a slight drop with $183,948,900 reported for the 1947 fiscal year,
compared with $188,476,317. Gross for the first quarter of '48 was estimated at $37,960.000 against
$41,460,000
estimated
precedingwhere
year'sthecompeirative
noticeable
increase
in expenses
was for
in the
production
amortizationquarter.
for the Most
1947
period came to $64,274,210, whereas total amortization for 1946 was $59,443,388. The
company pointed out that recent economies initiated by the company in recent months
should be reflected in future profit
«statements.
«
•
$11,000,000 LOAN SET BY E-L
A new $11,000,000 loan to Eagle-Lion Films to be used as partial financing for the
CDinpany's domestic program for 1948 has been set with the First National Bank of
Boston, it was announced last fortnight by Robert W. Purcell, chairman of the board
of Pathe Industries, parent company of Eagle-Lion.
Taking part in the negotiations, in addition to Purcell and Serge Semenenko.
senior v.p. of the First National Bank, were Arthur B. Krim, E^-L president and Robert
S. Benjamin, Pathe Industries board member.
Krim declared that the loan is specifically earmarked to meet the increased number of big-budgeted productions planned by E-L during the year. Eight are completed
and four are scheduled to start shortly, in addition to three major J. Arthur Rank British productions set for release during the first three months this year, Krim stated.
At the same time, A. W. Schwalberg, E-L v.p. and general sales manager, announced the appointment of Harold S. Dunn to the newly created position of assistant
general sales manager, and of Herman Beiersdorf, former Southwestern district manager, to the post of Western sales manager, succeeding L. E. "Nicky" Goldhammer,
resigned.
COLUMBIA'S TAKE SKIDS
Columbia Pictures Corp. net profit of $370,000 for the 13 weeks ended Sept. 27,
1947, took a noticeable dip from the $965,000 reported for the comparable period in 1946,17
it was revealed with the issuance of the company's statement of estimated Consolidated
earnings.

^ > I' - '
Xnias Party in New York
an- i nn ec lint, I ngcrtield. KKO star Robert Ryan
and I'hil Williams, .4MPA vice-president.
JANUARY
5 , 1948

Operating profit before taxes for the 13 weeks of this year was $630,000, compared
with $1,540,000 for the 1946 period. Estimated provision for taxes for the third quarter
(Continued on Page 18)

CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Ag'ain Available as
premiums, give-aways at your kiddie
matinees. Large variety, latest 48page news stand editions. Comics
Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St.,
New York, N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
Will lease or buy theatre in Eastern
Penna. or New Jersey. Write FB,
Box 72, Film Bulletin.
POSITtON WANTED
Experienced theatre manager; aggressive showman; wants to buy and
book, as well as manage. Anywhere
in the East. FB Box 75, Film Bulletin.
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(Continued from Page 17)

of 1947 was $260,000; for the .same period in 1946, $575,000 was allocated for Fedeial taxes.
Earnintjs per share of common stock was 46c for the 1947 period; $1.39 for the
13-week period in 1946.
«
«
«
MPEA ASKS GOV'T AID ON FOREIGN COSTS
Unless they receive assurance of sufficient dollar revenue to offset actual costs of
distribution, the major American film companies, as represented by the Motion Picture
Export Assn., will be forced to withdraw their films from occupied countries, Irving A.
Mfias, v.p. and general manager of the MPEA, notified Washington and occupied area
autnorities last week.
Maas reported that since, and largely because of, the 75 per cent tax imposed on
American film by England, "dollar starvation throughout most of the world is having
a paralyzing effect on all businesses, especially ours." He also reported that the MPEA
iiad spent more than $900,000 for distribution of American pictures in Germany and
Japan since the beginning of the occupation, but hadn't "taken a penny out. We have
reached
a point
can't afford
to put
more money
mto received
the operation."
He
pomted that
whilewhere
other we
American
mdustries
in foreign
countries
Government
5issistance, "we can't even get out-of-pocket money."
Maas revealed
the pro'olcm
being considered
Washingtonand and
that
Government
and Armythatofficials
in Japanis believed
the problemby important
favored
the MPEA's continued operation. Maas recently returned from an eight-week tour of
Japan, Czechoslovakia, the Netherlands and Java.
*
•
•

THEATRE
AND

MANAGERS
OWNERS

We thank all theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers
and for wrapping ond addressing
all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better

NOVEMBER

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.
•
HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES. Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St.,
Phlla. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE
DELIVERY

NEW

JERSEY MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member Nat't Film Canlara
260 N. Juniper St., PhllA. 7, Pa.
LOouBt 7-482S
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RECEIPTS

SHOWS

B.O. DROP

Tax collections for November, 1947, reflect a slight drop m box-oftice grosses below
the same month in '46 and a sharp drop below October. 1947, according to the published
figures of the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Total admission tax collections during November, 1947, were $31,091,909, compared
v/ith $31,265,451 in November, 1946, a drop of $173,542. In October, 1947, collections
came to $37,743,023.
The collections were on admissions paid during October in motion picture theatres,
legitimate theatres, sporting events and other general admission events.
Average for the first nine months of '47 was $32,135,928.

EXHIBITORS

if they give us a copy of their
program Tuesday each week.
•

TAX

Theatremen's

FORUM

Opinions Culled From

ALLIED ITO OF IOWA-NEBRASKA
Recent and opposing statements made by
two leading sales managers are of much
interest to exhibitors. Andrew W. Smith,
Jr. of 20th Century-Fox states that due to
increased production costs and loss of most
of the f.jreign market. American exhibitors
must pay more for Fox pictures. Mr. Smith
goes on to say that the exhibitor must now
be satisfied with one-third of the film rental
as piofit instead of one-half.
Charle,-? M. Reagan of Paramount states
that American exhibitors are not expected
to make up the loss of the foreign market.
It is clear to us that our small exhibitors
wou?d starve to death on their grosses and
film rentals at one-half the rental as profit.
How can they exist on one-third? Fox is
still demanding percentages, local checkers
and all the abnoxious trimmings, while
Paramount is meeting its customers' desires and selling
st.atement
renews flatourhere.
faithCharlie
in his Reagan's
fairness.
The inference is clear.
ITO OF OHIO
Over a period of these many, many years
we havr; directed some heavy barrages to-ward the tactics indulged in by some of the
film distributing companies. In fact, on several occasions we thought some of our langguage verged upon the libelous, but when
no one sued we came to the conclusion that
the sky was the limit and anything we
might say could easily be proven. However,

Organization Bulletins

it has taken one of their very own to really
tell 'em what he thinks of their business
ethics.
Mr. Scars, who happens to be the paid
President of United Artists, is the distributing executive who charges some of his
being "jackals" and "fishbcdfellov/s
wives", andwith
has announced that he has retained counsel to prove what he says.
According to Mr. Webster, a jackal is
"one who does base work for another," and
flphv/ives are "abusive women." (In our
opinion, it would have been much nicer ii
Grad had lef the ladies out of this attack.)
We feel certain that Grad can obtain the
rs in his atcooperation of many ofexhibito
the charges he has
temrjt to prove some
made against his former cohorts.

ALLIED ROCKY MOUNTAIN THEATRES
20th Centurv Fox h^s announced that
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE will be withdrawn from the road show classificat''-and released
sion
prices. for showing at regular adm'sIt seems also that Paramount will sell
UNCONQUERED for showing at regular
admissions after completing a few road
show engagements.
SHOW GOUGE
ROAD
to the thousands ot
thanks
end— the
at an ntly
is Appare
refused to beindependent exhibitors who which
the procome a party to a scheme in the princip
al
utors were
distrib
and
doicers
iaries.
benefic
PILM

BULLBTIIf

What

the Newspaper

N. Y. Critics Fall for
If a majority of the movie critics for New York newspapers
have their way, Mr. Samuel Goldwyn will cop his second straight
Academy Award with "The Bishop's Wife." Eileen Creelman, of
the Sun, came right out and called it "the year's only outstanding:
candidate" for filmdom's precious "oscar."
"The Bishop's Wife," which is being released by RKO, was
accorded one of Bosley Crowther's (Times) few raves for 1947.
This hardboiled gent termed it no less than "superb," a picture
that "comes very close to being the most enchanting picture of
the year." Crowther was warm in his praise of the script by
Robert Sherwood and Leonardo Bercovici and the direction by
Henry Koster. Gary Grant's performance as the angel he found
"one Inof the
his, Journal
most fluent
and beguiling."
American,
Rose Pelswick found the film a
"heart- warming piece that sheds a warm glow over its audience."
She applauded the "top flight cast," Koster's "eloquent dh-ection,"
Sherwood and Bercovici's "adroit scripting" and producer Gold•IT HAD
COLUMBIA

TO

BE YOU*

"parely funny, shenanigans. . .Timely at a season in which audiences are going hungry for motion picture hilarity; but this
one contains only j'ust enough comedy for a between-meal snack."
— GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"■plain asinine. . .Ginger Hogers has played mad dames before but
never
such afflicted
a sap'nead
as sheof is
to flutter
through
this fit.
. .Sorely
parents
Missasked
Rogers
are Percy
Waramin
and Spring Byington, whose bewilderment may be over their
progeny, but we suspect it is over how they got trapped in this
film."- -CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"Otory meets neither standards of reality nor those of wit or
^ imagination. There is such a thing as being too inoffensive
for words. No one need object to 'It Had to Be You' but the
customers."— WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"Pilm
inescapably
nothing
madereminds
out ofusnothing.
Therethatis we
no are
fun...looking
There at
is no
real
style, no real wit to 'It Had to Be You.' There is only a clumsy,
aggressive reaching in their direction." — PECK, PM.
"A few more like this and Ginger Rogers will be finished as a
screen actress... It is impossible to forgive her or anyone
connected with 'It Had to Be You' for one of the poorest movies
of the year."— LEE, PHILADELPHIA EVENING BULLETIN.
"^hrill and silly farce involves the stars in some unbecoming,
furiously unfunny antics ..Miss Rogers' grimaces, squenky
reading of looney lines and jittery gestures are enough to drive
her most loyal admirers to a nervous breakdown." — MARTIN,
PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER.
'CAPTAIN CENTURY-FOX
FROM CASTILE'
TWENTIETH
-"^J^either
good some
history
top adventure-romance.
does have
fastnor
cape-slinging,
sword-drawing. .Although
and chasesit
■on horse and foot, plus a share of love-making al fresco, it lacks
direction and suspense ..Indifferent, too, are the performances."
— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
""Oig gaud of unstinting and conscientious Technicolor historical
reproduction .. .The sight and thought of what went into it
...is staggering. The story unfortunately is not." — AGER, PM.
"T ikely to be popular. It has all the ingredients, a lavish hand
with costumes and settings, Tyrone Power and plenty of
iiwordplay, and Technicolor splashed brightly all over the screen
...Just a great, big, handsome show." — CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"I" avish
spectacle
in Technicolor,
a large
scale,of visually
effective
pageant
..Contains
such a vast
amount
detail that
the
story generally resolves itself into a series of tableaux. But
they're colorful tableaux." — PELSWICK,
N. Y. JOURNALAMERICAN.
•THE VOICE
OF
WARNER
BROTHERS

THE

TURTLE'

"Tn many ways much more satisfying than the John van Drute-i
comedy. . .Reassurance that there is nothing wrong with the
boy-meets-girl formula that a deft presentation can not overcome
...A very pleasant entertainment." — PRYOR, N. Y. TIMES.
"TTime and Hollywood have not been kind to 'The Voice of the
Turtle'. . .There are still several good, sensitive scenes... but
JANUARY

5, 1948

Critics Say About

Neiu

F^^n^

'The Bishops Wife'
wyn s "film-making know-how.'
"Wonderful fun for anyone with an imagination geared to
this kind of make-believe" is the way The Post's Archer Winsten
feels aibout "The Bishop's Wife," which he calls a "butterfly of
ente Somewhat
rtaiiunent. " less enthusiastic were Howard Bai'nes of the Herald Tribune and Cecelia Ager of PM. Barnes termed it "a delightful story idea" and "entertaining," but lacking in cohesion
and credulity. Miss Ager's opinion: "A palpably rich dish, slightly
spicy, more than a little gooey, not always too smoothly blended.
Yet, being concocted with professional and instinctive showmanship, it is at least, easy to digest. It was mads far mass ?.pp?ui,
and Alton
hits it."Cook, World-Telegram, complains a bit about some
embarrassing sweetness, but found it "a gentle, s'ncere and moving
film most ofspirit,
its length,"
Christmas
he says. It scores a "bull's eye" in catching the
the im;Dortant, the romance ..is not given its full worth in the
film... Nice little tale with a happy ending."— PECK, PM.
' 'TJlot is slight, the dialogue amusing ..Acts out only to be enteitaining. It succeeds nicely."— ^TREELliIAN, N. Y. SUN.
John van Druten's play... has begat a reasonably charming
movie The well of original charm was so fu"l as to be able
to withstand the moderate depletion it suffers here." — MAYNARD, N. Y. JOURNAL- AMERICAN.
"Situation without much motion was pretty tough to turn into
^ material for a lively motion picture. One of the most successful plays that ever happened but in movie form, all its most
insubstantial
TELEGRAM. qualities seem to stand out." — COOK, N. Y. WORLD"Repetitious bore of three nights of futility ... Director Irving
Rapper deserves
a nod for TRIBUNE.
making the most of a weak play. "
— PIHODNA,
N. Y. HERALD
WALL'
M'HIGH
E T R O- G OLD
W YN-MA YER
"As straight movie melodrama, employing modern psychotherapy, "High Wall' is a likely lot of terrors, morbid and
socially cynical."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"'T'be best picture Robert Taylor's had the great good fortune to
work in, as well as the best written, best directed, best produced and most interesting picture to come out of Metro in years
...It is a suspense story, it pretends to be no more . . . Acliieves a
rare credibility."— AGER, PM.
"nphis is stuff for lively melodrama.
'High Wall' is just that. . .
^ Slides along smoothly."— CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"Ooutine psychological mystery . .Undistinguished but fast and
flashy whodunit."— GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Tl^ovies about men w'no commit atrocities while demented have
been a drug on the market lately except when thev are as
good as this one... Robert Taylor and Audrey Totter have topnotch mystery story behavior to their credit." — COOK, N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
'THE FUGITIVE'
RKO-RADIO
Strange and haunting ..A true companion piece to 'The In.
of the best films of the year."— CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES. former'..One
"■y Tisually, 'The Fugitive' is a slow kaleidescope of primitive
^ beauty, turned by an artist's hand ..My appreciation of its
pictorial beauty was constantly at war with my indignation at its
story's dangerous
fact."-AGER,
PM. half-truths, at its irresponsible distortions of
"par from the cops-and-robbers melodrama .. .Poem told with
' cameras ... Moves slowly. . .Each scene has a rare visual
beauty. . There is little talk. Unfortunately, there is also little
action... The theme is strong, the photography superb. The film,
for all that, is often dull."— CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"/^ne of the most artistic pictures to come out of Hollywood...
^-"^ Series of beautiful camera effects ..Sombre narrative of religious persecution."— PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL-AMERICAN.
"Qomber and unrelenting account of religious persecution ... In
respectsmelodramatic
it is reminiscent
'The Informer'
..Build.s
with many
tremendous
power. of. .Direction
is savage
and
sensitive
.
Photography
is
exquisite."
—
BARNES,
N.
Y.
HEJRALD
TRIBUNE.
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'IT HAD TO BE YOU' TAKES PRIZE FOR ASININITY
Rates • • generally on names only; more in first runs
Columbia
98 minutes
Ginger Rogers, Cornel Wilde, Percy Waram, Spring Byington, Ron Randall,
Thurston Hall, Charles Evans, William Bevan, Frank Orth, Harry Hays Morgan,
Douglas Wood, Mary Forbes.
Directed by Don Hartman
For sheer asininity, this Columbia picture takes the
cake. Possibly the names of Ginger Rogers and Cornel
Wilde will carry it through to fairly good grosses in first runs,
but when the unfavorable word-of-mouth takes effect, returns inthe sub-runs will skid to below average. Exhibitors
operating action houses had better avoid it altogether, while
family houses should keep the run to a minimum. Don
Hartman, who produced, directed and had a hand in the
script with Allen Boretz, no doubt had a funny idea in his
mind, but how it turned out on film is something to behold!
Ginger Rogers works herself into a lather trying to be funny
as a rich girl who jilts three suitors at the altar because her
subconscious keeps reminding her of an Indian in her dreams.
The injun turns up in the person of Cornel Wilde (he kissed
her in an Indian suit when
You"

she was six) , and a more

energeti-

cally unfunny role was never created. Lots of "It Had To Be
is embarrassing, it's so lame.
EXPLOITATION: Feature the two stars and ballyhoo the

hectic comedy antics of the story. Ask the girls: "Do
Have A Secret Man In Your Dreams?"

You

Unable to say "I do" at the altar, Ginger Rogers walks
out on three potential husbands. Pending her try with a
fourth, Don Randall, her parents. Spring Byington and Percy
Warram, send her to the country to make her decision. Enroute, she runs into Cornel Wilde, about whom she dreamt
in an Indian suit, and he tells her he is the man of her dreams.
He pursues her in New York, persuades her to introduce him
to her family and throws everybody into confusion. Wilde
then savs she is really in love with a fireman. She goes out
to find him and he also turns out to be Wilde. She falls in
love with the fireman, but when they quarrel. Ginger prepares to marry Randall. During the ceremony, Indian Wilde
turns in a fire alarm and fireman Wilde appears and carries
off Ginger.
Follow me?
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GENTLEMAN'S
AGREEMENT

9th WEEK, MAYFAIR, NEW YORK
10th WEEK, APOLLO, CHICAGO

;aptain

from

CASTILE
Color by TECHNICOLOR

The A/o.st Acclaimed Picture In Screen flistory !
Darryl F. Zanuck presents GREGORY PECK, DOROTHY McGUIRE, JOHN GARFIELD in Laura Z.
Hobson's "GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT" with Celeste Holm, Anne Revere, June Havoc,
Albert Dekker, Jane Wyott, Dean Stockwell, Sam Joffe • Produced by DARRYL F. ZANUCK
Screen Play by MOSS HART . Directed by ELIA KAZAN

Now Setting Records Throughout The JLana I
Darryl F. Zanuck presents "CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE" . Color by TECHNICOLOR . Starring
TYRONE POWER with JEAN PETERS, CESAR ROMERO, JOHN SUTTON, LEE J. COBB, Antonio
Moreno, Thomas Gomez, Alan Mowbray, Barbara Lawrence, George Zucco, Roy Roberts,
Marc Lawrence • Directed by HENRY KING • Produced by LAMAR TROTTI . Screen Ploy
by Lamar Trotti • From the Novel by Samuel Sheilaborger

AnJ-Man ficture
Picti
Oman J-i.na-i^lan
Of The Year r
WThe CRAWFORD,
JOAN
DANA ANDREWS, HENRY FONDA in "DAISY KENYON" with Ruth
Warrick, Martha Stewart, Peggy Ann Garner, Connie Marshall, Nicholas Joy, Art Baker
Produced and Directed by OTTO PREMINGER • Screen Play by David Hertz . Based
on the Novel by Elizabeth Janeway

DAISY
KENYON

Motion Picture Herald Boxoffice Champion /
FOREVER
AMBER
Color by TECHNICOLOR

CALL
ORTHSIDE

YOU
MEANT

AN

777

WERE
FOR

ME

IDEAL

HUSBAND
Color by TECHNICOLOR

Darryl F. Zanuck presents "FOREVER AMBES" • Color by TECHNICOLOR • Starring LINDA
DARNELL, CORNEL WILDE, RICHARD GREENE, GEORGE SANDERS as King Charles II
with Glenn Langan, Richard Haydn, Jessica Tandy, Anne Revere, John Russell • Directed
by OTTO PREMINGER • Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG • From the Novel by Kathleen
Winsor • Screen Play by Philip Dunne and Ring Lardner, Jr. • Adaptation by Jerome Cady

It Heats ^^ith /4 Pulse That Becomes Your Very Own!
JAMES STEWART in "CALL NORTHSIDE 777" with RICHARD CONTE, LEE J. COBB, HELEN
WALKER and Betty Garde, Kasia Orzazewski, Joanne de Bergh, Howard Smith, Moroni Olsen,
John Mclntire, Paul Harvey . Directed by HENRY HATHAWAY . Produced by OHO LANG
Screen Play by Jerome Cady and Jay Dratler • Adaptation by Leonard Hoffman and
Quentin Reynolds • Based on Articles by James P. McGuire

The Love, Son^s. Laughter Of That Wonderful Flapper -A^e/
JEANNE CRAIN, DAN DAILEY in "YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME" with OSCAR LEVANT,
BARBARA LAWRENCE, Selena Royle, Percy Kilbride, Herbert Anderson • Directed by
LLOYD BACON . Produced by FRED KOHLMAR • Original Screen Play by Elick Moll and
Valentine Daviet

From

/Alexander Korda !

PAULETT3 GODDAI^D in Alexander Korda s Production of Oscar WILDE'S "AN IDEAl
HUSBAND" • Color by TECHNICOLOR with MICHAEL WILDING, DIANA WYNYARD
Glynis Johns, Constance Collier, Sir Aubrey Smith, Hugh Williams • Produced and Directed
by ALEXANDER KORDA • Screen Play by Lajos Biro • From the Play by Oscar Wilde
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with
DOUBLE

LIFE

SIGNE SHELLEY
HASSO
EDMOND
WINTERS • •RAY
COLLINS • PHILIP O'BRIEN
LOEB
Written by RUTH GORDON and GARSON KANIN
Directed by GEORGE CUKOR • Produced by MICHAEL KANIN
A Universal-International Release

THREE

GOOD NAMES

CAN BE

"ENGROSSING

SOLD TO ANY AUDIENCE!
— Film Daily

TALE OF

PSYCHOLOGICAL MURDER!
— Motion Picture Dai/)

' IMAGINATIVE

MURDER

STORY

...LUKAS EXCELLENT!
^Showmen's Trade Revievt
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THINK

IT OVER

Ouch!

The ladder of life is full of
splinters, but they always prick
the hardest uhen iie're sliding
down.
— William L. Brownell.

-MOVIE

STYLE

Our industry is great in many ways — and quite awful in others.
We wonder what two film salesmen think about it today. Last Monday
they returned from their allotted vacations to find notices of dismissal awaiting
them in the New York exchange of the major company that employed them.
Of course, they had no reason to expect security iii their jobs, being
rather new employees. You see, one had been with the company only thirtythree (33 ) years and the other a mere thirty-two I 32 I .
The reason for the lay-offs? Economy.
This company is tottering on the brink of collapse. Its recently published financial report for last year showed it barely in the black, thank heaven,
by little better than twenty (20) million dollars — after taxes. Almost forty
(40) millions before Uncle Sam's share.
Therefore, the heads of this company are worried. English tax, you
know. And the boxoffice reports in the good old U.S.A. aren't as bright as they
were during those wonderful war years when all you needed to sell something
was to have something — anything. Yes, they're worried about what the
future has in store for them. There is a possibility that "48 will show no more
than ten (10) or twelve (12) million net, perish forbid!
It is evident, then, that economv to offset the British loss is necesrary.
But where to cut? That is the question.
The orders are issued: lay off salesmen.
But, Sir, these are American salesmen, selling to American exhibitors, and
American theatres are our very best (almost our only) accounts now. Wouldn't
it he better policy to employ maximum sales and exploitation manpower in
this country as the means of compensating for the British loss? And, Sir, our
product hasn't been very good of late, despite enormous expenditures at the
studio. Shouldn't the necessary economies be made in the production branch,
w^hereWhat
for so
didlong
vou stupidity
sav, Sir? and wanton extravagance have been scandalous?
Cut!
But watch vour throat, Sir.
MO WAX.
HAPPY

BIRTHDAY!

January 15th marked the first birthday of Eagle Lion Films, for it was on
tliat
yearbehalf
ago that
thisfirst
promising
first day
howl a on
of its
release. addition to filmdom's family let out the
In the one year of its existence. Eagle Lion has grown to be a bright, alert,
well-developed organization which bids fair to be giving some of the oldtimers
a run for their money before long.

BULLETIN
An Independent Motion Ficture Trade Paper published every other Monday by Film Bulletin Company. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher. BUSINESS
OFFICE: Suite 622. Manufacturers Trust BIdg.,
1819 Broadway, New Yorl< 23. Circle 6-9159;
David A. Bader, Business Manager; Paul Perez,
Editorial Representative. PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL
OFFICES: 1239 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.,
RIttenhouse 6-7424; Barney Stein, Managing Editor; Robert Heath, Circulation Manager. HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 9126 Sunset Boulevard. Hollywood
^16, Calif., CRestview 5-6489; Sara Salzer, Hollywood Representative. Subscription Rate: ONE YEAR,
$3.00 in the United States; Canada, $4.00; Europe,
$5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in the United States;
Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.

There's nothing of the smart aleck about this outfit, for throughout If ear
One its leaders have seemed to be content to lay a firm foundation for the
future, developing the physical studio and its personnel, acquiring valuable
properties and personalities and, generally, building a solid base for operations
in the years to come.
Much experience was gained, much progress was made.
Now, Eagle Lion enters Year Two with more ambitious plans than its
executives ever imagined could be undertaken after so brief a period of organization. On a projected budget of approximately $30,000,000, a program of 55
to 60 pictures will be released this year, including westerns. Among the top
releases will be such imposing features as "T-Men" (a honey!), "The Noose
Hangs High (Abbott and Costello), "Adventures of Casanova" (Arturo deCordova), "Corkscrew Alley" (Dennis O'Keefe-Claire Trevor), "Northwest Stampede" (Joan Leslie-James Craig), "The Man from Texas" (James Craig-Johnnie
Johnston) and four Walter Wanger productions.
The progressive spirit of this company was exemplified by the recent statement of advertising-publicity director Max E. Youngstein, who said that his
doparnient would expand its policy of sharing dollar-for-dollar with theatres
above normal
on cooperative
advertising
exploitof E-L's
features.
What expenditures
a note of confidence
in the future
and anto omen
successtopis
manifested by this forward-looking policy, particularly in the light of the
apprehensive and despairing moods pei-vading some other film companies today.
Congratulations are due this entire Eagle Lion organization. To Robert
Young, to president Arthur B. Krim, to production chief Bryan Foy, distribution
head A. W. Schwalberg, Max Youngstein and to all those others in the ranks
who have worked to make Eagle Lion a prominent factor on the industry scene,
we say Many Happy Returns of the Day.

THE
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Good

Box-Office

M-G-M
OUR

MOTTO

FOR

can

profit

STARS

For

M-G-M

Exhibitoi

HEADLINE

TH

TODAY:
NEWS

"We

Weather

AT

Good
News,
''High
Wall

only
if we

NATION'S

Dolphin
Killer

Big

Everywher

attrac-

tions. "Good News" splashed
its Technicolor joy from Radio

SPENCER TRA

City Music Hall across the nation in hundreds of theatres.

and imaginative showmanship. Let's
take off the dress suits and get back
into overalls. This is a business for
the masses. Together we won their

M-GM's
In '48

''Timherlane

Year with such an

array of solid audience

This is Leap Year. A time for
proposals. We propose that there
be a re-birth of showmanship in
1948. The kind that made fibn business famovis. Lusty, two-fisted, noisy

SHORT

McCoy"

started a New

EDITORIAL

ship isunbeatable! Let's go!
a,

Street,"

There is rejoicing at M-G-M
box-offices. Never in the long
career of Leo the Lion has he

profit together"

attention with circus methods. Let's
do it again. M-G-M has a flock of
strong audience attractions ready
for your audiences. And oiir Studio
has just announced the start of an
even greater program of Big Productions. The combination of fine
entertainment and sock showman-

BOX-OFFICE!

Business was terrific with holdovers all over. "Cass Timberlane" in its first few dates revealed itsclass with top receipts
and "Green Dolphin Street"
continues to pack them in every-

HELP
POLICE!
It was "Good News"
at Radio City Music
Hall for everyone but
the cops who had
to handle the crowds
stretching around the
block!

LANA

TURNI

where. "Killer McCoy" a new
entry is already showing champ
form. And now watch "High
Wall's" high grosses as it
generates high-tension thrills on
your screen. Happy
Year to you!

M-G-M

ROBERT TAYL

POEM
Great

SHORT PARAGRAPH
M-G-M Tom & Jerry Cartoons in Technicolor (Fred Quimby, Producer) tops in
Boxoffice Barometer and Showmen's Trade
Review Leaders polls. Pete Smith "liveaction" Specialties tops in STR poll and
for 5th consecutive year tops in Fame
(Quigley Magazine) vote.

MICKEY ROONEY

AUDREY

TOTTER

VAN

HEFLIN

PETER LAWFORD

JUNE ALLYS(

First

Color

Warner Bros, experiment with oolor in its
newsreel shots of the
Tournament of Roses and
the Rose Bowl game came
off quite badly. The Cinecolor (2-color) process was
used and the fact that it showed to such poor advantage was
probably due to the hurry in striking the prints. The ball game,
particularly, was so hazy that much of the action could hardly
be distinguished and it was hard on the eyes. While the color
in the parade shots was better, it was still below par. A garish
orange tone dominated all the scenes and made the black-andwhite of the feature following the WB news a welcome relief to
your reporter.
What effect this poor beginning will have on the future of
cojcr in newsreels cannot be estimated at this time. Of course,
special non-urgent items not needing immediate delivery could bo
done in color, but the greater time required to deliver colo- p n^s
makes it appear impractical for color to be used in ne s
clips.
BEHAVE. LANA!...The beauteous and well-round ?d L n:.
Turner in recent months has been giving the movies the kind of
publicity it can well do without. Lovely
Lana has been running into one amorou>«
affair after another and ducking her way
right out of them. Latest was the heralded
romance with rich Bob Topping, Jr., who, it
was announced in some quarters, was "engaged" to Lana without bothering about the
formality of disposing of his current \*ife
(Arline Judge). We hear that MGM studio
boss Louis B. Mayer finally read the riot act
to his star and the big Topping-Turner "engagement" party arrajiged in Hollj-wood was
TURNER hastily cancelled ... Are we mistaken, or did
the bright idea to revive that old Garbo spoof of the Kremlin,
"Ninotchka," lay an egg? .. .Warners' Princess, Phila., adopts a
foreign pix policy starting Feb. 11. Aiming at the city's large
Italian population, the first two entries will be "Shoeshine" and
"To Live in Pea^-e." First plans had the foreigners slated for
the Capitol, which has operated successfully for some years with
reissue and minor first^run dual bills. Realizing that that switch
in policy would hit Philly independent distributors hard, since the
house was one of their few first-run outlets, zone chief Ted Schlanger deeided on the Princess.

Newsreel

GROUND SWELLS. . .National Film Service's Denver rep,.
Central Shipping and Inspection Bureau, is readying a $60,000
edifice for the physical handling of films, with 12 vaults available
for service Feb. 1, and 24 more planned, NFS exec v.p. William
acquired "Li'l
has distribution
. .Astor
Clark, informs
J.
seven-year-old
former
RKO Pictures
release, for
as a Abuer,'"
special
on its new schedule. Prexy R. M. ' Bob" Savini, recovered from
his recent illness, is also knee-deep in planning his next Sunset
Carson western and Louis Jordan all-Negro musical. Latter will
be shot on the West Coast with a dude ranch background. . .Albert Dezel Productions gets release rights to all Masterpiece prohis midwestern
plus a 11
package
fromandStage
and^
Screenduct inProductions,
Inc.,territories
which includes
westerns
8 action
features.
PLEASE NOTICE
The house organ of a local I^ew York exhibitors organization
appears to be seeking to capitalize on the reputation and fame of FILM
BULLETIN.
0"p of our readers mailed us a copy of a subscription blank rece'ved from that organization which i^s an obvious copy of the type of
subscription blank i/st-d by us. Apparently the thought behind this
imitation is that some exhibitors tcill believe thev are subscribing to
FILM BULLETIN.
Please remember that there is only one FILM BULLETIN.
HERE AND THERE ... Scott R. Dunlap. executive asst. to
AA-Monogram prexy Steve Broidy, temporaiily returns to producing ranks this spring to film the bigbudget
musical
"Sweet
Molly Malone''
..Mannyperiod
Reiner
planed
to Sydney,
Australia to set up SRO sales organizations down
under... Top United Artists officialdom were
in the entourage accompanying Mary Pickford to Ottawa last Monday (12th) for the
launching of United Nation.s $100,000,000 appeal for Grad
children.
Miss Pickford's
car arc
Sears,In president;
J. J. special
Unger,
general sales manager; Ed Schnitzer. Eastern
and Canadian sales head; Paul N. Lazarus,
DUNLAP
Jr., ad-publicity director; Ralph Cohn, Miss
Pickford's co-producer, and Sam Dembow, Jr. "Sleep My Love,"
Miss Pickford's Triangle Productions film, made its world bow,
with proceeds turned over to the Appeal, while the little lady
was an honored guest of Canada's top government officials.
THE

GIVEAWAY BONANZA.. .Curtis Mitchell, retiring director
of advertising and publicity for Paramount, is going into the
theatre premium business with what looks to us like a bonanza
for the exhibitor. The new organization, of which Mitchell is
treasurer, Berkshire Enterprises, Inc., has acquired the exclusive
use of RCA Victor records for theatre premiums. The deal is a
12 week series, one record (a choice of four) given to each adult
evening admission plus a lOo handling charge. In addition, there
is a door prize of an RCA Victor record player and a grand prize
at the end of the series of an RCA Victor combination player and
radio. The platters cost the theatreman 23c each, he gets back
10c and Mitchell informs that kids have been paying adult admissions to get
the premium. It's been successful in New England, where
tryouts
have been attempted, doubling business in
many cases, says Mitchell. William T. Powell is president and
originator of the idea. Board chairman is James C. Fletcher.
UP AND ABOUT. . Arthur Schmidt, Colunjbia's advertising
counsel in Hollywood, becomes the company's Director of Advertising, Publicity and Exploitation, following the resignation of
Benjamin H. Serkowich. . . John Davis, J. Arthur Rank's righthand man, has been named managing director of General Cinema
Finance, Rank's recent addition to his Odeon circiut. . Arthur
Silverstone, 20th-Fox London exec, steps into the Canadian Division sales managership, recently vacated by Sydney Samson.
Latter will be on an indeterminate leave of absence
due to illness
. . Sam Geison has been appointed Universal-International column
and syndicate contact for Maurice Bergman's E^astern ad-publicity
dept.. . .Norris Cresswell takes over as manager of Selected Pictures in Kansas City and Tom McCormick as special rep. Frank
Chflds, president, holds the Realart franchise for that territory
. . .Charles School, M-G-M field auditor, has been upped to office
manager of the company's Boston branch.
oj A N U A R'Y
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SPYROS P. SKOURAS
President, Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.
Find a campaign in the industry that concenis itself with aid
to and betterment of humanity and you will discover, more often
than not. at the helm. Spyros P. Skouras. The gentleman from
Athens, or more .^pecihoally. Skourharian. his Hellenic birthplace,
has been among the leaders in more humanitarian crusades than
seems possible for a man who is at the head of one of the industry's b'ggest and busiest film companies. Yet this amicable
executive is usually the first to be called on — and to accept —
any After
ass'gnment
'n tlie
name ofin philanthropy.
an early
education
Greek schools and a theological
s -miliary. Skour is came to St. Louis, attended Jones Commercial
College, and while working in a hotel, salted away enough to
hivrst in the Olympia Theatre, which he operated with his brother Charles from until 1917, when he joined the U. S. Air
Korcp.
war. inhe that
returned
and by 1926.
controlled.After
37 the
theatres
city, to
and.Si.inLou's,
collaboration
with
Paramount Puhlix, theatres in Kansas Ci'.y and Indianapolis.
He sold h's St. Louis houses to Warner Bros, and, in 1929,
joined Warners as general manager of its theatre circuit. Two
years later he became president of Paramount's theatre subsidiary
i'.i seven states, then to Fox as head of Wesco Corp. (later to
become National Theatres) with brothers Charles and George.
I iider his leadership, ihe circuit expanded to 564 theatres by
1942. In that year, he was elected president of Twentieth CenturyFox and Charles took over the presidency of NT.
As pres dent of the Greek War Relief Ass'n, he has been a
powerhouse in organizing aid to that harried country, all during
the war and in the post-war rehabilitation.
He has two sons, Spyros. Jr., and Plato, and three daughters.
Daphne, Diana and Dianysia.
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TARADINE CASE:' TRIANGLE DRAMA'S GREAT CAST WILL DRAW
Rates • • © generally on name strength
scieeiiplay is somewhat static and a bit
Selzniok International
ly
to the
accused
Valli'swhen
charm.he
overlong. Limited as he is, Alfred HitchHersuccumbing
unhappiness
maants
further
130 minult'i
cofk,, in his inimitable style, ha.s squeezed
defers a long-promised marriage-anniverGregory i'eck, Ann Todd, Charles Laughton,
co.'isiderable suspense and movement out of
sary holiday to vi,<:it the distant manse in
Charles fobiirn, Ethel Barrymore, I^ouis the tale by his unique effects and fluid
which Valli's husband met his death. There
Joiirdan, Valli, Leo G. Carroll, Jean Tetzel.
camera. Lee Garmes photography is superthe- suspicious
behavior convince
of the dead
iJirected by Alfred Hit<'h(^ock•
ior, and recording by Richard Van Hessen
valet,
Louis Jourdan,
Peckman's
the
and muic ,by Franz Waxman are all that young, good-looking servant is the murderer.
could be desired.
At the trial Peck, harassed by the constant
David O. Selznick's latest production, "The
EXPLOITATION: Play up Peck and the needling of sadistic Chief Justice Charles
Paiadine Case," while not a wholly satisfying' film, spells good boxoflice because of its terrific cast, including newly-arrived for- i-iaughton and Valli's refusal to incriminate
eign stars Ann Todd, Louis Jourdan and
Jourdan, charges the valet with having
topflight cast (including a couple of highlykilled his master. Driven to desperation by
pubiicized Selznick discoveries), the renown
Valli, as well as Hitchcock's direction. Base
of director Hitchcock and a typically
library ana bookstore tieups on Robert Hi- Peck's grilling, Jourdan hysterically declares
his innocence and accuses Valli. Ensues a
smooth, glossy DOS veneer. It has the pull Ciisns' best-selling novel. Arrange counter
and it ofrers above-average entertainment
and window displays at women's dress sensation in the court when Valli admits
poisoning her hu.sband in order to be free
for all types of audiences. As the British
shops, men's outfitters and liquor dealers.
barrister v.'ho becomes infatuated with the Go aXter the bobby-soxers — Louis Jourdan is ■to elope with her lover, Jourdan. Laughton
sentences her to hand Peck, disconsolate at
women he is defending on a murder charge,
their dish of catnip — with a letter-writing
Gregory Peck again demonstrates the wide
contest with ticket prizes on the subject: I'd 'the prospect of his ruined career, cannot
like to r.^mance with Louis Jourdan be- face Ann, his wife, but she seeks him out
ran^'c of his talents. He excels his performand a reconciliation is effected.
ance in "Gentleman's Agreement," yet actcause. .. ."lawyer Charles Coburn pers'aades
ing honors go to two imports from overFamily
seas, British star Ann Todd and French
young, irrpressionable, successful barrister
Gregory Peck to defend beautiful Valli,
newcomer Louis Jourdan. You'll hear much
REVIEWS in This Issue
charged with poisoning her blind husband.
of this cliap, mark us. Valli, highly touted
Italian actiess, is strikingly photogenic, but Peck'f frequent visits to Valli in her cell
I'aradine Case
10
gets little opportunity to display her widely- evoke a confession cf her sordid pre-marital
Sleep,
My
Love
10
heralded talents- Due to the restricted back- life, but she denies having killed her husSecret Beyond the Door
10
ground (almost the entire story takes place
band Peck's wife, Ann Todd, becomes inTenth
Avenue
Angel
11
creasingly
unhappy
as
she
sees
him
gradualin the courtroom),
producer Selznick's
A Double Life
11
Treasure of Sierra Madre
11
'SLEEP. MY LOVE' HAS GOOD
CAST. GRIPPING SUSPENSE
To Live in Peace
II
Rates • • © generally
Panic
11
est-holding, realistic characterizations. Miss
United Artists
Re^enge
14
Brooks being outstanding. Costly sets, taste97 minutes
Return, Most Beloved
14
ful costuming, above-average photography
Claudette Colbert, Robert Cummings, Don
To Live In Peace
24
and .'superior recording are in evidence
thioughout.
Ameche, Rita Johnson, George Couloiiris,
Panic
24
KXPLOITATION: Play up the names of
Hazel Brooks, Anne Triola, Queenie Smith,
Colbert, Cummings and Ameche. Give, free
Revenge
'H
Keye Luke, Fred Nsirney, Maria San Marco,
Return, Most Beloved
21
Raymond Burr, Lillian Bronson, Ralph Morticket.'^. for the best 25-word letter on "Why
gan.
I Consider Hazel Brooks the Screen's
Directed by Douglas Sirk.
Greatest 'Menace'. " Catchline: "Warning!
gan .show up subsequently, both regard her
If You Go to the Blank Theatre Tonight,
frenzied account of the earlier visitor as a
Cummings, alarmed by ClauYou
Won
t
'Sleep,
My
Love'
I"
Marked by excellent production quality,
Claudette Colbert is horrified to find her- hallucination.
dette's increasing fears for her sanity, does
convincing performances by a strong cast,
self inexplicably aboard a Boston-bound
some undercover sleuthing. He finds out
train, in her purse the revolver of Don
an.'l a novel plot filled with tense situations,
Coulouris is a photographer with whose modthis suspense-laden melodi-ama should find Ameche, her husband. Robert Cummings,
el. Hazel Brooks, Ameche is deeply involved.
favor with every type of patron in all situa- friend of her former classmate Rita JohnCummings manages to prevent CTlaudette,
son, flies back with her to New York. Obonce again secretly drugged by Ameche,
tions. Based on Leo Rostr>n's novel, the
screenplay by St. Clair McKelway and Rosfrom commiting suicide. In order to get rid
viously concerned about Claudette's mental
ten has enabled Director Douglas Sirk to condition. Ameche insists she let a psychiaof both his wife and Coulouris and marry
trist visit her. Despite her protests, George
bring in a well-mounted, fast-paced, capablyHazel, Ameche plots a double killing. The
acted, chiller-thriller. Co-stars Colbert, Cumtimely arrival of Cummings foils Ameche,
Coulouris arrives, terrifies her with his quesmings and Ameche, together with George
tioning, then abruptly and mysteriously dis- sending him and his accomplices to their
Cojlouris and Hazel Brooks, all give interappears. When Ameche and Dr. Ralph Morjust rewards.

■SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR'
Rates • • + as bill-topper generally
Universal-International
98 Mi minutes
Joan Bemiett, Michael Redgrave, Ann Rerere, Barbara O'Neill, Natalie Schafer, Anabel Shaw, Rosa Rey, James Seay, Mark Dennis.
Directed by Fritz Lang.

This routine psychiatric-killer character
study has some good exploitation angles, but
it will prove more soporific than exciting to
most filmgoers. Shrewdly exploited, it will
probably get fairly good in metropiltan firstruns, but its overabundance of psuedo-scientific dialog dealing with psychoanalysis
makes it hard to sell in naborhood and action spots. Rufus King's original story and
Sylvia Richards' screenplay meander aimlessly along the trail blazed years ago by
the early psychological melodramas like
"Suspicion", yet do not
at the suspenseful climax achieved arrive
by such forerunners. Joan Bennett and Michael Redgrave,
10

EXPLOITABLE.

BUT TEDIOUS

aided by a capaVjle and moderately wellknown supporting cast, perform creditably
in their respective roles. Production quality
is excellent; settings are sumptuous: Miss
Bennett's' wardrobe is lavish, and Stanley
Cortez' brilliant camerawork reflects and
augments t'ne film's changing moods.
EXPLOITATION: Play up Miss Bennett's
beauty and gowns, and the renown of Fritz
Lang, director of some of the screen's most
suspenseful thrillers. Arrange newspaper coop ads on the idea: "Thrill to the 'Secret
Beyond the Door" at the State Theatre —
Y'ou'll Find No 'Secret Beyond the Door'
at Blank's Where All Prices Are Plainly
Marked." Ballyhoo: Have a pretty young
woman distribute cards reading: "I'm Trying to Discover the 'Secret Beyond the Door'
Now at the State Theatre."
Comely heiress Joan Bennett jilts James
Seay to wed Michael Redgrave, architectural
magazine editor whom she meets in Mexico.
In the midst of their idyllic honeymoon, his
love suddenly chilling when she plays hard

PSYCHODRAMA
to get and prankishly locks her door to
him, Redgrave abruptly leaves on a purported business trip. Later he relents and
summons her to join him at his home outside New York. Arriving, she learns for the
first time of his former marriage. She discovers Redgrave apparently hates his young
son Mark Dennis. Elqually disquieting is
the discovery that Redgrave's hobby is collecting rooms wherein murders were committed, one room — No. 7 — always kept
locked. Determined to learn the secret beyond the door, she effects an entry and discovers the room is a replica of her own —
Redgrave plans to kill her! She flees in
terror but, drawn back by her great love for
him, returns and. in a skillful psychoanalysis
born of depression, probes his mind until
she unlocks the secret, even as he advances
to kill her. At end, he rescues her from a
fire ignited by his jealous secretary Barbara
O'Neill and, no longer obsessed by hidden
fears, resumes married life with a new understanding.
FILM
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•TENTH AVENUE ANGEL' WEAK HASH OF HOKUM
AND CORN
Rates 9 9 as dualler generally; slightly more in rural areas
under strict instructions to avoid any semM-G-ai
ing- an 18- months s:ietch for dcinj his first
blance of originality, good taste or humor.
76 Minutes
"job." ijjrphy comes home, but refuses to
3Iarg::!ret Phyllis
O'Brien,Thaxter,
Angela Warner
Lansbury,Anderson,
George The trojan efforts of little Margaret O'Brien
marry An^iela, bacauss he doasn't believe in
Murphy,
to breathe some life into this impossible
iecting gills marry e::-cons. All at once, the
Rhys VViiliams.
fable
go
for
naught
as
the
result
of
the
v/orld col'apses around little Margaret. Ohe
Directed by Roy Rowland.
ridiculous, implausible material at hand, learns that mice do not turn into money, she
while the labored attempts to lend the picIf Metro was as proud of its label as it
is accused
steaing
the blind
mm's
ture a spiritual tone prove far more em- she
discoversof that
Murphy
was up
the cash,
river
once was, this little epic would never See
barrassing than inspiring. This is proof on and (yes!) she re.uses to believe that cows
lh2 light cf a theatre screen. Having rested
celluloid of some of the worst things being kneel on Christmas Eve. When her pregon the shelf almost two years, it should have
said about Hollywood today by so many
nant mother, Phvilis Thaxter, falls down
remained there and the production executive
people. It simply never should have hap- the steps, she rushes out to the s.ockyards
who OKed the script given the boot for
to find a cow that knesls. There, by God,
pened.
wanton waste of money. "Tenth Avenue
Margaret O'Brien is the "angel" of a rather she runs into Murphy, who is doing his secAj.gel," believe us, is as tastele.ss a dish of idyllic Tenth Avenue block because she helps
ond "job" to raise some fast crsh. He ditchleff-over corn and hokum as has been ex- the blind newspaper man (Rhys Williams)
es his hi-jacking companions and jcins her
hibited In some time. Exhibitors will do on the corner. She believes that mice turn
in quest of that cO'.v. Lo and behold, in a
well to hide it behind a strong top feature.
into money, that white horses are good luck
boxcar a cow kneels. And, believe it or not,
It is the handiwork of a couple of very tired omens, and that George Murphy, her aunt
she gets three pairs of s'-ates for Xmas, her
screen writers and a hapless director, who
Angela Lansbury's fiance, has been traveling
mother recovers, her father gets a j'b playappear to have carried out their assignments
around the world while he really was serv- ini;
the fiddle and Mu -phy marries Angela!

'A
MASTERFUL
RatesDOUBLE
• • • H LIFE'
generally
Universal-International
104V2 minutes
Ronald Colman. Sigme Hasso, Edmond O'Brien, SheUey Winters, Ray Collins, Phillip
Loeb, Millard Mitchell, Joe Sawyer, Charles
La Torre, Whit Bissell, John Drew Colt.
Directed by Creorge Cultor.
Here is great entertainment, a film destined to be a big moneymaker in all types
of theatres, save perhaps western spots.
Brilliantly directed by George Cukor, a
large and proficient cast headed by Ronald
Colman distinguishes itself with some of the
best performances seen on the screen this
season. Colman's searching study of a
Broadway star, absorbed in his Othello
role to the point of committing murder,
his best characterization in years. Edmondis
O'Brien, Shelley Winters and Millard Mitchell are outstanding in their support, as
are all the other lesser members of the
cast. Written by Ruth Gordon and Garson
Kanin, the story builds gradually to a series
of smashing climaxes, each more dynamic
than its predeces.sor. This reviewer felt,
however, that the cutter could have pruned
some of the earlier play-within-a-play footage and the final overly-longed death scene.

DRAMA

WILL

ROLL

UP BIG GROSSES
But perhaps this is quibbling about a fine
start, he becomes so absorbed in his ro'.e
film. Production quality is excellent, photoghe wanders trance-like through che Italian
raphy
and
recording
all
that
could
be
desection of New York and becomes friendly
sired.
with pretty Shelley Winters, waitress in the
EXPLOITATION: Stress this as someVenice Cafe. The play is a hit, has an exthing new in psychiatry thrillers — exciting,
tended run. Unable to separate himself from
understandable and believable. Hail Colthe role of Othella, Colman becomes unwarman's greatest performance. Have local InrantedlyBrien andjealous
of press
O'quiring Reporter ask: "What wou'd YOU
seriously
hurts agent
Signe Edmond
in the scene
do if you found you were leading 'A Double
where he's supposed to choke Desiemona
Life'?" Circularize local amateur theatrical
and smother her with a kiss. When the pl^iy
organizations; drama and film appreciation
has run a year, Signe arranges a quiet celegroups; techers and classes of Shakespearbration for herself and Colman, but his
ian and modern drama. A novel space-grabcontinued
jealousy of O'Brien leads to a
bing stunt would be to offer ticket prizes to violent quarrel
and he storms out of her
the reporters, policemen and detectives
sending in the best 100-word account of apartment. In a daze he wanders to Shelley's East Side flat, stranples her in the
"How a Hunch Helped Me Solve a. Crime."
same way he supposedly kills De^demona.
Hold on advance screening for physicians,
psychiatrists and clergymen and get their
Suspecting Colman, and fearful for the safeloves. O'Brien
he secretly
written opinions on how they'd treat a case
ty of Signehiswhom
confides
suspicions
to detective
Joe
similar to the one portrayed by Ronald ColSawyer, but is laughed at for his pains.
man in the film.
Later, however, he convinces Sawyer his susProminent Broadway star Ronald Colman
picions .are not unfounded. Enlisting the aid
and Signe Hasso, his ex-wife and leading
of a girl made up to look like the slain Shellady, love each other deeply; the one barley, thev trick Colman into revealing his
rier to their successful remarriage is he beguilt. Before Sawyer can arrest him, Colcomes so obsessed with his roles he lets
man, realizing he has betrayed himself, kills
them govern his real life personality. Thus,
himself during the Desdemona scene by
even before their rehearsals of "Othello"
plunging the dagger into his heart.

■TREASURE OF
MADRE' SUSPENSE-PACKED BOGART-STARRER
Rates O • • generallySIERRA
: more in action houses
cording good. Photography, save in certain
Warner Bros.
leviates Bogart's unfounded suspicions and
12G minutef.
process shots, is satisfactory-plus.
bitterness toward his colleagues. American
EXPLOITATION: Herald the Oscar-deHumphrey Bogart, Walter Huston. Tim Holt,
prospector Bruce Bennett tracks them to
Bruce Bennett, Barton MacLane, Alfonso
serving performance of Walter Huston, Tim
their diggings, coolly demands they cut him
Bedoya, A. Soto Bangel, Manuel Donde, Jose
Holt and the hand-picked Mexican supportin as partner. The three are about to kill
Torvay, Margarito Luna, Jacqueline Dalya,
ing players. Go after the Bogart fans, promhim
when
they're
attacked
by Bedoya's
outBobby Blake.
ising them their favorite in a role more
laws; Bennett
is killed,
the bandits
scattered.
Directed by John Huston.
rugged than any he has essayed in years.
Laden v/ith gold dust, the trio start back
toward civilization; the trip becomes a
Tie-in the film's title with a Treasure Hunt,
This grimly realistic drama of a trio of giving free tickets to the finest ten person.?
nightmare, due to the fortune each man
carries and his distrust of the others. Overhard-bitten pro.=pectors in the Mexican wil- bringing in the required objects. Ballyhoo:
Streetman
garbed
as
a
gold
prospector,
on
taken by friendly Indians, the three are told
dernes isdefinitely a man's picture. Women
patrons, other than ardent Bogart-fans, may
his
blanket
roll
a
placard,
reading:
"You'll
of
a
dying boy in the redskins' camp;
not relish such masculine filmfare. NeverFind 'The Treasure of the Sierra Madre' at Huston pulls the lad through, is forced by
theless, its excellent direction, magnificent
his grateful hosts to remain as their medithe State Theatre."
performances, mounting dram.a Pnd unflagStranded in Tampico, down-and-outers
cine man — a virtual prisoner — leaving Boging suspense will command attention, if not
Humphrey Bogart and Tim Holt pitch in
gart and Holt to continue alone. Obsessed by
his
distrust
of Holt, Bogart shoots him in
above-par grosses, in most flrstrun, naborwith aging desert-rat Walter Huston and
hood and action spots. Directing from his
the back. Leaving him for dead, he decamps
go gold prospecting in the mountain wilderness. En route to the diggings, their train
own script, based on a novel by B. Traven,
with the combined treasure, but is overtakJohn Huston has evoked exciting and conen by Bedoya. The bandits kill Bogart for
ambushed by Alfonso Bedoya's bandit band,
vincing characterizations from a talented
the trio exchange shots with the desperadoes
his shoes, unknowingly scatter the gold dust
and drive them off. The surface friendship
cast of American and Mexican players,
to the winds. Holt recovers, rejoins Huston
many of whom eclipse Bogart, .save in ihis of the three barely withstands the gruelling
and follow Bogart's trail. At end, they learn i
Climatic scenes. Production quality is ex- trip through swamps and underbrush, but
of the gfrim joke fate has played on him — ;
cellent; exteriors and settings superior; re- Huston's experience and understanding al- and themselves.
'
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"The year's only outstanding candidate for the
Academy Award."
— n. Y. SUN
"A beautiful picture... a pure delight! An Academy Award contender."
"Sam

truly

grea

critics,

they're

Academy Awards with his newest picture, 'The
Bishop's Wife'."
-LEONARD LYONS
"All sunshine and moonbeams.

Finds a home in

the celluloid heavens." — WALTER

sayin

"I love every minute of 'The Bishop's Wife'
I guarantee you will, too. I glowingly give it
Cosmopolitan Citation."

-LOUELLA

PARSONj

"Most appealing flicker I've seen recently: 'tl
Bishop's Wife,' in which Cary Grant gives
-ED
Academy Award performance."

SULLIV

-LOUIS Awar
SOB
"Foremost contender for the Academy

WINCHELL

"Pick of the pictures...Four Bells...if more such
inspiring, delightful movies as this were produced, the film industry would indeed be the
greatest medium for spreading peace and con— JIMMIE FIDLER

"High on the eligible list for 1948 Oscars."

"Cary Grant's best." -N.

Y. HERALD-TRIBU

"First-class comedy -was made for mass ap
and hits it."

- CECILIA AGER (P

"One of the best movies of the year. A-1 ent
tainment for everyone in the family."
- N. Y. DAILY MIRRO

-COLLIER'S

'S
THE

th

— hEDDA HOPPER

Goldwyn should harvest another crop of

tentment... Must-see."

a

HO

P

me

comes

lublic

and

"The

along

the

nother winner."
GRAHAM

lary Grant is guilty of some of the most briiant acting of the year in 'The Bishop's Wife/
hereby sentence him to an Academy Award,
rhe Bishop's Wife' is a wonderful picture."
-DOROTHY KILGALLEN
ne of the most thoroughly satisfying films to
ome around in a long time. Heartwarming . . »
xtremely comic."

-N.Y.SUNDAY

Box

Bishop's

Congratulations to Producer Sam Goldwyn for
-SHEILAH

everybody

MIRROR

ne of the very best pictures of the year."
- BOSTON RECORD
The Bishop's Wife' should rate the Academy
ward."
- WORCESTER DAILY TELEGRAM

Office.

Wife"

HfUJS

DIGfSI
Bi'Weekly

Max K. ViMiiiffstt^iii, Kaf;le-IJ(iii ii<l-|iiil)lii'it.v
dirpctor, uliose lei'Ciit iiiiiioiiiiicinciit tliiit thf
<'4>iiip:iii.v would "cuiitiiiiic iiiid f\|>aiid ' its
«'0-<>j> ad-promo) ion |>(di<) w'.lU llir:itre'. rvceiveil u idcspie.id <'xhiI>itor acriairn.

Grad Sears, I'liited Artists prex.v, reports that
Knterprise's "Arch of Tiiumph" and tw^ others
will l>e released by I'A, after siitielchln:; rumors
that another outlet would h:indle the HergmanBojer starrer.

Jark I<. Earner, studio (liief. announrps a.
"eapuelt.v" Nrhe<lule for Warner Hros. for If)l8,
hKIi 12 set to be lilmed during the lirst ijuarter.
14
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TAX MAY SHUT BRITISH THEATRES
Britain's film industry faced a bleak prospect as negotiations between the British
Government and American film companies came to an impasse last fortniKht. Followmg the breakdown of discussions in London, Eric Johnston, president of the Motion
Picture Association of America, announced that the British Government "has given us
no choice except to continue our policy of withholding shipment of pictures to Great
Britain until an alternative to the confiscatory tax is worked out."
Johnston cited figures to show that shipment of American films to Britain undcthe 75% tax would r-esult in a deficit to the American film industry, as v/ell as "other
onerous burdens." He further charged that "the present British position affords no
ba;,is for detailed negotiations to work out a satisfactory arrangement to replace this
prohibitive tax. However, we are prepared as we always have been, to negotiate at
any time with the British Government on tax alternatives." He recalled American
companies'
willingness
position.to agree to a freeze of "a substantial part of our revenues" and
reaffirmed that
4500 Face Shutdown
As a result of the American ban. England's 4500 theatres faced a shutdown for
lack of product. With British studios ordinarily providing about 10 per cent of the
needed product to maintain normal operation of Britain's film houses, and British production curtailed, particularly independents, W. R. Fuller, general secretary of the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn., gave warning that there is danger of "the whole
trade going bust, including the production side." He discounted the possibility that
British production might fill the gap.
Sir Henry French, director general of the British Film Producers Assn.. called
Johnston's statement that the British Government has "summarily rejected in principle
any alternative to the tax," misleading, and said that it was his understanding that
the Government was willing "to discuss adjustment of the tax which would allow the
American industry to retain revenue earned in the U. S. by British pictures, in addition
to the amount earned in this country by American pictures after ad valorem duty
has been paid.
Although the British treasury declined formal comment on Sir Henry's statement,
it seemed quasi-official since the treasury referred newsmen asking for its attitude on
the statement to French's office. *
•
*
PARA SUES BRANDT, CHARGES
FRAUD
A fraud action seeking damages of $563,265 was tiled by Paramount Pictures in
the New York Supreme Court last week against Brandt Theatres and about 162 other
exhibitors and officers of exhibitor corporations in the Brandt Circuit, charging falsifying box-office returns on percentage pictures, fraudulent statements of expenses and
several other counts, including bribing checkers, all "wilfully, deliberately and fraudulently complaint
committed."
The
alleges that falsification of the books and records of 98 theatres
vrns effected by the following methods, among others: "By crediting as received from
flat rental pictures a portion of the receipts that had in fact been derived from the
exhibition of some of the percentage pictures of the plaintiff; by using duplicate ticket
rolls; by using unreported ticket rolls; by selling tickets out of continuity; by reselling
tickets and by engaging in fraudulent and illegal methods in connection with the admission of patrons to the theatres; by maintaining separate unreported bank accounts:
by switching ticket rolls between different theatres in the same circuit; by submitting
to the plaintiff altered and/or rewritten daily tally reports; and by attributing portions
of the gross receipts to other sources, thus diminishing the amount of the gross reItceipts
wasreported.''
also charged that where license agreements contained split figure arrangements which provide for the sharing of receipts in excess of the exhibitors' operating
expenses, "false and inaccurate" expense statements, padding their expenses in a variety
of ways. The methods used by the exhibitors, in furtherance of their alleged conspiracy to under-report admission receipts and to exaggerate expenses, it was charged, in
all cases have "followed a common pattern."
The action is being prosecuted by Phillips, Ni2;er, Benjamin & Krim, attorneys
for Paramount. The complaint dates back to the period beginning Jan. 6, 1942 and
continues until the present date. *
»
»
SALARY INCREASES FOR WB EXECUTIVES
Salary increases in 1947 for several Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., executives were
disclosed in the notice of the company's annual stockholders meeting. Listed wa.«
aggregate remuneration for the fiscal year ending Aug. 31, 1947, and the increase over
the preceding year for each. Among those reported showing an increase were: Mort
Flumenstock, v.p. and director of ad-publicity, $69,200 aggregate, an increase of $6,950;
Benj. Kalmenson, v.p. and general sales manager, $112,700, up $15,100: Harry M. Kalloine, v.p., $112,701, up $5,356; P^obert W. Perkins, secretary and general counsel, $87,300.
up $12,550, Samuel Schneider, v.p., $91,700, up $4,050; and Jack L. Warner, $182,150, an
increase of $50. No increase was shown for President Harry M. Warner, $182,100, or
vice-president Albert Warner, $104,600.
The figures included fixed amounts paid as allowance for expenses (other than
traveling expenses).
The stockholders meeting was set for Feb. 17, it was announced by secretary
R. W. Perkins. Six members of the board were nominated for re-election to serve foi
a two-year term: John E. Bierwirth, Waddill Catchings, Robert W. Perkins, Albert
Warner, Harry M. Warner and Jack L. Warner.
(Continued on Page 33)
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More
Economy
A LTHOUGH. the peak of the economy drive seems to have been
reached and passed, the industry is still thinking in terms of
slicing. Here at Columbia, the aim is to cut $1,000,000 from the
annual overhead by eliminating some high salary people. First to
feel the knife in this newest ecenomy campaign are Stephen
Goosson, art direction head, and Ralph Black, who topped the location department. Two members of Goosson's department left
with him and both the departments will be run with smaller staffs.
Other department iheads will probably feel the axe before long.
Aiong with this theory of cutting costs, Columbia Chief Harry
Cohn is emphasizing lower-budget films, too. Studio spokesmen indicated last week that there will be more product in the $500,000per-picture (or less) bracket than had earlier been anticipated. The
company's earnings are down, according to latest financial reand this outfit isn't in position to gamble on risky 2 million
dollar ports,
productions.
SCHMIDT NEW COL. AD HEAD
Arthur Schmidt, who has officed at the Columbia Studio as
"Special
Assistant"
tion
adviser,
heads toforHarry
New Cohn
Yorlt and
nextadvei-tising
month to and
take exph)itaover as
director of advertising, publicity and exploitation, replacing Ben
Serkowich. STUDIO SIZEUPS interviewed Schmidt last weeli
and found him to be a progressive-thinking man with a full
awareness of the importance of advertising and a wise approach to the media needed to sell Columbia's product. Like
most good advertising men, Schmidt's theory appears to be that
lagging business calls for hypoed exploitation. "If you want
business," he says, "You liave to go out and get it!"
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE SET
With Irving Starr's "Let's Fall In Love" (Dorothy LamourJeffrey Lynn) as the starting gun for the 1948 production schedule, the studio last week announced its tentative working program for the next six months, with about 20 pictures marked
in to go. According to the announcement, one-half of the program
will be top-budget product and the other half inexpensive "B"
product. The so-called "A list" 'includes (in addition to "Let's Fall
In Love" and "The Loves of Carmen," both in production) "Anna
Lucasta" (Paulette Goddard), two from Harry Joe Brown and
Randolph Scott, Gene Autry's initialer in a scries of five, a Rosalind Russell Comedy and another from Rita Hayworth. The lesser
list
includes
contributions from the "Crime Doctor" 'and "Rusty"
series, two musicals,
a serial and a feature from the Sam Katzman
unit.
Thi.s studio nabbed a solid personality in actress Lucille Ball
last week, tagging the actress for one picture a year for the next
seven years. The former MGM-er will have as her first film, "Pink
Lady." Production starts next month when the actress winds up
her stage tour in "Dream Girl." Good notices on
provided added box-office impetus for Miss Ball. this tour have
EAGLE-LION
One
Year
Old
TPHIS COMPANY became one year old last week and wound up
its 1947-48 release schedule with 58 pictures on the program.
Eagle-Lion now launches its second year of active production
with 34 features already lined up. Ten of these will be top E-L
productions, four will come from Walter Wanger and 20 are in the
low-budget catalogue.
In announcing the first year's achievement, President
Krim handed the biggest bouquet to production chief, Arthur
Bryan
Foy. And the praise is justified. When Foy left 20th Century-Fox
to take over as production head here, no one (probably including
Mr. Foy) knew the course this new company would follow. But
the Foy experience, coupled with shrewd executive thinking, foresight and cooperation, turned the trick and Eagle-Lion is starting its second year in an enviable po.sition. It is one of the most
promising production Oi^anizations in the industry.
E-L TIES LAMARR RELEASE
United California Productions (Eugene Frenke, Robert Cum.T A N tJ A R Y 19, 1948
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Production

and Hedy Lamarr) has signed to release its next picture,
Live A Little," throug'li E-L. Picture rolls shortly on a
of $1,500,000. This deal is typical of the E-L program to
its ovvn program with sound releasing deals with outside

M-G-M
No Awards
To Metro
AT THIS time of the year, when awards are being made by many
groups and publications to the "bests" in motion pictures, it
is interesting to note that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, still rated as the
richest and the most powerful in the business, is getting virtually
no recognition at all from the donors of the prizes.
Oi course, those producers whose product fails to rate kudos
insist that the awards no longer have the commercial value they
by reason of the fact that they are now so comhad originally,
mon. That may be true, but official surveys still indicate that a
picture which rates one of the more important awards (New York
Critics Circle, Look, Photoplay, Red Book or the Academy itself)
is assured a marked incTease in its "take" at the boxoffice. This
is notYet,opinion
MGM —withit'sit^proved
wealth fact.
of talent, can hardly find one picture
in its entire 1947 program worthy of any award consideration.
This does not mean that there hasn't been some pretty good boxoffice product from the company — only that the product has not
been of top rank. And the interesting question is, of course, "why
It would seem logical that MGM's product would at least three
or four times in a season hit the extra-special class. Certainly, the
amount of money and tPilent concentrated at this studio should
guarantee that. But in the la.st several years, Metro has been
conspicuous
by its absence from the "marked- for-special-distinction
lists.
not?"
Perhaps Metro is like the school kid who gets so impressed
with how smart he really is, he stops trying, stops doing his lessons. He believes he '.;an't possibly miss. Sometimes he gets
so involved in the praise he has won, he forgets that you can't
rest too long on past laurels. At any rate, a little introspective
analysis at the beginnmg of a new "semester" is not a bad idea.
The big question is: Has Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer come to the
end of its era of domingtion? If the answer is to be No, some
radical, not minor, ciianges mu.st be made.
GARSON STARTS COMEDY
Finally convinced (by boxoffice returns, arguments offered by
Greer Garson, and other bits of significant handwriting-on-thewall), the MCJM front office has signaled the "go-ahead" on a
comedy for its most expensive female star. The actress started
last week in "Julia Misbehaves." Walter Pidgeon is again costarred with Miss Garson, Jack Conway handles the directing and
Everett Riskin hold the production reins. This one is a complete
reversal of the usual Garson formula, the actress playing a hasbeen chorus girl who breaks into (and almost breaks up) her
daughter's wedding among society folk as a member of an aerial
act.
RELEASES FOR FIRST QUARTER
Metro heads into the new year with seven new pictures set
for release by the end of March, plus one reissue. The March
releases are: "Three Daring Daughters" (Jeanette MoDonald-Jose
Itunbi-Jane Powell) in Technicolor (this one was made under the
title of "The Birds and The Bees), "Alias, A Gentleman" (Wallace
Beery-Tom Drake-^Dcrol hy Patrick) and "The Bride Goes Wild"
(Van Johnson-June Allyson). This last one is a new tag, too,
having been called originally, "Virtuous."
February product will be "Tenth Avenue Angel" (Margaret
O'Brien-George Murphy), "High Wall" (Robert Taylor-Audrey Totter) and the re-issue (again) of "Gone With The Wind."
This month "Ca.ss Tlmberlane" (Lana Turner-Spencer Tracy),
and "If Winter Comes" (Walter Pidgeon-Deborah Kerr) go into
MONOGRAM
Two
Quickies Shooting
'T'HINGS ARE QUIET on this lot and studio spokesmen report
that there will be no rise in activity until mid-March. Until
15
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Almost
Out Of Business
/^iNE MIGHT GET the impression around this lot that Paramount is going out of business. None of the studios are anywhere near full production — and Paramount brings up the bottom
of the list with one picture going and that one has been in work
over a month. It is "A Foreign Affair " (Jean Arthur-John
for
Lund).
The studio insists, however, that this is a planned lull and the
production schedule for the months ahead will be as active as
ever. The earlier announcement by President Barney Balaban of
the year's production plans is indication that there will indeed be
a considerable .spurt within the next month or six weeks. But at
the moment, Paramount is really slumbering,
Of course, the company has a backlog of pictures produced at
high costs and it might figure it good policy to unload them before
new product is accumulated. Or, could someone be trying to
create a depression psychology in Hollywood?
Could someone?

to RKO, but to the indu.itry in general.
It has always been a foregone conclusion that a Technicoloi
picture had to be expensive. That is .still true, but RKO is going
to try to cut the degree of expensiveness. Guinea pig production
for the experiment will be Stephen Ames' "The Boy With Green
Hair," which will go into production with a 33-day shooting schedule and a budget or approximately $800,000, both unheard of lows
in the Technicolor field. Of course, the preparation period will
be increased with rehoar.sals.
Dore Schary, serving as executive producer, is hopeful that it
will be workable and that it will pave the way for an era of less
costly Technicolor pictures. If it works out as well as Mr.
Schary's
"Crossfire
" in theimportant.
black-and-white field,
RKO will experiment
really have with
achieved
something
1947-48 SCHEDULE DONE
With the winding up of "The Window" last week, this studio
completed its production schedule for 1947-48 and all guns are now
trained on the new year's .schedule. Production resumes here January 26 and four A pictuies are pencilled in for completion by
June 30.
"Tall, Dark Stranger" (Loietta Young-Robert Mitchum) is
the
new title for the recently completed Kim originally called
"Rachel."
After months of dickering (accompanied by columns of free
publicity). Sierra piclure.'i has won the right to use "Joan of Arc"
as the final title for iLs formerly-tagged "Joan," the Ingrid Bergman starrer. David O. Selznick, 20th Century-Fox and Liberty
Films all claimed prior registration rights to the title. But since
the claim was valueless to each of these companies, they waived
their rights and the >vh0ie momentous affair is now .settled.

REPUBLIC

SCREEN

then, the pace will contnue with an average of a pair on the
sound stages at a time.
The pair of current new starters are additions to two of the
Bowery Boys
company's series. "Jinx Money" Is another in the
bracket with the familiar cast at work under Director William
Boaudine and Producer Jan Grippo. "'Melody Range" is of the
Jimmy Wakely group, with Lambert Hillyer megging and U)uis
Gray in as producer.
PARAMOUNT

Record
Backlog
OTUDIO EXECUTIVES HANDED each other a special congratu^ lations as the studio headed into the new year with 20 completed films tucked away in the backlog. With this accumulation
of merchandise, the studio is anticipating a flourishing first six
months of 1948. Among the important films that will reach the
public from here by mid-year are: Charles K. Feldman's "The Red
Pony" and "Macbeth ' from Feldman and Orson Welles; two Roy
Rogers films, "The Gay RancherO" and "Under California Skies;"
Ken 'Murray's "Bill and Coo," a novelty feature which is said to be
outstanding; "I, Jane Doe" and "Old Los Angeles." The two Feldman productions are being scheduled for top exploitation as Republic's "big" ones for the early portion of the 1948 season.
The William Elliott picture which started shooting two weeks
ago without a name is now to be called "THE GALLANT LEGION.'
Only new starter on this lot is a Trucolor production called
"Timber Trail," (Monty Hale-Lynne Roberts).
TRUCOLOR
FOR EVERYONE
After approximately two j ears of working with the Trucolor
process on its own films, Republic, through president Herbert
J. Yates, announced last week that the process would now be
made available to all buyers. Pointing to the record of increased
take on Republic's color films^ Yates stated that the public has
indicated strongly its preference for color films. To that end.
Republic has adopted a plan for Ibuilding laboratories in such
places as Brazil, Paris, Rome, and somewhere in the Far East,
as well as increasing its facilities here in the United States.
The general opuiion in the industry on Trucolor is still uncertain, since only Republic has used it up to now. But, the
fact that is Yates setting aside $3,000,000 for the expansion program, can be accepted as solid proof that the color process is
just beginning to hit its stride.
Trucolor has proven particularly effective for inexpensive
outdoor pictures where it adds a considerable impact (without
too much cost) to such action pictures.
RKO

Out Color-Film
Btidgets
'pms STUDIO, TRAIL-BLAZER in the current trend towards
Short shooting schedules and lower budgets for A product, is
about to try another experiment which may prove helpful not only
16

GUILD
Deal

For

Six

Set

npHIS (X)MPANY, SANS production for so long, seems to be
heading toward a spurt of activity. A deal has just been
signed with East-West jjictares for six pictures to be delivered
within the next 15 monihs.
President Jones also announced a deal with Maurice Conn for
the distribution of his two next films, one a jungle story, and the
other an outdoor adventure yarn.
Maurice Nunes has also signed for five productions to be
turned in this year. Two of thu- group will be in the streamliner
(X) class, but the others lyill be regular full-length, full-budget
fi
lms.
^ijirii
SELZNICK
Hellinger Program
Goes On
TT SEETMS FAIRLY certain at this point that David Selznick
will arrange to carry out the commitments he had with Mark
Hellinger, before the iatter's sudden death. No final decisions have
been reached, but "Act Of Violence," slated to be Hellinger's first
in his Selznick deal, vill probably go under the Selznick banner
with Gregory PNCk, Robert Mitchum, Dorothy McGuire and Valli
(after "The Paradine Case " goes into general release, she'll be a
hot bet) in the leading roles. This was the story that Hellinger
bought from Warners for $100,000. "Knock On Any Door" which
was marked as Number Two for Hellinger, also is a strong prospect for SRO production now.
If the Hellinger deal should be dropped entirely, "Portrait of
Jenny" (Jennifer Jones- Joseph Gotten) will probably get a late
Spring release.
Morgan Maree, secretary-treasurer of Mark Hellinger Productions, and Humphrey Bogart, vice-president, announced that
they are seeking a producer to take over the chores and that at
least three of the six films which had been scheduled with Selznick
will be made as per arrangement.
SELZNICK TO PRODUCE IN EUROPE
SRO will imdertake its first foreign production this season
when it sends a company in April to Sweden and Norway to
make Ibsen's "A l>oirs House." Dorothy McGiure will head the
cast.
In his statement of this new phase of SRO's operations,
Selznick said, "We will make pictures in the English language
abroad, merging the creative and production skills of the European and American film industries."
FILM
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20th CENTURY-FOX
Two

Month

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Schedule

WITH 20TH CENTUR"£'& 1947-48 release schedule upped to 48
features, this studio is releasing eight of its top pictures during the months of January and February, when most of the other
majors look very weak. This month will see "Gentleman's Agreement," "Captain From Castile," "Forever Amber," and "Daisy
Kenyon," all in first mn engagements now, go into general release. February brings ' Call Northside 777" (James Stewart-Nancy
Walker), "You Were Meant For Me" (Jean Craine-I>an Dailey),
and "The Tender Yeais" (Brown-Hutchinson).
This is the only lot in town that is working at anywhere near
peak production this month. There are five pictures in work at
the moment. More than half of the product scheduled for 1948
release has either already been completed or is in process of shooting. Ten story properties are in the final pre-production Stages
with early starting dates scheduled for most of them. Thus, this
studio, which was being belabored a few months ago. has lifted
itself to the top rung of the production ladder at this time. It
will be worth watching how long 20th retains its high position.
In work on the lot now are: "Walls of Jericho" (Linda DarnellCornel Wilde), "The Iron Curtain" (Dana Andrews-Gene Tierney),
"Street With No Name ' (Mark Stevens-Barbara Lawrence), "The
Chair For Martin Rome" (Victor Mature-Richard Conte) and
"Apartment For Peggy" (Jeanne Crain-William Holden).
Scheduled for early starting are s'uch films as "Call Me Mister,"
"Party Line," "Lydia Bailey," "Down To The Sea In Ships," "Lady
Windermere's Fan," 'The Heller" and "The Dark Woods." No
casting has been officially announced on any of these films as yet.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Better Times A-Coming!
TI7THILE THIS COMPAJIY is still a long way from being restored
to a sound basis, the past ten days has brought a number of
announcements that seem to indicate better times are coming.
First of all came the news that the UE-Enterprise argument
over "Arch of Triumph" has been settled in favor of UA. With
this one falling into !ine, it is certan that Harry Sherman's "'They
Passed This Way," and Stanley Kramer's "So This Is New York."
both made under the Enterprise banner, will also go out as UA
releases.
Now that the dog-figlit is ended, Grad Sears is taking over on
the selling end of "Arch " and an additional $400,000 has been earmarked for national advertising, bringing that portion of the
budget to a mere $1,300,000.
"Wild Calendar," the proposed Ginger Rogers starrer, whicn
has hit a snag in starting, is another Enterprise film definitely set
for UA, if and when it gets finished.
Enterprise is now free to continue its negotiations for other
releasing deals, but il is rumored strongly that the company may
decide, after all, to stay with UA on an exclusive set-up.
CAGNEY FILM STILL IN AIR
Whether the Cagney picture, "Time of Our Life," will ultimately come to UA is still to be decided. At the moment, a law
suit by UA against Cagney and Warner Brothers is in progress.
The Cagney Brothers, however, are understood to be determined
to keep the picture frorii this outfit.
Meanwhile Seymour Nebenzal has delivered "Atlantis," the
Maria Montez starrer, and is already planning an early start on
a still-untitled story to star Montez and Jean Pierre Aumont, her
husband. Others due from Nebenzal this year will be "Look
Homeward Angel," "Queen For A Day," and "Queen of Hearts,"
another Montez starrer, which will be co-produced by Charles R.
Rogers.
Benedict Bogeaus has delivered his all-star "Miracle Can HapThis is another
one for
thattwowillmore
be handled
by
Sears. pen."
Bogeaus
has plans
films to personally
be made this
year, but under the terms Of his non-exclusive pact with UA, he
may release through other companies if he so chooses. «e has
already
"Lulu Belle," starring Dorothy Lamour, for
release.
Columbia completed
After more than two years and four directors, "Vendetta," the
Howard Hughe.s' production, is in the can with only 9300 feet of
the more than one million feet of film shot being used. It is
rumored that Hughe-, is gi"ing up his activity in film production,
for the time being at least. With this one costing $3,500,000 so
not difficult to understand Mr. Hughes' indifference to
far,
production.
futureit is
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Schedule

Set

Upped

RESULTS OF the recent meetings between top
JMMEDIATE
executives of this company indicate that the studio will up its
production schedule to 35 feature films for the coming year. Among
these will toe a number of outside productions scheduled for U-I
release.
At this time, plans are jelling ror the start of five features
within the next several weeks. Included in these will be "The
Saxon Charm," starring Robert Montgomery; "The Judge's Wife"
and "One Touch of Venus," the Lester Cowan-Mary Pickford production.
In addition to the heightened production activities, studio executives pointed to a backlog of 13 top films now ready to go into
release. Among these arc "A Double Life" (Ronald Colman) slated
for Academy recognition, and "The Senator Was Indiscreet" (William Powell), both of which are already playing pre-release engagements. Others to come are: "Another Part of The Forest"
(Frederic March-Ann Blyth), ' Casbah" (Tony Martin- Yvonne DeCarlo), "All My Sons"' (Edward G. Robinson), "Up In Central
Park" (iDeanna Durbin-Dick Haymes) "Secret Beyond the Door"
(Joan Bennet-Michael Redgraves), '^Letter From An Unknown
Woman" (Joan Fontaine), and Mark Hellinger's "The Naked
City." This is an imposing line-up.
STUDIO FIGHTS BAN ON "SENATOR'
John Joseph, advertising and exploitation chief, tagged as
ridiculous the banning of "The Senator Was Indiscreet" by Allied
Independent Theatre Owners of Iowa and Nebraska, The studio
is preparing to fight the ban and Nunally Johnson and Gene
Fowler, Jr. the producer and associate producer, respectively, lead '
the fight off with strong blasts against the ban. Reason for the
banning by AITO was given as the fact that the picture could be
"used £is vicious propaganda by subversive elements in this nation
as well as by our enemies abroad."
It seems to us that '.he gentlemen of AITO (representing some
300 theatres in small communities in Nebraska and Iowa) should
realize that one of the greatest privileges of the American way of
life is tliat which permits us to poke gentle fun at the things we
revere deeply. If the thinking of the group is typical of American
reaction today, then indeed, "our enemies" have sewn their seeds
of fear well and the harvest promises to be a bumper crop.
If we're to lose our sense of humor as a nation, heaven help us!
it
WARNER
37

BROS.
Features

For

Warners

'T'HIS STUDIO IS doubling its production schedule over last year
by naming 37 pictures for the sound stages during 1948. Last
year's total was 18.
Twelve of the announced list will go into work by March 31.
First of the new list will be "Rope," directed by Alfred Hitchcock
and starring James Stewart. This one will have the initial streamlined shooting schedule at this studio. Next to follow will be "Until Proven Guilty," with Joan Crawford.
United States Films will contribute five films to the list. There
will be one fi-om Ingrid Bergman to be made in England. Two
will come from the Cagney organization, recently reconciled with
this company.
These will be in addition to "Time of Our Life."
Two others slated for January starting are "John Loves Mary"
(Ronald Reagan-Patricia Neal-Jack Carson-Wayne Morris) and
"Otne Sunday Afternoon" (Dennis Morgan-Dorothy Malone-Janis
19
Paige-Don DeFore), this time as a musical.
WALD BUSIEST
Of the 37 pictures announced, Jerry Wald, as usual, has bitten
off the biggest chunk of production of any Warner producer. Wald
will do 12 films on the schedule, with two of them, "Adventures of
Don Juan" and "Key Largo," alieady in production. "John Loves
Mary," "One Sunday Afrernoon," and "Until Proven Guilty" are
all on the Wald slate and will be in production simultaneously.
Wald will also guide the first Danny Kaye picture for Warners, a&
well a.s, "Flamingo Road." starring Ann Sheridan, and "The Life
of Marilyn Miller,'' to star June Haver.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the Issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.

COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (37)
Completed (11)
Completed ( 2)

j

In Production (2)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
LET'S FALL IN LOVE
Musical — Started January 9
Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Jeffrey Lynn, Janis Carter, Adele Jergens.
Director:
Stoiy: Big Douglas
movie starSirk
collapses; a girl from a Producei-:
carnival Is Irving
trained Starr
to replace her.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Details
No.
Rev.
Title — Running Time
Cast
.11-24. Rel.
Loves of Carmen, The
Hayworth-Ford
COMPLETED
1947-48
Adventures In Silverado
Bisho|i-Henry 11-10
Best Man Wins
Buchanan-Lee 12-22
Slack Arrow, The
Hayward-Blalr 8-4
BIa2lng Across The Pecos
Starrett-Burnetle ...11-24
Blondle's Anniversary (67)
Singleton-Lake
9-1.. 12-18.
Blondle In the Dough (69)
Slngleton-Uke 4-14..
10-16.
Blondle'sBradford
Night Out
SIngleton-lake
9-29
Brick
Richmond-lohnson .10-27.
.12-18.
Bockaroo from Powder River (55)
Starrett-Bornette .. .5-26. .10-14.
Coroner Creek (C)
Scott-Chapman 9-29
Crime Doctor's Gamble (66)
Baxter-Cheirel 8-4.. 11-27.
Devil Shin (62)
Lane-Campbell 7-21.. 12-11.
Down To Earth (T) (101)
Hayworth-Parks 4-15.. 10-29.
Eternal Melody, The
Kieoura-Eggerth ...11-10
Poller Brush Man. The
Skelton-Blair 10-27
. .8-1
Gallant Blade (C)
Parks-Chapman 12-8. .1-16.
Glamour Girl
Krupa-Reed
9-1. 11-47.
HerOetalli
Husband's
Tone-Ball 3-3
.7-21
inderAffairs
title: (85)
Lady Kniw Hw*
.5-26. . .1-48.
I Love Trouble
Tone-Blair
Details inder title: DMble Take
It Had To Be Yon (98)
Rogers-Wilde 5-26. .12-47. .
Key Witness (67)
Beat-Marshall 4-14. . .10-9. .
Details under title: Destiny
Lidy tnm Shinghal, The
Hayworth-WellM .10-14
Ust Days of Boot Hill. The
Starretf-Burnette .. .6-23. .11-20. .
Last Round-Uo, The (77)
Autry-Heather 5-26. .11-47. .
Little Spanish Town, A
Autry-Marlon 8-18
Lone Wolf In London, The (68)
Mohr-Saunders 5-26. .11-13. .
Lilu Belle
Lamour- Montgomery 11-10
Man From Celoradt, The (T)
Ford-Drew
3-17
"wy Loo
Lowery-Barton 9-15. . .1-23. .
Mating of Millie, Th«
Ford-Keyes
7-7
My Dog Rusty
Donaldson-Doran ...11-24
Phantom Valley
Starrctt-Burnette 8-4... 2-19.
Port Said
Bishop-Hciiry 12-22
Prince of Thieves (72)
Hall-Morison 5-12. . .1-48.
"•'•"'less
Yonni-Ckapman ...12-9
Details inder title: Three Were Thoroughbreds
Return of October. The
Ford-Moore
9-29
Return of The Whistler, The
Duane-Aubert 10-27 12-25.
Rose of Santa Rosa
Hot Shots
9-1.
Sign of the Ram, The
Peters-Knox
8-4
six Gun Law
Sfarrett-Saunders 7-7
Sea Hoond, The (Serial)
Crabbe-Blake 5-26.
Song of Idaho
Vincent-Grant 10-27
strawberry Roan, The
Aotry-Henry
7-7
Bweet Genevieve (68)
Porter-Lydon 4-14.. 10-23
Swordsman, The (T) (81)
Parks-Drew
12-9. . .1-48 10-27
Tex Grainger (Serial)
Stevens-Stewart 8-4
To the Ends of the Earth
Powell-Hasso 12-9... 2-48
...1-9".
Trapped by Boston Blackic
Morris-Lane 12-22
Two Blondes and a Redhead (70)
Porter-Lydon 4-14. . .11-6
West of Sonora
Starrett-Burnette ...9-29
Whirlwind Raiders
Starrett-Saimders ...9-15
Woman from Tangier, The
Jergtns-Djnnc 9-29... 2-12
Wreck of The Hesperus, The
Parker-White 9-15 2-5...... ..
1946-47
..m».
Blondle'i Holiday (67)
.820.
Uke-Slngleton 12-23.
n-Z5...4-10.
Bulldog Drommond at Bay (70)
Randell-Loilse
. .5-15.
Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back (65) Randcll-Henry
9.4 .821.
.812. ..3-3
Corpse Came C.O.D., The (87)
Brent-Blondeli l-6...5-3l! .840.
For the Love of Rusty (69)
.Donaldson-Powers ..12-23 5-1 . .834.
.3-17
Framed
Details(82)
ander title: They Walk Alont Ford-Carter 9-30... 4-47.
Fuller Brush Man
Skellon-Blalr
Silit
of Janet
Rossell-Dogglas 7-22... 4-47 836 .3-17
•tttllt
iidar Amti
titta: (83)
Hy Capty Niwt
18
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GunHghters.
The title:
(C) (87)
Seott-Brltlon 9-30..
Dftilb iidtr
Twii Sonkreros
Jack Arnstrong (Serial)
Hart-LaPlanehe ...11-25.
Keeper of The Bees (68)
Henry-Duane 3-17.
King of Wild Hotih (79)
Foster-Patrick 12-9.
Last of The Redman (Color) (77)
Hall-Ankers 9-16
Law «f The Cinyta
Starrett-Burnette ..10-28.
Little
Missinder
Broadway
Porter-Shelton 2-3.
Details
title: (69)
Broadway Baby
MUlerson Case, The (72)
Baxter-Sag ndert . .1-20.
Details under title: Crim* Deetor't VaMtlan
Paelfle Adventure (95)
Randell-Stelnbeck
Prairie Raiders (34)
Starrett-Saunders 11- 11.
Riders of The Lone Star (55)
Starrett- Hunter . 12- 23 .
Smoky River Serenade '67)
Campbell-Terry . . . .4-28.
Son of Risty, The (69)
Donaldson-Powers . .4-14.
Setrtt •! The Whtitlir (65)
DU-BrMki
.7-22.
.. .2-17.
Sport of Kings (68)
Henry-Campbell
Details inder title: Major Denntnri Trist EsUte
Stranger from Ponca City (56)
Starrett-Burnette ..11-25.
Swing the Western Way (66)
Leonard-Dugan . ..3-17.
Vigilante. The (Serial)
Byrd-Ames
3-3.
When a Girl's Bcaitlfal
Jergens-Platt 6-23.

19, 1948

.7-15.
.838 . . .6-23
. .2-6
.7-10. . . .802
.3-27
809 . . .3-31
.8-47
837
.4-24 867
.6-19. . . .815
.5-29.... 817
.7-47.... 835
.5-29. . . .868
.8-14 870
.8-21.... 851
..8-7.... 813
.11-7... . .811
.818 . 11-25
.6-26.
..6-26.
.7-3 . . .853
859
.5-22
.9-25.... 827

E AGLE-ilON
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (26)
Completed ( 5)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE SPIRITUALIST
Melodrama — Started January 2
Cast:
Lynnmedium
Bari, who
Cathy
.story; Turhan
Expo.se ofBey,
a faice
preysO'Donnell,
on wealthyRichard
women. Carlson.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Title — Running Time 1947-48
Rev.
12-27 .
Cast
.Details
.5-12. . Rel.
Adventures of Casanava
deCordova-Nash
.9-27. .851
Blaek Hills
Dean-Ates
. .5-12. . .11-22.
No.
Blonde Savage (61)
Sherwood-Ericson . .4-14.
.807. .10-13
Bury
Me
Dead
(66)
O'Donneil
Danlels
Cheek Your Gans (55)
Dean-Gates
.1-24 .803. . .9-29
...7-7.
..12-22.
. .7-7. . .9-20.
Close-up
Baxter-Gllmore
.853 . . .12-3
Cobra Strikes. The
Ryan-Fraser
1-5. .1-31.,
..'s'os.
Corkscrew
Alley
O'Keefe-Trevor
11-24.
Enchanted Valley (0)
Cartis-Gwynne 9-1.. .11-8.. .735.
Gentleman After Dark (76)
Donlevy-Hopklns ..Reissie.. .9-13..
Green for Danger (91)
Grey-Howard ....Foreign.. ..1-17. .802.
Headin' For Heaven (71)
Erwin-Farrell 8-4.
It's Naldir
SwItzar-WhalMi 5-12. .'.'.1-3." .810.
Linda Be Good (67)
.....Hubbard-Knox 7-21. 10-18. .
Love From A Stranfw
Sidney-Hodiak 3-17. .11-15 ry . .806. . 10-27
. .1-5
ManDetails
from onder
Texas
Cralg-Barl
5-26..
. .12-8
title: A Toxm Story
11-8.... 735.
Man in the Iron Mask (110)
Hayward-Bennett .Reissue...
. .11-10
Mickey (C)
Botler-Goodwin
.
.11-24
Noose HangsStampede
High, The
Abbott-Costello
1-24..
Northwest
Leslie-Cralg . . . 7-21. . .1-17
Details ander title: Wild Conuast
Open Secret
Ireland-Randolph ... 9-1.. .9-27. .801.
Out of The Blue (91)
Brent-Mayo
3-3.
Prairie Outlaw
Dean-Holt
11-10.
. .2-7.
Prelude to Night
Soott-Lynn
9-1.. 10-25.
Rampage
Mitchell-Long 12-22.
Return of RIn-Tln-Tin. The (V) (65) lin-Tin-Tin-Woods .9-16. .11-29. .804. .9-1
Return of the i.ash (59)
LaRuc-St. John
.1-31.
Shadow Valley (58)
Dean-Ates
.12-8
.852. .12-22
Smugglers, The
Redgrave-Kent . . . Fortign ...1-10. .811
.12-8
T-Men (91)
O'Keeic
7-21.
.809. .12-22
TamaiTtw Yai Die
Irtiana-Ryan 5-12.
Tornado Range
Dean-Holt
9-1. .11-15
805.
.11-24
Whispering City (92)
Lukas-Dantlne
1946-47
Adventuress, The (9t)
Kerr-Howard Foreign.. .2-1.
Details under title: I See a Dark Stranger
.103...
.101. 3-17
Bedella (85)
Laekwood- Hunter .Foreign. .4-19. ...7M.
. .702.
ilg Ffx «3)
Irawa-tyan
Border
LalH-tfvIn
.705. . .2-3
.Uadi-Wall
8-19... 1-12. . .106
Barn T>FeudSpeed(55)
(61)
<
•aUBe (80)
iRdv Ettft-Lltl kaUtif
.Foreign.
Caravan
.5-12
.9-15
■.Granger-Kant
LaRue-St. John.... . . .8-4. .10-25.
. .8-2. .757. .»-26
Cheyenne Takes Over
Details under title: The El Lobo
Faltlsanks-Warwlek Reltsae. . .5-24 . .
.701. ..2-3
8-23. ..733..
Cardwtli-Fard . .
Devil •* Wkeeli. The (C7)
..2-15.
.Switrer-Bartlett . ...9-30. . .7-12. .. .712.
.711. .9-1;
Gas
House
Kids
In
Hollywood
(63)
Gashoase Kids Go West (63)
Switzer-Wllliams
.754. ..8.7-2)
LaRue-St. John . . . .4-14. . .7-26. .756
Ghost Town Renegades (57)
.LaRue-St. John . . . .4-28. 10-18. ..704. .2-318
Gan
Law
Haartachet
(71)
.Ryan-Norrls .... . . . .7-21.
. .3-3. . .6-28. .734. .
Details indarLady
title: Silent Volte
Internatlanal
.Brtnt-Hassey . . . . Raltsia.
.'.10-28. .5-24.
Delmar-Mcrkel
It's A Joke, Son (63)
..102.
. . .8-6. ..1-25.
..5-31. ..717. .6-2L
. Shaw-Lowery . . . .....3-3.
Detallt andr title: Sanmy far Marlv
.3-2a.
Kit CWM* (97)
.Aalmn-Hail ... .Relaeia. .3-22. .731. .1-21
Last of the Mohicans (94)
. .2-28. . .751.
LaRue-St. John .
Law af the Lath (5))
..3-29. .731.
Tone-Rlehards
Loit Hantymaan (71)
..4-13. ..104.
. .707.
Detallt andar titia: Allat tka trlia
.
.6-14.
. .708. .5-2
.
.U-2S.
.4
tCartis-AgstIn . . . . .1014.
Phil* VanN lUtirii
.3-1
Wright-Ati'stin
FILM BULLETII
.3-1

Pbilo
Mission (64)
Ciirtls-Ryan
PlonaerVancs's
JostltaS«eret
(56)
LaRoe-St. Jahn ..
Railroaded (72)
Ireland-Ryan
lami Bntid tht BiM (53)
Deai-AtM
Red Stallion (C) (81)
Palge-Naih
Repeat Perftrnianc* (93)
Leslla-Hayward
South of Pago Pago (84)
Hall-McLaglen ..
Step Child (70)
Aistin-Joyee
TkTM Ob a Tlikit (62)
Beaumont-Walker
Bttaili iDdir title Thi Ctrpii Cini Cdllaf
Tw Many Winners (60)
Beagmont-Marshall
TiBtlnrttd Trail (37)
Oeaa-Atei
UotaM Firy (38)
Pradlittn-Whlppar
Wait T» Glary (61)
Daan-Ataj
Wild Caintry (C) (59)
Dau-Atat
STREAMLINED WESTERNS
Ctt vf tha Plilis (38)
Cratka-St. Jahn .
FrtBtler Fl|titarj (39)
Cnkka-Sl. Jahn .
Panhandle Trail (— )
Crafcka-Sl. John .
Raldan of Red Gap (38)
Crakka-St. Jahn .
ShootiB' Iran (40)
NewhIII-O'Brlan
Thindergap Oitlawi (39)
NewhIII-B'Brien
METRO

-CO

1947-48 Features

L D W

.8-30.
.4-14. .. .6-28.
. .8-30.
.10-14. .. .6-15.
.8-16.
.Reissue.
. .1-6. . .5-30.
..6-21.
. . .2-3. . . .6-7.
.10-28. . . .4-5.
.2-17. . .5-24.
...9-2. .10-28.
..3-22.
..4-13.
..1-17.
.4-26. .
.4-26.
.4-26. ,
.4-26.
.4-26. ..
.4-26. .

. .709. . .9-15
. .7-7
.. .753.
.710. ..10-13
. .745. . .3-31
. .107 8-4
. .105 6-9
,.736
. .703. . .6-23
. .715, . .4-2?
. .716, . , .6-9
. ,742. .12-23
.SP72. . .3-17
. .746, . .5-12
. .744 2-3
,.766,
, .761.
, .765.
,, .764.
,763.
.762.

y N ^ M jfcY E ll3

Completed (28)

In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
JULIA mSBEHAVES
Comedy — Started January 12
Cast: Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Cesar Romero, Mai-y Boland, Dame May Whitty, Reginald Owen.
Director: Jack Conway
Producer: Everett Riskin
Story: Aan slightly
tired and
aerialist
crashe.s with
her daughter's
entertainer
is
reunited
her husbandsooietj'
after neiUling:
a 14 yeara.^j
separation.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
TItIa— BioilBi TIM
Ostalls 1-5. M.
Date With Judy, A
Cast
. . Beery-Powell
. .Astaire-Garland .
12-8,

Hi.

■ft
Alias The eantleman
. 1947-4S
. Beery- Patricic . . , 5-13. . . .Mar
Hodlak-Gilford
Amelo Aflilr, The (87)
8-6. . .Sept. . . ,803, . .2-17
9-29.
B. F's Daoghtar
. .Stanwyek-Hellin
Big City, Tha
. .O'Brien-Murphy . . . ,10-27.
11-10
Cass Tlmberlane (119)
. Tracy-Turner
. , .5-12.
9-29
Bride Goes Wild, The
.
,
.
.7-7.
.
. Johnson-Allyson
. , V<ar . .
Details under title: Vlrtuoos
Desire Ma '91)
., 4-1 , .Oct
Details ander titia: A Waiiai af My Owi1
3-31 . . Dec
12-22
Good News (T) (95)
...9-30..
Graan Dolphin Straat
Tarner-Haflin
Details indar tItIa: Tha Persanal Taiak
High Wall. Tha
Taylor-Totter
7-7. . Feb
. .Taylor-Totter
.Gable-Turner
Honeeoming
Gable-Turner ... ....9-15, . Jan
1-5
If Winter Conies (97)
. Pidgeon-Kfrr
, . . .6-9 . . Dec. . .
Killer McCoy (103)
Rooney-E Taylor , . .6-23.
..Rooney-E.
.10-27
Lnxory Liner (T)
. Brent-Gifford
, , . .9-1.
SInatri-Grayson . . . .5-26.
Kissing Bandit, Tha (T)
Master of Lassie
....9-29.
Details under title: Hills of Home
Merlon of tha Mo«Ih (82)
Skelton-O'Brien . , . . ,9-2. . .Oct. . , .805. , ,7-21
Wllllams-Lawford
On An Island With Yai
....3-3.
PIrata, The (T)
, .804.
Sang of Lava, A (119) . .
.Hepbarn-Henreid . ,11-25, . Oct, .
2-3. . .Sept. .801, . . .8-4
Song of Tha Thin Man (86)
Poweil-Loy
Sanniar Holiday
Roonay-DeHaian , , . .7-8. .
, ,8-4
.10-13..
State Of Tha Union
Tracy-Hepborn
4-1. .Feh.
r«tk Amia Altai
O Bricn-Mirphy
.10-13
Nov,
This Time far Keeps (T) (105)
Willlams-Melchlor ...8-6.. . Mar,
Three Oaring Daughters (T)
MacDonald-lturbi .11-25, , ,
Details under title: The Birds and the Bees
7-22, , Sept. .802.
Unfinished
Danee, title:
Tha lanarlRi
(T) (101)
O'Brlen-Charisse
Datillt ndar
,8-4
1946-47
5-3
.Mar . . .726, ,5-26
y . . 5-27 . . .. .July,
.
,
,11-25.
Cynthia
(98)
Taylor-Murphy
Details ander title: Tha Rich Full Ufa
Dark Delusion (90)
Barrymore-Breme r .10-28. .June. , , .724, .4-14
Details(T) andar
title: Cynthia's Secret
Fiesta
(104)
Williams-Carroll . .12-24, , .July, . , ,727, .6-23
High Barkarea (91)
Johnson-Allyson
5-27. . .May . . .721. ,3-17
9-17. .Sept, . ., .701.
Holiday In Haile* (T) (127)
PIdgean-Massey
.Aug. , ,728,
Boeksters, The (115)
Gable-Kerr .,,
1-20., .. .Apr.
8-6,
, , .718. , .6-23
It Happened In Brooklyn (103)
sinatra-urayson , , , 10-2i»
,6-10
.
.
.
.Apr. . .. ,719,
llttia Mr. JiB (92)
lenKins-uinora
. ,8-^
Living In a Big Way (104)
. , Kelly-McDonald
8-6. .June. . .725. . .3-3
Details under title: To Kiss and Ta Keep
9-30, . .Aug. . , .729, , ,6-9
Saa of Grass (123)
Tracy-Hepburn
7-8, . . .Apr,
May. .. ,. ,.720.
, ,7-717
722 , .3.2-17
Uidareavar Malsle (90)
Sotbern-Nelson
8-20, .May,
11-11
. . .717,
Yearling, The (T) (128)
Peek-Jarman
REPRINTS
.12-9
,feb. .
Gone With The Wind
Gable Leigh
.July.. .723.
Great Waltz (T) (103)
Raincr-Gra»et
NInotchka (112)
Garbo-Douglas Reprint . Dee. ,
Philadelphia Sttry, The (110)
Hepkurn-Stawart-Grant
Raga In Hsaiei (82)
Bargaian-Maaltanao
.Bat. .7»5 »-2
,1 A N U A K Y

19,

I 'J 4 8

MO
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Na&flA
Completed (12)
Completed ( 2)

M
In Production (1)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
JINX MONEY
Comedy Mystery — Started January 5
Cast: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell, Billy Benedict, Betty
Caldwell, Wanda McKay.
Director: William Beaudine
Producer: Jan Grippe
.Stery: Bowery
tracewinnings.
ilown killer of yanibler when they accidentally
fall lieirboys
to his
MELODY RANGE
Musical Western — Started January 12
Cast: Jimmy Wakely, "Cannonball" Taylor, Virginia Belmont.
Director: Lambert Hillyer
Producer: Louis Gray
story: Not available. See next issue,
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No, Rev,
Tenderfoot. The
Albert-Sto-m 12-8,,. 5-30 8
COMPLETED
1947-48
Angels'
Alley
Gorcey-Gray
11-24
Released
originally under title: When StrMitchum
Hunter
Reissue.
,12-27. . .4706.
Betrayed (66)
angers Marry
,11-24,
Deith On
The Downbeat
Stewa-t-Pre isser
.,9-15.
12-8, . ,1-31. . .4709.
Docks
of New
Orleans
Wintrrs-Young
Fighting
Mad
(75)
Errol-Kirliwood
Details under title: A Palooka Named Joe
High Tide (72)
Tracy-Castle 3-31 .1-10. .4704...
.4701. .10-13
Jiggs snd .Maggie in Society (66)
Yule-Riano 9-29 ,10-11.
Joe Details
Palookaunder
in thetitle:Knocltout
(72)
Kirkwood-Knox
5-26 .10-18. .4702. . .9-15
A Guy Named Palooka
,4-51
Louisiana (8^^)
Davis-Lindsay 3-3 ,2-14. .4703. , .9-15
Overland Trails (58)
Brown-Brlmont ,,,11-24, ,.11-1.
,2-7. ,4707
Perilous Waters (66)
Castle-Long 9-1 , .3-J4
.4;05
Rocky
MrDo all-Rarricr , . .8-18
.1-17. . .685
Smart Politics (68)
Preisser-Stewart . .9-15 .1-3
627 1-5
Song of The Drifter (53)
A'al(ely-Coles 11-10.
1946-47
. .677
Chinese Ring, The i67)
Winter-Currie
Code of the Saddle (53)
flrown-Hatton
9-1. ,6-28. . 3803
.626. .12-22
Dlllinger (72)
Tl rncy-Jeffries . .Relssoa. .3-15.
,9-20,
. ,613
.12-6
,
673
Fall
Goy
(64)
Plerce-Loring
,
.7-5.
, ,602
Flashing Guns (59)
Brown Hatton ...11-25. .10-5.
,3-22, ...614
Gentleman Joe Palooka (72)
Lrr.il-Kirliwood ....6-23. 12-20.
bollty. Tha (71)
Gran»ille-Castle ..11-25,
..674
Gm Details
Talis under
(58)
title: Man from Powder River Brown-Mclntyre . . .6-10, ,
..5-10,...
616... 3-31
HardDetails
Boiledunder
Mahoney
Goreey-Loring 2-3.
9-1.
title: (63)
Paila
,7-19.
High Connuest (79)
Lee-Roland 12-23. . .6-21. . ,622
Kllroy Was Here (68)
Cooper-Coogan 3 31.
. .620. . .5-12
.624
King of The Bandits (66)
Roland-Greene 6-9. .11-8. , ,671
Land of The Lawless (59)
Brawn-Hltton 1-20. .,5-24.
.5-3. . .672
Law Comes ta Gunslght. Tht (S6)
Brown-Hatton
.3803
Mutiny In the Big House (83)
Bickford MacLane .Reissue. ..9-13,
Newshounds
(68)
Gorcey-Hall
3-31. .7-5, ,622
Details under title: Saareheadi
10-25, ,678.
Prairie
Brown-Hatton 8-4.
DetailsExpress
onder (55)
title: Dusty Trail ,
tuean af tht Yakon (73)
Blekford-Rlch Relssoa. , . .5-3. . ,685
.617. . .5-12
RIdin'
Down
the
Trail
(53)
Wakriy-Taylor
7-7.
Details ander title: Sang af tha Siddia
5-17. 6?3
.10-4.
Robin Hood of Monterey (55)
Roland-Brent 5-12, . .9-6. . , ,618. . .9 12
Sarge Go-s To Collage (64)
Stewart Prelssar 12-14
.612
Silver StalPon (59)
Sharpt-Mason ...Relssoa.. 12-21.
,684, ..4 2«
..12-28.
.4-5. .. . .681
Six-Gun Serenade (55)
Wakely-White
Song of The Sierras (5.^)
Wakely-Carlin 8-19. .6.15, .606
Sweetheart ol Sigma Ckl (76)
Haifan-Knax 7-22,,
Saspensi
Bellta-Salllvan ,,,10-29, .7-26. , ,«?9. . .4-15
Detail] (101)
un((tr title: Glamanr Girl
.666
.3-15. , .67*
Thunderbolt (T) (44)
Deeumentary
TralHni Danger (58)
Brown-Hatton
.2-15, ,675
VIolenci (72)
Coleman-O'Shea ..,12-23. , ,4-12, . .615, , .4-14
Vnllej
ol Fear
(54)
Brown-Hatton
Waif Call
(61)
Carroll-Movlta
...Relesae, .6-7. . .619. , .5-12
ALLIED ARTISTS
.2, , ,7-21
Black Gold (C) (92)
Quinn-DrMille 12-23. .. .e-16.
.4-19.
.6
Gangster. The (86)
?ulliv,in-Belita 2-17. .11-22.
,3.
.11-10
Heated. Tht
Beiita-Fostcr 4-14. . . .4-7.
M Haa^ened on Fifth Aaenaa (115)
Storm. DeFore
.1...2-17
,
,2-22.
panhandle
Cameron-Downs ,,,,9-29, . ,4-30,
Smart Woman
Bennrtt-Ahrrne ,,.10-27. . 1-31.
SongDatalli
of MyandwHearttitle:
(89)
Sund trom Lonj
2-3 .1-31 4 11-24
Trifle Syniphony

1!)47-18 Features

Completed (28)

In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast
Details
Rel.
No. Rev,
Fortigii Allair, A
Arthur-Lund-Dictrioh 12-22
1947-48
COMPLETED
Adventure Island (C) (67)
Calhonn-Flemlng .. ,9-30. .10-10, . .4702 . .8-18
Alktrqaarqoa (C)
bcott-Britton 3-3 .. .2-20 .. .4709 19
Big Clack, Tha
Nlllmd-O'SalllTan .,3-17
Big Town After Dark (70)
Reed-Brooks 5-26. .12-12. , .4706, ,11-24

■I| Town Scandal
Aaaahe late (Traaalar) (79)
latere- E>aae ... ...J-2...2.15.
iMd-Brooki 6-2y..
Belli of San Aagela (Traeolar) (79) Rea*n-E>ani ... .12-23... 5-15. .641... 3-31
Ciged Fury
Dennino-Byan 9-29..
Blaekniall (67)
Marshall-Mara . .
Connecticut Yankee, A (T)
Crosby-Fleming 11-10.. '.
. . .1-6. . .7-24. .617.
Oetalli ander title: LIghtola' 8»ikaa Twiee
Drnm Girl
.642 . .8-18
6-9
H»ttoB-C»«y 3-12.. i-i'e.V
.694
Eiipw* Wtltl. Tki <T)
Blaek
Widow,
Tke
(Serial)
Edwardi-Llndley
Cn»ky.FMt«lM
....6-84. 10-31.. 4703.
Gold.n Earrings (95)
Caleadar Girl (88)
Fruaa-Manball .
6-10.
Mllland-Dletrich ...8-19.
Driftwood 190)
Brennan-Warriek . . .7-8. .1-31.
"""i
Goddard-Carey
..11-10
621. ..1110
4708. 12-22
I Walk Alone (99)
Exposed
607.
2-17
,. .Laneasler-Scott
.5-26 .. ..9-15.
Details(59)
eader title: Ift Harte tke tajn Mara-S(att
..9-1
, .12-23.
Ottalb ladtr title OudlNk
.. .5-12
.9-8.
.623. . .9-29
.11-10. .
FaHlaai tazanae. The (71)
Britton-Vallee ..
Mr. Details
Reckless
Eythe-Brilton
.604
under title: Hard To Kill
Fabulous Texan, The (95)
Elliott-Carroll
Flame,
(97)
Carroll-Ralston
My Own True Uve
Douglat-Calvert 7-7.
. .6-23. . 12-15
.11-9 .628
DeUllsTheander
title: Tka •utaait
.624. 11-24
. .3-31. .11-24.
Long, Grey Line, The
Ladd-Reed
9-29.
.1-10. .644
Gay Ranehero, The (Tr.)
Rogers-Frazee
Night Has A Thousand Eyei
Bobiosoa-Ritiell 7-7.
Paleface, The (T)
Ghost Geet Wild, The (66)
Ellbaa-twynae . .9-i6!
Hope-Russell 8-18., -27
.
Hit Parade of 1947 (90)
Albert-Maare ... . .8-4
Ro.i(t To Rio (100)
r,rosby-Hope 1-6.. 12-25.
.605... 4-14
Hameiteaderi of Paradise Volley (39) .... Laaa-Blake
. 3-8. .664
Ladd-Lakc
12-9.. .3-12. . .4707. .11-24
.6»2
Reliiie. ...3-22
ImgU Girl (Serial)
Giaard-Neal ... ..8-20.
.610... 5-12
Sajnted Sisters
Lake-Cauldeld-Flfigerald
.5-26.
10
.
.4-1.
.4-19.
So Evil My Love
Mllland-Todd
I're•etaiu
Alwaysander
Lered tltla:
Yaa (T)
(117)
MeLaad-Oara
Caaaarta
Speed To Spare
Arlen-Rogers . . , .10-27.
.693
.4705. ..9-23
.8-19. .
Unconiruered (T) (146)
.3-21. . .60«
le»H Jamee RIdee Agala (Sarlal)
Moore-Stirling . . .1-20. . .12-2.
Cooper-Goddard
601. . .9-30
Mafnincent
Regee.
Tka
(74)
nakerts-Deeglas
. . .12-8.
Waterfront At Widniaht
Gargan-Hughes
.7-8... 2-15..
Marshal of Crlpgied Creek (58)
Lane. Blake ... .11-25.
. .4-15 11- 21. .4704. .10-13
Where
There's
Life
(75)
Hope-Hasso
.
.
.8-15.
.
Northwest Outpost (91)
Eddj-Musey .. .11-25. . .6-25. . .667... 9-15
. . .4-28. . 9-26 .
Whispering Smith (T)
Ladd-Manball
Detalle eader: Bntltlad
. .9-16.
Wild Harvest (92)
Udd-Lamour
. .8-18
On The Old Spanish Trail (Tr.) (75) Rogers-Frazee .. . .5-12. .10-15. .•15...5-26
1946-47
•rota* Trill Saaato (58)
Une-Blake
...9-2... 5-15.. .665
.11-11.
.
.4611.
Blue of Moon (91)
Baxter-Holden . .12-24.. .5-2.
Pilgrim
Lady.
ThetlHai(67)
Laae-Blake ... . . .9-2. . .5-15. ..648.. 10-27
Bl| TowB (60)
Reed-erooke ...
12-.5-23.
27 . . .4622. . .3-17
Detilli
aoder
Tta
iMar
CMa
■lae Sklee (T) (107)
Cro.by-Astaire . ...86..
.4602. .9-30
5-26
Pretender.
The (69)
Dekker-Cralg .. . 3-31. . .8-16 . .665...
Caleitti (83)
Ladd-Russeli .. ...7-9., ..5-30.
.2-21. . .4612. ....3-3
Details ender
title: Camglax
. .4-28
.620
Callfaral. (T) (»7)
Stanwyek-Mllland .12-10.. .1-10., .4606. .12-23
Rokin
Head
of
Texas
(71)
.
A,
utryRoberts
..
.685.
.4603.
.4701'.
Cme Ny Reart (83)
H.tton-Tuffs . ...l-t..
. .4-28. . .7-15.
Oataitt aaaar tltUi Taa M T» •« Tna
Riitlen af Devll'i Canyoa (58)
Lane-Blake
.11-25
Saddle Pall (72)
Aetry-Rokerti
.10.3-1714. . .. ..6-15
7-1. .661. . .9-15
Dantar Strirt (66)
Uwiry-Wlttieri
6-20. .4623.
.
S«ita Fi Barbing (5«)
Lane-Blake ... ..3.18..11.19.,
Omr lilk (»)
Caolleld-Holden . . .9-2.
9-2.... 7-18. .AS16. . . .3-3
..6-23
..7-21
Sloai City See (•»)
Aatry-lakerti . . .6-24. .11-21. 661,
B«.rt
(T) title:
(95)
Stott-Htllik . . .9-2.
9-2.... 8-15. .4617.
684.
•eUlhFaryaader
Deteri Tow*
San
ef
Zerro
(Serial)
Tamcr-Stawart
...6-9
'
.
1-lS.
.
'
.
j
.10-29. . 3-7 .. .4«)7 . .. .2-17
3 Saaileri et The Narth <«6)
. .8-4
Kelly-Beath . . .
.612.
.646.
Eaay•etaik
Coaie.aader
Easy title:
Ge (77)
Tefti-Fltigeraid . . .10-29
Tklr4 Araaee
Sarlngtlme Id The Sierras (Tr.) (7S) ... .Rogers- Fraiee ..
...4-24.
.7-15. 691
681.
. .4-29. . .4-18. .4621.
Staaeeaaeh
to
Denver
(56)
Lane-Blake
....
..5-12
Fear In The MIfhl (72)
Kelly- York ..
..8-9 .12-23. .613. .12-9
.6-10.. .7-25. .4624. . .3-3
I Caver Big Town (63)
Read-Brooke
That's
My
Man
(104)
Aaiecke-MeLaod
.3-3
.4-25.
Details
ander
title:
Gallant
Man
...6-1.
laaerfeet Udj, Tfce (J7)
Wright-Mllland
662 ..4-14
. .10-1. .
.3-3
.4610. ..3-17
8-6. . .5-15. .619.
.607. . . .8-4
Malta aa«ar tttla: Take Tkli Waaiaa
That's My Gal (Traealar) (6tf)
Barry lokerts .. .11-11
.
.6-24..
.8-22.
«82. . .«-2>
Trill to Sen Antene (67)
Aatry-Staerart
Jeagli Fllgkt (67)
Lowery Savage
.4625. .1-20
11-26...
.4605.
.7-22.. .2-7.
.4-4. .4609.
...3-3
Treepasiar,
The (71)
Ladles'
Man Braaetti
(91)
Braeken-Welles
..1-25.
Detalli ender
title: Tke Ftafar Vmm Evant-Daaglai
1-24.
My Favorite
(87)
Hepe-Lamaur
.683
.1-21. .
...7-3.
...7-21
. .2-3
.4«04. 11-25
Perfeet Marriaaa. Tke (W)
Yoiing-Mlven . ...3-18..
Twilight on the Rio Grande (71)
Aetry-lva ...
. .3-3
. .4-1. .652. . .4-28
.7-7. ..12-15
Perils of Paaline (T) (96)
Hntton-Lund
Under Colorado Skies (Tr.) (65)
Male-Booth .... .i-ao.
12-8. . . .7-4. .4615. .6-23
Sealed Verdict
Miiland-IH.irly
Vigilantes el Boom Town (56)
Laae-Blabe ... .5-27. . .2-15. 663. .12-22
Seaen Were Saved (73)
Dennlng-Crain 4-1.. .3-28.
Winter
Roberts-Drake
.3-21.
DetalliWaadertand
ander title:(71)
Saaw CMeralla
.5-13... 5-17. .614. ..6-23
.6-27. .4«bi.
Saddenly Ifi Spring (87)
MacMurray-Gaddard .3-18.. 11-22.
.4<0«. .2-17
.2-17
.4613.
Trookle with Woaien. Tke (80)
Mlllana. Wright 6-11..
,.5-12
Wyoming (84)
Elliott-Rahfon . .11-25
8-1. .618.
Tw» Veara laNra ttia Maal (98)
Ladd-Denlevy 5-1.. .8-29. .4601.
.10-28.
.
.6-10.
Web af Fakir
Duster (71)
(M)
Mara-O'Flynn
.4618. .7-21
I'arlety Girl (93)
Hatcher-Kelley 11-11..
Yankee
Fowley-Waadbery
8-4
.611. ..6-23
Weleame Stranger (107)
Croiky-Culletd 3-18
.4413. ,.4-21
..9-2
4-1. 616. ..4-28
Detalli endar title: Tka BIf Halreal
RE-ISSUES
RKO
RADIO
Jangle Prineeu, The (84)
Lamaur-Mllland
9-1. R5 3C20.
Plalasaan, The (113)
Cooper-Arthar
9-1. B5 36M.
1947-48 Features
CJompletod (39) In Production (1)
REPUBLIC
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
1947-48 Features
Completed (13) In Production (2)
Title—
Running
Time
Cast Details
Westerns
Completed ( 5) In Production (1)
Mr. Joseph Young of Africa
..Johnson-Armstrong ....1-5.
Rev.
Serials
Completed ( 2) In Production (0)
Kel.
No.
COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE
NEW PRODUCTIONS
Baahelar and The Bakky-S«xar, The (94) . .1947-48
.Grant-Lay
8-6
.802.
801. . . .6 9
TIMBER TRAIL (Trucolor)
Crossfire (86)
Yoeng-Mitehora 3-17
,804
.803.
Riffraff (80)
O'Brien-Slezak 6-24
Western — Started January 5
.805. . . .7-7
Seven Keys to BaldpUe (66)
Terry-White 11-25
Cast: Monty Hale, Lynne Roberts, Roy Barcroft, Foy Willing,
...6-9
Und« BLOCK
the Tanta Rla
(61)
Holt-Leslie 1-20
NO.
TWO
. . .6-9
Steve Darrell, The Riders of the Purple Sage.
Director: Phil Ford
Producer: Mel Tucker
Dick Traey Meets Gruesome (65)
Byrd-Karloft 4-14
. . .6-9
Night
Song under
(102)
809. .11-24
.story: Hale
exposes
g^unman trying to take over stage coach line anJ
Details
title: Mimaiy af La«e , Andrews-Oberon 4-14
telegraph
company.
.11-24
.806.
807.
Mitchim-Greer
Out of the Past (97)
810. .11-24
RELEASE CHART
So Well Remembered (114)
Scott-Mills
.11-10
11-10.
.11-24
Wild NOT
Horse Mesa
(60)
Holt-Leslis
IN PRODUCTION
DESIGNATED
..ft-4.
No.
Title— Running Time
Cast
Details1-5. Rel.
Arizona Ranger, The
Holt-Leslie
Gallant Legion, The
Elliott-Booth
Berlin Express
Oberon-Ryan
. 3-31.
.9-1.
Moonrise
Clark-Russell
. . . .1-5.
FIghtlni
Father Dinne
O'Brlen-Dell....8-18.
Good
Sam
Coeper-Sheridan
COMPLETED
1947-48
Holt-Leslie 12-22.
Bandits of Dark Canyon
Lane-Waller . . ,
...12-15. .752.
of Wrath
Guns
I Remember
Mama
Dnnne-Hamolka 6-9.
Bill and Coo (Tr.) (61)
Burton's Birds . .12-22.
If
Y««
Knew
Sasli
Cantor-Davli
1-20.
.1-5
Bold Frontiersman
Lane-Waller . .
Indian Summer
Knox-Sothtrn
Details under title: Cimarron Trails
.
.10-13
Joan
Bergman-Ferrer ....10-13.
California Firebrand
Hale-Booth
Man Abaal Tewa
Chevalier- Derrier ..FaralfB.
.10-13.... 2-1
Campos Honeymoon
Crane-Wilde
792.
Miracle of The Bells, Tke
MacMirray-Valll 8-4.
Dangers of The Canadian Mounted
Bannon-Belmont .10-27
Mystery In Mexico
Lundigan-White ...10-13.
• . 8-4 9-9 791.
G-Men Ne»er Forget (Serial)
Moore-Ames
.12-22
Pearl. The
Marques-Armendariz Foreign.
Heart of Virginia
Martin-Lowery
.
.11-24
Race
Street
RaftMaxwell
9-1.
I, Jane Doe
Hussey-Carroll .
Return of the Badman
Scott-White
12-20.... 761.
It's
A
Grand
Old
Nag
(Tr.)
Cartoon
Feature
. .7-7
Roeghshod
Sferllng-Grahaaia
Maabath
Wellei-Nelan . . .. ..11-10
..7-7.
Station West
Powell-Greer
Madonna of The Desert
Castle-Roberts
.9-1.
e-8
1-1.... 701.
Tall.
Dark
Stranger
Yoon|-Holden
.
Main Street Kid, The
Pearte-Marlin . .9-29....
Details
under
title:
Rachel
.11-24.
.
.1-29
Oklahoma Badlands
Lane-Coles
Tarzan and the Mermaids
Weissmuller-Jeyee 8-4
. .10-13
Old Los Angelet
Elliott-McLeod
. . .6-9 .702.
Tycoon (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3.. ->
Red Pony, The (T)
Loy-Mlttkam ... . ...9-1...
Under Arizona Skies
Holt-Leslie 9-1
1-15..
Slippy McGae
Barry-Evans
.
.
.9-15
Velvet Touch, The
Russell-Gcnn 10-13
Storm.
War Party
Fonda-Temple 8-18
DetailsThe
under title: End af the Rainbow Hunt-Londigan
Window. The
Hale-Kennedy 11-24
.12-8
Thunder In The Fnrest
Roberts- Douglas .. ..11-24
Your Red
Wagon
O Donnell-Granger 7-7
Under California Stars (Tr.)
Rogers. Fra2ce
SPECIALS
.5-12. . .10-1. , .751. .10-13
Wild FraaUer. Tka
Lane-Holt . .
Bishop's Wife, The (109)
Grant-Young 3-17
1946-47
.60S
Fugitive, The (104)
Fonda-Del Rio
1-6
Maire af GeraUiae (CB)
WIthen-Lydon . ..1-21..H.W..
Fun
and
Fancy
Free
(73)
Disney
Cartoon Featore
891
8-30.
861. .11-10
. 11-24
Mitte aa«ar title: Laaely Hearta Clak
2-13.
Long Night, The (101)
Fenda-Bel Geddes ...9-16...
Along the Oregon Trail (Trucolor) (64) ...Hale-Booth ...
.651... 9-15
Magic
Town
(103)
Stewart-Wyman
11-25...
Antel and tke Badawn, Tke (100)
Wayne-Raiiell
862. .. .. .9-1
.COS. ..2-17
Mourning Becomes Eleetra (172)
Russell-Redgrave . ..4-14...
•eUlle aader title: AaHl aad the tatlaa
.6-9
.7-21
,.851. ...6-9
Soeret Life of Walter MItty (T) (105) Kaye-Mayo
4-29...
.11-24
20
FILM BULLETIN

Soni It B«rn. A (T)
.Kayt-Mayo
8-4.
Details indtr tllU: That's Lift
1946-47
BLOCK NO. FOUR
.3 3
Nat tha tui (SI)
Lanffard-Kripa 6-24..
. ...71S..
.3-31
U4t t1 Tin West (57)
WajTtn-Alden 7-22..
...720.
. . . .719. .
Otril Thimks A Ride. Th* (62)
Tierney-Leslle 7-8..
, . . .716. . .3-3
FafBefs Daaikter. The (97)
Yoanj-Cotten 5-27..
Details indar title: Katie fw Cengresi
Trail Street (»)
Scott-Jeffreys 8-19
717. . .3-3
BLOCK NO. FIVE
.3-3
■aije (68)
MslTett-Whlts 9-16
725. ..4-21
■an•etalle
Te aader
KlU (92)
Trever-Tiernej
5-27
722.
.4-28
tlUe: Deadllar Thin tht Male
Like)} Stify, A (88)
Willlaras-Hale 2-4
724. .4-28
•dtalb §»Ht titit: Httttt Mlids
. . .4-1
721. . .4-28
HtaeyBMa (74)
Tenplt-Madlsog
Tanan and the Hintress (72)
Weissmaller-Jsyti .10-14 123.. .3-31
BLOCK NO. SIX
. .11-11 729. .5-2«
DUk•etalls
Tney's
(60)
aiderDllenma
title: DIel
Traay n. tht Claw Byrd-Chrlstopher
....72i.. .5-M
DesMrate (73)
Brodle-Lang 12-9.
Details oBdar title: Fllfht
They Wen't B«Me»s He (95)
Young-Hayward 8-19
726. .5-26
ThDBder Heiitaln (60)
Holt-Hyer
10-28
730. .5.26
.3-2<
Waman
on
The
Beach,
The
(71)
Bennett-Byan
2-4
727.
Oatalle tador title: Dtelrahio Wmim
SPECIALS
SMt Years et Oir LIyos, The (172)
Loy-Mareh
4-29
751.
It's A WoadertDl Life (129)
Stewart-Reed 4-29
781. 12-23
.12-9
Naterleas (101)
BergnM-GraDt
10-89
761. . ..8-S
tang of the Sooth (T) (94)
Disney Cartoon Foatare
791. 11-11
SInbadREISSUES
Tht %»\Hx (T) (ll7)
Falrhankj-O'Hara 3-4
762. .1-20
Bairibi (70)
Disney Cartoon Feature 2-1
Gun Law (60)
O'Brien-Othman
10-3
Border G-Man (60)
O'Brien-Johnston 11-14
Lawless Valley (60)
O'Brien-Sutton
1-30
Painted Desert (60)
O'Brien-Johnston 12-19
SCREEN
1947-48 Features

GUILD

Completed ( 9)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COBIPLETED
• 1947-48
Rel.
Cast Dctals
Title — Ronning Time
Boy! What a Girl! (69)
Negro Cast
.10-11.
.9-20.
Barning Cross, The (78)
Danlels-Patton .. . .6-9.
Dragnet (73)
Wllcoxson-Brian
. .4-28. .10-25.
. .3-31. . .6-21.
Hollywood
Barn
Dance
(63)
Tobb-trving
Details inder title: Wceteri Bam Dane*
Killer Dill (71)
Cwynne-Albcrtson .3-31 . .9-13.
Miracle In Harlem (71)
Stepin Fetchit ..
. .1-24.
Road to the Big House (72)
Shellon-Doran . .
.12-27.
Prairie, The (80)
Aubert-Baxter . .
. .1-10.
Trail of the Moontles (42)
Hayden-Holi ... .9-29 . .2-21.
Details under title: Law of the Moanties
.12-13.
Where the North Begins (41)
Hayden-Holt ...
1946-47
Bells »f San Fernaada (69)
Woods-Warren 11-25. . .4-5.
BilTalo Bill Rides Agalo (66)
Arlen-Holt 11-25. .4-19.
Bash Pllat (60)
Hadson-LaRoe ...Farefga. . .6-7.
Cast of the Baby titter, Tht (40)
Neal-Jenkins 3-31. .7-26.
Call It Murder (74)
Bogart-Whorf
. Reissue. . .7-15.
.9-13.
Hat Box Mystery. The (40)
Neal-Jenklns . ..3-31.
My Dtf U«p
Neil-Chapman
. . .9-2. 1129.
.12-1.
Prairie, The (72)
Baxter-Aubert
. .8-18.
. .9-30. . .1-15.
Qaaaa at Tkt Amazon (60)
Morlson-Lowery
Racketeers (58)
Foster- Douglas
. Reissue. . 12-.9-13.
25.
. .9-30.
leRtfadt 6lr1
Curtis-Savage
RalllH
Parker-Hayden
. . .7-8.
Ottalla Host
aadtr title: One Hare Chanei
Seared to Death (65)
Lagosi-Conpton
. . .5-3.
Sepia Cinderella (69)
Negro Cast ...
.3-3. ..10-18.
.5-17.
Shoat To Kill (60)
Wade-Walters
HOPALONQ CASSIDY REISSUES
..3-15.
Rtstlar'sTrail
Valley
(60)
Boyd-Hayden
..4-12.
Texas
(39)
Btyd-Hayden
..4-26.
Partntrs af the Plalis (71)
Boyd-Hayden
. .5-10.
Cauldy af Bar 20 (39)
Boyd-Hayden
. .6-14.
Heart ol Arizona (68)
Beyd-Hayden
. .7-19.
Bar 20 Jastlei (65)
Boyd-Haydea
Frontiersman, The
Boyd-Hayden ..
..11-25.
.11-8.
Sunset Trail
Boyd-Hayden ..
Pride of the West
Boyd-Hayden ..
. . .1-3.
SE
Features

NICK

—

No.
. .X-2.
.4704.
.4703.
.4701.
.4702.
. .X-3.
.4706.
.4705.
.4708.
. .4707.

Completed ( 4)

19, 1948

.4608.
. .X-1.
.4615.
.HC07.
.HC08.
. HC09 .
.HSIO.
.HCll.
.HC12.
.HC13.
.HC14.
.HC15.

CENTU

R Y -FOX

( (vmpleted (5'J) In Producti«»n (5)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
APARTMENT FOR PEGGY
Romantic Comedy — Started December 27
Cast: Jeanne Grain, William Holden, Edmund Gwenn, Randy
Stuart, Gene Nelson.
Director: George Seaton
Producer: William Perlberg
story: War veteran and his bride try their luck with housing .and an
education under tlie G. I. Bill of Rights.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast
Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Chair For Martin Rome, The
Mature-Conti 1-5
Iron Curtain, The
Andrews-Tierney
. .12-8. ,
Street With No Name, The
Stevens-Lawrence . ...1-5..
Walls of Jerieho
Wilde-Darnell . . .11-10. .
1947-48
Boomerang (88)
Andrews-Wyatt .. ...9-30.. .Feb.
Brasher Doobloon, Thi (72)
Montgomtry-Golld . . .7-22. . .Feb. .706.... 2-3
Call Northsidc 777
Stewart-Wallier . .10-13. .
.7a7...S-17
Captain From Castile (T) (140)
Powers-Peters ...
Carnival In Costa Rlea (T) (95)
Haynet-Holm . .12-9.
4'29.. .Jan. .801. . .12-8
Challenge, The
Conway-Vincent . ..11-24.. . Ar. .710. . .3.31
Daisy Kenyon (99)
Crawford-Andrews 7-7.,
Deep Wafers
Andrews- Peters ....10-13. .Dec 731. . .12-8
Escape
Harrlson-Citmmins ...9-16...
Forever Amber (T) (140)
Darnell-Wilde 11-11..
Foxes of Harrow. The (118)
Harrlson-O'Hara 4-28.. .Oct. .733.. 10-27
FuryDetails
at Furnace
Creek
.Oct. .729. . .9-29
under title:
Ballad of Furnace Creek Mature-Gray 9-15
Gentleman's
Agreement
(118)
Peck-McGoire
6-9
Ghost and Mrs. Mulr, The (104)
Harrlsoo-Tlerney 12-9... May 715...11-24
5-26
Give My Regards to Braadaray (T)
Golld-Daley 5-12
Green Grass of Wyoming (T)
Cutnmlns-Coburn 6-23.. .May.
HawMtreteh (T) (96)
Wlldt-l'Hara 7-22.
.713. . .4-28
Miracle
34th title:
ItreetBig(96)
Payae-O'Hara 12-9..
DtUllsonandtr
Htwt
Jone. .7H...5-12
...Aug.
1 Wonder Who's Kluing Her Now (T) (104) Haver-Stevens 8-6... Aug 723.
Kiss of Death (99)
Mature-Donlevy 3-31... Sept 725.
.Apr.
Lati George Apley, The (9S)
Coiman-Cummins 7-8.... .Sept.
Apr 712. .6-23
Let's Live Again
Emery-Brooks 11-24
.2-17
Margie
(T)
(94)
Cralne-Toong
2-18...
Ho».
..9-1
Mass Rose (82)
Cimmtiu-Matore
Jane.
Mother Wore Tights (107)
Grable-Dailey 11-11. . .Sept. .646.
.717
6-9
.10-'28
Nightmare Alley (111)
Power-Blondell 6-9....Jn.
Oct. .724 9-1
Raier's
Clge,
The
(146)
Power-Tlarney
4-15.
.730. .10-13
San Demetrle, Landon (76)
FItzierald-Yoang ..Ftrelgn.. Apr. .701..
11-15
.714... 4-14
Sitting Pretty
Young-O'Hara 11-10
ShMkIng Miss Pilgrim, The (T) (86) Grable-Haymes 12-10... Jan 703 1-6
Snake Pit. The
deHavillaad-Genn . . . .8-4
Summer Lightning (T)
Havtr-MtCallister ...3-17
Tender Years. The (81)
Brown-Hutchinson.11-10.
9-1. .Jan.
ThatDetails
Ladyunder
In Ermine
(T)
Grable-Fairbanks
.803. . .12-8
title: This Is th(! Moment
.12-22. ,
13 Le.id Soldiers
Conway-Wfscott
.Jan. .702. . . .1-6
13 Rae Madeleine (95)
Cagney-Annabella
. .6-10. .Nov.
Thunder
in
the
Valley
(T)
(103)
Rev. ander title: Bob, Son of Battle Garner-McCallister . .7-22.
. .9-15. . Mar.
Yoo Were
Meant for Me
Crain-Dalley
REISSUES
Alexander's Ragtime Band (106)
Pawer-Faye
.741.
Drums Along the Mohawk (103)
Colbert-Fonda
Oct. ,709.
Grapes of Wrath (128)
Fonda-Darnell
Otc. .745.
How Mlserables
Green Was (105)
My Valley (118)
Pldgeon-O'Hara
.727.
Lei
March-Laoghten Sept..
Jan.. .704.
Mark of Zorro (93)
Power-Darnell
Oct. .740.
.728.
Stanley and LIvlngstani (101)
Tracy-Greens
Jan.. .705.
Swamp Water (90)
Bronnan-Husfon
Sept.. .744.
Tobacco Road (84)
Tiernsy-Andrews
Dec, .719.
Western Union (95)
Young-Scott
Jana.,
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arthur Takes Over
Collier-Cowan 12-22
.711
Backlash (66)
Travls-Rogen 9-30... Mar..
Crimson Key (76)
Taylor-Dowling 3-31... Jaly. .722 7-7
Dangerous Years, The (62)
Halop-Todo
12-22
Half-Past Midnight
Taylor-Knudsen 11-24
Invisible Wall, The (73)
Castle-Christine 6-9... Oct.
.
.732.
.10-13
Jewels of Iranlenbari (66)
Travls-Chtlrtl
May.
Roses Are Red (67)
Casfle-Knudsen 6-23... Dec. . .716. . .4-14
Second Chance (62)
Taylor-Currie
Sept. . .734. .11-10
..726... 9-16
7-21
Stranat
DetalliJtoraty
inlar (65)
titia: Flight Ta Paratfht Kelly-Massen 5-27... Feb. ..708...
UNITED
ARTISTS
1947-48 Features
Completed (26) In Production (0)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rffs) ; Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
BiU Boyd (BB) ; Pressburger (Psb) ; Ripley-Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog) ; Stromberg (Smg) ; Levey (Lev) ; Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn) ; Selznlck (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser
(Les); Loew-L«wIn (LL) ; Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgy);
Bronston (Brn) ; Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (I^t); Hughes
(Hgs); Comet (Com).

S. R.O
In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Ronning Time
Cast Details
Mr. Biandings Builds His Dream House . . . .Grant-Loy
10-13 Rel.
COMPLETED
.4-17.
Dael In the San (T) (138)
Janes-Cttten 3-19.. .Ott..
Intermezzo (70)
Bergman-Howard ..Reissue...
Paradine Case, The (132)
Tadd-Ptik
12-23..
Portrait « Jtany
Catten-Janet 3-3 .
.JANUARY

.4614
.4613
.4616
.4618
. .S-2
.4617
.4609
.4705
.4611. . .4-23
. S-l
.4612

20th
1947 Foattirrs

Rev.
.4-14

RELEASE CHART
1947-48
COMPLETED
Details
. 7-22Rel.Em No...
Titl»— Running Time
Cast
Arek tf TrlaaiH
Bariman-Bayer

9-15
yi*""'andy Sod
c ■ I; •
Body
(104)
Dead
Don't
Dre
am
False Paradise
He..„ „ , Know. ,97,^\\\\\\\-;::::;
Hoppy's Holiday (60) . . .
Lad
'9
!?!:";•
Oetilli <'
Mlit.0'
Indopindeitti ehart
Lored
(1indir
02)
Details aader title: "personal Corumn '
Rev.
under title: Sin of Harold DIddlebock
Rj1,T'l«'^°i,
r^'m
yRoosevelt
'^Z"..Story (80)
Silent Conflict
Details under title: Dead 0»n't breain.
ict
SinisterConfl
Journe
y
c This
X..- \
So
Is New York
"»!"
Details onder '•'•
title: Re< River
..
Vandttta

Nik .
.3-3
Enl
MoitM-Ainitnt
.
.1-20.
.1147
Ca, Add- Palmer . . .rtf
.8-18
.. .. .8-4
«FD
Boyd-Brook,
.91
bhuii Rmni. . . 12-23.
.9-47. Neb
»-4
Ollvler-Ncwton
For. .9-47 GFD . . .4-29
K^Dome, .9-30.
.7-18
BB
5-12
Kmi War.
.5-12. . 12-47. lis
.9-30.
R« 1-:
rTh*":
Ol.en-Jannsen
.7-25.
Smi
.11-11.
Sanden-Ball
Sfg
.7-21

Lloyd.Walburn .. .10-1.
11-10
.12-9., .9-47 .ig$ . . . ..3-3
Raft-Blondell ...
. .8-5. 11-47. Mf-MK
11-47..
Hks
Waync-Clllt
....
Documentary . . . .6-23. .
U-L
B.B 7-7
Boyd-Clyde
BB
Bnyd-Brooks ... . . ..7-21.
.9-1..
Boyd-Brooks ... . . . .6-9.
TriBB
Colk=rt-Cgmmln«i 10-13. . ,
Coy
Ent
Morgaii-Vallee
Hki
. . .9-30. . .
BB
Wiyne-OSherldan
Hit
Boyi)-C!ydo
. . .9-1
Cagnoy-Bendix . . ..5-26
.12-13
OeGeorie-Breike . .i-l*
.4-29. .
Able'i
12-27
(96)
. 1946-47
. Scatt-Dvorak
Dru-Chakho« ....
AkIleiM Irish
Tmi Rtet(•»)..
. . . . .8-6. . .1-11 R-C . . .1-21
Milli ■■«« mid Mllaiii
Ad»entirt« ot Dan Coyote (C) (65)
Martln-Raflerty . .8-19. . . 519
■••♦•Itft BMfklm, Tk« (M)
RuMell-Llit .... . .4-1. .
Stn . . . .9-30
Carntfla Hall (134)
Hunt-Prlnce
. 5-12
.. .9-6
.8-2
CtiMeahana (92)
LiB-M . . .3-17
Miranda-IManc
.5-30 Raeh
Csl
.12-9.
.
Daiiieraoi Venture (59) .
.5-23
.
.8-5.
.
. .5-2f.
Boyd-Alexander
Dithenare Lady (85)
.5-27. . .5-16 Sm|
.. .. .. . ... .. Dorsey-Blair
.amarr-O'Keefe ...8-5.
B.B . . . .4-28
Fakuloui dD«r««y
.3-3
i,
The
(M)
.2-21
Fa«ri Said (63)
. . 5-27 . .1-31
.11
11
F»n On A Waik-end (93)
...7-8. .5-14
8-29
. .4-14
Oe(a:<i indar title: Strania ladfellowi
Abel-Ralferty
Hal Roach Comedy Carnival (112)
Fabulous Joe (3-3)
.3-15
Marlowe. Cramer . ....rti.
LIttIa Mine
.4-29. 10-118-2 Bai .12-10
. .9-16
Peek-Bennett
. .4-29. .3-21
10-47. B.B
Datalli ender title: The Shart, Happy Life af Francis Macomber
Mtra.der.. The
Boyd-Brooks ... .4-28
. 10-14
Detain I Oder title: IHr. Aie and the lieen mlt-Sldney ... . .3-4.
Monsieur
(12
Chaplln-Bayi .. .6-24. .10-47. Chn . .4-28
Data li Verdoux
under title:
Comedy0)
af Merdert
.9-30.
Lev
New Orleans (89)
.5-12
d.Cwdava-Patriek 10-28. .. .4-18
.7-11. EnlHoj
.4-14
Other Love. Th. (96)
Stanwyck-Ni—
PhIT" Affairs
IS*.
f>"»"li-Huiton6-20. ...3-7 Lew
Private
ef Bel Ami (112) • • Sandere-Lini
. .5-2 Ent
namrad (94)
. bury* . 5-13 .. .4-26
..4-1
. .3-3
B«k«Mi
(130)
Reliea*. . . .2-7. .Slk
Lsr
2-3.
..y-i
Jed Haail. The (100)
Rok'ion-M'eCamstei 5-13. ...10-25
.4-19. . Com
Pih
. ..2-17
.8 5
.6-21.
Smi
Sanderi-Hasso
Stork
^tn
Bites Man rXi
(67),
Cooper- Roberts ...10-29.
. .8-18
.12-24.
.12-13.
R.C.
StranM Womaa. The (100)
Laraarr-Sanders . .5-27.
.11-25
Saila tten Oat («9)
Brac. CaldweM
Dattlli indar title: Mlii Tale*lslin
. .12-9
Unexpeetfd Guest (67)
.1-20
Bayd-Tlta
9-2. . .3-28 BB
Details andar title: Whlspirlni Walls

UN

I V E R SAL

1947-48 Features

-1 N TIER NAT
Completed (24)

I ON

At

In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MR. PEABODY AND THE MERMAID
Fantasy-Comedy— Started January 12
Cast: William Powell, Ann Blyth, Irene Hervey, Andrea Kins?
Millard Mitchell, Hue-h French.
Director: Irving Pichel
Producer: Nunnally Johnson
story: A man resting in Florida, discovers
a mermaid and despite his
wifes disbehet, enjoys a beautiful interlude
the mermaid fars
m love with him and he sends her back to until
the sea.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
No.
u. c . Title---Running
Time
Cast Details Rel.
Man-Eaters
of Kuma
on
Sabo-Pago 12-22
1947-48
.10-13.
*" J"* I""
Robinson-Christlans .11-10.
Another
Part of The Forest
March-Blyth
.11-24.
Foreign.
Are
O'Connor-San n Juan'
...11-10
.6-23.
BewareYouofWith
PityIt
(102)
Palmcr-Lleve
...
Black
Bart.under
Highwayman
(T)
Details
title: Adventures
of Blaek DeCarlo-Duryea
Bart
Foreign
Bush Christmas (70)
,1
0-27 12-8
Rafferfy-Fernside
5""''
DcCarlo-MartIn ... ..6
Foreign -2
... Jan
12-8
Captain Boycott (92)
3
Donat-Graiiger
"•»'''«,
A
Colman-Hasso ....
DetailsLife,under
title: Imagination
..5-12... Nov
10-27
u""'' L''^
Fairbanks-Montez
Hungry
.9-15 10-27
Hill (92)
LockwoodPrice ..... Foreign
Letter From An Unknown Woman
Fontaine-Jourdan
LostOetalli
Moment,
Cummings-Hayward ' . . .3-31. . .Dec 10-27
indarThetitle:(89)
Tha Lait L«>i
.7-7.
Naked City. The
Fitzgerald-Duff . Foreign
11-24
Nicholas Nicklfby (94)
Hardwicke-Bond
Pirates of Monterey (T) (77)
.5-13. . .Dec
11-24
Montez-Cameron
.5-26
Oct
9-15
Ride the Pink Horse (101)
Monfgomery-Hendrix ...8-4
River Lady (T)
DeCarlo-Duryea
7-7. . .Jan 12-22
Senator Was Indiscreet, The (81)
Powell-Raines
Sept.... 622... 8-18
Singapore
MacMurray-Gardner
' ..3-17...
.6-23
Tap Rooti (79)
(T)
Henin-Hayward
n

Tawny Pipit (81)
Up In Crntral Park . .
Wistful Widow or Wagon Gap (7»)
Woman's
(96)
Details Vengeance,
under title:A The
Mortal Coll

Mllai-lahn Firtld.
Durbln-Haymes 10-13..
Abbotl-Costella 5-12.. .•tt.
Boyer-Blyth
8-4..

, .10-13

1946-47
...1-5
Black Narcissus (T) (99)
Kcrr-Roblnson
Foreign
. Dee 10-M
7-21
Brief Eneaintar (19)
Joknian-Howara ..Ftrelga... a-24
Brute Force (98)
Lancaster-Blylh 3-3.
Back Privates Came Hania (77)
Akkttt-CMtalla .Faralffl.
12-9.. . .Aug 620. . .6-23
Captive Heart, The (86)
R*<|r«*»-J(kni
.Afr....«12-..3-17
. Raiuaa. . .'Mir.'.'."27'9i.'.\
Dcstry
Rides
Again
(94)
Stfwart-Dletrlak
Or.icnia
LagosI
.Jane... 2798...
.
Relstie
.
.
Egg and I, The (108)
Colbart-Mularrty ..12.9..
613... 3-31
For The Lava at Mary
Dirkln-Dall Ralssaa.
5-17... Jana...2797...
Frankenstein
Karloff
Frieda (97)
Farrar-Johns Foreign.. .Sept
Great Expaetatlani (116)
Mllli-Hobson Foralgn.. May
I Know Where I'M Going (91)
Hillcr-Llvasy Forelga.. .Jaly... .619... 3-31
I Stale I Million (78)
Raft-Trtvar Reluie.. , .Aft. . .2794. . .
I'll
Yam (93)
Oifkli-Drake .12-23..
9-20.. ..laa 607. ..1^9-1
Ivy Bi
'99)
FonUlne-Knowlei
Johnny Frenchaian (104)
laaay-Rae
Fartlgi.. .Jane 616. . .6-23
Lady Surrenders. A '108)
Lockwood-Granger .Foreign.. May.
U-t3
Magic Bow, The (105)
Granter-Calvert ...Forelfn..
My Heart Gom Cmiy (T)
Fleld-Keadall ...ftttn...
6-23
Magnlfleent Sbiaision (101)
Dunne-Taylor ....Relsiee..
.2795. . 7-7
..610...217
Mleklgan Kid, Thi (C) (69)
Hall-Jokniaa 4-29.
Odd Man tot (118)
Maioa Ryan
Foraipi.. .Mir. . .617 3-3
100 Meo and A Girl (84)
DurblnStokowskl ..Reissue.. .JiBa. .2796..
Slave Girl (80;
DeCarlo-Brent 8-5. .Aug. ..60f...2-17 I
Saash-Ui
(103)
•ttalh iidar
title: L*n Ttfei* ■ MUm Mayward- Bowman . . .6-10. .Mar. . .623. . .7-2i
Something
In thetitle:
WindFor (89)
Oetalli andar
tka Imt af Miry Darbln-Dall 3-17.. .Sept. . .621. . . .8-4
SongDalilli
af Sehaherazide
(106)
DeCart*-Deiilary ....1-21.
i*d« title: (T)
labrala
.May. ..608... ^-3
SIMrway ta Nuvei (T) (104)
Massey-Nlven rardfii. .Mar.
.Mar. ..611.... 1-6
Seeret Beyond the Daor
Bennett- Radgravi
Tine Oat vf Mind (88)
Calvert-Hinon 10-28. int. ..614... 3-31
Tkay Wara SIttan (lOM)
Maiaa-Calvert Faralis..
.10«5. . .9-lC
Tkis Happy Breed (110)
Newten-Jehnson ..Farelfa..
Upturned Glass (86)
Mason-Kelline ....Foreign. .Jily. . .CFD. . 4-14
..cu..
Vlgllaatae Itotira. Tka (Claaaaltr) Hall-Llndsay 7-22..
..613 11-24
64
Wek.Details
The (87)
O'Brlan-Rainn 3-17..
under title: Jeepartfy
.Nov . .2792.
.Mir.
JaM.
Wken the Dalttni Rodi (81)
Scott-Francli Reluaa. .
.3-17
Years Between, The (88)
Rad^Ta-Makean ..Farelfi..
Y»B Can't Cheat an Hanest Man (73) Flelds-Bergen Relssae. Apr. . .2793.
WARNER
l»47-4« Features

BROTHERS
Completed (23)

In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Adventures of Don Juan (T)
Flynn-Llndfors ....10-27 Rel.
Key Largo
B»gart-Batall 1-5
No.
OOMPUETED
1947-48
Always
Togither
(78)
Reynolds-Hatton
6-23.
.
.1-10
713. .12-221
Details ender title: Love at First SIglht
.9-15.
.9-15.
April Showers
Carson-Sothern
11-25. ,
Christopher Blake
Smlth-Doaglas
10-9-15.
14. .9-27. .703.
Dark Passage (106)
Bogart-Bacall
8-4 1
. .9-1. .701. .9-151
Daap Valley
:iark-Lopino
11- 26. 11-22.
.708.. 11-10 1
Escape Me Never (104)
Flynn-Lapino
Johnny Belinda
Wyman-Ayres
.715. .
Life With Father (T) (118)
Donne-Powell 4-15
My Details
Girl Tisa
onder(95)
title: Ever The Beginning Palmer-Wanamaker ..6-9.
.12-27. .7b2'.'.'.'.9-:
My Wild Irish Rose (T) (101)
Morgan-King 10-14. ...2-7.
mgkt Oita Nlfkt
Llidfan-laMaa ...9-30.
.711. .12-;
Romance in High C (T)
Carson-Palge 6-23
Silver River
Flynn-Sherldaa 5-12
".70
iS.V.9-2
ThatDetails
Hagenander
Girl title:
(83)
Reagan-Tcmple
6-23...
11-1
707..10-2>
Mary Hageil'
.714. .
To The Victor
Morgan-Llndfors 8-18.
Treasure of Sierra Madre (126)
Bogart-Hoston 3-31..
Two Giyi Fr»m Texas (T)
Mortai-Canan 3-17.
Unsuspected. The (103)
Rains-Caollield 2-3. io-ii.
Voice of The Turtle (103)
Parker-Reagan 3-3. .1-24
Wraiai
li
Wblta,
Tka
rarker-Yaiig 10-14
Walltewer
Beynolds-HotUB
3-3. .
Whiplisk
Clark-Snltk S-31.
1Winter Meeting
Davis-Davis
.10-13.
REISSUES
Reissae.
.
.705
12-13.
.
Anthony Adverse (116)
March-DeHavilland . Reissoe.
Bad Men of Missouri (71)
Morgan-Wyman ..
..12-13.
.10-4. .. .. .709
Each Dawn I Die (84)
Cagney-Raft . . . .
. .710
.704
.712,
Jezebel (93)
Davis-Fonda
Slight Case of Murder, A (85)
Robinson
.Reissue. .12-13. .
1946-47
Beast vltk Fl«e Fliien, The (SB)
Alda-KIng .12-10. . .2-8. . . .613.
Cheyesne (100)
Morian-Wynan
..1-25..
.6-14. . ...622.
.625.
Cry Wolf (83)
Flynn-Stanwyck . .. .9-lfi.
.5-27.
4-1. . .8-16. .
..4-2?
Hiairtsno (125)
Crawferd-Garkeld . .12-24.
.612. .3-31
.1-11.. ...620.
Love and Laara (83)
Carsen-Vleken . . .
...5-3..
. . .1-6
Man I Lave, The (9<)
Laplit-Alda
•etalU aider title: Tfca SetttMi
. .1-21. ..2-22.. ..611.
..614. . . .7-7
Nera Prentiss (111)
Sherldaa-taltk
Possessed
Crawfsrd-Helln . . .6-24. . .7-26..
. .1-6
DetalU (108)
ia4ar tlUe: Tk« taaret
..615. ..2-17
..8-19.
farsaed (101)
Wright-Mltehaa
...3-8..
..4-12..
. .1-6
Stallion load (97)
Revai-Salth . . ..4-15.
..617. ...6-9
..616.
ThatMalls
Way ia<ar
with Wenen
tlUe: A (84)
Very llek laa Greenstreet-Vlekers ..5-14.
.2-18. . .3-29. .
..5-24.. . .621. . .3-3
Two Mrs. CajTVlli. Tha (100)
Botart-Stanwyek
. .3-3)
Unfaithful,
The (109)
Sherldan-Scott ...
...7-5..
.4-26. . .618 .2-17
REISStJES
..12-9.
.618
Relssae.
.4-2*. .
Sea Hawk, The (109)
Flyaa-Ralas
Sea Waif, The (87)
Reklmoa-UplBo . . laiuie. .ia-7...
.
leiuae. . .12-7. . .CO*.
. .608. . ..4-14
KlH's BillRawHIeUek
(127)
SkerldaB-CiBsailais
Wild
IKet (72)
Baaaelt-eakat . . . lelasee.
..6-9
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'TO LIVE IN PEACE' EXCELLENT ITALIAN IMPORT
Rates • • • I in Italian naborhoods an d art spots
dccessors, and be playable in a wider range
Times Film Corp.
of theatres Great as the humor of the pic90 minutes
the film's treture is, it does not obscure theme
Monti,
MIrella
Aldo FabriaJ, Gar Moore,
— gooddeftly presented
and
mendous
John KitzmiJler, Ileinrich, Bode, Ave Ninchi,
all men. Headed by Aldo Fabriamong
will
Brnesto Almirante, Nando Bruno, Aldo Sil- zi, the pr;est in "Open City," a hand-picked
vani, Gino Cavalieri, Piero Palermini, Franox) ca.st turns in perfect performances, under
Serpilli, Rick the dogLuigi Zampa's sympathetic direction. The
Directed by Luigi Zampa.
well phoproduction is adequately mounted,
tographed and recorded, and capably titled
in English. The script, written by Fabrizi,
A prize winner at the recent Brussels, Lo- star of the piece, is fast-moving, suspenseful
carno and Arachon film festivals, this poig- and comparable to the best efforts of any
nant narrative, leavened by interludes of Hollywood scenarist.
hilarious comedy, will probably exceed in
Aldo Fabrizi's war-orphaned nephew and
popularity and grosses, such successful im- niece, seaiching the woods outside their vilcome upon two fugi"Open City" and ""Shoeng Shine."
ports as beca'use
lage for a strayed pig, and
of its side-splitti humor
Moreover,
John Kitzmiller,
tive GIs, Gar Moore
and tri-lingual cast — two Americans and the latter wounded. The youngsters spirit
a jerman augment the i-oster of Italian play- th^' escaped men into their uncle's barn, surers — "To Live In Peace" will appeal more
reptitiously feed and clothe them, lest the
to general audiences than did its two pre- Nazis, into whose hands the area has fallen.
•PANIC GRIPPING FRENCH
Rates
• in art houses
Film Rights International, Ltd.
98 minutes
Viviane Romxince, Michel Simone, Paul Bernai"d, Charles Dorat, I-ucas Gridoux, Max Dalban, Emile Drain, Guy Favieres, Florencie,
Marcel Peres, Louis Lions, Michel Ardan, J.
F. Martial, Lucien Paris, Olivier Darrieux,
Balpo, S.vlvain, Lucien Carol, Paul Frank,
Lita Recio, Michele Auvray, Jenny I^educ,
Josiane Doree^ Magdeleine Gidon, Germaine
Geranne.
Directed by Julien Duvivier.
This suspense-filled thriller, currently
showing at the Rialto Theatre, Times Square,
carries sufficient wallop to make it worth a
chance in some class houses which do not
normally play foreign films. In the art houses, it will roll up high returns for long iTjns.

MELODRAMA

FINELY

ACTED

discover the fugitives. Fabrizi discovers the
fugitive's presence, and aids In etherhisconcealfamily
ment, no easy task as one-by-on
and the villagers become increasingly alarmed and suspicious at hearing strange noises
in the barn. The hilarity reaches its height
wlien drunken Nazi sentry Heinrich Bode
discovers the equally-inebriated Kitzmiller
and, slyly misinformed by Fabrizi the war
the town red with
is over, pioceeds to paint When
Bode comes
his new-found GI pal.
to next day, both GI's have escaped. The
villagers are fearful of Nazi reprisals, but
Bode, sobered and fed up with fighting, is
Meanwhile, the two GI'S
to desert.
eager
through the enemy lines and rehave crept
joined their outfit. In full retreat the Nazis
race through the village, shoot down the
deserting Bode and wantonly slay Fabrizi.
Dying, Fabrizi gives his blessing to his niece
and her fiance, hopes their children will
grow up in an age of peace and goodwill.
AND

"Panic" bears comparison with any of Julien
Duvivier's previous directorial efforts, among
them being "Pepe Le Moko," "Carnet de
Bal," "The Golem, ' and "The Great Waltz."
rhanks to Duvivier's direction, as well as to
his and Charles Spaak's script based on
Georges Simenon's novel, "Panic" builds up
an ever-growing suspense and increasinglysinister mood to a tremendous climax. Production quality, settings, photography, music
and recording are excellent, and Charles
Clement's English titles all that could be
desired.
Pretty Vivian Romance is released from
prison where she has taken the rap for her
love." Paul Bernard. She rejoins him in a
Paris suburt) on the night an aged, wealthy
townswoman has been murdered and robbed
near the carnival grounds. The police make
no headway, but the local residents become
increasingly suspicious of unpopular misanthrope Michel S'imon. a morbid candid ca-

DIRECTED

mera addict. Despite repeated rebuffs, Simof
on makes Vivian's acquaintance. Aware her
her lelations with Bernard, he warns
against him, saying he knows him to be the
murderer, and can prove it. When Bernard
later admits his guilt to Vivian, she has but
one thought — to save her lover. To divert
suspicion from himself to Simon, Bernard
has Vivian play up to the elderly recluse
murdered
plant the
and
intensivein
starts anhandbag
now woman's
Bernard
his room.
wnispering campaign to inflame the townspeople further against the oldster and persuades several hot-heads to throw Simon's
belongings into the street during his absence.
Tiie slain woman's handbag is discovered.
Returning home, Simon is attacked by the
mob. He flees for his life, is trapped atop
a roof, piunges to his death. The police
gather up his remains; in his camera case
he has taken of Bernard
photo
findg a his
they
victim.
murderin

'REVENGE' DRAMA OF POSTWAR
ITALY HAS LIMITED APPEAL
Rates • • -j- in Italian naborhoods and a rt spots
art spots and naborhood houses catering to now a thief; only Anna shows no trace of the
Distinguished Films
67 minutes
patrons of Italian descent. The story is in- widespread moral decline. When the former
conclusive, editing choppy and photography
Fascist Militia chief, murderer of her only
Anna Ma^nani, Gino Cervi, Luisa Poselli, inferior.
Antonio Pizzuttio, Carla Repetti, F. Scervini.
Gino Cervi returns from a PW camp to son, escapes the death penalty and is given
find his home in ruins, his brother crippled
Directed by Max Neufeld.
merely imprisonment, Anna seeks revenge by
by an air raid, his fellow-villagers too lethar- killing his two babies. But at the crucial
moment she relents, takes them in her arms.
the tedious task of reconstrucbegin
gic to tion.
Save for an outstanding display of hisHe goes to Rome to seek aid for his Cervi reao's the riot act to his errant sister,
trionics by Anna Magnani, star of "Open
town, is given the ininaround. There he
a police charge against his brother,
City," this import has little to offer, other finds his sister and younger brother, Luisa quashes
with them and Anna to his village.
returning
than an interesting insight into postwar
Poselli and Antonio Pizzuttio, living with his
There he manages to restore the local powproblems besetting a middle-class Italian war-widowed sweetheart Anna Magnani.
er plant, bringing light to the long-dark
family. "Revenge" will get fair grosses in Luisa is keeping bad company; Pizzuttio is community.
•RETURN, MOST BELOVED' ITALIAN FILM FEATURES TOSTI'S MUSIC
Rates • • as dualler in Italian naborhood s and art spots
tho orchestra and chorus of the Royal The- befriends and encourages talented singer
Grandi
atre of Opera, and much interesting library
90 minutes
of a Russian nobleAdani, daughter
Laura Adani, Germana Paolieri, Claudio
footage depicting 19th century Italy. Photo- Laura man.
Exiled from England because of her
graphy and production quality are mediocre.
Gcra, Mercedes Brignone, Carlo Lombardo,
of sound and action in participation in an anti-Czarist plot, she acErnesto Sabatini, Mario Mina, Loris Gizzi, Sy.ichronization
him to Nacepts Gori's offer to accompanybeloved
scenes
showing
the
principals singing or
Laura
Ruggero Paoli, Bruno Persa, Achille Maierples. There he discovers his
playing
piano
is
poor.
Performances
by
the
oni, Ferruccio Tagliavini, Pia Tassinari.
is, unknown te herself, tubercular. At the
filmS.
players, none of them known to U.
Directed by Carlo Bugiani.
doctor's s'Jggestion he postpones her singing
goers, are above average Laura Adani, noted
lessons, takes her to Rome. Intent only on
Italian stage star, makes a memorble screen
restoring her to health, he gives up his
Purportedly based on the life and loves of
debut in the Camille-like role of Tosti's mis- music. Later she learns the nature of her
Tosti, this film should appeal both to music
tress-protege.
malady. In order he may no longer be dislovers and to audiences of Italian extraction.
Great Italian composer Claudio Gori takes
tracted from his composing because Of his
High spots of the picture are the voices of London by storm, does his friend and ad- concern fcr her, she persuades Germana to
Tagliavini and Tassinari singing several of
mirer Germana Paolieri for her vocal rendi- return to him, then flees Rome. She returns
tions of his music. In England he meets.
Tosti's well known numbers, accompanied by
to her parents, dies.
24
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ALLIED

ROCKY MT. IJSDEPENDElSr THEATRES
MOTION PICTURE FOUNDATION
This Bulletin believes that the Motion Picture Foundation
requires some good healthy prying into.
It has been stated that the Foundation is being set up to
provide aid for all — distributors and independent theatre men
alike. But that is ridiculous.
The employees of an independent theatre owner either drift
into some other line of business or end up by taking over a theatre
of their own. The benefits of the Foundation will plainly go to
the cast-off employees of the distributing companies who end up
half dead in their harness.
This BULLETIN definitely believes that those people should
be taken care of, but it believes that the responsibility for their
care rests on the film company for whom they worked.
For many years the distributing companies have talked about
pensions - but they are still in the hopelessly inadequate stage.
These film companies prefer to pay their top executives up to a
half a million dollars a year.
Down on the other end of the scale are the salesmen and the
little guys who have worked themselves to death for "the company" and who finish up years of devoted service with a handshake and pin money.
Now with characteristic magnanimity the film companies
want the independent exhibitors to help pay for the physical
wreckage which their sales policies created.
The film companies want you to pay for pensions and hospital
care for their employees for the very simple reason that the film
companies want to get out of paying for it themselves.
E. V. RICHARDS REPLIES
The following statement was made on Jan. 13 by Mr. E. V.
Richards, Jr., President of the Motion Picture Foundation:
"I have read the statements made by North Central Allied
and also by Allied Rocky Mountain Independent Theatres concerning the Motion Picture Foundation. It is my sincere opinion
that both of these statements are entirely unfounded in fact. I
know that the Motion Pictuie Foundation was launched with the
highest motives and for the best interests of all of the people of
our industry. If there were any effort to shift the burden from
one phase of the industry to another I would not want to be a
party to it. However, nothing of the sort is in prospect. On the
contrary, there has been every evidence that each phase of the
industry has been -willing to carry its fair share of the responsibility. Iearnestly suggest to every one that we wait in all good
faith until final plans have been formulated before indulging in
any premature or unwarranted
criticism."
*
*
»
ALLIED CARAVAN OF IOWA AND NEBRASKA
THE SENATOR WAS INDISCREET
The following resolution was passed unanimously by your
Board of Directors meeting at Des Moines, Iowa, January 6, 1948:
That we hereby advise all theater owners to refrain from
showing the motion picture THE SENATOR WAS INDISCREET
released by Universal-International for the reason that the picture is a reflection on the integrity of every duly elected representative of the American people and furthermore it could be
used as vicious propaganda by subversive elements in this nation
as well as our enemies abroad.
*
*
*
ITO OF OHIO
EVERYBODY PICKS ON UNITED ARTISTS
United Artists is facing litigation regarding their distribution
of TIME OF YOUR LIFE, ARCH OF TRIUMPH, and RED
RIVER. If they should lose these three their remaining resources
are only three features in their current backlog plus another four
now being edited. There are no pictures committed to United
Artists that are now in production, and the only way United
Artists' two a month release schedule could be maintained would
be through buying completed negatives from other companies.
We understand that Jack Cohn, Vice-President of Columbia
Pictures, has made an offer of $2,500,000 for Chaplin's interest in
United Artists. Not many months ago the trade papers were full
of stories stating that Chaplin and Pickford had refused a
$12,000,000 offer for their interests. How the mighty have fallen!
Without holding any brief for United Artists, it would be
detrimental to the interests of independent exhibitors if United
Artists should be merged with one of the other film companies,
and we hope that some means , will be found for them to work
themselves out of their present difficulty. In our humble opinion,
this can best be done by a change in the administrative set-up
with an individual like Bill (Metro) Rodgers at the head.
2S

FORUM

Organization i^uHetini

OF EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
OVERHEAD SELLING EVIL
have been increasing demands by distributors for deThere
tails of the overhead of independent exhibitors.
exhibitors have cooperated and subIn some instances, where
mitted overhead statements, the mo.st usual result ha.s been a
are now wondertougher film deal for the exhibitor. These men
ing whether it was advisable to go along with the distributors
cut so fine that the "profit
because their film deals have been the
few, necessary theatre renot provide for
allowed them does
habilitation costs, and other similar items.
Overhead selling is extremely dangerous for the independent
exhibitor because it permits distributors to meddle in the details
salaries paid, to object to deof theatre operation, to question ion
of accounts by audit or by
preciation and to ask for verificat
looking at income tax reports. Overhead selling furtner extends
the distributors in independent theatres withhip ofrisk.
partners
the out
any financial
Exhibitors must ask themselves:
1. Can the distributors, on their record, be trusted
with this very confidential information?
reduced to a subservient, ser2. Do they want to be
vile position in the management of their own
theatre?
»
•
•
Y
JERSE
ALLIED OF NEW
16MM THREAT
A meeting of the Allied Theatre OwTiers of New Jersey was
held at the Newark Athletic Club, Newark, N. J. on Tuesday,
Lachover by president Edward guests.
January 13th and was presided
s and exhibitor
man to a large group of Allied exhibitor
16mm
of
threat
new
the
of
Lachman warned the membership
in bars and cafes in addenda to telebeing
picturesvision
are now confronted with.> He statea that a
which weexhibited
spokesman was contacted in the New Jersey Alcoholic Beverage
Control and they looked with disfavor on 16mm films being shown
in bars and grills. The membership is requested to inform this
organization of any such showings in their respective areas, so
we can compile the proper data. He also reported that a con.as Films Center, Inc., is in a position to secure feapany known
tures and shorts as early as 18 months old which will be availablein
with equipment and operator on a rental basis which will be
direct competition to the legitimate motion picture theatres. The
vehement in their denunciation of any dismembership was most
tributor who was short sighted enough as to supply this company.
It was also stated that this office was making a survey of those
16mm activities and a furengaging indate.
who are now at
Idistributors will
a later
be given
ther report
gave
Mr George Gold, chairman of the Legislative Committee,
proposed
a report that his committee is prepared to meet any
His machinery has been set up.
legislation concerning theatres. next
be held
meetingred
ed that
suggest
. in Trenton
He likewise
hip the
with
which the
members
concur
^ .
d by
presente
were
on
conventi
1948
the
for
plans
ive
Formulat
the Hollywood
the chairman, Wilbur Snaper. He stated that
Hotel West End, New Jersey was secured. The date will be
that the entire hotel and its faciliJune 28-29-30. He also stated
Allied for this convention.
ties were taken over by
*
*
*
S OF N. CALIF.
OWNER
RE
THEAT
INDEPENDENT
WAKE UP, HOLLYWOOD!
"The recent Anti-Commie hearing in Washington placed our
business in a bad light with the lawmakers and our customers,
to make pictures which incur
the public. The producers continueons,
such as the P. T. A., the
the wrath of many fine organizati
condition that Goverthis
is
So serious
of Decency,
Legion
e blamed the motion pictures as
Conferenc
Crime etc.
nor Warren's
being a major factor in contributing to the delinquency of minors.
The Hearst newspapers printed a front page editorial suggesting
have forFederal censorship. All this, because the producers
IN
gotten they are supposed to make pictures which ENTERTA
and not exploit the baser things in life. WAKE UP, HOLLYWOOD, before it is too late."
ALLIED

ERROL

FLYNN

Warner Brothers has just given Errol Flj-nn a new 15year contract which will pay off at the rate of 8225,000.00 toa
year. It also specifies that FljTin wUl only be required
"work 14 weeks a year. The other 38 he can rest up.
How much worse can he get at the box-oflice in 15
—Allied Rocky Mt. Bulletin
years???
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The

Senator

Was

Indiscreet

Times puts it: "Unless this
country lacks humor (which has
been a moot question of late • .
it should get a great deal of
amusement from 'The Senator

most hilarious screen portraits
ever created. When the good
Senator denounces both inflation and deflation, but takes a
firm stand in favor of just plain
"■flation"'. it is a lampoon of
every comic political figure
ever satirized in play, cartoon
or written word. He advocates
health legislation assuring every
one a normal temperature. He
speaks to Indians and Malayan?
in their native tongues. Anything, in other words, for a
vote. And he has a knowing
eye for a pretty gal.

\^ a« Indiscreet ."
^ ith William Powell turning
in what many consider the best
role of his long career, the character of bumbling Senator Melvin Ashton becomes one of the

The campaign prepared bv
the U-I publiciteers gives the
exhibitor plenty of material
into which to sink his teeth.
Just a few of the ideas are covered on the opposite page.

True, there have been complaints from some quarters that
this movie pokes rather sharply
Ijarbed fun at people in high
places, but it cannot he denied
that Universal-International has
delivered one of the season's
funniest films.
As the critical Mr. Boslev
Crowther of the New York

-EXPLOITATION

PrGss

Bnnk

Dn

'Senator

First-Rate;

/CREDIT the Universal - International
boxofficers, under the direction of
John Joseph and Maurice Bergman,
with fashioning the most compact, effective press book (Showman's Manual,
U-I calls it) seen in months on the
comedy hit, "The Senator Was Indiscreet".
There is an abundance of fine newspaper ads and the variety in layouts,
captions and sizes is unusual. (Several
are shown below in reduced size) . The
showman who fails to use some of these
ads at least a week before his opening
date will miss a great bet, for they are
bound to build up tremendous advance
nterest.
The Showman's Manual also is bulgng with a concentration of clever exploitation stunts that should stir comment and sell plenty of seats. In addition to those illustrated on this page,
there are a couple dozen other ideas,
ny one of which will focus a commu■nity's attention on the forthcoming arrival of that pompous, lovable old hum)ug artist. Senator Melvin Ashton, as
plaved to the hilt by William Powell.
FAMOUS NAMES
Not all the name value connected with
"The Senator Was Indiscreet" is i:i the cast.
George S. Kaufman, the director, has written some of America's greatest plays, such
as "Dinner At E'aht." "You Can't Take It
With You" and "The Man Who Came To
Dinner." Charles MacArthur, author of
the screenplay, is famous for ''Th? Front
Page," among others. Nunnally Johnson,
the producer, is a famous personality and
wit in ofhistheir
own names.
right. Don't overlook the
value

PICTTOE-

Designed

FRONT

IndiscrGGt'

Was

DISPLAY

For
Laughter!
STRE£T
BALLYHOO

A sound truck decorated in political campaign style would be a great eye and ear-catcher.
Banner a few comedy, slogans across it like:
ASHTON SAYS AMERICA NEEDS A GOOD
FIVE CENT NICKEL! Or. perhaps: ASHTON
WANTS TWO FAMILIES IN EVERY GARAGE!
The coming presidential campaigns make this
type of ballyhoo particularly timely.
Dress up the theatre front in gay. comical
political nvood. Stream a banner across the
marquee reading: VOTE HERE FOR THE
SEASON S COMEDY HIT! Use pennants with
piclures of Powell and funny slogans under
them.
Over a large ballot box place a sign reading:
WHO'S YOUR CHOICE FOR AMERICAS
FUNNIEST MAN? . . . YOU'LL VOTE THE
POWELL TICKET AFTER YOU SEE 'THE
SENATOR WAS INDISCREET!'
N. Y.

'

THE MEN
BEHIND
THE CAMPAIGN

PREMIERE

Broadway
premiere that
at Loew's
wasThebacked
by a campaign
includedCriterion
several
effective stunts and promotions. The scandalous
d'ary compiled l)y Senator Ashton was the basis
of a window tie-up with the F. W. Woolworth
Stores. Posters showing William Powell writing
in his diary were used to advertise Woolworth
diarits. The tie-up was also made with book
and stationery stores.
In the lobby of the Criterion in advance of
ihe open'ng a contest was held asking patrons
til
famous
campaign
slogans.
Pairsidentify
of passes
were polit'cal
distributed
as prizes.

JOHN JOSEPH
A'ofV. director advertising, publicity and
promotion
MAURICE
BERGMAN
Enytcrn advertising;, publicity director
HENRY A. LINET
Eastern advertising manager
CHARLES SIMONELLI
Director of special events

mw

What

the Netospaper

Critics Say hbout

Neiu

F/lms

'Paradine
Case' Called Slick, Fascinating
The Selznick polish and the Hitchcock suspense are the chief
"Beauty tpchniqtie, and productive elegance preserved a la
ingredients in the New York critics' analysis of "The Paradine
actors."
Hitchcock, visually enticing but thin in substance," us the Post's
Case" and both emerge slightly scarred but, triumphant after runAr-cher Win.sten's voidict. The director has made "a silk piirsc
ning the reviewers' gauntlet. £"!me took issue with the fact that
out of the tradition-il material," says the Post's critic, 1
3 courtroom is the lestrlcted background for virtually the entire
Hitchcock for his craftsmanship in maintaining interest d'-.-piV'
picture, others lauded the masters' achievement in meeting the
*1alk rather than action." and coming up with a "civilized, intellichallenge.
adult" film. Cecelia Ager calls it "as high-tone^ a movie as
Decrying its "circumscribed" action and length, but admitting
PMgent, reviewer
has ever Jtoomed out of Hollywood, bursting with stars, .sheen, ficits "artistry, imagination and resourcefulness," the Herald Tribune's
Howard Barnes gives if his seal of approval as a "fascinating
tion, tension, pa.ssion and so forth and .so forth," a typical exampUmovie," done with all tnc Hitchcockian touches and fortified by a
of Hollywood escapism, "eminently saleable, luxuriouusly obvious,
Sterling cast performing impressively.
endearingly nostalgic of the good old days, good and juicy and
Bosley Crowther, thf Times' terror, grudgingly admits the
ability of producer and dir ector to get "as much tension in a courtThe Journal American's Rose Pelswlck and the Sun's Eileen
Creelman both go oveiboird for i,he picture. Miss Pel.swick names
room as most directors .•'-aiild get in a frontier fort." He calls it a
"slick piece of static entertainment" with a story that is neither
it "spellbinding entertainment . . . right out of the top drawer,"
"significant" nor "too-vvell-writt en," but nonetheless "fitfully inwhile
grand."Mi.ss Creelman blcs.ses it with "typical Hitchcock, rich in
triguing." He also gr-ants Hitchcock credit for the manner in which
characterizaton, tense with drama" and offered "with the smooth"he has pulled some distinguished work out of his cast of brilliant
ness expected of Hit<;hcock and Selznick."
'GOOD NEWS'
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
"Ouch numbers as 'The Best Things in Life Are Free,' 'Just Imag^ ine' or 'Varsity Drag' are still singularly captivating after two
decades. They inspire the brightest interludes in a dull song, dance
and football motion picture."— BARNES, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Oongs are as vibrant and iively as ever. The new adaption simply
has written away the .<;pont.Tneity and lost the headlong glee
in having a good time. The merriment now is so carefully planned
it becomes synthetic."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"/^Idhumors
plot toarework
out in inferior
a rigidlyto old-fashioned
style. And the
obviously
the frequent interjections
of
dance . . . But the old tunes are .still full of fragrance . . . Pleasures
of reminiscence wihich the picture affords are worthwhile. As for
the untraditioned youagsteis . . . the star's and the dancing activity
should adequately satisfy."— CROWTHERS, N. Y. TIMES
"T ight, effervescent thing which entertains all the way." — CON
RAD, N. Y. DAILY MIRROR.
'"t ively action, lilting songs and brisk dance routines, all of which
arid im to seasonablv say and lighthearted entertainment."—
PELS WICK, N. Y. JOURNAL-AMERICAN.
'"TPhere must be people who care for pictures that have the quality
of a candy stick, hard, bright, decorative and wholly lacking
in substance. 'Good News' vv.is made for them, not for this reviewer
•.vho
leaden amatoiy gyrations empty of meaning." — WIN.?TEN,found
N. Y.its POST.
"/^oes in for cuteness and rythm rather than loud laughs and
^ singing . . . None of the voices are particularly good, from
Miss Allyson's husky tones to Mel Torme's mannerisms. But they
do quite well, N.accompanied
by a lively spirit and good looks."—
CREELMAN,
Y. SUN.
PIRATES OF MONTEREY'
UNI V E RS'AL-INTERN A FI ON AL
'■piods
the rutcostume
ground operetta
out by afilling
thousand
pictures
before toit
... onOldin style
without
the music
excuse its familiar convenf^ions. performed in the manner of a
third road
AGER,
PM. company that's been out with the show too long." —
'"T^here is no point at v/hich you can sink critical teeth into this
kind of tinted mush. Such matters are handled more exnedi■iously
POST. -with the descriptive cr synoptic shovel." — ^WINSTEN, N. Y.
■'por the youngsters . . . Al! adventure, pretty much cut to a studio
pattern . . . Youthful audiences may tire of the constant talk
,^bout love. They should like the lights and the confusion." — ^CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"X^atuous acting, writing and directing tied into an untidy Technicolor bundle . . . Combine horse opera with a reconstruction
of
historical
events in California in 1840."— BARNES, N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE.
'"Uesemljles nothing so much as a fancy dress ball . . . Sets are
pretty and the Tijchnicolorc are bright . . . Couple of gun and
fist fights that mav intei'est the ?mall fry in the audience." — PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL-AMERICAN.
32

'THE EXILE*
UNI VERSAI^ INTERNATIONAL
""LJardly the action-packed, swashbuckling adventure for which
the elder Fairbanks was noted. . .Ambling tale. . .long on discourse and short on swordplay."— WEILER, N. Y. TIMES.
"Ccript is weak. . .Period picture with as much swordplay and
^ bowing
MAN, N. Y. from
SUN. the waist as the audience can take."— CREEL"Amiably adventure yarn ..Some brisk moments. . .Pretty much
on the talky side." — PELSWICK,
N. Y. JOURNALAMERICAN.
"/Contains little sv/ash, and buckles badly in almost all the de^ partments of film making. . .Fairbanks has attacked a film
fare of inherent spice and flavor. In his first attempt, he has
apparently TRIBUNE.
bitten off more than he can chew." — BARSTOW, N. Y.
HERALD
"■pretty fair entertainment if you come to the theatre fully deto check your thinking cap at the door." — COOK,
N. Y.termined
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
'TYCOON'
RKO-RADIO
"Clow and overlong. . .Halting, -wordy and familiar escapist item
N.'-^Y.hardly
TIMES.worth all those expensive trappings." — WEILER,
"Average, unintelligent, undistinguished melodrama. . .A film
running two whole hours anc' eight, costing hundreds of
thousands of dollars, yet saying nothing whatever, giving no real
pleasure. Blo-wn up into a mighty Technicolor epic, 'Tycoon' is
still flea-sized."— PECK, PM.
"TJlenty of action here, all told in a simple-hearted, rather oldstyle... at much too great a length." — CREELMAN,
N. Y.fashioned
SUN.
'"-Tripe
in color and spades." — MAYNARD, N. Y. JOURNALAMERICAN.
"Qpends two hours building up to a spectacular climax that some^ how was omitted. '—COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"/~\ffhand, I can't remember any cinematic cliches that have been
left out of the Technicolor tract. By a generous estimate,
there is about a half-hour of entertainment in 'Tycoon,' but it
takes more than two hours to get it."— McCORD, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
'THUNDER CENTUTIY-FOX
IN THE VALLEY'
TWENTIETH
"l^oyly sentimental adaptation of Alfred Olivant's canine classic
^ ...Pulls most of the cinematic stops. . .Straggling and tepid."
—BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"picture to please any one who loves to cry over a dog and his
master."— CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"Come thrilling re-enactments of field trials. . .Great deal of or^ dinary fictitious and sentimental muck .. .Hackneyed and
spiritless."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"Come photogenic sheep, two beautiful dogs and effective Techni^ colored backgrounds are the chief attractions ..Gentle and
very
aimed at the juvenile audiences." PELSWICK,
N. Y. leisurely
JOURNALtaleAMERICAN.
FILM
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Adolph Zukor, chairman
mount Pictures, receives
75th birthday from the
company, Franlt Meyer,
chasing dept., who has
since 1913.

of the board of Paraoong:ratulatJ«ns on his
oldest employe of the
manager of the purbeen witli corporation

Herman Beiersdorf, Eag-le-Uon's former .Southdistrict manager
manager, by
has sales
been head
named A.E-L's
Western western
sales
W.
.Schwalbergr.

At the Xatioiuil ( Diileifiue of ( liiisthins and
•lews luncheon, simnyement division, hi New
York's Waldorf Astoria are ex-<ioverni>r llerl>ert Lehman, Hermann Place and Dr. Henry
>Iet'racken,

Dppinet Drive captains meet with KKO Kadio
distribution chief Robert .Mochrie: Charles
Boashere:, North-South; Nat Levy. East; Mochrie; Walter E. Branson, West, and Harry
Michalson, short subjects .sales
manager.
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ENTERPRISE 'ARCH', 2 MORE TO UA
With United Artists definitely set as the distributor for Enterprise's "Arch of
Triumph,'' a national advertising campaign topping the million-dollar mark has been
set by Gradwell L. Sears, UA president, who will personally supervise all sales and
marketing of the film. Details of the picture's release will be announced at a speciat
sales convention which Sears will conduct in New York shortly following huddles with
Enterprise distribution chief George J. Schaefer.
The negative of "Arch" was delivered to United Artists last week by Enterprise^
following decision to release the film through UA as originally planned had been
reached after a series of meetings in New York between Sears and Entei-prise toppers.
The decision was reached shortly after Sears had given warning that UA intended to
hold Enterprise to its commitment to deliver the film, in response to reports that th»
production company was seeking another outlet.
In addition to "Arch," Enterprise will deliver to UA two other films, "They
Passed This Way," and "So This Is New York." While Enterprise is now free to
negotiate a new distribution deal, Schaefer disclosed that it has promised to deliver
additional pic*ures to UA on a non-exclusive basis. The Enterprise statement urged
exhibltr> 'Ti\ r-g the "bulwark" of independent production.
Fo r-^ dlslri' utlon on the Enterprise productions named is handled by Loew'»
Internationci.
*
•
•
WARNER
PROFITS
'47 a UP
Warner Bros. Pictures,
Inc., and
subsidiaries,FOR
reported
net profit for the flscaV
year ending August 31 of $22,094,000, an increase of $2,670,000 over the preceding year,
despite decreases in the last two comparative quarters of the year, it was reported by
Harry M. Warner, president, in his annual report to the company's stockholders. The
net is equivalent to $3.02 per share on the 7,295,000 shares of outstanding Common
Stock and compares with $2.62 per share on the 7.402,180 shares at the end of the
preceding year.
It was also estimated that net profit for the first quarter of the current fiscal
year, ended Nov. 29, 1947, was approximately half the net for the corresponding quarter
last year. For the quarter ended Nov. 30, 1946, the net was estimated at $11,603,000,
making the profit for the first quarter this year approximately $5,800,000.
Gross income for 1947 was reported as $172^004.197. of which $164,643,273 wa.-*
derived from film rentals, theatre admissions, sales, etc. This compares with $165,533,006
for fiscal 1946, of which $158,613,438
from film• rental^, admissions, etc
* came «
YOUNGSTEIN ANNOUNCES
AD-SHARING POLICY
Eagle-Lion ad-publicity-exploitation director Max E. Youngstein's statement that
the company "will continue and expand its policy of sharing advertising and promotion
costs, dollar for dollar, with all theatres over normal house budgets on every major
film released by the company was greeted with enthusiasm by exhibitors, particularly*
in view of some recent company announcements that they were cutting promotionsharing with theatres.
Youngstein told a regional sales meeting in Dallas, Texas, that the company plans
to augment and increase all sums allocated for promotion to any amount deemed suitable for any individual engagement.
The company also announced plans to release 60 features during 1948, topping
the 1947 season's 56 by four. It was revealed that 11 of the features are already completed and awaiting release during the first quarter of 1948; four more are scheduled
to go into production this month and at least 10 others are ready for final script
treatments.
*
•
•
WB 'CAPACITY' SCHEDULE FOR '48
A capacity schedule of production will be the keynote of Warner Bros, studios
for 1948, with twelve productions set to go before the cameras in the first quarter of the;
year alone. Jack L. Warner, production chief, announced last fortnight. Important
recent alliances with Cagney Productions, Transatlantic Pictures Corp. of England',
Michael Curtiz Productions and United States Pictures highlight the new production
program.
Listing 40 pictures now in vaiious stages of preparation, Warner promised an
"all-ouf effort, v/ith "solid entertainment. . .the watchword." He also cited additions to
the Warner contract list, such as stars Gary Cooper, James Cagney, Danny Kaye,
ingrid Bergman, James Ste^vart and directors Alfred Hitchcock, Elliott Nugent. Henry
.'•Foster and Bretaigne Windust. *
*
«
The twelve pictures scheiuled for immediate production are: "Key Largo," starring Bogait, Edward G. Robinson, Lnuren Bacail and Lionel Barrymore; "Rope,"
Hitchcock directing and Stewart starring; "The 49'ers," Michael Curtiz produclngdirecting; "Until Proven Guilty," starring Joan Crawford; "Autumn Crocus," with new
star Viveca Lindfors; "The Fountainhead"; "Ethan Fromc|," Bette Davis starrer; "The
Story of Seabiscuit" in Technicolor; "The Turquoise," Errol Flynn and Claude Rains
starred; "Copper Hill," Gary Cooper; "Girl From Jones Beach." Dennis Morgan, Jack
Carson,
Janisproduction.
Paige; "June Bride," starring Bette Davis, and "Sunburstj," a Ranald
.itacDougall
*
»
•
FOX SETS 8 TOP PIX IN 2 MONTHS
With its 1948 release schedule stepped up to 48 pictures, 20th Centui-y-Fox will
iiave eight top pictures on its release schedule during the next two months, more than
33
at any time in its history, Andy W. Smitlj, Jr., general sales chief, announced.
(Continued on Page 34)

CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books A^ain Available as
premiums, give-aways at your Itiddie
matinees. Large variety, latest 48page news stand editions. Comics
Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St.,
New York, N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
Will lease or buy theatre in Eastern
Penna. or New Jersey. Write FB,
Box 72, Film Bulletin.
POSITION WANTED
Experienced theatre manager; aggressive showman; wants to buy and
book, as well as manage. Anywhere
in the East, FB Box 75, Film Bulletin.

THfATRE

MANAGERS

AND OWNERS
We thank all theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers
and for wrapping and addressing
all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday
each week.
•
IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.
•
HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., PUladelphiA S
1239 Vine St., Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers

DWINDABLE
DELIVERY

NEW

JERSEY MESSENGER
SERVICE
Hember Nat'l Film Carrl*ra
260 N. Juniper St.. Phlla. 7, Tm.
LOcuBt 7-M2S

OlS
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The line-up launching the nev/ year inchide-i: "Gentlemm's Agreement," "Captain
I'rcm C^astile," 'Forever Amber," and "Daisy Kenyon," all currently in special prerelease or first-run engagements. The others include "An Ideal Husband." starring
Paiilette Goddard, first of the Korda films under the 20th Fox-London Films agreement;
"Call Northsirle 777," starring James Stewart; "You Were Meant for Me" (Jeanne CrainDan Dailey) and "The Tender Years," starring Joe E. Brown, first of the Alson productions to be delivered by Edward
» L. Alperson
• under• his contract with the company.

SCULLY. BERGMAN
IN COAST HUDDLES
With Universal-International sales chief William A. Scully and Eastern ad-publicity director Maurice A. Bergman in Hollywood, U-I distribution policies were the main
topic in the series of .studio conferences by the company's toppers last week. Following the Coast huddles, Scully and Bergman will launch a series of sales meetings in
San Francisco, New Orleans ;ind Chicago.
Important releases for the next few month.-, on which distribution policies will be
set are: "A Double Life," "Naked City," "All My Son«." "Another Part of the Forest,"
'Up in Central Park," "Casbah." "Are You With It?", "Letter from an Unknown
Woman" and "Black Bart," all *
top-budget,»
big-star productions.
♦
GOLDMAN
AWARD
UPHELD
Triple damages of $375,000 awarded to William Goldman. Philadelphia exhibitor,
in December, 1946, must be paid by Warner Bros, circuit and 10 major companies, it
was ruled by the U. S. Third Circuit Court in that city last fortnight. The award
covers the period between November 9, 1940, and December 8, 1942.
The amount was awarded Goldman in his anti-trust suit against the chain and
the distributors charging discrimination against his E^-langer Theatre which resulted in
ills inability to acquire fiist-run product.
Goldman has another suit pending in Federal Court in Philly for triple damages
Joi- the period between December *
8, 1942 and
•December* 18, 1946.
SKOURAS, RUBIN HEAD BROTHERHOOD
WEEK
Chairmen to head the various committees appointed for the divisions for American Brotherhood Week, Feb. 22-29, were announced last week following a meeting
headed by J. Robert Rubin, national chairman of the Amusements Division, and Spyros
P. Skouras, national chairman of the Film Division. The week is sponsored by the
National Committee of Conference of Christians and Jews, with President Truman and
Robert P. Patterson, former Secretary of War, as honorary chairman and national
chairman, respectively.
The committee chairmen are as follows: Barney Balaban, Jack Cohn, Ned E.
Depinet, Ted Gamble, Jack Kirsch, Louis Nizer and Albert Warner, national associate
chairmen; David Weinstock, campaign committee; Sam Shain. exec assistant to m.p.
div. nat'l chairman; N. Peter Rathvon. Hollywood committee; Harry Brandt, exhibitors'
committee; Emil Friedlander and Will H. Hays, special gifts; Robert Mochrie, distributors division; Max A. Cohen, home office committee; Brock Pemberton, legitimate theatres; Silas Seadler, chairman, advertising and publicity; S. Barrett McCormick and
Charles Schlaifer, vice-chairmen, *
ad-publicity;
* Roger *Ferri. company publications.
ATTACK. DEFEND SENATOR'
Action by the board of Allied ITO of Iowa-Nebraska attacking UniversalInternational's "The Senator Was Indiscreet" and urging its members not to book the
film on the grounds that it was "a reflection on the integrity of every duly elected
representative of the American people," making it potentially "vicious propaganda by
subversive Johnson
elements,"
last week by the producers of the picture,
Nunnally
and was
Genecounter-attacked
Fowler.
Johnson declared, "If these exhibitors have actually seen the picture, which I
greatly doubt, this is the beginning of that censorship by fear and intimidation which
tiie Thomas committee will have imposed upon the m.ovies."
Fowler's statement called the picture's intention "pure entertainment and in nc
wise to reflect upon Congress as a body." Rather than causing damage. Fowler said,
the film "might well serve to remind the voters to beware of the occasional unfit
candidate who seeks to slip into *
office."
•
•
SEPARATE TRIALS FOR CITED TEN
The ten Hollywood movie writers, director and producer facing charges of contempt of Congress during the recent House Committee hearings in Washington, will
stand trial separately, beginning Feb. 9, it was ruled in Washington Federal District
Court Jan. 9. Each of the ten pleaded not guilty to the charges before Judge Richmond B. Keech, were fingerprinted over the objections of their counsel, Robert W.
Menny, and released on $1,000 bond posted in Los Angeles.
First of the writers to be tried will be John Howard Lawson, Feb. 9. Dalton
Trumbo's case will be heard Feb. 16; Albert Maltz and Alvah Bessie!, week of Feb. 23;
Samuel Ornitz and Herbert Biberman, Mar. 8, Dmytryk and Scott, Mar. 15; Ring
Lardner, Jr., and Lester Cole, Mar. 24.
Four of those cited have filed suit against the studios which dismissed them in
amounts aggregating over $4,000,000, and a fifth, Dalton Trumbo. was exi>ected to institute damage proceedings. Lardner, Dmytryk and Scott charged breach of contract,
and in addition to loss of compensation occasioned thereby, asked $500,000 for "loss of
artistic
and noprofessional
gratification,"butandsought
$250,000
"humiliation
and anguish."
Cole asked
monetary compensation,
courtforintervention
in what
he called
an illegal suspension.
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INDUSTRY
Free 'Stairway' Show
Boon, Says Exhibitor
The free pvblic showing of UniversalInternational's "Stairway to Heaven" in the
Auditorium, Fort Wayne, Ind., which created
a stir in exhibitor ranks, was q';.ite a success; and. according to the theatre's operator, might prove to be a boon to all the
movie houses in that city, as well as to the
distributor.
The picture played to 17,000 free patrons,
despitt bad weather, during its three-day
(Jan. 23-24-25) engagement at the Auditorium, according to Harvey G. Cocks, general manager of the Quimby circuit, which
operates four theatres in Ft. Wayne. The
free show v>fas arranged by him at the instance of owner Mrs. Clyde Quimby, who
way deeply disappointed when "Stairway to
Heaven" played her theatre first-run for a
full week, Jan. 8-14, to only 2736 customers.
Greatly impressed by the film, she instructed Cocks to re-bcok it for a free showing
in order to give the people of Ft. Wayne
an opportunity to see what a fine picture
they had missed.
Absolve!, U-I
Cocks told FILM BULLETIN that U-I is
"completely blameless'' for the incident.
"I guess I just didn't give them all the facts
when I booked the picture," he said. However, he expressed the opinion that movies
in general received a wealth of free publicity as a result of the free show.
"While I don't doubt that our 17,000 attendance out of Ft. Wayne's 150.000 population hurt some other theatres during those
three days, I am sure that the people of
our city have been made movie-conscious
thiough it," Cocks declared. "And Universal might find a flock of extra bookings resulting from the publicity."
The gratis showing of "Stairway" was
condemned by the Assccialed Theatre Owners of Indiana as "an immoral and unwar- ;
rantable shame on all the parties concerned." The Allied unit v/arned that it
was a precedent that can have "serious
consequences."
Goldwyn Has Supporters
In Blasts Against Movies
Samuel Goldwyn's periodical blasts against
the industry raise the blood pressure of a
lot of people in the various branches of the
trade fnd some film executives, as well as
exhibitors, would like to gag him. But
there is pro and con on the subject of Goldwyn. The irrepressible and outspoken producer is privately applauded by industryites,
who feel that some of the worst maladies
of movie business are due to a lack of frank,
even harsh, criticism.
Of couise, when Goldwyn's diatribes
reach the public press, the boxofflces of the
nation stand to suffer. However, his observations are hardly more disparaging than
those being printed by film critics in many
newspapers throughout the country and it
might be just as well to have the unkind
woids said by those within the industry .
In his latest dressing down, Goldwyn said,
"It IS a startling indictment of our industry
that with employment throughout the United States at its highest peak in history,
boxoffice receipts have been going down."
He called for an uprooting of inefficient
people "in high places" to improve the
quality of pictures.
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AD

MEN

FACE TOUGH TASK
Taking cognizance of the fact that motion
picture relations with th« pubKc and the
press today is at its lowest in years, t'ne
distributors' Advertising and Publicity Directors Committee last week voted to establish a permanent public relations suljcommittee, under the direction of Charles
Schlaifer, of 20th Century-Fox. This group
will serve with Maurice Bergman (U-I).
who was named chairman of the APDC at
its semi-annual election meeting Thursday
(29th), and its aim wiW be to halt the tide
of unfavorable public opinion rising against
the industry. Toward this end, the advertising-publicity men have requested an early
conference with Eric Johnston and the
MPAA Public Relations Committee, headed
by Nate Blumberg, president of UniversalInternational.
A herculean task faces the Bergm.anSchlaifer group, for the deterioration of
filmdom's relations with the ticket-buying
public is fast reaching the danger point.
It is manifesting itself in a variety of ways
— • a drop in attendance, a "bad press,"
threats of new taxation in many communities, etc. It will take a lot of industrious
fence-repairing by the publicity men to win
back many of the industry's old friends and
boosters.
Executives To Blaine
Blame for the current mess in which the
movies public relations now wallows must
be placed squarely on the shoulders of top
echelon executives, whose ill-advised and
short-sighted policies have dissipated most
of the good will built up through the years
of outstanding war effoit by the industry.
No one any longer pretends that the communist probo was not mishandled. That
portion of the public which is strongly antired still harbors the feeling that the film
studios are swarming with commies, while
liberal Americans are of the opinion that
the film leaders betrayed their own freedom
and film production henceforth will be subject to a subtle form of censorship by forces
opposed to liberalism in this country.
The intense economy program of the film
companies has been another potent factor
in creating a bad public reaction. An industry that still publishes roseate profit
statements, talks good cheer to stockholders,
publicizes quaiter-million dollar paychecks
for actors and a $25,000 advance to Lana
Turner for a little "vacation" in New York,
and announces handsome salary increases
for top executives, can hardly justify in the
public view layoffs of veteran employees,
such as clerks, salesmen, publicity and exploitation men. An industry that talks from
Hollywood about 2 and. 3 million dollar picmakeendsense
most itpeople
when tures
thejust doesn't
New York
criesto that
must
pinch pennies.
The general press response to this situation is probably best summed up by TIME
M:-ig';zine, which closed a recent article on
the economy "panic" with this observation:
"In the end, the real victims of the panic
might well be the moviegoers, who would
probably get poorer fare for their money."
Other Problems
Other problems the Advertising and Publicity Directors Committee will have to cope
with are the generally poor quality of film
product released in the past year — ■ a factor many exhibitors say is almost wholly
responsible for the current box-office slump
— and the adverse public reaction to ad-
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MESS

LOEWS
OK'S DIVIDEND
Loew's Inc. declared a quarterly
dividend of 37 '/i cents per share on
common stock, payable March 31 to
stockholders of record Mar. 12.

told the anRubin, v.p.,
J. Robert
meeting Friday
nual stockholders
(30th) that earnings for the first 8
weeks of the second quarter of the
current fiscal year show an improvement over earnings in the first quarter.
Divorcement

Bar To

Deals for RKO Sale
Despite all the speculation rife about
deals pending for the imminent sale of Atlas Corp. s controlling share of RKO, keen
industry observers discount them as just
so much talk. There is virtually no likelihood of Robert R. Young, Howard Hughes
or anyone- else taking on the deal at this
tin^e, in view of the implications in the
Government's anti-trust suit against the
majors, which goes before the U. S. Supreme
Court next Monday (9th).
Floyd Odium, head of Atlas, uttered a
mouthful when he recently said, "It is doubtful if any person or group of substance
within the industry has the combined money
and nerve to meet the faith of the Atlas
Corp. in the industry." But, while he attributed this lack of cash and confidence
to "the almost panicky conditions in the
production
end who
of believe
the movie
industry,"
there
are those
that that
is not
wliat he really meant to say.
Divorcement Threat
Since it is regarded as better than a 50-50
bet that the Supreme Court will sustain
the Department
of Justice's
that
divorcement
of theatre
interestsposition
is the only
cure for the ills of the industry, Mr. Odium
may very well have a film company without
theatres to sell, and he knows it. The
value of RKO will vary greatly with the
high court's decision and it would be too
rioky a gamble for anyone to buy now.
Furthermore, insiders believe that RKO
president N. Peter Rathvon still has first
crack at the deal and that neither Young
nor Hughes could have the company if
Rathvon wants it.
vanced admission prices demanded for several recent films.
The task of the APDC public relations
group will be all the more difficult as a result of the executive-commanded economies
that required laying off of the publicity and
exploitation men in the field. In his report
on APDC activities during the past year,
Schlaifer pointed out that he had made
several trips across the country to build up
goodwill. However, it is generally conceded
that this is too big a job for any one or two
men to undertake in the present situation
and that a full staff is needed to get effective results.
If the film companies had competent publicity men in the field, much more intimate
contacts could be established with squawking exhibitors, the apathetic public and the
critical press. Lacking adequate manpower,
the APDC will be hamstrung in its efforts
to win back the favor of these groups and
in the present economy-minded atmosphere
pervading the film companies there can be
little opportunity for the committee to perform its job well. Perhaps this will be one
of the points laid before Johnston and Blumberg when they meet with the admen's
group.

•DeJir''Eco
Sir;
nomized"

"Congnitiilations. In (:<ie
))ast I've noticed you havo
always been willinf? t>> C '11
a spade a sp^dr', but yi -jv
editorial in the JanU; ry 5
SOBJfCTS
issue, UNFAIR TO AMBRICA. rings tho bell wW^i
me since I am ar
By BARN
publicity-exploittit ion ui<...i
(the 'ex' is very recent, list day of October, which shjuld rt.\ f. .1
for whom I used to shout praise).
"Having put in some 20 years in the fields allied to .javeitisiHo'
in business, manufacturing and the entertainment industries, I
had come into this work with my eyes wide open — so I thon^ut
— and with the feeling that because I was known as a prodrw-r
that I could expect security as lonfi as I could prod'ice. Ticjii,
after a coiuple of seasons, came the dawn.
"This fellow worked in the don'.estic market, net the fOii.i.'n
...and he certainly was not at fault when studio production tca;\s
went bcserk with stockholders' moola...But he is the gruy ' ao
might be able to help the boss come out even on some bloopor.s.
"The g"ay who started the idea of a lilm depression in Uui<j:<
when the American market is still abundantly profitable rc il./
did a terrific job of selling the other sheep; he must be m^fii'.y
proud of the destructive chore he perpetrated on this arm of vl.e
great entertainment industry. i.
"I still am not located, but hope to be soon, and back in
line where a wliole industry may not be expected to follow tactics
like sheep
ovei a cliff 'bu.siness-wise' because the fclto.'/
abend
does running
so.
SHORI

"Thank jiou for telling the boys what they did to Uiemsolv.;.-,,
and to us! Please skip my name, if you use any of this."
"CURTAIN"-PULLING: 20th Ceiilury-Fox has a new pre^mir..group headache. The National Council of America n-Sovh't rrl»;iuishlp has go;ie all-out in its fight to have the company Mlthdi-rf»-,'
its forthcoming "The Iron Curtain" from distribution as "iniitiio j
to the aims and welfare of the U. S. and United Nations."
NCASF national chairman, the Rev. William H. Melish, wrot*^ lo
SpjTOP Skourap to halt the film's release, and with his pleiv luianswered last week, Melish took his case t-o MPAA prexy Kric
Johnston. Charging that the film violates the General AssenoWy's
"threat to t\ie peace" propaganda clause, as weU as a threa-t ro
"opening up additional theatres to .\merican product overseas."
the Council asked Johnston to present the matter to the MP.vA
board and to "exert the influenc« you possess to halt pubUc «xhibition of this film."
THE INDUSTRY LENDS A HAND: David O. Selznick
be chairman of the Freedom Train Committee when the fi.uitd
choo-choo rolls into Los Angeles, Feb. 23-25. L. A. Mayor Fletcher
Bowron made the appointment.. Spyros Skouras' latest ii: icy
drive chairmanship was announced last week as the 20th-Ffi3
prexy consented to serve as chairman of the NYC committee nf
American Overseas Aid - United Nations Appeal for Children...
The NCCJ's American Brotherhood Week campaign found Iv-o
more industry leaders serving as committee chairmen; Al Scb.'ralberg for Independent Producers and Associates, and William Grei'man as Laboratory and Allied Groups Division head ."Becan3 3
of his impeccable standmg as a citizen and parent in his coaimiinity; because he is truly representative of Hollywood; and because of his tremendous following among all ages of the Americ?ii
population," Gregory Peck has been named to star in the Ajuierican National Red Cross appeal film which the Selznick sttidios
will produce for showing during March.
"MOVIE PESTS" EXTERMINATORS
Those annoying creatures, movie pests, will be ext**!miiiated, if Chicago public and parochial school kids hav.their way.
Thr; Motion Picture Department, Illinois Federation ;»!
Womer'r Clubs, is conducting a "Movie Pests" Poster Coiit<>st among 7th and 8th grade students, the purpose beiiu';
to dramatize graphically what is most annoying to patrons.
Jack Kirsch, president of Allied Theatres of 111., hi.s
announced that tlic members ol his organization will cooperate in the contest by displaying winning posters in
their lobbies and awarding prizes to winners.
That stunt could stand some doing on a NATIONAl>
basts'.
4

Publiciteer

Speaks His
FILM CLASSICS ON SPOT

Piece

Jean Benolt-I^evj , of the I'liited Nations' Department
o. Public Information, a<'cuses Film Classics of misrepresenting supposed UN parti<'lpation In coiine<'tlon with its
picture, "Women In the Night." FC has be«-n publicized as
"based on the official files of the I'.N." B4'noit-I>'\ y denies
that the UN had an>-thing to do with films production, that
it ha' never been seen or appr(>\ed. "Any referenc4« to the
I'nited Nations is completely unauthorized," he diiolares.
THE TRAVKUKKS: Andy W. Smith. Jr., '^(rth-Fox sales topp:*r, is on the West Coast for conferences with Charles Skouras.
rW(; prexy Howard Dietz, M-G-M ad-pub rnaharajah, return - I
last week from a studio flyer, where he viewed "State of thiUnion," "B. F.'s I>aughter." and several other forthcoming biggi. s
...The same company's H. M. Richey is charming Charlotte exhibitor!, todaj and tomorrow Ci-.S), after a two-day session with
Rlchmoiul showmen a few d lys earlier . Spyros P. Skouras, 20th
Fox pr;"x.\, planed to Fngliind for conferences with J. Arthur
Ran'.i on tli;- pr«)p3sed merger of Gaumont-British and f)deon elicuifs. Skouras emphasi/,ed that his visit "has nothing \vhatsr)ever
to do with the British Ad Valorem lax". Charles Sr-hlalfer, 20thFox ad-publicity director, went to ( hicago personally to set up
plans for the world bow of "Call Northside 777."
UP AND ABOUT; Robert .Mcchrie, RKO Radio v. p. :n charge
was elected chairman of the MPAA'.s
of domestic distribution,
Distributor.'-. Committee for 1948. succeeding
Tom Connors... Al Sucliman has rejoin,"!
Er^glc Liop a.^ Eastern sales minager, sal*-chief A. W. Schwalberg di.sclo.sed la.st week.
With complete .-upei v ision over salcr in th'»
company's
exchangewillterritorie.'--.
The balance 11 of Eastern
E-L exchanges
be under
Herman
Beiersdorf. Western sale'^ head...
J.i:, J.onGrady,
20th-Fox' Riversick
District
an indeterminate
leave. manager,
Howard
Minsky, Mid-East Division hend taking over
. .Also at 20th-Fox, St. Louis brancn manager
MOCHRIE
Ben Reingold's request for retirement has
been granted with Gordon Halloran. former branch m.anagcr in
Des Moines, replacing. Ralph Piflow, Jr., goes into Halloian'.s
been upped to UA's Minneapolis branch
Ed Stoller h.as
old spot... succeeding
Ralph Cramhlet, recently named Midwest
manager,
district manager for the company ... Frank L. Noiris goes into
the office manager spot in E-L's Kansas City exchang*^.

TAPS. .. Jack Sichelman. 6.S, 20th-Fox assistant manager of
combranch operations and veteran of 30 years service with the
pany, died Jan. 2.3 in New York, after an illness of two weeks...
Maiiry Nunes, 50, executive producer of Longridge Productions,
Hollyan illness of several months, in KeUer,
succiimbcd Jan. 21, after Brookline,
Mass., Jan. 25. Harry
wood. Interment was at
former Universal Pictures publicist, in Cincinnati Jan. 'i4.
oZ.
Services were held at Floral Park, N. Y., last Monday Mfith).

TICKER TAPPINGS: There'll be nine from 20th Century-Fox
Smith
W'. in
and ofApril,
during isMarch
years
recentreveals,
company
for the Andy
high topper
a newsales
something
v-hich
and maybe an cmen of things to come — exhibitors hope. The
March releases include "Gentleman's Agreement." "The Challenge," "Half Past Midnight" and "An Ideal Husband." For
Scudda Hav!", "Meet Mc
April, "Sitting Pretty," "Scudda Hool "13
Lead Soldiers" .. .FDR
At Dawn," "Let's Live Again" and
made what for most German citizens was his first appearance o.i
the screens of Berlin on the anniversary of his birthday, January
30. when "The Roosevelt Story" opened, under auspices of thAmerican Veterans Committee's Berlin Chapter, proceeds going
to the March of Dimes and the infantile paralysis funds in Gerthe
coppedof the
Yearling"
. .M-G-M's1947"The
France. Council
and Picture
many, Britain
for Pictnie
award
Motion
Protestant
Year. The company's v.p. and counsel. J. Robert Rubir'. accepted
BROADWAY BALLY-BOYS ATTENTION!
The New York movie ballyhcoers. who have been in the
cconon-y doldrums these past few months, might sit up and
take notice of the flasliy. big-time marquee bally on RKO's
over in "sleepy'
"Tycoon" used on the Goldman Theatre
a town. Bill Goldman's exploitation crow, under
Philadelphi
direction of gen. mgr. Lvle Trenchard cooked up a huge,
the
animated. Hashing mining display that does everything bur
spr^y the populace with the ore. A real eye-opener, it goi
the picture off to a flying start for its Philly premiere.
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Guide

Ideals are like stars; you
will not succeed in touc}iinf(
them with your hands, but like
the seafaring man on the desert
of waters, you choose them as
your guides, and, following
them, you reach your destiny.
— Carl Schurz.
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"ARCH

POLICY

It is difficult to believe, in the light of recent experience, that any film
company would now undertake to force the odious advanced admissions policy
on exhibitors. Yet that is exactly what Enterprise Productions and its distributor, United Artists, apparently intend to do with "Arch of Triumph".
We recognize that Enterprise has a huge investment in this picture,
reputedly in the neighborhood of five million dollars. "Arch" may be something extraordinary; we do not know as yet. Of one thing we are certain: it
will be favored with an extraordinary exploitation build-up, since the campaign
will be under the guidance of Enterprise president Charles Einfeld, an extraordinary advertising executive. But demanding that theatres increase their
admission prices is not the way to get back that 5 million. That is the sure way
to retard the picture's general release and to delay by many months its play-off.
Within the past half vear there have been two samples of the advanced
admissions policy. One was SRO's "Duel in the Sun", the other Warners' "Life
With Father". The Selznick film enjoyed a degree of success, because it was
the first time that subsequent-run theatres were offered an opportunity to play
day-and-date with regular first-run houses. This was an inducement that led
exhibitors to buy the picture at the $1.25 scale and the public to buy tickets at
that price in their neighborhood theatres.
On the other hand, Warner Bros, set out to sell "Life With Father" on the
SI. 25 scale without offering the buyers any such inducement, with the result
that the plan proved a failure. Warners sales manager, Ben Kalmenson, found
that the vast majority of rank-and-file exhibitors simply will not buy a picture
on terms that require them to double or treble their regular prices. And, of
those who did play "Life With Father" on Warner terms, many learned by
expressions from an irate public, or by its even more eloquent absence, that
the hiked price scale is resented. People feel this practice is akin to the disreputable stunt of raising prices as soon as a few people gather in line in front of
a boxoffice.
Alert distribution executives like Paramount's Charles M. Reagan and 20th
Century's Andy Smith quickly took the cue and withdrew plans for this policy
on some of their pictures. Last week, Mr. Reagan told Film BLTLLETIN that
while he regards the forthcoming Technicolor production, "The Emperor Waltz"
as perhaps the greatest picture in Paarmount's entire history, he is not considering the advanced admissions policy on it. "This is certainly not the time
for that sort of thing," Reagan said.
Just how deep-rooted has become exhibitor opposition to arbitrary admission scale increases for special pictures was demonstrated by the reaction of Gus
S. Eyssell, ])resident and managing director of the Radio City Music Hall, to the
suggestion that he increase his price scale for "Arch of Triumph ". Denying a
published report that he had been negotiating for the picture on such terms,
Mr. Eyssell told Film BULLETIN, "I would not increase my admission prices
for ANY picture!" — and emphatically! We are sure that the vast majority of
exhibitors
the same resounding "No!" to any demands for admission
increases inwill
the give
future.
Even if "Arch of Triumph" is another "Gone With the Wind", certain
factors today make the Enterprise plan seem ill-advised. First, the public is
more cautious in spending its money. Second, the over-all quality of film product these past six months or more has been poor and many regular patrons are
squawking out loud and talking down the movies in general. La. t, and by no
means least, our industry is now experiencing the worst public and press relations in many, many years. Demanding double or treble regular admission
prices for a particular picture will be heaping oil on the flames now blazing
around the industry.
We strongly urge George J. Schaefer of Enterprise and Grad Sears of United
Artists to reconsider their decision. Not only will the whole industry benefit in
good will by their withdrawal of the policy they have announced, but we are
certain that "Arch of Triumph" will profit far more by a general release at
regular prices.
MO WAX.

'CALL NORTHSIDE 777' GRIPPING MELODRAMA
IN 'BOOMERANG' STYLE
Rates O • • generally; more if exploited
apparently insurmountable obstacles to se- film can be effective, as well as "Wante<
20th Century-Fox
cure the release of an innocent man conposters, etc.
111 minutes
victed of the crime. Underplayed throughBeginning with the killing of a policems
James Stewart, Richard Conte, I^ee J. Cobl),
out to excellent effect, both the Hollywood
in a Chicago speakeasy during the last da;
Helen Wallcer, Betty Garde, Kasia Ory,aplayers and a large cast of unknowns,
of prohibition, resulting in the conviction
zevvslil, Joanne de Ber;;h, Howard Smith,
(much of the film was photographed in Richard Conte for the murder and a 99-ye!
Chicago for added realism), give credible
Moroni Olsen, John Mclntyre, Paul Harvej'.
sentence, the story jumps 11 years when a
Directed by Henry Hathaway.
and creditable performances. A prodigious
ad
in the "Personals" column of a Chicag
series of climaxes is leavened with bits of newspaper
offering a $3000 reward for tl
humor
that
are
doubly
welcome
in
the
taut
Once again diiector Henry Hathaway ha.s
killer catches editor Lee J. Cobb'.s fancy ar
unfolding.
Many
scenes
are
actually
breath,
he assigns reporter James Stewart to tt
hit the bullseye with his documentarv-hke
taking, notably the inter'or of the StaLa
story. Stewart find^ the ad wa;- placed
treatment of a true story. "Call Northsido
prison, a session with a lie detector apparaa scrubwoman, Conte's mother, whose fait
777" is gripping, realistic melodrama, in the
tus
and
visits
to
the
saloons
around
Chicam
her son's innocence has prompted her
tradition of Hathaway's earlier "House On
save every penny for 11 years to amass th
tro'a stockyaid district. Credit 20th Century92nd Stieet" and "Boomerang," given addireward money. With the subsequent stor
Fox, producer Otto Lang and director Hatlitional box-ofnee power by virtue of James
away with a box-office attr-iction 'hit will
Stewart as star and a story that has unp. circulation 'ouilder, Cobb prods Stewaj
make both exhibitors and patrons happy —
deniable appeal to evei'y member of the
into pursuing the case and the latter'.s skej
not to mention the company's sales staff.
ticism melts
conviction
of Conte's
family.
make the Hathaway's
onlooker liveuncanny
with his ability
charactersto
nocence
ar, heinto
uncovers
details.
Balked ii
EXPLOITATION: Catchlines: "You Were
every turn by the inability to obtain evi
simply by sticking as close to reality as the
Thrilled When You Read the Sto-v in the
dence that would hold up before the pardo)
camera' can get is given full play in this Papers You'll be Fascinated When You
board and the reluctance of the police dc
story. Culled from an incident in Chicago
See It On the Screen!" "Exciting! .. .Stirwhich began when an ad appeared in the
partment to help a convicted "cop-killer,
ring!... and TRUE!" Play up the theme
Stewart finally uncovers facts that prov
of a mother's faith and sacrifice, slaving for
"Personal;." column offering .$5000 reward
for information as to the whereabout.'^ of 11 years to save up the money she offers for Conte's innocence, and, in a thrilling climaa
a reward for information that will free her
obtains the pardon. A touching finale ha
the killer of a policeman 11 ye'irs earlier,
Conte emerging from prison to his waitin]
the screenplay holds the snectitor engrossed
son from jail. Personal column ads similar
mother and the son he has never seen.
to the one that started the fireworks in the
as a reporter, played by Stewart, overcomes
'MY GIRL
Rates • •

TISA' 1900 PERIOD PIECE IS TEPID ENTERTAINMENT
generally; weak for action houses
photogenic than her supporting actresses,
in exploiting the film.
Warner Bros, release (United States
Gale Robbins and Stella Adler. Playing opAmbitious young imigree Lilli Palmer
Pictures)
posite her, Sam Wanamaker, newly recruit91 minutes
employed
Akim atTamiroff's
sweatshop,
al
ed
from
the
Broadway
Stage,
gives
a
comso does oddin jobs
night in order
to bring
Ulli Palmer, Sam Wanamaker, Akim Tamendable
portrayal
of
an
up-and-coming
ner
father
over
from
Hungary.
Weekly
she
miroff, Alan Hale, Hugo Haas, Gale Robbins,
law student. Best characterization, howturns over her scanty savings to amorous
Stella Adler, Benny Baker, Sumner Getchever, is that of Akim Tamiroff as a crusty
ell, Sid Tomack, John Qualen, Tom Dillon,
ship's agent Hugo Haas to pay for the pasSweatshop proprietor. Although considerSidney Blackmer, Fritz Feld, John Banner.
sage. When her boyfriend, brash wardabie pains have been taken to insure auueeier and would-be presidential-adviser.
Wrected by Elliott Nugent.
thentic atmosphere, much of the dialogue
Sain Wan?maker, antagonizes Alderman Al
and costuming is anachronistic. Elliott Nuan Hale and loses his job, she asks Haas
Ihis period piece with its weak title and
tc let her have $100 back So She can pay
gent s direction maintains the desired temmoderate cast offers slight divertisement
po: production quality is adequate.
for her sweetheart's correspondence school
EXPLOITATION: Stress the film s theme:
to all but nostalgic-minded patrons. One of
course in law. Haas obligingly refunds the
the recent pictures portraying modes and
America, Land of Opportunity. Herald the
money, but tricks her into signing a conadvent of Sam Wanamaker, one of the
manners of the turn of the century, "My
tract that wi'l put he'- father in his debt
for years. Wanamaker learns of this and,
Gir! Tisa" fluctuates between comedy and
stage's
new
luminaries,
in
his
first
importhr.thos, closing on a rather corny note. It
ant screen role. Go after the deservedly
finding Haas making unwelcome passes at
will register best in naborhood houses, while
1,1
ree
following
of
Lilli
Palmer.
John
GarLilli, beats him up. Haas retaliates by havaction spots will find it a weak attraction.
ing him arrested for assault and arranges
field's co-star in "Body and Soul." CatchBased on a play by Lucille S. Prumbs and
for Lilli to be deported as an undesirable
I ne: "A Girl Without a Country — She
alien. At end, Wanamaker. bailed out by
Sara B. Smith, Allen Boretz's script de- Won Her Way into a President s Heart."
pic'cs the trials and tribulations befalling
Circularize townspeople of Hungarian exTamiroff. boldly accosts U. S. President Sidan ambitious Hungarian immigrant girl.
traction and, if your community is served
rev Blackmer, in New York to welcome a
Lil!i Palmer, in the starring title-role, gives
visiting Prince, and gets him to intercede on
hv a Magvar-American new.=Daper. adverLilli's behalf.
a well-roimded performance, but is far less
tise in it and obtain the editor's cooperation
'THE • BIG
TAUT. WELL-ACTED. SUSPiNSE-lADEN —
Rates
• • CLOCK'
generally
are. Acting honors go to Else Lanchester
Paramount
and George Macreadv in kev .=upr)orting
95 minutes
roles.
John Latimer's screenplav, based on
Bay Milland, Charles Laughton, Maureen
Kenneth Fearing's novel, ranks with the
O'Sullivan, George Macread.v, Rita Johnson,
season's best. Settings are lavisli. nhotogElse Lanchester, Harold Vermilyea, Dan
raphv and recording of a high order.
Tobin, Henry Morgan, Tad Van Brunt, RichEXPLOITATION: Herald Milland perard Webb, Elaine Rile.v. Luis Van Rootezi,
formance as his best since "Lost Weekend."
Philip Van Zandt, Lloyd Corrigan, Margaret
Play up the spine-tineling supense. Sufo'estField, Henri Letondal, Douglas Spencer.
ed throwaway: Distribute cards resembling
Directed by John Farrow.
a dial and bearing the slotrpn: "I^ose No
Time — Look at 'The Big Clock"' or "Look at
'The Bis: Clock'— It's Time W^ell Snent "
Packed with supense, action, humor and
Publishing
tvcoon
production quality, this fast-paced melomost
successful
editorChirlc;
is RayLau^-bton's
Milland.
drama will command the attention of evei-y whose sixth sense — an antitude tr«ckin°:
audience and hold them fascinated. It suredown missing persons — has given Crimewavs
ly will rack up good grosses in all situa- Magazine the largest circulation of his ruthtions. Director John Farrow has done a fine
less boss' score of widelv-read nublications.
job in developing the tense situations, by Happily married for several years to Mauhis intelligently accelerated tempo, and by
reen O'Sullivan, Milland has never had a
his handling of each member of the pro- vacation — much less a honeymoon. So. when
ftoient and moderately strong cast. ExcelLaughton insists Milland again defer his
lent as Ray Milland and Charles Laughton
long-promised honeymoon to track down an6

CAN'T

MISS

other missing person, the editor quits his
job
and
a binge with his boss'
justdiscardedgoes
andon vengeance-seekinRT
girlfriend
Rita Johnson. . .and misses his all-important
"honeymoon" train. Following a round of
nightspots, they return to Rita's apartment.
Milland sobers up just in time to get out before he's seen by the arriving Lauo'hton,
come to give Rita her final check .Next day,
when Rita is discovered murdered bv a blow
from a sundial he'd bought for her the night
before, Milland knows Laughton is the killer. Unaware Milland is the man he'd seen
leaving Rita's apartment, Laughton assigns
Ohim to find the missing interlot)er and nin
the murder on him. Laughton pours all his
resources into the man hunt. While the
mounting pile of clues point to Milland as
the sole susoect. Milland franticallv tries to
prove Laughton's guilt, knowing that if he
fails, he'll be pinning the murder on himself. In a hair-raising finale, he succeeds in
extricating himself and bringing Laughton
to justice.
FILM

BULLETIN

-THE
Rates

NAKED CITY' GRIPPING. EDGE-OF-THE-SEAT MELODRAMA
generally; more in action houses
is heard at intervals narrating some of
Universal-International
wordless action and connecting sequences.
REVIEWS in This Issue
96 minutes
Jules Dassin's direction is of Academy
Call Northside 777
6
Award calibre. He has elicited superb perBarry Fitzgrerair, Howai'd Duff, Dorothy
Hart, Don Taylor, Ted De Corsia, House
formances from his players. Fitzgerald is
My
Girl
Tisa
6
Jameson, Anne Sargent, Adelaide Klein,
just right as s. good Irish cop on the job.
The Big Clock
6
Grover Burgess, Tom Pedi, Enid Markey,
Of the others, we can only say that you
The Naked City
7
Frank Conroy.
will be seeing plenty of them in films to
I Love Trouble
7
come. The screenplay by Albert Maltz and
Directed by Jules Dassin.
You Were Meant for Me
7
Mavin Wald is first-rate, fine movie mateIS a
rial. Througnout. "The Naked City' mucii
The
Smugglers
8
The late Mark Hellinger was a reporter
lagnificent job. It makes one so
Albuquerque 1
8
sadder about the loss of Hellinger.
who knew his New York and "The Naked
Adventures
of
Casanova
8
EXPLOITATION;
Feature
Hellinger
as
City," the last motion picture he produced
before his recent, untimely death, is a wonderfully exciting, on-the-spot melodrama of New York's Greatest Reporter Telling His
a relentless police hunt for a murderer, told Last and Most Exciting Story. Catchlines:
girl. There is House Jameson, a prominent
in the factual, yet tense and dramatic style
"The Most Exciting Man-Hunt Ever
physician who had treated her: Dorothy
of an expert newspaperman. Photographed
Filmed!" "The Heart of New York Ripped
Hart, who was a model where the dead girl
right in the canyons, the slums and pentOpen for All To See!" Point out that it was v/orked; Howard Duff, Dorothy s fiance, who
houses of the big city, it is edge-of-the-seat
filmed in N. Y. "on the spot."
keep? lying himself deeper and deeper into
entertainment that will hold all types of
trouble, and, finally the killer, Ted De Corsia,
The
story
opens
with
Hellinger's
voice
demoviegoers firmly in its grip from start to
scribing New York at one a.m., while the an ex-wrestler. The case breaks when Duff
earner-^ roams around picking up minor
he is a jewel thief who has been friendly
finish. Although the cast car 'iirdl-' be
with Jean, and implicates Jameson, who
classed as "marquee" (Barry Fitzgerald is incident:; a;-.;' pcpie. In an apartment, two
men are seen murdering a beautiful blonde
the only known name), this picture neverhad become intimately enmeshed with her.
girl. Lieutenant Barry Fitzgerald of the They expose De Corsia as the murderer. The
theles is going to roll up handsome grosses
on the strength of critical acclaim and warm
Homicide Department, r.rrives at his office latter, meanwhile, has been tracked down
and is assigned to the murder. Starting with
audience approval. The fine hand of Hellingby Taylor, but escapes. He is finally trapped
hardly a clue, Fitzgerald and his young as- on the Williamsburg Bridge, shot and falls
er
is
visible
throug-hout
the
film,
for
only
a
man who knew New York and the inner
sistant, detective Don Taylor, slowly piece
to his death from a high tower. The camera
then continues on its aimless way through
the puzzle together by tracing everyone who
workings of its homicide squad could unfold so realistic a .story. His off-screen voice had any contact with Jean Dexter, the dead
the naked city in the dawning hours.
'I LOVE TROUBLE'
as dual! er
Rates • •

CONFUSED

Columbia
96 minutes
Franchot Tone, Janet Blair, Janis Carter,
Adele Jergens, Glenda Farrell, Steven Geray, Tom Powers, L>'nn Merrick, John Ireland, Donald Curtis, Eduardo Ciannelli, Robert H. Barrat, Raymond Burr.
Directed by S. Sylvan Simon.
Everything that is peculiar to the overdone series of "private eye" pictures — everything, that is, except entertainment —
has been tossed into "I Love Trouble,"
Columbia's
to thispiles
type onof
movie. Thelast-gasp
welter addition
of confusion
thickly, the search for the missing beauty
goes hither and yon interminably, the girls
disdained by the cynical private detective
mount up to five, the hero takes his usual
beatings, and so on down the line. Where

REHASH

OF

PRIVATE-EYE

FILMS

in previous such films, interest was maintained despite the devious plot twists, in
this film it gets so one never really cares,
not even most of the players, apparently.
Performances are lackadaisical for the most
part, only Franchot Tone as the detective
emerging with any honor — praise indeed
lor a hackneyed role in a hackneyed film.
S. Sylvan Simon's directorial powers seem
unable to cope with Roy Huggins' confused
fcreenplay and the limited abilities of most
of the performers. The dialogue, which
tries haid to be witty, rarely comes off and
a stolid paying audience, such as the one
in which this reviewer sat, met the atfempts at humor with eloquent silence. On
a naborhood dual bill, this may be a fair
drawing card. If exploited, and it has angles, returns mav be slightly better.
EXPLOITATION:
The obvious gimmick

in this one is the five women who help or
harass detective Tone. The gals include
'juch eyefuls as Janet Blair. Janis Carter,
Adeie Jergens, Lynn Merrick and Glenda
Farrell and display of their obvious charms
is the logical exploitation. The title is another
ences do selling
too. point, since most movie audiFranchot Tone is hired by respectable
b'lsiness man Tom Powers to delve into the
background
wife,various
Lynn Merrick.
H's
..earch
leads ofhimhis into
tus3les with
btrong-arm men, mysterious women and, of
course, the police. After uncovering such
details as Merrick's bubble-dancing past, a
couple of murders, a bank account depleted
of $10,000, an assumed identity and other
sundries,
withconfersing
the so'.^ation
Vviien he Tone
traps comes
Powers upinto
the
murder of his wife.

-YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME' PLEASING NOSTALGIC MUSICAL
Rates • • • — except in action houses
and Miss Grain commands attention as his meet and dance again at the local chop
Twentieth Century-Fox
cornfed girlfriend. Oscar Levant, Selena suey parlcr, where Jeanne falls for his glib
91 minutes
line. When Dailey and his band move on
Royle and Percy Kilbride render commend10 Peoria, the smitten Jeanne leaves home
Jeanne Grain, Dan Dailey, Oscar Levant,
able support in lesser roles. Musical numBarbara I-awrence, Selena Boyle, Percy Kilbers, mostly of the 1920's, while still tune- after dinner, follows him to the nearby
bride, Herbert Anderson.
cit"'. Next morning her parents, Selena
ful, occasionally slow the picture's tempo.
Royle and Percy Kilbride, discover her bed
Directed by Lloyd Bacx)n.
Production values are adequate-plus, photolips not been slept in. Their horror is algraphy and recording Go
satisfactory.
EXPLOITATION:
after the oldsters
leviated on finding Jeanne and Dailey curlHeart-warming and homespun, this unas well as the teen-agers — the song hits
ed up on the living room couch, newlypretentious, nostalgic musical will prove
married. Her love returned, Jeanne tours
of two decades ago wi l anneal to both age
diverting to mass patronage. Appealing as
the country with Dailey and the band, loves
groups.
Play
up
the
singi~g
and
danc'ng
the excitement. Gomes the Wall St. crash.
of versatile Dan Dailey; the beauty and
it does to all ages and both sexes, "You
Were Meant for Me ' should do well in all talent of Jeanne Grain, and the comedy
Unable to obtain engagements, the band
but action and western spots. Jeanne
performances of Oscar Levant and Percy
breaks up, and Dailey moves in with
Kilbride. Have local Inquiring Reporter
Grain's click in "Margie" and Dan Dailey's
Jeanne's parents. Months of idleness do not
in "Mother Wore Tights ' gave them real
improve the dispositions of Dailey, his nowosk: "Do you think o'd songs like 'You
marquee value that will bolster this show
pregnant wife or her long-suffering parWere
Meant
for
Me'
better
than
today's
considerably. Director Lloyd Bacon has faents. Following a quarrel, Dailey leaves.
shioned from Elick Moll and Valentine DaInstead of goine to New York, however, he
Touring the countrv in "29, nationally
vie.s' screenplay an entertaining, warming
takes a job in Kilbride's brickyard. Later,
popular
Dan Dailey's band plays Bloomingand evenly-paced narrative of the pre-deton,
when times improve, he reorganizes his
hits?'typical midwest town. Opening night,
pression romance of a top band leader and
band and, accompanied by the adoring
pretty Jeanne Grain draws the luckv doorhis smalltown sweetheart. Dailey a^ the prize number — gets to dance with her
Jeanne, continues his successful band-leadjazz maestro romps off with acting honors,
secretly-cherished idol, Dailey. Later, they
ing career.
F E B R U A R Y

2 , 19 4 8
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'THE SMUGGLERS' BRITISH TECHNICOLOR
Rates • O j as dualler generally; more in art houses
E>ag:le Lion
K5 minutes
Michael Redgrrave, Jean Kent, Joan Greenwood, Richard Attenborough, Francis L.
Sullivan, Felix Ayliner, Ronald Shiner, Basil
Sydney, Frnest Thesig:er, Allan Jeayes,
Ralph Truman, David llorne, George Merrltt, Charles Rolfe, Lyn Evans, Herbert
Lomas, John Olsen, Maurice Denham, Torin
Thatcher, Cyril Chamberlain, Peter Murray.
Directed by Bernard Knowles.
This J. Arthur Rank import, one of t'lo
best in recent months, should help to batter down some of the American resistance
to British films. Its Technicolor is fai'
ahead of the Hollywood variety: its acting:
— even to the lowliest bit role - is up to
the highest British tradition; its production
quality is all that could be desired, and its
story by Graham Greene packed with adventure, action, suspense and sex. It has
elements that should get it better box-offico
returns here than most English films. Its
script, authored by co-producers Muriel and
Sydney Box, maintains a fast pace, vividly
and realistically depicts the adventurous

DRAMA

WILL

APPEAL

life of pirate-ridden England in the 1820's,
and contains situations and dialogue considerably more daring than one usually finds
in a British film. Bernard Knowles' direction is certain and sustained in educing
top-drawer performances from the large
and talented cast. As a 19th Century Sussex smuggler, Michael Redgrave gives one
of the best performances of his career. Of
equal merit is screen-newcomer Richard
Attenborough in the exacting ro'e of a
youthful smuggler-turned-informei . "The
Smugglers," despite several risque moments,
is not essentially an adults' picture, but will
prove entertaining to all age grroups.
EXPLOITATION: Play up the adventure
and romance, the magnificent Technicolor,
the grim and realistic portrayal of life in
lawless England in the 1820's. Catchline:
' The Unforgivable Sin He Broke the Law
of the Lawless, Facing Death for the Woman "He Loved." The film is based on a best.seller, "The Man Within" by Graham
Greene, author of such picture originals as
"Thit: Gun for Hire," "Confidential Agent,"
"The Fugitive."
Spineless young Richard Attenborough.
upon the death of his father, is taken from

a school he hates and put aboard his late
parent's smuggling ship by Ist mate Michael
Redgrave. Loathing the sea, Richard likes
Redgrave, who is trying to make a man of
him. Framed by jealous shipmates, he is
lashed by Redgrave for stealing. In revenge, he betrays Redgrave and the crew
to their enemies, the customs men. In the
ensuing raid ? customs man is killed, but
Redgrave escapes and, seeking vengeance,
pursues the youth who takes refuge in the
hut
of JoanSheGreenwood,
man's
daughter.
approves ofthehisslain
treachery,
persuades him to testify against the smugglers in court. Later, Crown barrister Basil
Sydney's comely mistress Jean Kent promises Attenborough her favors if he will testify against Redgrave. At the eleventh
hour his courage fails. Redgrave, disgusted at his spineless behavior, decides to
kill him. That night a murder is committrd, Attenborough is arrested and tortured, but refuses to implicate Redgrave.
At the height of his agony, he is saved bv
Redgrave confessing and set free. Redgrave goes to the gallows, hapny in the
thought the lad has at last found his manhood.

'ALBUQUERQUE' BIG SCALE PINE-THOMAS WESTERN COLOR
Rates • • -j- generally; O • • for action houses
its own in secondary first runs, and will do
robbed of $10,000 she is bringing to invent
Paramount (Clarion)
•.veil in action and rural houses. There are
!>0 minutes
m
her brother's freight business. Arriving
several action high points in the story — a in 'own,
Scott learns that his uncle, George
Randolph Scott, Barbara Britton, George
.->iambang fist fight between Randy Scott
Cleveland, who has sent for him to manage
and Lon Chaney, and a runaway mule"Gabby" Hayes, Russell Hayden, Catherine
Craig, Lon Chaney, George Cleveland, Karodrawn freight truck on a steep mountain
his business, is the hated czar of Albuquerlyn Grimes, Russell Simpson, Bernard Ne•oad — hut the screenplay by Gene Lewis
quether,
and the
rival inof the
Catherine's
brodell, Jody Gilbert, Dan White.
and Clarence Upson Young simply fails to
Russellbitter
Hayden.
ore hauling
coordinate the sequences to good effect.
business. He turns down his uncles offer
Directed by Ray Enright.
^!ome of the dialogue is quite corny, too. and joins forces with Hayden and Catherine. Despite the efforts of Cleveland and
Ray
out
.>f theEnn'ght's
material direction
at hand.getsThistheis most
the first
"Albuquerque" has all the ingredients
Ills henchmen, including the sheriff, the rival
needed for a first-rate big-time western —
firm grows. Cleveland brings into town
liig-scalemountPine-Thomas
production for Pararelease.
except a good script. There is the best
Barbara Britton, who gets a job with his
C'inecolor seen to date, some fine scenery
EXPLOITATION: Feature Randolph
LOmpetitois for the purpose of furnishing
and a capable cast headed by the marquee
aim with information about their operaScott; th° conflict between an old tyrant
nanrie of Randolph S^ott. But while the
tions. However, she falls in love' with Hay^
and the upstart who challenged his western
plot simmers, it never boils over into the
(len and quits Cleveland. In a showdown
sort of rousing action and excitement one
ompire; the magnificent color.
gun battle, the Scott-Hayden forces lick
has a right to expect of this kind of picture.
Randolph Scott is enroute to Albuquerque
Cleveland's gang and the old tyrant, himin
1878
when
the
stagecoach
is
held
up
and
."^elf, is killed. There is to be a double
For this reason, "Albuquerque'' does not
rate deluxe playing time, but should hold
his traveling companion, Catherine Craig, wedding in Albuquerque.

'ADVENTURES OF
Rates • •
generally

CASANOVA'

Eagle Lion
8S minutes
Arturo De Cordova, Lucille Bremer, Turban
Bey, John Sutton, George .Tobias, Noreen
Nash, Lloyd Corrigan, Fritz Leiber, Nestor
Piava, Jorge Trevino, Cliflf Carr, Jacqueline
Dalya, Miroslava, Rafa«l Alciade, Jacqueline Evans.
Directed bj Gavaldon.
Good production values, magnificent sets,
colorful costumes, huge crowds, a romantic
Story &nd a moderately well-known cast,
plus an intriguing title, should make "Adventures of Casanova" attractive screenfare
for general patronage. Backed by showmanship, the film should tally above-ordinary returns in most situations, scoring its
best gros.-^es in naborhood and small town
houses. Based on an original story by Crane
Wilbur, the picture has plenty of action,
humor, situoti-ns, twists and — as the title
would imply - - romance. Under Roberto
Gavaldon's direction, a well-balanced cast
8

COLORFUL

SWASHBUCKLING

gives realism to what would be, in less skillful hands, overly-theatrical portrayals. Costars De Cordova, Bremer and Bey play
their respective roles with apparent relish,
but the picture's highlight is the hilarious
f;omedy relief of George Tobias.
EXPLOITATION: Stress the fact this
was filmpd entirely in Mexico, a country
v/hose architecture and terrain most closely
approximate those of 18th Century Sicily
and MaltR, locale of the story. Play up the
exciting battle scenes; the lavish costumes
and uniforms of the period; the Sizzling
romances of history's most notorious lover,
and the outstanding performances of the
iarge and competent cast. Go after patrons
of Italian and Mexican lineage, circularize
teachers and students of literature and history.
To great lover-warrior Arturo De Cordova, romantically dallying in Malta, comes
his father's trusted aide, Turhan Bey, to
report the sad plight of his fellow-patriots
in their native Sicily. Told his father has
been slain by invading Austrians, De Cordova hastens to Sicily and leads the rebels
in daring guerilla warfare against Governor

ROMANCE

Llojd Coriigan's troops. Crafty Austrian
ambassador John Sutton persuades Corrigan s mistress to act as bait in trapping De
Cordova, but under the spell of the latter's
'.ove-making, she reveals the plot and helps
'.lim escape. Locked in her room because
she won t wed Sutton, Corrigan's beautiful
daughter Lucille Bremer changes costumes
and identities with her maid Noreen Nash.
De Cordova rescues the two girls, takes
them to the patriots' stronghold. There
Noreen, still disguised as her mistress, meets
her true love, Bey, finds she can't wed him
because she is commited to Sutton. Meanwhile,ha.<:
De Cordova,
Lucille's
disguise,
ardently piercing
wooed and
won her.
Challenged to a duel by Sutton, he arrives
too late; Bey has gone in his stead and been
killed.dova is Captured
men.sentenced
De Cortaken to by
the Sutton's
palace and
to hang. Rescued by Noreen and patriotspy George Tobias, he breaks into the bridal
chamber where Sutton has come to claim
Lucille, and in a thrilling duel kills him.
He and Lucille escape, subsequently wed
and, the revolution now won. is named ambassador.
FILM

BULLETIN

HIS

DIGfSI

Siimilel <;iil<l«.Mi tolil tli( (linli |)res> t)i;lt llivorct'iufiil is "essential ta the licaUli of nur industry," that retooliiiK (<> ilcnihle (|iialit.v aii<l
lialvr costs is i-einiired, and that <oiiipetilive
hiddinf; is "'■onnd in principle and can work in
pra<*ti<'e."

Milton S. Knsell (riK:ht). SHO v.j). in charge of
domestic and Canadian sales, and Sidney I>eiiean, assistant sales chief, help Valli read the
notices on !".er starrint film. "The I'aradine
Case," one of five annonnccd by Kiiscll for SKO
release dnrine the first haff of '4K.

Bi'Weekly Reuieiu of the Trade's Eoents
GOVT. TO HOLD FAST ON DIVORCEMENT
Divorcement of the distribution and production businesses of the Big Five from
tneir theatre operations by divestiture of their theatre holdings and a ten-yeai ban on
cross-licensing during the process will be the remedy asked by the Government in its
appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court next Monday (9th) when hearings on the industry
anti-trust case are scheduled to begm. The Government's argument was set forth in a
lS5-page brief, plus a 462-page appendix of documents and exhibits, submitted to the
high court the middle of January.
Divestiture is the only remedy by which competition can be restored in the domestic film market, the Government will argue. Competitive bidding, as decreed by the
District Court, is both unworkable and ineffective, according to the brief. The lower
court erred also, says the Government, in failing to prohibit cross-licensing and in
failing to "prohibit absolutely any further acquisitions of theatre interests by the major
defendants."
The brief points out that the existing decree assures the majors of distribution
control because they have a certain market in their own theatres. Competitive bidding,
it will argue, "does nothing to pry open to independent competition the market that
has been so long closed by the defendants' unlawful conduct." It holds that affiliated
tneatres, by outbidding independent houses, would lose nothing, since the extra revenue
they pay as exhibitors goes right back to them as distributors. It also called the competitive bidding system unworkable since all disputes would have to be settled by contempt proceedings instituted by the Department of Justice, a virtually impossible task.
The Government also takes to task the District Court's opinion that divorcement
would be harmful to both the defendants and the public, pointing out that independent
theatres have delivered public service comparable to affiliated houses. It further adds
that "only by assurance that the distribution field is equally open to all may the fullest
diversity of film content be had."
The cross-licensing ban asked in addition to divestiture as a "short-range remedy"
was called "particularly appropriate relief" since it is directed "at the very agreements
by which the defendants effectuated their conspiracy." Evidence as to "preferential
terms" offered other affiliated theatres, "conspiratorial prices, clearances and runs"
and other alleged conspiracy has been sulDmitted, the brief points out.
Earlier, the theatre-owning defendants each submitted its brief to the Supreme
Court, Paramount, RKO, 20th-Fox and Loew's denying the existence of monopoly,
and/or that divestiture was necessary. They charged that the District Court erred in
enjoining the exhibitor defendants from expanding their theatre interests, as well as
joint ownership with independents. The Big Five alMi held that competitive bidding
should not be adopted as the only licensing procedur^
Also contested were decree provisions on minimum admission i prices, clearance
(with the burden on the distributor to sustain its legality), elimination" of arbitration,
the ban against block-booking, and other points previously detailed in earlier appeal
documents.
Signatories to the Government brief were Solicitor General Philip B. Perlman,
Asst. Attorney General John F. Sonnett, and special assistants Robert L. Wright, Kenneth L. Kimble, Herbert Borkland, Stanley M. Silverberg, and Philip Marcus. For the
defendants, signatories included James F. Byrnes, 20th-Fox; Williarn J. Donovan,
George S. Deisure, Ralstone R. Irvine, Gordon E. Youngman and .Roj^ W. McDonald
for RKO; Whitney North Seymour and Louis Philips, Paramount; John W. Davis and
•
•
•
J. Robert Rubin, Loew's.
BOTH BRITISH AND MPAA CHARGE
'SQUEEZE' TACTICS
Charges and counter-charges of "squeezing" were hurled on both sides of the
Atlantic last fortnight as the situation created by the British ad valorem tax and
consequent MPAA embargo on film shipments to Britain continued its impasse.
In reply to British Board of Trade president Harold Wilson's charge tliat Hollywood was trying to "squeeze" the British Government into lifting its 75 per cent duty
on foreign film imports, MPPA prexy Eric Johnston countered that it was Britain who
was "doing the squeezing," leaving American companies no alternative under the tax
but to halt shipments or "operate in Britain only at a heavy loss." Terming- Wilson's
accusations before the House of Commons "misleading," Johnston claimed the choice
was between "this prohibitive tax and a workable alternative. Britain's expenditure
for American films is a tiny percentage of its total import costs," he noted.
Wilson declared that Hollywood pressure, which he charged took the form of
deliberately delaying negotiations on the future export of American films to Britain to
create an artificial shortage, would be in vain. He said the British Government was
prepared to make "any reasonable arrangement" which would allow extra earnings for
foreign films to be taken out of the country to the extent that British films earn more
money Johnston
overseas."challenged Wilson's statement that American film distributors had not
offered alternative plans. He said an alternative was the "sensible" way to reach agreement, adding, "On our part, the door remains wide open to working out an alternative."
A special meeting of the MPEA, called by Johnston, was attended by Fayette W.
Allport, MPAA European manager, who flew to this country with a report on the situation, but no change in the situation
the emergency meeting.
•was evident
• following
•

Miiiirice B< rgman, Eastern advl({--publicit.v director for Cniversal-Intcrnational, was elected
rhairinan of the Advertising and rnblicity Directors Committee of the motion picture imlustry at meeting last Thursday.
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MYERS FORSEES GOV'T VICTORY
Addressing the 10th annual general meeting of Allied Theatre Owners of E.
Penna., in Philadelphia last Tuesday (27), A. F. Myers, general counsel of the national
(Continued on Page 10)
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C'harICK At. KeiiKaii, vico-prcsiih nt anil c< iirral
sales head
<>f rarainoiinl. told
III I.I, KTIN (!<;!( Iiis roini'aii.v is iiol < I-'II.M
onsideriitK the
advaneed admissions [loliej lor aii.v
of its foithcoiniiii; product.

Ned K. )>ei>iiiet (riBlit). KK«> exeeiiti^e v. p.,
receives Walt I>isne.v's "Moiisear" on the oeeasion <«■deal
the with
I'itli Disney.
aiiiiiversar.v of KKO's distribiitinjf
William I.ev.v. Disne.v
n'orl<l-»'ide supervisor, makes tiie presentation.

First Recognition Award to a film executive
the National Congress of American Indians b.vis
bestowed on Steve Broid.v, president of .Allied
Artists,
makers of "Black Gold." Nipo .*itrongheart
tively. presents and El.vse Knox adds decora-

Klia Ka/.an after a4-oeptlng thf> NY Film Critics
Award a« the best director of J94" for his direction of 20tli-Fox's "Oentleinan's Agreement"
and "Boomeran
g."
It

DIGEST

(Continued from Page 9)

organization,
predicted
the Government anti-trust suit against the major film
companie.s
would
result that
in divorcement.
He told the gathering of some 50 theatre owners that by the time he met them
at their 1949 convention, the industry would probably be functioning on an entirely
tiifferent basis than the present .set-up.
The members also heard a report on the organization's activity during the year
\>y Sidney B. Samuelson, general manager. A unanimous vote of confidence was given
Sa.niuelson and National Allied. Also approved by imanimous vote was formation of a
buying and booking organization, with Samuelson at the helm.
Myers, in his address, quoted statistics to prove the majors' "monopoly" in distribution. He pointed out that in 1945 the five theatre-owning companies had 3,137
theatres, which, while they represented only a fraction over 17'/7 of the total number
of movie houses in the country, paid 45% of the domestic film rental of all the major
distributors. He said also that the Big Five hold interests in 70% of first-run theatres
in American cities with populations over 100,000. Through this control of first-run
iiouses, upon which all distributors rely for the bulk of their revenue, the Big Five
dominate the entire industry, Myers declared.
He termed the Government's brief, filed with the Supreme Court in the antitrust case, "brilliant."
Myers also praised the Allied regionals, saying that it was their work that made
the national organization tick.
The meeting was polled on "the company you consider the worst to do business
with." Universal won this dubious distinction, with Columbia a close second.
Re-elected for a 3-year term to the board of governors, which will meet Feb. 3,
weie: Ben Fertel Milton Rogasner, Morris Wax, Larry Woodin and Joseph Greenberg.
I. Edward Capner was elected to fill a vacancy for two years. Alternate governors reelected for a one-year term included Robert Budd. Harold D. Cohen, Harold Hirschberg,
Wm. G. Humphrey, Geo. L. Ickes, Max Korr, Thomas L.azarick, David S. Moliver, George
Rioster, Mark Rubinsky. Leter Stallman and Thomas T. Thomas. New governors for
a one-year term were Cecil Felt, Oscar Forman and H. Palmer Lippincott.
•
•
•
FILMS TO BE CHEAPER AND BETTER— JOHNSTON
Spurred on by foreign market losses, Hollywood is trimming costs, eliminating
waste, reducing
shootmg
schedules,
all built
up pictures
during the
war years"
and introducing efficiency
methods
to produce
better
at "lush
less cost,
Eric Johnston,
MPAA president, told an assemblage of the Protestant Motion Picture Council last
week.
Council
presented M-G-M's "The Yearling" with its first annual award as
the
bestThe
picture
of 1947.
Johnston denied reports that the industry was in a state of wild alarin or that
the current Congressional probe had frightened producers into dispensing with controversial themes. He predicted that "all the hopes and plans of Hollywood and the
future of the country itself center on successfully combatting the threats of censorship
for communication industries." He also lashed out at "typical" gangster films, voicing
his belief that "bigger gangsters loose in the world., greed injustice, intolerance, selfishness" should be important in •
the list of •
themes for• Hollywood production.
UNIVERSAL GROSS UP, NET DOWN
Universal Pictures Co., Inc., hit a new high in gross revenues for the fiscal year
ended Nov. 1, 1947, increasing its take to $64,958,405, compared with $53,934,865 in the
preceding year, J. Cheever Cowdin, board chairman, and N. J. Blumberg, president,
announced after
in the
company's
releasedwith
lastthe
Thursday
however,
taxes,
showed annual
a drop report
of $1,325,202,
net for (29th).
the last Net
fiscalprofits,
year
at $3,230,017.
According to the report, most of the increase in gross business was due to revenues from the company's newly-established 8 and 16mm film division and by increased
volume from distribution of the J. Arthur Rank productions. Operating expenses, however, zoomed to a record $58,883,164 compared with .$45,169,152 for fiscal 1946. Of this
increase, approximately $10,000,000 was accounted for by higher amortization charges,
including amounts accruing to outside producers and operational expenses of the substandard subsidiary. Another important factor, the report stated, was the unusual
expenses involved in changing the company's production policy and distribution methods, which included the elimination of so-called "B" pictures, westerns and serials.
However, the report discloses, the studio is now producing pictures at "substantially
less cost" than last year. Further reductions are being effected, the report added.
The company will release 25 productions this year, of which 15 have already been
completed, according to the report. The roster is largely composed of films based on
Broadway hits and best-sellers.
The new selling methods occasioned by the industry anti-trust suit has involved
considerable expense, the report declared, and has necessitated a large inventory of
pictures. Inventories, production advances to outside producers, etc., at the fiscal
year-end totalled $32,880,747 against $25,248,364 the preceding year.
The company's progress m distributing the J. Arthur Rank productions is contmuing, said the report, and the 8 and 16mm subsidiary. United World Films. Inc.,
though still in the developmental stage, already is on a profitable basis.
•
»
•
ASCAP ILLEGAL LICENSING CLAIMED
ASCAP may be asserting the right to license over 13,000 uncopyrighted compositions, A. F. Myers, National Allied general counsel, estimated in a bulletin in which he
(Cotttinued on Page 18)
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THOSE "COSTS" AGAIN!
ALLIEB ROCKY MT. INDEPENDENT THEATRES
"Hollywood, Calif. — Every day the evidence continues to mount
that Holljnvood, instead of actually pursuing a policy of cost reductixan, is embarked upon a program of wild inflation. True, a few
— quite a few — studio underlings are being given dismissal notices
or pay cuts, but the small savings effected are more than offset by
the pay boosts being granted to stars.
"For instance, it was reported last week that Hedy Lamarr will
receive a flat $200,000 for her next role. That's not a record fee,
for during the past year a number of other actors and actresses
have been handed contracts giving them as much as $250,000 a
picture, plus percentages of the profits. But those were box office
champions, and Miss Lamarr, as far as her personal drawing
power is concerned, is merely an also-ran.
"I wouldn't begrudge the fair Hedy her $200,000 or any other
amount a producer is silly enough to pay her, if it weren't for the
fact that her new wage will inevitably be a peg on which other
players of second rank will hang their demands. The scale of pay
is getting out of hand; studios seem to be caught in maelstrom of
inflation from which they can't escape.
"Under the impact of that inflation, something's going to have
to give — and I'll be surprised if the pressure, in a few month.3'
time, isn't directed principally against the present scale of theatre
admission
fees. You and I are going to be asked to pay more to see
pictures. And I don't think we are going to do so very graciously
if the demand is based on the 'need' to pay Hedy Lamarr and
other stars of her caliber such fantastic salaries."
Reprinted from Jimmie
column of• January 11, 1948.
• Fidler's•
DELUSIONS AND PENNY-WISE
ALLIED ITO QF EASTERN PENNA.
One company after another suffers from delusions of grandeur, a
common disease of the motion picture industry. Now it s RKO with
the funny notion that all pictures are top pictures and prices are
quoted on that basis. But in New York City, where the RKO circuit
operates many theatres, these same theatres double-featured
MAGIC TOWN and LONG NIGHT. The next time the RKO salesman quotes prices just ask him "How come?"
Fox is on the merry-go-round. Curtailment of the sales force in
the Philadelphia branch has made it almost impossible for exhibitors to receive the attention they require to properly negotiate
deals. A typical "Penny wise — pound foolish" policy on the part
of Fox. Exhibitors just simply can't afford to waste time, and reports from the territory are definite that visits of the Fox salesmen are becoming more and more infrequent. What do the wise
boys in New York think? Are they of the opinion that there will
be a stampede to buy FOX pictures like food in a famine or water
on a desert? They'll find out that Fox just isn't that important
and that business will go to those companies which maintain contacts with and service to their exhibitor customers
•
•
•
A FORECAST
ALLIED ITO OF IOWA AND NEBRASKA
We do not subscribe 'o the opinion held in some quarters that
the Supreme Court Decision and/Or divorcement of aflSliated theatres will not help anyone. There will be many gains made by independent exhibitors from this, and the Jackson Park decisions.
And at the same time, we cannot believe implicitly in the happy
idea that the Decision will bring Utopia; that the distributors will
be around beggmg the exhibitors to run their top pictures for free'
The exhibitors will still have to work, and they'll still have to fight
for their film at right prices. But they will have the right of selection and elimination; there'll likely be more pictures to choose
from— perhaps even a buyers market and decent
exhibitor treatGRAPE-NUTS!
20th Century-Fox deserves a hand of congratulation for
tlieir GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT.
It is a great motion
picture, and anytiiing wliich preaches tolerance
will always
be ace high in this Bulletin.
But the same company should also be ashamed of itself
for the very obvious advertising tie-up which it had with
GRAPI>-NUTS. A box of this cereal occupied the center of
the screen during a very important breakfast table discussion.
The son asks, "Dad, What's a Jew?" Tliat's straight talk
in a motion picture, and it brought forth some good straight
answers.
c
BUT why the GRAPE-NUTS, Mr. Zanuck?????? That was
no time for raw commercialism.
—ALLIED ROCKY MOUNTAIN
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One of our MORE
membersONwhoTHE
can SENATOR'
speak author tJtively on
politics points out a damage done by THE SENATOR W AS
INDISCREET that is Ie.«s apparent than the one of alienating the sympathy of national legislature toward this industry. To put the sincere, hard-working statesmen into the
sarr.-j group with the selfish adventi.rers in pDlItics is n')t
only unfair, but wide distribution of the erroneous implications of th?s picture will serve to discourage able, honest,
successful citizens fjx)m entering po'.itics. Our American system of goverrunent depends upon the services of this kind
o^ men, but we won't get it by constantly ridiculing the field.
—ASSOCIATED THEATRE OWNERS OF IND.
ment again! There'll be no forced $1.20 pictures; no admission
price fixing. And much of the present clearance and circuit theatre
preference will be eliminated.
And we make the FURTHER FORECAST— thr.t if t lo \vell-ni?h
entirely
in this areindustry
under whimproved
c'i the
exhibitorsintolerable
have been conditions
forced to operate
not mnterially
by the Decision, the Congress will be let in on the secret — quick!
ADMISSION TAXES
We believe exhibitors should now start making their desires for
the elimination of the Federal 20% admission tax known to their
Congressman and tv/o U. S. Senators, who should be told the facts
that the movies arc NOT luxuries: that in your town they are a
have no other form of recreation. — Leo F. Wolcott Chairman of
NECESSARY relaxation for the vast majority of your people, who
the Board .
,
•
•
«
DEVELOPMENTS ON ASCAP
ALLIED THEATRES OF MICHIGAN
Every exhibitor must realize that through the combined and well
united opposition of the exhibitors throughout the United States
resulting in the immediate threat of legislative relief, the publicity
on the Miles plan, the favoraible Supreme Court decision in the
State of Washington (not Washington. D. C), the Berger case deadvisable to ASCAP to postpone enforcement of the r.°w rates. We
velopments. and other helpful factors, have to date made it appear
in Michigan alone, nor any other single group, could txpect to
effectively oppose ASCAP. The combined avlanche thnt resulted
in the preparation to file law suits everywhere, groundwork for
legislative relief in Congress, and representations to tho Department of Justice caused postfkonement of the increased rates. It too'.:
your combined, organized effort to obtain the results to date.
Yourin the
contribution
toward and
that will
has continue
thereforeto p'aved
in effective
part
whole movement
do so without
any
additional
funds
being
required
from
those
who
have
already
contributed.
If you are one of such exhibitors who has not as yet made vour
contribution to the ASCAP committee, you have and will continue
of necessity to ototain the benefits gratuitou.'Jly as a "free rider,"
at the expense of those who have organized and have made their
contribution unless you immediately join bv makintr vour contribution now. The other exhibitors have paid this ASCAP committee
25% of the total 1947 ASCAP license fee for each theatre. Is there
any reason why any exhibitor should permit himself to be a "free
rider" and thereby by implication make it appear to ASCAP that
he does not object to *
the increased
*license *fee demand?
RKO BIDDING METHODS
ALLIED OF GULF STATES
To those of you who liave recently been honored by RKO with
privilege of submitting bids on their latest releases and whose experiences on your previous bid wit'n this company were not at ail
satisfactory, do not throw in the sponge and say: "Oh! What's the
use." On the contrary, we suggest that your bids be sent in. However, in doing so you should have a letter accompanying your
bid expressing your keen disappointment of the manner in which
your last bid was handled, if such was the case in your particular
instance.
The writer has been shown by several members bids submitted
by them on the previous group and it is very diflflcult to believe
that higher bids were received in those particular situations oii
those particular pictures. Let me say that instead of sulking and
registering in person your complaints with the local office, that
you send a registered letter to the home-office of RKO giving them
the facts as you see them and perhaps your problems may be given
a little more serious consideration. Frankly, the main reason why
so many differences and misunderstandings are not corrected is
because they are not presented to the proper authorities in the
proper manner.
II
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Strong

PICTURE'

Angles

for

"The
Fngitive"
Campaign
There are two prominent unfiles upon
whieh the showman can hang his exFORD - A -NAME"
John Ford is one
on "The
rani])aign
Proihieer-(hploitation
rector
John
Ford Fugitive'".
has fash- of those rure dire<'ioned astirring, «lramatic, heautiful fihn tors whose name
that is at once a deeply moving religious nieuns something on
the marquee. He ha^
tale and a tense, aetionful manhunt.
won tliree Academy
The storv of a young pri(^st who con- Awards and his list
tinues to mini-;ter to his people in a (,f outstanding picLatin- American country, whose govern- lures is impressive:
ment has heeoine anti-clerical, is fraught "T h e Informer."
with elements that offer a challenge to '"S t a g e c o a c h."
the imagination and resourcefulness of -liid
"Grapes
Wrath.'" Was
"Howof (»reen
the individual showman.
Oth.Ms.
The showmairs |)romotion alr<'a>ly
Don't overlook the valu
l!st
ihoM- p;i>t triumplis.
has heen augmented l»y RKO's strong
pre-release advertising campaign in
NEWSPAPER
ADS
national and secular magazines. Life,
Look. (]ollier"s, Saturday Evening Post,
American Magazine, Liherty. Parents'
Maga/jn;' and many other puhlicatiuiis,
totalin-, <)\er 74 (H)(),()()() circulation, have
carried
ads on "The
Fugitive' ,
as have full-page
leading Catholic
and Protestant
journals, with circulations running over
7.000.000.
THE

THE

One of the outstanding features of "'The
I ugitive'" IS the brilliant cinematography. Showmen should make full use of the striking stilU
such as the two above which graphically depict
nionicnt> of drama and action.

MEN

BEHIND
THE
CAMPAIGN

S. BARRET MiCORMICK
JSiilinnnl Advertising Director
PAUL HOLLISTER
!\ntiontil Publicity Director
BEi\ GRIMM. Advertising Manager
Rl TGKRS NEILSON. Publicity Manager
FRED SCHAEFER. Press Book Editor

STILLS

Three good teaser ads (2-colunni x 50 lines i
:;re available. Spot these in newspapers at inter\a!s ahout a week in advance of the opening.
Cclow are reduced illustrations of three of
the newspaper ads. We could not show the 5colunin ad. which is one of the most effective
in the press book.

THE POSTERS
III tune with the vis id photograjthy is the
quality of the lithographs on this picture,
fwo 24-sheets are offered, both very effective,
as is the six-sheet and the smaller paper.
Posting of this material over the widest possible areas will surely pay dividends at the
!»oxof[ice.
RADIO
INo less than 21 station breaks and 6 onemmute spot announcements are available on
discs to plug "The Fugitive" via the ether.
Contact your local branch manager about these
recordings.
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THE
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FUGITIVE

John Ford, three-time winner of the Academy Award,
and one of the top directors in the husiness, has called
"The Fugitive" the hest picture he has made. Since it
made the "Ten Best'* list of the N. Y. Critics and was
named best of 1947 by Red Book, director Ford may not
be far off in his estimation. It is a magnificently photographed film, combining tense emotion and stirring action
with striking visual effect. "The Fugitive" is different
from the usual manhunt story. The hero is a priest, portrayed by Henrv Fonda, whose defiance of a Latin-Ameiican government's ban on religious activity proves that a
people's faith cannot be killed. Hunted l)y soldiers, the
priest continues to administer to the spiritual needs of the
peasants until an informer, J. Carrol Naish. delivers him
to the firing squad. The return of Dolores del Rio to the
American screen is another noteworthy fact about the film.
A sterling supporting cast contribute superior performances, the most noteworthy ])eing that by Pedro
Armendariz.
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What

the Newspaper

Critics Say About

New

Films

**If Winter
Comes'' Panned
by N. Y. Critics
M-G-M's "If Winter Comes," current version of the old bestgeon's
plight
in the film "one of the most sustained hotfootx the
seller and successful silent film, comes a cropper this time at the
screen has come up with in some time." His final verdict is "not
hands of New York's newspaper critics. The verdict ranges from
Eileen Creelman of the Sun, points out the venerability of
an emphatic thumbs down to a mild allowance for its appeal to
so
the "handkerchief brigade" while their male escorts take it "withthe hot."
story and a plot which "creeps along gingerly." The best she
flnds in it is "some good characterizations and a few poignant
out discomfort."
All the elements of the soap opera, "enough material to last
The present version reminds Alton Cook, World-Telegram,
the radio serials for years," has been dished up in this "emotionscenes."
that
the old novel and silent film were "pretentious sentimental
al epic," says James Barstow, of the Herald Tribune, and "about
the only thing tliat matters in this bla<;k-and-white melodrama, is
trash" and that the new picture is a considerable improvement.
that the talents of such line players as Walter Pidgeon, Deborah
He calls it a "brazen tear jerker," but "cx>nducted with a slicit
polish and with a rea.sonable degree of restraint when the players
Kerr, Dame May Whitty and others have been shockingly
tackle
big weep scenes,"
it iscan
"primarily
wasted."
for tiletheir
liandkerchief
brigade. adding
. .their that
male while
escorts
take it
In a caustic tone, the Post's Archer Winsten remarks that
without dlsc4)mfort and with some degree of entertainment."
"no matter how subtly you slice it, the darn thing keeps coming
The politically-conscious Cecelia Ager of PM, calls down Metro
out in the form of freshly ground soap opera." Commenting that
it has "that slick studio air wliich removes twth i>eople and
for making an "untimely mistake" in making an incident in the
scenes at least once from reality," Wmston sympathizes m.ore with
picture which she feels coincides with the company's recent release of "one or two of their public-spirited ejnployes, and in the
Pidgeon, "who has to endiire it all," than with the audienca,
very same manner, for the verj- same motives, with the very same
which has "only to watch and listen."
venality, and that one of their very own movies would be so
Suggesting to the filmgoer that he do well to "bring a flask
idiotic as to point it out." She infers that while it once had "solid
of brandy to the thing" because it's a "mighty dogged depreswonuui's audience stuff," it hasn't now.
sant," the Journal-American's John Maynard calls Walter Pid'TREASURE
OF SIERRA MADRE'
WARNER
BROTHERS
"Duthless realism. . .Superb illumination of basic characteristics
^ in men... Most vivid and exciting action display. Even the
least perceptive patron should find this a swell adventure film. . .
Bogarfs perfoimance in this film is perhaps the best and most
substantial that he has ever done."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"YI^'Jlpicture
stir the
every Huston
audiencehasintowritten
a dither...
for enthusiasm
every taste of..John
a com-A
pact narrative packed with vigorous episode and spiced its dialogue with the salty wisdom of primitive men." — COOK, N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"Cavage, unrelenting and considerably entertaining. Walter
' Huston is nothing short of magnificent . .John Huston, his
son, has staged the production superbly ... (The two Hustons) hold
this Warner Brothers production to a key of high excitement.
Superb below-the-border thriller." — BARNES, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"T_Tas greatness. . .Overwhelming impact ..It is a suspense story,
or an adventure, or an allegory, or irony, or reality, or
philosophy — or all these... Of course, it is magnificently acted,
because it is magnificently directed. But cut of its vivid gallery
emerge two unforgettable, almost epic men: Walter Huston's old
prospector, and Alfonso Bedova's Mexican bandit." — AGER PM.
'SECRET BEYOND THE
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATNONAL

DOOR'

"pritz
turned
superior
pictures
the Lang
past, has
we just
owe outit tosuchhimconsistently
to ignore this
one. That
is thein
course the customers are likely to take, anyway.". — COOK. N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"pretty
yarn ... played
in a But
manner
no lessis fatuous
by the
sundrysillymembers
of the cast.
Mr. Long
still a director
who knows how to turn the obvious. . .into strangely tingling
stuff."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"T Ttterly synthetic 'psychological' suspense incredibility wrapped
in a gravity so pretentious it is to laugh, wherein all the
actors stalk and stare like zombies while the sound track babbles
fancy words .. .Anybody out front has seldom encountered duller,
emptier, less sympathetic, more tiresome, less life-like shadows
on the screen." — AGER, PM.
"/^lass A production. . .Class C story.. Kind of horror story that
used to play at the Rialto but this time all dressed up with
psycho-analytical talk and an expensive cast. . .Builds up horror
to such an extent that the shivers must turn to giggles . .Too
much introspective talk on the heroine's part, too many locked
doors,
too many grimaces and too many scenes." — CREELMAN,
N. Y. SUN.
'T-MEN'
EAGLE LION FILMS
"Jpast,
danger-action-suspense-packed
moviemovie
story,audience
briskly
donedirect,
in documentary
style .. .Action-hungry
is .sure to pay 'T-Men' vociferous box-ofBce devotion." — AGER, PM.
"plenty of gun
play,
rough stuff
and slangy
dialogue
the metilongstanding
second-feature
tradition.
Having
been in
given
14

culous treatment in the semi-documentary manner, it looks just
good
to stand
at the front end of a show." — GUERNSETY,
N. Y. enough
HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"T OSS of faith (from climax) backlashes with a scorpion's tail of
disbelief and brings the whole picture into focus as Hollywood melodrama given the documentary treatment as a sugarcoat. . .Tolerable as routine cops-'n'-robbers stuff, disapptoints those
who have been inveigled into taking it seriously as another 'House
on 92nd Street'."— WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"Qlambang rip-roarer of a melodrama. .. Shorn of all its official
trimmings, the picture is straight gangland melodrs^ma, one
of the best we have had in quite a while. . .Excitement and hubub
runs full steam ahead."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"Oousing melodrama. . .Action is fresh, new and always exciting
^ .. N.
.Should
be good entertainment for any adult. ' —CREIELMAN.
Y. SUN.
'I WALK ALONE'
PARAMOUNT
"f^ood
enough frequently
to overcome
determination
to concentrate
on that the
man producer's
and woman obvious
thing,
which is reputed to be sure box-olfice. . .Occasionally a very silly
picture, when its romantic side dominates, but more frequently
it is a good, taut gangster story; artificial and incredible it may
be — but strong, heady excitement."— COOK, N. Y. WORLDTELEGRAM.
'"^ITThile the story may have the New Look of modern racketeer" ing devices, it still contains enough of the Old Look in the
way of gunfights. beatings and double crosses to qualify it as
hard-boiled gangster melodrama. '—PELS WICK, N. Y. JOURNALAMERICAN.
"/^ood sound melodrama. . .told tensely, with the suspense mounting from the first sequence. . .Tough story, with sentimental
characters
playY. it..
CREELMAN,to N.
SUN.Plenty of overwriting and overacting." —
'HOLIDAY
CAMP'
J.
ARTHUR RANK-GAINSBOROUGH
PICTURES
"Quperb English film . .Alternates among moods of tenderness,
robust humor and scathing contempt. . .Ingratiating picture,
aCOOK.
memory
its WORLD-TELEGRAM.
audiences will cherish for weeks and weeks." —
N. Y.
"PJngaging
Britishabout
film. the
. .Atmosphere
freshness,
spontaniety little
and gaiety
proceedings ofthat
is altogether
charming."- PRYOR, N. Y. TIMES.
"HPhough a slight film by Hollywood's epic standards, the Britisli
'Holiday Camp' has a richness Hollywood knows little about
. . .AH so real and so true, the details of Summer resort life are
so accurate that you are sure to laugh heartily in recognition...
What is so pleasing about 'Holiday Camp' is its fine humor and
fine emotion, and, as William Saroyan might describe them, its
5000 beautiful people."— PECK, PM.
"■presh and curiously attractive in the field of cinema comedydrama. . .Spirit of mutual good fun comes through and gradually makes itself felt in the audience. . .Has a simple reality which
is ingratiating."— GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
FILM BULLETIN
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SIUDIO
COLUMBIA
The

Jeffrey

Lynn

Case

VV/ith about a week of shooting- completed on "Let's Fall In
Love," Jeffrey
was and
removed
from the
male
role opposite
Dorothy Lynn
Lamour
Don Ameche
took leading
over. Studio
spokesmen insisted that actor Lynn came down with Virus X and
to avoid production delay he gave up the part. But it is reported
that he was actually removed from the picture because someone
felt he was not right for the role.
Lynn, one of the first to go into service and one of the last to
return (with a minimum of fanfare) has had a bad break from
the studios since his return. When he went away, his career had
j'ost begun to build; since his return, he has had little worthwhile
offered him. He did a good job of a secondary role in Warner's
still unreleased "Whiplash" (Dane Clark-Alexis Smith) but no
other break has come his way. If an actor like Lynn gets lost in
the shuffle because he was in service longer than most, Hollywood
producers can count a black mark on their side.
"IT'S QUIET HERE"
That is what studio spokesmen say when you talk shop at Columbia these days. Only two films are in production, "Let'.s Fall In
Love" (Dorothy Lamour-Don Ameche) and "Loves of Carmen"
(Rita Hay worth-Glenn Ford). The story is that concentration for
the coming year will be more and more on independent productions for Columbia release. President Cohn is quietly moving to tieup as many such deals as he can. "We'll have some interesting announcements tomake shortly," say the boys who dish out the news.
Sam Katzman, specialist in quick
production, has Set twelve
pictures for release on Columbia's 1948 schedule. Four musicals,
four action features and four serials will make up the list. Eight
of these will be completed by August 1, with "Superman," a 15chapter serial set to start shortly. The first Katzman musical to
go February 10 is tagged "I Surrender Dear" and will star Gloria
Jean and Radio Singer David Street.
WALr^CE NEXES DEAL
Director Richard Wallace last week requested and was given
his release from a contract he had at this studio. When Wallace
Signed a non - exclu.sive pact with Columbia, studio executives
talked long and glowingly of plans for the director. Apparently,
none of them have come to pass and Wallace, who has a similar
tie-up with Dore Schary at RKO, decided to devote his full time
to the latter studio. He is currently working on a free lance chore
at E:agle-Lion on "Let's Live A Little."
Harry Rome, a New York theatrical agent, has signed a deal
here to produce two pictures a year for the company. His first ope
comes in April and is tagged "Ladies of the Chorus." Phil Carlson
will direct. No
been set yet. The second feature may
Berle.
Milton has
be a starrer forcasting
FIVE FOR AUTRY
Armand Schaefer. president of Gene Autry Productions has set
the cowboy's program for 1948 at five films. These five will complete the two-year deal calling for eight pictures that Autry has
with Columbia. No news of renewal
of the contract is available
yet. All five of the films will be done in Cinecolor "Hideaway" is
scheduled as the first to go in
his personal appearance tour. March when Autry returns from

EAGLE-LION

Four

A

Month

From

E-L

^t the close of a two-day session of sales meetings here recently,
assistant sales chief Harold Dunn announced that Eagle Lion
will release four films per month. The releases usually will consist of top-budget pictures, one exploitation feature and one western. With this schedule, Dunn said, the product from E-L will
be kept on a full basis that will meet the needs of exhibitors at
a steady pace and give the studo a fixed program.
President Arthur Krim, Bryan Foy and Walter Wanger talked
with great optimism o: what is ahead for E-L. Aubrey Schenck
and Ben Stoloff gave the sales meeting a picture of the production
plans and the gathering took a look at some of the product that
is now ready to be sold. There are ten first-line features topped
by "Prelude to Night" (Zpch.-ry Scott), eight Eddie Dean westerns
and four Lash La Rue westerns ready to go.
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the Scenes

of Film

Production

SIZE-UPS
HARRY THOMAS FORMS UNIT
Harry Thomas (former PRC prexy) has formed a, new
production unit tagged Equity Pictures, with Howard
Welsch, Jack Schwarz and Sid Justman. The company has
signed to do 22 pictures for Eagle-Lion release. Six of the
program will be done in Cinecolor. Two have already been
completed: "Enchanted Valley' (Alan Curtis-Anne Gwjnne)
and. "Heading For Heaven' (Stuart Erwin-Glenda Farrell).
These were made by Jack Schwarz before the Ekjuity set-up
was formed, but will be included in the program. Next one to
go on the line-up has a February 15 starting date. Emphasis
will be on action and exploitation films.
HENREID-BENNETT DEAL SET
Big excitement of the week was the signing of Joan Bennett for
Eagle-Lion's "Hollow Triumph." She will be co-starred with Paul
Henreid. Henreid will also be producer on this one, Bryan Foy
moving up to the executive producer spot. The budget is set at
$1,750,000 for a 52-day shooting schedule. Steve Sekely will direct.
Thus is Eagle-Lion moving into the big time.
This oufit's "T-Men" is clicking big in all first-run engagements,
we hear. The Criterion on Broadway is holding it for an indefinite
run on the basis of a near-record gross the opening week.
M-G-M
Roach
&
Wood
Return
T_Ial Roach, after an absence of ten years, has a signed a new
deal with this studio to produce a series of comedies and short
subjects for Metro release. Roach still owes United Artists two
short features on his current deal with them. But as soon as these
are turned in he'll swing back to the lot he left ten years ago
in a flurry of law suits and counter-suits. No plans have been
announced
tinue to workfor onthehisRoach-MGM
own lot. product, but the producer will conSam Wood is another to return to this studio. He kissed off his
tie-up with Universal-International and all his other plans for independent production and is now back at MGM on a straight
directorial deal for three years. The Wood's move is typical of the
trend of the top directors and producers, who are finding independent production too risky and too difficult to finance, and are
turning back to the security of a straight job deal with the major
studios. Woods' last production was "Ivy" for U-I release and it
didn't break any box-office records. He got all snarled up on preparation for "Purgatory Street" so the MGM deal is well-timed. His
last at this studio was the successful "Goodby, Mr. Chips." He will
turn over about six story properties to MGM, but his first production here is likely to be a story prepared on this lot.
STUDIO BUYS TUCKER BIOG
It looks like the powers-that-'be at Metro are really in a nostalgic mood these days. First, the deal to do a sequel to "The
Jolson Story" and now news that Metro has bought Sophie
Tucker's life story, "Some of These Days" and handed it over to
Pandro S. Berman for production. The studio was quick to announce that Miss Tucker would not portray herself in the title
role.
TEMPEST OVER TURNER
Much ado about practically nothing was the fuss made over
whether or not Lana Turner would be a good girl and come back
to work in "The Three Musketeers." The actress nabbed columns
of free (and not too flattering) space in the dailies with her antics
of the last several weeks. Everything was news: her refusal to
the role, after costumes had been made; her suspension; her offer
"STATE OF THE UNION" RUSHED
Eager to exploit the timeliness of "State of The Union"
(Spencer Tracy-Katharine Hepburn) which deals with the
shenanigans of politicians in presidential elections, the
Metro production staff is rushing this film ready for the
scr«en by March 1. It went inte production in October —
that's a record at MGM.
The Studio plans to hit big as the national conventions get
under way in mid-summer with extensive openings employing as many theatres as they can get hold of. Executives
expect to be on velvet even with a 2'/> million (Jollar cost
after the high-pressure openings. This is a once-in-a-lifetime
exploitation natural and Metro is set to make the most of it.
IS

sTODio sizt-yps
vacation witn
to work this one if the studio would give herButa year's
finally Miss Turner
pay afterwards (that was turned down).the role.
So the picture is
decided to behave and consented to do
romanco
under way an peace reivns. But the yarns about Lana'sfor a little
with a married man and the $25,000 "spending money" mouth.
vacation in New York leave a bad taste in the public's

MONOGRAM

hi^i, oeen assigned and the untagged four will be set for production
within the next three months.
In this sparked program the studio has four set to roll almost
immediately. "Secret Service Investigator,' a Sidney Picker production was due to roll over the past weekend. "CarSon City Raiders," an Allan Lane western, goes Feb. 6. Lou Brock starts his
"Prison Train " February 13 and Steve Auer goes with "Daredevils
In the Sky" on February 18.

if

Starters
Minor
er
(Jackie Cooper-Jackie^Coogan) and "Thund
"trii,.oy On Deck"
) hit
K On The Range (Johnny Mack Brown-Raymond Hatton
producthe cameras last week as this studio continued on its slow
oot" (Eddie Albert-Gail
Wo^'und up on the lot were: "The Tenderf
Kids) and "Melody Range
Bowery
(the
Money"
"Jinx
Storm),
(Jimmy Wakely-Virginia Belmont). , ^ .
MONOGRAM SETS $3,850,000 LOAN
and loans
A bank credit of $3,850,000, consisting of direct loans
of Monogram Pictures
to ifs producers, covered by guaranteepreside
by Steve Broidy, treasurer.nt, and George D.
Corp was announcedvice-p
resident and
Burrows, executive
with the Security First National BanK
signed
ent,
agreem
The
rn^
ar period is revolving ^r^Joj
one-ye
a
for
of California, runs
to use an aggregate of
The latter feature will enable Monogram
tion
produc
from ten to twelve million dollars of bank funds for arn big
Artists, ^onogr
purposes during the current year. Allied
for its
budget subsidiary, will also have the funas available
product.
if

RKO

Two

PARAMOUNT
Pick Up Here
on this lot.
While it cannot be said that things are humming
^t^'-^^"
two
Paramount does show signs of life with (Jean Arthur-John
Affair'
n
Foreig
"A
uing
joining the contin rs are Hal Wallis' "Sorry. Wrong Number
New starte
Luid.
yck-Burt Lancaster) and "Abigail. Dear Heart
Stanw
(BarbaeraRains
-McDonald Carey-Wanda Hendrix).
(Claud
Like most of the other film plants, this outfit is holding current
go the next few
production to a minimum to see how things
udgeted backlog. Paramonths and to dispose of some of its high-^bfilms
now ready for reconsists of sixteen
on hand
stock1947-48
s on the
mount'lease
schedule.
u^ft^^
"Dream Girl (Betty HuttonIn backlog at the present time are: (Ray
Milland-Maureen O SulMcDonald Carey), "The Big Clock" ca Lake-J
oan Caulfield-Barrj,
livan) "The Sainted Sisters" (Veroni
Fitzgerald) "The Emperor Waltz" (Bing Crosby-Joan Fontaine),
a Fleming). "The
"A Connecticut Yankee' (Bing Crosby-Rhond"Whisp
ering Smith
Long Gray Line" (Alan Ladd-Donna Reed), Love" (Ray
Milland"So Evil My
(Alan Ladd-Brenda Marshall).(Burt
Lancaster-Lizabeth Scott-Kirk
Ann Todd) "I Walk Alone"
Verdict'
Lake). "Sealed
eronica Dougla
(Alan Ladd-V(Melvy
"Saigon" True
Douglas)"My
s-Phyllis Calvert)
n
Love"
Own
Carev)
nald
(Ray Milland- Joan Marly). "Hazard" (Paulette Goddard-McDo
on-Gail
and "Night Has A Thousand Eyes" (Edward G. Robins
"Alberquerque" and Cecil B. De Mille s
Russell) plus Pine-Thomas'
"Unconquered" now ready for general release.
REPUBLIC

The Double
On
Schedule
on in recTn a move to finish up its 1947-48 schedule oftoproducti
twelve producers
A ord time this studio has assigned 35 films
's anby mid-sum
for completi
year. This will wind up Republic
for themer.
pictures
nounced 52on
John Auer has been handed four of the top-budget pieces and
his next will be "Another Dawn" starring Vera Ralston. Edmund
Grainger gets three on his list and his nert will be "Wake of the
Red Witch," starring John Wayne. Joseph Kane gets three more
to his currently shooting "Gallant Legion" (William
in addition
Elliott-Adrian Booth). Allan Dwan will produce and direct a pair.
John Wayne will turn in one more of his own productions; this
one tagged "Eagles In Exile." Sidney Picker and Stephen Auer
each get four to do. Edward J. White has "Eyes of Texas" and
"Westerner and the Lady." Gordon Kay is responsible for a quartet in the Allan "Rocky" Lane western series.
The balance of the quota with the exception of four properties.
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Hughes
Deal ?
"LJottest rumor (and more than a rumor, it is) of this week is the
negotiation by Howard Hughes to take over. lock, stock and
barrel, the RKO set-up. Hughes is after the Atlas Corp. holdings
and Floyd Odium admits he is willing to sell to the "rig);t peopU '
at the "proper price." The story on Hughes seems to be that hwants full control or nothing. And at last reports. Odium was
about decided to let Hughes the whole works — providing Ihi'
wealthy oil and airplane magnate pays the right price.
Meanwhile, riding with the Hughes story was the report that
Robert Young, of railroads and Eagle Lion, was negotiating for
RKO, too. Spokesman for Mr. Young indicated that he and r^.
group of people he represents had been considering RKO, as well
as
Unitedpurpose,
Artists,saidas hisa possible
investment.
is Mr.LionYoung'.s
present
representative,
to build ItEagle
to its
maximum. If, however, other deals present themselves at terms
agreeable to Mr. Young and his group, it is possible they may be
culminated.
ACTIVITY TO START HERE
While the big financial boys tossed RKO back and forth
among themselves, studio production chiefs were more concerned
with the immediate problem of resuming work after a six-week
shut-down. Cameras will roll again on Feb. 9 when "The Boy
with Green Hair," starring Pat O'Brien and Barbara Hale, starts.
Second starter in February will be "Blood On the Moon," with
Robert Mitchum and Barbara Bel (Jeddes. 'The Long Denial,"
starring
Melvyn Douglas will be number three on the February
list.
SCOTT SUES FOR $1,314,200
Adrian Scott, producer of "Crossfire" and other RKO hits,
filed his suit against the studio in the dismissal business for
$1,314,200. Scott, one of the five fired summarily when he was
cited for contempt of Congress during the Thomas hearings,
claims $500,000 for "being deprived of artistic and intellectual
satisfaction, $250,000 for "humiliation and anguish." $473,000 to
cover "optional increases" set forth in his contract and $91,000
for "contract compensation." He had a two-year deal calling for
$1400 a week and he claims that RKO was acting without cause
in firing him for his refusal to answer the Thomas committee.
Meanwhile, Sir Alex Korda is reported to be negotiating with
both Scott and Ekiward Dmytryk to do a picture for him. The
pair have approval of the Federal Court to go to England before
they stand trial in March. Naturally, any deal they niake with
Kord will have to be contingent upon the sentence handed down
in their trials.
SCREEN

GUILD

Lippert Sets 3 Films
"T^he Return of Wildfire" is the first of a trio of pictures set by
Robert L. Lippert for production for Screen Guiid release. The
film goes into work this month. "Kazan," a James Oliver Curwood
story, and "Last of the Wild Horses" are set to follow quickly on
the schedule.
The sudden death of Maury Nunes saddened his friends here
and left a question mark on production schedule at Screen Guild.
Nunes had five productions set for the year and as yet it is uncertain whether someone else will take over on these or whether
they will be dropped from the schedule.
A lot of peopleSCHABY
took forOKAYS
granted "BOY"
that RKO would drop
plans to produce "The Boy with Green Hair" following the
Thomas committee's probe. However, they failed to reckon
with production chief Dore Scharj-'s determination not to
be sidetracked from any productions in the liberal vein.
Schary was asked by a reporter recently if he would
dare produce "Crossfire" today. He replied, "Of course, I

would."

FILM

BULLETIK

■

SELZNICK
Plans Progress
Vy/hile Selznick executives were winding up final discussions on
" the future program here, the activity of putting the plans
into work got under way.
The plan to acquire a chain of theatres for SRO product got
started with the acquisition of the Victoria Theatre in New York.
Negotiations are also under way for an -SRO theatre in Los
Angeles. Theatres in Beverly Hills and Hollywood are also being
considered and it is believed that these will form a nucleus for a
nationwide chain of houses where SRO releases will be showcased.
The Hellinger situation seems to have been settled as predicted
too. Humphrey Bogart and Gregory Peck have been set lo co-star
in "Act of V^iolence" which will be made by Hellinger Productions
for SRO release. Selznick hopes to have delivered all of the films
planned by the late Mark Hellinger for his releasing organization.

20th CENTURY-FOX
New

Trend

Here

r\f the 48 films on 20th Century's 1948 production schedule, 25
will be from independent producers, inclading four imports
from Alexander Korda. That means that 20th will produce 23, the
same number of films it made last year. Thirteen of these are already completed. he indies who will contribute a brace of 21
pictures are Sol Wurtzel, Edward Alperson, Edward Small's Retions. liance Pictures, Frank Seltzer and Sam Baerwitz' Belsam ProducThe inclusion of these smaller independent units in the 20th
product list is a new departure for this company and is obviously
intended to bolster the revenue coming in. This kind of inexpensive, quick turn-over product can well provide a sound basis to
cover the more extravagant ventures of the company, which as a
rule, pay out but take a much longer time in the process.
THREE IN PRODUCTION
With "The Iron Curtain" (Dana Andrews-Gene Tierney) and
Walls of Jericho" (Cornel Wilde-Linda Darnell) wound up, this
lot is occupied with only three films this week: "Apartment For
Peggy" (Jean Craine-William Holden), "Chair For Martin Rome"
t (Victor Mature-Richard Conti) and "The Street With No Name"
(Mark Stevens-Barbara Lawrence).

UNITED

ARTISTS

Up
Looking
I
' 'T'HE MOOD around the AU offices here these days is much
brighter than it has been for months. Mary Pickford's "Sleep
My Love" (Ciaudette Colbert-Robert Cummings) got good notices
in its local preview, Samuel BischofT has his picture. "The Pitfall" (Dick Powell-Lizabeth Scott) in production and Robert Golden has his "Texas, Heaven and Brooklyn ' (Guy Madison-Dianna
Lynn) in work.
Executives here are watching the RKO-Hughes deal with
' considerable interest. They figure that lif Hughes takes over
• RKO, he will have the company's chain cf theatres available for
his onthree
(including "The
all offorwhich
tied
, up
UA p-ctures
release contracts.
They Outlaw")
see a chance
added areprofits
! for UA if Hughes should run his pictures through the RKO circuit. After all, 25 per cent is still a good chunk of jirofit and
that would be UA's share.
PARIS PREMIERE?
Enterprise is talking again about a world premiere of
"Arch of Triumph." If this comes off, the company will
fly a special plane from here with 21 members of the press
as guests. It will garner columns of free space in the daily
papers and give the picture a send-off it needs to take it
over the hump of $5,000,000.
So far, there has been no official showing of the liini,
but one thing is certain: Charles Einfeld. with his background in exploitation, advertising and publicity, will launch
this one with re^l showmanship and, if the picture measures
up, it p."o:nises to be a great grosser.
K
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NINE READY FOR RELEASE
and they
The company has eight pictures ready for release
will come in quick succession. Now that Enterprise and UA have
kissed and made up, "Arch of Triumph" is getting the spotlight
a.gain in preparation for release. Others to come include A
Can Happen," "Sleep My Love," "So This Is New York, '
Miracle
"Atlantis." "Red River," "They Passed This Way" and Arthur
Rank's "Man of Evil."
Meanwhile, Enterprise plans at least four more p-oduct'ons
the deal with Ginger Rogers for "Wild
for this "year.
up, the company is still planning to make this
blew Although
Calendar
picture. "Cairo Incident," "Tuesd?.y In Bed" and "The Passion
of Eugene Aram" are also scheduled for 1948 production. A picture from Harry Sherman titled "Tennessee's Partner" and
in "So This Is New York") has
(theyforturned
Inc. one
Screen
promisedPlays,
another
this year.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

For Spring Release
UT HAS SCHEDULED its first quarter release program, with
■■■■ "The Senator Was Indiscreet" leading off. "Secret Beyond
the "Senator."
the Door" (Joan Bennett-Michael Redgrave) follows
"A Woman's Ven^^eance" (Charles Boyer-Ann Blyth), "Black
Bart" (Yvonne DeCarlo-Dan Duryea), "The Naked City " (Barry
Fitzgerald-Howard Duff), "A Double Life" (Ronald Colman-Signe
Hasso) and "Casbah" (Yvonne eDCarlo-Tony Martin) are all slated
for quick release.
Set to follow this imposing group of films are others which
"
should also pull big for U-I, like "Another Part of The Forest
(Dick
(Frederic March-Ann Blyth), "Up In Central Park"
Haymes-Deanna Durbin), "All My Sons" (Edward G. RobinsonO'ConnorChristians)
Mady San
Olga
Juan). , and "Are You With It" (Donald
It was rumored here a couple of months back that finances
weren't all they should have been with this company. They were
new and they had a fortune tied up in unreleased films. But it
would seem the log jam is starting to break and the intake should
to flow steadily with the kind of merchandise U-I has for
beginnow.
sale
BRIEFLY
Audrey Totter has nabbed the fourth top role in the next
Now it is MontRobert Montgomery film, "The Saxon Charm."
gomery, Susan Hayward, John Payne and Miss Totter and the
picture goes into production shortly.
for Miss HayWalter Wanger is going to try for an "Oscar"
." He is planning a reward for her performance in "Smash-Up
voters on the
Academy
and
opinion
public
issue just to refresh
excellent performance Miss Hayward gave.
It looks as though "One Touch of Venus" will finally get in
front of a camera after all these years of on-again-off-again. They
So far it is Ava Gardfar as casting at U-I. (What
have progressed as and
happened to the
Robert Walker.
ner. Dick Haymes
story that this actor was quitting films for good?)

WARNER

BROS.

Back!
Quickies Are
THRETE NETW STARTERS here this week, including the first of
Warner Bros, new series of quickies. Interesting to note that
name will not appear on this group of B's. He
L.
J.
credit only on A stuff.
takes Warner's
Shooting is "John Loves Mary" (Ronald Reagan-Jack CarsonWayne Morris). This is the play that cost Warners a fortune
back in the days when every studio in town was fighting for the
right to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on successful
Broadway shows.
Also rolling is "Rope," the Alfred Hitchcock picture with
James Stewart, John Dall and Joan Chandler heading the cast.
This one was reported to be on a 10-day schedule originally, but
tossing it into the Technicolor department upped the schedule to
six weeks, still a short time. Hitchcock is using Technicolor in a
new and novel manner in this one and the results will be interesting to see.
"The Fighting Terror" (Wayne Morris-Lois Maxwell) is the
quickie. Saul Elkins is the producer, and he is slated to make a
batch of them this year. Here, they like to call them "experiwords. mental" pictures, because "quickie" or "B picture" are such harsh

CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books A^aln Available as
premiums, grlve-aways at your kiddie
matinees. Large variety, latest 48page news stand editions. Comics
Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St.,
New York, N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
Will lease or buy theatre in Eastern
Penna. or New Jersey. Write FB,
Box 72, Film Bulletin.
POSITION WANTED
Experienced theatre manager; aggressive showman; wants to buy and
book, as well as manage. Anywhere
in the East. FB Box 75, Film Bulletin.

THEATRE

MANAGERS

AND OWNERS
We thank all theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers
and for wrc^ping ond addressing
all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday each week.
•
IMPORTANT

Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.
•

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES. Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St..
Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers

DiPENDABLE
DELIVERY

NEW

JERSEY MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriera
250 N. Juniper St., Phlla. 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4«23
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MS

DIGEST

(Continued from Page 10 J

loo.sed
another bla.st in Allied'.s battle to have the Society's powers curbed by legislation
01
litigation.
Pointing to the Wa.shington State Supreme Court decision that ASCAP was not
qualified to do business in the State because it was not complying with the State law
Myers cited the ASCAP copyright list filed with the State, containing
80 000
mudical compositions and when the cards were sampled, 10 out of 60 pickedabout
at
randorr
were found to be compositions that were not copyrighted and were in the public domain
If the percentage holds good throughout the list. Myers pointed out, then ASCAP
claims license rights over 13,000 uncopyrighted compositions. In the titles sampl. ,J
were compositions by Beethoven and Chopin, long since in the public domain.
T:ie deci.sion, said Myers, "has disclosed enough to warrant a thorough-goin;,'
investigation of all of ASCAP's pretensions. Heretofore, proceedings and judicial pronouncements concerning ASCAP have been on the assumption
it was trying ir.
good faith to protect the legitimate rights of its members. But that
if the same ratio of
public domain music to copyrighted music can be developed as to ASCAP's entir.
repertoire, then that organization will be revealed as a gigantic fraud."
Meanwhile, the ASCAP board agreed to extend the effective date of the nev
licensing rates, which fostered the widespread exhibitor antipathy to the Society, to
March 15. The board's decision came after negotiations between ASCAP and Theatr.
Owners of America had been continuing, but looked as though added
time would bc
necessary before any agreement could be reached.
In Washington, Rep. Lewis introduced a bill to force ASCAP to deal exclusive);
with the producers so that when an exhibitor licenses a picture for exhibition from
the distributor, the agreement would cover the music in the film, as well as all othei
rights.
•
•
♦
"ARCH" AT UPPED ADMISSIONS. NO ROADSHOW
The Enterprise film, ' Aich of Tiiuii-ph" will be leleasod on an advanced-admission
price basis, but will not be roadshown, it was announced jointly by George Schaefei
Enterprise vice-president and .'sales head, and Gradwell Sears, president of United
Artists, v/hich will distribute the picture.
According to the announcement, the decision to eliminate the roadshow provision and
put it into regular release at upped admissions v. as taken in order to bring the picture
to the greatest portion of the public in the shortest time. The fiim will be sl:own at a
$1.80 top.
The picture has the greatest "want-to-see" in audience potential of any hollywood film,
results of a poll conducted by Audience Research Institute (the Gallup organization)
indicate, the announcement declared.
•
•
•
FOX IN TELEVISION NEWSREEL DEAL
Television's first daily motion picture newsreel, produced by 20th Century-Fox. Movietone News sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco. Co. (Camels), and covering the entire
East Coast NBC network, will go on the air Feb. 16. The announcement was made
jointly last week by Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox president; Thomas D. Luckenbill, representing the tobacco company, and Frank E. Mullen, executive v. p. of NBC.
Skouras revealed that World-wide resources of Movietone News will be at the newsreel's disposal so that television audiences, first on the East Coast, but ultimately coastto-coast, will get an up-to-the-minute newsreel daily. Skouras added that these television
versions would be produced in addition to the semi-weekly regular motion picture theatre
editions now being released by Movietone News.
The news program will be telecast daily Mondays through Fridays (7:50-8 P. M.. EJST)
on the east coast NBC Television network which includes stations servicing the areas
around New York, Washington, Philadelphia,
Schenectady
and Baltimore.
•
•
•
U-rS 'ALL MY SONS' TO BE ROADSHOWN
Universal-International's "All My Sons" will get a special road show release, beginning April 15, it was announced by William A. Scully, v. p. and general sales manager,
following a series of studio conferences. The April date was set so that the company
can publicize and promote the film in order for the exhibitor, as well as the distributor,
to get maximum results, Scully added.
Declaring that "All My Sons" demands this "specialized treatment" not only so that
the distributor can benefit financially, but also because of the "the necessity of giving
the exhibitor an opportunity to effectively exhibit this picture under the logicial auspices."
Scully voiced his confidence that exhibitors would "understand and appreciate" the roadshow, advanced-admission price policy on the film after they have seen the picture.
ileiease plans for "All My Sons" and several other pictures on U-I's 1948 roster will
be set at a series of regional sales meetings, which began yesterday (1st) in San Francisco..
•
*
•
THOMAS
FORMS E9UITY FILMS, E-L RELEASING
The formation of Equity Pictures, with a production schedule of 22 pictures for release this year through Eagle Lion, was announced last fortnight by Harry H. Thomas,
who relinquished the presidency of PRC when it was absorbed last August by E. L.
Welsch, former Universal executive producer, will be vice-president of the new company,
with
in thewith
president's
A-lsoThomas
associated
the new chair.
venture are Jack Schwarz, Sid Justman, and Jerry
Thomas, the latter to join the Equity in a production capacity.
Of the 22 projected features, 6 will be in color. First of these, "The Enchanted Valley"
is completed, as is a black-and-white film, "Heading for Heaven," both Jack Schwarz
productions. Action and exploitation stories will be the forte of the new unit.
FILM
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.

Mlllerscn Case, The (72)
Baxter-Saund.rs . . .1-20. . .5 29 817.
Deta ls under title: Crima Doctor'i Vaaatlan
Paeihe Adventure (95)
Randell-Steinbeck 7-47 835.
Prairie Raiders (54)
Starrett-Saunders .. 11-11 ... 5-29 863.
Riders of The Lone Star (55)
Starrett-Hunter .. 12-23... 8-14 8;0.
Smoky River Serenade (67)
Campbell-Terry 4-28... 8-21 85J
Son of Rusty, The (69)
Donaldson-Powers ..4-14 8-7.... 813.
Sporl ol Kings (68)
Htnry-Campbell .. .2-17 .. .6-26 811.
OUalls ander title: Major Dcnnlnfi Trast Estate
Stranger
Ponca Way
City (66)
(56)
Starrett-Burnette
7-3 .. .853.
8"9.
Swing thefromWestern
Leonard-D jgan .....11-25
.3-17 .. .6-26.
Vigilante. The (Serial)
Byrd-Ames
3-3... 5-22
When a Girl's Beautiful
Jergens-Piatt 6-23...&-2:> 827.
EAGLE-LION

COLUMBIA
Completed (37)
Ck>inpleted (11)
CJompleted ( 2)

194T-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

In Production (2)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)
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RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rel.
No. Rev.
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Let's Fall In Lovf
Lamotir-Ameche .1-19.
La>u ot Carmen, The
Hayworth-For* ....11-24.
COMPLETEn
1947-48
H-IO.
A<«enlares In Silverado
Bishop-Henry
Bnt Man Wins
Buchanan-Lee . . . .12-22.
■Ittk Arrtw, The
Ha)rwar« B:ilr ... . . .8.4.
Blaiing Across The Petos
Starrett-Bornette . .11-24.
. 9-1. . 12-18.
Blondle's
Singleton-Lake
Blindie inAnniversary
the Douch (67)
(69)
Singleton-Lake . . . . .4-14. . 10-16.
••"►-■••.VVIll
Blondle's Night Oit
Slngleton-lake .. . .9-29.
Brick Bradford
Ric'in'ond-Johnsan .10-27 . . 10- 14 .
Bickaroo from Powder RWer (55)
Starrett-Burnette . .5-26. .
. .9-29. 11- 27!
Coroner Creek (C)
Scott-Chaoman
Crime
Doctor's
Gamble
(66)
Baxter-Chelrel
. 8-4. .. 12- 11.
. ".".8-i
Otvll Ship (62)
Lane
Campbell .. .. .. .. .7-21.
. .4-15. , 10-29 . .
Own To Earth (T) (101)
Hayworth-Parks
8'
-1
.11-10.
12
Eternal
Kleiody.Man.The
Kiero a E-g rlh
.10-27.
Filler Bru^h
The
Skelton-Blair
Gallant Blade (C)
Parks-Chapman
.1-16.
Glamour Girl
Kropa-Reed .. . . .12-8.
.9-1. . 11-47.
HerDetails
Husband's
Affairs
(85)
Tone-Ball
...3-3.
7-21
onder title: Lady Know Htw
I Lo»e Trouble
Tone-Blair
.5-26... 1-48.
Details tnder title- CmIIo Take
5-26 12-47.
It Had To Be You (98)
Powers-W ide
.1-3
Kiy Witness <67)
Seal-Marshall ... .4-14. . .10-9.
Detilii under title: Destiny
10-14.
Lady froa Shanghai. The
Hiyworth-Welioe
.6 23. .11-20.
Last Days at Boot Hill. The
S'arrett-Burnette
26. .11-47.
Last Rourd-Uo, The (77)
Aotry-Heather ... ,..5.818
Little Spanish Town, t
Autry-Marion
, .5-26. .11-13
Lone WoK in London. The (68)
Mohr-Saunders
Lu!o Belie
Lamour- Montgomery 11-10
Man From Colorado, The (T)
Ford-Drew
. .3-17.
M»rv Lou
Lowery-Barton . . . . .9-15. . .1-23.
Mating o< Millie. The
Ford.Keyes
7-7. .2-19.
My Dog Rusty
Oonairtson-Doran . ...11-24.
. .8-4. .
Phantom Va:iey
Starrett-Burnetfe . .12-22.
Port Said
Bishop-Henry
2- 48
Prince of Thieves (72)
Haii-Morison .... . .5-12. , 1- 48.
Relent'ess
ifcung-Chapn;an
Details u'-der title: Three Were ThorcghTeds
.. .9-29
12-9
Return of October. The
Ford-Moore
Return ol The Whl<tler, The
Duane-Aubert . . . .10-27
Rose of Santa Ro a
Hot Shots
. .9-1. .12-25. .
Sign of the Ram. The
Pelers-Kno« .... . . .8-4
Sl« Gun Law
Starrett-Saunders . . 7-7. .1-9.
Sea Hound. The (Serial)
Crabbe-Blaiie ... . 5-26
Song ol Idaho
Vincent-Grant . . . .10-27.
Strawberry Roan. The
Aotry-Henry .... ..4-14.
23
Sweet Genevieve (68)
Porter-Lydon .... . 7-7. . 10.1-48.
Swordsn'an. The (T) (81)
Parks-Ore*
.
.12-9.
10-27
Tex Gra n-er (Serial)
Stevens-Stewart . . . 8-4. .2-48. . .
To the Ends of the Earth
Fowtli-Hasso ... .12-22.
.12-9.
Trapped by Boston Blackie
Morris-Lane .. .
Two Blood's and a Redhead (70)
Porter-Lydon ... .4-14. , .11-6.
West o( Sonora
Starrett-Burnette
. .9-29.
Whiriwird Raiilers
Starrett-Saunders ..9-29.
9-15. .2-12.
9-15.
Woman from Tangier, The
Jergens-Djnne
Wreck of The Hesperus, The
Parker-White . .
. .2-5.
1946-47
.11-25. .4-10. .820
Blondle's
Holiday (67)
Lake-Slngleton
.808 3-3
Bulldog Drunimond
at Bay (70)
Randell-Looise . . . . .12-23. .5-15. .8?1
Builtog
Drummond
Strikes
Back
(65)
...
Rand'li-Hcnry
...
.840
Corrse Came C.O.D.. The (87)
Brent Blondeil
.9-431. .812
...1-6. ..5. .i-1.
For the Love of Rusty (69)
.Donaldson-Powers .12-23.
Framed (82)
Ford-Carter .... . 9-30. .4-47. .834. . .3-17
Details onder title: They Walk Altne
Poller
Ske'ton-Blair
Glllt otBrush
JanetMan
Ames (83)
Russeii-Dougias . . . .7-22. .4-47. . . . 836 . .3-17
Details ander title: My Eii»ty Heart
fionll-hters. Tb« <C) i87)
Scott-Brltton ... .9-30. . .7-15. . . .838. .6-23
Betalli lader title: T«ln Stmkrerei
. .7-10. . .802
Keeper of The Rees (68)
Henry-Duano . . . .3-17.
.9-16. .8-47.
. . .837
Last of The Redman (Color) (77)
Hall-Ankers
10-28. .4-24. . . .867, .
Law of The Canyon
Btarrett-Burnette
. .815
.6-19..
Little Hiss Broadway (69)
Portor-Sheiton . . . .2-3.
Details lidar title: Broadway Baby

1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (26)
Completed ( 5)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rel.
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Spiritualist, The
Bey-Eari
119.
Ret.
COMPLETED
1947-48
. .2-7. . .812
. .5-12. .9-27 . .
Adventures of Casanova (83)
deCoido.a-Na.h
. .5-12. .11-22. .851
Biaek HII^
Dean-Ates
Blonde Savage (61)
Sherwood- Ericson . .4-14.
.£07.-10-13
Bury Me Dead (66)
O Don.iell-Danitls
. .9-20. .803. . .9-2)
Check Your Guns (55)
Dean-Gates
.. . .7-7. . . 1-24 . .853. . .12-8
riose-up
Baxter-Gllmore
Cobra Strikes, The
Ryan-Fraser .... . .12-22
. . .1-5. ,.1-31.,
Corkse-»w
D'Keefe-Trevor .. .. .11-24.
Enchanted Alley
Valley (C)
C«rtis-Gvifyiine
Gentleman After Dark (76)
Uonievy-Hjpkins . .Reissoa.
.11-8.. .735..
Green for Danger (91)
Grey-Howard . . . Foreign
...9-1. . .9-13. .
.
.1-17. .802..
Headin' For Heaven (71)
Erwin-Farreil ...
.810. .
It'i Malder
Swltiar-Whalen .. ....5-12.
.
.
.8-4.
.".'.1-3.'
.1-5
Linda Be Good (67)
Hubbard Knox
.808. .10-27
.. .. .3-17.
Love From A Stranger
Sidney- Hodiak
10-18.
.
7-21.
ManDetafromls ender
Texas
Craig-Bari . .5-26. .11-15 . .806. . .12-8
title: A Texts Stary
Man in the Iron Mask (110)
Hayward-Bennett Reissue. . .11-8. .735.
. 11-10
Mickey (C)
Biitirr Goodwin
Noose HangsStampede
High, The
Abbott-Costello
.. . .11-242-14.
Northwest
Leslle-Cralg
....
..7-21... 1-17.
De:ails onder title: Wild Conqiaet
P13 . . .2 2
Open Secret (70)
Ireland-Randciph
.9-27. .801.
Out of The Blue (91)
Brent-Mayo
Prairie Outlaw
Dean-Holt
...11-10.
.3-3.
9-122
Preliide to Night
Scott-Lynn .... . .12
. .9-1.
Rampage
Mitchell-Long . . .
, . .9-1
, .2-7.
Retorn of Rin-Tln-Tin, The (V) (65) Rin-Tin-Tin-Woods .9-16. .10-25.
Return of the Lash (59)
LaRoe-St. John ..
.804.
.12-8
.1-31.. . .852. ..12-22
Shadow Valley (58)
Dean-Ates
.ll-'-9.
.811 12-8
Snijgg'crs. The
Redgrave-Kent
T-Men (SI)
O'Keefc
. .. Foreign
.7-21. . .1-10. .
.814
.12-22
Take
My Life
'
fire'an"-Ryan
y;it-W:iliams .... Forc'gn
, . .2-28. . .839.
lomo-row
voo (85)
U<'
.
.
.5-12.
.9-1.
Tornado Ranje (56)
Dein-Holt
..11-15.
.2-21. . .854.
.805.
Whispering City (i2)
Lukas-Uantli.e ...
11-2*
1946-47
Foreign .
Adventoress,
The
(9B)
Kerr-Howard
Details under title: I See a Dark Stranger
.103... 3-17
ilg fix (63)
Bro»«.Rv«n
..4-19.
..»-U.
.702... 5-U
Border Feud (55)
LaBao-Barlea ,.. Foreign
...8 2. ,.Tn...»-2$
.
it-is
Caravan (80)
Graniier-Kont . . .
. 10-25 . . .757
Cheyenne Takes Over
LaRue-St. John ..
.106. . .9-15
Details under title: The El Lobo Mystery
. .8-4.
.733
Carslcan Brothers. The
f a rbanlts-Warwlek .Rels
DO. .. .5-24. .
Gas House Kids In Hollywood (63)
Switzer-Bartlett . .
.8-'3. . .712. . .9-15
Gashoise Kids Go West (63)
Sw tzer-W lliams .. .4-28.
.4-i4] ..7-26.
. .7-12. . .754.
Ghost
Town Renegades (57)
LaRue-St.
John ....
.711. .. .8.7-2118
Gun I aw
LaRoe-St. John
.10-18. . .756
.4-14.. .6-28.
Hearlarhes (71)
Ryan-Norrls . . .7-21.
.'..3-3.
Details aider title: Silent Voice
. .734.
.704. 7-7
Internatianil Lad*
Brent-Massey ... . Re'ssoo. . .5-24. , .717. . .6-23
.
.
.3-3.
Killer
at Large
Details
onder (64)
title: Gangway lor Murder Shaw-Low ry ... .11 25. .4-13.
.5-31.
Philo Vance's Gamble (62)
Curtis-Austin .10 14.
.707.
.708. . .5-26
Phlle
Wt^o't-Aust
n ...
.9 15
. 8-30 .
.6-28.
.6-14.
.. .4-28
Philo Vanet
Vance'sReturns
Secret (64)
Mission (64)
Curtis-Ryan
.753.
.8-30. .709.
Pioneer Justice (56)
LaRue-St. John .
.6-15. .710.
Railroaded (72)
Ireland-Ryan
.745. .10-13
.
Range Beyond the Bloe (53)
Dean-Ates
.10-14.
.
.5-30. .105.
.107. .. . .7-7
Red Stallion (C) (81)
Pal-e-Nash
.8-16.
Repeat Performance (93)
Leslie-Hayward
.Reissue
. .1-6.. . .6-21. .736.3-31
South of Pago Pago (84)
Hall-McLaglen
S*»o Child (70)
Austin-Joyce . .10-28.
. .2-3..
...4-28
.6-9
..6-7. . .703.
Three
On Aander
Tickettitle:(62)
Beaumont- Walker
.8-4
.715. . ..6-23
Details
The Carpso Cm« Calling
..4-5.
.4-13.
Too Many Winner. (60)
Beaomont-Marshall .2-17. .5-24.
.716 6-9
Wait To Glory (61)
Dean-AtM
. .746...5-ia
STREAMLINED WESTERNS
. .4-26. ..766.
Cade of the Plains (38)
Crabhe-St. John .
..4-26. . .761.
. .765.
..4-26. . .763.
..4-26. ..764.
..4-26, . .762.
ShootiB' Irons (40)
Bewhill-O'Brlen
..4-26.
Thandergai Ootlawi (39)
Newblll-B' Brian
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.9-23
, 110 ..664
Gay Ranchere, Tke (Tr.)
Ro«en-Fra2ee
Unctnfgergd (T) (146)
Ctoptr-GoiMaril
. .692
8-4
Heaeiteaders •( Paradise Valley (39) Laae-ilake
aj-B . . 11-21 .
Waterlront At MIdnhht
Garian Hi* Ci
10-13
'f-Lj
644 .
4-1, . .693
.
4704
.
1-20.
.3-21,
lenfli
Sin
(lerlal)
Glferd-Real
. Relttie . . .4-19.
Whert
There's
Li(e
(75)
Hope
Hitso
'
•
*
*
'
'
.
Whispering Smith (Ti
Laid Mankall
.....
leue
Jaaiee
Rldee
Agali
(Serial)
Meore-Stlrling
. *.9-26.
11-25
,
,8-15.
'a W^' ' . 4701 . .'.■ 8-18
Wild Harve*! (92)
Ladd La.nour
Marshal of Crippled Creek (58)
Lane Blake .
.3-3
.11-23...6.25, . .667. . .9-15
'.'.5-23'.
Herthweet Ootpett i91)
Eddy-Haisty
1946-47
. .C15...3-26
Oetalti eider: Uatltled
11-11. 5-2 4611 .
Blue tf Neon (91)
Baxter- Hddea
On
The
Old
Spanish
Trail
(Tr.)
(75)
.
.
.
.
Rogers-Fraiee
,,
Big Town (60)
Recd-Broiike . . . ..12-24. 12-27 . .4622 . ,3-17
. ,648. .10-27
,9-2, ..10-15,
,5-15. . ..6«9
•re«ee Trail t<«ets (58)
Lane-Blake ,,, , , , .,5-12.
8 6. 6-20 . .4602.
Biie Sklet (T) (107)
Crokky-4stalre
4623 .9-30
.4612.
...9-2,..
5-15,
Pilgrim
Lady.
Thi
i67i
Lane-Blake
,..
Caleettj (83)
Ladd-Rnssell
.
.5-30.
7-9.
. .«65...5-26
. .4-28
Detalle eeder title: Tke laaer CIrele
Danpw Street (66)
Li'wery wittien
3-3
, ,8-16 . ,620
. .7-18. . .4«16.
Pretender,
The (69)
Dckker-Cralg .. .3-31,
Pur Hetli (9i)
Laulhtlil Hnlden
9-2.
Details
ander
title:
Ceaplex
.4-28,
,
.8-15.
Oeeerl Fery (T) (>5)
MOlt-Hilluk
9-2. .4-18. . .4617. . . 6-9
Details ander title; Detwt Ttwn
Robin Hood ef Texu (71)
Autry-Roterts ..
. .685 , .9-15
3-17, .7-15.
.10-14.
. 71. ....661...
. .4<21. . . .8-4
Fear In The Nl|hl (72)
Kelly-York ..
4-29.
Rettlen el Devil's Canyon (58)
Lane-Blake
.'
.'
5..•617.21
12
.
.4624.
.
.7-25.
I C»»er Big Town (63»
Rted-Brookc
Saddle Pals (72)
Aotry- Roberts
6-10. . .4-25.
.
.6-15.
.3IS..
1113.
...3-3
. .4610. . . .3-3
.6-24. .1121. . 684...<-23
iBperleet Lady, Tke (»7)
iVrlghl Mllland
teeu Fe Hprliinf (56)
Lane-Blake .,,
. .3-17
10-1.
Oalalli aider till*: TaU Tkli Waman
Sleei City See (69)
Aetry-Rekerts
.
.4625.
Spelleri
e(
The
North
(66)
Kelly-Beeth
.
.
.
iongit Flight (67)
Lowcry Sa>aga
6-24.
. ..4-24.
.7-15. . . . .681.
.612. . .12-9
.5-12
My Favorlti Brunetti (87)
Hope-i-anour
7-22. .. ..8-22.
Springtime In The Sierras (Tr.) (7S) . . . . Ro«ers-Fra2ee ..
.4-4. . . 460 ) . . . .3-3
. 12-23 . .. .646
...8-9
Perils of Pauline (T) (96)
Hutton Lund
Stageceacb
to
Denver
(5C)
Lane-Blake
....
8-4
6«2
3-18. . . .7-4. . .4615. .. .6-23
. .3-3
Sealed Verdict
MIIIand-Mnrly
That's
Man (1C4)
ABetbe-McLeod
. . .613, , .4-14
12-8 .6-27. ..4615.
...6-1.
DetailsMy ander
IlUe: Gallant Man
TroDkIc with Women, The (80)
M liai d WrlDit . . . 6-11.
...3-3
.11-11 5-15.
.4618 ...4-21
Variety Girl (93)
Hatcher Kell;y
Thaft My Gal (Triceler) (64)
B'rry Roberts .. ...8-6...
11-11. . .8-29. ...4«13.
.7-21
1 19
, . .603. , .«-23
.4-28
Weleome Stranqcr (107)
Croiky-Cai toltf ....3-M.
Timber Trail clr.)
Hale-Robert;
.
.2-W....7-3.
Details ondei title: Tke Big Halrcot
Treipauir,
The
(71)
Evans-Douglu
..683
. ..«19...7-21
Details
enCer
title:
Tke
Flager
Waaaa
RE-ISSUES
.652 12-2i
9-1 B5-3«20.
Twilight on the Rio Grande (71)
Aetnr Mara .. ..1-20 41.
langfe Princess, The (84)
Lamoer Mllland
.9-1 15-3624.
.12-15
Under Colorado Skies (Tr.) (65)
Hale-Eoolh .... ..7-7
Plainsman. The (113)
Cooper - Artkir
.5-27 . . .2-15.
VIlHantet el Been Te«rn (56)
Lane-Blake .,,
..5-13... 5-17. .663. .6-23
Winter
Roberts-Drake
DetailsWeadarland
ander title:(71)
8n«a Cladwella
.11-25 81. ..<14.
, .618. .217
Wyoming (84)
Elliott-Ral-ton , .10-28. . .6 10. , .616,
Web of Fakir
Oaager (71)
(58)
Mara-O'Flynn
.6-23
. .611. .4-28
Tankee
Fowley-Weodbery
4-1.
RELEASE CHART
. 8-4
— 1SM7-48 —
RKO
RADIO
REISSUE
Title — Running Time
Cast Oetaib Rel. . .136.
.1129.
Alias Mary Dow (66)
klillard-Eilen
l»4"-4« Features
Completed (43)
In Production (1)
Black Cat. The (72)
Udd-Pathbone
Oct. no.
In.
Black Friday (71)
Karlod Lagosi
Oct. .1046.
.
1217
.
Butth "linds the Baby (77)
Braee-Crawlord
Ne«. . .926.
Ex-Champ (72)
McLaflen-Brsvn
RELEASE CHART
1095,
Ghost of Frankenstein (67)
Chaney-Ankcn
Jaa. .1212.
Give Us Wings (62)
L.T. Gays-D.E. Kids
Rel.
Mr. IN TitlePROIXJCTION
.
1017
.
Details
— Rennlng Tine
Cast
Green Hell (87i
Fairkanks-BenBctt Doc. . 623.
Invisible Man. The (71)
Rains-Staart
Dec. ,1029.
Jeseph Young of Africa
Johnson-Armstrong ...,1-5,
Invisible IM?n Returns (81)
Priee-Hard«ick»
Dec.
No,
COMPLETED
1947-48
Re>
BLOCK NO. 02nB
.1208
Lady From Cheyenne (89)
Yoang-Prc<ton
Sept .1121
Lady In a Jam (85)
Dupne-KnowlM
Sept.
■aahelar ead Tke Bakky-Svxer. Tke (94) .. .Grant-Ley
8-«
Ml 6-9
Li'fle
Touo'i Guys
Guy in(83)
l.T.
Kids
Mar. 929.
Cmilire (86)
Yoini-Mltcheai 3-17
802 7-7
Little Tough
Society (73)
LittleGojrs-D.E.
T«n|h Giy>
Mar.
917 .
.
1124
RitraB
(80)
B'Brien-Sleiak
6-24
803 6-9
Model Wife (78)
BloTid(ll--owe1l
Seree Keys to kidpate (66)
Terry-Wklte U-25
804 6-9
.1246.
Mummy's Ghost (65)
Chaney-Carr?.diBr Fek. .1344.
•nd«
tke
Tenta
■!■
(H)
Helt-Leslle
1-20
805
6-9
Mummv''^ T'-i"b (61)
Foran-Cfcaney
Fek.
BLOCK NO. TAVO
Pittsburgh (91)
Wayne-Oietrlch-Stott Dee. .1270.
Sin Town (74)
Bennttt-Crawf»-<
Jan. , 1-595,
Dick Tracy Meets Gnnaaie (65)
Byrd-Karlefl 4-14
809 . 11-24
Son of Dracula (80)
Chanpy-AIIbrifton J-n. .12-6.
Night
Song ender
(102)
Andrews-Okron 4-14
806.. 11-24
924.
Storm, The (78)
Biekford-Foslor
Fok. .,1139,
Details
title: Meaianr •! Len
Tight Shoes (69)
Crawford-Gwynne
Nn. , .'48.
Oet ef the Past (97)
Mitehew-Greer
810.. 11-24
.1063.
When Tomorrow Comes (92)
Danne-Bovrr
So Well Rememhered (114)
Scott-Mills
807.. 11-10
You're Not So Tough (71)
L.T.Goys-D.E.Kifc
Wild Horse Mesa (60)
Holt-Leslie
8-4
808.. 11-24
NOT DESIGNATED
Arizona
Ranger. The
Ho t-Les'ie 11-10
Berlin Express
Oberon-Ryan
9-1
REPUBLIC
Flgktlne Father Diani
O'Brlea-Dell 3-31
FortDetails
Apache
Fonda-Temple
8-18
under title: War Party
Good Sam
CooP'r-Sherldan . , , ,8-18
1947-48 Features
Completed (13) In Production (2)
Holt-Leslie 12-22
of Wrath
Guns
Westerns
Completed ( 6) In Production (0)
I
Remember
Mama
Dunne-Hemolka 6-9
Serials
Completed ( 2) In Production (0)
II Yoi Knea Sesle
Cantor-Davis 1-20
Indian Summer
Knox-Sothern
Joan
Bergman-Ferrer ,,..10-13
RELEASE CHART
Maa Ab«it Tewa
Chevaller-Derrler ,,Farel|i
IN PRODUCTION
MacMerray-Valll 8-4
Miracle of The Bells. Tke
Rev.
Mystery In Mexico
Londigan-White ...10-13
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Pearl. The
Marques-Armendarlz Foreign
Gallant Legion, The
Elliott-Booth 1-5. Ret.
Race Street
Raft Ma well
9-1
Moonrise
Clark- Risiell
1-5.
Retirn of the Badman
Scott-White
roivfPUKTET)
1947-48
Reeghshod
Sterling-Grahaae
7-7
Bandits of DarV C5r;vin
i-neWallfr
12-15 752.
Station West
Powell-Greer
Bill and Coo (Tr. ) (61)
Barton's Birds
Tall.Details
Dark under
S'ranger
Yoinp Holden
9-1
title: Rachel
Bo'-iDetails
Fronti"rsman
Lanc-Waller 12-22 .654, .1-5
under title: Cimarron Trails
Tarzan
and
the
Mermaids
Weissmuller-Joyce
8-4
California Fi'ehrand
Halc-Booth 10-13 ... 3-15 .
Tyeeen (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3
2-8
Campus Honeymoon
Crane-Wilde 1013 ... ,2-1 , .703,
.792.
Under Arizona Skies
Holt-Leslie 9-1
Dangers of The Canadian Mounted
Bannon-Bdmont ,,10-27
Velvet
Touch.
The
Russell-Genn
10-13
fi-Men Neve Forget (Serial)
Moore-Ames
8-4.,.. 9-9.. ,791.
Window, The
Hale-Kennedy 11-24
Heart of Virginia
Martin-Lowery ....12-22
Yoir Red
Wagen
O'Donnell-Graiiier 7-7
SPECIALS
I, Jane Doe
Hnss-y-Carroll 11-24
Inside Story, Thr
Hunt-Lnndigan 9-15... 3-15
11-2-1
Grant-Young 3-17
The (109)
Bishop's Wife,
De'ail'. under title: End If the Ralnkow
Fugitive,
The (104)
Fonda-Del Rio
1-6
11-10
It's
A
Grand
Old
Nag
(Tr.)
Cartoon
Feature 7-7
12-20 761
Fm and Fancy Free (73)
Disney Cartoon Feature
891 9-1
Maeheth
Wellej-Nolan
Long Night, The (101)
Fonda-Bel Geddes ...9-16 861 6-9
Madonna of The Desert
C-'sl"e-Ppb<-r*s ... .11-10. . .2-23
Magic Town (103)
Stewart-Wyman 11-25
862 6-9
Main Street Kid, The
Pearce-Marlin 9-29 1-1 701
Monrninq
Becomes
Electra
(172)
RussellRedgrave ....4-14
11-2-J
Oklahoma Badlands
Lane-Coles 11-24. . .2-22. .. .753
Secret
Life
of
Walter
MItty
(T)
(105)
Kaye-Mayo
4-29
851...
7-21
Old Los Anieles
EMiott-McLeod . ..10-13
Song
Is
Born.
A
(T)
Kaye-Mayo
8-4
Red Pony. The (T)
Loy-Mitckam
6-9
Details
ender
title:
That's
Life
REISSUES
Slippy Mcfiee
Barry-Evans 9-1... 1-15 702
Thunder In The Forest
Roberts-Douglas ....12-8
Bambi (70)
Disney Cartoon Feature 2-1
Under California Stars (Tr.)
Rcg:ri-Fra2ee 11-24
10-3
O'Brien-Othman
Wild Frentler. The
Lane-Holt
5-12... 10-1 751.. 10-13
Gun Law (60)
11-14
O'Brien-Johnston
(60)
G-Man
Border
1946-47
1-30
O'Brien-Sutton
lawless Valley (60)
Along the Oregon Trail (Trucolsr) (64) . . .Hale-Boatk
8-30 651... 9-15
O'Brien-Johnston 12-19
Painted Desert (60)
tells ef San Aigele (Tricolor) (79) ... Regers-Etant 12-23... 5-15 642 6-9
3-2
O'Brien-Whitley
Trooble In Sundown (60)
BlaekJiiBll (67)
Marshall-Mara 1-6. . .7-24 617...8>18
1946-47
DeUlls ander title: LIghtnli' Strikei Twlei
BLOCK
NO.
FOUR
UMk Widow. Tke (Serltl)
Edwmrds-llndley 6-10 694
.7U.
Driftwood (90)
BrennaB-Warrlek .. .5-26. . .9-15 621.. 11-10
BMt tke laid <«7)
Laafferd-Krapa «-24.
.3-31
Exposed (59)
Mara-Scett
5-12 9-8
629... 9-29
Ca4e a( Tke Wett <57)
,
Warran-Alden 7-22.
.719.
.720.
DtUlls aider title: Ifi Mirdir Ski taji
Derll Thimki A RI4e. Tke (O
Tlimey-Leslli 7-8.
Fabulous Texan, The (95)
Elliott-Carroll 6-23... 11-9
624.. 11-24
.3-3
Farair's
TfciKatia
(97)
.71*. ., .VS
Details Diigkter.
eider title:
far eaairan Yemi-Cotten 3-87.
Flame.
(97)
Carroll- Ralsten 3-31.. 11-24 628
.717. ..3-3
DetailsThe inder
titti: Tke ■itaatt
Trmll Street (»)
Seatt-Jeffreyi 8-l».
FEBRUARY

2, 1943

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Completed (28)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
souncDUir tankke
Comedy -SUiried J«jiuary IS
Ca^t: Ked Bkattan. Brian Donlevy, Ar;ene Dahl.
Director: &. Aytvu 8imon
Producer: Paul Jones
Story: 3koltOB
plajiv a spy for the North and the South during the Civil
War.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
riti»— ■■■•111 riM
Cut
ottaiK III.
■•. ■•%
Beery-Powell 1-5
•ate Witt A
€astcr Parad*
Astaire Ga-lanil 12-8
Jilia ^Mititllii
Caricn-Pi(t:eon 1-19
1947-48
«:iis The SentleBM
Betrj-^at icl< . . 513 . Var 818
Arnelo Afliir. Tht i87>
Hoeiak-Ginord 8-6. . .Sept. .. .803. . .2-1/
F'« Daoghtw ,
Slanwyeli Hell n ... 9-29
6I| City.
The
O'Bnen-Murphy
C«is
Timberlane
'119)
Tracy-lurn?f 10-27
5-12 . . . Jan . . 813 . . 11-n
eriAe
Goes
Wild,
Tkt
)oi:n on-Allsson 7-7
Mar . 819
Details uoAw tItJt: VlrtMQs
Desire Me '91)
Garson Hart
4-1... Oet
9-29
Detail] T.ter title: A Womaii ef My Owl
3-3] . Dec . . .810.
Cood News (T) (»5)
Turr.er-Heflin
. . . 311 12-22
Creen OalphI* Street
. 9-30
Detilli indef utM: TIM rerMnil TMtk
. 815 '.
Feb
.
.
Taylor-To tar
HIah Will, the
'.804
G.Tble-Turner ... . . .9-15
.7-7
Itomecomln}
.
Jan
.
.
It Winter Coaiee (97)
. .6-9.. . Dec . .814
.
Pidcon-Kerr
809 10-27
, Roon y-E. Taylor . . 6-23 .
Killer McCoy (103)
. . .1-5
. Btent-G Rord
Laxary Liner (Tj
£-1. .
Sinatra
Grayson
. . 5-26..
Klislni Bandit. Th« (T)
Gvtenn LeUh . . . . . . .9-29. .
Master of Lasiia
Detailsof ithe
n'erM«*iae
tl l«: (82)
N lU ef Homi
Merton
9-2 .. . Oct . . .805.
WiEkelton
l ams 0"ri
lawfon d .6-23
On An Island With Ym
. .7-21
3-3.
.
Garland Kelly . . .
f Irate. The (T)
. . bcV .
.11-25
.
Hepbarn-Kenreid
1--13
Poweii-Loy
Soni of The Thin Mm
2-3 . Sept . . . 8j1.
Ronnev DrHaien
SiMaer Holiday
. . 1-19
.8-4
Tracy- Hepborn
State Of The Uil«
. .10-13.
.
7-0
816 . .8-1
8-6 . N:v. 808
0 Br en M>;r hy
.
.4-1.
This Time (or Keen iTj
F(b . . .817.
Wi liin^s-Melc'iijT
Mar
MacDcnald
It rbi 11 25
Three Daring OMiMwt (
es
7-22
O'BrI n Cliarisse
Unllniihed Dance. Th« <T) (101)
Sept. . . . 802 .
Dotilli aider tltlo: tallirlM
. . .8-1
Mar
1946-47
5-27
•eilnning Or The lU (112)
Barrymore-Don'evy
. .726.
Taylor-Murphy
Cynthia (98)
.11-25 Joly. .
. .5-25
3-3
Detalli inder title: Tke Rich Full Life
Barymore- Bremer .10-28 . .June. . . .724. . .4 14
Otrt Delusion (90)
Details<T)inder
tltl«: Cyitttila't Secret
Wiirams-C^rroll
fitsta
(104)
.July. .
John
on-Mlyson . . . ..12-24
.5-27. .May. . .. .7rl.
ttigh Barkaree (91)
.727. . .6-23
PId
eon-Massey
Sept . . .. .701
.9
17
Ncllday
li
MexiM
(T)
(127)
PId
e*n-Massey
.728. ..3-17
.
.Aug.
.
.1-20.
iTieksters. The (115)
Giblf K-rr
. »-6 . . .Apr . . .718 . .6-23
&inatra-brayson
II Happened In SrMUya (103)
lenains-binora
.
. . . .Apr. . . .719. . ..6-10
imie Mr. JIB (92)
Kel'y-McDonald
. .725. . .3-3
8-^
ll«lni In a Bl« Way (104)
.
8-6.
9-30. .June. . .729. . 6-9
Details onder lltia: Ta Klce and To Keep1
Johnson-Leigh
.
.Aug.
.
Ki>nanee of Rosy RMfo (105) ....
Apr. . .720. .. .2-17
Traey-He-burn . . . . . .7-8 . . . May..
S«a of Grass (123)
.1111
..3. .7-717
Uidarctver Malsie (90)
8-20.
Sothern-Ne'son
.May. . .. .722.
Pcck-larman
.717.
Vearling, The (T) (12«)
RFPRIVTS
. .12-9
Gable-Leigh
. .Feb. . . .723
Creat Walti (T) (
Ra ner-Gra»«t ....
J
ly.
.
Gsrbo-Doaqlas . Reprint. . . . Dec . .
tll'-otchka (112) Thi
Heokurn-Stowart-Granl ... Ott. . 812
rhiladelphia Story.
Serf man- Mtitgoaier)
Ian In Kaavei . (I
..705
. . »-2
MONOGRAM
Wcstcns

Completed (14)
Completed ( 3)

In Production (1)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
KTUU>Y ON IHKK
Comedy — Started January 17
Cast; Jicki« Cooper. Jackie Coogan, Renee Godfrey, Robin
ChandUr, Ralph Sanford, Charles LaTorre, Curt Bois.
Director: Frank McDonald
Producer: Sid Luft
.'>»«ry Two
youncrunninp
eailors it.pet cau§ht in Fretirli blacl< market and brealt
♦ he ga.ng
TH7NI>EB. ON THE RANGE
We£;tem— 8tart«4 Januaiy 26
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton.
Director: Lambert Hillyer
Producer: Barney Sarecky
.story; R-^tabllahlnB
land ownara. •( telephone lines brings battles between outlaws and
RELEASE CHART
COaiPLETED
1947-48
TItIa— Ranntof Tlaie
Cast Deta Is Rel.
No. Rev.
Angpis' Alley
Gorccy-Giay 11-24 3-7
Rel ated n Iglaally aoAtr title When StrM:tch'jm Hunter .. Reissue. . 12-27 .. .4706
Eet-ayei
a-gers
Marry
Ceitli On (66)
The Deawkpat
Stewa t-Preisser
.12-8
20

Docks of New Orleans
Wint-rs-Young ....11-24
Fighting Mad (75)
Errol-Kirk*ood 9 15
Details under title: A Palooka Named Joe
. .2-7. .4701.
.470:)
High Tide (72)
Trr-cy-CastIo 3-31. ..10-11.
Jigjs a-d Maggie in Society (66)
Yule-Riano 9-29. .1-10. .4704. .10-13
Jirx Mon;y
Gorcey-Caldwell . .1-19
Joe Palouka in the Knocl>out (72)
K,rkwood-Knox 5 26. .10-18. .4702.
Details u' der title: A Gu) Naned Palooka
.4703. ..9-15
...3 3.
Louisiana (? )
Ca-ls-LinJsay
.
.11-1.
.4
51. .9-15
. .1-19
Melody R-n-e
Wak:ley-''e
Overland
Trails (58)
Brown-Belraontn;ont ..11-24
.1-31 4707
Perilous Waters (66)
Castle-Long ... . . .9-1. . .2-14. ..4705
Rocky
...
iVIcDowaM-Barrier ..8 18.
6^6 ]
Rose of the Rio Grande (60)
"a'-ro'l-Mov ta . . .Rihsi'c. .2-21
Smart Politics (68)
Preisser-Stewart . . .9-15. . . .1-3 . ..4.685
10 1-5
627
Song of The Drift-r (53)
Wakely-Coles . . .11 10. . .1-17.
7.T
.
1946-47
6-28.
9-20. . .677. .
Chinese Rinj, The i67)
Winter-Currie
9-1 . .12-6.
Code of thei72iSaddle
(53)
Rrown-Hatton
Dlllinger
.2-''8
(59)
Fla-hing Guns
.3803 . .
Tl rncy-Jeffries
Reissue 12-20.. . .673. . .
. . 6-23
Brown
Ha'ton
Gm Details
Ta'k under
(58)title: PaaU
Brown-Mclntyre
..674...
Man from Powder RIvir
Hard0-fali.
Bol'ednn.i«
Mahoney
title: (63)
Goreey-Loring
....9-1. . .5-10. .616. . .3-31
,6-21. . .620 .5-1 J
. . 2-3 .7-17.
High
Lre-Poland
. 622.
Ki royConquest
Wa Hrre(79)
IC8)
C'Opf
Cnoian ... . .. .312-23
31.
.11
8. .
K^nq of ''hf B.mtits (66)
Roland-Greene
Land of The Lawless (59)
B evn Haiton
. .5-3 . . .624.
. 671.
672 .
. . 1-206-9. .5-24. .. 3803
Law Comes *o Gonslght. The (fC)
B-o<«n Hattai
. 622 ..
Mu Iny in th- Big House (83)
BicVf-rd M.iclane
.
7.
.
News'-ounds
<6%)
Go cey-Hall . . . . . .3-31. . .9-13.
5-3.
Hrtah under
title' Scareheadi
.8-4 l:-25.
. Reiss"e
Prairie
Express
(55)
,
B
o*n-Hr.tton
neta Is under title: Dusty Trail
.6-8.
Rrhsue
Queen at the Yekon (73i
BleVfo d Rich
. .617 . .5-12
RIdIn'
Downinder
the title:
Trail Sang
(53)
ly-Tay'or .. . . .7-7. .10 4. .635
Details
«f the Saddle Wak
char'-e.
Ma
on
.5-12.
'.'.i'-ii
'
Wakely-White
. ..6~3
Ro in Go'<
Hond Toof CoTrie
Monterey(64)(55)
Rcland-Brcnt
Sa'ge
Sttwart
Prelsser
618 . . .5 12
.5-17.
Relssic .12-14
9-6 . .612
Sllvei Stall on (59)
SIx-Gun Srrrnade (S5i
.4-5. . 681
«on, tt Th. Sierrai (5.^) . . .
WKkely-Carhn
684. . . .4-21
Bcllta-Silllvan
.10 29 . .7-26.
Saspente (101 1
.6-15.
.
6:;9.
. .4-15
12-28
Detail! un''e'
titleGlamair
412 . .6f:6
Thondertolt
(T)
(44)
...
12
23
D
eumerfarv
Girl
4-19
Viol net (72)
8 19
611 l'-21
5 12
. Car'oll-Mavlta
Coleman 0 Shea
Wolf C.^ll (61)
Relssae .''-30
615
4-14
ALLIED ARTISTS
3 11-13
6-7
Black
Gold
(C)
'92)
.'-16
ra'^gstcr, The (86)
. fril v n-R lita . . .12-23 . 11(115)
2
?..6.
Heated. Th.
1-31
St«'m-D»For>
Bellta-Fos'er
.
.
.
.4-7.
. .Oiiinn-D'M'fe
It Ma(-ci„4 tn Fifth Afenae
.
.
.4-14.
.
.
2-17
Came
o-i-Downs
1.
. 2-22
Pennrtt-Ahernj
7
3::rd t om Lonj . 9-2\
SongDetail!
of Myinder
Hearttitle:
(89)T'agb SvBPkany
4.
.5-31.
Albert Sto.m
Tenderfoot, The
8.
2-3
. . .12-8.
PAR

AMOUNT
. .10 2-'

1947-48 Features

Completed (28)
In Production (3)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
SORRY. WRONG NUMBER
Drama — Started January 12
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Burt Lancaster, Ann Richards.
Director: Antole Litvak Co-Producers: Hal Wallis - Antole Litvak
story: From the famed radio story of the woman who hears her own murder plotted and tries to make people believe her when she say.^
she is going to be killed.
ABIGAIL, DEAR HEART
Drama — Started January 12
Cast: Claude Rains, Macdonald Carey, Wanda Hendrix, Andrea
King, Henry Hull.
Director: Mitchell Leisen
Producer: Richard Maibaum
Story: Toung wife of an old man falls in love with a younger man but
the romance does not work out.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Ronning Time
Cast Details
Rel.
Fortign Affair, A
Arthur-Lond-Oietrich 12-22
1947-48
COMPLETED
.9-30. . 10-10.
.4702. .8 18
Adventure Island (C) (67)
Calhoon-Flemlng
.
.3-3. . .2-20. .4709.
.
Alkerqaergue (C)
Scott-Britton . ,
. .3-17
Big
Milland-O'Silllean
5-26. .12-12.
Big Clack.
Town AtThe
er Dark (70)
Reed-Brooks .... . .6-23
.4706. .11-24
Big Town Scandal
Reed-Brooks
. 9-29
Caged Fury
Dennlng-Ryan
.11-10
,
..5-12
Connecticut Yankee, A (T)
Crost)y Fleming .
Dream Girl
Hotten-Cariy
.6-24
Emperar Walti. Ttp (T)
Cratky-Fantalne
.4703
.8-19 .10-31.
Golden Earrings (95)
Milland-Oletnch
Haiard
Goddard-Carey . . .11-10
I Walk Alone (S.9)
Lancaster-Scott
.12-23. . .1-16. .4708. .12-22
Detelb aaltr title: Deadlaal
Mr.Details
Reckless
Eytlie-Britton
11-10..
tnder title: Hard To Kill
My Own Trte Love
DoD"hs-Cal«ert 7-7..
Long, Grey Line, The
Ladd-Reed
9-29..
Night Has A Ttogsand Eyti
Rokinson-Rasiell 7-7..
Paleface. The (T)
Ho-e-Rnssell 8-18..
Road To Rio (100)
i^ro'by-Hooe 1-6 12-25.
.4707 .11-24
Salgan
Ladd-Lake
12-9 .3-12. . .4710.
Sainted Sisters
Lake-CaolBeld-Fltzgerald 10-27
So Evil My Lovg
Mlllaad-Tadd 5-26
Speed To Spare
Arlen-Rogers 10-27....
FILM

BULLETIN

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Ual, (M)
■•ffitt-Wklti 9-l«
Ut»•tUlli
Ti tUm
Kill (»2)
lltlt: Datum Thai Iki Malt Tmar-Tltraty 5-27
Llkdi Stwy. « (U)
Wlllliaii-Ntit 2-4
•italh lato till*: Matto HlaA
HMityKMi (74)
Teaali lla<li«ii 4-1
Tarian tnt tht Hintrtii (72)
WtUtBii:w-J«)ni ..10-14
BLOCK NO. SIX
ObkDtUllt
Triey'i
andtrDll'mmt
tItU: OUt(60)
Irtty n. Ik« Cli» Br<-ChrliUah(r ...11-11
D(i»irilt
Br*ai(-Laa| 12-9
Ottalli (73)
enUt titit: Flliht
Tk*y
Won't
B«lle>«
M<
(99)
Young-Hayward
8-19
Tkunder Mountain (60)
Holt Hytr
10-28
Woman on Th« Beack. Tki (71)
Bennrtf-lyan 2-4
Ootalli ondar titio: Ooilrakia Waaaa
SPECIALS
■«t Yaari of Oar LI«os. Tha (172)
Loy-Marih
4-29
Iff A Wondartol LIfa (129)
Stovirt-Raad 4-29
■ttorloai
B«|aiaa-Graat
tani o( tha(101)
Soatk (T) (94)
Dlinay Cartoon ...10-29
Faataro
SInbad Till Sallof (T) (ll7)
Falrkaaki-O'Hara 3-4
SCREEN*
1947-48 Features

.723.
.722. .4-21
.4-21
.724... 4-21
.721. .4'2t
.723.
.>31
.729.
.9-24
.721. .3-24
.726. .5-26
.730.
.727. .5-2C
.9-24
.12-9
. .751.
781 . .. 12-23
.7«1 t-S
.791.
.762. .11-11
. .1-20

GUILD

Completed ( 9)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
No.
Detals Rel.
TItIo— Ronning Tlmo
Cast
Boy! What a Glrll (69)
Negro Cait
. .X-2. Rn.
9-20. .4704.
Barning Croti, The (78)
Danloli-Patton . . . . .6 9 10-11. .4703.
Dragnot (73)
Wllco>ton-Brian
. .4-28. .10-25. .4701.
. .3-31. . .6 21.
Hollywood
Barn
Dinoo
(69)
Tobk-lnlng
Detallt andar iltio: Woatora Bar* Danoa
.9-13 .4702.
Klllor
(71)
Gwynne-A'fctr'ion
BllraeleDili
In Harkm
(71)
$!epln Fetchit .. .3-31. . 12-27
.1-24 . .4706.
. X-3.
Boad to the Big House (72)
fh I on Doran . .
.4705.
. .1-10. .4708.
Prairie, Th9 (80)
Aubert-Baiter
.3-29. .2-21.
TrailDetails
of theonderMigntlei
(42)
title: Law
ol the Moantloe Hayden-Holi ...
.12-13. . .4707.
Whore the North Begins (41)
Hayden-Holt ...
1946-47
.4614..
. .4-5. .4613..
•alls of San Feraaada (69)
Waodi-Warren . . .11-25. .4-19.
.11-25. .
■iflalo Bill Rldei Agala (66)
Arloa-Holt ...Farelga.
. ..6-7. .4616. .
■aek rilot (60)
Hadsan-LaRie .
Cato of tke Bahy llttar, Tka (40)
Neal-Jenklas . . . ...3-31. .7-26.
.4618. .
Call It Murder (74)
Bogart-Whorf
, Ralssaa. .9-13. . .5-2. .
Hat Box Mystery, The (40)
Neal-leaklni . . ...3-31.. .7-15. .4617..
.4609.
.
■t Dog (hop
Nell-Chapman
.12-1.
9-2. . 1129 . .4705. .
Prairie, The (72)
Baxter-Aubert
. . .8-18.
.1-15.
.4611. .4-28
■aoon of Tke Amaion (60)
Morlson-Lowery . . .9-30.
.9-13.
Racketeers (58)
Foster-Douglas
. S-1. ..
.. . Reissue
.
1225
.
.4612.
■oaegado Clrl
Curtis-Savage
.9-30.
■alllH
Parker- Hayden
...7-8.
Ootalli HoBt
andor llllo: Ina Mara Cbaaoa
.4608.
Scared to Death (65)
Lagoil-Cotnpton
5-3. .
1018. . X-1.
Sopia Cinderella (69)
Negro Cast
.3-3,., 5-17.. .4615.
Shoot To Kill (60)
Wade-Walterj
HOPALONG CASSIDY REISSUES
,,3-15.. .HC07.
Blitler'iTrail
Valley
(60)
Boyd-Mayden
..4-12.. .HC08.
Tonas
(59)
Boyd-Hayden
,.4-26. . .HC09.
Partners of the Plalas (71)
Boyd-Hayden
..5-10.. .HCIO.
Cauldy of Bar 20 (59)
Boyd-Hayden
.HCll.
..6-14.
Hoarl ol Arizona (68)
Boyd-Hayden
HC12.
, .7-19. .. ..HC13.
Bar 20 Jastlcf '65)
Boyd-Hayden
. .11-8. . .HC14.
Frontiersman. The
Boyd-Hayden . . .
,11-25. . .HC15.
Sonset Trail
Boyd Haydrn ...
. . .1-3..
Pride of the West
Coyd-Haydcn . . .
SELZNICK
Features

—

S.

Completed ( 4)

In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Detals
Title — Running Time
Cast
.10-13.
Mr. Standings Builds His Dream Hoose . . . .Grant-Loy ..
COMPLETED
Oael In the San (T) (138)
lnter:neuo (70)
Paradine Cat, The (132)
Porirait of Jenny
20th

Rel.
.4-17..
Jan«s-Cotten 3-19.
Bergman. Howard ..Reissue... Oat...
fodd-Pecii 12-23..
6atten-Jonao 3-3..

No.
.4-14
.1-19

CENTURY-FOX

1947 Features
Completed (54) In Production (3)
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time
Cast
Rel.
No. Rev
Apartment for Peggy
Crain-Holden Details
1-19
Chair For Martin Rome. The
Mature-Conti 1-5
Street With No Name, The
Stevens- Lawrence 1-5...
1947-48
■oomcrang (88)
Andrews- Wyatt
9-30 Fek
706 8-3
Brasher Doobloon. Th« (72)
Montgomery. Guild
7-22 Fek
70? " 2 17
Call
Northside
777
(111)
Stewart-Wallcer
10-13
"
Feb"
"
805 " 12-fi
2-2
Captain From Castile (T) (140)
Powers-Peters . . ..12-9 Jan
801
carnival In Costa Rica (T) (95)
Haymes-Ho
lm
4-29,
710
3-31
Challenge. The
Conway-Vinc-nf 11-24
DaisyWate
Kenyon (99) . rs
. .'
Cravford-^ndrcws
."oeV. V 73i' " 12-8
Deep
AndrewsPeters 10 7-7
13
'"'P'
Harrlson-Commlns ...9-16
22

fat.
Forovir Amber (T) (140)
Oaraell-Wllde .. ..11-11
.4-28. .. .tat.
.9-15
.729
29
Foxoi
of
Harrva.
Tke
(118)
Marrliaa
I'Hara
.
.733. ...9
.10-27
Fury at Furnace Creek
Matare-Cray ...
Details ender tl'.le: Ballad of Farnaco Creek
.May.
6-9 .
"711
Gentleman's Agreement '118)
PKb-McCoIre . .
Ghoit and Mn. Meir, The (104)
narrieaa.Tlaraay
11-2*
.5-12.
.7l5...5-a«
GIti My Retards to Brndway (T)
Calld-Saloy
Groon Grass of Wyoming (T)
Ceiamlns-Cokorn . ..12-9.
.6 23. ..Mur. . . .713.
Haaaetretek (T) (96)
Wlldo-B'Hara
. .7-22. Aag.
. .4-28
Iron Curtain. The
Andrews-Tlerney
.12 9.
a 19
.'.Jaa.
12-8
Miracle
on
34tk
Street
*96)
Payai-O'Hara
...
DoUlli andar title: Big Nevt
. JlSI . . . IIM.
. .6 23
I Wonder Who's Klu ng Her Naw (T) (104)Ha>or.Sto«ons ..
.. .723.
.725. , . 3-A2
Kiss of Death (99)
Mate-c-Donlevy . .3-31.
.11-24
. 8-6 ..ART.
Lati Coorgi Apley, The (9f)
Colman-Cemmlns
Sept. .,712.
. .2-18.
Let's
Emery-Broolu
. io-i*
. .9-1
MargieLl»e
(T) Again
(94) ....
Cralne-Toong
. 646 . .,.2-17
Moss Rose (82)
Cammlns-Matoro . . . .7-8 . .M air. .. .724.
Mother Wore Tights (107)
Grakle-Dailey ... .11 ii .Sept. .730. 10-13
Nightmare Alley (111)
Powor-Blordell
.Farelga
. .415.. . . laa . ..701. . . 6-9
Raior's Edge, Tke (146)
Power-Tlornoy
. .714. .11-85
San Demetrlo, London (76)
FlUgtrald-Yoaog
11-12- 10.
10. , Apr.
Oft ..703. , ',-1
Sittino Pretty
Young-O'Hara . . . . 6-9
Shocking Miss Pllrlai, Tke (T) (86) . . . Craklt-Haymes
.803 , .4-14
Snake Pit. The
dcHavlllaad-Cenn . .3-17. ,
. .i-«
. 11-10.
. 8-4. ..
Summer
LIg'itnhg
(T)
Haver-MeCalllster
Tender Years. The (81)
Brown-Hotehirson
•JOT
ThatDetails
Ladyunder
In Ermine
(T)
Gralle.
Fairbanks
.
.
Jan
title: This li the Moment
7-6- 2210.
12-8
12-229-1
13 Lead So'diers
Conway. Wiuolt
. .Nay
.Jan. . ..702.
13 Roe Madeleine (95)
Caonry Anaakolla
Thunder
in the title:
ValleyBok.
'T) San'103)
Rov. ander
of Battia Garner McCallister
. . .1-6
9 15
Will, REISSUES
of Jericho .
WlH»-0»-nell . . . 11-10
2-2
You Were Meant for Me (91)
Crain-Oail y
Har. . .741
820
Alexander's Ragtime Band (106)
Pawtr-Payo
Fek . .745,
Drums Along the ITohawk (103)
Colbert-Fonda
Grapes of Wrath (1281
Fonda Dirnell
Cm*fct..
immDm. . TAJ
Haw MIserabloi
Gretn Was (105)
My Vallay (118)
Pld?ooa-B
Hara
Ln
Harek-Laogtiloa
Mark of Zorro '93)
Power-Darnell
'. .732 .
Stanley and LIvlntstaae (101)
Traty-CrMni
728
Swamp Water (90)
Breaaaa-Hestan
Tobacco Road (84)
Tio-n y Andrewi
Weetera Unloa (95)
Yaang-Seetl
.JtM..
Soot ..719.
SOL WVRTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Fek
Arthur Takes Over
Ccl ief -Cowan . .12-22
Backlaik (66)
Travle-Rogen 9-30.. .Jaly.. . .722.
Crimean Key (76>
Tar'ar-Oowling 3-31..
12-22
Dangeroas Yea's. The (62)
Halop-Todd
Half-Past
Mldnloht
Taylor- Knodsen . . ll-''4..
. .7-7
Invisible Wall. The (73)
Castle-Chrlstlne
6-9. .■ay.. ..716.
804 ib^ij
Jowole of Iranleakarf (66)
Travli-Ckalral
.
.Dec.
.
Rose; A-e Red '67)
Castle-Knedsen 6-23. .$a»t.. . .734. 11-lt
Second Chance (62)
Tayior-Corrlo
.ra»..
.'■ar.'.'
. .7-21
Itraaae
laaraoy
(65)
Details aader titia: Fllikt Ta Paraflaa Kelly-Maeeoa 5-27. .';itt','. ..708.
, .726. .9-U
.4-l<
UNITED
ARTISTS
1947-48 Features
Completed (26)
In Production (1)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rffs); Vaneiiard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
Bill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); RIpley-Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog:): Stromberg (Smg); Levey (T>ev); Cowan
(Ccw); Stone (Stn); Selznlck (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); I^esser
(Les): Loew-Lewln (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgy):
Bronston (Bm) ; Chaplin (Chn) ; Enterprise (Ent) ; Hughes
(Hgs); Comet (Com).
NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE PITFALL
Drama — Started January 17
Cast: Dick Powell. Lizabeth Scott, Jane Wyatt,
Director: Andre de Toth
Producer: Samuel Bischoff
Story: Xot available. Pee next is.'jue.
RELEASE CHART
1947-48
COMPLETED
Ent ..
Rak
Title — Rgnning Time
Details
No.
. .7-22R:l.
• rek af Trlemgh
Barfman-Bayor
Ent
.
Cast
(tiantis
Moatei-Aamant . . .3-3
8- 4. 1147
EaMasaa-CaUert
a Id-Palmer 1-20
.8-18
Far
Body and Eve
Soal (90)
(104) ,
Christmas
91
BB
.
D°ad Don't Dream
Boyd-Brooks
.Neb
CFO . . .4-29
False Paradise
Boyd-Brooks . . .
BB
Heaven Only Knows (97)
ri-nmlngs-Donlevy 12-23 . .7-18
Roary V (T) (134)
Bliyier-Hcwton . . . .9-30.
,9-47
.5-12
. For. . 12-47.
.5-12.
Hooay's
Holiday (60)
Eayd-Ware . . . . .9-30.
. , .9-47 lisBB ..
Intrigue (90)
Raft-Havoc
Laff Time (C)
Olsen-Jannsen
Ra .. . .8 4
Datalli
onder Mlia. IndORoadeitt Ckart
Lored
(102)
Sanden-Eall
11-11... 7-25. Smg 7-21
Detallt ender title: Personal Colann
. .1-i
Mad Wednesday (80)
Lloyd-Walborn
.10-1 Stg
3-3
Rev. onder title: Sin of Harold DIddlekock
Man of Evil (90) . .
Raft-Blondell 12-9.. .9-47 Hn
MIraelo Caa Haggea, A
.Bat-Mar
....
fFD
All-star
8-3.
.igi
11-10
Cgy
Wayne-Clift
Red
River
11-47 ..Hks
Roosevelt
Story (80)
6-9.
.
Docomentary ....11-47..
Silent Conflict
BB
Boyd-Brooks 7-21
.U-L
7-7
BB
Sleep My Love (97)
Boyd- Brooks
9-1
Ent
Sleep
My IsLove
Colb'rt-Cimmln|s
So
This
New
York
Morgan-Vallee
ri
Stampede
Wayne-0
Sheridan...10-13...
.9-30..,
■ki 1-19
DeUlls ander title: Ro4 Rhrir
. BB
Strange Gamble
Boyd-Clydo . . . . .5-26.9-1.. .
Time of Your Life, The
Cagaey-Bendli . ...8-19.
Van4gtte
DcGeorge-Brooka
FILM

BULLETIN

•711

. 1946-47
AMI Irbk IM* (9<)
Dri-Chikkot 4-29.
«<TmUr« (f Dm Ccyttt (C) (05)
Martm-Rilterty ...8-19.
«irii«tlt Hall (134)
Honf-Prlnce
C«»aeib>na (92)
Miranda-Marx 12-9.
Dai|*r(gi Vtntirt (59)
Baytf-Aliiandtr 8-5.
Dlthanarad
(85)
.amarr-0'K«efe ...5-27
Fan On A Lady
Wiak-and
(9S)
BratkcB-Lam
7-8.
Ottt'M indif iltltr Stranft Railfellowt
Hal Roaeh Comedy Carnival (112)
Ahel-Raffertv
Details under titles: Coriey (3-27) and FaliDloiis Jo* (3-3)
little Iodine (57)
Marlrwe-Cramer . . .4-29
Maraoiters. Th,
;
Boyd-Broolis 4-38
■r. Au (84)
r
Raft-Sidney 3-4.
Datalll andet tltl'- Mr. Act and the Oiieen
MonMn.ir Verdouj '120'
Chaplin-Raye 6-24.
Drtalli indor tItU: Conatfy af Mardon
Npw
(89)
il'Cordovt.Patrlci<
"■''1
OthT Orleans
lnv«. Th»
l°6)
Stanwyck
Niven ..10-28.
Sotlaw. The (114)
P-"l'-Hii«ton
Ramrod <94\
Mrr.f»a.L~V- ... fi.20.
Retoeta (130)
Fontaine-Ollvlor .Rtlsia*.
itandal In Paris, A (XOO)
Sanderi-Hasso ...10-29.
StnrV Bi»p« Man 'CT)
ronifr-Robfr's 2-3.
Strante Womae. The (lOOi
Lamarr-Sanders ..12-24.

.12-27. Ck> ...12-y
. .519.R.C ...5-12
. . .8 2 L«B-M . .3-17
..5-30 Csl 5-2fi
..5-23 Raeh 3-5
...5-14
.5-16 .Sm9
4-2i<
Stn 4-14
. .8-29 .Ro
9-1
11-11
R.C.
...9-16
.1C-4T B.B
...8-2 loj .10-14
.10-47. Chn
. -l.ia Lev

4-28
5-12

Hi . 4-''
4-1
...7-ll.'-t
. s-o r,,
3.J
. .4-26.S2l(
..4-19. Psb
t-5
. .6-21.r.-m « I <
.10-25. Smi ...11-25

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
1947-48 Features

Completed (27)

In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE JUDGE'S WIFE
Drama — Started Januarv 19
Cast: Frederic March. Edmond O'Brien. Florence Eldridge, Geraldine Brooks, Stanley Ridges.
Director: Michael Gordon
Producer: Jerrv Bresle''
story: Juilpe is aocuseil of the munlpr of his wife and tried in his own
court. An invah'd d.-iughter add.s to the drama of the sitaation.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Ro-nin- Tim"
Cast
Details
Rel.
No. Re».
Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid
Powell-Blyth 1-19
1947-48 ■
All My Sons
Robinson-Christians .10-13
Anotlier Part of The Forest
March-Blyth 11-10
Are You With It
O'Connor-San Juan .11-24
. Foreign
11-10
Beware of Pity (102)
Palmcr-Llcven
Blaek Bart. Hlohwavman (T)
neCarlo-Doryea . ..6-23
Details under title: Adventures of Bhtk Bart
12-8
Bush Christmas (70)
Rafferty-Fernside . Foreign
. 10-27
Casbah
DrCarlo-Martin
Captain Boycott (£2)
ncnat-Graii';er . . . .Fo-eign. . .Jan
12-8
DouHe Life. A (105)
Colman-Hasso
. . .6-23
1-19
Details under title: Imagination
Exile. The (95)
Fa'rbanks-Montez .. .5-12. . .Nov
10-27
Hungry Hill (92)
Locl(wood- Price Foreiun
10-27
Letter From An Unknown Woman
Fontnine- Jourdan . ..9-15
lostDetails
Moment.
Cummings-Hayward ....3-31
Dec
10-27
underThftitle:(89)
Tht lest Ldvt
Naked City, The
Fitzge'-ald-Duff 7-7
Nicholas Nicklpby (94)
Hardwicke-Bond ...Foreign 11-2^
Man-Eaters of Kumaon
Sabu-Pagc
12-22
Pirates of Monterey (T) (77)
Montei-Cameron .... 5-13. .. Dec
11-24
Ride the Pink Horse (101)
Montgomery. Hendrix .5-26 Oct
9-15
River Lady (T)
OcCarlo-0"ryca 8-4 ..
Secret Beyond the Door (99)
Bennett Rfdgra.e
Feb
1-19
Senator Was Indiscreet, The (81)
Powell-Raines 7-7... Jan
]2-?2
Singapore (79)
MacMi rray-Gardner . . 3-17 . . .Seit 622...8-lf
Tap Roots (T)
Hellin-Hayward ... 6-23
Tawny Pipit (81)
Miles-John Forego
9-15
Up In Central Park .
Durbln-Havmes ...10-13
Wistful Widow of Wagon Gap (78)
Abbott-Costeilo 5-12 Oet
10-13
Woman's
(£6)
1-j
Details Vengeance,
under title:A The
Mortal Coil Boyer-Blyth 8-4... Feb
1946-47
Black Narcissus (T) (99)
Kirr-Roblnson ... . . . Foreign . . .Dec
7-21
10-U
Foreign . . . 8-24
■ritt Eneauntar (85)
Johnson-Howars
Brote Force (98)
Lancaster-BIyth . . . . 3-3. .Aug 620. . .6-23
.
Back Privates Comt Noma (77)
Abbott-Costella .. .. F».12-9.
elgn. . . .Apr 612. . .3-17
Captive Heart, Tha (86)
Redgrave-Johns
.Reissue. . .June. . .27£8 4-21
Oracula
Lugosi
613. . .3-33
. 12-9. .
Egg The
and I,LeveTheef (108)
Col'^ert-MacMurray
For
Mary
Dorbln-Dall ...3-17..
. Reissue. . .June. . .2797! ]. . . . .
Frankenstein
Karloll
.Sept
Frieda (97)
Farrar-Johns .... ,..Foreign
Foreign.. . . July 619. . .3-31
6reat Expoctatloni (116)
Mills-Hobson ... . . Foreign.
II Know
Going (91)
Hiller-Livesy
. . . . .Apr. . .2794 S-1
Stole aWhere
MillionI'M (78)
Raft-Trevor ... . Reissue
.12-23. . .June 616. . .6-23
Ivy (99)
Fontalne-Knowles .. Ferelgn.
.
Johnny Frenchman (104)
Ro«ay-Roe
12-23
.. Foreign
Foreign . .
Lady Surrenders, A (108)
Lockwood-Granger . Fereig*
6-23
.
.
.
Magic Bow, The (105)
Granger-Calvert .
7-7
My Heart Coei Craiy (T)
Field-Kendall
.2795
,
.
Reissue.
.
.May.
Magnlfleent Obtestlon (101)
Dunne-Taylor
.
Fore
gn.
.
May. . .617 3-3
Odd Man Out (118)
Mason-Ryan ....
100 Men and A Girl (84)
Durbin Stokowskl , . Reissue. . .lone.
.Aug. .2796
Slave Girl (80)
DeCarlo-Brent .. . . .3-17.
. .623. . .7-21
8-5. .
Something In the Wind (89)
Dnrbin-Dall
. Sept . . .621 8-4
Details under title: For the Lm af Miry
..10-28... May. ...614... 3-31
Time Oat t Mind (88)
Calvert-Hotton
rhay Were Slitin (108)
Maian-CaWert . . . . Fareign . . . Sept. . . 1065 . . .9-16
.Ferelgn GFD. . .4-14
This Happy Breed (110)
Newten-Jehnson
11-24
Upturned Glass (86)
Mason-Kelline .. . .Foreign. . .Nov
FEBRUARY

2, 1948

VlgllulM latin, Tk* (Cliaaal*) Hall-Llndity
Weh,Details
The (87)
O'Brlen-Riinei
under title: Jaaiardy
Years Between, The (88)
Radgraie-Hehsen
Ym Caa't Cheat in Henest Man (73) Flelds-Bergen .
WARNER
1947-48 Features
ROPE

(T)

BROTHERS
Completed ('23)

NEW

. .Jaly....<ll.
...7-22.
..3-17. . . Jeoe. . . .61.3.
. Ferelga .
. . Relssie. .Apr... 2793 .6-9
3-17

In Production (5)

PRODUCTIONS

Drama — Started January 19
Cast: James Stewart, John Dall, Farley Granger, Joan Chandler,
Constance Collier, Edith Evanson, Richard Crane.
Director: Alfred Hitchcock
Producer: Transatlantic Pictures Corp.
Story; Two men tvy for a perfect crime and to rid the world of unfit
penjde. Tliey fail, of course.
JOHN LOVES MARY
Comedy — Started January 13
Cast: Ronald Reagan, Jack Carson, Wayne Morris, Patricia Neal,
Edward Arnold, Ernest Cossart, Virginia Field.
Director: David Butler
Producer: Jerry Wald
story: .\ G.I. marrie.s avi Knglish girl jv.st to get her into this country.
When he finds tlie pal he wanted her for already married, his
problem is how to marry her off so he can marry the girl he is
really engaged to.
THE FIGHTING TERROR
Melodrama — Stalled January 14Maxwell,
Gordon MacRae, Mary
Cast: Wayne
Morris, Lois
Stuart, Jimmy Ames.
Producer: Saul Elkins
Director: Sheriy Shourds
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
No.
Details
Adventures of Don Juan (T) ....
.Flynn-L'ndfors . . . .10-27 Rel.
.Bo3art-Baca:i
Key Largo
Cast
COMPLETED
. . . .1-5 . . .1-10. .
. ReynolJs-Hutton .
Always Together (78)
. .713.
1947-48
. .6-23
Details under title: Love at First Sight
Carson-Solh:rn
. 12-22
April Showers
. 9-15
Christopher Bhki
.
9-15
. .9 15
Dark Passage (106)
.Smith-Ooug'as
.Bogarl-Bacall
. 'Iark-Lupin9 .. .. .. .. .11-25. . . .9-27. . .. .703.
Deep Valley
.701.
.10-14. ....9-1..
. .11-22. . . .708. .11-10
.Flynn-Lupino . . . .
Escape Me Never (104)
...8-4
Johnny Belinda
.11-26
.Wyman-Ayres
.Dunn:-Powell , . . . . .9-15
Life With Father (T) (118)
. .715
.
.4-15
.Palmer-Wanamaker
My Girl Tisa (95)
.2-7. . . 702 . . .C-l
Details under title: Ever The Beginning
. . 6-9 . . .12-27
. .711. .12-22
My Wild Irish Rose (T) (101)
Morcan-King
Night Unte Night
..Carson-Paige
LIndfors-Reagan . . .10-14
Romance in High C (T)
.'.706.
Sliver River
..9-30.
.6-23
..Dav:sFlynn-Shefdan
Davis
...
.10
Strange Meeting
. .5-1213
Details under title: Winter Meeting
. . .11 1. . . .707. .10-2>
That Hsgen Girl (83)
.Rcagan-Tcmplj .
Details under title: Mary Hagen
. .6-23.
To The Victor
.Morgan-Llndtors , . .3-31
.8-18 . . .1-24. . . .714, .1 19
Treas re of Sierra Kadre (126)
.Oogart Huston
Two Gays From Texas (T)
Morgm-Carsan
Rains-Caullield
...3-17 . . .2-21 . . .716.
Unsuspected
Voice
of The Tl-eTurtla1 1031
(103)
. Parker-Reagan
..9-29
.'.10-11.'.
Woman In White, The
. Parker-Toung
.10-14
Wallflouar
. ..3-3
.2-3
.Reynolds-Hutton
. . .1-5
Whiplash
Clark-Smitli
. ..3-31
.3-3 .3-13.
REISSUES
Adventures o' Robin Hood
Flynn-deHav Hand Reissue
7r9.
Ant..oiiy Adverse >116|
IVIa cn DeHav Hand Reissue. 12-13. ..704.
Bad Men ol Mis ouri (71)
Morgan-Wyman .. Reissue.
.705.
12-13.
Each Dnwn I Die (8-1)
Cagney-Ralt
.10-4. .710.
.712.
Jezebel (93)
Cavis-Fonda .... Reissue. .12-13.
.10-4.
Si ght Cnse of Murder, A (85)
Robinson
. R. issue.
1946-47
.12-10. . . .2-8. . ..613..
Bijst with Five Fingers, The (88)
Alda-KIni
.4-28
.6-14.
Cheyenne (lOO)
Mortan-Wyman
.8-16. . .. .. ..622.
4-1. . .. .1-25.
625 .
Cry Wolf (83 1
Flynn-Stanwyck . .12-24.
.
.5-27.
.1-11.
.
Hamarasgue (125)
Crawford-Garfteld
.620. . .3-31
lO'« and Leirn (83)
Carson-Viekors .. . . .9-16. . .5-3. . . .612.
..611..
Man I Lave. Tha (96)
Liplne-Alda
.2-22.. ..614.. .2-17
. .1-6
.7-7
Detail) ender title: The Sentenee
Nerj Prenthi (111)
Sherldan-SBlth . . .1-21. .7-26..
.
1-6
Possessrd
Crawford-Hellin . . . .6-24.
Detail) (108)
under title: The Secret
..615..
Persued (101)
Wright-Mltehum . . .8-19. ...3-8..
.4-12. . . . 617 . . . .1-6
Stallion Road (97)
Reagan-Smith
-.6-9
.
.4-15.
.
.3-29.
.
.
.2-18.
ThatDetilli
Way ai4er
with Women
.3-31
12-9. .5-24. . .616. . .2-17
tRte: A (84)
Vwy llefe Mai Greenstreet-Vlekers ...514.
. .3-3
Twi Mrs. Carralls. The (100)
Bogart-Stanwyek
.
.621.
.
Untaltl.tuI,
The (109)
Sherldan-Scott . .
.4-26. . ,
...7-5,
REISSUES
. .6-9
. .618 .4-14
.Re'uat.
Sea Hairt, The (109)
Flyna-Ralns
.4-2C. .
Sea Welf, The (87)
Rokinioa-Laplao .
.618 ,
Reliiae. .12-7... . .«0».
King's
(127)
SkerldaR-Cammligi
Wild BUIRaw HIekeek
RIdee (72)
Beaaett-Ctktl ... . lelasia. . . .12-7.
23
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"'T-Men/

"The

the new Thrilluloicf'
-Walter Winehell

Box-office naturaV equal If
not superior to 'House on
92nd St.'/Brute Force', and
'The Killers!'" —Film
... Bulletin
„

Pick of the Pictures.

BesfPic*"**® Weeic!"
'—Jimmy f idler's Coastto-Coast Broadcast

"Dynamic,
m

"Exploitation

*

smashing

entertainment...

natural

—Hollywood

should click heavily^'*'^
audiences!"
., Variety
. .
—Daily

a winneil"
Reporter

^ "One of most interesting
pictures of the kind I have
ever

seen!"

—Louella Parsons

with MARY MEADE • ALFRED RYDER -WALLY FORD
JUNE LOCKHART- CHARLES McGRAW -Produced by AUBREY SCHENCK. Directed by ANTHONY MANN
Written by John C. Higgins • Suggested by a Story by Virginia Kellogg • An Eagle Lion Films Release

25c per Copy
53 per Year
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Last week
picture

seven

the

give

IN

new

pre-

Studios.

meaning

slogan

to

M-G-M presents CLARK

GABLE

• LANA TURNER

• ANNE

BAXTER . JOHN HODIAK in "HOMECOMING" • Ray
(Collins • Gladys (looper • (Cameron Mitchell • A MERVYN
LeROY PRODUCTION • Original Story by Sidney Kingsley
Adaptation by Jan Lustig • Screen Play by Paul Osborn
Directed by MERVYN LeROY • Produced by SIDNEY
FRANKLIN • A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

"M-G-M

'48!"

ff

19

"STATE

If

HOMECOMING

motion

were

M-G-M

thrilling

industry's

GREAT

wonderful

entertainments
viewed at the

They

YOU

THE

PIRATE

99

(Technicolor)

OF

THE

UNION

LIBERTY FILMS presentsSPENCER TRACY. KATHARINE
HEPBURN • VAN JOHNSON • ANGELA LANSBURY
ADOLPHE MENjOU • LEWIS STONE in FRANK CAPRA S
"STATE OF THE UNION" • Based on the Play by Howard
Lindsay and Russel Grouse • Screen Play by Anthony Veiiler
and Myles Connolly • Associate Producer Anthony Veiiler
Produced and Directed by FRANK CAPRA • A METROGOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

M-G-M presents JUDY GARLAND • GENE KELLY i
"THE PIRATE" • WALTER SLEZAK • GLADYS COOPEl
REGINALD OWEN • Songs by COLE PORTER • Coloi
by TECHNICOLOR • Screen Play by Albert Hackett an(
Frances Goodrich • Based on the Play by S. N. Behrmai
Dance Direction by Robert Alton and Gene Kelly • Direct
by VINCENTE MINNELLI • Produced by ARTHUR FREE
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
ff

EASTER

PARADE

99

(Techntcolor)

B.

F.'s

DAUGHTER

M-G-M presents "B. F.'s DAUGHTER" starring BARBARA
STANWYCK . VAN HEFLIN • CHARLES COBURN
RICHARD HART • KEENAN WYNN • A ROBERT Z.
LEONARD PRODUCTION • Screen Play by Luther Davis
Based on the Novel by John P. Marquand • Directed by
ROBERT Z. LEONARD • Produced by EDWIN H. KNOPF
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
99
If
THE
M-G-M

BRIDE

presents VAN

GOES

JOHNSON

• JUNE

Music and Lyrics by IRVING BERLIN • Director of Musica.<
Numbers ff
ROBERT ALTON • Directed by CHARLE*
Title)
WALTERS . Produced by ARTHUR FREED • A METRO
GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
THE

BIG

CITY

99
{Tentative

M-G-M presents "THE BIG CITY ' starring MARGARE:
O'BRIEN . ROBERT PRESTON • DANNY THOMA
GEORGE MURPHY • KARIN BOOTH • EDWARl

WILD
ALLYSON

M-G-M presents IRVING BERLIN'S "EASTER PARADE"
starring JUDY GARLAND • FRED ASTAIRE • PETEH
LAWFORD with ANN MILLER • Color by TECHNICOLOR

in

"THE BRIDE GOES WILD" • BUTCH JENKINS • HUME
CRONYN . UNA MERKEL • Original Screen Play by
Albert Beich • Directed by NORMAN TAUROG • Produced
by WILLIAM H. WRIGHT • A METRO-GOLDWYNMAYER PICTURE

ARNOLD . BUTCH JENKINS • and introducing to the scree
BETTY GARRETT and LOTTE LEHMANN • Screen Ph
by Whitfield Cook and Anne Morrison Chapin • Additiooi
Dialogue by Aben Kandel • Based on a Story by Miklos Laszl
As Adapted by Nanette Kutner • Directed by NORMA
TAUROG . Produced by JOE PASTERNAK . A METR(
GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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THINK

IT OVER

Dependents
The wise man must remember that while he is a descendant of the past, he is a parent
of the future; and that his
thoughts are as children born
to him, which he may not carelessly let die.
— Herbert Spencer.
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CASE

The case of the United ,States Government against the major film companies now rests with the Supreme Court. Last week, the eight distributors
stood before the nation's highest tribunal and pleaded that the decision means
economic life or death for them. It was a spectacle that made one wonder how
it came about that these giants of our industry found themselves thrown into
this herculean struggle with the Government.
It is often the case that as a battle endures and spreads in scope and violence, people lose sight of the little sparks that first lit the torch. And if we
look into the history of the monopoly case, we realize that it grew from what
seemed to be minor incidents in the relationship between the major companies
and the little exhibitors. It was an accumulation of provocations against these
theatremen that inspired the Department of Justice to file its original anti-trust
action.
Two basic issues are involved in the anti-trust case: ownership of theatres
by film distributors, and the practice of block booking.
What is the origin of the opposition to distributor-affiliated theatres?
At rock bottom, it would be difficult to find a reason why a film company
should not operate theatres. But, theie was the case of the independent who
purchased or built a fine theatre and found he could not obtain a run ahead
of the competitive affiliated theatre at any price. And there was the fourth-run
independent who was bluntly advised that he must await the 30 days clearance
granted to the affiliate's third-run house. And there was the distributor ^vithout
theatres who had no choice but to sell his film on the terms offered by the
affiliated circuit that controlled all the theatres in the city.
Then, there was the little exhibitor who one day was warned by a film
salesman that his company would build a theatre across the street if he refused
to buy their product. Maybe a few hundred such exhibitors appealed to their
Government for protection from this threat and the Department of Justice began to investigate.
There was a time when block booking was a system acceptable to the whole
trade. That was when every picture in a company's program was identified in
the contract by star, story, or director, and when the exhibitor was allowed the
option of cancelling a picture to offset a substitution.
But the avarice of distributors gradually proscribed the exhibitors' rights
and finally evolved a contract whereby a season's program was identified only
by cold, meaningless numbers. Whereas the old style of block booking was desirable, this pig-in-a-poke system became to thousands of independent exhibitors
a manifestation of a monopolistic force that was throttling their freedom of
enterprise. They began to raise their voices in protest and, as the volume grew,
the public took note of its interest in the issue. In the national Congress and
in several State Legislatures, bills were introduced to legislate block booking
out of existence. Eventually this system, too, came under the scrutiny of the
Federal Government s legal arm and the monopoly case was born
Film executives have always been inclined to disparage the role played by
the thousands of rank-and-file exhibitors in the industry scheme of things. The
movie moguls never •seemed to appreciate that the great strength of American
democracy resides in the ability of the little people to make their voices heard.
Whatever the decision of the Supreme Court, they will profit in the future by
paying heed and homage to this fundamental facet of the great American
system.
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BROTHERHOOD
Intolerance is ignorance. Throughout the ages enlightened men have
pondered the means of dispelling the darkness of bigotry and leading mankind
into the light of true wisdom-understanding.
A wonderful organization is today engaged in teaching tolerance. It is the
National Conference of Christians and Jews, organized twenty years ago by
Charles Evans Hughes, the late Newton D. Baker and the late Dr. S. Parkes
Cadman. The original program of the founders was to impress upon the American people our bedrock principles of freedom, tolerance and understanding.
This work is now being extended by the Conference throughout the world.
The purpose of this splendid group has been dramatized in recent years
by American Brotherhood Week, observed the week beginning with Washington's birthday, February 22-29. The motion picture industiy has always joined
enthusiastically in promoting this worthy cause and this year every member
again is asked to contribute as much as possible to enable the National Confeience to carry on and extend its gospel of friendship and understanding
among the people of our nation and of the world. Give, Give.
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Raftery that the entire decree be thrown
out, because "we want to go home free!"
The Supreme Court sitting to hear the
arguments in the ten-year-old anti-trust suit
DECIDE BY JUNE 7 was
reduced to eight jurists when Associate
For three days last week, a hashed capaJustice Robert H. Jackson disqualified himcity audience listened a^s the climactic act
self from participation in view of his previous connection with the suit in the role
in the drama entitled "The United States
Oi' America vs. Paramount Pictures, Inc., of U. S. Attorney General. There had also
been some speculation on the qualification
Et Al." was played before the Supreme
Court.
of Justice Frank Murphy, who likewise was
Principals in this historic command per- Attorney General during the early phases
ol the Government action. However, he sat
formance were an all-star cast of lawyers
throughout the hearings.
representing the eight major film comDecision by June
panies, in the unhappy roles of defendants,
and three members of
The decision, a fateful one for the entire
the Department of industry, is expected to be handed down
I Justice, headlined by prior to the Court's summer recess, which
starts the first week in June, although it is
the Attorney General,
himself, the accusers,
possible that the opinion will not be forthplus a few minor
coming until readjournment in the fall, in
characters.
view 01 the voluminous record compiled on
the case.
The play, ten years
During the first day and a half the eight
in
rehearsal, had
jurists listened intently and asked few
everything — meloquestions, but interrogations from the bench
drama, comedy and
perked up considerably during the second
corn — as the film
half of the three days of oral argument.
lawyers
sought to Justices Felix Frankfurter, William O.
John W. Davis
tear apart into eight
Dougla.n and Stanley Forman Reed led the
distinct segments the picture of a compact,
questioning, with Chief Justice Fred M.
national monopoly drawn by the Justice
Vinson and Associates Hugo L. Black, Frank
Department.
Murphy and Wiley B. Rutledge, Jr. joining
Varied Argument
in occasionally with queries and comments.
With the Government fighting for divorceJustice Harold H. Burton did not speak
ment and a ban on cross-licensing of pic- throughout tho hearings.
tures by the Big 5 to replace the decree
In addition to the eight lawyers for the
(competitive bidding, no pools, restrictions
film
company and three for the Governon theatre expansion, etc.) imposad by the
ment, the Court heard appeals to intervene
New York Statutory Court, the defendants
frcrn Thurman Arnold, former Attorney
offered a startling variety of arguments to General, on behalf of the ATA, and John
support the positions of their clients. They
G. Jackson and Col. Robert Barton, for the
ranged from the contention of James F.
Confederacy
Oi Southern Exhibitors. ArmByrnes, representing 20th Century-Fox, that
cua curiae petitions had been filed by both
the lower court was "composed of three
tlie Conference o£ Independent Exhibitor
wise men" who had exercised "the skill of Associations and by the MPTOA. but no
a surgeon" in formulating the decrtie, to oral arguments were offered by counsel for
these organizations.
the argument of Universal's counsel,
Thomas Turner Cooke, that the provisions
Clark Opens
in the decree against block booking were
The total nine and one-half hours of ar"uneconomic" for his client in view of the
gument allotted to the case by the Court
fact that it specializes in "inferior pictures,"
■war. opened by U. S. Attorney General Tom
to the plea of United Artists' Edward C. C.
Clark,
stated thedemand
Government's
position as an who
unequivocal
for complete
divestiture of all affiliated theatres from
Quotations
distributor ownership. He argued out that
Assistant Attorney General Jolin F.
the lower court found the defendants guilty
Soiuiett made effective use of quotaof seven forms of restraint of trade and
case. tions to sum up tlie Government's
attempted monopoly, thereby recognizing
the need for basic reform, but he termed
He quoted Justice Frankfurter in
the Associated Press case:
the decree inadequate to cure these evils.
The only remedy, he said, is divorcement.
"In addition to being a conmiercial
enterprise, it has a relation to the
The Attorney General summed up lus
public interest unlike that of any
hour-long argument with the point that the
other enterprise pursued for profit. . .
Expediting Court's decree posed a basic
question of Sherman Act enforcement:
From this point of view it is wholly
irrelevant that the Associated Press
"Doe.s the (Sherman) Act mean that equitable relief against habitual violators should
itself has rival news agencies."
be
limited to experimentation to induce
And he closed with a quotation from
Judge Learned Hand in the Alimiicompetition by regulating their business
num case:
practices, or should an opportunity and incentive to compete be created and main"Many people believe that possestained by actual reorganization of their
sion of unchallenged economic power
deadens initiative, discourages thrift
business structures?" He warned that "the
and depresses energy; that immunity
(jovernment's entire anti-trust program will
from competition is a narcotic, and
be vitally affected by this Court's answer to
rivalry is a stimulant^ to industrial
that question." Attack Bidding
progress; that the spur of constant
Following Clark came Messrs. Arnold,
stress is necessary to coimteract an
Jackson and Barton seeking to intervene on
inevitable disposition to let well
behalf of their organizations. All three
enough alone. . .These considerations,
centered their attack against the competiwhich we have suggested only as possible purposes of the (Sherman) Act,
tive bidding provision of the District Court's
decree, but disclaimed any vital interest in
we think the decisions prove to have
the
issue
nf divorcement.
been in fact its purposes."
One colloquy between Justice Frankfurter
SUPREME

FEBRUARY

COURT

16, 1948

MAY

All Indies, Maybe!
Just before the Supreme Court convened last Wednesday, a film lawyer,
hunting a vacant seat, located one
beside two independent exhibitor
leaders.
"Is there
room for an affiliate
here?"
he asked.
"Sit down; you might be an indeindies quipped.
pendent soon yourself," one of tha
and the ATA's counsel brought a laugh in
tha usually quiet and tense courtroom.
While arguing for the right of exhibitors to
intervene in the case because they are affected by the decree, Arnold was asked by
the jurist if he thought that a group of
children who go to the movies regularly
might be entitled to intervene, since they,
too, are affected. Mr. Arnold replied that
the children did not have to go to the
movies. Justice Frankfurter shot back,
"Yes, they could stay home, but so could
"No Monopoly" — Davis
Opening gun for the defendants ws fired
by
John W. competitive
Davis, representing
who
supported
bidding asLoew's,
a remedy.
He argued that the angles of monopoly and
restraint of trade are separate and distinct
in this case. The Statutory Court, he said,
found no monopoly and rejected divestiture,
but it did find restraints of trade and provided a remedy in the decree.
Theyou!"
white-maned attorney, once a candidate for president of the United States,
sought to dispel the Government's contention that the major:; are integrated, claiming intense competition among them in all
phases of operations. He pointed to the
fact
thatan Loew's
operates
theatresof
out of
estimated
18,000only
as 131
evidence
its inability to monopolize. He charged that
the Department of Justice plea for a ban
on cross-licensing was an attempt to "starve
out" the defendants, and called on the high
tribunal to allow the Statutory Court to
bidding.
judge the "workability" of competitive
Seymour Blasts Dissolution
Whitney North Seymour, counsel for
Paramount, who called for an end of competitive bidding,
he termed
"an abuse
of discretion
by which
the court
to shackle
the
industry with one method of selling pictures." In view of Paramount's widespread
theatre interests and the need to protect
their buying position, this contention was
readily understood by courtroom observers.
Seymour devoted the largest portion of
his S5-minute period to an attack on the provision in the decree requiring dissolution of
joint ownerships between distributors and
independent exhibitors.
Lacking a long and fair trial of competitive bidding, RKO is not prepared to say
that the system will not work. Gen. William
Donovan, its attorney, declared, argTiing
that the court below should decide the fate
of the practice, since it, rather than the
Supreme Court, will have the experience to
judge it,s merits.
RKO Profits in Theatres
Tn answer to a question from Justice
Murphy as to how RKO would suffer financially in case of divorcement, Donovan replied that "the records show" tViat the company's money is really made in its theatres.
On behalf of Columbia, attorney Louis
D. Frohlich delivered an impassioned plea
for the return of the block booking system
and elimination of competitive bidding,
(Continued on Page 17)
s

'THREE DARING DAUGHTERS'
Rates • • -|- on names and color
MOM
115 niinutcH
Jeanette MacDonald, Jos** Iturbl, Jane Powell, Kd»vard Arnold, Hjrry Davenport, Moyna
MacGill, Mary Klean«>r Donahue, Ann E.
Todd, Tom Ilelmore, Kathryn Card, Dick
Simmons.
Directed by Fred M. Wilcox.
M-G-M has lavished ble.'sings galore to
insure the triumphal return of Jeanette
MacDonald to the screen. They assigned
Producer Joe Pasternak, used gorgeous
Technicolor, gave Miss MacDona,ld clothes
thai will rr.ake the ladies gasp, used a versatile and impressive musical score, hired Jose
Iturbi and Jane Powell to help Miss MacDonald interpret it, and gerierally, just about
knocked themselves out to make "Three
Daring Daughters" a super-d'uper production. All they neglected to do was to give
her a story to carry the wealth of production. Not that they didn't try. Four scripters v/ere rssigned to do the original screenplay, but all they could deliver was a wisp
of a tale that has been stretched out to an
inordinate length about three precocious
youngsters who attempt to straighten out
their mother's romantic affairs. The film's
other glaring defect is the casting of Iturbi
in a co-starring role, none other than Miss
MacDonald's romantic vis-a-vis. The stubby
'IF YOU KNEW SUSIE' CANTOR
Rates • • + as dualler on nannes of sta
BKO
90 minutes
Kddie Cantor, Joan Davis, Bobby Driscoll,
All.vn -Joslyn, Charles Dingle, Phil Brown,
Sheldon Leonard, Joe Sawyer, Douglas Fowley, Margaret Kerry, Dick Humphreys, Howard Freeman, Mabel Paige, Sig Ruman,
Fritz Feld.
Directed by Gordon M. Douglas.
Only through sheei- dint of their individual
comedy talents are Eddie Cantor and Joan
Davis able to squeeze some mirth out of the
harebrained plot with which they are burdened in this RKO comedy with musical interludes, produced by Cantor. His zestful
singing and eye-rolling and Miss Davis' mugging should elicit a modicum of laughs from
mass audiences, but "If You Knew Susie"
is definiteij' not for the discriminating patlonage. It will serve as a good top dualler
in the naborhoods and rural houses on the

BIG, BEAUTIFUL

TECHNICOLOR

little pianist, with his pair of stock expressions, makes a fine figure at the keyboard,
hilt is ridiculous as a screen lover. Unfortunately, Mr. Iturbi spends a great deal of
time in the latter role, and relatively little
at the piano. Miss MacDonald has never
loo.ced lovelier, although her singing chores
are secondary to those of Jane Powell, who
displays a pleasing voice and personality.
Grosses will be above average in flist-runs
and h:gher class naborhoods where music
and the MacDonald-Iturbi names are drawing cards. Action spots will find it a weak
attraction.
The music is both varied and excellently
performed, but is too often exasperatingly
clipped or sidetracked to give right of way
to the story. Best of the modern numbers
is 'The Dickey Bird Song" and "Route 66,"
the latter given a nifty swing rendition by
Iturbi. Amparo Iturbi teams up with brofor "Ritual virtuoso
Hire Dance"
piano
duet, ther
andJose harmonica
Lairy Adler
'^omes in for a brief rendition of "Roumanian Rhapsody." Miss MacDonald sings an
aria from "Rosenkavalier" and ''The SweetEXPLOITATION:
The return of Jeanette
heart Waltz."
MacDonald is big news that should be
splashed over lobbies and fronts. Play up
the color, of the most beautiful the screen
has had, and the music, which includes
something for every taste. Dont overlook
rs

& DAVIS

CARRY

SILLY PLOT

strength of the stars' names. The picture
opens with a sock musical number, but, unforlunately, the story has it as the farewell
vaudeville performances of the Cantor-Davis
hujband-wife team and from that point on,
the plot converts to alleged straight comedy
with only an occasional song number interspersed. The screenplay by Warren Wilson and Oscar Brodney goes completely haywire, resorting to a variety of devious gag's
in
a labored attempt
tickle theM.spectator's
funnybone.
Directorto Gordon
Douglas,
however, manages to keep the pace lively.
A high spot of the musical proceedings is
the dance routine by an attractive young
couple, Margaret Kerry and Dick Humphreys.
EXPLOITATION: Sell Cantor and Davis
?,nd the musical numbers.
Husband and wife Eddie Cantor and Joan
Davis leave vaudeville to settle down in
the Massachusetts town of their forebeai's
and raise their two children.
They open

BORE
the value of Larry Adier's name along with
Iturbi s for both classical and swing music
fans.
•lefinelte MacDonald, overworked slick
magazine editoi-, is persuaded by her doctor, Harry Davenport, and three young
daughter.s, Jane Powell, Ann E. Todd and
Mary Eleanor Donahue, to take a sea voyage rest. Believing their mother is pining
for their divorced father, the girls per-s'iiad*publisher Edward Arnold, to bring him back
from his foreign cor respondent's job in Africa. Miss MacDonald, who ha-s never told the
kid-; that their fathei- ran away leaving her
to bi-ing tnem up alone, meets Jose Iturbi
(playing Jose Iturbi) aboard and by th»time the trip is over, they are married. They
Keep their marriage a secret while Iturbi
attempts to ingratiate himself with the children and Arnold is kept busy shifting their
father around as the situation demands
When they see the grief they have caused
th"ir mother by their actions, which result
.in a separation between Iturbi and their mother, they right tnings by getting them
together again.
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the old homestead as a restaurant but encounter the opposition of the town snob.-;
and their busine s is ?. failure. Forced to sell
lit auction, they are preparing to move when
son Bobby Driscoll finds a letter from George
Washington to one of their ancestors recording adebt of $50,000 due the latter fro'n
chn Revolutionaiy Wax. Cantor and Miss
Davis proceed to Washington to collect and
fall into the toils of newspaper man Allyn
Joslyn. A sensation s created throughout
the country when compound interest on
i:hpir inheiitance is computed and is found
to amount to billions of dollars that would
iiankrupt the country. After daffy complications, Cantor renounces his heritage and
returns *^o his home to the acclaim of the
populace and the success of his restaurant.

'SAIGON' LADD-LAKE CO-STARRER ROUTINE, BUT EXPLOITABLE
Rates ® • • for action houses; slightly less elsewhere
undertake to fly war-profiteer and enemycale, Saigon — "The Paris of the Orient" —
Paramount
collaborator Morris Carnovsky and a cargo
one of those places where, you know, "any94 minutes
of contraband into Saigon. At the last mothing can happen,
usually does!"
ment Carnovsky is detained by the police,
fortunately, neither and
the screenplay
by P.Un-J.
Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, Douglas Dick,
Vvolfsoii and Arthur Sheekman nor the diWaUy Cassell, Luther Adler, Morris Carnovhis pretty secretary Veronica Lake appearrection by Leslie Fenton contribute any
sky. Mikhail Rasumny, Luis Van Rooten,
ing at the airport in his steod. Against her
wishes that they wait for Carnovsky, the
Eugene Borden.
jpark to the proceedings. One welcome feature is the comedy relief role of Mikhail
plane takes cf¥. Later, the decrepit crate
Directed by Leslie Fenton.
Fiasumny. The Ladd fans have another
survives a forced landing, its crew and passenger making their way to Saigon. There
opport-unity
to
see
their
man,
and
that
rhis is an uninspired Alan Ladd vehicle,
Colonial Police Lieut. Luther Adler searches
means good returns in action houses.
but it should pull ample grosses, since it
EXPLOITATION: Sell Ladd in another
Veronica's effects for the S1,<100,000 he knows
again gives him one of those popular adshe has smuggled into the coiintry, but Ladd
adventure-action role. Play up the moneyventure roles. The story, however, lacks
outwits
him. Still unaware he is doomed
smuggling angle, the glamor of postwar
novelty and real punch, and it will require
to die of his war injuries, Dick falls in love
Indo-China, the luthless plotting of scoundwith Ver-onica, whom Ladd dislikes because
the showman's
efforts
keep business
rely profiteers.
above
average best
when
theto word-of-mouth
Major Alan Ladd and Sgt. Wally Cassell,
of her affiliation with the scoundrely Carlakes its toll in the sub-runs. The names
learning that their buddy Capt. Douglas
novsky. At end, Dick is killed protecting
of Ladd and Veronica Lake offer good marVeronica from her enraged employer. Ladd
Dick has but a few months to live — a fact
quee substance and there is exploitation valdiscovers he loves her and the two plight
of which he is unaware — get demobilized
ue in the yarn's colorful Indo-Chinese loin Shanghai and, with the doomed co-flyer,
their; troth.
FILM
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'ALIAS A GENTLEMAN' ENTERTAINING WALLACE
BEERY VEHICLE
Rates • • -f for naborhood and rural h uses; OK dualler elsewhere
rarely flagging. Less of slapstick and more
year term, most of which he has dedicated
M-G-M
of story, even an old hack like this one, is
76 minutes
to learning etiquette, has a run-in with a
weicome in a Beery film, particularly after
cocky youngster, Tom Drake, gives him a
"»Vp.llacc Beery, Tom Drake, Dorothy Patrick,
some of his recent misfortunes. In support,
Gladys George, Leon Ames, Warner Anderbeating. However, when the latter takes
son, John Qualen, Sheldon Leonard, Trevor
a soythe in his ribs, meant for Beery, they
Tom
Drake
departs
from
his
usual
goodyBardette, Jeff Corey, Marc Krah, William
become good friend?. On his release. Beery
boy roles, to piay a hard-boiled, hot-temperForrest.
ed youngster, who becomes romantically in- ge'i word that his farm is oil-rich and he
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
flnds himself with $250,000 in the bank. Ke
volved with Dorothy Patrick, Beery's pretended daughter. The latter, while easy on
acquires a Paik Avenue penthouse, clothes,
Wallace Beery tans will be gratified,
a butler and sets about to find his daughter,
the eyes, is unimpressive in the acting deothers will be spottily enteitained by this
partment. Such other dependables as Leon
whom he hasn't seen for 15 years. Leon
Ames, Gladys George, John Qualen and
pat littleof item
from isLeo's
Beeryin
Ames, racketeer and one-tim.e pal of Beery's,
Sheldon Leonard are wasted on roles that
brand
humor
givenmaw.
ampleTheplay
plants Dorothy Patrick in a hospital as
demand as little as they give. Where Beery
"Alias A Gentleman,' a role particularly
Beery's daughter, and taken in by her desuited to the veteran comic, who plays an
is popular, grosses should at least equal,
ception, Beeiy lavishes his wealth on her.
ex-convict, suddenly wealthy, making like
Drake, released from prison, takes a shine
probably top his previous efforts. Elsewhere, this is just an average dualler.
a gent. Most of the humor is derived from
to Patrick, but when he joins Ames' gang.
EXPLOITATION: Catchlines: "Wally
Wally's mayhem of the King's English —
Beery frowns on Drake's attentions to his
Wants to be a Gentleman — and Darn Near
and French — as he attempts to be what
daughter.decides
Growing
to like
he obviously is not — at least on the screen.
Patrick
to run
away her
with"father,'
Drake
Makes It! ' "Can $'150 030 Mike Wally Beery
rather than continue the masquerade, but
There is the usual face-pu ling, sheepish
A Gentleman?" A "Before-and-after" blowgrin, etc., but director Harry Beaumont has
Ames intercepts them and holds them for
up of the s'^'^r should be effective for lobby
wisely held it down to a minimu ^. and al- or front. T-c-i'ps with department stores-,
ransom. Pretending to pay for their rehaberdashers and clothing stores can be
lease. Beery tricks Ames into letting Patrick
though he hasn't been able to elicit anyused to demonstrate the clothes that make
thing sterling from Beery, or any of the
go, then in a free-for-all turns Ames and
other performers, he manages to maintain
his gang over to the police. Patrick and
a gentleman.
Wallace Beery, boss convict on an honor
the reformed Drake return to Beery and
an even pace with the chuckles coming
cll
is forgiven.
regularly and interest in the proceedings
prison fai m, serving the last part of a 15'PRINCE OF THIEVES' PHONY, AMATEURISH REMAKE OF ROBIN HOOD FABLE
Rates O • as dualler for action houses: n. g. elsewhere
tribution no good. Played straight, without
Jergens fiom the clutches of her selfish faColumbia
ther, who wants to marry her off to the
attempt at farce, there are nevertheless sev72 minutes
eral laughs, all at the expense of the foolish
Jon Hall, Patricia Morison, Adele Jergens,
wicked King John's relative. They invaide
antics of the players and silly situations.
Alan Mowbray, Michael Duane, H. B. Warthe castle and carry off the lovely Xde'e,
ner, Lowell Gilmore, Gavin Muir, Robin
Hall,
Patricia Morison, Adele Jergens, Mibut
the villains kidnap Lady Marian' and
Raymond, Lewis L. Russell, Walter Sande,
chael Duane, all mouth the inane dialogae
demand Hall's surrender. Hall gives himSyd Saylor, Fredric Santley, Belle Mitchell.
like
dramatic
school
students,
while
such
reself
jp, but Little John (Walter Sande) and
Directed by Howard Bretherton.
liables as Alan Mowbray, H. B. Warner, WalWill Scarlet, in the guise of soldiers, sucter Sande and other capable performers
ceed in killing a small army and save Hall
seem embarras:ed at what they have to
An artificial, gruesomely-Cinecolored, infiom the hangman s noose. The band arsay and do. The Cinecolor, too, follows the
rives in the nick of time to prevent the
credibly-badly acted remake of the multidouble marriage of Lady Marian and Lady
told Robin Hood tale, "Prince of Thieves ' general pattern of ineptitude, often turning
Cristabel to the heavies and as Friar Tuck
looks as though it could hardly have come
the actors' faces a bilious shade of chartreuse.
from a major studio. Inept in every de(Alan Mov/bray) perform the rites, "Hall
partment, the only attractions the film can
Robin Hood (Jon Hall) and his band capand Duane substitute for the grooms, v.-bom
ture Lady Marian (Patricia Morison) and
have for the paying customers are the poputhey have despatched via broadsword. The
larity of the Robin Hood legend, the minor
her brother (Michael Duane), but become
nuptial kisses are interrupted by the annour cement that King Richard has returned
marquee value of Jon Hall and color. Acfast friends when Ha'l learns that his prition and rural houses might use it as a
soners aie fighting for the exiled King
and the ladies are le-t gizing wistfully into
dualler, but caustic word-of-mouth will do
Richqrd. Duane, betrothed to Adele Jerthe distance as Robin Hood, with a "Follow
the exhibitor who plays this Columbia conme, men!" rides to the aid of King Richard.
gens, enlists Hall's aid in rescuing Miss
■OPEN SECRET' ANTI-HATE I ILM PULLS NO PUNCHES
Rates © • 4- generally; more in action and foreign naborhood spots
it — r the man-in-the-street. Its vigorous
Dagic Lion
melodrama and its topical importance and
70 minutes
entertainment values will appeal to adults
John Ireland, Jane Randolph, Roman BohnOf both .sexes. Properly exploited, it will
cn, Sheldon Leonard, George Tyne, Morgan
give a satisfactory account of itself at the
Farley, Anne O'Neal, Arthur O'Connell,
L'OXofRce, thanks to word-of-mouth. Best
John Alvin, Bert Conway, Rorj- Mallinson,
'■eturns may be anticirated in action spcts
Helena Dare, Charles Waldron, Jr., Leo
cind naborhoods patron'zed by racial minorKaye, King Donovan, Tom Noonan.
Uy gro-jps. Under John Reinhardt's taut
Directed by John Reinhardt.
direction, all members of the cast give sincere and credible portrayals, best characterIn its bard-hitting attack on racial hatred,
izations being tho~e bv Roman Bohnen,
Sheldon Leonard and GaO'-gs Tyne. Pro'Open Secret ' does not, like "Gentleman's
duction quality is fair; photography excelAgreement," confine its target to the relalent.
tively tiny sector of America's country club
EXPLOITATION: Play this up for what
&et, nor does it, as does "Ciossfire," pull
its punches by mentioning only one racial
it
is — f.n expose of America's fascist menminority, the Jews. Instead, it blasts away
ace today. Enli:t the support of racial
at prejudice against any group and lashes
minority groups, as well as clergymen of
out at Fascisms greatest ally, the street
all sects, editors and other civic leaders.
corner rabble rouser and his cohorts who
Teaser ."suggestion: 'You May be Their Next
incite racial hatred for their Own personal
Victim - - It's an 'Open Secret.' " Have
gain. The film, packed with action, suslocal newspaper's Inquiring Reporter ask:
pense and purpose, is aimed directly at the
"How Would You Combat the Fascist Menperson who should and, it is hoped, will see
ace Shown in 'Open Secret'? '
FEBRUARY

16, 1948

Invited to share for a few days the apartment of former army buddy Charles Waldlon, Jr., -John Ireland and his bride Jane
Randolph, spend the night there. Next
morning Waldron, called away by a phone
message before their arrival, has not relumed. Following a day of sight seeing,
the newlyweds return to find Waldron still
missing, his apartment rifled in their absence. Evidences of a second rifling of
the flat, plus Waldron's continued absence,
impel Ireland to enlist plainclothesman
."^heldon Leonard's aid in locating his pal.
Next day Waldron's slain body is found.
Ireland determines to track down the killers. Thiough some films developed at the
camera shop of intolerance-victim George
Tyne, Ireland discovers Waldron had been
readying a photo expose of a murderous
gang of hate peddlers. Their efforts to retrieve Waldron's damning photos before Ireland can unmask the gang build to a dynamic crescendo ending in a climactic batlie royal, with Ireland, Leonard and Tyne
emerging victoriously.
7

'I BECAME A CRIMINAL' ENGROSSING
irTTLE BRITISH-MADE
Rates • • -j- as dualler
Warner Bros.
counter," turns in another acting ace as the
78 iniiiuteK
framed amateur who escapes from prison to
track dov/n Jones, and Sally Gray displays
Sally Gray, Trevor Howard, GrifTith Jones,
Rene Kay, Mary Merrall, Charles Farrell,
both pulchritude and ability as the girl in
Phyllis Rohins, Vida Hope, Eve Ashley, Jack
the case. Support down to the smallest bit,
McNauffhlon, Cyril Smith, Ballard Berkely.
follows the pattern. Director Cavalca/iti has
Diretited by Cavalcanti.
maintained an accelerated pace that covers
a oubstantial amount of story, punctuated
Tightly-made, suspenseful and loaded with
wi^h
pungent dialogue (unhampered by Briaction, "I Became a Criminal," British melotish accent) and some masterf-ul action sedrama, packs a wallop that should make it
quences. Production is cheap, but offers no
ideal for the action houses. However, since
drawback to the effectiveness of the film as
the names mean nothing to American audicntertainn.ent. Photography is fuzzy in
ences, thi3 punchy little item will probably
spots, but generally satisfactory.
be relegated to the lower half. Showmen
EXPLOITATION: Although the star
would do well to couple this with a marqueenames
are unsaleable, Howard might be pubpowered comedy or musicaJ. Performances
licized as the star of "Brief Encounter,"
by the stellar Briti.sh cast are excellent, although the usual British underplaying is where that film has played. Catchlines:
"Cofflns for Rackets — and for Doublenotably licking. Grfflith Jones, playing the
Crossers;
■ "Bars Could Not Protect Him
head of a London black market ring operatthe
He Framed."
ing under the guise of a funeral parlor, is from
Trevor Man
Howard,
RAF vet, joins up with
as nasty a villain as the screen has seen in Griillth
Jones, head of a black market gang
years. Trevor Howard, star of "Brief Enusing a funeral parlor as a front, transpoit-

MELODRAMA
ing the goods in coffins. Howard balks when
Griffith begins peddling dope, and Griffith
fi-ames him for murder of a policeman. In
prison, Howard is visited by Sally Gray,
jilted by Griffith, and offered help, but he
sends hei' away. She receives a savage beating by Griffith when he learns of her action.
Howa.id escapes, is h-unted and gets a load
of ouckshot in his back from a farmer. He
seeks refuge in the home of Vida Hope who
holps him then asks him to murder her husband. He refuses, but when the man La
found dead, he is blamed. Howard seeks
out Sally and she helps him, but the police
c!0oe in. They use Howard as bait to lead
them to Griffith, who has killed the only
witness that would clear Howard, and Griffith sets a trap to kill Howard.
In a climactic battle, Griffith falls from the roof
of the funeral parlor, and, dying, refusefl
to clear Howard.
The police captain, howevei, urges Howard to file for a new trial on
the basis of additional evidence and Sally
promises to wait foi him.

'HOLIDAY CAMP' BRITISH FILM HAS HUMOR
NOVELTY— BUT LIMITED APPEAL
Rates • • • in art and selected class ho uses;* # as dualler generally
houses. Elsewhere, it will serve only as a of lower-middle class Britons. Among them
Universal International
supporting feature. The feature's chief
are Peter Hamn:K)nd and Kathleen Harri97 minut«s
fault is its lack of coherence and its failui-e
son, with their son Jack Warner, and warto develop its one melodramatic situation
Flora Robson, Dennis Price, Jack Warner,
widow daughter Hazel Court; elderly spinHazel Court, Bmrys Jones, Yvonne Owen,
into a rousing climax. As a result of apster Flora Robson; fugitive murderer DenKathleen Harrison, Esmond Knight, Jinuny
parently hasty writing and direction, the
nis Price, talented young pianist Emrys
Hanley, Peter Jlammond, Esme Cannon,
film — its story dealing with events befallJones and his sweetheart Jeannette TreJoan Blythe, Jeannette Tregarthen, Beatrice
ing a dozen or more individuals on a week's
garthen, with child by him; jilted sailor
Varley, Dennis Harken. Susan Shaw, Mauiioliday — has the aspects of an animated
Jimmy While
Hanley,hisand
Hazel's
Yvonnein
snapshot album. As in most British films,
rice Denham, Jane Hylton, Pamela Braham,
Owen.
sister
Hazelchum
is falling
Jack Raine, John Stone, Reginald Purdell, performances are all noteworthy, with actlove with Jimmy, Jack falls into the hands
ing honors going to Flora Robson, Jack
Alfie Bass, Phil Fowler, Jack EUis, Patricia
of two card sharps, is fleeced of his meager
Warner, Jimmy Hanley, Kathleen Harrison
Roc.
Cheerful
Charlie
Chester,
Gerry
savings. Impressed by the suave Price, the
Wilmot.
and Esma Cannon, the two last-named turnalready-engaged Yvonne agrees to elope
ing in superior comedy relief portrayals.
Directed by Ken Annakin.
with
him. Flora, after years' searching for
Production quality is adequate, sound and
her fiance Esmond Knight, reported missing
photography excellent.
in V/orld War I. finds him at the camp,
EXPLOITATION: Go after patrons of blinied, with no knowledge of his prewar
Definitely a "critics' picture," as evidenced
British extraction and former GI's who saw
by the huzzahs accorded it by the reviewers
past — and happily married. Herself heartservice in the United Kingdom. At your
broken, she brings solace and financial aid
on the N. Y. dailies, this novel and charmto the distrait Jones and his pregnant
opening performance, have as guests of honing import, unfortunately is unsuited to
or — with customary advance publicity —
sweetheart Jeannette. Hammond takes on
TJ. S. general patronage. Its excellent cast
the
card sharps and cleans them out. Price
any
ex-GI's
with
foreign
war
brides.
Sugis for the most part unknown to American
gested throwaway: Distribute cards reading
momentarily transfers his attentions from
filmgoers and its dialog and humor, while
"Did your GI boyfriend jilt you for an EngYvonne to impressionable nitwit Esma Candelightful, are far too British for domestic
lish girl? You'll know why, when you see
non, murders her a few hours before his
con.sumption. "Holiday Camp" will appeal
arrest by Scotland Yarders. Hazel wins the
"Holiday
Camp'!"
mainly to traveled adults and patrons of
To a packed seaside holiday camp in ilanley.
camp s beauty contest, becomes engaged to
British extraction and to patrons of art
search of a week's happiness come hundreds

•WESTERN HERITAGE' ACTIONFUL. WELL-MADE TIM HOLT WESTERN
Rates • • 4- in western spots; good dualler for action houses
RKO Radio
and Richard Powers, who have taken more
in ' TreaFure of Sierra Madre.'' "Western
60 minutes
punches and tossed off more leers than any
Heritage" is just fine for the western spots
other group of heavies, go through their
ani weekend matinee trade, while Holt's
Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard Martin, Lois
name now might make it useful as a duallpaces with dispatch.
Andrews, Tony Barrett, Walter Reed, Harry
er in better class action houses. ProducCowpoke-rancher Tim Holt rescues Walter
Woods, Richard Powers, Jason Robards, Rotion, sets and Alfred Keller's photography
bert Bray, Perc Launders.
Reed from an attempted robbery by Harr>'
are
well
above
par,
while
a
score
by
Paul
Directed by Wallace A. GrisseU.
and a pair of toughs who are seekSawtell under C. Bakaleinikoff s musical di- Woodsing a paper
Reed possesses giving title to
rection is particularly effective. Director
all the land in the area by virtue of an old
On a par with previous Tim Holt westerns,
'vVallace A. GrisseU again demonstrates his
Spanish land-grant. In a second attack,
which is to say well above average for this
capabilities in the western technique, plus
fatal to Reed, Woods is successful in oba few touches that make it palatable for
type of fare, "Western Heritage" continues
assumes
in the same tradition with an abundance of patrons not addicted to the oaters.
and filestaininghisthe' paper,
claim to
all the Reed's
ranchesidentity,
in the
the usual horse-opera derring-do well proRichard Martin, his Mexican-Irish sideterritory.
Holt
and
partner
Richard
Marduced, tightly directed and proficiently pertin beat the baddies off when they attempt
kirk, ekes out enough laughs to satisfy the
formed. Tim Holt, who is thespic head and
customer who goes for this diet, and Nan
to take over his ranch, then set about
snoulders above the run-of-the-mill sageLeslie and Lois Andrews make a wholesome
straightening
matters out by proving Woods'
brush hero, has achieved recent fame bepair of beauties on the distaff side. That
yuilt into Reed's
murder and discrediting his
yond the western field by his performance
claim
the land.
trio of villains, Tony Barrett, Harry Woods
S
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NSS Values
Sifil

Good Will
National Screen

SOBJfClS
By BARN

Service is one outfit in the movie business that seems to

place real value on the good will of its
customers.
Vice-president George Dembow recently
advised Allied that his company would like
the inde organization to question its
membership on any possible complaints
about NSS service. Dembow told Allied that
he would like to be present at the National
directors' meeting in Washington, Feb. 1618, to receive any such squawks in order
that his company might correct the causes.
The various Allied units informed their
members, but it is understood that a mere
handful oi! kicks were received. Pete Wood,
the ITO of Ohio firebrand, for instance, reports only one complaint from his entire
unit.
National Screen prexy Herman R/Dbbins
and Dembow merit the plaudits of exhibitors for their evident desire to give the best
possible service.
WITH THE NEW ONES: Those bang-up
si>ecial one-night previews of Warners'
"Voice of the Turtle", wherein Mort Blumenstoclc's bally-boy: inundate the territory
with a specialized campaign prior to the
regular openings, are reported a tremendous
succes;: in the nine situations already covered, and the chappies are loolting for new
worlds to raise their "Voice". . . . M-G-M
ha;; added another pair of test engagements
to the five previously set for "Three Daring
Buffalo, Cleveland, Baltimore. Pittsburgh,
Daughters", now set to open Feb. 19 In
Boston, Toledo and New Orleajis. . . . The
dua world premiere of Enterprise's "Arch
of Triumph" in Miami B«a«h and PaJm
Beach Tuesday (17th) wlU be a whlte-tieand-tails affair. . . . Mass mid-west regional
o^nlngs of the tOth-Fox; gee-«:ee show,
"Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay!" (yep, It's back
t<i thatIC. title) line up at the barrier
March
PLU<3<JING 'EM: Paramount's past successes in building the title song from its
films into a Hit Parade favorite ("To Each
His Own", "Cxolden Earrings"), has resulted
in the waxing of four others, "Dream Girl".
"My Own True Love", "The Night Has a
Thousand Eyes", and "Emperor Waltx", and
the company is planning to blanket the
country with the new recordings, made before the Petrillo edict went into effect. , , ,
FILM CLASSICS DEFENDS
Following United Nations Department oi Public Information charges
that Film Classics has misrepresented
UN participation in connection with
its release, "Women in the Night", FC
ad-publicity director Al Zimbalist tells
FILM BULLETIN that FC is merely
distributing the film for which aU
advertising material was supplied by
Louis K. Ansell and William Rowland,
producers of the picture. Ansell, who
operates eight theatres in St. Louis,
is reliably reported to have affidavits
giving him complete authority from
UN's predecessor, Allied Nations Information Bureau, in London, to make ♦
the picture and use the material.
Third round coming up.

ECONOMY NOTE
Economy, in whose name sale^: and
promotional staffs are being hacked,
must wonder about the film husine.ss.
It seems that Enterprise has Just hired
Marianne Ostler, jewelry designer,
who has made 'em up for Queens and
Maharanles, to create excliutive precious pieces for the studio's stars for
each of their platures. Mme. Ostler
feels that there Is a dire need for
precious gems IndlTldually created for
the star, claiming that "the camera
eye can detect a fake jewel as saslly
as a fake duck". Or fake economy?
Eagle Laon publicit«ers feel that they have
another Deanna Durbin in 16-year-old Lois
Butler, nsw singing star of the company's
forthcoming "Mickey", and Max E. Young
stein, ad-publicity ckief, is readying the
biggest promotional campaign in E-L's hi.story for the film. , , , That pressbook M-G-M
ad head Si Seadler whipped up for the
industry's American Brotherhood Week
campaign offers exhibitor.'; a simplified, topdrawer blueprint of "How to feel good on
Feb. 22nd with little effort and no expense"!
UP AND ABOUT: Barney Balaban, Paramount prexy, takes up where he. left off
last year to serve again as head ol the
Industry division of the 1948 United Jewish
Appeal campaign for .$2.50,000,000. . . . .Ia< li
Kirsch discloscK that hly Illinois A!lied unit
ha-i engaged Thoma-: C. McConnell a;; counsel for the association. McConne'los fame
a'l a legal star skyrocketed as a result of
his handling of the Jackson Park Case. . . .
Variety Club's 1948 convention, set for
Miami Beach, Apr. 12-17, promises to be
a whooperdoo, according to the very lively
schedule just released. . . . Eagle IJon's
"Show-Up Drive", 13-week push beginning
Mar. 1, will be captained by Herman Beiersdorf, recently named Western sales managev. . . . Max Roth has been named Midwestern dlvl«lon manager by B. G. Kranze,
FIbn Classics' sales topper.
ODDS 'N ENDS: Film industry's first
"cash bonus" incentive plan, has b«en created by ESe^-le Lion, sinsilar to that in
use by Robert R. Touixir's Chesapeake &
Ohio, E-L preskl»nt Arthur F. Krim has
advised his en»ploy*es. A suggestiom system,
the plan sets mo esiliag on the casb award,
which will be in proportion to the savings
effected or additional take. . . . Monogram
will bolster its current program with 11
reissues, Steve Broidy reveals. The list
includes "Betrayed" (formerly "When
Strangers Marry"), the Robert Mitchum
starrer; "Rose of the Rio Grande", John
Carroll-Movita ; "Sign of the Wolf", and
eight
westerns.
. . .for
First
theatres
to darken
lackof ofPhiladelphia's
fuel oil was
the Garden. Casualty list is expected to be
augmented shortly.
TAPS. . . . Burns Mantle, 74, drama
critic emeritus of the N. Y. Daily News, retired since 1943, died at his home in Forest
Hills, Feb. 9. He had been seriously ill
from cancer of the stomach since Christmas Day. . . . Mrs. Lena Broidy, 63, mother
of Monogram-Allied Artists president Steve
Broidy,
2, after
in Hollj-wood's
Cedars ofsuddenly
Lebanon Feb.
hospital
a cerebral
hemorrhage. . . . Mrs. Margaret Harvey,
wife of George Harvey, Paramount press
book editor, Feb. 3, from a heart attack
following a six weeks' illness. . . . Mrs.
Rachel Girden, mother of Jules Girden, of
Warner Bros, home office theatre dept. Funeral services were held Sunday (8th) at

the Park West Memorial Chapel. . . . Mrs.
Pauline Oreenthal, widow of David Gre»-nthal, and mother of Monroe Oreenthal, at
her home in New York Feb. 8 after a long
Illness.
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INDEPEN-NOTES: Broadway's Gotham
Theatre must feel those Realart dual combos are money in the bank. It has just
booked its fourth Realart combination,
"Ghost of Frankenstein" and "Mummy's
Ghost", to play the house since September. . . . Moe Kerman's Favorite Films
will distribute Masterpiece product in
NY, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Portland. Bert Stern, Screen Guild distributor,
gets rights to the 39 former UA releases
in Pittsburgh. . . . Albert Dezel Productions
has closed a deal for 37 Westerns from
United Screen Attractions. There'll be 10
Ken Maynards, 8 Bob Steeles, 8 Bill Codys
and 11 Fred Scotts. . . . Bob Savini, Astor
prexy, has set the first two Sunset Carson
releases made by Yucca Pictures. "Figliting Mustang"
line", April 15.goes on March 1, and "DeadFOREIGNS BLOSSOM
Philadelpliia, an arid territory for
foreign pix in the past five years,
has suddenly blossomed out with two
central city art houses and some intense rivalry for the pick of the imports. Warners has converted its
ancient grind spot, the Princ^ess, and
is showing "Shoe Shine", Italian import, to be followed by "To Live In
Peace". Willie Goldberg^s Studio, salamander-like house which has played
Imports, horror shows, reissues, etc.,
is in the midst of a foreign film
policy that includes the French ">VellDigger's
Daughter",
"Lucrezia Goldberg,
Borgia"
and "Torment"
(Swedish).
however, will still handle topflight
dual
reissues, with
"Pittsburgh"-"Green
Hell" Realart's
combo lined
up
to follow "Torment".
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Bl -Weekly Reuiecu of the Trade's Eoents
against the monopoly of the plaintiff and
other motion picture producers and distributor:; and theii' affiliated exhibitor corpora-

IJariiey Bahibaii, president of raramount. will
asaiii
in. p. fjr
division
of tlie 1948He I'nited
Jewislidirect
Apiiealtliedrive
SioO.OOO.OOO.
lieadort the industry I JA ranipaign last year. also.

J. Robert Riiljin (ri^ht, <'enter> y.p. and ueneral counsel for "M-G-IM, accepts tlie I'rotestant
Motion Picture Touncil's award fi>r the I'icture
of the Year ("The Yearling"), from Mrs. Jesse
M.
Council
MI'.Y.A M.president
Eric.Bader,
Johnston
(left)(hainnan.
and Dr. Daniel
Poliii!;
look on.

Ascap Cuts Demands InNew Rate Plan
In a virtual capitulation to exhibitor pressure, the American Society of Composers,
Author:; and Publishers last week chopped
its demand for a theatre rate increase, which
originally approximated 300 per cent, down
to a 25 per cent maximum hike and no
increase in rates for theatres up to 500
seats.
Scheduled to become effective March 15,
except where current contracts; extend beyond that date, the agreement would be
for 10 years. The new formula junks completely tax
ASCAP's on
original
proposal
for basing
the music
admission
scales
which
would amount to one full house at top
adul: prices.
Under the new plan, theatres up to 500
seats will continue to pay ASCAP an annual rate of 10c per seat; from 500 to
799, up to I2I2C per seat; from 800 to 1599
seats, increased from 15c to 19c per seat,
and those over 1600 seats, now paying 20c,
upped to 25c. Theatres operating three or
less days weekly would half rates. ASCAP
also reserves the right to establish special
rates for theatres operating under a continuous live talent policy.
Exhibitor reaction to the new proposal
ranged from enthusiastic approval to a
cautious wait-and-see attitude on the pending Lewis Bill in the House, which would
prevent ASCAP from collecting any fees
from theatres, limiting the Society to dealing with the producer-distributor only.
Theatre Owners Oi America, which had
beer, negotiating with ASCAP for five
months prior to the announcement of the
new proposal, war: permitted by the Society
tn reveal the details of the plan. Ted R.
Gamble, TOA president, lauded ASCAP's
willingness to negotiate and the resultant
plan ac "realistic and fair in the light oi
decreasing theatre box offices." He denied
that e. "deal" had been made, since TOA
cannot legally bind any of its members to
a contract. He added that exemption of
small theatre;; from any rate increase
"should silence any who might feel that
TOA represents 'big interests'."
Allied States' general counsel A. F.
Myers refused to comment on the new
plan until he could study its features in
full,
but said t'nat the proposal would come
16-18.before
up
the Allied board meeting Feb.
Decision Reserved

N.
I'eter as
Rathvon,
RKO president,
and from
^Irs.
Rathvon,
the.v arrived
in New York
the West Coast.

At tlie Snth Annual Convention of X. & S.
Carolina TO at Charlotte from left: Ted
Gamble, president, TOA ; Ben Strozier, presiN'SCTO; .SamandShain,
director exof
publicdentrelations,
R<»y SOth-Fox
Smart, Carolina
hibitor.
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On Brandt Motion
A motion by Harry Brandt and other
defendants in the Paramount $563,265 fraud
action against the theatre circuit to strike
from the complaint "evidentiary matter"
which it is claimed should have been presented in court, met with a reserved decision by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
Samuel Null last week. Attorney Louis
Nizer, representing Paramount, maintained
that the motion by Brandt should be
stricken out ai "self glorification" and
irrelevancy, and was sustained by Judge
Null.
Brandt charged, in his affidavit, filed
with the NY high court February 3, that
inclusion of the "evidentiary matter" in
Paramount's complaint was both "unnecessary" and "improper" and that the plaintiff's motive in publishing the "libelous
allegations" was to discredit Brandt and
destroy his circuit through a "campaign of
vilification conducted
and to be conducted
throug'h the press." He called himself a
"leader in the fight of independent exhibitors,

In its answer to the Brandt motion. Paramount submitted affidavits by Hyman Frank
and Daniel Glass, attorneys, which claimed
that
the alleged fraud in the complaint "are
tions."
supported by evidence derived from the defendants' own books and records" and that
the charges were made "in good faith as
proper and necessary pleadint," Even if
the defendant:; books are totally accurate,
the affidavit, submitted, the defendants
"fraudulently failed to report to Paramount
Pictures, Inc., a sum in excess of $74,88'('.88." Other charges in the complaint
are also supported by proper evidence,
th'j depositiona claimed.
Heineman Named
Eagle Lion Sales Chief
William J Heineman, recently appointed
vice-president in charge of distribution for
Eagle Lion, presided at his first E-L sales
meeting over the week-end (14-15) in New
York. Heineman was named to the company's top on
salesFeb.
post 2,by replacing
president A.
Arthur
B. Krim
W.
Schwalberg, whose resignation was accepted
by Krim "with the deepest regret."
Entire Eagle Lion top echelon was present at the confab, which discussed sales
policy on current and forthcoming releases,
and plans for increased promotion budgets.
The meeting was addressed, in addition to
Krim and Heineman, by production v. p.
Bryan Foy and by director of ad-publicityexploitation Max E. Youngstein.
In taking the E-L post, Heineman resigned
as general sales manager of the J. Arthur
iRank division of Universal, but remains as
a member of the board of the JAR organization in the U. S.
M-G-M Pix Costs Lower— Rubin
The cost of M-G-M pictures currently
being
madeduewill
be "substantially
this year
to the
economies thatlower"
have
been effected in Loew's, Inc., organization
and the stepping up of production activity,
J. Robert Rubin, vice president, told the
corporation's annual stockholders' meeting
on Jan. 30th. The full effect of these economies, Rubin said, will be evidenced in the
1949 operations.
He also advised stockholders that earnings for the first eight weeks of the second
quarter of the current fiscal year show an
improvement over first quarter earnings.
All directors of Loew's, Inc., were reelected at the meeting. These include Leopold Friedman. Eugene W Leake, Charles
C. Moskowitz, William A. Parker, William
F. Rodgers, J. Robert Rubin, Nicholas M.
Schenck, Josenh R. Vogel, David Warfield
and Henry Rogers Winthrop. Two new
vice-presidents, both studio executives, were
named. They are Louis K. Sidney and J. J.
Cohn.
Skouras Denies Rift With Rank
stating that 20th Century-Fox relations
with J. Arthur Rank and his British interests "were never more amicable", Soyros
Skouras, president of 20th-Fox, denied any
truth in a trade press story that his company was at odds with Rank.
Noting that he was unable to speak for
United Artists, which was included in the
story
being that
"in ahisfeud"
with Rank,
Skourasas noted
discussions
with
Rank, from which he has lust returned,
"were most favorable and Mr. Rank and
his people were at all times cooperative
and helpful in working out the preliminary
(Continued on Page 17)
II

EXHIBITORS
Opinions
KICKOVT TRAMPS!
Associated Theatro Owners of Indiana
The many recent newspaper stories dealing with the escapades of Hollywood stars
has lowered the position of the motion picture industry another notch in the scale of
public opinion.
Let's not forget the very bad publicity
that the industry received during the recent
communist investigation by the Washington legislators. This could have been
avoided for the producers were in full possession of the facts in the matter long before the heat was turned on by Washington
and they, the producers, could have acted
and avoided the criticism that was heaped
on the heads of everyone in the business.
You and I, Mr. Exhibitor, and yes Mr.
Distributor do not associate with the type
oi persons mentioned above; then why tolerate them upon our screens. You say,
"What can I do?"
A word of warning, if exhibition does not
take the lead in these matters, then we
acknowledge and approve the action of the
Hollywood tramps. Mr. Exhibitor, let's act
toeforc it's too late and we are shackled
with regulation.
*
•
]6 MM COMPETITION
Theatre Owners of America
Continued conversations have been taking place between Robert W. Coyne, Executive Director of TOA, and 16 MM film executives in an effort to reconcile the differences between theatre executives and distributors of the smaller film. Appointments
have been set up with Eric H. Haight,
President of Films, Inc. A conference was
held with RKO officials on January 22nd on
this subject. Assurances from RKO were
received that their program would not be
permitted to conflict v/ith 35 MM exhibition.
The expressed RKO policy is as follows:
(a) Schools (proper subjects) as part of
curriculum, in regular hours with no admission charge.
(b) Hospitals and bonafide shut-ins.
(c) Theatreless towns probably not in
substantial competition with regularly established theatres.
A feature of RKO's policy is that the
films are booked by regular RKO exchanges
so that the exchange manager's judgment
can be brought into play as to questionable
cases. RKO requests information on any
SALAMI ON RYE GIVE-AWAY
In order to get the paying customers in we have heard of "give-aways"
of dishes, dresser ware, silverware,
beauty preparations, i)erfumo and
money. But now comes Miami Beach's
newest theatre — The Normandy —
announcing that patrons will be
served, free of charge at every evening performance, sandwiches, coffee
and cake.
li the dearth ol good pictures continues, The Normandy will be able to
charge for the food and throw the
picturefi in for free.
With this new departure in giveaways, we can't complain if Sam's
Delicatessen announces a special ol
corned l>eel and potato salad with a
double feature gratis while you eat.
—ITO ol Ohio
12
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alleged violations for investigation and
correction.
It must be remembered in relation to a
company like RKO (Whose policy appears
fair) that independent producer.': distributing through a major have reversionary
rights in films distributed after the contract
period elapses. Such independent producers
are then free to dispose of 16 MM rights
without
reference to the original distributor':) policy.
Further
discussionf;
with UNITED
WORLD (Universal) whose 16 MM policy
appear-s quite harmful,
« are« in the offlng.
THE NEW ASCAP RATES
Allied ITO ol E. Penna.
ASCAP has announced the following rates
for a ten-year period starting March 15,
1948:
499 seats and under— 10c per seat (no
increase)
500 to 79fl seats— 12',ic per seat (2'/2C increase)
800 to 1599 seats— 19c per seat (4c increase)
16O0 and up — 25c per seat (5c increase)
Theatres pla.ying three days per week or
lesf! will be given a 50% reduction in the
above scale. (For example — a 600 seat theatre playing three days per week or less
would pay 614 c per seat.)
Any concessions that ASCAP is now offering to the aroused independent exhibitors
Ol the nation have been secured by the militant, active efforts of ALLIED — both national and local — in combatting the original unconscionable demands by ASCAP.
You, of course, realize that exactly three
weeks from today — on March 1 — hearings
will open before the Congressional Committee on H. R. 5014 which, if passed, will
make it impossible for ASCAP to collect
any fees wha.tsoever from theatres. Predicting things to come, you will be deluged
Bill.
with a barrage of propaganda against this
For the time being there will be no public announcement from this office as to our
attitude on this new ASCAP proposition.
Our position will be determined at the National Allied Board Meeting to be held on
r ebruary 16-17-18, when all the Allied units
will meet.
Therefore, you are now advised:
1. Do not sign any ASCAP application or
contract at the new rale starting March
15.
2. Wait for further word from this office.
3. In ample time before March 15 you will
be informed of the basic Allied policy.
•
«
BROTHERHOOD WEEK
ITO of Ohio
The purpose of the National Conference
of Christians and Jews is set forth in their
by-laws as being, "to promote justice, amity,
understanding and cooperation among Protestants, Catholics and Jews, and to analyze,
moderate and finally eliminate group prejudices which disfigure and distort religious,
business, social and political relations, with
a view to the establishment of a social order in which the religious Ideals of brotherhood and justice shall become the standards
of human relationships."
To further this aim BROTHERHOOD
WEEK will ba observed from February 22
to 29. During that week all newsreels will

LEARN THE HARD WAY!
Colonel Coh- ni Texas ALLIFJ)
niade on«' of th<^ best remarku of the
Milwaukee (Convention when he said:
"Any exhibitor who plays an increased admission priee picturi'
Hhould sit in his own b<)x-offif* and
sell tickets himseU. He'll never play
another
— Kof'kyone."
Mt. Independent Theatres
contain a subject touching on the theme of
Brotherhood.
There will
will be
theatre only
collections and fundf;
be nosolicited
from, exhibitors and their theatre employes.
Support thi:i worthy project.
«
«
NO REPROACH TO FOX
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
Twentieth Century-Fox ha., signed a contract with R. J. Reynolds under which
Movietone News will furnish five 8 minute
reel;: per week to be televi.sed over the NBC
Video network for sponsorship by Camel
cigarettes. The program begins Monday,
February 16. How similar the composition
of these newsreels will be to the footage
that is later exhibited in theatres remains
to be seen, but regardless of treatment it
would seem that it must inevitably lessen
the value of newsreels in theatres. This
would apply equally to producers other than
Fox.
There is no reason to criticize Fox for
this move because, whether it be a threat
or not to the theatres, the growth in importance Ol' television is inevitable and sure,
and news from one source or another will
be televised. Perhaps the entrance of the
newsreel companies into the picture is the
best safeguard of the exhibitors' interests.
The important thing about the Fox contract is to take note of the fact that it is
another step in the growing alliance between the film and television industries, and
it signals further things to come. Universal, Paramount and Warners are reported
close to following «Movietone's
lead.
«
AN INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Associated Theatre Owners ol Indiana
Senator Charles F. Carpentier of Illinois,
when speaking to an exhibitors' meeting in
that state, told his audience that their failure to develop good Public Relations in
their own individual communities was
handicapping their legislative friends.
It behooves every exhibitor to make sure
that by his relationship with the people of
his own town he is not embarrassing or
making more difficult the efforts of those
who are trying to secure for him fair and
considerate treatment in legislation.
The same circumstance surrounds the industry wide public relations program now
being built. As much merit as the Industry
Film Committee reels may have, their effectiveness will be lost unless each individual
in this business makes public relations a
part of his own program. Naturally, an
important part ol your jwlicy is a refusal
to play immoral or otherwise objectionable
pictures.
Shortage ol product or company sales
policies notwithstanding, your public does
not readily accept the alibis of block booking. Particularly those groups who are
most active in formulating public opinion.
FILM
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Behind the Seems of Film Production
PS
-U
SIZf
SIUDIO
was made jointly by Louis B. Mayer and
COLUMBIA
E. J. Mannix. The features, according to MONOGRAM
the announcement, will be based on "timely
subjects with documentary exploitation
ACTIVITY AT MINIMUM
WE RE IN THE MONEY!
'T'HIS studio continues in the doldrums aa
It was firmly stated that these pictures
"QRESIDENT Steve Broidy announced last
the press boys just keep saying that
values."
will
get the same consideration as any Metro
week the completion of a loan of $3,850,000 with the Security First National Bank
there
will
be
"interesting
announcements"
property. The story files are being combed
soon.
of
California. This new chunk of money
likely subjects and contract writers will
Meanwhile, current production consists of for
be put to work on developing scripts. Top
made
available to Monogram is on a year's
a serial, "Superman", and a Ted Richmond
producers like Joe Pasternak or Arthur
basis and in revolving form which gives the
outdoor film, "Wild Fury" (Preston Fostei'Hornblow might be assigned to some of the
company a constant credit in the full
amount. The company and its independent
Mary Stuart). Two of Columbia's important
low-budgeters. It was also implied that
there might be roles in these stories suitable
films are about wound up, "Loves of Carproducers will both have access to the funds
men" (Rita Hayworth-Gienn Ford) and
to top name stars in which case, those top
and all loans will be guaranteed by Mono"Let's Fall In Love" (Dorothy Lamour-Don
name stars would do the part. At least, the
gram Pictures Corporation. Allied Artists is
included.
Ameche).
program
is
being
described
as
a
"great
opWith the money situation set, Monogram
This studio's "scoop" in acquiring the
portunity" for MGM's long list of contract
rights to make the Associated Press picture
has set its own program and that of Allied
players.
should materialize into one of Columbia's
But whatever the probabilities or the po- Artists for the coming year. Tagged for
biggest productions. We can only hope that
tential of this group of films, MGM is to Monogram production are about 38 features
and westerns, while the AA slate calls for
be congratulated on being forthright enough
Harry
Cohn
sees
that
it
doesn't
turn
out
to
be a trite, romantic yarn. The exciting new
seven features. Full details of the program
to make its announcement of this complete
semi-documentary film format will be ideal
will be announced shortly by Chief Broidy.
departure from its established studio policy
to tell this story.
ROD CAMERON SIGNED
without apology or explanation. At another
Rod Cameron, who made his reputation
major studio, where a group of quickies is
at Universal in their outdoor epics, has
now in work, it is being treated as t'nough
EAGLE LION
it were something of which to be ashamed.
signed a long term contract with Allied
Actually, this is an excellent idea for a Artists. The actor was quite discontented
studio with the story and talent properties
with the properties U-I had for him, so he
decided not to sign with them again. Ho
that Metro has. This plan provides an
"BASTILLE" FOR WANGER
'T'HE final shift in Walter Wanger's plans
said then that he'd stick to free lancing but
avenue of use for stories that might otherwise do no more than gather dust in the
for production here is settled and "Basapparently changed his mind.
Claire Trevor will have the femine lead
til e," a drama of the French Revolution is story department files and an opportunity
number one on the list. Richard Basehart,
for young players to be seen on film months,
William Bendix in Roy Del Ruth's
opposite
under contract to Wanger, will be brought
perhaps years, ahead of what they could
production
of "The Babe
Ruth Story." This
back from New York to do the lead. No
rolls the beginning
of April.
hope for if they had to wait for a casting
other casting is set yet. Anthony Mann, di- in Metro's costlier picture.
A new Charlie Chan with James S. BurDE ROCHEMONT SIGNED
rector of "T-Men," will handle the megakett producing, "Murder By Alphabet"
phone.
(Roland Winters) and "I Wouldn't Be In
Tying
in
with the
news
of Metro's
new
series
of
pictures
is
the
signing
of
Louis
De
Your Shoes" (Don Castle-Elyse Knox) are
"Hollow Triumph," produced by and costarring Paul Henreid, is the big news on
the pair in work at this writing.
Rochemont to a one-picture deal. De
this lot. It is the only film in work at the
Rochemont is the pioneer in the documenpresent time and full focus is being given
tary-type films ("The House On 92nd Street,"
to it. Joan Bennett co-stars with Henreid
PARAMOUNT
"Boomerang," and "13 Rue Madeleine").
in this film in which he plays a dual role.
He is in New York scouting material for
E-L SAYS "NO"
his first Metro feature, which might be
~
TEMPO UP HERE
Eagle Lion turned down a releasing deal
W.
L.
White's
"Lost
Boundaries,"
a
confor a film based on the life of Jackie
troversial subject.
Robinson, famed Negro baseball hero. As
WITH four pictures in work, studio
Another "first" was scored at Metro last
spokesmen reported happily last week
quickly as E-L turned it down, Martin
week, when John Ford and Merian C.
on the heightened current activity here and
Mooney tied the player to a deal and has
Cooper signed with Metro for a one-picture
future
plans.
submitted a package deal to Film Classics.
deal. The "first" in this case being that
Affair"
never before had Metro signed a deal with
"A Foreign
now nare:
Shooting
(Jean
Arthur-Jbh
Lund),
"Sorry, Wrong
an independent where it had none of the
E-L'S REAL "BLOOD"
Burt
Number"
(Barbara
StanwyckLanQuite happy with the great success
financial control, nor any control over procaster), "Abigail, Dear Heart" (Claude
of "T-Men," its factual melodrama curduction, casting, etc. Metro will participate
rently rolling up amazing box-office res'
and Pine-Thoma
Hendrix)Denning-T
Rains-Wanda(Richard
only in the release deal. The Argosy prorudy Mar"Disaster"
turns, Eagle-Lion will make its forthduction is tagged "The Three Godfathers"
We
shall).
hope
that
last
title
is
a
coming "Blood on the Snow" in the
and John Wayne and Pedro Armendariz are
misnomer!
samc! documentary-like vein. The enalready set for the starring roles.
tire production, which will be personRomanare: "Isn't
starts Lake,
for withearly
Set tic,"
Mary It Hatcher,
Veronica
ally handled by studio chief Bryan
MORE METRO RE-ISSUES
Mona Freeman, Billy De Wolfe, Roland CulFoy, will be filmed on the site of the
Looks like Metro is in the re-issue
ver, Patric Knowles and Pearl Bailey — a
recent prison break at the Colorado
business* for some time to come. Good
musical; "The Great Gatsby" (Alan Ladd);
State Prison, which is the basis of the
grosses on the old MGM films re-re"Sorrowful Jones" (Bob Hope); "Tatlock
story. Turhan Bey will play the gang
leased last year "Gone with the Wind,"
Millions" (Wanda Hendrix-John Lund) ;
leader who terrorized the countryside
"The Great Waltz," "Ninotchka/'
"Diamond in the Haystack" (Crosby-Barry
for weeks after the escape.
"Boom Town," has given impetus to
Fitzgerald).
Picture
is
slated
to
roU
starting
next
the
plan
for
more
of
the
sanie.
Next
The studio reports eight pictures in editing
month.
pair set for re-showing are "Goodbye
or
scoring including: "The Long Grey Line"
Mr. Chips" and "The Philadelphia
(Ladd-Donno Reed); "The Paleface" (HopeStory." Others also scheduled include:
Jane Russell) ; "A Connecticut Yankee"
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
"Mutiny on The Bounty," "China
(Crosby-Rhonda Fleming); "The Sainted
Seas," "Captains Courageous," "BarSisters" (Veronica Lake-Joan Caulfleldrets
of
Wimpole
Street,"
"Naughty
LOW-BUDGET FILMS SET
Barry Fitzgerald) ; "Sealed Verdict" (Ray
Marietta," "The Great Ziegfeld,"
Milland-Florence Marly), "Hazard" (Paul"Queen Christina," "The Good Earth,"
Tl^ETRO is frankly going into the proette Goddard-Macdonald Carey) ; "So Evil
* grammer field, although they prefer to
"Romeo and Juliet," "Marie AntoinMy
Love" (Milland-Ann Todd - Geraldine
Fitzgerald).
call them "exploitation" pictures. As it
ette," "David Copperfield," San Franstands now, Sam Marx, who has been put
In addition, there are seven features ready
cisco" and "Dinner at Eight."
for release.
in charge of the unit, will make about six or
That list of films is a strong reseven films averaging $500,000 budgets withminder of the kind of product that
"LOOK HOMEWARD ANGEL" RUMOR
in the coming year.
IS
made Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer tops —
Once again, the long-talked of filming of
should be more like it.
The announcement of this new program
"Look Homeward Angel," Thomas Wolfe's
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STUDIO SIZ[-UPS
great book, is in the rumor department.
>'or two years now, various prouucers nave
been reported "about to"make the picture.
David O. Selznick was close to a deal with
Arthur Ripley and Rudolph Monter, who
own the screen rights, but it fell through.
Seymour Ncbenzal tried to get in on the
deal last year, but didn't. Now, Paramount
is rumored talking deal with Ripley and
Monter because they want the property for
William Wyler as his initial production for
the Liberty Films unit.
REPUBLIC
8 TOP FILMS COMPLETED
VyTITH the wind-up of "Moonrise," Re" public reported last week that eight of
its scheduled twelve top-budget films are
finished. Vice-president Allan Wilson stated
that the eight pictures represent an investment of more than $10,000,000 and is the
most expensive program in the history of
Republic Pictures.
In addition to "Moonrise," (Dane ClarkGail Russell-Ethel Barrymore), the following
are ready for release: "The Red Pony"
(Myrna Loy-RObert Mitchum), "Macbeth"
(Orson Welles), "1, Jane Doe" 'Ruth Hussey-John Carroll-Vera Ralston), "Old Los
Angeles" (William Elliott-John CarrollCatherine McLeod), "The Inside Story"
(Marsha Hunt-Bill Lundigan) and "The Gallant Legion" (William Elliott).
This line-up promises to mark the biggest
year in Republic's history. The company
has reason to be shouting from the rooftops.
GRANT SETS STREAMLINERS
Marshall Grant Pictures announced something new in mass film production. The
plan calls for a production program in which
six pictures will be handled in a group as
though only one picture were being made,
with an interchange of writers, directors,
technicians and even actors. The program
will be completed on about a four-month
schedule with a total budget of $1,050,000.
Three of the films will be in color.
Grant points to his plan as a real answer
to the economy need, particularly for independent outfits. Some of his pictures in this
group will cost less than $125,000. He hasn't
said anything yet about the kind of stories
or casts he will use. He insists that audience appeal will be the keynote of each
picture.
It is not certain yet that Republic will
handle the release of these films, but undoubtedly Grant will give th;;; company first
choice at the product. He just completed
"Moonrise" with Charles K. Feldman for
Republic release and also has "Runyon of
Broadway," "Domino Parlor" and "Mr. Marjorie" on his properly list for production in
the usual mannei-.
RKO
HUGHES DEAL ON VERGE
TT looks as though the deal for the purchase of RKO by Howard Hughes will
be an accomplished fact as soon as the legal
details are completed. Of course, there is
always a chance of a last-minute hitch, but
at the moment it looks as though the Odium
interests will soon belong to Howard
Hughes.
Regardless of the result of the HughesOdium deal, it is not likely that there will
be much change in studio policy here, for
a while at least. Dore Schary, winding up
his first year as vice-president in charge of
production, is being handed praise from the

entire industry for his achievement. Frequently heard comment from studio executives runs to words like "wish we had a
Schary here." Mr. Hughes is too astute a
business man to upset an apple cart where
the apples are firm and juicy.
Interesting development in the news is
straight distributhat RKO has ruled out
tion deal:; with independent producer. From
here on in, RKO will participate in the
the profits on all
production and share in presiden
t N. Peter
indie deals, according to
Rathvon. Three exceptions to the new ruling are Samuel Goldwyn, Walt Disney and
Sol Lesser.
Whatever the future policy may be on
indie deals, RKO will have up to fourteen
indie films to market during this year.
Samuel Goldwyn i:i set for four: "Earth and
Three Tenses," "BilHigh Heaven," "Take "Secrets."
Independlion Dollar Baby," and
ent Artists will deliver three: "The Little
Wife," "Lucky Penny." and "Madly In
Love," Argosy is slated for two: "The FamYoung of Africa" the
and "Mr. Joseph
completed. Jesse Lasky and
latterily"already
Walter MacEwen are still insisting that they
will do "The Life of Caruso." Robert RisBogardus.
Man From
will offer
kin
feature"
Tarzan
do another
will"The
Sol Lesser
Disney will do "Alice In Wonderand Walt
land" and "Melody Time"
BACK AT WORK
The virtual shutdown of the past two
months ended here with the start of "The
Hair." This picture
Boy With The Green come
true for Dore
represents a dream
Schary and director Joseph Losey. These
men planned to film the story the moment
they read it some time ago. At that time
Adrian Scott was set as the producer, but
when Scott was fired, production was delayed. However, the reins now have gone
to Stephen Ames, with Schary personally
supervising. It will be made on an extremely fast schedule, despite Technicolor
which always slows production. Pat
O'Brien, Robert Ryan, and Barbara Hale
have prominent roles but the story will be
carried by young Dean Stockwell as the
little war orphan who finds prejudice
against anything away from the accepted
form,
green to
hair."
With "even
the return
activity, Dore Schary
announced plans for the year to include at
least 10 major productions, plus an additional dozen of films in the $500,000 budget
class. These small budget films got the go
signalcessfrom
Schary last
their suchas established
themyearas and
an important
portion of this company's program.
SRO

YOUR reporter last week interviewed
's
Selznick
McNama
y, and
singra,and David
chiefPaul
of adverti
publicitO.
came
c
dynami
this
g
why
away understandin
young man is the Big Boss for the Big
Boss. McNamara is the man who supervised the spending of more than $2,000,000
He
sing for "Duel In The Sun." less,
on adverti
leported that that sum, or even a little
would have to make do for three Sel7nick
Paradine Case,"
year, "The
picturesit this
"Portra
of Jenny"
and "Mr. Blandings
House." But the McBuilds His Dream
Namara imagination and enterprise will
manage.
The high point of interest in our talk
with this pepper-pot was his reaction to
"Most
in part: ed
He said uninterest
local advertisin
in
completely
are g.
exhibitors
national campaigns. You tell them about
how much space they're going to get locally." He charged the national magazines
with "laziness" in not selling the exhibitor
on the importance of national coverage.

For himself, McNamara is fully aware of
the importance of local exp'oitation. A^ -in
example,
on thewith
"Blcndings"
he ha.s
mtde a tie-in
architects,picture
construction
pages in the big-circulation national maL--.zines and they ignore it and want to knoAengineers
furniture thedepartments
in ';')
major citiesandthroughout
country. Thii';.five "Blandings" homes will be built, 'i fithomes will ultimately be sold complett ly
furnished for anywhere from $35,000 to
$50,0OC and the whole project will cost Sl'JJ
practically nothing. "And just think wint
we're doing for the housing situation"'
That
Mr. a McNamara's
parting
liveredwasv/ith
twinkle in his
eye. shot <i>This man is important to exhibitors cause he understands their problems arid
their point of view. He welcomes cor/cspondence and encouraged us to invite our
readers to write him.
20th CENTURY

FOX

PRICES ARE DOWN
pEPORT
of 20th
Century-Fox's
purcha.s?
of a play
by John
Van Druten
for
$100,000 brings to mind the not-too-distantpast when such a price was unheard of for
any
that enjoyed
degree program
of Brorjd-is
way play
success.
But the any
economy
getting to Hollywood and now "Druid
Circle" belongs to this studio for a mere
$100,000.
Studio executives have vetoed the idea of
re-making former successful 20th CenturyFox pictures. Reason for the nixing of this
program, which was considered seriou.sly
recently, is the solid pile of new story
properticF owned by the studio.
The success of the documentary-type fi'ni
has keyed the studio story department lo
watch lor any story based on a frctual incident which is likely for screen ad^iptati' r:
Two recent productions in this field • ' c
"Call Xorthside 777" and "The Street Wit i
No Name." The.se stories are comparati\
ly inexpensive to buy and to proJuce, ar 1
their box-oflice return thus far has mo' c
than proved their value Production chiff
Zanuck de^-ided that ccmcentration on this
type of material is wiser than re-hashing
old o*ory properties.
NINE FILMS SET FOR RELEASE
It is interesting to note that of the nine
films this company will release during
March and April, only three are actual 20th
Century-Fox productions. These three are:
"Gentleman's Agreement." "Sitting Pretty"
and "Scudda Hoo-Scudda Hay."
Of the remaining nine, two come from
Alexander Korda, two from Reliance PictureF and one each from Frank Seltzer andi
Sol Wurtzel,
"For Fear of Little Men" is the only new
starter here this week. Starring Tyrone
Power and Anne Baxter, this is 20th's contribution in the fantasv department — the
key character being a leprechaun.
It looks
like movie
had
FANTASY
BIG audiences
IN '48
better polish up their imaginations
and shari>en their taste for whimsy
this year, for a flock of fantasies are
slated to pour out of major studios
in the next few months. The list so
far includes: "The Boy With Green
Hair" from RKO; "One Touch of
Venur," and "Mr. Peabody and the
Mermaid" from U-l; "One Sunday
Afternoon" from Warners, and "For
Fear of Little Men" from Fox, as well
as GoldwjTi's current "The Bishop's
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SECURE

^^FTER months of confusion when the
survival of this company was touchand-go, the situation here is really clearing
and conditions in the present and for the
future seem sounder than they have for a
long time. There are 21 producers in various stages of preparation on pictures to be
released by UA.
Vice-president George Bagnall recently
reported that bankers are no longer dubious about loans to UA producers and that
five banks stand ready to finance UA productions. The doubts were removed when
the "Arch of Triumph" deal cleared and the
company could show booking contracts on
this one and Howard Hawk's "Red River,"
as well as Ben Bogeaus' "A Mir cle C\n
Happen."
Second bright spot is the news that UA
Is certain to get James Cagney's "Time of
Your Life" back for release. The lawsuits
which UA had pending against Warners
and the Cagneys have been dropped. Now,
it is reported that UA is offering the Cagney Company strong incentive to return to
UA for its future product. The Cagney
contract with UA expires this spring and
a commitment has already been made with
Warners for future product. However, it
is reported that the UA counter-offer is considerably more profitable for the Cagneys
than the deal Warnerr have offered and the
unit might still land in the UA fold.
Two new deals also brighten prospects
here. First one is with William A. Bacher,
former 20th Century-Fox executive producer.
Bacher has formed an independent unit
with Ward Wheelock and their first will be
"If This Be My Harvest," to be followed
by "Katie Called Katie," which will be
filmed partially here and partially in Africa.
The unit has its third picture all set, too,
and a number of other story properties
scheduled for production.
The second new deal is with author John
Steinbeck, Lewis Milestone and Burgess
Meredith, who have formed a new production unit to film twelve of the Steinbeck
stories. Milestone will produce and Meredith will direct, while Steinheck does the
scripts on his own yarns. First to come
from this new set-up will be "Cannery
Row." The release deal is not completely
set yet. It may work out through Enterprise, now dickering a new pact with UA,
or it may be a direct deal with UA.
Sam Coslow is set to start "Music City."
tho first film in a three-year program which
will run into $7,000,000 worth of film. No
casting has been announced as yet, but the
BREAK FOR UA
BKO's recent decision to discontinue straight releasing deals (in
which they have no say over produce
tion) should be a boon to United
Artists, since it ftgTires to throw some
of those units that want complete
production autonomy into the UA
camp,
Wouldn't it be a twist if Sam Goldwyn found his way back into
the UA
fold?
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production should be in work within several weeks.
Hunt Stromberg has switched the title on
his film, "Lured," back to its original tag
oi "Personal Column." This film, despite
graphic and sensational advertising, was
doing a solid nosedive at the box-office. As
a test, the title was changed back to its
original in several spots and the grosses
looked much healthier. There had been an
argument about this tag before release with
the producer insisting audiences wouldn't
understand "Personal Column." But the
facts proved differently. In those territories
where the picture has been widely played
as "Lured" the handle will not be changed.

UNiVERSAL-INTERNATL.

HER CRIME?

The most

vicious of the Seven
^^^\

Deadly Sins!
''Tight action,
suspense,
has plenty of

..THE EXHIBITOR
selling angles"
^'A closely knit

THREE NEW ONES HERE
'J'HREE
new films
are in work
at thisa
studio, giving
the production
schedule
total of five, w'hich begins to look like "old
times." The three new ones are: "Saxon
Charm" (Robert Montgomery-Susan Hayward), "One Touch of Venus" (Robert
Walker-Ava Gardner-Dick Haymes) and
"Brain of Frankenstein" (Abbott & Costello).

murder mystery"

Interesting cross-section of what has happened in this industry in the past year is
U-I's annual report which showed an increase in gross receipts of more than eleven
million dollars (an 18% increase), while the
net for the same period showed a drop of
30% over last year. Company executives
stated that the discrepancy between the
gross and the net was caused by the increase in production and operating costs.
They point to instituted economies and
plans for more of the same to change this
picture in 1948.
Joan Fontaine has been borrowed by
Harold Hecht-Norma Productions for the
fem lead opposite Burt Lancaster in "Kiss
the Blood Off My Hands."

WARNER

BROS.

'T'HIS studio is rolling full blast, no less
than seven pictures being on the stages.
They are "Key Largo," with an all-star cast
including Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall,
Edward G. Robinson, Claire Trevor, Lionel
Barrymore; "John Loves Mary" (Jack Carson-Ronald Reagan-Wayne Morris); "One
Sunday Afternoon" (Dennis Morgan-Janis
Paige-Don DeFore); "Adventures of Don
Juan" (Viveca Lindfors-Alan Hale); Hitchcock's "Rope" (James Stewart-Joan Chandler); '\Strange Meeting" (Bette Davis) and
"One
Scott). Last Fling" (Alexis Smith-Zachary
The latter is one of the new group of lowbudget features this studio will turn out
this
season. musical
"Sundayversion
Afternoon"
Technicolor
of theis olda
Broadway success and earlier straight film
comedy.
"I^ope," originally ballyhooed to go on 10day shooting schedule, will take much
longer than that.
IS

4^

OUOIfS

What

the \i^m\>Q\^Qx

Cr/7ic:^ Ca// 'Miracle
"A Miracle Can Happen," United ArtisLs' Benedict BageausBurgess Meredith eij^ht-star production, was laid low by the New
York critics' journalistic brickbats, as all but the Herald Tribune
got in their caustic licks. Concensus indicated that »xcept for a
few "bright spots" (on which difference of opinion was most
noticeable), Messrs. Meredith and Bogeaus have come up with a
star-spangled dud.
Arcner Winsten, in the Post, calls it a "stunning defeat for
the multiple creators" adding, "there has not been so resounding
a thud of utter, confounded failure in years." He pities the "great
names associated with the fiasco" and pleads with all concerned
not to "do it again."
Almost as vitriolic, but admitting that the actors, if not the
audftence, must have had a good time, are the Times' Bosley
Cro\^ther and PM's Cecelia Ager. The former liked the FondaStewart episode which he calls "low-comedy mugging that is a
good bit of slapstick fun." The rest, however, he calls "dullwitted" and a "hash of nonsense." Miss Ager feels that "actors,
like children, need guardians to protect them from themselves" if
'A WOMAN'S
VENGEANCE'
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL,
"/^onversationlal pleasures. . .Superior characterizations . Plot of
reasonably conventional violence.. Dialogue ... so positively
good and fresh that it lifts what might have been a single exercise
in crime, judgment
and guilt into a reasonably absorbing one." —
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.
"■R^uch too slow starting and getting into dramatic high gear...
Token of the story's actual thinness and conformance to conventional lines is the mechanicalness of Charles Boyer in the husband role. . For all its fussy explosions and its occasionally unladylike comments on men, 'A Woman's Vengeance' is an easily
predictably and manageable affair." — CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
""LJuxley admirers may be disappointed but the devotees of goose
flesh with up-to-date trimmings will find the proceeding's very
satisfactory." — COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"TJuxley scenario and the direction by Zoltan Korda have a measured step and a quiet menace, and though the melodrama
accutoiulates slowly it eventually makes itself felt .Little natural
action g^;, visual appe?.l in the picture. As a result, the long introcharacters
tends to be dull and wordy." — GUERNSEY, N.ductionY.to the
HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Omooth, glamorous, beautifully acted movie fiction with just
enough contemporary Huxleyan philosophy in the dialogu'3 to
make it souhd deep without holding up the plot. . .First rate movie
entertainment of the conventional tried-and-true superior quality
sort."— AGER, PM.
"Tntelligent film but not always a suspense-filled one . .Murder
melodrama saved by a good cast from being just a whodunit."
— CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
" >V Ithough conversational for the most part with occasional
lapses into philosophic dissertations, it emerges as engrossing
melodrama.
. .Cast does handsomely." — PELSWICK, N. Y.
JOURNAL
AMERICAN.
'YOU
WERECENTURY-FOX
MEANT FOR
TWENTIETH

ME'

"yv/armhearted
show,of pleasant
as the the
day passage
is long and
just as
about
as nice a way
contemplating
of time
we
can think of off hand... A most appealing picture; happy entertamment for young and old." — PRYOR, N. Y. TIMES,
"probably achieves a new high in sheer, unadulterated inoffensiveness.
It doesn't
offend
people
whounconcern
hate the old
nostalgia
routine.
. .Maineven
charm
is its
blithe
withsongthe
moments." -j*- WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"pverybo^y
and everything
in ittheisstory
pleasant.
. .Butit the
flavor is synthetic
and thin:
can give
littleoverall
body,
since it scarcely exists itself .. .Certainly a pretty vista, yet somewhat monotonous after a whil«. . .Unadulterated amiability, sweetly composed, needing salt." — AGER, PM.
"D Oman tic comedy, with the emphasis on romance rather than
It's an amusing film, but no 'Margie'." — CREELMAN, laughs.
N. Y. SUN.
' A ttempt to recreate the flapper era with two or three little
words and several tunes is not particularly successful...
Merely a thin and labored tale of boy-meets-girl, with a few old
phrases, polo coats and topical references thrown in to make it
16
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Ncu)

F/lms

Star-Spatigled Dud
she c in judge ftom the "misbegotten, manhandled, grimly sc rewball, relentlessly whimsy complication of decelerating sketches
entitled 'A Miracle Can Happen'."
Kate Cameron in the News dubs the "miracle" in the title the
fact that a "million-dollar c^t" can come up with such a "dud."
She liked the Lamour episode, called the rest "boring."
Both the Sun's Eileen Creelman and the Journal American's
Rose Pelswick expressed the opinion that a good idea had gone
awry The latter says it might "have looked good on paper" but
the result reminds of "a group of close friends doing charades
that may seem funny to those actively <"onc^rned but appear
considerably less so to anyone walking In cold." Miss Creelm.-in
calls it "long" and "talkative" which milks the gags "until the fun
dies of ill nutrition."
Sole good news for the makers comes from the Herald Tribune's Otis Guernsey, who says tht? miracle is that "this conglomeration ("ongeals into a tasty entertainment dish." He adds,
"It must use bad gags when it cannot think of good ones, but at
least there is always something going on."
look like something better." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Amiable
little comedy-with-music .. .Jeanne Grain and Dan
Dailey as the principals are just right in their parts, the
music is tuneful, and the general mood is one of likeable entertainment." — PEn^SWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.
'NIGHT
RKO RADIO SONG'
"■^TZorn uncomfortably thin in comparison to previous incarnations. and neither is long for this world. . .Incredibly mawkish plot... The music, the prize concerty — well, that is really
the thing which puts 'Night Song' in the spotlight as baldfaceJ
and absolute sham." — CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"TTas to be reviewed on two levels... It is not a good picture.
You probably will like it. It ought to make a million dollars." — MAYNARD, N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.
"Qome deceptive acting. . .Makes the picture appear to be worthier than it actually is. . .Doetsn't grip you because what lies
behind- the performance
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST. is only a commercial writer's act." —
"'TAistinguished by the performances of Ethel Barrymore and
Dana Andrews, who have some pretty silly things to say.
There is also the happy presence of Hoagry Carmichael. Aside
from those points, there isn't much to say cinematically for 'Night
Song'... Some of mushiest slop I have ever seen on the screen."
— PIHODNA, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"/^ilded fake... The regal Miss Barrymore, I report with some
embarrassment,
in 'Night Song'
of comedy
relief. She and Hoagy is Carmichael
pair as
off atokind
amuse
you while
Merle and Dana are dishing out the heavy stuff. I was not
amused." — PECK, PM.
■OUTRADIO
OF THE
RKO

PAST'

"'T^eceitful complications that occur in 'Out of the Past' must be
■^■^ reckoned by logarithmic tables . .We were with it, up to a
point, and enjoying the rough-stuff and the romance with considerable delight and concern. . .If only we had some way of knowing what's going on in the last half of this film, we might get
more pleasure from it." — CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"T^ialogue
.Rapid-fire
scenes sometimes
tangles isuptough.
the . plot
lines. .succession
.Generates ofsuspense.
. .Can be
perused with little effort and then forgotten, but meanwhile it is
a diverting entertainment." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"THnough murders and double-crosses. . .to stock several scripts
. . . Suspenseful melodramatics, even if the script gets a bit
too
CAN. involved at times."— PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL AMERI"^77hat director Jacques Tourneur had to direct, he directed
very well, giving his actresses a smouldering allure and his
actors an enticing menace. Indeed, 'Out of the Past' was kind of
interesting to watch, once I reconciled myself to the fact that I
couldn't follow it."— AGER, PM.
'"Tense excitement. . .Unpretentious picture which aims at nothing
beyond keeping an audience absorbed and uneasy. It sucGRAM. ceeds well in both purposes." — COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEFILM
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steps." He added that he was awaiting the
• arrival of FUink in this country next month,
"at which time these negotiations will be
resumed on the same amicable and cooperativefor
basis." discussion centered about
The topic
the proposed pooling of the Gaumont-British
circuit, in which 20th-Fox has a 50 per cent
interest, and JAR's Odeon circuit.
U-l Executives

Ix>uis K. Sidney, M-G-M studio executive, was
named a vice-president at Loen's Board of
Directors meeting in New Yorl<.
CLASSlhlED
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Af^ain Available as premiums, giveaways at your kiddie matinees. Large variety,
latest 48 - page news stand editions. Comics
Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St., New York,
N. T.
THEATRE WANTED
Will lease or buy theatre in Eastern Penna. or
New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film Bulletin.
THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

We thank ail theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers
and for wrapping and addressing
all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday
each week.
IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.
HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St., Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers

SERVICE — ALWAYS!
NEW

JERSEY MESSENGER
SERVICE
Hnnber Nat'l Film Carricra
250 N. Juniper St., FhUa. 7. Pa.
LOcuBt 7-4S23
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Tackle British Problems
The British tax impasse has raised serious problems in the J. Arthur Rank-Universal-International agreement, with the
result that four U-I top executives sailed
last week for conferences with Rank in
London. The U-I toppers were J. Cheever
Cowdin, board chairman; Nate J. Blumberg,
president; Joseph H. Seidelman, v. p. and
foreign sales head, and Charles Prutzman,
counsel. Robert S. Benjamin, president of
the JAR organization accompanied them.
Conferences will cover all mutual probGov't,
Bigfrom5Page
Clash
(Continued
5)
claiming that his company cannot survive
unless it is allowed to sell full season programs as it sees fit.
A murmer ran through the courtroom as
Frohlich shouted, "No court can take away
my rightRutledge
to sell allgently
my copyrights
bulk."
Justice
pointed outin to
the
lawyer that that was precisely what the
District Court had done.
Bloclt Booking
"Vital" likewise
Cooke, Counsel
for Universal,
pleaded for block booking as vital to the
welfare of his client, because it "has specialized in what the Oovernment terms inferior pictures." He argued that Universal
has been forced to change its policy, in view
of the fact that "it is uneconomic- to sell
inferior pictures one by one as required by
theAndecree."
interesting
sidelightthatof Universal
Cooke's argument
was his statement
realizes 58 percent of its domestic revenue from
non-affiliated theatres and only 42 percent
from the Big 5's houses.
In defense of his company, Raftery quippert that the hardest thing about reading
che Gov ernment brief was to find any mention of United Artists, which he referred to
as a "haven" for independent producers.
"The biggest monopolist in this business,"
he lold the Court, "is the exhibitor who has
tlie only theatre in a town."
Divestiture's "Terrible Consequences"
Joseph M. Proskauer, an impressive veteran attorney, speaking for Warner Bros.,
predicted "terrible consequences" if divestiture were ordered. 'Without a backlog of
showcase theatres, no company could afford
to risk the several million dollars to make
a picture that gives the American indiistry
the markets of the world," he warned, seemingly ignoring companies like Universal and
United Artists, which operate successfully
without theatre interests.
V.^'arner Bros., he said, are willing to try
to make competitive bidding workable. He
also made a staunch defense of the arbitration system in the old consent decree, which
he accused the Government of "striking
Closing for the defense was former Supreme Court Justice and Secretary of State
Byrnes,
down.'' while representing 20th Century-

(Continued from Page 11)
lems, including distribution of Rank films
in the U. S. It was emphasized that the
U-I execs will not discuss settlement of
the ad valorem tax with any British Government officials, since this matter is being
handled by Eric Johnston, who represents
the Motion Picture Association of America.
"Unconquered"

For

Regular Release In April
"Unconquered" will be released in April
for popular priced showings, climaxing
Paramount's selling plan on t he C. B.
DeMillo Technicolor film which has completed 300 advanced admission dates, it was
revealed by Charles M. Reagan, v. p. in
charge ol distribution.
Reagan declared that the "carefully devised" selling plan included Paramount's
most costly pre-selling campaign. However,
Reagan declared, judging by the box-office
returns in the advanced admission runs and
exhibitor interest in the general release,
"this revolutionary merchandising experiment has more than justified itself."
Fox, took up the cudgels for all the defendants when he pointed to foreign restrictions
and taxes against American films ("advance
salesmen of this country") and pleaded that
the industry "has its back to the wall, fighting for its life." Denying that the industry
is "fabulously rich," he argued that the records show his client has seldom earned a
fair return on its investment in production.
Divorcement Necessary — Wright
Two final hours were allotted the Government following close of the defense and the
first hour was taken up by Robert Wright,
motion picture specialist in the Department
of Justice, who had little opportunity to
read his prepared argument as members of
the bench fired a steady barrage of questions at him. He admitted that the Government regards divorcement as a "last resort remedy," but a necessary one. The
Statutory Court's decree provision allowing
the Big 5 to buy out interests of their partners in theatre pools was attacked by Wright
as
court.being contrary to the findings of the
Says Interveners Backed by Majors
Wright charged that the exhibitor groups
seeking to intervene (ATA and CSE) receive financial support from the majors. He
told the court that the onl^ real independent
unit in the case is the CIEA, which filed an
amicus curiae brief.
The la-^it shot was fired by John F. Sonnett, assistant Attorney General in charge
of the anti-trust division, who effectively
summarized the case for the Government,
with the charge: "First, that the defendants
jointly and
the second,
distribution and severally
exhibition monopolized
of films, and,
that, in any event, ultimate divestiture of
the theatre holdings of the major defendants and a ban on cross-licensing of their
films are the only adequate remedies." He
recalled to the Supreme Court that it had
directed divestiture in the Crescent Theatre
case, and referred to the present action as
evidence of a "larger conspiracy."
Sonnett argued that had the Supreme
Court's decision in the American Tobacco
case, which defines monopoly as "the power
to raise prices or to exclude competition
when
is desired
so," time
been itavailable
to the itDistrict
Courtto do
at the
handed
down the opinion in this case, the lower
court would have found a monopoly and
ordered a more drastic cure.
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EXPLOITATION
;

PICTURE
of the issue

SAIGOIV
The starring combination ol
Alan La<l«I ami Vrronif-a I.ak<has a tradition for the kind ol
rough, tough nirdodraina ol
proven lioxoffice worth. ()n< '■
again thr high-voltage talents ol
these two stars are eonihined in
that kind of film, this one h* uring the exotic lahel "Saigon .
Previously, they had appear* <l
together in "This Gun For
Hire". "The Glass Key" and
"The Blue Dahlia", and each (jI
these films made merry mu^ir
on the cashier's till of theatic, .everywhere.
In the strange and fascinating
locale of Indo-Chinese Saigon —
"The Paris of the Orient", three
American fliers become embroiled in a mysterious and sinister
adventure laden with danger.
One of the boys, Douglas Dick,
is doomed to die of his war injuries, unknowing. Ladd live;
to find love with \ eronica. the
girl of mystery, who led them
into a fantastic money smuggling plot.
"Saigon" does not figure to
rank high in the calculations of
those who make the Academy
Awards, but it has the elementthat lend themselves to oldfashioned showTiianship. th*
kind
turns. that spells boxoffice re-

EXPLOITATION

Ladd-Lake

PICTURE

Combination,

Plus

Exotic

NEWSPAPER
ADS
Campaign
'Saigon'
Highlights
npHERE Locale,
has been boxoffice magic
in
MONEY
BAGof
STUNT
the Alan Ladd-Veronica Lake team
since they were first brought together
ALAN
in "This Gun For Hire" and in merging
their talents again Paramount has aimed to carry on with a combination that
has yet to miss as an attraction.
In "Saigon", the showman also has an
intriguing locale to feature in his campaign, for this exotic city of Indo-China
is known the world over as the "Paris
of the Orient" and the "Little Paris of
the East". It is a strange and fascinating spot suggestive of the sort of adventure and intrigue this movie story tells.
With the background of prior LaddLake successes to work on and this
strange, new Far Eastern locale, Paramount's boxofficers have turned out a
press book that is crammed with juicy
advertising, publicity and exploitation
material.
The newspaper ads are particularly
striking and effective, getting across the
elements of action and adventure with
fine force. The waist-stripped figure of
Ladd dominates these ads, with a slinky
Veronica lurking in the background of
most of the layouts.
In the exploitation department a large
variety of stunts are offered, several of
which are reproduced in the next column. Most of them can be utilized at
a minimum of cost, which puts them
within the range of even the smallest
theatre. Where used, they will pay
large dividends, we are sure.
FACTS ABOUT

SAIGON

For a strik'ng lobby display, we suggest
an enlarged map of Indo-Chi.ia, w th
Saigon circled, and a panel of copy conlaining pertinent facts about 'The Paris
of the Orient." Here are some of the
facts (courtesy of Paramount'pubMt-'ty ) :
finestdespite
living thein
theSa'gon
Orient,onceandoffered
even the
today,
war and revolution, it is a fascinating,
exc ling and colorful city.
Population
's -ipproximately
120.000.
with
15 thousand
French, 80 thousand
natives and a sprinkling of Chinese and
others.
The natives, ^Annamese, are a lithe,
dark-skinned people of good intelligence.
Religion of the natives is a loose sort
of Buddhism
wh'chin permits
ancestorof worship and a belief
the existence
evil
spirits.
Saigon closes down at noon every day
for a period of three hours, while the sun
bakes the city, with everything coming to
life again as evening approaches. The
night life is gay.
They have inflation in Saigon, a decent
lunch costing about $15.
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The
press book suggests this variation of the
phon y money gag to sell the thrills and intrigue,
It can be used in windows and in the lobby,
Get a large briefcas? or traveling bag and
stuff it to overflowing with phony Chinese
nionev
The
copy may vary from that s?en on the
above
use: "50
MILLION illustration.
YEN STOLEN!\ ou IFmight
FOUND,
ADVISE
LADD AT GEM THEATRE FRI, and
AI.AN
MONEY
SAT.!"

THROWAWAY

130MILU0N
have a YEN

People
for

'^lAN lADD /SA'GON
Th s phony money throwaway is ava'lable in
mat form (E32I). Inqure at your Natonal
Screen Service branch. Print t on yellow or
light red paper for best effect and have it
liand -d out o i the busy street corners.
UMBRELLA
BALLY
One of the simplest
and cheapest stunts for
any exhibitor to work is
the umbrella poster. Letter your copy, such as:
'IT'S
RAINING
THRILLS IN 'SAIGON'.
GEM THEATRE," on an
umbrella
and have
a g'rl
or man walk
the streets
with it.
Added effect can be
hadoriental
if the costume
carr'er to
wears
an
get
across the locale of "SaiOTHER
STUNTS
A number of add'tional stunts are recommended in the press book. You might try one
of tiiese :
Paramount has made up mats for both sides
of a postcard, one containing a striking photoj;raph clinch of Ladd and go'i-"
Lake, the other side
a message from Ladd.
A girl garbed in oriental costume and carrying a suitcase over-stuffed with phony money is
suggested as a street bally. This would be a
suro-fire eye-catcher.
If

PRODUCTION

%

RELEASE

mm

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in whrich cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release nunnber.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (37)
Completed (11)
Completed ( 2)

In Production (3)
In Production (0)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTtONS
WELD FURY
Action — Started February 2
Cast: Preston Foster, William Bishop, Mary Stuart.
Director: Phil Karlson
Producer: Ted Richmond
story: Two men
rivals for the taming of a wild horse and the winning of a are
woman.
SUPERMAN
Serial (13)— Started February 2
Cast: Kirk Alyn, Noel Neal, Pierre Watkins.
Directors: Spencer Bennet, Thomas Carr
Producer: Sam Katzman
Story; Comic strip cliaracter set to motion pictures.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
No.
Rel.
Title — Running Time
CEsf
Details
.
1-19.
Let's
Fall
In
Lovf
lamour-Ameche
Loves o( Csrmen, The
Hiyworth-Ford . . ,. .11-24.
COMPLETED
1947-48
.11-10. . .3-25.
Adventures In Silverado
Bishop- Henry
. .12-22.
Best Man Wins
Buchanan-Lee
8-4.
Btck Arrow. The
Hayward-BlaI
r
...
.11-24.
B aling Across The Pecos
Starrett-Bornette . . .9-1. . 12-18.
Blondies Anniversary (67)
10-16.
SingletonLake
.
Blondle in the Dough (69)
Slnglefon-Uke
.4-14.
..9-29.
Blondlei Night Oat
Sln»leton-lik«
12-18.
Briek Bradford
Richmond-Johnson .10-27. 10-14.
Bickaroo from Powder Rlvar (55)
Starrett-BBrnet
te
.
.5-26.
.
.9-29.
Coroner Creek (C)
Scott-Chapman ..
11- 27.
.. .7-21.
. .8-4. 12- 11.
Crime Doctor's Gamble (66)
Baxter-Chelrel
Devil Ship (62)
Lane-Campbell
.10-29.
Dawn To Earth (T) (101)
Hayworth-Parks .. . .4-15.
Eternal Melody. The
KlepBra-Eugfrth . .11-10.
..8-4
Filler Brush Man. The
.10-27.
Skelton-Blalr
.
.12-8.
.1-16.
Gallant BUde
(C))
Parks-Chapman
Glamour
Girl (68
Kropa-Reed ' '. . . .9-1. 11-47.
Her Hesband-s Affairs (85)
...3-3.
Tone-Ball
.7-21
Detalli inder title: La(y Rnm Hm
.5-26. . .1-48.
I Love Trouble (94)
Tone-Blair
Details inter title- OMkle Take
. .2-2
It Had To Be Yoo (98)
Rogers-Wildc . .4-14.
.5-26. 12-47 .
. .1-5
Key Witness («7)
Beal-Marshall
...
.10-9.
Detalli under title: DastlRy
Lt«y trea Shanfhal. The
Hayworth-WellM . 10-14. 11-20.
23. 11-47.
Ust Days of Boot Hill, The (56)
Starrett-Bornette . .6.5-26.
Last Roond-Uo. The (77)
Aotry-Heather . . . . .8-18.
Little Spanish Town, A
Autry-Marlon ... .5-26. 11-13.
Lone Wolf In London, The (68)
Mohr-Saunders
11-10.
Lilo
Belle
Lamour- Montgomery
Han Frem Celnrad*. The (T)
Ford-Drew
. .3-17. .1-23.
Mary Lou (66)
Lowery-Barton ... . .9-15.
Mating of Millie, The
Ford-Keyes
My Dog Rnsty
Donaldson-Doran . . . .7-7.
Phantom Valley (53)
Starrett-Burnette . .11-24
. .8-4. . .2-19.
12-22 .1-48.
•"ort
Bishoa-Henry
.2-16
PrinceSaid
of Thieves (72)
Hall-Morison . . . ..5-12.
Relentless (93)
Young-Chapman .. .12-9. .2-48.
Details inder title: Three Were Thorouthbreds
Return of October. The
Ford-Moore
. .9-29.
Return of The Whistler. The
Duane-Aubert . . . . 10-27 . 12-25.
Rose of Santa Rosa (65)
Hot Shots
Sign of the Ram. The
Peters-Knon .... . . ..9-1.
8-4.
Six Gun Law (54)
Starrett-Saunders
. .7-7. . . .1-9.
.5-26.
Sea Hound. The (Serial)
Crabbe-Blake . . . . 10-27.
.. ..3-30.
.9-4.
Song of Idaho
Vincent-Grant . . .
Strawberry Roan. The
Autry-Henry
10-23.
.4-14.
Rweet Genevieve (68)
Pj)rter-Lydon .... . . .7-7 ..1-48.
Swordsman. The (T) (81)
Parks-Drew
.10-27
Tex Grainger (Serial)
Stevens-Stewart . . , .. .12-9.
. .8-4 .2-48.
.12-9.
To the Ends of the Earth (109)
Powell-Hasso
Trapped by Boston Blackle
Morris-Lane .... .12-22.
.4-14. .
Two Blondes and a Redhead (70)
Porter-Lydon . . . .
West of Sonora
Starrett-Burnette . .9-29. .ii-6.
Whirlwind Raiders
Starrett-Saunders . .9-29.
.9-15. .2-12.
Woman from Tangier, The (66)
Jargens-D-jnne ... .9-15.
Wreck of The Hesperus, The
Parker-White
. .2-5.
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EAGLE-LION
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (27)
Completed ( 5)

In Production (I)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
HOLLOW TRIUMPH
Drama — Started February 5
Cast: Paul Henreid, Joan Bennett, Leslie Brooks.
Director: Steve Sekely
Producer: Paul Henreid
story: An ex-convict asBumes the Identity of a man he murders but Is
deatroyed by the murdered man's enemies.
RELEASE CHART
COMPT^KTED
1947-48
H*.
Title— loaning Tiae
Cast DeUlls Rel.
812
Adventures of Casanova (83)
deCordova-Nash . 5-12 . 2-7. .851
2-2
ilHb Hills
Dean-Ates
5-12... 9-27.
Rn.
Blende Savage (61)
Sherwood- Erieson 7-7.. 11-22. .807. .10-13
Bury Me Dead (6C)
0 Ooflnell Dailels . .4-14. . .9-20. .803. . .9-29
Check Your Guns (55)
0ean-6atei
7-7... 1-24.
Close-up
Baxter-Gllntre 12-22
.853 . . .12-8
Cobra Strikes, The
Ryan-Fraser
1-5
Eiehanted Valley (C)
C'rtis-Gwynne 9-1... lOl. .735
Gentleman After Dark (7C)
Oonlevy-Hopklni .. Reissue. . .11-8.
Green for Danger (91)
Grey-Howard . . . . Farelgn . . .9-13. .802
Headin' For Heaven (71)
Erwin-Farrell 8-4... 1-17.
It's Melder
Swltw-Wkalea 5-12
.810.... 1-5
ilnda Be Good (67)
Hubbard-Knox 7-21 1-3.
Love From A Stranger
Sidney-Hodiak 3-17.. 11-15 . 808 . . 10-27
ManDetafromls ander
Texas
Craig-Ban
5-26 .. 10-18 . . ..735.
806. . .12-8
title: A Texti Stwy
11-10
Man In the Iron Mask (110)
Hayward-Bennett ReUsue.
. .11-8.
Mickey (C)
Bctler-Goodwin
. .11-24
Noose HangsStampede
High. The
Abbott-Costello
Northwest
Leslle-Cralg
. .7-21. . .1-17.
Details ander title: Wild Conqueit
9-1 2-14
Open Secret (70)
Ireland-Randolph
Out of The Blee <91)
Brent-Mayo
...3-3...
9-27. . 813 . .2-2
.
.11-10
Prairie Outlaw
Dean-Ho:t
..801.... 9-1
.12 22
Rampage
Mitchell-Long . . . . .11-24
RawDetails
Deal
O'Keefe-TretOr
under title: Corkscrew Alley
Return of RIn-Tln-Tin, The (V) (65) lin-Tin-Tin-Woods .9-16. .10-25. .804.
Return of the lash (59)
LaRuc-St. John .. .9-1 2-7.
Buthles;
Scott-Lynn ....
.8=;2. .12-22
Details under title: Prelude to Night
.12-8
.12-8
Shadow Valley (58)
DMn-Ates
11-29..
Smugglers. The (85)
Redgrave-Kent ... Foreign .. .1-31. .
Spiritualist. The
Bey-Bari
1-19
.811 2-2
T-Men (91)
O Keete
7-21. . .1-10. . . .814
.809. .12-22
Take
My
Life
(85)
Gynt-Williams
Foreign
.
.2-28.
Umorrtw Tee U
Ire'ane-Ryan 3-12
Tornado Range (56)
Dean-Holt
9-1... 2-21..
Whispering City (92)
Lekas-Dantlr.e
11-15.. 854
..805..ii-24

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1947-48 Features
Completed (29) In Production (5)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
THREE MUSKETEEBIS (T)
Romantic Drama — Started January 27
Cast: Lana Turner, Gene Kelly, Van Heflin, June Allyson, Keenan Wynn, Frances Gifford, Vincent Price.
Director: George Sidney
* Producer: Pandro S. Berman
tjtory: The old Dumas romance.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
THI»— liialai TIM
Cast Detalle
1-5.
Beery-Powe
A
Jtdy,
With
Date
Easter Parade
Astaire-Garlandll 12-8.
Jolla Misbthaves
Garscn-Pldgeon 1-19. ■el.
Search, The
Cllft-MacMahon
Southern Yankee
Skelton-Dahl 2-2.
Mar. .818. .2-16
Alias The Gentleman (74)
Beery-Patrick
1947-48
. .5-13. .Sept. .803. U-10
Amtio Affair. The (87)
Hodlak-Gifford
.. .9-29.
. .8-6. .
B. F's Daughter
Stanwyck- Hell in
.2-17
..10-27.
.5-12. .
Big
City,
The
O'Brien-Murphy
.
.813.
Cass TImberlane (119)
Tracy-Turner . . . .7-7. .
Bride
Goes ender
Wild, title:
The
.John.^n-Allyson
.4.1. .Jm. .819. . .9-29
Details
Virtuous
Mar.
Dasire
(91)
3-31 . .Oct.
DetailsMe ender
title: A Wtaai tf My Ovi Garson-Hart
Good News (T) (95)
. 9-30.
..810.
.811 .12-22
tree*
Dolpbli
Details
laderStreet
title: The PentMl TMUfe Turoer-Hetlin
Dec. .815.
High Wall. The
Taylor-Totter
. .7-1.. .Feb.
Homecoming
Gable-Torner
. 6-9. . .Ju. .814 10-27
If Winter Coaies (97)
.Pidge»n-K«rT ... ..9-15.
Killer McCoy (103)
Ro«ney-E. Taylor .6-23. . Dee.
...1-5
809.
FILM BULLETIIf

ttiiry
9r«iit-6'»»rd
9-1
KIninf LlBir
BaXlt.(T)
Thi (I)
SIMlraGrayMa
Muster
of
Lujie
GwtiR-LeIgh
9-29
DetaMi iiniitr ti le: H III H Ham*
■Oaerton
the With
MofleeYai
(82)
Skelton-O'Crhn...6-23
9-2 . . . .Get. . .805.
An oflilant
Williami-Lawford
Mnta. The (T)
S«rla»d-Kell» J.3 .Oct. . . .804.
S«a| »( Lt>e. A (119)
Hepbirn-Henrtid ...11-25 . .. .. Sept
. . .801.
S«ii« ef Thi Thl» Man (86)
Powell-Loy
Z-3
tmmn BMHl
Raoney-DcHatei 7-8.
816
State Of The union
Traey-Hepborn ....10-13 L .Feb
808
Tenth
Atenoe
Aitjel
(76)
0
Br'en
Mur
hy
4-1
.
.
N2».
Thli Time It Keept (T) (105)
Wi liami-Meleliiof .8-6.
Three Darlnj Daaghten (T)
MacDonaid-lturhi .11-25 . . Mar . . .817.
Details gnder title: The BIrdi and the Bees
. .802.
•atBlthed
Dene*. title:
Th* ItHwIu
(T) (101)
O'Brlen-Cliarisse ....7-22 . . .Sept. .
D«tilli Nder

..7-21
...8-4
. . .8-4
.1-19
.1"-13
. .2-13
. . .8-4

MONOGRAM

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

I WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES
Mystery — Started January 27
Cast: Don Castle, Elyse Knox, Regis Toomey, Charles D. Brov/n
Rory Mailinson, William Ruhl.
Director: William Nigh
Producer: Walter M;r;sc!i
story: A detective tries to unr.-wel a crime and finds himself , I .s rs|i '< t.
MURDER BY ALPH.\BET
Mystery — Started February 9
Cast: Roland Winters, Deanie Best, John Alvin.
Director: William Beaudine Producer: James S.
and
Story: Cliarlie
unwind.-; tlie mystery of tiie nurder of a i udge
attorney.
district Clian
Burke't
RELEASE CHART
COaiPLETED
1947-48
Cefals
Rev.
No.
Rcl.
Title — Running Time
Cast
11-24 . .3-7.
Angels' Al.'ey
12-27
.
Relssge.
.
Gorcry-Gray
.4706!
Released o-lglnally under title: When StrM lehum Hunter
Eet-ayed (66)
angers Marry
. .12-8.
Campus Sleuth
StewartPreisser
.11-24.
Docks of New Orleans (70)
Wint-rs-Young
.915 . 2-7. .4703..
Fighting Mad (75)
Errol.Kirk*ood
Details under title: A Palooka Named Joe
.10-11. .4704
.4701. .10-13
High Tide (72)
Tracy-Castle 3-31 ..1-10.
JiMs and Maggie in Society (66)
Yule-Riano . .1-19
9-29,
Jirx Money
Gorcey-Caidwell ,
Joe Palooka in the KnoelcoDt (72)
Kirkwood-Knox
...5-26.. 10-18... 4702... 9-15
Details ander title: A Guy Named Palooka
.2-2.
Kilroy On Deck
Cooper-Coogan
.11-1. .4703. . .9-15
. . 1-19.
.3-3. . .3-14
Louisiana («'
)
Davis-Lindsay
Oldalioma
Blues
Walceley-Belmont
.1-31.
.11-24 .2-14. .4:51
Overland Trails (58)
Brown-Belmont
. 4707
Perilous Waters (66)
.Castle- Long
8 9-1.
18 .2-21 .4705
R(i-S"e.
<
'76
>
.
]
McOowalYBarrier
.4'
10
Rose of the Rio Grande (60)
rarro'l-Mov ta
. .9-15. .2-q«
Smart Politics (68)
Prelsser-Stewart
. .1-3. .. .686
.627. . . .1-5
.1-17.
.11-10.
Song of The Drifter (53)
Wakely-^oVs
Thunder On the Rang;
. Brown-Hatton . . 2-2. .'--16.
ALLIED ARTISTS
.12-23.
.2. . .7-21
Black Gold (C) (92)
Qninn-DrMlMe
. .2-17.
.3.. 11-10
Gangster, The (86)
Solli»:n-Bf lita
.6
Hunted. The (85)
Belita-Foster . . . .4-14. . ll-'2.
..4-19.
.4-7.
II Hta-»ned rni Fl«h Artan (115) . . . . . .St»rm-D«Fere
1-31.
.1. . .2-1)
.9-29. .2-22.
.5
Panhandle (84)
Came-on-Downs
.4-30.
.10 27
Smart Woman (SO)
Bennctt-Aherne
.4 11-21
Song of My Heart (89)
Surd trom-Loog
. . 2-3
Details ander title: TniU Syapkany
12-8.
.
.5-3D.
Tenderfoot, The
Albert-Sto-m
PARA
1947-4« Features

MO

UNT

Completed (28)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DIS.\STER
Melodrama — Started February 5
Cast: Richard
Denning,
Trudy James
Marshall,
Damian O'Flynn, Will
Wright, Jack
Lambert,
Millican.
Director: William Pine
Producers: Pine-Thomns
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Rannlng Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev
Abigail. Dear Heart
Rains-Hendrix 2-2
Forclpn Affair, A
Arthur-Lund-Dietrich 12-22
Sorry, Wrong Number
Stanwyck- Lancaster . 2-2
1947-48
COMPLETED
Adventere Island (O (67)
Calhoon-Flemlng .. .9-30 .. 10-10 4702 8 1^
Alberguerque (C) (90)
Scott-Britton 3-3 2-20 4709 2-'
Big Clock, The (95)
IVIiMand-O Sullivan . 3-17
2'
Big Town After Dark (70)
Reed-Brooks 5-26 .. 12-12. . 4706 11-24
■if Town Scandal
ReedBrooks
6-23
Cajed Fury
Oennlng-Ryan
9-29
Connecticut Yankee. A (T)
Crosby Fleming 11-10
6lrl
Hitteo-Carty ... 5-12
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tmky-FMUlM
Milland Dl*tr cb . ..C-24..
. .8-19. .10 31. . .4.03 9-1
GoddardCaray . . .11-10.
.8-19.
Laneaiter-Seatt .. .12-23.
.12-23. . .1-16. . .4708. .12-22
.11-10.
E>1'.e-BrittM
Dci'hs-Calnrt
7-7.
. .9-29.
Ladd-Rord
Rot.ns**
Riitell
Ho e-R«s»ell .. . .8-18.
7-7.
Cro
by-Ho-* .1-6.
1-6.. ..12-25.
. .4*07 .11-24
Ladd-Lako
12-9
.
.12-9.
. .312. . .4710
Lake-Caatleld-Fitzgerald 10-27
Mtlhi«d-T«dd 5-26
*rl n Roten
10 27
rooper-Goiiard 8-19
4705... 9-23
Gar'an-Hag es
12-8....
Hope H-.s o
4-15 . 11-21 ... 4704 . 10-13
Ladd Manball
4-28
Udd-Umoar
9-16. . .9-26 .. .4701 .. .8-18

In Production (2)
In Production (0)

Completed (1.5)
Completed ( 4)

1947-48 Features
Westerns

EMMnr Willi. n» (T)
Golden Earrln«> (95)
Hazard
I Walk
D*talliAlone
aadai(E9)
titl*: D*MI**k
Mr.Details
Recklejs
(nder title: Hard To Kill
My Own Tree Unt
Long, Grey Line, The
Night
Ey*c
Paleface.HasTheA TI-*itaRd
(T)
Roid
To
Rio
(100)
MgM
Sainted Sisters
So E«il Hy looa
Sfleed To Spare
Unco-qoered (T) (146)
Waterfront At Widnitiht
Where There's Life (75)
Whispering Smith (T)
Wild Harvest (92)

RELEASE CHART
— 1947-48 —
REISSUE
Details
Tile — Running Time
Cast
Alias Msry Dow (66)
Millai d-Eilers Rcl.
Black Cat, The (72)
Ladd-Pathb«ne
Oct.
ElJti Friday CI)
KarloB Lagosi
Oct.
r» ch 'i-nds the Baby (77)
Bruce-Crawford
Nov.
Ex-Ch2mp (72)
McLaglen-Br»*n
Ch^st of Frrnkenstein (67)
Cl.aney-A.iker$
Jan.
Gay.-O.E. Kils
l.T.
(62)
Wings
Us
C:v;
rec! He l (£7)
fai ba ks-Benrctt
Dec.
Invi. b c Man. Th; (71)
Ra ns-Stuart
D c.
Dec.
Price- Hardwicke
Invisible ftm returns (81)
la-ly Fro-n Cheyenne (89)
foung-Prcston
Sept
Sept.
Knowie?
Di'nne
L-dy hi a Jam (85)
Li t'e To'io'i Guy (83)
L.T. Guys-D.E. Kids
. Mar.
Litfe Tcugh Guys in Society (73)
Lit le Tongh Gays
8lond(ll--owe:i Feb.
Mod i Wi'e (78)
Chanev-Carrsdine
M mmys Gho t (65)
Feb.
Foran-Chaney
Mummy's Temb (61)
Dec.
h-Scott Jan.
Wayne-Dietrie
(91)
Pittsburgh (74)
Bmnttt Carfo d
Sin Town
Jrn.
ritton
Chanry-AMb
Son of Dracola (80)
Feb.
Bic:;ford- Foster
Storm. The (78)
Nov.
Crawford-Gwynae
Tight S-hoes (69)
Fovrr
Dnn-eComes (92)
When Tomorrow
L.T. Gu; s-O.E. Kids
You're Not So Tough (71)

. .736.
.1129.
No.
.1146.
Rev.
..1217
926. .
. 1095 .
.1212.
. 623 .
.1017.
.1029.
.1121.
.1208.
.. .917.
929 .
.1124.
..1246.
1344 .
.1270
.12 6.
.r95.
. . 924 .
..106348. .
.1131.

REPUBLIC
Completed (15)
Completed (6)
Completed ( 2)

1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials
NEW

In Production (1)
In Production (1)
In Production (0)

PRODUCTIONS

sex:;bet service in\'estigatob
Mystery— Started January 30
Cast: Lloyd Bridges, Lynne Roberts. Trevor Bardette, Douglas
Evans, June Storey, John Kellog, George Zucco, Roy Barcroft, Byron Folger.
Producer: Irving Picker
Director: R. G. Springsteen
story: Secret Service breali.s of counterfeiting rins.
C.4RSON CITY T<\IDERS
Western — Started February 6
Ctst: Allan "Rocky" Lane. Eddy Waller, Beverly Jons, Frank
Reiger, Steve Darrell, Hal Landon.
P'rontor: Yakimp Canutt
Producer: Gordon Kay
story: Not .avail.ilile. S.'e next iss-.ue.
RELEASE CHART
CO.MPI KTm
—
1947-48
ning Time I'ne Waller
Cast
4-1. . .712.
Details .12-15.
P»"d •< ofTille
u-r'.— roC RV"
Rel.
Kir
anj
Coo
(Jr.)
(61)
B«rton'i
Birds
No.
Bo' ' rr)n'> rsnta 1
LaneWalier
.1-5
.12-22.
Deta Is u :dcr t't:e: Cimarron Trails
Call ornis Fie' rand
HaU-Boolh
.10-13.
6-4. .
.10
13 . .3-15
2-1 703.
Canpi'. Hon ymoon
Crane-Wilde
792. .
Dang r> ol The Canadian Mounted
Bannon-Brlment .10-27
...8-4
9-9
7£1...
1-5
1 - •■•f foro I Serials
^■oo-e-Am»; ...
Gi'hnt Le?ion. The
Elliott-Booth .. .12-22 4-5
Me.T
Vi gin a
Martin-Lowe-y . . . .11-24
I )nt 01 >-0'
H"SS"y-r»fTOll
. .9-15. . .3-14 705. .
l-s Dedea Sto
y
The
I undrr title: End Of the Rainbow Hur.t-Lindigan
■ r.rn K on Nai (Tr. )
ra-tooi Ffatnro
12-20 7<;i
. .12 8. . 7-7
.3 15. . .706
Lig!'.t;in' in the Forest
Koberts-Doaglas
Maelietn
We'le$-Nolan .. .11-10 . .2-23 704
Mad nmstreetof T'lr
Castle- Roberts , ..9-29... 1-1.... 701
M-ln
Kid, De'ert
The
Pearce-Martin
Moon ise
Clark-Risjell .. . .11-24.
. .1-5
. .2-22 753
OH.ihoma Badlaftds
Lane-Coles .... .10-13
Old Los An ein
ElMolt MtLcod
...6-9
R-d Pony. The (T)
Loy Mltcbin .. ...9-1...
1-15 702
Sll-py
IVtc''ep
Barry-Evans
Under California
Stars (Tr.)
Rogcrs-Frazea . .11-24
Wild Frontier, The
Lant-Holt ... . .5-12. . .10-1 751. .10-13
21

R K O
l»47-48 Features

RADIO
Completed (44)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR (T)
Fantasy — Started February 9
Cast: Pat O'Brien, Robert Ryan, Dean Stockwell, Barbara Hale.
Director: Joseph Losey
Producer: Stephen Ames
story: Alisten
smallto war
orphan's
dream-story
of
he tried
people
his i)lt'a for peace by attractinRhowthem
with tohis make
hair turned
green.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
COMI'LETED
1947-48
No.
Title — Running Time
Cast Deta:ls Rel.
Re«.
BLOCK NO. ONE
. .6 9
..3-17.
8-6 ..
.801.
Bae'^elor ani) The Bcbby-Stxer, Thi (94) . . Grant-Loy ...
.802.
.6-24. .
CrMsflre (86)
YODni-MI'.chiim
.803.
11-25. .
RinraH i80)
O'Brien-Elczak
.7-7
.804
K)3. .. .6-9
Seven Keyt to 8«ld|iate (66)
Terry-Wklta . .
HoltLcsllo
1-20..
Under Ikr Te ti t\m (61 1
.. .6-9
6-9
BLOCK NO. TUO
.RC9. .1111-2424
Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome (65)
Byrtf-Karloll 4-14....
Niiht Song (102)
Andrews-Oberon 4-14
.806.
Details under litte: Memory •( Love
810. .11-24
Out o( the Past (97)
Mitchum-Grcer
So Well Remembered (114)
Scott-M:i!5
.808. .11-10
.11-24
Wild Horse M'sa (60)
HoK-Leslle
8-4
NOT DESIGNATED
Arizona Ranger, The
Co t-les'l« 11-10....
Berlin Express
Obe'on-Ryan
9-1....
Fighting Father Dunne
O'Brien-Dell 3-31...
Fort Aoache
Fonda-Temple 8-18..,.
Details under title: War Party
Good
Sam
rooB-r Sherldan . . . f-lS. . . .
Guns of
Wrath
.Ho't-Lcslis 12-22.
I Remember Mama
Dunne- Htmolka
.1-20.
. .6-9. .
II You Knew Si>i(
Cantor-Divit . .
Indinn Summer
'no« S thtrn
Joan of Arc
Bergman-Ferrer
.10-13. .
Maa Abtol Tewn
Cheiraller-Derrler .. .. Frtlta
Miracle of The Bells The
MatMn-r » V»|ll
. .1-5.
8-4.
Mr.
of Africa
lohnson-Armstrong
Myst Jose.h
ry In Vounj
Mexico
Lundlqan
Wh te . . .10-13.
Pearl The
M irfiiies-Armendarlj Foreign..
Race Str-pl
Rnft Ma well
9-1..
Rachel and the Strargcr
Young Holden
9-1..
Details u' der title: Rac::el
Return of the Badnian
Scott Wh-to
Roeqhshod
Sterl ng Grahanie ....7-7..
Station West
P w» l-fi'fer
2-8
Tarzan and the Mermaids
We ssmnller-Joyee ....8-4...
Tyeeon (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3.
Under Arliona Skies
Holt-Leslie 10-13
9-1...
Velvet Touch, The
ru.^ell-Genn
. . .11-24
Window. The
Hnle-Kemedy
.7-7
Your Rpd
Wagon
0'Donne:i-Grattger
SPECIALS
.3-17
11-24
Bishoo's Wife,
The (109)
Granf-Yonng
.1-6
11-10
Fugitive,
The (104)
Fonda-Del Rio . .. ..
Fnn and Fancy Free (73)
Disney Cartoon Featorf
891.
Long Night, The (101)
Fon-ia-Bel Geddes ...9 16.
.861
6-9
Mage Town (103)
Stewart-Wyman ....11-25.
.862 .9-1
6-9
Mou'n'm
Becomes
Electra
(172)
Russcll-Redgran
11-24
Secret Life n( Walter IHItty (T) (105) Kaye-Mayo ....4-14.
4-29.
Song Is Born A (T)
Kaye-Mayo
8-4.851... 7-21
Details nnder title: That's Life
REISSUES
Bainbi (70)
Disney Cartoon Feature 2-1
Gun Law (60)
O'Brien-Ofhman
10-3
Border G-Man (60)
O'Bri-n-Johnston 11-14
Lawless Valley (60)
O'Brien-Sutton
1-30
Pa nted Desert (60)
O'Brien-Johnston 12-19
TroubleSPECIALS
In Sundown (60)
O'Bricn-Whltley
3-2
Seit Years of Our LIvej. The (172)
Loy-Mireh
4-29
751... 12-9
If. A Wondertol Life (129)
Sttwart-Reed 4-29
781.. 12-23
tanf of the South (T) (94)
DItney Cartasn Fatir*
791.. 11-11
.3-4
762... 1-20
SInbad The Sallof (T) (ll7)
FalrbanU-O'Hara
SCREEN
1947-48 Features

GUILD

Completed ( 9)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Details
Title — Ronning Time
Cast
. .9-20.
Boy! What a Girl! (69)
Negro Cast .
Rel.
...69.
.10-11.
Burning Cross, The (78)
Danlels-Patton
.10-25.
Dragnet (73)
Wlleoxson-Brian
..4-28.
Hollywood
Barn Danee
(69)
. .3-31. ..6-21.
Details inder
title: WMteri
Bare Dibn Tubb-lnrlng
.9-13.
Killer
DIM
(71)
Cwynne-A'ber'son
Miracle In Harlem (71)
Stepin Fetchit . .3-31. . 2-28.
. 12-27
Road to the Big House (72)
Th l on-Doran . .
2-21. .
Prairie. The (80)
Aubert-Baxter . . .3-29.. . .3-13.
TrailDetails
of theunderMountles
(42)
Hayden-Holi
...
title: Law of the Mountits
Where the North Begins (41)
Hayden-Holt ...
...12-13.
HOPALONG CASSIDY REISSUES
...9-15.
Ristler'eTrailValley
(60)
Boyd-Hayden
Taxai
(39)
Boyd Hayden
...4-12.
Partnart 1 the Plain (71)
Boyd Hayden
...4-26.
...5-10.
Cauidy af Bar 20 (99)
Boyd-Haydan
Heart of Arlztna (68)
Boyd-Haydtn
...6-14.
...7-19.
Bar 20 JistiN (69)
Boyd-Haydai ..

No. Rev.
. .X.2
.4704
.4703
.4701
.4702
. .X-3
.4706
.4705
.4708
.4707
.HC07
.HC08
.HC09
.HBIO
.HCll
.HC12

Frontiersman, The
Santet
Pride ofTrail
the Wett
In Old Mexico
Silver
the Sage
Renegadeon Trail

Features

BoydHayden
Boyd-Hayden
Boyd Hayden
Boyd Hayden
i:oyd- Hayden
BoydHayden

SELZNICK
— S.
Completed ( 5)

.HC15
HCie
.HC13
11-8 . HC14.
11-25
HC17.
1-3 . .HC18
2-7 .
3-6.
.
4-10

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMI'LETED
Ceta Is .4-17
Rav.
Title — Running TInia
Cast
Rel. No. ..4.14
. .3-19. .Ort
Dael In the San (T) (138j
Janes-Catten . .. Reliiea.
.
Intermeuo (70)
Bergman Howard
.10-13
Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream Haaia . . . Grant-Loy . ..
.12-23
1-19
Paradine Caie, The (132)
fodd Pecii
...3-3..
Porlraii tl Janny
Catlen-Janea ..
-FOX
1

20 th
lf>4« Features

CENTU

R Y

III Production (4)

Completed I'll)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
FOR FEAR OF LITTLE MK^
Comedy Drama — Started January 26
Cast: Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter, Lee J. Cobb, James Todd,
J. M. Kerrigan.
Director: Henry Koster
Producer: Fred Kohlmar
story: A foreign correspon-U-nt )iisi in Ireland is helped by a leprechaun.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rel.
No. R*>.
Title— Rinning Time
Cast Details
Apartment for Peggy
Crain-Holden 1-19..
Chair For Martin Rome. The
Mature-Coi.ti 1-5..
Feb .. . .706.
Street With No Name, The
Stevens- Lawrence ....1-5.. Feb
1947-48
Baomirang (88)
Andrews-WyatI 9-30..
Brasher Doob>oon Th« (72)
Monltomery-G'did ..7-22
. .707.
.805. ..2-J
.801.
Call HorthsiJe 777 (111)
St wart-Walker .. ..10 13. .Feb. . ..710.
.t-lT
Cantain From Castile (T) (140)
Powers. Peters
12-9. .Jan. .
Carnival In Costa Rica (T) (99)
Haymes HsIm
4-29.. *»r.. .731. .3-91
.12-8
Challenge. The
conway-Vineent . . 11-24 .
. 2-2
Daisy Kenyon (99)
Crawford-Andrews 7-7. . Dee . .
Deep Waters ..
Andrews- Peters ....10 13.. Mar
807
.12-8
Escape
Harrison-Cimmins ...9-16.. Oct.
Forever Amtor (T) (140)
Darnell-Wilde 11-11. .Oct. .729.
733. ..10-27
.9-29
Foxes of Harraw. The (118)
Harrison O Hara
4-23,
Fury at Furnace Creek
Matore-Gray 9-15.. .May.
Details under tille: Balla'l of Furnace Creek
.806.
Gentleman's
Agreement
(118)
Peck-McGoire 12-9..
6-9.. .Mar. .715...
.713. .11-24
5-26
Ghost and Mrs.
Molr. The
(104)
Harrlson-Tlernay
.May.
Give My Regards to Broadway (T)
Guild-Daley 5-12..
..4-2J
Green Grass of Wyoming (T)
Cummins-Coborn ....6-23..
Htmeetreteh (T) (96)
Wilda-O'Hara 7-22.. Mir. , 809
Aug. .718.
Ideal Husb?nd. An (T) (S6)
Goddard-Wilding
Iron Curtain. The
Andrtws-Tlerney ...12-8..
Miracle
on
34th
Street
<96)
Payne-O'Hara
12-9..
Joia.
Dttalli ander title: Big Httrt
..5-12
.725.
.712.
I Wonder Who's KIst ng Her Now (T) (104) Haver-Stevens 8-6.. .Nov. .723.
Kiss of Death (99)
Mature-Donlevy 3-31.. .Sept.
.6-23
Apr .646. ...2-17
Late George Apley, Thi (98)
Colman-Cemmins 7-8. .Apr.
813
Let's
Live
Agiin
Emery-Brooks
11-24..
. . .9-1
Apr
Margie (T) (94)
Crulne-Toong 2-18., ., Jine.
. 10-28
Meet Me at Dawn (81)
Eytht-Court
.717,
Mass Rose (82)
Cemailns-Matgro
Mother Wore Tights (107)
Grable-Dailey 11-11.. .Sept. .724.
.730.
812 . . 6-9
.714.
Nightmare Alley (111)
Power-Blondell 6-9. . Oct . .701.
.10-13
Raiar's Edge. The (146)
Power-Tlarney 4-15. ..Jai.
..11-25
. .9-1
Apr.
San Demetrla. Landon (76)
Fitzferaid-Yeani ..Farelgn.. Apr.
Scudda Hool Scudda Hay! (T)
Haver-McCallister ...3-17.. Apr ,811 ..4-14
.703.
Sitting Pretty
Young O Hara
11-10..
Shaaklng Mist Pilfrlm. Tkt (T) (86) ... Grahle-Haymet 12-10. .Jan.
...1-6
Snake Pit. The
deHavillaad-Genn 8-4..
810
Tender Years. The (81)
Brown-Hutchlrson 9-1 .Jan. .803.
ThatDetails
Lady under
in Ermine
(T)
. .12-8
title: This
Is the Moment Gratle-Fairbanlu ...11-10..
ThI.-teen Lead Soldiers
Conway-Wescott ...12-22., .Jan. ,814.
.702....1.«
13 Rao Madeleine (95)
Cagney-Annabella 6-10. .Nov.
Thunder
In thetitle:
ValleyBob,(T) Son(103)
Rev. onder
of Battle GarnerMeCallister ...7-22.. Apr,
Walls of Jericho
Wilde-Darnell 11-10.. .Feb, . 802
REISSUES
You Wert
Meant for Me (91)
Craln-Dailey
9-15.. Mar. .
Alexander's Raftint Band (106)
Ptwef-Faya
Oct. . . .709 . . .2-2
Drums Along the Mohawk (103)
Colbert-Fonda
.745
Dec. .. .741
Grapes of Wrath (128)
Fonda-Darnell
.
.727,
Jan.
.
Hara
PIdreon-O'
My Valley (118)
Green Was (105)
Sept.
Hmv MIserahles
Lfi
March-Latghton
Oet. ... . .740
Jan.
Mark of Zorro (93)
Power-Darnell
. .704
Stanley and Llvlnrtant (101)
Traey-treane
.728
. .705
. .744
Swamp Water (90)
Brennan-Hnston
Sept
.
.
..719.
Tobacco Road (84)
Tie-n'Y-Andrews
Jina. .
Wastom Union (95)
Yaum-Seott
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arthur Takes Over
Collier-Cowan 12-22 Mar . , .711
Backlash (66)
Travli-Rogan 9-30.. .Jaly.
Crimson
(76)
Tay'or-Dowling
7-7
DangerousKeyYears,
The (62)
Halop-Todd 3-31.. ,.May.
Feb, , .722
,808
804 , 12-22
Half-Past Midnight (69)
Taylor-Knudsen 11-24.. .Mar.
Invisible Wall, The (73)
Castle-Christlne 6-9. . .Oct. ,732. .10-13
Jewels of Branlenbari (66)
Travli-Chalrti.6-23. ..Sept.
, .716. . .4-14
Roses Are Red (67)
Castle- Knudsen
.9-27. .Oet. .734. II-IC
Second Chance (62)
Taylor-Cnrrie
.Feb. ..726... 7-21
Straiue
.708. . .9-16
DetallaJaarnar
iidar (69)
titta: Flliht T* Pinltta Kelly-Maisen
FILM

BULLETIN

I

i U N I TE P
AA
T5
1947-48 Features
Completed (26)
In Production (2)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rg:s); Vangrtiard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
BiU Boyd (BB) ; Pressburger (Psb); Ripley-Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznlck (Szk); Kebenzahl (Neb); Lesser
(Les); T-oew-Lewln (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgy);
Bronston (I3rn) ; Chaplin (Chn) ; Enterprise (Ent) ; Hughes
(Hgs); Comet (Com).

NEW PRODUCTIONS
TEXAS, BROOKLYN AND HEAVEN
Comedy — Started January 19
Cast: Guy Madison, Diana Lynn, James Dunn, Michael Chekhov,
Florence Bates, Lionel Stander.
Director: William Castle
Producer: Robert S. CJolden
Assoc.: Lewis J. Rachmil
Story: Help from an understanding archangel provides romance and happiness.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
No.
Details
Rel.
Title — Running
Running Time
Cast
Pitfall. The
Powcll-Sco;t
. 2-2
1947-48 COMPLETED
.7-22. . ... Enl
Berpman-Beyer
Ank (f TrIiBik
Monte2-ABmont
Ullntlt
..»».. ... N*k .
1147. Ent
Gara;ld-Palmer
.8-18
Body and Soil (104)
Mason-Calvert ... . . .1-20.
Christmas Evt (90)
.Fer . .
Boyd-Brooks
.
.
.
.
Dead Don't Dream
. BB
False Paradise
Boyd-Brooks . . . .
8-4 .9-47. Neb
84
. . .9-1
Heaven Only Knows (97)
rummlngs-Donlevy .12-23.
Dlivier-Ncwton . . . .For. . .9-47 GFD . . .4-29
Il««f» V <T) (134)
Boyd-Ware
.9-30. . .7-18 BB
5-12
Hoppy's
Holiday (60)
Raft-Havoc .. .5-12.
Intrlguo (90)
.12-47 lis
1-J
Olsen-Jannsen . . . .9-30
Rp
Laff Time 'C)
Drttlli infir Mlit. Iniiptnleati Chvt
Sanders-Ball . . . .11-11. . .7-25. Smi ....7-21
Lirod (102)
Dotalls indir title: Ptrsenal Column
Mad Wednesday (80)
3-3
Rev. under title: Sin of Harold Olddlebock Lloyd-Walburn . . ..10-1 Stg
Raft-Blondell .., ..12-9... 9-47 .:gs 11-10
Man of Evil (90)
All-star
HIraelo Cia Ntppil, A
Rel River
Wayne-Cllft . . . .. .8-5. .11-47. •••-Met
Hks
Roosevelt Story (80)
Documentary . . . .11-47 U-L
7-7
Silent Conflict
7-21 BB
Boyd-Brooks
9-1 BB
Boyd-Brooks
Sleep My Love (97)
Colk;rt-Commlngs .6-9
Sleep My Love
rl
Ent 1-19
So This Is New York
Morgan-Vallee . . .10-13
Stampede
Wayne-O'Sherldan .9-30 HIj
Details inder tltli: M River
9-1 BB
Strange Gamble
Boyd-C'yde .... . .5-26
Time of Your Life, The
Cigney-Bendlx . . . . .8-19 Cgy
Hgi
Vendtfti
DeGeorpe-Breeke
UNIVERSAL
1947-48 Features

- IN T E R N A T I O N A L
Completed (27)

In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTrONS
THE SAXON CHARM
Drama — Started February 4
Cast: Robert Montgomery, Susan Hayward, John Payne, Audrey
Totter, Cara Williams, Sam Levene, Heather Angel, Harry
Von Zell.
Director: Claude Binyon
Producer: Joseph Sistrom
story: The struggle between a theatrical producer and his playwright wife.
ONE TOUCH OF VENUS
Musical — ^Started February 6
Cast: Robert Walker, Ava Gardner, Dick Haymes, Eve Arden,
Olga San Juan, Hugh Herbert, Tom Conway.
Director: Wm. Seiter Producer: Lester Cowan. Assoc. John Beck
Story: Girl who might be Venus comes to earth and discovers department
stores and love.
BRAIN OF FRANKENSTEIN
Comedy — Started February 6
Cast: Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Lon Chaney, Bela Lugosi, Glenn
Strange, Lenore Aubert, Jane Randolph, Charles Bradstreet.
Story: Abbott and Costello get mi-ted up with the Monsters.
Director: Charles Barton
Producer: Robert Arthur
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rel.
Title— Ronning Time
Cast Details
Judge's
Wife,
The
March-Eldredge
2-2.
..
Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid
.Powell-Blyth 1-19...
1947-48
All My Sont
,
. .Roblnson-Chrlitlani .10-13.
Another Part of The Forest
. .March-Blyth 11-10.
Are Vm With It
..O'Connor-San Juan .11-24.
FEBRUARY

16, 1948

No.

Rev.

Beware of Pity (102)
Palmcr-Lhven . . . Forekn
Black
Bart.under
Highwayman
(T)ol BI.ek DeCarlo-Ouryea
. .6 23
Details
title: Adventures
Bart
Bush Christmas (70)
Rafferty Fernside
Foreign
Casbah
D'Carlo-Martin . . . .10-27
Captain Boycott (S2>
rciat-Gran'-er . . . . . Fo ekn. . .Jan
Double
(105)
Colman-Hasso . .6-23
DetailsLife,underA tllle:
Imaflnatlon
Exile. The (95)
Fa rbanks Monfez . . .5 12. . .Nov
Hungry Hill (92)
Lockwood- Price . . . .9-1p
Letter From An Unknown Wvnan
Font, ine Jourdan ,Foreign
LostDetails
Moment.
The
(89)
Cummings-Hayward
.. .3-31. , Dee
under title: The LtsI Lt>e
Naked City, The (56)
Fitzgerald Duff . . 7-7
Nicholas Nicklfby (94)
Hardwicke-Bond .. .12-22
Foreign
Man-Eaters of Kumaon
Sabu-Pagc
Pirates of Mo terey (T) <77)
M-nte:-Cimeron . . .5-13. Dee
Ride the Pink Horse (101)
Montgomery. Hendrix .5 26
Oct
River Lady (T)
OrCarlo-D rypj . . .
Secret Beyond the Door (99)
Bennett Rcdgra e .
Feb
Senator Was Inilscreet, The (81)
Powell-Raines . . . .
7-7. . .Jan
6-23
Singapors (79)
MacM rray-Gardner . ..3-17
. .Se..t 622.
8
-4
Tap Roofs (T)
Heflin-Hayward
Tawny Pli-lt I81>
M ies John
Fore gn
Up In Central Park
Dorbin-Haymes . . . .10-13
.
.5 12 Oct
Wistful Widow ot Wapon Gap (78', .. . . 4bbott-Ca«tello ... .8-4
Feb
Woman's
(r6)
Details Vengeance,
under title:A The
Mortal Coil Boyer-Blyth
WARNER
1947-48 Features

11-10
12-8
12-8
1-19
10-27
10-27
10-27
2-2
11-24
11-24
9-15
1-19
12-22
. .8-18
9-15
10-13
1-5

BROTHERS
Completed (25)

In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON (T)
Musical — Started January 21
Cast: Dennis Morgan, Janis Paige, Dorothy Malone, Don De
Fore, Ben Blue, Dick Vv'alsh, Dick Taylor.
Director: Raoul Walsh
Producer: Jerry Wald
Story: Aelse.dentist, bored with his existence, takes an anaesthesia
and
dreams his life as it might have been if ho had married someone
ONE LAST FUNG
Comedy — ^Started February 5
Cast: Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott, Ransome Sherman.
Director: Peter Godfrey
No producer
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
No.
Title — Running Tine
Cast Details
Adventures of Don Juan (T)
Flynn-Lindfors 10-27. Rel.
John Loves Mary
Reagan-Neal
2-2.
Key Largo
Bogart-Bacall .2-2.
1-5.
Rope (T)
Stewart-Chandler
COMPLETED
1947-48
6-23. . .1-10 713. .12-22
Always
Together
(78)
Details under title: Lm at Fint SIfbt Reynolds- Hntton
. .9-15,
April Showers
Carson-Soth^rn
Christopher Blake
Smith-Douglas
. .9-15. . .9-27.
Dark Passage (106)
Bogart-Bacall . .11-25.
11-22. .703. . .9-15
.10-14.
Deep Valley
Ilark-Lupino . .11-26. ..
..9-1. .701.... 8-4
Escape Me Never (104)
Flynn-Lopino .
.708. .11-10
Fighting Terror, The
Morris-Maxwell 2-2
.3-6.... 717... 2-16
I Became A Criminal (78)
Howard-Gray ... Foreign.
.9-15. .
Johnny Belinda
Wyman-Ayres . . . . .4-15.
Lite With Father (T) (118)
Dunne-Powell
.702 9-1
MyDetails
Girl Tisa
onder (95)
title: Ever The Befinning Palmer-Wanamaker .6-9. . .2-7. .715. . . .2-2
My Wild Irish Rose (T) (101)
Morgan-King . . . .10-14. 12-27 . .711. .12-22
RIlM Unt* Hlilt
Llidfen-Reitia
Romance in High C (T)
Carson-Palge .... ..»-30..
.6-23.
Silver River
Flynn-Sherldan
..5-12.
.10-13.
Strange Meeting
Davis-Davis
Details under title: Winter Meeting
ThatDetails
Hagenunder
Girl title:
(83)
Reagan-Tompio .. 6-23. . .11-1 707. .10-2)
Maqr Hapea
. .8-18.
To The Victor
Morgan-Llndforj
Treasure of Sierra Madre (I2fi)
Bogart-Huston
. .3-31. .1-24 714 . . .1-19
...3-17.
Two Gpyi Fraa Texae (T)
Mor|in-Can«n
Unsuspected, The (103)
Rains-CaulAeld . . .10-14. . 10-11.
.705. . .9-29
...2-3.
Voice of The TirUe (103)
Parker- Reagan
, . 3-3. .2-21. .716. ...1-5
Wnaan la Wbita. Tkp
rarker-TPiap ..
ITallfpwpr
Reyaoldi-Hettpa . .3-3.
Whlpluh
.Clark-SBitt . . S-31.
REISSUES
.HIS
Adventures of Robin Hoo4 (102)
Mynn-aetiamiand Keissue. . .3-13. . .709
Anthony Adverse (116)
Mareh-DeHavilland Reissue. .12-13. . .704....
Bad Men of MIsseerl <71)
Morgan-Wyman .. .Reissue. . .10-4. . .705....
Each Dawg I Die (84)
Cagney-Raft Reltsie. . .10-4. . .710
Jezebel (93)
Davis-Fonda Reiuue. .12-13. . .712....
SlightREISSUES
Case of Murder. A (85)
Robinson
Relsspe. .12-13.
.<!•
Sea Hwrt, Tbp (109)
Flyaa-ialu Reliipe. . .4-2«. . .at
Sea Wtir. Tkp (17)
Mlitat-UplM . .Meiat. . .4-M. . ..60t
KlH't l*« a«7)
StprUak-CaMlift Reluae. . .12-7.
Wild till aipkpak RIto (7t>
MMett-CabM . . .Releeaa. . .U-7. .
ts

REMEMBER?

ARTHUR J. KING
WM. R. SORENSEN
JERRY NEUMANN
Protestant
Catholic
Jew
Killed April 7, 194} in Germany Killed Stpt. 14, 1944 in France Killed April 1945 in France
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TOA Faces Tough
Lewis Bill Decision
While the tussle of words continues over
who
forcing- rates
ASCAPfromto
reducewasits responsible
demands forforincreased
exhibitors, the Theatre Owners of America,
who assume credit for bringing about the
compromise, face the difficult decision of
adopting an official attitude toward the
Allied-sponsored Lewin Bill to outlaw ANY
levy on theatres by the music society.
Thu TOA will formulate its policy when
the directors meet in Los Angeles, March
9-10. Either tacit support or hands-off is
expected to be its approach on the measure,
since direct opposition would leave the organization open to the charge that it had
made a "deal" with ASCAP.
Hearings on the bill were scheduled to
start March 1. but a postponement has been
granted by Representative Lewis, Who is
also chairman of the House judiciary subcommittee which will hold the hearings, to
allow supporters and opponents of the
measure to marshal their witnesses and
arguments. Both A. F. Myers, general
counsel of Allied, and A. Julian Brylawski,
TOA legislative chairman, has requested a
delay.

and

March 1, 1948

Opinian

ADVANCED
ADMISSIONS POLICY WASHED
UP?
The rash of advanced admissions releases appears to have run its course.
While a couple of forthcoming Alms (UA's "Arch of Triumph" and U.I's "All
My Sons") are still presum.ed to be under consideration for the $1.25 scale, the
odds ture
arenowgoing
daily against
the policy actually being adopted on any picbeing upreadied
for release.
The number one reason against hiked prices is the increasing evidence
that the public is pulling the string on its purse tighter and tighter. Then,
there is the fact that the poor product delivered in recent months has made
Mr. and Mrs. J. Q. P. more critical of the movies and more cautious about
the pictures they buy. Too many people are complaining about the pictures
they have
been a seeing
to make
them
for even
very good
one. this a propitious time to "put the bite" on
Several weeks ago. Universal announced a roadshow, advanced admissions
release for "All My Sons." However, in reply to an inquiry late last week,
sales chief William A. Scully advised FILM BULLETIN that U-I has "arrived
at no policy as yet" on the picture.
"Sons" is an unusual type of drama that requires special handling, but
there is little chance now that Scully will undertake to ask exhibitors to hike
their admissions in the face of strong evidence that such a policy would be
unwise.
On the other hand. Enterprise, faced with the problem of getting back a
reputed $5,000,000 investment in "Arch of Triumph" magtht conceivably force
United Artists into going through with the announced plan to demand the
$1.25 scale. Three factors might deter this move, however: (1) anticipated
widespread exhibitor resistance, (2) signs, still nebulous, that the admission
price trend is in reverse and (3) indications that the trade does not feel the
picture measures up to required standards lor such a policy.
The cue against advanced admissions was set a couple of months ago
when Metro ("Green Dolphin Street"), 20th-Fox ("Captain from Castile") and
Paramount ( "Unconquered") withdrew plans to send out those pictures on
the policy. The sales toppers of those three companies are convinced that
only something really extraordinary could buck the trend away from hig'her
admissions.

Goldman Award Spells 'Ruin'
Major Plea to Supreme Court
The Goldman award could set a precedent that "may well spell the ruin of the
6 'Oscar' Nominations Go
motion picture industry," pleaded the major
film, distributors and Warner Theatre subToFour
"Gentleman's
American picturesAgreement"
and one British
sidiaries, defendants in William Goldman's
suit, as they took their case to the supreme
J. Arthur Rank production were selected
Court last week. The appeal was a lastas nominees for the best picture of 1947, to
ditch effort to reverse the District Court debe named at annual Academy of Motion
cision awarding the independent $373,00
Picture Arts and Sciences dinner on March
triple damages, which was upheld by the
20. The candidates are Samuel Goldwyn's
Philadelphia Circuit Court of Appeals.
"Bishop's Wife" and "Crossfire," both RKO;
Goldman has a second suit pending for
"Gentleman's Agreement" and "Miracle on
damages totaling $8,400,000. This action will
34th Street," both 20th-Fox, and the British
not go to trial until the Supreme Court defilm, "Great Expectations," released by
ciders the first case.
Universal-International.
Other Suits Filed
"Gentleman's Agreement" also won nominations in five other categories: best actor
Two new anti-trust actions were filed in
U. S. District Courts in Chicago and Wash(Gregory Peck); best actress (Dorothy Mcington, both seeking triple damages against
Guire); best supporting actress (Ann Revere and Celeste Holm); best screenplay,
major distributors and chains. In Chicago,
and best direction.
Monroe Amusement Corp., filed a two count
Best actor nominees were Peck, Ronald
suit against the eight majors, Balaban &
Katz, Diana Theatres, Publix Great States
Colman ("A Double Life"), John Garfield
and Warner Theatres charging booking dis("Body and Soul"), William Powell ("Life
crimination and withholding product. MonWith Father") and Michael Redgrave
roe asked $990,000 in treble damages on one
("Mourning Becomes Electra").
count and $590,000 on a second.
For best actress: Joan Crawford ("PosHEADS NATIONAL ALLIED
In Washington, the Windsor Theatre Co.
sessed"), winner of the 1945 Oscar; Susan
William L. Ainsworth. former music
of Baltimore filed a $600,000 treble damages
Hayward ("Smashup"), Rosalind Russell
suit against six majors and two circuits,
teacher and bandsman, was elected presi("Mourning Becomes Electra"), Loretta
dent of National Allied at the recent board
charging conspiracy and withholding firstYoung ("Farmer's Daughter") and Miss
McGuire.
run product. It also asked for an injunction
meeting in Washington. Veteran of exhiBest supporting actor: Oharles Bickford
bitor organization activities, he has been
against competitive bidding. Defendants are
president of ITO of Wise. & upper Mich,
("Farmer's
Daughter"),
Thom^as Gomez
Loew's, Paramount, 20th.Fox, United Artists,
Universal, Warner Bros., Walbrook Amuse("Ride the Pink Horse"), Edmund Gwenn
since
1939,
except
for
the
year
'45.
Age
56,
(Continued on Page 10)
ment, and Hilton Theatre Co.
Ainsworth was born at Stoughton, Wise.
FILM BULLETIN. An Independent Motion Picture 1rade Paper publlslied every otiier Monday by Film Bulletin Company. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher. BUSINESS
OFFICE: Suite 622, Manufacturers Trust IBIdg., 1819 Broadway, New York 23. Circle 6-9159; David A. Bader, (Business Manager PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL OFFICES:
1239 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., RIttenhouse 6-7424; Barney Stein, Managing Editor: Jack Taylor, Publication Manager; .Robert Heath, Circulation Manager. HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 9126 Sunset iBoulevard, Hollywood 46, Calif., CRestview 5-6489; ^ra Salzer, .Hollywood Representative. Subscription Rate: ONE YEAR, $3.00 in the
United States; Canada, $4.00; Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.(X) in the United States; Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.
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ROBERT
RICHARD
Russell •
SAMUEL

YOUNG
• MAUREEN O'HARA
• CLIFTON WEBB in "SITTING PRETTY with
HAYDN • LOUISE ALLBRIHON • Randy Stuart • Ed Begley • Larry Olsen • John
Betty Ann Lynn • Willard Robertson • Directed by WALTER LANG • Produced by
G. ENGEL • Screen Play by F. Hugh Herbert • Based on a Novel by Gwen Davenport
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Subjects

Some of the sales toppers of major distributors are squawking to
company heads about the sharp slice in trade advertising.
They keep trying to convince the Big Men that pictures have
to be sold to exhibitors as well as to the public. One major
has cut trade advertising to less than one percent of the estimated grossresponsible
for the firstfortime
in the incompany's
executives,
bringing
the right history.
kind of Sales
con.
tracts, feel that the policy is shortsighted to the point of
stupidity.
It seems appropriate, in view of the above, to note the suggestion by Frank R. Pierce, president. Dearborn Motors Corp.,
that industry set up an "advertising reserve" to promote sales
during a business slump. Mr. Pierce, speaking before the Adcraft Club of Detroit recently, asked: "If advert;si;:g and selling are worthwhile — and we all know that they are — then why
is it that they are always cat to the bone just when they are
needed most?" Huh?
Tho problem oi' admission prices, bound to receive plenty of attention from exhibitors in coming months, was highlighted by the
news that a Broadway movie house has introduced a 25-cent
"early bird" scale, lowest price on the main stem since pre-war
days. The house is Brandt's Gotham, which operates on a
variable policy of first-runs and repeats.
Although SRO's move westward is seen in some quarters as
presaging an exodus of home offices from New York, this is
highly, unlikely. Neil S. Agnew, SRO president, in announcing
the switch, expressed the opinion that it would not be feasible
for distributors having a large volume of releases. He said
that Selznick's decision, prompted by a desire to achieve greater
efficiency rather than economy, was based on the limited number of pictures (five, including one reissue) SRO will handle
this year. Agnew also pointed out that the integration of circuit operations makes it practical to sell the principal chains
via contacts; in four centers: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles
and Dallas.
The eastern advertising-publicity-exploitation force, under Bob
Gilham, will remain in New York, in addition to a branch
office. The new homo office will be located at 135 S. Doheny
Drive, Beverly Hills.
Best bets for the top Academy "Oscars": Best Picture — "Gentleman's Agreement"; Best Actor— Ronald Colman ("A Double
Life"); Best Actress — Rosalind Russell ("Mourning Becomes
Electra") ; Best Direction — Elia Kazan ("Gentleman's Agreement"). We'll take 20 to
all four; 12 to 1 on three out of
four, and 5 to 1 on two out1 on
of four.
The movie m.oguls who blackballed director Edward Dmytryk
for his defiance of the Thomas Committee are going to suffer
severe discomfort until they know the result of the balloting
for the Academy Award for best direction. Dmytryk is one
of the five nominees for this honor as the result of his work
on
red. "Crossfire." If he should win, some faces will be awfully

Washington'
Birthday,
always bountiful
to f^m
proved
bonanza, s thi;;
year, according
to reports
fromhouses,
several
largea
cities. Broadway theatres had long lines most of the day. The
6200-seat Radio City Music Hall claimed near-record attendance
Oi.' over 24,000 people, the attraction being "A Double Life"
(U-I), while the Roxy also had lines throughout the day to see
"Call Northside 777" (20th.Fox).
The Paramount, "Road To Rio" (Para)
Daring Daughters" (M-G-M) also had
business for the matinees, while
the
Tisa" (WB) was near capacity. All of
shows.

and the Capitol, "Three
long lines and capacity
Strand, with "My Girl
thesa houses have stage

William J. Heineman, Eagle Lion's new general sales manager,
looks for a gross of at least $2,000,000 on "T-Men." Not bad
on a $420,000 investment! This exciting film rolled up a $36,000
Fabian'stheBrooklyn
the first 6is days of it's
run, gross
almostat double
normal Fox
take.in "T-Men"
conclusive
proof that big marquee names are not vital to a picture's success. Just make the movie good, sell it (like E-L boxofflcera
havetheatres.
done with "T-Men") and the public will beat a path to
the
MARCH
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By BARN
Cartoon producers have been having tough going these past few
years, production costs, and color costs being what they are.
of the Cartoon Producers'
and president
producer with
Lantz. forward
Walter
Ass'n, comes
a recommendation which he says,
will work no great hardship on exhibitor, While permitting cartoon makers to deliver a continuous supply of one-reelers. He
asks; every exhibitor to add to the present $l-per-day average
cartoon rental the amount of two admissions. Lantz declared
that production costs in his field have risen 165 percent since
1941, while the take has gone up only 15 percent. This has
resulted in a 5C percent drop in cartoon production, according
to Lantz, who said that only his industrial fi'm activities have
kept him from dropping out of the commercial branch.

Sam Goldvvyn'c slash of executive salaries is viewed by the Phila.
Evening Bulletin as a potential incentive to bettor pictures.
In a recent editorial, this leading daily observed that the 50
percent cut "ij not the cruel and unusual punishment that it
might seem, at first glance, for these moguls are also directors
anr". stockholders in tho company." The Bulletin reasons that
they will bo compelled to turn out better pictures in order to
earn dividends and foresees the possibility that "the public will
reap a benefit through better entertainment."
-The very likeable A. W. Schwalberg was installed in his new
post as executive assistant to Charles M. Reagan, v. p. in charge
Oi domestic distribution for Paramount, on
Feb. 16 with these words from Reagan:
"Schwalberg brings v/ith him an enviable
reputation and ability that will translate
itself into a streamlined and more efficient
operation for Paramount, and a resultant
improvement in service to the thousands
of Paramount customers throughout the
country."
successor
SCHLAIFER J. Schwalberg's
Heinem.an, has
named at L.E-L,J. William
(Jack)
Schlaifer as his assistant. Schlaifer moves over to E2-L from
Allied Artists-Monogram, where he was director of sales. Harold S. Dunn becomes circuit sales manager for Eagle-Lion,
Heineman also announced.
Max Cohen has been appointed executive branch head of
Film Classics Washington exchange, after resigning his U-I
post as D. C. branch head.
Leonard Mintz has been appointed branch manager of UA's
Pittsburgh office by district chief Mark Silver. Mintz previously
was Philadelphia salesman. Clayton Bond. Jr. was moved into
the Philly spot, wnile Joe Young was transferred from that
office to Washington.
A cinematic expression of gratitude from the people of Italy for
the Friendship Train impressed the press, mag and radio reps,
who were invited to New York's Cinem.a Dante by Harry M.
Warner, national chairman of the Friendsliip Train Committee,
to view the subject, "Thanks. America," made in Italy. It was
coupled with WB's own special documentary, recording the
Train's mercy mission.
Aengineered
flashy charity
of 20th-Fox's
was
at Miamipremiere
last Tuesday
by Mitch "Sitting
Wolfson Pretty,"
and Sidney
Meyer, of the Wometco chain. The performance, for the benefit of the
Picture
and Miami's Variety Club
Tent,
was Motion
a sellout
at $5Foundation
per.
Drive-ir theatres will be mushrooming in Michigan soon. The
Butterfleld Theatres circuit has announced that it will erect
thirty-six outdoor movie "houses," adjacent to cities in which
the chain nov/ operates. These drive. ins will be equipped to
handle vaudeville, legitimate stage productions, television, as
well as films.
Convinced that a large segment of the movie-going public is
laugh.hungry these days, Realart v. p. Budd Rogers has tacked
on "Hellzapoppin" (Olsen-Johnson) and "Argentine Nights"
(Ritz Bros.-Andrew Sisters) to the reissue organization's original 24-picture
Trial key-city runs on the comedy
combination
were line-up.
outstanding.

'B. F.'S DAUGHTER' FINE PRODUCTION, MUDDLED STORY
Rates © • •
generally; less in action houses
picture. It would have been sufficient to
tell the interesting story of the romance
107 miimtes
und marriage between the Strong-willed
Barbura Stanwyck, Van Heflin, Chaj'Ies Co- daughter of an industrial tycoon and an imbiirii, Richard Hart, Keenan Wynn, Margarpoverished, slightiy-leftish economics teachet Lindsay, ..j)rins: Byingrton, Marshall
er, v/ithoJt digressing into politics, the war
Thompson, Barbara I.aage, Thomas E. Breen,
■iud an ill-contrived jealousy incident. Miss
Fred Nurney.
Stanwyck turns in a first-rate performance,
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard.
in addition to which she is attractively
ij.Totographed and wears an exquisite wardrobe. Van Heflin gives depth to the role of
"B. F.'s Daughter"
is composed
combination
of virtues
and faultsof that
that odd
has the pi-ofes--oi-. Charles Coburn is solid and
become almost traditional with Metro Goldsympathetic as the capitalist. Topflight support comes from Margaret Lindsay, Richurd
wyn-Mayer product of late. On the credit
J-)ait,
Spring Byington, while newcomer Bar■Side, it boi&'LS a lav'sh, satiny production
bara Laage does wonders in a bit as a blind
and some fine performances, but is distinctly "in the red" insofar as story content is refugee girl. Keenan Wynn seems miscast
concerned. Neverthelesa it shapes up £S as a left-wing radio commentatoi'.
EXPLOITATION: Sell this as a great
a fairly stiong woman's picture that will attract above average grosses in better-clas?,
romantic Story — set against a background
metiopnlitan houses, but will not do so we'.l
of conflict between true love and a woman's
in action .spots and rural situations. Both
desire for position. Mention Coburn, Wynn
producer Edwin H. Knoph and screenplay
and Kart in all copy. Bookstores will feaauthor .^eem to have feared the logical de- tui-e the novel in window tic ups.
Barbara Stanwyck, daughter of industrialo;s^on to condense John P. Marquand's windy
novel into a compact film story, with the
ist Coburn has regarded herself as betrothresult that much of the movie's dramatic
ed to Richard Hart, young corporation lawpotential is diffused because it wanders over
yer since childhood, but he refuses to marry
oUch a wide area. Film makers must learn
lier until his position is established. She
t,:at not all the little side plots contained in
meets, quickly falls in love with and marries
a n(!ve! can be ciowded into the moving
Van Heflin. a struggling economics profes-
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oor and lecturer. Unbeknown to him, Barbara arranges a lecture tour for Heflin, guaranteeing the promoter against loss. Heflin
becomes a success and is soon high in Govcr.iment counsels in Washington. Eager to
further him, Barbara accepts a large home
invites promiand gue.sts.
from her father
as a gift
nent industrialists
as their
Heflin
resents Barbara's ambition and leaves the
iiouse to return to Washington, where he
becomes absorbed in confidential war work,
iriefore Coburn dies, he advises her to fight
for her husband's love, so she comes to
only to hear gossip about HefWashington,
lin and n strange girl. Investigating, she
finds he has befriended a blind refugee girl,
,vir.h whom Barbara imagines he is in love.
Heflin tells her it isn't So and she finally
lells him what he always wanted to hear:
.she needs him.

'RELENTLESS' MODERATELY
SUCCESSFUL TECHNICOLOR
WESTERN
Rat;
generally; more in action houses
;iey, makes an attractive hero and contriColumbia (Cavalier Productions)
suades Young to hide out while he goes
outes the only marquee value in the cast.
93 minutes.
back to town and explains the circumstances
As his romantic vis-a-vis, Marguerite Chapjf the shooting. Instead, MacLane, now
Robert Young, Marguerite Chapman, Wilman is 51 mighty nice looking girl of the
lard Parker, Akim Tamiroff, Barton Macsole possessor of the gold mine map, sets a
plains, while competent supporting performLane, Mike Mazurki, Robert Barrat, Clem
posse, led by sheriff Willard Parker on the
ances are delivered by Willard Parker, Akim
Bevans, Frank Fenton, Hank Patterson.
trail of Young. The latter is befriended and
Tamiroff,
Barton
MacLane
and
Mike
Ma3aved several times by Marguerite Chapman,
Directed by George Sherman.
zurlci. George Sherman's direction could
who operates a wagon store on the plains.
h^ve been more concise; the romantic inter- Once,
Parker s posse attempts to burn Young
Quite likely, devotees of western films
ludes stall the pursuit too frequently. Pro- out of a patch of dry brush, but he makes
will overlook the trite dialogue that stamps
duction obviously was not expensive, since
his escape, although wounded. He makes
"Relentless"
as
typical
hoss
opera
and
will
eighty
percent
of the footage was shot outhis way to a saloon operated by gambler
be satisfied with the action elements that
c'oors. Edward Cronjager is credited with
Akim Tamiroff, who believes that Young
raake it a moderately engrossing, modestly
some first-rate Technicolor photography.
in
has the map to the mine. Unsuccessful of
EXPLOITATION: Feature the manhunt.
Technicolored, outdoor movie. The plot,
n out
informatio
the
beat
to
effort?
his
scripted by Winston Miller from Kenneth
Catchline: HE PURSUED A KILLER TO
him, Tamiroff determines to follow Young
Perkins story, does not quite come off as
SAVE HIS OWN LIFE! Exhibitors in rural
the mine. For months Young pursues
to
the taut manhunt (a triple one, no less) that
^ireas
MacLane, he, in turn, pursued by the sheriff
angle. should play up the man-and-his horseit was apparently intended to be, but the
and by Tamiroff. Eventually, Young traps
film is peopled with several pleasant and
Cowboy Robert Young falls under suspi- his quarry at the mine, destroys his water
Interesting characters and there are such
cion for the murder of two prospectors who
supply and sweats him out into the open.
subsidiary facets as the hero's devotion to a had located a gold mine. The real killers
Before he can obtain a confession from Maciiewly-foaled colt and a placid romance to fall out and one tries to make off with
make it suitable fare for the family trade.
Lane, Tamiroff shoots down the latter. HowYoung's sick mare just after she has foaled
ever, the sheriff and Marguerite arrive on
Robert Young, who was interested in the
a colt, killing her. Young shoots him down.
thatinclear
to hear MacLane's dying
time Young.
the scene
production with producer Eugene B. RodBarton MacLane, the surviving killer, per- -A-ords
'THE
Rates

CHALLENGE' WELL-MADE BULLDOG DllUMMOND THRILLER
as dualler in action houses; less tor naborhoods
thentic sets imparts a flavorful local color
and Scotland Yard — Bulldog Drummond
20 ^h Century-Fox
to the English seacoast tale. Tom Conway
68 minutes.
All On."
Takes Them shipmaste
Tom Conway, June Vincent, Richard Stap- makes a convincing and masterful Bulldog
r is pushed off a cliff
A retired
iey, John Newland, Eily Malyon, Terry Kil- Drummond and his smooth characterization
in an attempt to
seacoast
English
the
on
faurn, Stanley Logan, Leyland Hodgson,
is
in
refreshing
contrast
to
the
rough-hewn
l. Three
accidenta
seem
death
his
make
James Fairfax, Pat Aheme, OJiver Blake,
interpreta.tion that has become customary
his
Housely Stevenson.
death:
his
by
benefit
to
stand
people
tor private detectives. The supporting cast
Directed by Jean Yarbrough.
nephew, his ward and his housekeeper. One
play their roles to the hilt. Director Jean
of the Captain's ship models, missing since
Yarbrough keeps audience interest from
death, is bought at an auction by John
his
This well-made Bulldog I>rummond mys-wandering
from
the
rather
involved
screenyouthful companion of amateur
Newland,
tery melodrama, molded in the form of a
play, adapted by Frank Gruber and Irving
detective Bulldog Drurrimond (Tom ConElman from an original story by Sapper.
British thi-iller, is a good entry for the acward. June
When the todead
tion spots, and should make a Satisfactory
EXPLOITATION: Since the name of Vincent way).
attempts
buy man's
the model, back,
dualler in naborhoods. Ctood performances
Bulldog Drummond is not in the title, it Conway becomes involved in complications
by a capable though marquee-weak cast, should be prominently displayed in all prothat lead to another murder, a fabulous
and an interesting story, lift "The Challenge"
treasure, whose location is divulged on the
motional activities. Catchlines should cenabove thf> average whodunit. Although the
ter about the murder and treasure hoard
ship's sails and a dilemma from which ConSoundtrack is heavily loaded with British
angles: ' Bulldog Drummond Accepts a Murway and Miss Vincent barely escape to exaccent, it is intelligible and along with auderer's Challenge;" "A Million, a Murderer
pose the murderer to Scotland Yard.
6
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■HALF PAST MIDNIGHT" TEPID. TALKY PROGRAMMER
FOR THE LOWER HALF
Rates • -f- as dualler in minor spots
sialic, Sil'y comedy-melodrama, that wastes Theic isn't enough pace or movement for
20th Century.Fox (Sol M. VVuitzel).
the talentf. of a capable supporting ca.:t, the action spots, and naborhood audiences
70 Minutes
which includes Joe Sawyer, Walter Sande,
will find it a poor filler.
Kent Taylor, Peggy Knudsen, Joe Sawye.',
Kent Taylor is met at the Los Angeles
Walter Sande, Gil Stratton, Jr., Martin Kos- Mariin Kosleck and Mabel Paige, while stai'S
Kent Taylor and Pegyy Knudsen apply their .-nrpo; t by detective and best friend Joe Sawleck, Mabel Paige, Jean Wong, Jane Everett, Smiled
abilities to the simple shenanigans
yer, rissigned to keep an eye on him while
Damiar, OTlynn, Richard Loo, Tom Dugan.
which
com.prise
the shoddy tale. In addition,
he is in L.A. Eluding Sawyer, with the aid
Jean De Briac, Willie Best, Victor Sen Yung.
Beetle puss Lewis.
the co-stars' chaiacterizations are distinctly Cf bellhop Gil Stratton, Jr., Taylor attempts
unlikeable. Taylor portrays a wolfish, predato pick up Peggy Knudsen at a night club.
Directed by William I'. Claxton
tory character who, for some obscure reason,
She rebuffs him, but is forced to accept his
is always in hot water with the law, and
a dancer who has been blackmailSol M. Wurtzel, who has been supplying
Miss Knudsen, who bears a baby-faced re- help ingwhen
her is killed and she is the number one
.semblance
to
Lizabeth
Scott,
seems
like
a
20th Century-Fox with some good little picsurpcct. With homicide detective Walter
tures for its program department, seems to spoiied brat who richly deserves the trouble
Sande at their heels. Tayloi and Miss Knudinto to escape blackmail. Dir,sen, cided by S>awyer, attempt to find the
have gone astray in "Half Past Midnight. ' she flounders
ectorWilliam
F.
Claxton,
when
he
is
not
murderer,
become involved in another kilMng
This time he has turned out a bad little
putting the plaj^ers through some ncn3en:ical
and
manage
to wiggle out of the Situation by
picture, a murder-chase story that attempts
chase paces, has a fondness for clO;e-ups th;t
pinning
the
murders
on the dancer's pai tner,
1o be wordily lighthearted. The result is a have the characters mouthing trite nothings.
Mai tin Kosleck.

■CAGED FURY" ACTIONFUL CIRCUS YARN
Rates** a — in action spots as dual er; good for naborhoods, too
amid flames and the roar of terrified animals
Paramount (Pine-Thomas)
60 Minutes
in the raging circus holocaust there is no
let-up. The fact that it is all old Stuff is
Richard Denning, Sheila Ryan, Mary Beth
Hughes, Bu.ster Crabbe, Frank Wilcox.
bashed down by the very fury of the action.
Directed by William Berke.
Director William Berke uses his considerable
know-how to maintain the accelerated pace
The Messrs. Pine and Thomas have come
as he unreels the tale of villainy under the
through with a rip-roaring action-crammed
big-lcp, clashes between men and animals
2r,d daring on and above the Sawdust, Richcircus yarn, that is aimed at the youngsters
ard Denning is a likeable hero and Buster
and avid action fans and hits the bulls-eye.
Crabbe a villain of the deepest hue. Sheila
One of the best in the P-T series of programRyan and Mary Beth Hughes, the latter
mers for the Paramount, "Caged Fury" dis- fated to death in a lion's cage engineered by
penses with any subtleties and concentrates
Crabbe's treachery, are decorative and adeon the hard-hitting pattern which is the
quate on the distaff side. Devotees of this
type of film will find it their meat. It is ideal
forte of the producing team. From the moment the picture opens to the climactic battle
for the action houses and, in lesser nabor-

hoods, will lend good support on dual bills.
Richard Denning, P.uster Crabbe and Mary
Beth Hughes a-re starred in a lion cage act.
Crabbe,
harriedherby death
Hughes'
amatory
ad'vances, causes
in the
cage, sets
his l omantic sights on Sheila Ryan, Denning's fiancee. When Ryan, who has replaced
Hughes in the act, continues to be faithful
to Denning, Crabbe attempts to eliminate
Denning in the same way, but Ryan saves
him and the owner of the circus is killed instead. His treachery uncovered, Crabbe escape.':', but returns a year later in the gaise
of a clown. Again he attempts to kill Denning and they come to grips, battling it out
whilo the circus burns and animals escape.
After a furious battle. Denning emerges victorious and Oabbe dies in the flames.

'MR. RECKLESS'
Rates • • as dualler

PROGRAMMER

UNDISTINGUISHED

Paramount (Pine-Thomas)
66 Minutes
WiUiam Eji^he, Barbara Britton. Walter Catlett, Minna Gombell, Nestor Paiva, Lloyd
Corrigan. James Millican, Ian McDonald.
..
Directed by Frank McDonald.
Too talky for action fare, "Mr. Reckless"
is ai. oil-field triangle melodrama with less
of ihe customary Pine-Thomas turbulence
and more dialogue. William Eythe and Bar
bara Britton, who have seen better roles in
quality product, supply some marquee value
that makes "Mr. Reckless" adaptable to the
naborhood dual bill, as well as to the action
Fpous for which it is primarily intended. Ex-

PINE-THOMAS

ACTION

cept for .1 couple of sequences, which splutter mto forceful action, the rest is Sporadically dull. The screenplay by Maxwell Shane
and Milton Raison is principally responsible
for this state of affairs, since it attempts to
say nothing new or unusual, and director
Frank McDonald seems satisfied to allow the
proceedings to meander mechanically for the
most part. The two high spots of action occur when Lloyd Corrigan barely escapes from
death in an oil tank, and a battle atop an oil
rig between Eythe and Nestor Paiva, ending
in the latter's long fall to his doom. Photogiphy is satisfactory and supporting cast,
v/hich includes, in addition to those mentioned, Walter Catlett and Minna (jombell, is
.'ibovc average.
Devil-may care oil field workers William

Eytiip and James Millican return to their
former job,'? in Ponca Springs to find their
old friend Nestor Paiva, restaurant owner,
engaged to Eythe's jilted girl, Barbara Britton.On Lloyd
the day
of the fond
wedding,
Barbara's
father,
Corrigan,
of drinking
and
gambling, is imprisoned in an oil tank by
Ian McDonald, enraged because of Corrigans
refusal to pay his gambling debt. Corrigan is
saved in the nick of time from drowning in
the oil by Eythe and Paiva, but both .-ire injured in the attempt. Recuperating Eythe
realiies that he is in love with Barliaia and
decides to leave. She declares her love for
Fythe to Paivi, and the latter, furious, seeks
out Eythe atop an oil rig and eiigiges him
in a vicious battle. Paiva falls o his death,
while Eythe's safety belt save? ' ini.

•SPEED TO SPARE' FAST-PACED PINE-THOMAS TRUCKING DRAMA
Rates • • 4- as dualler in action houses and secondary naborhoods
Richard Arlen. In addition to such thrills
truck, first ca'using his tiivs to burn, later
Paramount (Pine-Thomas)
as a runaway trailer plunging down a high57 Minutes
releasing f trailer from Arlen's truck. When
way, a truck laden with chemicals going
a truck hauling cherr, icals breaks down, AfRichard Arlen, Jean Rogers, Richard Tra.
len, now enamouret of Nanette Parks and
Up in a tremendous explosion and some wild
seeking extra morry to get her to marry
driving, the film uncovers interesting safety
vis, Nanette Parks, Roscoe Karns, Pat
Phelan, Ian McDonald.
sidelights in the vehicle driving field. It him, takes over t'le load, unknown to the
firm. McDonald sets the thermostat on the
Directed by William Berke.
also unreels an interest-holding story,
refrigerated truck so that the chemicals will
peopled with stock but well-delineated
characters. The naborhood subsequents and
explode en route. 'W ban Arlen is hurt, his
Pine and Thomas click once more as they
rurals, as well as action houses, will find
mechanic, Roscoe Karns, takes the sabotaged truck out and is blown to bits as the
it a satisfactory dualler.
unleash another fast-paced action me'odrama, this one concerned with the truckFormer stunt driver Richard Arlen takes
truck is demoli^ed in the subsequent exing game. Director William Berke has enplosion. Realizing that McDonald has been
a job with the trucking concern managed
dowed the interesting and thrill-packed
by his old friend, Richard Travis, who is responsible for the "accidents," Arlen gives
screenplay by Milton Raison with everyhim a thorough going over and makes him
married to Jean Rogers, Arlen's former
thing the action fan can ask in 57 minutes,
girl friend. Ian McDonald, who has been
confess. He relinquishes his claim to Naneliciting convincing performances from an
taken off the highway and made a medriver.ette wthen he finds she prefers a young
expert cast, headed by the indestructible
dhanic, dislikes Arlen and sabotages his
MARCH
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scars
(Continued from Page 3)
("Miracle
on 34th St."), Robert Rv-^n
("Crossfire") and Richard Widmark ("Kiss
o: Death").
Best supporting actress: Ethel Barrymorc
("Paradine Case"); Gloria Gra'hanne ("Cross,
fire"),
Marjorie
Miss Revere
and Main
Miss ("The
Holm. Eg-g and I"),
Best direction: Henry Koster for "The
Bishop's Wife": Edward Dmytryk, "Crossfire"; George Cukor, "A Double L'.fe"; David
Lean, "Great Expectation.^"; and E!ia
Kazan, "Gentleman's Agreement."

Kearns 'Collusion' Charge
Denied By Producers, lATSE
Rep. Carroll D. Kearns bombshell of "collusion" between the producers,
and
Screen Actors Guild in provoking lATSE
the Hollywood citrikc in the fall of 1946 provoked a
counter-barrage of bitter denunciation
witnesses testifying before the House Laborby
committee hearings on the jurisdictional dispute. Kearns, who is chairman of the com.
mittee, had still not revised his charge as
the hearings entered their second week last
Monday (23rd).
The hectic sessions, were featured by
squabbles between witnesses, both for the
producers and the unions, and committee
members. Eric Johnston, MPAA president,
denied the chairman's "collusion" charges.
He reiterated his attitude that he would
rather see the studios closed than suffer a
jurisdictional strike. He advocated compulsory arbitration as a means of preventing jurisdictional disputes, adding that despite the Taft-Hartley law, without arbitration, the industry will be plagued by jurisdictional strikes. The MPAA chief pinn'-d
responsibility for the strike on the AFL,
parent union of both labor groups.
Producerr. Denounce- Charge
N. Peter Rathvon, RKO president, denied
tne charges on the .stand, accusing the hearings of being conducted "in a manner
me represents prejudice that I cannotthatcon-to
done." RKO's
n to keep the studio
open was made decisio
without consult
ation with
any union, he said.
lATSE head Richard F. Walsh echoed the
producers' sentiments. He said also that the
strike v/as a dead issue and that his advice
to the committee way to "leave it alone."

LEVY ANSWERS

MYERS

statt'mf-iit
F. Myers'
Ut A.report
Allied
to thi
hif^ uiiiiital
in Replying
board, that MPTOA Mjunsel did not
inform the Suprcnn' Court at the
anti-trust hearings "that th«^ MFTOA
passed out of existence at the shotgun
wedding- that look p'atu in Washin;;ton last September," Herman M. I>evy,
who filed the MPTOA brief with the
high c«>urt, fit^d this passage in the
brief: "Since its filing of a brief amicur. curia*> :*nd being heard in the
District Court, this Association has
merged with another, but its entiCy
was specifically retained for the purpose of making this application to
GREETINGS
EiikU- I,imi i'rfsiilent .\rtliiir B. Kriiii (riKliI)
welronn-s William .1. IIciii«-niiiii . C'«m|iiiii.v">. iifw
vio<--|>rcsi<lfiit ill cliiirK*' "f <listril>iilii>ii, ill ]>r<)ilii< t
roiiim'iMTH 111 New ^'ork.

Allied to Probe 'Coercion'
Presses Fight Against ASCAP
National Allied will conduct an investigation of "distributor coercion" to force exhibitors to pay liigh film rentals, it was
disclosed by general counsel and board
chairman A, F. Myers, presiding over the
national independent exhibitors organization's board meeting in Washington, Feb. ISIS. A special committee to investigate complaints of distributor tactics that are hiking
film prices will be appointed shortly by the
newly elected president of Allied, William
L. Ai.aswoith, of Fond du Lac, Wisconsin,
who is also pi esident of Allied of Wisconsin.
Ainsworth succeeds Jack Kirsch, of Chicago.
The Allied board also voted to continue
and accelerate its fight against ASCAP, despite the latter's recent proposal for new
rate:; which represented a sharp decrease
from its original demands. Course of action, said Myers, might take the form of an
appeal to the Justice Department, or a
long.term fight while going along with the
new rates. The organization is backing the
Lewis Bill (H. R. 5014) to eliminate ASCAP
theatre collections completely and if Benny
Berger, of Minneapolis Allied, should lose
his pending case against ASCAP, the national organization would aid Berger financially and legally in his appeal. The ASCAP

Myers
also pointed out that Levy
Cour;."
this
had failed
to note that the MPTOA
inde membership once voted in favor
of divorcement, 167 to 102.
"war chest " plan was approved in principle
by the board, and with certain modifications,
said Myers, "the plan will be financially
feasible and workable in every way."
MPF Participation Disapproved
Participation of National Allied in the Motion Picture Foundation was disapproved, although regional Allied units have local
autonomy on this issue and can make their
own decisions.
The new officers elected for a one year
term by the board, in addition to Ainsworth,
were: Trueman T. Rem.busch, treasurer;
Charles Niles, secretary, and Stanley Kane,
recording secretary. Myers was re-elecced
board chairman and general counsel. Executive committee membership was expanded by the addition of Benjamin Berger,
Ainsworth and Ray Branch. Re-elected
were Sidney Samuelson, Nathan Yamins, M.
A.
Rosenberg, Jack Kirsch and Martin G.
Smith.
With the elimination of competitive bidding from the decree likely, and despite the
uncertainty of the divorcement issue, injunctive provisions in the decree will force
the industry to undergo a period of read,
justment that calls for an alert attitude by
independent exhibitors, Myers cautioned in
his annual report to the board. He urged
independents to watch closely the workings
of the ultimate decree and report to their
organization. He mentioned ARMIT presi(Continued on Page 15)

Scully Announces 24 Features for U-l
Universal-International will release 24 features in the next nine
which has not yet taken up the mo\ie habit."
months, W. A. Scully, vice-president and general sales manager,
The J. Arthur Rank pictures released by U-I will be supported
levealed at the company's regional meeting Ln New York last
by the American public "if they lare exhibited under the right
fortnight, last of a series, conducted by Scully on forthcoming
auspices," Scully stated.
product.
Attending the meeting, above, were (from left) : Lewis Bhunscuiiy empnasized the /concentratflon of top-budget pictures
berg,
J. McGinley,
Pictures executives;
L. 'McEvoy,
shorts L.sales
manager; Prestige
E. T. Gomersall,
assistant toE.Scully;
A. J.
which were re^y for release, pointing out that U-I has made the
largest negative investment in its history in these films.. He cited
O'Keefe, ass't. general sales manager; Scully; Fred Meyers, Extern sales manager; John Joseph, director of advertising and
such pictures as "The Naked Oty," "All (My Sons," "A Double
publicity; Maurice A. Bergman, Eastern ad-publicity director; F. J.
Lifo" and "Up In Central Park," as typical of the high-budget,
diversified entertainment required by theatres "to stimulate not
A. McCarthy,
Canadian
sales manager, and A. '\\'.
only present moviegoers, but also that segment of the public
Perry,
Empire Southern
Universal &sales
executive.
1«
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'One of those bright pieces of entertainment which comes along
all too infrequently . . . provides
nothing but amusement and
-M, P. Herald

laughs."

"Audiences looking

■

for laughs will find
them in abundance
...
entertainment
that
should
result in popular and —profitable
Boxofflce
"Should gaily make
boxoffice."
the big-money
gradeeverything
. . . loaded
with
the
—Film Daily
target demands."
"Thereeanbeno

I
'(

/

question
of the picture's
performance
at
the boxoffice ... A fastpaced, volatile and
highly amusing exampie of how to entertain

—WariBiy
the public."
I*
"The family aura of this
P. Daily
I^
comedy should—M.help...
I'
Should do okay at boxoffice.^'
"Howls interspersed with constant chuckles . . . Apparently
headed for top-money brackets
. . . good songs and strong exploitation possibilities."
—Showmen's
Trade Review

with ALLYN
CHARLES

iOSLYN
DINGLE

BOBBY DRISCOLL
Produced by EDDIE CANTOR
Directed by GORDON M. DOUGLAS
Original Scraen floy by
Worcin Wilson ond Oicor Icodniy

"If Vou

"Cantor-Davis team hits comedy stride . . .
bright boxoffice prospects . . . one laugh sequence after the other."

-Hollywood Reporter

"Chock full of the good old kind of comedy which
—Daily Variety
audiences go for in droves . . . slick entertainment."

OUOKS

What

the Neiuspaper

Critics Say About

'Three Daring
Daughters'
Roasted
The Joe Pasternak Technicolor film, "Three Daring Daufjhters," which marks the
return of Jeanette MaoDonald to the screen and the emergence of Jope Iturbi as a
star received a reception from the metropolitan critics which ranged from cool to a
sizzling panning.
In the New York Times, Boz Crowther is puzzled by Mr. Iturbi's maintaining his
true identity while taking unto himself a wife, Jeanette MarDonald. He calls "this curious romantic amibiguity. . .in a silly little tale ... schematically disquieting, not to
mention downright embarrassing in some of the stickier scenes."
"A lot of hard work . . . accomplishes very little/' says the Herald Tribunfi's Oti.s
Guernsey. "The trouble is a thin, crawling story of mother-love and se(M)nd romance
which leaves one blearyeyed and exhausted from bright colors and dull girlish talk."
He finds Jose Iturbi's presence "only temporary relief from an over-production of
emotional nonsense."
The World-Telegram critic discloses the most daring thing about "Thre? Daring
Daughters" is that "it pretends to be adult entertainment." He comments on the
"grizzled theme, strung out to an interminable length, this time with musical Interludes."
He likes the music and Jane Powell's singing and feels that if "any point after the first
90 minutes" were eliminated, it might escape the fate it "seems destined to at the
moment— the second half of neighborhood dual bills."
While the Post's Archer Winsten finds "good mu8.ic and warm human comedy that
make occasional sparkles of equipment," he bemoans the "waste" of
lavish production
values on a film that "becomes embarrassingly saccharine at times ... at other times
'
downright boring."
Eileen Creelman likes Iturbi in his new screen endeavor, but feels that the picture's
too long. She points out that "audiences who may relish the whimsy may grow annoyed
at the serious music which interrupts it," while "people who appreciate the music may
find the story sequences both repetitious and long. winded."
The Journal American's
Pelswick finds it another
in "that glossy Technicolored dream world which Rose
M-G-M has achieved for its entry
musical fibns" with "lavish
sets and costumes and the colors are really lovely." She limits herself to reporting the
story, addmg only the opinion that "some good music is .also worke<l into the picture."
'A DOUBLE LIFE'
Universal-International
"Kich, exciting, melodramatic . . . Miss
Gordon and Mr. Kanin, in collaboration with
William Shakespeare, have whipped up a
modsrn drama which thoroughly employs the
screen to demonstrate the strange excitement
and the deathless romance of the theatre . . .
The role of his (Ronald Colman) legnthy
career."— CROWTHER, N. Y. Times.
"Everyone and everything in "Double Life'
at the Music Hall contributes to top-flight
entertainment . . . Performance by Ronald
Colman that is nothing short of superb . . .
Builds steadily and engrossingly." — PELSWICK, N. Y. Journal-American.
"It Is doubtful that even Ronald Colman
. . could find anything more to his taste
thai; the lead in 'A Double Life' . . . Completely theatrical picture concentrated in
a strange little world of its own . . . Gtood oldfashioned melodrama with a modern Broadway setting."— CREELMAN, N. Y. Sun.
"Absorbing study in murderous frenzy. . .
Exploration of talents that movie-goers have
Dot been allowed to suspect Ronald Colman
possessed ... A milestone in bl0^lntiful movie
cntertainm.ent."— COOK, N. Y. World-Telegrain
■CALL NORTHSIDE 777'
20th Century-Fox
"By far the best documentary-style movie
yet . . . Hands down the most expert. Informative, gripping, and develops the most substantial audience rooting interest of them
all"— AGER, PM.
"20th Century-Fox rings the realism bell
again . . . Demonstrates what competent
handling of the doc^lmentary technique in
fiction can do in the way of heightening
reality and .suspense. Very superier entertainment"—WINSTEN, N. Y. Post
"Calls for three cheers from every working
newspaper man and, for that matter, for at
12

least
from
MAN two
N. Y.
Sun every moviegoer." — CREEL"Slick piece of modern melodrama in anybody's book . . . combines a suspenseful mystery story with a vivid, realistic pictorial
style"— CROWTHER, N. Y. Times
"Fiashy melodrama . . . Tight suspense . . .
Has not quite hit all its bull's-eyes, but it
still is a good story, told with dash and
verve."— COOK, World-Telegram
■'Absorbing recital in which various pieces
fall together in the manner of a jig-saw puzzle. The realistic manner of its telling holds
attention throughout a vast amount of detail. '—PEDStWICK, N. Y. Journal-American
Paramount
THE ROAD TO RIO'
"Fifth of a wonderfully nonsensical series,
'Road to Rio' tops even the others as it
romps through its riotous gags and slapstick
clowning. Crosby and Hope are at their
comedy
American.best."— PELSWICK, N. Y. Journal"By now Crosby and Hope are working so
well together that 'Road to Rio' often has a
delightful, carefree and impromptu look that
distinguishes it from the standard movie.. .
Downright dandy nonsense." — PECK, PM.
"Genial comedy, expert and slick . .Likely
to be
more enjoyed
N.
Y. Herald
Tribune.than admired." WATTS,
"A little less daffy than the others, it is
just as funny."— CREELMAN N. Y. Sun.
"Patches in this crazy quilt that are as
good and, perhaps, even better than anything
Ihe boys have done before . . . Some tedious
uphill pulls when the hufliing and puffing is
excersive and the results negligible. However, when they reach the top 'Road to Rio'
is in esistible.'' — N. Y. Times.
"Not supposed to make sense, but it does
not even make good nonsense . . . Songs are
slightly below par . . . Comedy is well up to
standard."— COOK, N. Y. World-Telegram.

Neu)

F/lms

'SLEEP.
United
ArtistsMY LOVE'
"Constructed along stock melodrama lines,
but freshened by a new twist and ingenious
bits of business ... If ycra like well done
hokum (and who doesn't?) it is an honest,
workmanlike
BRIGGS,
N. Y. job
Post. by all concerned." —
"An intelligent script, facilely handled, for
the most part, helps matters along but a
general lack of suspense, familiar plot and
Somewhat uneven direction keep 'Sleep, My
Love' a fairly obvious chapter in cinema psychology."—WEILER. N. Y. Times.
"Whips up a bit of excitement. . .Never
more than just N.
another
—CREELMAN,
Y. Sun.movie melodrama. "
"There was a time when stuff like 'Sleep,
My Love' was considered the cat's. The audience has grown up. Its endurance and patience are more easily exhausted. 'Sleep, My
Love' will prove it." — AGER, PM.
"Slick thriller . . . Fine tight script . . .
Good
deal of expertly
developedAmerican.
excitement."
— MAYNARD.
N. Y. Journal
RKO
'THE PEARL'
"Nc glamour picture for the popcorn and
bubbleg'um trade nor is it a genial entertainment for the tired business mans night out
...Stern, bitter, brutal and fatalistic...
Alth ough it is richly rewarding, pictorially
and dramatically, to the aesthetic sense, it is
likely to leave the emotions exhausted and
depre.ssed."— CROWTHER, N. Y. Times.
"Arty endeavor rather than a moving picture . . .Leisurely and rather self-conscious
exercise in cinematography" — PELSWICK,
N. Y Journal-American.
"Tendency toward artiness, toward a deliberate and often irritating simplicity . . .
Essentially a tragedy with an atmosphere of
foreboding dominating
CREELMAN,
N. Y. Sun. the entire tale." —
"Striking and beautiful ... In the best
Sense of the word, dignified ... So earnestly
detei mined to keep its integrity and its
austere mood that there are moments when
one may wish that it were less honest and
more
shameless
showmanship." —
WATTS,given
N. Y.toHerald
Tribune.
"The eye is enchanted by The Pearl, though
the heart may remain untouched . . . Too
artful for an artless tale . . . Triumph of
pfhotography." — AGER, PM.
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH
Columbia
"Good slambang drama. It will keep an
audi-^nce out Of breath, in dithers, full of
goose-flesh — any of the other physical discomforts dear to melodrama fans. See it with
such thing.t; in mind and the reward will be
ample." — COOK, N. Y. World-Telegram.
"Intelligent thriller . .The ending is on
the lurid side; but the film is an adult action
story, written and directed v/ith force and
intelligence."— CREELMAN, N. Y. Sun.
"Has the authority of honest reporting as
well as taut melodramatic excitement. . .Has
punch, persuasion and extremely effective
propaganda
a better world." — ^BARNES,
N. Y. Herald forTribune.
"For all the journalistic austerity . . . predominantly acops-and-robbers tale that relies too heavily on physical violence to make
its impress. Unfortunately, this heightens the
synthetic
flavor of the picture." — ^PRYOR,
N.
Y. Times.
FILM
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COLUMBIA

19 on Schedule
FOURTEEN features and five Autry
westerns have been given the green light
at this studio for completion before the end
of the year, but with only one or two exceptions the line-up doesn't Show much
promise.
OJ course, the outstanding property is
"Anna Lucasta," which is being prepared
by author Philip Yordan. This was a big
legit hit and should turn out to be one of
Columbia's best bets. However, the big
problem from the exhibitor's standpoint is
when "Anna" will be delivered. Columbia
has a habit of dangling such properties in
front of their eyes for about two years
before they finally give.
Virginia Van Upp will handle the reins
on three features: "Woman Order," "Pink
Lady" and "Chinita." Robert Rossen has
"Undercover Man" and "All the King's
Men" on his roster.
Sam Katzman, who started and completed "I Surrender Dear" within two weeks,
will roll "Sweetheart of the Blues" and "The
Mutineers"Scott
in the
and spring.
Ford Vehicles
Harry Joe Brown will produce "I Ride
Alone," in Cinecolor, with Randy Scott, and
a Glenn Ford starrer, as well as "The
Wrangler" for an independent unit. Ted
Richmond has "Make Believe Ballroom" and
"Son of the Jungle" coming up, while
Richard Quine and William Asher comprise
a new producing-directing team to handle
"Winner Take Nothing."
Pleased with "Sign of the Ram," Columbia has contracted Irving Cummings, Sr.
and Jr., to do "The Pasadena Story."
Ellen Drew asked and got her release
from further acting chores here.
EAGLE

LION

Star List Grows
TPHE over-all picture at this studio continues to grow brighter as one sees the
type of product and list of players being
added to production lists. Currently shooting here is
Live A Little," with Hedy
Lamarr and"Let's
Robert Cummings,
first-rate
marquee names. Another on the stages last
week was "Hollow Triumph," with Paul
Henreid and Joan Bennett. This is the
sort of product this up.and-coming organimonths. zation will be delivering during the coming
Also shooting is the first Equity production, "Shed No Tears" (Wallace Ford-June
Vincent). This
Harry Thomas outfit is
slated to deliver 22 films to E-L this season.
Scheduled for starts shortly are "Heading
for Heaven" and "The Enchanted Valley."
Foy Likes Documentaries
Production chief Brjan Foy is aU
pepped up about the documentarytype picture, like "T-Men" and wUl
concentrate on a group of such features this year. The technique will
be used on "Canyon City" (changed
from "Blood on the Snow"
conflict with RKO's "Blood toonavoid
the
Moon"), based on the recent break
from Colorado State Prison- It will
roll in ApriL
MARCH
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the Scenes

SIZE-UPS
INDEPENDENTS
FILM CLASSICS
Martin IMooney got his first for FC,
"Blonde Ice" (Robert Paige-Leslie
Brooks) into the can a coup'.c oi days
ahead oi schedule. It will be followed
byPresent
"Daughter
of Bamona."
plans
call for four more
films to roU this month. They are:
"Sofia" and "Medal of Honor," both
to be filmed in Mexico Citv; "Jungle
Night," in Cinecolor, and "Blue Ho'iday," second of the new Falcon series.
President Joe Bernhard left here,
after lengthy conferences with tlis
outfit's producers. There is a repart
that Bernhard thumbed -down Martin
Mooney'slifeplan
to make
a feature
around
of Jackie
Robinson,
the
Negro baseball star, because he felt
market would be too limited.
SCREEN GUILD
still no activity at this plant, al.
though reports continue to promise
the start of some new product within
the next few weeks. Plan here seems
to be to gather in revenue from pictures currently in the exchanges.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
New
Inde
Unit Set
TTOT on the heels of the announcement
that M-G-M had sighed its first Wholly
independent unit. Argosy, headed by John
Ford and Merian C. Cooper, comes the news
that Horizon Pictures, with Sam Spiegel
as producer and John Huston as writerdirector, will produce a group of independent films for Metro release. This is certainly a new trend at this rock-ribbed
studio.
Spiegel-Huston will also function as a
wholly inde unit, with a choice of Metro
players for their productions. They own
several story prcpertie.'i from which the
first M-G.M releases will be selected. They
move over to this lot about April 1, when
Huston completes "Key Largo" at Warner
Bros. Huston directed the currently successful "Treasure of the Sierra Madre."
Activity in the new documentary film setup at this studio continues, with the appointment of Arthur Loew, Jr. as assistant
to Sam Marx. Meanwhile, Louis de Rochemont, recently signed to participate in the
documentary program, has gone to New
York to look for story properties. Already
assigned to him are W. L. White's "Lost
Boundary" and "Smutty Nose."
Releasing Plans
Metro will release at least 10 more new
films this year than in 1947, including several re-issues. For the imm^ediate future,
the line-up looks like this: March — "Alias
a Gentleman," "The Bride (joes Wild," and
"Three Daring Daughters." April — "B. F.'s
Daughter" and "The Pirate." "State of the
Union" will be premiered in Philadelphia in
June.
New Properties
Robert Sisk gets "A Family for Jock," an
original by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, to
feature Lassie and Claude Jarman .. .Negotiations are in progress to do a biography
on Tom Mix... Edwin Knopf is in London
to view the stage production of "Edward,
My Son" in which he will star Spencer
Tracy and Deborah Kerr.

of Film

Productm

Greer Garson's next will be "The Forsythe
Saga," Galsworthy's great book. Incidentally, Robert Lord, who was to produce this
one, has left Metro to join Humphrey Bogart in independent production.
Clark Gable's next will be "Command
Decision," the current Broadway stage sue.
cess. Paul Kelly, who never seemed able
to get more than quickie roles in Hollywood, is the sensational star of tha play.
Judy Garland and Mickey Rooney will be
co-starred in "Words and Music," based on
the life story of Richard Rodgers and Larry
Hart, the song writers. Betty Ga.rrett will
also be in the cast.
MONOGRAM
6

From

Burkett

npWELVE pictures this year is the pro■■■ gram set by the new James Burkett
Corporation, of wthich two will be for Allied
Artists and four for Monogram. The remainder will be financed independently and
put on the market for open sale.
Monogram will probably release the new
"Bingo and Handsome" series planned by
Hal Chester. Chester expects to make these
at the rate of two a year for ten years.
Four will go into release from Monogram
this month: "Angels' Alley" (Bowery Boys),
"Oklahoma Blues" (Wakeley western),
"Docks of New Orleans" (Charlie Chan)
and "Thunder on the Range" (Brown
western).
April Starters
Setting a new high for activity. Allied
will start four in April. Roy Del Ruth's
"The Babe Ruth Story" will be the first to
go, followed by "When a Man's a Man,"
"The Last of the Badmen" and "Strike It
Rich." Latter is Jack Wrather's first for
AA, to be filmed in Cinecolor.
The King Brothers have bougtht "Heaven's
Where You Find It," an original comedy,
and Roy Del Ruth has purchased "Windrift" from Claire Trevor, who will play
the central role.
"Smugglers' Cove" will be the next Bowery Boys epic.
PARAMOUNT
Big Story Buys
■IVTHILE current production activities continue at a moderate pace here. Paramount is steaming ahead with the purchase
of several topnotch, top-money stories.
Most imiportant purchase of all is Thomas
Wolfe's novel, 'Tiook Homeward Angel," the
deal finally having been clinched for $175,000
and the reins handed to William Wyler.
Another
important
is "Thethe Heiress,"
the
Broadway
sfliow, buy
for which
authors
gets $250,000 plus 5% of distribution gross,
but only after twice the negative cost has
been recouped. "Sister Carrie," Theodore
Dreiser's best-seller, has been bought from
RKO,
and scheduled
Tiffany Thayer's
Woman"
has been
to go this"One
summer.
However, despite top money paid out for
properties, studio execs still have an eye
on economy, and have decided to do away
with distant location treks, building necessary sets at the studio.
Three pictures now before the cameras
include a new starter, "Isn't It Romantic?"
IS
(Veronica Lake.Patric Knowles), "Abigail,
Dear Heart" (Claude Rains) and "Sorry,

SIpDIfl SIZt-UPS
Wrong Number" (Barbara Stanwyck-Burt
Lancaster).
Wallis Shelves Ono
Due to British situation. Hal Wallis has
decided to shelve "House of Mist" for the
time being, and will probably do it in England next year, concentrating currently on
Hollywood production.
Loretta Young will star in "Strange Deception," a suspense
ern California
locale. picture with a SouthREPUBLIC
Borzage
Leaves
AS SOON as "Moonrise" has been edited,
producer Frank Borzage will leave Republic and set up hip own independent organization. Although he still had two pic.
tures to go for Republic, Borzige and studio
officials
agree was
on voided.
f-irther properties and couldn't
the contract
It appears to be a certainty that MarShall Grant Picture:; will release its six
"round robin" pictures through Republic.
These are the fi'ms Grant plans to make
at one time with a rotating group of players
and sets.
Two ShootingWith "Alcatra:: Prison Train" (Wni.
Phipps-Don Barry) and "Daredevils of the
Sky" (Robert Livingston) before the cameras, Republic launches the second half
of its program of sixteen moderate budgeters. Three producers are preparing the
remaining six films. New plans include
"The Castaway," a story ot the Florida
sponge fishers; "S-Squad," concerning Secret Service undercover work; "Airborne"
and "Romance or the Gaucho."
"S-Squad," "Red Menace" and "Hig^h
School Daughter:;" are some of the other
exploitation features planned for this year.
RKO
Activity Increasing
TJ77ITH three features rolling and four
" scheduled, production on this lot is returning to normal. "The Boy With the
Green Hair" (Pat O'Brien-Robert Ryan),
"The Long Denial" (Maureen O'Hara-Mel.
vyn Douglas) and "Blood on the Moor."
(Robert Mitohum-Barbara Bel Geddes) are
before the cameras. To start soon are
"Bed of Roses," "Follow Me Quietly" and
"Brothers in the Saddle," a Tim Holt western. On April 1, Samuel Goldwyn will start
"Take Three Tenses" (David Niven-Teresa
Wright). Latter is a romantic story covering three generations of a British family.
Irving
Reis ("Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer")
will direct.
Writer John Paxton has been upped to
producer, and as his first chore will take
over the reins on "The Great Man's Whiskers," w*hich was
to have
the banished
Adrian
Scott.been produced by
Negotiations are on for Bing Crosby and
Top Secret
An interesting item on the agenda
if; witliout titlti at present, being referred to as "Story X." It will be
written, produced and directed by
Dudley Nicholn and itr; subject mattei- i'l lol such nature that it *Aall not
be disclosed Until it Is ready for release. "Story X" will have Barbara
Bel Geddes as one of the leads, and
the picture will be handled as special project.

Leo McCarey to make "Private Property"
for RKO, with McCarey producing and di.
recting. . .Joseph Gotten has been set for
top
role in "Weep No More," to roll
thi.'i male
summer.
Only One Goldwyn Defection
Sam Goldwyn's announcement that all
executives will take a 50% cut in salary
has produced no startling effect on his organization. Those who disagree will have
their options dropped. Evidently they are
bowing under, as only the casting director
han quit.
A good short subject premises to be
"Twenty Years of Academy Awards," made
by the Academy of Motion Pictuie Arts and
Sciences and to be released through RKO.
Running twenty minutes, it shows clips of
the best pictures and best actor and actress
performances of the past two decades. It
was originally compiled for showing at the
Oscar presentation in 1946. Proceeds will
go to the Academy.
SRO
Move

to Hollywood

■pvAVID
SELZNICK'S
to Newin
York brought
about recent
several trip
changes
the SRO organization, most important of
which is the decision to move the home
office from New York to Hollywood. All
employees engaged in sales, contracts and
accounting will move to new offices in
Beverly Hills, but a larger district office
will be maintained in New York, along with
Bob Gillham's eastern advertising and publicity department.
President
statedin t'ne
was made aNeil
yearAgnew
ago and
no decision
way is
connected with current industry problems.
They feel that with only five pictures this
year, problems will be fewer in handling
sales from the coast, and thai; more efficient
operation is possible with sales activity near
the studio itself. Other studios have con.
sidered a similar setup, but SRO is the
first to make the move.
European Locations Set
"The Scarlet Lily" is set to roll in Italy
this summer, with Valli starring. This follows "A Doll House," with Dorothy McGuire, which starts in April in Norway and
Sweden.
Shirley Temple, her husband. Jack Agar,
and Guy Madison will head the cast of
"What Mel
EveryFerrer
YoungwillBride
Know,"
which
directShould
for SRO.
Personnel changes include the appointment of Herbert Kaufm.an as district manager of all western division offices, Fred
Gulbansen moves to San Francisco, Max
Hadfield to Seattle as representative and
John McKeehan .as booker, while Irving
Mills gets Minneapolis.
20th CENTURY

FOX

More
Indies Here
'T'HIS company probably will release the
output of Carthay Productions, another
new independent unit, formed by Joe Rivkin, ex-Paramount producer, Leonard Hoffman, writer of "Call Northside 777," and
Greg Bautzer, counsel. Their first picture
will bo "Helen Morgan." life story of the
famous singer, and negotiations are underway to procure Dorothy Lamour for the
title role, Carthav also expects to have as
property
of Al
Smith, If"Happy
settled, Warrior,"
it will rolllifein story
November,
Miko Todd has four moderate budgeters
slated for production and has signed with
20th for release. Fully financed for his
program,
as
his first.Todd plans "Busman's Holiday"
"Unfaithfully

Yours"

Lind?. Darnell), the first Preston Sturges
effort here, is before the cameras.
Sam Baerwitz's first for 20th release will
be "The Checkered Coat," set to ."tart in
late March. It will star Tom Conway.
Prexy Spyros Skouras and advertising
boss Charlie Schlaitcr are out here at the
studio discussing with Joe Schenck, Darryl
Zanuck and Harry Brand methods for
handling the next dozen releases:.
Korda Deal Stalled
Although it has been rumored that Alexander Korda would be producing on the
Fox lot, Joseph Schenck denies any truth
in the matter. The first film would have
been "The King's General," starring James
Mason, but Schenck .says nothing doing,
outside films
of distribution
British
in America.of some of Korda's
Over $100,000 went for the purchase of
the best.seller, "Prince of Foxes," continuing the studio'.'; trend to buy big properties.
Negulesco Signed
Director Jean Negulesco has received his
release from Warner Brothers and inked a.
contract with 20th Century-Fox to do one
picture with an option for ?. term ticket.
His first picture will be "Road House," starring Ida Lupino and possibly Cornel Wilde,
for producer Edward Chodorov.
Jean Peter.-;' option has been picked up
for another year. She has just completed
"Deep Waters" and will next do "The
UNITED
Heller."

ARTISTS

Cagney
Deal
Ct)ols
T TNITED ARTISTS trials and tribulations
^ with the William-James Cagney organization arc on-again. off-again. A couple
weeks ago it seemed certain that UA would
definitely get Cagney's "Time Of Your Life"
for release and t'nere was also a good likelihood that the tough guy star would do his
future producing for this outfit in spite of
an announced, deal with Warner Bros.
Negotiations had progressed to the point
where president Grad Sears had called off
hi;; suit against Cagney and WB.
However, the whole situation has now
taken on an odd switch. Cagney has pulled
out of his Warner deal, but, up to a few
days ago, he was refusing to come back to
UA. Sears consequently renewed the suits,
against both Cagney and Warners.
There still seem to be a good chance that
UA and Cagney will iron out their difficulties, particularly with Warners out of the
picture.
Plenty the
oi Plans
Producers within
United Artists fold
continue to turn out plans, at least. Polan
Banks has made a deal for one picture, his
own
titled "Share
My Heart,"
will original
get underway
in early
May. which
Mary
Pickfdrd and James Cassidy have signed
Victor McLaglen to do "The Violent Hour,"
based on the Lewis Browne novel, "See
What I Mean." Enterprise will roll "No
Minor Vices," starring Dana Andrews with
Lewis Milestone producing, in April.
UA also has completed .arrangements to
release "King of the Olympics," a full.
Sears Discusses Finar.cing
To further encourage new producers, a recent meeting of president
Grad Sears with top men was devoted
to discussing the possible financing of
films by UA. It is reported that approximately 12 new producers are
angling for deals with the company,
but the swing of many of these will
depend largely on UA's ability to put
up a substantial portion of the coin.
That's the !No. I problem for this
outfii.
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length feature of the 1£36 games filmed by
600 cameramen under the supervision of
Hitler's girl friend. Leni Riefenstal. Bill
Slater does the commentary. The film has
been edited from the original 24.000 feet of
film held by the Alien Property Custodian,
and should interest sports fans.
Al! Mexican holdings owned by UA are
being sold, lock, stock and barrel, to a
Mexican corporation, which will be licensed
to distribute UA films in the future. The
move was explained on the ground that the
firm has been losing quite a bit of money
down there, mostly due to the labor situation.
"Queen of Hearts," starring Maria Montez, which was to have been in Technicolor,
will now be done in black and white. Seymour Nebenzal and Charles R. Rogers were
to have made the picture together, on
Rogers'
Technicolor
MissforMontez,
however,
chose commitment.
to sue Rogers
his
alleged failure to star her in the "Scarlet
Feather," with the result that Nebenzal
and Rogers dissolved their agreement.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATL
18 Stages At
Work
PIGHTEEN stages are tied up in production here and has even forced the opening of the gym for dance rehearsals. Six
stages are at work on "The Wonderful
Race at Rimrock." "Washington Girl,"
"Rogue's Regiment" (Roibert Buckner's first
for U.I) and "Kiss the Blood Off My Hands"
occupy others.
Currently, there are more top names
checking into this lot every day than ever
before in its history. William Powell,
Fredric March, Florence Eldridge, Ann
Blyth, Andrea King, Robert Montgomery,
Susan Hayward. John Payne, Eve Arden,
Dick. Haymes and Robert Walker are among
those in or ready to go into vehicles. In

Allied
(Continued from Page 10)
dent John Wolfberg';; suggestion ol a
"Vigilantes" committee to detect and report
violations as a possibility in this direction.
"Under the consent decree," said Myets,
"where the only penalty for a violation w is
an arbitration proceeding by an injured exhibitor, the defendants violated the injunction.", with impunity."
On divorcement, which he termed "the
dominant Myers
issue" stated
during that
the Allied,
Supreme
hearings,
whomCourt
he
credited as having "conceived and developed'' the divorcement action, has been
joined by "all of the truly independent exhibitor associations," as well as the department of Justice, the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers and the American Civil Liberties Union. He charged thit
aside from the theatre-owning producers,
"only
quaveringandvoice
raised
against one
divorcement,
thatwas
in behalf
of the defunct Motion Picture Theatr^j
Owners of America." He added that
MPTOA counsel, in filing its brie;, "did not
have the grace to inform the Suprem.e Court
that MPTOA passed out of existence at the
shotgun wedding that took place in Washington last September," nor that an MPTOA
poll of its independent members, for which
the brief "purported to speak" favored complete divorcement by a vote of 167 to 102.
He contrasted the ATA— "the other party to
MARCH
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lino with all this activity, U-I reports that
employment on the lot has reached the
lighest level in a year.
is readying "The
Fairbanks
Douglas for
O'Flynn"
a start, inJr.late March.
Norman Foster, incidentally, has purrights tc "The Underdog"
the screen best
novels and will proMexico's
one oi chased
duce the picture in Mexico City, in both
English and Spanish versions, when he
completes "Kiss the Blood Off My Hands."
WARNER

BROS.

Cancel Cagney
Deal
IT was reported last week that Warners
had dropped the deal with William Cagney for the release of "Time of Your Life,"
starring brother James, and for future production Warner counsel was said to have
warned the company in view of pending
litigation instituted by VA.
With the start of "Dames Don't Talk CVirginia Mayo-Bruce Bennett), the Warner lot
now has six in work, two of Which are obviously B films. The studio continues to
keep mum on the subject of these low-budget films, but they are an obvious fact, with
"Dames" making the third. Producer Saul
Elkins has both in work now under his
supervision. "Dames" is being directed by
Richard Bare, who recently directed the
"So You Want To ... " series of Shorts.
However, plans for bigger stuff continue,
with "Silver Lining," the Marilyn Miller biography, being polished up for a March
start, and "Common Ground" (Joan Craw,
ford) starting about the same time. Danny
Kaye's "Happy Times" v/ill roll in April,
and Michael Curtiz Productions' next will be
a Technicolor musical, "My Dream is
The studio has purchased an origin U
Yours." "Miss Richmond Takes Grant" and
comedy,
assigned it to Alex Gottlieb.
Delmar Daves will direct "Turquoiso"
after "To the Victor" . . . King Vidor has
been assigned to "The Fountainhead."

the wedding" — position confining its argument to blasting competitive bidding.
The entire campaign of argument before
the Court against competitive bidding, he
added, "constituted a masterpiece of demoliState, Municipal Taxes Increa.Sf>
On
ASCAP,
Myers cited Allied's leader ship
intion."
battling the Society's increase, and terrific
pressure from all quarters which resulted in
the new that
ASCAPthose
proposals.
is perfectly
obvious
Who now"It claim
credit
for having negotiated a settlement for less
than ASCAP'S asking price merely moved in
under cover of Allied's fire and that had
Allied ceased firing, the settlement — if any—
would have been for an even greater increase over the present rates," he concluded.
He warned against the tendency of State
and municipal authorities to increase
theatre taxes, using the movies as "the whipof theresponsibility
tax collectors."
placed
much pingofboys the
for Heincreased
taxation on the "low state into which the
industry's public relations have fallen."
Myers held out little hope for any decrease
in the Federal admissions tax at present,
adding "if there is a ghost of a chance"
of a cut. Allied will make "proper repi'esentations" to Congress.
The ultimate solution to hig'h film prices,
Myers declared, is to "open up the lucrative
first-run accounts, now pre-empted by the
(Continued on Pagie 16)

ANN

DORAN

Guinn WILLIAMS • Joe ALLEN, Jr. • Dick BAILEY
Produced and Directed by Walter Colmes
Distributed by

SCREEN
GUILD
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
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Allied

ol these exploiteers, directed by exploitation manager Arthur Jeffrey, under the
supervision of Youngstein and his assistant,
Jerry Pickman.
"We will spend 90 percent of our promotional money right at the exhibitor's boxoffice," Youngstein .said last week. He
asked only that theatremen give his company a "square deal" in establishing their
legitimate house advertising budget and
offered to share costs on a 50-50 basis.

(Continued from Page 15)
major companies, to new producers and new
distributors who will enter into competition
with the established companies and thereby
end the film shortage." Allied's Caravan
and growth of buying combines are important aids in checking rising rentals, he
added.
Allied's national convention date was set
for sometime in Autumn in Washington.
Mayer Top Earner on New List
Louis B. Mayer, M-CJ-M studio chief, was
high man on the supplemental list of top
salary earners released by the Treasuiy last
fortnight, but he bowed to National
Theatres' Charles M. Skouras as the industry's No. 1 moneymaker. Skouias' name
topped an earlier list released by the Treasury. The figures represented compensation
for personal services for the calendar year
1945, and were befoie huge Federal income
taxes.
Mayer's $502,571 was the third highest
salary earned in the U. S. in that year,
wihile Skouras' $568,143 headed them all.
The current list h-id returns from Loew's,
Warner Bros, and Universal, none of which
appeared
last from.
August'sThere
returns,
RKOevenis
still
to be inheard
was an
greater preponderance of motion picture
figures in the latest schedule, with 26 of
those named from the industry receiving
more than $200,000.
Second to Mayer was Leo McCarey, with
$355,427 from Paramount. Ginger Rogers
was high star wage-earner with a total of
$292,159. Deanna Durbin followed with
$262,875. Producer Walter Wanger drew
$282,000 from Universal; Warner director
Michael Curtiz, $258,600.
Those beating the $200,000 mark at Loew's
were David Bernstein, $210,342; Sam Katz,
$202,571; Al Lichtman, $202,571; E, J. Mannix, $205,221; William F. Rodgers, $215,657;
J. Robert Rubin, $215,667; Nicholas M.
iSchenck, $224,885; L. Weingarten, $202,785.
At Universal: N. J. Blumberg, $223,622; J.
Cheever Cowdin, $223,622. At Warner Bros,
none of those listed topped $200,000. Harry
M. Warner and Jack L. Warner, each with
$182,100, were at the head of the executive
list.
Inde Filnn Buyer
Accuses, Pickets RKO
Charging that the RKO Salt Lake City
branch is "attempting to break up our organization," Irving Gillman, general manager of United Intermountain Theatres, Inc.,
an independent buying-booking cooperative,
resorted to picketing as a unique form of
retaliation. Since Feb. 16, and up to the
past weekend, pickets paraded in front of
the film office bearing signs reading:
Radio Pictures, Inc. Unfair To United "RKO
Intermountain Independent Theatre Owners."
Gillman declared that while his organiza.
tion has encountered no difficulties in doing
business with other distributors, RKO has
deliberately thrown obstacles in the way of
NO POLICY ON "SONS'
Apparently Universal-International's
announced plan to release "All My
Sons" on a roadshow, advanced admissions basis has come in for reconsideration.
W. A. Scully, v.p. in charge of distribution advised Film BULLETIN"
late last week that U.I ha.s "arrived
at no policy as yet on the picture."
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AWARD SEASON OPENS
I)or<» S<'h3U'> . KKO prodiii't ion riiivf, iMM-eiven tli«
Look MaK:>/i>><- ;i\v:ir<l as top proiliictT ut l'JI7 friiin
Hob ilopi*. \\ hilr Itosalind Kiissell, who rt^'eivt'd a
oitatioii for fiiK^sl p<>i'foi-iiian<*4* b.v ii M're<*n ju'.tri'ss
ill ■'Moiiriiintr Itet'uincs Kl<-< (ra," ndclK Iier admirutioii.
his efforts to make deals for the 25 theatres
he represents.
accused
the shorts
company's
local
branch of He
trying
to force
and
insisting upon full block buying. Efforts
have been made, he told Film BULLETIN,
to solicit deals from individual UIT's members, Who operate theatres in Utah, Montana, Idaho and Colorado.
It is understood that negotiations toward
a settlement of the dispute were started
late last week between Gillham and the
RKO district sales manager.
E-L Building Strong
Field Exploitation Staff
In contrast to the trend in most other
companies, dictated to advertising heads by
economy pressures from above, toward
slashing exploitation costs and leaving exhibitors largely on their own in ballyhooing
films, Max E. Youngstein. Eagle Lion director of advertising-publicity-exploitation,
and recently elected vice-president, is going
all out to organize a full roster of field
exploitation men to push E-L pictures.
While other distributors are weeping bitterly in their crying towels about a business
slump, E-L's aggressive policy is grabbing
the spotlight and paying off.
In trade advertising circles, much of the
credit for the phenomenal box-office sue.
cess of "T-Men" is attributed to the work
CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again ATailable as premiums, giveaways at your kiddie matinees. Large variety,
latest 48 - page news stand editions. Comics
Premium
Co., 412 F. Greenwich St., New York,
N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
"Will
lease
or
buy theatre
New Jersey. Write
FB. Boxin Eastern
72, Film Penna.
Bulletin.ot
SERVICE — ALWAYS!
NEW

JERSEY MESSENGER!
SERVICE
Member Nat' I Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4«23

Republic, Warner
Nets Halved
Republic Pictures Corp. showed a drop
gjI $52'<.740 in its net income for the 52 weeks
ended Oct. 25, 1947, Herbert J. Yates, presi.
dent, reported to the .stockholders last week.
The 1947 net of $570,200 09, after all charges,
including federal income taxes, compared
with a consolidated net for the 4S weeks
ended Oct. 26, 1946, of $1,097,940.41.
Yates reported that in anticipation of the
British tax and a possible decline in box
office receipts, the company's program of
economy was instituted throughout its producing and distributing organization and
isi continuing.. He pointed out that while
"its full benefit will appear in the final result of operations for the current fiscal year
ending in Oct., 1948." the program began
to show its effect in the latter part of the
past fiscal year, when operating costs were
"substantially less" than for the corresponding year in the previous fiscal year. Total
domestic film rentals, he noted, have increased by n.5% over such rentals for the
preceding period.
Warner Bros, net for the three months
ended Nov. 29, 1947, also showed a drop of
close to 50% as it reported a net profit of
$3,947,000, compared with $7,203,000, for the
same period the preceding year.
Film, rentals, theatre admissions, sales,
etc.. after elim.inating intercompany transactions for the three months ending Nov.
29, 1947, amounted to $38,685,000. compared
with $42,636,000 for the corresponding period
a year earlier.
THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

We thank all theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in the
proper addressed containers and
for wrapping and addressing all
return advertising.
We can serve all riieotres better
if they give us o copy of their
program Tuesday each week.
IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.
•
HIGHWAY

EXPRESS

LINES. Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St.,
Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers

FILM

BULLETIN

EXHIBITORS
Inioni
WANTED:

C^uifed ^rom

EXHIBITOR

WITH
GUTS'
Allied ITO
of Kans.
and Missouri
Here is a little true story and tells .a heap.
A Kansas exhibitor in a town of 1,200 said
to a salesman for an independent distributing company, "You have a few pictures I
know v/ill make money, and your prices are
1/3 to ^-^ what I now pay, but I dare not
buy them." "Why?" said the salesman. His
answer — "I deal with three major companies
right down the line and they have taken
care of me." This exhibitor pays twenty-five
to thirty dollars for ordinary westerns. If
this exhibitor had the "guts" to fill a few
dates; with these mdependent pictures, and
tell the companies who have him in servito "go to
" until they
right,and
he
would tude soon
be ...
in business
for get
himself
cease to be a slave of his three pat companies. We need mere exhibitors with
"guts."
— O. F. SULLIVAN, President.
OUNCE OF PREVENTION
Allied Rocky Mt. Independent Theatres
Reports also reaching this office show
that some exhibitors permit the distributor
to fill in their contract with the words,
"When ofand
as available" and other such
forms
nonsense.
Thi? is ridiculous and practically gives
legal permission to anything the distributor
wants to do to you.
You know what your run and clearance
is to be. Insist that it be there in your
contract in writing. Stop letting them pull
the wool over yotir eyes.
ASCAP RATES LAUDED
Theatre Owners of America
Robert W. Coyne, Executive Director of
the Theatre Owners of America, declared
that there had been an overw-helmingly favorable response among the member theatres
to the outcome of recent negotiations between TOA and ASCAP. As a result of
these negotiations, no increase in rates was
made for theatres with 499 seats or less, and
small increases were announced for the
larger theatres. The new ASCAP rates will
be effective for ten years after March loth
or at the expiration of current contracts.
Some of the comments were as follows:
"The officers and directors of the A\ribama Theatres Associatio
n voiced their 100
percent approval of the compromise agree,
ment reached between TOA and ASCAP" —
William. R. Griflin. President.
"Just a 'hats off' salute
and tho.se
who worked with you in totheyounegotiat
ions
with ASCAP. I am especially glad that the
little theatres got the break which they did"
— R. B. Wilby, Wilby-Kincey Service Corporation, Atlanta, Go.
"Heartiest congratulations on wonderful
SCHOENSTADT JOINS
ILLINOIS ALLIED
Jack Kirsch, president of Allied
Theiitres of Illinois, Inc. has enrolled
H. Schoenstadt & Sons, owners of 17
theatres in the Chicago area, into the
association.
Arthur Schoenstadt heads the
Schoenstadt group of theatres which
includes the Archer, Atlantic, Boule^
yard, Brighton Park, Crane, Crown
(2()th Sf.), Halfield, Harper, Hyde
Park, Midwest, New Regent, Olympia,
Peoples, Picadilly, Radio and Shakespeare Theatres in Chicago and the
Roxy Theatre, Berwyn.
MARCH

1, 1948

FORUM

Organization BJiet ini
settlement of ASCAP matter"— Ben L. Strozier, Vice-Pres. Theatre Owners of North &
South Carolina.
"Congratulations. We of Arkansas appreciate yourD.efforts
Miui-F.
do, Sam
Kirby,in E.ourW.behalf"
Savage— C.andC. B.
Busby, Little Rock, Ark.
"Congratulationr; on ASCAP settlement" —
William Crockett, Pres. Virginia Motion Picture Theatre Association.
SUPPORT LEWIS BILL!
Allied Theatres of Michigan
The chances for passage of the Lewis
Bill look so good that members of the
AFFILIATED THEATRE GROUPS are attempting now to induce independent exhibitors all over the country to ask their
representative to withdraw his support for
the bill, and you independent little fellows
should not become alarmed over this action.
It is perfectly obvious by the very action
taken by T.O.A. in proposing that all
theatres under 500 seating cipacity shall
continue to pay at the o'd or same rate and
not be increased, and that they, the larger
theatres, will stand the increase themselves.
How absurd this attitude- appears on the
face of it. It only shows that they favor a
continuance of the fee and are not interested in the abolishment of it.
My recommendation at this time is: Do
not allow yourself to be stampeded into ask.
ing your representative to withdraw his
support to the Lewis Bill (H.R. 5014) but
rather urge him to get behind this bill and
see if we can't get the relief that has for
so many years been sought. Don't make
the mistake of agreeing that you are satisfied, with the old rates paid for years, but
insist that you want the fee abolished entirely.

HE-MAN
LAUGH

of the HILLS!
with Lil Abner

Your favorite cartoon character., inperson on the SCREEN!

Right out of your
favorite cartoon
strip he steps to
start you laughing.

Abnef
Based pn United F«atur« Canic
by Al l
Li'

STILL AN INIQUITY
Judge Joseph P. Uvick, Mich. Exhibitor
ASCAP's new rate schedules obviously
have created some degree of good will because so many small theatres will be left
where they were. For the major part the
increase on the others is within rhyme and
reason, since we are, under present law, of
necessity forced to make a deal acceptable
to ASCAP. But the main, the most important, the future power to compel the
exhibitor to accept a license and pay as
demanded, is still there. The uselessness of
the film we get unless we do pay ASCAP
still remains as a stigma or stench in our
industry that should be removed.
Let us now hope that ASCAP directors
show the same degree of good judgment
and v/elcome the proposed Lewis amendment thereby removing the necessitv to
license 18,000 theatres bv dealing with a
few producers instead. The administrative
costs thereby saved if ASCAP performance
rights are eliminated from our theatres
should inure to the benefit of all concerned.
CHECK ON THE CHECKERS
Allied Rocky Mt. Indenendent Theatres
It's unbelievable, but it's true. When playing percentage pictures, some exhibitors are
not insisting on an additional copy of the
checking repoit for their own files.
A Checker must leave r. copy of his reyou. If he doesn't, you don't have
to signport foran.vthing.
Without a copy of the report, you are
helpless in any future c'aims. Too many
it.
instances have popped up where a cihecker
changed a report after the exhibitor signed
YOURSELF
CYDON'T
OF A PUT
CHECKER.

AT THE MEi^-

LI'L ABNER (GRANVILLE OWEN)
(MARTH
(Al
on) LL.
SuttISCO
SY MAE
DA^ter
(KayA O'DR
Keaton)
(Bus
KenSt John) (Vic Potel) (Edgar
Jam.son)
) (Micky Daniels) (Bud Conkim
nedy
Astor
ster
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(Che
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Corp.
ne)
Ebur
(Maude
150W. 4«thSt. New York 1». N. Y.
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"Adventures

of

Casanova"

Tale

of

High

Adventure,

Homauce

The most romantic figure in history, the man whose name
I
I

-iooo'fionn5 mwAU
m
it)e tapiurf or iiip

i

notorious

ban5U5

i
;

has hecome synonimous with "great lover'" — Jacques Casanova
— is the hero of this swashhuckling, romantic adventure from
the Eagle Lion studio. Casanova was an 18th Century Sicilian
patriot whose prowess with the sword, the saddle and the opposite sex was undisputed. In "Adventures of Casanova", all three
facets of his unique ability are flamboyantly displayed.
Placed in the turbulent period when
of the King of Naples had overrun Sicily,
as the spark who touched off the flame
despotism. But in so doing, this romantic
interfere with his amatory pursuits.

the powerful armies
Casanova is pictured
of rebellion against
rogue did not let it

In Arturo de Cordova, producer Leonard Picker has made
an ideal choice for the title role. Turhan Bey is another good
choice as his young aide, while two very lovely females, Luciiic
Bremer and Noreen Nash, supply the fuel for Casanova's ardor.
John Sutton makes a smooth and thoroughly despicable villain
and George Tobias supplies bountiful comedy as a partisan masquerading as a monk.
To insure the closest thing to authentic backgrounds, Eagle
Lion sent the entire company to Mexico to make ths film,
employed huge mobs of extras and even mad? use of several
Mexican cavalry units for some of the epic outdoor scenes.

EXPLOITATION

Maqic

Mame

Df

PICTUHE

World's

Greatest

Campaiqn
E-L
Features
WITH the
magical name of Casanova,
world's greatest
lover and adventurer,
to highlight his campaign, the showman really has somethin" into which
to sink his hallyhoo hicuspids, when he sets out to merchandise Eagle Lion's
"Adventures of Casanova All the title connotes is lavishlv availahle in the
film-Sizzling Romance, Sweeping Action, Bold Adventure. And the slick Eagle
Lion hoxofficers, under Max E. Youngstein's direction, have turned out an
exploitation campaign that transforms each of these saleahle angles into a practical plan of action that can make "Casanova" a Ijoxoffice bonanza.
First and foremost is the campaign
4 =. DIIV COMTEST
° *"* * WlH A Kt9 A
It socks away
built around the name.
at 'em in the ads, in contests, in radio. Second Day:
in tie-ups and in stunts that are as simple as they should he lucrative. Such
!
VASRTH^^^
ANOURE
CASENT
,r ADV
naturals as a male "'beauty contest' ;
WIN raiiiai
costume stunts that are sure-eve catch-

ers; tie-ups with high school and college sororities to select their local Casanova; newspaper campaigns to tie in
former screei^lovers with the "greateot
of them all" and a host of others.
One of the most valuable tie-ups has
been arranged by E-L with Coronation
Diamonds for a national "Talent Hunt"
with Coronation giving away hundreds
of valuable diamond rings. All the exhibitor has to do is to contact Coronation and certify his wish to participate.
The manufacturer will arrange a meeting l>etween the theatremen and one of
the 15,000 distributors throughout the
country and if the local distributor
wants to play ball. Coronation provides
the ring.
The Eagle Lion press book gives the
details on all these and a veritable treasury of other exploitables in a clear and
simple plan of action that should stir
any showman into a bustle of ballvhoo.
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ADS
"Casanova
Dn NEWSPAPER
The variety and general excellence of the
ii"v\ ?y>i:p :rBelow
ails ava
this p'cture
wo:l!iy.
are hh]e
threeon3-coIumn
m?ts iss!inotwn II! reduced s'zl'.

ARTURO DE CORDOVA
ot 1h* world't gr*at«»t
lovttr in
ADVEIfTUaiS .1 CASANOVAAn effective 4-day contest is suggested in the
press book on "Adventures of Casanova." Mats
for u-e in newspapers or on your own heralds,
running four days, ask contestants to name
famous screen "Casanovas" from stills in which
the faces of other famous screen "Casanovas"
have I)een whitened out.
TOEMENDOt'S'. Hu t«i-.»f ' Hu r^kung

TEASERS
An unusually large variety of teaser ads are
available. There are two mats each containing
four leasers. Two of the 2-column ads are
shown in miniature above.
THE

FEATURE
SWORD-PLAY
The rousing sword-play in "Casiinova" can be
pointed up by an animated display of Arturo
de Cordova and John Sutton at swords-points.
A blow-up of the art supplied by E-L can be
used for the display.

Lover

MEN

BEHIND

THE CAMPAIGN
MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN
Vice-president in charge of advertising.
Publicity and Exploitation
JERRY PICKMAN
Assistant to Youngstein
HAL DANSON
Advertising Manager
ARTHUR JEFFREY
Exploitation Manager
LIGE BRIEN
Assistant to Jeffrey
LEO BRODY
Publicity Manager

GREATESI...OF ALL GREAT AoloNS
PEaAS
|TREMENDOUS..i„ Scop., THRILLING.., „_p„, AFLAME ,1 aX.. ^

Jrturo De Cordova ludlle
ADVEVrURESOF
CASANOVA*
BeyI« Noreen NashBrenMr
-JOHIISVTTuffian
TM tfM«TOI
u*nuttu
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
nnay be variations in the running tinne in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. IT) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
1947- i8 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (40)
Completed (11)
Completed ( 2)

In Production (2)
In Production (0)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
I SURRENDER, DEAR
Musical — Started February 9 (Completed)
Cast: Gloria Jean, David Street.
Director: Arthur Dreifuss
Producer: Sam Katzman
Story: Girl disc jockey has ambitions to be Uroadway singer.
RUSTY TAKES A WALK
Drama — Started February 23
Cast: Ted Donaldson, Sharyn Moffett, Ann Doran, John Litel.
Director: Will Jason
Producer: Robert Cohn
Stor.v: Thirteen-year-okl blind girl given dog to help rehabilitation.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Details
No.
T'tle — Running Time
Rel.
Cast
Let's
Fa'l
In
Lovf
.
.
1-19
SoFerman (Serial)
. . 2-16.
COMI'LETEI)
1947-48
. Biihop-Nanry . . . .11-10. .3-25
Best Man V/ins
. . 12-22 .
Black Arrow, The
BlaiInQ Across The Pecos
. .11-24. 12-18.
. .Singleton Lake
Blondie's Anniversary (67)
.9-1. 10-16.
. Sinfleton-Like . . ... ...4-14.
.9-29. . i2-i8.
. Slngleton-take
Blondie's
Night
Out
,
Brick Bradford
. Richmond-Johnson
.5 26. 10- 14.
. .Starrctt-Birnette ..10-27.
Buckaroo from Powder River (55)
11- 27!
Coroner Creek (C)
. . .9-29. 12U.
Crime
Doctor's(62)
Gan-.ble (66)
. . .8-4.
Devil Ship
.
.7-21.
.1>29.
Down '0 Earth (T) (101)
. Hayworth-Parks . . .4-15.
Eternal V. flody The
, . Kirro a E'g rth . .11-10.
.8-4
F»l|pr Pru^h Man The
. .10-27.
Garant Blade (C>
, . Parks-Chapman
.1-16.
. . Knipa-Reed .... . . .12-8. 11-47.
Glamour Cirl (68)
9-1.
.7-21
Hei Husbirid's ABaIrs (85)
,
3-3.
Detail, tnder tlfi«: Lady Knnr Haw . . Tone-Blair
I Love Trouble (94)
. . .5-26. .1-48.
Detail- t 'der 'Itle C«ibl( Take
. .2-2
It Had To Be You (S8)
Po-e-s-W Hc
5-26. .12-47.
Key Witness (67)
Beal-Marshall 4-14. .10-9.
.
.1-5
Details under title: Destiny
lidf Irom Shanenal The
navworth-Wellet . 10-14. 11-20.
Last Days of Boot Hil!, The (56)
Sarrett-Bornette ...6 23. 11-47.
Last Hou d-Un, The (77)
Antry-Hcather 5 26. 1113.
Little Spanish Town. *
Autry- Marion
8 18
Lone Wolf In londoa. The (68)
Mohr-Saunders ....5-76.
Loves o( C;rmen, The
Hayworth-Ford ....11-24
Belle
Lamoar-MontQOmery 11-10
3-17
9-15.
Man From rnlorada. The (T)
Ford-Dreo
. .1-23.
Mary Lou (66)
Lowery-Barton
MatingDog o< Millie, Tha
Ford Keves
1124.
My
Donaldson-Doran
.8-4.22. . 2-19.
Phantom Ri^ty
Starrctt-Burnette 12. 8-4...
7-7
Port Sail Valley (53)
.2-16
"ish'^n-Henry
Prinee of Thieves (72)
Hall-Morison
5-12...
1-48.
Relentlrss (93)
iToung-Ci.ap.Tan
....
12-9
..
.2-48
.
Details I der title: Three Wora Tkaro.ihireds
Retnrn
T-t
Fnrd.
Moore .10-27.
9-29
. .3-18.
Return 0'of nctob-r
The Whistler,
The (63)
Diane-Aabert
Rose of Santa Rosa (65)
Hot Shots . . . . , . . .9-1. .12-25.
8-4. . .3-48. ,
Sign of the Ram, The (84)
Pcters-Knox
Six Gun Law (54)
Starrttt-Sainders ...7-7 1-9.,
Sea HnuMi) The (Serial)
Crabke-Blaka .. . .5-26 9-4. .
. .10-27. . .3-30.
Sono fit H»'-o
ViactEt-Grant
... 7-7
,
Strawberry Roan, The
Aalry-H nry
. .4-14. .10 23. .
Eweet Gnnevleve (68)
Portcr-lydon
. . .12-9. . .1-48.
Snordiman, The (T) (81)
Parks-Drr«
8-4
Tex Graingar (Serial)
Slpv«ns-";'-wart
..10-27
2-16
Thundrihool
Fester -Bishop
OetaTIs under title: Wild Fury
.12-9. . .2-48
To the Ends of the Earth (109)
Pnicll-Ha5sa . . .12-22
Trapped by Boston Blackle
Morris-Lane
.
.
.4-14.
. .11-6.
.3-25. .
Two Blondes
and a Redhead (70)
Pfrte'--lvil"n
Wast
of Sonora
Starrctt-Barnettc . .9-29. . 2-12. .
Whlrlwl d RnHeri
Starrcll-Satinders . . .9-29.
.9-15. .
Wonan from Tangier, The (66)
J^icas-Dinne
Wreck of The Hosperui, Tho
carlur-White .. . .9-15. . .2-5.

EAGLE-LION
C'omplet<^ (27)
l!M7-48 Features
Completed ( 5)
Westerns

I, 1948

In Production (.3)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
LET'S LIVE A LITTLE
Drama — Started February 16
Cast: Hedy Lamarr, Robert Cummings.
Director: Richard Wallace
Producer: Eugene FrenUe
.^tory: VounB advcitisini; (jenius has breakdown attempting bUKiness deal
Willi ex-wife, goes to female psychiatrist. Result: triangle.
SHED NO TEARS (Equity Films)
Drama — Started February 16
Cast: Wallace Ford, June Vincent, Frank Albertson.
Director:(■ orpse.
Jean Yarbrough
Producer: Robert Frost
story: Married couple attempts life insurance fraud through use of wrons
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time Henreid-Bennett
Cit Deta'ls
Rel.
No. Re«.
Hollow Triiinuh
.2 16
*-uiVlfl-i:.ltl»
1947-48
Adventures of Casanova (83)
deCordova-Nash .... 5-12 ... .2-7 ... 812 2-2
Black Hills
Dean-Ates
5-12. . .9-27 851
Blonde Savage (61)
SherwoodErleson .... 7-7 .. 11-22 £07.. 10-13
Bory Me Dead (66)
0 Don ;ell Dan.tis . .4 14. . .9-20. .. .803. . .9-2^
Cheek Your Gons (55)
Dean-Gatet
7-7... 1-24 853... 12-8
flose-iip
Baxter-Gllmore ....12-22
Cobra Strikes. The
Kyan-fraser 1-5 . .4-24. . . .820
Fnc*<anted V. Iley 'Ci
Curtis-G«ynne 9-1 3-27 . . . 817
Gentleman After Dark (76)
Uonlevy-H j|.kins . . ReiS'.ae. . .11-8 /35
tnen lor Danger (91)
Grey-Howard .... Foreign .. .&.13 802
Headin' For Heaven (71)
Erwin-Farrell 8-4... 1-17 810 1-5
It's Maiiw
SkiUar Wkalan i l2
..Inda Be Good (67)
Hubbard Knox
7-21 1-3 808. .13-27
Lo.e From * Sirangtr
S'dnev-Hodiak 3-17.. 11-15 .. 806... 12-8
ManDetafromIs onder
Texas
Craig-Bari
5-26.
10-18 . . 815
title: A Taxas Sttry
Man in the Iron Mask (110)
Hayward Bennett . Reissae . . . 11-8 735
Mickey (C)
Ptti r Goodwin ... 11-10
Noose Hangs High, The
Abiott Costello . 11-24 .4-27 ... 819
Northwest
StamgeOe
Les.ie-Craig
7-21... 1-17
De ails onder title: Wild Conqaast
Open Secret (70)
Ireland Randolrh ... .9-1. . .2-15. .813 . .2-16
Out of fhe BUc (91)
Brcnt-Mayu
3-3... 9-27.
.801 9-1
Prairie Outlaw
Dran-Ho t
11-10
RampagMitchell Long
12 2210-25 . .
RawDetails
Deal
O'Keet.-Tre or
11-24
under title: Corkscrew Alley .tin-Tin
Tin. Woods .9-16, 11-10 .755
Return of Rln-Tln-Tln. Tfcg (V) (65)
LaRiie-St.
John
Retorn of the I ash (59)
. .804.
Scolt-Lynn . . .9-1. . . 4-3. . .818
Prelude
to
Night
.12-8
.3-27.
.
Reis:ne
Details under title:
12-8
.11-29. . 848 12-22
Seen Si:iners (86)
. Dean-Ates
Dietr c!i-Wcyne
.
.852.
Shadow
Valley
(58)
.1-31.
.
.
Foreign.
Smugglers. Th: (8^)
. .811.
Redgrave-Kent
Bey-Pari
.849
Spiritoalist.
. 1-19
Sutter's
Gold The(93). . .
.O'Kee-e
. .2-2
..
.Arnold
Reissue.
. . . 3-27
T-Men (il)
.
Foreign
.814 .12-22
,rc in -nyai .. ...7-21. .1-10. . . . . .839.
ryt-W:i!iams
Take
My
Life
(85)
lainaro- too u<
. .2-28. .
.2-21.
.Oe:n-Holt
Tornado Range (56)
.11-15. . . .854 11-24
*h.spcring City (S2)
. . .9-1.
. .805.
, Lukas-Uantii.c
FILM

CLASSICS

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BLONDE ICE
Melodrama — Started February 9
Cast: Robert Paige. Leslie Brooks, Russ Vincent.
Director: Jack Bernhard
Producer: Martin Mooney
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
194V-4? Features

Completed (32)
In Production (3)
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
ritlo— laallif TIBO
Cait Octalb lai.
Julia
("arvn-Pld-ton 1-19
SouthernMisbehaves
Yankee
Skelton-Dahl
2-2
Three Musketeers (T)
Torner-Keily 2-16
1947-48
Alias The Gentleman (74)
Beery-Patrick 5-13. . . Mar 818. . .2-16
Armlo Affilr. Tha (87)
Hodlab-eiirord 8-6...ie*t 803... 2-17
B. F'l Diaghtar
Stanwyck-HcBin 9-29
Blf
City,
Tha
O'Brlen-Morphy
C«»s TImberlane (119)
Tracy-Torner 10-27
5-12 Jaa 813.. 11-10
Bride
Goes
Wild.
Tha
Johnson-Allyson 7-7 Mar 819
Details inder title: VIrtiNi
Data With Jody, A
Baery-Powoll 1-5
FILM

BULLETIN

Otsire Me '91)
Ganon-Hart
4-1... Oct.
.9-29
Dttilli •r.tier title A W«ati (t My Owl
Emter Piirai*.
Astaire-Crland 12-8
Gone With the Wind (T)
Gatle-Le:gh Reissue
9-30. Oet .810 .12-22
Gvoit News (T) (95)
3.3I
Stmi Dalpkli ttrm
Turner-Hellln
. .811
D«taiii indir lltit: Tlit ttnmu Tnm
.815.
.7^7. .
Hl(b Wall, Th«
Taylor Tolter
.9-15.
Hometomlnj
Gable-Turner
6-9 . ..
If WiPter Comei (S7)
Pldse^n-Kwr ...
814 . . .1-5
.6-23
. ..Jan
Killer McCoy (103)
«ooncj-E. Taylor
Dee . . 809 . 10-27
Linry Llaer (T)
Brent-Silford 9-1.
Klulai Bandit, The (T)
Sinatra Grayjan 5-26. . ,
Master
Gwann-Leigh 9-29..,
Detailsof Lassie
BKitr tl le: H III tf Home
Merton
the Wish
MofieiYea
(82)
ElMton O'Frl n ..6-23
9-2.. Oct. .805. . .7-21
Ob
An of
Island
Wllliami-tawterd
"rat*. Tk« (T)
Sarland-Kelly 3-3..
S<arth, The
Clift-MacMahon
.11-25. Oct 834
Saai of Li>i, A ill9i
Hepharn-Henreid
S»ii| el The Thin Man (86)
Poweii-Loy ... . . .2-3. Sept 8J1. . .6- 1
laaaier Nollday
Reoncv-OeHaiea
.8-4
State Of The Union
Tracy-Heoborn
.10-13
. 7-» .Feb
. .816 . .1-13
Tenth A«e»ioe Atnel (76)
0 Brien-Morrhy 4-1. .Nr».
This Time far Keens <T) (105)
Wl llams-Meletiiof . 8-6
803 1 -13
. Mar. ...817.
. .2-13
Three
Daring
Details
gnderDaughte-s
title: The (T)Birds(115)
and the Bees IMacDonald-lturbi .11-25
Sept. . .802 8-1
■allnlshed
Danee.
The
(T)
(101)
O'Brlei-Charisse
7-22.
•ttalli tadar title: ■tnarlii
MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (17)
Completed ( 4)

In Productron (0)
In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETEn
1947-48
Rel.
No.
Title— Ranning Time
Cast Deta.'h
*iif*ls' Alley
Goreey-Gray 11-24 .3-7.
Released(66)
o-lglnally onder title: When Strangers
•atrayed
Mitehum Marry
Hinter ..Relssie. 12-27. . .4706.
Ca»ros Sleuth
Stewa t-Pre Isser . 12-8 .3-21.
Books of New Orleans (70)
Winters-Young ... 11-24
Flfbtlng Mad (75)
Errol-Kirk«ood 9-15 . .2-7. 4769!
Details onder title: A Palooka Named Joe
French Leave
Cooper-Cugan 2-2.
Details under title: Kilroy On Deck
Hl(h Tide (72)
Tmcv-C'stle 3-31 10-11... 4701.. 10-13
I Wouldn't Be in Your Shoes
Castle-Knox 2-16 . 1-10... 4704..!
Jl*« and Maggie In Society (66)
Vule-Riano
9-29.
JlPx Money
Goreey-Caldwell .. .1-19
Joe Palooka In the Knoekoot (72)
Kirkwood-Knsx 5-26. 10- 18. ..4702... 9-15
Details onder title: A Gey Named Palooka
iK'il'-iina
Pavls-Linilsay 2-16.
3-3. . .11-1. . .4703. . .9-15
Murder by (Ift
Alphabet
Winters-Best
)i-14 . ............ .
Oklahoma Blues
Wakeley-Belmont ...1-19. ..1-31.
Overland Trails (58)
Brown-Belmont ...11-24 .2-14. .. .4751
Porlloos Waters (66)
Castle-L4>ng 9-1. 2-21. . .4707
.4705
Ro<ky (76)
McDowall-Barrier
.8 18
Roso of the Rio Grande (60)
carroil-Mo* ta . Reissce 2-28 .4^10
.627 1-5
Smart Follfits (68)
Prelsser-Stewart ...9-15. . . .1-3.. .. .. .686
Song of The Orlft°r (53)
Wakely-ro'»s 11-10. .3.1-1728
Thunder On the Bangs
Brown-Hafton 2 2.
ALLIED ARTISTS
Black Gold (C) (92)
Oninn-DcMI|!e 12-23. . .'"-16 2. . .7-21
Pangster, The (86)
Sollivan-Btlita 2-17. .ll-?2 3. .11-10
Hinted. The (85)
Belita-Foster 4-14. . . .4-7 6
.4-19 1...2-I;
It Hap-aaed to Fifth Afene (113)
Sfwm-OeFere
5
Piahaodle (84)
Cameron-Downs .. .9-29. .. .2-22
Smart Woman (SO)
Bennctt-Aherne ...10-27. .^.-JO 7
Song of My Heart (89)
5und trom-Long 2-3. . .1-31 4. .11-24
Details inder title: Tragla SyapkaBy
12-8. . .5-33.
.8.
Tenderfoot, The
A^bert-Sto.-ra
PARAMOUNT
1947-48 Features

Completed (29)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ISNT IT ROMANTIC?
Comedy — Started February 23
Cast: Veronica Lake, Patric Knov/les, Mona Freeman, Mary
Hatcher, Billy de Wolfe.
Director: Daniel Dare
Producer: Norman McLeod
story: Problems of southern gentleman with three unpredictable daughters
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
No.
Rel.
Title— Rannlng Time
Cast Details
Rev.
Abigail, Dear Heart
Rains. Heodrix
2-2..
Disaster
Denning-MarshaM ...2-16..
Foreign Affair, A
Arthur-Lond-Dletrlch 12-22.
Sorry, Wrong Number
Stanwyck-Lancaster ..2-2..
1947-48
COMPLETED
Adventare Island (C) (67)
Calhoon-Flening .. .9-30. .10-10. . .4702. 8 18
AJbernuertioe (C) (90)
Seott-Britton 3-3. . . 2-20 ... 4709 .
. 2-2
Big Town
Clock, After
The Dark
(95)
Kllland-O'Suliivan
4-9.... .4706.
4713. .. .2-2
Big
(70)
Reed-Brooks . 3-17
5-26. .12-12.
Big Town Scaadal
Reed-Brooki 6-23 .4711. 11-24
Caged Fory
Denning-Ryan 9-29.. . 3-5. .4720.
Csnneetlcot Yankee, A (T)
Crosby-Fontaine . . 6-24 ... .7-2 .
Dream Girl
Hattaa-Carey 3-12 . . .3-1
Eaparar Wtlti. Tt* (T)
Craiky-Faatalia M4
fialden Earrlngi (95)
Mllland-Dlatrleh .. .8-19. .10-31. . .4703 9-1
MARCH

1, 1948

Halter's Castle
Hazard
I Walk
DeUlli Alone
eadet(£9)
title: Daa«laai
Mr. Details
Reekless
onder title: Hard To Kill
My Swn Tree Lme
Long,
The
Nigiit Grey
Ha> ALine,T aosanil
Eyee
Paleface. The (Ti
Road To Rio (100)
Ehacgy (C)
Saigon (i4)
Sainted Sitters
So ErII My Love
Soepd To Spare
Unca qoe^ed (T) (146)
Waterfront At Vidnhht
Where There's Life (75)
Whispering Smith (T)
Wild Harvest (92)

.4718
.5-28 .. .4716
Ma'.on-Kerr Foreign. .6-18.
3-1
Goddard-Carey .11-10 .1-16.
Lantasler-Scutt ...12-23.
.4,08..
12-22
.11-10. .3-26. .4712.
Eythe-Britton
Doa lis-CaWert
. 7-7.
'add-RO'd
.. . .. .9-29.
Buk.nsoo Rasieli
ho e-Kus»ll
. .8-18
. .7.7.
Tro bv-Ho « ..
Joyce-Shayne. .1-6. .611. , . .4 07. .11-24
.4710. . .2-16
.471-'
Ltdd Lake 12-9 .12
. . . 4 ■30. . .4.15. . .
Lake CaulncI J-Fi;z:erald 10 27.3-12
■ i lani- l«.id . "■-26
Arlen-Rogers 10-27. .5-14 .4715
.470>. . .9-29
1 or>r er Co dird .. R-)9 .6-25. , .4719
Garran-Hcg'ies . .12-8.. .U-ii..
. .47U4. .10-13
hoiit H so
4 Id
Ladd-Marshali 4 28. .9-26. . .4701. . .8-18
Ladd-Lamour 9-16

RELEASE CHART
— 1947-48 —
REISSUE
Ti.le — Running Time
Cast Details
Alias Mory Dow (66)
MiUai d-E lers Rcl.
Arcentine Nights
Ritz Bros.-Andrews Sis
Bl.ick Cat, The (72)
Ladd-Pathbonc
Oct.
Black Friday (71)
Karloff- Logos!
Cct.
Butch Minds the Baby (77)
Bruce-Crawford
Nov.
Ex-Champ (72)
McLaglen-Brown
Ghost of Frankenstein (67)
CKaney-Ankers
Jan.
Give Us Wings (62)
l.T. Guys D.E. Khs
freen Hell (87)
Fai ba -ks-Bennctt
Dec.
Hellzapo;pin
Olscn-Johnson
Invisible Man, The (71)
Ralis-Sti-art
D c.
Invisible Man Returns (81)
Priee-Hardwicke
Dec.
Lady From Cheyenne (89)
f oung-Prcston
fept
Sept.
Dmne-Knowlcs
Lady In a Jam (85)
Ma-.
Kit's
L.T.
Guy In(83)
Tough Guys
Little
Little Tough
Society (73)
tit leGrys-D.E.
Tough Guys
Mar.
-owell
Blonb(ll(78)
Wife
Model
Chaney-Carr-iiine Feb.
Mommy's Ghost (65)
Feb.
Foran-Chaney
Mummy's Tomb (61)
Wayne-Oietrich-Scott Dec.
Pittsburgh (91)
Jan.
Brnnttt Cra-fo d
Sin Town (74)
Chan-y-A!!britton J:n.
Son of Dracola (80)
Feb.
ster
Bicl;ford-Fo
(78)
The
Storm.
Nov.
Crawford-Gwynne
Tight Shoes (69)
rr
Don- e-CovE.Kids
(92)
Comes (71)
Tomorrow
When
L.T.Go:s-D.
Tough
So
Not
You're
REPUBLIC
1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (16)
Completed ( 7)
Completed ( 2)

. .736.
.No.1129 .
.1 ^6. Rev.
. .926.
.1217.
.1212.
.1055.
. 623 .
. 1017
..1121.
1029 .
.1208.
..917.
929.
.1124.
..1246.
1344 .
.1270.
.12
.924.6.
.1063.
. . 4S.
.19=;.
.113").

In Production (2)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ALC.\TRAZ PRISON TRAIN
Prison Drama — Started February 13
Cast: Wm. Phipps, Don Barry, Janet Martin.
Producer: Lou Brock
Director: Phil Ford
being transferred.
while
pi-i.<Joners
federal
of
escape
story: Attempted
Entire action take.s place in train.
DAREiDEVILS OF THE SKY
Drama — Started February 18
Cast: Robert Livingston, James Card-well, Mae Clark, Grant
Withers.
Producer: Stephen Auer
Director: George Blair
story; Struggle of a small airline to ex!';t in competition with monopoly.
RELEASE CHART
Rev.
COMPLETED
1947-48
Title — Running Time
Cast Details Rel. - .712.
Bandits of Dark Canyon
l->ni. Waller
12-15.
-9. .
Bill and Coo (Tr.) (61)
Burton's Birds
.12-22.
. . .4-1. . No.
.1-5
2-16.
BoldDetails
Frontiersman
Lane-Waller
under title: Cimarron Trails
.3-15.
California Firebrand
Hal'-Boolh ... , .10-13.
rump'is Honevmnnn
Crane-Wilde . . .10 13. . .21. .. .703.
.6^4.
.792.
Carson City Raiders
Lanc-Waller
.10-27.
,
Dangers of The Canadian Mounted
Bannon-Belmont
.7;>1.
G-Men Never Forget (Serial)
IHoo-e-Am«s
.8-4.
Gallant Legion. The
Elliott-Booth . . 9-15
1-5. .4-5.
12-22
Heart of Virginia
Martin-Lowery
I, Jane Doe
H"SS»y-Carroll .. .11-24. .3-14. .703.
Inside
Story.
Details
underThe
title: End Of the Rainbow H«nt-Lundlgan
It's a Grand Old Nag (Tr.)
fa-toon Feat"re
. .12 8. . .315.
Lightsin' in the Forest
Roberts-Douglas
12-20. . . .706.
Macbeth
Wellej-Nolm . . . . .7-7
. . .7';i.
Madonna
of
The
De«ert
CastleRoberts
.11-10.
.
.2-23
MMn Street Kid, The
Pearte-Martin . . .9-29 1-1 704.
. . .1-5 701.
Moon-ise
Clark-Russell . . .11-24.
. .2-22 753.
Okl-ihoma Badlands
Lane-Coles . . . .
, .10-13 '.75i'.'.i0Old
El'ion McLeod
i3
R'd Los
Pony.An-elpi
The 'Tl
Loy-Mlteliem
6-9
Secret Service Investigator
Bridges-Roberts 2-16
.702
Slippy McGee
Barry-Evans 9-1... 1-15.
Under California Stars (Tr.)
Rogr<fs-Frazc« 11-24
Wild Frmtlef. The
Lane-Holt
5-12... 10-1.
21

RKO
1947-48 Features

RADI

0>

Completed (44)

In Produetion (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE LONG DENIAL
Drama — Started February 16
Cast: Maureen O'Hara, Melvyn Douglas, Bill Williams.
Director: Nicholas Ray
Producer: Herman Mankiewicz
Story: Radio singer loses voice and discovers young protese who becoir.ea
lier alter ego.
BLOOD ON THE MOON
Western — Started February 16
Cast: Robert Mitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes, Robert Preston,
Director: Robert Wise
Producer: Theron Warth
Story: Covvpiincher
outfit, falls for daughter of owner, then discovers l)oss tojoinsbe crooked.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast
Details
Kel.
No. Rev.
Boy Wilh Green Hair (T)
O'Brien-Ryan
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. ONE
Bachelor and The Cebby-Soxcr. The (94) .. .Grant-Lay
8-6
801. . .6 9
Cresstlre (86)
Veent-Mi:choni 3-17
802.
Riffraff 180)
O Brim-St zak
6-24
803. . .7.7
Seven Kpyi to Balduate (66)
Ten7-White
11-25
804.
Under tde Te'te Rla (61)
Helt-Leslle 1-20
803. .. .6-9
.6-9
BLOCK NO. TWO
11
. .6-924
Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome (65)
Byrri-Karlefl 4-14
8C9. 11-21
Night Song (102)
Aadrtws-tberoa 4-14
806.
Details under title: Memory «( Lo«e
11-24
Out of the Past (97)
Mltchen-Greer
810. 11-10
So Well Remembered (114)
Stetl-mils
807.
Wild Horse Mesa (60)
Mel. -Leslie
8-4
808. 11-24
NOT DKSIGNATED
Arizona Ranger, The
fa't-Les'ie 11-10
Birlin Express
Obe'en-RKan
9-1
Fighting Fither Dunne
O'Brien- Deli
3-31
Fort Apache
Fcnda-Temple 8-18
Details under title: War Party
Good Sam
Coot r Sheridan ....8-18
Guns of Wrath
Ho.t-Ltslij 12-22
.2-16
I Remember Mama
Ooiine-HenioUa 6-9
if You Knew Susie (90)
Canter-Oa»is 1-20
Indian Summer
Knox-Sithtrn
Joan of Arc
Bcrjman- Ferrer ....10-13
Mae Anaut Town
Cheraller-Derrler ..Ftrelfl
Miracle of The Belis The
MaeMe r » Valll 8-4
Mr. Joserh Young of Africa
lobnson-ArmitroBg 1-5
Mystery In Mexico
Lundijan-White ...10-13
rear). The
IHartioes-Aniiendarii Ferelia
Race Strpft
Raft- Ma well
9-1
Rachel and the Stranger
Voini Helden
9-1
Details u'der title: Rachel
Return of the Badman
SroM-Wtiite
Roeghshod
Stcrl'm-Grahaae . 7-7
Station West
PT»;'I-Greer
farzan a-'d the Mermaids
Weissmnller-Jeyei ....8-4 ,
Tycoon IT)
Wayne-Day
2-3
Under Arizona Sides
Helt-Leslie
9-1
Veivpt Tovrh The
Poweli-Cenn 10-13 . 2-8
Western Heritage (60)
Holt-Leslif
2-16
Window, The
Hale-Kennedy 11-24
Your Red Wagon
O'Donae'l-Graagcr 7-7
SPECIALS
Bishop's Wife, The (109)
Grant-Youna 3-17
11-2-1
Fugitive, The (104)
Fonda-Del Rio
1-6
11-10
Fun and Fancy Free (73)
Disney Cartoan Featirr
891,... 9-1
Leng Night, The (101)
Ftada-Bel Geddes ...9-16 861 6-9
Magic Town (103)
Stewart-Wyman 11-25
862 ... 6-9
Mourning Becomes Electra (172)
Rissell-Redtra«e ....4-14
11-24
Secret Life of Walter MItty (T) (105) Kaye-Maye
4-29
851... 7-21
Song Is Born, A (T)
Kaye-Mayo
8-4
Details ender title: That's Life
REISSUES
Bainbi (70)
Disney Cartoon Featere 2-1
Gun Law (60)
O'Brien-Ochman
10-3
Border G-Man (60)
0'Bri-n-J»hiiston 11-14
Lawless Valley (60)
O'Brien -Sutton
1-30
Painted Desert (60)
O'Brien- Johnston
12-19
Troubic In Sundown (60)
O'Bricn-Whitiey
3-2
SPECIALS
Sett Yean of Our Lives. The (172)
tnr-Mefch
4-29
751.,
It's A Wonderful Life (129)
Stiwart-Reed 4-29
781, , 12-23
toni of the Sooth (T) (94)
Disney Cartean Featir*
791. ,12-9
SInbad Thi Sailor (T) (ll7)
FaWanks-O'Hara 3-4
762, ..11-11
,1-20
SCREEN
1947-48 Features

GUILD

C!ompIeted (9)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
No. Rev.
Title—
Binning
Tine
Cast Data'ls 9-20..
Rel. . .X.2
Boy! What a Girl! (69)
■cfre Cast
Bernini Croit, The (78)
Danltlt-PaMra 6-9. .10-11.. .4704
Dragnet (73)
Wllcauan-Briaa .. .4-2a. .10-25. . .4703
HellywNd
Barn
Dance
(63)
Tikk-lrrlnt
3-31. . .6-21. . .4701
Details inder title: Wiitari tu* Dum

X-3
Killer Dill (71)
Cwynne-A ber son . . .3-31. . .9-13 . .4702.
Miracle In Haricm (71)
Stepin Fetchit
2-28 .4:06.
Road to the Big House (72)
ih I on Doran
12-27 .. .4708.
.4705.
Prairie,
Th5
(80)
Aubert-Baxler
3-13..
TrailDetails
of theunderMoontlsi
(42)
Hayden-Holi
3-29
...
2-21
.
,
litis: Law of the Mooatlet
.4707.
Where the North Begins (41)
Hayden-Hcit
12-13 .
HOPALONG CASSIDY REISSUES
.HCOe.
.HC07.
...,3-15..
Restler'iTrillVallry
Boyd-Nayden
Tenas
(59) <60)
..
Beyd-Hayden
4-12.. , H(;09
Partaeri el the Plains (71)
Buyd-Hayden
4-26 .HCIO.
.6-14.
Casild> el Bar 20 ( 59)
Euyd H«y«en
5-10. .HC12.
.7-19 ,HC11,
Heart ol Arizona (68)
boyd-Haytin
. HC15.
Bai 20 Jestlet <65)
Boyd-Hayden
Frontiersman.
The
Boyd-Hayden
HC16.
.Hi,13.
Sunset
Trail
Boyd-Hayden
.11-25
HC14.
. 11-8 HC17.
Pride
of
the
West
BoyJ-Hayden
In Old Mexico
Boyd Hayden
Silver on the Sage
Coyd Hayden
. .4-10
. .1-3 .HC18
Renegade Trail
Boyd-Hayden
. .3-6
. . .2-7
SELZNICK
Features

—

S.

Completed ( 5)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Petals Rel. No.
Title — Running Time
Cast
. ..Kelssoe
3-19. . .4-17
Diel In the Sen (T) (138)
Jen'S-Cettfn
Rev.
.10-13 .4-14
Intermezzo
(70)
Hergman-Howard
Mr. Blandlngs Builds HU Dream Hease . . . Grant-Loy . . . . . .12-23
Paradine Case, The (132)
fodd-Peck . . . ....3-3.. 1-13
-FOX
Portrait et Jenny
Mtten-Jenn ..
1
CENTUR
1948 Features
^Oth
1

Y

Completed (11)

In Production (.5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
UNFAITHFULLY YOURS
Comedy — Started February 18
Cast: Rex Harrison, Linda Darnell, Rudy Vailee.
Producer-Director: Preston Sturges
Story: English symphony conductor marries American girl, becomes suspicious of her wlien away. Has usual Sturges twist.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel. N
Apartment for Pefljy
Crain-Holden 1-19
rower-Baxter Z-16
Men
of LittleRome.
For Fear
Law
and Martin
1-5
Details
under title: TheThe
Chair for MartinIMatore-Conti
Rome
Street With No Name, The
Stevens-Lawrence ....1-5

Re«.

1947-48
Boomerang (88)
Andrewj-Wyatl 9-30... Feb 704.
Brasher Ooobloon. Thi (72)
Mont|omery-Giilid ... 7-22. .. Feb 707, . .2-3
Call Northside 777 (111)
St;wart-Walker .. .. 10-13 ... Feb 8C5 .2-17
Captain From Castile (T) (140)
Powers-Peters 12-9. . .Jan .., .801 .
Carnival In Costa RIci (T) (95)
Haymes-Holm 4-29... Apr 710. .2 16
Challenge. The (68)
Conway-Vincent .. .11-24 ... Mar. .. .807 . .3-31
.12-8
Daisy Kenyon (99)
Crawford-Andrews 7-7... Doc 731. • 2-2
Deep Waters
Andrews-Peters ....1013 .12-8
Escape
Harrison-C>mm:ns ...9-16
Forever Amter (T) (140)
Darnell-Wilde 11-11,,. Oct 733.. 10-27
Foxes of Harrow, The (118)
Harrison O'Hara 4-28,.. Oct 729,,, 9-23
FuryDetails
at Furnace
under tiCreelt
la: Ballad of Furnace Creelt Matore-Gray 9-15 11-24
Gentleman's Aireemcnt (118)
Peck-McGoire 6-9... Mar 8C6,
Ghost and Mrs. Moir, The (104)
Harrlson-Tlerney 12-9... May 715. .5.26
Give My Regards to Broadway (T)
Guild-Daley 5-12
Green Grass of Wyoming (T)
Cummins-Coburn . . . .6-23
HMiestrstih (T) (96)
Wildi-O'Hara 7-22... Il«y 713... 4-28
Ideal Husband, An (T) (96)
Goddard-Wilding
Mar 809
Iron Curtain, The
Andrcws-Tlemey
, .12-8. .
Miracle
34fh title:
StreetBig(96)
Payne-O'Hara . . .12-9. . .June,
,Ao|, .718... 5-12
Detailson inder
Heart
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now (T) (104) Haver-Stevens ,, . . .8-6.
.723. . .6-23
..3-31..
Kiss of Death (99)
Mature-Donlevy
.725
9-1
Sept,
.712. . .2-17
Lati George Apley, The (98)
Colman-Cummlns , , . ,7-8, .Nov.
, Apr, .813
Let's Live Again (67)
Emery-Brooks 11-24,,
,646. .10-28
Margie (T) (94)
Cralne-Tonng 2-18, Apr. . .812
Meet Me at Dawn (81)
Eythe-Court
.Apr. .
.Jme.
Mess Rose (82)
Cimnlns-Matire
. .717. , . .6-9
Mother Wore Tights (107)
Grable-Dailey 11-11,, .Sept.
.III.
9-1
Nightmare Alley (111)
Power-Blordeil 6-9. , .Oct. .724
.730. .10-13
Raier's Edie, The (14«)
Power-Tlerney 4-15. ., Apr, .701..11-t5
.714... 4-14
San Dometris. Lendon (76)
Fitzurald-Yeeni ..Ferel|«..
.811
Scudda Hco! Scndda Hay! (T)
Haver-McCallister ,,,3-17,. Apr, .810.
Younq-B'Hara 11-10..
(84)
Sitting Pretty
Scudda
Hoo! Scadda
Hay! (T) (95) Srable-Haymes
12-10. .Ju. .703....1-6
Snake Pit, The
deHa»llland-Genn ....8-4
Tender Years. The (81)
Brewn-Hotchlnson 9-1,,, Jan 803... 12-8
That Lady in Ermine (T)
Grable-Fairbanlu .,,11-10
Details under title: This Is the Moment
FILM

BULLETIN

Thirleen Lead Soldiers
13 IM Ma<iUlRi (95)
Thunder
In the title
ValleyBek,
(T) Sm(103)
Rn. inder
of BaMla
Walls of Jerleho
You Wert Meant for Me (91)
REISSUES
Aliiander'i Raitlai land (10<)
Drums Alonj the Mohawk (103)
Grapes of Wrath (128)
Htw Green Was Hy Valley (118)
L« MIserabiM (105)
Mark of Zorro (93)
Staalty and Llvlartini (101)
Swamp Water (90)
Tobateo
Road (84)
Waitofn Unloe
(95)

Conway-Wescott . . .12-22 . . Apr.
Caency-Annabdia 6-10... Jan.
Garner- MeCalliiter .. .7-22. . .Nov.
WlHe-Oarnell 11-10
Crain-Dailey
9-15 Feb.

P««ef-Fay«
Mar.
Colbert-Fonda
Oct.
Fonda- Darnell
D«.
PI<g«on-0 Hara
Sept.
March-Laifhtan
Jan..
Power-Darnell
Oct.
Traey-Creane
Jan..
Brennan- Huston
Sent.
Tie-n
y-Andrewj
Oet.
Yauni-Sectt
Jint.
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arthur Takes Over
Col'ler-Cowrn 12-22
■atklash (66)
Tra»li-Ro»»n 9-30 ... Mat .
Crinsan
(76)
Tay'or-Dowling
DangerousKeyYears.
The (62)
Halop-Todd3-31... Jaly.
Feb.
Half-Past Midnight (69)
Taylor-Knudsen ... 11-24 ... Mar .
Invisible Wall, The (73)
Castle-Christlne 6-9... Oet.
Jfwtis af ■nn4(abarf (6<)
Travls-Chairal
May.
Roses Are Bed (67)
Castle-Knudson 6-23... Det.
Socond Chanct (62)
Taylor. Carrie
Sept.
Itrtua Jaaraait (65)
Kelly-Maisen 5-27... Fab.
Dafalli aUir titit: Fllikt Ta Paradlst
UNITED

814. ..
.702.

.1-6

.802 2-2
.709...
.741...
.745...
.727. . .
.704. . .
.740. . .
.705. . .
.728. . .
.744...
.719...
711
.722.
.804. . . .7-7
..12-22
.2-16
808.
732.
716. . 10-13
734.
.726. ..11-U
..7-21
.4.1<
708. . .9-16

ARTISTS
WARNER

1947-48 Features

Completed (28)
In Production (0)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); V8ng:uard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
BiU Boyd (BB) ; Preasburger (Psb) ; Rlpley-Monter (RM) ;
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg): Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selxnick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser
(Les); Loew-Lewln (LL); Eagle-Lion (OFD); Oagney (Cgy);
Bronston (Bm) ; ChapUn (Chn); Enterprise (Ent) ; Hughes
(Hgs); Comet (Com).

1947-48 Features

RELEASE CHART
1947-48
Rev.
No.
Details
TItIa— Rannlnp Time
Rel.
Cast
COMPLETED
3-48
Nab
Ent .
Ara af Trlaart
Bergman-Boyer . . .7-22. .
Mailei-Aamant . . . .3 3. .
Uliatli
Ent
.
lady and Soal (104)
CaMasai-Calvert
t:ld-Palmer , , , 1-20 .
...8-18
GFD
Christmas Evi (90)
Far. .
BB
Boyd -Brooks . . . .
Dead
Don't
Dream
BR
False Paradise
8-4
.Neb
Boyd-Brooks . . . .
9-1
BB
Heaven Only Knows (97)
Cimmlngs-Donlevy 12-23.
.
.
.For.
.
■•tnr » (T) (ii4)
Olivier-Newton
.9-47 lisGFD
. .. .4-29
Btyd-Waro
5-12
Happy's
Holiday (60)
Intrlpuo (90)
Raft- Havoc
1-!
Olsin-Jannsen , , . .9-30. .
Lalf Time (C)
R* . ,
Dttalls piidir Mlia. Intapandiatt Chart
Mad Wednesday (80)
.Sti , ..J.3
•4
.
Rev. under title Sin of Harold Otddlebock Lioyd-Walburn . . ..10-1.
Raft-Blonddi . . .
Man of Evil (90)
:gs . . , ,11-10
All-Star
.. .12-9.
■ haila Can Rappai, A
. Bag-Nat
. .8-5. 11-47
Personal Column
.11-11.
Sanden-Ball
.7-25. Smg .,, ,7-21
Details uRdar tItIt: Personal Column
Pitfall. The
Powcll-Sco'.t . . . . .2-2.
.U-L
.Hks .
Rod River
Wayne-Clift 11-47. . .
Roosevelt Story (80)
Docsmentary
.
.
.
Silent Conflict
Boyd-Brooks . . . . . .7-21.
BB
BB ..
Sleep My Love (97)
Boyd-Brooks . . .
9-1.
ri
Celb'rt-Cammlnis . 6-9
.1-19
Sioep IMy Love
,.7-7
So This Is New York
Morgan-Valiee . . 10-13 Ent
Stampede
Nks
Wayne-O'Sheridan .9-30 Cgy
Datalls andar titia: Red RIvar
Boyd-Clyde
9-1, . , BB
Strange Gamble
Madison-Lynn
..5-26
. . .2-16. . .
Texas, Brooklyn, and Heaven
Tlaie of Yaur LIfa, The
CajRey-Bendlx . ..8-19....
His
Vandatta
DeGeorie-Braeka
U N I V E R S A L - 1 N TE R NATIONAL
1947-48 Features

Completed (28)

In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE WONDERFUL RACE AT KIMROCK
Comedy — Started February 23
Cast: Donald O'Connor, Marjorie Main, Penny Edwards.
Director: George Sherman
Producer: Leonard Goldstein
story: Annual footrace between two rival towns.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Details
TItiA— Running Time
Cast
Brain of Frankenstein
Abbott-Costeilo . . . . .2-16. . Rel.
. . .2-2, .
Judge's Wife, The
Mareh-Eldredge ... .,,1-19..
Mr, Peabody and the Marmald
Powell-Blyth
. .2-16.
2-16, ,.
One Touch of Venus
Walker-Gardner
Saion Charm
Montgomery-Hayward
1947-48
All My Soni
Rsbinson-cbrlttlant .10-13..
Another Part of Tha Forest
Mareh-Blytb 11-10..
Are You With It
O'Connor-Sao Juan .11-24.,
MARCH

1, 1948

Beware of Pity (102)
Pa!mcr-ll.»e«
Forel,n
11-10
Black
Bartiinder
Hbhwaynian
(T)at BL«k Bart
DcGar:a-Dar>ea .,, , .6 23
Details
title: Adacatmi
Bush Christmas (70)
RaSerty Fcrasidc . Foreign
12-8
Casbah
DiCarla-Martla , . , .10-27
Captain Boycott (S2)
Danat-Cranij ... Foreign . . .Jan 652. . .12-1
Double
(105)
CalBiaa-Hats* , . . . .6-23
1-13
DetailsLife,
anderA title:
InaalnallM
Exllo. The (95)
Fairkanlu-Woii'.ei . . , .5 12. . Nov. . . 630. .10 27
Holiday Camp (97)
Robsan-Prie: .... Foreign
2-13
H angry Hill (92)
Lackwaol-Mca . . . , ForeliR
.9-15 10-27
Letter From An Unknowa Watua
Fonlaina-Jaar^an
LostDetails
Moment,
Cumaiings-Haywartf . .3-31. . .Dec 626. .10-2?
anderThetitle:(89)
Tha LmI Lata
Naked City, The (S6)
FitsseraM-DiB . . . . .7-7
2-2
Nicholas Nlcklrby (94)
Hardwicka-Band , .12-22
Foreign
11-24
Man- Eaters of Komaeo
Saba-Pafe
Pirates of Mo-.teroy (T) (77)
llantei-C«eron .. , . .5-13. . Dec 632. .11-24
Ride the Pink Horse (101)
Montginery-Hendrix . .5-26. . Oct. . . .625. . .i-15
River Lady (T)
OeCarla-O.ntea , , . ..8-4
Secret Beyond the Door (99)
Bennett Ketffra.c
Feb 12-22
1-19
Senator Was Indiscreet, Tba (81)
Po«ell-Ra:aes . . . .
7-7... Jan
6-23
Singapore (79)
MacM rray-Gardnar . .3-17.
. .Se.-t 622...8-1S
Tap Roots (T)
Heflin-Hayward
Tawny Pipit i81)
H les Jok.i
Fore in
9-15
Up In Central Park
Darbia-Hayaus . . . .10-13
Wistful Widow at Wafoa Gap OB, .. . .AMotI- asieile ... . .5 12 Oet
10-13
Woman's
(S6)
1-5
Details Vengeance,
under title:A Tba
Martal Coil Boyer-Blytb . . .8-4 Feb

No.

Rav.

BROTHERS
Completod (2S)

In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DAMES DONT TAUC
Mystery Drama — Started February 13
Cast: Virginia Mayo, Bruce Bennett, Robert Hutton.
Director: Richard Bare
Producer: Saul Elkins
Story: Night club sinser becomes involved with law.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Raniriag TiiM
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Adventures of Don Juan (1)
Flyaa-LMfan 10-27
John Loves Mary
Raagan-lai
2-2
Key Largo
Baqart-Batall 1-5
On" Last Fling
Sautb-seatt 2-16
One Sunday Aftcrnoan (T)
■argaa-Paife 2-16
Rope (T)
Stewart-Cbaadler 2-2
.1-10. .
COMPIJBTEa>
1947-48
.Reynalls-Hatten . . . .6-23. .
Always Together (78)
3-27. . . .713. . 12-22
Details under title: Law at FIfst Sl|bt
.
.9-15.
,
April Showers
Carsm-Sathera
. .719
.Norris-Ma)cwll ..
Big
Punch, The
DeepDetails
ander title: The Fifbtini Tcfrar Smith-Daaf!as
. . .2-2.
. .9-15.
.11-23. . .9-27. . . .703. . 11-10
.Bajart-Bacall
....
. .9-1. . . .701. .9-15
Clark-Laplaa . . . .10-14. . 11-22.
.11-26..
.Flyao-Lapiaa . . .
.717. . .2-16
Foreign. . . .3-6. . ...708.
Navard-Gray
. .8-4
I Became A Criminal (78)
Wyman-Ayrei
. . . . . . . . .9-15.
DanBe-Paarell
.
..4-15..
Life With Father (T>
. .702.
Palncr-Waaamakcr
My Details
Girl Tisa
(95)
.
under title: Efcr Tha BatlaalBi
. .6-9. . .2-7. , .715. 12-22
..9-1
My Wild Irish Rote (T)
Morgan-Kint . . . . .10-14. 12-27 . ,711. . .2-2
Lla«tan-BaWM
Romance in High C (1
Sliver River
Flyaa-Sberitaa
.Oaalt-Datb ...5-12.
Strange Meeting .... Wlatar ■aatlq
..10-13.
Details under title:
ThatDetalU
Hsgenunder
Girl title:
(83)
.Re«taa-Taai»la ..
...707, .10-2)
Manr Naiaa
...6-23. .11-1.
To The Victor
,
Martan-Lladfart . . .8-18.
,,,714. .1-19
Treasure of Sierra Madra (126) .
. . .3-31.
. .Bagart-Hastaa
Marfia-Cacaaa . . ...3-17. . .1-24.
Two Gays Fraai Texat (T)
...706.
Unsuspected, The (103)
, Raiu-CaaMald
rarker-Taaai ..
Voice of The Tartla (103)
2-3. .10-11.
. Parker-Raagaa
,..716. ..9-29
.
.2-21.
. . .3-3.
WanM la White, Tba
.. .10-14
Walllawer
...1-5
Whiplath
REISSUES
. .3-13. . . im. .
Adventures of Robin Htoi (102)
» ijr»B-ianaf iiiana Keissae.
Anthony Adverse (116)
Marcb-DeHavllland Reiitae, .12-13.. .709..
Bad Men of MIssaarl (71)
Hortan-Wynao ,..Relssae. ..10-4.. .704..
.710., .
Each Dawi) I Die (84)
Caiaey-Ban Raluaa. ..10.4., .705.
Jezebel (93)
Davi>-Faa4a Reissae .. 12-13 . .
Slight Case of Marier, A (SS>
BabiaiMi
ReUsae. .12-13. . .712.
REISSUES
Sea Hnk, Tha (109)
FlyM-Mai
Baliua. . .4-25. . .618..
Sea Waif, Tba (>7>
■aMnts-Uplaa . .Mmm. . .4-26. .
KUi'i Raw (127)
S»»liu-CiMlb|t lalttia. . .12-7. . .60t.
Wild Bill RIakaak Rl«aa (Tt)
■wiiW CitH . . .Relieia. ..U-7. .
3S
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IT
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THEBESTYEMS

THE

MOST

• • • now

HONORED

in its 2nd

MOTION

consecutive

year

PICTURE

in London,

IN

HISTORY

England*

THE

COMMAND
(the

PERFORMANCE

first American

• ••now
11th

in its 13th
week

film

in history

consecutive

in Boston

PICTURE
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to be

so

IN

ENGLAND

honored!)

week
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in Chicago.
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first Saturday
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it did

HOUSES

business
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its first 2 days were
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has been
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over
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and
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and without special promotion.
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hitting 60%
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star appearances
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in Springfield,
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Meanwhile,

at prelease World

report that beyond expectations y this sensational
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substantial

and

in every part of the country

the Victoria
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in these home

can

than "California",

product

"ALBUQUERQUE"

with special promotion

business

now
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Orleans,

St. Paul

and
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City, "ALBUQUERQUE"

its first date in the south, it beat "California"

by a
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strength it is showing
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spots reporting
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business.
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For over a week film shares on the stock
ma.-ket had been quivering like a nervous
bride. Every time Eric Johnstr^n smiled as
he exited from a conference with J. Harold
Wilson, Britain's president of the Board of
Trade, the movie stocks moved up. If he
looked glum, down they went.
FinaJly, last Thuiisda,y (11th) after a
tough ten d.?.ys of negotiations, the good
news came over the wires: the war between
His Majesty's Government and the American film industry had been called off. The
Britishcent adwould
droptaxtheon "confiscatory"
75 pervalorem,
American films,
the
Americans would lift retaliatory em.bargo on
their pictures to the Empire. The market
reflected a halt in the pessimism that psrvaded the industry these past seven months.
The armistice, a com.promise, of course,
is to be for four years (subject to review
after two).
In a series of all-night transatlantic phone

MPA'S JOHNSTON
Deal a credit to his efforts
conferences, Johnston obtained unanimous
approval from all members of the MPAA.
It was generally agreed that he had performed agood job despite the fact that one
Hollywood bigwig griped: "Only a moral
victory."
ABOUT 25 MILLION DOLLARS
An early, rough estimate was that the
settlement would mean somewhere in the
neighborhood of $25,000,000 in dollar revenue
to the American film companies, as well as
the use of another 25 millions to be spent
in England. To the dollar-starved British,
it spelled a new lease on life for their
ambitious, but totterinc^ (since the tax was
imposed), mov'o industry.
In past years, American distributors have
■Deen taking approximately 50 million dollars
nrc?pc

aw§d

Opinion

SEEIV

DDLLAB

March 15. 1948

VICTOBY

'A HELP' — N. M. SCHENCK
An official of Loew's, Inc. quoted
president Nicholas M. Schenck as saying about the British tax situation:
"Certainly the elimination of the
British tax has been a help. I believe
it will prove not only beneficial to the
American film industry but also to
the British industry itself. Financially
it has its obvious implications. From
an international point of view it removes the barrier in the free exchange of fihns between countries
which must promote international
understanding."
per year out of Britain. Under the terms
of the Johnston-Wilson deal, they will be
allowed to take 17 millions each year, plus
an amount equal to that earned by British
films in the U. S., its possessions and the
Philippines.
The latter provision is designed as an
incentive to encourage wider distribution
for British films in this country.
The "take" of pictures last year in this
country alone was $4,000,000. This amount
is expected to be increased under the incentive of the new agreement and, added
to the rentals from American possessions
and the Philippines, should raise the British
revenue enough to allow the Americans the
estimated 25 millions.
TO SPEND BALANCE IN BRITAIN
The agreement, which becomes formally
effective June 14, also provides that the
sterling earnings of American pictures
which cannot be remitted are to be spent
by the American companies in several ways:
— In activ'ties connected with British films
business and film people, such as production
by American companies in England, purchase of theatres there, payments to British
stars, writers, directors, buys, etc.
— Investments in allied fields in Britain,
like radio, television, recordings. This phase
will be supervised by a joint committee of
four in London, two British Government
representatives, two American film men.
— Other uses, details of which are being
worked out.
SOME OPPOSITION
While most of the negotiating was conducted between Johnston and Wilson, some
of the conferences included Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin, Chancellor of the Exchequer Sir Stafford Cripps and American
Ambassador Lewis W. Douglas.
The possibility that the House of Commons might upset the plan was minimized
by ofiicial sources. When it was announced
to the House on Thursday, several members
voiced the opinion that the dollars earmarked for American films could be better
used in the purchase of food or petrol, but
there appeared to be no danger of organized opposition.

Price-Fix Decisions
May Hit Majors, Ascap
Two decisions handed down by the U. S.
Supreme Court a week ago are certain to
give cold sweats to certain elements in the
movie industry. They were the rulings in
the Gypsum Case and the Electrical Case,
both of which dealt with licensing rights of
patent (or opyrig'bt) holders.
In the Gypsum Case, the Court decided
that the anti-trust laws were violated when
a group of patents were tied into one licensing agreement, under which the patent
holder and the licensed companies agreed
to fix prices. This was held, 8 to 0, to be a
conspiracy in restraint of trade.
In the other case, twelve manufacturers
of electrical devices were found to have
violated the Sherman Act by cross-licensing patent rights with each other and by
fixing prices for the patented products. Jusclared:tice Stanley Reed's majority opinion de"When patentees join in an agreement as
in this case to maintain prices on their sev-

ALLIED'S MYERS
Sees TOA as "conspirators"
eral products, that agreement, however advantageous it may be to stimulate the
broader use of the patents, is unlawful under fhe Sherman
MYERS
POINTS Act."
TO CONSPIRACIES
Alert to the significance of these decisions
in relation to pending film matters, Allied's
A. F. Myers promptly issued a bulletin
pointing out that they might be regarded
as straws in the wind. Reserving specific
comment until he had studied the rulings
fully, Myers was certain of one thing:
"The rulings will provoke on cheers in
major company circles." He also viewed the
decisions as "a blow to the music trust"-—
ASCAP. In Myers' opinion, "It appears certain under these rulings that a great copyriglit pool issuing uniform licenses at uni{Continued on Page 8)
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Shart

Subjects
By BARN

The repercussions of Hollywood's economy drive are really farreaching, it seems. We learn the heartrcndinj? news from the
Wall Street Journal that Hollywood's top-salaried stars an!
executives have been forced to cut their jewelry purchases to the
bone. A spokesman for the American Gem Society reported the
decline bepan last summer after the embargo on film shipments
to Britain, and by Christmas the gem salons catering to the
moguls, stars, directors, et al. felt the effects to the tune of a
50 per cent cut in previous Xmas sales. We knew it was tough
all over, but this — Gos^h!

A preacher's Invocation at the opening of the Mi-De-Ga Theatre
in Waverly, Tenn., so impressed Leonard Shea, Eagle Memphis
ibrancti manager, that he sent a copy of the prayer, offered by
Rev. F. F. Moore, Max E. Yoimgstein. vice-president in charge
of ad-publicity-exploitation who passed it on to us. Pastor
Moore'sgoodprayer
offered
a powerful
inestimable
value
relations
in the
communityexample
are to ofthe the
exhibitor,
describing the theatre as "an institution for the benefit of the
people" of the community and films as a "medium of escape from
the hard, difficult places of life to recreate ourselves" and as a
powerful educational force. "In this day of adverse criticism
towards our industry," .said Shea, "it is refreshing to see a man
of God thank an exhibitor for building a theatre in his community."

In one of the most super-stupendous, gigantic, colossal extravaganzas ever produced in Hollywood, fllmdom's bigwigs obediently
paid homage to a little lady who has given her all for Holl>-wood.
About 800 of the movie capital's greatest names gathered in the
Cocoanut Grove last week for a testimonial banquet to Louella
Parsons. Only a handful dared not (or weren't asked to) attend,
among them Clark Gable, Cary Grant and rival gossiper Hedda
Hopper. Louella's old boss, William Randolph Hearst, didn't
make it, either. But Sam Goldwyn, Joseph Schenck, Darryl Zanuck, L. B. Mayer and a lot of other big executives and stars were
pres<|nt and most articulate in paying tribute to jolly Lolly. By
the time all the gushing was over and the boneless squab picked
clean, Louella's turn at the mike was beclouded by a mist of
tears and benevolence. It was certainly
a spectacle to make
every myth of Hollywood's superlatives come to life.

M-G-M's top productions aren't going to collect dust on the shelves.
This was the verdict of the company's toppers, articulated by
V. p. sales head Win. F. Rodgers, after recent huddles on the
West Coast. Vowing not to withhold completed outstanding product for "new season" openings, Rodgers said
will
place "all available M-G-M product! in the handstheof company
at
the earliest possible moment," and forwith announcedexhibitors
11 features
for release between April 1 and August 30.
The line-up: A.pril— "State of the Union", "B. F. s Daughter" and
the Technicolor "Summer Holiday"; May — "Homecoming"
(Gable-Turner) and the Technicolor "The Pirate"; June — "Big
City" and "On An Island Wich You", another Technicolor titan;
July — two Technicolor musicals, "Easter Parade" and " A Date
with Judy", and August — "Julia Misbehaves" and "A Southern
Yankee".

The next six montlis will be the crisis period of the industry, Republic president Herbert J. Yates, Sr., predicts, and those who
can survive the purge of the current "economic storm" will
emerge "healthier and more successful than ever before." Yates
lectured the company's producers and directors on waste in
production and promised that Republic could not be accused of
this mal-de-movie.

The New Look in screen short subjects frowns on the long shorts,
demands briefer added fare, according to Oscar A. Morgan,
Paramount's shorts sales head. So the company's 1948-49 lineup
will consist of 70 one-reelers, including a jump in the cartoon
output to 30. and the Paramount News, but no more of those big,
two-reel Technicolor musicals. "Exhibitors in single bill terrisays Morgan, describing the trend to one-reelers, "state
they cantories,"build
a better balanced program, and in double bill
territories fit them more easily into their shows."
6

The Great Welsh Comics Books Drama, in which Bob Savini has
played a leading role, rolls on. The Astor prexy's generosity in
supplying 12-year-ol(l John Morris, Cardiff (Wales) schoolboy,
with the comic books he chose to forego in order to give the 43
cents the youngster had saved for them to the British Exchequer to save needed dollars, has reacl-.ed the ears of Sir Stafford Cripps, Mr. Attlee and other British government toppers.
The Cardiff (Wales) Herald picked it up, describing Savini as a
"film magnate who has spent a small fortune" in cables and
gifts to John. Wouldn't it be an idea to have young Master
Morris in a forthcoming A.stor film based on the incident?

Coincidental with Tschaikowsky musical, "Song of My Heart"
(Allied Artists), genial Nat Finstone called the press in for a
little conversational clambake. The producer talked about films
for television, depicting a rosy future for both mediums when
video succeeds in inducing the movie makers that it means them
no harm. A former music director for M-G-M and Paramount,
Finstone also talked about the importance of "integrating" music
into a picture, rather than using it merely as an occasional background.
Rep. Carroll D. Kearns and his House committee investigating the
Hollywood strike situation are getting swivel-necked following
the verbal brickbats hurled by parties to the fracas. Latest exchange is between lATSE head Richard F. Walsh and CSIT
chief Herbert K. Sorrell, the latter charging Walsh with taking
tainted lucre from the producers and convicted racketeers
Browne and Bioff, whereupon the lA chieftain hurled "vicious
lie" into Sorrell's teeth, adding the rebuttal that Sorrell's Allegations were designed to divert the public eye from "the mountain of evidence presented against him and from the sordid tale
of his lawless career and pro-Communist activities."
The toboggan is stiU the favorite vehicle for reporting net earnings. Columbia Pictures' estimated consolidated earnings statement for the 26 weeks ended Dec. 27, 1947, dipped to below half
of its estimated net for the comparative six months in 1946, despite a Federal tax drop of almost half a million dollars. Net for
the last 26-week period was estimated at $725, OCO, compared with
$1,560,000 for the 26 weeks ended Dec. 28, 1946. Earnings per
share of common stock was 90c on 638,352 shares outstanding on
Dec. 27, 1947; $2.20 on 622,782 outstanding Dec. 28, 1946.
Stockholders re-elected all directors of Universal Pictures Company, Inc. at the annual meeting ini Wilmington, Del., last week.
The renamed nabobs are Robert S. Benjamin, N. J. Blumberg,
Paul G. Brown, J. Cheever Cowdin, Preston Davie, Matthew Fox,
William J. German, John J. O'Connor, Ottavio Prochet, Charles
D. Prutzman, J. Arthur Rank; Budd Rogers, Daniel M. Sheaffer,
and G. I. Woodham-Smith.
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount vice- president in charge of distribution, announced the promotions of Albert M. Kane of Boston new assistant to Hugh Owen, Eastern and Southern Division
Sales Manager; and Harold Wirthwein assistant to George
Smith, Western Division Manager. Kane has been with Paramount since 1925, Wirthwein since 1928, their posts are newly
created.
Eagle Lion's sales realignment, announced by v. p. William J.
Heineman, distribution chief, gives Clair Hilgers, Southwestern
manager, Oklahoma City, Dallas, St. Louis, Des Moines and
Omaha; Grover Parson's Southern Territory has New Orleans,
Atlanta, Charlotte and Memphis; Ed Heiber's North-Central District, Chicago, Detroit, Indianapolis, Milwaukee and Minneapolis. Del Goodman's resignation as West Coast division heaxi
cleans up that post. A Pacific Coast district manager, sui>ervising L. A., 'Frisco, Seattle and Portland will be named soon.
Heineman also upped Gordon C. Craddock to Indianapolis
branch manager; Nelson Towler to the Atlanta branch; William
Feld, St. Louis branch, and Benjamin Lander as Minneapolis
office manager.
Harris Dudelson rejoined United Artists as Cleveland branch
manager.
Paramount's Chet Bell, Denver branch manager, died last Monday (8th) at Burbank, Calif., where he came on a leave of absence occasioned by his illness. A 25-year man with Paramount,
Bell is survived by his widow, Mrs. Lida Mae Bell, his parents,
and a sister, Mrs. E. P. Ketcham.
FILM
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^"^^ JOHN SUTTON • GEORGE TOBIAS • Produced by LEONARD PICKER • Directed by ROBERTO GAVALDON Screenplay by Crane Wilbur, Walter Bullock and Karen De Wolf • From a Story by Crane Wilbur

Trailers: Do They
Do Their Selling Job?
The doctors gathered in consultation and,
at great length, prescribed an assortment
of medicines, fifteen of them, no less, although it appears that the patient only suffers an occasional upset stomach from overindulgence in adjectives. Being sp;c'.alists,
they should have known better.
The patient was the movie trailer and
the medicos consisted of a group of theatie
circuitmen, operating under Leonard Go'denson, chief of the Paramount chnin. The 15
pills pres.cribed to improve the condition of
trailers Kfiust have s?emed a heavy overdose
to the average exhibitors, who has a healthy
regard for the strength of trailers as a
ticket-selling mediumi.
I>0'S & DON'TS
A few of the self-appointed Trail3r Committee's do's and don'ts made sense, others
didn't. They:
— Urged that trailers be made shorter.
National Screen's trailers average approxi300 feet. mately 200 feet; Warner's and Metro's about
— Suggested a short trailer for multiplechange theatres. With two n;ain titles, listing of cast, two or three scene clips and
selling copy, Trailermen say it would be
difficult to make them under 150 feet.
— Recommended that trailers should arouse
immediate interest, minimize superlatives,
cut stereotyped jnaterial, omit critics' comments. It is generally presumed that the advertising men who prepare them strive and
succeed quite well to make them as efrective as possible. They argue that superlatives, properly used, and praise by wellknown critics are valuable means of selling
the public.
— Advised against publicizing directors despite the fact that names like Hitchcock, De
MiUe, and the late Ernst Lubitsch have always been regarded as having real boxofiice
value.
— Asked that the use of costumes be avoided,
whenever possible. Quipped one ad man:
"The Johnston Office would never OK changing of costumes in front of an audience."

Price-Fix Decisions
^ (.i>iilini:i-ii jriiin l'iif(0 !)}
form rates amounts to a piice-flxing conAt the same time he tossed a hot coal
in the lap of TOA by noting that "anyone
spiracy."
who participates in such price-fixing is
If an guilty."
accessory to a conspiracy is a prinequally
cipal under our law, what of TOA's recent
price-fixing agreement with ASCAP? Myers
expects that t.here will be new lawsuits as
a result of the Supreme Court rulings and
he predicts "some new and very red faces"
among the defendants.
The decisions will probably be liberally
quoted
general
Monday by
(22) Aliied's
on the Lewis
bill counsel
to abolishnext
all
ASCAP charges to theatres.

41
WM. J. HEINEMAN
Kiis'"" I. ion's iiniiliict ion iliii'l aiiiioiiii'p I that
liis cooipan.v will ki> Io I'xliihiliiis. \\ Iid aiv
"tlK- Iti'sl jiiilui-s ill llic l>iisiii<-ss of ulial i< hovotlir*'" forpirtiireh.
Hu-ir advirc in the iirodiii'tiiin of (|iialit.v
hoxoHirc
— Deplored the use of controversial copy in
trailers on such films. The great success of
"Gentleman's Agreement" and "Crossfire"
was based on advertising the controversial
subject matter.
TR.4ILER TOP MEDIUM
Generally accepted as sound reconunendations were tViose against revealing too much
of the plot or too many of the best gags, and
against company advertising and tie-ins of
more than one picture.
The effectiveness of trailers as a sales
medium was demonstrated by a recent survey of "Woman's Home Companion" readers,
which showed this form of advertising topping all others, including newspapers, by a
wide margin.

TOA Sees Rosy Future
Votes Public Relations Job
Bulfeted and beset though it is today, the
industry looks like a good bet to go on to a
rosier future, Theatre Owners of America
directors, meeting in executive session in
Lo.'i Angeles last week, decided. TOA, however, felt that a certain amount of assistance from a public relations program
would further that future and Ted Gamble,
TOA president, was named to head a versatile program designed to counteract messy
public
relations. and good neighbor policy
An educational
v/as voted to spearhead the program. TOA
elected to conduct campaigns, nationally
and locally, to further movie-going, offset
mounting public opinion that 7-follywood's
product has gone to the dogs, and aid -Attorney General
Tom Clark's drive to combat juvenile
delinquency.
The directorate also voted to:
— Endorse plans for participation in the
Motion Picture Foundation. Action with
re.spect to the Motion Picture Forum, was
postponed
pending
the Supreme
cision in the
industry
anti-trust Court's
case. de— Petition producers not to allow their
(Continued on Page 22 1

^

METRO SETS I I FOR RELEASE IN FIVE MONTHS
Eleven major features will be released by M-G-M between
"for their fullest cooperation in giving these new productions the
April 1 and August 30^ William F. Rodgers, vice-president in kind of support and important presentation they deserve."
charge of dislribution, announced in Hollywood last week, followAbove, the company's studio heads greet Rodgers and liis sales
ing sales meetings at the studio.
staff. Seated, from left, Edward M. Saunders, Rodgers, Lu B.
Mayer, E. J. Mannix and Edwin W. Aaron.
Rodgers coupled the announcement with a plea to exhibitors
FILM
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'I REMEMBER MAMA' TENDER FAMILY STORY SPELLS BOXOFFICE
Rafes • • •
generally; slightly less in ac+ion houses
standing as fluttery', simple-minded Aunt
BKO Radio
REVIEWS in This Issue
Trina, and Tommy Ivo as little Cousin
137 minutes
Arno is a pleasing and natural juvenile.
I Remember Mama
9
Irene Dunne, Barbara Bel Geddes^ Oscar
The Bride Goes Wild
9
Director George Stevens keeps the rather
Homolka, Philip Dorn. Sir Cedric HavdThe Sainted Sisters
9
wicke, Edgar Bergen. Rudy Vallee, Barbara
tenuoui; story deftly balanced between
The Miracle of the Bells
13
O'Neil, Peggy Mclntyre, June Hedin, Steve
pathos and laughter. He likes to have sevBrown, Ellen Corby, Hope Landin, Edith
Sign
of
the
Ram
13
eral actions going on simultaneously, as in
Evanson, Tommy Ivo.
Black Bart
12
the scene when NCI's gets sick smoking his
Directed by George Stevens.
April Showers
13
Scudda Hoc
13
first pipe, Dagmar's dog ha.i puppies and
Katrin decides to give up her literary caThe Pearl
13
Everybody has been waiting for a picture
reer. The settings of this Harriet Parsons
To the Ends of the Earth
14
like this. A tender story, brilliantly acted
production give a realistic portrait of San
Crime Doctor's Gamb!e
14
Francisco in 1910, with the hilly suburbs,
and handsomely produced, "I Remember
Stage to Mesa City
14
the old-fashioned
trolley-cars
Mama" will play joyous music on the heartexclude
the dank Frisco
fog. and dossn't
strings oi everyone who ever had a Mama.
EXPLOITATION: Spread tho word that
doctor, Rudy Vallee, refuses to let Dunne
The play by John Van Druten was a hit,
this is a picture that the whole family will
see her, but she poses as a scrubwoman and
and this Dore Schary presentation is set
enjoy. Stress the human interest of mothersneakT into the hospital at night to sing
love and sell the dramatic portrayal of
her daughter to sleep. Homolka is the
for even greater popularity. Although it's
situations which occur in every family
uncle who lives on a ranch with his hou33a bit over-long, no one will complain —
circle. Refer to the John Van Druten play
it's that good! The leading members of and the K^thivn Forbes novel, "Mama;s
keeper,
Barbara O'Neil. He terrorizps the
the large cast turn in fine, thre?-diniensional
family whenever he roars into town on his
acting jobs. Irene Dimne, with a convincsputtering
automobile. Ho finally drinks
Bank
IreneAccount."
Dunne is the bulwark of this immihimself to deaih and Dunne discovers that
ing Norwegian accent, is the brave and
grant
Norv/egiar.
family
living
in
San
he had spent all his money to cure crippled
warm-hearted Mama. Barbara Bel Geddes
Francisco. She kcepn a careful account of children, as he had helped little Tommy Ivo.
gives a shining performance of the young,
husband Dorn's meager earnings and a
impressionable Katrin. But it i.s Oscar
Daugliter Eel Geddes wants to become a
watchful eye over her four children. Tho
writer. She had developed a taste for
Homolka who steals the show. Although
literature at the evening readings given by
littlo known to movie-goers, he is a riot as
family is comforted to know that Mama
,he roars and mugs his way through ihn
their penniless boarder, Hardwicke. Dunne
has an untouched savings account downpart of fierce Uncle Chris, with his bristling
town. Bergen, the undertaker, is courting
helps her to success by trading some Northo spinsterish aunt, Ellen Corby, and
mustache and ever-present whiskey bottle.
to a famous
novelist
return forwegian
anrecipas
interview.
At tho
end inwhen
Rudy Vallee as the stuffy family doctor
Dunne helps them get married over the
all
the
family
troubles
are
relieved,
Dunne
and Edgar Bergen, as the timid undertaker,
opposition Oi' the other aunts. Youngest
are important only for name value. Among
daughter, June Hedin, gets sick and has to
confesses that she never had a bank accoun': at all.
ABRAMS
go to the hospital for an operation. The
the supporting players, Ellen Corby is out'THE BRIDE GOES WILD' GOOD
Rates • • • — where comedy clicks
M-G-M
9S minutes.
Van Johnson, June Allyson, Butch Jenkins,
Hume Cronyn, Una Merkel, Arlene Dahl,
Kichard Uerr, Lloyd Corrigan, Elisabeth
Risdon, Clara Blandick, Kathleen Howard.
Directed by Norman Taurog.

QUOTA

OF LAUGHS
and for getting into trouble. School teacher
June Allyson wins an ait contest to find
the
for Van's
forthcoming
and illustrator
the first time
they meet,
ho gets book
her

where comedy goes, but it will be weak for
action houses. Van Johnson and June Allyson are valuable marquee names and both
turn in attractive comic and romantic performances. The support is first-rate right
down the line, especially that contributed by
tho reliable Hume Cronyn, young Butch
Jenkins, Unr, Merkel and (mark this!) a
lovely newcomer, Arlene Dahl.
EXPLOITATION: Play up the romantic
team oil Johnson and Allyson. Catchline:
"You'll Love With Them and Laugh With
Them!" Feature Van's role as a child-hater
who writes children's books.
Van Johnson is "Uncle Bumps," author of
children's books, to tho world, but to publisher Hume Cronyn he is a child-hating
alcoholic with a penchant for pretty girls

pie-eyed on coffee and rum. In order to
prevent his author from being exposed,
Cronyn borrows Butch Jenkins from, an orphanage to pose
Van's inson.
Van realizes
he isasfalling
loveReluctantly,
with June,
and. she already adores him. When she
learns that Butch is really an orphan, June
goes back to her Vermont home to marry
Richard Derr, and they pU-.n to adopt Eutoh.
The latter, however, prefers Van and advises him ot the situation. With the help
of Butch, who stalls the wedding by spreading ants among the guests, Van arrives in
time to carry off June
BARTON.

'THE SAINTED SISTERS' COMEDY
EFFORT FALLS FLAT
Rates • • as supporting feature? more in rural areas
not better than ten in writing a movie script.
Paramount
Veronica Lake and Joan Caulfield are an
89 minutes.
attractive couple of confidence ladies, while
Veronica Lake, Joan Caulfield, Barry FitzBarry
Fitzgerald trie.", hard to make a live:erald, William Demarest, George Reeves,
ing character out of the old gent who reBeulah Bondi, Chill Wills, Darryl Hickman,
forms them — but the script weighs too
Jimmy Hunt, Kathryn Card, Ray Walker,
heavily
upon them. The rest of the perHarold Vermilyea.
formers, some capable ones among them,
Directed by William D. Russell.
are lost in the nonsensical sihuffle. Producer Richard Maibaum should have known
better!
This well-intentioned comedy with a moral
EXPLOITATION: Sell the three stars.
falls flat on its face with a dull thud, despite the heroic efforts of a fine cast. It An eye-catching, laugh-provoking lobby display: an old-fashioned bustle stuffed with
will be a problem picture for most exhibimoney. Display WANTED signs with
tors, w*ho will do well to bolster it with a fake
photos ot Lake and Caulfield.
topflight action or musical feature. Rural
Fleeing in horse-and-buggy from New
houses should find it a fairly good attraction, however. No less than five writers
York, where they are wanted for badgering
$25,000 from amorous and wealthy Harold
were associated with this attempt to make
Vermilyea, Veronica and Joan, professional
fun from the reformation of a pair of pretty
confidence women, run into a storm and
1890 swindlers in a small town, and it seems
put up in what appears to be a deserted
to prove the old proverb that 50 fingers are

home. Barry Fitzgerald lives there and,
seeing the girls drying out a satchel full
of money, makes up his mind to lay his
hands on it. He learns of their past and
induces them to turn over the money to
him for safe keeping. He starts to distribute it among the unfortunate townspeople,
giving while,
credit
to the
"sainted"
sisters. Reeves,
MeanJoan falls
in love
with George
tho town "tinker," who finds that he loves
Veronica best. When Veronica finds out
that Fitzgerald has hidden the money in a
tomb in the cemetery, she forces Joan to
help her. They are about to make off with
the money, but repent when they realize the
sorrow they would bring to Fitzgerald. The
girls give him the money and return to
New York to take their medicine. After
serving a stretch, they come back to the
town to witness all the good their money
has done, and Veronica comes back to her
man.
BARTON.

This Metro offering is cut to fit the taste
of those who want to laugh. Screenplay
author Albert Beioh and director Norman
Taurog have not disdained to employ any
eccentric situation or even slapstick, to provoke laughter, and it adds tip to a rather
gay 98 minutes. "The Bride Goes Wild"
should roll up impressive grosses in theatres
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-THE MIRACLE OF THE
Rates • • • • everywhere

BELLS'

RKO (Lasky)
118 minutes
Fred MafMiinay, Valli, Frank Sinatra, Lee
Cobi;, Harold Vermilyea, Charie«5 Mereditli,
Jim Nolan, Veronica Pataky, Philip Ahn,
Frank Ferguson, Frank Wileox.
Directed by Irvinij Picliel.
A wonderful, enthralling motion picture,
"The Miracle of the Bells," it; destined to
rank with the outstanding box-ofllce successcs of recent years. Jesse L. Lasky and
Walter MacEwen arc entitled to the gratitude Oi' all filmdom for coming through
with thi:; great motion picture at a time
when the industry i:! suffering from a
dearth of good pictures. They have delivered to RKO a love .story that is at onco
inspiring and entertaining — an ideally
balanced pioduction of romance, drama,
humor and faith that will be enjoyed and
hailed by every type of moviegoer. This
reviewer recommends it without qualification to every exhibitor in the land for maximum playing time, preceded by his utmost
exploitation effort. It will enhance the
value of every theatre it p!ays.
Kudos are due all those who have contributed to the superb joib of translating
Russell
novelcome
to the
the
screen. Janney's
First on best-selling
that list must
lovely Valli, David O. Selznick's importation
from Italy, who makes Olga a beautiful

A WONDERFUL

PICTURE

combination o! flosh-and-hloort woman and
saint. It is truly a memorable p'?i formance.
Applaud, too, Irving Pichel, for his fine direction; Ben Hecht and Qucntin Reynold.s,
for a marvelous screen play that extracted
the best from Mr. Janney'.s story; Fred.
MacMurray, for a subdued portrayal of the
press agent; Lee Cobb, who plays a movie
producer like every movie producer would
like to be; Frank Sinatra, for his courage
in undertaking the role of the priest and
making him a gentle, human being, and
Harold Veimilyea, for a sound performance
as the avaricious undertaker. And let u.?
not overlook the first rate photography by
Robert dc Grasse.
EXPLOITATION: Tie in with the book,
a best-seller. Feature Valli as the greatest
screen discovery in a decade — she lives up
to any praise. Sell the romance strongly,
for it is really a great love story.
Most of the story is told in flashback
form, as smoothly executed as any .straightforward plot. Fred MacMurray, well-known
movie press agent arrives in Coaltown, a
small Pennsylvania mining town, with a
casket containing the body of the girl he
loved. He recalls how he first met Valli
in a burlesque chorus, helped her get a
break. Inspired by a desire to reach the
top as an actress, in order to bring hope
and faith to the people of her drab home
town, Valli, with MacMurray's aid, eventually gets her big chance in Hollywood when

a temperamental star walks out on her role
as Joan of Arc. MacMurray convinces producer Lee Cobb that Valli can do the part.
Afflicted with a bad case of tuberculosis
since childhood, she fights off death until
she completes the picture. Her performance is superb, but Cobb refuses to release
the picture with a dead, unknown girl in
the lead. Carrying out her last wish to be
buried among her own people in Coaltown,
MacMurray has brought her body back
home. Knowing what the chance to be a
star meant to Valli, and to her townspeople,
he is determined to force the release of the
picture. He arranges to have all the
churches in Coaltown ring their bells for
three whole days preceding her funeral. The
stunt gains nationwide publicity, but still
Cobb refuses to release the film. However,
the ringing of the bells brings the people
of the town back to their churches, especially to the little Catholic church presided
over by Father Paul (Frank Sinatra), where
her body rests. One day, while the church
is crowded with worshippers, a slipping of
the ground causes two statues to turn and
look down upon the coffin. The people believe a miracle has occurred. The resultant
publicity from this incident finally brings
Cobb to the town with word for MacMurray
that the picture will be released and a
promise that Coaltown will have a hospital
to cure the kind of sickness that killed
Valli.
WAX

-SIGN OF THE RAM' WEEPER WITH AN ASTROLOGICAL
TWIST
Rates • • "t" as dualler generally
Peters tries hard with this unsympathetic
her mistress, Susan Peters, as being a very
Columbia
role, portraying overtones of malignancy
sweet and brave person. She had "once
84 minutes
imder a veneer of sweetness. She deserves
played tennis at Wimbleton" but is now
a better break than this. Alexander Knox
Susan
Peters, Alexandar
Knox, Phyllis
hopeles.=ly crippled as a result of rescuing
ia convincing as her bewildered husband.
two foster children from drowning. She is
Thaxtei*, Peggy Ann Garner, Ron Randall,
Ho has a knack of putting life into some
I>ame May Whitty, Allene Roberts, Ross
adored by her husband, Alexander Knox,
Ford, Diana Douglas.
and by her foster children, Peggy Ann Garvery
inept
dialogue.
Dame
May
Whitty's
bit as a garrulous old gossip is a welcome
ner, Ross Ford and Diana Douglas. Only
Directed by John Sturges.
comedy relief. The best thing about this
her doctor, Ron Randall, suspects her of a
picture is the excellf^nt photography by
streak of viciousness and sagely explains it
Burnett Guffey. It effectively creates a
Susan Peters was an up-and-coming perall by astrolog>'. He i;; in love with daughformer until a hunting accident a few years
ter Diana. Son Ford i:: in love with neighsombre atmosphere, but doesn't overcome
ago halted her career. Now she makes a the phony script and John Sturges' unbor orphan Allen-^ Roberts. Daughter Garimaginative
direction.
ner worships her mother with what amounts
come-back in a vehicle which doesn't do
EXPLOITATION:
Give
Susan
Peter::
a
justice to her abilities. Neither does it adi
to an unhealthy fixation. To further comup to good screen entertainment. This
plicate matters, Peters is unreasonably
big build-up for her "brave come-back."
Hand out zodiac charts. Tie-in with record
Irving Cummings, Jr. production is a soggy
jealous of her husband and the new secreaffair which, possibly, may interest the
tary. By lies and innuendo she proceeds to
shop promotion oi Kate Smith's "I'll Never
ladies, but is sure to make the men squirm
break up the two romances. Finally, it
Say I Love You." Set up astrolog>' slotin lobby which gives printed
with boredom. Adapted from the novel by machine
dawns upon the distraught family that
fortunes.
Margaret Fei-guson, it tells the story of a
Peters is responsible for their troubles. UnIt all takes place in Bastion, an old Engparalyzed v/oman who is driven by a fierce,
able to face this rejection, she rolls her
lish estate overlooking the sea. The nev/
wheel-chair to her death over the cliff. It
neurotic possessiveness and almost succeeds
secretary, Phyllis Thaxter, ia impressed by
was all in the stars.
ABRAMS
in ruining the lives of her family. Miss
-BLACK BART' LIVELY WESTERN IN TECHNICOLOR
TRAPPINGS
Rates • • • for action houses; • • -f- generally
as his double-crossing partners. Kilbride is up. Durj'ea tricks the others out of their
Universal-International
miscast as a desperado, but gives the picture
share in the loot. He goes to Sacramento
80 minuter.
a lift with his dead-pan humor. Yvonne
Yvonne DeCarlo, Dan Duryea, Jeffrey L,ynn,
w'nere he poses as a prosperous and reDeCarlo, as the notorious Lola Montez, looks
Percy Kilbride, Lloyd Gough, Don Beddoo,
spectable rancher, while, as Black Bart, he
Ray Walke.v
suitably provocative and attempts two dance
preys
upon
the Wells Fargo gold shipments.
Directed by George Sherman.
routines. The technicolor camerawork by He robs the stage which is bringing DeIrving Glassberg is agreeable and only oc- Carlo to Sacramento on a concert tour and
casionally permits a cerise complexion. A which also carries his two erstwhile comThis period Western includes all the staple
smooth Leith Stevens score helps keep
rades. Lynn and Kilbride get jobs as Wells
ingredients — the masked bandit, the runthing.'! moving.
away stage coaoh, flying lead and galloping
Fargo
guards
with felonious intent. DeEXPLOITATION: Sell the Technicolor
Carlo is at first attracted to Lynn, but transhorses — all wrapped up in rosy technicolor
fers her affections to the more aggressive
and the California gold rush atmosphere.
and garnished with the allure of Yvonne
Duryea. When she discovers his identity
Feature Yvonne DeCarlo as the dancer •—
DeCarlo. Leonard Goldstein, on his first asas Black Bart, she tries to dissuade him
signment for Universal, has produced What
"Her beauty conquered the kings of Europe
from his risky profession, but Lynn forces
looks to be a healthy grosser for all but
. . .Her kisses betrayed the king of the outhim to go along on one more job. They
class houses. Action galore in a setting of
laws — Black Bart!"
are trapped by a posse, smoked out of a
old California should please the oater deDuryea,
and Kilbride
are three stage
rasburning house, and a rain of bullets proves
cals withLynn
a penchant
for robbing
votees. Dan Duryea swaggers through his
the moral that the wages of stage robbing
part as the outlaw Black Bart with finesse,
coaches. After narrowly escaping a lyncliis death.
ABRAMS
abetted by Jeffrey Lynn and Percy Kilbride
ing party in Nevada, they decide to split
12
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'APRIL
Rates

SHOWERS' ROUTINE MUSICAL SHOULD PLEASE MASSES
generally
Ellis tries a bit too hard as the son. Tho
act becomes taboo. With Ann about to
Warner Bros.
others
are familiar characters. The title
take a job aa a waitress, Carson decides to
94 minutes.
Jack Carson, Ann Sothern, Robert Alda, S. song could have been put to far better use,
havo Robert Alda, an old flame of Ann's,
but it certainly gives the picture a sock sellZ. Sakall, Robert Ellis, Richard Robert,
take his place in the act. When his wife
ing point. Other numbers include the good
Joseph Crehan, Ray Walker, John Gallaudet,
and son object, Carson walks out on them
Philip Van Zandt, BiUy Curtis.
ballad, "World's Most Beautiful Girl," and
and they are forced to accept the idea. The
Directed by James V. Kern.
a lullaby, "little Trouper."
new Happy Tymes act becomes a big hit
EXPLOITATION: Feature that title song,
and gets a spot in a musical .show. Alda,
one of the great hits of all time. Tie up
Everything that anyone expects to happen
meanwhile, has been urging Ann to divorce
with record.'; shops. Have girls carrying
in a musical story about an old-time vaudeher husband and marry him. During relettered umbrellas promenade the streets.
ville team and their hoofing young son haphearsals, the producer decides that he wants
With their vaudeville act, The Two
an old routine formerly done by Carson and
pens in "April Showers" — and that's the
Tymes, finding bookings scarcer and scarcer.
trouble with it. There isn't a grain of orighis son. Alda forces the boy to teach him
inality in Peter Milne's screen play or in Jack Car.son and Ann Sotliei'n finally agree
the routine in time for the following day's
James V. Kern's direction; just routine, like to let their 12-year old son, Robert Ellis,
rehearsal. Carson, who has been working
join
them,
and
they
become
The
Three
the vaudeville that died. This might satisas a waiter, comes to the hotel wit'n a
fy the masses of moviegoers, but it isn't Happy Tymes. Success comes and a BroadChristmas gift for his son and finds Alda
for discriminating audiences. Brightest
way date, but the Gerry Society in Nev/
Carson puts Alda
York stops them from going on because of beating him. In a fight,
spot in the picture is the fine performance
of commission for a month. Offered his
out
by Ann Sothern, as a tiring song and dance
the boy's age. Forced to go to San Franspot in the show by the producer, Carson
girl. Jack Carson plays the blow-hard huscisco, Carson's pride is hurt and he starts
rejoins
his family to again make up the
band role in stock style. Young Robert
to drink, shows up drunk for a show. The
BARTON.
Three Happy Tymes.
'SCUDDA-HOO!
SCUDDA-HAY!'areasENGROSSING
RUSTIC MELODRAMA
Rates • • -j- generally, • • • in rural
farmer who teaches him the worth of mules;
wife. Henry Hull quits his farm to return
20th Century-Fox
Robert Karnes, as Lon's villainous stepto the sea, willing the property to his son,
95 minutes.
brothei', and Henry Hull and Ann Revere,
Lon McCallister. Lon serves notice on his
June Haver, Lon McCal lister, Walter Brenboth seen all too briefly in the sharply
shrewish stepmother, Anne Revere, and her
nai:, Anne Revere, Natalie Wood, Robert
etched roles of a mismated couple. Comson, Robert Karnes, that he will return
Karnes, Henrj- Hull, Tom TuUy, Lee Macpetent performances are also contributed by some
day to claim the farm. Meanwhile, he
Gregor, Geraldine Wall, Ken Christy.
little Natalie Wood and Tom Tully. Only
goes
to
work for Tom Tully, a neighboring
Directed by F. Hugh Herbert.
June Haver appears miscast as the flirtafarmer whose daughter, June Haver, is
tious farm girl. The story follows the anLon's secret love. When Tully buys a mule
It may be difficult for exhibitors to believe
ticipated pattern, but it has several meloteam, w'hich refuses to work for him, Lon
dramatic high points that should please the
that a story based on a farm lad's love for
offers to take them off his hands for $20,
action fans. F. Hugh Herbert, who wrote
a pair of mules can make an engrossing
plus half his $10 weekly wages for one
the screen Play and directed, can be credand entertaining movie, yet "Scudda-Hoo:
year. He boards the team and himself
Scudda-Hay!" is just that. It should score
ited with a splendid translation oi' George
on the farm of Walter Brennan, who teaches
where pictures like "Smoky" and "Flicka"
Agnew Chamberlain's novel. Ernest Palmthe lad how useful a mule team can be.
went over. While not another "Home in
er's color photography is outstanding.
of Brennan, Lon hires his
EXPLOITATION: Since the title poses a With the help
Indiana," it has captured a realistic bucolic
out for logging at $15 a day. Karnes
mules
tone and can boast Technicolor in at best,
problem for showmen, it would bo well to
brings Tully news of this and sells him the
subdued, and quite a gallery of uncommonly
use strong and large catchlines to overidea of beating Lon out of the mules. Define performances. There is Lon McCalshadow it. To play up the romantic and
spite the conniving of Karnes and Tully,
lister, as the intense farm youth who learns
dramatic phases, feature June Haver as the
on to his animals, reclaims his
holds
Lon
what it means to love a mule-team and a flirt who stirs the step-brothers to violence.
father's farm and finally wins Tully's conTo rid himself of his bickering second
girl; Walter Brennan, as the kindly old
sent to marry his daughter. BARTON.
'THE PEARL' STEINBECK MEXICAN STORY STRIKINGLY FILMED
Rates • • • for select houses; OK dual er elsewhere
great wealth can bring corruption and
RKO
oyster beds. In an oyster Armendariz flnds
tragedy. Pedro Armendariz is outstanding
77 minutes.
\
a pearl that is to bring him terror and sufas the simple fisherman, displaying a powerPedro Armendariz, Maria Elena Marques,
fering. The villagers give a fete in his
ful acting talent as well as a magnificent
Fernando Wagner, Charles Rooner, Alfonso
honor, with fire-works and dancing, and he
Bedoya, GUberta Gonzalez, Juan Garcia,
pihysique. It is showcased by Gabriel
is dazed with happiness. But his troubles
Maria Caudros.
Figueroa's
striking
photography
and
some
have just begun. Almost everyone who
Directed by SLmilio Fernandez,
sharp editing, somewhat reminiscent of the
sees the pearl is filled with jealousy and
lato Sergei Eisenstein.
avarice. All sorts of villains cheat him,
EXPLOITATION: There are few selling
There has been a whole cycle of pictures
with Whiskey and try to kill
stupifyIn him
points other than Steinbeck as author. Dishim.
self-defense he kills two men in a
about Mexico from "Ride the Pink Horse"
play a large false pearl with copy: What
fierce knife battle in the surf. He stubbornto "The Treasure of Sierra Madre" and "The
happened to the man that found this enormly refuses to give up the pearl and, vnth
Fugitive," but this one really wraps it up
pearl?" Display the striking stills to his wife and child, flees into the swamp.
best ous
advantage.
with a simplicity and beauty that is rare
Enemies track them through the swamp,
Armendariz is a pearl-diver Whose dreams
across the desert and corner them on a
on the screen. The appeal of "The Pearl"
of
wealth
encompass
only
shoes
for
his
will be strongest to patrons of class and art
top. Armendariz finally kills his
wife, Maria Marques, and an education for mountain
enemy
only
after his son is dead. In a
houses, but it is worth a spot on any
his infant son. A poisonous scorpion bites
stupor of exhaustion, the couple return to
double bill. Filmed in Mexico, its all-Mexihis son and the village doctor refuses to the
village and cast the pearl back
the sea,
can cast makes the most of John SteinDAV.into
help because he has no money. The son
recovers and the couple row out to the
beck's simple and grim fable on the theme:
MARCH
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THRILLER
'TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH' DOCUMENTARY
Rates • ® • for action houses; slightly less elsewhere
carefully manipulated location backgrounds
Columbia
in Shang'hai, Egypt and Havana enhance
104 minutes.
the exotic flavor ol adventure in far-off
I>icU Powel!, Sifjiie Hasso, Maylia, I.udwij;
places. Buchman i.s to be commended for
Donath, Viadinir Sr)lt()loft', Kdfiar Barrier,
not exploiting the lurid elements of the illeJohn Hoyi, Marcel Journet, I^uis Van
gal drug traffic, since the Production Code
Bootei;, iritz Lieher, Vernon Steele, Peter
Administration gave it."; blessings, but his atVirgro, Lou Kruffnian, Eddic' Lee, Ivan Trietempt to inject the spirit of intcrnatioml
sault, Loon Lenoir, Peter Cliong, George
Volk, Kobert Malcolm, Comm. Harry J. cooperation i.'i unconvincing; especially
when Dick Powel! is called upon to recite
Anslinge.*.
some synthetic speeches about "citizens of
Directed by Robert Stev<'iison.
the world." Powell's performance is competent, following the familiar pattern of the
Producer Sidney Buchman has; turned out
tough, sardonic detective with the slug-proof
cranium. Signo Hasso is .stuck with a part
an exciting melodrama in the currently
that demonstrates how Hollywood can waste
popular docum.entary style. Supposedly
"ibasecl on actual incidents! from the file;; of the talents of a hne actress. Maylia is quite
the United States Treasury Department," it believable a.s a naive and timid little Chinese
lass, but when it turns out that she is the
purports to show the Bureau of Narcotics
at work tracking down an international
"Dragon Lady" of the piece, it's pretty hard
to swallow.
gang of opium .smugglers. However, the
EXPLOITATION: This is a natural for
complicated story by Jay Richard Kennedy
promotion. With a good title and Powell
is straight out of "Terry and the Pirates"
and the net impression is more fantastic
for the marquee draw, it can't miss after
than authentic. Realistic touches are supproper selling of its authentic and sensaplied by shots of Commissioner Harry J.
tional theme. "Two Years To Film in the
Anslinger and Narcotics Control CommisFar Corners ol the World!" and "See How
the Government Narcotics Division Smashes
sion of the United Nations in session, while
GAMBLE - ROUTINE SERIES ENTRY
Rates • ® as supporting dualler for nab orhoods, action spots
den motives and French accents doing little
Columbia
to clarify the situation, but it should hold
66 minutes
the interest of avid mystery lovers and the
Warner Baxter, Micheline Cheirel, Roger
Saturday afternoon juvenile clientele. The
Dann, Steven Geray, Marcel Journet, Edperformances of Baxter and Eduardo Ciauardo CianelU, Maurice Marsac, Henri Letonneili, the only known names in the cast, are
dal, Jean Delval.
'ip to the material.
Directed by William Castle.
The Crime Doctor (Warner Baxter), on
vacation in Paris, unwillingly becomes involved in a murder case when his old friend,
Tnis is a routine addition to the "Crime
Marce'
Journet, chief of police, asks him to
Doctor" series, with Warner Baxter continjudge the sanity of Roger Dann, patricide
uing in the role of Dr. Ordway, the psychiatrist-detective ofradio fame. The story is suspect. Baxter judges Dann not only sane,
but mnocent of the charge, and thereby
a confused, wall-worn little fable, with hid'CRIME

DOCTOR'S

'STAGE TO MESA CITY'
Rates • 9 for western spots

ROUTINE

Kagle Lion
52 minutes
'Lash' LaRue, Al 'Fuzzy' St. John, Jennifer
Holt, George Chesebro, Brad Slaven, Marshall Reed, Terry Frost, Carl Mathews, Bob
Woodward, Steve Clark, Frank Ellis, Lee
Morgan.
Directed by Ray Taylor.
Earm.arked for juveniles and other western add;ct.s, this LaRue-St. John co-starrer
is a routine sagebrush opus that should give
satisfaction to patrons fond of gun-battles,
fist-fights, hard-riding pursuits and outdoor
scenery.
Grosses will be comparable to
14

International Smuggling Ring!" should ring
tho bell.
Powell narrates tho story and introduces
himself as Michael Barrows, the San Francisco agent for the Narcotics Division back
in 1935. Acting on a tip .about an unchartered steamer of¥ the California coast,
ho investigates and is horrified to see the
Japanese captain jettison a hundred
Chinese laborers who are chained together.
Determined to bring this inhuman malafactor to justice, Powell traces him to
Shanghai. There, with the help of Vladimir
Sokoloff, a Chinese investigator, he uncovers
the existence of a network of opium smugglers. Tho finger of suspicion is placed upon
the mysterious, blonde Signe Has.so, who is
traveling with her little Chinese ward,
Maylia. Powell flies to Egypt where he finds
the source of the raw opium and, several
corpses later, he traces a shipment to
Havana. He persuades the Cuban official to
allow its transfer to a New York bound
ship. On board he meets up again with the
enigmatic Hasso and Maylia, and a suave
smuggler, Ivan Triesault. After some ingenious sleuthing Powell nabs the mastermind— none other than sweet, little DAV.
Maylia.

WESTERN

FOR

'LASH'

sets out to try to prove it. He questions
Dann'.s father-in-law, Eduardo Cianelli, a
professional knife-thrower; his artist friend,
Maurice Marsac, who skillfully imitates
masters' works to be sold to American tourists; and Dann's wife, Micheline Cheirel, assistant in Cianelli's act. Lacking sufficient
evidence to make an arrest, Baxter sets a
clever trap for Steven Geray, Dann's lawyer
and the real killer. Geray falls for the bait,
but in true melodramatic style turns the
trap on Baxter. However, since there are
mors Crime Doctor pictures to come, justice
prevails.
TAYLOR.

LARUE

those attained by its predecessors in the
series. Joseph F. Poland's straight-line
screenplay and Ray Taylor's well-timed direction give LaRue and St. John adequate
opportunity to display their respective talents. Production quality is adequate, photography and recording satisfactory. One
wishes Eagle Lion's location scout would
seek new locales — those in this film have
been used repeatedly by the studio in previous westerns.
Business having fallen off because his
heavily-mortgaged stage line is conitnually
being held up, Steve Clark's one hope is to
get a government mail contract. He writes
his youngsters, Jennifer Holt and Brad Slaven, to sell their ranch and bring him the

cash. En route to meet them, he is waylaid and killed. "Lash" LaRue, assigned to
the case by the U. S. Marshal, persuades
.Jennifer end Brad to introduce him as the
line's new manager. The attempts at sabotaging the line continue. Twice LaRue is
about to exact confessions from suspects,
but his potential informant is killed before
he can name the gang's members or its
leader. Following repeated holdups, LaRue
has a showdown gun-battle with the gang
members, vanquishes them. He eventually
discovers the identity of their leader and,
after a pursuit and fist-fight, lands him behind the bars in time for Jennifer and
Brad to obtain the long-coveted mail contract.
FILM
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FORECAST:

sing,exhib1tors!
FLOOD

ROBERT
Directed by

THE

INDUSTRY

ALOfl-S-MALL

JAMES

WARMER

V.K[RN

WITH

BROaf

SUNSHINE!

Screen Play by Peler Milne . Suggested a Story by Joe Laurre, Jr. . Musical Numbers
Created and Staged by LeRoy Prinz . byMusic
Arranged and Adapted by Ray Heindorf

—WILLIAM

J

EXHIBITORS
Iniond

C^uiied ftom

DISTRIBUTORS' LOSSES!
Allied Rocky Ml. Independent Theatres
It is amazing how the distributors will
tell you that the production-distribution end
of the business is losinj,' money. They'll
grudgingly admit that the parent company
is showing a profit, but they say it comes
from
IT the
IS company's
OBVIOUS theatres.
THAT THE HOME
OFFICES HAVE SOLD THEIR HIRED
HELP A LOT OF BALONEY. THIS
"COMPANY LINE" HAS BEEN COMING
DOWN FROM THE GENERAL SALES
MANAGERS FOR A VERY DEFINITE
REASON.
1. It's the alibi for the slashing of small
fry oft' the payroll.
2. It keep'j salesmen and branch managera from asking and getting raises.
3. It's a new refill for the old hypo
needle which constantly needs refilling.
It's clever propaganda from the Home
Office;;' point of view — "Sorry, boys, but
distribution doesn't make any money — you
can't get a raise and you might get fired ■ —
but look, it's the theatres that are making
all the money... Go in there and sic 'em
Fido."
As planned, this new "company line" is
having its effect on the sales department's
ill-will toward the exhibitor. It shows up
in attitudes and outrageous demands for
more rental.
The "company line" is, of course, pure
unadulterated hog-wasb. A careful examination of the film companies' profits will
show plenty of production and distribution
profits IN SPITE OF the most outlandish
extravagances that the world has ever seen.
Louis B. Mayer still gets over a half a
million dollars a year despite the fact that
Metro product has been getting steadily
worse the past few seasons. (The Academy
Award nominations even ignored Metro
this year — and this from a company whose
productions used to dominate the roost.)
There are also thousands of lesser production "geniuses" Who draw down slightly
less. Then there are the companies who
spend millions of dollars every year in outlandish story buys, a large proportion of
which are never used. (Mere sam_ples being: IT CANT HAPPEN HERE... FORTY
DAYS OP MUSA DAUGH, etc., etc., etc.
bought and paid for and then forgotten
about.)
On top of that the producer-distributing
companies have huge legal firms to w*hich
they pay fabulous salaries. (Value received??? — A continuous flow of such bad
legal advice that those same companies are
now awaiting judgment for having violated
the anti-trust laws — not to mention a rash
of private law suits which are springing up
all over the country.)
Those are the real facts behind the producer-distributor "Overheads." Money that
is poured down rat-holes and costs that are
WATCH YOUR STEP
We are informed that Paramount
and Universal are supplying certain
trailers advertising their productions
free of charge to exhibitors. The
main purpose of these trailers is of
course to sell future Paramount and
Universal releases. Obviously, it would
bo most complete folly for any exhibitor to show these trailers unless
ho has the pictures they advertise
a<;tuaUy bought and under contract.
—Allied ITO Kans. & Mo.
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padded to the moon. (Yet, their representative will argue all day over a five dollar
charge on your theatres operating expense.)
The "costs of production and distribution"
arc so extravagant that it is a miracle that
production-distribution doe;i make money.
BUT MAKE IT THEY DO and the profits
adtl up to the millions even without th«!ir
own theatres included in the total.
SCREEN

ADVERTISING

Associated 'J Ileal re Ouners of Indiana
There is wide divergence of opinion regarding screen advertising. Without going
into the pros and cons we at least suggest
that those of our members who do sell their
screen time be sure that they get fair terms.
You knew how many people see such an
ad and you are aware that no other medium
can deliver as effective a message. As a
start it might be well to compare what you
receive per showing with the cost of a small
newspaper ad for one insertion. If there
ir, a radio station in town you can also
compare your charge per showing with the
cost of a radio spot announcement.
As another check you can take note of
the deal between National Theatre Circuit
and Chesterfield cigarettes. If shown in all
theatres of the chain, the cost is $10.00 per
1000 admissions per ad picture. It is $14.00
per lOOO when the advertiser selects certain
houses to run the ad. In other words, an
ad run for one week would be charged for
at the rate of between Ic and 1.4c for every
admission to the theatre during the week.
KEEP EYES OPEN
North Central Allied
Believe it or not, there are some exhibitors in this territory who do not insist that
checkers leave a copy of their checking refiles.
Keep portsinfor the
mindexhibitor's
that the checker
must leave
a copy of his report with you. If he does
not, you are not obliged to sign anj-thing.
If you do not have a copy of the report,
you are helpless.. All too often checkers
have changed reports after signature by the
exhibitor.
Why be at the mercy of a checker whether
he be a local yokel or a private eye from
tho big city?
FIGHT I6MM. OPPOSITION
Associated Theatre Ouners of Indiana
We still feel very serious about our past
suggestions that theatre owners, particularly in the smaller tovms, install 16 mm projectors in the booth along with the standard
gauge equipment.
First there is a vast reservoir of entertainment features that are available that
might well be drawn upon for certain occasions when the exhibitor might need to
fill a playdate and be short on product.
Second, there la a great amount of material, particularly short subjects, that is
unusually adaptable for timely and local
exploitation and tie-in with various community groups. It would open up a new
function for the theatre in its community
by making available all of the many educational, cultural, social welfare and training
films that could be exhibited in off hours
under the sponsorship of school and civic
groups.
Third, and perhaps most important, it
would provide the most desirable and logical place in town for the exhibition of narrow gauge product, commercial or otherwise, that advertisers or other sponsors

might cause to be shown in the community
the
Cert'iinly dark
any oppositio
spite atof times
in
is normally
When it n.
theatre
can put these pictures on to better advantage than they can be shown in .some vacant .store building or meeting hall. This
gives the exhibitor some control plus the
benefit of any revenue that there might be.
HERE'S WHY
Allied ITO Kans. and Mo.
of Allied Theamember why
accepted
A newly
he joined:
(10) reasons
tres gives ten
1. I feel that every business should have
an organization that can act as a clearing
house
ship.) for the problems of its members. (Its
strens'th will be .as forceful as its member2. Our branch of the industry need.s a
solid front with good contracts both legislatively and with our patrons to prevent us
from becoming a tax-poor business.
3. Aside from the help that we can derive locally, Allied States A.ssociation of Motion Picture Exhibitors — the national organization — is the only truly militant independent organization in the United States.
4. Only through the coordination of ideas
with the independent exhibitor can our inarrive at the ends that are
best for dustry
thefinallymajority.
5. As a rank outsider, I could never constructively criticize the functions of an organization. By being one of them., I can
have something to say and hence become
a part of the procedure that they follow.
6. Financially, I can benefit by an exchange of information on theatre operation.
I am too bright not to recognize the fact
that I cannot know everything there is to
know about running theatres.
7. Film Forums sponsored by Allied are
very helpful to its members. I have only
attended two but I can readily see that they
can be very beneficial both as to finances
and also pleasing my patrons by eliminating
the "clucks" that my fellow members have
run into and know to be such. Caravan can
bo a most powerful weapon if used correctly and eliminating one of my most
seriou.i problems.
8. It is very convenient for me to run
into our office and use the phone in privacy.
I also have access to the latest publications,
to say nothing of the files that run for years
back on releases, etc.
9. When I am not in town it is very convenient for me to call our office and have
them make changes in my bookings for me
at the various exchanges. One call to Kansas City will take care of all my needs that
probably would necessitate several.
10. Last but not least, I have access to
legal advice on almost any problem^ that
comes up in our business. I have access to
a capable attorney plus all the wisdom of
experience that has been built up since the
inception of Allied.
DELAYED APPROVALS
In recent weeks this office has received an increasing number of complaints about the practice of distributors in withholding approvals on contracts until a few days before the
opening play date. Then^ at the last
minute, the exhibitor is informed that
tho deal has been rejected by the
home office because of insufficient rental or for whatever reason.
This racket is as old as the hills.
In 99 cases out of 100 the contract has
never left the branch manager's desk.
Here is a good rule to follow: Never
book a picture imtil you have an approved contract. When you do book,
bookuig.on a written confirmation of the
insist
—North Central Allied
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SIUOIO
COLUMBIA
Parks

Loses

the Scenes

SIZf-UPS
Suit

TYPICAL COLUMBIA
Columbia Pictures has been notor.
ious for the practice of dangling important properties before exhibitors as
contract bait for years before they
actually deliver. Such seems to be
the case with "Anna Lucasta."
This popular stage play has been
the subject of lots of publicity from
the Columbia studio for months, with
production always being annoimced as
"imminent," or thereabouts. Now
comes word that Philip Yordan, author
of the play and slated to produce the
film, has decided to wait until next
fall, because Paulette Goddard will
not be available imtil then.
Exhibitors probably can look for a
couple years' siege of publicity promises before thev ever see "Anna,"

^FTER MONTHS OF battling, Larry
ParJcs is back on the Columbia payroll
and must finish out his contract as written.
So the Federal Court decreed, but the moral
victory went to Parks. The Judge Stated
that he lost his suit only because he waited
too long to file (since 1945), not because his
■claim was unjustified. The judge lambasted
the methods of coercion (i.e. a bit part in
a Boston Blackie film and other similar castings). Parks will work now and it is reported he will even accept a $25,000 bonus
"Which he refused earlier because he thought
It might be considered as prejudicing the
■case. Now if all parties concerned are
smart, they will forget this mess and get
down to the business of making the kind of
EAGLE LION
pictures that will keep Parks the valuable
property he became after "The Jolson Story."
Hayward
To Star
Bogart Unit Organized
News to settle all the rumors on what
W7-ALTER WANGER HAS set his first
would happen to the unproduced Hellinger
" three films for the E-L banner and
has assigned Susan Hayward to the leading
^aoperties broke last week with the story
role in two of the trio. The actress, who
that Humphrey Bogart, Morgan Maree
•.Hcllinger's right hand man) and Robert
seoied in Wanger s "Smash-Up," will go in
"Tulsa" and "Anne of the Indies," a TechLord (who resigned from his producer's
berth at Metro) have organized and will
nicolor film. The producer has set "Bastille"
as his initialer with the other two to folproduce some of them. Only actual surprise in this deal is the decision to release
low, scheduled to be in work by late summer.
through Columbia. It is understood that
"Lady At Midnight" (Richard DenningBogart hnd a commitment to do a picture
Lora Lee Michel), currently in production,
iiere and this deal grew out of it.
is the first of a pair of films John Sutherland will make for E-L release. Sutherland
First for the new group is scheduled to be
win continue his work in the 16mm com"Knock On Any Door," with Bogart starred.
mercial field while these two films are in
However, there is a possibility that this
work.
Story may go to Metro, along with "Act of
More Documentaries
Violence," another Hellinger property.
To add to their story stock, the trio made
■With "T-Men" on its way to a three million dollar gross (with a production cost of
a fast buy of an original called "Tokyo Joe"
at a reported price of $80,COD.
$400,000), Brynie Foy has given the full;?pccd ahead to a program of ten more such
As reported here weeks ago, this company
Jocumentary-type films to be made during
• has signed a new deal with Gregor Rabinothe next year. Foy will keep these films
vitzh covering the making of a series of
musicals covering the simplified versions of under his personal supervision and they
will
s>me of the more popular operas. The films
big. be planned for the same type of exoloitation value that is selling "T-Men" so
will be made in Italy. "Eternal Melody"
(Jan Kiepura.Marta Eggerth) was the initial experiment in this project. The first
First in this program is "Canon City."
Foy has cleared technicalities at Canon City
under the new pact will be a free version
Colorido
and the film will be Shot there
of
month.'Faust" which starts shooting next
and will re-enact the prison break there a
few weeks ago. Townspeople and actual
Two Shooting
prisoners are being written into the shootA Sam Katzman musical. "Sweetheart of i.ig
script.
the Blues" (Gloria Jean-Ross Ford) and
Another
of the documentary-type meloRichard Quine's first production chore,
dramas for E-L will be Edward (T-Men)
"Wmner Take Nothing ' (Cameron MitchellSmall's "Twelve Against the Underworld,"
Jane Nigh) are the only two films in work
Starring Dennis O'Keefe.
t'lis week. The studio story hopper is full,
but the pace is slow awaiting a possible de.
cision on the British tax situation (strong
indication that it may be cut to 50% has
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
most industry execs with crossed fingers
and bated breath.
Remodelling
To wind up his 1948-49 schedule, Gene
Autry is going into mass production by ■Vj/riTH ALL THE sales executives in town
last week, the studio hummed with
shooting his locations on five pictures at
one time. This is the first time any one
cjnfa.bs over the new product and promotion plans for it. Projection rooms went
has attempted to make this many exteriors
at once, and Autry will sandwich this in On full schedules as the back-log was unveiled for the men who have to sell the
hctM'een personal appearance tours and do
the wind-up and interior portions of the a;erchandise, some of which is due for exfiims during the summer months when his
tensive remodelling before it reaches the
screens.
tcui is over.
MARCH
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Production

Number one on the renovation list is "The
Kissing Bandit" (Kathryn Grayson-Frank
Sinatra). This one was "finished" last summer, but it is in for almost a complete reshooting, with veteran Robert Leonard
handling the directing. Another one that
the studio is shaky a;bout is "Summer Holi.
day" (Mickey Rooney-Gloria DeHaven) completed a year ago. It was decided to send
this one out quick without retakes.
At this writing, "Cass Tim'berlane" is the
big grosser Of the year, Metro big shots
and insiders are fully conscious of the fact
thai one top picture out of a studio like
this one is a pretty poor record.
The future is brighter. Some big-time
n.usicals
are on
"Anniestart
(Jet (as
Yoursoon
Gun"as
is scheduled
for tap.
an early
they can get the director they want and
a cast assembled). "Words and Music " (the
life story of Larry Hart and Richard Rogers)
is slated for a quick beginning. "Some of
These Days," the Sophie Tucker biog, is
going back on the production list, too.
Documentaries
But Stories
all the eggs
aren't going
bask.'^t.
are being
shapedinto
up this
quickly
f jr the "documentary" group, a quota of
big dramatic films are being planned with
top castings and the studio is in more independent deals than ever before in its history.
He:tding the indie slate is Frank Capra'S
"State of The Union," with the Sam Spiegel
John Huston team signed to four pictures
for the next two years, "The Search," Hal
Roach's program (not yet determined) and
Argosy
down the
for "The
Godfathers."
Meanwhile,
StudioThree
is limping
along
with two pictures in production (an unpre.
csdented lull for this time of the year):
'The Three Musketeers" (Turner-Kelly-Ally,
son) and "Julia Misbehaves" (Greer GarsonWalter Pidgeon).
Ready to go is "The Story of Monty Strattoii," with Van Johnson, Donna Reed, Frank
Morgan. Roy Rowland will direct this story
about the baseball pitcher who continued
to play after losing a leg.
Irony, Hollywood Fashion
It wasn't too long ago that Fred Zinneman
in revolt against the breaks he was getting
.it this studio, asked for and got his release
INDEPENDENTS
FILM CLASSICS
nPHE FOUR FILMS already completed here are already set for release during April and May. The films
are: "Devil's Cargo" for April 1;
"Money Madness" for April 15; "The
Argyle
Secrets"
for 20.May 7, and
"Blonde Ice"
for May
SCREEN GUILD
O-G HAS SIGNED a release deal for
^ six new Lash LaRue-Al St. John
westerns which will be produced by
Ron Ormond. These films formerly
went out under the PRC banner. First
of the series is set for an April start.
This company has added another
group of re-issues to its list in a deal
with Edward Small. Films to come
are: "Runaway Daughter" (Barbara
Stanwyck-Robert Young), "Duke of
West Point" (Joan Fontaine-Louis
Hayward), "King of the Turf" (Adolph
Menjou-Dolores Costello) and an old
Shirley Temple film, "Miss Annie
Rooney."
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from his directorial contract. He floundered
for a wniie and then went to Europe where
ho directed "The Se-rch." This film is now
gdng to be released through MOM by way
of a deal with the Wechsler Company, producers of the film. It is being touted as
"great" and now the director is being wooed
for a return engagement.
April releaocs will be "B. F.'s Daughter"
(Gtanwyck-Van Heflin) and "Summer Holiday" (Rooney). This makes a total of n^ne
new releases and one reissue, "Gone With
tne Wind " so far this year.
MONOGRAM
Expansion
Here
WYITH BUILDING REiSTRICTIONS lifting, Steve Broidy has signalled goa.head on plans for a new studio to be lo.
cated in San Fernando Valley. At least six
new sou.iu Stages w.il be built and the studio
rajicn, no»v used tor exteriors, will be completely refurbished. With the Steady bro-deaJiig of Allied Artists and the fact that
b:;tween this company and Monogram there
are 22 prodacsrs woiking more space h.s
noiv bec-me essential.
Another Bioidy program which is also in.
dicative of growth here is the plan to build
a permanent st_r list for Allied Artists. So
far the list is Gale Storm, Barry Sullivan,
Castle, Rod Cameron, President Broidy
plans to add at least five moie names to
that list before the year is out. In addition,
lie plans to continue and expand his policy
of hiring solid but not too expensive names
on one-picture deals. His record so far this
.\ear on that sc;re: Constance Bennett and
Brian Aherne for "Smart Woman"; Guy
Madison and Rory Calhoun for "When a
Man's a Man," and William Bendix, Claire
Trevor and Charles Bickford for the forthcoming "B'ibe Ruth Story."
Roddy MeDowall will star in and act as
associate producer with Lindsley Parsons
on
Seas' Typee,"
novel. from Herman Melville's South
PARAMOUNT
4 Slated To Go
A LTHOUGH AT THIS writing, "Isn t It
Romantic" (Veronica Lake . Patric
IJnowles) is the only picture in production,
3tudio spokesmen pooh-pooh the idea of a
s.uinp and point to the fear pictures scheduled to start in the next three weeks. The
list is comprised of "The Tatlock Millions"
(B^rry Fitzgerald), "The Great Gatsby"
(Alan Ladd), "Sorrowful Jones" (Bob Hope)
and Hal Wallis' "The Accused" (Loretta
Young-Robert Cummings-Wendell Corey).
Wallis has acquired "The Sound of Years"
a first novel by Merriam Modell, and will
atar Barbara Stanwyck in this dramatic
Story of a married couple whose lives are
complicated by the arrival of the wife's
•daughter by a previous marriage.
Other Wallis plans call for filming three
pictures on the year's program in Europe.
■"Ropes of Sand" will be made partially, at
least, in South Africa. '^September" will be
done in Italy because of "native backgroiinds" and although no mention is made
of lower production costs there, that is a
consideration, too; the producer is trying
to get Ann Todd for this film. "House of
Misl" is the third Wallis film that will be
18

maJe overseas if plans go through. This
one IS scheduled for England if and when
the British situation cliriiles to a point
whe'.e business will resume a semtolance Of
the ''as usual" appearance.
Wyler Schedules "Angel"
1'he assertion and denials on the purchase
of the "Look Homeward, Angel" script have
garnered more free space in print than most
such stories ever do. But now the deal reported here a few weeks back is flnclly
admitted. Paramount has bought the film
rights and William Wyler will direct sometime during this year. Wyler is throwing
out the screen piay that was completed several years ago by Arthur Ripley and will
Start from scratch with a new writer. The
casting battle is on with prictically every
actor in town aching for a part in this film.
It is going to be a tough story to transmit
to film and the odds are that when it is
finished it will be a "prestige " picture. No
borfo 'ooxoffice can be expected, but it could
be 3 great film.
REPUBLIC
Slow
Here
AT THIS POINT in the year, the production schedule is just about at the halfway mark, perhaps a bit slow, but not far
behind. Making allowance for the inevitable
summer lull, the schedule will work out
perfectly with the studio held at a constant
level of work.
Discussions are on for a number of indie
productions which would perk up activity
here, announced.
but thu.« far no definite p'.ans have
been
Only film in work is a short schedule
item called "The Thrill Man" (Russell-Hayden-Lynne Roberts).
RKO

Pulse

Stronger
A LTHOUGH A TOTAL of three pictures
in production is not record-setting here,
the whole general attitude of the studio
workers and executives seems to be much
less confused than it has been for months.
It is as though the dust had settled after
a turbulent storm and the survivors have
inspected the results and have set their
plans to move on over the damage to clearer
Out of the melee has come some sound
ground.
progress. For example, the emphasis here
now is on original stories rather than higher
priced novels, plays, etc. Fifteen oil the pictures ear-marked for this year's production
schedule are originals as against nine rewrites of already used material. Another
item of progress which has become routine
bero i.s the pre-production planning and rehearsal which cuts s'nooting time so drastically. WT".en this process was initiated on
"Crossfire" the entire industry watched with
interest and doubt of its value. Now every
production company in town has adopted
the process to some degree, but here at
RKO it is really working out soundly.
ROGERS - REPUBLIC HAPPY
Reports that Roy Rogers would
quit Republic were set at rest at last
when the company announced that
any differences that existed have been
"amicably adjusted" and that the cov/boy's next musical western, "Eyes of
Texas,"' in Trucolor, will roll on March
23rd.

Falling boxoffice is still the big bugaboo,
but even this tough problem is l)eing approached with reason rather than hysterics
and the results show every day.
Those perennial comics, Lfon Errol and
Edgar Kennedy, will continue to make tworeelers here. Their options were lifted.
SAI.K OR NO SALE
The RKO-Howard Hughes deal has been
rated a certainty "any minute" for a month
now, but is still in the negotiation starve. As
one studio
"Floyd
Odium's
stock
in RKOman
is upputfor it,
sale.
Anybody
who
will payhasthemade
Odium
price but
canapparently
buy it."
Hughes
an offer,
not the right one, yet. Meanwhile, Robert
R. Young and David O. Selznick are also reported bidding on the stock. FILM BULLETIN expressed the opinion in the Feb. 2
issue that the factor of a pos-sible Supreme
Court decision ordering divestiture of
theatre interests by major film companies
is a bar against any deal for the Atlas
stock holdings in RKO. That might be exactly what is delaying Mr. Hughes' anticipated, purchase.
SCHARY AWARD
Hollywood and studio reaction to Dore
Schary's winning the One World award was
heartwarming and not without its touch of
irony. The mass reaction was that this man
had been justly recognized and that Hollywood (the industry, that is) should also honor his achievements not with an award but
with their loyalty to his thinking and his
efforts. But the tinge of irony came from
those sour boys v/ho were having a fine time
p. few month;; ago tagging Schary anything
from light pink to scarlet red. That should
be the color of their faces at this point.
Jack J. Gross, executive producer for the
past five years here, has taken over his new
duties as assistant to Dore Schary. In his
new post. Gross rates a chair in Schary's
"production cabinet" and will work closely
with the production boss on pre-fUming
analysis of costs, problems and potentials of
RKO properties.
SRO
Sock

Campaign

■pUTURE
PLANS stage,
here are
*■ still in PRODUCTION
the "announcement"
all
current effort going into the exploitation of
"Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House"
(Carry Grant- Myrna Loy),, the next release.
So far. Paul MacNamara has run his
list of "dream houses" to be built across the
country at no cost to SRO to about 65. His
goal now is 100. The response from local
newspapers, merchants and real estate operators gave MacNamara the impetus to go
ahead and build as many houses as the idea
would take. As reported here weeks ago, the
houses will be replicas of the house used in
the picture and will be raffled off in each
community where one is built.
This promises to be one of the top exploitation campaigns of recent years.
PARADINE HELD
The story here is that one of the prime
reasons for the withdrawal of "The Paradine Case" after the initial first run was a
desire to capitalize on Louis Jourdan and
Valli. Selznick feels that he has a great
property in these young players, but he is
showman enough to know that they will be
top stars after the release of two other pictures. So, Selznick is waiting until U-I releases "Letter From An Unknown Woman,"
which stars Joan Fontaine with Jourdan in
the leading male role. This writer saw the
U-I picture last week and the Selznick move
looks like a shrewd one. Jourdan's role and
his performance in this one will give him
a secure place with the female public, at
least, and when "The Paradine Case " goes
FILM
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into general run, the name of Louis Jourdan
will mean something on the marquee.
The same process is being worked with
Valli. Most of the movie-going public will see
her in "Miracle of The Bells" before they see
her in Paradine and here again, her performance and her role will provide a tremendous build-up for her appearance in the
Selznick picture.

20th CENTURY
Zanuck

FOX
Active

•pvARRYL F. ZANUCK is managing to
'-^ keep his lot running with five pictures
almost continuously the.se days. This is well
ahead of Metro and Paramount, usually considered his nearest competition.
And what may be even more significant
in this brief analysis is that the type of pictures now on the sound stages represents
a good cross-section of entertainment value.
"Apartment for Peggy" (Jeanne Crain-William Holden) is I'ght, young romantic comedy. "For Fear of Little Men" gives Tyrone
Power a drastic switch in type from "Nightmare Alley" and "Captain From Castile;"
this time, he plays a young American correspondent who gets mixed up with leprechauns
in Ireland. "Street With No Name" (Mark
Stevens) is stark, factual drama of the
"Boomerang" type. "Unfaithfully Yours"
(Rex Harrison-Linda Darnell) is in the typical Preston Sturges idiom, combining romance and intrigue in doses prescribed to
get the female audience. To round out this
varied program, Frank Seltzer (one of 20th's
indie producers) has put "The Gay Intruders" (John Emery-Tamara Geva) into
work. This is lig'ht comedy with a theatrical
background.
All of which indicates that Studio Chief
Zanuck has also adjusted his production
plans to the state of things as they are and
has quit regretting the inevitable change
from easier days. This makes sense I
WUBTZEL SETS FIVE
Sol Wurtzel has set his five remaining pictures for this year's schedule of release at
this studio. He already has two films completed. Planning to resume production after
a two month lull, Wurtzel will shoot "Fighting Back," "Big Dan," "Trouble Preferred."
"Tucson" and "Ticket To Nowhere" in quick
order. No castings have been announced
yet.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Settled
AT LONG LAST, the dispute between UA
and the Cagney unit is settled. This
company will definitely release "The Time
of Your Life" and has a commitment of one
more future feature from the production
outfit. That appears to clear the way for
the Cagneys to go through with their Warner Bros, deal, which v/as held up pending
the outcome of UA's litigation.
It has been decreed by a court order that
Howard Hawks must turn over his "Red
River" (John Wayne) for UA release.
While these two swallows don't make UA's
summer, they definitely give the outlook a
brighter hue for the moment. Many other,
deeper factors must be ironed out by this
company before the sailing is smooth.
PRODUCT COMING
Despite the problems still haunting UA,
the company claims seven films will be in
MARCH

work by early summer. First to go v/ill be
James Nasser's "An Innocent Affair" w<hich
reunite;! Madeleine Carroll and Fred MacMurray, and brings Buddy Rogers back to
the films. William Bacher and Nasser will
follow this with "If This Be My Harvest."
Sam Bischoff promises "Outpost in Morocco"
and "Merrill of the Mississippi" both starring George Raft. Hunt Stormberg and Ben
Bogeaus each have one ready for spring
shooting and the newly formed Olympic
Company (C. J. Tevlin-Lewis Penni^h) will
also go by May. If Cagney comes back (as
i.n now being predicted) he will add "Lion
in the Streets" and "Stray Lamb" to the UA
roster.
Sam Coslow has resumed activity on his
production program for UA releas9 and he
will make five films in the next three years
for this company. He's done some revamping
of his story schedule to get the kind of film
he can do for less than $1,(X)0,000. His first,
which goes next month, is "Mus^c City," set
to roll with a budget of $850,000.
Harry Sherm.-'.r's record for Enterprise
will be titled "Four Faces West" (Joel McCrea-Franc'is Dee-Chas, Bickford), instead
of "They Prscel This Way."

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATL.
New
Life Here
T TNIVERSAL IS ANOTHER studio where,
more by attitude than by action, ono
gets the feeling that the worst is over. A
few months ago, the story that this company
was in bad financial difficulty was gaining
strength daily. Today there are five films in
production. Tlie studio commissary, always
a good criterion of lot activity, is packed to
capacity. Yes, the outlook is definitely upward.
Interesting note here is the fact that emphasis continues to be on quality. "A Double
Life", in the Academy running, is typical of
the thinking behind production here. "All
My Sons," "Another Part of the Forest" and
4 TO GO AT U-l
pOUR NEW FEATURES are slated
■•• to get under way at Universal-Intertional within the next month.
These, coupled with the four already
on the sound stages, will give this a
top total of eight working by the first
week of April.
On the board are "Washington Girl"
(Deanna Diubin-Edmond O'Brien-Don
Taylor-Jeffrey Lynn), with Frederick
de Cordova directing for Producer
Robert Arthur, schedu'ed for Monday
(15). Also rolling on that date will be
Harold Hecht-Norma Productions
"Kiss The Blood Off My Hands" (Joan
Fontaine-Burt Lancaster), with Norman Foster directing for Producer
Rirchard Vernon.
The last week in March will see
"Rogue's Regiment" (D'ck PowellMarta Toren-Vincent Price) with
Robert Florey directing for Writerproducer Robert Buckner. Westwood's
Production, "The Countess of Monte
Cristo" (Sonja Henie), with Andrew
Stone directing for Producer John
Beck also goes before the end of this
month.
Pictures already shooting are "The
Saxon Charm", "One Touch Of Venus",
"Abbot and Costello Meet Frankenstein", and "Feudin', Fussin' and aFightin' ". "The Judge's Wife", starring Frederic March, Edmond O'Brien
and Florence Eldridge has just been
completed.

"Letter From an Unknown V/oman" are a
trio soon to be released that can be counted
on for critical acclaim.
But the U-I program as it stands now is
not too one-sided. In work at the moment
ir. "One Touch oi Venus" (Ava GardnerRobert Walker). Quite by accident, this correspondent saw rusher, from this film recently. On the basis Oil just a few moments
ol film, it is certain that this one will toss
Ava (]^rdner into the top brackets and be
a money-maker for the studio.
At this point it might not be out of order
to point to an interesting coincident in the
present situation here. This studio, 20th Century-Fox and RKO seem to be adjusting
their effort in the post-war period more
quickly than the other majors. Can there be
any connection between this fact and the
fact that the heads of these three studios
are
the "young" men of the production
branch.
"WONDERFUL" TITLE CHANGE
It had to happen: "Wonderful Race at
Rimrock" bar; been handed a new tag —
"Feudin' change.
Fussin' and Fightin' ". Now expect
another
Albert(under
S. Rogell
ha'; signed
six p'ctures
the trade
name to
of do
Gibraltar)
in Cinecolor for distribution by this company. First to go under the pact is "Song of
India", with Sabu starred. April 1 set for
the starting date.
WARNER

BROS.

Quickies
A NOTHER IN
THE series of short-budget
features is under way here. This one is;
"Sunburst" (Dane Clark-Geraldine Brooks).
Studio spokesmen are now pointing with;
pride to this series as "great opportunity
for our young directors, writers and
It cannot be denied that it is better for
here to work
under contract
young
in frontplayers
of a camera
than to sit and wait
for
a
small
role
in
a
big
picture
and grow
players."
weak and flabby waiting. One small detail,
please, gentlemen: the benefit derived from
these small pictures by all concerned will
depend entirely upon how thorough a job
is done on these films. If they give indie ition of a good, workmanlike job, no one, not
your
customer orButyour
customer's
will complain.
if they
are tocustomer
be just
slapdash fillers, nc one will derive any benefil. Here'fi hoping!
CRAWFORD TROUBLE
Within 24 hours after she had been announced as the star of "Kiss in the Dark,"
Joan Crawford stated she would not do thepicture. Jane Wyman stepped into the part
opposite David Niven and production rolls
shortly. Meanwhile, Miss Crawford seems to
be having difficulty making up her mind.
She has two scripts she likes, "Common
Ground," about a school teacher, and "Until
Proven Guilty," a dramatic story built
around a man and a woman serving on a
jury for a murder trial.
Rumors
casting of since
"The Fountainhead"
hav?
been on mounting
this company
bought the book three years ago. Stanwyck,
Davis, Crawford, Bacall, all have been
slated for the fern lead. The male role came
in for as much conjecture. Now, it appears
certain that the picture will be prepared
for an early shooting date with Gary Cooper
in the top male role. Cooper may make this
his first under his new deal with Warner
Brothers. He is not fully committed to thiscompany (he can still do outside pictures),
but the signing of this pact signalled the
end ofdentthe
actor's Headventure
indepenproduction.
learned into
quickly
how
costly it was to be your own boss and got
out as quickly as he had gotten in.
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EXPLOITATION

Sack

Title,

Music

and

PICTURE

Sentiment

in "April
TIIKEE-PRONGED
is the exploilalion iiiact; to hvItems
ui«'l«l<'<l l)y the ontorprihinji
Explnitahle
showman lor Warner Bros.' roniaiilic musical of the hey-«lay of vaudeville,
"April Showers": (1) a marquee-mighty title as fjay and nostalgic; as a freshiypieked })oucjuet of spring posies; (2) a hevy of 11 time-tested songs, each a hit
tune in its own right; (3) a sentimental tale of the ups and downs of a songand-danee family. Each can he sold individually; together they add up to a
bona fide hoxoffice insurance policy.
Sporting
useful
hoth ain versatility
connection that
with makes
the mc-it~
morahle tune, revivified and in high
favor today, and in its own refreshing
connotation, the sock title lends itself
beautifully to a myriad of stunts, gags
and tie-ups. The fountain stunt, suggested at right, is only one of many
variations. Another stratagem in which
girls carrying large umbrellas with the
title, date and name of theatre Ictteredon is a natural. Other rainy weather
garb is suitable for painting and illustratin;;
Although the title song is the only
one currently published, the other
tunes are availal)le on records and can
be ballyhooed via sound trucks, disc
jockeys and house-breaks. Local broadcasting can play an important role in
the pre-release promotion, including
man-in-the-street interviews and contests, using the songs from the film. In
addition, there are three five-minute
recordings with stars Jack Carson and
Ann Sothern and kid star Bobby Ellis,
plus several spots.

There are plenty of other stunts, concocted by ad - publicity - exploitation
Blumenstock's staff, that
Mort
chief
should make it both lucrative and easy
"April Showers." All it takes is
to sell
doing.
the

WARNER
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Sliowers"

Bros:

HAPPINESS

DELUGE

STARTS

OF

MAR.29

TEASERS
FOUNTAIN STUNT
A fouiilaiii in the lol)l)y is standard equipment in many theatres. If you have one, it
van he used to excellent effect in the stunt
illustrated ahove. A length of half-inch pipe
attached to the nozzle acts as the umbrella
handle with the water coming out on top and
c.iscading down over the umbrella.
Cutout drawings from ad blowups spotted
around the fountain and a few brightly colored
lights complete the effect to make this a display hard to top, a cinch to assemble.
NEWSPAPER ADS
The newspaper ad are full of
springiness and zest.
centhe3-coland is
umnsT right is 2-columns, Left
in both 4 and 5available
is
ter
ad
columns.

Three special leaser ads, each two-columns,
should be spotted in newspapers in advance.
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"Mayto
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er prints
" — tonewspap
Flowers
two weeks in advance of opening, readers
select daily winner. The six girls are crowned
the town's "May Flowers" on stage opening
night, the cooperating store supplying the prizes.
HOBO STREET BALLY
The hobo act pictured on the opposite page
is Carson's routine throughout the picture. A
costume and makeup
man rigged out in such a street
ballyhoo.
would make an excellent
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"April

Showers

One sure sijin of spiinji is the perennial screen
resurrection of the "glory"' that was vaudeville. In
'"April Showers", Warner Brothers has one that's
just hrimniing over with hoofing, humor and heartthrohs, not to mention an al)undance of song. Spurred on by a title that's as right for a musical as the
song that inspired it, the boys from Burljank have
embellished it with a virtual deluge of erstwhile hit
tunes, delivered up in nostalgic style by Jack Carson
and tliat fugitive from the "Maisie" series, Ann
Sothern, who, incidentally, does a stand-out job.
They're seen as a song and dance team whose act is
hypoed when their 12-year-old son joins the troupe,
hit the l)ig time, then run afoul of the Gerry Society,
guardians of the laws against child performers. The
slide down is greased by old Debbil Booze, and screen
snake Roljert Alda, but this musical roller-coaster
takes the dip in stride and ends up on a high note.
And well it might with such songs as "April Showers," "Carolina in the Morning", "Moonlight Bay",
"Pretty Baby ', "Put on Your Old Gray Bonnet",
"Strolling Through the Park", "Cuddle Up a Little
Closer" and lots more. S. Z. "Cuddles" 3akall brings
in his jello-like jowls for additional mirth.
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TOA
{Continued from Page 8)
product to be used on sub standard gauge
film.
— Shy away from, or (!ven flfifht, the Lewis
Bill which would shift payment of mutiic
taxes to the producer instead of the theatre
owner, on the basis that film costs would
skyrocket. Ascap's new plan was endorsed.
—Campaign for a reduction in Federal
admission taxes and maintain a vigilance on
State and municipal attempts to take up
whatever slack results from a Federal tax
cut.
—Elected Si Fabian head of the TOA
executive committee.
— Named Chicago as the site for the TOA
convention to be held next SeptemlDer.
New
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Health, Not Ruin

Goldman Claim to High Court
Restoration of the industry's health rather
than its ruin will be the result of the Goldman award, attorneys for the Philadelphia
exhibitor contended in a move to halt the
defendant distributors' action to bring the
case before the U. S. Supreme Court. The
petition which asked the high tribunal not
to review a District Court decision awarding Goldman $375,000 in triple damages
from the eight major distributors and the
Warner circuit referred to the defendants'
plea before the Supreme Court that the decision meant "ruin" to the industry. The
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals had upheld
the lower court's ruling.
The brief, filed by Goldman last week,
claimed that the distributors' argument of
no conspiracy was so weak that even Warner defendants have refused to subscribe
to it, being satisfied only to seek review on
the issue of damages. It cited the Jackson
Park case in Chicago for its method used
to ascertain the amount of damages, i. e.
showing the receipts, operating costs and
profits of comparable Warner theatres.
Attorneys for Goldman are William A.
Gray, Francis T. Anderson, Lester J.
Schaffer and Robert Dechert.
THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

We thank all theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in the
proper addressed containers and
for wrapping and addressing all
return advertising.
We can serve all Hieotres better
if they give us o copy of their
program
Tuesday each week.
•
IMPORTANT

Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.
•
HIGHWAY

EXPRESS

LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St.. Phlla. 7
LOcust 44)100
Member National Film Carriers

RKO's Spring-Summer
Lineup Powerful — Mochrie
ItKO Radio's Spring and Hummer lineujj
looms as one of the most pov/erful the company has ever had, vice president Robeit
Mochrie, distribution chief, declared upon
hi:; return from a one week visit to the
Hollywood studios.
Mochrie's enthusiasm was supported by
such shows as "Joan of Arc," the Ingrid
Bergman Technicolor production; "Rachel
and the Stranger," "Your Red Wagon,"
"Station West." "Roughshod,' "Berlin Express," "The Velvet Touch" and Walt Disney's "MelodytoTime."
In addition
these, Mochrie felt that the
company's three early Spring attractions, "I
Remember Mama," "The Miracle of the
Bellf." and "Fort Apache" (see reviews on
page;; 9-12), surpassed anything any company "ha;; ever released in the early
Spring." He said exhibitors would continue
to "receive from us through the Spring
and Summer, highly meritorious box-offlce
attractions ol a varied assortment. Each
is a special production possessing unique
qualities no other source in this industry
can
match." Sets 1 2 Features.
Realart

M-G-M EAST MEETS WEST
At :M-(i-M salt'M litiil<ll)-s ill ilollj » iiixl on fiir'licuniiiiK iiroilui't are, lop, fruiii left: producer Siiliiey Franklin, Sam Sliirle.v, sales topper William
F. KoflKers, and studio f(.m. F. .1. .Manniv. In
lower plKito, from left, producer (JoflTried Keinliardt, II. M. Kic.liey, F. \V. .Aaronn 1anil
llieluy.
fe-' (ieorce
Majors Gain Victory
In Dallas Trust Suit
The major distributors won out last week
in the $1,200,000 anti-trust action filed by
Tri-State Theatres in Dallas District Court.
U. S. District Judge William H. Atwell, in
dismissing the action against the majors
and the Robb & Rowley and Interstate circuits, held that the evidence failed to support charges ol! conspiracy and ruled that
Tri-State was not entitled to an injunction.
One oi Judge Atwell's statements made
the courtroom audience sit up: "If we stop
for a sober moment, we will find the monopoly statutes were originally intended for the
good oi the people, not for the amusement
of the people sitting in picture ?hows. They
were designed to protect that which they
eat.
and livecaseupon."
Thewear
Tri-States
bore a marked similarity to the Jackson Park case, where the
finding was for the plaintiff, just the reverse of this action. Thomas C. McConnell,
the Chicago attorney who handled the Jackson Park case, was one oil the attorneys
for Tri-States.
SORRELL LINKED TO REDS
The Federal Bureau of Investigation reported its finding that a 19.37
Communist Party card for "Herbert
Stewart" is signed in the handwriting
of Herbert K. Sorrell, Hollj-wood
strike leader, and president of the
Conference of Studio Unions. The
FBI report was read to a House Labor
sub-committee by its chairmanj Rep.
CarroU D. Kearns.
In the
of Sorrell's
fore the light
committee
of everdenial
beingbe-a
member of the Communist Party, the
CSU leader is liable for prosecution
by the Justice Department.

8 Westerns on 1 948-49 List
Realart will have a total of 38 features
in distribution by September, 1948, Budd
Rogers, vice-president, announced last week
as he revealed the first 12 releases on the
1948-49 program.
The new group of pictures v/ill contain
six Super Specials: "Magnificent Brute"
(Victor McLaglen, Binnie Barnes); "Sea
Spoilers" (John Wayne); "Next Time We
Love" (James Stewart, Ray Milland, Margaret Sullavan); "Men of Texas" (Robert
Stack, Jackie Cooper) ; "Pardon My Sarong" (Abbott & Costello) and "My Man
bard).
Godfrey" (William Powell, Carole LomThere will also be six Exploitation Specials: "Drums of the Congo," "Captive Wild
Woman," "Tim.ber," "Mutiny on the Black
Hawk," "Zanzibar" and "Rio," and eight
Buck Joneri westerns.
CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St.,
New York, N. Y.
AIR FILTERS
Exceptional Value. Air filters — all metal,
almost new. These are cleanable type and
will last for years. Gardner, 1539 Race
St., Phila. 1, Pa.
THEATRE WANTED
Will lease or buy theatre in Eastern Penna.
or New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.

SERVICE — ALWAYS!
NEW
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SERVICE
Member Nat" I Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper St., PhUa. 7, Pa.
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''Naked City'*
Reception Accorded
ing
Rous
Since "The Naked City," the late Mark Hellinger's last film, is a story about New
York, most of it photographed right on the streets of the metropolis and produced by
one of the big town's most facile reporters, it was inevitable that the metropolitan
critics would accord it a rousing reception. The surprise is that they were not more
enthusiastic.
"A love song to New York," is the way Miss Cecelia Ager, of PM, puts it, bestowing her two checks for "outstanding."
Alton Cook, World Telegram, believes it is Mestined to become one of the biggest
hits ever to play that (Capitol) theatre." However, he warns his readers that the picture might not live up to "the lavish praise that has been showered upon it by Hellinger's enthusiastic and affectionate friends."
The Post's Archer Winsten gives "The Naked City" an Excellent rating on his
Movie Meter and terms it "the best, most authentic view of a murder investigation the
screen has offered... As devoid of dull moments as it is packed with information,
drama^ and feeling."
Neither Bosley Crowther, of the Times, nor Howard Barnes, Herald-Tribune,
voiced enthusiasm to the same degree as their fellow critics. Crowther feels that the
filming in New York gives the picture "a definite parochial fascination'' and cleverly
conceals a "none-too-good whodunnit." He finds the drama ' ?-argely superficial ... a
routine and unrevealing episode in the everyday business of th? cops."
Barnes applauds the "authority of the on-the-spot photography ' and the "triumphant portrayal of a police lieutenant by Barry Fitzgerald." But, he says, "beyond
that it is little more than a carefully contrived screen thriller. . . (which) leaves a
great deal to be desired."
The Sun's Eileen Creelman calls it "a big, smashing melodrama. . .a top-drawer
tale of suspense." And in the Journal-American, Rose Pelswick waxes siiperlative and
sentimental: "A great reporter has left behind him a great motion picture."
"ALBUQUERQUE"
para:mount
"Runs for ninety minutes, with enough
shooting, plotting and wild horse riding to
fill twice that time. 'Albuquerque' is an old
fashioned Western sticking close to timetried routine."— CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"Standard frontier day stuff . . . The scenery
is even prettier than usual because it's photographed in color."— PELSWICK, N. Y.
JOURNAL AMERICAN.
a familiar
patternthan
faithfully.
is "Follows
neither better
nor worse
a hundredIt
others ALDjust
like it."— BARNES, N. Y. HERTRIBUNE.
"A sound, conservative, responsible western . . . As easy and simple and reassuring
and
predictable
and inevitable as A B C."—
AGER,
PM.
"Neither especially good nor bad, as Westerns go . . . Some shooting and a runaway
stage to liven up the proceedings. But even
thisTIMES.
doesn't help very much." — PRYOR, N.
Y.
"MY GIRL
WARNER
BROS.TISA"
"Good . . . Walks a higfi wire over the
abysses of quaintness, foreign color, and the
easy comedy of the unfamiliar. Somehow
it manages to keep its balance . . . Should
not have negated everything with its sudden
flight
POST. into the fanciful."— WINSTEN, N. Y.
"Exploits potentially rich and moving material strictly for hokum . . . Its only pleasant moments are provided by the personalities of its two stars, forceful enough in
awkward surroundings." — ^AGER, PM.
"A sympathetic little story of immigrants
. . . Except for an extremely synthetic finish,
the film is an amiable re-creation of the
turn-of-the-century era."— PELSWICK, N. Y.
JOURNAL-AMERICAN.
"As gummy a lot of mama-memories as
anybody ever recalled . . . Bogg down in
most disturbing pathos . . . Let us be generous by neglecting to mention responsible
names other than to say this is a product
of Milton Sperling's United States Pictures,
Inc. (sic). "CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"Deals with the inmates of a boarding
MARCH
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house, all very comical people and either
amiable or converted to amiability before
the picture is over. These people are all
types straight out of vaudeville and radio
comedy . . . Elliott Nugent was the director, but he could not work anything from
his Y.material
crude farce." — ^COOK,
N.
WORLD except
TELEGRAM.
"The temptation to pad out a picture's
running time and the temptation to wind
things up in a silly spectacular climax must
be irresistable in Hollyv/ood these days . . .
Collaborators have, to coin a phrase, combined very good citizenship with very poor
and tasteless picture making." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"SONG ARTISTS
OF MY HEART"
UNITED
"Romantic rubbish is told in regulation
operetta style, using the composer's own
music.'--CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"Unashamedly trashy .. .There are bits of
Tchaikowsky's music here and there in the
film, not used too intelligently or extensively...The actors are trapped hopelessly by
the lines and stodgji- direction of the film.
It is all so silly and so dull."— PECK, PM.
"An almost totally inept film drama... As
uneasy and as sluggish a piece of cinematography as has appeared in some time.
Its script is full of cliches, and its most
exciting action is the movement of fingers
on a piano keyboard."— GUERNSEY, N. Y.
HERALD-TRIBUNE.
"Oh, brother! how the producers of 'Song
of My Heart' had the nerve to foist that
distorted fiction in view of the ample facmaterial availablesomethingconcocwe'll
nevertualunderstand.
. .The isdreadful
tion of the scriptwriter is deadly dull when
not downright insipid." — PRYOR, N. Y.
TIMES.
"Tcha/ikowsky is the latest victim of the
musical rnovie biographers .. .because he is
turned into a simpering and tragic operetta
hero instead of the man he was. . .Acting is
passable without achieving any distinction
or definite
character." — COOK, N. Y.
WORLD
TELEGRAM.
"Pretty close to frightful .. .1 doubt that
a single cinematic cliche, directorial or

New

Films

writers', has been spared in the telling of
this."— MAYNARD,
N. Y. JOURNAL.
"Fair plus... The tale is plausible only in
life on theis
cometheto dialogue
don'ttime
spots. .Characters
screen.
.Most of the
stilted and unintentionally funny ..A more
important contribution to musicology than
to screen entertainm.ent." — N. Y. POST.

'THE SIGN OF THE RAM'
COLUMBIA
"Woman's magazine sentimental melodrama, bearing no other semblance of life
or conviction aside from the coincidence of
Miss Peters'
AGER,
PM. and its heroine's affliction." —
"This picture was begun with an ambitious notion that it was to occupy an imlist. That was
place in the season's
a bad portant
miscalculation."
— COOK, N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"A static script and a singularly dispiriting title... Miss Peters compensates for
most everything." - MAYNARD, N. Y.
JOURNAI^AMERICAN.
"A lachrymose melodrama has been built
around a possessive invalid ... .Wanders
through a great many cliches of dialogue
and imagery without ever making a solid
point," — BARNES, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.
"The fortitude of Susan Peters in returning to the screen after a cruelly crippling
accident is worthy of a more substantial
token of respect than it — and she — receives in 'The Sign of the Ram'. . .And the
talents of several other actors of competence who are with her in this film are deserving of fiiller protection against embarrassment than any of them get. It is not
that Columbia deliberately tried to abuse
them, we are sure. But even if it had endeavored, it couldn't have done a sorrier
job than it does i.T this flat and fatuous
fable about the mischievous deeds of a selfish dame."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"Conventional melodrama. . .Susan Peters,
a pretty ingenue before a hunting accident
made her a cripple, returns to the screen.
It is a brave start of a new career but hardone.' — CREELMAN,
ly a distinguished
N. Y.
SUN.
"Fair plus. . .Flat, commonplace and dull
...I hope someone finds a better film for
Miss Peters.'-— WATTS, N. Y. POST.
'RELENTLESS'
COLUMBIA
"Someone evidently had a notion that
mixing a little good sense and credibility
with all the gun-play and excitement might
not hurt a Western at all."— COOK, N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"Cavalier Productions' initial independent
offering, a pleasant and refreshing variation
on an old theme."— WEILER, N. Y. TIMES.
"A bit more credible than most Westerns
. . .Winston Miller's screen play is a tidy
job, giving George Sherman, director, a
good
script to shoot.' —PIHODNA, N. Y.
HERALD-TRIBUNE.
"Has a straightforward, believable story
about straightforward, believable characters..Cri.sp dialogue and not too much of
it, plenty of action, just the proper amount
of romance. . .A western graduated from the
juvenile class."— CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
".4 quiet Western as Westerns go; its
quietness is at once its charm and its downfall... Has been done in commonplace, conventional, uninspired way." — PECK, PM.
"Good. . .A beautifully Technicolored Western. .The
.
good thing about the film is that
N.
Y. POST. to be a new Western story." —
it manages
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RELEASE

In the Release Charf, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.

1
19i7-*8 Features
1017-48 Features
Serials

COLUMBIA
Completed (40)
Completed (43)
Coniplet<«(l ( 3)
PRODUCTIONS

(2)
In
In Production (0)
Production (2)
In Production

NEW
WINNER TAKE NOTHING
Drama — Started March 2
Cast: Cameron Mitchell, Jane Nigh, Blake Edwards.
Directors: Richard Quinc and William Asher
Producers: Richard Quine and William Asher
Stniy: HroUen down prizeliKlitcr toiiis lank towns Keta involved with petty
racketeers who want him to throw a fight but he double cros.ses
tlie crooks at tlio last moment.
SWEETHEART OF THE BLUES
Musical — Started March 3
Cast: Gloria Jean, Alice Tyrell, Ross Ford, Toni Harper.
Director: Arthur Dreifuss
Producer: Sam Katzman
story; Ciirl copywriter in ail vertisiii)- at'ency raises money for her pet
Youth Center by seeing that hei- friend wins a beauty conte.'it
RELEASE CHART
No.
COMl'LETED
Details
Title — Running Time1947-48
Cast
Rel.
.3-25
.11-10.
Adventures In Silverado
BIshop-Htnry
Big Sombrero. Tic
Hutry-Verdugo
. 8-18
Details under title: A Little Spanish Town
Best Man Wins
Buehanan-Lee 12-22
Blick Arr»w. The
Haywaro B air
8-4.
Blazing Aeross The Petos
Starrett-Biirnette . 11-24 12-18.
Blondle't Annlvtrsary (67)
Singleton-Lake
.
9-1 10-16.
Blondle In the Dough (69)
Singleton-Lake 4-14..
Elonifie's Reward
Details under title: eiondie's Night Out SIngleton-lake 9-29. 12-18.
Brick Bradford
Riehmond-Johnson .10-27..
Backaroo from Powder RIvor (55)
Starrett-euniette ...5-26.. 10-14.
Caroner Creek (C)
Seott-Chapman 9-29.
Crime Doctor's Gamble (66)
Baxtcr-Chelrel 8-4. . 12-11.
Devil Ship (62)
Lane-Campbell 7-21..
Otwn To Earth (T) (101)
Hayworth-Parki 4-15. ,10-29 .
Eternal Melody. The
KietiraEgg;rth ...11-10.
.8-4
Filler Brush Man. The
.Skolton-Blair 10-27. ii'-27'.
Gallant Blade (C)
Parks-Chapman 12-6. .1-16.
Glamour Girl (68)
Krapa-Reed
9-1..
Tone-Ball
3-3.. 11-47.
HarDetails
Husband's
.7-21
indarAffairs
title: (85)
Lady Rntw H*w
I Love Trouble (94)
Tone-Blair 5-26... 1-48.
Details inder tltli: CaikU Take
. .2-2
I Surrender Dear
lean-Street ...
. . .3-1. 12-47.
.1-5
. .4-14.
.5-26. .
It Had To Be You (98)
flogers-WiUc
.
Key Witness (67)
Beal-Marshall .
.10-9.
Dttalls gnder titit: Oastiay
1014. 11-20.
Lady trsn Shanghai. The
Hayworth-Wellti
Last Days of Boot Hill, The (56)
S;arrett-Burnette . .6-23. 11-47 .
. .5-26.
Last Roond-Uo, The (77)
Aufry-Heather
. . .1-19.
Let's Fall In Love
Lamour-Ameche
.
Lone Wolf In London. The (68)
Mohr-Saunders ... .5-26.
.5-26. .11-13.
. .11-24.
LovM of Carmen, The
Hayworth-Ford
LilD Belle
Laniour-Montgomery 11-10
Man From Ccioradt, The (T)
Ford-Drew
3-17...
Mary Lou (66)
Lowery-Barton 9-15... 1-23.
Mating of Millie, Thi
Ford-Keyes
7-7
My Dog Rusty
Donaldson-Doran ...11-24. .2-19.
Phantom Valley (53)
Starrett-Burnette ....8-4..
Port Said
Bishno-Henry 12-22. .1-48.
.2-16
Prince of Thieves (72)
Hall-Morison 5-12. .2-48.
Relentlfss (93)
Young-Chapman ....12-9.
DataMt inder title: Threa Wera Ttaareughbreds
Rotorn of October The
Ford-Moore
9-29
Return of The Whistler, The (63)
Duane-Aubert .. 10-27. . .3-18.
Rase of Santa Rosa (65)
Hot Shob
9-1 .12-25.
Rusty Leads the Way
Bonaldson- MoBct ... 3-1
Details undfr title: Ru<ty Takes a Walk
.3-48.
Sign of the Ram, The (84)
Peters-Knox ?-4.
Six Gun Law (54)
Starrett-Saondcrs ...7-7. . .1-9.
Sta Hoond. The (Sarial)
Crabbe-Blake 5 26. ..9-4.
Song of Idaho
Vincent-Grant 10-27. .3-30.
Stravktrry Raan. Tha
Autry Henry
7-7.
Superman (Serial)
Wyn-Nell
2-16. 10-23.
Sweet Genevlrre (68)
Porter-Lydon 4-14. ..1-48.
twardiBian. The (T) (81)
Parks-Drew
12-9.
.10-27
Tax Graingar (Serial)
Sfnens-Stewart 8-4.
Thunderhoof
Foster-Bishop 2-16
Details ander title: Wild Fory
Ta tha Ends of tha Earth (109)
Pmreli-Hafs« 12-9... 2-48.
24
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Trapped by Bojion Blaekle
Two Blondes and a Redhead (70)
West of Sonora
Whirlwind RaMers
Woman from Tangier, The (66)
Wreck of The Haiperas, Th*

15, 1948

Morris-Lane 12-22
Porter-Lvdm
. . 4-14 ... 1 1-6 . .
Starrett-Barnette .. .9-29. . .3-25. . .
Starrett-Saundars ...9-15
J^gens-Dinne 9-29. . .2-12. . .
Parker-White 9-15 2-5...

EAGLE-LION
l!)J"-4.'", F«-atiii-es
Westerns

( ()mpl<'(< d CiU)
Completed ( 5)
PRODUCTIONS

(0)
In Production i'i)

Completed ( 4)

In Production (0)

NEW
BORN TO FIGHT
Drama — Started March 2
Cast: Scott Brady, Anabel Shaw, Mary Meade.
Director: Charles Riesner
Producer: Leonard Picker
story: Kx-.sailnr
to jirofeHKlonal
aiKl almost turn»
wreckK
hlH career lioxlnK.
and hisKets
life. involved with racketeers
LADY AT MIDNIGHT
Melodrama — ^Started March 5
Cast: Robert Denning, Tom Dugan. Lora Lee Michel, Harlan
Warde, Jack Searle.
Director: .Sherman Scott
Producer: John Sutherland
JOHN SUTHERLAND PRODS. INC.
story: Xot available. .See n< xt is.siie
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Tine
Cast
No.
5-12
Details
812
L't's Li e A Lift >
I amarr-Cummlngs
C»>IM1'I,KTKII
1947-48
2-7.
11-22.
Rtl.
Adventures of Casanova (83)
d«Cordova-Nash . 3-1 .9-27.
851
BInck Hilh (53l
Dean Ates ....
5-12.
Blonde Savage (61)
Sherwood- Ericson . . .414.
e07. .10-13
.2-2
Bury MaVoirDeadGani (66)
D'Donnell-DanjtIs
7-7. .9-20.
Check
(55)
Dean-Gates . .
.1 24 .853.
803.
9-2J
7-7.
.12-8
CiMe-up
B'u'er-Gllmore . . .12-22.
1-5. .4-24
3-27. . 826!
Con
Sirikes,
Kyan-f riser
Enchanted
ValliyThe (C)(62)
(77)
Cartis-Gwynne
817
.1-17. . )35
Gentleman After Dark (76)
Donltvy-Hspkins . Raitfaa.
.5-13.
9-1.
.11-8.
802
Green for Danger (91)
Grty-Howard
. Fareign . .
Headin' For Heaven (71)
Erwin-Farrell
.8-4.
.810
1-5
it's Htldv
Swltw-Whaian . .. ... ..5-12.
2 16.
Hollow Triumph
Henreid-Bennett
winda Be Good (S7)
Hebbard Knox
7-21. . . .1-3. 815
Love Fiom A Strancer (81)
Sidney-Hodlak
. . .3-17.
.11-15
ManDetails
from ander
Taiai
Craig-Bari
...
10-18
806. ..l')-27
.12-8
.808.
.
.
.5-26.
title; A Taxat Stary
.11-8.... 735.
Man In the Iron Mask (110)
Hayward-Bennett . Reltsae . .
Mickey (C)
Bctirr-Goodwin .. ..11-24.
1110. . .4-27. .819.
Noose
Hangs
High.
The
Abbott-Costello
Northwest Stampede
Leslie-Cralg . . . ...7-21.. .1-17.
Oe'alls ander title Wild Cantaait
9-1. . .2-15.
Open Secret (70)
Ireland-Randolph
3-3. , .9-27. 813 . . .2-16
Oat
The Blaa (91)
Brtat-Maya
Prairieof Outlaw
Dran
Ho;t ... . . .11-10.
801. ...9-1
'.
'.
.9-i
'..
Rampaa*
Mitchell-Long
. .. .11-24.
.12-22.
RawDetails
Deal
O'Kacfe-Tratar
.
.10-25
.
.
ander title: Corkscrew Alley
Retarn of RIn-Tln-Tin, Tha (V) (65) nin-Tin-Tln-Woods .9-16. 11-10. . .804. . .12-8
Return of the lash (59)
LaRoe-St. John .
. .12-8
. .4-3. . .755.
RuthleS".
Scott-Lynn
Details under title: Prelide to Night
.3-27. . . 818
.11-29.
.
Reissoe.
.
848
Seven Sinners (86)
Dietrich-Wayne
Shadow Valley (58)
Dean-Atet
.852. .12-22
Shed No Tears
rord-Vincmt ...
. Foreign
Smugglers. The (85)
Redgrave-Kent
. .1-19.. , .1-31 811 2-2
Spiritualist. The
Bey-Sari . .Reissue
. . .3-27
849
Sutter's Gold (93)
Arnold
.814
.2-28. . ..809.
.7-21. , . .1-10.
.12-22
. .. Foreign
T-Men (91)
O'Kee-'c
Take
My Life
Eynt-Williams
lamarrow
toa (85)
Ui»
rre ann-nyan .... . . .5-1^. 11-15. .
Tornado Range (56)
.Dean-Holt . . . '..9-1.
3-i '.
Whispering City (t2)
Lakas-Dantine . .
.805 . .n-24
FILM
CLASSICS
g54
1947-48 Features
COMPLETED
Argyle Secrets
Blonde Ice
Devil's Cargo
Money Madness

Garg'.n-Lord
Paige-Brooks 3-1.
Calvert-Hodson
Rafferty-Bcaumont

.Completed
.2-21.'. Feb. 24
Completed Feb.
Completed Feb.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1947-48 Features
Completed (33) In Production. (2)
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
rm*— imiv tim
caet u^iulis..
Jalla MiMharM
Girwa-Pldftoa ....2-16...
Three Muskttetrs (T)
Tarner-Kelly . .
FILM

BULLETIN

Alias The Gentleman (74)
i/city"?;.'"
Cass Tlmberlane
Bride
Goes Wild, (119)
Th,
„ Details eoder title: Wrt.Vai

^ Bmy'-pftrick
^r^r
ry .
0 Brien-Murph
John ^n-Allyson
r-Ti' ••

.5-13 Mar. . . .818. ..2-13
. sept . . . .820
.803. . .2-17
. .8-6.
8 6 ■ Apr. .
10-27.
.
.5-12. .
.ii-io
.7-7. . . .Jan.
Mar. . . ..813
819
. .1-5.4-1. . .Oct.

.12-8.
■■■■ ..Reissue.
3-31
. 9-30.
T.,rn,r Hrfiin
. .7^7
6-9.. , . .Jan.
Hitc:::/^'
i^-™- • . .9-15.
.6-23. . . Oct.
. .5-26.
. .9-1.
.9-29.
Gwenn-Leigh
-:------■Jaor
.";:!].
— "v'
.. ^--Hl'lii
.■■•I* tf
VI Ho„i,
nvma
Details
under
tl'le:
..6-23.
.9-2. . . Oct .
Skelton O'Brl.n
.,
. Island
n. An
e.
With r..
Wllliaf' -.--■< .. . ..3-3.
V^h
<T)
Sanaa
«... I..
Clift-MacMahon . .11-25, . . .Oct.
Hepburn-Henreid
Powell -Loy
. . . 2-3. . .Sept.
.Apr
tMBV n»t\itt
.Rooiey-DeHavtn
. . . 7-8.
4-1.
. Tracy- Hepborn
. .10-13. . .Feb
.0 Brien-Mor'hy
.Williams-Me1»hior . . 8-6 . . .Nav
. IVIacDanald-lturbi . .11-25.
Three Daring Daujhters (T)
.Mar
ES
.O'BrlER-Charisse . . .7-22. . Sept .
Bttilti iidar title: Itnwlii

E.sr';44r'''''^'**'""
Sr^n Oolphln Street

7°

.9-29
.12-22
. .810.
.811
.815.
. .809.
.814 . 10-27
. .1-5
.7-21
.804 8-4
.801 8-4
.821
.816 . .1-19
808 10-13
817 . . .2-16
.802.
.8-4

REISSUE

MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (17)
Completed ( 4)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
STAGE STRUCK
Drama— Started February 25
Cast: Audrey Long, Kane Richmond, Ralph Byrd, Conrad Nagel.
Director: WiUiam Nigh
Producer:
Bernerd
story: «tory of the girl.s who cnn.e ,o Hollywood .seekingJeffrey
pictL capers
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
D eta. Is 3-7.
Tltle — Running Time1947.48 Cast1_ .11-24.
Rel.
*"•
*''
■
Gorccy-Gra
y
Released orljinally un4er title: When Strangers Marry
Relstit.
12-27.
. .4706.
12-8.
».trt.yed (66)
Mitrtum-H.nter
.3-21.
Do«lis ofVT^
11-24.
»(70)
Stewarf-Prelsser
New Orleans
Winters-Young
. .12-8. ,5-30. . . . .8.
Dude Goes West, The
A^bert-Stwm
Details under title: The Tenderfoot
.9-15. . . .2-7. .4709.
FIgfctIng
)
Oetaili Mad
under (75
title: A Palooka
Namtd Joe Errol-Kirt.ood
. . .2-2
French Leave
Cooper-Coogan
Details under title: Kilroy On Deck
».3-31
High Tide (72)
Tr?ev-Castlo
. .2-16. lO-U. .4701. .10-13
I Wouldn't Be in Your Shoes
Castle-Knox
.
.9-29. .1-10.
Jlg^s and Maggie in Society (66)
Yule-Riano
.1-19. iO-18.
JIPK Money
Gorcey-Caldwell
. .5-26. .'3-14. .4702... 9-15
Joe Palooka In the Knockout (72)
Kirkwood-Knox
.4704. .! ' .
Details under title: A Goy Named Palooka
. . . .2-16.
.3-3. .11-1. .4703. . ,9-15
Louisiana (8M
Davis-Lindsay
warder by Alphabet
Winters-Best
Oklahoma Blues
Wakeley-Belmont . .1-19. .1-3 .4751
Ovorland Trails (58)
.11-24 ,2-11.
Brown-Belmont
4. .4707
. . .9-1. .22--2281.
Parlloas Waters (66)
Castle-Ung
. , 4705
.8 18.
Rseky (76)
McDowall-Barrier .Reissue.
.4710
IWJ« of the Rio Grande (60)
Carroll- Me»ita
. 11-10.
.9-15. .,1.1-3. . .627
Smart Polities (68)
Prelsser-Stewart
.686 1-5
-1
7.
Song of The Drifter (53)
Wakely-Coles
^„
.3
-2
8.
Thunder On the Range
Brown-Hatton 2 2
ALLIED ARTISTS
12-23. .9-16. . . .2. . .7-21
Bl«ek Gold (C) (92)
9ulnn-DcMill.
.2-17. 11-22. ...3.. 11-10
G«nuter, The (8«)
Sullivan-Belita
.4-7. ...6
Hinted. The (85)
.4-14. . .4-19.
Belita-Foster
II HigHRtd tn Fifth AfMil (115)
Stwm-DiFtre
...1...2-17
.9-29. .2-22. ...5
Pahaodle (84)
Cameron -Downs
10-27. .4-30. . . .7
Smart Woman (90)
Bennett-Ahorne
.2-3. .1-31. . . .4, ,11-24
S««gDoUlU
of My Heart (89)
Sond;trom-Long
indar titit: Tn«b tyapfetiy

PARAMOUNT
1917-48 Features

Completed (33)

Big Town
Clock, Af.er
The DarK
(95)
Big
(70)
Bg Town Scandal
Caged Fury
Co npcticut Yankee. A (T)
Disaster
Oreiai Girl
fmoeror Walb, Ttt (T>
Foreign Affair, A
fioldm Earrings (95)
Halter's Castle
Hazard
I Walk
Detail) Alone
indet(S9)
title: DudiMb
Mr. Details
Reckless
under title: Hard To Kill
My Own True Love
Long, Grpy Line, The
Night Has A T^oasand Eyw
Paleface. The (T)
RnJ To nlo (100)
Shacgy (C)
Saigon (94)
Sainted' Site's, The
So Evil My Lovf
Sorry, Wrong Number
Soerd To Spare
Unco-ijnered (T) (146)
Waterfront At Midnijht
Where There's Life (75)
Whispering Smith (T)
Wild Harvest (92)

In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART
IN PROOUCnON
f It Romant
J'"»— «"»"«■ Tina
Cast
Dttailt
Rel. No
Isn't
ic
Lake-DeWolfe 3-1
1947-48
COMPURVD
.:->", 'irn - ^
Abigail. Dear Heart
Ralni-Hendrlx 2-2
' 1' ' a
,8-18
Adfontira Island (C) («7)
UUMa-Flaaloi . .".9-30 ' 10-10 ' '47f» ..2-2
AJberqaemoe (C) (90)
Seott-Brltto. 3.3 ' 2-20 "■47W
MARCH
16, 1948

Milland-0'Sulliv.in ..3-17.
Reed-Brooks
5-26. 12-12.
.4-9.
Rei-d-Brnnvs 6-23.,
Cenn ng-Ryan 9-29., . .3 5.
Crosby-Kle.nino ....6-24..
Oenning-Mars: all . ..2-16.. . .7-2.
nutton-Oariy 5-12..
Crasky-Fntalna 6-24..
Arthur-Lur.d-Dietrlch 12-22
M.liand Oietr ch 8-19. 10 31
Ma.on-Kerr Foreign.. .6-18
Goddard C.irey .11-10.. .5-28
Laneasler-Scott ...12-23.. .1-16.
Eythe-Critton ... 11-10 ... 3-26 .
roo'lis-CaUcrt 7-7
Lartd-roed
9-?9
Rok.nson-Rissell 7-7
Ho e-Russell 8-18
Crosby-Hone 1-6. .12 ?=>.
Joyce-Shayne
6-11.
Ladd Lake
12-9. . . 3-12.
Lakt-Caultield 10 27... 4-30.
killtanil-loil* 5-26
Stanwyck- Lancaster . 2-2
Arlen-Rogers 10-27. .5-14.
I ooner-Gor'dard . . . 8-19..
Garcan-Htg'ies .12-8.. .6-25
Hope Hiso
4-15
Ladd-Marshall 4-28. 11-21.
Ladd-Lamour 9-16. .9-26

.4,13. . . .2-2
.4,06. .11-24
.4711
31
.4720
" 03 i,-x
.4718
.4716
.4.08. .12-22
.471:
.3-1

.407. .11-24
4710. , .2-16
.4715
.471-7
.4715
.4703.
, ,9-23
4719
.4704. .10-13
. .4701 . .8-13

RELEASE CHART
— 1947-48 —

Title — Running Time
Alias Mary Oow (66)
Arcentine Nights
Bl.ick C.-it, The (72)
Black Friday (71)
Butch
the Baby (77)
Ex-ChampMinds(72)
Ghost of Frankenstein (67)
Give Us Wings (62)
Green Hell (87)
Hellzapornin
Invisible Man, The (71)
Invisible Kan Returns (81)
Lady From Cheyenne (89)
Lady In a Jam (85)
Guy (83)
Tougli Guys
Little
Little Tough
In Society (73)
Model Wife (78)
Mummy's Ghost (65)
Mummy's Tomb (61)
Pittsburgh (91)
(74)
TownDracula
Sin
Son of
(80)
Storm, The (78)
Tight Shoes (69)
(92)
Comes (71)
When
You're Tomorrow
Not So Tough

Cast Details
Rel,
No, Rev.
Mil!a'd-E:icrs .
736..
Ritz B:os.-Andrews Sis
Ladd-Pathbunc
Oct ... 1129 ,. ,
Ka loff Lo-esi
rcf...lM6..
Bruce-Cr.-wfcrd
McLaglen-BrownNov... 1217..
926..
Cl.aney-Aakers
Jan .1212..
l.T. Guv< D.E. Ki ;s
1095 ..
Fairbaiks-Bennctt Dec... 1017.,
Olscn-Johnson
Raiiis-Stbarl
D:c 623..
Price-Harriwicke
Dec.,, 1029,,
Young-Prcston
Sept .1121..
Dtnne-Knowlcs
Sept ... 1208. .
Mar 917..
L.T. Guys D.E. Kids
Lit le Tough Guys
Mar 929..
Blondtll-Powell
1124...
Chaney-Carradine
Feb. . .1344. . ,
Foran-Chaney
Feb.. 1246..
Wayne-Dietrich-Scott Dec... 1270..
..12''6..
Jan
Crawfod
Bcnnttt
Chaney-Allbritton jEn...l795..
Bickford- Foster
Feb... 924..
Crawford-Gwynne
Nov ... 1139 ., ,
'48..
Dunre-Eoycr
L.T.Guys-D.E.Kids
1063.

REPUBLIC
1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (18)
Completed ( 7)
Completed ( 2)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE THRILL MAN
Melodrama — Started March 1
Lynne Roberts, Gordon Jones, John HolCast: Russellland,Hayden,
Grant Withers, Roy Barcroft, Stephanie Bachelor,
JoVin Newland, Georg-e Chandler, Gilbert Frye,
Director: Yakima Canutt
Producer: Franklin Adreon
•Story: The thrill.s and troubles of the movie stunt men.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Rev.
No.
Rel. . .752
Cast
Title— Running Tlfflt
Details 12-15.
. . .728
Alcatraz Prison Train . .
3-1. 3-28. .
Bandits of Dark Canyon
.Burton's
Birds
BItl and Coo (Tr.) (61)
12-22 . . .4-1. . . .754
.Lane-Waller
.3-15. . . .654,
BoldDetails
Frontiersman
10-13.
under title: Cimarron Trails
California Firebrand
.Crane-Wilde
. 1013. . .2-1. . ..703,
Campus Honeymoon
.Lane-Waller ... ...,2-16.
Carson City Haiders
.4-24. . , .792
Dangers of the Canadian Mounted (Seria .Bannon-Belmont
.
.10-27.
Livingston-Clark
Davedcvils of the Sky
....3-11. ..9-9.. . .791,
G-Min Notar Forget (Serial)
. . 8-4. .4-10..
Gallant Legion, Tbt
,
MartinLowery
..
Hostey-Carroll . . . .12-22. .3-14..
Heart of Virginia
Hint-LiDdl|en
. .703.
I. Jane Doe
....9-15.
. .11-24
Inside
Story,
The
Details under title: End at thg BalnkM
25

ir« A Grand Old Nag (Tr.)
Cambltrs
King ol thr
Lightoln' in the Forest
'Mubith
of' The
madonna
Thi
Kid, Desert
Main Street
Woonrlse
Oklahoma Badland»
Aid
Red Loj
Pony.Anjeln
The (T)
Setret Service Invcstigatir
Sllipy Mci.oe
Under California Stan (Tr.)
Wild FiMtler. The
RKO
1948 Features

12-20 761
fa-toon Fmtoro
t■^b
wngni nariin
8... 3-15 706
Robefts-Dooglai 12 7-7
W«l|««-Wol»ii
Ca.tle-Robwi.
701
1-X.. .704
9-29. .2-23.
Martin... 11-10.
FearteClark-Riuell 1-5
Lane-Coles 11-24... 2-22 753
Ei:io'.t-MeLtod ....10-13
Loy Mlttliom
6-9
Brid;ej-Rol!orts 2-16
Barry-E»»ni 9-1. . .1-15. .. .702
Rug,fs-Fraze« 11-24
Lane-Holt
5-12... 10-1 751.. 10-13
RADIO
Comi)let<'d (25)

In Production (5)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Ru-ning Time
Cast Deta:is
Rev.
Blood On The Moon
Mitchum-Bel Geddes . 3-1 Rel.
No.
Boy Wilh Green Hair (T)
O'Brien-Ryan
Long Dc iai, The
O'Hara-Oouclas 3-1
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. ONE
.801.
Baehelor and The Bobby-Soxer, Th« (94) . . .Grant-Loy
8-6
.802. . .6 9
Crtisflrt (86)
Young-MllchDm 3-17
803. . .7-7
RiRrafl (80)
O'Brifn-Shzak 6-24
.804.
Seven Keyi to Boldpate (66)
Terry-White 11-25
.805.
. .6-9
Undtr Ike T*nt« RIa (61)
Holt Leklla
1-20
. .6-9
BLOCK NO. TWO
. .6-924
11
11-24
Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome (65)
Byrd-KarloR 4-14....
. .8C9.
Night Song (102)
Andrews-Oboron 4-14
..806.
Details under title: Memory of Lovd
.807.
Out of the Past (97)
Mitchu'n-Grcer
810. 11-10
11-24
So Well Remembered (114)
Scott-Mlllj
.808.
Wild Horse (Mesa (60)
Holl-Leslle
8-4
.11-24
NOT DESIGNATED
Arizona
Ranger, The
Ho't-Les'lo 11-10....
Brrlin Express
Oberon-Ryan
9-1
Fighting Father Dunnt
O'Brlen-Dcll 3-31....
Fort Apache
Fonda-Tempio 8-18
Details under title: War Party
Good Sam
Coop-rSherldan ....8-18
Guns of Wrath
Holt-Leslie 12-22
I Remember Mama
Dirnne-H»ms|ka 6-9....
If You Knew Susie (90)
Cantor-Davis 1-20
2-16
Indian Summer
Knox-Sothern
Joan of Arc
Bergman- Ferrer ....10-13
Le Silenceof Est
Chevalltr-Oerrltr ..F«r«lfi
Miracle
The D'or
Bells. The
MaeMirraj-Valll
8-4
Mr. Jose.:h Young of Africa
Johnson-Armstrong ....1-5
Mystery In Mexico
Lundlgan-White ...10-13
Patrl, The
Marques-Armandarlz Forelga
Race Street
Raft Ma-well
9-1
Rachel and the Stranger
Youni Holden
9-1
Details under title: Rachel
Retorn of the Badman
Scott-White
Raighshod
Sterllni-GrahaBa ....7-7
Station West
Powell-Greer
Tarzan and the Mermaldi
Weissmiller-Jayie ....8-4
Tyeaan (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3
2-8
Under Arizona Skits
Holt-Leslie 9-1
Velvet Touch The
Rossell-Genn 10-13
Western Heritage (60)
Holt-Leslie
2-16
Window, The
Hale-Kennedy 11-24
Voir Red Waian
O'DonRell-Graagtr ....7-7
SPECIALS
Bishop s Wife, The (109)
Grant-Young 3-17
11-24
fugitive. The (104)
Fonda-Del Rio
1-6
11-10
Fon and Fancy Free (73)
Disney Cartoan Fatarr
891.... 9-1
Lanf Night, The (101)
Fonda-Bel Geddes ...9-16 861 6-9
Magic Town (103)
Sfewart-Wyman 11-25
862.
Moirning Becomes Electra (172)
Russell-Redgrave ....4-14
.6-9
S«r*t Life of Walter MItty (T) (105) Kaye-Mayo
4-29
851. .11-24
..7-21
Song Is Born, A (T)
Kaye-Mayo
8-4
Details under title: That's Lift
REISSUES
Bambi (70)
Disney Cartoon Ftatore 2-1
Gun Law (60)
O'Brien-Oehman
10-3
Border G-Man (60)
0'Bri?n-Johnston 11-14
Lawless Valley (60)
O'Brien-Sutton
1-30
Painted Desert (60)
O'Brien-Johnston 12-19
Trouble In Sundown (60)
O'Brien-Whitley
3-2
SPECIALS
Sttt Ytars of Oir LIvte, Thi (172)
Loy-March
4-29
751.
!fs A Wonderful Life (129)
Sttwart-Rted 4-29
781. 12-23
Song of the Sooth (T) (94)
DIsnty Cartoon Ftattro
791. 11-11
.12-9
.1-20
SInhad Thi Sailor (T) (ll7)
Falrbanks-O'Hara 3-4
762.
SCREEN
1947-48 Features

GUILD

Completed (9)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
No. Rev.
Title — Ronnlng Time
Cast Details Rel.
. .X-2
Boy! What a GIrll (69)
Negro Cast
9-20. .4704
Btrnlni Cross, The (78)
Danlttt-Patton 6-9. . 10-11..
Dragnet (73)
Wlleoxion-Brlan .. .4-28. .10-25 . .4703
Hollywood
Barn
Danet
(69)
Tubb-lrvlng
3-31. . .6-21. . 4701
Details inder title: Wietern Barn Danto
26

Killer Dill (71)
Cwynne- Alter ton
Miracle In Harlem (71)
Stepin Fetehit
Road to the Big House (72)
Fh'r.on-Doran
Prairie,
The
(80)
Aubert-Baxter
Trail of the Mcintlot (42)
Hayden-Holi
Details under title: Law of the Mooallte
Where the North Begins (41)
Nayden-Holt . .
IIOPALONG CASSIDY REISSUES
Rittltr'i Valley (60)
Boyd-Haydoa
Tout Trail (59)
Boyd-Hayden
Partaon of the Plalat (71)
Boyd-Haydta
Ctuldy of Bar 20 (59)
Boyd Haydtn
Heart ol Arizona (68)
Boyd-Hay(tn
Bar 20 Jostlee (65)
Boyd-Haydea
Frontiersman,
The
Boyd-Hayden
Sunset
Trail
Boyd-Hayden
Pride
of
the
West
Boyd-Hayden
In Old Mexico
Bokd
Hayden
Silver on the Sage
ISoyd-Hayden
EDWARD SMALL REISSUES
Duke of WesI Point
f ontaine Hayward
King of The Ttrf
Meiaou-Costello
Miss Annie Rooney
Temple
Run-Away Daughter
Slanwyck Yoring
SELZNICK
F«^t tires

—

X-3.
.4-.0<.
.4702.

.913
.3-31. . .2-28 .4705.
. .313 .4708.
.9-29. .. 12-27
.2-21 . .4707.
.12-13

.H607
.HC08
3-15..
4-12. .HCIO
4-26 .HC12
5-10.
.HC15
6-14. .HC16
7-19.
11-8 .HC13
HC14
11-25 .HC17
1-3.
3-6. . .HC18
2-7
4-10.

S.

Connpk't(»d ( 5)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
.4-17.
Title — Ronnlng Tine
Cast Dcta Is
DftI In the Sen (Tj (138)
Jon's-Cotlen 3-19..
Intermezzo
(70)
Bergman-Moward ..Kelssoe...
Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream Hoist Grant-Loy
10-13... Rel.
Paradine Case, The (132)
fodd Peck
12-23..
-FOX
Porualt Of Jtnny
eottea-Joait 3-3..

.4-14
.1-19
Rev.
1

CENTURY
20th
11948 Features

Completed (21)

In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE GAY INTRUDERS
Comedy — Started March 3
Cast: John Emery, Tamara Geva, Leif Ericson, Virginia Gregg,
Sara Berner, Roy Roberts.
Director: Ray McCarey
Producer: Franlt Seltzer
story: Stage couiile each hires a psychiatri.st to watch the other when
their quarrel.s threaten their career.
'.'.733.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Ho.
Title— Ronnlng Time
Cast
Dcta
Is
Apartment for Peggy
Crain-Ho'den . . . ..1-19.
.Z-lb. Rel.
For Fear
rower-Kaxter
Strtet
WithofNoLittle
Namo,Men
Tho
StevensLawrence ..
Unfaith ully Yours
Harrison Darnell ....1-5.
....3-1.
.Ftk. . ..70<.
1947-48
Boonerang (88)
Andrtwi-Wyatf .. ..9-30..
4-29.. .Fik..
Brasher Dooklooa. Thi (72)
Mtntgoniry-Goltd
.
.7-22.
.
. .707. ...»■»
.2.17
Call Northside 777 (111)
Stewart-Walker . .
.801.
.10-13. . Feb . . .. .805.
Captain From Castile (T) (140)
Powers-Peters ... 11-24
.
.
.
.
12-9
.
.Jan.
.
Carnival In Costa Rica (T) (95)
Haymot-Helm . . .
16
..Mar.
Ar.. . ...710.
.807. . .2. .2-2
Challenge, The (68)
Conway-Vincent
. Dee. . . .731. . .12-8
Daisy Kenyon (99)
Crawford -Andrews
10 13. .
.
.3-31
Deep Waters
Andrews-Peters
. . .7-7.
Escape
Harison-CimmlBs ..9-16..
. . 12-8
Forever Amber (T) (140)
Darnell-Wllde ... . . .4-28.
.9^
.11-11. . .Oct. . ..729. ..10-27
Foxes
of
Harrow.
The
(118)
Harrison-O'Hara
FuryDetails
at Furnace
Creek
6-9.
under title:
Ballad of Furnace Creek Matore-Gray
. .8C6.
.11-24
.Mar. .
Gentleman's
Agreement
(118)
Peck-McGuire
.5-12.
Ghost and Mrs.
Moir, The
(104)
Harrlson-Tlernoy
.May
715. . .5-26
.12-9. .May. .713..
.6-23.
Give My Regards to Broadway (T)
Gelid-Daley
■.Aoi'.
.4-28
Green Grass of Wyoming (T)
Commlns-Coburn
.7-22.
Homeetretch
Wildt-O'Hirt
Ideal Husband.(T) An (96)
(T) (96)
Goddard-Wilding
. 12-8. . M^r. . .809. .
Iron Curtain. The
Andrcws-Tlerney
I Wonder Who's Kluing Her Now (T) (104) Haver-Stevons ... . .8-6.
. .6-23
Kiss of Death (99)
Matore-Donlevy . .3-31.. .Sept. bet..723.
'. . .2-17
9-1
.Apr.!! . .725
...1-5..
.7-8. . .Nov.
Late George Aniey. Thi (98)
Colman-Commlns
.712.
LawDetails
and Martin
Rome.
The
Mature-Conti
under title: The Chair for Martin Rome
. .813
Let's Live Again (67)
Emery-Brooks ... ...2-18.
.11-24. . . Apr. . . .646. .10-28
Margie (T) (94)
rraine-Toong
Meet Me at Dawn (81)
Eythe-Court
.Joat. . .812
Miracle
34th title:
StreetBig(96)
Payne-O'Hara .. .12-9. Jone. . . .718. .5-12
Detailson inder
Htart
. .717.
Moss Rose (82)
Cimmlni-Matora
Mother Wore Tights (107)
Grable-Dailey
. . 11-11. . .Sept. . . .724.
.730. .10-13
Oct. .
Nightmare Alley (111)
Power-Blondell . ...4-15. ..Jaa..
.. .. .9-1
.6-9
..701.
6-9.
Razor's Edge. The (146)
Power-Tlerney
Apr.
.
Foreign . . . Apr. . . .714. .11-25
San Demetrlo. London (76)
Fitzgerald-Yetng ..11-10.
Scudda Hon! Scudda Hay! (T) (95)
Haver-McCallister ..3-17...
. .811 ..4-14
Sitting Prelty (84)
YoungOHara ...
Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay! (T) (95)
Grable-Haymes .. .12-10. .Jan. . . .703.
..803.
Snake Pit. The
dcHavillaad-Genn
Tender Yeais, The (81)
Brtwn-Hotchlnson ..11-10..
. . .8-4.9-1. . . . Jan . .
ThatDetails
Ladyunder
in Ermine
(T)
Grable-Falrbankj
..12-8
title: This Is the Moment
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814.
Thirteen Lead S«l<icrs
Conway-Wescott .. .12-22 . . Apr.
.702.
U In MaMtlii (95)
Cagnty-Annaktlla 6-10... Jan.
Thunder
in thetitle:
ValleyBob,(T) Son(103)
«n. ind«r
ot Battit Garner-McCallister .. .7-22 ... Nov.
Walls of Jerleho
Wilde-Darnell 11-10
You Wert Meant for Me (91)
Crain-Dailey 9-15 Feb. .802
REISSUES
Alexander') Raitlmi Band (10$)
Power-Fayi
Mar.... 709.
Drums Along the Mohawk (103)
Colbert-Fonda
Oct 741.
Grapes of Wrath (128)
Fonda-Darnell
Dec 745.
How Green Was My Valley (118)
Pldgeon-O'Hara
Sept 727.
Le) MIserablei (105)
March-Laoghton
Jan.... 704.
Mark of Zorro (93)
Power-Darnell
Cct 740.
Stanley and Livingstone (101)
Traey-Greeni
Jan.... 705.
Swamp Water (90)
Brennan-Huston
Sept.... 728.
Tobacco Road (84)
Tie-n.y-Andrews
Dec... 744.
Western Union (95)
Young-Sectt
Jane 719.
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arthur Takeo Over
CcLier-Cowan 12-22 .711.
Backlash (66)
Travis-Rogerj 9-30... Mar. .722.
Crimson
(76)
Tay'or-Dowling
DangerousKeyYears.
The (62)
Halop-Todd3-31... Joly.
Feb. .804
Kalf-Past Midnight (69)
Taylor-Knudsen ... 11-24 ... Mar . .73:.
Invisible Wall. The (73)
Castle-Christine 6-9... Oct. 8:8.
Jewels of Brandenburg (66)
Travis-Chelrel
May. , .715.
Fosos Are Fed (67)
Castle-Knudsen 6-23... Deo. . .718
.734.
Second Chance (62)
Taylor. Currie
Sept. .726.
Strtnit Journey (65)
Kelly-Maisen 5-27... Feb.
Oeulli inder title: Flight Ti Ptridlie
UNITED
l»47-48 Features

2-2

. .7-7
. .12-22
.2-15
.11-lL
..10-1..7-21
.4-1'
.. .9-16

In Production (0)

KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vangruard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
BiU Boyd (BB) ; Pressburger (Psb); Rlpley-Monter (RM) ;
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg): Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow) ; Stone (Stn) ; Selznlck (Szk) ; Nebenzahl (Neb) ; Lesser
(Les); Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgy);
Bronston (Brn); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent) ; Hughes
(Hgs); Comet (Com).
RELEASE CHART
No.
1947-4S
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
COMPLETED
Ent ..
Arch of Triumph (120)
Bergman- Boyer ...7-22.. .3-48 N*b
Atlantis (90)
Montfz-Aumort 3-3 . ..1147
Ent
.
Bidy and Soil (104)
Gi B Id-Palmer 1-20. 3-18
CFD
Chrlitmu Eve (90)
MuM-Calvert For..
BB .
Dead
Dream
Boyd.
Brooks
8-4
BB
False Don't
Paradise
Boyd-Brooks
9-1
Neb . .
Heaven Only Knows (97)
Cummings-Donlevy 12-23., .9-47 UsGFD
■Miy V (T) (134)
Ollvier-Ncwton For.. .7-18
BB ..
.9-30. . .9-47 .Stg
Heppy's
Holiday (60)
Boyd-Ware ... .. .5-12.
. 12-47
Intrigue (90)
Raft-Havoc
R* ..
L*" Time (C)
Olsen-Jannsen . . . .9-30. .
Oetalli under Mlie. Ingependeatt Chart
MadRev.Wednesday
(80)
under title: Sin of Harold DIddiebock Lloyd-Walburn . . .10-1. .
Man of Evil (90)
Raft-Blondell .. . .12-9. . .9-47. igs
...
■Intl« Cm Mum, A
All-Star
. . .8-5. . 11-47 Bag-Mer
Penonal Column
Sanders-Ball . . .11-11. . .7-25.
Details aider title: Penonal Column
Smg
.2-2.
Pitfall, The
Powell-Scott . . .
River
Wayne-Clift . . . 11-47. . .
. .U-LHks .
RMsevelt Story (80)
Docomentary . . .
.ri
Silent Conflict
Boyd-Brooks . . . . . .7-21.
.BB
.
Sletp My Love (97)
Colb;rt-Cummlngs . 6-9..
Ent .
So This Is New York
Morgan-Vallee ...10-13..
. Cgy
Hki .
(tanpede
Wayne-D'Sheridan .9-30..
DeUlls inder title: Ret River
. BB .
Strange Gamble
Boyd-Clyde
9-1
Texas, Brooklyn, and Heaven
Madison-Lynn 2-16
Hgt
Time of Your Lite, The
Cagnay-Bendix ....5-26..
Vendetta
DeGeorge- Brooke ...8-19.

Rev.
.8-18
. .4-29
. .8 4
. .5-12
. . l-i
11-10
..3-3
..
7-21
1-19
..7-7

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
1947-48 Features

Completed (29)

In Production (6)

RELEASE CHART
IN PROOUCTION
Rel.
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
•rain of Frankenstein
Abbott-Costello 2-16..
Fcudin'
3-1..
Details Fussin'
under andtitle:Fightin'
The Wonderful Race O'Connor-Main
at Rimrock
JidH's
Wile,
The
March-Eldredge
2-2.
Mr. Poabody and the Mermaid
Powell-Blyth 1-19. .
One Touch of Venus
Walker-Gardner ....2-16.
Saxtn Charm
Montgomery-Hayward 2-16.
1947-4«
Alt My Son*
Rablnion-Cbrlitlaiit .10-13.
Aaather Part of Tha FortJt
Marah-Blytb 11-10.
Are Yov With It
O'Caniwr-Saa Jau .11-24.
MARCH

16, 1948

WARNER
1947-48 Features

ARTISTS

Completed (28)

. Foreirn
11-10
Beware of Pity (102)
Pa:mer-Llcven
Black
Bart under
Hlshwayman
(T)ot El:ek DeCarlo-Daryea
.. . .6 23
Details
title: Adventures
Bart
Bosh Christmas (70)
Rafferty-Fernside
Casbah
OcCarlo-MartIn
. 10-27 ... Jan . . . .652.
Captain Boycott (92)
Donat-Grang^r . . .. Foreign
Mar . . .
Double
(105)
Colman-Hasso
. . .6-23 >.. ....Nov.
.10 2T
DetailsLife,underA title:
Imagination
. .630. .2-15
Exile. TheCamp(95)
Fairbanks-Montez . . .512
Holiday
(97)
. 12-T.
Hungry Hill (92)
Loekwood-Prlce . . .Foreign
Foreign . 10-27'
.1-19'
Jafsy (95)
Lakcwod-Prioe
Letter From An Unknown Woman
Font-ine- Jourdan . .g-l-i
LostDetails
Moment,
Citmrnings-Hayward . .3-31. . .Dec 626. .10-27
underThetitle:(89)
The Lest Ltvo
Man-Eaters of Komaon
Sabo-Pagc
12-22
Naked City, The (96)
Fitigorald-Duff 7-7 ...Mar
2-2
Nicholas Nicklrby (94)
Hardwicke-Bond ...Foreign 11-24
Pirates of Mo terey (T) (77)
Montez-Camcron 5-13... Dec 632 . 11-24
Ride the Pink Horse (101)
Montgjmery-Hendrlx ..5-26... Oct 625...i-15
River Lady (T)
DeCarlo-Ouryea 8-4 .
Secret Beyond the Door (99)
Bennett- Redgra e
Feb
1-19
Senator Was InJisereet, The (81)
Powell-Raines 7-7... Jan
12-22
Singaporp (79)
MacM.rray-Gardner . .3-17 .. .Se .t. ... 622 .. .8-18
Tap Roots (T)
Heflin-Hayward ... 6-23
Ta*ny
M.les
john ....10-13
Fore gn
9-15
lin In nirit
Central(81l
Park
Dorbin-Haymes
W'stful Widow 0! Wagon Gap (78; .- . Abbott-Costello 5-12 Oct
10-13
Woman's Veniea'-ce. A (r6)
Boyer-BIyth
8-4.... Feb
1-5
Details under title: The Mortal Coil
BROTHERS
Completed (30)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIOtIS
SUNBURST
Melodrama — ^Started March 3
Cast: Dane Clark, Geraldlne Brooks, S. Z. Sakall.
Director: Felix Jacoves
Producer: .Saul Elkin.5
story: Hit-and-run driver searclies for and fall.s in love witli liis victim.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Titia— Ranniog Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Adventures of Dor Juan (T)
Flynn-Lindfon ....10-27
Kay Largo
Bogart-Bacall 1-5
One Sunday Afternoon (T)
Morgan-Paige 2-16
COMPLETED
1947-48
Always Together (78)
ReynolJs-Hotton .. ..6-23. .1-10. .713. .12-22
Details gnder title: Love at First Sight
.9-15. .3-27. .719
Anril Showers (94)
Carson-Sothern
BigDetails
Punch,under
The
title: The Fighting Terror Morris-Maxwell ... . . .2-2.
Christopher Blake
Smith-Doag'as . . . .9-15.
Dames Don't Talk
Mayo-Bennett ..
. . .3-1. , .9-27. , .703. . .9-15
Dark Passage (106)
Bogart-Bacall .11-25.
, 11-22.
Defp V.illcy (104)
Ilark-Lupino .... .10-14.
.11-26. . .9-1. .701 8-4
Escape Me Never (104)
Flynn-Lopino Foreign
..708.. 11-10
..
I Became A Criminal (78)
Howard-Gray
. .3-6. .717... 2-16
John Loves Mary
Reagan-Neal
. 2-2 .
.. .9-15.
Johnny BeiinJa
Wyman-Ayrej ... ..4-15..
Life w:th Father (T) (118)
Dunne-Powell
.702.
MyDetails
Girl Tisa
. .2-7. .715. . .9-1
under (95)
title: Ever The Beginning Palmer-Wanamaker .6-9. 12-27
.
.711. .12-22
My Wild Irish Boee (T) (101)
Morgan-King .10-14.
. 2-2
NIgkt Unta Rlglit
Llndfan-Saagaa . . .--i-ia.
smitn-bco:t ,.9-30..
Last Fling
One
Romance in High C (T)
Carjon-Palge ...6-23.
Stewart-Chandler
ff^pf (T)
..5-12.
Silver River
Flynn-Sherldao
. . .2-2.
.10-13.
Strange
Davii-Davls
DetailsMeeting
under title: Winter Meeting
.111..
.4-10. . . .707. .10-2)
ThatDetails
Hagenindor
Girl title:
(83)
Reagan-Tomple ... .. .6-23.
Mary Hagen
8-18. .
. .720
Nlorgan-L ndtors . . .3-31.
tor
To There Vic
T.-eas
of Sierra *iadr»
(126)
Bogart-Huston .. . .3-17. .1-24. ..714.
..1-19
Morgia-Carjan ..
Two Cays Fro™ Texas (T)
10-11..
Unsuspected, The (103)
Rains-Cauldeld . . .10-14. . .2-21.
.2-3.
Voice of The Turf la (103)
Parker- Reagan . . . . .3-3.
..706.
..716. ..9-29
Parker-Tauag ...
Woman in White. The
...1-5
Walllower
Beynoldi-Hittoa . , ..J-31.
...3-3.
whiplajh
Clark-Smltb
REISSUES
KOISSOO.
, .718.
iiiand
Reisiia.
Relsigg. 12-13.. ..709.
nynn-aeMav
(102)
Hood
Robin
of
Adventures
Anthony Ad.erse (116)
Mareh-OeHavllland
Bad Men of Mlisourl (71)
Morgan-Wyman . . Raluta. .10-4.,
Each Dawn I Ola (84)
Cagaey-Baft
Relttga. .12'13.
,.10'4., , ,.704.
Jeiebel (93)
Davli-Fonda
,.705.
Rcluia. ,12.13., ..710.
Slight Case of Murder. A (85)
Boklason
REISSUES
leluaa. .4-25.. ..712.
.as..
.<1>..
Saa Hart, Tha (109)
Fma-t«Ja» ....
.4-M..
Maag.
iaHaias-Uglaa .
Saa Waif. Tlia (»7)
..609. S7
■alitat. ..12-7.
KlH'i
(U7)
WMTMaa-eagimlap ■•iMaa.
Wlli UllRm ■labaak
tita (72)
. .U-7.. .cot..
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HOLM • REVERE
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DARRyi F. ZANOCK • MOSS HART • ELIA KAZAN
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FITZGERALD
and featuring

HOWARD DUFF • DOROTHY HART • DON TAYLOR
Directed by JULES DASSIN ' Produced by MARK HELLINGER
Associate Producer, JULES BUCK
Screenplay by ALBERT MALTZ and MALVIN WALD • From a Story by MALVIN WALD
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE
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Starring

GARLAND
• ASTAIRE
PETER LAWFORD
ANN MILLER
Cofor by TECHNICOLOR

RAY CCOLLINS • GLADYS COOPER • CAMERON MITCHEL
RAY
A MERVYN LeROY PRODUCTION
Original Story by Sidney Kingsley • Adaptation by Jan Lustig
Screen Ploy by Paul Osborn
Directed by MERVYN LeROY
Produced by SIDNEY FRANKLIN
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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LANA

CAPRA'S

STATE
OF
THE
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Based on the Ploy by Howard Lindsay and Russel Croose
Screen Play by Anthony Veiller and Myles Connolly
Associate Producer Anthony Veiller
Produced and Directed by FRANK CAPRA
A Metro-Gotdwyn-Mayer Picture
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in
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Lyrics and Music by IRVING BERLIN
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Produced by ARTHUR FREED
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Joe Exhibitor Asks —
IS

THE

DOIIVG

EXHIBITDH
HIS

SHARE?

To the Editor
FILM BL LLETIN
flL
Page Seven

I never expected there would he so long a lapse between my last letter
to you and this one. The reason is that I have been wallowing in a slough of
despondency
(is that what they call it?) and just haven't ))een in the mood
to
write.
You see. all this depression talk in the industry these past few months
and the lack of enthusiasm the film big shots have been showing for the future
of this business (and even for the pictures they produce — except in the terms
their salesmen ask for them) is bound to get a guy down. Especially a guy like
myself, who has practically everything he owns tied up in this movie business.

it

THINK

IT OVER

Unconquerable
Great minds have purposes,
others have wishes. Little minds
are tamed and subdued by misfortune; but great minds rise
above them,
— Washington

Dear Sir:

Irving-

BULLETIN
FILM BULLETIN — An Independent Motion Picture
Trada Paper published every other Monday by Film
Billetin Company. Mo Wax, Editor and Publislier.
BUSINESS OFFICE: Suite 622, Manufacturers Trust
BIdg., 1819 Broadway, New Yorl( 23; Circle 6-9159.
David A. Bader, Business Manager. Dave Abrams,
Editorial Representative. PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL
OFFICES: 1239 Vine St., Phila. 7. Pa., Rlttenhouse 6-7424; Barney Sttin. Managing Editor; Jacic
Taylor, Publication Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation Manager. HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 9126 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif., CRestview 5-6489; Sara
Salier, Hollywood Representative. Subscription Rate:
ONE YEAR, $3.00 in the United States; Canada,
$4.00; Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in
the United States; Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.

What's wrong with us? Have we really grown too self-satisfied and
lazy? Have we forgotten that we're in show business — a business that appeals
to the emotions, a business that requires constant initiative and ingenuity in
exploitation?
Every once in a while I read in the trade papers statements by film
executives about what the exhibitors have to do to preserve this industry.
They tell us we have to pay more for our pictures, that we have to give them
longer runs, that we have to advertise more. They talk as if the theatre owners
are just along for a free ride on the gravy train, reaping profits without any
of the work or risk.
Some of the criticism levelled at exhibitors is justified, no doubt. I
know certain of my brethren who do nothing or very little to maintain this
industry's leadership in the entertainment field and who make little or no
effort to justify their mission as showmen. But, I also know many who do
their job well, very well.
The role of the theatreman in the development of our industry has
never been fully appreciated, by the film men, I mean. The exhibitor's sweat
and invention in advertising has glossed over more Hollywood failures than
we could ever enumerate. If all the cases in which sheer showmanship by
theatremen have pulled Hollywood's chestnuts out of the fire were laid end
to end, they would reach the whole distance between one good Columbia
picture and the next!
Of course, most of that showmanship used to have its origin in the film
companies and their affiliated theatres. But that hasn't been the case in recent
years — and that is one of the main reasons for the slump we're in. Maybe
we exhibitors should ask: "Are the producers, distributors and their theatre
chains doing their share to preserve the industry's entertainment leadership?
I say, frankly, they are NOT. At least sixty (60) percent of the pictures
released come to exhibitors with practically NO ADVANCE SHOWMANSHIP.
Almost no money or effort is expended at the source to arouse the interest of
the exhibitor or the public in that bulk of the movie product — and lots of
it could be exploited to earn far more than it does.
The fact is, my friend, that the big movie companies and their theatre
affiliates have gone the way of so many big businesses — bookkeepers make
the decisions. With pencil on paper, they show the executives that $50,000
less spent on advertising each picture will save a million or two for the year.
And $50 less spent for advertising by each of the circuit's 500 theatres will
save $25,000 per week.
That's the kind of penny-wise and pound-foolish "logic" that has crept
into film company reasoning and is robbing the industry of its leadership in
showmanship — the kind of leadership the rank-and-file exhibitors have a
right to expect from the film companies.
Maybe that
what means
I'm looking
this business
so much forto isme.some encouragement to have faith in
Best vvdshes to you.
Sincerely yours,
JOE EXHIBITOR.

IRENE

DUNNE
in

Production E
of
ST VENS'
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OSCAR
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HOMOLKA
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with
Sir Cedric Hardwicke • Edgar Bergen • Rudy Vallee • Barbara 0
R K O
RADIO
Executive Producer and
GEORGE STEV
P'Oduced by HARRIET PARJ
Screen Play by OeWITT BODEE
Based Upon the Play by JOHN VAN C
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Myers Vows

'Unrelenting

Opposition' To ASCAP Fees
The Lewis bill, which looked deader than
the proverbial door-nail when the House subcommittee of the Judiciary on Patents,
Trade-Marlts and Copyrights voted 5 to 1
against it last Tuesday (23rd), suddenly appeared to have gotten a new lease on life
two days later when Rep. Lane (D., Mass.)
moved for reconsideration. It is likely that
the measure will now come to the attention
of the full Judiciary Committee, possibly this
week.
Regardless of the outcome of this effort to
legislate the transferral ASCAP charges from
exhibitors to the film producers, Allied's
A. P'. Myers pledged the organization to continue "unrelenting opposition' to ASCAP,
as long as it retains the right to fix arbitrary
rates.
At hearings before the sub-comjnittee last
Monday, H. R. 5014 was stoutly supported by
five spokesmen for Allied, while opposition
was furnished by the TOA and MPAA. It
was obvious that the committee was confused by the conflict of opinion between the
two exhibitor groups and the issue was effectively beclouded by claims of TOA representatives that some Allied units harbor
affiliated theatres. This led to a lengthy
wrangle, with the interest of the committee's membership in the measure itself
dwindling by th minute.
FORESEES COMPETITION
Myers, general counsel of Allied, told the
House group that the Lewis bill would "inject some good, old-fashioned competition
into the fixing of the public performing rates
by pitting the combined copyright owners
against the powerful, well-organized motion
picture producers."'
He termed ASCAP's recent revision of its
new rate demands a "strategic retreat" to
v/ard off pending litigation and legislation,
and accused the TOA of having "connived
with ASCAP in inflicting these increased
rates on the theatres."'
The memlbers of Allied, Myers said, are
"willing to take their chances under the
bill.'"
Other Allied spokesmen: Sidney E. Samuelson (ASOAP rates "completely one-sided,
with constant increases made without negotiations"); Trueman T. Rembusch (fees
could
"easily theatre
absorbed"collections
by the producers,
Since be
ASCAP
for 1946
equalled only one-third of one percent of
fllm production costs) ; Martin G. Smith, Joseph P. Uvick.
GAMBLE OPPOSED
Ted R. Gamble, president of TOA, stated
that his objection to the Lewis bill is based
on the fact that "the ASCAP license fee is
not removed, but is merely passed on to the
producers and distributors . . . and will then,
in turn, undoubtedly be charged ... to the
theatre owners."
He argued that thousands of exhibitors
are "in a better economic and political posiMARCH
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Opinian

tion to bargain with ASCAP than are a
handful
producers
and that
distributors.
When of
Gimble
asserted
;he issue" was
really an "internal fight," a member of the
House committee inquired if it v^as his opinion that A.llied was using Rep. Earl R. Lewis
(R. Ohio), the bill'f sponsor, as a 'sc-pegoac." The TOA leader replied, "It amounts
ALLIED & AFFILIATES
row ensued between TOA and Allied
toA that."
repiesentatives over the question of affiliated theatre membership. - Gamble and Herman M. Levy, TOA general counsel, alleged

Schimel, secretary of Universal and member
of tac MPAA copyright committee; Abe
I4ontague, Columbia s:.les manager; Edwin
P. Kilroe, 20th Century-Fox and chairman of
the MPA.\ copyright committee; James M.
Barnes, counsel for SIMPP, and A. Julian
Brylawski, TOA legislative chief.
Montague : "As a distributor, I assure every
exhibitor . . . not only will we want back
what we pay out (to ASCAP), but the costs
as
well."r'
'Osca

Badly In Need

Of A Shot In The Arm
Two surprises highlighted the 20th annual
Academy Awards clam.bake. One was the
selection of Loretta Young as the best
actress. The other, the woeful lack of interest and the dismal, drawn-out handling of
what w.-.slicized,once
the movie
most elegant
event.capital's most pub-

DARRYL

F. ZANUCK

It was balm for ilson'
that several Allied units have affiliated members. Smith and Uvick answered that their
Ohio and Michigan regionals accept affiliates
as associate members on local legislative
matters, but they have no voice or vote in
formulating organization policies.
Also opposing the measure were Adolph

Originally a family affair, open only to
bona fide members of the industry, while a
popeyed public waited breathlessly — outside
— Tor the momentous results, this year's
Shindig underwent a marked change. It was
held in the Shrine Auditorium, a dingy public hall in an out-of-the-way section of Los
Angeles, and prominent studio people had to
be coaxed to attend. Tickets that were almost priceless in the past were available to
almost anyone who asked and, at the last
moment, more than 500 balcony seats were
offered to the bleacherites gathered outside.
The whole aggregation in the hall sat
through three boring hours of generally predictable (with the noted exception) awards.
VOTE BIDDING BAD TASTE
Nor was Oscar helped this year by Movietown's
press for
agents,
secure votes
their whose
clients frantic
lost allefforts
subtletyto
and v/ere in blatant bad taste.
Obviou.sly, the decline in local interest will
be reflected throughout the country and will
not benefit the industry. The Academy
Awards have been and still could be a tre(Continued on Next Page)

RESCIND 'FALLEN ARCH' PRICE POLICY
An editorial in the February 2 issue of FLLM BULLETIN was titled "The
Fallen 'Arch' Policy." It urged officials of Enterprise Productions and United
Artists to reconsider their decision to insist upon advanced admission prices for
"Arch of Triumph." The editorial said:
"Not only will the whole industry benefit in good will by their withdrawal
of the policy announced, but we are certain that 'Arch of Triumph' will profit
far more by a general release at regular prices."
Last week, the Enterprise board of directors took the extraordinai-y action
of rescinding the advanced admissions policy. The board pointed to a recent
statement (quoted in the FB editorial) by Charles M. Reagan, Paramount vicepresident in charge of distribution, to the effect that upped prices dictated by
distributors is an iU-advised policy,
U-I STILL CONSIDERS
This move leaves only one company still considering advanced admissions
for a forthcoming release. Universal-International is toying with the plan for
"All My Sons." However, sales chief William A. Scully is known to have cooled
toward the idea in recent days, and the Enterprise action will likely prove the
clincher against it.

I

General

Approval

Of

British Tax Deal Here

BEST ACTRESS
She was a surftrise
'Oscar'
i ('onti.iiied front I'lijie 9 I
meiidously effective tub-thumping event, the
Stunt needs a shot in the arm. Its promoters would be wise to return to first principls^ in handling future events.
I'v/cntieth Century-Fox walked off with
top honors, boasting two triple-award pictures. "Gentleman's Agreement" was nimed
be.SL pioduction of 1947, as well as supplying
the lop diiector, Elia Kazan, and best suppoi'*ing actress, Ce'este Holm. "Miracle on
31tn Street' r:ted best supporting actor (Edmund Owenn), best original motion picture
ftor/ and best written screen play.
In accepting the award for "Gentleman's
Agreement," Darryl Zanuck gave voice to
a matter that is known to have i-ested heavily on his heart for the past three years.
He told the a.sssmhlage of his disappointment over the failure of "Wilson" (he considers it his finest production) to win the
award. But, embracing the Oscar he was
holding, he said, "This makes up for previous disappointments."
( OLBIAN CONNECTS
Ronald Colman finally latched on to his
VirsL Oscar after 25 years of starring roles,
his performance in "A Double Life" (U-I)
winning him the hest actor award. Dark
horse Loretta Young nosed out the favorite,
Rosilind Russell ("Mourning Becomes Electra"), for the best actress award with her
adroit performance as the Swedish-American
politician
in "The Farmer's Daughter "
(RKO).
20th Profit Down,

But

Still Healthy 14 Millions
The drop in 20th Century-Fox profits for
1947 was about eight and a-half million below the '46 net, but it still left a handsome
S14,(XX),000 to show for last year's labor.
Gross income from film rentals and theatre receipts (subsidiaries National Theatres
and Roxy Theatre were included) was estimated to be $174,400,000 for the fifty-two
weeks ended last December 27, about 10
million less than the year before. The tax
bite was about 9 million, compared to $14,650,000 for the previous year.
The 14 million net is equivalent to $4.81
per share on the outstanding common
stock, after preferred dividends. In 1946.
about 40,000 less shares of the common
earned $7.90 r. share.
1«

Neither the British nor the Americnns involved in the pact for the removal of England's 75"/^ tax on our films de.'^ire to give
anybodv the impression that they are happy
about the terms of the settlement. Both
sides, as a matter of fact, are going to great
pains to make it clear that the compromise
is not what they wanted or exppcted.
In this country, the film moguls have been
uttering only the most Ciutious .statements,
all in the tone: "It's the best of a bad
situation." In London, isolated squawks
continue to be heard in the House of Commons and in the press, but a great deal of
the oppo.-iition to the pact appears to be an
effort to m;jke political capital against the
Government. The London Financial Times
hit a high comedy no*e in its complaint:
"We couldn't 'lave come off worse in the
negotiations if we had been represented by
the four Marx
Brotheis."
REALLY
S.\TISFIKD
Confidentially, most American film executives might admit that they are quite happy
about
the solution,
isn't the
all
they would
ha\ e likedevento though
have. Ititeases
financial situations for their companies con-

country will be stepped up considerably.
(British inogul J. Arthur Rank promised to
ship in 30 features this year.)
—A theatre building boom both in the
U. S. and abroad.
- Little or no reduction in Hollywood production schedules as a result of the anticipated flood of British films and increased
AmericEyi production in English .studios.
The reduction in the revenue American
producers can take out of England requires
Hollywood to cut operating costs, but it
"isn't going to sacrifice quality," Johnston
told the radio audience over a national NBC
hookup. He said that the months of impasse forced Hollywood to concentrate its
efforts on the production of better Alms, and
predicted that the coming months will see
the release of "an increa.sing number of
superior pictures."
Goldman

Continues
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To

Take 'Licking' in Philly
Wili'am CJoldman, Philadelphia independent, is apparently content to take all the
"licking" the Warner Circuit and the major I
di.;tribiitors want to give him.

His Erlanger
Philly, '
already
awardedTheatre
$375,000inbydowntown
Federal Courts
as damages for being .-^hut out of first run
product, and with another anti-trust suit
for $8,0(X),000 pending, was reopened for a
.■^uccessf-ul Seven-weeks run with Metro's
"Cass Timberlane," then promptly shuttered
again. Next day, th's advertisement appeared HI the local newspapers:
"We regret we must again close the Erl.i.nger Theatre due to our inability to obtain suitable motion pictures.
"We wish to thank all of our friends for
tueir patronage and when suitable pictures are made available, the Erlanger
1 heatre will reopen with the same personalized service, free parking facilities and
fine entertainment for your pleasure. 1
"WILLIAM (50LDMAN THEATRES
"(A Philadelphia Owned and Operated
Company)"

BEST ACTOR
After 25 long years
siderably, and they feel that certain longrange benefits, such as prudence in production, might prove to be valuable by-products
of the seven-months' war with the British.
In New York, the Motion Picture Ebcport
Association, foreign arm of the MPAA,
formally approved the agreement after
hearingment and
Eric
Johnston's
report
of the onsettlevoted
to lift the
embargo
film
shipmfents to Britain as soon as Parliament
ofRcially ratifies the pact. It is scheduled
to be among th? first items for consideration by the British legislators after the
Easter recess, probably before the end of
this week.
Johnston was accompanied on his return
to this country by James Mulvey, president
of Goldwyn Productions, who represented
the Society of Independent Motion Picture
Producers in the negotiations. Mulvey was
lauded
by Johnston
as "indispensable"
in
the
settlement
and responsible
for many of
the concessions accorded the independent
producers.
MAKES PREDICTIONS
Among the predictions Johnston made:
— A substantial increase in American film
production in England as one v/ay of putting frozen funds to work.
— Distribution of British pictures in this

Hollywood Labor Scene
Not Clarified By Hearings

^

The month-old Congressional investigation
of Hollywood's muddied labor scene was
temporarily adjourned (until May 17) with
only
definitely proved — that it
is all one
veiypoint
confusing,
(Continued on Page 26)

JOHNSTON & MULVEY
They ivere indispensable
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'STATE OF THE UNION' CAPRA DELIVERS A SMASH HIT!
Rates •••-{- generally; slightly less in action spots
tossed about with immensely humorous and
Metro-GoldwjTi
-Mayer (Liberty* Films)
pointed effect.
120 Minutes
Despite a preponderance of dialogue, CapSpeimer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, Van
ra endows the film with an illusion of breakJoiinsonj Angela Lansbury, Adolphe Menjou^
Lewis Stone, Howard Smithy Charles Dingle,
neck pace as he unreels the double-edged
Maidel Turner, Raymond Walbum, Margaret
tale of the political grooming of a highly
Hamilton, Art Baker, Pierre Watkin, Florrnncipled business man as a dark-horse canence Auer, Irving Bacon, <JharJes Lane,
didate on the Republican ticket, while the
Patti Brady, George Nokes, Carl "Alfalfa"
state of his own domestic union is threatened
Switzer, Tom Fadden, Tom Pedi.
by a romantic triangle.
Produced and directed by Frank Capra.
In choosing his stars and supporting cast,
Capra has worked a two-way wonder. SpenFrank Capra's production of the prize-wincer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, Van Johnson,
ning Howard Lindsay-Russell Grouse play,
Angela Lansbury and Adolphe Menjoe not
"State of the Union", is undoubtedly a labor
only furnish marquee might that is hard to
of love, and it should bring forth much haptop,
but contribute magnificent performances
iriness for the majority of exhibitors. Mr.
which are at least on a par with their best,
Capra has gleefully sunk his teeth into the
and quite possibly their finest.
current and forthcoming political scene and
If any more proof were needed after
has come up with a miraculously timely
"Gentleman's Agreement" that the movies
chunk of entertainment that will have the
is growing up, "State of the Union" is emwhole nation talking. There will be conphatic verification. It is adult, literate,
troversy, but the kind that stimulates the
drama that isn^ afraid to say what it thinks,
boxoffice. Politicians, labor, industry, pressure groups, Communists, all feel the bite of even though a lot of toes may be stepped on.
Although the stars and fame of the play,
the mace sinking deep as the Anthony Veilwhich played two years in New York and
ler-Myles Connolly screenplay flays corruptoured 150 towns, automa!tically assure its
tion and bears the torch for honesty in govboxoffice
success, word-of-mouth undoubtedly
ernment. Except for exterior scenes, includwill put it into the smash hit class. For an
ing a thrilling and laugh-filled airplane
added kick in individual localities, Capra
sequence, the film follows the play faithobtained permission from well-known personalities to use their names in dialogue and
fully. However, where the play's authors
each territory will have special prints using
supplied their characters with new dialogue
the names of local celebrities.
to keep up with the daily front page, Capra
EXPLOITATION: Sell the fame of the
necessarily had to evaluate news from a
i'lay, the stars and the films uncanny timelong range view and he has accomplished
tmess. Don't play up the political phase to
this so remarkably that the film will be
the exclusion of the romantic triangle and
topical for many months after its release.
the great comedy.
Spencer Tracy, self-made, successful airMosit of the pungent, fliply-barbed Lindsayplane manufacturer, is persuaded by Angela
Crouse dialogue has been retained. Names
Lansbury, publisher of a chain of newsof current political figures — Truman, Dewey,
papers, and Adolphe Menjou, conniving poTaft, Stassen Vandenberg,
et al — are
litical boss, to run for the Republican presi-

'BIG CITY' HOKUM SHOULD PLEASE FAMILY TRADE
Rates • • -|- generally; more in naborh oods and snnall towns
her cuteness; her wistful charm has diminM-G-M
ished with the years. Preston Foster and
103 Minutes
George
Murphy try valiantly to infuse realMargaret O'Brien, Robert Preston, Danny
ity into their stereotyped roles, while radio
Thomas, George Murphy, Karin Booth, Edward Arnold, Butch Jenkins, Betty Garrett,
comic Danny Thomas is surprisingly reLotte Lehman, Connie Gilchiist, Page Cavstrained as the cantor. Edward Arnold rumanaugh Trio.
bles and chuckles as usual and operatic
Directed by Norman Taurog.
singer Lotte Lehman handles an incongruous part with sincerity. Karin Booth is
A lot of talented people collaborated on
the beauteous school-marm. One happy rethis Joe Pasternack production and the result of this picture was to bring the sparksult, though possessing boxoffice lure, is a
ling talents of Betty Garrett from the stage
distinct disappointment. Crowded with hoto the screen. She contributes several
kum, "Big City" should please a large secsongs,
as do Miss Lehman and Thomas.
tion of the family trade, but discriminating
audiences will find it much too corny for None of the song numbers are particularly
their taste. No less than five writers reeffective, being obscured by too much "business." The direction by Norman Taurog is
ceive credit for the script that contained
not up to his best.
some interesting possibilities in the story of
EXPLOITATION: Sell this on name
a minister, a Jewish cantor and an Irish
values — it has a lot of good ones and Marcop who adopt a foundling and bring her up
garet O'Brien will appeal to the family
trade. Don't forget to include world fa^
on a sort of co-operative plan. Unfortunatemous singer Lotte Lehman and Broadway
ly, the idea went astray somewhere in a star Betty Garrett. The story theme of how
melange of sentimentality. Some of the
people of diverse faiths are brought together by love and compassion is definitely
film's weakness is due to the fact that, sad
strong^ for mass attraction.
to relate, Margaret O'Brien has outgrown
MARCH
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dential nomination. To dispel any chance
of gossip, Lansbury, with whom Tracy is
having a ciandesltine affair, has him arrange
to take his wife, Katherine Hepburn, along
on a speech-making tour despite their strained domestic reLation.s. Van Johnson, cynical
newspaper columnist, is assigned to manage
11)3 campaign. Hepburn sizes up the situation and encourages Tracy's innate honesty
and high ideals, with the result that his
speeches elicit raves from the public, but
from both labor and inendanger dustry.support
In a frantic effort to prevent Tracy
from estranging the leaders who control
the nominations, Lanslbury and Menjou persuade him to ease up, and hard bitten by
the presidential bug, he follows their advice.
Mouthing double-talk, he soon finds his tal.ks
meeting with a cool reception, but he continues to play the politician's game, planning
to assert himself once he gets into the White
House.. In a final, elaborately staged "fireside chat" from his home, Tracy is revolted
by the sham and hypocrisy and in a chaotic
speech, exposes the political fraud, withdraws
as a candidate and vows to fight for honesty
at bo'*h party conventions. His revolt reunites him with Hepburn. BARN.

Margaret O'Brien has three fathers, cantor
Danny Thomas, minister Preston Foster and
policeman George Murphy. They had
adopted her as an infant foundling, with
the agreement that the first to marry would
claim her permanently. She thrives under
the guidance of this trio and with the warm
affection of Lotte Lehman, the cantor's
mother. Her teacher, Karin Booth, disajpproves of this arrangement, but after witnessing their happy home life, changes her
mind. Thomas and Foster both fall for
Karin and Foster wins her love. Murphy
loses his heart to Betty Garrett, a cheap
niglit-club entertainer and when Margaret
learns to imitate her vulgar mannerisms,
Thomas and Foster object, causing Murphy
to break up the partnership by marrying
Garrett and suing for Margaret's custody.
Judge Arnold shames them by ordering
Margaret placed in an institution. This
11
brings them all running contritely to his
house to disavow their claims. They find
her there and a happy and musical finale
DAV
leaves them peaceaJbly united.

'MR. BLANDINGS BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE' SURE-FIRE BOXOFFICE SUCCESS
Rates * • • ) except for action hous s
ouilding into a conventional three-cornered
S.R.O. Reloase
romance, but have stressed with an airy is doing a terrific selling job with its crewsrrocliicerl by KKO
Dili Ihfulness the yearning of an urban couple
"dreamin houses".
n of lives
constructio
country
04 ininiiles.
Ad writer
Cary Grant
a cramped
for
their
rustic
"dream
house"
—
a
feeling
N. Y. ap-rtment with wife, Myrna Loy and
Cary Grant, Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas,
whifh many patrons will appreciate. Myrna
their two young daughters. They buy a
Sharyn Moffet, Connie Marshall, Louise
Loy, as Mrs. Blindings, makes a sprightly
tumble down farm house in Connecticut for
Beavers. Tyurene Tuttle, Reg:inald Denny,
fOii for Cary Grant s impulsiveness. Melvyn,
Jason Ilotnirds, Ian Wolfe, Will Wright, Dan
who narrates the story, is an asset as the an exorbitant price. After tearing it down
Tohin. Tito Vuilo, Harry Shannon.
staunch f\mily friend who punctures their
and starting to rebuild under architect RegDirected by H. C. Potter.
Denny's supervision, their troubles
dreams with his ironic sarcasm. The pro- snowballinaldinto
an endless series of bills and
Juction is pointed up by the wise casting of
complications. Lawyer Melvyn Douglas does
bit
players
in
a
realistic
succession
of
conHere's that wondf-rful Cary Grant again,
his best to guide his friends through their
tractors, ip inters and construction workmen.
bringing his top-drawer brand of charm and
tangles. Grant is driven frantic by
humor in this polished S. R. O. release,
Harry Shannon, as a taciturn well-digger, is legal
tile delays and unexpected expenses, and
the
best
of
these.
Director
H.
C.
Potter
has
produced by Dore Schary at RKO which
vents his irritaltion upon Douglas, of whom
bids fair tn get sock boxoffice returns. It's skilfully enhanced the laugh-provoking situhe is momentarily jealous. Finally, after
ations, and the camera work by James Wong
a slick job all the way from the intelligent
niiny miscalculations, a flooded cellar an4
Howe proves that he is still tops.
scripMng to the finished product. Writers
material shortages, the house is finished.
EXPLOITATION: The names of Grant
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank shrewdly
The Blandings move in and begin to realize
and Loy are potent marquee magic. Get
avoided
of turning
Eric Hodgins'
that, in spite of worries and expenditures,
novel of the
the pitfall
trials and
tribulations
of house
s-board S.R.O. 's ballyhoo band wagon, which
their home is worth the trouble. ABRA3iIS.
'SITTING PRETTY' FAMILY COMEDY
SMACKS FUNNYBONE
HARD
Rates • • • or better generally; less for action houses
casting to match F. Hugh Herbert's clever
Young and Maureen O'Hara advertise in the
aoth Cent'iry-Fox
screenplay. Webb, who can hold his nose
84 minutes
neighboring city's papers and receive a rehigher than anyone we know, revels in the
Robert Young, Maureen O Hara, Clifton
sponse from a "Lynn Belvedere. " They are
role and seems to be having as wonderful
flabberg.^sted when it turns out to be a man,
Webb, Richard Haydn. Louise AUhritton,
a lime playing it as the audience is sure to
a self-styled genius, who detests children,
Randy Stuart, Ed Begley, Larry OLsen, John
hive watching him. The rest of the cast,
Jlifton Webb, but he soon makes them realRussell, Betty Ann Lynn, Willard Roberttoo, enter into the spirit of the film with
ize he is worth his weight in gold as he
son. Anthony Sydes, Roddy McCaskill,
tames
the youngsters, cures the baby of
a
zest
that
owes
much
to
Walter
Lang's
Grayce Hampton, Charles Arnt, Cara Wilfast-pacefi, perfectly-timed direction. Mausprinkling everyone with oatmeal by dumpliams. Marion Marshall, Ken Christy. Ann
leen O'llara and Robert Young are a thoShoemaker, Minerva Urecal, Mira McKinney,
ing the bowl of cereal On the baby's head,
roughly likeable and natural pair of parand generally makes himself indispensable
Sid Saylor, Ruth Warren, Isabel Randolph.
ents,
Riohrd
Haydn
is
devastating
as
a
prisL.round
the house. He insists, however, that
Directed by Walt«r Lang.
sy snooper who gets his just comeuppance
tney never enter his room. When Young is
from Belvedere and the others make excalled out of town, O'Hara, to forestall
'Sitting Pretty" has taken a provocative
cellent foils for the genius' barbs. There is jcrndal, moves into friend Louise Allbritidea and developed it into one of the funnothing subtle about "Sitting Pretty." It's
toi.'s home. However, one of the children is
niest, earthiest frolics in many months, and
just great, good fun, thanks principally to
taken ill and she rushes over in the middle
Mr. Webb and Mr. Lang, and audiences
a boxoffice attraction that will build on
of the night. Richard Haydn, a prissy goseverywhere will show their appreciation by
word-of-mouth right on down the line, much
sipmonger,
and O'Hara
their
ioars of laughter and dollars at the boxnightclothessees
andWebb
spreads
scandal inaround
as did "Miracle on 34th Street." Although
office.
there is no resemblance in story lines, "Sittown. Young and O'Hara separate, but are
EXPLOITATION: Play this up as the
reunited when Webb comes out with a bestting Pretty" has many of the engaging qualities of the earlier attraction — little human
year's funniest film, a treat for every memsel er, asatire portraying the town's leading
twists, hilarious farcical situations, gleeful,
ber of the family. Arrange a special showresidents, which he had been writing secretunsophisticated dialogue and a general good
ly in his room. Threatened with suit by
ing for the baby sitters' organization in the
town and have them talk it up on the job.
humor that endears it to every membeK. of
the aroused natives, Webb calmly points to
C-tchline; "You've Never Had a Baby Sit' <ivery f.imily. And where "Miracle" had
Hc-.ydn as his chief informant and their ire
is vented on the unhappy snooper. With a
ter Like Belvedere — But Don't You Wish
Edmund Gwenn's Kris Kringle as its unfourth child coming, Webb announces he will
'uoual hero, "Sitting Pi'etty" has Clifton
continue his job since he is contemplating
YouUnable
Had!"to find a suitable baby-sitter for
Webb's Belvedere as a self-professed genius
turned baby sitter, a truly inspired piece of their three raml>unctious youngsters, Robert
a trilogy on the town.
BARN.
'HAZARD' ROLLICKING POPULAR COMEDY
Rates • • • — less for action houses
bcooming completely farcial, but George
Paramount
Marshall's dirertion is angled for laughs all
95 minutes
the way and shows a sure mastery of splitPaulette Ooddard, Maodonald Carey. Fred
Second timing. "Hazard" launches Carey
as a leading contender in the heart-throb
Clark, Stanley Clements. Maxie Rosenbloom.
James Millican, Percy Helton, Charles Mcsweeipstakes. He's handsome, he's husky,
Vie can act — he has what it takes to cause
Graw. Frank Faylen, Frank Fenton.
feminine palpitations. Goddard has a lightDirected by George Marshall.
weight role which suits her perfectly. She
is vivacious and comical as the jittery gal
Paramount has delivered a Spring tonic
with the gambling bug. Fred Clark makes
that is better than sulphur-and-molasses. It a smooth, menacing mobster, and Faylen and
Clements contribute neat characterizations.
is a rolli.'iking laugh-fest in which Paulette
Goddard transmutes her passion for gamList but rot least, Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom
bling into a yen for Macdonald Carey. The
IS effectively cast as a dumb truck driver.
EXPLOITATION: Values to plug are the
laugh-hungry section of the putolic will take
to this comedy in a big way and grosses
romance, the cock-eyed comedy and the
should be good in all but action houses.
thrills of a cross-country chase. Present
The story, remindful of the famous "It Hap- Macdon.ild Carey as the ladies' new heartthrob. Catch-lines: "She Gambled Her Love
pened One Night," maintains an undercurrent of seriousness that prevents it from
on the Turn of a Card!"

Paulette Goddard is heart-broken by the
death of her fiance overseas. She buries her
^rrief in the excitemnt of gambling — cards,
dice, roulette. She winds up in debt with a
bum check in the possession of gambling
boss, Fred Clark. He bets her on the turn
of a card to either cancel the debt or marry
him. She loses and skips out. Clark hires
Carey, a private detective to bring her back.
This initiates a series of hilarious episodes
from New York to Los Angeles and back.
The two battle each other in hotel-rooms,
jails and auto camps — and gradually succumb to romance. Carey saves her life in
an auto crash and gets badly burned. They
are about to be married at the hospital,
•.vhen Clark appears and takes her to New
York. She thinks Carey has double-crossed
her, but he arrives to rescue her in a rough
.Tiid tumble brawl that provides a boisterous
finale.
ABItAMS.

(More Reviews on Page 16)
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Subjects

"We make pictures for entertainment, not to deal with sociological
problems, religion or education — that is what we have co'leges. schools and churches for," Paramount board chairman
Adolph Zukor told reporters in Hollj'wood, where the dean of
the industry was hosted at a reception by studio boss Henry
Ginsberg-. After viewing Paramount's forthcoming releases,
as well as other studios' effoits, Zukor predicted "a flow of
strong box-ofiice product" for the new season that will meet
the producers' "obligation to the theatres that we serve." The
Paramount exec was particularly heartened by Hollywood's
"devoting more thought r.nd careful attention to producing
pictures than in the lush times."
Typical of the slapping around the movies is getting these day.s
from tlie press is this blurb by Alan McPaige in a recent issue
of PM: "To solve the housins? shortage, some theatres shou! "
be made into living quarters.
They've been flop houses
long."
Nate J. Blumberg, U-I president, distributed a few posies when he
arrived from Europe aboard the liner America, accompanied
by Joseph Seidelman, U-I foreign department topper. The first
bouquet was flung to Eric Johnston, MFAA president, and
James Mulvey. SIMPP head, whose job on negotiating the
Anglo-American film agreement was described by Elumberg
as "wonderful." Both U-I execs bubbled with enthusiasm over
the tax settlement. A lion's share of Blumberg's encomiums
went to Laurence Olivier for his direction and performance in
the J. Arthur Rank production of "Hamlet." If there is such
a thing as a genius, Olivier's it, the U-I prexy eulogized. <P. S.
"Hamlet" will be released in this country by Universal-International, in case you are wondering.)
Saturday, March 20th, was a great day for Harry M. Warner as
the bread he cast upon the waters v/hen he was chairman of
the Friendship Food Train returned in the form, of honors and
heartfelt gratitude from representatives of the countries mercifully aided by the 500 box-cars filled with moie than 45 million pounds of food. Italian Ambassador Alberto Tarchiani
presented Warner with the highest decoration of the new
Italian Republic, the Order of Solidarity. Ambassador Henri
Bonnet, of France, formally expressed his country's thanks at
the French Embassy in another impressive ceremony. The
memorable day was climaxed with a dinner tendered bv Drew
Pearson, originator of the Friendship Train, and official Washington was there in all its glory. Cabinet members, distinguished Senators, Congressmen, the judiciary and the diplomatic corps were guests with Warner and were visibly movsd
during the screening of the film made by the Italian people,
"Thanks, America," and the Warner Bros, film record of the
Train. The honor that was Harry Warner's that day reflects
on the entire industry for a humane task superffaly accomplished.
Hardly had the ink dried on the An,glo-American agreement, than
Bill Heineman, Eagle Lion distribution chieftain, announced
plans for shipment to Rankland of 16 E-L 1947-48 releases
after lifting of the err^bargo. The pix will be culled from the
cream of the company's current and forthcoming releases.
Scheduled to take the first boat out are "Out of the Blue,"
"Love From a Stranger," "T-Men" and "Adventures of
Casanova."
Warners also broke the ice with a list of nine for British
release April through July, most of them o'dies or reissues:
"Arsenic and Old Lace," "City for Conquest," "Dark Passage,"
"Calling All Husbands," "Beast with Five Fingers," "My Reputation," "The Hidden Hand" and two British-made, "Idol of
Paris" and "Bond Street."
Nine feature films, which were reported as having arrived in
London by air two days after announcement of the settlement,
are on ice awaiting revocation of the ad valorem tax which is
expected to be handed down by Parliament around April 1.
Pointing up the significance of the industry's accelerated public
relations program was the huge increase last week in the
Motion Picture Association's Children's Film Library from 60
to 160 features. A special sales executives committee, headed
by RKO executive vice president Ned Depinet. rolled up its
sleeves and combed the shelves for every available release
suitable for the special kiddies shows. Now every one of the
2500 theatres subscribing to the Children's Matinee idea iniMARCH
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tiated by Eric Johnston and developed by Arthur De Bra of
the MPAA's Community Relations Dept., can have a wide
choice of product for the special screenings at a fraction of
their normal rental. One of the prerequisites of the selected
films is its ability to pass the "wiggle test." A special children's jury attends a screening of a candidate for the library
and when the yoimgsters begin squirming m thoir se ts, it
means thumbs down for tV.e film.
Slapping back at the New York new.spap?r critics who a most
unanimously panned RKO's "The Miracle of the Bells," lo'lowing its opening at the Rivoli, a two-column, 14-inch blurb was
placed in a'l of the Big Town's dailies, quoting the r.ives
accorded the picture by FILM BULLETIN and other trade
journals. The ad was titled: "The Critics Who Know Movies
Best Say . ."
Thirty kids will s?e their dreams come true this sumniei . t'lanks
to the Motion Picture Associates. That nuiriber rf underprivileged chi'dren whose parents are identified in any way
with
any
branch
the industry will
a two president
weeks' vacation
at Camp Moodna, of Mountainville,
N. Yget, MPA
Arthur
Mayer discloses.
The youngsters
to be asrecommended by an Associates
member. don't
They have
aie eligible
long
as they have industry connections and cannot afford to be sent
away to camp otherwise. MPA upped the ante from twelve
children last year, when the program was inaugurated, to
thirty in '48. A low bow to the Associates for a noble gesture.
The matinee audience at the Roxy in New York on March 19th
must have wondered about a fcur-reeler they unexpectedly
viewed. Describing the story of the United Nations H3adquarters Planning Co;nniission in terms of the reaction of a
group of New York kids to the fact that their playground vv^as
being sacrificed to the new United Nations building, the film
had no billi.Tg on the marquee and was slipped into the bill
immediately following the stage show by the Roxy't management, cooperating with the UN's Films and Visual Information
Division, to ascertain audience reaction. The attention and
sympathy climaxed by spontaneous applause with which the
subject was received must have been heartwarming indeed to
UN representatives present.
A number of new franchises have been granted by Albert Dezel,
reissue distribvitor. Moe Kerman and Joe Felder's Favorite
Films have taken the New York exchange teriitoj-y. Bert
Kulick's Bell Pictures in Albany and Buffalo; Irving Farber,
New England; Rene Wilk, Minneapolis; Katz Brothers, Washington, New Orleans and Atlanta, Dezel himself will distribute
in a large section of the mid-west.
Up manager,
goes Dinty
Moore to Albany,
become Buffalo,
Warners'NewnewHaven
Eastern
supervising
and District
Boston,
the last named being where he'll hang his hat. His branch
manager spot in Pittsburgh will be filled by Paul Krumenacker.
WB v.p. Ben Kalmenson, sales chief, also shifted Donald
Woods from Dallas to Detroit as branch manager.
Lauding Laudy Laurence as "the greatest expert and ablest
man in foreign distribution in the entire industry," David O.
Selznick has granted the SRO vice-president in charge of
foreign distribution an indefinite leave of absence beginning
April 15 to recuperate from a major spinal operation. Laurence's dutiesi will be split between Louis Lewis, named by SRO
prexy Neil Agnew as managing director of SRO distribution
for England, Europe and the Near East, and Manny Reiner,
managing director for Latin America and Australasia.
Edward Cohen has been na,med Eagle Lion branch manager in
Omaha by sales topper William .J. Heineman. A twenty-year
man in the industry, Cohen goes to E-L after sales stints for
Universal and 20th-Fox.
The 20th Cenlury-Fox publicity staff has been enriched by the
addition of Meyer Hutner, former metropolitan daily newspaperman, who will be the company's newspaper contact under
publicity manager Ulric Bell.
Harry N. Kerer is the new Embassy district manager for Salt
Lake and Denver. Embassy is handling Realart in those
territories.
H. William Auten has severed his United Artists connections,
where he was assistant sales supervisor for Europe, to join
Eagle Lion as executive assistant to S. L. Seidelman, foreign
operations chief.
U
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featuring
Directed by DEAN RIESNER

rON'S LOVE BIRDS
Curley Twiford's
MY THE CROW

Screen Play by Royal Foster and Dean RIesner
Based on an Idea fronn Ken Murray's Blackouts J
Produced by KEN MURRAY

'THE INSIDE STORY' SURPRISE COMEDY
HAS PLEASANT HUMOR. TIMELINESS
Rates • • 4 for naborhoods and rural houses
competent cast is headed by reliable Charley
hotel-keeper finds it there and thinks it beKepubllc
Winninger,
who
exhibit."
an
amusing
blend
longs to Lundigan, a penniless painter who
87 Minutes
of »hr(;wdness and befuddlement. Gene
is in his debt and in love with his daughter,
Marsha Hunt, VV'illiani Lundigaii, Charles
Lockhart deserves starring credit for his
Marsha Hunt. Lockhart pays the $1,000 to
Wiiiniiig'er, Gail Patrick, Gene Loc)<hart,
his grocer. From the grocer, the money
able performance as the harassed hotelFlorence Bates, Hobart C!avanaug:h, Allen
keeper. Marsha Hunt and Bill Lundigan
travels
to his land-lady, Florence Bates; to
Jenkins, Roscoe Karns, Robert Shayne, Will
comprise one romantic team and Gail
Bob Shayne, an unemployed lawyer on the
Wriffht, Wm. Haade, Frank Ferguson, Tom
Patrick and Bob Shayne the other.
verge of suicide; to his wife, Gail Patrick;
Fadden.
Liiughable bits are contributed by Allen
to Lundigan as payment for painting her
Direct«d by Allan Dwan
Jenkins and Roscoe Karns.
portrait. Meanwhile Lockhart is frantically
EXPLOITATION: It can be sold as a trying to catch up with the money, aided
story of young love with Marsha Hunt and
Althoug-h not an Award contender, this
in a fumbling fashion by his clerk, Winnmodest-budget production is quite likely to William Lundigan as the attraction. The
inger. Karns finally gets exasperated with
comedy reputation of Winninger is a draw.
this folderol and asks for his money. Allan
prove a "sleeper." It is a nice little package
of humor and cracker-barrel philosophy.
"The inside story" of the wandering $1,000
Jenkins, bootlegger and expert safe crackCredit is due the lively and witty script by can be worked into co-op 'newspaper artier, obligingly
opens the the
safe.
To everyone's
cles
about
inflation.
Mary Loos and Richard Sale and Allan
resulting
.satisfaction,
money
had been
In
a
Vermont
village
during
the
bank
Dwan's genial and knowing direction. The
replaced by Winninger. He tells all this in
holiday of 1933, a certain $1,000 circulates in flash-back to discourage a friend from
story expounds a moral and a depression
hoarding his cash in a bank vault against
cure — Don't hoard your money; keep it in a peculiar fashion. Roscoe Karns brings
it from New York to pay a bill and de- a possible depression.
circulation — 'but the preachment is unobtrusively im/bedded in the entertainment. The
posits it in the hotel safe. Lockhart. the
ABRAMS
'AN IDEAL HUSBAND' FOR SELECTED CLIENTELE ONLY
Rates •
in class houses; n. g. for action spots
.lei in which the players posture and sim20th Century-Fox
per might have rated raves in Wilde's d-y,
96 minutes
out today they are merely ludicrous. The
Taulette Goddard. Michael Wilding. Diana
^lot is a simple little tale of blackmail, conWyn^ard. Glynis Jolms. Constance Collier,
cerned with the ultra-sophisticates of the
Sir Aubrey Smith, Hugh Williams, Harriette
per.od, which gives VVilde ample opportunity
Johns. Christine Norden, Michael Anthony.
to espouse his unique philosophy and offers
Allan Jeayes.
the internationally famous Cecil Beaton a
Directed by Alexander Korda.
field day in designing costumes that represent an orgy of color, satins and laces.
Despite gorgeously lavish costumes and
Vincent Korda's sets are truly magnificent,
Sets, phoiographed in vivid Technicolor,
and, along with the costumes, often overpower both characters and story. Paulette
Alexander Korda's British-made version of
Goddard, imported by Korda for the AmeriOsc r Wilde's "An Ideal Husband" is a dracan marquee, the Wilde fame, and Technimatic diid judged by today's standards of
color should result in fair returns in class
what constitutes entertainment. Korda, assaying the double chore of producer and di- houses. Elsewhere, it will be an unsatisr3Ctor, his chosen to handle the production
factory grosser, and poison for action houses.
EXPLOITATION: The Wilde name is an
io the Victorian vein, following the Wilde
important factor in attracting the type of
p!av too faithfully. The result is an outmoded saccession of Wilde witticisms and
Audience which will enjoy the film. The
pr.vadoxica! epigrams, most of which will
ladies should be urged to see the exquisite
JOotumes, right back in style today with the
glance off the average moviegoer's ken
New Look.
A promotion to choose the
without making a dent. The Victorian manARTIFICIAL MELODRAMA
'RUTHLESS' GOOD
CAST IN
Rates • • -|- generally
Lynn, Martha Vickers and Lucille Bremer,
104 Minutes
as the loves that are plucked and tossed
Zachary Scott, Louis Hayward, Diana Lynn,
aside,
turn in capable portrayals. The picSidney Greenstreet, Lucille Bremer, Martha
ture does occasionally put over an emotionVickers, Fdith Barrett. Dennis Hoey, Baj^wallop. One such scene, in which an aging
mond Burr, Joyce ArUng, Charles Evans.
husband tastes the bitterness of his wife's
Directed by Edgar Ulmer.
infldelitity. is brilliantly performed by Lucille Bremer and Sidney Greenstreet. The
production, under the smooth direction of
This Producing Artists production for Eagle
Edgar Ulmer, is slanted to appeal to the
Lion attempts to cover too much ground —
ladies. It boasts a lot of swank and polish
the whole life story of a megalomaniac
and the flash^back sequences are carefully
financier who brutally trades upon frienddressed with authentic sets and costumes.
ship and love to gain his ambitions — with
the result that it is overloaded with talk
EXPLOITATION: The names of its six
and grimness. A good cast manages to
reliable performers wi'l help put this one
make it fairly engrossing and boxofflce reacross. Tell the ladies about its theme —
the irresistable man without a conscience
turns should be slightly above average.
Zachary Scott as the soulless tycoon, never
who ruthlessly takes and destroys the loves
of three beautiful women.
quite succeeds in vitalizing his characterization, the trouble being in the turgid and
Multi-millionaire Zachary Scott has left
implausible qualities of the script by S. K.
a trail of broken hearts, bitter enemies and
Lauren and Gordon Kahn. However, Louis
even a suicide. Now he is giving a fortune
Hayward, as the trusting friend and Diana
to a peace organization and has invited his
(More Reviens on Page 19)
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town's "Ideal Husband" is indicated, as well
^s ?ie-ins with Leap Year.
Paulette Goddard. sporting an unsavory
rtputation, comes to London with the intention of forcing Hugh Williams, ranking
member of Parliament and the ideal husband
of Diana Wynyard, to back a fraudulent
Argentine canal project. Her weapon is a
letter incriminating Williams for a swindle
perpetrated many years earlier, which was
t;-.e basis for his present fortune. Fearful
:hat if his wife learns that he is anything
less than an ideal husband and statesman,
he will lose her love, Williams confides in
his friend Michael Wilding, who had once
been engaged to Goddard. Wilding traps
her with proof of a past theft, but fails to
reach Williims, speaking in Parliament, in
time to let him know he has the letter.
Williams, however, upholds his honor and
denounces the scheme. A second attempt
by Goddardandto she
breakturns
up Williams'
marriage
backfires
to other fields
for
'acr fortune-hunting. BARN.

friends and enemies to a lavish reception.
Hayward, once his best friend, arrives with
his sweetheart, Diana Lynn. Her resemblance to a girl out of Scott's p3st starts off
a string of mernoiy flash-backs. He recalls
how during his unhappy and impoveri.shed
childhood he bad saved this girls life; hov.her family adopted him and sent him to
college. He stole her love from Hayward
and then threw her over for the more
wealthy and influential Martha Vickers.
She, in aurn, got the brush-off for Lucille
Bremer, who helped him bring about the
financial ruin of her husband. Sidney
Greenstreet. Now he has reached the summit of his ambitions, yet is friendless and
lonely. Lynn falls under his fascinating
spell and, despite Hayward's warnings, she
starts to follow Scott to his yacht. Greenstreet appears, drunk and vengeful, and attacks him. Both people topple into the
water and are drowned.
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Behind the Scenes of Film Production
PS
f-U
SIZ
SIUDIO
MACK SENNET BIOG PLANNED
have been wound up, while the Lamarr COLUMBIA
Jummings starrer "Let's Live a Little" is
Following its sentimental leanings toward
still rolling and "Canon City", first of fi.'m biographies of show people (i.e. Sophie
Tucker and Rodgers and Hart), Metro is
Little Activity
yrynie Foy's program of documentaries, has
started.
planning to do the life of Mack Sennett.
pROOUCTION ON THIS lot is limping
NEW INDIES
This should prove to be an interesting film,
^ along with one film shooting at this
Gene Raymond and Matty Kemp have
as the studio has obtained rights Ito include
■ATiting.
It is "Texas
Sandman," western
Toimed a new indie to be called Masque
footage from many of the old Mack Sennett
with the Iloosier
Hot Shots.
Productions, and have closed a three-picture
pictures. It will cover two decades of HollyOnly the definite activity is the arrival
wood activity, and incorporate clips showing
,-leal for distribution with Eagle-Lion. This
of Harry Joe Brown from Goldwyn to start
closes out Kemp's former two-picture conFatty
Arhuckle, Gloria Swanson, the Keytract with this lot. Their first, slated to
stone Kops and many others.
his new program. Brown starts "Wrangler"
almost immediately and will follow with "I Start in May, will be "The Constellation
Ride Alone," both pictures starring Randolph
Story". It will be given the documentary
technique, and is to be filmed in Paris,
Scott, Brown's partner in ithe deal. "Walking
Rome,
Lisbon and points east.
Hills" will roll in May, with John Sturges
MONOGRAM
directing.
Bebe Daniels, who has a picture-to-picture
Most other activity is still, for the most
(leal with Eagle-Lion is preparing the script
Low
Tide
for her first film and is rumored to be movpart, in '■he rumor stage. Plans are again
afoot to build a new studio in Burbank. It
ing onto the lot within a month.
VCTITH THE FINISH of "Stage Struck",
would have a budget of ten million dollars
production activity is at low tide, exand include at least twelve modern sound
of course,at for
"The Babe Ruth Story*',
Stages. Nothing is definite, except that the
being cept,filmed
Enterprise.
iratter was re-opened at a recent conference
of studio executives.
Two "Smart
Allied Woman"
Artists films,
Hunted'in
METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
and
will "The
be released
VAN UPP LEAVES
April. Monogram will release four, "Docks
Virginia Van Upp, a producer who has
11 Features
Set
of New Orleans ', "Crossed Trails ", "Campus
bf:en responsible in the past few years for
Sleuth" and "French Leave"
pLANS
CALL
FOR
eleven
features
to
be
many
best products,
leleased between now and the end of
weariedof Columbia's
of the bickering
and lefft has
the finally
studio
for good. It is unfortunate for Columbia that August. April: "B.F.'s Daughter," "State of
they cannot seem to get along with their
PARAMOUNT
the Union" and "Summer Holiday." May:
most valuable people, witness the squabble
"Homecoming" and "The Pirate." In Sucwith Larry Parks, the trouble with Charles
ceeding months: "Big City," "On an Island
Bolster Casts
Vidor, and now Miss Van Upp. "The Loves
With You," "Easter Parade," "A Date With
of Carmen" (Hay worth-Ford) was her last Judy, ' "Julia Misbehaves" qnd "A Southern
"IN AN EFFORT to increase the boxofflce
assignment before walking off the lot.
^ lure of forthcoming product. Paramount is
Columbia has bought "Portrait of an
.vouring iits best supporting players into the
Yankee." PRODUCTION SLOW
American Communist", story which ran in
Production at the moment is slow, only two
c.Tots of new product. Two examples are the
LIFE, which will be made in the documenrolling, buit several will start in April. One
jurrently-shooting "The Great Gatsby ' and
tary style. Another documenjtary type film
rtl these is "Sun in the Morning", for which
' The Tatlock Millions '.
Jeanette
MacDonald
has
been
signed.
Clark
will
be
"C.I.D.
Agent",
dealing
with
criminal
"Gatsby" in addition to stars Alan Ladd
investations within the armed forces. No
Gable's next, "Command Decision" will go
an J Betty Field, boasts Ruth Hussey, Macexisting has been set for either picture.
donald Carey, Barry Sullivan. Howard Da
socn, 2S will "Words and Music".
"Knock On Any Door" meanwhile, has
The
starting
of
"The
Story
of
Monty
Siiva
and Henry Hull. The cast of "Tatlock
been definitely set for Columbia release, and
Millions" includes Barry Fitzgerald Monty
Stratton" has been held up due to a change
will start in July. This is the first of Sanin casting of ithe lead. Van Johnson was
WooUey, Wanda Hendrix, John Lund, Ilka
ta;!a Pictures' program, starring Humphrey
to play the title role, but after fainting
ZJhase, Robert Stack and Elizaibeth Patiiogart.
terson.
tWiCe during workouts with a pitcher, his
JOLSON MAY STAY
physician said he is una:ble to undertake
William Dieterle has signed a one-pictureIt is rumored that Harry Cohn will do
the role, due to an old head injury. Gregory
a-year deal with Hal Wallis and will direct
Something about a follow-up on "The Jolson
Peck, who owes Metro one, may take Over.
'Strange Deception" (formerly titled "AcSiory". Columbia must set plans for this
':used ') as his chore this year. Dieterle and
"Act of Violence', formerly property of Mark
film before May in order to buck Metro's
Hellinger, will start in April, starring Van
Wallis are the combination that were reoption. So, for the present, Al Jolson is still
Heflin. Heflin is also set for the lead in
sponsible for such topflight films (at WB)
within the Columbia fold.
otcry.
as "Emile Zola" and "Pasteur". The di"Stars in My Crown", to follow the Hellinger
rectors second for Wallis will probably be
"The House of Mist'', Slated for production
in England.
NO AWARDS
ZUKOR OPTIMISTIC
EAGLE LION
WyiTH THE EXCEPTION of a
Adolph Zukor held a press conference recently and talked informally and off the
special effects award for "Green
•
ecord
to his audience. The dean of film
6 For April-May
Dolphin Street", Metro was virtually
makers is still able to puit his finger on the
left
out
of
the
Academy
Awards
party.
p-L WILL SEND forth six features during
root of today's troubles. He recalled the fact
■' the next two months. The April-'May reNothing could betiter bring the atthat after the last war, very much the same
'e&ses announced by disitribution chief Bill
tention of studio executives to the fact
situaltion
existed as does today, but the infit.
Heinem.^^ are: "The Noose Hangs High"
that 1947 was a poor year for this outdustry
pulled Out of it and had Success be(Abbott - Costello). "Ruthless" (Zachary
yond its fondest dreams.
Scott - Louis Hayward - Diana Lynn - Sydney
Realizing ithat they cannot live on
Zukor pointed out that when radio came
Green.strect), "Raw Deal" (Dennis O'Keefe),
reputation, the prevalent attitude on
^.long
the crying boys said again, "This is
'Northwest Stampede" (Joan Leslie - James
this lot is that a realistic effort musit
it" — only to have radio serve as a stimulus
Craig) in Cinecolor, "The Cobra Strikes"
be put forward to improve the prodfor mdtion pictures rather than an adverV Sheila Ryan - Richard Fraser) and "Assignuct. Two new big ones, "Easter Pasary. He likens the present fear of television
t;d
to
Danger"
(Gene
Raymond
Noreen
to that old skepticism of radio, and again
Nash.
rade" and "State of the Union", have
his optimism is unshakable.
been seenareby confident
t'ne press, and
top
The first four of those releases indicate
echelon
that Metro's
they will
On the local scene, he agreed that econhow far this E-L outfit has come in little
help pull the lot back into the limeomies must be made, but with common sense
more than one year of existence.
light.
and careful consideration. He decried those
"Born to Fight " and "Lady at Midnight"
people within the industry who helped start
MARCH
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the current attitude toward mo.iion pictures
.>y cr.ticizing tneir own product unmerci.ally_
He of course believes, as do most of the
people Of the old school, that moLion pictures
are for entertainment and not for education
'jr religion, stiting that the schools and
churches take care of ilhese functions.
During his stay in Hollywood, he looked
at aU of Paramount's new product and a
number of recently completed pictures from
other studios. His final word on the subject
V.US that Lhere is no reason to fear for the
lUture of the motion picture industry. As
he put it, as long as they are good entertainment, people will go.
RKI.EASE SCHEDULE SET
Product s'.ill to be released during the first
six months of this year includes "Hatter s
>Jastle' (made in England)' "Saigon", "The
Big Clock", "The Sainted Sisters' and
"Hazard", Pine-Thomas will release during
this period "Mr. Reckless", "Caged Fury",
"Speed to Spare ', "Waterfront at Midnight"
and "Shaggy ".
Pine-Thomas has scheduled for production
a semi documentary to be called "Illegal
Traffic",
Customs. a Story concerning the Bureau Of

REPUBLIC
Big Backlog
nr^HE BACKLOG HAS bulged to twentyone pictures, the largest in this s.udio's
iiislory. Eight of these are top budget films,
with the heftiest name casts the studio has
ever lined up. "Moonrise' will be the first
to be rele.^sed of the three made by Charles
K. Feldmm Productions, although it was
finished after the other two. "The Red
Pony ' is held up by lack of Technicolor
p.in';s, and "MacBeth" has not yet been
scored. Others held for release include "I,
Jane Dov/' (Ruth Hussey John Carroll),
"Old Los Angeles" (William Elliott-John
Carroll - Catherine McLeod). and "The InSide Story" (Bill Lundigan - Marsha Hunt).
'Thrill Man" has been wound up, and a
new starter, "The Streets of San Francisco."
gives this lot only one in production. But
plans are to put seven in work within the
next month, including two top budgeters.

RKO
Dozen
To Come
A DOZEN FEATURES will be released by
RKO by Labor Day, it was announced
following meetings at the Studio between
Neo E. Depinet, Robert Mochrie and Dore
Schary, as well as independent producers on
the lot.
Led by "I Remember Mama " and "The
Miracle of the Bells" other topflight pictures
DALE EVANS OUT
■r«771TH THE SETTLEMENT one of
the Roy Rogers dispute, it was revealed that Dale Evans was not given
a new contract by Republic Yates announced that he would make no more
westerns co-starring Rogers and Miss
Evans. This decision was made despite the fact that she made the "top
ten ' on a country-wide poll of exhibitors on Western stars, first time an
actress ever made it.
II

are in the offing. Th-3se include John Ford'.s
" and RKO's
production
Aigosy
o'.vn "(ier'.in
Express"Fort
' to Apache
be released in April
^ud May respectively, with a June release
bciv for Sol Leaser's "Tarzan and the Mermaids.' This same month will see the rereiease of Frank Buck's "Bring 'Em Back
Alive" and "Fighting Father Dunne."
Samuel Goldwyn s "The Best Years of Our
Lives" ard RKO's "Your Red Wagon' are
down for July, with Disney's "Melody Time '
^nd Independent Artists "The Velvet Touch"
August entries. Leo McCarcy's Rambow
production
"Good Sam" will head into Sep<:^lUber.
QUANITY and ECONOMY
Dore Schary has announced that fifteen
pictures will be made fey RKO during the
balance of this year, exclusive of outside
independent films . Of the fifteen, eight will
be top budge: and the remainder will be
"moderate" and low cost.
A company spokesman said that settlement of the English tax will make no difference in studio plans. "We are going to
cOiitinue making pictures with economy all
along the line, but will strive to do so without sacrificing quality of entertainment or
production
values".
That the lot
is serious about holding down
costs is shown by the example of Joseph
Losey, whose direction of "The Boy With the
Gicen Hair" is his first cinematic chore.
Losey is both under budget and under schedule, and has shot 20,000 less feet of Technicolor film than called for by pre-production
csiimates.
ACTIVITY HOLDS
Three features are in production here and
April will see the start of "Weep No More '
and "Brothers in the Saddle". Soon after,
Sainuel Goldwyn will start his "Take Three
Tenses", which has been cast with David
Niven and Teresa Wright.
F rederic Ullman has been assigned "Honoren Glory", which Schary considers one of ithe
most important projects on the lot.

'nde items are under way: "The Creeper"
.yC-ing made by Reliance Pictures, "Fighting
B-v,k ' under the Sol Wurtzel banner, and
tions.
"The Checkered Coat' by Belsam producAlso, to start immediately is "Roadhouse"
(Ida I/upino - Cornel Wilde - Celeste Holm),
wh'ch is being directed by Jean Negelesco
on his one-picture deal with this studio.
AWARD TRIUMPH
Zanuck, of course, is completely happy
with the outcome of the Academy Awards,
fwen'ietb Century-Fox having copped the
lion's share of the honors. To the audience,
Zanuck frankly admitted his happiness, plus
the fact that he feels the awards a'.one in
pait
bii.ig for
lefthisoutdisappointment
of the Oscar over
circle"Wilson'
a few
years bp.ck.
UNITED

ARTISTS

liELEASES CONTINUE TO line up for
United Artists. Robert Cummings and
Eugene Frenke will deliver "Passport to
Love , which will be made under the United
California Productions banner.
Meanwhile, now shooting is "An Innocent
Afiair", a comedy with Louise Allbritton
St.- 1 red, v/hich started in mid-March. Eddie
Sutherland will direct "(Confessions of a
Communist" for UA release, starting in June,
and this one-picture deal may lead to more.
This job will be somewhat Of a throwback
foi Eddie Sutherland, who worked on the
same lot twenty-flve years ago as leading
man
.t al. for Constance Talmadge, Bebe Daniels,
NEW HOPALONG PROGRAM
Bill Boyd, back from a vacation, plans to
stfirt his third program of Hopalong Cassidy
v.'csterns .some time in May. The series, consiscing
o'' six, will be made over a threemonth period.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATL

Continues

SRO
Sells 'Women
A FTED WORKING FOR three years on
for "Little
Women', TheDavid
Selznick plans
has sold
it to Metro.
property
went as a package ready for produc'.ion,
with screenplay, set plans and all data
necessary for a picture to start immediate
filming. No m.ention was made of price, but
It is to be expected that Selznick received
a lush sum, as he invariably makes more
iiioney from properties than anyone in the
business.
Nothing else is new here, with the lot still
quiet and no plans forthcoming. Only sign
uf action has been the sailing of Dorothy
Mcfjuire for Europe, preparatory to making
"A Doll's House" in Sweden.
20th CENTURY
Most

FOX

Active

Lot

"■pWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX continues
^ to lead other studios in actual shooting
activity. "Apartment for Peggy" and "Street
With No Name" are wound up, while cast
and crew are in New York to start "The
Law and Martin Rome", (Victor Mature Richard Conte), and "BurlesQiUe" (Betty
Grable - Dan Dailey) starts immediately.
Still shooting are "The Gray Intruders",
"Unfaithfully Yours ' and "Leave it to the
Irish" (the new title of "For Fear of Little
Men'). This gives Zanuck his running
average of five in work, in addition, three

Buzzing

T;0UR features were recently iinished at this studio and two new ones
have started. The latter pair are "Washingtun Girl" (Deanna Durbin - Edmund OLiien), and "Kiss the Blood off My Hands"
(Jean Fontaine - Burt Lancaster). "Rogues'
Regimen';" and "The Countess of Monte
Cnsto"' are slated for early starts. Thus
activity at this lot continues at a high pace.
In addition, studio executives have assigned nine;een writers to work on sixteen
scripts, aiming at a backlog of productions
ro be ready to roll when space becomes
available.
Showing what this correspondent feels to
be a great deal of common sense, producer
Chester Erskine has lopped 20 minutes from
"All My Sons'. Not that the film is not
a good one, but Mr. Erskine feels that audiences are not happy with overlong pictures.
Now, "Sons " runs a sensible 93 minutes.
LANCASTER A^HICLE
Jules Schermer has been set to produce
INDEPENDENTS
FILM CLASSICS
/-XF THE FOURTEEN films slated
^ for release in 1948 by Film Classics, eight will be in Cinecolor. First of
these color films will be "Sofia", to be
shot in Mexico City with Gene Raymond, Patricia Morison and Mischa
Auer. The second will be "Jungle
Blindness", slated to starit in a few
weeks.
FILM

BULLETIN

'MEET ME AT DAWN' FAIR BRITISH COSTUME COMEDY
Rates • • — as supporting dualler: n. . for action houses
anj-where. William Eythe didn't help his
screen career very much by being involved
20lh Ontury-Fox
89 minutes
in this Marcel Hellman production. Cast as
a dashing French cavalier, he proves that
William Eythe, Stanley Holloway, Beatrice
(;ampbel!. George Thorpe, Irene Browne.
Swashbuckling isn't his particular cup of
CLi^. As a matter of fact, all of the performHazel Coiirt. Basil Sidney, Margaret Rutheri^nces are grossly over-acted — something
iord, Ada Reeve, Graeme Muir, James Harrare in British films. Hazel Court, the femicf>iirt, Wilfred Hyde White, Charles Vict»r.
n.ne lead, is a pretty lass and makes the
John Salew, Percy Walsh, Hy Hazell, Diana
lUGSt of her low-cut costumes. The photoDecker, John Ruddock, Joan Seton. Katie
graphic quality is below par in spots. The
Johnson, O. B. Clarence, Aubrey Mallalleu.
.Settings are quite realistic and a good musiDirected by Thornton Freeland.
cal score under-lines the comedy.
Duelling champion William Eythe, has a
This mildly entertaining period comedy Of nice ncket. For a fee. he will provoke a
iucl with anyone named by his client and
Gay Parce in 1902 has a fairly lively pace
and some chucklesome inanities. It should
-,v;ll hospitalize his opponent for any specigfct by as a supporting feature in all but the
'"led time. His latest victim is George Thorpe,
a liberal politician. Eythe challenges him
uclion spots, but will be little boxioffice help
'THE OCTOBER MAN' MODEST
Rates • • as supporting dualler
Eagle-Lion
'Jl minutes
John Mills, Joan Greenwood. Edward Chapman. Kay Walsh, Joyce Carey. Catherine
Lacey, Frederick Piper. Felix Aylmer, Adrianne Allen, Patrick Holt, George Benson,
Jack Melford, John Boxer, Esme Beringer,
Ann Wilton, Philip Ray, George Woodbridge,
John Miller, Kathleen Boutall, Edward Undcrdown, James Mayter, John Salew, Juliet
Mills.
Directed by Roy Baker.
This offering from the J. Arthur Rank studios is one of his less pretentious releases. It
will Serve as a fair dualler for general use.
A neat production of a murder story by Eric
Anatoler, Britain's topnotch whodunit writer,
it has some very draggy episodes, but when
it does get moving, it goes a good clip. For

'THE ENCHANTED
VALLEY'
Rates • • as naborhood dualler

The kids will love this one, with its trick
aiamals, pretty colors and the bang-(bang
guns of the bad guys. And some adults
:nay enjoy it too if they can take its undiluted sentiment, trite dialogue and a story
riddled with improbabilities, Charley Grapewin is good old Giandpa living in rustic

SIZf-UPS

i Continued from Page 18)
"Criss Cross", purchased by U-I from the
I\Iark Hellinger estate. It will star Burt
Lancaster. "Illegal Entry" will go as iScherm-;r's
Lhird. second stint, "The Last Count" as his
A new unit has been formed by Claudette
Colbert, Bruce Manning and Jack Skirball
and as their first picture will do "The Soft
Touch
to start
in June.butNoit releasing
setup has",been
announced,
is reasonable
to assume that U-I will get the deal.
MARCH

29,

MURDER

MELLER

jome unknown reason it was saddled by a
meaningless title, which can be of interest
only to astrologists. John Mills, of "Great
Expectations" fame, plays the part of a man
unjiistly accused of murder and delivers an
impressive rendition of alternate despair
and resolution. The rest of the performances
are competent and the British accents are
not seriously detrimental. Photography is
veiy good and the settings are inexpensive
but ."dequate.
xEXPLOITATION: Recall Mills' perfor:nance in "Great Expectations". Catchlines:
"Star of 'Great Expectations' Attains Even
Greater Dramatic Triumph;" "Violent Death
Hounded the ^October Man!! Was He a
Murderer?"
While Mills is taking a bus ride with a
iittle girl, the daughter of friends, an accident kills the girl and Mills suffers a brain
injury which keeps him in the hospital for

JUVENILE

Eagle Lion
77 minutes
Alan Curtis, Anne Gwynne, Charley Grapewin. Donn Gift, Joseph Crehan, Joseph Devlir, Al La Rue. John Bleifer, Rocky Cameron,
Jerry Riggio.
Directed by Robert Emmett Tansey

SlUOiO

BRITISH

FARE

insult to Hazel Court. Newsfor an alleged
paperman Basil Sidney plays the story up
ciud starts a search for the mysterious lady
ui the case — "-Madame X," unaware that
doesn't
Eythe the
own daughter.
his identity
')hc isher
fact
either, despite
know
that she spends a night in his apartment
w'icn she is injured in a roller-coaster crash.
Ag.iinst her pleas, Eythe fights Thorpe and,
Siace both are superb duellists, both are
slightly wounded. Thorpe throws a fancy
ball, where he recognizes Court as "Madame
X.' Word gets around and Eythe h;s to
light five more duels to avenge her honor.
Finally, her father challenges him and Eythe
permits himself to be wounded. Wind-up
Shows the couple happily married as Eythe
sets up at dawn to instruct his class of
DAV.
youthful fencers.

a year. He feels responsible for the child's
death and develops suicidal tendencies. Taking a job in a London chemical laboratory
:i3 an assi.stant to Patrick Holt, Mills meets
and falls in love with Holt's sister, Joan
Greenwood. The dreary hotel where he
lives houses a b-anch of odd characters: a
fasnion model, Kay Walsh, who makes passes at him; a peculiar gent, Edward Chapman, who is trying to make passes at Walsh,
and a spiteful old gossip, Joyce Carey. Chapman finally murders Walsh and suspicion
Is fastened upon Mills through the lying
testimony of Chapman and Carey. Everyone but his girl believes him guilty because
of his record of mental trouble. With the
police on his heels, he tracks down Chapman in an exciting chase, then is about to
commit suicide. His courage prevails, however, and Greenwood reclaims him by her
icve md laith. DAV.

IN COLOR

contentm.ent with his crippled little grandson. Alan Curtis is the big, bad gangster
who disrupts their idyllic existence. Donn
Gift portrays with touching Sincerity the
part of the ugly little lame boy. The best
aor.ors in it are a couple of cute baby owls
that wink and blink at each other. The
picture displays some of the best Cinecolor
occn to date. The production by Jack
Schwartz is inexpensive, with one Set and
a couple of studio trees working overtime.
Yes, the kids will love it — with a bag of
I'Oj; corn.
Lame little Donn Gift is happy in his
valley home with Grandpa Grapewin and
his miny furred and feathered friends of

the forest. Their cabin becomes a hide-out
for Atnn Curtis on the lam with his moll,
Anne Wynne, and his comic triggerm'an, Joe
Devlin. At first Grandpa and the boy get
rushed around by the three interlopers. But
the atm03phere of peace and goodness soon
softens their evil natures. When Grandpa
dies, Curtis promises to give himself up to
the police and leave Gwynne to take care
of the boy. Then his gangster rival, John
Bicifer arrives seeking the hidden loot. He
kills Devlin and, before finishing off Curtis,
lie casually shoots the little bear cub. This
enrages a man in a bear-skin coat who
claws the mobster to death in a terrific
battle. DAV.

WARNER

(.Jane Wyman - David Niven) has started.
.Michael Curtiz will shortly start "My
Dream i.s Yours" and "June Bride ' (Bette
Davis - Robert Montgomery) will roll very
aeon. This comedy will be a change of pace
for Miss Davis. It wouldn't surprise us if
Joan Crawford followed suit. While Jerry
Wald is insisting on a drama about a school
teacher. Miss Crawford is holding out and
might choose anything at any moment.
EYE AL SMITH STORY
Both Warners and Metro are dickering for
pioperty rights to the life of Al Smith, temporarily titled "The Happy Warrior''. Whoever gets it, will be given documentary treattracing Smith's
life presidency.
from his boyhood
to his ment,
nomination
for the

BROS.

Record

For

March

pOUR ARE IN production at the moment,
with two set to go immediately, making
this the bigge.st March program for Warners
in recent years. Still shooting are "One
Sunday .Afternoon", "Sun'burst' and "The
Adventures of Don Juan'', which resumed
whr-n Errol Flynn recovered. (Metro, incidental y, isrushing "The Three Musketeers"
to take ad\'antage of the slowed production
on "Don .Tuan ' and get their historical romance out first). "Key Largo" has finished,
but to take its place, "A Kiss in the Dark"
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NOW WHAT?
Allied Rocky Mt. Independent Theatres
The British Tax on American films has
been waylaid, repealed or at least suspended
through some international exchange of mutual backscratching.
American films are again being sent to
Britain. That's good for it clears the air a
bit. It means that the American Distributors will continue to get lots of money from
Britain.
That knocks in the head their late and
unlamented pitch for more dough out of
you. Directly or indirectly, their deals in
the past few months have been aimed at
getting market.
you to pay for a "loss" of the
British
Now they've got tb.at British market back.
Throw their own sales tnlk about the importance of that market back at them. You
are now entitled to a reduction in film ient \l.
P. S. The question now is — What are the
distributors
sales talk? going to think up as a ne^.v
SMALL TOWN
DANGER
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
We have long been uneasy over the fact
that 16 mm films are often used in churches,
schools and other public institutions in direct competition with the established motion picture theatres. But lately we sense
a movement that if completely ignored could
possibly lead to complete annihilation of
the small town theatre. A note of this may
be found in the catalog being mailed by
R.K.O. that lists 16 mm versions of 186 features and shorts that are available for hospitals, summer camps, schools, prisons and
places for shut-ins as well as theatrical
showing in towns without 35 mm theatres.
According to R.K.O. officials the project
aims at 50.000 accounts.
Mr. Arthur Good, who is responsible for
promotion and development of this project
says th.at 16 mm theatrical situations will
be charged a guarantee of $25.00 and pay
50% for the product and an 18 months
clearance will be established.
Last fall when Fox announced their entrance into the 16 mm field they announced
that their aim was to get into communities
of 600 to 800 population and start 16 mm
films going on a regular basis. "Practically
every such out of the way place has a 16
mm projector and a town hall. That is
all we need," they added.
The official of one major distributor once
made the significant statement that, "we are
selling
and notdistribute
size of film."
At
least entertainment
two other companies
their
own product on the narrow gauge while
independent 16 mm distributors have obtained rights on the product of still other
producers.
Add the "two" of 50,000 accounts to the
"two" of 50% rentals and you get the "four"
that the film companies must be considering
the balance between the profit to be derived from potential 16 mm customers and
the 2,500 established theatres now located
in towns of less than 1,000 population.
UNIFIED FRONT
Allied Theatres of Michigan
Never before in the history of our country,
or of our industry, has there been the need
of a unified front as there is today; a
unified front against a sinister force that is
ready to come in and take over our country
and run it according to those principles
2t

FORUM

Organization dSuffelini
against which men have fought and died.
The articles that are appearing in the local
newspapers and the commentary of the radio are forewarnings of what is being done
and what we can expect to be done.
Realizing the importance of the theatre
and its screen as a potent source of education, we should present a unified front in
the fight on Communism, and the education
of the people relative to the merits of our
system of private enterprise; also as to the
invaluable benefits o*f being an American.
We recommend, as the result of the anxiety
of this organization to be of assistance to
our Governor, that you either write, wire or
telephone his office assuring him of our assistance whenever and wherever he may sea
fit to use it. This is hut a small payment on
the contribution we are privileged to make
toward keeping our country free.
A unified front is also necessary to be
used against those who would seek to
jeopardize our business. Adverse legislation
can best be fought if there is a solid front
available to be used against it. A small
group is effective to a point, but n large
group is more effective. To secure this
larger front, we call upon each and every
member of Allied Theatres of Michigan to
bend
everynot
effort
secure
as memb.->rs
who are
nowto so
listed.
With a those
solid
membership in Michigan we will be able to
combat any adverse action that m?y arise.
Our security rests with our ability to speak
for every theatre owner in the State of
Michigan.
VIOLATING DECISION
Allied of Eastern Penna.
The Board of Governors of Allied Independent Theatre Owners of Eastern Penna.,
Inc., at a meeting held March 16th. unanimously approved all actions of the Nationil
Board of Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors taken at the Annual Meeting in Washington last February'.
This approval specifically means that:
1. Eastern Pennsylvania gives full support
to National Allied's anti-ASCAP campaign.
2. Eastern Pennsylvania does not approve
the Motion Picture Foundation and hence
there will be no official cooperation of any
kind with this project.
3. All other parts of the national program
will be vigorously promoted in the Eastern
Pennsylvania territory.
In addition to the foregoing action the
Board disposed of much routine business
including reports of General Manager Samuelson and Field Representative Heldon.
The Board received and unanimously apaudited. proved the Treasurer's report for 1947 as
The organization's film buying service is
being carefully developed and will probably
be in operation within the next few months.
Consideration was given to the municipal
and state tax situation in Pennsylvania.
There was a detailed report on the current selling methods of various film companies. Inasmuch as there appears to be
no question or doubt that several of the
major film companies are violating provisions of the Court's decision, the General
Manager was instructed to bring these violations to the attention of the proper authorities. This instruction applies particularly
to coercive sales methods which are in direct violation not only of the Court's decision but also of published instructions apparently given by sales executives in New
York to their field staffs.

KEEP INFORMED
C:)Unfin){ the weekly sales meetlii((
which the hraiK-h niuiia^er hum with
his salesmen, and eountinf; the meetings whleh the distiict manager has
with his munagers, IMA S the district
managers' meetings, AND the r.'gional meetings and conventions
EACH DISTRIBUTING COMI'ANV
HAS A MINIMLM OF l.V) MKET
INGS A YEAR.
meetings?
What Is the purftose of t!iesi'
It Is to figure out ways and me :ns
to gef MORE money out of you!
*.Vhat can you do in se'f-defense?
ATTEND E\'ERV ALMED MEETIN<; THAT VOU CAN.
Eearn the
facts about the latest sales p.illcy
giniinichs.
Keep >ourself informed and in so
doing you will build up a sale* rethe high-pressure distribii
tors' salessistance totalks.
INFORMATION IS AMMUNITION
TO HELP YOU IN KEEPING YOUR
THEATRE PROFITABLE.
— Rocky Mountain Allied
'CASTILE'

TERMS
IS'orth Central Allied
This story comes out of the far North and
it is not a nice one. When one of our good
exhibitors and devoted users of the Caravan
service showed his Fox salesman the Caravan Report that CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE
had been sold at 35% the salesman disputed
the accuracy of the Caravan figure and
made the mistake of putting his statement
in
Tlie salesman's letter, in part,
readwriting.
as follows:
"You have been misinformed as to the
terms of this picture, as there is a national
policy on it and in no instance can it be
sold to anyone for less than 40%."
Here are the actual facts: CAPTAIN
FROM CASTILE has been sold at 35%.
As a matter of fact, every Caravan theatre
classification, except number 3 (first run
large city) has been sold at 35%, or less. If
necessary, and if Fox is able to make it
interesting enough, contracts will be produced. By interesting, of course, we mean
really interesting . We arc not interested in
playing for peanuts with the Fox salesman
involved in this case, but we are prepared
to go whole hog with his superiors. (Lest
anyone think we may run afoul of the
gambling laws, we assure you that there is
no element of chance in this matter — We
are betting on a sure thing.)
Apparently this particular salesman, his
branch manager, the district manager. Jack
Lorentz, the division manager, and others
on up the line, are not aware that, the time
has long since passed when exhibitors can
be misled by falsehoods. One thing is clear:
Either his superiors lied to this salesman or
the salesman, on his own hook, far exceeded his authority in attempting to force
a tough deal down the throat of this exhibitor by concocting a deliberate falsehood.
In all the years of its operation. Caravan
has never been successfully challenged. It
won't be challenged successfully this time.
What we are afraid of is that it won't be
challenged at all.
It would be worth plenty of money to the
producer-distributor monopoly to discredit
Caravan. Here is their chance to do so. We
demand, in this particular situation, that
Fox either put up or shut up. If our challenge is not accepted, it will be one more
convincing proof, if more proof be needed,
of the reliability of Caravan, as well as of the
moral character of distributors who seek
vainly to discredit Caravan.

FILM

BULLETIN

Starring

ROD CAMERON

... CAItiY DOWNS

• REED HADLEY • ANNE GWYNNE

• DLAXE EDWARDS

EmOITATION

PIOTTJRE

LDVE
STORY
IS
'MIRACLE
The millions who have read Russell Janney's fine novel are aware that it is
a great and inspirinji love story, not a religious story. The millions who are
not familiar with the hook should be told that fact by exhibitors in no uncertain
terms. There have been few love stories in recent years to compare to "The
Miracle of the Bells." That is the showman's No. 1 Selling Point.
No. 2 is the immense poi)ularity of the best-selling novel. A recent Audience
Res(>ar'"h Institute survey claims the picture has received more "audience penetration" than any ever tested. This was
assured by an advertising campaign
BOMBS OR BELLS ?
plotted by RKO's advertising chief, S.
Barret McCormick and his staff of eflTicient boxofficers, in national magazines,
reli<i;ious publications, fan magazines
and newspaper supplements — all of
which reached the staggering total of
nil
103,000,000 circulation.

No.

1

ANGLE

Selling Point No. 3 is the cast. In
Valli, the screen has acquired another
one of those once-in-a-decade personalities, like Garl)o, Ingrid Bergman, et al.
Her name will be on everyone's tongue
before
has showman
gone very will
far into
release."Miracle''
The wise
sell
her well in advance as a SENSATION,
for she will prove to be just that. Fred
MacMurray and Frank Sinatra lend additional strength to the marquee, and
Lee Cobb is a character actor with a
definite following.
It's all there
the press
and will
the
showman
who in
utilizes
the book
material
be handsomely rewarded with top
grosses.

BELL HANGERS
Sets of four beautifully lithographed doublefaced bell cutouts in full color, adaptable for
lobby use, the marquee, in book, music and
record dealers' window displays, in street cars
and buses, etc. are available from National
Screen Service at 50c per set.
These bells not only sell the picture, but dress
up the lobby and front with their brilliant
color. The constant movement cf the hanging
bells will be a sure-fire eye-catcher.
24

tut Acrult
CO-OP AIDS
RKO has arranged a huge co-operative campaign with Liberty Carillons and its 135 dealers
(lifted in press book) which the theatreman can
use to excellent effect. Arrange with dealers
to mail influential parishioners, clergy, civic
leaders, etc. their interesting data about the use
of Liberty equipment in the film. Dealer window displays and co-op newspaper ads can also
be effected.
Above IS a layout of a dealer local ad mat
(155 lines x 4 cols.) in which theatre tie-in
copy can be included.
BELL STUNTS
Several effective stunts are suggested. Bells
are popular collector's items and hobbyists can
be reached via a newspaper contest for best collec'.ion, oldest bell, most unique, smallest, etc.
Entries can be displayed conspicuously with
credit to the film and theatre.
A large bell fashioned from chicken wire on
a wood frame, covered with metallic-painted
canvas and lettered, is a good truck stunt.
BOOK PROMOTION
The popularity of the Russell Janney novel is
a strong selling point that should not be overlooked. Coincident with the picture's release.
Prentice Hall, publisher of the original S3 edition, and Garden City, offering a special $1
Spotlight Edition, are conducting parallel campaigns. Local tie-ups can be obtained from
Prentice Hall, 70 Fifth Ave, NYC.
A good stunt that ties in the book and the
film is a "walking book" utilizing a book-shaped
frame covered with enlargements of the jacket
design or one sheet. A man wearing the frame
can parade around town prior to and during the

NEWSPAPER

ADS

The newspaper ads feature the novel's fame,
ihc tender, heart-tugging love story and the
three stars.
The top two ads are three-columns. Below,
two of the two-column teaser ads, to be spotted
in advance of the campaign using the larger
sized displays.
FILM

BULLBTIN

Miracle

Of

The

Bells

Jesse L. Lasky, who brought the Russell Jannev
novel to the screen, merits the "gratitude of all filmdom for . . . this inspiring and entertaining" love
story, said the FB review. The jjook's heart appeal
has been transferred to the screen with its stirring
qualities intact, enhanced by sterling performances.
The screenplay was fashioned by Ben Hecht and
Quentiii Reynolds, two '"names" in themselves. A
sensational new star is born in the person of Valli,
whojlis nothing less than superb in the role of the
girl ^rom a small mining town, who rises to the
heights as an actress, only to die on the threshold
of the fame she so richly deserved. Fred MacMurray
plays with restraint his role of the press agent who
creates a "miracle" to enshrine the name of the girl
|he loved so deeply. Frank Sinatra, essaying the role
of a priest, Lee Cobb, as the movie producer, and
Harold Vermilyea, as the calloused undertaker,
round out the fine supporting cast.

JVetM^s

and

Hollywood Labor
{Conliniicd from Puffc. 10)
Last February 17th, Rep. Carroll D.
Kearns of Pennsylvania, chairman of the
House Education and Labor sub-comniittee
probing the fllin industry's labor strife, opened the hearings in Washington with a
declaiation that he was convinced, as the
result of his investigations in Hollywood,
that "the present labor dispute ... is the
result of a lockout by the employers (producers) after having conspired with certain
officials of the lATSE." When he announced the two-months recess on March 17,
Kearna refused to say whether the testimony at the hearings had changed his mind.
The testimony consisted of a flock of
charges, denials and countei'-charges. The
lATSE called Herbert K. Sorrell, head of
the Conference of Studio Unions, a "communist," acharge he denied, but which was
subsequently documented by FBI production
ol a Communist party membership card
bearing what was alleged to be Sorrell's
nom de plume, "Stewart."
An unscheduled witness, identifying himself as a close associate of Sorrell in the
1937 studio strike, also told the committee
that the CSU heyd openly boasted to him
of his affiliation with the Communist Party.
The witness, John R. liobinson, claimed he
came to the hearings of his own accord
after hearing Soirell deny he was a communist at any time.
The lATSE joyously hailed verification by
the FBI that the handwriting on the card
was Sorrell's as "a long step toward ending
laJbor union jurisdictional
difficulties in the
film capita!."
lA leaders Richard F. Walsh and Roy M.
Brewer took the stand to disavow any link
with the Bioff-Erowne shakedown, or that
they received producer bribes, as claimed
by Sorrell. lA counsel Matthew M. Levy
joined them in denying conspiracy with the
producers.
Kearns promised those who were the butt
of any charges from the witness stand an
opportunity to be heard when the hearings
resume. Among these are Jack B. Tenney,
THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

Opinian
UA

Have

DOCTORS
Britain's J. Arthur Rank (left) and 20th
Century-Fox president Spyros P. Skouras
exchange mutual congratulations after receiving honorai'y LL.D. degrees from Boston
University at Foundei s Day ceremonies.
chairman of the California Senate Committee on Un-American Activities, columnist Westbrook Pegler and Sorrell.
Ainsworth

Explains

Allied 'Open Door' Policy
The "open door " policy reflects no change
in Allied's traditional attitude and means
only ihat the indepi"nd?nt exhibitors' organization reaffirms its willingness "to talk to
rtspoasible leaders covering all problems of
all branches of the industry when the proper
time arrives." This was president William
L. Ainsworth s explanation to FILM BULLETIN of his remarks last week at the North
Central Allied convention in Minneapolis.
Ainswoith's statement before the NCA had
led to some speculation on the possibility
that his administration might alter Allied's
apDronch to industry problems.

Anyone scanning the United Artists' prograin these past few months could readily
get the idea that the company has a lot
more to offer than is actually the case. And
exhibitors who have the product under contract are beginning to see spots before their
eyes and hear bells ringing in their heads.
All this is due to a bewildering succession
of title changes that have made one picture
look like two or three, or, even four. Some
of the switches have taken place plunk in
mid-stream, and some after a long period of
release.
LATE CHANGE.S
There was the case of "Lured". After it
had played a great number of subsequentrun houses throughout the country, the
handle was belatedly changed to "Personal
('olumn." After an expensive ad campaign
on behalf of the current "A Miracle Can
Happen' , this title .suddenly became "Along
Canr.e Baby." The picture you thought you
knew as "Heaven Only Knows' has just become "Montana Mike."
Harry Sherman's new Enterprise production for UA has had no less than four titles:
"fhcy Passed This Way", "New Mexico",
"Four Fices West " md, now, "Wanted!" Remember, they're just one picture.
About a year ago, a picture titled "The Sin
of Harold Diddlebock" was ballyhooed for a.
Miami premiere. It was changed abruptly
to "Mad Wednesday'', then disappeared from
sight, having been returned to the studio
for ext'^nsive re-shooting. It will reappear
shortly, title unknown.
Lid OfF Building
W<ir-born Government controls over construction of new theatres and other recreational buildings are off, effective Wednesday
(hlil) mdnight. The way was cleared when
the revised Federal rent control extension
bill was approved by the House and Senate
last Thursday. No one expects President
Truman to veto the measure.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St.,
New York, N. Y.

We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday each week.
•
IMPORTANT

AIR FILTERS
Exceptional Value. Air filters— all metal,
almost new. These are cleanable type and
will last for years. Gardner, 1539 Race
St., Phila. 2, Pa.
THEATRE WANTED
Will lease or buy theatre in Eastern Penna.
or New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin,

Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.
•

SERVICE — ALWAYS!

EXPRESS

LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St., Phlla. 7
LOcUBt 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers

Exhibitors Dizzy

CLASSIFIED

We thank all theatre owners and
managers who cooperated with
us by putting return trailers in the
proper addressed containers and
for wrapping and addressing all
return advertising.

HIGHWAY

Title Switches

NEW
LEWIS BILL POE
Ted R. Gamble, TOA president, appeared
before the House Judiciary sub-committee
in Washington last week to testify against
passage of the Lewis anti-Ascap Bill.

JERSEY

MESSENGER

SERVICE
Member Nnt'l Film rmrrt^rm
2M N. Juniper St., Phlla. 7. Pa.
I.Ocust T-4H2i
» — — ■————
— ■— —
FILM
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What

the Newspaper

Critics Say About

Mama*
**I Remember
Oritics Embrace
I>ore Schary's screen version of John Van Druten's hit play, "I Remember Mama,"
and the Kathryn Forbes novel, "Mama's Bank Account," softened up New York's hardboiled newspaper critics to the point where some of them gushed over in sentimental
plaudits, while the others were more subdued, but unanimously com.mended it. One
persistent quibble was the film's two and a quarter hours running time.
"A combination of family album pageantrj- and emotional punch which is ir^
resistible," was the Herald Tribune's Howard Barnes' verdict. He dotes on the fine
performances, particularly Oscar Homolka as the roaring Uncle Chris and pays glowing tribute to producer-director George Stevens for making "a film of distinction."
Another who finds it "irresistible" is the Times' Bosley Crowther, who echoes
Barnes' sentiments on the cast and/ Stevens, venturing timid criticism on the "leisurely"
pace and the story's length. But, he adds, "in the darkness of a theatre it is not impolite to doze."
Alton Cook, in the World-Telegram, feels it "offers a fle'd day for the ladies who
prefers tears to laughter and a heartfully satisfying expeiie.ice for customers with
emotions under sturdier control." He suggests "considerable pruning" despite the fact
that "interest is kept at a high pitch by virtuoso work in all departments."
Richard Watts, Post critic, gives Stevens full credit f jr the film's "lite and vitality."
He
finds it "attractive and frequently touchinff," despite its "unashamedly sentimental"
character.
The Sun's Eileen Creelman wants a half hour cut in a picture "gla.ving with affection." Her summation: "Amusing and charming- and much too long."
Rose Pelswick, Journal - American, awards credit for the picture's "beguiling
charm," to Irene Dunne's and Oscar Homolka's "expert performances." She predicts
that it will "appeal to those who enjoy a good cry at the movies."
•SITTING PRETTY'
TWENTIETH
CENTURY FOX
"Certain to clip the mass movie audience
dniack on its collective button. Wherever
children, dogs, and neighborhoods are accepted institutions — or tho length and
breath of our fair land — this expert assay
of the common denominator, calculated
from the stunning notion of the unapproachable Clifton Webb as a baby sitter, will kill
the people . . . Has its eye on the box office
... It knows precisely what will make the
large audience laugh, and uses its knowledge
with smashing success." — AGER, PM.
"Clifton Webb has stepped into a movie
that showed signs of mediocrity and has
given its entertainment a witty sparkle . . .
Just the man to keep a movie audience in
uproarious laughter . . . You will feel mighty
good about the whole thing and grateful to
Clifton Webb."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.
. ."Starts out with plenty in its favor — especially Mr. Webb. And isince around and
about this situation there is estooned a lot of
light-weight fun . . . there's not much wanting to compel a flood of laughter in this rumpus from Twentieth Century-Fox . . . Happily a picture which almost anyone should
enjoy."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES
"Starts off with a funny idea . . . Builds up
the idea into an hilarious picture . . . Cute
and crazy comedy ... A film to amuse any
one who's ever been part of a modern famacted with relish."
ily. It is lively, fresh
— <3REELMAISr,
N. Y.andSUN.
"Good . . . The audience not only can laugh
at Mr. Webb . . . but it roars, if yesterday's
Roxy customers are to be any criterion. Yet,
the film remained singularly unfunny to this
reviewer . . . 'Soon becomes like a joke told
too often ... It was meant to please the
patrons. It does."— RICE, N. Y. POST.
"Clifton Webb and Richard Haydn . . .
give bounce and laughter to a contrived
plot . . .A very funny show . . . Farcical conceit with immense humor." — BARNES, N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Honey of a picture . . . Higlily enjoyable
entertainment that has warmth and credibilmixed with its
chuckles."— PELSWICK,
N. Y.ity JOURNAL
AMERICAN.
MARCH

29, 1943

•THE
MATING OF MILLIE'
COLUMBIA
"Little celluloid toy, well made but unmistakably aproduct of the assembly line . . .
Lacks
distinction,
under Henry ALevin's
direction it is alsobutunpretentious.
good
central performance by Evelyn Keyes,
coupled with a restrained treatment, makes
it a fairly pleasan.t piece of Hollywood
stock-in-trade." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. HER.'lLD TRIBUNE.
"Boat-up story of a rather stiff-backed bachelor girl . . . Maybe the modern young ladies
see something attractive in Glenn Ford and
in the flippant, ill-mannered behavior that
.^e tosses about in this fllm . . . Evelyn Keys,
.'or all her glycerin tears and fatuous foredoom, is the one thing worth looking at in
the show." — CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES'.
''Warm, felicitous, modest, appealing, amiable, sweet and tidy ... A dear little movie
mdeed . . . Pleasant little comedy with pleasant people working out a pleasant situation
in a most satisfactory, sympathetic, and likeable way." — AGER, PM.
"Fair plus . . . Sound twist on an old idea.
At best it could be a latter-day version of
'Man ^nd Superman.' At worst it could be
a highly diverting farce. But 'The Mating
of Millie' fails because it is somewhere in
between. ' B'RIGGS, N. Y. POlST.
"Familiar as to story, the piece nevertheless nif^nages to skip amiably enough through
its easily anticipated paces . . . Anyway,
Miss Keyes is decorative and Ford is pleasantly AMERICAN.
brash." — PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL
■MIRACLE
OF THE BELLS'
RKO RADIO
Climactic limpness of the picture, which,
unless one is ultradevout, is likely to be most
distasteful, is not only dissolution of the
book . . . Pompous and funereal ... A weak
story, first, and heavy scoring in the direction of Irving Pichel have not made the jobs
of
actors
either
simple
or promising." —
CROWTHER,
N. Y.
TIMES.
"Has commendable things to say and says
some of *hem feelingly . . . Overstatement
and weaghty sentiment . . . Enough vestigial

Netu

Films

niigic in the grey vastness of 'The Miracle
of the Bells' to create a fairly interesting
entertainment." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
■'S>ays so close to the book that it may well
turn out to be a best seller, too . . . Inspiring
to some, in poor taste to as many others, and
a sentimental drama to every one." CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"Those two alternate cynics and tear jerkers, Ben Hecht and Quentin Reynolds, lathered themselves into their most mooncalf
mood when they sat down to the scenario of
this one . . . Handkerchief brigade may find
;his one of the adorably lachrymose pictures
«ver seen. I hive a notion that more of
them will revolt slightly at the unashamed
their emotions." —
drive on TEIxEGRAM.
of this
crudity N.
Y. WORLD
COOK,
"Fair-Plus . . . Sense of effort comes
through both in the extraordinary oomibindiations of the plot and in the carefully
rected performances . . . Entire film cranks
an uneasy feeling in this observer, partly
due to Director Irving Pichel's insistent emphasis on photographing facial spirituality
It isn't very fastmoving
. . . 'Bunk.'
close
up
bunk
either."
— WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"Hell-Bent on making a profit out of Faith
. . Watching it becomes an exercise in shying away from lapses in taste . . . Frank
Sinatra f?.ns welcomed it with enthusiasm
His awkward Sincerity and self-disciplined restraint at least are touching, for
the 'message' of the
believes
evidently
he
even though the script
r story,
best-selle
does not;' AGER, PM.
'JASSY'
-JNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
"Feried piece, brilliantly accoutered in
Technicolor and imported from England . . .
Combination of several plots, mostly familiar, the sum of which makes for a rather
rambling and
WEILER,
N. Y.routine
TIMES. entertainment." —
• Typical English costume drama, and a
pretty bad one . . . Pretty, stiff, and lifeless
wn story is produced with cos. . High-flo
tumes and backgrounds more lavish than
Ho:i>-wood hands out to its top stories.
Jassy' is far from a top story in any language." - N. Y. SUN.
"Photographed in Technicolor, a detail
that makes its corn look nice and green . . .
this nonsense, a cast has been assemTo play
bled with such British resources as Margaret
Lockwood, Patricia Roc, Dennis Price and
Basil Sydney ... A good time seems to be
— COOK,
the audience."
all except
had Y.byWORD
.
N.
TELEGRAM
■THE FLAME'
KEPUBI/IC
' Sole distinction of 'The Flame,' a rambling, inept bit of claptrap ... is the bleakly
E,niusing fact that most of the performers
seem either bored or amused with the whole
"Leisurely tale of blackmail and murder
that amibles through its episodes with none
keep
of the brisk
— vigor customarily used to
thing.''
N. Y. WORLD
COOK,
—
lively."
affairs
These
TELEGRAM.
'Slow, amateurish and offensively tawdry
claptrap . . . The only moral we found in this
chain of villainies and heroics was: Republic pictures should, perhaps, stick to Roy
Rogers." — PECK, PM.
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%

RELEASE

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials

Completed (45)
Completed ( 3)

In Production (2)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
TEXAS SANDMAN
Western — Started March 16
Cast: Hoosier Hot Shots, June Vincent, Stewart Hart, Gloria
Henry.
Director: Ray Nazarro
Producer: Colbert Clark
story: Not available. See next i.ssue.
RiLEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Details
Title — Running Time
Cast
Rel.
.1110 .3-25.
Adventures In Silverado
Bhhop-Henry
Big Sombrero. Tl^c
Hutry-Verdugo
. .8-18
Details under title: A Little Spanish Town
Best Man Wins
Bochanan-Lee . . . . .12-22.
Black Arraw, The
Hayward-Blair ... . . .8-4.
Blaiing Across The Pecos
Starrett-Barnette . , .11-24.
12-18.
.9-1. . 10-16.
Blondie's
Singleton-Lake
Blondle inAnniversary
the Oough (67)
(69)
Singleton-Lake . . . .. . ..4-14.
.
Blondie's Reward
SIngleton-lake .. .9-29. 12-18.
Details
under
title:
Blondie's
Night
Out
Brick Bradlord
Richmond-Johnson .5-26. . 10-14.
Buckaroo (rom Powder River (55)
Starrett-Barnette ..10-27.
Coroner Creek (C)
Scott-Chapman
, . .9-29. lV-27.
Crime Doctor's Gamble (66)
Baxter-Cheirel
. .8-4. . 12-11.
Bevll Ship (62)
Lano-Campbeli . . . . . .7-21.
. .4-15. , 10-29 .
Dawn To Earth (T) (101)
Hayworth-Parks
Eternal Melody. The
Kiecara Eggerth . .11-10.
Faller Brush Man. The
.Skdton-Blalr
. .10-27.
Gallant Blade (C)
Parks-Chapman
.1-16.
Glamour Girl (68)
Krapa-Reed . . .12-8. 11-47.
.. .. .9-1.
HerDetails
Husband's
Affairs
(85)
Tone-Ball
.3-3.
fndor title; Lady Kntw Haw
.5-26... 1-48...
1 Love Trouble (94)
Tone-Blair
Details ander title: Caabit Take
I Surrender Dear
Ican-Sfreet
. .3-1. .12-47.
It Had To Be Yoo (98)
Rogars-Wiidc . .5-26.
Key Witness c67)
Beai-Marshail ... .4-14. . .10-9.
Dttaiii snder title: Daitiiiy
10- 14. 11-20.
laty Iran Shanghai. The
Haywortb-Wallai
Last Days of Boot Hill, The (56)
Starrett-Bornette . . .5-26.
.6-23. 11-47 .
Last Roand-Uo. The (77)
Antry-Heathor . . .
Let's Fall in Love
Lamour-Ameche
1-19 11-U.
, ..5-26.
Lane Wolf In Lcndon, The (68)
Mohr- Saunders
.11-24
Lovei of Carmen, The
Htyworth-Ford
11-10
LalD Belie
Lamour- Montgomery ..3-17.
Man Fram Calorad*. The (T)
Fard-Br«w
.1-23.
Mary Lou (66)
Lowery-Barton ... . .9-15. .4-28.
Mating of Millie, The (87)
Pord-Keycs .11-. .7-7,
24 .2-19.
My Dog Rusty
Donallson-Doran
4-8
Phantom Valley (53)
Starrctt-Burnette . . 12-. .8-4.
22 ..4-15.
Part Said
Bishop-Henry . . . .5-12. .1-48.
Prince of Thieyes (72)
Hall-Morison ....
.2-48.
Relentlets (93)
foung-Chapman
. .32-9.
Details ander title: Three Were Thorough tireos
.
.9-29.
Return of October. The
Ford- Moore
10-27 . .3-18.
Return of The Whistler, The (63)
Duane-Aubert ...
12-25.
Rate of Santa Rosa (65)
Hot Shots
.
. .9-1.
Rusty
Leads
the
Way
ronaldson-MoSett
. . 3-1.
Details under title: Rusty Takes a Walk
Sign of the Ram. The (84)
Peters-K-'ox .... . . .8-4. .3-48
Six Gan Law (54)
Starrett-Saonders ...7-7. . .1-9.
Sea Hoand. The (Serial)
Crabbe-Blake .... .5-26. ..3-30.
Song of Idaho
Vlneer.t-Grant . . . .10-27. .9-4.
Strawberry Roan. The
Autry- Henry . . . . .. 2-16.
7-7. 10-23.
Snperman (Serial)
Aiyn-Ncil
Kweet Genevieve (68)
Porter-Lydon .... , .4-14.
.
.3-15.
Sweetheart of the Blues
Jean- Ford
Swordiaiao. The (T) (81)
Parks-Drew
12-9 .
Tex Grainger (Serial)
Stevens-Stewart . . .. ...2-16.
Thunderbsal
Foster-Bishop . . . .8-4. ..'i-48.'
DetaTIi an4er title: Wild Fury
.2-48.
.12-9.
Powell-Hassj . .12-22.
To the End! af the Earth (109)
.4-14.
,
Trapped by Boston Blackle
Morris-Lane ....
Two Blondes and a Redhead (70)
Porter-Lydon .... .9-29. . .11-6.
.3-25.
Wait of Sonora
Starrelt-Burnotte .
. .9-15.
Whirlwind Raiders
Starreti-Saunders .3-15.
.9-29. .2-12.
Winner Take Nothing
Mitchell-Nigh
Woman from Tangier, The (6fi)
Jargens-Dinne ... . .9-15. ..2-5.
Wreck af The Hteperai, Th»
Parker-White
28
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Rev.

.3-15

.7-21
. .2-2
..1-5

EAGLE-LION
1947-48 Features
West<»rnH

Complet^-d (31)
Completed ( 6)

. . .2-16

.3-15

In Production (2)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CANON CITY
.
Drama — ^Started March 10
Cast: Scott Brady, Charles Russell, Stanley Clements, Rotoert
Bice, Mary Meade, Robert Kellard, De Forest Kelly.
Director: Crane Wilbur
Producer: Bryan Foy
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Reonlng Time
Cast Details
Rti.
No. Rav.
Let's
Live A Little
Iamarr-Cummings . . 3-1
COAIPLETKD
1947-48
Adventures of Casanova (83)
daCordova-Nash ... 5-12 ... .2-7 . .851
BInck HilU (58)
Dtan-Ates
5-12... 9-27. .812 . . 2-2
Blonde Savage (61)
Sherwood-Erlcion 7-7.. 11-22. .807.
Born T(. Fight
Brady Shaw
3-15 .10-13
Bary
Ma
Dead
(66)
O'Donnell-Daolcis
.
.4-14.
.9-20
803.
.9-29
.1-24.
Cliaek Year Gani (55)
Dean-Gatet
7-7.... .9-20.
1-24
853 ...12-8
Ctate-up
Baxter-Gllmore . . .12-22. .4-24! .820
Cojra Strikes, The (62)
Byan-Fnser
1-5. .3-27. .817
Enchanted VaJiiy (C) (77) .
Certis-Gwynne 9-1.
Gentleman After Dark (76)
Oonlevy-Hopklns ..Relisaa.. .9-13. .735
.1-17. .808
Green for Danger (91)
Grey-Ho«t*rd . . . . Faraign . . , .11-8.
Headin' For Heaven (71)
ErwIn-FarTrIi 8-4.
.no 1-5
it's Haider
SwIUer-Whalaa 5-12.
Hollow Triumph
Henreid-Bcnoett ....216.
Lady At Midnight
Denning-Lee . 3-15.
linda
Be Good
(67)
Hubbard-Knox 3-17.
7-21. ...1-3. .808 .10-27
Lov( From
A Slranoer
(81>
Sidfley-Hodiak
10-18.. .815
806...12-fl
ManDetails
from onder
Texas
Craig-Bari
.
.
.
5-26.
. .11-15 .735.
title: A Texts Stary
Hayward-Bennett .Reluae.. .11-8.
'.■.8-4 Man in the Iron Mask (110)
Mickey (C)
Butler-Goodwin 11-10.
.1-17.
Noose HangsStampede
High, Til
Abbott-Costello ...11-24..
Northwest
Leslle-Cralg
7-21..
Details ander title: Wild Conqiart
Open Secret (70)
Ireland-Randolph ... 9-1.. .2-15.
Out of The Biae (91)
Brent-Mayo
3-3.. .9-27. .813... 2-16
Prairie Outlaw
Oean-Ho:t
11-10.
.001.... 9-1
Rampage
Mitchell-Long 12-22.
RawDetails
Deal
O'Keefe-Trevor 11-24.
onder title: Corkscrew Alley
Return of RIn-Tln-TIn, The (V) (65) Rin Tin Tin-Woods .9-16.. 11-10. .804 . . .12-8
Retorn of the lash (59)
LaRne-St. John
.755 . . .12-8
Ruthless
Scott-Lynn
9-1.. . .4-3. . .818
Details under title: Prelide to Night
.3-27. .848
.11-1
Seven Sinners (86)
Dietrch-Wayne ..Reissue.. .11-29.
Shadow
(58)
Dean-Ates 3-1..
7'. 12-22
Shed No Valley
Tears
ford-Vinctnt
.V-2.852..
Smugglers. The (85)
Redgrave-Kent ...Foreign.. .1-31.... 811.... 2-2
Spiritualist. The
Bey-Bari
1-19
Stage to Mesa City (52)
LaRue-St. John
2-15.. .849
.758. . .3-15
Salter's Gold (93)
Arnold
Reissae. . .3-27. . '.805'.'.n-24
T-Men (91)
O'Keeie
7-21 ... 1-10 . . . .809.
.12-22
.814
Take My Life (85)
Gynt-Wiiliams Foreign ... 2-28 .
lamarraw Voa Ui>
ireiano-Kyaii S-l'i
Tornado Range (56)
.Dean-Holt
9-1... 2-21..
Whispering City (i2)
Lukas-Uantli.e
11-15.. 854
FILM

.3-29

29, 1948

1947-48 Features
NGW

CLASSICS
Completed ( 4)
PRODUCTtONS

En Production (1)

SOFIA
Drama — Started March 18
Cast: Gene
Gurie. Raymond, Patricia Morison, Mischa Auer, Sigrld
Director: John Reinhardt
Producer: Arpi Productions
story: American
Secret Service man tries to stop leak ot atom bomb
secret to Russia.
COMPl^ITED
Argyie Secrets
Gargan-Lord
Completed Feb. 24
Blonde ice
Paige-Brooks 3-1
Devil's Cargo
Calvert-Hudson
Co'npleted Feb. 4
Money Madness
Rafferty-Beaamont Completed Feb. 14
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

.10-27
.3-15

1947-48 Features
Completed (33) In Production (2)
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Tltl»— Raailu TIM
Cut
tdtoUi HL
U. tn.
Three Musketeers (T)
Turner-Kelly 2-16
1947-48
Alias The Gentleman (74)
Beery-Patrick 5-13... Mar 818... 2-16
Amelo Affair. The (87)
Hodlak-Gilford 8-6... Sept 803... 2-17
FILM

BULLETIN

Sfanwycli Htflin 8 6 ...Apr 820
eig City, The
8. F'$ Daughter
O'Brier'-Murphy .. 10-27 , June
firide
Goes under
Wik:. title:
The (98)
jonnson-Ally!Oii 7-7 ,., Mar ... .819 ... 3-15
Details
VlrtDOUs
Cass TIntbcrlane (119)
Tracy-Turner 5-12 Jan 813. .11-10
Date With Judy. A
Bcsry-PowH! 1-5. .July
Desire Me '91)
Garson-Hart
4-1... Oct
9-29
Details under titii: A Woman of My OwD
.July.
Easter Parade
Astaire-Garland
.Reissue.
Gone With the Wind (T)
Gatle-Leigh
3 2-8 .
Good News (T) (95)
.12-22
. ..9-30.
3-.-J1 . . .
. .810.
.811
CrMD Dolphin Street
Turner- Hellin
Details onder titio: Tilt Nrtonal Ttitk
9-15 . .Feb. .815
.7^7.
High Wall. The
Taylor-Totter
May .
Homecoming
Gable-Turner
1-19
6-9 . . .Jan.
If Winter Comes (97)
. Pid?e»n-Kerr ...
.
Aug . .814 ...1-5
Julia M iibohairei
Garson-Pidgeon
Killer McCoy (103)
Hooncy-E. Taylor .6-23 . . Dec . 809. 10-27
..5-26.
.9-1. ..
Lnxiiry Liner (T)
Brent-Gilford
Klulng Bifldlt, The <T)
Sinatra Grayson
Master of Lassie
Gwenn-Leigh ... .9-29. .
Details under title: H:lli of Homo
Mirton of the Moflti (82)
Skelton O'Bri-n 9-2 Oct 805... 7-21
On An Island With Yoi
Williinis-L?v.ford ... 6-23 ... June
Mrrto. The (T)
Garl.ind-Kelly 3-3. . . May
Search, The
Clift-MacMahon
Oct. .804.
Stni of Lait, A (119)
Hepbarn-Henreid . .11-25. . . Sept
. .811.
SMt of The Thin Man (86)
Powell-Loy
. . . . .2-3
.
.7-8. .Apr. .821. . .8-4
tanner HalKar
Rooney-DeHavon
. .8-4
Southern Yankee
SI<elton-Dahl
. . 2-2. . .Aug.
.10-13..
State Of The Union
Tracy-Hepbgrn
8-6
.
4-1.
.Feb
Nav. .816 .1-17
Tonth A«eflae Angel (76)
0 Brien-Murrhy
Thli Time fw Keeps (T) (1051
Wiillams-MeTehior
808 . 1.21j
-13
Three Daring Daughters (T) (115)
MacDonald-lturbi .11-25. . .Mar. .817.
Details inder title: The Birds and the Bees
•nllnlthed
Dane*, titit:
Tha tetlvlH
(T) (101)
O'BrleR-CharIm . . . .7'22. . .S«tt 802.
Dttalls into
.8-4
MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (18)
Completed ( 5)

Jin Production (1)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE BABE RUTH STORY (Allied Artists)
Drania — Started March 22
Cast: William Bendix, Claire Trevor, Charles
Levene. Fred Lightner, William Frawley.
Director: Roy Del Ruth
Producer:
.Stoi-.v: Tlie biography of the firnat l)a.-4t'hall hero.
RELEASE CHART
COJIPLETED
1947-48
TItIo— Running Time
Cast Dttaih
Antels' Alley
Gorcey-Gray 11-24
Released originally under title: When Strangers Marry
••trayed (66)
M tetium-Hunter . Relstoa.
Caaros Sleuth
Stew.->rt-l'rf isser . 12-8.
Crossed Trails
Brown-H.itton
Books of New Orleans (70)
Winters-Young
.11-24
FIfktInc Mad (75)
Errol-Kirt«ood
. .9-15
Details oniler title: A Palooka Named Joe
French Leave
Cooper-Coogan ......2-2
Details under title: Kilroy On Deck
Hl|h Tide (72)
Tracy-Castle 3-31.
I Wouldn't Be in Your Shoes
Castle-Knox 2-16
Jljgs snd Maggie in Society (66)
Yule-Riano 9-29.
.1-19
JlPx Money
Goreey-Caldwell
Joe Palooka in the Knockout (72)
Kirkwood-Knox
. .5-26.
Details under title: A Guy Named Palooka
Louisiana (85)
Davis-Lindsay
.3-3.
Oklahoma Blues
Waktlfy-Belmont .. . 1-19.
Overland Trails (58)
Brown-Belmont
Porllous Waters (66)
Castte-Lang ... .11-24
.9-1.
Rooky (76)
McDowall-Barrier . . 8-18
Neeo of the Rio Grande (60)
Carroli-Movita
, R.-issuf
Shanghai Chest. The
Winters-Best
. . .2-16
Details under title: Murder by Alphabet
Smart Politics (68)
Prelsser-Stewart , . .9-15
Song of The Drifter (53)
Wakely-Coles . .11-10.
Stage Struck
Long-Richmond
. .3-15
Thunder On the Range
Brown-Hatton . ....22.
ALLIED ARTISTS
.12-23.
Blaek Gold (C) (92)
Oulnn-DcMllle
Dude Goes West, The
Atbert-Storm
. .12-8.
Details under title: The Tenderfoot
.2-17.
emitter, The (86)
Sullivan-Belita
Hinted, The (85)
Belita-Foster .. .4-14.
It Hainntd an Fifth AvMia (115)
Starm-DeFare
.9-29.
Paahandlo (84)
Camoron-Downs
S«art Woman (90)
Bennett-Aherne
10-27
.2-3.
Soflf of My Heart (89)
Sundstrom-Long
DaUlli indtr tlUe: Traib tyapliany

Bickford, Sam
Roy Del Rath
Rel.
No. Rev.
.3-21
12-27. . .4706
.4-18
.4-11. . .4755
. .4-4
.2-7. .4709
.4-25
1011.. .4701. .10-13
.l-i6...47b4..! .!
10-18. .. 4702. ..9-15
, .11-1. . .4703. . .9-15
.3-28
.1-31 . .4751
.2-14. . .4707
. .3-7 . . .4705
.3-14. . .4710
. .1-17.
. .1-3. . . . . .686
.627 1-5
. 3-28. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.9-16 2. . .7-21
.5-30 8
11-22 3. .11-10
. ,4-7 6
. .4-19 1...2-1;
.2-22 5
.4-30 7
.1-31 4. .11.24

PARAMOUNT
1947-18 Features

Completed (33)

In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE GRE.'VT GATSBY
Drama — ^Started March 8
Cast: Alan Ladd, Betty Field, Macdonald Carey, Ruth Hussey,
Barry Sullivan, Howard Da Silva, Shelley Winters, Henry
Hull.
.Story: From the old F. Scott Fitzgerald novel — no plot synopsis available.
MARCH

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Cast Details
Title — Running Time
Isn't It Romantic . .
Lak:-DeWolfo 3-1.
Rel.
iy47-4a
CORtPLETED
Abigail. Dear Heart
Rains-Hendrix 2-2.
Adventare Island (C) (67)
caltioun-Heming . . .9-30 . 10-10
.2-20.
Alberquerque (C) (90)
Scott-Britton 3-3.. 12-12.
.4-9.
Big
Clock, Af.er
The Dark
(95)
KHIand-O'Sullivsn
Big Town
(70)
Reed-Brooks . 3-17..
5-26..
Bji Town Scandal
Boed-Srooin 6-23
Caged Fury (61)
Bennng-Ryan 9-29.. .3 5.
Connecticut
Yankee. A (1)
Crosbv-t
Ic-.nino ...6-24..
Disaster
Denning-Marsf.aM
...2-16.
Dream Girl
M«tton.C.ir«y 512. . .7-2
Emoiror Walti. Till
Cmky-Fantalnt 6-24..
105) (T)
Arthur-Lund-Dietrlch 12-22
Foreign Earrings
Affair, A
Golden
(95)
Mcllano Oietr.ch 8-19 10.6-18.
31
Hatler's Castle
Mason-Kerr Foreign.
11-10.
H.nzard (95) .
.5-28.
Goddard-Carey
I Walk Alone (£.9)
Lancaster-Scott
Oetalli indw title: OeaOool
11-10. . .1-16.
.12-23.
.3-26.
Mr. Details
Recklessonder(66)
Eythe-Britton
title: Kard To Kill
My Own Tioe Love
Doo'hs-Calvert 7-7
Long, Grey Lino, The
'.add-Pe d
9-29
Nighl HasTheA T(Ti
oosand ly*i
nson Rassell 8-18
7-7
Pilefae*.
HoRok e-Riissrll
Rm-' Tn tio (1C0>
(^ro bv-Ho r
1-6.
Fhacgy (C)
Joyce-Shayne
Sa.gon (: 4)
Ladd Lake
12-9. 611.
.4-30
■Sainted' .5 sters. The (89)
' ake taulfi:ld 10-27 . .3-12.
So Evil My Love
t'llland-Iodd 5-26 .1?
Sorry, Wrong Number
Stanwyck- Laneajter . 2-2
Speed To Spare (57)
Arlen-Rog.rs 10-27.
Uncsnqoered (T) (146)
ronper-Go'dard ... 8-19.
. .5-14
Waterfront
At Life
Midnhht
Garran-H.ig'ies
12-8.
Where There's
(75)
Hone H is o
415
WhI.perInc Smith (T)
LadH. Marshall 4-28 .11-21.
Wild hanejl (92)
Ladd-Lamour 9-16, . .9-26.

No.
4-03
.4702
.4709.
.4,13,
.4,08.

8 18

...31
. .2-2
.4720
.4711. .11-24

.4718 . . .9-1
.4716
. .4708. . 12-22
.4712
. . .3-1
11-24
, 4710 . . .2-16
. 4-07 . .3-15
.4717
.4715.
.4715
3-1
. .4719
.4705.
..9-29
. .4704 10-13
. .4701. . .8-18

RELEASE CHART
— 1947-48 —
736
REISSUE
Title — Running Time
Cast Details Rel. !6-25.'
Alias Mary Dow (66)
Millaid-Eilcrs
5013
No.
Argentine Night' (73)
Ritz Bros -Andrew; Sis Mar .1129.
Bl.ick Cat, The (72)
Ladd-Pathbonc
Oct. ,l-)46. Rev.
Black Friday (71)
Karloff Lngosi
Oct.
. .926.
Butch Minds the Baby (77)
Bruce-Crawford
Nov. .1217.
Ex-Champ (72)
McLaglen-Brown
.1055.
Ghost of Frankenstein (67)
Cl.aney-Aakers
Jan. .1212.
Give Us Wings (62)
L.T. Guys O.E. Kiii
Green Hell (87i
Fairbanks-Bennett Dec. .1017.
623 .
Hellzapnppin (87)
Olsen-Johnson
Mar . 6046.
Invisible Man, The (71)
Ra'ns-Stuart
D'C. 1029 .
Invisible Man returns (81)
Price-Harrtwicke
Dec.
. 1208 .
Lady From Cheyenne (89)
Young-Preston
Sept .1121.
Lady In a Jam (85)
Onnne-Knowles
Sept. . .917.
Ma-.
Kids
L.T.
Guy in(83)
Tough Guys
Little
Little Tough
Society (73)
LittleGuys-D.E.
Tough Guys
Mar.
.929.
.1124.
Biondell-Powell
Model Wife (78)
. 1246 .
Mummy's Ghost (65)
Chaney-Carradine
Feb. .1344.
Feb. .1270.
Foran-Chaney
Mummy's Tomb (61)
Wayne-Dletrich-Scott Dec. .126.
Pittsburgh (91)
Jan. .1295.
Bennttf-Crawfod
Sin Town (74)
Chaney-Atlbritton Jm. ...'48.
.924.
Son of Dracula (80)
.1139.
Feb.
ster
Bickford-Fo
. 1063 .
Storm. The (78)
Nov.
-Gwynne
Crawford
(69)
Shoes
Tight
Ounne-Boyer
When Tomorrow Comes (92)
L.T. Gu;s-D.E. Kids
You're Not So Tough (71)
REPUBLIC
In Production (1)
Completed
In Production (0)
(19)
Oompleted
In Production (0)
Completed (( 7)
2)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO
Drama — Started March 15
Cast: Jimmy
rence. Lyden, Lois Collier, Richard Travis, March La'WSidney Picker
Director: R. G. Springsteen Producer: They
find ti(iul)le
stPal money tf, Ket niarried.
Story; .\and youiit;
ri.sfht codple
tlu- Nvrcinn they liave done.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Cast
Title— Running Tlrao
Cast Details
Rel. No.
12-15 752..
Lane-Waller
Bandits of Park Canyon
728..
Burton's Birds12-22. .. 3-28
Bill and Coo (Tr.) (61)
4-15 .... 754 . .
Lane-Waller
sman
Frontier
BoldDetails
under title: Cimarron
Trails
Halc-Boolh 10-13. . . 4-1 654..
Firebrand
CaliforniaHoneymoon
Campus
Crano-Wildo 10-13 2-1 703.
Carson City Raiders
Lane-Wallof 2-16
. .10-27. . .4-24 792..
Mounted (Serial) . .Bannon-Belmont
Dangers of ofthetheCanadian
Daredevils
Sky
Livingston-Clark 3-11.
8-4... 1-31 791..
Moore-Ames
(Sarlal)
G-Mtn Ne»ar
Gallant
Legion.Farfot
The
ElllaM-Booth 1-5
Heart of Virginia
Martin-Lowery 12-22... 4-25
I, Jane Doe
Hauey-Ctrrell 11-24
1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

29, 1948
29

.705.
.9-15. . .3-14.
Story.
Inside
Detills
undiirThe
title: Cni *l III* lalnkM Hinl-Linilitn
..761.
.12-20..
It's A Grini Oli Ni| (Tr.)
C»rt»on Ftitar*
.3-25 .
wrigni-Manin
ler!
Gamb
the
of
King
Lightvin' in th* F«reit
Rolierts Douglas
706.
12-8 . 2-23 . . . .704
MMkoth
WolHt-Mlui
Milonna ol The Ooitrt
Ca»tli-ll»fc»rt« . . . .11-10.
..701
Hatii Street KM. Hit
rnrM-Martla
.1-1. .
9-29. ..2-22.
HMnrise
Clirk-lliuell
.4-25.
.. . .753
Oklahoma Badtandi
Laiii-C*t*s ..
11-24.
10-13
Old U« Antelee
Elliolt MeLeod
Rod Tony. The (T)
UyHltikam
216.
Secret Service Invettigstor
BrIdBM-Rshertt
Slippy Mcboe
Bvry-E»ni
9-1.
Thrill IMan. Thf
Haydrn- Roberts I
3-15 5-1. .
T'a n to Alcp.traz
Barry-Martin
3-1.
Dit.-iils under title: Alcatraz Prison Train
11-24
Under Calllornia Stars (Tr.)
Rogcrs-Frazee
5-12. . .10-1. . . .751. .ib-ii
Wild F.aaUtf. Mn
Laaa-Halt
R K O
1948 Features

.i-is'.'.

RADIO
Completed (2.5)

In Production (5)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
TItIa— Running Time
Cast Details Ri
Blood On The Moon
Mltehnm-Bel Geddes ..3-1
Boy With Green Hair (T)
O'Brien-Ryan
Long Deniai. Tho
O'Hsra-Douclas 3-1
COMPUSTSa)
1947-48
BLOCK NO. OXB
.6 9
.801.
Baahelar and The 6*bkr-S*x«r, Tht (94) .. .Grant-Lay
8-6
.802.
Cmsflr* (86)
Yoani-Mllehum 3-17
.803.
.804 ...7-7
Rllfrall (80)
D Brlen-Sleiak 6-24
Sevan Ktyi ta Baldpate (66)
Tarry-Wrkltt 11-25
.805. ...6-9
Undar the Tanta Rial (CI)
Holt-Leslie 1-20
. . .6-9
BLOCK NO. TWO
. . .6-9
Dick Tracy Meets Gritsama (65)
Byrd-KarlaS 4-14
.11
.11-2424
.809
Night Sonj (102)
Andrtws-Okoron 4-14
.806.
Dttalls ander title: Memory of Lan
Out of the Past (97)
Mtteham-Grear
810 .11-24
So Well Remembered (114)
Scott-Mills
807 .11-10
Wild Horse Mesa (60)
Halt-Letlle
8-4
808 .11-24
NOT DRSIGNATED
Arizona
Ranger, The
Ho't-Leslle 11-10
3-29
Berlin Express
Obaran-Ryaa
9-1
Fighting Father Danna
O'Brlaa-Dall 3-31
Fort Apache
Fonda-Taaipla S-18
DeUils under title: War Party
Good Sam
Cooper-Sharldan . . . .8-18
Guns of Hate
HoIt-Le»lle 12-22
I Rtmfmber Mama (137)
Doane-Hamolka 6-9
If You Knew Susie (90)
Dunnc-Homilka 6-9
3-15
Indian Summar
Kno<-Sothern
Joan of Arc
Bergman-Ferrer ....10-13
Le Silence Est D'or
Chevallar-Derrlar ..Faralia.
.3-15
Miracle of The Beils, The (118)
MacMurray-Va-li 8-4
Mr. Joseph Young af Africa
Johnson-Armstrong ....1-5.
.10-13
MystPry In Meileo
Londigan-While
Peari. The (77)
Marqiies-Armendariz ...9-1
Foreign
3-15
Raae Strret
Raft- Ma- veil
Rachel and the Stranger
Yoanf Haldta
9-1
Details UPder title: Rachel
Retnrn of the Badman
Scott-White
Raaghshad
Sterllni-Grahaaa ....7-7
Station West
Pnwell-Greer
Tarzan and the Marmaldi
Weissmuller-Joyce ....8-4
3-29
Tyaaan (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3
-. 2-8
Undar Arizona Skits
Holt-Lwlle
9-1
Velvet Touch. The
Rxsell-Kenn 10-13
Western Heritage (60)
Holt-Leslir
2-16
Window, Tho
Hale-Kennody U-24
Yaar SPECIALS
Red Wag*n
O'Dsnaall-Graafar 7-7
Bishop's
Wife.
The
(109)
GrantYaang
3-17
11-24
Fagltlvo, The (104)
Fonda-Del
Rio
1-6
11-10
Fin and Fancy Free (73)
Disney (Urtoan Ftatart
891.... 9-1
Lanf Rlfht, The (101)
Faada-Bei Geddes ...9-16 861.
Mafic Town (103)
Stewart-Wyman 11-25
862. . . .6-9
Moarnlng Becomee Electra (172)
Rassell-Redgrava ....4-14
.11-24
Saarat Life af Walter MItty (T) (lOS) Kayt-Maya
4-29
851. ...6-9
..7-il
Sanf Is Bom, A (T)
Kaya-Maya
8-4
Dttalli ander title: Thit'i Lift
REISSUES
. . .2-1
Bambi (70)
Disney Cartoon Featare
..11-14
.10-3
Gun Law (60)
O'Brien-Oehman
Border G-Man (60)
O'Brifn-Johnston
.1-30
Lawless Valley (60)
O'Brien-Sutton
Painted Desert (60)
O'Brien-Johnston 12-19
TroubleSPECIALS
In Sundown (60)
O'Brien-Whitley
3-2
8aet Year* af Oar LIvtt, Tht (172)
Lay-Harik
4-29
751... 12-9
It's A Wandertal Life (129)
Sttnrt-Rted 4-29
781.. 12-23
tani af the Saatk (T) (94)
Dlinty Cartaaa Ftatara
791.. 11-11
SInbad Tht Salltf (T) (ll7)
Falrkaibt-O'Hara 3-4
762... 1-20
SCREEN
1947-48 Features

GUILD

Completed ( 9)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Title— Running Tlmt
Cast
Boy! What a GIrll (69)
Negro Cast ...
9-20. .4704
X-2
.10-11.
Barnlng Cross, The (78)
Danlali-Pattan . ...6-9.
..4-28.. 10-25 ..4703
Oragnit (73)
Wllcanen-Brlan
..3-31... 6-21... 4701
Hollywaod
Barn Dance
(63)
Details ander
title: Wtsttrg
Rara Daata Tabb-lnrlni
30

.9-lS. X.3.
.3-31 3-13 .470S.
.470«
Killer
Dill
(71)
Cwyane-Alkcr'Ma
Miracle In Harltai (71)
Stcpin Fetcklt .
.4705.
.. 12-27
2-28 .470*.
Rtad to the Big Htasa (72)
Ck I oa-Oaran .
Prairie,
The
(80)
Aobert-Baiter
.
.
.9-29.
Trail of the Moantlei (42)
Haydcn-Htli ...
. .2-21. . .4707.
Details ander title: Law at tht Mttltiit
.12-13
Where the Korth Beglas (41)
Hayden-Holt ....
..5-15.. .■C08.
HOPALONO CASSIDY REISSUES
. .4-U.. .H007.
Rtttler't Valley (60)
Boyd-Baydaa . . .
..4-2€. . .NC09.
Taxai
Trail
(59)
Bayd-Naydea
...
Partaan af the Plalat (71)
Beyd Maydea ...
..5-10.. .MIO.
Cauld) af tm 20 ( 59)
Bayd Haydaa ...
.. .7-19.
.6-14. .. .MCll.
.MC12.
HC15.
Htarl el Arlzaaa (68)
Bayd HayCen ...
Bar 20 Jtsllee '65)
Bayd-Miydea ...
.11-25
.
Frontiersman.
The
Boyd-Hayden ...
...
HC16.
. NC14
HC13
Sanset
Trail
Boydltayden
Pride of the Weet
BoyJ Nayden ...
.
11-8
NC17.
In Old Mexico
BoydHayden ...
. . .1-3. .
.. ..4-10.
.3-6 . .. .NCia.
Silver on the Saga
Kayd Hayden ...
RenegadeEDWARD
Trail
Boyd-Haydea
. . .2-7
SMALL REISSUES
Duke ol West Point
Fonlaine Hayward
King
ol
Thr
Turf
Mei'joB-Co>ttllo
Miss Annie Rooney
Temple
Run-Away Daughter
Stanwyck-Yotni
SELZNICK

—

S.

Features
f'-ompleted ( 5) In Production (0)
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Title — Ranning TIait
Cast Dtta is
Rel.
Na. Rev
Deal In the San (T) (138)
Jaa's-Cattna 3-19... 4-17
4-14
Bergman-Moward ..Kelssat
Intermezzo (70)
Mr. Blandlngs Builds His Dream Htast Grant-Loy 10-13
3-29
Paradine Caie. The (132)
fodd-Peck
12-23
1-19
PtfUait at Jtany
Sattta-Jaaae J-3..

20th
1948 Features

CENTURY-FOX
( i!riipli-ti (J
In Production (.5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE CREEPER (Reliance)
Mystery — Started March 5
Director:
Yarbrough
Producer: Ben Pivar-Bernard Small
Storv:
Not Jean
;ivailat>l<>.
Hee next i.ssue.
FIGHTING BACK
Comedy-Drama — Started March 11
Cast: Paul
Jean Rogers, Gary Gray, Morris Ankrum,
John Langton,
Kellog.
Director: Mai St. Clair
Producer: Sol M. Wurtzel
story: Returneil
vett
ran,
an
ex-convict,
is
rctleemed by his small son
and liis tUtK.
'.733.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Na.
Rat.
Title— Banning Tlaie
Cast Details
Gay Intruder. The
Emery-Geva
3-15
Leave
it tounder
the title:
Irish
Details
For F^ar of Little Men rower-Baxter Z-lb Rel.
'.Vu.
Unfaith'ully Yotrs
Harrison Da-nell
.3-1.
.1-19. .
1947-48
.706.
Apartment for Peggy
Crain-Holden . .
..9-30.. Ftk.
Baeaierani (88)
Aadrewi-Wyatt .
.7-22. .
Brasher Doabtaaa. The (72)
Mentgomary-Gelld
.707.
Call Northside 777 (111)
Stewart-Walker . .10 13. . .Ftk. .805
.t-17
Captain
From
Castile
(T)
(140)
Powers-Peten
.
.12-9.
.
Carnival la Casta Rica (T)
.801. . ..t-9.'.4-21
A«r. .710.
.Ftk.
.
16
(99)
Haymae-HtlBi
4-29.
.
Mar. .807. .. .2.3-31
Challenge. The (68)
Conway-Vincent . . 11-24 . . .Jan.
. 2-2
7-7. .
Daisy Kenyan (99)
Craorford-Andrews ..1013...
.Dat. .731. .12-8
Deep Waters
Andrews- Peters
Esaape
Harrlsofi-Camailis ...9-16...
..12-8
Foraver Amber (T) (140)
Darnell-Wilde .. ...11-11.
.10-2729
4-28. . .Ott. .729. .9
. . .9-15.
Faxat
Harraa. Creek
Tile (118)
Harrisan-O'Hara
.ett.
Fary ataf Furnace
Matare-Gray ...
"af.
Details under ti'.le: Ballad of Firnact Creek
..5«
. . . .6-9. . .Mar. .8C6. . 11-24
Gectleman's
Agreement
(118)
Peck-McGnIre
Ghast and Mrs.
Mulr, The
(104)
Narrlcaa-Tltraty
...12-9.. .May. .809
.715.
Give My Retards to Brtadway (T)
Galid-Daley . . . ...5-12...
Green Grass ef Wyoming (T)
Ctaimlns-Caburn ...6-23.. '.Aaf'.
...7-22..
Haaitttrttih (T) (96)
Wildt-O'Hara
12-8. . Mar. .
Ideal Husband. An (T) (96)
Goddard-Wllding
Iron Curtain. The
Andrews-Tlerney
.723.
.712.
I Wander Who's Klu;ng Her New (T) (104) Haver-Stevens 8-6.
Kiss of Death (99)
Matare-Donlevy 3-31.. .Sept.
.725. . .6-23
.Apr.
Latt 6ear(« Aoley. Tht (98)
Colman-Cammins 7-8.
..2-17
Law and Martin Rome. The
Matare-Conti 1-5.. .Nat.
...9-1
Details under title: The Chair for Martin Rome
f!15
Let's Live Again (67)
Emery-Brooks 11-24.. Apr. .646.
.3-25
Marale (T) (94)
Cralne-Toang 2-18.
.812 .10-as
Meet Me at Dawn (8S)
Eythc-Court
Miracle
34th titit:
StreetBig(96)
Paync-O'Hara 12-9.. .Jaia.
Apr .718.
Dttallson tndtr
Hivt
Mass Rose (82)
Ctmailni-Matart
..5-12
.Jtat.
Apr .717.
Mother Wore Tights (107)
Grabie-Dailey 11-11.. .Sept.
.724.
.730. ...6-9
.10-13
Nightmaro »llev (llli
Power-Blondell 6-9. . .Jai.
Oct . .701.
.714. . ..3-15
Razor's Edge. Tht (140
Power-Tltrnty 4-15. . .Apr.
.9-1
.ll-t5
San Demttria. Landon (76)
FItzgerald-Yaang ..Farelga.. Apr..
Scudda Hoo! Scidda Hay! (T) (95)
Haver-McCaliistcr .3-17
..4-14
.703.
Sitting
(84)
Young
8'Hara 11-10..
Scudda Prelty
Hoo! Scudda
Hay! (T) (95)
Grable-Haymes
12-10. .Jai. 811
Snake Pit. The
deHaviliaad-Genn 8-4..
..!•<
Street With No Name. Tht
Stevens- Lawrence ....1-5..
Tender Years. The (81)
Brawn-Hutehlnson 9-1. .Jai. .803. . .12-8
That
Ladyunder
In Ermine
(T)Is the ,
Details
title: This
Momtnt Grable-Fairbanki ...11-10-.
FILM

BULLETIN

.814.
Conway-Wescott .. .12-22 .. Apr. .702.
TlilrttM Lead Soiaien
.Jan.
.
.6-10.
...
Ca«Be»-Aiinak«lla
U 111 IIKiKlM
r .. .7-22. . .Hoy.
ValleyB«b,(T) Son(103)
In thetltH:
Thonder
Rn. indtr
of Battle Garner-MeCalliste
l 11-10.
WlMe-Oarnel
ehe
Walls of Jerl
Craln-Dailey 9-15. .Feb. .802 2-2
Yoo Were Meant for Me (SI)
REISSUES
Mar .709.
Pawef-Faye
.741.
Aleiander'i Haftlmt Band (10«)
Colbert-Fonda
Oct. .745.
Drums Alonj the S-ohawk (103)
.
Dtc.
Fonda-Darnell
)
(128
erapes of Wrath
Sept. .727.
PIdgoon-O Hara
Haw Green Was My Vallay (118)
March-Lag»hfan
let Miserable! (105)
.Oct.
704
Jan
.740.
Mark of Zorro (93)
Power- Darnell
Jan .70S.
Traey-Greeni
Stanley and Llvlnrtoni (101)
Se t .728.
.744.
Brennan-Huston
Swxmp Water (90)
Dec
Tie-n y-Andrews
Road (84)
Tobacco Union
Jane .719.
Yaung-Sectt
(95)
Wajtern
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
.711
'.".
Arther Takes Over
Cci:ier-Cow-n . 12-22
.9-30.'6-.23.Mar . .
Backlash (66)
Tra»li-Rog>rs
.
. .3-31. .Joly.
Crimson Key (76)
Tayof-Dowling
Feb. .. .808
. .722.
. 804 . . . .7-7
Oangeroas Yra-s, The (62)
Halop-Todd
11-24
.
Half-Past Midnight (69)
Taylor-Kiiudsen
.Mar . . .732. ..12-22
.2-16
.
.Oct.
.
Invisible Wall, The (73)
Castle-Christine
. . . .6-9. . May . . . .716. .10-13
Jtwili of Brandenbirf (6<)
Travls-Chtiril
. .Dec. . . .734. .11-11
Kosos Are Red (67)
Castle-Knodsen
Sept. .
Second Chance (62)
Taylor-Carrie
.4-1'
.7-21
.
.726. ... .»-!<
. . 5-27 . .Ftb.. . .708.
ftnii|e
DatilliJairatT
indw (65)
tItU: Fllikt T* PtrUlu Kelly- Maesen
UNITED
1947-48 Features

ARTISTS

Completed (28)

In Production (1)

KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgrs) ; Vangruard (Van); Crosby
Bill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Rlpley-Monter
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg): Levey (Lev);
(Cow); Stone (Stn) ; Selznlck (8*k); Nebenzahl (Neb);
(Les); Loew-Lewln (LL); Eagle-Llon (GFD); Cagney
Bronston (Bm); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent);
(Hgs); Comet (Com).

(Cby);
(KM);
Cowaii
T>esser
(Cgy);
Hughes

NEW PRODUCTIONS
AN INNOCENT AFFAIR
Comedy — ^Started March 15
Cast: Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray,
Charles "Buddy"
Rogers, Rita Johnson, Louise Allbritton, Michael Romanoff.
Director: Lloyd Bacon
Producer: James Nassour
story: .-Vrtverti.sing executive gets in lo trouble wlien he tries to sell his
old girl advertising. Wife turns up with a trick to make him
jealous.
RELEASE CHART
1947-48
Title— Banning Time
Cast Details
Rel.
COMPLETED
Along
Cameunder
Baby
8-5 .. 11-47 . Bgg Mte
Details
title: A Miracle Can Happen All-St«r .7-22.
.
Ent
Bergman- Boyer
Arch of Tr umph (120)
.3-48 KM
Montrr-Aumont
Atlantis (90)
8B
. 3-3 . .3-48
.1147
Body and Soal fl04)
Enf
GaMis«a-Calirert
l:ld-Paliner
..1-20.
CFB 8-18
..fl..
Chrlitmat E«i (9*)
BB
Boyd-Brooks
Dead
Don't
Dream
False Paradise
, Boyd-Brooks
. ...91
. . .8-4
Nawy V (T) (134)
OIlYler-Ncwton For. . .7-18 .Stg
. . .4-29
.9-47 BFD
B>yd-Ware
9 30.. 12-47
Happy's
Holiday
(60)
,
BB
5-1^
Intrigue (90)
lis
1-;
Raft-Ha»oc
5-12..
R«
Laff Time (C) .
Olsen-Jannsen
....9-30..
Ditallt indtr Mlsa. Indipendeati Chart
.3-3
MadRev.Wednesday
(80)
gnder title:
Sin of Harold DIddlebock Lloyd Walburn ....10-1.
Man of E»il (90)
Raff
Blondell
12-9..
.
.11-10
Montana Mike (97)
.9-47 Nab
Details under title: Heaven Only Knows Cinmlngs-Donlevy 12-23.. .9-47
Personal Column
Sand«rs-B(ll
.11-11... 7-25. Smg ...»7-214
Details andar title: Parional Column
PiMall. The
Powell-Seo;t
.2-2.
. Hks
Red River
Wayne-Clift
Raosevelt Story (80)
. OSU-L .
Docomontary ....11-47...
Silent Conflict
Boyd. Brooks
7-21.
Ent
.1-13
Sleep My Love (97)
Coik?r1-Commln|s .6-9...
So This Is New York
Morgan-Vallee ...10-13...
.
Nki
BB
Cgy
Itanpedo
Wayne-O'Sherldan .9-30...
.7-7
Dttalli inder tltlt: Red Rlter
Strange Gamble
Boyd-C'ydo
9-1.
Texas, Brooklyn, and Heaven
Madison-Lynn 2-16.
Time of Your Life. The
Cagney-Bendlx 5-26...
Hgs
Vandttta
DeGeorie-Braakt
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
1947-48 Features

Completed (33)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
KISS THE BLOOD OFF MY HAND
Drama — Started March 15
Cast: Joan Fontaine, Burt Lancaster, Robert Newton.
Director: Norman Foster
Producer: Richard Vernon
MARCH

29, 1948

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
2-16. . Rel.
Details
Title — Banning Tine
Cast
. .2-15. .
One Tooeh of Venas
Walker-Gardner
Saxon Charm
Montgofliery-Hayward
1947-48
. .2-16. .
Abbott & Costello Meet Frankenstein Abbott-Costello . . 10- 13 .
All My Son*
R»b;i»»on-chriitlan» .11-10..
11- 24 . . Apr .
Another
Part of The Forest
Mweh-Blyth
Are
O'Connor-San
BewareYou ofWith
Pity If
(102)
Palmer-Litven Juan
.... Foreh n . .
Black
Bart under
(T) title:
(80)
.10-27
6-23. ,
Details
Adventarei ot Bl.ck DeCa
Bart lo-Ouryea
Apr.
Foreign . . 'War
Bush Christmas (70)
Ralferty-Fernside
Caibah
OeCarlo-Martin
.Jan
.
Captain Boycott (S2)
Oonat Grangjr . Foreign
. . 6-23 . Apr
Double
(105)
Colman-Hasso
DetalhLife,underA tl.ie:
Imagination
. .512. Nov
Exile, The (95)
Fairbanks- Mcntez
FoLdin' Fu sin' and Fhttin'
O'Connur-Main 3-1.
Details linger Mt: Th' Wonderful Race at Rlm'oc*
Holiday Camp (97)
RobsOT-Prics Foreign.
Hongry Hill (92)
Loeiiwood-Prlco Foreign.
Ja;sy (95)
Lakewood-Pr ;e Foreign.
Judjc's Wife. The
March-ELredge 2-2.
Lttter From An Unknown Woman
Fnnf ine loordin
.9-1- . . . Of c. .
LostDetails
Momorl.
The
(89)
Cuwmings-Hayward
. .3-31.
ander title: The LMt Lovt
.12-22.
.
Man-Eaters of Kumaon
Saba-Pane
. .1-19. . Mar
Mr Peabody and the Mermaid
Powell-Blyth
. 7-7 . .
Naked City, The (£6)
Fit'gora:d-Ouff
Foreion . .
NciJlas Nicklfby (94)
Hardwicka-Bond
Pirates
Mo terey
(77)
Montez-Cameron . .i-26
5-13 . . Dec . .
Ride theofPink
Hor^e (T)
(101)
MontgDmery-Hendrix
. Feb. .
Rrw Lady (T)
DeCarlo-Diryea 3-17.
8-4 . . Oct .
Secret
Beyond
the
Door
(99)
Bennett
Redgrave
Powell-Raines 7-7 .Se t. .
Senator Was Indiscreet, The (81)
'ar Roots (79)
(T)
Sinraoorf
MacM rray-Gardnar ... 6-23.. . . . Jan
HeU.n-Hayward
M les Johi
Fore gn . .
Tawnv Cl.rlt 81 1
Darbln-Haymes
Un In Cntral Park
Abbott-'- ostollo....10-13..
58-4.
12 . . . Oct
W stfiil WMow ot Wagon Gap (70,
Woman's Ven ea -e« A ( 6i
.Feb.
Details u:.der title: The Mortal Coil Boyar-Blyth
WARNER
1947-48 Features

. .3-15
.11-10
.652

.12-8

12-?;
630. .10i-ig27
.2-15
.10-27
.10-27
". .9-15
. 626.
1-19
2-2
1111-2421
.632.
625. . .,-15
.622. . 12-22
.8-18
.10-13
. . .1-5

BROTHERS
Completed (31)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
A KISS IN THE DARK
Comedy-Drama — Started March 8
Cast: Jane Wyman, David Niven, Wayne Morris, Victor Moore
Broderick Crawford.
Director: Delmer Daves
Producer: Harry Kurnitz
story: ("otioert pianist and mode find romance in midLown New York.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Details
Rel.
Tltlo— Ronniog Time
Cast
AdventurM of Don Juan (T)
Flynn-Lindfon
. . 10-27 .
One Sunday Afternoon (T)
Morgan-Paige ... . . 2-16.
Rev.
Sunburst
Clark-Brooks . . . , , 3-15.
COMPI.j;TEn
1947-4S
.1-10.
Always
(78)
DetailsTogether
under title:
Love at Pint S!fht Roynoliis-Hatton . . .6-23. .3-27. .713. .12-22
Anril Showers (94)
Carson-Snthern
.719. . .3-15
BigDetails
Punch,under
The
title: The Fighting Terror Morris-Maxwell .. . . . .. .9-15
.2-2.
Chr;S!opiier
Smith-Doog'aj
.9-27.
Dames
Don'tBl^ke
Talk
Mayo-Bennett ... . . .9-15.
25.
. . .3-1.
Dark Passage (106)
Bogart-Bacall ... .11
11-22. .703. . .9-15
Detp V.-.lhy (104)
lark-Lnpino ... .10-14.
8-4
.11-26. . . .9-1. .701
Escape Me Never (104)
Flynn-Lupino . . . Foreign
.708. .11-10
I Became A Criminal (78)
Howard-Gray ...
.717. . .2-lS
.
.3-6.
John Loves Mary
Roagan-Neal ....
2-2.
Jn:inny Bel.nda
^ymaa-Ayrej
.9-15.
Key Larga
Bogart-BacaM . . . .. ...4-15.
Life W th Father (T) (118)
Dunn -Powell ... . .1-5. .
MyDetails
Gin Tisa
Older(95)
title: Ever The Beginning Palmer-Wanamakcr . .6-9. . .2-7. .702
2-2
12-27 .715 o-l
My Wilt I'lsl Bom (T) (101)
Morgan-King ...
.
.711.
.12-22
IligM Unt» ■igbt
I ind'urt Reagan
.10-14.
Sntitn-Scott.... . ..9-50
g
Last inFlin
On?
Romanee
High C (T)
Carson-Palge
.6-23. .
. S-18.
. .2 2. .
Rnpt (T)
Stewart-Chandler
Sll>er
River
f lynn-bhef dan
. .5-12. .4-10. ,
ThatDetails
Hsgenu: Girl
(83)
Rcagan-Tompla
..
..6-23..
.111 707. .10-2)
d.r title: Mary Hagen
,
To
llf.organ
L nators
.1-24. ..720.
.714.
TreasThere Victor
of Sierra J'adre (126)
Boiart Huston
...3-17.
.3-31. 10-11.
.1-19
Two ray. Fren foas (T)
Morg n-Carton
.2-21.
Unsuspected Tlie (103)
Ra.ns-CaulDeid ..
.706... 9-29
. . .2-3. .
Knlcp of The Turtle (103)
Parker-Reagan
.716... 1-5
..1013.
3-3.
W n.rr Meeting
Oatii-Oavis .10
14
Woman in Wiiitt, Tkt
r»r»M rouna . . .
*al to er
Bcynolds-Hutton
wiiioiasn
Clark-Soiitb .... ...3-31.
. .3-3.
KF.IS.STTES
Koissue . . 12-13.
.i-ii. ..
of Robin116i
Hood (102)
..709.
AmAdventure'
iOiiy Ad.erNt
Manynn-oeaaviiiand
cn DeHav Hand Reissue
Pad ivi.n ■)! Mis ou'i (71)
Morcan-Wyman
. Reissue.
ReUsoe . 12-13
.
.10-4.
E.ich 0 wi I Die (81)
Cagnty-Raft ....
Jfiebel i93i
Oavls-Fonda .... Reissue .12-13.. ..710
SI gh' ItEISSUES
C^sr of K<ordFr. A (83)
Robinson
Relssao.
R: Issue ..4-26.. ..712,
Sm Hawk Tht (109)
Flynn-Balu
Se* Waif. The (87)
It«k atM Laplae . R* uat. ..4-2<.. ..<18
King's
%tn NiaUeb
(127)
Starldaa-Caamligi lolaut*.
. .12-7. ...601
Wild Bill
lldaa (72)
loluit . .U-7..
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FINEST
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OFFER!"
CAN
By Virg Langdon .

HOLLYWOOD

ith each first-run picture opening
that a film with

the 20th

Century-Fox

of the finest that Hollywood
entertainment.
Scudda-Hay!"

After

can

viewing

at the Roxy

an

of motion

example:

Agreement,"
Now,"

"The

"Mother

Castile," "Daisy
note

Wore

the

on

Edge,"

34th

became

"Call

Northside

picture

apparent
foremost

cite the following

Foxes

a guarantee

of motion

has become

'Torever

convinced

treat, "Scudda-Hoo!

777,"

and

in the

"Gentleman's

Who's

of Harrow,"

that,

late releases as

Amber,"

Street," "I Wonder

Tights," "The

Kenyon,"

Technicolor

Century-Fox

more

is almost

offer in the way

pictures. We'll

Razor's

"Miracle

trademark

yesterday, it suddenly

like Frigidaire in its field, 20th
production

v/e become

Kissing

"Captain
others

Her

From

of lesser

yet equally well produced.
"Scudda-Hoo!

Scudda-Hay!"

manner as its illustrious
reunites Lon McCallister
Brennan

thrown

has been produced

in the same

flawless

predecessor, "Home
in Indiana," and again
and June Haver, with the peerless Walter

in for good measure."
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And

for equally fine attractions, we call your attention to m

'siniNG pretty; the iron curtain; 'escape' w
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'Show Us'— Exhibitors
Attitude On English Films
The enthusiasm, of varying degrees, in some
segments of the industry about the British tax
settlement apparently is not shared by the rank
and file exhibitors in this country. While they
would welcome improved quality and, more important, heightened boxoffice value in the English films, the general attitude seems to be:
"We'll buy 'em only if we can use 'em."
One proniinet independent circuit operator put
it this way:
'"Certainly we would like to see real boxoffice pictures shipped to this country from
England, the more the merrier. But, in my
opinion, we will not get many of them unless
they use American players to play the principal
roles. You can't get away from the fact that
our public — the mass of moviegoers, that is —
will not buy pictures with broad British accents."
Bulletins from a number of independent organizations have already gone out warning the
membership that they will be subjected to added
pressure by the distributors of British films,
since a portion of the revenue which can be
realized by the American companies is predicated
on the earnings of English pictures here.
The Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
takes issue with the recent statement by Andv
W. Smith, Jr., 20th Century-Fox sales chief,
that his company's English pictures will be sold
on the basis of what they are worth and that
U. S. exhibitors should give "more favorable
consideration to British pictures." The organization bulletin comments :
"If stick'what
the pictures
are worth'
the yardfor Hollywood
product,
then it isshould
also
apply to English pictures and there is no reason
to give them 'more favorable consideration.' "
P. J. Wood, of the Ohio indes, offers exhibitors this advice :
"Give British pictures the same treatment and
consideration that you do Hollywood productions
— play 'em if you think they'll make you money;
pass them up when you think they won't."
This appears to be the general tone of exhibitor sentiment throughout the country.
Meanwhile. American distributors were still
struggling along with ways and means of dividing the dollar pool from which they will draw
the British earnings. Thus far the only agreement reached is that each distributor will receive
quarterly a percentage of the pool in direct
ratio to what its films earned in England in
potentially remittable income during that quarter.

and

Opinion

looks like a "dead duck" — but perhaps only for
this session of Congress.
The Allied-sponsored measure, aimed to shift
Ascap's performance fees from movie theatres
to the producers, was licked by a three-to-two
vote last week, after receiving a second chance
when Rep. Lane (D., Mass.) moved for reconsideration. Lane changed his position and
joined Chairman Lewis to vote for the bill at
the second hearing.
Revival of tlie measure, following a previous
defeat in the subcommittee by a 5-to-l count,
was probably members
c'u^ to abyst^tenT^nt
issued to
the
committees
A. F. Myers,
Allied
general counsel and board chairman, in which
he documented his charge that TOA is dominated by producer in:erests. He named Charles
P. Skouras. head of 20th Century-Fox's theatre subsidiary, National Theatres, as the "leading spirit" in TOA. Allied, Myers pointed out,
enjoys
Lewis "complete
himself putindependence."
the quietus on the measure
when he admitted that it seemed "foolish to ask
for full committee action in view of the adverse report." He is, however, apparently keeping the door open for re-introduction of the
bill, or one similar to it, at the next session of
Congress. Advocating his belief that the bill's
aim is justified, the subcommittee chairman predicted thatreceive
it "orCongressional
something similar''
eventually
sanction. would
One slight glimmer of hope, however, that
the full committee might put it to a vote despite
its defeat in the subcommittee was seen in
House Judiciary Committee chairman Earl
iMichcner's statement that he is in favor of the
bill and his expressed determination to put it
to a vote in the full committee.
There is no doubt that the defeat of the Lewis
bill is directly
the TO.-\'s intervention and the attributable
fact that theto subcommittee
was
given the impression that the measure was born
Thus, the first round in the ASCAP tussle

THEY PREFER BOURBON
J. Arthur Rank, in a press interview
last week, registered amazement at the
reluctance of American exhibitors to play
British films. He said he complained to
a New Orleans exhibitor recently about
the slow acceptance of his product by the
ordinarily fast-moving .Americans and
was advised : "You mustn't be impatient,
Mr. Rank. We've had Scotch whisky
down here for 49 years and a helluva lot
of people are still drinking Bourbon."

goes to TOA, but Allied leaders are determined
ht orto carry on the fight to force the copyrig
ganization totake its fees from the pro:!ucers
instead of the exhibitors. It's a safe bet that
»ew legislation or, perhaps, an anti-trust case
is spent.their
before
ASCAPunits
will be^ flunge, atAllied
advising
are 1948
Meanwhil
new terms
ASCAP's
accept
ipm to
ASCAPon
if possible.
m nithly,
basis,
short-ter
amembersh
checks
returning
by
is resisting this campaign
for monthly fees and insisting upon its regular
term contract.
Atlas-Hughes Deal For
RKO Declared Off

"Despite all the speculation rife about deals
sale of Atlas Corp.'s
the imminent
pending for share
of RKO, keen industry obcontrolling
servers discount them as just so much talk.
There is virtually no likelihood of Robert
Young, Howard Hughes or anyone else taking
on the deal at this time, in view of the implications in the Government's anti-trust suit against
the major . . . RKO president N, Peter Rath(Continued on P'tge 7)

Door Left Open For New
Anti-Ascap Bill Next Year
After its second defeat by the House Judiciary
subcommittee last week, the Lewis Bill really
of an intra-industry fuss between Allied and
TOA. The legislators wanted no part of that.

PLOTTING E-L'S RANK CUT
At Eagle Lion studios. J. Arthur Rank sets the distribution by E-L of 12 Rank productions inthe U. S. From left, around the table, Robert Benjamin, president of JARO in America; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.; Mr. Rank; Arthur B. Krim, president of E-L; Robert W. Purcell,
board chairman of Pathe Industries; Walter Wanger ; Bryan Foy, and Kenneth M. Young,
president of Pathe Industries.
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three or four such lilms p>er year to Eagle Lion.
The first of these is scheduled to start shootins
within 45 days. His unit will be known as Bryan
Foy Pictures, Inc.
SM.^LL SQUABBLE
Eagle Lion suffered a loss recently when producer Edward Small seveied relations with the
company following a squabble over advertising
and publicity credits on "T-Men," which Small
financed and produced. Small charged that E-L
had belittled his contribution to the film in its
publicity and credits and demanded that the
credits of E-L and Bryan Foy be removed from
prints of "T-Men," as well as "Raw Deal," which
E-L will also distribute. Small added that he
has withdrawn plans to back and produce
"Twelve Against the Underworld." Eagle Lion
will make the picture on its own.
The mandstudio,
whileofacquiescing
to Small's
for rtitioval
its production
credits deon
"T-Mcr" and "Raw Deal," had this to say :
"Unfortunately Mr. Small d'x\ not decide to
put his name on 'T-Men' until after it had been
completed. Xsturally this resulted in some confusion as to t/.c credit for a fine film."

APDC'S SCHLAIFER
Wrinkles to Iron Out
{Continued from Page 5)
von still has first crack at the deal and neither
Young nor Hughes could have the company if
Rathvon
wants 2,it."
Issue February
1948.— FILM BULLETIN,
"The conversations between my old friend
Howard Hughes and myself, relating to the
purchase and sale of RKO stock, have been
terminated without agreement. No other negotiations are now pending." — Floyd Odium,
president. Atlas Corp., April 8, 1948.
Young May Take More
Active Role at E-L Studio
Eagle Lion will be alert for a front rank production executive to take over the post of studio
head, vacated by Bryan Foy suddenly last week
Until and unless the right man comes alont;,
president Arthur B. Krim will remain as executive chief of E-L production, with Aubrey
Schenck functioning as his assistant. Krim, it is
understood, would prefer to confine himself to
executive supervision only.
The announcement that Foy had quit his position as vice-president in charge of production hit
the studio like a bombshell. There had been no
inkling that the move was in contemplation, although Foy was known to be eager to actuallv
produce his own pictures.
DIFFERENCES WITH YOUNG
The only reasons publicly given for Foy's move
are the familiar one of "taxes" and the fact that
he preferred to have his own producing unit.
However, it has been reported that his relations
with financier Robert Young have not been entirely amicable in recent months. Young is the
type of executive who likes to make his own
decisions and it is understood that there had been
some conflicts of opinion between him and his
erstwhile production chieL He was at the studio
just before Foy stepped out of the post. It is
quite possible that Young, himself, will keep a
closer eye on production than he has heretofore.
Eagle Lion has moved closer to the "big time'"
in one year of existence than any similar film
organization ever has. Its future as a factor in
the industry might very well be decided within
the next six months. Behind the change in the
studio might be Young's determination to move
boldly into the front ranks of the majors. He's
not a man who likes to do a second-rate job.
Under the terms of the new contract which
replaced his pact as studio chief, Foy will deliver
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MPAA

May Let TOA

Handle Public Relations
There can be no den\ing that the motion picture industry needs a public relations shot in the
arm. .\nd no one knows it better than the film
companies' advertising and publicity men. But
the implementation of this worthy idea is something that is stumping them.
Maurice Bergman, chairman of the Advertising
and Publicity Committee of the MPAA recently
announced a nationwide public relations campaign that would bear the slogan: "Great Days
Are .Ahead for the Movie Goers of America."
The idea was to employ all media of advertising
and publicity, including a trailer plugghig the
cream of forthcoming pictures from all studios,
to stimulate public interest in movies.
Hitches quickly arose. Someone asked, "Will
exhibitors be willing to show a trailer advertising
their competitor's coming attractions?" Late
last week, it appeared that the APDC mieht drop
the trailer idea. At any rate, Charles Schlaifer,
chairmanmittee,
of indicated
the that
group's
publicofrelations
a ilock
wrinkles comwill
have to be ironed out before a decision is made
on how to use the screen medium.
Meanwhile, the Theatre Owners of America
has been trying to grab the reins of any industrywide public relations drive. On the keynote :
"Let's
get the hellheld
out aof meeting
this lethargy!"
— trade
TOA
last Wednesday
with the
press and distribution executives to outline its
own program to re-glorify the industry. Included
in the plan :
— Planting articles in national magazines, newspapc" supplements;
— Intensified campaign in press of small towns;
— Radio spots and a 15-minute program;
— Series of one-reel film subjects:
— A featurctte ballyhooing product of all companicj without identifying studios.
At the weekend, it appeared that TOA had
grabbed the ball from the Ml'AA and was trying
to score first. To some observers it looked very
much as if the MPAA wr,s quite willing to let
TOA take away the p'.ay, since it seemed so
'
anxious.
Opposition Knocl(s Out
Cohn's New Columbia Pact
Lfnexpected opposition from a group of stockholders stalled efforts by the Columbia board of
directors to put through a proposed new five-

^ear contract, with a luscious stock option attached, for president-production boss Harry Cohn.
Approval of the pact had been considered a
rut-and-dried proposition when the annual meeting of the stockholders opened la-^t Friday.
Conn's new deal was understood to give him a
handsome salary, plus an option to buy a large
block (75,000 shares) of Columbia common at
I nice price.
This proposal, in the face of the generallv poor
quality of Columbia's product in recent years
and the slump in the company's earnings, apparently aroused the ire of some of the stockwho voted against Cohn's reemployment
on such holders
terms.
SWITCH IN STATEMENT
Following the meeting a statement was hastily
is:ued to the effect that the proposed contract
was withdrc- ,vn jointly by Cohn and the board of
directors.
Several
a "corrected"
me:it declared
that hours
Cohn,later,
personally,
decidedstatenot
to proceed
his "offer"
The
second with
statement
followsof : the new contract.
"I understand that at the annual meeting of
the stockholders of Columbia Pictures Corporation
which was called among other things to consider
the self
proposed
employment
and Columbia
Pictures contract
that out between
of a totalmy-of
638,,? 52 shares of stock of the corporation outstanding 460,184 or over 73% voted to approve
the contract, 27,199 or sHghtly over 4% voted
to disapprove and 140,060 or approximately 22%
did not vote. Despite the overwhelming vote
cast in favor of the contract I am unwiUing to
proceed with the consummation of a contract
which may
causethateven
of stockholders to feel
theira small
interestminority
would be
better
served by some other type of deal. Accordingly
I have withdrawn my offer embodied in the contract now before the Board of Directors."
G. L. K. Smith Denied

'Agreement'
Injunction
Gerald L. K. Vs.
Smith's
move to halt showings
of "Gentleman's Agreement" was booted out of
a Tulsa, Oklahoma, court last week. The aspirant to leadership of an .American fascist movement sought a temporary restraining order against
the Academy Award film on the ground that it
contained ,i derogatory reference to him. Judge
Eben
L. Taylor
plea.Jr., general
Another
kind ofrejected
Smith, Smith's
Andy W.,
(Continued on Next Page)

FRIENDSHIP
Harry M. Warner, national chairman of the
Fr'cnd^liip Tr^in, gi;'es his blessing to the imperc'-'ng handshake between Drew Pearson, originator cf the mercy mission, and French Ambassador Henry Bonnet in Washington where
Warner received citations from both the Italian
and French Embassies.
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Rank Sees E-L On Par

CONQUERING HERO
Looking a liit weary, I )anny Kaye arrives in
Paris, en route to (Germany to enterta'n troops,
following liis smash success at London's Palladium.
(Continued from Preceding Page)
sales manafjer of 20th Century-Fox, issued a
statement followinf; Judse Taylor's ruling:
"The decision is a reiftirmation of the American
system and its judicial Ijranch. Hud it been otherwise, a blow would have been struck at free and
forthright expression on the part of any public
medium of communication or entertainment.
"This picture
interested has
observersbeen
as acclaimed
marking awidely
new by
eradis-in
forthright entertainment and honest treatment of
current themes of major interest. This very fact
renders our obligation to preserve its integrity
all the greater."
Hope (But Not Much)

With U-I's British Films
The twelve J. Arthur Kank lilms Eagle Lion
will release ni this country in 1948 are at least
equal in quality to the dozen allocated to Universal-International. This was the opinion of
no less an authority than the Mr. Big of British
filmdom, himself, in a press interview last week.
Queried as to whether U-1 would continue to
receive his organization's higher quality product
as in the past, Rank reiilied that no i)reference
is given either of the two companies which will
be the sole (United Artists is out) distributors
of his pro:luct in tiie Americas, and that the
films are allocated through negotiation witli the
heuds of the American distributors. He called
attention to the list of titles each ccjmjjany will
release and expressed the view that l%agle Lion
has n<jne the worse of tlu- deal for the coming
season.
Topping the list of ICagle Lion-Rank releases
is "Oliver Twist," which the Briti.ili magnate
termed, "A much greater picture than "Great
Expectations'." This outfit will also get the
Technicolor films of this year's Olympic games.
Universal's best bets from Rank appear to be
Laurence (^livier's "Hamlet" and "Christ 'pher
Columbus." with Fredric March.
TO SEE PRODfCT IN I.O.SDON
Sales and advertising executives of both F.-L
and U-I will head for London within a fewweeks to look over the Rank pro<luct at first

Republic Cut 25 Percent

Of

Cut In U. S. Admission Tax
Exhibitors'
hopes tax
that would
the war-inflated
Federal
admissions
be reduced20%or
(perish the thought!) eliminated, were buoyed
by the introduction in Congress of another bill
to halve the levy. But the chances are not considered bright by informed observers, in view
of the fact that four or five similar bills have
been kayoed in the past two years.
The latest measure was dropped in the hopper
last fortnight by Rep. Gearhart of California, a
ranking member of the influential House Ways
and Means Committee. This move, on top of
committee chairman Knutsen's support of a
ticket tax cut. raised a new ray of hope in taxbeset exhibitors' breasts that some action might
be forthcoming before the end of the year. However, amajority of the members of the House
Committee are known to be unalterably opposed
to reduction of the U. S. levy at this time.
Furthermore, a dark cloud loomed on the
temporarily brightened horizon, when, simultaneously with the introduction of Rep. Gearhart's
bill municipal governments formed a powerful
lobby to effect repeal of the Federal tax in
order to take the gravy themselves. They are
waiting eagerly to pounce on this lucrative
source of revenue.
In Chicago, a snecial committee of the U. S.
Conference of Mavors is.sued a report urging
abandonment of the U. S. ticket tax so that
municipalities could take over the tax. The report bemoaned state governments' skimming the
cream off "the most productive forms of taxation," leaving the cities to "struggle along with
what is left."
I

can distributors to give the films ample advance
publicity. For instance, Youngstein says that
I:l-L's campaign on "Oliver Twist" is already
in preparation,
although the release date is
months
off.
AFTER AOLI.T ALDIE.NCE
In a pitch for more extensive play of his
pr(xluct here. Rank said there was a terrific
source of untapped potential movie-goers in the
over-35 age group and cited Columbia University statistical figures, which place only onethird of the nation's ticket-buyers in the older
group, despite their preponderance in population by ten million.
"Hollywood producers underrate the intellideclared,
adding gence
thatof the
his American
pro.Iuct willpublic,"
bring thehe infrequent
or non-attending, adult, intelligent public into
theatres.
Without cracking a smile, he tossed this one :
"HollywofKl will have to make pictures better
than I am making if it expects to surpass my
films in the British market."
There is "some" studio space in England for
.American production, and more will be available as soon as current reconstruction of bombed
studios is completed, he said.
.As he skips anjund the country on his tour
of interviews, conferences and speeches, the
British film mogul impresses one as being a topflight salesman. If American exhibitors and
.American moviegoers don't buy Rank product,
it won't be his fault.

AT "APACHE" PREMIERE
The exhibitor, the press and the distributor
were well represented in the persons of Harry
Nace, Paramount Nace Theatres ; Anna Roosevelt Boettiger, publisher of Arizona Times, and
Ned Depinet, RKO exec. v. p., at the Wild West
premiere of RKO's "Fort Apache."
hand and to formulate the sa'.es and exploitation
approach to the films each will handle. E-L
vice-presidents William J. Heineman, in charge
of sales, and Max E. Youngstein, advertisingpublicity head, will probably leave within two
weeks. U-I had planned to send Maurice Bergman, Eastern advertising head, along with vicepresident William A. Scully, sales chief, but
Bergman's illness may necessitate national ad
director John Joseph taking on the assignment.
Definite dates for the London previews will be
set at conferences with Rank this week.
Youngstein foresees great advantages for exhibitors as well as distributors in the earlier
planning of campaigns on English product. He
feels that British pictures have not been given
a fair chance in this country because so little
time was allowed to exploit them. The usual
practice in the past was to rush them into release almost immediately after arrival in this
country. The new setup will enable the Ameri-

In Production Costs — Yates
Republic faced a serious need for economy
and went about the job of effecting it, Herbert
J. Yates, Sr., president, reported at the company's annual board of directors meeting last
week.
While he declined to forecast current earnings since any such estimate was predicated
largely on the outcome of the British settlement, Yates did predict that the company would
show black ink on its ledger this year.
Until the English situation is clarified, the
company "has no definite plans in comiection
with any investments in Great Britain, i;xluding Republic production there," he told the
board. Some 30 to 40 Republic films are available for release in Britain. Yates expects to
make the trip to England in late Spring to
arrange their release.

SELLER & BUYERS
Eagle Lion distribution chief Wm. J. Heineman (left), meets Philly Warner Theatres
toppers Ted Schlanger (center) and John
Turner.
FILM

BULLETIN

'HOMECOMING'
GABLE
Rates •••-(- generally

PLUS

Mctro-Goldivyii-Mayer
113 Minutes
Clark Gable, I.aiia Turner, Anne Baxter, John
Hodiak, Ray Collins. Gladys Cooper, Cameron
Mitchell, Marshall Thompson, Lurene Tuttle,
Jessie Grayson, J. Louis Johnson, Eloise Hardt.
Directed by Mervyn LcRoy.
Important news for exhibitors : Clark Gable
finally has hit his stride after two disappointing
attempts to regain the popularity he had amassed in pre-war days. Gable fairly radiates animal magnetism as he portrays a highly successful surgeon, drawn into the war and into an
uiivvilling love for his brash and beautiful
Army nurse. Lana Turner is excellent in the
latter role, turning in a performance that surpasses any of her previous efforts. To enhance the Gable-Turner draw, M-G-M has
endowed the film with Anne Baxter and John
Hodiak as co-stars, a strong slick drama
scripted by Paul Osborn from a Sidney Kingsley original and unstinting production values.
Producers Sidney Franklin and Gottfried Reinhardt have fashioned "Homecoming" in the
mold of the old-time M-G-M successes, and
it is sure to strike the fancy of the ticketbuying public. "Homecoming" is powerful
boxoffice, undoubtedly. But even better than
'ALL MY SONS' POWERFUL
Rates • • • generally
I ' nil er sal- International
9-1 Minutes.
Edward G. Robinson, Burt Lancaster, Mady
Christians, Hoivard Duff, Frank Conroy, Lloyd
Gongh, Arlene Francis, Henry Morgan. Elisabeth Eraser.
Directed by Irving Reis.
There is plenty of solid meat in this hardhitting attack on war profiteering, which follows
somewliat tardily upon the front-page post-war
exposures. This will not entertain all types of
audience, for it is a thought-provoking stimulant directed toward those patrons who demand
nifire substance and less froth. It packs a good
deal of intense emotional excitement, due to
son-.e splendid performances. Edward G. Robinson brings us another of his dynamic characterizations in the sharp, sure and detailed study

TURNER

IN STRONG

DRAMA

that, it re-establishes one of the brightest stars
in the cinematic sky, a long-range insurance
policy for the exhibitor. The current trend
for reality is by-passed in favor of gilded theatrical devices and the Gable-Turner glamor
s! lines forth in this setting. Director Mervyn
I.eRoy has concentrated on this facet, often at
the expense of the story, and male patrons may
find stretches of inactivity dulling the film's
\alue. The women, however, will eat up every
bit of its rather long 113-minute running time.
EXPLOITATION:
The stars, of course,
are the obvious selling point, but this should
■ be played up as Gabk's best role. The drama
and love story are also points to emphasize.
In New York harbor, Clark Gable, a colonel
in tlie medical corps, returning home aboard a
troopship, recalls 1941 when he was a socially
prominent and successful surgeon, happih' married to Anne Baxter. Another doctor and his
boyhood friend, John Hodiak, continually tries
without success to interest him in wiping out
malaria-infested slums in a nearby village.
\\ hen war is declared, Gable enlists because
"it's the thing to do." Sailing for Europe, he
has a verbal run-in with Lana Turner, widowed
mother turned nurse, and learns she is assigned
to h.is service. Between spats he finds her

VERSION

OF

PRIZE

NOOSE HANGS
HIGH' TYPICAL ABBOTT & COSTELLO
— where stars click: goo d dualler generally
repeating, they omitted any romance and polishEayle-Lion
ed up the gags that have served them for years.
77 Minutes.
Director-producer Charles Barton has also addBud Abbott, Lou Costello. Cathy Dozs.'ns, Joed some visual gag stuff that gives the film
.<!c/h Calleia. Leon Errol. Mike Maaurki. Jack variety, although it falls sliort of being sideOverman, Ben Weldon, Joe Kirk. Matt Willis.
splitting. The two clowns are mixed up in a
Isabel Randolph, Harry Broivn.
screw-ball story of tough bookies and gamblers,
Directed by Charles Barton.
^vitli excitable Lou Costello providing his familiar pratfalls and slow burns, while Bud Abbott
The irrepressible .A.bbott and Costello romp
dead-pans tlie straight part. Leon Errol adds
a touch of droll humor, and Cathy Downs, Jothrough their time-tested gags in a comic display
seph Calleia and Mike Mazurki are competent
that will please their fans. "The Noose Hangs
stooges.
Higii" is about as subtle as a Mack Sennett
EXPLOITATION: Sell it as a loud and
custard pie, but a staple piece of comedy merchandise. Itis unadulterated slapstick that will
funny picture loaded with laughs. Make up a
accommodate A C fans on a laugh-spree. With
to look like a "tip" sheet — the best
seven writers on the job, they might have been circular
tip being advice to see this picture.
expected to work up some new material, but
.Abbott and Costello are busy at their job of
following the theory that a good joke is worth
window cleaning, when Ixiokie. Joseph Calleia,
APRIL
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superbly efficient and under trying battle conditions, indispensable. The crucible of war,
plus her guidance, work a change in his principles. Despite themselves, they fall in love,
but are separated when she is transferred.
They meet in Paris, on leave, and when Gable
finds his outfit in peril at Bastogne, and leaves
to join them, she insists on accompanying him.
She is wounded and dies shortly thereafter.
Confused and bitter. Gable returns to Baxter
and cannot recapture their old relationship until he tells her about Turner. They are reunited and Gable determines to exert his medical skill toward helping Hodiak with BARN.
his work.

PLAY

of a small-town manufacturer, whose sense of
moral responsibility is obscured by his faith in
himself and in his ideals. Burt Lancaster, as
his father's
conscience,
athebitson
too who
tense,probes
yet presents
his most
convincingis
acting to date. Louisa Horton, Mady Christians and Howard Duff contribute fine support
to the general strength and sincerity of the
picture. The original force of Arthur Miller's
play has
Chester
Erskine's
treatment to been
some diluted
extent,bybut
it retains
plenty
of
dynamite and dialogue that is punguent and
true to life. The direction by Irving Reis,
though not especially imaginative, is in perfect
kev.
The Arthur
MillerStress
play
won"EXPLOITATION:
the N. Y. Critics Award
last year.
the sock performances of Robinson and Lancaster. Catchlines: "He Profiteered in Death"
. . "He Bartered his Soul for Wealth."
During the war, Robinson had deliberately

'THE
Rates

REVIEWS

ordered shipment of defective parts from his
airplane cylinder factory, ultimately causing the
crash of 21 planes. In the resulting investigation he shoved the blame on his partner, Frank
Conro}^
was sentenced
to prison.
Conroy'sto
daughter,who
Louisa
Horton, had
been engaged
Robinson's aviator son, now missing in action.
The mother, Mady Christians, refuses to accept
the knowledge of his death, Louisa comes to
visit the family and falls in love with their
otiier son, Burt Lancaster. From her and her
brother, Howard Duff, he begins to have doubts
Jibout his father's innocence. Robinson finally
confesses his defection, but even after Lancaster beats him in an agonized frenzy, he does
not feel any qualms. Only when he reads the
farewell letter from his son, who had chosen
to die rather than live with his father's guilt,
does he realize the frightfulness of his crime.
His suicide bullet rings the climax.
ABRAMS.
SLAPSTICK
mistakes them for messenger boys. He sends
them to collect $50,000 from a gambler, who
pays them and then tries to hi-jack them. Tiiey
manage to mail the dough, but in a mix-up, it
is sent to Cathy Downs. Calleia needs it in a
hurry to pay a debt to Leon Errol, so the boys
are on a spot. They trace Downs and find
that she has spent most of the money. With
the remaining $2,000, they place a bet on a sure
tip — and lose. Fearful of Calleia and his
hoods, they run up a big bill in a fancy restaurant in hopes of finding safety in jail. Calleia
catches up with them and is about to bump them
off, when Errol and Downs arrive. Errol had
lost a bet of $50,000 to her, and with this money
everybody gets paid off — and everybody is
hripp}-, with the exception of Calleia, who gets
pushed into a vat of cement.'
YORK.

enerally
'THE SEARCH' TOUCHING
REALISTIC
DRAMA OF WAR-TORN
Rates • • • for select houses; less g
sent director Fred Zinnemann and writer-proM-G-M
'luctr l.azar Wechsler. They rounded up an unj.0!> Minutes.
u .ually gifted group of amateur actors in addiMoiiUjoiiicry Clijt, .llinc MacMahun, Janiiila
tion to the four professionals. Of the former,
Nox'olmi, Wendell Corey, Mary Patton, Uivarl
nine-year-old Ivan Jandl is a wonderful disG. Morrison, IVilliam Roijers, Ivan Jamil, Leopold Borkozvski, Claude Gambler.
covery. He is the wide-eyed, ragged war produel
who
wanders, numb and speecliless, until
Dircclcd by /''red Zinneniann.
lie encounters the humanizing influence of a
conip.issionate G. I. Montgomery Clift plays
"The Search" is a woiulcrful fihii in many
t!ie American with a naturalness that makes the
ways. Few motion pictures have ever reached
so deep inlD the hearts of the people who see it. part come alive. The lad's mother is portrayed
by Jarmila Novotna, the Metropolitan Opera
It bears tlie stamp of authenticity, of real peostar. There is no hint of glamorous opera
ple and real situations, and transports the viewer
singer in her performance; rather an impression
into tile harsh, cold world of suffering, pain and
(if a drab looking woman who plods desperately
courage. The critics have cheered it and so
from one L'XRRA camp to another, seeking her
will your customers — hut it will take a lot of only
link to ha])piness. In addition to the sensiintelligent selling to achieve the grosses it mertive performances, the perceptive directorial
its. There are no Hollywood stars, no syntouches by Fred Zinnemann provides unforgettable poignancv to a stirring production.
thetic sentimentality; just the stark tragedy of
I-::\IM,()lT.\TlO\' : Give this both barrels.
the war's aftermalii. Tlie picture's realism is Hail it as a GREAT film. Play up the unusual
accentuated by the desolate, shattered ruins in circumstances of the first post-war feature filmed on-the-spot in occu[)ied Germany. Rill it as
aiid around Nuremberg, Germany, where M-G-M

'THE PIRATE' FLAMBOYANT
Rates • • • generally
M-G-M
lOZ Minutes.
Judy Garland, Gene Kelly. Walter Slc:ak.
ys Cooper, Reginald Ou'en, George Zneco,
olas brothers, Lester Allen, I^ola Deem,
Koss, Mary Jo Ellis, Jean Dean, Marion
ray, Ben Lessy, Jerry Bergen, Val Sets,
smith brothers, Cully Richards.
Directed by Vincente Minnelli.

GladNichEllen
MurGaud-

The mighty resources of Metro have turned
out a sumpticjus, tuneful extravaganza that outshines most musicals of the season. It should
be a house-filler, for it is jam-packed with lively songs and dances, strung together on an unobtrusive plot, and presented in a riot of Technicolor. Director Vincente Minelli has splashed
rainbow hues around with a lavish hand, at
times to the point of excess. And the picture
brings us the nimble talents of Gene Kelly, too
long absent from the screen. He sings, dances
and postures adroitly as the swaggering, bragging rogue who becomes pirate for a day. As

TECHNICOLOR

MUSICAL

WILL

h.is partner, Judy Garland is at her best, singing
in. her intense manner and imparting vivacity to
some rowdy comedy. The supporting performances are appropriately and amusingly hammedup, best of a good lot being Walter Slezak
•IS a retired buccaneer, and Gladys Cfwper as
Judy s mercenary foster-mother. The Cole Porter songs have some clever lyrics, but are not
tlie kind that will send the customers out humming, with the possible exception of "Be a
Clown." Scripters Albert Hackett and Frances
Goodrich have adapted the S. N. Behrman comed\' about the Spanish main with considerable
ingenuity, except for some slightly phony business about hypnotism. Much of the sparkle of
this Arthur Freed production is derived from
the musical scoring by Lennie Hayton and the
sjiectacular art work by Cedric Gibbons and
Jack Smith.
EXPLOITATION : Sell it as a lavish Technicolor musical spectacle. Feature the inimitable dancing by Gene Kelly and the singing
by Judy Garland. Tie in with advertising of
the Cole Porter songs as recorded by M-G-M.

GERMANY
a stirring drama, full of throbbing emotion.
Circularize teachers, editors and .social workers
ijiterested in the rehabilitation problem.
Homeless waif, Ivan Jandl, does \v>t undcrstaiid that he is no longer the victim of Xazi
cruelty and runs away from the shelter of an
L'.N'RRA camp. Sergeant Montgomery Clift
finds him and takes him into his home. By
kindness and afTection, he brings the \y>y back
to a normal adjustment and teaches him to speak
F.nglish. The boy is happy with his companion until he observes the family relationship
between a visiting American woman and her
.s(/ii. Dim memories of his own mother are disturbed and he runs away to find her. Clift
brings him back and arranges to place him in
the L'XRR.^ camp until he can send him to
.America. Meanwhile, Novotna, in search for
her son, is told by UNRR.\ director that he
was drowned. She goes to work at the camp
taking care of the children. Her subsequent
eliding.
reunion with her son makes a heart-stirring
ABRAMS.

PLEASE
Catch-line : 'The Pirate of Love Stole Her Kisses and Lost
His isHeart."
Judy
Garland
betrothed to Walter Slezak,
mayor of their little Spanish town. She meets
Gene Kelly, a wandering actor and lady-killer,
and under his hypnotic influence, confesses her
secret love for Black Maccoco, the notorious
pirate. Kelly follows her to her home and is
confrrinted by her indignant fiance, whom he
recognizes as the former buccaneer. Slezak
is terrified by the threat of exposure and permits Kelly to pose as Maccaco. Kelly bluffs
the whole town and orders that Judy be brought
to him. She catches on that he is a phony.
Meanwhile,
\'iceroy
and
frames Kelly Slezak
with a brings
chest ofthestolen
treasure.
Kelly is condemned to hang and asks to give
a farewell performance. Judy goes into a routine about how much she loves the romantic
pirate.andThis
is the final
straw for
pride
he proclaims
his identity
withSlezak's
drawn
pistols.
is overpowered
partners,
a. id final Hescene
shows Kelly byandKelly's
Garland
doing
a double song and dance act in his troupe.
DAV.

•WINTER MEETING' DISAPPOINTING VEHICLE FOR BETTE DAVIS
Rates • • • — on star value
Bette Davis meets naval hero James Davis at
and is calculated to appeal to the feminine audiJVarner Bros.
ence that likes to find expression of their prob- .1 dinner party. He ditches his date, Janis
104 Minutes
lems and emotions on the screen. UnfortunatePaige, and takes her home. After some verbal
Bctle Daz-is, James Davis, Janis Paige, John
Is-, the uninspired direction by Bretaigne Windust allows the theme to drift, rather than sparring, he makes love to her and next day
Hoy I, Florence Bates, Walter Baldwin, Ransom
Slierman.
achieve dramatic heights. Miss Davis' new
drive out to her family home in Connectipartner is a big hunk of man named James they cut,
Directed by Bretaignc JVindust.
where on a frolicsome sleigh-ride they fall
Davis. He does project considerable conviction
happily in love. She tells him her history;
into the role of a war hero who wants to be- how her minister father had been driven to suiThe Bette Davis fans who have had a long
come a priest. In contrast to his strong, silent
cide by the coarse behavior of her mother.
wait for the reappearance of the Warner Bros,
performance, John Hoyt supplies an elegant He chides her for her unforgiving attitude
and witty characterization, while Janis Paige, towards her mother, and confesses that his
star will probably be disappointed in "Winter
Meeting." Her performance as the spinsterish
as a flashy steno, is counterpoint to Miss Davis' burning ambition to become a priest had been
poetess gets the most out of a role which was
prim austerity. Henry Blanke's production is broken by his war experiences. He leaves her
tailor-made for her inimitable talents, but there
adequate and the Max Steiner musical backabruptly and they meet again in New York.
ground iscommonplace.
He is with Paige and she is accompanied by her
wasn't much to extract. The story moves with
exasperating slowness through a stilted adaptaemployer,
John Hoyt. They get together in
EXPLOITATION:
Build
on
Bette
Davis'
tion by Catherine Turney from the Ethel Vance
reputation for gripping, dramatic portrayals and her apartment and she tells him that she inn<)vel. There are too many long periods in r.uggcst the theme of faith, love and regeneratends to find and look after her sick mother.
Vvhich the two principals sit and talk and nothing
This renews his faith in himself and he leaves
tio)-,. Catchlincs : 'A Love Fierce and Sudden
much happens. The plot has a religious twist, as a Winter Storm" . . . 'Two Secrets They to join the priesthood.
ABRAMS.
describing a woman's quest for love and faith
Dared Not Confess!"
FILM
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'TARZAN
Rates • •

AND THE MERMAIDS' FINE FOR APE-MAN'S FANS
for action houses; OK dua Her elsewhere
W'eissmuller does most of his under water,
Rl\U-Kadio
|
and Breiida Joyce and Linda Christian are suiton Minutes.
ably decorative. Comedy relief "is supplied by
Johnny U'cissniuller, Brcnda Joyce, Linda
John Laurenz, a sort of jungle Sinatra, and b\
Christian, John Laurenc. Fernando Wagner, Edward Ashley, George Zucco, Andrea Pahna,
Ciieetali, the monkey. The picture lacks smootii
Gustazo Roja, Mattheic Bolton.
continuity, but does contain some effective high
Dirrciea by Robert Florcy.
sputs. Credit for its merits go to director John
Florey, who knows his way around Tarzania,
This new edition of the Tarzan adventure
:!nd to cameramen Gabriel Figueroa and Raul
carries some entertaining new wrinkles. Aimed
Solarcs for contributing some fine under-water
at audiences that enjoy this kind of juvenilesequences.
EXPLOIT.-\TIOX: Dress up the lobby and
level fantasy, Sol Lesser has assembled a satismarquee with fantastic masks representing weird
fying collection of scantily-clad gals, evil tribal
gods and lurking sea-monsters, everything a jungle deities. Catchline : "Tarzan . . . Lord
of the Jungle . . . Battles Mighty Octopus under
Tarzan fan desires. It is quite an elaborate
job, liaving been filmed at the Churubusco stutlie Sea." Distribute Tarzan comic books.
Tarzan is hauling in his fishing net and is
dios with Mexican technicians and utilizing some
surpi ised to discover Linda Cliristian in it. She
magnificent coastal scenery. The cast is not
I'.ad escaped from a forced marriage with Balu,
o\er-burdened with acting chores — Tohnnv
'MAN FROM TEXAS' WELL-MADE WESTERN IS SLOW-PACED
Rates • • f- for action houses; less elsewhere
and speed action fans crave. However, "Man
Eagle-Lion
from Texas" will satisfy Western addicts and
71 Minnies.
otter fair entertainment for general audiences.
Featuring
virile James Craig as the notorious
James Craig, Lynn Bari, Johnnie Johnston. Una
El Paso Kid, who eludes the law in hairMerkel, H'ally Ford, Harry Davenport, Sara
breath escapes and is finally converted to rightAllgood,
Cutler,King
ReedDonovan.
Hadley, Clancy
Coopeousness, this should have some appeal to the
er. Bert I'ic
Comvay,
Glen Arthur,
feminine trade. Lynn Bari is his patient wife
Susan O'Connor,
in crinoline and Una Merkel, as the lonely
t Directed by Leigh Jason,
widder, adds some zip and humor which is
tconspicuously lacking in the other performances.
-A novel effect is captured by the Earl RobThis saga of six-gun banditry in the early
days of the Lone Star State boasts more of a
inson ballads sung by troubador Johnnie Johnston to accompany the narrative. Sara Allgood,
plot than most sage-brush epics, and is set at a
somewhat slower pace. Scripters Joseph Fields
Henry Davenport and Wally Ford adequately
^ ?.nd Jerome Chodorov have provided a well in- fill m tiie supporting roles.
There is a price on the head of James Craig,
t-"valed frame-work for the picture and Bryan
Foy has given it a careful production, but di- reckless leader of a gang of outlaws. His
marauding activities keep postponing the church
rector Leigh Jason hasn't given it all the flash
'MAN
Rates

OF

EVIL' IMPORTED
as supporting dualler

MELODRAMA

I ':itcd .'rtisis (Gainsborough)
90 Minnies.
Phyllis Calbert, James Mason. Stewart Granger,
li'iifred Lau'son, Jean Kent, Margaretta Scott,
h'ora Sii'inburne, Cathleen Xesbitt, Helen Haye,
John Laurie, Stuart Lindsell, Amy J'eness. Ann
V.'Ul'-'n, Guy Ic Feuvre. Ann .'Stephens, Gloria
Sxdney.
nirccled by Anthony .4sqnith.
In an attempt to casli in on James Mason's
current popularity, the British have sent us this
four-year-old melodrama and edited it considerably to fit our Code requirements. It would
have been no great loss if they had forgotten
all about it, for "Man of Evil" is not for American audiences. .\nd the feminine devotees of

'ARIZONA RANGER' ANOTHER
Rates • •
In western houses
RKO Radio
f?'' Minutes
s Xan Leslie.
Tim Holt. Jack Holt, Steve Brodic.
Richard Martin. Jim Xolan. Robert Bray. Jason
Rohnrds. Richard Benedict. Jl'illiani Phipps.
Har'-\ J^arvey.
Jjirecled by John Razi-lins.
On a par wit'' ^'^-hv--^ in the suneri'-r Tim
Holt western series for RKO, ".Arizona Ranger"
IS given an added boost by the appearance of
Jack Holt, father of the young western star,
who assu'ncs the paternal rf)le on the screen.
The father-son combination is used to excellent
APRIL

12. 1948

NOT

FOR

TIM HOLT

wedding he has promised his wife, Lynn Bari.
Sl^e threatens to leave him, so he settles down
as a store keeper under an alias, borrowing $500
from banker Henry Davenport. He and his
faithful sidekick, Johnnie Johnston, use the
money to extricate the widow Una Merkel from
the banker's mercenary schemes upon her propertv. Returning to the bank to repay his debt,
he learns that he is more feared than respected.
Tiiis hurts his pride and be blows up the safe.
He escapes the law, but is finally betrayed by
one of his men into the hands of the U. S.
Marshal. On the way to the penitentiary, the
followers'
his traitorous
by shoots
held up
train
Craig isbreaks
away,
down the
raiders
and then calmly replaces his handcuffs. This
makes him a hero and only a short prison
sentence intervenes before the happy church
wedding.
^ ORK.

U. S. AUDIENCES

-Mason's scowling villainy will be disappointed
l)> the in frequency of his appearance in this
X'icloiian costume piece. It's mostly Phyllis
Cnlvcrt, suft'ering beautifully, and l-.er nobleiicarled lover, Stewart Granger. Adapted from
the novel "Fanny by Gaslight" (which title has
been fortunately changed), it is all veddy Briti'ii and at times downright confusing. The
story wanders dismally through some lachrymose
scenes invohing a dissolute nobleman, highminded politicians, affairs of honor and the
sjiectre of illegitimacy. The acting is of a high
caliber, especially a humorous bit by Wilfred
Law.son, and the production quality is good.
EXPLOITATION: The big selling point
is ^lason. Play him up as "a cad who uses
women as pawns in his evil game of love."

GOOD

grxl of the Aquatanians. She finds refuge with
Mr. (Weissmuller) and Mrs. (Brenda Joyce)
Tarzan, but Balu sends men after her and takes
liL-r prisoner. Tarzan follows through water and
jungle and discovers that Balu is being impersonated by Fernando Wagner, an evil pearl
Tarzan, comes to
smuggler. Meanwhile, Mrs.singing
postman, the
the rescue with a Calypso
boygirl'spriest,
the
and
government
captured by the high
are all ioner
friend. Theycommiss
the
wearing
appears,
George Zucco. Tarzan
robe and mask of Balu, and orders their release.
There follows a big wedding celebration for the
young couple. The bogus god interferes again
and in an impressive climax, which includes an
under-water battle with an octopus, Tarzan unmasks the phony Balu. The natives heave liim
into the sea and peace reigns again in Aquatania.
D.W.

Phyllis Calvert is tiie illegitimate daughter of
a British statesman. He takes her into his
home after her supposed father is killed by
Mason in a brawl. His wife wants to divorce
hiai to marry Mason and threatens to expose
his past. He commits suicide and Phyllis is on
her owntary, finds
again.
Granger,
the the
politician's
secreher and,
against
wishes of
his
snobbish family, persuades her to go with him
to Paris. Tiiere, they again meet with Mason,
who now has a ballet dancer in his evil clutches.
The two men settle their feud with a duel in
\diich Mason is killed and Granger seriously
wounded. His sister trys to keep Phyllis from
his bedside, but the lovers are united in a tearful
scene which promises inarriage and devotion.
DAV.

WESTERN

^(l\antage in an actionfu! st )ry and the routine
nrocecdings are enlivened by an interest-liolding
script and performances that far outshine the
usual western standard. The capable and handsome X'an Leslie again appears with Tim, althougli this time he lias to separate her from a
villainous husband before he can lay claim to
th" lovely's hand. Richard Mart'n j'dds iiis
unique brand of humor as the Iri.sh-Mexican
sidekick. Director John Rawlins has handled
the proceedings with verve and pace, inserting,
the normal quota of fist-fights and gun-smokev
and keeping matters interesting^ in between.. .
Gold rate
for this
western
houses, performance' a'H''stoiy
as a satisfactorv
dualler in nabor-

Iiood.> and small towns as well.
Conflict in the story arises when Tim Holt
ii\d father Jack fall rut as to methods of dealing with rustlers. Tim. joining the .Arizona
Rangers, attempts to halt the nefarious doings
b\ due process of law while Jack feels the only
law lliey understand is that of the gun. Leader
f the rustlers, Steve Brodie. meets his fate
after the customary raids on stagecoaciies and
cattle, at the hands of Iwith Tim and Jack, after
lie lias the former trapped and Jack rides to
the rescue. Brodie's death releases Xan Leslie
frpni sonher,are-unhappy
marital bond, wl'ile father
and
reconciled.
,
r'>
.
PHIL.
1

"Most Riotous of Forces . . . Saucy, Sexy, Spicy/"— loue//o Parsons
GEORGE BRENT • VIRGINIA MAYO • TURHAN BEY
ANN DVORAK • CAROLE LANDIS in

The Greatest Lover-Fighter of All in Swashbuckling Spectacle!

mm

o^tiiiMiM

starring ARTURO
CORDOVA**
BREMER
TURHAN DEBEY
• NOREEN LUCILLE
NASH
and cast of thousands

All-Star Drama of a Man Whose Lust for Power Destroyed Him!
ZACHARY SCOTT • LOUIS HAYWARD^
DIANA LYNN • SYDNEY GREENSTREET
LUCILLE BREMER • MARTHA VICKERS in

luced b

Unparalleled Scale of Outdoor Action!
JACK OAKll
NORTHWEST

ST

Tl
>d by Saturday Evening Post article, "Wild Horse Round-Up'

The ■ Screen's Favorite Zanies— in their Best— and Funniest!
BUD ABBOTT • LOU COSTELLO in
THE
NOOSE
HANGS
HIGH
with Joseph Calleia • Leon Erroi • Cathy Dowii

starring DENNIS O'KEEFE
CLAIRE TREVOR • MARSHA HUNT
Presented by EDWARD SMALL

Suspenseful Story of a Man Who Lives Another Man's Life!
PAUL HENREID • JOAN BENNETT in

Enchanlinq Ti
reen's A4ost Alluring Star Teamed in a Tender Dramatic Romance!
;DY LAMARR

• ROBERT CI

starring LOIS BUTLER with Bill Goodwin • Irene Hervey^
John Sutton • Hattie McDaniel • Skippy Hemoier
Based on the prize-winning novel, "Clementine," by Peggy Goodv

4 ^^tnfio^i^nwt^cM&f

^titi^i

&^^tyO€la<>l€€4iA

bufous Story of a Red-Headed Pirate Bee
AN

BLANK

THE

WALL'

er Thrill— Thundering Advonturel
THE

BASTILLE

starring RICHARD BASEHART

starring SUSAN

HAYWARD

Strike-It-Rich Saga of a Roaring Boomtc
TULSA
starring SUSAN

HAYWARD

Shart

Subjects

By BARN
THK INFANT THU'-VISKJN, barely wcamd from iiiaina radid, had
its first taste of jurisdi'-tional dispute in Philly this montli. Scheduled
to stage the first full video opera, "The Bartered Bride," WCAU-TV
found itself in the n'iddlc of a squabble between lATSK's stagehands' union (AFL) and the station's CIO technicians and cameramen. The stagehands demanded that AFL techs and lensmen be
substituted for WCAU's men, members of the CIO's American
Communications Ass'n. Officials pointed out that this would be a
violation of the WCAU-ACA contract. And so, kiddies, the first
d operacanis beyetefTected.
wholly-televise
to be seen — IF" a settlement of the
jurisdicti{Tnal aspect
TOSSING THE GAUNTLET back at Russia, the Italian Government
rebuffed the Soviet's protest against the showing of "Ninotchka"
in Italian theatres. Iii a curt reply to the Russian note, the F'oreign
Ministry in Rome pointed out that the commissar-spoofing film had
been banned by the Fascist regime and since the new republic is
directly opposed to Fascist principles, it endorses freedom of opinion.
Consequently, the M-G-M film will remain in the five Rome theatres
where it is currently playing.
IT LO(JKS L1K1\ Mohammed may go to the mountain after all. Rep.
Carroll I). KcJirns, chairman of the House Labor subcommittee investigating the Hollywood strike, let it be known that in view of
the mass of persons accused of Conununist affiliation <luring the
recent hearings in VVa;ihington, it might be more feasible for the
Congressional unit to trek to the West Coast for additional testimony.
Current recess in the hearings is until May 17, with resumptif)n
scheduled to take place in Washington.
REMINISCENT OF THE famous bond drives of World War II, the
Security Loan campaign gets its send-off with typical show biz
fanfare on the eve of the drive, which runs from April 15 to June
30. In New York, the scene will be the Winter Garden, with the
premiere of U-I's "Arc You With It?" (an apt title) highlighting
the proceedings, and Donald O'Connor, star of the film, heading an
all-star stage show. FAerybody gets in free. The only thing you
have to do to receive a ticket is lend Uncle Sam $17.50, S75, or S750,
for which, in ten years, you collect $25, $100, or SIOOO. Sounds like
a good deal, chum.
The industry is lining up solid support for NY's $6,600,000 drive
for American Overseas Aid — United Nation's Appeal for Children-.
Spyros P. Skouras, chairman of the campaign, has formed a Motion
Picture Committee with Ed Rugof¥, chairman, and Leo Brecher,
treasurer.
FOR HIS PART in furthering "a spirit of understanding and tolerance, the highest purpose of education, during the year 1947," Darryl
F. Zanuck, producer ox the Academy Award whinner, "Gentleman's
Agreement" received the Abbe Institute's annual award for distinguished service. 20th- Fox advertising-publicity topper Charles
Schlaifer received the citation on behalf of Zanuck. The honor
marks No. 52 in the total of awards accorded "Gentleman's Agreement."
RKO Radio president N. Peter Rathvon has joined the select circle
of movienien who have received the French Legion of Honor. The
presentation was made in Los Angeles by the French consul in
recognition
topper's efforts in developing good relations
between the ofU. theS. RKO
and Marianne.

Tierney in tiie leads; two modest-budgcters, "Arthur Takes Over"
from tiie .Sol M. VV'urtztl unit, and "The Counterfeiters," a Reliance
Picture with John Sutton, Doris Merrick and Ix)n Chaney, and the
Korria British film, "Anna Kerenina," with Vivian Leigh and Ralph
Korda British film, "Anna Karenina," with Vivian Leigh and Ralph
LATEST "FIRST" IN the newsrecl field is boasted by Warner Pathe
News in a brave departuie from the customary which has nine-yearold F'rances Lynne delivering the commentary on a child fashion
sequence. Now let's see which company has the guts to feature
Lassie's dulcet tones describing a dog show, or Assault neighing in
the best Clem McCarthy tradition, "And there they go!"
TED MINSK V, ^'OLNf'.EST of the movie Minskys (brothers Howward and Joe are with 20th-Fox and Eagle Lion, respectively), has
been promoted to film buyer of Warners' Cleveland theatres. For
the past several years, Ted was assistant to John Turner, chief film
buyer for the circuit's Philadelphia district.
Charles Schlaifer, 20th-Fox ad-publicity director, has been re-elected
chairman of the MP.VA's advertising advisory council, the unit
which works with G(,rd"n Wiiite in the administration of the .Advertising Code.
Election of Max
E. ^'oungstein
to head .Assfjciated
MotionthePicture
Advertisers
was formalized
unanimously
April 1, with
Eagle
Lion advtg-publicity director and v. p. succeeding Arnold Stoltz in
the .'\MPA presidency. The balance of the new slate makes David
Blum vice-president ; Harry McW^illiams treasurer ; Evelyn Koleman secretary. Elected to the AMP.\ board: Ray Gallagher. Hap
Hadley, Blanche Livingston, \'incent Trotta, Charles Alicoate.
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., U.'\ director of ad-publicity, has moved up
three
in the company's
publicity takes
department
director
Alfredflackmen
H. Tamarm.
Caswell Adams,
on theunder
metropolitan
newspaper job left open
Lew Barasch goes into
years as trade paper rep,
from the sales promotion

by Lawrence Beller's shift to the MPAA;
Adams' former special events post after 3
and Philip Cowan moves up to trade contact
department.

THIS MAY BE an election year, beset by uncertainty for the jittery
candidates, but over at Warner Bros, there was little doubt that the
slate of incumbents would be retained. The directors confirmed by
re-electing: Harry M. Warner, president; Albert Warner. Jack L.
Warner, Herman Starr, Stanleigh P. Friedman. Samuel Schneider,
Herbert Freston, Benj. Kalmenson, Harry M. Kalmine, Mort Blumenstock,
RobertCarlisle,
\\". Perkins,
vice-presidents
; Albert
Warner,
treasurer ; and
Samuel
W. Stewart
McDonald
and Cyril
H.
Wilder ass't treasurers : Roljert W. Perkins, secretary and general
counsel; Harold S. Bare ford, Edward K. Hessberg and Roy Obringer, assistant secretaries ; Samuel Carlisle, controller, and Thomas
J. Martin, auditor.
AT A PRESS conference in Philadelphia, J. Arthur Rank was queried
on the reliability of a report in one of the syndicated columns that
he was to be the next British ambassador to the United States. Mr.
Rank lcx)ked surprised, then dismissed the matter with an eloquent
wave of the hand and a shrug of the shoulders. One meticulous
reporter asked, "How do you spell that, Mr. Rank?"

Jesse L. Laskv, celebrating 35 years as a producer, copped the Allied
Jewish Appeal's second annual humanitarian award for his contribution to clean, wholesome entertainment. The presentation was made
at
a
banquet sponsored by the city's Golden Slipper Square Club,
Philadelphia.

STEADY BOYS! THOSE frivolous United Artists producers are
still at it with their title changes. Remember t'le picture you originally knew as "A Miracle Can Happen," whxh was chan'^ed to
"Along Came Baby" a couple of wrecks ago? Well, forget all that.
Producer Ben Bogeaus has now found a new handle : "On Our Merry
Way." No guarantee goes with this latest switch however, so keep
your eyes open.

The final three weeks of RKO Radio's 1948 Ned Depinet Drive,
which ends May 6. will honor Robert Mochrie, RKO's vice president in charge of domestic distribution.

RUTGERS NEILSON REVEALS the interesting fact that Loretta
Young's
role inthen
"TheageFarmer's
was her
74th
film.Oscar-copping
In 1928, Loretta,
15, was Daughter"
named a Wampas
Baby Star.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX has a quintet of releases set for
May, includmg the second of the Alexander Korda productions under
the British producer's deal with the company. Leading off is "Fury
at Furnace Creek." the Victor Mature starrer; then follows the
much-discussed "The Iron Curtain," with Dana Andrews and Gene
14

CHARLES M. REAGAN announced the following Paramount national
release dates : "The Emperor Waltz," July 2 ; "Dream Girl," July
23; "Big Town Scandal," July 30; "So Evil My Love," Aug. 6;
"A Foreign Affair," Aug. 20; "Beyond Glory." Sept. 3.
FILM
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MORGAN
AS THE MAN WHO SOLD HIMSELF TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER

VIVECA

IINDPORS
THE NEW STAR FROM SWEDEN -1948's MOST IMPORTANT DEBUT!

PfOduced by

"T
O
...JICIOR
PRANCEN BRUCE BENNEII DOROIHY MALONE • lOM D'ANDREA DELMER DAVES lERRy WALD
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Written by
Richard Brooks

EXHIBITORS
inioni

C^uiieJ. ^rom Organization

SAUCE FOR GANDER
Associalcd Theatre Owners of Indiana
After the controversy between tlie AmtTiciiii
film induitry and Knt;land had been ironed out
and Hollywood a^ain would be able to sell pictures to English exhibitors at least one prele.vt
for securing higher film rentals lost its punch.
Many exhibitors wlio paid increases during the
pan several months on the appeal of the loss of
the English market were enthusiastic ovi'r the
British tax settlement and naturally thou-'ht that
they could now properly ^eek a downward adjust me.it.
Mr. .Andy Smith of Fox demonstrated what
naive thinking this was by promptly announcing
that U. S. exhibs could expect no reductions as a
result of th;^ iettlement. According to him Fox
"still mu.st get 100% of our costs and profits
back from the domestic market . . . We should
never have got away from seeking 100% of our
profits
in continue
the U. S "to Mr.
concludes
Fox will
sell Smith
its pictures
in that
this
country based on what tlie compiny thinks the
pictures are worth and the ai)ilit\ of theatres
to pay. Distributor i diouid have emphasized that
policy yt the time the British market was lost.
Seizing the rule to £U t the imme.liate interest
reminds us of the communist who would divide
a million dollars if he had it but if he had
two shirts would not give one away because he
really did have two shirts.
Mr. Smith also said t>.at the tax selt'.enient
should prove an incentive to U. S. exhibs to
gi\e, "more favorable consideration tu British
pictures." The distributor's want this consideration" because in addition to the fiixed
amount of SI 7.000,000 cash that American
companies can withdraw from England
(plus other ways that frozen funds can
be employed) is the amount of revenue returned by the distribution of British product
in this country. Naturally, the two-fold incentive to sell English pictures is going to
make the pressure very great. In the words
of Arthur Rank, the time has come when the
American industry will take off its coat and go
to work for them.
If "what the pictures are worth" is the yardstick for Hollywood product then it should
al.'-o apply to English pictures and there is no
reason to give them "more favorable consideration". It would be better to be guided by the
advice of Barney Balaban that "Every picture
must stand on its own — British or American
. . . It'll
earnandwhat
it's worth toproviding
it has
mass
aopeal
is acceptable
the American
public." So let the yardstick be how acceptable
is the picture to your patrons. In buying pictures your obligation is not philanthropy. If
you can make money on it. O.K. If not. pass
it up.
LEWIS BILL LIVES
Allied Theatres of Michigan
Although currently issued trade papers have
carried the information that the Lewis Bill
is "dead," such is not the case. It is true,
however, that the Sub-Committee, before which
b.earings were held, surprisingh- and unexpectedly adversely reported the bill.
Immediately the combined forces of Allied
began to act. Certain information was presented and as the result Congressman Lane
moved to reconsider the vote. This means that
the bill will now go to the full Committee on
the Ju<liciary.
Due to the fact that almost completely the
mc.-mbership of Allied followed the suggestion
or the association, ASC.AP reversed itself on
the previously announced policy to refrain from
16
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accepting in>tai;ment payments. Incorporated
in one of the many letters from ASC.AP to
exhibitors who had submitted monthly and
(juarterly
payments, to isaccepting
this statement
: "We
h. ive no (jbjection
your payments
on a monthly or quarterly basis, but we must
have an application and a contract on wdiich
to base this license."
Many of our members, together with other
exhibitors, have received letters from ASC.AP
returning the checks which had been initially
ofiered for three months' payment. The letter
provided for three different plans of license
or contract. 'I'his office recrmmends the acceptance of the plan outlined in Paragraph
Number Three, which is as follows : "We will
i.ssue the regular license for the ten-year period,
but add a clause that you may terminate the
contract upon thirty days' registered notice,
at Itthemust
end ofbe any
year."
remembered,
however, that you
nuist make a specific request that this be
written into your contract; consequently be
certain tint you use the wording noted above
when you send your check.
Although the other two plans as outlined
in the ASCAP letter carry some amount of
merit, it is felt that the one suggested will
meet with \-our approval in that it eliminates
the necessity of additional bookkeeping and
clerical work.
PERCENTAGE
REISSUES
Allied of Eastern Penna.
In the Eastern Pennsylvania territory Warners has had a bad rush of blocxl to the head.
They are so dizzy that they are quoting percentage for the reissue of ROBIN HOOU.
This outrageous practice has been discussed
many times. It is so patently unfair to expect
percentage or top flat terms for second-hand
goods
(reissues), that no arguments are really
necessary.
However, in this particular situation there
is proof that the Eastern Pennsylvania territory isbeing discriminated against. See Caravan Bulletin No. 1714 which reports ROBIN
FIOOD sold at 55F for a No. 2 classification
(first run medium town). This means that in
the subsequent run city theatres (Caravan
classification Nc. 6) and in the first run small
towns (Caravan Classification No. 1), the
price should be even lower.
Reissues are second-hand goods. They are
alright in their place at the right price - but
only at the right price.
BRITISH FILM PRESSURE
Allied Rocky Mt. Independent Theatres
This Bulletin prophesies that the exhibitors of
America are about to be pitched one of the
fastest curve balls in the history of supersalesmanship.
You u'ill be asked to run more British films
than ci'cr before. Every distributor will have
a bushel basket of them and the sales talk
will go something like this —
"You've got to run these British pictures so
that we can get our money out of England.
It's a trade deal. They run ours in exchange
for our running theirs. — And if you don't run
theirs, we get so little money out of Britain
that our production will sufTer and that will
hurt
you you
in thestart
long getting
run." that sort of sales
When
talk — ignore it.
The facts are these:
L'nder the new arrangements between England
and .America, the American producers get back

ACADEMY

RASH

Academy awards might be alright in
Hollywood, but how much do tliey mean
in tlie small town and neighb<jrho<jd
theatres
It is reported that Fox is trying to
push up the film rental terms on all its
pictures. And, of course on their picture
OK.VTI.KMA.VS AGKKKM KNT tin
exchange has gone plain nuts.
Last July, .Andy Smith, General Sales
Manager of F(,x, |)ublicly stated that
any exhibitor could buy any picture he
wanted from his comijany. Recall that
to the salesman when he tries to sell you
the whole works. Buy the pictures you
can use — at the right prices: pass up
those on which you cannot make a profit.
— I'-astern Penna. .Allied
a lump total of 17 million dollars annually
plus a sum equal to the earnings of British
film in the U.S.
ICstimates on the grand total range from 22
to 29 inillion-clependent on how many British
pictures you will let them stuff down your
th.oat.
^'our job is still to keep your theatre profitable not to play patsy for the prfxlucer-distributors in their high finance deals.
If you can get away with playing British
films, then buy them. But if they are poison
t'l you, then don't bu> .
WASTEFUL STORY BUYS
Associated Theatre On ners of Indiana
TIME magazine recently commented on a
screen play bought by Warner Bros, for Sl,600 which after being sold to Mark Hellinger
was resold to MGM for §115,000. Metro, according to their last financial statement already
has a backlog of story properties that are
valued in excess of ?7,000,0(K) and it could be
that this will be just another manuscript to lie
around in the vaults and collect dust. And at
the same time Metro rolls merrily along spending hundreds of thousands of dollars on its
prize novel contest — much of which is for
pictures that
be produced
or to
can't
make
money.
Greencan't
Dolphin
Street had
be given
double
extravagant
product'o:i
value make
and had
to be rewritten
in order
to barely
the
grade. Before the Sun Goes Dozen, prize winner of the year before, still hangs fire because
it isn't fit to be a picture in spite of the quarter
million dollar prize money. Annie Get Your
Gun was bought for 8600,000 in spite of the fact
it was based on the public domain story of
Annie Oakley.
\\'hile this is a conspicuous weakness of
IMetro it is also an obvious soft spot with other
producers that we have frequently pointed out
as one of the most apparent ways in which
real production econom\- could be practised. In
fact, so apparent that it becomes funny to those
that are not sobered by having to face the
consequence of an exorbitant film rental.
CONTRACT
RACKET
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
In recent weeks this office has received an
increasing number of complaints about the
practice of distributors in withholding approvals
on contracts until a few days before the opening
play date. Then, at the last minute, the exhibitor is informed that the deal has been rejected by the home
— insufficient
rental. office because of — usually
This racket is as old as the hills. In 99 cases
out of 100 the contract has never left the
branch manager's desk.
Here is a good rule to follow : Xei'er book
a picture until you haz'e an approTcd contract.
JVhen you do book, insist on a written confirmation ofthe booking.
FILM

BULLETIN

Behind

STUDIO
COLUMBIA

f
Status?
Quo!
/COLUMBIA KEEPS talking about a produc"spurt"writing,
but. meanwhile
driftin
along. Attionthis
there is tilings
only onejustfilm
work, a Cinecolor western. "The \\'rangler"
(Sonny Tufts - Barbara Britton).
There is talk that six pictures are scheduled
to get rolling within the week, almost simultaneously.chore
Among them
Buddy
Adler's
ini-;
tial production
here,: still
without
a title
Robert Cohn's "Black Eagle;" Colbert Clark's
■'Singing Spurs;" Rudolph Flothow's "Nowhere" (Warner Baxter); Robert Rossen's
"The Chicago Story" and Harry Romm's
"Ladies of the Chorus".
It is hard to believe that any of these are
important productions, since no castings have
been announced on any of them, but the studio
boys insist April will be a busy month.
"born" trouble
To cover the lack of product issuing
from this plant, Columbia's publiciteers are
cooking up a variety of tales about who is going
to play the fem lead in "Born Yesterday."
This is in line with this outfit's custom of milking every ounce of publicity value out of any
worthwhile property it ever buys. It will probably be a couple of years before exhibitors ever
see "Born Yesterday", but already three different ladies have been mentioned for the plum
part.
Rita Hayworth is presumed to have it in
the bag, but that is too cut-and-dried, so the
flacks tell the breathless world that she might
not get it after all. Evelyn Keyes, who has an
"in" here, and Marie "Body" McDonald are
hi th being rumored for the lead.
Hayworth is a poor choice for the dumbdora
character, and she will probably insist that the
role be sweetened up, but she will get the spot
if she
wants
it. break
Columbia
or
all hell
would
loose.can't say no to her,
ROBERTS DEAL.*'
Roberts Productions (John Garfield - Bnb
Roberts - Abraham Polansky), the unit that
produced "Body and Soul", is in the throes
of a flirtation with Columbia which may result
in this company releasing the forthcoming
Roberts' films. The solid box-office success of
"Body and Soul" quickly made the Roberts
unit one of the strongest indies in town and
a number of the studios have sent out offers.
The field has narrowed down now to Columbia
and Enterprise. Enterprise released "Body"
and they would like to hang on, but they are
having a releasing problem of their own with
\I .\ and apparently the Roberts unit feels it
is wiser to deal directly with a distribution
organization than through another unit. Columbia can offer cheap production costs and its
fu" distribution.
For Columbia, this deal would bring some
badly
neededfrom
"prestige"
to its schedule.
The next
Robertsquality
Productions
will be
"Tucker's People", with Garfield starred.
Milt Holmes (he did such originals as "Salty
O'Rourke," "Mr. Lucky" and "Johnny O'clock") has just signed a deal to produce
his latest, "Mr. Miracle", for Columbia. Studio
bought the story for something around $100,000.
Production starts shortly on this yarn built
around the life of a social worker in New
York City.
Now that M-G-M has discarded the idea of
a sequel to "The Jolson Story", this outfit
might get a chance at it, if Al Jolson is willing
and will talk terms.
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SIZE-UPS
EAGLE LION
Foy Steps Out
JTdeparture
IS STILL
too early
judgehiswhat
of Bryan
Foy tofrom
post the
as
v. p. in charge of production will mean to
Eagle Lion. And the real reason w'ny he quit
tlie position will continue to cause speculation.
The only one .given so far is the familiar
"taxes"'.
President Arthur B. Krim, who will take
over as executive head of the studio has been
staying close to production affairs in the past
six months or so, and he should be able to
grasp the reins without any difficulty. With
Aubrey Schenck continuing as executive producer, things should run smoithly enough
However,
Foy'sThespark
ingenuity
is bound
to be missed.
four and
pictures
per year
(for
three years ) which he will produce for E-L
release should bolster the company's program.
VOU.VG ACTIVE AGAIN
Quick parture
on the
heels of J. after
Arthurassigning
Rank's defrom Hollywood,
his
films, came the news that E-L Chief, Robert
Young is heading this way to put into motion
his plans for reorganizinsr the production operations of the company. The plans, according to
Robert Purcell, chairman of the board of
Pathe Industries, ties in with the expansion
program which Young and other executives
have long been mulling for E-L.
Now that Young's negotiation with Floyd
Odium for the purchase of RKO is off, the
concentration will again be turned toward developing E-L. Revocation of the British Tax
is also reported as a factor in the resumption
of the expansion program. Young is reported
to be ainiin.g at building a roster of top producers, directors and players. This was the
original plan when the E-L set-up was started,
but thus far W^alter W^anger is the only socalled "top" producer to have signed into the
conipan\-. Studio spokesmen insist now there
will be more.
SMALL BREAKS
The row which started some time hack be-

of Film

Productm

tween Edward Small and this company over
t'.ie
handling
Small's
out
in full last weekof and
ended "T-Men"
with Smallbroke
severing
li s relationship with this company. Small's
c mplaint, it is reported, was that Eagle-Lion
took all the credit for "T-Men" in advertising
the picture,
relegating
him toproducer
the "insignificant''
role
of money
man. The
has called
in the foreign prints of the film to remove
the
E-L trademark and insert his own name
instead.
Bryan
name removed
and Aubrey
npme
are Foy's
also being
from Schenck's
this film
and
also
frcm
"Raw
Deal"
(Dennis
- Claire Trevor) a recently completedO'Keefe
Small
film. Small is in a strong position at the moment by way of his deals with Columbia,
Ignited Artists and 20th -Fox. The unexpected
success of "T-Men" makes it a valuable property and Small felt it should be known as his
p-operty, not Eagle-Lion's.
"Twelve Against the Underworld", which
Small planned to produce for E-L, will be
m?.de by this studio, Aubrey Schenck handling
it personally. It is the yarn about the twelve
clergymen who cleaned up vice and crime in
Steubenville. Ohio, several years ago. Film
will be given the documentary treatment.
SI'EEDY WORK
"Canon City", which wound up last week,
will reach the theatres next month, according
to a report from this company. This is a
record for release at this or any other studio.
Reason for the rush act here is that the story
dtals with the authentic background of the
recent break at a Colorado prison. Foy gave
this one the push-through to cash in on the
timeliness of his yarn. The break occurred
December 30. January 2, Foy had a writer at
tiie prison. March 1 a cast and crew went to
work
there. April 3 the picture was finished.
Not bad.
During .April and May. in addition to "Canon
City,"' the company will release "The Noose
Hangs High" (Abbott-Costello) . "Ruthless"
(Zachary Scott - Diana Lynn), "Northwest
Stampede" (Joan Ireland - Jane Randolph),
"The Cobra Strikes'" and ".Assigned To

Danger".

RKO PRODUCTION CABINET MEETS
Studio toppers meeting at RKO Radio studios to discuss forthcoming product are
(1. to r. ) : Joseph Nolan, Edward Peterson, Jack Gross, Dore Schary, vice-president in chargeIT
of production, and William Fadiman.
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Jli:ni-: DA.N'IKI.S IlKUE
Hebe Uamcis, lormer silent star, whose production deal Willi i4al Roach never really jelled,
lias signed a new deal at this studio. She will
super v'lse a ncvv series of action pictures here.
She nas three properties in work, the first of
which, "Red
of the Rockies", is
scheduled
lo an Stiillion
next niontli.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Sun

Shines

'pHE GKNKRhi. ATMOSPHKRK at this
studio seems to be reflecting "old times."
It is as though studio p-rsonnel has decided to
forget 1947, one of its least fertile year.s, and
go on to new business. Executives are smiling
at the promise in "State of The Union", "Hride
Goes Wild", and "Easter Parade". "Summer
Holiday,"
"Tlie Pirate" and "Homecoming"
have
also received
the initial blessing of the
press and the wh le studio is perking up.
Plans are set for s:x films to go before this
m mth is out, wliile 'Julia Misbehaves" ((Greer
Garson - waiter Pidgcon) and "Three Muskete rs'I.ana
(
Tur..er - Gene
June
Allysoii) wind up. The new onesKelly
are: -"Commind Decision" (Clark (iahle); "lulward. My
Son" (Spencer Tracy - Deborah Kerr); "Neptune's Daughter" (Esther Williams); "Words
and Music" (Gene Kelly), the .-Xrthur Freed
musical about Rodgers and Hart; "Act of
\ rilence", to be directed by Fred Zinneman,
and
"Theincomplete
Life of Monty Stratton." Castings
are still
on most of these films and
the "Monty Strrtton" film still does not have
the title role filled. But studio spokesmen
insist thnt all of these films are set to roll
and it will be "like old times" at Metro before
April is finished.
KLSH 'mUSKKTKERs'
The fight is on here to get "The Three
Musketeers" to the public before Warner's can
hrc'k with "Don Juan." Warner's bad luck
wit!) Errol Flynn's
and other delays
has run that one into illness
the hole. Metro planned
originally to hold "Musketeers" until "Don"
was released and done. But, now-, there is a
good chance th^t with a rush job (the director
IS cutting and workhig with the film editor
daily) Metro mav be able to spring this one
into New York for early Fall opening, edging
uuf the Warner film and nabbing the public's
initial enthusiasm for a costume spectacle.
^^et^o definitely dropped plans to produce
a secjuel to "Tlie Jolson Story."
MONOGRAM

Pick

Up

Here

YHREE
STARTERS have broken the
lull at NEW
this studio, with four more still
to come before the month ends. In work now
a-e: "Michael O'Halloran" (Allene Roberts Scotty Beckett). "Smugglers' Cove" (The
Bowery Bovs-Amelita Ward) and "Arizona
Sunset," a Jimmy Wakely western.
"A Palooka Named Joe" (Joe Kirkood Elyse Knox) ; "Trigger Man" (Jo'innv Mack
Brown), "Passport to Freedom" (Freddie
Stewart) and
Me Not"
arc also tagged"Bury
for April
starts. (Charlie Chan)
Allied rolling
Arti.st's for
"ThesomeBabetimeRuth
Story" will
continue
to come.
President Steve Brnidy returned to the studio
18

after a swing around the exchange centers.
tJroidy talked to groups of exhibitors, expressing his opinion tl.at tiiey must be more support
to inde i)roducing c(jnipanies.

PARAMOUNT
Wallis

Moving?

A ETilOLGH Till-: STORY is being denied
by Hal Wallis, there is a good chance that
lie will not continue his releasing pact with
Paramount when renewal time rolls around
shortly. Wallis still has two pictures to deliver
to Paramount in addition to "So Ivvil My Eove"
and "Sorry, Wrong Number," both completed.
It is reported that Wallis feels Paramount
charges him too much against his films for
studio overhead. He is asking, among other
things, for a ceiling on that charge.
Not too long ago, Wallis could probably have
written his own ticket on a deal here but now
that Paramount has sewn up Liberty Films
(Capra - Wyker
- Stevens)
Leo McCarey's
Rainbow
Films, thev
mav beandindependent
with
Wallis.
Meanwhile, Wallis is denying any break
but listening to offers from other releasing organizations, specifically SRO.
FOCR GOI.VC HKRE
"The Tatlock Millions (Wanda Hendrix John Lund) is the new only starter here this
week. This one, plus "Isn't It Romantic" (\'eronica Lake - Roland Culver) and "The Great
Gatsby" (.-Man Ladd - Betty Field), are providing more activity than the lot has seen for
.some time. In addition, the Pine-Thomas unit
has "Dynamite" (\'irgiiiia Welles - William
Gargan) in work.
In preparation f( r his next production, "Delilah," Cecil B. De Mille, the epic man, is
checking screen tests on fourteen of the industry's top actresses for the title role. Among
them, \'ivien Le'gh. Jennifer Jones, Maureen
O'Hara. .'\va Gardner. Paulette Goddard, Jeanncy.
ne Grain, Joan Fontaine. \'alli and Gene Tier-

REPUBLIC
Yates

Stock

Buy

•yHE
broke interests
in this company
b' t FIGHT
Fall whenTHAT
the Goetz
tried to
fo'ce Herbert Yates out of power moved one
slen closer to full and final settlement last
^<'eek when Yates took over a block of stock
from Harry Goet-r. There can be no question
now as to who is top man.
This company has been moving along steadily
for months now with an eye to getting the
year's schedule knocked off with time to spare.
Now. at the half-way mark in its schedule and
running veil ahead on time, the studio has
eleven pro'lucers working on the 27 pictures
needed to fill out the year's production list.
John H. Auer and Joseph Kane will be the
busiest producers on the lot with four apiece all
in Republic's
class. with
Edmund
Graineer
with high-budget
three, Allan Dwan
one
and John Wayne with one, comprise the balance
of the toD-hudget department for the vear. The
balance of the program is composed of westerns,
pi-ogrammers and serials, with Sidnev Picker.
Steven Auer, Edward J. White (his are the
Rov Rogers films) Mel Tuckers (Monte Hale
series)Franklin
Gordon Adreon
Kay (the(the"Rockv"
series)
and
serial Lane
department)
each responsible for a portion.
A look at "I, Jane Doe"

(Ruth Hussey -

J'jhn Carroll - Vera Ralston) the other night
reveals this one as a good exploitation picture.
Some of the camera work is really exceptional,
the suspense and tempo created by the unusual
opening sequence li(jlding for a good portion of
tlie film. \'era Ralston, who liad a hard time
breaking away from straight skating roles, is
add.ng stature to her dramatic iierformances.
RKO
Speed- Up Here
HTHIS STUDIO, LlKi-- many others, slowed
its production pace to low gear during the
British tax period. Now, that that situation
has been settle<l, the order has gone out for
a shift to a faster pace. The company boasts
its biggest backlog and at the same time announces five films ready to go during April and
May. "Weep No More" (Joseph Gotten - \ alli)
is the next up here. "Bodyguard" (Lawrence
Tierney),
"Baltimore
(BarbaraThree
Bel
Geddes) and
two TimEscapade"
Holt westerns.
more are tagged for June.
Independent Artists, the Rosalind Russell
Fred Brisson unit, is planning two more for the
y(ar, with "X'elvet Touch" all completed and
ready for an early Fall release. At least one
of the remaining films will be a come ly. This
seems to be the year when our top drama
giris will go in for lighter vein (B. Davis, J.
Crawford, G. Garson all are working on or
j>reparing for c medy roles). That could be
cilled a happy trend.
here are cheering the timing <>l
RI Executives
SHIXG "BERI-IX"
"Berlin Express" (Merle Oberon - Robert
Ryan - Paul Lukas - Charles Korvin). This
film with backgrounds shot in the war-torn
area of Frankfort and Berlin will benefit from
the current headlines on the Berlin situation.
The studio is rushing it out to exchanges well
in advance of the original release plans. Even
without the hypo of current headlines, this is
a solid thriller, well directed, well produced,
competently acted and with the particular touch
of
quality that has come to be Dore Schary's
trademark.
So timely is this film that when the news
story • broke on the Russian bans in Berlin,
the wire services and local press called RKO
to
stills and film "takes" to illustrate
theirborrow
news story.
RANK HERE, TOO
Even though Universal-International and
Eagle-Lion are already scheduled to split evenly
the 24 Rank films due here by September, J.
Arthur Rank conferred here last week with
an eye on resuming a working deal with RKO.
It will be remembered that before the British
tax axe fell. Rank, and RKO were close to
terms on a joint production deal. Now those
plans are on again. Two pictures are already
assured for this association and the indication
is that there may be at least four more to come
for the RKO banner.
Another of RKO's indie producing unit^,
Lasky-^IacEwen. have also scheduled their production plans for the coming year. This combination has Dromised two-a-year for the next
two vears with "The PIpv's The Thing" and
"Tri'by" both in preparation for their coming
year's nrogram. The latter is slated to costar
and Louis Jourdan.
SMART\'alli
BUSINESS

SRO
May
Get Wallis
npHIS OUTFIT IS reported to he talking
with H-1 Wallis. who may quit Paramount
shortly. The loss of tlie projected Mark HelFILM
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liiiger unit left a void in SRO's plans, which
W'allis would fill nicely.
Meanwhile, Mr. Selznick is doing a landoffice business renting out his two new sensational star imports, Valli and Louis Jourdan.
The Italian girl goes into RKO's "Weep Xo
More" and Jourdan is slated for "No Minor
\'ices" at Enterprise.
20th CENTURY

FOX

First In
While every major studio is working overtime
on plans to resume production in England (to
absorb frozen funds there), this company is
beating the town to the punch. "The Gay
Pursuit"
goes the
into first
production
in England
sometime around
of July.
Rex Harrison
has been set for the male lead, but the two
top female roles will be handed to American
actresses. Production plans (with Sam Engel
in charge) calls for a predominance of location
shooting,, smart planning in view of the limited
studio space available in England.
With MGM, U-I and other studios also
planning to get into England as quickly as
possible, it looks like the tax bugaboo has been
licked as much as it can be at this time.
Three of the four films now on the sound
stages will wind up this company's schedule of
23 top-budget films for the year 1948. The
three new ones are: "Burlesque" (Betty Grable
- Dan Dailey), a Technicolor production; "Road
House" (Ida Lupino - Cornel Wilde) and
■ That Wonderful Urge" (Tyrone Power - Gene
Tierney), which is number one on the 1949 list.
Continuing toward wind-up is "Unfaithfully
Y')urs"
(LindatheDarnell
Harrison).
This
quartet gives
studio -theRexbusiest
lot in town.
Darryl F. Zanuck is moving right along with
his plans for the new production year and
"Yellow Sky", with Gregory Peck starred, is the
second on the list. There are already 21 other
story properties in work and it will be from
these that the Zanuck product will be selected.
Interesting to note one tagged "Belvedere Goes
To College," a sequel to the successful current
"Sitting Pretty."
UNITED

ARTISTS

Hunts

Product

^NITED ARTISTS IS avidly wooing producers these days to line up some product
for the coming season. Any loose producer
with an idea and some financial backing is a
prospect.
Among the producers being romanced is
Edward Small, wlio just broke with EagleLion. Small is reported to have signed a
twelve-picture deal over a period of years, in the
.'^500,0()0 range. UA would like to tie up Small's
"Cagliostro", recently finished in Italy. So
far the producer made no statement on where
lie will release this one.
Harry Popkin, who used to make Negro
features, is another producer who has been
WB's HITCHCOCK DEAL
There appears to be a difference of opinion
between Warners and Alfred Hitchcock about
the extent of the director's contract with
this studio. Jack L. Warner announced it
as a "significant long-term deal that made it
.sound pretty exclusive. Hitchcock promptly
countered by pointing out in his own statement that his WB is for only one picture
per year — and not at all exclusive.
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signed up in this campaign. Popkin has agreed
to produce ten pictures for a total cost of not
nc-ss than ?8,0OU,0O0. The contract covers a
period of four years.
Philip N. Krasne, also has joined the ranks
here.
calls for and
eight
"Cisco during
Kid"
featuresHisto deal
be produced
released
the next three years. Monogram has been doing
this series but the rights belong to Krasne and
from here on in the features will come through
UA. Lo! how low falls UA's standards.
Edward Peskay is still another who may
Cfime under the UA banner, but this deal is
only in the talking stage at present. Peskay is
planning a unit to include producers and directors and to prepare a series of ten films for UA
release. Peskay is part owner of the HarmanIsing cartoon shop and much of his future
plan depends on a deal he has now pending
there.
B.\CKLOG OK 17
UA reports 17 pictures completed and ready
for release and another 59 in various stages of
preparation. Among those ready to break are :
"Red River" (John Wayne) "Arch of Triumph''
(Ingrid Bergman - Charles Boyer), "Atlantis"
(Maria Alontez - Jean Pierre Aumont), "The
Time of Your Life" (James and Jeanne Cagney) and six Hira'onj Cassidys.
Although Enterprise is uncertain of future
releasing plans, it is well set on the production
side. Lewis Milestone's "No Minor Vices"
(Dana Andrews - Lilli Palmer), in work, is
the first of a series of five films which this
company plans for the coming year. Harry
Sherman starts "Tennessee's Partner", with
Joel
month.26 "Wild
still McCrea,
down fornext
a May
start, Calendar"
although nois
casting has been set (this is the one Ginger
Rogers walked out on). Milestone is down
for another one after "\''iccs". Number five
will be selected from "Pursuit of Love," "Cairo
Incident" or "Proud Destiny".
Meanwhile, the Roberts Production Company
(John Garfield, et.al), which was originally
supppsed to release through Enterprise, is
sliopping the market for a fresh deal (see Columbia).

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATL.
U'l

And

Rank

■yHIS
of 12
-ArthurCOMPANY'S
Rank picturesSHARE
(the other
dozenJ.
\\ent to liagle-Lion) will provide about onethird of the company's mercliandise for the
forthcoming year. Meanwhile, studio executives
are working intently on a program for the
films wliich U-I will make in England with
Rank facilities and Rank distribution, as well
as their own.
The deal that has been pending here since
the death of Mark Hellinger is all signed and
delivered now. The studio has paid the Hellinger estate S250.000 and taken over five story
properties and the acting contracts of Don
Taylor and Howard Duff (both seen in "Naked
City"). Hellinger's cameraman. Bill Daniels,
and his art director, John De Cuir, also join
U-I in the pact. U-I will a'so have releasing
rightsactor
on Burt
Lancaster's
"Criiss-Cross",
wliich
the
purchased
from the
Hellinger estate.
This deal winds up the di^nosal of the Hellinger properties, except for the copinleted nrodnct alreadv in release ("Niked Citv " "Brute
Force," ''Swell Guv" and "The Killers"). These
\\'\\\ be Iield by the estate.
'VKNUS' COMPLET'Rn
Lester Cowan wound un "Oiv T'-nr-h of
Venus" witli a reported savinfr of $100,000 on
the original budget. Bv using a process he
initiated several years asro of cuttinar his film
each dav as he went. Cowan manasred to keep
his cutting within 7.S0 feet of fihn from the
first to the final editing job. This is a recorrl

and particularly on a musical film where cutting
is usually on a wholesale basis. None of the
five musical numbers was shortened from the
original take.
Joan Caulfield, who recently split with Paramount took her first free-lance job at this
studio. She will be the female lead in "LarDan the
Duryea.
Yvonne ceny,"
de opposite
CarloJohnliadPayne
been and
set for
role,
but she stepped out, though no one will give
the
why.Winters,
Miss Caulfield's
will reason
be Shelley
the girl whocompetition
ran a bit
part into big-time scene-stealing in ".\ Double
WARNER

BROS.
Busy

Lot

piVE PICTURES ARE in work here and
two more go into final preparation for startLife."
ing.
"My Dreatn Is Yours," (Jack Carson-Doris
Day-Eve Arden) a Technicolor production from
Michael Curtiz is a new starter, while "One
Sunday Afternoon" (Dennis Morgan-Janis
Paige) , in Technicolor, "This Side of The Law"
(originally tagged Sunburst") (Dane ClarkGeraldine Brooks), "A Kiss In The Dark"
(Jane Wyman-David Niven), and "Adventures
of Don Juan" (Errol Flynn-Viveca Lindfors),
in Technicolor, are the others in production.
Almost ready to go is "June Bride," Bette
Davis' next is a comedy with Robert Montgomery set and
as co-star,
and "Silver Lining" with June
Haver
Ray Bolger.
'kscapism'
"Escapism" is the keynote here. Apparently,
the Warner bigwigs are convinced that the public wants to laugli and relax, so the emphasis in
coming months will be on light fare. Of the
five pictures in work, three are musicals and
"Silver Lining," coming up will be number four
working at tiie same time. Five more are already scheduled for this year's program including Danny
"Happy Times."
Along
withKaye's
the announcement
last week that
Ray Heindorf would succeed the late Leo F.
Forbstein as musical director came the news
that the studio will continue to expand its program for film musicals.
INDEPENDENTS
FILM CLASSICS
CIGMUND NEUFELD AND Karl Herzog formed a new unit to be called Sigmund Neufeld Pictures, Inc. "Miraculous
Journey"
will be Film
the first
from this
for
release through
Classics.
No unit
report
on casting or starting date was made, but
pri duction should go soon.
Eronel Productions (Sam Abarbanel and
Alan Posner) will start their second feature
for FC release shortly. The unit purchased
"Return to Treasure Island" and will make
the p-'cture in Cinecolor on a reputed budget
of $300,000.
"Argyle Secrets," its first venture, cost $110,000.
SCREEN GUILD
Western Adventures Productions starts its
series of Lash LaRue-Al St. John westerns
next week by putting two into work at one
time. There is no report on how many of
these will be made for S-G release, but the
whole series will be knocked out on minimum
time and money budgets.
Frank Wisbar and Arthur St. Claire nabbed rights to "The Life of Mozart" made in
\'ienna in 1945. They are dubbing in an
En^hsh sound track, adding some footage,
and will release the film through Screen
Guild. Opera sequences are done in German
and sung by the State Opera company with
the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra in the
background.

EXPLOITATION

BILL

PICTURE

AND

CDD

Uf

FERS

IVDVELTY,

JNovclty? Well, here it is, hrolhcr ... in spades! And <;o<)d cnlerlainnient
to hoot, if we can Relieve what the critics say ahout "Bill and Coo," Ken Murray's unique hird-starred Trucolor feature from Kepuhlie. This hijihly-exploitahle movie is just the dish for the showman who likes to difr his teeth into
some I hi n<; ''diffcrpiit."
Verification of the critics" opinion was supplied hy the Academy of Motion
Pi( ture Arts and ScicMices, which awarded "Hill, and Coo" a special ()s< ar. The
r-apitaliztMl tu a
Academy Award is a potent added sellinfj; an<£le that
fare-thee-well hy exhihitors. Parents' Ma^'azine also can Ik- a rii<'(lal on ilfeathered chest for special
pinnrd
merit as family entertainment. (See details to
ri^ihi-. I
The novelty angle is the
Biji Bertha in the showman s exploitation artillery for this one. George
Burton's love hirds, making up the hulk of the
cast (the rest is an assortment of other feathered
and furred animals), are seen in a
truly amazing, virtually unhelievahle
series of antics strung together in a
hero-heroine-villain story that will
elicit gasps of astonishment from young
and old alike. Here is an opportunity
for the theatremen, weary of the usual
comedy-musical-melodrama themes and
angles, to conjure up a refreshingly-new
set of adjectives, stunts and hallyhoo so
aptly descrihed in the presshook concocted hy ad-puhlicity director Steve
Edwards and his staff of hox-officers.

FUM!

a

4i
MAGAZINE

Bolstering the showman's campaign
is the unestimable value of potent publicity accorded the film bv LIFE magazine, which spotlighted the picture in

TIE-INS
A heavy promotion campuign is behind the
sale of "Bill and Coo" ceraniit- figurines i shown
above). Handled by department stores throughout the country, these cute novelties are excellent for window and department displays, contest prizes, advertising tie-ins, etc.
Another important tie-in has been arranged
hy Republic with Hartz bird products, handled
in 5 and
supply
etc.. exhibitor
and the
Hartz
fieldlO's,
forcepetwill
work stores,
with the

its "Speaking of Pictures" feature, and
a break in the Sunday Supplement
"Parade," totaling a combined circulation of 32,000,000. The LIFE spread
would make an excellent blowTip for the
lobby, flanked by an Academy Award
statuette and the Parents' Magazine
Medal blow-ups. The last two are
musts in any exploitation campaign on
the film.

to arrange displays, enhanced by records of
birdsongs. Information about Hartz dealers in
your territory can be gleaned by writing to Edgar Stern. Hartz Mountain Products. 36 Cooper
Square. NYC.
RADIO
In addition to live spot announcements copy
available from the home office exploitation dept..
exhibitors should urge directors of children's
programs to review the picture over the air,
co-op on contest promotions, plug record album,
etc.

Above. Ki-public president Herbert J. Yates,
^r. (center I. and Ken Murray receive the Parents' Magazine Special Medal of Merit from
Phil Willcox. Parents' special director of film
relations, for the picture's "splendid contribution to fanrly audience entertainment."
With Parents' reaching more than 2.000.000
parent? and teachers, exhibitors can capitalize
the award to excellent effect. Blow-up of a
special still with art work for the lobby; menlion the award in all contacts with ParentTeacher groups, schools, women's clubs, etc.:
work with local newsstands on posters and heralds in the current Parents' on the stands.
STUNTS
pet-shows,
"circus"to lobby
display-,
allContes:s,
lend themselves
beautifully
the promotion.
Youngsters can be invited to exhibit their trained pets — dogs. cats, birds, etc. — at a pft
show,
with tickets and merchant-promoted prizf to winners.
Contests could include a bird song-title quiz,
a whistling competition, a jingle contest in
newspapers with winner to fill in the last line :
The newest sweethearts on the screen
Are lovebirds. Bill and Coo.
The sweetest couple ever seen
(Fill in last line)

TEASERS
Teasers
featurina
KEN MeRiir s
raves from Bins
Crosby, Bob Hope
» rULl LENGTH FEJlTuftE mT^KOiOKfand Edgar Bergen
are two-column eyeKEN HURRAY S

^

o
o
o
20

AWARD

catchers and prestige builders. Run
them well in advance of the regular ads.

'Its tfje greafefff/
i rULL lEHGIH FUTURE NEWSPAPER ADS
The circus atmosphere, the novelty and
the raves are featured in the newspaper
ads. The ad at left is available in two
and four columns, the center blurb in
two-column, the right, in four columns.
FILM

BULLETIN

EXPLOITATION
;

PICTURE
of the issue

Bill

and

Cod

Once upon a time there was a comedian, name
of Ken Murray, who one day began acting and
talking very strangely, even for a comedian. He
wanted, he said, to make a picture — a fulllength feature^ — PEEPled entirely with birds.
At first, his friends laughed. '"4in't Ken a
tard! ' they guffawed. But when Murray started
to make the long treks to the various studios to
get a producer, offering to put up a cool quarter
of a million for production costs, thev stopped
laughing, and jjegan to worry about the sanity
of their hero. "Bird-brained" was the concensus
of opinion about Ken and his idea.
Turned down lime and again, he finally
landed in the office of Herbert J. Yates, head of
Repuljlic. Murray was almost floored when
\ates agreed with him, offered to put his
studio's stages, facilities, distribution outlets and
even the carefully rationed allotment of Trucolor at Murray's disposal. For his cast. Ken
recruited George Burton's amazingly trained
birds,
CurleyofTwiford's
Jimmy
the Crow and an
assortment
four-footed
animals.
The result is '"Bill and Coo," a unique novelty
that has been acclaimed by the toughest critics
as "an extraordinary entertainment" (N. Y.
Times), "a delightful modern fairy tale" (Herald Tribune), "a film of astonishing charm"
(Journal-American). It has garnered a special
Academy Award and has been awarded the
Parents' Magazine special Medal of Merit "because itdelights all ages." Here is a refreshing
change from the ordinary that theatremen
should welcome with open arms and plug with
all the showmanship they can muster.

mw

What

the Newspaper

Critics Say About

Sons''
''All My
On
Disagree
The fJiily agreement tlie \c\v \'f)rk critics secni to have on Universal-Intcriiatioiiars
"All
Sons" inis confusing
that it opened
at the Criterion.
In other
respects,
faults
and virtues
were My
extolled
disharmony.
While some
felt it
followedits the
Arthur
Miller
play, from wliich it was adaiited, too closely, for cinematic purposes others pointed adversely
to the variance from the stage drama. It was touted as "intense," "I'jithralling," "taut"
and criticized as "fabricated," "dated" and "static."
Toughest of its critics was the Herald Tril)une's Howard Barnes, who notes that it
has "(/// the dejects and some of the virtues nj ihe or'ujuial." Terming it "less than satisfyin;/," he find^ "fabricated situations and blnrreil characterizations" and that its release now
makes it "merely a bit more dated." These faults phis its lack of "persuasion" makes it "not
much of a har</ain as a fdm."
Most enthusiastic was PM's Cecelia .\ger who showered praises on U-I for "inakint/
it so honestly and ivcll" and for the company's successful endeavor "to brin;/ contemporary,
challenging reality to the popular screen." She found it "most deeply satisfying . . . a nioi'ie
oi passionate nwral force, respectfully directed at people n'ho think as ivell as feel," adding
that it "demands, enthralls, and holds, attcniion from beginning to end."
Another booster was Bosley Crowther, the Times critic. Although it has altered the
jjlay's i)oint, he says, "it still lands a fairly staggering right-hook on Ihe jaw of the genus
projileer."
Its story is told "in restrained h:it inlensi emotional terms," he avers, and laufls
the performances.
Archer Winsten, in the Post, liked it too, rating it "good plu.t" on the Post Movie
Meter, hut feels that it has lost some of its impact since its original stage presentation. The
film "has integrity, and meaning, and so haie the performances that go with it" says
Winsten, and its "only shortcoming is one that stems from playivriting technique."
Condemning it for using "all Ihe artifices of Ihe theatre, jrom an elaborate and creaking
plot to Louisa liorton's careful voice," the Sun's Eileen Creelman says "it sits sirangelv
upon a screen 'a'here naturalness is e.vpccl.^d." Its "photographed play" quality gives it an
"unnecessary static quality and a heightening of melodramatic lone."
Rose Pelsvvick, Journal American, applauds the "excellent acting and production" and
calls it "n serious study of moral responsibilitiis' which "builds lo tense and laut drama."
•THE SEARCH'
MGllI
"TRULY .\ MOVIE with universal appeal . . .Agonizingly suspenseful story ... A
great motion picture and so, a great and constructive force for good." — ager, pm.
"EXCELLENT . . . NOBODY WHO can
love a child . . . will leave this picture dry-eyed
... A picture for everyone to see, feel, and
decplv understand.'" — winsten, n y. post.
"POIGNANCY ... IS AT times almost
unbearable . . . Isn't a pretty picture. But in
its grim reality and urgency it is a deeply
moving
one." pelswick, ny. journ.^l .■\mERIc.\x..
ALMOST TOO HARROWING to bear . . .
Exalted and inspired audiences will emerge
from the Victoria . . . Among the most genuine
profoundly
pictures ever made."
—andCOOK.
N.Y. WORLDstirring
TELEGRAM.
"CURIOUSLY HEART-GRIPPING picture .. . Certainly one to linger in the metnory."
— CREELMAN, X. Y SUN.
'MR. BLANDINGS

BUILDS

HIS DREAM HOUSE'
PKO-Kadio ■
"Ambling and genial ... As much casual fun
as can be looked for on our sparsely provided
screen." — crowthEr. n. y. Times.
"QUICK W^ITH HUMOR, incisive pantomime and pictorial movement . . . Cary Grant
is at his very best . . . Myrna Loy is vastly appealing . . . Has pace, style and a real fund
of laughter." — barnes, n. y. herald tribune.
"AS FUNNY A film, and as cheerful a
tale, as any theatre could hope to show ... To
be enjoyed by any one who has ever lived in
a house, apartment, tent or Quonset hut." —
CREELMAN, N. Y. sun.
"GOOD. CLEAN. SOLID, professionallyput-together frolic sure to please most everybody, for most everybody will claim it as his

own special kind of fun." — ager, pm.
'GOOD-PLUS . . . SHOULD induce
cluicklcs and guffaws among New York City's
v.ould-be country squires for months to come."
WINSTEN, N.Y. POST.
'B. F.'S DAUGHTER'
"SLICK, POLISHED EQUIVALENT to
high class soap opera . . . Cast supplies much
more substance to the movie than its hackneyed
dialogue or its distorted skeleton of the Marquand storv." — cook. n.y. world telegram. .
■•SOMETIMES AN INTERESTING, even
an intelligent screen adaptation of the John P.
Marquand novel . . . Moviegoer is unconvinced
by the ending and the picture falls apart in fine
speeches." — peck, pm.
"FAIR-PLUS . . .COULD be that simpliiicaticn of a Marquand book leaves a thin
residue to flesh the venerable rich girl-poor
br.y skeleton . . . Performances seem adequate,
tl.ough tired." — winsten, n.y. post.
"FOR ALL OF the glittering production
polish ... it drags interminably . . . Throws
its cinematic net wide and comes up with far
too little." — BARNES. N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"PICTURE AND EVERYTHING in it
fritters ofif into limp banalities. — crowther,
N.Y. TIMES.
"MAINLY A MATTER of lengthy discussions and lavish sets." — pelswick, n. y.
JOURNAL AMERICAN.
'BILL AND COO"
Republic
"IN 'BILL AND Coo,' a startling little none.;uch at the Gotham, an enterprising Hollywood
cut-up named Ken Murray has not only sponi'lied such a film but endowed it with a great
deal of astonishing charm . . . The birds are
pretty as all getout in color, the decor handsome
and
the length
61 minutesAMERICAN.
. . . just right." —
MAYNARD,
N.Y. JOURNAL

New

Films

\(J REASON WHY one and all shouldn't
find this movie a very pleasant and unusual
diverlisement . . . A. full round of applause for
TI.MES.
an extraordinary entertainment." — pryor, n.y.
"DESIGNED FOR THE very young . . .
Runs for sixty-one minutes, perhaps thirty
minutes longer than an adult might find the
traincfl birds interesting. Youngsters could
probably
watch forever." — creelman, n.y.
su.\.
CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available a.s premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. L#arge
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St,
New York, N. Y.
AIR FILTERS
Exceptional Value. Air filters — all metal,
almost new. These are cleanable type and
will last for years. Gardner, 1539 Race
St., Phila. 1, Pa.
THEATRE WANTED
Will lea«e or buy theatre in Eastern Penna.
or New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.

\ our .SV-ri /Vf
NEW

Onr Responsibility

JERSEY

MESSENGER

SERVICE
Mrmlier Nat'l Film Oarripra
2.tO N. Juniper St., Pbila. 7, Pa.
LOcuBt 1-AS2S

THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

we thank all theatre owners and managers who
coopiratFij with lis by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers and for wrapping
and addressing all retorn advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in tite
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St., Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers
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RELEASE
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (45)
Completed ( 3)
Completed (Ifi)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE WRANGLER (C)
Western — Started March 25
Cast: Sonny Tufts, Barbara Britten, Gabby Hayes.
Director: Charles Lamont
Producer: Harry Joe Brown
Story: A wrangler brings prize bull to Pecos country to improve the herd.
Trouble comes when bull runs \vil<l.
RELEASE CHART
OOMFLETED
1947-48 ■
Title — Running Time
Csst Dttails
Rel. Ni.
Re«.
Atfventures In Silverado
Bishop-Henry 11-10... 3-25
Big Sombrero. TU
Aotry-Verdugo 8-18
Details under title: A Little Spanish Town
12-22 ...5-6
Best Msn Wins
l.ich mn-Lcf
.12.22
8-4
•lack Arrow, The
Ha)rwar<-B:alr . . ..11-24
Blazing Aeross The Pecos
Starrett-Bornette
.9-1. 12-18
Blondle's
-Slngleton-Liike
.10-16
Blondle InAnniversary
the Douch (67)
(69)
SIngleton-Uke . . . .4-14.
.9-29
Blondle's Reward
Slngleton-lake
Drtails under title: Blondle's Night Out
.12-18
■riek Bradford
Richmond-Johnson .10-27.
.5-26. .10-14
Backaroo from Powder River (55)
Starrett-Bornette
. .9-29
Coroner Creek (C)
Seott-Chagman
. . .8-4 . .11-27 3-15
Crime Doctor's Gamble (66)
Baxtei-Cheirel
.12-11
Bovll Ship (62)
Lano-Canipbell . . ..7-21.
.4-15. .10-29
8-4
Down To Earth (T) (101)
Hayworth-Parks
.11-10
Eternal
Melody.Man.The
Kleti-a-Eqgcrth
.10-27
Filler Brush
The
ikelton-Blalr
. .12-8
Gallant Blade (C)
Parks-Chapman
Clamour Girl (68)
Krapa-Reed ... . . .9-1 . .1-16
. . .3-3. .11-47 7-21
HerOatalli
Hksband's
Tone-Ball
indarAffairs
title (85)
t-ady Knnr Htw
I Love Trouble (94)
Tone-Blair 5-26... 1-48
2-2
Details ander titio: DMkIt Tike
I Surrender Dear
lean-Street
3-1
It Had To Be You (98)
Rosors-Wlldc 5-26. .12-47
1-5
Key Witness (67)
Beal-Marshall 4-14... 10-9
Details gndtr title Outlny
10-14. . .5-48.
lady f cm Shanghai. The (87)
layworth W lies
Last Days of Boot Hill, The (56)
Siarrett-Bornette . . .6-23. .11-20
l«st Roand-Uo, The (77)
Aotry-Heather . . . . .5-26. .11-47
. .1-19
let's Fall In Love
Lamour-Ameche
. .5-26. ll-U.
Lone Wolf In London. The (68)
Mohr-Saonders
Uves of Carmen, The
Hayworth-Ford
11-10.
.11-24
lilo Belle
Lamoor- Montgomery ..3-17.
Man From Colorada. Tlie (T)
Ford-Drew
.1-23....
.
.9-15.
Wary Loo (66)
Lowery-Barton ...
.4-28
.3-29
Mating of Millie. The (87)
rord-Key«
. . .7-7. ..2-19
.4-8
My Dot] Rusty (67)
Donaldson-Doran .11-24.
.
.
.8-4.
Phantom Valley (53)
Starrett-Bornette . .12-22. .4-15. . . .
Port Said (69)
Bishop-Henry . . .
Prince of Thieves (72)
Hall-Morlson ..5-12. .1-48. . .
. . .2-16
■elentless (93)
Young-Chapman .. . .12-9. .2-48
Details
mder
title:
Three
Wero
Thoro'-lhbreds
. .9-29
Hetorn of October. The
Ford-Moore
. .3-18.
Iloturn of The Whistler, The (63)
Duane-Aobert ... . 10-27.
. .9-1. .12-25.
Rise of Santa Rosa (65)
Hot Shots
. . 3-1
Busty
Leadsunder
the Way
Details
title: Rasty Takes a Walk Donaldson- Moffeit
.3-15
Sign of the Ram, The (84)
Peters-Knox
. . .8-4. .3-48.
Starrett-Saondon ,. ..5-26.
Gon Law (54)
8li
.
.1-9.
.7-7.
Sn Hoond, The (Serial)
Crabbo-Blaki
. .9-4.
Song of Idaho 166)
Vlneent-Grant ... .10-27. .3-30.
Strtwbvry Roan. The
Aatry-Henry , . .2-16
Sipermaa (Serial)
Alyn-Nell
10-23
..4-14.
Swoot Genevieve (68)
Porter-Lydon ....7-7
.3-15
Sweetheart of the Blues
lean-Ford
.12-9.
.
.1-48 10-27
toordinai. The (T) (81)
Pirks-Drew
.8-4
Tax Gnligar (Serial)
Stovani-stewart .. ..3-29
Texas !>andman
fincent-Hot Shots
Tbinderhacf
Foster-Bishop ... .2-16
DeUlli inder titit: Wild Firy
Powell-Hasso 12-9... 2-48
3-15
T» tho Eadi of th* Eirth (109)
Horris-Une 12-22... 5-13
Trapped by Boston Bla^kie (67)
Portor-Lydon 4-14... 11-6
Tm ilMdee and a BedheU (70)
Stairatt-Birnotte .. .9-29. . .3-25
(55)
of Sonora
West
Whirlwind
Raiders (54)
itarrett-Saunders . . .9-15 .5-13
Mltthell-Niph 3-15
Wliner Take Nothing
WmM mm iMiler. Th« (6<)
Jarnns-DjoBe 9-29... 2-U
14

EAGLE-LION
1947-4X Features
Westerns

Completed
f completed (X^)
( 6)

III Frodiictioii (0)
In Produ<>tion (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
No.
Title — Running Time 1947-48
. .812
Cat
Dcta5 12Is
Rtv
Rel.
Adventures of Casano.a i83l
2-7. .
. 5-12 ..11-22..
doCordova-Nash
Bl.-ick Hill> i;g)
Blonde Savage (61)
SheIt? oo» d-Erlcton
10-27 ..•07. .10-13
r,
315
Born To Fight
Crady-Shaw
..4-14.
.2-2
. . . .7-7. . .9-20. . . .803. ..9-2J
Bary
Dead (66)
B'Doa,iel|.0:«:iii
.1-24 . . .853
Canon MtCity
rady-M';aj(
Check Voir Gani (55)
Dcan-Gatet
9-17-7.
Cloie-op
Baxter-Gllmore . . . 12-22 . .4-24. . . .820
3-28-4.
Co'ira
Strikes.
The (C)(62)
Ryan-Fraseryine
817 . . 12-8
1-5 .&-13. . . .802.
Enchanted
Valley
(77)
;»rtis-G
Green for Danger (91)
Grey-Howard
3 2/
..1-17..
.
Fartlfn
.
3-15
.
2
16
Headin' For Heaven (71)
Erwin-Farrell
..810. 3 29
It's Mtlder
SwItnr-WkalOR
. . 5 12
Hollow Triumph
Henreld-Bcnactt
...1-5
Lady At Hidnighf
Denning-lff
. .808
Let's
Li«e
A
Littf
I
amarr-Cummliifs
. . . .3-1
Linda Be Good (67)
Hobbard Knoi
10-18.
.1-3. . . 806. .10-27
Lov( From A Stranger (81)
Sidney-Hodlak
.. .. .7-21.
3-17. ..11-15
. .815
ManDetafromil ander
Texas
Criig-Bari
.
.
5-26.
title: A Tixu Stary
. .12-8
.4-27.
.819.
Mlekry (C)
Botler-Goodwin 11-10.
Noose HangsStampede
High. Tha
Akbott-Costello ...11-24..
Northwest
Leslle-Cralg
7-21.. .1-17.
De-alls inder title: Wild CaiRiHt
Ocl-'her Man. The (91)
Mills-';rcen>ood Foriign .2-15.
3-29
Open Secret 170)
Ireland-Randolph ....9-1.. .9-27.
Out
The Blae (91)
Brent-Maya
3-3..
.813... 2-16
Prairieof Ootlaw
Oean Ho;t
11-10.
.801.... 9-1
Rampao*
Mitchell-Long 12-22.
RawDetails
Deal
0'Ka«fe-Trc\*r 11-24.
indK title: Corkscrew Alley
.3-2!)
.
Return of Rln-Tln-Tln, The (V) (65) Rin Tin Tin-Woods .9-16 . .11-1.
. .4-3. 818
Ruthless
(lC-1)
icOtt-Lynn
9-1..
11-29..
.3-27. . .848
DaUlls inder title: Prelide te Night
804
Soven Sinners (86)
Dletr eh-Wayne . .RalMic.
12-8
.852.. 12-22
Shadaw Valley (58)
Dean-Ates
Shed No Tears
rord-Vlremt 3-1.
Smugglers, The (85)
Redgrave-Kent ...F(rel|n.. .1-31. . . .811. . . .2-2
Spiritualist. The
Bey-Eari
1-19. .3-27 . . 849
Sitter's Gold (93)
Arnold
Relsne . .1-10. .
T-Men (91)
O'Keeie
7-21. .2-28. ..814
.809. .12-22
Take
My Life
£ynt-Willlam$
Mmtrrtm
Ytt (85)
Die
ireiano-Ryan Foreign.
5-12. .2-21. .854
,11-15.
Tornado Raige (56)
Dean-Holt
9-1..
Whispering City (S2)
Likas-Uantino
..809. .11-24
FILM

CLASSICS

l»47-48 Features
Completed ( 4) Jn Production (2)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
MIRACULOUS JOURNEY (C)
Melodrama — Started March 30
Virginia Grey, Audrey Long:, George CleveCalhoun,
Cast: Rory land,
Thurston Hall, June Storey, James Bannon.
Producer: Sig Neufeld
Director: Peter Ste-wart
landing in the Congo jungle
Story: A commercial plane makes a forced
under harrowing jungle
character,
true
where people show their
experiences.
RELEASE CHART
IN PROEWJCTION
Raymcnd-Mor.son . 3-25
Safla (0)
Title — R-nning Time
Cast
Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
COMPLETED
_5-7
Gargan-Lord
Argyle Secrets
Paige-Brooks 3-1... 5-20
Blonde ICS
4-1
Calvert-Hudson
Devil's Cargo
Rafferty-Beaumont 4-15
Money Madness

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Completed (33) In Production. (2)
l»47-t8 Features
RELEASE
CHART
IN PRODUCTION
....
THI*— lilRlH TIB*
Cut
••• *
Garson-Pidgeon 1-19. . . Aug
Julia Miibrtavoe
2-16
y
Tirner-Kfll
(T)
Three Mosktteers
1947-48
Alias The Gentleman (74)
Beefy-Patrick
' 'I'!! " ' 'S? .3-29
H.dlal-€lfrt 8-6. . .$e»t. . . .W3 ...2-16
Aniel* Afftlr. Tho (07)
820. ...2-17
...Apr
6
8
Hellin
Stanwyck.
tir
i F'i Dlifh
• .•.819. • .3-15
•
y
O'Brien-Murfh
The (103)
Big City.
.
Mar.
.
.
7-7.
yson
jonnson-All
Tho (98)
Wild, tItIo:
Goes ander
Bride
Details
VIrtMii
5-lf ... .Jta. .. SU. .11-10
TntyTtrBer
Cas, TiMkeriant (119)

FILM

BULLITIIf

B«h With Jrty. A
Beery-Powell
Mr* M« (91)
6«ton-Hirt
Dttilli fia titit: A Wmu tf My Owl
Eittcr Para<i
Astaire-Garland
Gone Mwrs
With (T)
the Wind
(T)
Gable-Leigh
CMtf
(95)
•raiD«taili
D«l»lili
Itritt
Timer-Hetlln
...
■■<« titU: ni rtrwMl Tntk
Hlfh Will, Th«
Taytaf-Totter
lUnwonlBg
Gable-Turner
It Wliter Contt (97)
PldgeOT-Kwr ...
Kllltr MtCiv (X03)
Roone>-E. Taylor
Lliiry Liner (T)
Brent-BilTord
Ualif Baidlt. The (T)
Sinitra-GrayMn .
Mailer
Luele
Gwein-Lelgh
Detail!of aader
title: Hllli tf Heme
H«ta«
•(
the
MovIm
(82)
Stelton-O'Brlen ..
•■ Aa lilaad Witt Yat
Williams-Lawford
Tfca (T)
Garland-Kelly ...
, The
Cllft-MacMahon .
iNf a< U>e, A (119)
Hepbarn-Henrtid .
tm •> Tka Thia Man (86)
r»well-L«y
Rooney-DeHaven . . .
Soathem ■alKaf
Yankee
Skelton-Dahl
State Of The Union (120)
Tracy-Hcpborn
IWrth
A«e(ia«far Actgel
B'Brlen-Mirnhy
Till Tlai
Keep* (74)
(T) (105)
Wiillami-Melahior
Ttrte Daring Dajightm (T) (115)
MacDonald-lturbl
Datalli ander title: The Blrdi and the Bee>
•Ualtlied
Daaea.tlMa:
The itHvlu
(T) (101)
O'Brlea-Charlue
•atilU n*m

. . .1-5. . July.
.9-29
....4.1. ..Oct.
.July.
. Reissue
.3 2-8 .
3-31..
.ie-22
.9-90. . Dec. . .810.
.811
. .7\-7 Feb. .813.
.9-15. . . Hay. ,
.6-9 Ja« . .814 1-S
.6-23 Det.
809. 10-27
...9-1
..5-26
..9-29
. .9-2 Oel.
.6-23. . .June. , .ai)5...7-21
. .3-3. . .May.
11-25. . . .Oct. . . .804.
. .2-3. . .Sept. . . .801. . . .8-4
..821. . . 3-29
. .. .7-8.
.8-4
2-2 . . .Apr. .
10-13 Apr
.
816
. ..8-6.
.4-1. . . .Feb
.1-19
. Na« . .. 808 . 10-13
.11-25. .Mar. . .817. . .2-16
.7-22 .Sett. . . .802.
...8-4

MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (18)
Completed ( 5)

In Production (3)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN
Drama — Started March 22
Cast: Allene Roberts, Scotty Beckett, Charles Arnt, Tommy
Cook.
Director: John Rawlins
WINDSOR PRODUCTIONS
Prank Melford and Julian Lesser
Story: A crippled girl goe.s in as heusekeeper for a single man. The town
talks. The girl forgets her ailment in her tight to lick the gossips.
RILBASC CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Ranning Time
Cast Detaih
Rel.
No. Ra«.
Bahf Ruth Story, The
Bendix-Trevor
. . .3-29
COMPLETED
1947-48
Aatets'
Alley
Gorcey-Gray
11-24. .3-21.
Released
originally ander title: When Strangers
Marry
Mtrayod (66)
Mitettum-Hnnter ..Reluoe. 12-27. .4706.
Caapas Sleuth
Stewart- Preisser . . . .12-8. .4-18
.4-11. [4755!
Crossed Trails
Brown-Hatton
•oati of New Orleans (70)
Winttrs-Yoang 11-24. .4-4. .4709.
FIfMlnfl Mad (75)
ErTOl-Kir*«oed 9-lS. ..2-7.
Oetalli ander title: A Palooka Named Joe
French Leave
Cooper-Coogan ...... 2-2 .. 4-25 .
Details under title: Kllroy On Deck
High Tide (72)
Tracy-Castlo 3-31.10-11 . . .4701. .10-13
IJIggsWouldn't
Be
in
Your
Shoes
Castle-Knox
2-161-10 . . .4704.
ind Maggie In Society (66)
Yule-Riano
9-29...
JItK Money
Goreey-Caldwell .. .1-19 . . .4702.
Joe Palooka In the Knockout (72)
Kirkwood-Knox ... .5-26. .10-18. .
..9-15
Details under title: A Guy Named Palooka
Lauisiana (85)
Davis-Lindsay 3-3... 11-1 . . .4703. .9-15
•klahama Blues
Wakeley- Belmont .. 1-19 . . 3-28 . 4751
••ofland Trails (58)
Brown-Belmont ... 11-24 .. 1-31 .
Parllwis Watan (66)
Castle-Ung
9-1... 2-14. . . .4707
Saaky (76)
McDowall-Barrier . 8-18 3-7. . .4705
RbM of tii« Rio Grande (60)
Carrol I-Movita ... Reissue. . .3-14. . .4710
Shanghai Chest, The
Winters-Best 2-16
Details under title: Murder by Alphabet
627.
Imart Polities (68)
Prelsser-Stewart ...9-15 1-3
Saag of The Drifter (53)
Wakely-Coles 11-10 ... 1-17 . 686 . . .1-5
Stage Struck
Long-Richmond 3-15
Thunder On the Range
Brown-Hatfon 2-2... 3-28.
ALLIED ARTISTS
Black Gold (C) (92)
Qglnn-DcMllIe 12-23... S-16
8.2. . .7-21
DudeDetails
Goes under
West, title:
The
Albert-Sto.-m 12-8... 5-30.
The Tenderfoot
11-10
3. .'.i'-ij
GMltter, The (86)
Siilli»:n-Belita 2-17.. 11-22
6.
Naated, The (85)
Belita-Foster 4-14 4-7.
It Happaaod an Fifth Amia (119)
Starm-DeFare
4-19
5
Paablsdle (84)
Cameron-D«wns 9-29... 2-22.
7
Jaitrt Woman (90)
Bennttt-Aherne ... 10-27 .. .4-30.
4. .11-24
S»B| of My Heart (89)
Sond.trom-Long 2-3 1-31
Dtlalli ander title: Tragk tyapURy
PARAMOUNT
l»47-48 Features

Completed (33) In Production (4)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE TATLOCK MILLIONS
Drama — Started March 15
Cast: Wanda Hendrix, John Lund, Barry Fitzgerald, Monty
Woolley, Ilka Chase, Robert Stack, Dorothy Stickney,
Elizabeth Patterson, Dan Tobin.
Director: Richard Haydn
Producer: Charles Brackett
Stery: Stunt man hired to impersonate heir to great fortune falls In love
with the girl who is supposed to be his sister.
APRIL

12, 1948

IN PRODUCTIONRILEASE CHART
TItIa— Ranning Tlaa
Cast Details
Great Gatsby. Tht
laiid-FicIc- 3-29 Rel.
Rev.
Isn't It Romantic
Lake-DeWolfe 3-1
1947-48
COMPUBTKD
Abigail, Dear Heart
Ralns-HendrU 2-2
Adventare Itlana iCi (67)
Calhoan-Flealng .. .9-30 . . 10-10 .4702.
AJberqoenine (C) (90)
Seott-Brittoa 3-3... 2-20. .4709. .8-18
Beyond Glory
Ladd-Nae4
9-29
Details under title: The Long, Grey Line
. .2-2
Big
Clock,
The
(95)
Kllland-O'Salliyan
.
3-17
4-9
Big Town Af.er Dar» (70)
Reed-Brooks 5-26.. 12-12.
.4713
.
. .2-2
.4,06. .11-24
Bit Town Scudal
Raed-Br««ki 6-23
Caged Fury (61)
Deoaing-lyan 9-29.. ..3-5.
.7-2.
.
.4711.
Connecticut tankee. A (1)
Crosby-Flemino .6-24.. 6-18 .4720.
Disaster
Dennlng-Marshall ...2-16..
Orta» Girl
Hittaa-Caray 5-12.
.3-1
£aiaar« Witti. T*a (T)
Cmby-raatslia C-S4..
Fordm Affair, A
Arthur-Lani-Bletrleh 12-22
Golden Earrlnffi (95)
Mil and Olatr.tb .8-19 10 31 .4 03 9-i
Hatter's Castle (105)
Mason-Kerr Foreign. .5-28 . 4718
Hazard
(95)
Soddard-'-a-ey
11-10 .1-16. .4716 . .3-29
I Walk
Alone
(99)
Laneaster-Stott
...12-23..
Datalli ttim title: Daarilaab
.4708. .12-22
11-10. . .3-26. .4712.
Mr. DeUlli
Recklessander(66)
Eythe-Britton
title: Hartf Ta Kill
My Own Tree Leva
Daaslai-Calvert 7-7..
.3-1
Nliht Has A Thaaiand Eyat
Bok.nsog-Ranall 7-7.,
Paleface, The (T)
He e-RussrII 8-18..
Road To Rio (100)
Crosbv-Ho-e 1-6.. 12-25.
.4707. .11-24
.6-11. .4717
Shaggy (C)
Joyce-Shayne
.4-30 .4710. . .2-16
Salflon (94)
Ladd-Lake
12-9.. .3-12.
'Sainted'
Sisters,
The (89)
Lake-Caulfield
.4715. . .3-15
So E«ll My
La«e
Mlllaad-Tadd 10-27..
5-2S..
S«^r>, Wrong Namber
Stanwyck- Uncatter . 2-2..
.4715.
Speed To Spare (57)
Arlen-Rogers 10-27..
.4705.
Uneanqaered (T) (146)
rooper-Goifdard ... 8-19.. .6-25. .4719.
..9-29
Waterfront At Midnhht
Gargan-Hufhes . . .12-8.. 11-21.
. .3-1
.4704. .10-13
Where There's Life (75)
Hope-Hiso
4-15
Whispering Smith (T)
Ladd-Mankall 4-28., 9-26. . .4701. . .8-18
Wild Harvest (92)
Udd-Umoar
9-16..

RELEASE CHART
— 1947^ —
REISSUE
Rel.
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Alias Mary Dow (66)
Milland-Eilert
Argentine Night? (73)
Ritz Bros. -Andrew; Sis Mar.
BJack Cat, The (72)
Ladd-Rathbonc
Oct.
Black Friday (71)
Karlofl Logos!
Oct.
Botch Minds the Baby (77)
Bruce-Crawford
No».
Ex-Champ (72)
McLaglen-Brown
Ghost of Frankenstein (67)
Chaney-Ankers
Jan.
Give Us Wings (62)
L.T. Goys-D.E. Kiiis
Green Hell (87>
Falrbanks-Beanctt Dec.
Hellzar.oppin (87)
Olsen-Johnson
Mar
Invisible Man, The (71)
Rains-Stuart
Dec.
Invisible Man Returns (81)
Price-Hardwieke
Dec.
Lady From Cheyenne (89)
Voung-Prcston
Sept
Lady In a Jam (85)
Dunne-Knowles
Sept,
Llltle
Tough Goys
Guy In(83)
L.T.
Kids
Mar.
Little Tough
Society (73)
LittleGnys-D.E.
Tongh Guys
Mar.
Model Wife (78)
Blondcll-Powell
Mummy's Ghost (65)
Chaney-Carradine
Feb.
Mummy's Tomb
(61)
Foran-Chaney
Pittsburgh
(91)
Wayne-Dletrlch-Scott Feb.
Dec
Sin Town (74)
Bennett-Crawford
Jan.
Son of Dracula (80)
Chaney-Allbrltton Jan.
Storm, The (78)
Bickford-Foster
Feb.
Tight Shoes (69)
Crawford-Gwynne
Nov.
When Tomorrow Comes (92)
Donne-Boyer
Yoa're Not So Tough (71)
L.T.Goys-D.E.KIds

. .736.
.5013.
.1129.
Rev.
.1046.
No.
.. 1217
.926. .
. 1095 .
.1212.
.1017.
. 623 .
.6046.
.1029.
.1121.
.1208.
.917.
.929.
.1124.
.1344.
.1246.
..1266.
1270 .
. 1295 .
. 924 .
.1139.
.1063.
. .£48.

REPUBLIC
1947-48 Features
Completed (20)
In Production (1)
Westerns
Completed (7)
In Production (1)
Serials
Completed ( 2) In Production (0)
New PRODUCTIONS
THE BLUE LADY
Melodrama — Started March 22
Cast: John Carroll, Adele Mara, Thomas (3omez, Barton MacLane, Alfonse Bedoya.
Director: Allan Dwan
Producer: Allan Dwan
story: Crook released from prison hunts his buried fortune. Simple vill.'igers deem his discovery a miracle and he is reformed.
THE EYES OF TEXAS (T)
Musical Western — Started March 24
Cast: Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Lynne Roberts, Sons of the
Pioneers, Danny Morton, Roy Barcroft.
Director: William Witney
Producer: Edward J. White
story: Modern Texas ranger saves a breed of race horses from thieves.
RILIASE CHART
OOBIPLSrBD
l<>47-48
Tltl»— Rannlno TIm
Cut Dltaiii
R«l.
Na. Rw.
Backfire
Lydon-Collier 3-29
Banditt of Dark Canyoii
Lani-Walier
12-13 79t
Bin tni Cm (Tr.) «i)
Burton's Blrdi
3-28.... 728
IS

Bold Frontiersman
Lanc-Walirr
Details under title: Cimarron Triili
xi
st
Fi.ebrand
Ilale-Boo h . . . .
e Calllo.'iiia
g
IS Honeymoon
Cran«-Wllil«
65e «Camp
Carson
City
Raiders
Walter ...
) Danger, ot (lie Canadian iVIounted (Serial) .. Laieuannon-tielniont
Dnredc.il, of tlie Siiy
I t'ln.iton-Clark
G-Men Ne»»r Fornet (Serial)
Moore-Ames
Gallant Legion. The
Elilott-Bovth ...
Mean 111 Vliginia
Martin-Lnwery
I, Jan. Coe
Huu<-y-Carr«il .
Inside Stn y. Tile (87)
Hunt-Landifiui
Details under title: End •! the Ralnkow
It's A Grand Old Nag (Tr.)
Cartoon Featnro
wrignt- martin
ot the Gamblers
King
Liglitsin' in the Forest
Rotifrts-Douolas
Macbetli
Wellei-Molin . .
Madonna ot Ttie Desert
Castie-Roberfs
Main Street Kid, The .
Poaree- Martin
Moonrlse
Clark-Riuell ..
Olilahoma Badlands
Lane-Cotes . . . .
Old Los Anceles
E lio t-McLeod
Red Pcny, The (T>
loy-Mltckom ...
Secret Service Investigator
Brideet-Roberts
Sllooy Meliee
Barry-E<ans
Thrill Man, The
Haydrn-Robrrts
Train to Alcatraz
Barry-Martin
Drtaiis under title: Alcatraz Prison Train
Under California Stars (Tr.)
Rogers-Frazee
Wild Frtntlrr. Tke
Laae-Holt
RKO

. 12-22 . . 4-15 . .
. 10-13 . . A 1
. 10-13 . . . .2-1. .
. .10-27.
. .2-16. . .4-24! !
. . .3-11. . 1-31 . .
'.192.'.'.'.'..'.
. . .8-4. .
12-22. .4-25. . . .707
.11 -24 . ■ ■ - ' *
. 9-15 . . . 3-14 . . . . 705 . . . 3*29
12-20. .
761
.3-25. . . 706
12-877 . .2-23. . . .704
11-10.
. . .9-29. ...1-1.. ..701
.2-22. . . .753
.11-24.
. .10-13
. .1-5 . ,4-25.
708.
....6-9.
. . .2-16.
. . . .9-1. . .1-15.... 702.
.. .. ..3-15
.3-1.
.11-24 . 5-1
. .5-12. . .10-1. , .751. .10-13

RADIO

1948 Features

CompletiHl ('^7) In I'lodiiction (1)
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Blood On The Moon
Mitchom-3rl Geddes . 3-1 Rel.
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. OrfB
. .8-6
Baahelcr and The Babhy-texar, Tha (94) . . .Grant-Lay . .
801. . .6 9
.3-17
Cmsflrt (86)
Vomi-Mltchom
802,
.6-84
803. . .7-7
RIlIraB (80)
O'Brien-Fleiali
11-25
...6-9
S««tD Keys to B«ldpate (66)
Terry-Wklte . .
804
.1-20
805. . .6-9
Ondir tke Taita IIb «1)
Helt-Leslie ..
BLOCK NO. TWO
. . . 6-9
.4-14
809 .
Dielt Tracy Meets Gruesome (65)
Byrd-KarloV .
.4-14
.11-24
Night Song (102)
Andrews-Oberon
806. .11-24
Datalls ander title: Memory tf Lan
.
.
810.
Out of the Past (97)
.11-24
So Well Remembered (114)
Scott-Mllls
806. .11-10
Wild Horse Mnia (60)
Holt-Leslli
.11-24
...8-4
BLOCK NO. THREE
. .3-29
11-10
Arizona Ranger. Tho
Hoit-Lesiio ...
.6-9
If You Knew Susie (90)
Danne-Homnlka
. .3-29
..3-15
. .8-4
Tarzan and the Meraialdi
Weissmulier-Joyee
Western Heritage (60)
Molt-Latllt
.
.2-16
NOT DB8IONATED
Berlin Exprns
OkarM-Rya*
9-1...
Boy With Green Hair (T)
O'Brien-Ryan
FtiktiM Father Dinne
0'Brla«-Dall 3-31...
GMd Sam
Cooffer-Sharldan 8-18...
eons of Hate
Holt-Leslie 12-22..
Indian Sommtr
Knox-Sothern
J*aa ot Art
Bergman-Ferrer .,..10-13...
Le Silrneo Est B'or
Choral lar-Derrler ..Fdr«l|ii...
Long Denial, The
O'Hara-Dooglas 3-1..
.3-15
Miracle of The Bells, The (118)
MacMarray-Valii 8-4 .
Mr. Josaph Young af Atrlea
Johnsan-Armstrong .,..l-5..
Mystery In Mexico
Lnndlgan-Whlte ...10-13..
.3-15
Pearl. The (77)
Maroues-Armendarii Foreign .
Raa* Street
Raft-Maniell 9-1
RatkH
the Stran(cr
Yoanf-Halden 9-1
Detailsandunder
title: Rachel
Return of the Badman
Scott-Wklte
Ranbshad
Starlini-Graktaa 7-7
Station West
Pow«ll-Gre«r
Tyaaan (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3
-_e-8
Window, Tha
. . .Halo-Kannady , . . .11-24
Yair Red Wagan
.
. .O'Doniell-Graiiar ....7-7
SPECIALS
.. .. .erairt-Yaanf
Bishop's
The (109)
11-24
.Fonda-Del Rio . . . ...3-17
Fagltlye, Wife,
The (104)
...1-6
11-10
Fan and Fancy Frc* (73)
. . . Dhnay Cartoan Faatara
891.
861.
. . .Ftirta-Bel Gaddai ...9-16
LMf llfht. Tke (101)
'.'.'.'.'.isi'.
862. . .9-1
Maile Town (103)
. . . Stawart-Wyaan
..6-9
Moarning Betomes Electra (172)
. . .Raiaell-Radfrava .. .11-25
. .4-14
.11-24
..6-9
Saarat Life af Walter MItty (T) (109) . . ..Kava-Miyt ...4.29
..7-tl
. . .Kaya-Maya ....•-4
Sang li B«ns, A (T)
Datalfi ander title: Thtt'i LIfa
REISSUES
.DIsnay
Cartoon Faatare
BambI (70)
O'Brlen-Oekaian
..10-3.
.2-1.
Gan -Uw (60)
,. ...11-14.
.O'Brlen-Jahnston
Barder G-Man (60)
.O'BrltB-SDtton
Lawless Valley (60)
.. .1-30.
. .12-19
Painted Desert
(60)
O'Brlea-Johnstan
Traable
In Sindown
(60)
a'Briai-Whitley
3-2.
SCREEN
1947-48 Features

GUILD

Completed ( 9)

In Produ(^on (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Cast Details
Title— Running Time
Hegro Cast
BoyI What a Girl! (69)

.9-20.
Rel.

No.
.X.2.

Rev.

BamlBi Cross, The (78)
DaaUls-fattan 6 9 10-11 ,4704. .
Dragnet (73)
WII»»x»oa-Brl»B ... 4-2« . 10-25 .4703.
X-3 ..
Hollyvood
Btra Danee
(63)
OeUlli inder
title: Weateri
lara turn Tebb-lrrlni 3-31... 6-21. .4701.
4706 .
Killer Dili (71)
Cwynne-Alberlsoa .. .3-31. . .9-13 .4702.
2-28 .4705
Stegin Fetthit
Miracle In Harltm (71)
Road to the Big House (72)
fh<l.on Goran
^'V,
.3-29. . .2-21
3-13 . .4708.
Aebeii-Baxter
l
t80
Prairie,ot The
Trail
the Mcontles
(42)
Hayd«n-Hil<
Details andcr title: Law *f tho Mointiet
.4707.
Ha^den-Holt
. .12-13 .
Where the North Begins (41)
REISSUES
.HC07.
HOPAJLONG OASSIDY
..3-15.. ,HCO«.
Boyd-Haydta
,..412. . .NC09.
)
Rtstler's Valley (60
...
Boyd-Hayden
...4-26
. HSIO.
)
(59
Texu Trail
B»yd-M«yde« ...
Partiars *l th. Plalis (71)
.HC12.
.
.
.5-10.
.
Boyd-Hayden ...
(59)
Bar 20 (68)
Cauld)
.. ...7-19
.6-14. .. .HCll.
...
Boyd-Hayden
.HC13.
Haart otat Arliaaa
HC16.
. HC14.
HC13.
Boyd-Hayden ...
The
Frontiersman,
Trail
Boyd-Hayden ...
. .11-25
BarSunset
20 Jes
.1-3
... . ..11-8
PIrnide tlt«
2-7 .. .HC17.
Olodl th
.Hcia.
.
.
.
.3-6.
e
Renegade
Trail
Boyd.
Hayden
...
SII»or EDWARD SMALL REISSUES
. . .4-10. . .
on th
Duke ote West Point BoyO f -nlame-Hayward
HayKerjou-Costello
King
Turf
dea .
Miss olAnnieThe Rooney
Temple
...
B
o
Run-Away Daughter Boyydd Hay Stanwyct.. Young
Haydden
Hoyd- H en ,.....
ayde
n ..
SELZNICK . — S.
Features
ComplettMl ( 5) In Production (0)
4-9 . .
RELEASE CHART 3-19
COMPLETED
3-29
.4-14
Detals
Rel.
Title — Banning Time
Deal In the San <Ti (138)
Jones roltfn
Cast
Bergman
-Howard
.1-19
Intermeao (70)
. Kctssae. 7-1.
Grant-Lny . . . .
Mr. Blandings Builds His Drcans Haasa
.10-13
Paradine
Case,
The
(132)
rodd-Pocli 12-23.
Portrait at Jenny
e«tten-Jaaea
3-3.

20th
1!M8 Features

CENTURY-FOX
Completed (27) In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BLRLESQIT (T)
Drama— Started March 22
Jack Oakie, June Havoc, RichCast: Betty Grable. Dan Dailey,
ard Arlen, James Gleason, Benita Wade.
George
Director:
wlio
coupleJesse's
about a show
famous play, Producer:
from the g
olrt yarn,Lan
The Walter
.story:
almost rrark up tjerause tlie man drinks.
ROAD HOUSE
Drama— Started March 22
Cast- Ida Lupino, Cornel Wilde, Celeste Holm, Richard Widmark.
Producer: Edward Chodorov
Director: Jean Negulesco
gels him paroled
into jailof then
lover torture
his wife's
frame.s
A hu.>=ban<l
story
the pair.
to hi.s personal custody for subtle
THAT WONDERFUL URGE
Romajitic Comedy— Started March 30
t -n
Lucille
,
Gardiner
Watson.
„
,
.,
d
Reginal
Tierney,
Gene
Cast: T>^rone Power,

Producer: Fred Kohlmar
'..731.
Director: Robert Sinclair
Storv: Richest girl in the worUl tannics with a lirash news reporter.
RELEASE CHART
Ha.
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Raaning Time Harrison Cast
Rel.
Darnell Details
Unfaith'olly Yoors
. .Foreign
. .3-1. .
1947-48
.
Anna Karenina
.Leijh-Richardson
Apartneat tor Pe9iy
. . . .Craln-Hatden . .
Call Worthslde 777 (111) . ..
Stovsrt-WallLer . . . .1-19. .Fak. . .805.
Caatiln
FrMiThe Cattile
(T) <140)
.10-13.
Challenge,
(68)
.Paweri-Peten
.
.
.
.ConwayVincent . . ..12-9.
3-29. . . .Jan.
Mar. . . .801. ..216
.
.
.Sntton-MerricK
Count-rtciters, The
. . .2-2
. .11-24
May. . ..807.
Creeper. The (99)
.
Dm
.
.
Daisy Kenyan
. .Crawtard-Andrews
.12-8
..12^
. . . .7-7., May
.10-13...
Daof Watan . .
,. .Androws-Petars
May.
Eaaata
.NarrlsM-CMBlas
..9-16..
Farteer Anbar (T)
. .Dariell-Wlldo
Tke (140)
(US) . .
.11-11.
.NarrlsM-rHtra ... ...4-2S.
Pnui tt H
.733.. 10-27
.••t. .72J...J-19
9-15. .•at.
Gray
Mature(88)
Creek
at Furnace
FuryDetani
.3-15.
ander title: Ballad at Farnaca Creek
Gantleaan's
(118)
! „J i^S " •■
The
Intruder,Agreement
Gay
..6-23.,
. .6-9. , Mar.... 806.. 11-24
.. ..5-12.
Salld.»aley
(T)
t. IrwdMy
Myer«i«RagWde
cm
tarn
Cawmine-Cr
af Wyamlna (T)
firaen
Goddard-Wiiding
An (T) (96) •
Husband,The
Ideal Certain.
.AH.
Mar. 809 . 3-29
Iron
12-8.
8to»ans
(104)Ha»or(T)
Row
Her
I Wonder Wha's Kluing
. .6-23
Matare-Donlevy
)
Kiss of Death (99
.Sept. .723.
i
Mature-Coot
8-6.
.725....
9-1
The
Rome,
and Martin
...3-31.
LawDetails
under title: Tho Chair for Martin Rome
1-5.
^-16.
er
-Baxt
rower
sh
Details
For Fear
of Little Men
.813
Iri
the title:
It tounder
Leave
Apr. .
Emery-Brooks 11-24.
)
LiveatAgain
Let's
Meet Me
Dawn (67
(gS)
^tlf"'^"",*
n 3-17.
Vi .Apr.
812. . 3-29
6rable-0
(107)
Mother WoreAlleyTights
Nightmare
(111)
'r ailey 11-11. .Sept.
.724
9-1
.
.Oct.
,730. ..10-13
Haver-McCallistcr
.11-10 Apr. , .811.
Scudda Hoo! Scndda Hay! (T) (95)
.3-13
Snake Pit,
Sitting
PreityThe
(84)
^.'^i'.'''-.?.'"'.".
Apr
.
.ileHavilland-Genn
..8-4..
.810. . .3-23

26
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street With No Name. The
.Stevens- Lawrence ....1-5.
Tender Years, Thp (81)
Brown-Hutehlnson
.9-1. . . .Jan.
. .11-10.
ThatDetails
Ladyunder
In Ermine
(T)
title: This Is the Moment Grable-Falrlianki
.12-22 . Apr.
Conway-Wescott
Thirteen Lead Soldiers
ster . .7-22. ..Nov.
ValleyBob,(T) Son(103)
In thetitle:
Thunder
Ret. gnder
of Battle Garner-McCalli
9-15.
Wilde-Darnell .. .11-10.
Walls of Jericho
.Feb.
Crain-Dailey
Meant for Me (91)
You Were
BEISSUSS
Oct
Fonda
ColbertDrums Along the Mohawk (103)
-Dec
Fonda Darnell
Grapes o( Wrath (128)
Sept
Hara
Pldgeon-0
HOW Green Was My Valley (118)
-Oct
Power Darnell
Mark of Zorro (93)
Sept
Brennan-Huston
Swamp Water (90)
Dec
ndrews
Tie'n:y-A
Tobacco Road (84)
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Coliier-Cowan 12-22... Mjy
Arthur Takes O'er '63)
Taylor-Dowllni 3-31... July
Feb.
Crimson Key (76)
Dangerous Years, The (62)
Halop-Todd
. .3-29. .
Fightina Back
i.angton-Rogtrs
.11-24 . . Mar.
Half-Past Midnight (69)
Taylor-Knudsen
Invisible Wall, The (73)
C.iitle-Christine
6-9 . .Sept.
.Oct.
Roses Are Red (67)
Castle-Knudsen
. . .6-23.
Dec.
Taylor-Currie
Seeond Chance (62)

UNITED

.803. . .12-8
.814.
.802.
.741.
.745.
.727.
.740.
.728.
.744.

.2-2

.722 7-7
. 804 . . 12-22
.2-16
808. 10- 13
.732.
11- lL
.734.
.726. .7-21

ARTISTS

1947-48 Features

Completed (28)
In Production (1)
KBY TO PRODUCEBS
SmaU (Sml): Bogrers (Bgs); Vaniniiurd (Taa); Crosby (Chy);
Bill Boyd (BB); Fres^io-ger (Psb); BlpleT-M^nter
Bogeaus (Bog): Stromberg (Smy): Vi/rwy (!«▼); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selxnlck (Szk) ; rfeb«izahl (Neb); T.e«pr
(Lea); Loew-Lewin
(IX); Bagle-LJon
(OFD); (Vjnt)
Cagney; Hughes
(Cg-x ) •
Bronston
(Bm) ; Chaplin
(Chn) ; Enterprise
(Hgs); Comet (Com).
RELEASE CHART
1947-48
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
No.
Rel.
Titl»— Ronnini Time
Cast Dttails
An Innocent Affair
Carroll-MacMurray . 3-29
COMPLETED
All-star
A Miracle Can Happen
.8-5. . 11-47. B*|-Hw
Parla-Crtega
Angry God
Arch of Triumph (120)
Bergman- Boyer .. .7-22. . .3-48. Enl
Atlantis (90)
Montez-Aumont .... 3-3 . . 3-48 Nab
G«r«ild-Palmw 1-20 .. 1147 . Ent
■ Body and Soil (104)
. .8-18
Raft Btoidell 12-9. .. 9*47. gs ...11-10
'Chrlitmis Evi (M)
Boyd-BrMki
i-4 BB
Dead
Don't Dream
False Paradise
Boyd-Braoks 9-1 BB
■wnr » (T) (134)
Ollvlar-Nowton Far, . .9-47 CFO
Bayd-Ware 9-30. . .7-18 BB
5-12
Htppy's
Helfdty
(60)
Sti
Intrlgao (90)
Raff-Havoc 5-12. .12-47 lis
1-i
Kings of the Olympics
Documentary
5-48
U> Time (C)
Olsen-Jannsen 9-30
Ra
Detalli iMor MIn. l»t*t*nU»\t Chtrt
Mad Wednesday (80)
.3-3
Rev. inder title: Sin of Harold DIddlekock Lloyd-Walborn 10-1.
Man of Evil (90)
■aaaa-CalveH Far
CFB
Montana Mike (97)
12-23 .. .9-47 . Neb
1-4
Details under title: Heaven Only Knows Commlnis-Donlevy 11-11.
. .7-23. Smi
San4ars-Ball
Penonal Coiemn
.7-21
Details iidor title: Personal Coliain
Mttall, The
Powell-Scott 2-2
Rod River
Wayne-Clift 9-30.
Hks
RtMovelt Story (80)
Docanentary
.... 11-47
U-L
Slleot Confllet
Boy4-Brooks
7-21 BB
Sleap My Love (97)
.1-19
Colbert-CiaiBlnis ..6-9 rl
..7-7
So This Is New York
Morgan-Vallee ...10-13 Ent
Strange Gamble
Boyd-Clyde
9-1
BB
Texas, Brooklyn, and Heaven
Madison-Lynn 2-16
Tine of Yotir Life, The
Cagney-Bendix . . . .5-26 Cgy
Vaadttti
OeGearfe-Brooka ...1-19 H(i
Vicious Circle
Conrad Nagia .. ...5-48
Wanted!
McCria-Deo
5-48 . . . .
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
1947-48 Features

Completed (36) In Production (3)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
W.4SHINGTON GIRL
Romantic Comedy — Started March 15
Cast: Deanna Durbin, Edmond O'Brien, Don Taylor, Jeffrey
Lynn, Ray Collins, Hugo Haas, Harry Davenport, Katharine Alexander, Griff Barnett, Nicholas Joy. Harry Cheshire, Charles Meredith, Raymond Greenleaf, Leon Belasco,
Louise Beavers, James Todd.
Director: Frederick de Cordova
Producer: Robert Arthur
story: A switchboard operator in the While House gets involved in and
involve.? diplomacy and roinancp.
ROGUES REGIMENT
Semi-Documentary — Started April 1
Cast: Dick Powell, Marta Toren, Vincent Price, Stephen McNulty, Carol Thurston, Kenny Washington, Philip Ahn.
Richard Loo, Edgar Barrier, Richard Eraser, Fred Tozere,
Henry Roland.
Director: Robert Florey
Producer: Robert Buckner
story: A modern Foreign I^egion story sketching: the inliltralion of Nazi
offi<-ers.
APRIL

12, 1948

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rel.
Title— Banning Tine
Cast Details
Kiss The Blood OR My Hands
Lancast r-Fontaiiie . 3-29
1947-48
Abbott & Costetio Meet Frankenstein Abbott-Costello^^ . . 2-16
All *)> Sons
Robinson-ChriifiiHIJ .10-13
Another
Part of The Forest
Mirch-Blyth
1110
Are You With It
O'Connor-San Juan . Forei
.11-24
nApr
11-10
Beware of Pity (102)
Paimer-Licven
. . 6-23. Apr
3-15
Black
Bart
(T)
(80)
DeCato-Duryea
Details under title: Adventares of Bluk Bart
Bosh Christmas (70)
Raffcrty-Fernslde .. Foreign
10-27. . Apr 12-8,
Castali (94)
OeCarlo-IWartin
... Jan ... . 652 . . . 12-fJ
Captain Boycott (92)
Donat-Granier . .Foreign
. Foreign
Dear Murd rer
Portmjn-Gynt
. . .6-23. . .Mar
Double
(105)
Col.nan-Hasso
Nov. .633. .101-1927
DetailsLife,underA title:
Imagination
Exile. The (95)
Fairbanks- Monfez
.512.
Foi;dIn' Fu>sin' and Fi]htin'
O'Connor-Main 3-1
Details under 'itie: Th: Wonderful Race :'t Him-ock
Holiday Camp (97)
Robson-Price Foreign
2-15
Foreign
10-27
Hungry Hill (92)
Lockwood-Prlce . . . ..Foreign
.
.
Mar
Jassy (96)
Lakewood-Price
. . .2-2
Judoc's Wife, The
March-Eliredge ...
Letter From An Unknown Woman
Font-iino-Joordan . .9-1';
LostDetails
Moment,
Cirmmings-Hayward . .3-31. . Dec. .626. .10-27
enderThetitle:(89)
The Lost Love
Man-Eaters of Kumaon
Sab»-Page
12-22
Mr Peabody and th" Mermaid
Powell-Blyth 1-19
Naked City. The (f6)
Fitzgorald-Duff 7-7 . .Mar
2-2
• -I ■ V -(ici-.l'bv 194)
Hardwlcke-Bond ...Foreign 11-24
One Touch of Venus
Walker-Gardner 2-16
Pirates of Monterey (T) (77)
Montez-Cameron 5-13... Dec 632. .11-24
BIdo tbe Pink Horse (101)
Montgomery-Hendrix . 5-26... Oct 625...i-15
River L»dy (T)
n.Carlo-Doryea 8-4
Saxon Charm
Montgomery-Hayward 2-16
Secret Beyond the Door (99)
Bonnett- Redjiwre
Feb
1-19
Srr.a'or Was Inllscrtet. The (81)
Powell-Raines 7-7... Jan
12-22
S ncapor- (79)
MacMurriy-Gtrdner . .3-17. . .Se.(t. .. .622. . .8-18
•^r Root! (Ti
Heflin-Hayward ... 6-23
Ta*ny PIrIt i81)
M les-Jobn
Fore gn
9-15
Up In Central Park
Dorbln-Haynes 10-13
Wistful Widow ot Wagon Gap (78, .. . Abbott-Costtllo 5-12 Oct
10*13
Woman's
(f6)
1-5
Details Vengeance,
under title:A The
Mortal Coil Boyer-BIyth 8-4.... Feb
WARNER
1947-48 Features

BROTHERS

Completed (31) In Production (5)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
MY DREAM IS YOURS (T)
Musical — Started March 30
Cast: Jack Carson, Doris Day, Eve Arden, Adolphe Menjou, S. Z.
Sakall, Edgar Kennedy.
Director: Michael Curtiz
Producer: Harry Kurnitz
A Michael Curtiz Production
RELEASE CHART
IN PRCOUCnON
Title — Rinnlog Time
Cast Details
No. Rfv.
. 10-27 . Rel.
Ad««ntiroe of Don Juan (T>
Flynn-Lindfon
. .3-29.
Ki« in the Dark. A
Wyman-Nivcn
.2-lC.
. .3-15.
One Sunday Afternoon (T)
Morgan-Paigo
ThisDetails
Side ofunderthe title:
Law
Clark-Brooks
Sunburst
.1-10.
OOMPLBTED
1947-48 —
.6-23.
Always
Together
(78)
Roynoldt-Hitton
Details under title: Love at FInt Slfht
.3-27. .713. .12-22
Anrll Showers (94)
Carson-Sothern 9-15.
.719. . .3-15
BigDetails
Punch,under
The
Morris-Maxwell
2-2.
title: The Flghtlni Terror
Christopiier
Smith-Oooi'as
Dames
Don'tBl^^ke
Talk
Mayo-Bennett 9-15.
3-1.
Dark Passage (10<)
Bogart-Bacall 11-25. .9-27. .703. . .9-15
Detp
(104)
Mark-Loplno 10-14. 11-22.
. .9-1. .701 8-4
Escape Vsll-y
Me Never
(104)
Flynn-Lipiflo
11-26.
Became A Criminal (78)
Howard-Gray Foreign.
. .3-6. .708.
.717. .11-10
. .2-lJ
John Loves Mary
Reagan-Neal
2-2
Johnny Bei nJa
Wyman-Ayres 9-15
Key Lx'^go
Bogart-Bacall 1-5
Donne-PowotI 4-15
Life W th Father (T) (118)
9-1
'95)
Tisa
Girl o'lter title: Ever The Beginning Palmer-Wananaker .-6-9 2-7. .702
MyDetails
.715 2-2
.
12-27
..
10-14
g
Morgan-KIn
My WIH l lsh Rose (T) (101)
.711. .12-22
Ll«dttr»-ti«l« •••»•'<>•
NliM UMe Night
n-sc.tt
bmit
ng
Fli
Last
One
Carson-Palge 6-23
Romance in High C (T)
ler ....2-2
Stewart-Chand
Ropj (J)
Sliver
I'iv-'
Flynn-Sberldaa
5-12
6-23. . ..11-1..
Reagan-Temple
(83)
.4-10. . ..707. .10-2)
Kr.genu Girl
ThatDe'aiis
d r title: Mary Hagen
. .720
...8-18.
ofs
IVlor9aDL:ndf
oThe Vin
To
Treas-rc
of Sierra Madre (126)
Bogart-Hoston 3-31. ...1-24. . .714.
Two
(T)
MoffaB-Canan
UnsinneGoysted Fro-n
Tl-e Texas
(103)
Rains-CaalBeld 3-17
2-3.
. .706. ..1-19
Vnlc. nf
Turtle (103)
Parker- Reagan
3-3, ..10-11.
..716.
.
.
.2-21.
W.n'er Wocling
Oavis-Davis 10-13
. .9-29
Woman
in
wnite.
Th.
Parker-Toeng
10-14
ivallto'er
Reynolds-Hetton 3-3
.. .1-5
Whiplasa
Clark-Smin
3-31
RFISStlES
/IS.
Missoo . . . 3-13 . ..709.
nynn-oonaviliand Reissue.
Hood (102)
of Robin
AdventuresAdicrse
.705.
Ant.iony
1II61
March-OeHavllland
. 12-13. .704.
Morgan-Wyman ... Reissue. .. 10-4 .
Bad Men of Missouri (71)
Cagney-Ratt Relssoo. . . 10-4 . , .723.
Each Dawn I Die (84)
.710.
Reissue . . 3-8 .
Cagncy-O'Brien
69th (79)
Fich inc (93)
Davls-Foi>da ... Reissue. .12-13.
Jciebel
27
Reissue. .12-13. .. .712.
Robinson
Sl'oht Case of Morder. A (85)
5-8. .722.
Morris-Trevor Reissue
(78)
Vallry of the Giants(109)
Parker-Smith Reissue .. .5-15 . . .724.
Wouir.n in White

o

h

in

m
m

%
90

*

n

ur
^

ith MARY MEADE • ALFRED RYDER- WALLY FORD
JUNE LOCKHART" CHARLES MCGRAW. Produced by AUBREY SCHENCK- Directed by ANTHONY MANN
Written by John C. Higgins • Suggested by a Story by Virginia Kellogg • An Eagle Lion Films Release

^ NEW YORK, CRITERION; LOS ANGELES, 6 Theatres, move over 4 Theatres; CHICAGO, STATE-LAKE; PHILADELPHIA,
STANTON; SAN FRANCISCO, ST. FRANCES; BROOKLYN, FOX; MEMPHIS, WARNER; SACRAMENTO, ESQUIRE, TOWER,
DEL PASO; BIRMINGHAM, MELBA, GALAX; CINCINNATI, KEITH'S; DENVER, WEBER, RIALTO; HARTFORD, STRAND, REGAL;
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., CAPITOL, ART; OKLAHOMA CITY, WARNER; BUFFALO, 20th-CENTURY; BALTIMORE, HIPPODROME;
PROVIDENCE, MAJESTIC, CARLTON; OAKLAND, ESQUIRE; SEATTLE, ORPHEUM, BLUE MOUSE; PITTSBURGH, STANLEY,
WARNER; MINNEAPOLIS, STATE, LYRIC; DETROIT, PALMS- STATE; NEW ORLEANS, JOY; OTTAWA, ELGIN; STOCKTON,
ESQUIRE; WORCESTER, WARNER; HARRISBURG, SENATE; READING, ASTOR; PORTLAND, ME., CIVIC; LINCOLN, VARSITY;
ATLANTIC CITY, HOLLYWOOD, SHORE; CHARLOTTE, BROADWAY; SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, ADAMS.
(Space permits only this partial list of play dates)
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Starring
CHARLES

MARSHA

WILLIAM

HUNT

LUNDJGAN

with GENE LOCKHART
ALLEN JENKINS

GAIL

WINNINGER

• FLORENCE BATES
• ROSCOE KARNS

PATRICK

• HOBART CAVANAUGH
• ROBERT SHAYNE

|

Screen Play by Mary Loos and Richard Sale
Original Story by Ernest Lehman and Geza Herczeg
Directed
A

REPUBLIC

by ALLAN

DWAN
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In one flaming
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SALLY ANN HOWES

JULIEN

A London Film Production • Releosed by 20th Century-Pox
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Mr. Mo W ax, Editor
Film Bulletin

April 9, 1948.

Dear Sir:

I'm fairly sizzling under the collar, so please allow me to let oflf a little
steam in your worthy Bulletin. It's about these law suits beinii: filed by distributors on grounds that they have been short-changed by their customers.
There has been no more unsavory aspect of our business than that of
film couipanies encouraging, even enticing, exhibitors to play loose with percentage reports — only to use the real or fancied underpapnents as an excuse
to prowl through the private records of hundreds of theatres.
mm
Vol. 16. No. 9

Mind you, Fm not trying to cook up an alibi for the guy who tinkered
with boxoffice reports. Fm just making the point that not all the blame
April 26. 1948

Page Five

should be dumped on the exhibitor's doorstep.
We all know of cases in which salesmen and branch managers, in order
to swing a tough percentage deal, have whispered to the exhibitor, "Sign. We
won't send a checker." Brother, if that isn't an invitation to commit fraud,
tell me a better one!
What about the checkers? Most of them are picked at random for
part-time work, paid 6 or 7 dollars a day to check $200 or $500 or $5000 in
daily receipts, with no job security to give them a sense of loyalty to their
employer. Does it really shock any film executive to learn that occasionally
some of them are tempted to proposition the exhibitor for a "pay off" to
report a smaller gross?
I want to go on record against this messy business of baiting, then
accusing. First of all, I intend to resist to the utmost percentage terms on any
picture. If, however, I find it necessary or advisable to play on such terms, I
shall insist that the distributor send a checker to my theatre. Furthermore, I
intend to demand an accredited checker (bonded, if possible) whom the film
company admits it trusts.

BULLETIN
FILM BULLETIN — An Independent Motion Picture
Trade Paper published every other Monday by Film
Bvlletin Company. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
BUSINESS OFFICE: Suite 622, Manufacturers Trust
BIdg., 1819 Broadway, New Yorli 23; Circle 6-9139.
David A. Bader. Business Manager. Dave Abrams,
Editorial Representative. PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL
OFFICES: 1239 Vine St., Phila. 7, Pa., Rlttenhousc 6-7424; Barney Stein, Managing Editor; luk
Taylor, Publication Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation Manager. HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 9126 Sunset
Blvd.. Hollywood 46, Calif., CRestview 5-6489; Sara
Salzer, Hollywood Representative. Subscription Rate:
ONE YEAR, $3.00 in the United States; Canada,
$4.00; Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in
the United States; Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.

I prefer to fight out my film deals before I sign a contract. 1 want no
part of any under-the-table deals that invite me to cheat, or expose me to the
accusation.
I do not intend to have a horde of bookkeepers swoop down on me a
couple of years later to stick their noses into my private business. I wish to
reserve that privilege to myself and to my Government, as long as the country's
laws give it the right to do so. I resent having anyone with whom I do business, someone who might even be a potential competitor, flaunt before me a
contract clause in microscopic type giving them the right to pry into my profits,
or losses, my costs, my bank account, over an indefinite period of years.
If my theatre is an important enough account to warrant a distributor's
insistence on a percentage engagement, and I choose to play on such terms, I
have the right to demand that he employ a trustworthy checker to see that
the film company gets what's coming to it.
To you, my friend, best wishes. Sincerely,
JOE EXHIBITOR
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Film Shortage To End?
Warner, Yes; Paramount, No!
Is the period of an artificial film shortage at
an end?
With the lo :-jam of extended first-runs broken
by dropping attendance, can exhibitors look for
a breaksince
in the
sway
the tight
war? sellers' market that has held
contrasting
the week.
trend
in Two
futuresharply
production
volume indicat'ons
were heardof last
On one hand, Jack L. Warner called for a "genincrease in picture
making,"
on the
other.eralParamount
announced
that itwhile,
will produce
only 16 features this year.
Warner, whose studio has always had more
than its share of star trouble; (see Studio Sizeups for current itc n), placed a lar^e part of the
blame for the drop in production (he cited figures: April 12, 1946, 44 picture; in work at major
studios; April 12, 1947, i^ in work; April 12,
194S, only 2,^) on stars who "refu e roles or depicture the
because
already
done cline
oneto make
oi twoa during
\ear. they've
He contended
that
"selfish"ofattitude
by top
the this
livelihood
thousands
of players
other affects
studio
workers.
PRODUCING MORE AT WB
The WB
production
chief (since
boastedJan.
of his
higher
production
volume
1, studio's
average
of continuous production at WB 4.6 pictures,

WARNERS' WARNER
Blames 'Selfish' Stars
compared with 2.7 for all other major studios).
In recent years Warners has delivered only 16 to
20 features per season, but the company embarked on a program of lower-budget production
around the first of the year and it is expected
that the total of releases this year will run close
to 30.
"There is no remedy for our basic problems
other
production of better pictures,"
Warnerthan
said more
in conclusion.
That, !io doubt, would make everybody happy.
will nothead
be ofheeded
byApparently,
Paramount, Warner's
for HenrypleaGinsberg,
that
studio, told the trade press in New York last
week that a schedule of but 16 pictures has been
set for the current season. He pointed out that
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this is exclusive of two or more British films
and of the Hal Wallis productions. However,
only one more of the latter is committed to
Paramount under the present contract. Wallis
has been reported seeking another releasing outlet.
SHORTAGE OK FOR PARA
Restricting the number of releases to a minimum has proved highly profitable for Paramount,
since it has enjoyed the most prosperous period
in its history of late on 20 or less features per
It is not unlikely that competition resulting
year.
from a step-up in production volume by Warners
and other major studios will force Paramount to
increase its output, too. But that remains to
be seen.
Meanwhile, out in Hollywood, the Warner pronouncement blaming the stars brought a tart response from the Screen Actors Guild, which is
presently engaged in a labor dispute with the
studios. Said the SAG :
"Warner's statement is obviously an attempt at
propaganda for the major producers in their refusal to bargain collectively with the Screen
Actors Guild and it will fool no one."
One thing is certain : exhibitors will welcome
the Warner plan for increased production, if it
comes to pass.
Television On Way
To Theatres —

But How?

While the details are still hazy, the broad outline of the relationship between movie theatres
and television is slowly becoming more distinct.
Paramount, via its interest in DuMont, has
naturally taken the lead in developing video as
a theatre asset. Paul Raibourn, vice-president in
charge of television for the film company, reported last week
that his
planswere
for
movie screen
exhibition
of company's
sports telecasts
fast ripening and would be presented in the near
future by Paramount theatres in several large
metropolitan cities. Negotiations are on for such
events as the Louis-Walcott championship fight,
the Notre Dame football games and other events.
About two weeks ago, the audience in the New
York Paramount was surprised by a showing on
the screen of boxing matches held in Brooklyn.
The fights were transmitted to the theatre where
they were recorded on film by a Paramountowned system and flashed on the screen within
66 seconds after being picked up by the television
tube.
Meanwhile, the chief problem facing those who
plan to utilize telecasts for theatre showings is
the necessity for clearing the legal barrier raised
by television stations and sponsors for the protection of their
"exclusive
rights."
Raibourn
declared
that Paramount
will start
production of films for television as soon as it is
felt the video market warrants it.
Elsewhere in the television area :
— 20th Century-Fox was reported considering
the production of a series of shorts for television
sale.
— What is believed to be the first video sports
show for which an admission was charged was
held in Philadelphia two weeks ago at The Arena,
where a professional championship basketball
game was telecast from Baltimore and shown on
two 8x10 screens for Philly fans. Admission:
60 cents. Attendance: about 1000.

Exhibitors Must Support
Inde Film Producers —

Einfeld

The independent producer is "the one safeguard
movies."
mass production
against
public has the
the
He constitutes
"backbone
of quality production" and "short-sighted" exhibitors disregard this
fact even as they cry for quality pictures.
This was the pitch made last week by enterprising S.Charier Einfeld, president of Enterprise
Studios, as he asked for a better break for the
independent producer.
Einfeld came East for the charity premiere of
his
"Arch of Triumph,"
whichvaunted
United production,
Artists is releasing.
As for Hollywood's economy program, it has
resulted in a "better integration of the various
elements that make up the finished picture," Einfeld declaied, and the return to "sensible motion
picture-making" will benefit both Hollywood and
audiences. The public misinterpretation of the
economy
campaign
was due to Hollywood's failure
to publicize
this facet.
Of his company's future plans, Einfeld said the
keynote
wouldhascontinue
to bemade
"quality."
He said
no
decision
yet been
for release
of
Enterprise product at the conclusion of the 7picture deal with UA, which is soon to expire.
Several other majors are known to be dickering
for the unit's output.
Distributors Warned To
Stop Xoercive' Advertising
The practice of coercive advertising by distributors inplaces where they are having difficulty selling their pictures was given some
attention last week by independent exhibitor
leadership.
In a bulletin from National Allied headquar(Continued on next page)

PARA'S RAIBOURN
Movie Television Is Ripening
T
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One-Third U. S. 18,351

Frisky Leo Looking For

Theatres in Small Towns

% Deals On Coming Product
It's a fribky Leo the Li.jn cuvorlinn iirouad
the Loew Bldg. the e days. With the quality of
his forthcoming product showing sharp imi)rovement ("State of the Union," "Homecoming,"
"Easier Parade," etc.) after an admittedly bad
1947, theagain.
king of the movie jung.e is a;scrling
himself

There are 18,351 motion picture theatres operating in the U. S. This was the conclusion of
a thorough and useful statistical summary of
tlic Motion
industry's
exhibition
structure
compiledoverby
the
Picture
Association
of America

ALLIED'S
"A.trs F."
Warns Caere
ters, A. V. Myers, board chairman and general
counsel, warned distributors guilty of tlie practice that if they persist Allied will make it a
"national issue and the organized exhibitors will
do all in their power to resist it."
Myers conceded the right of distributors to
advertise their product nationally, but "when
a distributor resorts to local advertising in any
community — using newspapers, billboards, window sigp.s, telephone calls and the mails — in
order to exploit a picture that has not been
licensed to the theatre in that community, the
only purpose and effect is to coerce the exhibitor into licensing the picture. Such tactics
are wrong," he added, "and anyone engaging in
them must know that they are wrong."
EXPLOIT AT COMMUNITY LE\^EL
Where the picture has been contracted for,
the bulletin said, certainly the most effective
and economic advertising would be "exploitation
at the communitv level, where the advertising
can be tied to the theatres, so that the public
may give immediate expression to the urge to
spend and see that has been generated by the
advertising."
Advertising allowances made to theatres by
distributors should be on a n^n-discriminatory
b^sis. "To grant advertising allowances to some
theatres and not to others amounts in fact, if
not in law, to the grantina: of special discounts
and rebates," Myers stated, suggesting that allowances should be "proportionate to the film
rental paid."
Other subjects discussed by Myers in the
bulletin :
— The Lewis Bill.
— British pictures.
LEWIS BILL NOT DEAD
The Lewis Bill is "not a dead issue." he declared, citine Congressman Lewis' reaffirmation
of his belief that eventuallv the principles of the
bill, "either bv legislation or voluntary action
on the part of the motion picture industrv, will
become the standard method of contracting in
that industry." Myers termed the battle against
ASCAP "only in its initial stage."
On British nictures, the Allied chief expressed the view that they should not be condemned
as a whole "merely on the basis of past experience." Rather, he said, in view of the current
picture shortage, "acceptable" British pictures
should be welcomed, with the determining factors, "quality and price."

tlie past 6 months.
It shows that the theatres are operating in
9,()3G municipalities and offer a total seating
rapacity of 11,7%,072.
The importance of the small-town theatre
was emphasized by the finding that 13,302, or
72.5 per cent of operating theatres in this country are located in cities witli a population of
50,000 and under. More than one-third of the
nation's theatres, 6,649, are in 6,227 towns in the
2500-and-under class, indicating in the great
majority of cases only one theatre per town.
.Although the 197 cities over 50,000 population
have 5,049, or only 27.5 per cent of the theatres,
they account for over five million, or 42.6 per
cent of the seats. The 2500-and-under group,
with one-third of the country's theatres, account
for onlv 19.1 per cent of total seats.
OTHER STATISTICS
Also revealed by the summary :
— There are 856 closed houses with a seating
capacit\ of 400,916.
— Circuit theatres ( four or more under the
same management) total 8,983 with seating
capacity of 7,539,162; non-circuit, 10,224, with
seating capacity of 4,657,826. These figures include both open and closed houses.
— Leading with greatest number of theatres
is New York City, 589: next is Chicago, 302;
Los Angeles, 217, and Philadelphia, 201.
— .^mong the 25 major cities. Washington has
the highest ratio of population to theatre seats,
11.6.
— Average ratio of population to seats is 11.2
for the country. Regionally, the South has
fewest seats per capita. Nevada has the lowest
ratio, 5.6 or the most seats per capita, with
California next, 7.7.
'PAINSTAKING EFFORT'
Eric Johnston, announcing the completion of
the summary after "exhaustive research and
painstaking effort" by the Association's Research Department with the assistance of distributor members, exhibitors and exhibitor groups,
called the project an important step in the industry's need for placing "its statistical house

Metro prefers to sell its pictures on the sliding
scale basis, v. p., distribut'on chief William F.
Rodgers told the trade pre;s, sincj this method
eliminates the need for bargaining and makes for
better-satisfied customers. Expre;s;ng confidence
in his company's
lii;c-up ofsaidcomin-.;
pctures,
the
personable
sale.^ executive
he would
he content to let the product s|)eak for itse'f at the boxotfice, since he doubtless sees the scale slidin^j up.
Asked if the statement indicated a change in
his
previous
offeroutright
to seilbasis,
"aub-subrequent"
theatres
on an
Rodgers saidrunit
did not. However, he said he felt the sliding
scale plan was the most equitable type of film
deal.

Loew's Profits Down, But
Gross Take Sliows Increase
The seeming disparity was rather startling.
Loew's Statement of Comparative Earnings
for 28 weeks ended March 11, 1948 showed a
drop in net profits, after taxes, to less than four
million dollars, compared to approximately
eight and one-half million in the same period
last year. But, the last 16 weeks covered in
this year's report show an increase of some two
and one-half million in gross sales and operating revenue. Queried about this, Loew v.p. and
treasurer Charles C. Moskowitz attributed the
lower net income "primarily to the amortization
of The
high comparative
cost picturesfigures
during forthetheperiod."
28 weeks :
—March 11, 1948. operating profit, $10,433,649 ; March 13, 1947, 818,236,730.
— 1948, net profit, after taxes and after
minority interests' share, $3,886,745 ; 1947,
S8,596,779.
For the 16 weeks ended March 11 1948, gross
sales and operating revenues were estimated at
$59,127,000, compared to $56,655,000 for same
period in 1947.
(More News & Opinion, Page 25)

in order."
Variety Tents Pledge
$2,000,000 For Charity
Under Florida's benevolent big tent of sunshine (courtesy Chamber of Commerce), the
big-hearted barkers of International Variety
(33 Tents) gave voice to a swelling refrain
of Charity— over $2,000,000 pledged for this
The week-long clambake at Miami Beach —
it was the 12th annual convention — was climaxyear.
ed on April 17th by a huge banquet which heard
Secretary of State George C. Marshall named
as the recipient of the 1947 Humanitarian
Award and presidential candidate Harold C.
Stassen sound off against censorship of screen,
stage and radio.
RE-ELECT O'DONNELL
Over 900 showmen from all parts of the
nation, Canada and Mexico reveled in the festivities, passed
resolutions, chief
re-elected
Texas'
O'Donnell
International
barker
for Bob
the
fourth time.

LEO'S RODGERS
Sees Scale Sliding Up
FILM
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B F's m&HTER
M-G-M presents .
"B. F.'s DAUGHTER" starring BARBARA
V HEFLIN • CHARLES COBURN • RICHARD
STANWYCK . VAN
HART • KEENAN WYNN • A ROBERT Z. LEONARD PRODUCTION •Screen Play by Luther Davis • Based on the Novel
by John P. Marquand • Directed by ROBERT Z. LEONARD
Produced by EDWIN H. KNOPF • A Metro-Goldwy n-Mayer Picture

SUMMER
HOUm
COtOK By \ \,
//J /TECNNICOLOR
M-G-M presents "SUMMER HOLIDAY" • MICKEY ROONEY
GLORIA DeHAVEN • Walter Huston • Frank Morgan • Butch
Jenkins • Marilyn Maxwell • Agnes Moorehead • Selena Royle
Color by TECHNICOLOR • Adapted by Irving Brecher and Jean
Holloway • From the Screen Play by Frances Goodrich and Albert
Hackett • Based on the Play "Ah, Wilderness!" by Eugene O'Neill
Music by Harry Warren • Lyrics by Ralph Blane • Directed by
ROUBEN MAMOULIAN . Produced by ARTHUR FREED
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Liberty Films present SPENCER
TRACY • KATHARINE HEPBURN • VAN JOHNSON
ANGELA LANSBURY • ADOLPHE MENJOU • LEWIS STONE
in FRANK CAPRA'S "STATE OF THE UNION" • Based on the
Play by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse • Screen Play by
Anthony Veiller and Myles Connolly • Associate Producer
ANTHONY VEILLER • Produced and Directed by FRANK
CAPRA • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

TH^/PIRATE
recNMicoioR
/ / cocoH sy \
M-G-M presents JUDY GARLAND • GENE KELLY in "THE
PIRATE" . WALTER SLEZAK • Gladys Cooper • Reginald
Owen . Songs by COLE PORTER • Color by TECHNICOLOR
Screen Play by Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich • Based on
the Play by S. N. Behrman • Dance Direction by Robert Alton
and Gene Kelly • Directed by VINCENTE MINNELLl • Produced by ARTHUR FREED • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

M-G-M presents "BIG CITY" starring MARGARET O'BRIEN
ROBERT PRESTON . DANNY THOMAS • GEORGE MURPHY
KARIN BOOTH • EDWARD ARNOLD • BUTCH JENKINS
and introducing to the screen BETTY GARRETT and LOTTE
LEHMANN • Screen Play by Whitfield Cook and Anne Morrison
Chapin • Additional Dialogue by Aben Kandel • Based on a
Story by Miklos Laszio • As Adapted by Nanette Kutner • Directed
by NORMAN TAUROG • Produced by JOE PASTERNAK
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Collins • Gladys Cooper • Cameron Mitchell • A MERVYN
LeROY PRODUCTION • Original Story by Sidney Kingsley
Adaptation by Jan Lustig • Screen Play by Paul Osborn • Directed
by MERVYN LeROY • Produced by SIDNEY FRANKLIN
In association with Gottfried Reinhardt • An M-G-M Picture

M-G-M presents ESTHER WILLIAMS • PETER LAWFORD
RICARDO MONTALBAN • JIMMY DURANTE • CYD
CHARISSE • XAVIER CUGAT and his orchestra • "ON AN
ISLAND WITH YOU" • Color by TECHNICOLOR • Screen
Play by Dorothy Kingsley, Dorothy Cooper, Charles Martin and
Hans Wilhelm • From an original story bv Charles Martin and
Hans Wilhelm • Directed by RICHARD THORPE • Produced
by JOE PASTERNAK • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

M-G-M presents IRVING BERLIN'S "EASTER PARADE" starring
JUDY GARLAND • FRED ASTAIRE • PETER LAWFORD
ANN MILLER • Color by TECHNICOLOR • Screen Play by
Sidney Sheldon, Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett • Original
Story by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett • Lyrics and Music
by Irving Berlin • Musical Numbers Directed bv Robert Alton
Directed by CHARLES WALTERS • Produced Ly ARTHUR
FREED • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

0^7 M'&M>
c«L«n
,A
WiTM
\ MTE / /TECHNICOIOR
COLOR eyey \ juoy;//
M-G-M presents "A DATE WITH JUDY" starring WALLACE
BEERY • JANE POWELL • ELIZABETH TAYLOR • CARMEN
MIRANDA . XAVIER CUGAT and his orchestra • ROBERT
STACK . Color by TECHNICOLOR • Screen Play by Dorothy
Cooper and Dorothy Kingsley • Based on the characters created
by Aleen Leslie • Directed by RICHARD THORPE • Produced by
JOE PASTERNAK • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

' f

,-„p„,.„i„,,

ILIA MISBEHAVE!

M-G-M presents GREER GARSON • WALTER PIDGEON in
"JULIA MISBEHAVES" . PETER LAWFORD. CESAR ROMERO
ELIZABETH TAYLOR • Lucile Watson ♦ Nigel Bruce • Mary
Boland . Directed by JACK CONWAY • Produced by EVERETT
RISKIN • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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*ARCH Of TRIUMPH'
Rates
generally

WILL

BE ONE

United Artists (Enterprise)
120 Minutes
Iiiyrid Bergman, Charles Boyer, Charles Laughton. Louis Calhern, Roman Bohne)i, Stephen
Bekassy, Ruth Xelson, Curt Bois, J. Edivard
Broniberg, Michael Romanoff, Art Smith, John
Laurens, Leon Lenoir, Franco Corsaro, Nino
Pipitoni. Vladimir Rashevsky, Alvin Hammer,
Jay Gilpin. Ilia Khmara, Andre Marsauden.
Haael Brooks. Byron Foulger, Bill Conrad,
Peter Virgo, Feodor Chaliapin.
Directed by Lewis Milestone.

OF YEAR'

S TOP

BOXOFFICE

by Erich Maria Remarque. Some of its dead
wood was judiciously removed by veteran director Lewis Milestone who also wrote the script
with Harry Brown, and the story emerges from
the screen as a tragic drama, in which love is
a desperate refuge in a sordid, hostile world.
This is Paris in 1938 where Dr. Ravic, a refugee
with a tortured past and a hopeless future, lives
only for revenge. The role is portrayed by
Charles Boyer with a brooding intensity. Louis
Calhern plays the bewhiskered, anti-fascist doorman with great aplomb. The only false note in
the long list of otherwise flawless performances
is the pointless over-acting by Charles Laughton
as the sadistic Nazi general. Enterprise Studios
were unstinting in their efforts to recreate to
atmosphere of Paris and the highly authentic
backgrounds are photographed in harsh and
sombre tones. The vigorous score by Louis
Gruenberg also aJ:!s dramatic emphasis.
EXPLOITATION : The two stars, the fame
of the nove!, the love story — these are the
showman's Lest bets. This is a 5 million dollar
production. Sell it BIG.
W hen her lover dies, Ingrid Bergman walks
the streets in despair, where Charles Boyer befriends her. He finds her a place to live and a
job singing in a Russian cafe. They fall in
love and go off on a vacation on the Riviera.
When they return,- he is picked up as a refugee

This 55,000,000 production has been pre-sold
as few films are. On the basis of the intensive
exploitation it is receiving, plus two outstanding
stars and the fame of the novel, its boxoffice
success is assured. It will be one of the year's
top grossers.
"Arch of Triumph" is, first and foremost,
another triumph for that truly great actress,
Irigrid Bergman. She makes the perverse heroioe, Joan Madou, a living entity, with emotions
ranging from sombre despair to unrestrained
gaiety, and her remarkable display of acting is
•one of many features which lift this film out of
the ordinary. Decidedly an adult picture and
not escapist, it retains all of the bitterness and
emotional complexity of the best-selling novel
hth
'GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING'
COLORFUL, ENTERTAINING
forr rural houses; slightly less elsewhere
Rates
though the spot-light is on the equine antics of
2(th Centurx-Fox
Thunderhead and Crown Jewel, the sleek, black
S'-> Minutes '
trotting champion, there is a tender little story
Pcf/yy Cummins, Charles Coburn, Robert Arfo young love, nicely handled by Peggy
thur, Lloyd Nolan. Burl Ives, Geraldinc Wall,
Robert Adlcr, Will Wright, Herbert Heywood,
Cummins and Robert Arthur. Miss CumRichard Garrick, Charles Hart, Charles Tanmins' British enunciation is, however, a little
nen.
distracting. Charles Coburn is perfect as the
Directed by Louis King.
bibulous, crafty old horse breeder and Lloyd
Xolan makes much of a small part as the lad's
father. Plaintive musical interludes are supThunderhead, that magnificent white stallion,
plied by troubadour Burl Ives. The production
is back again in this rustic romance enhanced
is
thorough
in all the details of horse-lore and
by Technicolor. "Green Grass of Wyoming"
the rise and fall of excitement which culminates
was fashioned from the formula that has provin the big racing event is expertly maintained
en so successful for 20th Century-Fox, centerby director Louis King. Special credit is due
ing a corn-fed drama around a story of animals.
Ciiarles Clarke for his splendid Technicolor
This production by Robert Bassler should prove
entertaining for young and old, its appeal being piiC'tography, which presents some beautiful
western vistas and captures the thrills and speed
particularly strong for small towns. As tranof the trotting race.
scribed by Martin Berkeley from the Mary
EXPLOITATION:
Go after the family
O'Hara novel, the story carries a lot of bucolic trade
with this wholesome presentation of
charm and is bolstered by a sturdy cast. Al-
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without papers and is deported. .A.fter three
months, he manages to get back and finds that
she has a new and wealthy patron. Although
still in love, she is reluctant to give up her
financial security. Boyer has other problems ;
he has discovered Charles Laughton, a German
officer who had once tortured him. He gets
him drunk and kills him. Meanwhile, Ingrid
gets shot by her patron in a fit of jealous rage.
Boyer is called upon to operate, but she dies
despite his efforts. On this day France declares
war on Germany and he is arrested for internment.
ABRAMS.
YARN

ABOUT

HORSES

"youthful romance and breath-taking thrills
against a magnificent Technicolor background."
Use tie-ins with the Mary O'Hara novel.
Thunderhead is running wild in the hills and
Charles Coburn blames him for killing his best
mare. His grand-daughter, Peggy Cummins,
tries to pacify him, hut he vents his wrath upon
Lloyd Nolan,
Thunderhead's
This Peggy
complicates the budding
romanceowner.
between
and Nolan's son, Robert Arthur. The lad buys
a trotter named Crown Jewel, and hopes to
make her a champion, while Coburn gives up
the bottle and assiduously trains his own mare.
Thunderhead entices Jewel from her corral and
she sinks into a quagmire. .Arthur rescues her,
and he and Peggy nurse the horse back to
health.
the exciting
in Ohio, At
Coburn
wins outGovernor's
in a close State
finish Race
oevr
.•\-thur. Crown Jewel's unexpected lag is understood when she later brings forth the son of
Thunderhead.
YORK.

'TO THE VICTOR' TOPICAL MELODRAMA
WITH FRENCH BACKGROUND
Rates • • + as bill topper generally
characters are not clearly motivated, the issues lines "They Found Love Amid the Ruins of
I Vomer Bros.
are expressed in long-winded speeches, and many
War" ... "A Man Without Honor. .\ Woman
100 Minutes
of the situations are flimsily contrived. Action
\Mveca Conscience
Lindfors has!" been persuaded to testify
and class houses should realize above-average
Without
Dennis Morgan, Vivcca IJndfors, J'ictor Frangrosses, but average mass audiences will be held against her husband, John Tanner, who is awaitcen, Bruce Bennett, Dorothy Malonc, Tom
off by the sombre, serious storv of the French
ing trial as a collaborationist. His agents, led
D'
Andrea,Buloff,
EduardoWilliam
Ciannelli,
DouglasLouis
Kennedy,
Joseph
Conrad.
Van
by Eduardo Ciannelli, are out to kill her, and
black
market.
"To
The
\'ictor"
presents
\'iveca Lindfors as the woman who had aided the Inspector \nctor Francen spirits her away to a
Rooten, Konstantinc Shayne, Anthony Caruso,
Joanee Wayne. John Banner, Henry Rozvland,
hide-out in Normandy. Dennis Morgan, who
Nazis during the occupation and this p-omising
Felipe Turich.
Swedish newcomer lives up to her build-up as has met her in Paris, follows her there, and
a fine actress and will inevitably call forth
among the battle-scarred relics on Omaha Beach
Directed by Dclmer Daves.
tliey fall unwillingly in love. Although his own
comnarisons to Ingrid Bergmnn, whom she rehands are far from clean as a black market
scm.bles. Dennis Morgan gives a standard porProducer Jerry Wald has given this dramatic
racketeer, he is bitter when he learns of her
trayal of the slick American opportunist who,
depiction of the violence and chaos in post-war
a? an ex-major in Paris, finds lucrative graft depraved past. After talking with Francen, he
FVance an aura of authenticity, but the story is in the black market. Standouts in the large and decides to test her integritv. He makes a deal
not so convincing. By posing the performers
with Ciannelli thTt he will t^ke her to America,
capable cast include \'ictor Francen, as the imagainst actual locales, the boulevards and bistros
placable and fiercel.v loyal police-inspector, and on the gamble that she will not show up at
of Paris and the ravaged beaches of Normandy,
Eduardo Ciannelli and Joseph Buloff, as sinister
the train. He also double-crosses two of his
he has evolved a fairly engrossing melodrama
parasites who prev unon a disrupted societv.
black market partners, thus provoking a violent
that is steeped in an atmosphere of gloom. The
gun battle in which his enemies shoot each
EXPLOITATION: Play up the up-to-thesteady direction by Delmer Daves and the highly minute timeliness. Present Viveca Lindfors as
other down. Lindfors testifies strongly at her
dramatic photography of Robert Burks succeed
the sensational Swedish import — exciting new
husband's
and a brighter and cleaner future
awaits the trial,
lovers.
in obscuring the weaknesses in the script by luminary in the Hollywood firmament. Stress
YORK.
Richard Brooks — • and there are manv. The
the "on the spot" production values. CatchAPRIL
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'THE
WOMAN
IN WHITE' CONFUSED PERIOD MYSTERY DRAMA
Rat es
dualler generally
to maintain interest in the complex proceedings,
with the handsome drawing master, and he reJl'anicr Urns,
and certainly one of the most unusual iK)rtraya]s
loo Minutes
turns Parker's affection until John )%mery, her
is the serio-comic super-neurotic invalid played
betrothed, comes to claim her hand. The woman
Alexis Smith, Eleanor Parker, Sydney Greenby John Abbott. Eleanor Parker has a diffi- in white returns, warns Young that Greenstreet
street, Ci(j Young, Afjnes Moorhead, John Abcult assignment in a dual role — as a vivacious
bott, John liinery, Curt Bois, lunma Dunn, young heiress and the title role, a pathetic, deand Emery are plotting the marriage only to
Matthexv Boultoii, Anita Sharp-Bolster, Clifford
gain the inheritance. Facing them with the
ranged
victim
of
the
schemers'
ministrations
—
Brooke, Harry Bernard.
and she attains distinct personalities for each.
accusation. Young is made U> leave I.immeridge.
Directed hy Peter Godfrey.
Parker and Ivmery are married and Greenstreet
-Mexis inSmith
and roles,
Gig ^'oung are merely ade(juate
straight
works a hypnotic spell on her to force her to
KXPLOITATIOX: Center interest around
sign over the fortune. When she resists and
In a foreword, Wilkic Collins' century-old
becomes ill, the woman in white reappears, but
novel, 'The Woman in White," is described as the title: "The Woman in White — Ghost or
the source of the popular mystery story. We
when the latter is confronted by Greenstreet
hereby verify that statement. If there is any- Girl?" Play up Greenstrect's portrayal as the
and Emery, dies of fright. They make it aptliing in the Warner mystery drama that has most chilling role of his career.
pear that Parker has died, while they incarcerGig Young, a drawing master, is engaged by
not been seen in its countless screen predecesate
her inthean truth.
asylum. He\'iewing
the lx)dy,
^'oung
realizes
sets alxjut
unmasking
sors, it is difficult to spot. Laid in nineteenth Jf)hn Abbott, neurotic invalid master of Kimmerthe plotters and with the aid of Smith, traps
century iMi.tjland, the story wades through a idge House, to instruct his niece, Kleanor Parker, sole heiress to the family fortune. Alexis Greenstrcet into a confession that reveals that
welter of plot and dialofjue that leaves the specSmith, a poor cousin, is her companion. A Greenstrect's wife, Agnes Moorhead, was the
tator more than a little perplexed. Only some
sterling performances and a few high spots mvsterious woman dressed in white, bearing a mother of the woman in white and the sister
save the film from total chaos. Some fair marof Abbott and bore the girl out of wedlock.
striking resemblance to Parker, accosts Young
Sent tf) Italy to avoid a scandal, Greenstreet
quee names will make this a satisfactory attrac- on his way to I.immcridge and pleads for help,
brought the girl back and had been blackmailing
tion on dual bills generally hut derogatory wordbut disappears when a carriage is heard. QuesAbbfitt with the aid of Emery. Emery is killed
of-mouth will do it no good in sub-runs. Peter
tioned by Sydney Greenstrcet, a guest at Limnieridgc.
whether
he
has
seen
a
young
woman
by
his own thugs, Greenstreet stabbed by MoorGodfrey's direction is slow-paced and seems
head and Parker is returned to her rightful
who has escaped from a lunatic asylum. Young
intent on confusing the spectator with extraneft igns ignorance, sensing all is not well at Limplace. Young marries Smith.
ous "business" and incidents. To Sydney Grccnnioriflge Both Parker and Smith fall in Irivo
sl root's credit, his sinister performance manages
BARN.
'FURY AT FURNACE CREEK' TOP-GRADE WESTERN HAS WIDE APPEAL
Rates • • • generally; more for action houses
Furnace Creek and maintains a strong current
'I'he massacre of the troops at Fort Furnace
20th.^[inutcs
Ccntury-l'o.v
Creek by the Apaches resulted in opening the
SS
of excitement as \'ictor Mature rides the vengeance trail in old Arizona. He is smooth and
territory for settlement and a subsequent silver
Victor Mature, Coleen Gray, Glenn I.angan.
Reginald Gardiner, Albert Dckker, Bred Clark,
rush. General Robert Warwick is court-marrestrained as the fast shooting ne'er-do-well,
Charles Kemper, Robert JVarzvick, George
tialed for deliberately provoking the massacre
with a rugged masculinity that the feminine
and dies of a heart attack, although the real
trade will go for. The heart interest is handled
Clereland, Roy Roberts, Jl'illard Robertson.
Griff Barnett, Frank Orth, J. Farrcll MacDonculprit was cavalry Captain Reginald Gardiner,
by Coleen Gray in pert and winsome manner.
Glenn Langan, ,\lbert Dekker, Fred Clark and
ald,
Charles
.S'tezrns,
Jay
Silverheels,
Robert
acting
as a tool for Allx-rt Dekker. The genAdlcr, Harry .Seymour, Harry Carter, Mauritz
Reginald Gardiner head the strong supporting
eral's sons, Mature and Langan, arrive separately at Furnace Creek with vengeance in mind.
Hugo. Harlan Briggs, Si Jenks, Guy H'ilker- ca?t, with the latter especially effective as a
Mature hires out to Dekker as a gunman and
son, Robert If'illianis, James Flai'in.
(Inuiken has-been. There is also a carefree,
Directed hy Bruce Hundicrstoue.
rcillicking character known as Peaceful Jones, proceeds to ferret out the criminals, with time
out for romance with Coleen Gray. He forces
played to a turn by Charles Kemper. .-Mthough
Producer Fred Kohlmar has dressed up a the proceedings are cut from a conventional
a written confession from the weakling Gardistandard western theme with a treatment right pattern, they are broadened by the carefully
ner and when the latter is shot, Langan is accused of the murder. With the aid of Peaceful
down the line, resulting in a solid box-of?ice
detailed and smoothly-paced direction by Bruce
Humberstone, and the photography and musical
draw. The story, direction, photography and
Jones, the two brothers break out of the trial
court-room and in the wild chase Mature is
cast are all top-drawer and merge into an action- score are on an equallv high level.
full drama permeated throughout with the flavor
trapped and wounded by Dekker in the ruins
EXPLOITATION:" Sell this as a superthe old fort. Little Dog. the .Apache chief,
of the wild and wooly west. It is a natural for western.
Catchlines — "Blazing Drama of of
is on their trail and at a crucial moment knocks
action houses and should also attract patronage
\'iolent \'engeance " . . . Spectacular Indian
that avoids the standard brands of horse opera.
Massacre" . . . Stirring Saga of the TempestuofT Dekker with a rifle shot. With his father's
The script by Charles Booth from the David
ous West !" And stress the romantic values of reputation vindicated, Mature and Miss Gray
Garth story leads oflf with a bang, with the Victor Mature and Coleen Gray, stars of "Kiss are together at the romantic conclusion.
ABRAMS.
re-enactment of the Apache massacre at Fort
of Death."
'ARTHUR TAKES OYER' COMEDY
QUICKIE FOR ADOLESCENTS
Rates • • — as supporting dualler in naborhoods
some of the others in the cast. His sister, pret- to Brown, Collier sends him on his way, be20th Century-Fox
rating him for breaking his promise not to tell.
ty Lois Collier, gets by on her good looks. Un63 Minutes.
fortunately, the remaining performances oflfer "Arthur takes over," assuring Crane that all
Skip Homeier, Lois Collier, Richard Crane, Ann
will be straightened out within 24 hours. He
E. Todd, Jerome Cowan, Barbara Brown, Wil- no such compensation. William Bakewell's halfborrows the engagement ring Collier returned
portrayal of Collier's unbearably repulsive
liam Bakcwell, Howard Freeman, Joan Blair, baked
to Crane, gives it to girlfriend Ann E. Todd,
suitor : Barbara Brown and How-ard Freeman,
Almira .Ses.unns. Jeanne Gail.
a?
her
parents,
and
Jerome
Cowan
as
the
irate
hoping
the engagement will so upset his mother
Directed by Mai St. Clair.
that she will forget her disappointment over
fither
of
Homeier's
schoolgirl
"fiance"
—
all
fail to instill freshness or real humor into an Collier's marriage. He finds himself in a jam
This Sol M. Wurtzel quickie is 63 minutes of empty script. And the fantastic ride on Homewhen his girlfriend takes the whole scheme seriously. When Homeier disappears with Todd
ier's brakeless motor scooter cannot help but
absolute nonsense. It's a dizzy little teen-age
yarn with jitterbug lingo that will strike home
cause one to wonder how far Hollywood has on his motor scooter, Cowan accuses Freeman
with the school kids, but the over-abundance
of raising a kidnapper as a son and threatens
progressed since the days of the Keystone Cops.
to ruin Freeman in a business transaction. While
of •'hotcha-muchacha," "hyper" and similar bobLois Collier returns from training as a nurse
by.sox jargon, will prove more than a little secretly married to Richard Crane, Navy veterall talk wildly. Crane finds and brings back the
kids, thus endearing himself to all, particularly
anno3 ing to their elders. Lack of marquee val- ai, she met in a hospital. Her mother, Barbara
ues relegates this to the lower half of dual bills Brown, has selected haughty William Bakewell
in the eyes of his mother-in-law. Bakewell
shows his true colors by failing to live up to
in minor naborhood houses. Skip Homeier, the
for
her
daughter's
spouse,
much
to
the
regret
resourceful high scliool lad who causes so much
and disgust of Collier, as well as her father, Brown's expectations of him in the emergency
conltision trying to iron out his sister's troubles, Howard Freeman, and her brother (Arthur),
and Homeier's troubles prove not T.\YLOR.
to have been
docs a fair job, more than fair compared to Skip Homeier. When Crane reveals the secret in vain.
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Paramount's

At

Regular

Prices

SURPASSES
ITS OWN SENSATIONAL ADVANCE-ADMISSION
Florida; by 15% in Eau Claire, Wisconsin.

DOUBLES

"BLUE

SKIES"

in Covington,
TOPS

"WELCOME

TAKE

W. Va.; and
STRANGER"

and in 6 days plays to 135%
PLAYS

TO
and

160%
110%

OF "ROAD
of "Road's"

TO

in Indiana,

in Oil

of "Stranger's"
RIO"

Christmas

GROSS

of "Skies'"

City,

Year

engagement

engagement

in Orlando,

11-day run in Klamath

in Colorado

in Tampa,

7 days in Eureka,

Pa.; by 60%

Springs; 110%

Ore.
Fla.;

Falls, Ore.
in Mattoon,

III.;

in Rochester.

*Paramount's
Co/or 6ylOmS
'TECH^iWOtOR^
■ilk HOWttD
CECIL WAID
Va SUVA A:j^off I^llaway Bond
Produced and Directed by CECIL B, DcMILLE
Screenplay by Charles Hennetr. Frcdric M Frank and Jesse

by 20%

Pa.; tops its Christmas-New

in 3 days grosses 80%
by 120%

RUNS

Unconquered

at >1/7y Price—

with " Big Clock" breaking "Dear Ruth" records
and great ones like "Emperor Waltz", "Dream
Girl" and "So Evil My Love" coming right up!

-HATTER'S CASTLE' SOMBRE,
Rates ® • as dualler- slightly more in
I'unnnouiil
V'l Minnies
Robert Nci^'lmi. James Mason, Dcborali Kerr,
linilyii ll'illinins', Unit! .S'lamt^-Taylor, Henry
Osear. Beatrice I'arley, Anthony Bateman, Jnne
I lolden.renceUrcfni
Hanray. O'Ro'rke. Gcorijc Merritt, LawDirected by Lance Cum fort.
\ "Hatter's Castle" was piodncid in luigland
iljy I. Goklsniitli for Parainoiint almost seven
■^ears ago. Banking on the new-found fanTe;,of
James Mason and Deborah Kerr .-wiio were unknowns in America back in" 1941, Paramount apparently feels that now the picture will have
Sf.me boxoffice value here. We venture to say
its appeal will be limited, for this unrelentingly
sombre story of an egomaniac by A. J. Cronin
is as depressing as a dirge. There is not a
moment's
frommost
the audiences
gloom thatwillpervades
the
entire relief
film and
find it
a fatiguing experience.

The one hour and a-

DEPRESSING BRITISH DRAMA
t spots
h;ilf running time makes it unsuitable for dualling, but wherever shown it should be coupled
with a ligiit comedy or musical, it offers an
actor's field day for Robert Xewton, who pulls
out all the sto|)s in iiis portrayal of a morbidly
fascinating character. Miss Kerr and Mason
handle their subordinate rf)les capably enough.
Outstanding performances are tiie rule in the
supporting cast.
HXPI.OITATION : Feature Kerr and Mason
on the marquee. Play up author A. J. Cronin.
Catchlinc : "Their Love Was Shadowed by
-Another
Hate!"egocentric owner of a hat
Xewton,Man's
arrogant,
sh-,p in a small Scottish town yearns to live
like a nobleman in the castle-like home he has
built and desires to make a genius oi his young
son. Having an affair with a mercenary barmaid, I'jiid Stamp-Taylor, Newton would just
as well be rid of his sickly wife and he refuses
to allow doctor James Mason to care for her.
Mason silently
loves hires
Deborahunscrupulous
Kerr, the hatter's
d-iughter.
Xewton
Rmlyn

Williams as a clerk in his store, not knowing
that he is a former lover of his barmaid sweetheart. Williams sets about to undermine Newton's business. He also makes Kne to Deborah
and compromises her. I^ater, when he is caught
in tlie barmaid's apartment by Newton, Williams
gets out of the tight sixit by bluntly telling him
of his relations with Delxjrah. Newton drives
his daughter from the house and she disappears
when Williams refuses to marry her. Newton
causes his wife's death when he brings his girlfriend into their home, ostensibly as a housekeeper. His business, as well as his mind, failing, the barmaid (|uits him and the hatter is left
with only his son. The boy is expelled from
school when caught looking over examination
(juestions
fearful
of hisNewton,
tyrannical
wrath, he and,
commits
suicide.
nowfather's
wholly mad, sets fire to Hatter's Castle, making it
a funeral
pyreto for
and his for
son.funeral
Deborah returns
thehimself
town church
services and learns that Mason still loves her.
BARTON.

XIGHTNIN' IN THE FOREST' ROUTINE COPS-AND-ROBBERS
STUFF
Rates • • as dualler for action spots and naborhoods
with psyciiiatr\, but hardly enough to scare
I.ynne Roberts is the spoiled, scatterbrained
off action fans, for it is plentifully supplied
niece of Judge Paul Harvey. He is fed up
Re/^ublic
.iiV Minutes
with flying fists and njaring guns. .After a with her wild escapades and packs her off to a
rather clumsy opening, director George Blair
secluded mountain cabin to be cured by psyLyniie Roberts, Donald Barry, Warren Donylas.
launches into the cops-and-robbers yarn with
chiatrist Warren D-jugla"* Their budding roAdrian Booth, Lucien LittlefiehL Claire Diimance is interrupted by the arrival of gunman
Brey, Roy Barcroft. PanI Hanry, Al Ebeti, considerable pace and sprinkled the romantic
episodes with easy humor, making it acceptable
Jerry Jerome, George Chandler, Eddie Dunn,
Donald Barry and his mob. The police surnaborhood fare. Within the shallow confines
r(;mid
the cabin to smoke the killer out w'ith a
Dale Van, Sickel, Bud Wolfe, Hank ]\'orden.
hail of bullets. He tries to escape using the
of the script, the cast performs competently,
Directed by George Blair,
notably Lynne Roberts as the irresponsible gal couple as hostages, but the young doctor knocks
him out in a rough and tumble fist fight, while
with a craving for excitement. Her psychiatrist
Without any lightning or even a forest this is young Warren Douglas, who seems handier
Lynne engages his mr)ll, Adrian Booth, in a
with his fists than with a diagnosis. Don Barry
unpretentious Republic quickie offers an hour
hair-pulling contest. When it's all over, Lynne
of fair entertainment for the lower portion of plays the gangster with the customary stock presumably
has experienced enough excitement
t!ie double bill. The story is not startling in its mannerisms. The production and photographic
for the rest of her life.
DAV.
originality and has something vaguely to do qualities are strictly run of the mill.
'SPRING' AMBITIOUS RUSSIAN
Rates • • -|- in foreign fllnn spots
Art kino
106 Minutes
Lubov Orlova, Nikolai Cherkassoi', Nikolai
Konovalov, Mikhail Sidorkin, Fenya Ranyevskaya.
Directed by Gregory Ale.randrov.
The Russians have gone Hollywood in a big
way. Here is a long and preposterous spectacle
with all the tired cliches that our musicals have
discarded — plus a "message." The back-stage
story of Russian movie-makers, it presents a

Check

with
you

MUSICAL

SPECTACLE

fabulous picture of modern Moscow, including
behind-the-scenes activities of the Bolshoy Theatre Ballet and scenes of a Russian scientist
conducting an experiment in a laboratory the
size of Madison Square Garden. The star.
Lubov Orlova. gets a terrific work-out. With
the aid of trick photography, she plays a double
part — that of a famous woman scientist, and
a movie actress who is hired to portray her on
the screen. She tap dances, sings jazz and opera
and does a ballet number. It gets especially
involved when Lubov, the scientist, masquer(More Reviens on Page 27)

Some

your
will

COMEDY

FILM

BULLETIN

boxoffice

find

an

ades as the actress and Lubov, the actress pretends to be the scientist. The production, written and directed by Gregory Alexandrov, boasts
marvelous photography, huge settings and some
heavy-handed humor. In Russia, it will probably be the equivalent of a "Gone With The
Wind." Over here, it will be of interest to a
narrow audience segment. English titling by
Charles Clements promotes its intelligibility. It
holds prestige value as the 1947 prize winner
of the \'enice Film Festival.
ABRAMS.
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ills \ ISir To NJ<:\V YORK, Frank Capra discoursed at some Iciij^tli on tlu" idea lie lias l)efn ionj^ advocatin,^-, tlial tlic movie industry should engaj^'e in "research",
just as other large industries do. The film moguls would
do well to heed Ca])ra's suggestion that the\ ])ut a little of
their jirolits into a program for the development of new
talent, lie would have promising directors, writers, actors,
technicians experiment, rather than sit around and draw
.salaries doing nothing. Some talent inevitably would be
discovered in this way.

THIN(;S ARK BE(ilN\lX(; TO LOOK ROSY again for
the color-process companies, who. because of manufacturing and raw material limitations, have been viewing the
future through blue-tinted lenses. What wn'th new facilities and the demand for color films greater than ever,
multi-hued ])roduction faces the most affluent period in its
history. Technicolor now has agreements for 48 features
this year against 30 made in 1947. Cinecolor has capacity
commitments for the next six months, with 12 rolling in the
])ast two months. According to Cinecolor's last (piarterly
re])ort, doubled business is indicated for the current fiscal
year.
RUMORS A1U)UT TOM CONNORS' next job were finally
nailed down in their wild flight by an official announcement that the bushy-browed ex-20th-Fox sales head had
incorporated Tom Connors Associates, an organization that
will distribute advertising reels to theatremen. The iirst
of a projected ])rogram of six or seven shorts annually,
covering various industries, will be "New Tobacco Land,"
a one-reeler in color produced by Louis deRochemont.
Deals are alread}- being closed with exhibitors at the rate
of $8.50 to $10 per thou.sand paid admissions. .Mthough
there is no evident sponsorship to "New Tobacco Land,"
the film, which is an exposition of tobacco making fioni
planting of the innocent seed to the final packaging of the
coffin nail, reportedly ends up with the green, white and
gold of Liggett & Myers' Chesterfields.
THE

CROWD

ON

BROADWAY

WENT

GA-GA

over

the gala benefit i)remiere of Enterprise-United Artists'
"Arch of Triumph" last Monday (19th) night at the
Globe, but the critics gave the film a poor send-ofif. Whitetied and begowned celebrities from society, government, industry and the arts made their way down Klieg-lighted
passages and lobbies to be flash-bulbed, televised and interviewed. From Hollywood came "Arch" stars Ingrid
Bergman, Charles Boyer and Charles Laughton to head the
galaxy of cinema luminaries. The producer-distributors
were led by Enterprise head S. Charles Einfeld and UA
prexy Grad Sears. Oh yes, the charity— that was sponsored by the American Overseas Aid-United Nations Appeal for Children and was richer by $15,000 after the
spangled spectacle was over.
PUBLICITEERS OF WILLL^M GOLDMAN'S on-again,
of¥-again Erlanger gave their campaign on "I Remember
Mama" a new twist last week by switching the title to just
plain "Mama." Newspaper ads and all other media used
this brief title. They just want to see what effect a less
]X)sthumous-.sounding title might have on the boxof¥ice and
returned to the original handle after a week's test.
THE VITAL ROLE WHICH THE THEATRE can and
does play in the community was pointed up by the special
campaign theatres in the Rocky Mountain states have
18

By BARN
launched \u rai.^e an emergency fund of $50,(XXJ for loan.-> to
h(jnie owners and small busines.s men of Laramie, Wyoming. The town sustained a two million dollar loss when
fire leveled 475 small businesses and several hundred liomes.
TOA president Ted R. Gamble has requested all of tiic
organization's theatre members in Wyoming and neighboring states to coo])erate in the ])roject, which will include a
s])ecial benefit show at the still-standing Laramie Auditorium with ICagle Lion's "The Noose Hangs High" as
the attraction and possibly stars Abbott & Costello f<yi a
j)ersonal a])pearance.
IN DEFERENCE

TO THE

AMERICAN

NEWSREF.L

com])anies' opjxjsition to "])aying for the ])rivilege of filming news events. "J. .Arthur Rank relinfjuished his exclusive rights to film the 01ym])ic Games in ICngland this
summer. The British mogul huddled with representatives
of the .\merican Newsreel .\ssf)ciation and rejjortedly arranged for American and British newsreels trj share from
a jfjint pool. There were no indications that this arrangement would have any l>earing f)n J.XR's ])lans to film the
games in Technicolor to be made into a full-length feature
for release in this country by Eagle-Lion.
ADDED \h:RIFICATION THAT "MESSAGI-:" film>.
when they are combined with entertainment, not only jjay
off at the box-(jfifice. but in good will as well, was received
by Dore Schary and Jack L. Warner, studio chieftains at
RKO and Warner Bros.. res])ectively. Schary was
awarded the Thomas Jefferson Prize for the Advancement
of
Democracy
as Intolerance
the result ofina America.
nation-wide The
poll citation
by t'ne
Council
Against
extolled his "pioneering efl^orts in the u.se of motion pictures as a vital medium.'" singling out for mention "Farmer's Daughter," "Till the End of Time" and "Crossfire."
The RKO studio topper will also receive, along with Dr.
Albert Einstein and William L. Shirer. the 1948 One
World Award for his cfmtril)utif)n to films at special ceremonies at Carnegie Hall, April 27.
In Hollywood. Warner racked up two more civil honors,
receiving a scroll of honor from the Uruguayan consul for
himself and brother Harry in recognition of their "understanding of Pan American Principles" and their "kindness
to the people of L'ruguay." The second, an honorary
membership in the Italian League to control cancer, was
presented Warner by the Italian consul for his humanitarian contribution lx)th in his capacity as screen executive
and as a private citizen.
OF MEN AND THINGS
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount studio topper, was voted
president of the Academy Foundation, and Walter Wanger,
vice-president, at the annual elections in Movietown . . .
Arthur L. Mayer. Motion Picture Associates prexy, announced the board's decision to dub the MPA'S annual
dinner at the W^aldorf on May 21st "A Salute to the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital" and a sizeable cut of the tab
will go to the Hospital fund . . . Funeral services for John
J. Friedl. who succumbed April 12 to a cerebral hemorrhage after a long illness, were held Saturday. April 17,
at Sioux City, Iowa. Friedl, president of Minnesota
Amusement Co., Paramount affiliate, for ten years, had
retired January, 1947, because of ill health. . .With Myma
Loy as its delegate, the film industry will put its prettiest
foot forward at the L'NESCO conference in 'Frisco, May
13-15 , . . Phil Gerard, former M-G-^I publicist, has
linked his services to Universal-International's publicity
Metro
.
department.
Paul Kamey moves up to Gerard's six)t at
FILM
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will be no mo.'e deals for the proJujtxn of it is practical and profitable, which is, after
cheap budgeted pictures in the $200,000 bracket.
all, the point of show business.
Those independent producers who have con- ROACH DEAL
tracts to deliver such films to E-L will complete
One new venture here is the introduction of
their commitments, but no new deals of that
Cohn's New Contract May
independent
unit production. The deal with
tvpe
will
be
made.
Give Him Share of Profits
Hal Roach calls for six independent pictures,
SEEK L\DE UNITS
With Foy and Walter Wanger already in with Roach putting up all of his own money
'J'he Columbia
is the
tract troublesstudio
are the
rule,place
ratherwhere
than conthe
the fold as inde unit producers here, presi- and Metro participating only on the releasing
exception. But it came as a bit of a shock
dent Arthur B. Krim, who has taken over side. Other deals in this field include the one
with Louis de Rochemont, one with Horizon
to find that even big boss Harry Cohn, presi- the job of executive production head, is scouting the field for other top producticn units to Pictures (Sam Spiegel and John Huston), and
dent and production chief, was having his
troubles on that score.
bolster the new setup. Hal Wallis, rumored
one with .\rgo?y Productions (John Ford and
leaving Paramount, is being wooed, and it is Merrian C. Cooper). The first from Argosy
Cohn's pact with the company expired last
March and came up for renewal at a recent
goes May 1 and will be shot in Technicolor ; it
also reported that E-L wul ma'.ce peace with
Edward Small.
stockholders meeting in New York. The new
is tagged
Metro players will be"The
used Three
in theGodfathers."
cast.
deal provided for his salary of $3500 weekly,
For its own moderate-priced films, E-L has
put
Ben
Stoloff
in
charge
of
production.
This
in addition to $500 per week for evpenses.
Rochemont's first will be a documentary
This would have been OK with the stockunit will take care of all the low-budget pro- on DeCommunism
in America, based on a story
duct the company feels it needs to round out
holders, but the rub was a provision that
being written now by Fulton Oursler for Readwould have granted Cohn an option to buy its program. Mc-nwh!Ie, there is a production
Digest. This one, purporting to be a true
lull here while Mr. Young fits all the pieces case er's
75,000 shares of Columbia stock at $16 a share
history of a government worker who joined
into
their
places
for
the
new-style
Eagle
Lion.
at any time during the next ten years. A
the party, is scheduled to be shot in Boston
group of shareholders got together and ganged
sometime in June. Other De Rochemont pictures
up against this portion of the deal, causing
will also be taken from the Reader's Digest
Cohn to announce the "withdrawal" of the
backlog. Did somebody say "no propaganda
contract, although it was approved by a large
in films", or were we just hearing voices?
majority of the stockholders.
GARBO MAY RETURN
It is now reported that the prexy will be
Nobody knows for sure, of course, (nobody
given a pact calling for his present salary
ever does) but it is being rumored that Greta
plus a share of the profits above a fixed figure.
Meanwhile, Howard Hughes, who had been
Garbo is "really" coming back to pictures. This
dickering with Floyd Odium for five months
time, they tell us, George Cukor has convinced
the actress that she and the camera can be
on the purchase of the Odium interests in RKO,
recounciled. This seems not too incredible since
was reported to be trying to buy control of
Cukor is responsible for a number of the Garbo
Columbia. Harry Cohn only comment on the
successes and she migh be biased in his favor.
Hughes rumor was the ambiguous one that
With activity on the upswing here, the studio
his stock was not for sale and wouldn't be
until he said so. At any rate, the Cohn holdannounced two more films set for early proings would not give Hughes controlling interest
duction. Pandro S. Berman will start shortly
in the company and he would have to pick
on "The Bride", with Robert Taylor and
up blocks from other large shareholders.
Ava Gardner co-starred. Leon Gordon is set
It seems obvious that Hughes is determined
with "Introduction to Sally," an English play,
with Elizabeth Taylor and Peter Lawford in
to get control of one of the major studios in
the
leads.
town. This new negotiation at Columbia will
probably see-saw as did the RKO deal and
PRODIGAL'S RETURN
probably have the same end result.
William F. Rodgers (right), Metro sales
MONOGRAM
JOLSON DEAL SET
head, welcomes home producer Hal Roach, with
As mentioned here last issue, when MGM
the pacting of a distribution deal for six streamline features in the next year. Roach originally
discarded it.s plans for a Jolson story sequel,
Plan Increase In
Columbia stepped in and Jolson has signed with produced the "Our Gang" shorts for M-G-M,
this studio for the film. It is stated now that as well as several features.
Allied Artists Films
Larry Parks will not do the leading role, but
that Jolson, himself, will portray the part.
president
Broidytourfound
cause for centers
optimSooner or later, the boys will have to agree
ism on Steve
his recent
of exchange
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
that if there is to be a sequel to "The Jolson
and this outfit has decided to un the number
Story,"
of Allied .A.rtists pictures this year from 8 to
one Larry
chance of making it successfully
will
be tothegive
Parks the job.
12. No detailed plans have been formulated as
The deal with Roberts Productions looked for
Big All-Star Casts To
yet.
but the additional four AA nictures will
so hopefully here is definitely off and the unit
run
in
"hiaher budget" class of from $400,has gone back to the Enterprise fold. Too bad
Spike Coming Metro Films
000 to the
,$LOOO,000.
for Columbia.
'Tphe two pictures that got under way last week
Exhibitors certainly will be happy to see an
are examples A and B of Metro's new
increase in better-class nroduct from this com"Back To Showmanship" theme. "Words and nanv. but anv picture bearing the AHi^d Artists
EAGLE - LION
Music," Arthur Freed's Techn'color production,
label should be of real AA qualitv. Monogram
boasts a strong name cast headed by Ju;ly Garproduct masquerading as something better would
land, Mickey Rooney, June Allyson, Gene Kelly, onlv
cause resentment iri exhibitor circles.
Young Expansion Program
Ann Miller, Cyd Charisse, Vera-Ellen (three
In addition to the new plans for Allied Artists,
top dancers), Janet Leigh, Ann Sothern,, Tom
Broidy also announced five Monogram films
Promises Boom at Eagle-Lion
Drake, with Frank Sinatra, Perry Como, Van
Johnson, Lena Home, Lauritz Melchior and to be released during Mav : "Sign of the Wolf,"
'piie Young Expansion Program, about which
".Arizona Sunset." "Frontier Agent," "I
Studio Size-ups speculated in the last issue,
Xavier Cugat all pencilled in for "specialties."
Wouldn't Be In Your Shoes,,' and the OscarIn the dramatic field, "Command Decision"
will soon be under way. Bryan Foy's relinboasts Gable, Walter Pidgeon, Van Johnson,
quishrnent of the production reins was the first
winning short, "Climbing The Matterhorn.'"
THREE IN WORK
step in that direction. Soon bossman Robert Brian Donlevy, Charles Bickford Edward
-Arnold and John Hodiak.
Young, himf.elf, will have his fingers deep into
In work last week :— "The Babe Ruth Story"
affairs at this studio and a boom can be looked
This studio built to its success by developing
(William Bendix - Claire Trevor), "Triggernew talent into top personalities and using tliem man" (Johnny Mack Brown - Virginia Carfor in E-L's activities.
This program has started to move already.
to brighten marquees. It may not be particularroll) and "The Mystery of the Golden Eye"
Last week, announcement was made that there
ly progressive to revert to an old formula, but
(Roland Winters - Victor Sen Young).
APRIL
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To Reap Harvest From
'Mama' and 'State of Union'
'J^liis stud (I con inues to move at a slow and
cautiousarepace.
While upsome
the surpris'n;;ly
other film plants
all hyped
aboutof
future prospects, Paramount, which shi.wed the
juiciest profits of any of the majors in the
p\si couple of years, seems almost scared.
Perhaps all of the cash is being used to buy
up its stock.
The officials here might be content to ride
along for the time being and reap the profits
that
will accrue
to Paramount
p'ctures
to which
this studio
did not from
lav atwohand.
As
a result of the deal where Liberty Films moved
o\er here, P-"-pniount ac(iiiired a 25 percent
interest in "1 Remember Mama", wh'ch RKO
i.s releasing, and an 18 percent interest in "State
of the Union", which M-G-M distributes. Paramo'int's take on these two films figures to come
to about .$2,000,000. Why bother producing!
TWO NKW STARTERS
- B' b Hope's "Sorrowful Jones" fiml!y got
under way. It had been held up until a fern
star was found. Lucille Ball was signed for
$100,000 (a mighty fancy figure, gentlemen!)
for the stint and the picture rolled.
Also rolling is Hal Wallis" last under his
present contract. It is "The -Xccuscd" (Loretta
Yorng - Robert Cummiiigs). Wallis is still
talking deal around town. He is reported to
feel that his product did not get a fair shake
in advertising or distribution from Paramount.
Biiig Crosby will stay here for another ten
years on a two-a-year pact, with the privile^'c of
making one each year on the outside.
REPUBLIC
Pick-up in Activities
Due Within Two Weel(s

one film, a serial, "Adventures
onlyand
^^/^Ithough
of Frank
Jessie James," is in work

here at the moiiient, the schedule for tlie weeks
ahead is one of the busiest in the studio's history. Five films will go by the middle of May.
First will be John Auer's "Drums Along Tiie
Amazon"
(Vera Ralston - Brian Aherne George Brent.; Then comes a Roy Rogers
Tiucolor production, "N'iglitime in Xevada,"
to be followed in quick succession by "Son of
(•od's Country" (Monte Hale) in Trucolor ;
"Marshall of Amarillo" and "The F'ar Outpost" (Rod Cameron - Ilona Massey) also in
Tiucolor.
RKO
Odium Still Looking
For Buyer of RKO Stock
^^Itliiiiigh
Odium-Hughes
fell Corp.
thrcjughis
w til a thethud,
the head ofdeal
Atlas
still looking to make a deal on his RKO holdings and there are rumors of negotiations with
someone else.
Odium is reported to be willing to accept
510,000,000 for his 029,000 shares of stock. The
Hughes offer was S9,000.000. Still in the
picture as a pcjssible buyer is David O. Selznick,
aliiioiigh up to now Selznick has maintained
tliat Odium's price was too high.
.Mthough
Powell's
picture
a yearDick
did not
expire contract
until Julyfor4, one
the
actor and the studio parted company last week.
One of the reasons given was that RKO had no
property ready for Powell. .Xnother factor was
that Powell found he was making more money
on his outside deals than he was on his studio
contract.
This studio, more and more, is turning away
from the contract list and toward the policy
of signing players for one picture deals. This
plan grew out of the economy program president X. Peter Rathvon established about six
months ago. Rathvon believes it is cheaper to
buy name talent on single shots than to nurse
along a heavy list of contract players. Even
the stock players list has b*;en cut to the bone
and the talent department where young players
were trained and coached for future roles has
been entirely disbanded.
Economy is a good thing, but it too can be
overdone and a studio like RKO, despite satisfactory independent deals, needs a foundation on

N audcville is coming back! In pictures,
that is.
KK(J has announced tlie start of shooting on "Variety Time," a p(jtpourri of
sjKcialty acts and comedy sketches patterned after big-time vaudeville programs,
vsith Jack Paar, popular radio comedian,
as star and master of ceremonies.
Keynote of the program is comedy
highlighted with dancing and musical acts.
Running seven reels, just under the
footage of longer feature films, "N'ariety
Time" will mark the first time that feature vaudeville acts have been combined
into a complete variety show on the
screen, with a star master of ceremonies
welding the compfinent parts together to
tinuity.
provide a spKjoth and well-balanced conIncluded among the specialties in "Variety Time" will be Frankie Carle, his
piano and band ; comedy sketches by Ix'on
I'.rrol and l-'dgar Kennedy ; dancing acts
by the original Pat R<X)iiey ; Jessie and
James; Harold and Uila, Kynn Royce and
\'anya. It will have a comedy act between Jack Paar and Hans Conried, and
Miguelita Valdez' Cuban novelty act,
H aba loo.
In addition
there will be clips from oldtime
silent films.
which to build and young potentials are a prime
part of such a foundation.
8 FEATURES TO START
Five RKO features are in course of editing.
Eight start within the next seven weeks.
Editing : Sierra's Ingrid Bergman — starring
"Joan of Arc;" Leo McCarey's Rainbow production, "Good Sam" (Gary Co<jper-Ann Sherid:;n) ; "The Long Denial" (Maureen O'HaraMelvyn Douglas) ; "The Boy With Green
Hair," in Technicolor (Pat O'Brien-Robert Ryan-Barbara Hale), and "The Window," (Barbara Hale-Bobby Driscoll-Arthur Kennedy).
Scheduled for shooting : "Weep Xo More,"
(Joseph Cotten-\'alli) ; "Interference," "A Bed
of Roses," "Baltimore Escapade," "Bodyguard"
(Lawrence
Tierney),
two
Tim Holt
westerns."Follow Me Quietly," and
SRO
Selznick Buys Title
For Ringling Circus Film
pxcept for the noise being made (and that is
considerable) by Paul MacNamara's campaign on "Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream
House," all continues quiet here. But that
quiet is the typical Selznick dramatic approach
which favors loud noises well-spaced between
quiet intervals. Plans are being made quietly

CONCENTRATION
Production and distribution problems seem far from the minds of this international
gathering of film executives at the RKO Studio as they momentarily concentrate all their
energies on the repast before them. The occasion was a studio luncheon for J. Arthur Rank
hosted by RKO president, N. Peter Rathvon. The speakers' table finds, from left, Ned Depinet,
Mr. Rank, Mr. Rathvon, Robert Benjamin and Dore Schary.
2«

for the general release of "The Paradine Case"'
and "Portrait of Jenny" ( (Jennifer Jones Joseph Gotten) about which not a word has
been heard, in September.
Typical of the Selznick drama sense is the
announcement
that Mr.
brokeSelznick
"at midnight"
in Xewa
York last week.
is planning
Technicolor production called "The Greatest
Show On Earth", based on the Ringling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey Circus. John Ringling North has been retained as technical adviser
and the film will be shot next year. This one
should be a lulu.
FILM
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20+h CENTURY-FOX
Zanuck Scolds Producers
Who Bemoan Industry's Future
at the "scare
■pVarryl F. Zanuck took ahewallop
held forth against
boys" recently when
these days.
pictures
motion
on
attitude
the negative
The 20th production chief said that the depressing
atmosphere started right here in Hollywood and
has been permitted to spread throughout the
country. He maintained that instead of forgetting the lush, easy days and setting the sights
back to a good, normal period, some movie
producers have thrown up their hands in despair and called the business dead or dying.
These prophets of doom, Zanuck contends,
would do better to study what the public wants
and provide it. There is still a market, he
insists, for good films and the only people who
those who don't know how
to worry
have
goodarefilms.
to produce
Diversification of program is one of the

ARTISTS

Decision By Enterprise
On Releasing Plans Soon
VV/ithin the next few weeks a decision will be
made by Enterprise and United Artists will
know whether or not it is to have this promising
new production unit's future product. The present Enterprise — UA pact calls for seven films.
Three have been released, "Arch of Triumph" is
No. 4, "Four Faces West" (Joel McCrea) is No. 5,
"So This Is New York" (Henry Morgan), No. 6
and "Tennessee's Partner" (McCrea), coming in
late summer will be No. 7. Beyond that is a
big question mark in future Ent — UA relations.
THREE IN WORK
In addition to "No Minor \'ices" two others
are
shootingLamour-Charles
here; Benedict Laughton)
Bogeaus' "All's
Well"
(Dorothy
and James
Nasser's
"An Innocent Affair" (Madeleine CarrollFred MacMurrayJ.
Edward Small has signed a two-picture deal
here. Small will make "War Path" and "Leather
Stocking
Tales",roleboth
with films
Gearge
Montgomery
m the starring
: Th.ese
scheduled
to go
sometime during the summer will be turned out
at around $600,000 a piece.
Polantures forBanks-National
Pictures'
of five
picUA goes into work
herefirst
June
l.v The

produced by Saul Elkins, but it becomes increasingly evident that these low-budgeters will make
up a uct.
large
portion
of this
Perhaps
they will
turncompany's
out betterfuture
than prodsome
of WB's recent costlier failures.
Currently shooting in the programmer category
is "Smart Money" (\'irginia Mayo-Zachary Scott).
Another new starter this week is "Silver Lining," the Technicolor musical based on the life
of Marilyn Miller, with June Haver in the lead.
Ray Bolger and Gordon MacRae carry the male
roles.
EDELMAN BACK HERE
Louis F. Edelman, who left a production berth
here two years ago is back now on a new fiveyear contract. This studio has suffered a steady
loss in top producers during the past several years
and the signing of Edelman is seen as a move to
strengthen the weakened production roster. 1048
has to be a better year for this company, product
and pofit-wise, and the executives are trying to
line up the manpower necessary.
Milton Sperling, head of United States Pictures,
has set his production schedule for 1048-40 and it
calls for four pictures which will cost about $6,000,000 to make. First to go will be "Distant
Drums" with Joel McCrea starred. Production
starts May 17. Lauten Bacall was suspended for

film$800,000.
is tagged Xo"Share
My hasHeart"
is budgeted
at
casting
been and
set yet.
BISCHOFF TO AUSTRALIA
Sam Bischoff has elected to make a film in
Australia for UA release using money now frozen
by the Australian government which belongs to
UA. As the deal stands now, the film will be partially financed by the Australian government and
partly
frozen last
funds.week,
Bischoff
before
he leftbyforUA's
Honolulu
that said,
he already
has his story selected and he is signing Andre de
Toth to direct the film. This is the first venture
of its kind and Hollywood producers will be eying
it skeptically. If it works, it may be the answer
to the problem of frozen funds for many other
companies.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L

CITATION
RKO studio chief Dore Schary holds the Thomas Jefferson Award for the Advancement of
Democracy by the Council Against Intolerance
in America. Schary received the award for his
"pioneering efforts in the use of motion pictures
as a vital medium."
answers, and it is in full play at Zanuck's
studio. There is no denying that we have today a more selective public, but that, Zanuck
believes, should be a challenge, not a reason for
defeat.
STEADY PACE
With four of its own pictures continuing in
production and one from the Sol Wurtzel unit
starting, this studio is moving along at a steady
pace. Continuing in work are :, "Unfaithfully
Yours" (Linda Darnell - Rex Harrison),
"Road House" (Ida Lupino - Cornel Wilde),
"Burlesque" (Betty Grable - Dan Dailey) and
"That Wonderful Urge" (Tyrone Power Gene Tierney. The Wurtzel programmer is
titled
"Big. Dan" (Charles Russell - \'irginia
Christine)
SELTZER'S THIRD
As his third film for 20th Century-Fox release, Frank Seltzer has scheduled "West of
Tomorrow," from the stage play, to go into
production
this week
26). ofSeltzer's
deal
with 20th calls
for a (April
minimum
three films
to a maximum of six per year. He plans to
fulfill the maximum this year.
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Variety Is Aim of
Future Production Here
\y 7ith five pictures in production and 14 in preparation, this company is putting into action
its plans for turnins: out a flow of product aimed
to combat slumping boxoffice. And variety is the
keynote.
U-I is facing the facts on the new era of picture making and they are well on their way to a
solid era of business. They have made the necessary adjustments on economies and are aiming at
achieving the widest possible degree of variety
(everything from "Letter From An Unknown
Woman" — sheer melodrama, to "Mr. Peabody
and
— sheer fantasy), gauged to
catch the
all Mermaid"
kinds of audiences.
The five films in work include two new starters :
"Larceny " (John Payne- Joan Caulfield) and "The
Countess of Monte Cristo" (Sonja Henie-Michael
Kirby). Continuing are; "Kiss The Blood of My
Hands" (Joan Fontaine-Burt Lancaster), "Washington Girl" (Deanna Durbin-Edmond O'Brien)
Toren).
and "Rogues Regiment" (Dick Powell-Marta
"Kiss
The Blood Off My Hands" is due for a
title
switch.
WARNER
More Programmers

BROS.
to

Come from Warner Studio
'W'ery little is being said at the Warner studio
about the group of program pictures being

SELZNICK AND SAWDUST
Two titans (.>f show business, David O. Selznick (right) and John Ringling North, president of Ringling Bros., Barnum and Bailey Circuses, complete a deal for "The Greatest Show
on Earth" to be made into a Technicolor film
by Selznick.
refusing
to go
Girl felt
fromiheJones
The studio
saidintothe"The
actress
was Beach."
entitled
to a vacation ; Miss Bacall is reported to have
said that she isn't the bathing beauty type and
doesn't look well in a bathing suit. Take your
choice. Virginia
turned
down. Mayo was handed the role "Baby"
INDEPENDENTS
FILM CLASSICS
Only one in production here : "Miraculous
Journey" (Rory Calhoun-Virginia Grey).
SREEN GUILD
Although there is no production here at
the moment, this unit has set plans to
launch an ambitious program within the
next two months. Robert Lippert announced last week that his company will turn
out at least fifteen more films before the
end of the year.
This was one of the companies that was
forced into a corner when the banks clamped down on loans to indies during the
British tax skirmish. But Lippert says the
problems are all licked now and the way
ahead is clear for picture making.
21

EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

SELL
EXOTIC
CHAflACT
EHS
Jntiijiuc. .. Koinaii<;e.
.. My8t( iy. . . Music
ihcsv arc tinwares "Cashah" offers on tfie exploitation mart. Knoufifi to
warm the cockles of any movie mtTcliant's In-art, hut see what
other triniminjis this hallyhoo lniiKlh- hoasts:
— Exotic and fascinatin<>: characters like Yvonne de Carlo
as Inez, a hewitehing wildcat who, if she loves a man, will keep
him or kill him; Tony Martin as Pepe Le Moko, slippery,
chameleon-like jewel thief, hunted hy all police - loved hv
all wonwn; I'clcr Lorre as Slimane, crafty, cunninji stalker who
will slop at iiolhin}; to trap his jirey; and (iahy. plaved hv the
lo\ely Swedish import, Marta Foren — t»)o heautifiil to resist,
fatal to touch.
— 1 he title "Cashah," forhidden quarter of AI<;iers. where
saints and sinners, thieves and rofjues, romance and intrijruc.
all flourish in the myriad holes and liid<'av\avs.
— Throhhing music, excitingly delivered hy Tonv Martin,
whose sultry voice gives off the Harold Arlen-Leo Rohin hit
songs, "What's Good Ahout Goodhye," "Jt Was Written in the
Stars" and "Hurray for Love," while Y vonne «le Carlo render-^
a sock nund)er. "F^or Every Man There's a \X oman." An<I
the noted Katherine Dunham troupe to give pulsing thrills to
the dance scenes.
— A story chock-full of drama, romance and suspense,
climaxed hy a woman's hetrayal of the man she loves.
Additional ammunition has heen supjtlied hv I -I s exploiteers, under the direction of John Joseph and Maurice
Bergman, in a series of eye-stopping ads, puhlicity and ex])loitips. Particularly worthy of the theatreman s attention is
a group of special 8 x 10 advertising stills of the kev art used

MARTI.V

in the prcsshook ad campaign. Making full use of the fdm's
glamour and excitement, they are ideal for constructing lohhies,
fronts and special ads.
SELL SONGS.

SONGS

SELL

The songs in "'Casbali" have sock titles and three, at least, are potential
Hit Parade candidates. They offer a fertile selling field. "For Every Man
There's a Woman," "What's Good About Goodbye" and 'It Was Written
in the Stars" have been waxed by the five top recording companies —
Columbia. Victor, Decca, Capitol and MGM, with such names as Benny
Goodman. Frank Sinatra, Dinah Shore, Dick Haymes. Jo Stafford, Hoagy
Carmichael, Johnny Mercer, and, of course. Tony Martin.
Dies jockeys should be supplied with the recordings, with the film's
title and the theatre receiving appropriate credits. The exhibitor should
also play the discs over the public address system during intermissions and
before and after shows.
Done well in advance of the opening, patrons will become familair with
the songs, which will serve not only to entertain them but will plug the
picture.

LORRE

ET BALLYS
of STRE
CASB/IH'
Spectacular Mr.-,l l,all)ho.,^ lhat would draw
attention and publi.ity far beyond their .iiiaJI
cost are nalurab. One >well Muni hUggeKL-d by
the prechbook involveh a hedan chair. lvpifyi„K
the locale of ihi- picture, occupied bv a lovely
allired in Oriental dre.s. I'ohter^ and lettering
on the drapeh would advertise the title, theatre
and playdate.
\X ith a little iiigeiiuily. an ordinary stretcher
can be rigged with long pole^ and carried bv
two or four men, or a hohpital type
r
with v»he,K can be su tably camouflaged i-tretche
tti serve
thi- ^ame purpose.
Another street bally would have s x maidens,
garbed in Algerian -tyle. walk down the main
str.ets. together, each one bearing one 1 tier
of the title on her back.
SNIPE LINE
"fiome with me to the Ca^bah" has become
a national by-word after its continued use
over
the years by entertai iers. Thus it provides a
catching phrase for Miiping and stenciling.
The phrase could be put to good, and inexpensive, use as an ad in the Personals column,
signed "Pepe Le Moke," theatre and date.
TIE-INS
I -I has arranged tie-iiis with .Stetson Hats
and Nissy Parfums which put the title over.
.Stetson has created a "Casbah" ladies hat and
the 500 .Stetson retail outlets have available
stills of Yvonne de Carlo wearing the hat. The
still can be tied in with the th**atre and date
in newspaper ads and store windows.
Nissy has created Casbah Cologne v*hich will
be carried in department stores and cosmetic
shops. Stills showing Miss de Carlo apnlying
the nerfume and mats and window cards are
av.iilable
from the manufacturer. 5 E. 16th St
NYC.
Co-op ads can be arranged with department
stores and specialty shons featuring the "C^jsbah" motif. Articles lending themselves to th's
typ"
of promot'on
include dress?g, hats, lingeri".
and costume
jewelry.

TOREX

FREE TRANSCRIPTION
For radio use. the U-I Radio Transcription
Dept. has for the asking a record whh nine
announcements, ranging from one minute to ten
seconds. The spots employ top actors and
announcers, music and sound effects.

C/ISB

AH

, . . Forbidden

This, again, is the story of Pepe Lc Moko, faltulous, elusive jewel thief who rules over Algiers"
forbidden, mysterious quarter — the Cashah. His
romance with a French enchantress and her suhsequent betrayal of Pepe to a hail of police bullets
is powerful dramatic meat. But no less important
in the film's scheme is the music, which includes
four songs by tunesmiths Harold Arlen and Leo
Robin, and Katherine Dunham's famous dance
trou pe.
The stars also have been carefuUv chosen. None
can doubt the visual appeal of Yvonne de Carlo,

Ouarler

of

Algiers

!

the throaty talents of Tony Martin and the chilling effectiveness of Peter Lorre. Completing the
quartet is a striking newcomer, Marta Toren.
This young lady was imported by Universal-International from the famed Koyal Dramatic Academy
of Stockholm, alma mater of Garbo and Bergman.
She has the role that launched Hedy Lamarr in
'"Algiers," earlier movie version of the same novel.
''Cashah * was made for U-I by Marston Productions which is Tony Martin's first personal producing enterprise.

EXHIBITDHS

FDHUM

With high quality product, produced according
to the conditions in various communities, the proAllied I. T. O. of Eastern Penna.
ducer need not spend his time on a public relations job. The product will siieak, and s|K-ak
There is no industry in America which can
hold a candle to the motion picture business when
loudly, for itself. W'e feel that if the time and
money spent on a huge public relations job which
it comes to doinn downright ciueer things. Kveryone knows that the real spark in the motion pic- ^ will, and you know it will, benefit only the producers were turned into added efforts to produce
ture business is furnished by advertisinR, publicity
more acceptable pictures, the public, the exhibitor,
and exploitation.
yes. the entire industry, would benefit.
The adverlisinK that the producer-distributors do
Your office has just completed a plan of public
in the trade journals is vital to arouse the interest
relations for you. We will go into the highways
of the exhibitors. Their advertising; — directed lo
and byways and reveal to the public the importthe public — is a necessary part of the industry's
ance of the theatre and its owner to the communappeal for support of its product. Most important, the advertising that the exhibitor does freity life. We will not use high-priced speakers and
que.itly means the difference between the success
publicity ; we will provide ways and means whereand failure of a lot of pictures.
by the local exhibitor can do this for himself.
Oh, for a return to the glorious days of Harry
There will be no high-pressure campaign to sell
anyone anything, except the value of the service
Reichenbach and his contemporaries, when picthe exhibitor is rendering to his public.
tures were really advertised and publicized, and
We will definitely establish in the minds of the
when penny-wise and pound-foolish economy was
not the ruling passion. There would have been no
people that the theatres are American institutions,
need for a SPECIAL CAMPAIGN to tell the puboperated by Americans for the purpose of furthering tho American way of life.
lic that the popular priced motion picture is the
public's beet entertainment. There would have
been no reason to wait until the business went
WHO
KILLED LEWIS BILL?
into a tailspin and the b<ixoffice skidded before a
Allied Rocky Ml. Independent Theatres
general advertising campaign was started.
The Lewis Bill was knifed in the back by the
American business builds on the principle that
confidence in a product is usually measured by TOA. The Bill would have eliminated ASCAP's
power to levy a seat tax on theatres and instead
advertising support of this product. How can the
would have made the producers foot the bill.
distributors expect the exhibitors to really sell the
That issue was enough to make the TOA spring
product if they themselves do not pre-sell it? Do
the distributors expect exhibitors to carry the
into action in defense of the producer-distributors.
The TOA apeared at the congressional hearing in
whole load? Are exhibitors expected to spend more
Washington and flatly said that the ASCAP seat
money for advertising when the distributors are
cutting down all along the line — in trade papers,
tax on theatres should remain in force. They succeeded in confusing the issue so completely that
in direct advertising to the public, and in cooperathe House Committee reported unfavorably on
tive ads with the exhibitors? You figure it out!
the Bill.
Everything is not lost yet. The Lewis Bill may
PUBLIC RELATIONS "?"
possibly still get a hearing. But it's got one strike
Allied Theatres of Michigan
on it now and that was caused by the TOA.
Much has been written in recent issues of the
The TO.A. is owned and controlled by the protrade papers regarding a new spurt of public reducer-distributors through their affiliated theatres
lations. This subject is as old as the industy itself.
who belong to the TOA. Obviously the producerThe biggest job of public relations has been done
distributors want you to continue to have to pay
by the Johnstone office, which has ultimately rea
seat tax since they get most of that money
sulted in bigger building up of the producer and
the stars. Although the exhibitor has received
back through the ownership of ASCAP.
some consideration in these efforts, the final results
The misguided independent exhibitors who have
are usually in favor of the producers :
joined the TOA have a right to ask their organizaThe truth of the matter, as we see it, is that
tion why it wants to continue the seat tax. It will
by far the exhibitor and his screen is of greater
be a very embarrassing question.
importance than has ever been made known in
these public relation spurts. The exhibitor is the
liaison office/, ai it were, between the industrj- WATCH
THEM BRITISHERS!
and the general public. He is the person who reAssociated Theatre Oicners of Indiana
ceives either the criticisms or the commendations
for the quality of product he exhibits on his
Mr. Trueman T. Rembusch, President
screen, and it may be noted in passing that the
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, Inc.
criticisms have far out-distanced the commendations.
Indianapolis, Indiana
It may be that the motion picture associations
Dear Sonny:
realize the above contention and are institutin?
this new spurt of public relations to overcome
Thet there Rank feller and all thet talk about
those criticisms.
the piture fellers not bein able to get their money
The lime has long passed when an expert, should
out of that Britisti Isles sure had me confused.
he desire to call himself that, can kid the public
Now the reason I'm a writin is thet I talked to
that they are getting something for nothing. The
a English piture feller when I was in St. Peterspublic, in general, is becoming the greatest group
burg, Florida with Ma on a vacation. He tole
of merchandisers the country has ever known.
me thet the reason for the hullaballo was thet
They are testing the quality of everything they the American piture fellers had tried to hold up
pay for, whether it is food, clothing, housing or
thet there Mr. Rank on piture prices and thet
even motion picture entertainment.
Mr. Rank stands in perty good with them there
24
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ADVERTISING

QUITE A SHOW!
Here's a darb! ihe de luxe, first run
Missouri Theatre in St. Louis recently
pLyed the followinu double feature:
GARY AND THK BISHOP'S WIFK
SCUDFJA HOO, SCUDDA HAY
Ask both your Fox and RKO salesmen
about this one. Can YOC buy these two
pictures at terms so that you could double
them? If the salesmen want additional information tel them that the Missouri Theatre played
March
16. that show durinj; the week of
—R. Pentm. Allied

I-,iiglish politicians. S(< them boys just tole them
.American producers they couldn't take their
money out. This here Knglish Exhibitor says
it was just a case of horse tradin actual and
when the film prices got right thet there Johnston feller and Rank get together and made a
film deal just like any salesman and piture
show operator. Then too thev give that Rank
feller some kind of a college degree and course
he liked thet.
Now Son you be careful when you buy any
them there English piturei cause they can sure
keep i>eople away from the piture theatre. Them
drummers is gonna try and make you buy em for
it seems thet every dollar them drummers get out
out of England.
of us they uet to take a dollar
So long,
Careful now boy.
ABNER POPPIN
Little Theatre
Pin Hook, Indiana
AN

AROUSED

PUBLIC

Allied I. T. O. of loica-iSebraslca
We think that the need for better public relations in this industry is a fact no one can deny.
We've sunk to a new low, and it's later than we
think! But the best public relations — and showmanship— will be wasted if they aren't back by
better pictures. The kindest thing that could be
said for the sad product we've been getting from
Hollywood these last 2 years is to call them "Borderline" pictures. Hollywood can make better
pictures; they proved that during the 209c cancellation days. .And they better do it again or more
fat salaries will be cut I The public is aroused, and
when the public is aroused even the Washington
p>oliticos take heed I And there, w-e may add, is
the Hub of American Democracy. When the
p>eople — you and me — think and act, and only
then, things get better, quick!
Leo F. Wolcott
BUNDLES FOR BRITAIN
Allied T. O. of the Gulf States
As an outgrowth of the recent tax settlement
with England, the American market will be expected to absorb a greater number of English
pictures (particularly the chosen people, independent exhibitors). If a few of the pictures that the
writer
HATTER'S
CASTLE,hasI seen
would recently
imagine are
and like
recommend
that
it would be better for you to make up a purse
and label it 'Turse for Britain" rather than burden j'our patrons. Be caeful — STOP, LOOK and
CHECK befoe signing for foreign made pictures.
— M.A.URICE J, .ARTICL ES
FILM

BULLETIN

I¥eiM^s

iBnd

Opinion

Cut in Color Processing
Time Predicted By Bernliard
Ciiiecolor films will soon be available in exchanges in the same amount of time it takes
black-and-white films to reach the distribution
outlets. The stepped-up processing will bring
the color print from the laboratory to the exchange in 45 days, or half the present processing time. These facts were revealed last week
by Joseph Bernhard. recently named president
of Cinecolor Corp.
Cinecolor's output will also be increased in
volume, rising from 15 last year to 20 in 1948
and a projected 30 for 1949. Bernhard predicted
tliat 70in per
of Hollywood's
made
colorcentwithin
three years. pictures will be
He disclosed that Cinecolor is considering
opening a plant in London to take advantage
of the U.S. -British film agreement.
Film Classics, also headed by Bernhard, will
lead the field in this color process, with six
features scheduled this year. Originally a reissue outfit, FC is developing ito a distributor
ber.
of new pictures, with five in the vaults and
another quintet set for completion by Septem-

CINECOLOR'S BERNHARD
Sees color prints in 45 days
DeMille Loses Fight
Against Union Assessment
Cecil B. DeMillc's single-handed battle
against
for special assessment
has come a tounion's
a dead power
end judicially.
The fight began two years ago when DeMille
refused to pay a $1 special assessment by the
.'Vmerican Federation of Radio Artists to back
the union's campaign for a closed shop (later
defeated in the Calif, legislature) and was expelled from AFRA, forcing him to relinquish
liis §100,0(X] per year job on Lux Radio Theatre.
Last week, the U. S. Supreme Court denied his
appeal for review of a ruling by the Calif.
Supreme Court upholding the union.
The veteran producer will now shift his fight
to the legislative arena. He is scheduled to
testify before the House labor committee next
month.
TODeMille
RE-LSSUE
was in'CRUSADES'
the news also earlier in the
week with the announcement by Charles M.
Reagan, Paramount v. p. distribution chief, that
DeMille had decided to re-release "The Crasades" on the strength of its timeliness, considering the focus of attention of Palestine.
Originally released in 1935, the film cost $2,000,000. Its production today, the announcement
declared, would be prohibitive under present
costs levels. Following a promotional campaign, "The Crusades" will be released in June.
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What

the Newspaper

Critics Say

OU
'Winter
Meeting' Meets
Cool Response
Ya-ta-ta, yntata, yatata is llu- verdict <if New York newspaper critics alxiut Warners'
"Winter Meeting" latest Iktte l)a\is opus. Too much talk, very little story and no action
makes Hette a dull f>irl, they complain.
Bos Crowtlier, in the Times, cites the "endless lines of completely tedious dialogue," advocates
as suitahle punishment t'or scriptwriter Catherine Turney that she be comi)elled to sit through
the film "about twenty-five or thirty times — which is the number of times you are likely to
feel you've sal Ihroufih it when you've seen it once."
"Four fiction characters, all of them irritatinir, two excessively di<^asreeable and the other two
p'ain dull, talk Winter Meetin;; to a standstill,"' says PM's Cecelia Acer of this "bleak and
bloodless affair."
Her lon<; soliloquoys" will be a field day for ardent admirers of the peculiar style of art fice
Miss Uavif has substituted for her spontaneous talents of some years aKO," states Alton Cook,
World-Telefrram, but suspests that she "go back to playing movie roles instead of telling
long sloricx"
Though told with "intelligence and dignity," reports the Post's Archer Winsten, "an ineffectively large proportion is told, not acted out." He finds it "best suited to the irreducible 'old
guard' of Davis fans."
A "whop|)ing role" goes to waste because "there is no structural framework" on which to
draiic it, says Howard Barnes in the Herald Tribune. "It does not lead to very satisfying enterlainment," he rules.
"Dreiry, dull, lastc'ess, motionless, confused, downright offensive" is the Sun's Eileen Creelman';; choice of adjectives on the film; Rose Pelswick, Journal-American, is a bit kinder,
terming it "a series of lengthy discussions and wordy reminiscences."

TSCUDDA-HAY!"
W \\\ T I KT H C ICNTU R \ -F( )X
"To the average patron ... it is questionahle
whether these mules will have quite the same
fascination as [)revious beasts sx'en on Fox's model
farms . . . Gencrallv fake-bucolic film." —
CROWTHKR, N. Y. TIMES.
"Technicolurcd concoction of mule-lore and simple down-on-the-farm hoke . . . Aims but to
please,
ACER, and
PM. not to grapple with the verities." —
"Good . . . Emotionally expert plotting with picture-making to match . . . Not a picture that
amounts to much . . . But it's one that can be
enjoyed fully by the young and giddy, the old
and Y.wearv
N.
POST.and middle-ased folk." — ^WINSTEN,
"Well seasoned with cinematic laughs and cinematic tears, well
CREELMAN,
N. Y.placed,
SUN. well photographed." —
"In pleasant Technicolor . . . Builds up a few
scenes of farm-yard drama . . . Scanty on the
entertainment
side."— BARNES, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"For people who like good shots of honestly
sweaty farm activity with sentimental tears dripas heavilyTELEGRAM.
as the perspiration." — COOK,
N. Y. ping
WORLD
"Leisurely, amiable vam of farm life." — PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.
"MAN OF EVIL"
UNITED ARTISTS
"These stereopticon slides make a very ordinary
film drama, a sort of serial dragged out as long
as possible. "—GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

New

dozu off."— BARNES,
TRIBUNE.

S"

f
OI

"SCUDDA-HOO!

About

matter much whether the film is old or young; it's
bad in any case."— WINSTEN, N. Y.'POST.
"SAIGON"
FARAMOLXT
"Super-silly moonshine, more to be laughed at
than esteemed . . . Pretty sorry film . . . Mr.
Ladd is restricted from doing very much in the
sock-and bust-'em line."— CROWTHER N. Y.
TIMES.
"Before it is too late and unpleasant implications
become change
attached
Ladd'sabout
name,hislet's
his
bosses
theirto minds
flairhope
for inGRAM. adequate scripts."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELE"Pale
tale TRIBUNE.
of dark doings."— PIHODNA,
N. Y. little
HERALD
"Imagine a Crosby-Hope-Lamour Road to spoof.
Strike out Crosby-Hope-Lamour, put in Ladd
and Lake, tell 'em to play it straight. It comes
out 'Saigon.' "—ACER, PM.
"Best of the recent Ladd films ... It is all in the
Ladd stvle,
his fans will enjoy it." — CREELMAN, 5s. Y.andSUN.
"Such pulp- fiction melodramatics calls for swiftness of pace and inventiveness of incident, two details omitted in 'Saigon,' which moves very leipace;." — PELSWICK,
through its contrived
N. Y. surely
JOURNAL
AMERICAN.
'BLACK BART'
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL.
"Fair plus . .Pictures of the west that
look so much like colored picture postal
cards of the west... Not only do you have
to
the to
Winter
you
havelookto atlisten
them, Garden's
too. Whatpictures,
they have

Films

N. Y. HERALD-

"A fairly standard horse opera that's been
given some romantic interludes as well as
pretty Technicolor photography .. .Although
conversation frequently gets in the way of
action, the lilm moves amiably enough
through it.s boots-and-saddles
paces." —
"A lot of good actors have been assigned
to run through this nonsense, but they cannot aid it much . .This variety of western
i:: even more preposterous than its more
masculine counterpart." — COOK, N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"Ar, obvious as it is hackneyed. But who
cures? This i;; an action picture and of
that there is plenty, topped off by a blazing
climax."— PRYOR, N. Y. TIMES.
CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-awaya at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St,
New York, N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
will lease or buy theatre in Eastern Penna.
Bulletin.
or New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film

Your Service — Our Responsibility
NEW

JERSEY MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member NafI Film Carrier*
250 N. Juniper St., Fhila. 7, Pa.
LOcuBt

THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

we thank all theatre owntn and managers who
cooperated with u> by putting rrturti trailers in
the proper addressed containers and for wra^pinj
and addressing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday each week.

IMPORTA^T

"Antiquated
ponderous melodrama." —
PRYOR, N. Y.and
TIMES.
"Lurid
theatrics . . . Dull stuff."— CREELMAN,
N.
Y. SUN.

to say, shouldn't take anybody's: time, not
even a ten-year-old boy's. He's heard it all
before over and over again in about every
western
movie he has ever seen." — RICE,
N. Y. POST.

Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.

"Elaborately
stilted Victoria poppycock." — ^AGER,
P.
M.
"Never did a radio serial queen have as absurdly
lugubriousheroine
a time . of. . itVictim
as doesof this
picture's
long-a
suffering
a cruel
fate and
heavy-handed script." — PELSWICK, N. Y.
JOURNAL AMERICAN.
"Only reason for shipping it over here now is the
presence of James Mason in one of the minor
roles."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"Fair . . . Stems from a period when British films
were better seen than heard. Thereafter it doesn't

"Everybody knows, except a western afflicted by it, that talk slows up a western,
and mush talk stops it dead. With such
relentless interruptions, 'Black Bart' is hard
put to keep the finish."—
proper gallop
its rootin'tootin'-shootin'
AGER, to PM.
"A mild Far Western ... Mild because
Yvonne De Carlo tempers the gun play...
In this case, Technicolor aids rather than
hindei;; a film play. The effect is generally
restful, sometimes so restful, since there is
hardly any shooting, that you are likely to

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 X. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St.,
Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers
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'SHAGGY' DOG STORY QUICKIE IN COLOR
Rates • * as dualler for naborhoods and rural houses
■
"
~
patrons. Naborhood houses will find it a fair
j'araiiioiDit
supporting feature. It stresses the devotion be72 Minutes.
tween "Shaggy" and his young master, George
Brenda Joyce, George Nokes, Robert Shayne,
Xokes, and the complications which ensue when
Ralfh Sanford, Jody Gilbert, Ian McDonald,
the boy's father, Bob Shayne, brings home his
new bride, Brenda Joyce. The menace is a
Alex f racer, Dan White, "Shaggy."
Directed by Robert Eniinett Tansey.
vicious mountain lion, providing an exciting
tight sequence. The principals seem a little
embarrassed by the banality of the lines they
The hero of this opus is a dog — just a shortlegged mutt without the handsome profile of a have to read and the pace lags a bit in spots,
but, by quickie standards, it is a very neat job.
"Lassie," but still an engaging trouper. Around
Superior camera work by Ellis Carter helps
the canine talents of "Shaggy" Pine and Thomas
have concocted a quickie about the wide open
put it over.
When sheep rancher. Bob Shayne, brings his
.spaces on a sheep ranch that is attractively
bride, Brenda Joyce, home from the city, she
mounted in Cinecolor and holds enough heart
is noi: at all welcome to eight-year-old George
appeal and action to please juveniles and rural
'CALIFORNIA FIREBRAND'
Rates • • -)- for Western houses

BALLADS

Republic
•<5.^ Minutes
Monte Hale, Adrian Booth, Paul Hurst, Alice
Tyrcll, Tristram Coffin, LeToy Mason, Douglas
Evans, Sarah Edwards, Daniel M. Sheridan,
Duke York, Lanny Rces, Pay Willing and The
Riders of the Purple Sage.
Directed by Philip Pord.
Embellished in flashy Trucolor, this singing,
shooting yarn is one of the slickest jobs from
the Republic ranch and will be popular fare for
western fans. It presents the intrepid Monte
Hale warbling ballads, shooting down villains
'DIE FLEDERMAUS' GERMAN
Rates • • as dualler in arty houses
Art kino
96 Minutes
Marte Harell, Johannes Hcestcrs. Willi Dohin.
Hans Rraiisexvetter, Dorit Kreysler, Willi
Pritsch, Joseph Egger, .Siegfried Brcucr.
Directed by Geca von Bolvary.
Out of the UEFA studios in the Russian zone

ADVENTURE

STORMS

AND

BULLETS

IN MONTE

and making eyes at tlie gal from a safe distance.
And the gal is Adrian Booth, looking pretty
as can be under the color camera. Grizzled
Paul Hurst .'s his garrulous partner, and Dan
Sheridan makes a verv tough-looking hombre.
Alice Tyrell and Fo- Willing with his R'ders
of the Purp'e Sage ad 1 some hoe-down harmonizing, smoothly interpolated into the fast-m ving
action. The plot requires some concentrrtion
to keep track of all the villainous skulduggery,
but
it doesn'tPhilip
matterFord
muchdirected
when the
start
to blaze.
at guns
a snappy
pace, combining the music and gunsmoke with
a few laughs here and there.
On the trail, Monte and his pal, Paul Hurst,
STRAUSS

OPERETTA

THE

HALE

SERIES

find a wounded gunman, "Gunsmoke" Lowry by
name. Monte swipes his guns and identification
and rides into town where the crooked mayor
makes him the Marshal. While seeking evidence for the murder of his uncle, he carries
out some nasty chores for the mayor and his
gang, such as serving a dispossess notice on
Adrian Booth and her family. When the real
"Gunsmoke" arrives, there is a lot of shooting,
riding and dare-devil escapes. Monte and his
friends ambush the villains and permanently
en.'l their careers with flying lead. And Monte
is still fancy-free to ride forth to his next
adventure.
YORK.

IN COLOR

of occupied Germany comes this new film version of the perennial operetta favorite, "The
Bat." Its gay, frivolous goings-on may offer
a pleasant escape from the problems of these
pyrlous days. But this film is extremely limited
in its exiiibition value. It won't be fully appreciated byan audience that doesn't understand
German or isn't devoted to the operetta tradition. The English titles by Charles Clement
are adequate. The director, Geza von Bolvary,
ACROSS

Nokes. He resents her even more when he
notices her aversion to animals. To win his
affection, she makes friends with his pet raccoon,
but when it is accidentally poisoned, he holds
her
responsible.
his dog,
"Shaggy,"
is night
prowling Meanwhile
with his wolf
lady friend
and
gets accused of sheep killing. When Shayne
tries to shoot him, the boy and the dog both
take off to the hills. Joyce goes to find them
and when she sprains her ankle, they are all
stranded at the mercy of the savage, sheepkilling mountain lion. Shaggy fights off the
beast
untildiscords
Shayne'ssettled
timely and
bullet.
Final proudly
episode
has all
Shaggy
presents his half-breed puppies.
DAV.

SCREEN

mixX be known here by his pre-war "Two Hearts
in Waltz Time." This picture is quite a fancy
aftair, with lavish costumes and contains several
big and schmaltzy production numbers. It is
photographed in Agfacolor, which compares
favorably with our own processes, except that
with every change of set-up, there is a disconcerting change of color balance. Tlie dubbed
singing is frequentlv out of svnch. ABRAMS.

.ABLAZE

WITH

COLOR!
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APRIL 26, 1948
5-12
Tlae RELEASE CHART 5-12
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
COMPLETED
2-7 . .
Title
—
Rooning
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
1947-48
22
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
DeUiis .11-22.. 812
Adventures of Casanoni (83)
deCardova-Nash
Rel.
Bl
e'i
Kill.
(58)
Iliac
Atei
.807
He.
10-27
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared There
Rev '.ACast
BlendeT<iSavage
(61)
Shenraed-Erlcsoa
lO-U
may be variations in the running time in States v/here there
i
. .4-14.
Born
Fight
Brady Shaw
3-29
Bury Me Dead (66)
0 Doniell OaiUls . . 315
..■03. ..9-29
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
.7-7.
..9-20..
Cino" City
ra4y.M'adf
.7-7 .
.853.
unless otherwise noted. IT) immediately following title
12-22
. .4-24!
.1-24. . . .. .802
Check Yoer Gans (55)
Dean. Gates
Clase-cp
Baxter -Gllaiare
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (Cl
. BZO
fori
Sties.
Byin-Prasef
denotes Cinecolor.
. . 9-1
1-5.
Enchanted
Vali(yThe (C)(62)
(77)
iurtis
Gxynne
.12-1
3.1-17
27 . . . ■1 A .. .3-29
Farelgn. . .9-13.
. . lO
Green for Danger (91)
Grey-Howard
817
.
.mlO.
.. . ..216.
.8-4.
Heidin' For Heaven (71)
Erwin-Firrell
.512.
It's Malder
.SwItnr Whalaa
Hollow Triumth
Henreid-Benaett
COLUMBIA
3-15.
j
Lady At Midnight
Denning-Lee ... .. .5-26
.3-1. "4-27.'.
Ltt's Live A Little
lamarr-Commings
.. .808.
815
(2)
...1-3..
.inda
Be
Good
(67)
Hokbard
Knox
.10-Z7
.
.7-21.
.11-15 . ..S06. ..124
In
Production
iCompleUMl (45)
1947-48 Features
lovi
F
om
A
Strancer
(81i
SIdney-Hodlak
Serials
10-18.
.
In
Production
Con»pleted ( 3)
,
,3-17.
(ft)
. .4-12
M.iniietafromIs ander
Texas title:
(71)
Cra g B.-.ri
A Texii StMT
Westerns
CompleUMl (If.) In Production
. .819.
(0)
Butler-Goodwin
(C)
Mickey
Noose
HangsstaniuMe
High, The (77)
»bbolt CiHle lo.... .. .11-10
RELEASE CHART
.1-17. .
.7-21.
Norihwesi
Leslle-Cralg
11-24
.3-29
T'de — Running Time
Oe ails ander
title: Wild CeagiMt
9-1. . .3-20. .
4-12. Rel.
IN PRODUCTION
Mil'sGrernwood
Foreign. .2-15.. . .813.
Oclr>')er Man. The (91)
Wrangler. The (C)
.816.
Ireland-Randolph
. .9-27. . ..801.
(70)
Open
COMPl.KTKIi
0 IfSecret
The Biae
(91)
Breat-Maye
..2-16
Pnlr:e
Oetlaw
Cran
Ho:t
Advinturri in Silverado (75)
... .11-10
3-3.
Pampa-"
Mitchell-Long
Big Sonbrero, Tic
. 12-22
...9-1
Details under title: A Little Spanish 1v»n
'.'.'8-4 RawDetails
Deal
O'Keete-Treiar
12-22 .
..11-24
iii4k title: Carkitrtar Alley
Best Man Wins
I ch n>n.Lee . .
818
.804
Tin-Woods
Tin
■lick Arre*. The
HaywariBaIr . ... 8-4
Rln-Tlo-Tla. The (V) (65) Bin
Retirn
s .9-16
.3-29
Riiihiessat(1C4)
icott-Lynn
Blaiing Across The Pmos
StarreU-Barnatte . 11-24. 12-18
.3-27..
Details inder title: Prelade to Ni|ht
9-1 10 16
. .4-3 848
. .11-29.
.11-1
. Relssae.
. .9-1
Blondle's Anniversary (67)
Single on l?lie
1-19
.12-8
DIetr eh-Wiyne
Blondie in ilii Oouih i69t
Slnt'''ton.L^ka
.4-14
Sesea Sinners (86)
"'""*'" '
Blondle's Reward
Sing clon-l alu ... . .9-29. 12-18.
Shai-a. Valley (58)
. . .31. . .1-31.. .852. .12-22
Details
under
title:
Elondie's
Night
Oat
ord-Vlnemt
rs
Tea
No
Shed
Fertlin . . 3-27 .
■rieit Bradford
Richrord-lohnson 10-27
t
Redgrave-Ken
)
10-14.
(85
The
Smegglers.
9-29
5
26
1-10. . .811 2-2
Baciiaroo from Powder Rl«tr (55)
Starred -rvrnttte
Bey-Bar.
SnIritealist.
Setter's GoldThe
(93)
Relssee
11- 27.
. .7-21. . .
Caroner Creeli (C)
Seotl.Chapaian
T-men (S.1)
.3-15
4-15
1211.
.
Foreign
.2-28. .814
Crime
Doctor's
Gamble
i66)
Eaxter-Chcirct
.
.
.
ire ano-Hyao
.809. .12-22
Be«ii Ship (62)
inne Campbell
. .7-21.
. 8-4
la'iiarrawMy Life
'ee (85
u>' )
ms
Gynt-Wiilla
Take
.
10-29
.
Dawn To Earth 'T) (101)
Haywortll-Parlu
1110
.854
.2-21.
Eternal Melody The
Kleta a Ec|;rth
Oean-Holt
.9-1. .11-15.
Tornado Raige (56)
Filler Brush Man The
Skalton-Blair
10-27
Lekas-Dantlne
City (J2)
Mh.ipering
Gallant Blade (C)
Parks-Chapman . . ..12-8
.805.. 11-24
.1-16.
Clamoor Girl (68)
Knpa-Reed
. . .9-1 11-47.
.7-21
HerDetaili
Husband's
Allairs
(85)
Tone-Ball
.
.
.
.
.
.
.3-3
FILM
CLASSICS
ander title: Latfy Rnaw Haw
I Lovt Trouble (94)
Ttnt-Blair
.5-26. .1-48.
Details ander title Caable Take
. .2-2
1947-48 Features
I Surrender Dear
lean-Street
In Production (1)
Completed ( 5)
.5-26 .12-47.
It Had To Be You (98)
Psgars-Wlldc ...3-1.
.1-5
.4-14
.
Key Witness (67)
Bial-IMarsball ...
.10-9.
RELEASE CHART
Details onder title: Dastliiy
Lady t orn Shanghai, The (87)
layvorlh W lies
11-20. .
10-.6 1423 .5-48.
.
IN Tit'e
PRODUCn-ION
Last Days of Boot Hill, The (56)
S'arreH-Birnette . . .5 26. 11-47.
Jour
Miraculous
Rev.
— R nningney
Time Calhoun-Grey
Cast ......4-12
List Roind-Uo. The (77)
Aitry-Heather ...
Rel.
COMPLETED
Details
Let's Fall in Love
Lamonr-Ameche
.
.1-19
. .5-26.
Lone WoU In London. Tne (68)
Mohr-Saunders
Gargan-Lord ...
ets
Argyie Secr
5-7.
.11-24.
3-1. . .5-20.
Lares of C::rmen, The
Hayworth-Fard
Paice-Brooks ...
Blonde Ic:
Lalg Belle
Lamoar-Mentpomiry 11-10.
.
Calvert-Hudson
o
Carg
Devil's
3-234-15.
Han From Caloradi. The (T)
Fird-Dm>
Raff erty- Beaumont
.3-17 .1-23.
Money Madness
. 4-28
.
4-1.
Mary Loo (66)
Lewery-Bartan . . . ...9-15.
r;.on
4-8
R£ym:nd-Mo
.3-29
)
(C
Sofia
Mating of Millie, The (87)
Ford-Keyes .11-. .7-7.
24 .2-19.
My Dog Rusty (67)
Donaldson-Doran
Phantom Valley (53)
Starretl-Baraette . . .8-4. .4-15.
11-13., '
.1-48.
Port Said (69)
Bishop-Henry
.2-16
Prince of Thietes (72)
Hall-MoHsan ... .12-22.
..5-12. .2-48.
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Relentless (93)
Yoang-Chapman . .
. .12-9.
Details ander title: Three Were Thir*ti|bbreds
1947-48 Features
. .9-29. .3-18.
In Production (3)
Retern of October. The
Ford-Naare
Completed (34)
Retirn of The Whistler. The (63)
Daaac-Aibart . . . . 10-27 . 12-25.
Rase af Santa Rosa (65)
Not Shati
NEW PRODUCTK>NS
. . .9-1.
Risty Leads the Way
BMiaWsan- Holtett ...3-1.
WORDS AND MUSIC (T)
Details under title: Rasty Takes a Walk
.8-4... 3-48.
.3-15
Musical — Started April 12
Sign of the Ram. The (84)
Patars-Knax
Singin' Spurs
Hoeslcr Hat Shots
Cast: Judv Garland, Mickey Rooney, June Allyson, Vera-Ellen.
Six Gan Law (54)
Starratt-SMidin ...7-7. ..1-9.
Saa Haand. The (Serial)
CnHa-Blaka . .5-2«. ..9-4.
Drake, Perry
Thompson, Tom
Cyd" Charisse, Marshall
Song of Idaho (66)
VlMtit-Grait ... .10-27. .3-30.
Gene Kelly, Ann Miller.
Como, Ann Sothern, Janet Leigh,
ttnwkarry Raan. Tha
Aatry-Heary
Turnell.
..2-16.
Lena Home, Mel Torme, Dee
...7-7.
taparaiaa (Serial)
Alyi-Ncll
Producer: Arthur Freed
Director: Norman Taurcg
Svaat Gineylefi (68)
Partar-Ljrdaa ..4-14. 10-23
Sweetheart of the Blues
lean-Ford
story: The lite an.l career of Richard Rodgers and Larry Hart.
. 3-1?
fttar^iaiaa. The (T) (81)
Parks-Drra
. . 12-9 . .1-48
COMMAND DECISION
.10-27
Tax (nlHir (Serial)
Stevens-Stewart
. .4-1.
Drama — Started April 14
Texas Sandman
f intent-Hot Shots ... .8-4.
3-29 .
Thenderheer
FMter-Bishap . . . . .2-16.
Cast: Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon. Van Johnson, Brian DonlevTDetaHs onder title: WIM Fary
.2-48.
Charles Bickford, John Hodiak. Edward Arnold. Clinton
To tbe Ends af the E»th (109)
Pnfell-Has$» .12-22.
.12-9.
.
.
.3-15
.
Trapped by Boston Bia'ikie (67)
torr s-L?.ne . . . . 4-14. .5-13.
Sundberg, Marshall Thompson, Cameron Mitchell.
Two Blondos and a Redhead (70)
Porter-Lvdon
..
Producer: Sidney Franklin
.11-6.
5-13
Director: Sam Wood
.3-25.
West of Sonora (55)
Starratt-Baniotte . . .9-29.
wlio insisted on bombinp
play about a general
storv From tlie Broadway
Whirlwind Raiders (54)
ita-rett-S:>a'-ders . . y-is
initustrial centers against opposition from his fellow officers.
Winner Take Nothing
Miteheli-H th . . . 3-15 .
Weaian from Tangier. The (6C)
Jergcas-Diaae . . . . .9-29 . .2-12.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
.Aug.
ritia— laiilH TIM
Cut
Garson-Pidgeon .•atalla
Julia Mlsbahaves
. . 1-19.
EAGLE-LION
Terner-Kelly .. ....2-16..
Three Musketeers (T)
1947.48
818... 2-16
Alias The Gentleman (74)
Beery-Patrick
. . . .5-13. Mar
1947-48 Features
Completed (3.S) In Production (0)
Sett
803...
2-17
Hodlak-GiJard
(87)
The
Altalr.
Amelo
Oompleted ( 6) In Production (0)
Westerns
8-6. .Apr 820
Stanwyck-HeHin
B. F'l Oaaghtar
8-6.
Brien-Murthy
O
)
Jane
3-29
(103
The
Big City.
10-27
28
FILM BULLITIN

7-7. . .Mar 819. . .3-15
Sride Goes Wild, The (98)
jennson-Allyson
Detills ander title: Vtrtious
.Jin.... 8U.. 11-10
Cass TImberlane (119)
TratyTurner 5-18. ..July
•ate With J»dy, A
Beery-Powe!l 1-5.
9-29
0«lre Me '91)
Garson-Hart
4-1 . .Oct
Detail) ender title: A Wmm if Ny Owl
.July.
Eastef Parade
Astaire-Garland
.]2-8.
..Reissue.
Gone With the Wind (T)
Gable-Leigh
tMd News (T) (95)
. 3-31 . Dec. . .810.
.12-22
.811
. . 9-SO.
iTMi Otlphli Street
Tumer-Hetlln
Sttalii eader title: Tke PertMil Tudk
Nlfk Will. The
Taylar-Tolter T^l . . , . Feb . .815.
Homecoming (113)
Gable-Turner 9-15 . May
If Wliter Conei (97)
Pld()e»n-K«rT 6-9.. . Jan 814 4-12
1-5
Killer McCoy (103)
Rooncy-E. Taylor . . .6-23 . . .De«. . . 809. 10-27
Litiry Llaer (T)
Brent-GitTord 9-1..
KIuIbi Bandit. The (T)
Sinatra Griyun 5-26..
Ha ter of Lasile
Gwenn-Leigh 9-29..
Detalli indar tKle: Hllli (f Home
■erten »t the Moylei (82)
Stelton-O'Brlen 9-2.. . .Oct.... a05... 7-21
•■ An Island With Vei
Willi.ims-Lawford ...6-23.. June
Pirate, The (T) (102)
Garland-Kelly 3-3 . May
4-12
Search, The (105)
Clift-MacMahon
4-12
S«ig of La>e. A (119)
Hepbirn-Henreid ...11-25.. . .Oct 804 8-4
801
8-4
tMf ef The Thin Man (86)
Powell-Loy
2-3.. .Sept
••amer Halldiy
Rooiey-DeHavcn 7-8. Apr 821
Southern Yankee
Skelton-Dahl 2-2. .Aug
3-29
State Of The Union (120)
Tracy-Hepburn 10-13. . .Apr
. . .816. .1-19
TMth
Menoof«r Angel
B'Brien-Murrhy
4-1. .. .Feb
Nav 808 .10-13
ThU TImi
Keeoj (76)
(T) (105)
Wiiliamt-Melehlor . . .8-6..
T»r«e Daring Daughtrrt (T) (115)
IMacOanald-lturbl ..11-25. .Mar 817. . .2-16
Details under title: The BIrdi and the Bees
.7-22 .Sept 802 8-4
•alalthed
Danea. title:
The taflvlM
(T) (101)
O'Brlen-Charisse
Dotalli iader
MONOGRAM
In Production (2)
Completed (20)
Completed ( 8) In Production (0)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
MYSTERY OF THE GOLDEN EYE
Mystery Drama — Started April 21
Cast: Roland Winters, Victor Sen Young, Mantan Mor eland, Tim
Ryan, Lee Tung Foe.
Director: William Beaudine
Producer: James S. Burkett
story: Ni)( available.
.See next issue.
RELEASE CHART
IN rUODUCTION
Title — Ro-ning Time
Cast De'i h
Ret.
Pi'r R 'th Stoiv Th;
Bcndix-Trevp- ....3-27
COAtPLETED
1947-48
.'4755 .
. . .11-24. . .3-21.
Angrh' Alley .
Gorcey-Gray
Ritl-aird
o-lglnally under title: When Stra-oT*
Arizma
Sunset
Wak ly-HoMarryt
. . .5-9. .4706
Pef-aye<
(66'
MItetiiim
""-tcr ..PeUioe.
Camras SIruth
«tewart-Pre:s>er
.12-8. ..12.4-18.
Crossed Trails
Brown-Hatton
. .4-11.
Boekt of New Orleans (70)
Winttrs-Young . ..11-24. . . .4-4. .470
3.
Flfktlng Mad (75)
Errol-Kirt*ood 9-15. . . .2-7.
Oetalli n-drr title: A Palooka Named Joe
.2-2 . .4-25.
French Leave
Cooper-Coogan
Details under title: Kllroy On De«k
.5-16.
Frontier Agent
Brown-Hattcn
Hlph Tide (72)
Cast'e Knox
2-16.. .5-23.
I Wouldn't
Be in InYourSociety
Shoes
Castle-Knox
2-16. .1-10. .4704
JIggs
&nd Maggie
(66)
Yule-Riano 9-29..
Ilpx Moniiy
Gorcey-Caldwelt .. ..1-19. io-is.
Joe Palooka In thr Knockout (72)
Kirkwood-Knox ....5-26.
Details ander title: A Gay Named Palooka
.4702. '.'.9-15
Loolslana (8"")
Davis-Lindsay
3-3. .11-1. .4703... 9-15
Michafi
Roberts-Beckett
4-12.
.3-28.
Oklahoma O'Halloran
Blues
WakeleyBelmont ...1-19..
9nirland Trails (58)
Brown -Belmont ...11-24 , .1-31. .4751.
PorlUas Waten (66)
Castie-Ung
9-1., .2-14. .4707.
laeky (76)
McDowall-Barrier . 8-18.. ..3-14.
.3-7. .4705.
.4710.
R*M of the Rio Grande (60)
Carroll-Movita ...Reissue..
Shanghai Chest, The
Winters-Best 2-16.
Details under title: Murder by Alphabet
Sign
th- Wolf
Whalen-Bradley
. . 5-2 . .4711
Imart ofPolitics
(68)
Prelsser-Stewart ..Reissue.
...9-15. '.'3-28'.
.627 1-5
. .1-3. . . .686
Song of The Drifter (53)
Wakely-Coles 1110.. .1-17.
Stage Struck
Long-Richmond 3-15.
Thunder On the Range
Brown-Hatton 2 2..
Triggerman
Brown-Hatten
ALU ED ARTISTS
.9-16.
Black Gold (C) (92)
flalnn-DcMllle 12-23, .5-30.
.2 . . .7-21
.8
Dude Goes West, The
Albert-Storm 12-8.
Details under title: The Tenderfoot
Ganpster, The (86)
Sulllvan-Belita 2-17, 11-22.
..3.. 11-10
Hanted, The (85)
Belita-Foster 4-14.. . .4-19.
.4-7. . .6
II Hapreied ao Fifth Afenie (115)
Starn-DeFere
. .5
.1...2-17
PMhandlo (84)
Cameron-Downs .. .9-29., .2-22.
. .7
Smart Woman (90)
Bennett-Aherne ...10-27 .4-30.
.1-31.
. .4. .11-24
Sonp of My Heart (89)
Sundstrom-Long 2-3
Details under title: Traile tymptany
1947-48 Features
Westerns

PAR
1947-48 Features

In Production (4)

NEW
SORROWFUL JONES
Comedy — Started April 7
Cast: Bob Hope, Lucille Ball, Mary Jayne Saunders.
Director: Sidney Lanfield
Producer: Rotoert Welch
.story: Re-make
the a Runyon
character (ifwith
heart of"Marlter"
gold. story about a tough race track
APRIL

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
TItIa— Rpnnlnp TiMC
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rav.
Great Gatshv,
The
laHcndrix-Lnnd
d-Fieli3-29
Tatlock
Mil ions
4-12
1947-J8
COMPLETED
10-10.
Abigail, Dear Heart
Ralns-Hendrix 2-2
Adtentare Islano tC) (67i
Calnoan-Meoing .9-30
.4702. . .8-18
Alberqucrqce (C) (90)
Stott-Britton 3-3. .2-20. .4726
.4709 2-2
Beyond
Glory
(82)
Ladd-Reed
9-29.
3-17
Details under title: The Long. Grey Line
Big Town
Clock, Af.er
The Dart
(95)
IKIIIand-O'Sollivan .5-26. 12-12
. .9-3
2-2
4-9 .4713
Big
(70)
Reed-Brooks
.4706. .11-24
Big Town Scandal (62)
Reed-Brooks
..6-23
9-29 . . .7-30 .4722
Caged Fury (61)
Denning-Ryan ...
.4720
.4711. . . .3-1
Connecticut tankee, A (1)
Crosby-Flemino . .6-24
.2-16. . .3-5.
Disaster
Dennlng-Marshall .5-12.
.7-23
.
.
Dream Girl (86)
H>tton-Cary .. . 6-24
8-19 . . . .7-2 .4721.
.4720.
.
Emperor Waltz, The (T) (106)
Cro by-Fontaine
.
.4724.
.
.7-2
.
.«
03.
.
Foreign
Affair, A
Ar;hur-Lund-Dietrich
12-22 10 31
Golil»n Earrings
'95)
Mil and Oletr ch
.
8
20
,4718
Hatter's Castle (105)
Mason-Kerr F oreign
11- 10 . . .6-18
.5-28 4716 .3-29
Hazard (95)
(irddard-'a ey
1223.
I Walk
Alone
(99)
Laneaster-Scott
.1-16
DeUlli endef title: DeadlNh
.4708. .12-22
Isn't It Romantic
Lakp-DeWolfe 3-1
Mr. Details
Recklessunder(66)
Eythe-Brlttcn 11-10. .3-26. . .4712 3-1
title: Har4 To Kilt
My Own Tree Lo»e
Don:lM-Calyert 1-6.
7-7
Nipht HasTheA Thousand
Eyae
RobinsonRaseoll 8-18
7-7 6-11. . .4-07.
Paleface.
(T)
Ho
e-Russell
Cro'by-Ho'-e
Road To Rio (100)
Joyce-Shayne
.11-24
Shaggy (C) (72)
5-26
Ladd-Lake
.4710. . .2-16
Saigon
(94)
.4717
.. .3-12.
'Sainted' Sisters, The
.4723
8-6.
LakeCaulfield
.4-30
. . 12-9 .
. .3-15
Mii:and-Told
StanwyckLancatter 10-27 . .12 95 .4715.
Sorry, Wrong Number . . .
Arlen-Rogers
.
.
.
.
.4715.
Speed To Spare (57)
. .2-2.
Ccoaor-Goddard
4705.
Unconqoered (T) (146)
.5-14. .4719
Gargan- Hughes
.. ■»8-19.
15. . .6-25.
Waterfront At Midnight
. ..9-29
.3-1
Where There's Life (75)
. .12-8. .11-21. .4704. . 10-13
LaddHope Marshall
H IS 0
.
4-2
.4-28.
Wild Harvost
Ladd-Lamour . . . . . ..9-16.
. .8-18
. .9-26.
'.47'o'l'.

RELEASE CHART
— 1947-48 —

REISSUE
Title — Running Time
Alias Mary Dow (66)
Argentine Nights (73)
Black Cat. The (72)
Black Friday (71)
Butch Hinds the Baby (77)
Captive Wild Woman (60)
Drums of the Congo (61)
Ex-Champ (72)
Ghost of Frankenstein (67)
Give U> Wings (62)
Green Hell (87)
Hellzapoppin (87)
Invisible Man, The (71)
Iniflsible Man Returns (81)
Lady From Cheyenne (89)
Lady III a Jan (85)
Little
Tough Guys
Guy In(83)
Little Tough
Society (73)
Magnificent Brute (78)
Model Wife (78)
Mummy's Ghost (65)
Mummy's Tomb (61)
PIttiborgh (91)
Sea Spoilers (63)
Sin Town (74)
Son of Dracola (80)
Stimi. The (78)
Tight Shoes (69)
When Tomorrow Comes (92)
You're Not So Tough (71)

Rel.
Cast Details
Milland-Eilen
Ritz Bros. -Andrew. Sis Mar.
Udd-Pathbone
Oct.
Karlolf-Logoei
Oct.
Bruce-Crawford
No».
Carradine-Ankers
Apr
Erwin-Munson
Apr.
McLaglen-Brown
Chaney-Ankers
Jan.
L.T. Guys-D.E. Kids
Fairbanks-Bennett Dec.
Olsen-Johnson
Mar.
Rains-Stuart
Dec.
Priee-Hardwieke
Dee.
Young-Preston
Sept
Ounne-Knowlej
Sept.
L.T.
Kids
Mar.
LittleGuys-D.E.
Tough Guys
Mar
McLaglen-Barnes
Apr.
Blondtll-Powell
Chaney-Carradlne
Feb.
Foran-Cbaney
Feb.
Wayne-Dletrieh-Scott Dec.
Wayne-Grey
Apr.
Bennett-Crawford
Jan.
Chaney-Allbrltton Jan.
Blckford-Foster
Feb.
Crawford-Gwynne
Nov.
Donno-Boyer
L.T. Guys-D.E. Kids

. .736.
.1129.
. 5013
No. . Rev.
.1046.
. 1217 .
.1290.
.1210.
. .926.
.1095.
.1212.
. .623.
. 1017 .
.6046.
.1029.
.1121.
.1208.
. 917.
929.
. .796.
.1246.
.1124.
.1344.
..1270.
. 361 .
.1266.
.. 1295
.924. .
...1063.
1139
.948. .

REPUBLIC
Completed (21)
Completed ( 8)
Completed ( 2)

1947-18 Features
Westerns
Serials

AMOUNT
Completed (34)
PRODUCTIONS

THE ACCUSED
Drama — ^Started April 12
Cast: Loretta Young, Robert Cummings, Wendell Corey, Douglas
Dick.
Director: William Dieterle
Producer: Hal Wallis
.story; .\
psychology profe.s.sor gets involved in the murder of one
of female
her .students.

NEW

In Production (0)
In Production (0)
In Production (1)

PRODUCTIONS

ADVENTURES OF FRANK & JESSE JAMES
Serial (12)— Started April 5
Cast: Clayton Moore, Noel Neill, Steve Darell.
Directors: Yakima Canutt, Fred Brannon
Producer: FVanklyn Adreon
story: Incident
in the lite of the famou.s brotliers wlien they make a
train vani.sh.

26, 194
29

RELEASE CHART
COMPl.KTED
1947-48
Pel.
Title— Running TImi
CjsI Details
Backfire
lydin Co.iier 3-29. 12-15.
No.
Banilits ot Dark Canyon
Lane Waller
.752.
4-12
3-28.
.728.
Bill and Coo (Tr.) (61)
Bu-tois Birds
Blue Lady. The
Carrcll Mf.ra
Bold f rontiprsman
Lane-Waller
12-22 . .4-15. . . .754
DetaiU under title: Cimarron Trilli
10-13. . . .4-1. .
Calllornia Fj.elirand
Halc-Boo h
. .614
.102-1613. . . .2-1. . . .703
Campus Honeymoon
Crane-Wilde
. . 5-13 . . . .755
Carson City Raiders
Lan Wa le,Dangrri of the Canadian Mounted (Serial) .. Hannon-Belniont .10-27. . .4-24. . . .792
Darcdc.lls of the Sky
LI»ln:ston-Clark ...3-11
. .4-12 1-31
Eyes of Te-as. The (T)
Ro es- Roberts
791
4-25
G-Men Meter Forget (Serial)
Moore-Ames
eallant Legion, The
Eillott-Booth . . ,8-4.
1-5
Heart of Virginia
MartiivLnwery .12-22.
707
I. Jane Doe
Huury-Carroll
.11-24
9-15 3-14
ln>idc Sto y. The (87)
Hunt-Lundigxn
.
.705.
. .3-2J
Details under title: End tf the Ralnkni
..761
.12-20.
.
It's A Grand Old Nag (Tr.)
Cartoon Feiiore
5-10 . .703
King of the Gamblers
Wright- Martin
LIghtgIn' In the Forest
Roberts-Douglas . . .12-8. .3-25. . . .706
Maoketh
Welles-Nelaji 11-107-7 . 2-23. . . .704
Madonna of The Desert
Castle- Robods
".753 . . . . . . .
Main Street Kid. Tkc
roane-MartIn
. .9-29. ...1-1.. .'..701
Hoonrlse
Clart-Riuell
4-25. .
. . .1-5 . .2-22.
.11-24.
Oklahoma Badlands
Lane-Coles
. .708
10-13
Old Los Angeles
E lio t-McLeod
Red Pony, The (Ti
LOT-MIUktn
.6-9. 1-15.
Secret Service Intcstigator
Bridges- Roberts . .2-16..
.702...
Sllpfy Mctiar
Barry-ETans
..9.I..
Thrill Man, The
Haydrn. Roberts
.3-15.
.
.3-1.
.
T'ain
to Alcatraz
5-1.
Details
under title: Alcatra2 Prison Train Barry- Martin
.11-24
Under California Stars (Tr.)
Rogers-Fraiee
Wild Frontier. Tke
Lane-Holt
. . .5-12. .10-1. . .7^1 .10-13
RKO
1948 Features

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
Blood On The Moon
MItchnm-Bel Geddes . 3-1
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. TWO
Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome (65)
Byrd-Karlolt 4-14
Night Song (102)
Andrews-Okeron 4-14
Details under title: Memory of Lan
Out of the Past (97)
Mltchu-n-Greor
So Well Remembered (114)
Scott-Mills
Wild Horse Mesa (60)
Holt-Leslie
8-4
BLOCK NO. THREE
if You Knew Susie (90)
Dunnc-Homolka 6-9....
Western Heritage (60)
Holt-Leslie
BLOCK NO. FOUE
Arizona Ranger, The (63)
Holt-Leslie 11-10
Tarzan and the Mermaids (68)
Weissnuller-Joyce . . . 8-4
BLOCK NO. FIVE
Berlin Express
Ob«.'on-Ryan 9-1
Flgktlno Fattier Dnnna
O'Srloo-Doll 3-31
Guns of Hate
Holt-Leslie 12-22
Your Red Wagon
O'Donnell-Graiier ....7-7
NOT DESIGNATED
Boy
With
Green Hair (T)
O'Brien-Ryan
Good Sam
CeoRcr-Sherldaa 8-18
Indian Summer
Knox-Sothero
Joaa of Art
Bergman-Ferrer 10-13
Le Silenee Est D'or
CtMTaller-Dtrrlar ..Farolfi
Long Denial, The
O'Hara-Douilas 3-1
Miracle of The Bells, The (118)
MacMorray-Vaill 8-4
Mr. Joso^li Youag tf Africa
Johnson-Armstrong ....1-5
Mystery In Meilta
Lundlgan-White ...10-13
Pearl, The (77) .
Marqces-Arraendariz Foreign
Raoe Street
Ratt-Manaell 9-1
Rachel
tlie Stranger
Yoanf-HoldM 9-1
Detailsandander
title: lachal
Return of tke Badman
Scett-White
RoHkskod
StcrllBi-Grakaac 7-7
SUtlon West
Powell-Greor
Tyaaoa (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3
Under Arizona Sbla
Nolt-Loslle 9-1
Voleot Toaeli, The
Ranell-Gean lft.13
Wiadow, Tho
Hala-Kanaody 11-24
SPECIALS
Bishop's
The (109)
GrantYoung
3-17
FugltWe, Wife,
The (104)
Fonda-Del
Rio
1-6
Fun and Fancy Free (73>
Disney Cartoon Foatirr
,
Long Right. The (101)
Fonda-Bel Geddis ...9-16
Magle Town (103)
Stewart-Wyman 11-25
Mourning Becomes Electra (172)
Rassell-Redgravo ....4-14
Secret Life of Walter Mitty (T) (10$) Kayo-Mayo
4-29
Song Is Born. A (T)
Kaye-Mayo
8-4
Details under title: That's Life
REISSUES
BambI (70)
Disney Cartoon Feature 2-1..
Gun Law (60)
O'Brlen-Oehman
10-3..
Border G-Man (60)
O'Brien-Johnston 11-14..
Lawless Valley (60)
O'Brlen-Sutlon
1-30..
Painted Desert (60)
O'Brien-Johnston 12-19..
Trouble In Sundown (60)
O'Brien-Whitley
3-2..
30

No (0)
X-2.
CompleU'd ( 9)
In Troduction
9-20
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Rel
Dota Is
Title — Kenning Tine
Cast
.4:04.
.69
BoyI What a Girl! (69)
..Nrgre Cesi
.4703.
10-11.
Bernlog Cross, The (78)
Daalels-Patton ..
10-25
Dragnet (73)
Wlieouan-Drian
X-3.
Hollywood
Barn Danee
(65)
.. .3.4-28
-31. .6 21. .4701.
Dtiiiis eiider
title: Wasteri
Bara Oaaoo Telb lrTing
. .913 .4702.
Killer Dili (71)
Cwynnt-A b(r son .3-31
.4 06.
Miracle In HarUm (71)
Sttgin Fetchit .
. 2-28 .4705.
Road to the Big Hoiso (72)
;h I on Oorin
.470*.
Prairie, Th» (80)
Aubert-Baiter 12-27
3-13.
Trail of the Mcenties (42)
Mayden-Holi 9-29... 2-21
Details inder title: Law of tho Moiitioo
.4707.
Where the North Begins (41)
Hiyden-Hcit
12-13

Features

SELZNICK
— S.
Complet<*d ( 5)

No.

Re«.

8C9. .11-24
806. 11-24
11-10
.807. 11-24
.810.
.808. 11-24
.3-15
.2-16
4-12
4-12

.3-15
.3-15

a-8

891.
861.
862.

.11-24
.11-10
...9-1
...6-9
...6-9
.11-24
..7-21

8si.'

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
4-9 H
Rol.
3-19
Titlo— Ranning Tine
Jn-es rott»n
DoUils
Dflol la the San (T) <138i
Intermezzo (70)
. .Neutaa. . .7-1 a. 4-14
Cast
Kortaan-Howard
Grant-Lny
Rof
12-23
Mr.
Bland
ngs
Ballds
Hl<
Dreaai
Hoaso
.
10-13
Paradlne Case. The (132)
.. . Mttoa-Joaao
rodd-Pctk ...
J-3..
3-29
1-19

20th

CENTURY-FOX
NEW

In Production (1)

GUILD

1947-48 Features

191) K.-alm.N

RADIO
Completed (27)

SCREEN

Completed f>~)
PRODUCTIONS

In Production t'>)

BIG DAN
Comedy-Drama — Started April 12
Cast: Charles Russell, Virginia Cliristine, Gary Gray, John Rid"Flame"James
(a dog).
geley,
Burl^e, Konstantin Shayne, William Ste'.ling,
Director: James Tinling
Producer: Sol M. Wurtzel
4-12 in locale of Army
."^tory: .\resPanh
reiiied plant.
I'aratroDp <log disfovers German spies
May
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Tine
Cast
4-12. . Rel. '."b Ra.'. .731.
Details
Burlesque (T)
Grable-Dailey
et'..M.ar.
Road Houve
Lupino-Wilde
.'733.
That Wonderful Urge
Power-Tifrney
Roe.
Unfaith'ully Yours
Harrison Oa-nell
1947-48
Anna Karenlna
Lri h-Ri h rd on
Apartment for Peggy
Craln-Holden . . . .. Fore'gn
. .1-19.13. . . .Fe»
May . . . .Ml.
. ..10
Call
Northslde
777
(111)
St-*a.-t-Walk«. ers.
Co'taln Fron Castile (T) (140)
Powen-Peterj . .12-9.
16
3-29 . ..Mar.
.Jan. .. ..807. .24-26
Ckalleage, The (68)
Conway-Vineant . . .11-24
.
.
.
.
.2-2
Count
rfeiters.
The
Sut'.onMerrick
.
May
.
.
Creeuer, Tfce
. .12-e
. . Doe . .
Daisy Ken)-on (99)
Crawford -Andrews
Deep Waters
Andrews- Peters . . .10 13.
7-7. .
Esaane
Harrlson-CtmailBs
Forwer Amber (T) (140)
Oarnell-Wllde .. ...9-16.. . Oct. . . .729. .12-8
.10-27
Faxes uf Harrtw, Tke (118)
Harrhon-t'Rara . .11-11.
4-28.
FuryOetaDs
at Furnace
CreekBallad
(88)
. .9 29
ander title:
of Firnaca Creek Mature-Gray
. 9-15
Gay Intruder, The
En-ery-Gnra
. . . 3-15 .
. .abs. .11-24
Gentleman's A:reeBent (118)
Petk-MeGeIre
Gl»e My Re«vds to Bmdwair (T)
Guild-Daley ... ....5-12..
Mar . .
6-9. . May
Graon Grau of Wyomlna (T)
Cnnmlns-Cokorn . . . .6-23.
Aug.. ..eo9.
Ideal Huskand, An (T) (96)
Cad:!a.-d-W:iding
12-8 .
Iron Certain, The
Andrews- Ce-ney
.3-29
I Wander Who's KIsCag Hor Ntw (T) (104) Ha>er-Sto«ons .
.723. .6-23
Kiss of Death (99)
Matare-Donle«y . . . . 3-31. . .Sept. . ...725.
Let's Ll»e Again (67)
Eaiery-Broaks .. . .11-24.8-6. . Apr.. ..813..
Martin
. .9-1
DetailsRome
under title: The Chair for MartIaMatore-CoatI
R«me
1-5.. ..Apr.. . .812. ...3-29
Meet Me at Dawn (89)
Eythe-Court ...
.Sept.
.
..730.
Mather Wore Tights (107)
firaklo-Dailuy ..
. . .724. '.'.12-8
.3-15
Nightmare Alley (111)
Powar-Blondell . ...11-11.. . .Oft.
. .9-1
Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay! (T) (95)
Haver-McCalllster
6-9. Apr. . . '.'803.
811. .10-13
fower-Baxlor
h
Touc
Shamrock
Details under title: For Fear of Little Men
..11-10
3-17 Apr.
Sitting Pretty (84)
Young O Hara
.810. . .3-23
Snake Pit. The
deHaeillaad-Genn . . .8-4
. . .1-5
Btroet With No Name. Tko
Stevens-Lawrence
9-1. . .Jan.
Tender Years, The (81)
Brown-Hutehlnson .11-10
ThatDetails
Lady under
in Ermine
(T)
title: This
Is the Moment Grable-Falrbanki
.814.
Thirteen
Lead
Soldiers
(66)
Conway-Wescott
.12-22 .Not.
Thunder
In
the
Valley
(T)
(103)
Garner
MeCallister
9-15.
Roe. andor title: Bok. 8*n of Battle
.11-10.
.7-22.
Walls of Jerleho
Wilde-Darnell . .
. Apr.
Fek. .802. .2-2
You Wert
Meant for Me (91)
Craln-Dalley . .
REISSUES
. Oct. , .741
.745
Drums Along the Mohawk (103)
Colkert-Fonda
. .Dae. .727
Grages of Wrath (128)
Fonda-Darnell ..
.Sept.
.
How Green
Was (93)
My Valley (118)
PIdgoon-O Hara .
.740
Mark
of Zorro
Power-Darnell
..Bet..
.Sept. . .728
.744
Swamp Water (90)
Bronnan- Huston .
Tobacco Road (84)
TioTiiy-Andrews .
. . Dac . .
FILM

BULLETIN

SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arthur Takes Oier '63)
Co!lier. Cowan
12-22 . May
Crimson K«y i76i
layor-UowlIng 3-31... July .722 4-12
7-/
Dangerous Years, Tilt (62)
Halop-Todd
Feb . 804 . . 12-22
Fightino Bnck
i.angton-Rogbrs 3-29
Half-Past Midnight (69)
Taylor-Kiiudsen . . .11-24 ... Mar .. .808. . .2-16
Inv.slMe Wall. Ihe (73;
Caslle-Christlne 6-9... Oct 732.. 10-13
Rosts A « Red (67)
Castle-Knuds°n 6-23 ... Dec .... 734 .. 11-H
Second Chance (62)
Tay:or-CLrrie
Sept 726...7-2J
UNITED

ARTISTS

1947-4? Features

Completed (29)
In Production (4)
KEY TO PRODUCEBS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rj*); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
Bill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Rlpley-Monter (RM):
Bogeaus (Bog); Stroraberg (Smg) ; LeTey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Sin); Selznlck (Sxk); Nebencahl (Neb); Lesser
(Les); Loew-Lewln (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgy):
Bronston (Bm); Chaplin (Chn); Ehiterprlse (Ent); Hughes
(Hgs); Comet (Com).
NEW PRODUCTIONS
NO MINOR VOICES
Romantic Comedy — Started April 4
Cast: Dana Andrews, Lilli Palmer, Norman Lloyd.
Director:
Lewis Milestone
story; A marrieil
cduple. pediatricians, run Producer:
into a zanyLewis
artist M'l'^stone
who stirs
up tlieir placid lives.
RELEASE CHART
1947-48
IN PRODUCTION
Rev
Rel. No.
Title — Running Time
Cast Ddalli
Nas . .
An
Innocent
Affair
CarraM-MacMu"ray
..3-29..
Eli
.
.
Outpost in Morocco
Raft-Tan^ irolf
. . Bog . .
mi's
Well That Ends Well
Montgcmery-Lamcur
COMPLETED
Angry God
Parla-Crtcga
Arch of Tr umph (120)
B«rgman-Bayer . . .7-22. . .3-48 . fnl
My and S«il (104)
6a-leld-Palmw 1-20. .1147. Ent ... 8-18
Chrlttmas Eiri (9t)
Raft Blondall 12-9 . .9-47 .igs
BB 11-10
Dead Paradise
Don't Dream
Boyd-Brsaks 9-1
8-4
False
Boyd-Brooks
Sti . . .4-2<)
■•mi V (T) (134)
Ollvitr-Mcwfon For. 9-47 SFD
7 18 lis
BB
5-12
Happy's
Holiday
(60)
Eeyd-Wtre
9-30.
.
12-47
1-!
Intrigue (90)
Raft-Havoc 5-12
Kinas of the Olympics
Documentary.9-30. . -5-48
Rl
Laff Time 'C)
Oltin-Jannsen
Detilli iRdir Mlii. In<apindenti Chart
Mad Wednesday (80)
Lloyd-Walbarn
Rev. inder title: Sin of Harold DIddlebock
.J.3
.10-1
Man of Evil (90)
MtMR-Cahert 2-23.
Far.
D
4-12
Montana Mike (97)
Cammlngs-Oonlevy 12-23 .9-47. Neb
•••<
Details ondcr title: Heaven Only Knows
.8-5. 11-47. ••g lllf
On Our Merry Way
All-Star . .
Details under title: A Miracle Can Happen
fenanal Column
Sanders-Ball
11-11... 7-25 Smi 7-21
Details Older title: Persanai Column
Pitfall, The
Powell-Seo't
.r-30.2-2... . . Hks
Red River
Wayne-Clift
Raosevelt Story (80)
Docomentary . . 11-47.
. 7-21 . 3-48. .Nab
U-L
SJIent ConSIet
B'vd Br^rks
Siren of Atlant:s
Hontri-Aumont
. 3-3 .
Cgy
Details under title: Atlantis
.7-7
6-9. . .
.rl
.1-19
Sleep My Love (97)
Colk*rt-Ca<iinin|s 1013. . .
Ent
So This Is New York
Morgan-Vallee .
9-1
BB
Strange Gamble
Boyd-C'yde ... . . .2-16. .
Texas, Brooklyn, and Heaven
Madi$»n-Lynn
. . Hgi
.5-26
.
Time of Your LIfa, The
Cagaey-Bendix . . .8-19 .
Vandetti
DeGeorge-Breote . . .5-48. ,
Vitio'js
Circle
Conrsd
NagI
Wanted!
McCr(a-Dtj
5-48.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
1947-48 Features

Completed (36)
NEW PRODUCTIONS

In Produotion (5)

LARCENY
Drama — Started April 12
Cast: John Payne, Joan Caulfleld, Dan Duryea, Shelley Winters,
Richard Rober.
Director: George Sherman
Producer: Leonard Goldstone
story: Atwoconfi(len<'e
women. man in a small town i-acket rin^ Kets in\'olvetl with
COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO
Romantic Comedy — ^Started April 13
Cast: Sonja Henie, Michael Kirby, Olga San Juan, Peter Von
Zerneck, Freddie Trenkler.
Director: Andrew Stone
Producer: John Beck
.story: The usual Henie i-oniancc on ice.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Banning Tine
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Kiss The Blood Off My Hands
Lancaster-Fontaine . 3-29
Rogues Regiment
Powell-Ton n
4-12
Washington Girl
Ourbin-O'Brien 4-12
1947-48
Abbott & Costello Me»t Frankenstein Abbott-Costelto 2-16
All My Sons (94)
Robinson-Christians .10-13
4-12
Another Part of The Forest
March-Blyth 11-10 June
APRIL

11-24 May. . .
Are Yoi With It (90)
O Con or-San Juan Foreign
..
..3-15
Beware ot Hty (102)
Paimer-Lleven ...
.11-10
Black
Bart
(T)
(80)
DeCa.lo-Duryea
.Apr.
.
.
Details under tlile: Adventure! ot Ekek Bart
Foreign
.10-27
. 6-23 .
Bush Christmas (70)
Rafferty-Fernslde
Foreign . .Apr
.Jan 652. 12-8
Casbah (94)
HeCarlo-Martin
Cautain Boycott (S2)
Donat-Granger ... . Foreign Mav
Dear Murderer (90)
PcrtnanGyit
.1-19
Double
(105)
Col nan-Hasso . . . . . .6-23. . .Ma,DetailsLife,undriA tl.le:
Imagination
Nov 630. .10 27
Exile. The (95)
Fairbanks-Montez . .. .512.
.3-1. .
Foudin'
sin' andlitle:FijKtin'
Foreign .
12-'?
Details Fu uniJor
Th; Wonderful Race O'Connor-Main
nt RImrock . . . Foreign
. .2-16
Holiday Camp (97)
Robson-Price .... Foreign . Mar
Hongry Hill (92)
Lockwood-Price . . .
Jassy (95)
Lakewood-Prioe .
.10-27
Jndjc's
Wife.
The
Mareh-EI.'redge
.2-2. Jure.
Letter From An Unknown Woman
. . Fonta
ne-Jourdan ... .. .. .S-15.
LostDetails
Momant,
The
(89)
Cirmmings-Hayward
.Dee.
.
.3-31.
aniar title: The Last La>e
. 12-22 . .
.626. .10-27
Man- Eaters of Kamaoo
Saba-Page
Mr. Peabotfy and the Mermaid
Powell-Blyth . .1-19. .
7-7 . .
Naked City. The (16)
Fitzgerald- Duff ... .Foreign
Nicholas Nickieby (94)
Hardwicka-Bond ... . .2-16. .
.11-24
. .2-2
One Tooeh of Venat
Walker-Gardner
. .5-13. Dee 632. ..11-24
Pirates of Ma terey (Ti (77)
Montez-Cameron
. 5-26 . . Oct 625. . .',-15
Ride the Pink Hone (101)
Montiomery-Hendrix . 2-16.
June
R'var Lady (T)
De .ar o-Duryea
Saxan Charm
Montgomery- Hayward
Secret Beyond the Doer (99)
Bennett -Redgrave
3-17
1-19
9-15
8-4 .. . Feb
Sena'or Was Inllscreet, The (81)
Powell-Raines ... 6-23
.Jan 12-22
.Se t 622. . .8-ie
b..iiaii«r- (i9)
UacM rray-Gardner
Tap Roots (T)
Hefl.n- Hayward
.10-13.
Tawny Pipit (81)
M les John
Fore gn7-7..
.10-13
Us In Central Park
Dorbln-Haymet ... . .512. . Feb.
Wistful Widow at Wagon Gap (78; . . Abbott-Castallo . . . . .8-4. . Oct
Woman's
Vangaaaaa,
A
(Stf)
Boyer-Blyth
Details ander title: The Mortal Coil
.1-5
WARNER
BROTHERS
1947-48 Features

Completed (34)
PRODUCTIONS

In Production (4)

NEW
SMART MONEY
Melodrama — Started April 15
Cast: Virginia
Mayo,Cook
Zachary
drea, Elisha
Jr. Scott, Bruce Bennett, Tom D'AnDirector: Richard Baer
Producer: Saul Elkins
.story: <let)t
A law\eiwho
sets
involveil
with
a
gauK
o( criminals pays his
to s<K-ietv.
SILVER LINING (T)
Musical — ^Started April 1
Charlie Ruggles,
Cast: June Haver, Ray Bolger. Gordon MacRae,
Rosemary DeCamp, Lee and Lyn Wilde.
Director: David Butler
Producer William Jacobs
story: The life of famed dancer. Marilyn Miller, from
IHlt lo 19L'S.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
No.
Title— Rannlpg Time
Cast Details
Kiss in the Dark. A
Wyman-Niven 3-29
Rev.
Rel.
My D.eam Is Yours (T)
Car:on-Day . . 4-12
COMPLETED
1947-48
Adventures of Don Juan (T)
Flynn-Lindfors ...10-27 ..1-10.. . .713.
Always Together (78)
Reynolis-Hatton ....6-23,
. 12-22
Det-<ll< under title: Love at First Sight
Airil Shcwers (94)
Carson -Sothern 9-15 . .3-27. . . .719. . .3-15
BigDetails
Punch,ander
The
title: The Fighting Terror Morris-Maxwell 2-2
Chr ttopner Bl ke
Smith-Doag'as 9-15
Dames Don't Talk
Mayo-Bennett 3-1 , .9-27 703. . .9 13
Dark Passage (106)
Bogart-Baeall 11-25.
8-4
Deip Valhy (104)
lani-LopIno 10-14. 9-1 701
708. .11-10
Escape Me Never (104)
Flynn-Lupino 11-26. 11-22
I Became A Criminal (78)
Howard-Gray ... Foreign. . .3-6 717. . .2-16
John Loves Mary
Reagan-Neal
2-2
Jonnny Belinda
Wyma.i-Ayres 9-15.
Key Largo
Bogart-Baeali 1-5.
Life w th Father (T) (118)
Dunn -Powell 4-15 .
702 9-1
.2-7 715
2-2
My Details
Girl Tisa
ander(95)
title: Ever The Beginning Palmer-Wanamaker . 6-9.
12-27
711.
.12-22
My Win Irish Bate (T) (101)
Morgan-King 10-14.
Night Unta Night
ll»dfar»-ta«iai ...9-30..
OnLast
Fling
smitn-Seott
Une Sontiay Afternoon (T)
Morgan-Paige ^-X6.
2-16.
Romanes in High C (T)
Carson-Palge 6-23.
Rone (T)
Stowrart-Chandler ...2-2 . .5-29. . . .725
5 Iv^r River (110)
Flinn-Sheridan . . . .5-12. . . .11 1. . . .707.
ThatDe'nils
Hagenandrr
Girl title:
(83)
Reagan-Temple 6-23.
.10-2)
Mary Hagen
Th;sDctni's
S:de ofond^rthe tLaw
Clark-Brooks
3-15
.
.4-10.
.
tie: Sunburst
. .720
.714.
To
the
Victor
Morgan
Lindfors ...8-18.
T e.is re of Sierra Madre (126)
Bogart-Hustan
3-31. . . .1-24 . .
Two ray' Fran Texas (T)
Morf^n-Canan 3-17
I'nsuspected Tie (103)
Ralns-Caulfleld 2-3. ..10-11. . . .706. ..1-19
Ifoiee of The Turtle (103)
Parker- Reaqan
3-3. . . .2-21. . . .716. . .9-29
.4-24. .
Wnt'.r M; fm (1C4)
Davis-Davis ...10-13. . .. .5-15.
.4-12
Wo
ai in White, The (103)
Parl(er-YDung
.721. .. .4-26
. .724.
WalWoMer
Reynoids-Hutton . . .10-14
. 3-J
Whiplash
Clark-Smitb 3-31
. . .1-5
REISSUES
Adventures
of Robin
Hood (102)
tiynn-oetiamiana
.:>-l3. .IIS.
Antliony Ad-ersc
(116)
Mnrci
OeHav (land Kaissaa.
Re'ssue ..12-13.
.709.
.704.
Bad Men of Missouri (71)
Morran-W,'man . . . Rel-soa. . . 10-4 . .705.
710.
Each Dawn I Die (84)
Caonry-Raft Rels»aa. . .10-4. .723.
Fiohlinc
69th
(79)
Cajncy-O'Brien
Reissue
.
5-8.
Jezebel (93)
Davis-Fonda Reissue 12-13. . .712.
Slight Case of Murder. A (85)
Robinson
R^lstaa .12-13.
Vallry of the Giants (78)
Morris-Trevor .... Reissue .... 5-8 . .722.
Woman in Whitz (109)
Parker-Smith .... Reissue. . .5-15. , .724.
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subject ever brought to
screen ! World Premieres in
theatres from coast-to-coast
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Karenina
. . . is now premiering at the
Roxy Theatre, New York.
"That the picture will play to
Variety!
big grosses is certain," says

... is the biggest box -office hit
of all 20th's true-to-life dramas, topping such great grossers
as "BOOMERANG!"
and
"13 RUE MADELEINE"!

Silling

Green

Prelly

Of Wyomir
Compared by preview au

. . . 20th's all-time record laughhit, is piling up bigger- grosses
than "MARGIE"
or
"MOTHER WORE TIGHTS' '
all over the country!

The

entire

trade, from

Variety
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ences
to "SMOK"i a
"THUNDERHEAD,"
other great 20th Technico
triumphs! 8 -state Premie
Decoration Day Week!
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Barometer to "What The Picture Did For Me," reports that the biggest
grosses in every size theatre in every size town are being made today by
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Supreme Court Opinion
Means Drastic Divestiture
The lawyers for the Big Five have been
hf-pefully searching the Supreme Court's opinion in the Monopoly Case for crumbs of comfort to feed their clients. But the pickin's
appear to be mighty, mighty small.
There was no doubt about it. The nation's
highest court of law had ordered the New York
District Court to find for divestiture — the
only question was one of degree — and any
possibility that it would be only a minor degree
did not seem to be borne out by the tough
temper of the decision, nor by the legal spanking it administered to the lower court for its
"deficient" decree. The ultimate decision appears destined to be drastic divestiture.
No one in the ranks of the five theatreowning majors is really sanguine about the
decision. It seems inescapable that they will be
able to retain, at best, only a small segment of
their theatre chains. Every executive who

Opinion

^

in the country sufifered what may be fatal consequences ofthe anti-trust laws. The Supreme
Court held the Schine and Griffith circuits
guilty of conspiracy to monopolize and restrain
tiade, and remanded both cases to their respecti\e District Courts for further findings, with
firm instructions to write decrees that will effectively break their monopolistic powers.
'UNDO WRONGS'
In the Griffith opinion, the Supreme Court
reversed the Oklahoma District Court and urged
a decree "which will undo as near as may be
the wrongs that were done and prevent their
recurrence in the future." The Buffalo District
Court's
decision
ordering
divestiture andin
the Schine
case was
found partial
to be inadequate
more drastic remedy suggested.

Read A. F. Myers" keen analysis
of the
high court's
decisions
in
THE
SUPREME
COURT
SPEAKS

COURT

They Left l\o Doubt
By the temper of its opinions in these three
vital cases, as well as in the Goldman case,
the Supreme Court of the United States made
it crystal clear that the motion picture industry
would be required by the law of the land radica'l\- to revise certain of its old methods of
operation.
Legal Path Cleared For
Goldman's $8,000,000 Suit
The defendants cried that unless the Philadclpliia courts were reversed in their decision
granting William Goldman S125,000 treble damages (total $375,000, plus a $60,000 fee for
counsel William A. Gray), the whole film industry faced "ruin." The Supreme Court was
unimpressed. Pay him, it said, and the floodgates of what may be an overwhelming tide
of anti-trust suits were opened against the
majors.
Goldman, himself, has a whopping $8,400,000
suit pending, based directly on the case he just
won. His initial award against the 8 majors
and the Warner Theatres circuit was the penalty
for their refusal to allow him any first-run
product for his Erlanger Theatre in downtown
Philly from 1940 to 1942. Now, he seeks compiiisation
for the years
'46.
It is understood
that '42
thetodefendants
had a

starting on Page 7
doesn't make it a practice always to keep a
lawyer on his lap is reconciled to large-scale
divestiture. They hope only to salvage what
they can.
NO LOOPHOLE
Nor was there a loophole left for the Big
Five to transfer their theatres to members of
the executive family, for, at the same time, the
Supreme Court sounded the death knell of indepcndcnt theatre monopolies.
On the same day (May 3) that the ruling in
the major Monopoly Case was handed down,
two of the largest non-affiliated theatre chains
MAY
10, 1948
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WINNER GOLDMAN
Pav Him! The Court Said

chance
to settle ofGoldman's
suit some
years but,
ago
for a fraction
what it will
cost them,
they say, Harry M. Warner made it a personal
Ci'usade to lick the man who was once in charge
of \\'B's Philadelphia chain. However, it seems
that dynamic Bill Goldman takes a lot of licking. He has a crusade of his own: to lick the
"film industry monopoly."
More A'czi's and Opinion, Pacjc 9
5

DENVER POST
A delightful piece. Will
capture your affection
completely.
GREAT FALLS
TRIBUNE
New and Different
Movie.
A "smash hit."
Art and culture combined with entertainment to come up with
"box office."
INDIANAPOLIS
STAR
A refreshing novelty.
Grown-ups will find it
entertaining, too.
It has suspense.
KANSAS CITY STAR
A movie to which
mother and dad need not
hesitate to take the children. Grandmother and
grandfather will like it,
too. And uncles and aunts.
NEW YORK TIMES
A wonderfully different time.
There's no reason why
one and all shouldn't find
this a very pleasant and
unusual divertissement.
A full round of applause for an extraordinary entertainment.

NEW YORK SUN
Youngsters could probably watch forever. The
birds are remarkable.
N. Y. DAILY NEWS
Enchantment awaits
at the Gotham Theatre.
Exciting. Delightful.
Circus and the love birds
amazing, daring.
New unusual and artistic.
Well worth seeing.
N. Y.
DAILY MIRROR
Mostover unusual,
a pushfor the kids
and
charming for adults.
A gem, unique and
amusing.
N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE
Fantasy, farce, whimsy
uniquely entertaining
film.
A delightful modern
fairy tale.

OREGON
JOURNAL
Novel bit of film entertainment.
THE OREGONIAN
Fabulous Flicker.
Dangblastedest movie
since oldT. Edison brainstormed with his magic
lantern. Hard-hearted
critics,
predict
"Billmost
and
Coo" will
be the
talked-about film in
years. Slightly more than
terrific.
SAN FRANCISCO
NEWS
Amazing production.
Intriguing and unique
film. An enchanting, almost unbelievable picture.
SAN FRANCISCO
CHRONICLE
Something to chirp
about. Fresh, cute, clever.
Will astonish as well
as tickle you. The whole
thing should prove
mighty amusing to anyone.

N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM
Something more than
just a bright trick to
amuse the kiddies. A
pleasant little gem of
light hearted gayety.

featuring BURTON'S LOVE BIROS and Curiey Twiford's JIMMY THE CROW
^
DfreCted by Dean Riesner • screen Play by Royal Foster and Dean Riesner • Based on an Idea from Ken Murray's Blackouts
A
R E P y B L 1 C PRODUCTION

Novelty, the like of
which you've never seen
before.
Different. Charming.
A diverting novelty
for anyone's money.
SEAHLE TIMES
An hour of sheer delight. Almost incredible.
Exceptional
entertainment for all the
family.
WASHINGTON
EVENING STAR
It ought to give the
young and the young in
heart a pleasant hour.
Told with a great deal
of charm.
WASHINGTON
TIMES HERALD
A definite avian
triumph.
A new chapter in
flicker history has _been
made.
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By ABRAM F. MYERS
General Counsel, Allied States Association
Monday, May 3, 1948, was a fateful day in
the long and somewhat checkered career of the
motion picture industry. For on that day the
United States Supreme Court rendered decisions
in four cases which are of vital importance to
the industry and all who are engaged in it.
These long-awaited decisions unfortunately do
not spell
the industry's
legalfordifficultiesthe
becauseend
theyofmerely
set a course
the
lower courts to follow in subsequent proceedings looking to the framing and entry of appropriate final decrees.
It was hoped that with the complete records
before it, the Supreme Court would prescribe
in detail the form of final decrees to be entered
in the Paramount, Schine and Griffith Cases.
But such decrees must be based upon proper
findings and it is customary for the trial courts,
not the Supreme Court, to make such findings.
And since the Supreme Court determined that
the findings in the Paramount and Schine Cases
were in certain particulars erroneous, incomplete and vague, it followed the traditional procedure of returning the cases to the lower courts
for the making of proper findings and the formulation and entry of effective decrees based
thereon.
•GRIFFITH CASE REMANDED
In the Griffitii case the District Court had
•dismissed
the appropriate
Government'sto complaint
and its
findings were
such a judgment.
But the Supreme Court held that those findings
were clearly erroneous and remanded the case
for the making of new and correct findings and
"the fasliioning of a decree which will undo as
near as may be the wrongs that were done and
prevent their recurrence in the future."
The opinions plainly indicate that the Supreme Court felt that the Paramount, Schine
and Griffith cases revealed flagrant violations
of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act and that its
main concern was that legally proper findings
be made by the lower courts upon which to
enter drastic decrees of divestiture.
The Supreme Court upheld virtually all of
the
lower
court's findings
of unlawful
in the
Paramount
and Schine
cases and conduct
in the
Griffitii case it reversed District Judge Vaught
on virtually every point.
GOLDMAN WINS
In the Goldman case the court simplv denied
the major companies' petition for a review of
the money judgment and the injunctions which
had been entered against tliem. There was no
opinion but by its action it made final one of
the most drastic judgments ever entered in a
private action under the anti-trust laws and
cleared the way for all independent exhibitors
wh;i have sufTered from the depredations of the
motion picture trust to prove and collect treble
damages.
THE PROBLEM Of DIVESTITURE
The Government contended and many of us
hoped the Court would rule that the vertical
inlegiaiion of the production, distribi^llon and
exhibition of motion pictures is in itself illegal.
Such a ruling would have made unnecessary
the further proceedings and would have cleared
the way for the prompt entry of a decree of
total oivestiture. But the majority of the Court
was unwilling to make that ruling. Consequently, it was necessary to correct the findings ;ind
theories of the lower courts in order to lay a
proper foundation for efifective relief.
The District Court in the Paramount case,
it will be recalled, assumed that a finding of
monopoly was essential to total divestiture, and
MAY
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solved. These provisions amounted merely to
tilt unscrambling of combinations among the
defendants and did not constitute divestiture,
and they were expressly affirmed.
As regards the joint ownership of theatres
by a major company and independent exhibitors,
the District Court held that these joint holdings
suppressed competition between the joint owners and ordered that such joint relationships be
terminated wherever the major company's interest was more than 5% and less than 95'7c.
This was without regard to whether the interests were unlawfully acquired, whether the
independents involved were theatre operators
able and willing to operate the theatres, or whether the theatres in question had been used in
fui therance of tlie unlawful conspiracy.
This admittedly was a doubtful provision and
it was made worse by the fact that the lower
court further provided that, upon a proper showing and with its approval, such relationships
miglit be terminated by the purchase by the
major company of the interest of its independent partner.
FIRST-RUN MONOPOLY
The Supreme Court found fault with the
entire theory upon which the District Court
liad proceeded. It criticized the lower court's
finding that there was no monopoly because the
defendants individually and collectively controlled only a small fraction of the total number of theatres. It particularly criticized the
failure of that court to find the presence or
absence of a monopoly of the first-runs in the
entire country or of the first-runs in the 92
largest cities, pointing out that the first-run
field "constitutes the cream of the exhibition
business (and) is tlie core of the present cases."
It very pointedly reminded the lower court
tliat Section 2 of the Sherman Act condemns
monopoly
of "anywords
part" have
of trade
commerce,to
and
that those
been orconstrued
mean "an appreciable part of trade or commerce." The figures cited in the opinion as to
tlie number of first-runs controlled by the defendants and the percentage of film rentals derived by all distributors from those runs, plus
the above-quoted observation as to the importance of such runs together constitute a virtual
direction to the lower court to find such a
monopoly and to dissolve it.

OF CONSPIRACY

Court's
Supreme
is the cases,
important
morewhere,
Even that
the starting
as in these
ruling
point is a conspiracy to effect a monopoly —
and the court refers to this conspiracy throughout its opinions — "it is relevant to determine
what the results of the conspiracy were even
if they fell short of monopoly." In other words,
assuming there was no monopoly in the strict
sense of the word, the ownership of even a
single theatre might be legally vulnerable "if
the property w-as acquired, or its strategic position was maintained, as a result of practices
which constitute unreasonable restraints of
trade." "Hence," says the Court, "the problem
of the District Court does not end with enjoining the continuance of the unlawful restraints nor w'ith dissolving the combination
which launched the conspiracy. Its function
includes undoing what the conspiracy achieved."
I will not dwell upon other important but
technical points raised by the Supreme Court
in its
the lower
court's
findings,
a^,
forcriticism
example,of that
size and
accumulated
power are the earmarks of monopoly ; that such
power, if created for the purpose of crushing
or preventing competition may be unlawful even
though not exerted : and that in decreeing
divestiture and dissolution there must be parity
of treatment as between the affiliated and the
independent circuits — and, as we all know,
rcugh treatment was dealt the Crescent, Schine
and Griffith chains.
This all points to divestiture in a big w'ay,
since many of the great first-run theatres are
wholly owned by the defendants. Thus the
virtual mandate to the District Court is to break
up the first-run monopoly, and in this there is
no distinction between wholly-owned and partlyowned theatres.
THE INDEPENDENT PARTNERS
In decreasing the termination of the joint relationships between the major companies and
the independents the lower court lumped all
these together and made no special findings as
to individual cases. Since vertical integrations
are not unlawful fcr sc. this was regarded as
error. Each relationship must stand or fall
according to its individual facts. We may eliminate from our present consideration such of
these jointly-owned theatres as may be involved
in first-run or territorial monopolies, since they
are clearly subject to divestiture. The problem
boils down to those joint relationships which
are notcludedsubject
to dissolution because not inin any monopoly.
"We have gone into the record far enough,"
said the Court, "to be confident that at least
some of these acquisitions by the (defendants)
were the products of the unlawful practices
which the defendants have inflicted on the industry. To the extent that these acquisitions
were the fruits of monopolistic practices or restraints of trade, they should be divested."
"Moreover," the court proceeded, "even if lawfully acquired, they may have been utilized as
part of the conspiracy to eliminate or suppress
competition in furtherance of the ends of the
conspiracy. In that event, divestiture likewise
would beBUY
justified."
CAN'T
OUT PARTNERS
In all such cases the Court says flatly that
"no permission to buy out the other owner
should
a defendant"
■— • thus
eliminating onebe
ofgiven
the weakest
features
of the
lower
court's
decree.
But the strongest provision of the Supreme
Court's ruling is to the
effect thaton "if
joint
(Continued
Nextthe Page)
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It only remains for the Attorney General
vigorously to follow tlirough on the advantage
he has gained in order to secure the entry of
final decrees in all three cases which not only
will enjoin the defendants from unlawful conduct in the future but will wrest from them the
properties, influence and power which they have
unlawfully acijuired.
We can only hope that the action of the
Supreme Court in remanding these cases to the
Now this can only mean that in all cases of District Courts with directions to explore new
try." ownership where the independent partner
uelds, to correct and enlarge their findings and
joint
to formulate and enter effective decrees will
is a theatre operator, or but for the affiliation
would be a theatre operator, tliere must be net result in undue loss (jf time. The defenddivorcement regardless of any other factors.
ants, according to trade paper intimations, already are planning to resume their pettifogging
1 need not stress the effect of this on the
and
dilatr)ry
tactics. One uiuiamed spokesman
great Paramount Circuit where many of the
theatres — perhaps most — are actually oper- is reported as saying that the case is right back
ated by the independent partners. As I read where it was 10 years ago ; that it must now
he tried all over again ; that the facts must
this part of the opinion, I can only conclude
now be canvassed theatre-by-theatre, that much
that Paramount's theatre empire is doomed —
and the same goes for a large part of the Fox
testimony will be taken and much time contlieatre holdings. And in these cases, most of sumed.
them at least, the defendants supplied the basis MAY TAKE 6 MONTHS
for the necessary findings to insure divorceThis would be a most disappointing outcome
ment by the testimony of their own circuit
not only would it postpone effective relief
heads. By emphasizing the decentralization of and
for several more years but it would make a
control, defendants put their heads in a noose.
travesty of the law. That considerable delay
MAY kp:ep some houses
is entailed by the procedure is manifest. At
What, then, are the theatres which the de- most it should not take more than six months —
fendants conceivably may retain? They are although insistence by the judges on their long
described by the Court in a single sentence : summer vacations may upset this calculation.
The handwriting is now on the wall and its
"Some apparently involve no more than inno- message
is inescapable. The major companies
cent investments by those who are not actual or
niw know that the jig is up; that sooner or
potential operators." "If in such cases," the later they must submit to the mandates of the
Court concluded, "the acquisition was not im- law. They can no longer pursue their merry
properly used in furtheraiKe of the conspiracy,
its retention by the defendants would be justi- nionopolistic way.
The sooner they become reconciled to this,
fied in the absence of a finding that no monopoly
resulted." And in such instances the Court held the better. If they persist in their stalling
that permission might be given the defendants
tactics, they will soon find that they have exhausted the patience of the courts. They should
to acquire
the
independent's
interest
"on
a
showing by them and a finding by the Court that no not overlook the Xact that in the Paramount
Case the Court twice referred to their "marked
monopoly
Because resulted."
of the failure of the District Court proclivity for unlawful conduct." They will
do
well to recall that their unlawful practices
to discriminate among the affiliated theatres in
its findings — to screen the innocent investments have been before the Supreme Court in many
out of the unlawful acquisitions and other un- cases and that they have not been successful
lawful holdings — the Supreme Court found in a single one of them. With the facts of the
it necessary to eliminate the decree provision Interstate, Crescent, Jackson Park, Schine,
barring the five major companies from further Griffith, Goldman and Paramount cases fresh
in mind, the Court will be in no mood for
theatre expansion. That was done merely be- trifling.
cause that provision was closely related to the
The major companies would be well advised
monopoly question which the lower court had
so badly bungled and it was felt that that court new to turn their thoughts to plans for complying with the law instead of devising means
"should be allowed to make an entirely fresh
for further evading it. Their present predicastart." To make this plain the Supreme Court
ment calls for wise counsel and industrial
added : "We in no way intimate, however, that statesmanship not for the dubious expedients of
the District Court erred in prohibiting further
political fixers and loophole artists.
expansion by the five majors."
It will be recalled that in the lower court
FINDINGS ON MONOPOLISTIC
and again in the Supreme Court the DepartPRACTICES UPHELD
ment of Justice contended that, if total divestiWith
the
foregoing specially noted exceptions,
ture was denied, the licensing of films among
a minor provision with respect to franchises
and between the five theatre-owning defendants
should be barred. The Supreme Court felt that, and the provision in reference to competitive
as a permanent requirement, it was but another bidding, the findings and decree of the lower
way of forcing divestiture. But it left to the court in the Paramount Case were affirmed.
I will not repeat those provisions in each
discretion of the District Court the question
whether, in the absence of competitive bidding, instance, for to do so would unduly extend this
a ban or cross-licensing "vroukl serve as a short- paper. All of the provisions thus upheld were
clearly proper and, lor the most part, had been
range remedy in certain situations to dissipate
expressly approved by Allied States Associathe effects of the conspiracy."
tion.
HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE?
(a) Price- fixing. The findings and decree
The decisions insure ultimate victory in the of the District Court in reference to the fixing
l"ng struggle for free and open competition and of minimum admission prices in film license
fair trade practices in the motion picture in- agreements were fully sustained. There can
dustry — but enjoyment of the fruits of victory be no further fixing of minimum admissions.
is again postponed.
There is no exception as to road shows or
The Supreme Court has decreed that the other special forms of release.
backbone of the motion picture trust shall be
(b) Clearances and runs. Here again the
broken and it has given general directions to Supreme Court sjjstained, in their entirety, the
the District Court as to how that shall be findings and decree provisions of the lower
accomplished.
court. The defendants made a strong attack

(Continued from Preceding Page)
ownership
a'.iianccoperator
witli (Jiicbutwhoforis the
or
would be is
a an
(theatre)
joint ownership, divorce should be decreed even
though the affiliation was innocently acquired."
"For," said the Court, "that joint ownership
would afford opportunity to perpetuate the effects of the restraints of trade which the exhibitor-defendants have inflicted on the indus-

8

r,n the provision which casts on them the burden
<>{ showing that a challenged clearance is reas (Uable. But their pleas were rejected, the
C<iurt saying that "Those who have shown such
a marked proclivity for unlawful conduct are
i'l no position to complain that they carry the
burden of sh(jwing that their future clearances
cijme
the law."
(c)within
Formula
deals, master agreements and
jranchiscs. The findings ccjncerning and injunctions against formula deals atid master
contracts were also upheld in the following
sentence: "The findings of the District Court in
these respects are sui)p<jrted by facts, its conclusion tliat (such deals and contracts) constitute restraint of trade are valid, and the
relief
proper."
(d) isFranchises.
Franchises were banned by
tlie lower court simply because they covered
more than a single season's product and hence
did not conform to the competitive bidding system. With that system eliminated there was no
real objection to them "when extended to any
theatre or circuit, no matter how small." Therefore, the ban on franchises was removed, although the Court expressed doubt as to their
propriety "if used between the exhibitor de(e) Block-booking and blind-selling. Much
of what the District Court had to say about
fendants."
block-booking
was tied in with its views on competitive bidding. The Supreme Court having
eliminated that provision, and having retained
the District Court's separate provisions against
block-bjoking and blind-selling, a highly satisfactory result has been achieved. There is no
limitation on the number of films that an exhibitor may license at one time. But the right
to license one feature may not be conditioned
upon
the .And
licensee's
more other
features.
to thetaking
extent one
thatorlicensed
films
have not been trade-shown, and the exhibitor
buys them in a group, he is entitled to reject
20%, this right to be exercised in the order
of release and within 10 days after opportunity
has been afforded to inspect the feature.
(f) Discrimination. The District Court cited a number of instances in which the defendants had discriminated against small independent exhibitors and in favor of large affiliated
circuits through various kinds of contract provisions. But that court assumed that these
would all be cured by the competitive bidding
system and it provided no injunction against
such discrimination. With competitive bidding
out, these findings were left dangling in air,
and the Supreme Court directed that an injunction issue against such discriminatory practices.
.As this came from the Bench some of us
thought the way was opened for a general antidiscrimination order. But upon studying the
opinion I have concluded that the provision will
be confined to the enumerated instances of discrimination, which do not include discrimination
as to prices.
COMPETITIVE BIDDING
The competitive bidding system was the most
controversial feature of the District Court's
decree. Regardless of its merit, or lack of
merit. I was convinced that it was a legal monstrosity and could not pass muster in the Supreme Court.
The organized exhibitors were united in their
opposition and by their combined arguments
they tore the whole fantastic scheme into tatters.
Most of those arguments appear in paraphrase
in the Court's opinion. They occupy a considerable part of the opinion, they make good
reading but they transcend the space limitations
of this paper.
Those exhibitor organizations which sought
to intervene as parties to the case sought to
(Continued on Page 17)
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Despite Decision, Scliencl(

Paramount, Fox Profits

Denies Intention To Resign

Below '46, But Still Robust
1947 was still a fairly good year for the film
companies, if one may judge by the Paramount
and 20th Century-Fox profit reports.
While profits were down from the record
wartime take. Paramount still netted a walloping §31.668,709 (compared with $44 million in
•46), while 20th-Fox hit $14,003,640, a dip of
^<i'^^2 million from the preceding year.
An oddity apparent in the comparison of the
two financial reports was the fact that although
20th grossed over 186 million and Paramount
194 million, the Fox net was less than half of
Paramount's. The principal factor was the
amortization of film costs in each company.
Paramount's, S37,000,0(X) : Fox's, a hefty $53,600.000.
Gross for the year of consolidated companies
was 6% million below 1946. Federal taxes took
S16.32L454. compared to approximately $24
niillion the year before.
20th's
a decrease
of $10Vi! taxes
millinn
fromgross
the showed
1946 total
take. Federal
'46 provision.
took
a $9 million chunk, $5Vu million be'.ow the

A gossip columnist had started the rumor :
Joseph M. Scheiick, executive production head
of 20th Century-Fox, would resign to become
exclusively an exhibitor, if divorcement came.
FILM BVLLETIX put the question directly:
"In the event the Supreme Court orders divorcement, would you remain in the production
branch or in the exhibition branch of the industry."
Schenck's reply, after the Court's decision :
"I do not contemplate resigning."
Others May Still Be In
Running For RKO Control
After being down and apparently out, the
deal for the sale of Floyd B. Odium's controlling stock interest in RKO to airplane manufacturer-oilman-movie producer Howard Hughes
suddenly bounced up again last week from the
grave. But it was still too early to know if it
would have to be reinterred.
A "tentative agreement" providing for Hughes
to acquire Atlas Corp. RKO holdings had been
reached, said Odium. But such details as the
date, the amount and other conditions were
shrouded in mvsterv. Insiders claimed to know
that the Hughes offer was $8,40O,(X)0 for the
928,000 shares of RKO common held by Atlas.
Odium was supposed to decide within 30 davs.
NEW OFFER
Meanwhile, at the weekend, a rumor popped
up to the effect that a bank-supported clique of
moviemen was holding out a SIO.000,000 bid to
Odium.
Was it possible that RKO president N. Peter
Rathvon would still wind up with RKO control,
as FILM BULLETIN has predicted right
along?
Exhibitors Differ On

20TH CENTURY SCHENCK
He ContempUites No Change
1" the finding of means to attract that huge segment of the adult public ( estimated at 50.000.000
or more) who never or seldom go to the movies.
And there the author of the bulletin has got
somcthinfi !

After Some Questions,
Brandt Chided For
Off-Color Advertising
Witli the motion picture industry struggling
to win a more favorable public attitude, the
question certainly seemed appropriate.
In an open letter to Harry Brandt, the Motion
Picture Herald asked the Xew York circuit
operator how he reconciles his claims to widespread charitable, civic and religious devotions
THE MOST DARING SCENES
EVER SHOWN ON THE SCREENl

Value Of Kid Moviegoers
The big question was about little movie patrons: Should juvenile attendance be solicited
or discouraged ?
Several weeks ago, Ted Gamble, president of
Theatre Owners of America, cited the drop in
child patronage
the country's
hibitors todevise and
meansurged
of attracting
them. exHe
attributed at least part of the drop in kid attendance tothe release of fewer pictures appealing to the youngsters.
An opposite view — and one held by a surprising number of exhibitors — emanated from
an independent exhibitors group. Associated
Theatre Owners of Indiana, an Allied unit, in
a recent bulletin, argued that Hollywood's emon product
for young
minds,
plus thephasismere
fact "designed
of the number
of children
in a theatre audience has discouraged movie
attendance
a great
many adults."
GALLUP bv
POLL
PROOF
That statement appears to be borne out to
some extent by the results of a Gallup poll
revealed last week showing that the nation's
movie houses had an average weekly attendance

Included with the Paramount report was a
brochure
heralding
the television
field. the company's progress in

Sullivan's Appointment OK
Afterhanda period
the organization's
right
did notduring
seem which
to be quite
sure of what
the left was doing, Gael Sullivan was confirmed
as new executive Director of the Theatre Owners of America.
The confusion started when the first official
ar.r.ouncement
of Sullivan's
appointment
fiom the Democratic
National
Committee,cameof
which he was vice-chairman. The press reported
his resignation as being due to dissatisfaction
with
Truman's
desirefair
to
be fairPresident
to his family.
And policies
his ideaandof abeing
was to take the TOA job at $50,000 per year.
Who appointed him and who said $50,000?
Some of the TOA members wanted to know.
They were hastily advised that the Executive
remuneration would be half of the published
figure
The bright young (43) Chicagoan, who will
replace out-going e.d. Robert W. Coyne on
June 1, figures to be a worthy stablemate of
bright, young (42) Ted Gamble, TOA prexy.
Majors Turn Tables

OFF-COLOR ADVERTISING
A Puzzling Expression
with the type of off-color advertising (see cut)
Brandt's Ap )r() Theatre had been employing to
sell "Passionelle."
"The illustration embodied in the advertisement in posture and gesture," said The Herald,
"has a suggestive quality which is a puzzling
expression from one so devoted to 'religious
firives of all sorts', to 'settlement work', to providing "recreation for service men and women',
and from a member of the board of 'a school

In One Anti-Trust Case
The film companies have apparently found one
way to lick an anti-trust suit.
In Buffalo, N. Y., six of the majors (Universal and Columbia had been dismissed) and Buffalo Theatres, Inc. (Shea) were acquitted in
U. S. District Court at the conclusion of a fiveweeks trial of an anti-trust treble damages suit
brought by the Rivoli Theatre. Latter had
claimed that it was the victim of an illegal system of runs, clearances and price fixing.
The charges of conspiracy and discriminati(>n boomeranged when the defendants introduced testimony to show that the plaintiff Rivoli
had tampered with its boxoffice reports. The jury
took only 55 minutes to hand down its verdict
for tiie defendants.

of 70.000.000
of 'which only
35%
zcere oirr during
.^0 yearsMarch,
old.
The ATOI bulletin put forth this iconoclastic
..."quotes are Mr. Brandt's, plucked
thesis : "Perhaps the time has come for this forTheboys'
inside
business to stop so eagerly inviting the kids."
from an afifidavit in his defense to Paramount's
pending $563,265 percentage suit against him.
Rather, it termed the industry's "objective No.
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'SILVER RIVER' FLYNN-SHERIDAN IN HOKEY WESTERN
Ratos ® ® ® in action spots and naborh oods on star value
mains jnst a western I Several standard ecjuipli'arncr ISros.
nient plots are combined to make up tlie 108lOS Minutes
minute running time. Director Raoul Walsh
Brrol Plyiiii. . Inn Sheridan, Tliomas Mitchell,
has managed to keep things moving at a rapid,
Bnice Bcnnell. Tom P'.-hiitrea, Barton MacLane. Monte Hlne, Jonathan Hale. Alan Bridijc, often hearllong, pace. He has also injected
Arthur .Space, Art Baker. Joe Crehan.
SOUK- sly digs at the Western opus. (Jne of the
I'irecled liy h'aoul ll'alsh.
biggi'st laughs in the fdm crimes when the rough
and tough Flynn, after knocking a man cold
"Silver River" is a big, hokey western briniin a saloon, steps up to the bar and in a co'd,
ming over vvitii those ingredients that have
endeared this type of fihn to avid action fans. grim voice orders milk. Despite the FlynnSheridan names, sex is strictly rationed and their
Placing no less strain on credulity than its romance
is confinetl to verbal tussles and a few
Saturday matinee country cousins, this Warner
jiassionless busses in the closing reels. Tom
epic stands out only because it enlarges the usual
horse-opera hokum. It has two big stars in D' Andrea delivers some incisive comedy.
Made to order for action fans, "Silver River"
Errol Flynn and Ann Slieridan ; it has a gradcshould enjoy huge popularity in houses patronA supporting cast headed by Thomas Mitchell
ized by these audiences. The Flynn-Sheridan
in another of his rum-soaked i)hilosophical charshould make it a satisfying grosser elseacterizationswhen
;
tile pursued hero burns a names
where.
payroll to keep it out of enemy hands, it's not
FXPI.OnWTlOX : Feature Flynn. Sheridan, Mitchell. Sell this as a big, actionful out.
a measly $50,000 — it's a cool million ; when
floor
epic.
the silver miners are asked to speed up production, no less august a personage makes the
Captainjustified
l'".rrol
Flynn,
embittered
undishonorable
discharge
from by
the anUnion
request than President L'. S. (".rant, himself,
in person ; and so on tliroughout. Rut it reArmy, goes west with eiiuipment he has taken

lAer from a crooked gambling tent. J-jiiploying
his own rules of fair play, he incurs the enmity
i t Ann Sheridan, who with her husband, Bruce
I'.ennett, runs a siKer mine, and of Barton Macl,;;ne,
who tries
to muscle
in empire,
on I-'lynn's
ganu
I\uthlessly,
he builds
a silver
cornering
tiie cash in Silver City via his gambling estabHshment, until the mine owners are forced to
give him an interest in exchange for his guarantee to open a bank and meet payrolls in cash.
L'rged on by his desire for Sheridan, he sends
Bennett on a prosiK-cting trip into hostile Indian
territory and the latter is killed. Renounced by
his friends. Flynn continues to amass wealth
and later marries Sheridan. Forming a competitive c(<mbine, the mine owners break Flynn's
power and force the mines to close down, Sheridan leaves him because of his lust for power,
but they are reconciled when his old friend,
Thomas Mitchell, running for Senator, is killed
l)y Mac Lane and his hoodlums, and Flyiui takes
over Mitchell's crusade against the silver hoarders. He rounds up the murderers, prevents a
lynching ami directs his leadership to helping
the miners rebuild the Silver Empire. Barn.

'RIVER LADY' SLAM-BANG
LUMBERJACK
YARN IN TECHNICOLOR
Rates • • • — in action houses: good dualler elsewhere
vi'.'ain, Dan Duryea. The plot follows an ob- as: "The River Lady, Caught in A Raging
U niz'crsal-ln lernational
T8 Minutes.
vious pattern that will not tax anyone's menTorrent of Elemental Conflict!" . . . "Explosive
tality. Adapted from the Houston Branch novYvonne DeCarlo, Dan Duryea. Rod Cameron,
.-\ction .■\mid Crashing Timber I"
el, it contains dialogue and situations that are
Helena Carter, IJoyd Gouijh. Florence Dates,
When the rowdy lumberjalks come into town,
John Mclntire, Jack Lambert, Esther Somers,
trite enough to draw .some unintentional laughs Y vonne DeCarlo is waiting on her river boat
Anita Turner, Edmund Cobb. Deivex Robinson,
from discriminating audiences. Nor is the act- for her sweetheart. Rod Cameron. She wants
Eddy C. Waller, Milton Kibbee. Billy Wayne,
to marry him, but only if he will leave the
ing especially
Jimmy Ames. Edward Earle.
improved
very brilliant.
much as anYvonne
actress,DeCarlo
althoughhasn't
she woods and become a big operator. She secretly
Directed by George .Sherman.
certainly is a sultry looking dish. As the ruth- runs a syndicate with Dan Duryea that is
less proprietress of "River Lady," a floating sc|ueezing out the independent lumber operators.
Action fans can be told to expect a lot of gambling hall, she struts around in some flamSiie forces one of them, John Mclntire to hire
boyant costumes, and loves and loses with one
brawling excitement and gusty romance in "RivCameron
to Carter,
run his has
business.
facial expression. Rod Cameron plays the virile
ter. Helena
her eyesTheon boss'
him, daughbut he
Lady" and
and the
thiscolor
Technicolor
has routine
plenty.
Theer cast
lift it outyarn
of the
brushes her off until he learns how his job
love of her life with an easy-going naturalness.
classification, making it a strong attraction for Dan Duryea doesn't have much to do except
was obtained. In a rage, he leaves DeCarlo
action houses, where it can be served without a sneer and puff at his cigar, and newcomer
and
Carter, thealthough
he doesn't
Helena
Carter
is
the
very
pretty
and
charming
chaser, and a topflight dualler for all save
her. marries
He organizes
independent
loggerslove
to
class houses. A story of logging camps and lass who finally gets Cameron. It is all served
fight the syndicate. Rough tactics are used,
up with considerable vigor, but director George
river boats, it is pictorially impressive. The
culminating when Duryea jams their logs. After
crashing timber, bloody fist fights and rugged
Sherman
expended much originality on a brutal slug- fest, Cameron dynamites the logs
this
routineliasn't
fabrication.
background register effectively in the gaudy
kills Duryea. DeCarlo walks out of the
EXPLOITATION: Sell the names and the which
colors. A climactic high spot is the dynamite
oicture when she discovers that Cameron is in
blast that blows up a log jam and also the Technicolor, and dress it up with phrases such
1- ve with his wife.
Abrains.
'ANNA KARENINA'
Rates • • 4- generally

STOLID

BRITISH

20lh Century-fox {.-ilc.vander Korda)
110 Minutes.
Vivien J^eigh. Ralph Richardson, Kieron Moore,
Hugh Dempster, Mary Kcrridge, Marie Lohr,
Frank Tickle, Sally Ann Howes. Niall Macginvis, Michael Cough. Martita Hunt, Heather
Thatcher, Helen Haye. Mary Martlezv, Ruby
Miller, Austin Trevor, Guy Verney, John Longden. Leslie Bradley. Beckett Bould, Jeremy
Spencer.
Directed by Julien Diiz'iz ier.
This perennial Tolstoi classic appears again
in an opulent production by Alexander Korda,
but it arrives with two strikes against it — first,
it has already been filmed four times ; and,
secondly, its British origin will prove detrimental to popular acceptance over here. Nevertheles , itis a fine production of a universal
love story and should get above-average grosses
in most situations. It will also do much to enhance the prestige value r)f British motion pic10

VERSION

OF

LOVE

CLASSIC

tures. Unlike the previous versions, and in typically English fashion, it plays down the steamy
aspects of the love affair and draws a broader
picture of its emotional cross-currents. Much
of its dramatic strength is derived from the
sensitive performance of lovely Vivien Leigh.
She completely dominates the picture as the
woman who blindly forsakes her family for love
and is finallv crushed by the conventions of
society. Unfortunately, the drastic cutting which
shortens
the picture's
length leaves
abrupt gaps
in her emotional
development
and confuses
the
transition of events. Of the many brilliant
performers that throng this costumed pageant of
old Russia. Ralph Richardson gives a penetratingband,
characterization
-Anna's aspedantic
husalthough Kieronof Moore
the dashing
Count X'ronsky is hardlv suited. At times the
performances are overshadowed by the overstuffed munificence of the settings and the elegant ritual of the aristocratic society. This is
the fault of director Julien Duvivier.
EXPLOIT.A.TION:
This can take strong

billing as. "Revealing the Innermost Secrets of
.\ Woman's Heart !" Acclaim Vivien Leigh
in "her greatest role." Promote displays in
book shops of pocket book editions of the novel.
\'ivien Leigh, as .\nna. is happy and contented
as the wife of Ralph Richardson, a prominent
statesman, until on a visit to St. Petersburg
she meets the brash, young officer. Kieron
Moore. He follows her to Moscow- where their
illicit infatuation causes quite a stir in society.
Her husband is absorbed in his politics and resents the scandal. He agrees on a divorce only
it she will give up her eight-year old srn. She
bears a child still-born and is herself near death.
Tliis causes a temporary reconciliation with her
husband, and her lover attempts suicide. They
both recover and go off to Venice. Returning
to Moscow, she is gradually overwhelmed by
unhappiness.
the thesocial
ostracism,
restlessness and
longing
for her her
son.lover's
She
has become obsessed with the thought of destruction as symbolized by the train and throws
herself under its wheels.
Abrams.
FILM

BULLETIN

THE EMPEROR WALTZ'
Rater. • • • + generally

WONDERFULLY

Paraiiifliiiit
106 ^^inntvs
Bing Crosby, Joan Fontaine. Roland Culzrr,
Lncile IVatson,
Richard
I'crinilyca.
Sic/ Ruman,
JuliaHaydn,
Dean, Harold
Bert Prival,
Alma Macroric. Roberta Jonay, John Goldsworthy.
Directed by Billy Wilder.
A grand film. Charles Brackett and Billy
Wilder, tremendously successful writer-producer-director team, once again have taken pen
ill hand, thrust tongue-in-cheek, and have come
up with a scintillating comedy-with-music that
will be sure-fire boxoffice in practically every
conceivable location ; the only possible exception
being the action house. In "The Emperor
Waltz", Paramount apparently gave free rein
to the collaborators. Purse-strings were snipped,
loosing magnificent sets, gorgeous Technicolor,
a fourteen-carat cast and the top technicolor
talent on the lot, including tunesmith Johnny
Riirke. Into this wealth of production, the
Messrs. Brackett and Wilder have injected
farce so obviously and wildly impossible in
theme that laughs burst forth from the very
absurdity of the situations. They have elected
to play it straight, not as fantasy or operetta,
and the result is wonderfully entertaining. Bing
Crosby as a persistent American phonograpli
salesman at the court of Emperor Franz Joseph
of Austria, and Joan Fontaine as a haughty
Countess heart-struck by the crooner, comprise
a starring duo to make tlie marquee glitter and
they play their roles with relish. The im-

ENTERTAINING

ROMANTIC-COMEDY

aginative Brackett and Wilder have constructed
a love affair for them that is paralleled with
hilarious effect in the romance of their dogs,
one a dumpy little fox terrier from Illinois,
with multiple antecedent, the other a French
poodle of illustrious pedigree. An excellent
supparting cast headed by Richard Haydn, as
a superb Franz Joseph, and Roland Culver, as
a knavish Baron, maintain the production's
class
Oddly enough, the music, while effective, is
always incidental. One of the most delightful
numbers is "Friendly Mountains," which Crosby
croons, yodels and harmonizes with his own
echo, as well as the voices of friendly Tyrolean
natives. Another excellent tune is "The K'ss
in
date.Your Eyes," undrubtedly a Hit Parade candiEXPLOITATION: Feature the two stars
and the Brackett-\\'il''er team. Recall their past
successes, including ' Lost Weekend", "Ninotchka", etc. Sell the comedy, the romance and
the music. C"tchline; "Puppy-Love brought

REVIEWS

Silver River
River Lady
A^nna Karenina
The Emperor Waltz
Casbah
The Bold Frontiersman

them
Bingtogether
Crosb\-!" comes ti \"ienna with his dog.
Buttons, in 1901 to sell the newly invented
plionograpii to Emperor Franz Joseph (Richard
Haydn). Mistaken for an assassin with an
infernal machine, Crosby is tossed out of the
palace and to add iiumiliation, his dog is bitten
by
Countess
Joan Fontaine's
French
pnodle,
Scheherezade,
who has pedigreed
been selected
by
the Emperor to be mated with his own royal
poodle. Following the Emperor to the Tyrol,
where the dogs will be bred, Crosby and his

Republic
60 Minutes.
Allan Barcroff,
"Rocky" John
I^ne, Alvin,
Black Jack,
Waller,
Roy
FrancisEddy
McDonald.
Fred Graham, Edward Cassidy. Edmund Cobb.
Harold Goodzinn. Ja^k Kirk, Ken Terrell, Marshall Reed. Al Murphy.
Di'-ected by Philip Ford.
This "Rocky" Lane thriller will supply western fans with sixty minutes of almost continuous action and slam-bang excitement. The routine plot by Bob Williams hardly ever clutters
up the sock-and-bust-'em dramatics and there
MAY
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STAPLE

WESTERN

CRAMMED

briefly in some frenzied dancing.
EXPLOITATION: Build up the torrid romance, the music and the exotic, mysterious
background. Have a lobby attendant dressed
in arable costume. Tie-in with disc jockey plugs
of the Tony Martin records.
Tony Martin is the king of the thieves in
the notoribus Casbah. The police fail to arrest
him, because as long as he stays there, his
friends always rescue him. But the crafty inspector, Peter Lorre, is determined to nab him
by more subtle means. When Marta Toren,
vacationing
on her fiance's
yacht, visits
the
Casbah,
he arranges
their meeting.
The high
temperature romance that develops causes Martin to become disgusted with the filthy Casbah
and with his native girl, Yvonne DeCarlo. A
treacherous stool-pigeon keeps Lorre informed
of the movements of his prey and he prevents
Toren from keeping a rendezvous with her
lover. Martin learns that she is leaving for
Paris by plane and tries to meet her there. But
DeCarlo tips off Ivorre, and Martin is shot as
the plane flys away.
DAY.
WITH

isn't any romance to distract "Rocky" Lane from
his dare-devil pursuits. In fact there are no
women at all am- ng these sage-brush hombres.
"Rocky", the stalwart hero on his stallion. Black
Jack, can out-ride and out-wit any collection of
villains, and shooting from the hip, can plug a
silver dollar from the hand of Roy Barcroft,
the menacing gambler. And there is a timorous
sheriff amusingly played by Eddy Waller. The
swift action footage has been assembled by
director Phil Ford with an eye for pace and
timing and the production qualities are fair
enough.
The story hinges around the funds the ranch-

10
10
10
11
H
11

pooch have another run-in with Fontaine and
Scheherezade which makes the high-strung
poodle ill. Diagnosed as a mental block by
the royal veterinarian, Sig Ruman, Fontaine
pleads with Crosby to bring the dogs together
for a cure. During the process, Crosby and
Fontaine fall in love. He asks the emperor
for his approval to their marriage, but Haydn
convinces Crosby that he and Fontaine are of
a different class and she will not be happy.
Crosby pretends that he has used her merely
to sell the Emperor the phonograph, then prepares to return to America. When Scherezade
gives birth, during a great ball, the pups are
obviously sired by Buttons. Hiding the "scandal"
from theorders
Emperor,
Fontaine's
Culver,
the pups
killed, butfather,
Crosbv,Roland
who
has crashed the ball to beg Fontaine to let his
lovesick dog see Scheherezade, saves them and
shows them to the Emperor, who is captivated
bv the pups. Fontaine realizes the truth and
the Emperor, feeling that he has misiudged their
chance at a happy troth, gives his blessing.
Barn.

•CASBAH" OK FOR THE YOUNG
ROMANTIC SET
Rat'es ♦ ♦ + generally; less for class spots
use of the exotic atmosphere that pervades the
I'nizvrsal - International
94 Mimtte
s
teeming, lawless quarter of Algiers. W^ithout
Tony Martin, Marta Toren, Yz-onne DeCarlo, any attempt at realism, director John Berry
Peter Lorre, Hugo Haas. Thomas Gome:. has extracted a good deal of suspenseful drama
Dtmglas Dick, Katherine Dunham, Herfrom the romantic complications that destroy
bert Rudley, Gene Walker, Curt Comvay, Andre the elusive Pepe. And although miscast, Tony
Pola, Barry Bernard, Virginia Gregg, Will Lee, Martin does surprisingly well as the French
Harris Broivn, Houscley Stevenson, Robert
apache. He is no Boyer when it comes to actKendall.
ing, but performs smoothly enough and his
Directed by John Berry.
warm, romantic baritone will especially please
the younger set. At least one of the four
Now we have handsome Tony Martin as Robin and Arlen ballads that he warbles
Pepe Le Moko, and the younger femmes should is Hit Parade material, the one called, "For
like it. Casting the crooner as the romantic
Every Man There's a Wom^n." Gaby, the
tlxief of the Casbah makes the picture somebeautiful tramp who Irv^ds Pepe astray, is
what of an oddity, because except for the Marta Toren, another Swedish import. She
musical interludes the story is played straight, is quite a looker and reveals abilities thTt are
even maintaining the tragic ending. Its ro- more than adequate for the routine role. Yvonne
DeCarlo is Inez, the passionatelv jealous native
mantic appeal should ring up above-average
grosses, despite the fact that it is a strange and girl, and Peter Lorre steals the limcHulit as
superficial concoction of hokum, music and meloSlimane, the foxy detective with undertones
drama. It will be weakest in class houses. The
of malicious humor. In a rather unsuccessful
production by Nat Goldstone is a full-bodied
attempt
snice up the
exoticareflavor,
one witli elaborate settings, and makes good
Katherineto Dunliam
and picture's
her troupe
seen
'THE
Rates •BOLD forFRONTIERSMAN'
western spots

in This Issue

ACTION

ers have raised to build an irrigation project.
When "Rocky" Lane rides into town, he finds
that Roy Barcroft, the crooked owner of a
gambling joint is plotting to get this money.
Young John Alvin, a weakling with a passion
for edcards,
is in the
gets As
fram-he
for murder
andgambler's
theft of debt
the and
funds.
awaits the gallows, "Rocky" comes to his rescue,
with the frightened sheriff, Eddy Waller, trailing along. In search of evidence, they are overpowered bythe gambler and his men, and things
look tough until "Rocky" busts loose in a flurry
of jaw-cracking fists, and dramatically averts
tiie hanging.
York.
11

Shart

Subjects

AN'l) \\\\ WANT Till': JOli ! 'I'Iil- miinciit \)v. James
Harhcf, of Atlanta, who, without n-luctancc, bows to the
title of "prominent aninselor on marital relations", tells a
breathless world that what the Hollywood studios need are
"Technical Advisors on the psychology and art of lovemakinfi;." To the undoubted dismay of Miss Lana (Topl)ing) Turner and her luscious screen sisters, the good
doctor declaimed this earth-shaking condemnation : "American love, as exhibited on our motion picture screens, is
puerile and retarded!" Oddly enough, Dr. Barbee finds
that Ingrid Bergman and Charles Boyer "do an intelligent
bit of love making in a j)icture called 'Arch of Trium])h'."
Now isn't that strange.
M()\T1{ Al)Vl'",KTlSINCi seems to Ir- acquiring a touch of
class, what with its "])hilos()])iiy" and "significance" being
brought to light. Charles Schlaifer discus.sed the re'ationshi]) of the advertising, publicity and exploitation departments to the ])hiloso])hy of ])ubl:c relations before students
of the New School For Social Research last I'Viday {7th)
in his course on "The New Significances of Motion Picture I'ublic Relations." The 20th-Fox advertising-publicity
ciiief, despite being as bu.sy as the ])roverbial one-armed
pai)erhanger, what with his extra-curricular duties as chairman of the -Advertising and Publicity Directors' Committee and of the Advertising Advisory Council, manages to
run one of the most progressive and aggressive film advertising and ])ul)licity departments in the industrv.

INSPIRKI) HV .\N KL1-:CTIC)X VICAR and the current
craze for giveawavs. Universal-International has launched
a 26 -weeks Presidential Sales Drive with bonuses in the
form of merchandise (500 gallons of ga.soline. a set of
tires, washing machine, etc.j going to sales])eoi)le at each
quarter of the campaign. Vice-president William A.
Scully, sales head, unveiling the drive, will run it like a
political election campaign, with bookings as ballots. Details of the campaign were set at a series of meetings at the
U-I home office. Attending in addition to Scully were :
John Josei)h, nat'l ad-publicity director; E. T. Gomersall.
ass't to Scully ; A. J. (J'Keefe. ass't general sales manager,
and division managers C. J. Feldman. F. J. A. McCarthv
and Fred Meyers.

ADD FANTASTIC TITLE CHANGES: "Embraceable
You" (from the Gershwin tune), is the new title of the
Warner Bros, production previousl\- known as "This Side
of the Law."
No kidding, either !

ATTEMPTS TO ENTICE MOME attendance by gimmicks instead of good pictures brings this protest from a
disturbed parent in a letter to the New York Times : "You
noted last Sunday that certain Broadway theatres were attemjning to stimulate attendance by reducing prices for
children in the expectation that more adults could be coaxed inside by their offspring. . .As a parent I resent this
devious attempt to hornswoggle me, when, in fact, the
only inducement I'm really looking for is good entertainment."
ATTEMPTS

BY PRESSURE GROUPS to have 20thFox' shelve "The Iron Curtain" go on and on — and still
to no avail. Originally launched by the Council for American-Soviet Friendship, the campaign, has been joined bv
church groups, peace committees and now by the N. Y.
Committee Against War Propaganda. Allegedly representing trade union, civic and religious units aggregating
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By BARN
25().0(KJ members in XVC, (k-tjrge Ku^ic oi the fur uni(jn,
and Rev. John Darr of the United Christian C(juncil for
Democracy petitioned A. J. Balaban, managing director of
the Rox) . where the film is scheduled to oi>en shortly, to
withdraw it. When he refused, the Committee members,
"their friends and families" jjledged to boycott the Roxy
for one year if the film hits the screen.
OVICR TEX MILLION WOMEN will learn the story of
the film industry this month as the MPAA's public relations ])rogram i)icks up steam. Sparked by Eric Johnston
anfl Arthur De Bra. director of the As^s'n's Community
Relations, in speaking roles, nati(jnal conventions to be
covered include the Family Life Conference, in Washington :Mi>souri Federation of Women's Clubs in Si)ringfield :
N. State Federation of Music Clubs in New York City;
General Federation of Women's Clubs in Portland. Oregon,
and the Xational Congress of Parents and Teachers convening in Cleveland.
THE, L.XTl". TOM P.REXEMAX'S OXLY PICTURE,
"lireakfast in Hollywf)od" will be reissued by United
Artists this month. Anticijiating a heavy demand on the
l)art of his huge radio following for a last look at the
popular entertainer's uni(|ue ])enchant for making elderly
ladies hajipy. UA is rushing prints to all branch exchanges.
Brcneman, whose sudden death came as a shock to the
entertainment world, as well as his fans, made the film in
1946. and it was originally released two years ago.
NEITHER

FIRE

NOR

FLOOD.

TCtc. Floodwater which

crashed into Pathe's 10-story building on Madison Avenue
in New York last Sundav ('2nd ) disrujjting the edifice's
electrical and tele])hone lifelines could not halt the regular
Monday issue of Warner Pathe News. With the aid of
Mayor O'Dwyer, the fire and police departments, temporary headquarters were set up in the Madison Hotel
across the street and the deadline was met. The commotion was caused by a broken water main, which crippled
the entire district in and around the Pathe Building.
OF MEN AND THINGS: June at 20th Century-Fox this
year will be Andy Smith Anniversary Month, a bow to the
general sales manager's first year as distribution chief, and
a signal for a sales drive that will attempt a record number
of bookings for the company's product ... New Jersey
Allied's annual confab, its 29th, has been set for June
28-30 at the Hollywood Hotel in West End. President
Ed Lachman has named Wilbur Snaper to chairman the
convention ... Paramount sales topper Charles M. Reagan
will wield the gavel at five division meetings, beginning
this Thursday (13th) in New York, then Philadelphia.
Chicago, Kansas City and San Francisco, ending June 9. . .
INIaurice A. Bergman, U-I Eastern ad-publicity director,
returned to his desk last Alonday ( 3rd) following his recent illness. National ad-pub chief John Joseph is back in
Universal City after three weeks of huddles with home
office
F. Woodw-ard
replaces \\'illiam
Feldover
as
Eagle execs
Lion ...St.J. Louis
branch manager.
He conies
from 20th-Fox's Milwaukee branch. Norman J. Colquhoun goes into E-L's Atlanta branch managership, replacing Nelson Towler . . . Leonard R. Case is the new Treasurer of Selznick Releasing Organization. Neil F. Agnew.
SRO prexy discloses, and SRO finances will be handled
independently of Vanguard Films, Selznick production
company. . .John F. Reeder. v.p. and general manager of
Disney Productions waved adieu to Alicke}- Mouse on May
1 to re-enter the ad agency b'- '
FILM
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Behind the Scenes of Film Production
PS
E-U
SIZ
SIUDIO
he always
COLUMBIA
comes
up. shops around when renewal time the pro and con of making pictures in England
to absorb some of the funds frozen there. So
— Two years ago Goldwyn talked with Alex far only one Metro film is definitely set for
Korda re a foreign distribution set-up.
Cohn Careful Not To
"Edward,
My Son"
— Young needs more space for his production making
set for aover
June there.
1 starting,
with Spencer
Tracyis
and
the
two
studios
are
practically
next
door
and
Deborah
Kerr
starring
and
George
Cukor
Spoil Columbia Customers
to each other.
directing for Producer Edward Knopf.
A pparently Bossmaii Harry Cohn felt it
— Young is driving for top producers, acThe problems seems to be that few of the
quiring the Goldwyn product would be a step stars and directors are eager to go to work in
would be just too much for Columbia's
in that direction. Etc.
customers to receive two such valuable propEngland where living conditions are bad. Any
erties in one season.
There is no doubt that Young's arrival here additional bonus they might receive for their
For months now, trade and other press corthis week (May 8) will mark the beginning of chores means little to them since taxes absorb
conversations out of which will probably grow most of it. So, thev say, why leave home for
respondents have been bombarded with "news"
some concrete deals, but, until it is denied all five or six months, live uncomfortably and end
stories on "Anna Lucasta" and "Born Yesteraround,
the Goldwyn story will overshadowday," two of Columbia's top story properties.
all else. What a scoop that would be for this up no better off than before?
Every other day there was a new- casting anIt's a good Question from a practical point
nounced and production plans were always in up-and-at-'em Eagle-Lion outfit !
of view, but, also from a practical point of view,
REVOLVING
FUND
theNow,
"immediate"
Metro has to get some of its foreign revenue
it seems stage.
there has been another shift
A more credible possibility which may out
of Britain if it is to continue paying those
in plans (or maybe this was the way it was
emerge from the Young visit is the establishsame stars and directors those same juicy
planned from the beginning)," Anna Lucasta"
ment of a "revolving fund" which would be salaries.
available to finance independent product for
will not be made until next year, while "Born
.\rthur Ripley, who recently signed a new
E-L release. The details of this plan, too, are nroduction and direction pact here, has been
Ycsterdav"
brighten
up this vear's schedule.
SYLVAN will
SIMON
BUSY
still sketchv, but it may work out.
"Few are Chosen."
It looks from here as if Sylvan Simon, who
assignment.
Meanwhile, until the Young plans are definhanded
This is his
fromfirst
a novel
about missionaries
and the
itely set and announced, this company is pacing
left a director's berth at Metro about a year
producer
will
work
with
the
author,
a
retired
ago, is due to become the white-haired boy at itself slowlv with only one film. ''Twentv N'ne
PT"<;sionary, on the scrint and the production.
Columbia. Simon has been handed three imClues" (Richard Basehart - Scott Brady), a This one p-obably won't go until late Fall.
documentary.
portant properties for his schedule as producerdirector, all of which are being given high
MONOGRAM
priority in the studio's schedule of pictures.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
First on the list is a novel called "Lona Hanson" and the big news on this, so studio spokesmen insist, is that it probably will be a Rita HaySteady Pace, No Fancy
Metro Dickering To
worth starrer. Number two vehicle for Simon
is "Thethe Facts
Promises, Keynotes Here
Handle Enterprise Unit
which
studio ofjustLove,"
nabbedanfororiginal
$75,000.comedy
This
IV/fonogram
seems to have missed entirely the
one is being dangled in front of Rosalind Ruspending
dealnotbetween
Enterprise
the cofisell. It is a comedy and studio execs are hoping ■^heMGM
is still
a set thing,
althoughandit fusionupheaval,
that havethebeenproblems
epidemic and
in Hollywood
is close at this writing. However, it could be
Miss Russell will approve it for her onefor
the
past
six
or
eight
months.
This
fact
picture commitment with them. Third on the ice-c'ild by the time this is read."
continues to be true. While other production
With
the
problems
between
Enterprise
and
Simon list is "The Lovers" which will co-star
companies cry loud and long about the state
Cornel Wilde and his wife, Patricia Knight.
VA still unsettled it seems logical that Metro of
business and predict dire or bright futures
The studio is counting on the on-again-off-again
might get the nod for local distribution, too, espublicity this pair has had re their marriage for
(depending
their product's
at the
pecially since M-G-M has handled the foreign moment,
thisoncompany
has gone grosses
along steadily,
a box-office hypo.
distribution on Enterprise films since that comquietly and seemingly untouched by the storm
Sam Katzman has set a schedule of six
pany was formed and since one of the new poli- surrounding it.
pictures for the next three month period of
cies of this studio calls for a step-up independSuch peace in the midst of chaos is the reent production.
work. Two will be serials ("Congo Bill" is
sult of many things, not the least of which is
now in production). Also on the schedule is
If the deal goes through, Metro will start
the judgment and intelligence of head man
a horse racing picture, a John Weissmuller
to distribute Enterprise product after "No
Steveassociates
Broidy.have
Monogram's
and
starrer tagged "'Jungle Jim," ''The Mutineers"
his
kept cool top
headsexecutive
and steady
Minor \'ices" (now in work). The next feature
— an action melodrama, and "Bruce Gentry" — a scheduled for early production is John Garhands
through
all
this
and
the
result
shows
in
serial. The Katzman product is done on low
field's "Tucker's People."
tl'ie status of the company at this time. Not to
budgets and short schedules and casting is al- THE ENGLISH PROGRAM
a factor is on
Monogram's
ways held until the last possible minute before
Pagie 16)tenacity
Studio executives and actors are busv with be overlooked as(Continued
shooting starts.
Janet Blair will team with Louis Hayward and
Dennis O'Keefe in Edward Small's "FBI meets
Scotland
week (MayYard"
10). when it gets under way this
EAGLE

- LION

Goldwyn Reported
Talking
Deal
Withto E-L
Tt
seemed too
fantastic
be true. But there
was enough smoke rising from the reported
negotiations to make it seem that a lively blaze
was burning beneath.
A break here last week to the efifect that Samuel Goldwyn and Robert R. Young were "talking
merger."
Why SamhisGoldwyn
would
be interested in switching
distribution
arrangement
with RKO to another company, nobody could
explain. But the story ran.
The reasons for the merger talk were carefully listed in detail :
— Goldwyn's pact with RKO is up in July ;
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WELCOME

TO THE BAMBINO

Filmdom's
— Roy Del — and baseball's Ruth — tlie Babe, him.self — greet each
other on
the set ofRuth
Allied
Artists' "The Babe Ruth Story," where the Bambino came to watch 13
the filming of his life story. Beaming w-elcome are, from left, Joe Kaufman, Associate Producer; Steve Broidy, president of Allied Artists, and Bill Bendix, star of the picture.

EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

CHAH/ICTERS
HIGHLIGHT
Base
Caiiipaiyii on Six Excitiny People
Six exciting characterizations tliiii run the ganuit from virtuons innocence

to nnniitigated evil form the showman's Itulwrk for a sock exploitation <ampaijin onThese
Eagle-Lion's
melo<lrama
an unscrupv.lous
for
power.
three men"Ruthless,"
and three awomen,
whose oflives
arc intertwinedquest
dramatically and romantically, certainly make a marcjueeful:
— ZACllAKY S(]()TT. He us;'d everyone ami «"vervlhing as rungs to elimit
the ladder that brought him to the pinnacle of wealth an<l power.
—LOUIS HAYWARI). The hovh ood friend whose attempts to dissuade
the ly<()on from liis un|)rinciplcd schemes threatened his own «hanee a!
happiness.
— DIANA LYNN. Sophisticated concert pianist who waged a frantic fight
to re-sist temptation.
—SYDNEY GREENSTREET. drags
l)ire-l»uilder. crushed
Itv Scott.
him to his doom in final She
gave up
desperation.
- LI CILLE BREVIER,
Emposition and hiisliand for a man who
didii'l lo\e her.
VIAR'IHA VICKERS. Beautiful,
amiiitious.
for to
.^colt's
I uthlessness hut
w hen noher match
usefulness
him
had ended.

^'-ofNHsTMiRGi
em
MM
^^^^

Another, and highlv potent, angh' is
the Power and Money theme. \ our
patrons will he intereste«l in questions
like this one: ")X hat do you want most
in life — Power. .. Monev. . .or Love?"
Don't overlook llio opportunity to direct your
campaign at the feminine trade by depicting
Scott as a rulhljss lover who destroyed women
as well as men in his quest for power.
There is also an excellent four column mat
featuring Greenstreel and Miss Bremer in sevprovocatively .romantic
Over.eralYoungsters
. . Make scenes
Way titled.
for the"Move
New

MATfH THl 'RUTHLESS' fix]
RUTHLESS'

CONTESTS
Some atleiition-pullirig coiil'-sts can be arr:uiged. Natirtnal Screen has math for both a
one-shot competition and a four-day contest.
The one-day matching contest (illustrated
above t. suitable for newspapers, herald-, shopping guides, etc.. lirikh the six stars with former
co-stars. If used in a shopping guide, merti( kets. chandise prizes can be awarded instead of guest
The four-da> affair, designed for newspapers
and herald-, requires identification of Scott's
"ruthless" romances in four former big pictures.
A running story with appropriate daily
changes will serve to plug the picture further.

Romantic Mr. Greenstreel" which would be a
sock plant for an amusement page feature.
Eagle Lion's boxofficers. under Max Youngstein's direction, have concocted a truly versatile press book, brimming over with exploitation-publicity action.
STRIKING

POSTERS

Particularly effec'.ive among the advertising
art are the posters, all in full, vivid color,
featuring t^ie 'Money and Power" angle, the
stars, and the characterizations. Above is the
one sh^et.
Also available are 3, 6, and 24-sheets.

•RUTHLESS SIX'
The six stars are characterized as "The Ruthless Six," ain catchy
phrase
that can be used to
advantage
a variety
of ways.
An intriguing, easily-constructed lobby display uses two compo-board sheets. Cutout front
sheet has copy: "Turn Handle! Meet the 'Ruthless' Six!", display of stills and playdate. Rear
board has heads of six stars so that when handle
protruding in front is turned star heads become visible in the cutout.

TEASERS
Four teasers concentrate on "Power" of the
film — in its stars." "in its Story." "in the ruthless impact of drama" and. finally, in all three.
Q
NEWSPAPER ADS
O
Great variety of newspaper ads, of which
three are shown below, give the showman a
wide choice of angles.

of the

When

a conscienceless, wolfish

tycoon sets ahout applyinij the tactics which endowed him witli
wealth and power to his quest for
romance, it s the closest thing to a
cyclotron this side of drama. And
that's what happens in "Ruthless,"
Eajile-Lion s six-starred drama.
Zachary Scott plays the man
whose gods were money and power
and those he tramples in his ruthless quest are Louis Hayward.
Diana Lynn, Sydney Greenstreet,
Lucille Bremer and Martha Vickers.
Covering a period from 1914 to
the present, the film also makes a
pitch to nostalgia as it reconstructs
the idyllic pre-World War I days,
the Roaring Twenties, and the
Great Depression.

issue

(Contitiued from Page 13 j
ill staying with the successful formula on which
it was established. There has been progress
and growth here (Allied Artists is building
in the same slow but sure pace that is typical
of the Monogram operation), but there has been
a complete lack of those familiar, blatant stories
about the zillion dollar epics that are henceforth to roll from the sound stages. This is definitely a "feet-on-the-ground" outfit and it
figures to weather storms that might sink
some of the top-heavy movie ships.
'EABK RUTH' BUILD-UP
Meanwhile, "The Babe Ruth Story" is getting one of the greatest advance press build-ups
of any picture in Hollywood history. The
press associations and sports writers from
Coast to coast are giving it a steady play.
Credit Lou Lifton and his publicity staff witli
an outstanding job.
A Jimmy W'akely western, "Saddle Serenade"
and Allied Artist's "The Babe Ruth Story" are
the only two in work this week.
PARAMOUNT

'47-48 Program Wound

Up;

Half Of Next Season's, Too
Tjutting
the Supremeis inC<iurt's
of
medicine,asideParamount
good dose
health,
thank you.
As of this week, this company has shipped the
last of its 1947-48 schedule into its exchanges.
Twelve pictures comprise the group still remaining to be released and the schedule of releases is set through September.
"The Emperor's Waltz" (Crosby - Joan
Fontaine) will lead off on July 2 after a splashy
world premiere in Hollywood. "Dream Girl"
(Betty Hutton-Macdonaid Carey) opens July
2,3 and a Pine Thomas film, "Big Town Scandal" (Phillip Reed - Hilary Brooks) goes into
release July 30. Hal Wallis' "So Evil My
Love" (Ray Milland - Ann Todd), " .\ Foreign
Affair" (Jean Arthur - John Lund) and "Be(Alanstartings.
Ladd - Donna Reed) are
all setyond
forGlory"
.August
In addition to this sextet to wind up the 194748 schedule. Paramount has nine pictures
practically completed, and five in production
for the 1948-49 list. This is more than half of
the lineup promised for next year.
With such a running jump on the future
product, the studio will hardly need to heighten
its production pace which reached a peak here
last week when five films were in production
at the same time.
ONE NEW STARTER
Only new starter was "The Dark Circle"
(Ray Milland - Audrey Totter). Continuing
in production are: "The Great Gatsbv" (Alan
Ladd-Betty Field), "The Tatlock Millions"
(Wanda Hendrix - John Lund) "Sorrowful
Jones" (Bob Hope - Lucille Ball) and Hal
Wallis' "The Accused" (Loretta Young - Robert
Cummings) .
William Wyler starts his first film under
hi."; Paramount deal on June 1. It is "The Heiress," andfilm itversion
currenttopBroadway
success,
is to of
be astrictly
drawer stuff,
with Olivia de Havilland in the femme lead
and Cary Grant tempted into the leading male
role. Miriam Hopkins, long off film, carries
t^ie second female role in the film.
PINE-THOMAS PLANS
Interesting' is the news that when Bill
Pine and Bill Thomas win their eight year
pact with Paramount next November, they will
leave the low-budget action field and try their
hand at plushier productions.
This team of ex-publicity men have turned
in 52 nictures to Paramount since the inception
of their pact and this product has been an im16

portant i)ortion of this company's program for
segment of theaters. Paramount may
hard to fill the gap created by the
of the P. & T. programmers.
new plans call for only three or four
a year, leaving more time for the exploitation junkets which they (and here their
publicity background siiows) feel is an essential
part of successful picture-making. Proof of
tiieir theory came in "Albuquerque," which they
made for S;728,0(X) and on which they anticipate
a gross of S2,5(X),()0(). They point to the rising
costs of making so-called B pictures and the
dearth of .sensational story material needed to
make
far. the kind of product they have done thus

a large
find it
absence
Their
pictures

REPUBLIC
Full-Scale Production
Schedule Under Way Here
■^//■itli
in work
and weeks,
four more
to tliree
come pictures
within the
next two
this
lot is busier than it has been for some months.
Now going are: "Drums .Along The .Amazon"
(George Brent - \'era Ralston - Brian .Aherne
- Constance Bennett), "Marshall of .Amarillo"
(.Allan "Rocky" Lane - Mildred Coles), and
"Niglitimc
Harmon ) . In Nevada" (Roy Rogers - Marie
Scheduled for starting : "Sons of God's
Country," "The Far Outpost", "Daughter of
tie Jungle" and an untagged mystery.
In addition to this sturdy spurt in production,
Republic has eighteen campleted films resting
on its shelves, a record backlog for this company. Included in the completed group are such
films as Orson Welles' "Macbeth," "The Red
Pony" (Myrna Loy - Robert Mitchum), "Moonrise" (Dane Clark - Ethel Barrymore - Gail
Russell)
and -"1.Ruth
JaneHussey).
Doe" ( \'era Ralston John
Carroll
RKO
Hughes Deal May
Mean Exit Of Schary
'p'heconsummated,
Odium-Hughes
be finally
as deal,
now should
seems it
most
likely,
may bring about some far-reaching changes in
the RKO production setup. President N. Peter
Rathvon and studio chief Dore Schary in the
Hughes regime, are reported to be assured of
holding their positions if they desire to do so.
Insiders feel certain that Rathvon will quit.
It is questionable, also that Schary will stay
on. since he is known to have provided in his
contract that he can step out if a change in
managment takes place. His loss would be a
severe one., for this enterprising young production executive is without doubt one of HollyW'Ood's "white hopes". He would be welcome
at any one of several big studios.
CUT COSTS
Schary has done a fine job of cutting production costs with a minimum of sacrifice in
quality. Recently he instituted a so-called
"script-control" system, the idea being to cut
down on excess dialogue, speed up action and
insure a tighter control of sets, very often the
pivot of higher costs for the final budget. L'nder
this scheme, Schary has shaved scripts an average of 20 pages below comparative screenplays
a year ago.
The on again-off again plans by Frank Ross
for the production of Lloyd Douglas' novel.
"The Robe", is on again, it seems. It is slated
to go in November, with Greg Peck in the
lead. It will be made in Technicolor, Victor
Fleming directing.
PRODUCTION SPURT
With two new starters and nine more sched-

uled to go between now and the first of July,
this studio is heading into more activity tlian
it has had for more than a year. The new pix
going now are: "Weep No More" (Joseph
Gotten - \' alii) and "Bodyguard" (Lawrence
Tierney - Priscilla Lane). Others to follow included three Tim Holt westerns, Don Hartman's comedy, "livery Girl Should Be Married,"
"Baltimore Escapade" and "Bed of Roses."
Castings on all of these are still incomplete,
although starting dates are set.
20th CENTURY-FOX
Heavy Summer

Schedule

To Keep 20th Out In Front
TThisrealstudio
has during
been one
bulwarks
the ofpastthesixindustry's
months.
With a dearth f)f first-rate product issuing from
most of the other majors, 20th-Fox has been delixering the goods, and exhibitors have reason
to be thankful for this organization.
However, Darryl Zanuck does not intend to
rest on his laurels. Obviously, the 20th Century production chief intends to do his part in
stemming the seeming indifference of the moviegoing public. Eight features are slated to
start rolling here between now and July, and
with three already in production, this studio
should have a program reminiscent of the "good
old days". As soon as he gets his heavy
summer schedule under way, Zanuck heads for
London toThis
organize
2()th'swill
program
in thetop
British
studio.
company
probably
the
list of .American producers in England, if plans
made by the studio head and president Spyros
Skouras are finally put into action.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Quantity, Rather Than
UA'shas Aim
TQuality,
Tnited Artists
gone Today
a long way (downhill) since the days of Goldwyn and Selznick and the Chaplin of yore. Then, class was
the aim of this organization. Today, bulk seems
to be the aim. Grad Sears, who has taken much
of the criticism for the state of the company
dtiring the past months, has been fighting a
tough battle. The recent news of an increase
in the UA distribution fee is certain to add
m.cre problems to the already complicated situation. There must be a reason, but this seems
a bad time for lifting prices.
The 1948-49 schedule, it is said, will consist
of no less than 56 pictures, costing S45.000.000.
This apparently
offsetas the
constant rumor that was
UA intended
indies (asto well
others)
r.re having a tough time getting financing from
banks.
Of the 56 pictures. 14 w^ill be westerns, eight
of them in the Cisco Kid series from Producer
Philip Krasne : six will be in the Hopalong
series, with Bill Boyd. Lew Rachmil producing.
Among the other producers set with more expensive product are: Sam Coslow (2). Boris
Morros and William LeBaron (2). Eddie
Sutherland (1). Edward Small (3). Hunt
Stromberg (1). Sam Bischoff (2). Benedict
Bogeaus (2). Sol Lesser (5). Seymour Nebenzal (3). Mary Pickford (3). and Harry
Popkin (4) .
HOPE TO HOLD ENTERPRISE
UA is still trying to hold the Enterprise product, though at the moment this seems doubtful.
"On Our Merry Way." which is the newtag
Bogeaus'
"A Miracle
Happen."In
will for
be Ben
exploited
to the
tune of Can
S300.000.
addition to trade and regular press. Bogeaus is
ringing in sk\- writing and television spots
wherever feasible. This one will need a strong
campaign to pull it out of the category set up
by unreceptive critics.
FILM
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SlZf-UPS

Warner Blast On Stars

UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L
Is It Too Much Class,
Not Enough Boxoffice?
the backlog here continues to grow in
quantity and quality, U-I studio people are
more and more giving the satisfied grin to the
self-appointed critics who were sure this outfit was on the rocks. No one here is smug
enough to insist that there are not still some
clinkers to be ironed out of the set-up, but
most executives here feel strongly that a good
portion of the product now awaiting release
and in production is either solid commercial
fare or unusual prestige material and a few,
they believe fall into both classes at one time,
which is, of course, the ideal.
The big, problem here, as your reporter sees
it, is the tendency to over-emphasize the "class"
picture, to the detriment of the boxoffice. This
t>-pe of picture will make sales chief Bill
Scully's j®b tougher.
The big one out of here for a late summer or
early fall release looks to be "One Touch of
Venus." Months ago when we got a glimpse
of some daily rushes on this, it was obvious
that Lester
Cowan
gottenproduction.
what he'd Now,
been
after
with this
long had
delayed
grapevine-wise, we hear the film will really go
and Ava Gardner will emerge as a strong boxoffice personality. Walter Wanger's ''Tan
Roots" will ring a loud bell and "Mr. Peabody
and the Mermaid" (William Powell - Ann
Blyth) is one of the strong young hopefuls
"here, but a fantasy. "The Charming Matt Saxon"
(Robert Montgomery - Susan Hayward) is
also being counted on for general good reception. "Another Part of the Forest" (Frederic March - Ann Blyth) is another one that
will get the "prestige" buisiness.
"Pp In Central Park" (Deanna Durbin Vincent Price - Dick Haymes) is a question
mark but "River Lady" (Yvonne DeCarlo - Dan
Duryea) and ".Abbott and Costello Meet Frankpair find
whicha receptive
add variety
to the
program enstein"
andare ashould
boxoffice.

THE
(Continued from Page S)
use competitive bidding as their springboard,
tut with the elimination of that feature their
last feeble argument collapsed and their petitions
were denied.
ARBITRATION
The Supreme Court upheld the District
Court's
ruling that
it had
to continue
the
arbitration
system
sinceno thepower
Government
no
longer consented to the arrangement. "We
agree . . . that the District Court has no power
to force or require parties to submit to arbitration inlieu of the remedies afforded by Congress for enforcing the anti-trust laws."
"But," the Court held, "the District Court
has the power to authorize the maintenance of
such a system by those parties who consent and
to provide the rules and procedure under which
it is to operate." And the Court added that,
of course, "the use of the system would not . . .
be mandatory,"
that "it
would barring
be merely
an
auxiliary
enforcement
procedure,
no one
from the use of other remedies the law affords
for violations either of the Sherman Act or of
the decree of the Court."
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BROS.

Fails To Impress Hollywood
nriie recent statment by Jack Warner is viewed
out here in Hollywood with a jaundiced
eye by most observers. Coming from the head of
a studio which was a leader in curtailing production to take advantage of an artificial film
shortage during the past five or six years, a
studio which has dealt rather severely with
labor and talent alike, a studio that was among
the
first the
to lush
go in
"economy"
moment
warforprofits
started layoffs
to skid the
ofif
a bit - Mr. Warner's harangue about increasing
production to protect film workers failed to make
much of an irnpression on anyone.
Coming as it did, when this studio was
engaged in another fuss with one of their
players Lauren Bacall, the cry against stars who
refuse to take roles sounded like Warner was
asking the rest of the industry and the public
to help him wash his personal linen.
POOR QUALITY
And, last, coming from a studio which has
been sadly deficient in quality product for the
past year, where even one good sock attraction
would be a bonanza, the Warner blast did not
have anything resembling a true ring.
Now, because the Warner studio, skeptical of
the future, is going in for mass quickie production, why should the rest of the majors rush
to adopt the same policy?
To some observers it is apparent that the
whole Warner organization has a bad case of
jitters. Bad product and the general drop in
business has this outfit nervous as a cat. A
strong stabilizing personality is badly needed, it
seems, rather than unsolicited advice on how
to cure a situation that can be cured only by
GOOD product.
This plant announced a total of eleven films
scheduled to start shooting during the next two
months. Among them is the next Bette Davis
effort, "June Bride". How sadly that gal needs
a decent vehicle ! She will be co-starred with
Robert Montgomery and it is a comedy, which
Davis fans do not usually relish.
Also among the May- June list is "The Girl
From Jones Beach', which Lauren Bacall walked
out on because, she said, it doesn't shape up
like a worthwhile film. Virginia Mayo was
handed her role.

SUPHEME

COURT

INDEPENDENTS
FILM CLASSICS
There's "expansion" talk here. With
"Sofia" (Gene Raymond - Patricia Morison) and "Miraculous Journey" (Rory
Calhoun - Audrey Long) both in Cinecolor, wound up, plans are being completed for additional production in color.
This pair will be released during the summer and the company plans to be working on more of the fourteen pictures
planned for this year by that time. Sixty
per cent of the product still to be shot
for this year will be in color, since
this outfit is affiliated with Cinecolor.
The "expansion" program is also running over into the distribution setup with
talk of the 26 wholly-owned exchanges
being increased to 31.
SCREEN GUILD
Robert L. Lippert, vice-president of
this company, welcomed the press here
recently and had some interesting comment to make to them. His first move
was to denounce as completely false the
rumor that John J. Jones, the president,
had been asked to resign. "How can
you fire a man who gets no salary?"
interpretation
of tough
the rumor
wasLippert's
that things
had gotten
and,
as always, people have to have someone to
play
"goat."
To imply wrong,
that it
would forbe the
Jones
was completely
said Mr .Lippert.
Lippert announced the 1948-49 schedule to come from S-G : "The Mozart
Story."
madesound
in Vienna
which ;
will
have a anpfcture
American
track added
"The Prairie" (Lenore Aubert - Alan
Baxter), four Edward Small re-issues,
12 Hopalong Cassidy reissues, mark the
highlights of the schedule. Incidentally,
Lippert stated that the Hopalong reissues
are making more money than the new
ones (their initial cost was so much
less) and he has 35 left to release.
At the moment, there is one Lash LaRue feature
in production
"Dead
Man's
Gold."
Five moreforofS-G,
these
are
scheduled and they will be turned out in
assembly-line fashion within the next
few weeks.

SPEAKS

We suspect that such a voluntary system
would not have great appeal to the defendants,
since the old consent decree system which they
fo dearly loved did not provide an additional
or auxiliary remedy for independent exhibitors
but was an escape from the penalties for contempt and a highly desirable refuge from private
actions under the Sherman Act.
SUMMARY
The destruction of monopoly power in the
motion picture industry has been the goal of
Allied States Association ever since it became
convinced that fair trade practices and equal
opp<3rtunity for the independent exhibitors
could not be secured by the orderly processes
of negotiation and agreement.
That that goal has been attained — or at
least is in sight — cannot be doubted by any
open-minded reader of the opinions handed
down by the Supreme Court on Monday.
In the atmual reports for the last few years
I have emphasized the thought that tomorrow
belongs to the independent exhibitors. I was
never more certain of that than I am today.
When the proceeditigs ordered by the Su-

preme Court have been carried out the percentage of affiliated theatres will be reduced to
insignificance and any that remain will have to
operate on their own merits and without the
preferences and discriminations they have enjoyed in the past.
FOSTER PRODUCTION
The way will be open for new producers and
new distributors to enter the business with assurance of fair access to all the screens, including the first-runs.
When the decrees are worked out and become
effective artificial product shortages will end,
competition will force fair dealing by all distributors, and film rentals will reflect the real
value of the product and not the rapacity of
those accustomed to dealing in a controlled
market.
The task of the independent exhibitors and
of the public groups interested in the proper
conduct of the industry will be to see that the
gains made are not frittered away ; that the
opinions are carried into full force and effect ;
and that
the industry does not again backslide
into
monopoly.
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What

the Newspaper

Critics Say About

''Arch''
N, Y, Critics Tear Down
promising ingredients achieved so little in the
Pnterprise's
"Arch that
of Triumph,"
York premiere
matched insporting
splendora New
and
blend
of them."
Archer
Winsten, in the Post, finds it a case of
decor any of the ante helium extravaganzas, opened at the Globe to a breathlessly expectant audi"a big picture with big stars" bumping up against
ence. At least a portion of the audience was dis- a lack of "good and significant story," resulting
ap ointed— the New York newspa|>er critics.
in a stalemate that makes Arch "futile in everything that counts, exce[)l its 'A' for effort."
Characterized
as
"Two
hours
of
shadows
pro"The Production Code lies heavy on its heart,"
testing that they are lost souls and that they love
sighs PM's Cecelia Ager. Only suggestions of the
each other,'' the film meets a sad verdict from
tumultuous love story and the drama-laden backthe Herald Tribune's Otis Guernsey, who finds it
ground come through, while Miss Bergman's una "Most transparent and pretentious bore."
satisfactory jx'rformance and appearance make her
Bemoaning its failure to catch the mood of
"look like a dairy maid come upon a trunk-full
the novel, the Times' Bosley Crowther calls it of Theda Bara's clothes.'
an
"over-drawn,
hermetically
scaled love
story"
Just a case of "love and love and love" says
which
does nothing
but concentrate
on Charles
the Sun's Eileen Creelman in an "overlong picBoye.' and Ingrid Bergman in a doomed romance.
ture" with a "thinned out" story. Boyer is O.K.,
Bergman is miscast and Laughton is just a
Which isn't bad, he adds but "too much of a but
caricature of himself.
good thing — even of Bergman and Boyer — is too
.\ strong cast and "pluih" production "spells
much."
"Drab and dour", vouchsafes Alton Cook in box-oflice," but the film misses the book's "imthe
World-Telegram,
"drearyof love
. , .
pact," says Rose Pelswick in the Journal-.\meriturned
into one long arecital
their affair
repetitious
can.
Boyer's
performance
is "outstanding"
again,
the verdict
on Bergman
and Laughtonbut.is
quarrels." Bergman gives "her first thoroughly
"miscast" and the drama is "skimmed over lightunsatisfactory movie performance," he says, and
ly" in favor of the romance.
calls it "astonishing that a picture with such
'ANNA KARENINA"
20TH CENTURY-FOX
"ORNATE PERIOD DETAIL, superb camera
work and artful direction . . Just possible that
all this opulence and directorial cleverness eventually defeat 'Anna Karenina.' For it is handsome
and brainy but cold." — PECK, PM.
"SO MX^CH production values that the picture resolves itself into a succession of spectacular
sets . . . Players are reduced to handsome walkons whose problems and emotions never quite
succeed WICK,
in N.arousing
audienceAMERICAN.
svmpathv." — PELSY. JOURNAL
"STATELY AND STILTED . . . Rather tedious succession of tableaus . . . Miss Leigh is at
her
UNE. best "—BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIB"PRETTY SAD chunk of motion-picture . . .
Sub-arctic
rendering
of Tolstoy's titanic tale." —
CROWTHER,
N.Y. TIMES.
"THE NEW VERSION is much more restrained, settling down to a conventional tear jerker
gait, alwavs syrupy, occasionallv maudlin and consistently well played."— COOK, N. Y". W'ORLD
TELEGRAM.
. . produced
. Mildly sporific,
worthilyof sincere,
and"GOOD
elegantly
. . . Pageant
British
performers in a famous Russian masterpiece move
through their Duvivier-directed paces with the
utmost grace, confidence and skill. Nothing happens."—WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"STATE OF THE UNION"
MGM
"FRESH, ELOQUENT AND ENCHANTING
. . . Gay and unforced satire on political Chicanery ... Is edifying as well as being enormously
entertaining . . . You will be doing yourself a
disfavor if you miss it."— BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"STACKED WITH a cast like that, timely as
to release and highly amusing as to dialogue and
romantic complications, the piece adds up to topflight entertainment."— PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL-AMERICAN.
"GOOD PLUS ... No more timely or significant topic ... A few spots of forced humor . . .
But since the meat of the play is still on the
platter, attendance should be compulsory for all
people of voting age."— WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"REGARDLESS OF partisan reaction^and
there -are bound to be plently of those, in view of
the. frank and intensely topical nature of the yam
18

— it ... is a shck piece of screen satire . . . Capra
has given his most sarcastic treatment to the backroom politicians."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"ROSTER OF FILM credits promises a work
of substance, skill, humor, popular entertainment,
and of course, solid box office draw . . . Loses
momentum in direct ratio to its striving to put
on extra steam, but it's got such a walloping lot
of momentum to begin with, it can almost withftanri the drain."— AGER. PM.
"COMEDY, FAST, WITTY, imaginative, a picture right up at the top until a maudlin ending
. . . One of Capra s best."— CREELMAN, N. Y.
"THE BIG CLOCK"
PARAMOUNT
"UNUSUALLY GOOD PICTURE all the way,
■— for p>eople who like entertainment spiced with
murder, N.oneY. ofWORLD
the big TELEGRAM.
treats of the season." —
COOK,
"DEVOTEES OF DETECTIVE films ... to
see it without possible fail . . . Dandy duechaser
of the modern
chromium-plated tvpe." —
CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
"\ISUALLY' AS EXCITING as it is titUlatingly preposterous . . . Suspense-riddled tumult
. . . High-Stvled, lively entertainment." — .\GER,
PM.
"GOOD ENTERTAINTVIENT . . . Mounting
tension . . . All the excitement of a singular manhunt . . . For murder m>'5tery fans, but it is one
ofN. the
in the categor>-." — BARNES,
Y. superior
HERALDitemsTRIBUNE.
"GOOD-PLUS . . .Smooth, slick, entertaining
. . . Steady unrelenting, and wuth constantly
mounting suspense." — ^WINSTEN, N. Y^ POST.
"ONE OF THE most sure-fire suspense stories
to arrive here in a long, long time . . . Telling is
sure, dramatic, amusing, building up always to
that lastN.breathtaking
MAN.
Y. SUN. reel of suspense." — CREEL"ONE OF THE Slickest suspense films seen
hereabouts . . . Exciting entertainment with a newtwist, plus just the right cast to put it over, plus
direction and scripting that keep it moving at a
tingling WICK,
pace.
this, and AMERICAN.
laughs, too." — PELSN. Y. All
JOURNAL
"ARE YOU WITH IT"
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
"HUMDRUM. GRADE B, stuck-in-the-mud
job . . . Weary, imitative, production-number type
familiar
to countless second-rate musicals." —
PECK, PM.

Neiu

Films

■C0LLF:CTI0N of specialty numbers,
loosely strung together by a frivolous plot . . .
Thin inducement to laughter . . . No more than
tolerable."— PRYOR, N. Y. TIMES.
"BRISK AND CHEERFUL musical . . . Taking e\en more than the usual liberties with the
idea that musical comedy stories can be silly and
juvenile. But ... it is crammecl with lots of good
song and dance numbers and with a racy, spirited
lingo.' — COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"FAIR-PLUS . . . Donald O'Connor is the
whole show. Peppy as he is, he's not quite
enough."— N. Y. POST.
"UP TO Donald O'Connor to carry practicallv
the entire show himself . . . But even likeable
anc talented performers need good material to
work with . . . Slowly
paced and heavy-handed."
—PELSWICK,
N. Y. JOURNAL
AMERICAN.
CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St,
New Yorlt, N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
will Iea«e or buy theatre in Eastern Penna.
or New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.
Your Service — Our Responsibility
NEW

JERSEY

MESSENGER

SERVICE
Mnnh«>r Nmfl nim Cmrrt^n
2M N. Juniper St., PhlU. 7. Pm.
LOcust 1-tSiS

THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

wt thank all tbtatrc owntn zni manaccrs wlig
coop<rate4 with is by pitting ri>torn trailers In
the proper addressed uintainers and for wrappini
and addnning all retarn adtrrthiiif'
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., PhUadelphU 3
1239 Vine St.. Phlla. 1
LOcust 4-O100
Member National Film Carriers

FILM

BULLETIN

EXHIBITORS
OpinionA
VIDEO

(Suited frmm

REPORT

Report of the SOUTHERN CALIFORM4 THEATRE OWNERS ASSOCIATION'S TELEVISION COMMITTEE, as a result of intensive study by
the Committee and actual experiments
icith theatre television.
The matter of Television as applied to the
distinct and sepmotion picture theatre has two
arate fields of exploration. FIRST: How will it
affect BOX-OFFICE attendance as it is being
developed at present along the lines of Radio
Broadcasting? SECOND: Has this medium an
application to our Industry? Can we too benefit
from the scientific marvel of Television?
number one, the comto Question
In answer
:
mittee recommends
1. That television cannot and should not be retarded in any way by this industry.
2. That the matter of feature films being used
by television be considered in the same light as
the indiscriminate use of 16 mm.
3. That we stand alert now to see that films
for television shall be made for them exclusively
and films for theatres likewise; that we help
guide television entertainment and assist and engage in supplying them special films. That a verv
strong, working "PAID COMMJTTEE" be employed to see that this guidance is given to preserve motion picture entertainment as sold through
the bo.x-office.
6. That the Publicity Departments of the studios and theatre interests concern themselves with
Television Advertising and make full use of its
facilities to the extent that every feature film will
/entually be sold in every living room.
The committee recommends in answer to question numbe; two :
1 That the first consideration given to the instal ation of theatre television equipment in the
preliminary stages, be first determined by the
quality possible. Demonstrations will be held of
all equipment otlered theatre owners and you are
urged to attend so that you may see results for
yourselves under actual theatre conditions.
2. That experimental planning be started and
that each theatre owner have a television set
convenient to himself so he may be able to study
its development as an entertainment medium.
3. That any contemplation of theatre installations be discussed with the Committee so that
certain facts which are added to our files day-today may be made available to you.
4. The development of theatre television depends not so much upon its technical improvements as it does upon the use you are able to
make of it. It will require ingenuity and showmanship and your thinking along this line at present
is of utmost importance.
5. Any experimental work done by our members should be carefully catalogued and the Committee will appreciate the results of such experiments for dissemination to other members.
6. SHARE-OUR-KNOWLEDGE PLAN in this
will save our members and theatre men throuThDISNEY

& RKO

Allied Rocky Mt. Independent
Theatres
For a long time RKO has used an old
sales talk on Disney cartoons. They've said
that the Disney Office had approval privileges on their cartoons and that "Mr. Disney just won't go for the deal."
Get this straight —
Mr. Disney may or may not have an
interest in his feature releases, but DISNEY
CARTOONS ARE OWNED BY RKO and
Mr. Disney has absolutely nothing to say
about approving contracts for your theatre.
MAY
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out the industry, many thousands of dollars and
may lead to a definite practical application of
theatre television sooner than we think.
6. Any moves made by theatre owners towards
experimental television should be on the basis of
careful forethought. Carlessness and unsound
planning can be harmful to both you and the industry. Remember experimental work public television i3 necessary, but it is "borrowed" entertainment from asthear.theatre's
standpoint,andanda should
be treated
added attraction
public
service. It does have box-office possibilities if correctly used. It IS step number one in the development of theatre
in the right
direction.television. Let's make this step
It is the final conclusion of this committee that
television has possible dangers — However, it could
be a tremendous boon to our industry, but we
must work to make it so !
BIG DOUBLES
North Central Allied
Here are some double features that recently
were shown on big and important screens around
the countrv :
Capitol Theatre, Newark : THE SWORDSMEN
and CASS TIMBERLANT:
Fabian Theatre, Hoboken : TYCOON and
GOOD
NEW^S.
Regent
Theatre, Patterson: TYCOON and
DAISY KENYON.
Missouri Theatre, St. Louis: CARRIE and THE
BISHOP'S
WIFE and SCUDD.A-HO SCUDD.AHAY.
Picadillv Theatre, Chicago: VOICE OF THE
TURTLE and CALL NORTH SIDE 777.
Why not ask your salesman if you can buy any
of these pictures at prices which will permit you
to double them ? Occasionally some exhibitor tells
us that he wonders whether or not he does not
try to drive too hard a bargain with the film
companies.
answer
to like
thatthisone
Don't
Worry ! With Our
double
billings
— theis. regular
rule all over the country, independents can rest
assured that where they leave off, there are other
film buyers who arc just beginning.
BLOOD!
ITO of Ohio
Universal-International now has in production
"Kiss
My Hand"
Joan
FontainetheandBlood
Burt Off
Lancaster.
This starring
is an amusing
story of a girl suffering from leprosy who, in
order to escape being ravaged by the Japanese
army that over-ran the Philippines, swims the
Pacific from one of the islands to Japan, arriving
at Hiroshima on the day it was struck by the
Atom Bomb. Although the bomb lands on her
noodle, it cures her of leprosy, but when she
p'cks
herselfbutup,hersheheadis as
minus
her little
legs
and arms,
well.notThisonly
smart
story should prove very popular with the parents
of the children who attend the Saturday after
noon shows.
This type of story is just what the public has
been waiting for. Following the lead of U-I, we
understand that some of the other studios are
readying intriguing screen-fare such as : 'Cancerous Bodies," "Spurting Arteries," "Kick His Teeth
Down His Throat" and "X'omit."

'
ON 'DUEL
G
WARNIN
Associated
Theatre
Owner
of Indiana
DUEL IN THE SUN is now being oftered to
exhibitors for showing at regular admission prices.
If you will remember this is one of the advanced
admission price babies that Selznick attempted to
force down the exhibitors' throats with little success. It is the concensus among most of our members that Mr. Selznick can keep his picture on
this second go-around. .As one exhibitor said, "I'm
not going to buy the picture under any circumstances because
I want
to protest
Mr. Selznick's
high handed
method
of selling
and particularly
the
forcing of any high admission picture." Caravan

PETTY LARCENY
We have an exhibitor way out yonder
in South Dakota who reports on a new
gimmick developed by the film comp'ini.?;
to get more money out of him. Since Railway Express is too high, this exhibitor uses
parcel post. Now the film companies are
taking the few pennies he saves in this
manner away from him by charging him
tor delivery to the post-office.
We ask all exhibitors who run into this
petty larceny to write—North
us at once.
Centra] WWei
Bulletin No. 1301 for May 27, 1Q47, says: "The
shock comes in the picture's frank and unashamed
attempts to cash in on sex, not for the sake of
drama but for sensationalism; its attempts to
cater to and stimulate low tastes. Its object is
to give fans something over which to smack their
lips. It succeeds instead, in giving some fans —
including this one — something over which to close
the eyes in weary sleep and boredom. The ending
is not only gory but embarrassing and revolting.
Jennifer and Peck shoot each other and die in
. From the Association
standpoint this is the type
each other's arms."
of picture that is thrown in your legislative committee's face by parent teacher associations and
others. For the good of the business it would have
been much better if DUEL IN THE SUN was
never produced.

DISTRIBUTORS UNEASY
Allied Ito of Kansas — Missouri
Our attention has been called to the fact that
salesmen are now trying to discredit the Caravan
on that every
by telling the exhibitors theyto call
use the Caravan
other exhibitor is refusing
Book except themselves. This is eye-wash and just
the same conversation that was peddled out bv
fall
salesmen
the
is worth.
for all itDon't
Book checkers.
Caravan local
Use theregarding
for it.
that
company
It can be most helpful to you. Any
out until they
you thethatbusiness,'
'giving
is
live itwith.
you canleave
to terms
come
Use your market reports you receive weekly
from Allied so that you will not be gypped or
taken unfair advantage of and if your deal has
WITHDRAW THE APnot yet been approved,
PLICATION FOR CONTRACT. The lush days
are over, boys and giris. Business is off in 00%
inof the towns and film buying is becoming
creasingly more important than ever before. If
you can't make a deal wherein you can see a fair
QUIT
profit, don't
margin of YOURSEL
VES. make the deal.
KIDDING
WARNER'S ADVICE
Associated Theatre Oivners of Ind.
All ill winds are supposed to blow some good
aiid this may also be true of the ill wind of
declining box office returns because it may carry
with it a little more plentiful supply of pictures.
During the lush years of greatly extended runs
and move-overs the theatre owning film companies produced only enough product to satisfy
and as a conthe requirements of the big keys towns
faced a
sequence the sub-runs and small
and supported the
product shortage that created
conditions of monopoly. As these big keys
absorb more product the wickets will be opened
to increase the supply for all.
In an interview reported by the trade press
Tack L. Warner pointed to another benefit to
stepped up production — the reemployment of
thousands of technicians and craftsmen who
were idle because of the low level of production. Mr. Warner says that although the industry is dependent on the .skills of these people it is in danger of losing them permanently
if they seek jobs elsewhere. Citing figures to
illustrate the reason for unemployment in this
industry the V-P of Warners said that on .\pril
12. 1946, 44 pictures were in work at the major
studios, but on the same date in 1947, 33 pictures
were in production and on April 12 of this
year only 23 features were in production at
these same major studios.
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PRODUCTION

§

RELEASE

MAY

RECORD

Tkin<ifbMf
Fntw-liihM
2-16.
Detilli tnitr title WIK Finr
.2-48
3-15
To tk< Eiii (f tht Eirth (100)
Powtll-HaH« 12-9. .513
Trapres by Boston Bla'^kit <67)
f.orr s-Lane
12-22 . .11-6
.3-25
Two Blondes anil a Ile4hni (70)
rortor-Lydon
.. 4-14. .5-13
West ot Sonora 155)
Starrolt-Birnotti ...9-29..
Whirlwind Raidrrs i54)
ila.Telt-S.in den . 9-15 .2-12
Winner Take Holhinc
MltthHI H jh
3-15.
Waaian from Tangier, Tht (6€) '. . . . J-irtcnt-Djnoi 9-29
Wrangler. The (C)
Tutts-Br.iton 4-12

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release nunnber.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
Is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.
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EAGLE-LION

I

1947-48 Fealnres
Westerns

Complet*^! (36)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

Completed ( ")
NEW PRODUCTIONS
TWENTY-NINE CLUES
Documentary — Started April 28
Cast: Richard Basehart, Scott Brady. Roy Floberts, James
Cardwell.
Director: Alfred Werker
Producer: Robert Kane
BLACK EAGLE
Story; Baeed on the factual trtory of a man who murdered one policeTnan and
wounded two others and escaped capture for six months by getting a.
Melodrama — Started April 19
job In the police department..
Cast: William Bishop, Virginia Patten, James Bell, Trevor Burdette, Gordon Jones, Richard Talmadge, Will Wright.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Director: Robert Gordon
Producer: Robert Cohn
Stnrv: A mii;irilciry woikcr lielp.s si'UIe raiKlicrs problfiii.s and then moves on.
Title — Rooning Time
Cast Details 5-19 .
CONGO BILL
2-7 . .
Adventures ot Casanova (83)
doCordova-Nash . . .5-12. . . Rel.
Assigned to Danger
Raymond-Nash
10-27
. . . .812.
.11-22.
Serial (15)— Started April 28
No.
Bl.icii Hilli (58)
rtan-Ales
5-12.
10-13
Rov
Cast: Don McGuire, Cleo Moore.
Blonde Savage (61)
Sherwood -Ericton ....7-7.
Directors: Spencer Bennett, Thomas Carr
.
.2-2
Born T(. Fight
Brady-Shaw
3-15.
Producer: Samuel Katzman
. .6-30 .803. .9-23
Bery MeCity
Dead (66)
0'Donnall-Oan:ils
Csnon
Brady- IKeade ..4-14.
3-29. . .9-20. .
Story: Jungle adventure.
Cheek Yoar Gans (55)
Dean-Gates
7-7. 6 9 . . .853 3-29
GENTLEMAN FROM NOWHERE
Close-op
Baxter Gilmore ...12-22. .. ..1-24.
.820
Melodrama — Started May 3
Co'ira SIrilies. the (62)
ftyan-Fraser 1-5. . .4-24.
.3 27. . .802.
Ench.inted Valliy (C) (77)
:urti<-G vynne
9-1 . .9-13.
Cast: Warner Baxter, Fay Baker.
.
Grren
(or
Danger
(91)
Grey-Howard
....Faraifn.
..1-17.. . .810.
817. .12-f
Director: William Castle
Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Head'n' For Heaven (71)
Erwin-Farrell 8-4..
Story: A man, nii.ssinp for seven years, leturns and poses as liiniself to find
It's
Malder
Switiar
Wbalon
5-12
the criminal vvlio.se crime had been blamed on him.
Hollow Triemph
Henreid-Benaett ....216.
. . .1-5
Lady At Kidnight
Dennirg-Lee ...3-15.
RiLEASE CHART
Lets Live A Little
lamarr-Commlngs ... 3-1. '.'.'.i-i'.'. . .808.
COMPLETEH
1947-48
tinda
Be Good
(67)
Hikbard Knox
7-21. .11-15 . . .815. .ii-Z)
Rov.
Details
Lo«( From
A Stranoer
(81)
Sidney-Hodlak
3-17.
Titio— Running Time
Cast
Rel.
.10-18. . . 806. .4-12
Adventures in Silverado (75)
Blthop-Honry
ManDetails
from andar
Texas title:
(71)
Craig Bari
5-26
No.
.11-10. .3-25.
A T«ui Stwy
Big Sombrero. The
totry-Verdogo
.
.
. 8-18
. .4-12
.12-8
.11-10 . . 6-23
Details under title: A Little Spanish Town
(C)
Butler-Goodwin
4-27 . . . .819.
'.'.8-4 Mickey
B»it Man Wins
)uehsnan-Lee 12-22 5-6..
Noose
Hangs
High,
The
(77)
Abbott-Costello
...
.
.7-28.
.
.
7-21.
Fo-ei<;n
■lacli Arrow. Tho
Htywarl BItIr
8-4
Northwest
Stampede
Lcslie-Craig ....
DeUils ander
title: Wlli CoMiHt
Blailng Acroii The Petoi
Starrott-Birnitto ...11-24
.11-24 . . 3-20 . .
. .3-29 W7.'
OctnUer Man. The (91)
Mills-Greenwood
BloDdle'i
Annlvenary
(67)
-Slngltton-Lake
9-1.
12-18.
Foreign .7-14 . .816. . .2-lfr .
Oliver Twist
Daviei
Blondio In tht Doogk (69)
SInfletoa-Laki 4-14.. 10-16.
. . .5-5. . . 813 .
Open Secret (70)
Irtland-Randolph
Blondle's Reward
Sln|lttoR-liko 9-29
Oat of The Blaa (91)
Brant-Maya . . .9-1. ...9-27..
Details under title: Blondie's Night Oat
.5-12. . ..801.
■riak Bratford
Richmond-Johnson .10-27.12-18.
Prairie Ootlaw
Dean-Holt
BitUroo from Powdir Rlitr (55)
Starrott-Bamotte .. .5-26. .10-14.
...3-3.
Rampaoe
MItchell-Lonf
.11-10
e»r»nor Crcili (C)
Seott-ChM"an 9-29
RawDrtalli
Deal
OKeefe-Trevor ... . .12-22 ,5-26. !
...9-1
andar tiflo: CarkMraw Allay
.3-15
. 11-24
Crime Deitor'i Gamble (66)
Eaxter-Cheirel 8-4 .11-27.
Bovll Ship (62)
Uno-Ctuapkell 7-21. 12-11.
.
.9-16. .. .11-1.
Ratarn
af
Rin-Tln-TIi,
Tba
(V)
(65)
Rin
Tin
Tin-Woods
818
.804.
. .4-3. .
Dnrn To Earth (T) (101)
H«TWOrth-Park> 4-15 . 10-29.
Ruthless
.3-29
Details (104)
ander title: Prciada U NIfht Scott-Lynn
Eftrnal Melody. The
Klorira-Egrrth ...11-10
.Roiuae.
. .9-1. ..3-27..
.
raller Brash Man. The
.Skotten-Blalr 10-27
.11-29. .
Soven
Sinnen
(86)
Dletrlch-Wayne
.852. .12-8
Callint BUdt (C)
Parkt-Chapmin 12-8
Shadow Valley (58)
Dean-Ates ..
.12-22
Clamoor Girl (68)
Kran-Reed
9-1... 1-16.
Shed No Tears
Ford-Vincent
.
.7-21
HarDetails
Hasband'i
Tone-Ball
3-3.. 11-47.
Smagglers. The (85)
Redgrave- Kent ...Fareifn. . .1-31. . .811.
.7-21
andtrABalrs
titit; (85)
La«y Know H*w
Spirltoalist, The
Eey-Bari
1-19. . . .7-7. .
I Love Trouble (94)
Tont-Blair 5-26... 1-48.
.849
Satter's Gold (93)
Arnold
Reissue. ..3-27..
Ditalls inder tItIt: CMkIt Take
fi.lfi ..2-2
.
.2-2
ie
Delgado-Gor
r
Avenge
the
of
Sword
I Surrender Dear
Jcan-Street 3-1
Tioga
Kid
Dean-Ates
...814
It Nad To Be You (98)
Rogors-Wildc 5-26. . 12-47 ..
T-Men (91)
O Keefe
7-21 . .1-10. . ..809. .12-22
...1-5
Lady f.-om Shanghai. The (87)
tayworth Wdles .10-14.. .5-48.
Foreign
Gynt-Williams
11-20.
(85)
Life
My
Take
11-47.
'.2-16
..2-21.
.2-28. .
Lut Days of Boot Nlll, The (56)
S'.arrett-Bornette ...6-23.
lamaiTow Yea l>ie
ireanc-nyai >-l2 ...11-15.
Last Roafd-Uo, The (77)
Anfrr-Heathor 5-26.
. . .854,
Tornado Raige (56)
Dean-Holt
9-1.
. .805. .11-24
Let's
Fall
In
Love
Lamour-Ameehe
...
1-19,
na
Laka«-Dantl
Whiipering City (92)
Lone Wolf In London. The (68)
Mohr-Saunden ....5-26.
Laru of Carmen, The
Haywerth-Ford ....11-24
Lila Belle
Lamoar- Montgomery 11-10
FILM
CLASSICS..'i-i'
■an From C«lorado. The (T)
FOfd-Orow
3-17
Mary Loo (66)
Lowery-Barton 9-15... 1-23.
Mating of Millie, The (87)
Ford-Keyw
7-7... 4-28.
.3-29
1947-48 Features
PHantom Valley (53)
Starrett-Bomette 8-4... 2-19. '
Completed ( 5) In Production (1)
Port Said (69)
Bishop-Henry 12-22. . .4-15.
ii-ii..
Prince of Thletej (72)
Hall-Morlson 5-12... 1-48.
RELEASE
CHART
ReKntleos (93)
Yoang-Chapman 12-9... 2-48.
IN PRODUCTION
Oatalli ifldor title: Thrta Wert Tbtrtufhbreds
Rotern of October Tho ..
Ford-Moort
9-29
Miraculous Journey (C)
Calhoun-Long 4-12. Rel.
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rc«.
Ratarn of Tho Whistler, Tho (63)
Boane-Aob«rt 10-27 .. .3-18.
COMPLETEHJ
•ate tf Santa Rma (65)
Hot Shoti
9-1.. 12-25..
Rasty Leads the Way
Bonaldson-Moffett ... 3-1
Argyip Secrets
Gargan-Lord
5-7.
Details under title: Rasty Takes a Walk
Blonde let
Paige-Brooks 3-1... 5-20. No.
.3-15
Slga of the Ram, Tha (84)
Poters-Knox 8-4... 3-48.
Devil's Cargo
Calve-t Hudson
4-1.
Singin' Spurs
Hoosier Hot Shots
Money Madness
Rafferty-Beauraont 4-15.
Ux ean Law (54)
Starrett-Saandan ...7-7 1-9..
Sofia
(C)
Raymond-Gurie
3-29
8m Hoand, The (Serial)
Crabba-Blakt 5-26 9-4.,
•trtwborry Roan. Tha
Aatry-Heary
7-7
Saporaaa (Serial)
Alyn-Nell
2-16
tvaot CencTlrvc (68)
Porttr-Lydon 4-14.. 10-23.
Sweetheart ot the Blues
Jean-Ford
3-15
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
•Mrdiam. T«c (T) («1)
Parks-Drew
12-9... 1-48.
.10-27
1947-4« Features
Tn <fiH>» (Serial )
Stevens-Stewart 8-4 4-1.
Completed (35) In Production (4)
Texas Sandman
fineent-Hot Shots . 3-29
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

20

Completed (45)
Completed ( 3)
Completed (17)
NEW PRODUCTIONS

(3)
(1)
In Production (1)
Production
In Production

FILM

BULLETIN

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SUN IN THE MORNING (T)
Drama with Music — Started April 20
Cast: Jeanette MacDonald, Lloyd Nolan, Claude Jarman Jr.,
Lassie.
Director: Richard Thorpe
Producer: Robert Sisk
story: An opera star retires to mountains disillusioned. There slie meets a
boy and his dog and through tlieir love, she finds herslef and returns
to her career.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
ritit— lioillli TiBt
Ca<t
Command Decision
Gatle-Pidceon
. Ottilli
, . .4-26'all star)
.2-16.
Thrft Muskttetrs (T)
Torner-Kelly
Words and Music (T)
Garhnd-Rooney
4-25
(all star)
1947-48
Alias The Gentleman (74)
Beery-Patrick 5-13... Mar. .818. , .2-16
Arnelo Affair. The (87)
Hodlal-Gilford 8-6 .oeot. 803
B. F'f Daaghter
Stanwvck-Hellin 8-6 ..Apr. .820.2-n
3-29
Big
City.
The
'103)
O'Bricn-Murrhy .... 10-27
Bride
Goes under
Wild, title:
The VIrtgsus
(98)
johnson-Allyson
7-7... June.
Mar. .819. . .3-15
Details
Cass Tlmberlane (119)
Traty-Turnef 5-18., . Jan.
Bate With Judy. A
Beery-Poweil 1-5. . Ju!y. .813 .11-10
Dalre Me '91)
Garson-Hart
4-1 . .Oct. .807. . .C-29
Detail!! ender title: A Wanaa *f My Owi
tatter Parade
Astaire-Garland ....12-8. July.
Feb. 3000
Cone With the Wind (T)
Gable-Leigh Beissue . .Dec.
6*od News (T) (95)
3-31.
.9-3D.
.810. .12-22
Srata Dslphia Stmt
Turner-H:flin
.Nov. .811
Oitalli ander title: Hie Nnanal Taaek
.Feb. . .815
High Wall. The
Taylar-To'.ter
...T.7.. .May
Homecoming (113)
Gab e-Turner
. . .9-15 .. .Aug
Jan . . .826
If Wlater Comes (97)
Pldc«3n-Kerr
. .814 . . .1-5
. . .1-19.
. .6-9.
Julia Mi»b«iia»ei
Garson-Pidgeon
Killer McCoy (103)
Roon'y-E. Taylor , . .6-23 . Dcf. .809. 10-27
Laxiry Liner (T)
Brenl-Gifford 9-1
Kluing Bandit. The (T)
Sinatra Graytan . . . 5-26
Master of Lassie
Gwenn Leigh
9-29
Details under tl'le: Hilli af Homg
Merton
ol the With
MOTlesVaa
(82)
SkPlton O'Brhn .. .6-23.
9-2. .June.
Oct. .805. . .7-21
Sn
An I'land
Williims-Lawford
Pirate, The (T) (102)
Garland-Kelly 3-3
4-12
4-12
Search, The (105)
Clift-M.icMahon
Saag of Late. A (119)
Hepbarn-Henreld ...11-25. . . Oct . .804 8-4
tmt of The Thin Man (86)
Poweil-loy
Z-3. . Sept . .801 8-4
iMBtr Hallday
Roo.iey-OeHavtn 7-8. Apr. . .821
Sonthern Yankee
Skelton-Dahl 2-2 .. Aug
Feb .824. .3-29
State Of The Union (120)
Tracy-Hepburn 10-13 Apr.
TaMh A«enM Augel (7*)
0 Brien-Murphy 4-1. . Na« . .816. .1-19
Thit Time far Keens (T) (105)
Wiiliams-Melthior . . .8-6..
808 10-13
Three
Daring
Dttalls
indarDaughtert
title: The (T)Birds(115)
and the Bees MacDonald-lturbl ..11-25. .Mar. .817. . .2-16
.802.
•alaltlied
Dane*, till*:
Tha teflarlM
(T) (101)
O'Brlen-Charitse 7-22 . .Sept.
Ntalli aate
.8-4
MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (21)
Completed ( 8)

In Production (1)
In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Banning Tine
Cast Deta Is Bel.
Ba^p Ruth Stoty, The
Bend "-Trevor 3-29
Saddle Serenade
Wakely-Taylor
COMPLETED
1947-48
Aniels' Alley
Gorcey-Gray 11-24 ... 3-21 .
Released
a-lglnally an<er titia: When Strangers
Manr
.5-9. . .
Arizona
Sunset
Wak ly-Ho:t
Batrayed (66)
M.tatiuni-Hgnter ..Belisa* 12-27
.4706.
Caapas Sleuth
Stewart- Prtisser ...12-8 .4-18.
.4-11. .. .4755.
Crossed Trails
Brown-Hatton
Doaks of New Orleans (70)
Winters-Young
.11-24. . .4-4. , .4703.
Flfktlng Mad (75)
Errol-Klrk«a«d
. .9-15 . .2-7.
Details under title: A Paloaka Namad Joe
French Leave
Cooper-Coogan ..... .2-2. . .4-25. .
Details under title: Kilroy On Deck
.5-16
Frontier Agent
Brown- Hatten
Hlfh Tide (72)
Castle-Knox 2-16 10-11
.5-23
I Wouldn't Be In Your Shoes
Cast:e-Knox 2-16 .1-10. ..4704
JI«9S and Maggie In Socltty (66)
Yule-Riano
9-29.
JIM Money
Goreey-Caldwell .. .1-19
Lsiilsiana (<«')
Davis-Lindsay 3-3. . .li-i .'..4703 . . .9-15
Michael O Halloran
Roberts-Beckett 4-12
Mystery of The Golden Eye
Winters-Young
.4-26. . .3-28.
•klahama Blues
Wakelcy- Belmont .. ..1-19.
.11-24 . .1-31.
.4751.
•»wland Trails (58)
Bro*m-Belmont
Parlleos Waten (66)
Castle-Lang ... . . .9-1. . .2-14. .4705.
.4707.
Raaky (76)
McDowall-Barrier . 8-18. . .3-7.
.3-14. .4710.
.. Reissue
.
Rata of the Rio Grande (60)
Carroll-Movita
. .2-16.
Shanghai Chest, The
Winters-Best
Details under title: Harder by Alphabet
.
Reissue
. . 5-2. . .4711.
Sign of thp Wolf
Whalen-Bradley
. .1-3. . . .627.
liaart Politics (68)
Prelsser-Stewart . . .9-15. . .1-17
686. . .1-5
Sang ot The Drifter (53)
Wakely-Coles 11-10.
Stage Struck
Long-Richmond 3-15 .3-28.
Thunder On the Rangj
Brown-Hatton 2 2.
Triggerman
Brown-Hatten
ALLIED ARTISTS
12-23. . .9-16 2. . .7-21
Black Geld (C) (92)
Oulnn-DcMllIi
Dude Goes West, The
Albert-Stwm
.12-8. .5-30 8
Details under title: The Tenderfoot
3. .11-10
Gangster, The (86)
Sullivan-Belita . . . .2-17. .11-22
..4-7 6
Haated. The (85)
Belita-Foster
.
.
.4-14.
..4-19
1...2-1;
II Haipaned an Fifth Ainia (115)
Starn-DeFara
5
Paahaodle (84)
Cameron-Dawns .. .9-29. .. .2-22
.4-30
7
Saiart Woman (90)
Bennctt-Aherne ...10-27.
SaapDatallt
of Myandtr
Hearttitle:
(89)
Sund>trom-Long Z-3 . .1-31 4. .11-24
Trtgla tyBptaay
MAY

10, 1948

PARAMOUNT
194'V-48 Features

Completed (34)

In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DARK CIRCLE
Mystery Drama — Started April 19
Cast: Ray Milland, Audrey Totter, Thomas Mitchell.
Director: John Farrell
Producer: Andre Bohem
Story: A man bewitched by the devil uses and destroys the district attorney
and the girl he loves but is ultimately destroyed himself.
RELEASE CHART 3-29
IN PRODUCTION
Oe;a is
Title— Rn"nlng Time
C-..I
.
.^-26.
Cre.nt G.ntsfv,
The
•llope-7a'l
■m-.
Sorrowful
Jones
. .4-12.
T.athck
Mil
i:.;s
Kini'rix
Lund
.
.
.
The Accused
ou g- u i.mings
, ,4-26.
1947-48
' '>^l^•l.^.rKI)
Abigail. Dear Heart
Ra:ns-Hendrix ... .'-26.
.4;26. 8 13
irt.r uir i.-rfti'i C 6)>
I al .au"-M -niinq
.y-30 1010 .4709.
.
Alberquerque (C) (90)
Scott-Britton .. ..9-29.
. .2-20 .
.3-3
.
Beyond Glory (82)
Ladd Reed
. .9-3. . 4 12
D-tails under title: The Long. Grey Line
. .3-17. . 12-12
. .4-9. . .4 13 . . .2-2
Big
(95)
IKIIIand-O'Sullivan .
Bio Clock,
ow.i M Thecr Dar*
(70)
Reed-Briiok<
.7-30. . 06 11-24
6-23 .. ..3 5.. .4722
B g Town Ecandal (62)
Reed-Brooks .. .9-29.
.■1721 . . .2-2
.4711.
.4720
Caged Fury (61)
Cenn !ng-Ryan . . . . .6 24 .
Co< n>-cticut banket A (^ t
Crosby-Fleminn
.7-23.
!
8-19 . .7-2. ' 03.
Disaster
Dennlng-Marshall . .2-16.
6-24
Dream Girl (86)
Hitton-Cary
5 12 . .■^-28.
Emperor Waltz. The (T) (106)
C o by-FortTine
.7-2. . . .4/24, , . .3-1
Foreign Affair. A
Ar hur-Lund-Dictrich Foreign
12-22 . . 8 20 . .4:20.
Goldtn Earrings '91'
H) t and Oietr ch
. .4718.
Hatter's Castle (105)
IVa cn-Ker.3-1 . 10.6 18.
31 .4716 . .4-26
Hazard
(95)
nrd^ard-'a
ev . .11-1 ).
. .4708. . . 3-29
I Walk
Alone
(t9)
Laneaster-Scott
.12-23. . .1-16.
□•talis ondH tItIa: DeadlMh
11-10.
Isn't It Romantic
Lak -DeWolf; ....
.3-26. . .4712. . 12-22
Mr. Details
Recklessunder(66)
Eythe-Britton
title: Har4 To Kill
My Own Tree Love
Poo'hs-Calverl
.8-18.
.3-1
Night Has A Tloasand Eyai
Rokinson Rassell
. .7-7.
Paleface. Tie (T)
Ho «-Rossell
.1-6.
.4717. .11-24
. .4 26
Road To Rio (100)
Crosby-Ho-e
3-12
. 7-7 , ..6-11.
8-6 . .407
Shaggy (94)
(C) (72)
Joyce-Shayne
.4-30.
4710.
.
.2-lS
12-9.
Saigon
Ladd Lake
.5-26
10-27
..4715.
4723
'Sainted' Sisters. The (89)
Lake-Caullield . . 10-27
. .3-15
.
So Evil My Love (100)
Mii and-Todd .
Sorry. Wrong Namber
Stanwyck- Lancaster 8-19 12-2'5. .4715.
Speed
To
Spare
(57)
Arlen-Rogers
. .2-2 . . .5-14. . .4705. .. ..!:-29
UncanQoered (T) (146)
Coooer-Goddard .... .4-15.
12-8. . . .6-25. . .4719 .3-1
Waterfront Al Midnight (64)
Gargan-Hughes
. .4-2. . .4704. .10-13
Where There's Life (75)
Hope His o
.9-16. .11-21.
Whispering Smith (T)
Ladd-Marshall ...
. .4-28 . . .9-26. . .4701. . .8-18
Wild Harvast (92)
Udd-Lamour

RELEASE CHART
— 1947-48 —

REISSUE
Title — Running Tina
Alias Maty Dow (66)
Argentine Night; (73)
Black Cat, The (72)
Black Friday (71)
Bntth Hinds the Baby (77)
Captive Wild Woman (60)
Drums of the Congo (61)
Ex-Champ (72)
Ghost of Frankenstein (67)
Give Ui Wings (62)
Grean Hell (87)
Helizapoppin (87)
Invisible Man, The (71)
Invisible Man Returns (81)
Lady From Cheyenne (89)
Lady In a Jam (85)
Little Tough Gay (83)
Little Tough Guys In Satiety (73)
Magnificent Brute (78)
Model Wife (78)
Mommy's Ghost (65)
Mummy's Tomb (61)
Pittsburgh (91)
Sea Spoilers (63)
Sin Town (74)
Son of Dracula (80)
Storm, The (78)
Tight Shoes (69)
When Tomorrow Conioi (92)
Yoo'ro Hot So Tough (71)

Rel. . .736.
No.
Cast Details
.1129.
Milland-Eilert
Ritz Bros. -Andrews Sit Mar. .5013. Rn.
Ladd-Rathbone
Get. .1046.
KarlolT-Lugoei
Oct. . 1217 .
Brnee-Craarford
Mo». .1290.
Carradine-Ankers
Apr.
Erwin-Munson
Apr. . 1210
.926. .
McLaglea-Brown
Clianey-Ankers
Jan. , .iei2.
.1095.
L.T. Guys-O.E. Kids
. .623.
Fairbanks-Beanctt Dec. .. .1017.
Olsen-Johnson
Mar. .6046.
Rains-Stuart
Dec. . .1029.
Priee-Hardwicke
Dee. . .1121.
young-Preston
Sept .. .1208.
Donne-Knowles
Sopt. . .917.
L.T. Goys D.E. Kids
Mar. . . .929.
Little Teogh Guys
Mar. . . .796.
McLaglen-Barnes
Apr. . . 1124 .
Blondcll-Powell
. . 1246 .
Chaney-Carradino
Fob. .1344.
Foran-Chaaey
Feb. . . 1270 .
Wayne-Dletrleh-Scott Dee. . . .361.
Wayne-Grey
Apr. .. .12S6.
.
Bennett-Crawford
Jan. . 1295
924 .
Chaney-Allhrltton Jan. ...
. 1139 .
Biekford-Foster
Feb. ...1063.
Crawford-Gwynno
Nov. . . .S48.
Dnnne-Boyer
L.T.8ay$-D.E.KIds

REPUBLIC
1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed
Completed (21)
( 9)
Completed ( 3)

(In Prodtiction (2)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)
21

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DRUMS ALONG THE AMAZON
Melodrama
Started April 27
Cast: Georfje Brent, Vera Ralston, Brian Aherne, Constance
Bennett, Fortunio Bonanova, Walter Reed, Ross Elliott,
Gus Schilling, Alfonso Bedoya.
Assistant Director: Lee Lukather Producer-Director: John Auer
•Story; Foui- llipiw lii.st In a .jiiiiKlp, nicot a Kirl in a hunlinji jiarty. One man
falls in l()ve wilii her but the atory rin'eals that she if< an old woman
who
<-lim;i Im\. lis yi)un.u: by way of a miracle but her age is revealed In the
NIGHTTIME IN NEVADA (T)
Musical Western — Started April 27
Cast: Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Bob Nolan, Sons of the Pioneers, Marie Harmon, Grant Withers.
Director: William Witney
Producer: Edward J. White
Stoi.v: -N'ot availaljlp. See next issue.
RELEASE CHART
COMl'I.ETrn
l«>-»7-48
No.
R«<
Rel.
Title — Ru'nlno Time
Ci»1
3-28
. . .4-26. i2-iv
Adventures o, Fraii.'i & Jessie Jamts
foorc-Ncill
!7'2;
c*ta:i>
728.
4-12
B«nd'ts 01 U;irk C 'RV^'
.
Wal: r
Bin and Coo (Tr.) (61)
Bolo '^ Birdj
Blue
tady,
The
'nrr
II M-ra
.12-22. . .4-15. .754.
BoldDetails
Frontiersman
Lane-Waller
undrr title; Cimarron Tralh
.102-1613 . .4-1. .6703.4. .4-26
Ca'i'or-i.i Firelirand (Tr.) (63)
Hale-Booth ... .10
13 .5-13.
Ciinpis Honrynioo"
("lani-. Wilde
.755.
10-27 . .4-24.
. 2-1 .792.
Carson City Raidert
I'n Wa lera;infr> ol (he Canadian Mounted (Serali Bannon-hrl"o-'t
Oarcdc Ms of the Sky
' Mn ston ' la k . .3-11.
1-5. .1-31.
Eyes of Texas, The (T)
""o e s-Rolierts . . .4-12.
.791
G-Mmi Neiir F«r«el iSerlal. Moore-Anes
. 8-4..
Eallant Lejion. The
£1 iotl-Booth
.12
22
..A-25.
Heart of Virginia
Varti-'-l.nwfy
9-15 . .5-25. .710
.11-24.
I. Jane Doe
Hi ssry-Carroll
.705. . .3-23
. 3-14 .loi'.'.'..'...
Inside Stoy. Tie (87)
Hunt-Undiaaii
.761
Deal unlit u-ir: Fnii e' »h» imn»r>.
12-20
.5-10
3-25
.703
If< A Gra d OIH Na« (Tr.)
a loo '•»ati're
•"'i-.<-f Mart n
Gamblirs
King
7-7
706 . .4-26
Lightn ofn' tite
in the For st (58)
roh rts-Dcug as
. .12-8
7'^3.
Miebeth
We l»»-<leljn
.704...!!..
.1110.
.
.
.2-23.
Madonna ol The De-ert
Castle- Rokorts
,'. .9-29.
1-5 !... .1-1. .701
Main Street Kid The
Peaf««-«l»rtln
IMarshii of Am.-rillo
L np.WaTer
Moon-lse
''I" i-ole.
R« sell
11^4 . .2-22. .708.
OkUhoma
Baiilanut
i-Bne
.10-13 . .4-25.
Old Los An'el't
...
E 'io t-¥cLeo1
. . .3-2. .
Out cf tile Storm
Vd n Collier
Pelai s un e; title: Caclifire
R»d Pony The 'T>
I«* Mmhin
. . 6-9.
2-16. .. .5-31.
Secret Service Inreitigator
Cr d^es Roberts .... .2-16.
SIhpy Me e»
Barrv E«ini ...9-1..
9-1...1-15 702.
. . .3-15.
So;s o; Ai* en' rc
Hayden-Roberts
T'a n (0 Alcatraz
Barry-Martin
. . .3-1.
Details under title; Aloatrai Prison Train
731
Under California Stars (Tr.)
Ro e s-Fraz e
.
11-25 .5 1.
Wild Frntler. The
Lam-Holt
..5-12. .10-1. 7.1. .10-13
RKO
1048 Features

RADIO
Completed (28)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

In Production (2)

WEEP NO MORE
Dr.-ri.-i—iStartGd April 19
Cast: Joseph Cotten, Valli, Spring Byington, Jack Paar, Jeff
Dormell.
Director: Robert Stevenson
Producer: Robert Sparks
.Stnr.\'; .-V
sanibler hiding out in a .^nnall town falls in love with an invalid
girl but when his old cohorts force hi mbaclc into the racket, he
leave's her.
BODYGUARD
Melodrama — Started April 24
Cast: Lawrence
Tierney, Priscilla Lane, Steve Brodie, June
Clayworth, Elizabeth Risdon, Steve Flagg.
Director: Richard Fleischer
Producer: Sid Rog'ell
Stor.\'; A 'ljod.v.L;"uard to big-time meat packer is accused of murdering his
boss" ri\'al. He has to clear himself,
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Title— Running Time
Cast
Details
Rel.
No. Re«
BLOCK NO. TWO
Ditk Tracy
Gruesome (65)
Byrd-Karlolf
Rr9 .11
11--^21'
Nirht
Song Meets
(102)
Andrews-Oberon 4-14
4-14
806.
Detail* under title; Memory of Love
Out of the Past (97)
Mltebam-ereer
810.. 11-24
So Well Remembered (114)
Seott-Mllls
807 .11-10
Wild Horse M»<a (60)
Holt-Leslie
8-4
808 11-21
BLOCK NO. THRBBE
If You Knew Sosie (90)
Dunne-Homolka 6-9
3-15
Western Heritage (60)
MoH-Leslir
2-16
BLOCK NO. FOUR
Arizona Ranger, The (63)
Holt-Leslie 11-10
4-12
Tarzan and the Mermaids (68)
WelssmuMer-Joyce . . . .8-4
4-12
BLOCK NO. FIVE
Berlin
nhe~en-Rv»n
9-1
Bring E'press
Em Bacl( Alive
Frank Bucl( .3-31.
12-22.
Gont of Hnte
Holt-Leelle
Rtturn of the Badmtn
Scott -Jeffreys
NOT raSIONATED
Blood On The Moon
Mitchom-Bel Geddes ..3-1.
Boy With Green Hoir (T)
O'Brien-Ryan
26

6ood tan
' J»» ' Sberlfoo t-U
Indi-n ^um-er
"O* * t*itro
Jeao el Art
B»t»iiiiii-i errer .. 10-13
Le Silence Est D'or
Ctieyeller-Oerrlei FraifO
Long Derial. The
O H-n Ooo In
3-1
Miracle of The Belli, The (118)
MacMerray.Va li
8-4
>-15
Mr. Je e;h Young of AfTleo
Johnten-Arniitroog 1-5
Myst ry In Mrrico
Lindlgan Wh t> 10-13
Pearl.
The (77)
Marqirei-Armendarij
3-15
Race Sift
Raff M* well Fcrclcn
9-1
Rachel
and
the
Stranaer
Ycer|
Holdcn
9-1
Details a'-dar title; Ri«;:ol
Retirn of the Badman
?-olt White
Roaghihed ...
Vterl n| Grakaae
. . .7-7
Station West
P w-'l-Greer
TyooOR
(T)
Wayne-Day 9-1
2-3
2-8
Under Arizona
Skies
Holt-Leilie
Velvet Toeeh The
Fiiscll-Geon 10-13
Window. The
H-le-Kernedy 11-24
Year SPECIALS
Red Wofon
0 Oonac l-Greoger ... 7-7
BIsl-op's Wife. The (109)
Grant-Yeuno 3-17
11-24
reglti»e The '104)
Fonda-Del Rio
1-6
11-10
Fen and Fanry free (73>
Disney Cartoon Featire
891.... 9-1
long
Th. (101)
r»n-'a-Bel Geddes ...911-25
16
861
Matle Night.
Town (103)
Sfewart-Wyoian
86? ...66-99
Melody Time (T)
Ois"e/ Musical
Moarning Becomes Electra (172)
Possell Redgraye . .. 4-14
11-24
Secret Lif» of Welter MItty (T) (105) . Kaye-Maye
4-29
851. ..7-21
Son« Is Born A (T)
Kiye-Maye
8-4
Detall< ender title; That's Lite
REISSUES
Bairibi (70)
0|-ne» Car'een Fertere 2-1
10-3
O'Br e--Ofhm'n
Gen Law (60)
Border G-Man I6'^i
"'Ori n-Jo' nston
11-14
Lawless Valley '60i
c Brlrii «■ tton
1-30
0 Brien-Jehnsten 12-19
Painted Desert (60)
3-2
rBr.tn-WhItley
Troabli In Sundown (60)
SCREEN

GUILD

194';-48 Features

('oiiil)letcd (11)
In I'roduc'ion (0)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
DEAD MAN S GOLD
Western— Started April 26
Cas-: L;sh LaRue, Al St. John, Peggy Stewart.
NoOrmond
Director: Ray Taylor
Producer: Ron X.2..
Slor.v I.asli Is v ictor over a sanK of crfKiks who want valuaible land.
RELEASE CHART
COMPl.KTKn
1947-48
Dcia4-28Is
Bey!
Ret
Title — Banning Tine
.4704
.N
gre
Cas;
What
a
Girl)
(69i
.
9-20
gerniae Cress Tke (78)
LaPue-5t.
John
. Oaalels-Patton
X-3
Rel .4703.
wl'ceuon-ilriao
10-25
10-11
Cast
Diad
Gold
DracnelMan's
i7J)
.4701 .
69
H 0-tilli
I, wood ei.dci
Ca-n Dance
((
, Tubb-lnrlne
title Western
(72) Ban Daioe
3 31 . .913
5-14
4-30
K Hi' Dill 171)
6 21 .4702
Miracle In Harlem 171
.4706 .
.Ste:)in
Fetchit
.
.3-31
3-29.
Road to the Big House
12-27 4705
Pra rif Th' (80)
.Auber;-Sa
tcr
fi Ml ol Ihp Moonties (42)
. .2-21 .4708 .
Details under title; Law ef the Mointiei
.4707
W ere Ihe North Begins i41)
Hiiden-HJt ...
.12-13
Features

— S.
SELZNICK
Completed ( 5)

In Production (0)
Rel.
RELEASE CHART
COMPT.F.TKD
Rm
.4-14
Title — Ronning Time
Deta
Is
. Relssae
.4-9. No.
■"'"«s '0 Cnt
Deal In f-. San 'Tj il38
oward
Berjman-H
Intero-ez20 ( 70)
10-13 . .7-1
3-29
Gr'-nt-loy
Paradine
The (132)
His Drram House 6r-nt-'.oy
Builds
Mr. Blandings
1-15
P»i:i<ii
01Case,Jenny
3
toitcn-Jenos
3-3..
12-2
f odd-Peck

20th
1948 Features

CENTURY-FOX
Completed (28)
In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
FN PRODUCTION
Is Rel.
Title — Running Time
Cast
. Deta
.. .4-12
.4-12
Gr=hle-Dailey
Burlesque (T)
Lu-iro-WiHL;
Road Housee
. . 4-12
Powcr-Ti?rney
Urg
WonderfulYours
That
Unfaith'ully
Harrison Dirnell . . . .3-1. May.
1947-48
Foreign .
.5-10
'.e ph-Richardson
. .1-19. .
Anna Kartnina (110)
Craln-Ho'.i!en .
y
Pegg
tor
Apartment
Call Northsiic 777 (111)
St;wart-Walker
.Fe* 801
8C5 . .12-8
2-2
. .12-9. .. .Jan
Caxtain From Castile (T) (140)
Powers-Peters ... . .1013.
807. . .2-16
Ckallange, The (68)
Conway-Vineent . .11-24 . . .Mar
May
Comt
rfeifers.
The
SatlonMerrick
Creeper, The
. .3-29.
Daisy Kenyon (99)
Crawford -Andrews .10-U.Dae.
Andrews-Peter^
. .9-16
Doop Waters
7-7.
.731. . .12-8
Harflso«-Ct««i«s
(Mane
.733 .10-27
Oct. .729
Darnell-WIHe ... . ..11-11
(140)
(T)
Amher
Fore»er
.4-28.
.. .Oft.
Foxes of H«mw. Tfc. (118)
Harrison rHora
. .9-29
FILM

BULLETIN

4-36
Mav
9.1
Fury at Furnace Creek (88)
Mature-Gray
Details gn^er title: Ballad *1 Firaaea Creek
4-26
May
3.1S
Gay IntmJer. The
Emery-Grva
. .6-9 . . . . Aug
Mar. . . . 8C6 .
Gttttleaiii'i Agreement (118)
Petk-McGoIre ... . .. .512.
Gin My Re«v«i to trMdvay iTi .... Gall4-0ai«y
. 11-2-)
Green Grass of Wyoming (T) (89) ... C mm i s C burn
' 23 . . ' -1
Ideal Husbaad. An (T) (96)
God(la.d'W.lding .. io a Mar
809
Iron Curtain. The
Andrew ,- r e n.y
. . l^-o
3-31.■ ■ .
IKissWonder
Who's
Klu
ng
Her
Now
(Ti
(104)
ia>w
stcan
.
.725.
of Death (99)
Matore-Donlevy ...
. .813 . . .9-1
1-5 . ..Sept.
.11-24
Let's Live
Ajain (67)
Fme-y
Brooks ....
Apr. .
Martin
Rome
Mature-Conti
....
OetaUs under title: The Chair for Martin Rome
Apr .812. . .3-29
Meet Me at Dawn (8S)
Eythc-Court
724
Sept . .730.
Mother Wore Tights (107j
Grabie-Oailey .... 11-11 ..Oet..
Nightmare All;y (111)
Power-BIO'dell ...
6-9.
.
Apr
.
Seudda Hoo! Seudda Hay! (T) (95)
Haver-McCa!llstcr . . .3-17.
..10-13
.3-15 6 ^ '
Shamrock
811.
Details Touch
under title: For Ftar of Little Men cower-baiaer
.
Apr
11-13.
Sitting Prelty (84)
Ycung 0 H?.ra
810. . .3-2J
Snake Pit. Ihe
JeHat.llaai-Genn .'. .9-1.
1-5
Street With No Name. The
Stevens-Lawrence
Tender Years. The (81)
. . Brewn-Hntchlnson .1110. . . . Jan . . . .803. .12-8
ThatDetails
Lady under
in Ermine
(T)
title: This
Is the Moment Gratle-Falrbanki . .
. 12-22 . . Apr. . . .814
Thirteen Lead toldicrs (66)
Conway- Wescott
Thandcr Ig the Valley (T) (103)
Garner KeCallister . .7-22. .
Ret. under title: Bek. S«n ef Ba^le
. Not
Wills ef Jerleho
WlH.-Da-nell . 11-10
9-15. . . Feb. . . .802.
Too Wert Meant for Me (91)
Craln-Dailey
V. .2-2
KEISSUKS
. .Oct. .741.
...
Drums Along the Mohawk (103)
Colbert. Fordi ...
.745
..Sept
Dee .727
Grapes of Wrath (128>
i onda Oirnel
Hew
Was (93)
My Valley (118)
Pld:eon-0
Kara
.740
Mark Green
of Zorro
Power Darnell
..Se.Oct
Mayt 728
Swamp Water i90)
Brenn.m Huston
.744
Tobacco Road (84)
Tie"n y-Andrews
. .Dee.
SOL WVRTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arth"r Talies Oier '63)
Colli r-Cowan
. .4-26.
12-22.
3-31 .July
Big Dan
Russell-Christine
.722.
Crimson Key (76)
Tay'or-Dowling ..
Feb. .804. 12-22
Dangerous Yfa.-s, The (62)
Halop-Todd
7-7
Fighting Back
' angtoi-Eog'jrs
.11-24
3-2^. . . Mar.
Half-Past Midnight (69)
Taylor- Knudsen
808 . .2-16
6-236-9. Sept
Invisible Wall. The (73)
Castle-Christine
.Oct
. Dec . .734
Roso! A-e Red (67)
Ccstle-Knuds-n
732. .10-1,'
11-11
Second Chance (62)
Taylor-Carrie ...
.726. . .7-21
UNITED

ARTISTS

1M7-48 Features

roiiipleted (30)
In Production (3)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (8ml); Rogrers (Rgrs) ; Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
BiU Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Rlpley-Monter (RBD ;
Bogreans (Bog); Stromberg (Smg) ; Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznlck (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Le.s8er
(Lea); Loew-Lewln (LL); Eagle-Llon (OFD); Oagney (Cgy);
Bronston (Bm) ; Chaplin (Chn) ; EMterpTlse (Ent) ; Hnghes
digs): Comet (Com).
RILEASE CHART
1947-48
IN PRODUCTION
..Bog No.
Rev.
Title — Ronning Time
Cast Details
Rei. . MIsn.
No Mino- Vices
And-ews-Palmer 4-26
.
.Bii
Dikpost in Morocco
Raft-Ta ■ iro-T
All's
Well That Ends Well
Montgemery-lamovr
COMPLKTED
r.-rr-.liMacMu-riy 7-223-29.
An Innocnt Affair
Nas
.
Parla-?rtega .
Angry God
Bergman-Boyer
.
3-48
Ent
4-26
A'-ch of
uirphIl04)
(120)
(edv
and TrSoul
eaI'afIt Bloedell
Id-Palmer . . . . .1-20 1147 Ent . 8-18
Chrlitnas e«e (ft)
.9-47. OS
11-10
Dead Don't
Poyd Breeks
Boyit-Croiki
False
ParadiseDream
.12-98-4
BB
. . . 9-1 . . . .5-48. Ent
Four Faces West
McCrca-Dee
»mn V (T) (134).
Dlivier-N(rwton .1-30
For .9-47 GFD .J-2
.7.18 BB
5 1?
royd-Ware
Honpy's (90)
Holiday . .<60). .
H'fl-Havor
Intrigue
.5-12. 12-47
Us
1-;
5
48
Kings
of theC Olympics
Doco;:tentary
Rt
9 30
Lad Time
Olsen-Jannsen
.
Sta
Details under MIse IntepeadeRti Chart
3-3
Mad Wednesday (80i
Rf». u-dfr title: Sin of Harold Oiddlebock Lloyd Walburn
.10-1
For .9-47. Neb
Masen-Calvert
Man of Evil (90)
Montana Mike (97)
D
4-12
Cu imliigs-Oonlevy 12-23.
Details under title: Heaven Only Knows
On Our Merry Way
All-Star . .
.. .8-5 .11-47. Beg Her
D:tai's Column
u'.der title: A Miracle Can Happen Sarders-Ball
Personal
.11-11. . .7-25 Smg 7-21
I'eiail' under title: Personal Coijmn
S-302.2
Pitfall, The
Powell-Seo't
Tel Rivi-r
11-47.
..
Hks
Oocomentary
Waync-Cli.'t
Roosevelt Story (80)
BBU-L
Wlent Conflict
B-yd Brnck'
. . 7-21 .3-48 NOb
Siren of Atlant s
Hontez-Aumont
Cgy
. . .3-3
De'-a'l-, under title: Atlantis
.1-19
.7-7
6-9.
ri
Sleep
Cclb-rt-Cuvnlngs
Ent
So ThisMy IsLove
New (97)
York
Morgan-Vailee . 10-13. . . .... . BB
itranue Gamble
Boyi-C yde . . .
Hgi
9-1
Texas,
Madison-Lynn . . ..5-26
...2-16.
rime ofBrooklyn,
Your Lite.andTheHeaven
Cagiiey-Bendix
.
VmMti
OeGeorge-Rroebe . . .8-19 .5-48.
Vie4oos Cirele
Conrad Nagle
U N I V E R SAL-

INTERNATIONAL

1947-48 Features

Completed (37)

MAY

10. 1948

In Production (4)

IN PRODUCTIONRELEASE CHART
Title — Ririiing Tiae
Cast Details
Countess of Monte Cristo
Henie-Kirby 4-26.
Kiss The Blood 01 My Hards
;..in ast r- ontaine . 3-29.
Larceny
Payne- Caniaed . 4-26.
Rogues Regiment
Powcll-Tor n
4-12. May.
1947-48
.
Abbott & Costello Meet Frankenstein Abbott-Costelio .. . .2-16.
10-13.
May.
All My Sons (94)
Pobin en Cliristims
Another Part of The Forest (107)
INarch-Blyth
June
.
Are Yoi With It (90)
O Comor-San Juan . 11-10
.Forel;n
11-24 . .
Beware of Pity (102)
Pa:mer-Li:»ea
.11-10
.
Black Bart (T) (80)
DcCa to Duryea
. .3-15
.Apr.
Details enuer tl'.ie: Adueatarcs of bl ek Bart
. . . 6-23 .
Bush Christmas (70)
RaBerty Fsmsidt . Foreign
10-27 .
Castah (94)
CeCarlo-IMartin
Apr 12-8
Captain Boycott (&2)
Denat GraB|:T
. Foreijn
Foreign . .Jan
652. . .12-8
May
Dear Murderer (90)
Port i n C» it
.
.
.6-23.
.
Oaabie
Col -•an-Haeso ... ."■-15. .Mar
Oela'l>Life,.inderA II(105)
le. Ii afiii-.tlan
1-19
Exile. Tlie (95)
Fairbanbi-MoBtez . . .5 12. Nov 633. .10 27
Fo Details
din' Fu under
sin' and'itie:Fi;ttin'
3-1.
Til- Wonterfui Race n ~tv.onnor
Rim Main
oeli
Holiday Camp (97)
Rabso:i-Priet . . Foreign
. .2-13
HaBfry Hill (92)
Lockwoo<-Prlca . Foreign .
Jassy (96)
Lakewood-Pr ;e
. Foreign
.
.
3-31.
Judge's Wife. The
Mareli-nUredge .
. 10-27
June .
Letter From An Unknown Woman (87) . . .'^o-ta ne-Jourdan
2-2.
LostDetails
Momant,
The
(89)
Coanings-Hairward
under title: The Last la>e
.Dec. .626. .10-2;
. .12-22. .
Man Eaters of Kamaon
Sabu Page
Mr. Pcabody and th° MerauM
Pewell-Blytk . .1-19..
Naked City, The (£6)
f it gcra d-Onft
7-7 .
w choHs Nicklebv i94,
Hardwlcte-Rand . , . Foreign
One Touch of Venas
t«a!ker-G»4aer
. . .2-16. . Mar.
.11-24
. .2-2
PiratestheofPint
Mo terey
(77)
Monfez-Caaieron . .i.-26.
5-13. Dec 632. ..11-24
Ride
Horse (T.
<101i
Montfonery-Hendrix
Oct
625
-15
River Lady
(T)
're.uo-O-im
8-4 June
Saxon
Charm
Montpomery-Nayward 2-16..
Seeret Beyond tile Dear (99)
Bennett Redgra.e
9-l3
1-19
Senator Was ln::is«rcet Tba (81)
Pewell-Raiots
7-7 Feb
12-22
Singapore (79i
Mae.)t rray-Gardner .3-17 Se. .Jan
I
.
.622.
.
.8-U
Tap Roots (Ti
Heflin-Haywaro 6-23 .
Tawny Pipit <81i
M ies Jskii
Fore gn
Up In Central Park
Darbln-Haymes ...10-13
10-13
Washington Girl
DrbinO'B.ien 4-12.. Oet
Wistfel Widow o! Wagon Gap (78
Abbott-Castelle .3 12
Woman's
Venooanoe,
A
(t6)
Boyer-Blyth
8-4.
.
.
Feb.
Details under title: The Morlal Coil
.1-5
WARNER
BROTHERS
1947-48 Features

Completed (»4) In Produetion
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
No.
— Ra-ning
Cast Details
"vn-n-Nive:
3-2 1. Rei.
Kiss in theTitleDark,
A Time
My D.eam Is Yoars <T)
Car:o:i-DMjr 4-12.
SI.e- Lining (T)
Ha e--Bol3er 4-26.
Smar! Money
Mayo-Scott
4-26.
COMPLETED
1947-4«
.
10-27
. .1-10.
Adventares of Don Jian (T)
Flynn-Liidfare
. .6-23.
Always
Together
(78)
Reynoils-Hatton
Details under title: La«e at FInt Sl|kt
.3-27. .713.
April Showers (94)
Carson-Sothem 9-15
.719.
BigDetails
Paneh.andcr
The
tHIe: Tke FIfhtlai Terror Morris-Maxwell 2-2.
Christopher BUka
Smith-Ooaf'as .... 9-15
Dames Don't Talk
Hsyo-Bennett 3-1. .9-27 . .703.
Da;k Passage (106)
Bogar:-Bacall 11-25. 9-1 .701.
Deip Valley (104)
lark-Lspino 10-14
Esaape Me Neirer (104)
Flynn-Looiiio 11-26 11-22 .708.
i Becaoie A Criminal (78)
Howard-(^y ... Foreign. . .3-6. .717.
John Loves Mary
Raagan-Neal
2-2.
Johnny Belinda
Wyman-Ayres 9-15.
.702
Key Largo
Bogart-Bamll 1-5.
Lite W th Father (T) (118)
Dunn -Powell ..4-15
.715.
MyDetails
Girl Tisa
(95)
Palmer-Wnnamaker
.
6-9.
under title: Eeer Tba Baginnbig
10-14. . .2-7.
12-27
.Z-16.
My Wild Irish Base (T) (101)
Morgan-King
.711.
6-23 .
.9-30
NItM Onto lltkt
Lladfert
. 2-16.
Oni
Last
Fling
sauni-sean
One Sunday Aftemaos (T)
largaB-Paifa .
Romance in High C (T)
Carson-Paige
.5-12. . .5-29. .725.
Rope (T)
Stewart-Cliandler
4-10. .707.
S Ivor River (110)
Fl>nn-Sheridan
.3-15. .111
.6-23.
ThatDetails
Hsgenander
Girl title:
(83)
Reagan-Temple
Mary Hagen
8-18
. 2-2
ThisDetails
Side ofunderthe t:tle:
Law
Clark-Broolu ..
.720.
Sanbarst
To the Victor (100)
IVlorjan-Lindfors
.1-24. .714.
Treas re of Sierra Madrt (126)
Bogart-Hortan 3-31
Two Gays From Texas (T)
UortimCmnn
3-17
Unsuspected. The (103)
Riins-CaaWoId 2-3 .2-21. .706.
.716.
Voice of The TarUe (103)
Parker-Raagaa 3-3 10-11
.4-24. .721.
Winter Meeting (104)
Davis-Davis 10-13 .5-15.
.724.
Woman
in White, The (109)
Parker-Smith 10 3-3
14
Walltowof
Reynolds-Hattai
Whiplask
Clark-taltb S-Sl
REISSUES
.>-13. . ..709.
IIS.
Keiisie. 12-13. . .105.
nynn-aonainiiaad Reiiiee.
Haod (10*)
704.
of Robin
Adventares
Anthony Adterse
(116)
Haren-DeHatllland
Bad Men of MItsoari ol)
Morgan-WyBai ...Rebsae. .10-4. . .723.
.. 10-4
Each Dawn I O'le (84)
Cagsey-Raft Relieae. 12-13
.5-8. . .. .710.
.712.
Fighting
69th (79)
Cagney-O'Brien
taiebol (93)
Oavii-Fontfa ...Reissue
Retnee 12-13. .722.
Sllffet Case of Marker. « (IS)
II«Mm«
I'btaa
Valley of the Giants (78)
Moirie- Trevor Relssoe. . .5-8. .

(4)

8-«.
.12-22
. .3-15
. .9 Ip
..ll-iof
.2-16
.2-2
.12-22

10-2)
.1-19
.4-26
.9-29
.4-12
.4-26
.1-5

27

In
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Boxoffice in itscast n< ,
. . . exhibitor should
able to capitalize witi

en<
scr(

ise in exploiting!" Daily
Motion Picture
rerenf shoj
a • ti u n gi

The Fxlnbl

^1

with Dennis Hoey ■ Edith Barrett • Raymond Burr
Produced by ARTHUR S. LYONS
Directed by Edgar G, Ulmer • Screenplay by S K Lauren, Gordon Kahn
Based on the Novel "Prelude to Night" by Dayton Stoddart
Pres«nted by PRODUCING ARTISTS, Inc.
An EAGLE LION FILMS Release

25c per Copy
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FILM DAILY:

" 'Another Part of the Forest' is
sparked with list of top names

"Striking dramatic pattern of the
Lillian Hellman play has been

headed by Fredric March who

translated into a powerful film

make

drama

this a field day

for

superb characterization, and

well as its marquee

superbly

cupy long-time space on hold-

film is outstanding on all counts.
It's a cinch to clean up, the type
of film audiences will leave
theatre talking about it. Never
a dull moment!"

over lists."
SHOWMEN'S
"On

of the Lillian

Hellman name, 'Another Part of
the Forest' should do excellent

performed.

The picture should easily oc-

from a production standpoint

the importance

names and

TRADE REVIEW:

the strength of its dramatic entertainment values cs

EXHIBITOR:
business."
"The picturization of the play
by Lillian Hellman should cash
in on its popularity, backed by
the star calibre of the cast. The
appeal should manifest itself in
any situation."

rom

Based on ^
LlLiaN
Sensational
StageHitJ
HELLM4N'8

BOXOFFICE:
"The story has fremendous
emotional impact, forcefully portrayed byan outstanding name
cast. Fredric March is superb!"
MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY:

"Brilliant production and performances characterize this picturization of Lillian Hellman's
stage success. A marquee magnetism cast presupposes strong
opening business."
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The most interesting of several interesting observations put forward bv
Spyros Skouras in his address to the 20th Century-Fox stockholders last week
was the one dealing with the possible effect of divestiture on film rentals.
THINK

IT OVER

Success

Replying to a stockholder's question as to the consequences to the company if
and when it is required by law to dispose of its theatre holdings, Mr. Skouras
answered, in part, that he believed "better film rentals" would result to help
offset the loss of theatre revenues.
In that comment, Mr. Skouras gave evidence of his refreshing frank-

Success does not consist in
never making mistakes, but in
never making the same one a
second time.
— H. M. Shaw

ness, as well as proving again that he is one of our industry's most astute
executives.
Among the rudimentarv derivatives of large theatre circuit operations
(affiliated and independent alike I is their power, fully exercised, to beat down
film prices. This might seem to our exhibitor readers to lie "good sport" in
any season, but let's consider its ultimate effects on the industry at large.
The film rentals paid l)v manv of the chain theatres are amazingly low.
No independent, as a matter of fact, could possibly buy product for them at
less than three or four times the prices distributors are forced to accept from
the circuits. In some of these cases, the chains buy flat pictures for as little as
five percent, or less, of the gross — and they buy only flat. Any wonder, then,
that Paramount, operator of the largest of all chains, showed a profit in excess
of 31 million dollars for the past year!

_bdl1etin_^
FILM BULLETIN— An Independent Motion Picture
Trade Paper published every other Monday by Film
Bailetin Company. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
BUSINESS OFFICE: Suite 622, Manufacturers Trust
Bidg., 1819 Broadway, New Yorli 23; Circle 6-9159.
David A. Bader, Business Manager. Dave Abrams,
Editorial Representative. PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL
OFFICES: 1239 Vine St., Phlla. 7, Pa., Rlttenhouse 6-7424; Barney Stein, Managing Editor; Jack
Taylor, Publication Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation Manager. HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 9126 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood 46. Calif., CRestview 5-6489: Sara
Salzer, HollyKOod Representative. Subscription Rate:
ONE YEAR, $3.00 in the United States; Canada.
$4.00; Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in
the United States; Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.

The pernicious effects of this cheap buying hits everyone in the industry,
except, of course, the operators of those chains. EHstributors, majors and independents alike, suffer the loss of an enormous portion of their revenue potential. Hollywood is deprived of income sufficient to make the domestic market
self-sustaining-plus.
For their part, the independent exhibitors really get the old one-two.
While the distributors extol the large circuits for paying the l)ulk of film
rentals ( never mentioning their control of the first-runs) and scold the independents for not paying their share, actually the latter have always been
required to bear the burden of offsetting the low rentals paid by the chains.
When divestiture becomes a reality, we predict an era of prosperity for
the fdm companies unsurpassed in the industry's history.
MO WAX
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Skouras Not Fearful

Future Of Television

Of Divestiture, Television

The two extreme schools of thoug;ht about
television are: (1) it will prove to be chiefly
a windfall for opticians and manufacturers of
headache powders; (2) it will quickly put out
of business all movie theatres, radio, sports and
automobile love-making. The truth, happily,
lie; somewhere in between.
But, to watch the film people scrambling
aboard, one would think that television is the
last boat leaving Devil's Island. Three of the
major companies ( Paramount, 20th-Fox and
WB) are engaged in a race to get a foothold
in this bright new field, while other smaller
fry are toeing the mark. No one really seems
to have a concrete idea of where video is heading, but almost everybody is determined to go
along, if even just for the ride.
Paramount, through its DuMont interests,
naturally is in the lead. This company already
has obtained or filed for six stations, one more
than the FCC allows to one party. 20tl) Century-Fox has asked for four stations so far.
Warners have bought into one and are seeking
mere. David O. Selznick organized Selznick
Television Corp. .\lexander Korda has sold
the video rights to 24 of his old features to a
group of 16 television stations throughout the
countrv.
NEED 1.800 FE.A.TURES!
Out in Hollywood last week. W. \V. Watts,
vice-president of Radio Corporation of .America
told tlie Society of Motion Picture Engineers
convention that within five years television will
have need for no less than 1.800 two-hour feature films per year, .\gainst that, the current
issue of TIME points out that the top price
for a sponsored radio program is about S25.fl00
a week, which "would not pay for tn'o minutes
of a big Hollywood movie!"
Who. may we ask, is going to pay the freight
for those 1,800 features per year that televisi' ii
will need ?

The thesis, lung propounded by independent
exhibitor ( .Allied ) backers of divorcement, that
the
gain offrom
film distributors'
rentals worldfinancial
offset loss
theirincreased
theatre
revenues, was h n ed at h;st ^veek by Spyros P.
Skouras. president ( f 2()th Century-Fox.
Skouras told the annual stockholders meeting
that divorccin nt or partial divestiture v^-ould
not necessarily affect the profits. He pointed
up the likelihood that fihn rental income would
increase con i lerably. rt' 'hap.i even sufficiently
to
counterbalance
the comp'.iiy's theatre chain
revenues
lost bv divestiture.

MGM-Enterprise

Pact

Being Drawn; Near Completion
The anticipated deal whereby Enterprise Productions will move into the M-G-M fold is on
the verge of consummation. Contracts were
being drawn last week and it is expected that
formalization of the pact will be announced
within a matter of days.
Enterprise has had differences with United
Artists, its current releasing outlet, in recent
months and it was well known that a change
v.ould be made following delivery of the seven
films pledged to UA, last of which will be
completed by early fall. Metro has handled the
unit's
distribution
from its inception.
The foreign
acquisition
of Enterprise
is a logical
step in Metro's development of independent production units to augment its own studio's output, as well as an inevitable result of the tightening of financial support for inde prcxlucers.
Metro already has made deals with John Ford
and Merian C. Cooper (.'\rgosy Productions).
Louis de Rochemont and Hal Roach. .A projected deal with John Huston and Sam Spiegel
(Horizon Pictures) fell through.
MAY

24. 1948

commercial television chanFox isnelsapplying
Boston,forSan Francisco. Seattle and
inCity.
Kansas
Economy-wise, the company has met with
noteworthy success. Production costs have been
releases will
chopped down one-third. 1949
carrv an average price tag of approximately
compared with the $2,300.000'
f;l. 600.000in each,
1947 and $1,900,000 per picture this
average
.And this. Skouras noted, with no sacri\ear.fice in quality.
Other economies :
— Home office expenses dow-n 52,500.()()() in
the first six months of the current fiscal year.
— Theatre operating expenses down $2,800,000 in first quarter of 1948.

Quietus On Chain

SPYROS P. SKOUKAS
Deflates Diveslitiire [fogey
\() LOSS OX THE.ATRES
He also held the belief that 20th w<iuld take
no loss if forced io sell its theatre holdings.
Since the company has some extremely choice
theatres, it should have no difficulty in disposing of them at a fair price.
Skouras dealt with another major problem
anxiously eyed by the stockholders — how television would af¥ect motit)n picture earnings.
On this score, he was no less optimistic.
Television, said Skouras, should be viewed as
tlx- most important development for the industry
since sound and the new medium would find
its greatest potentialities tlirough large screen
theatre showings rather than iiome consumption. He backed this with the reasoning that
quality shows Could be piped directly to a large
number of subscribing theatres who collectively
could pay a much larger fee than an advertiser
ai^gling for home consumption could afford.
Conse(|uently. the cream of tiie \ideo broadcasts would be available only in tlieatres. and
would form an integral part of a tlieatre's program.
WORK WITH RCA
The company is taking a great interest in
large-screen television. Skouras reported, pointing to the agreement made with RCA to cooperate in its development. In addition. 20th-

It's a safe bet that rumored deals for the
sale and purchase of any large theatre chains,
such as the United California-Golden State
(M. .A. Naify) group, will remain in the only
conversation stage for the time being. In the
Court's sweeping indictface ofment ofthe
circuit operations, there is little
largeSupreme
likelihood that anyone will gamble on the purl-'iig.
.
chase of a chain that might be "divested" before
The country's larger independent chains, as a
matter of fact, had better gird themselves to
f;.ce suits that might be brought against them
by any of the small competitors they have been
pinching. Many a legal consultation is being
lu ld these days by individual exhibitors to ascertain if they have "a case" against their chain
competitors on grounds of excessive clearance,
IM-oduct shut-outs. etc.
S.^81.000 SUIT
One treble damage anti-trust suit was filed
last week in Terre Haute, Ind., Federal Court.
; defendand, Eva
: Fred
The plaintiffs
(T. C. Baker),
Inc. Willey
Theatres
ants: Affiliated
s and
operating 57 houses, and 23 film companie
subsidiaries; complaint: the Willeys, a.s result
," were
"monopolistic practices
of defendants' their
Fox Theatre, Brazil, Ind.,
forced to close
PSI.OOO
balm:
t:
and sell their equipmen
in 1946 damages.
treble

Eugenic Selznick-Korda
Mating Promises B. 0. Films
n'
albeit aan "shotgu
e, .Americ
marriag
a eugenic
It was
film tax
.Anglod by the
prompte
affair
es
resoiirc
the
of
merger
the
-And
ent.
settlem
and fund of talent controlled by David O. Selz.Alexander Korda promi.ses to pronick
duceandsomeSirworthwhile movie offspring.
ution pact anproduction-distrib
The globalweek
by the American and British
il unced last
film titans provides for collaboration on a series of films to be produced in England. Selznick's valuable stable of stars (Gregory Peck.
Jennifer Jones, \'alli, Louis Jourdan, et al.) are
to be made available to Korda's staff at the
Shepperton and Isleworth studios. Production
is scheduled to start in September on the first
(Continued on next page)
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Observers of the dynamic Hughes' career
point out that he usually plunges into his enter])iises with both feet. Since he has given ample evidence of his desire to produce films,
tiiey see him taking a very active pt-rsonal role
i;i RKO's affairs. That means some changes
definitely will be made. The likelihood is that
tliey will come in the Hollywood, not the New
"S'ork end of the company.
Meanwhile, a nice point is posed by RKO's
in th? fight
MP-A.-X.
Hughes
engagedoverin
atpeinbersh'p
long and bitter
with Eric
Johnston
th.e assfjciation's refusal to grant a seal of approval to "The Outlaw," and a suit is still
pending the score. Question : Will Hughes
now seek to square accounts by withdrawing
RKO from the MP.AA, leaving a gaping hole in
till producers' organization?
RKO Net Drop Due To

SELZNICK, KORDA and REED
Promises To Be a Eugenic Mating
(Continued from preceding P<'ge)
of four films (two in Technicolor). Selznick
will have distribution rights in the Western
Hemisphere, Korda in the Eastern.
NEED STARS
This mating of British artistic know-how
and American boxoffice power may be the happy
solution to the problem of how to g^ive Britisii
films mass appeal in the U. S. Exhibitors in
this country, with few exceptions, are quite certain by now that they cannot sell English pictures without American players to their patronage. Vet the American film companies face
the problem of how to liquidate their revenue
frozen in Britain by the terms of the tax deal.
Selznick expounded his views on the subject,
saying that the issue can be met in two ways.
"The first is the invasion of the British Isles
by Hollywood picture-makers, in effect producing Hollywood films in England with whatever
talent Hollywood can spare. And we must
bear in mind that Hollywood does not have
nearly enough first-rate talent for its own purposes.
APPEAL FOR U. S. FANS
"The second (his) method is the fostering of
the great producing talents of England in a
cooperative effort, helping to shape their films
as to give them great appeal for American
audiences." He has chosen the latter course,
he declared, in the belief that top box-office
attractions can be made " without sacrificing any
r t the artistry which has distinguished the
efrorts of these outstanding British film-makIt is reported that the first Selznick-Korda
trs."
production will be "The Third Man," in which
Cary Grant may star. Carol Reed (sec cut)
h slated to produce and direct it.
Hughes Expected oT Play
Personal Role In RKO Studio
Now that the 929,020 shares of RKO common stock have passed from the Atlas Corp.
to their new owner, it is open season for speculation on what changes Howard Hughes will
make in the company's setup.
President N. Peter Rath\-on sought to allay
the fears of jittery RKO employees with a
statement that Hughes has "no hungry army of
relatives looking for your jobs, nor substitutes
waiting to step into the RKO management,"
but nofx)dy was really reassured.
10

High Film Costs — Rathvon
High production costs in the face of a decline
in
was the
a drop
1947income
earnings,
too.reason
It wasfor the
reasonin RKO's
offered
l)v president N. Peter Rathvon in explanation
( f the $5.08.=;.848 net for the year ended I)c-

RKOwner HUGHES
He's No Sideline Sitter

come of RKO for 1947 was some $123,()0(),0:X),
an increase of approximately S3.0<HJ,(MJ over
lush '46. The president noted, also, that the
general financial position of the company imjjr.>\ed
the working caijital having
ii creasedduring
al)oiit1947,
4 millions.

Film Profit Will Hit

'47 Level, Skouras Predicts
Film profits in the domestic market are
l)i.uncing back up, and at a clip that will lift
them to last year's levels, despite lower 1948
first-quarter earnings. This prediction was made
ff)r 20th Century-Fox by Spyros P. Skouras
last week, and the pattern for the rest of the
film companies seems tf) be cut from the same
cloth. The sharp production economies that
have been effected by every one of the Hollywood studios appears to be the predominant
factor in maintaining profit standards.
In the case of 20th-Fox, the average costs
<.f feature films has dropped from «2,3O0,00() to
Sl,9(X),0()t) for the scheduled 24 or 25 to be relea.se(i this
nextof year's
program
already
down year
to anwhile
average
SI ,60f),{XKJ.
Skour-is
as declared
if the
income
tiiuies
at its that
present
pace,company's
the net for
the confirst
,39 weeks of 1948 should equal the 1947 earnings, in spite of a drop in foreign revenue.
1ST QUARTER OFF
Net profit for the first quarter of 1948 was
just shy of S3,0()O,0()O. after all charges includtaxes the
— same
about period.
half 20th
Century's
1947
profitingfor
Earnings
per share
of common stock were SI, compared to S2.07
for last year's first quarter, but Skouras expects
•Nccond quarter earnings to equal SI. 25 (last
year, 84c) and third quarter profits to double
tne 74c earned in 1947.
— -Another quarter million trimmed off the
annual expenses via pension plan changes.
B O. TREND UP
The dip in boxoffice receipts has now leveled
off, he told the stockholders, and the trend is up.
In its English production. 20th will safeguard
a-jainst pictures having a foreign flavor by sending .American producers, directors, and stars to
Britain.
-All officers and directors were re-elected with
the exception of Tom Connors, ex-v.p.. in charge
of sales, who is no longer with the company.

ctmber 31, 1947, as compared to the 812.187,805
profit for 1946.
Economies in the production and distribution
departments have tended to offset the loss of
revenue, Rathvon informed Radio-Keith-Orpheum stockholders, but savings in production
"will not be reflected generally in 1948 results,
due to the system of amortization by which
production costs are charged against operating
revenue." He explained that completed pictures
are held in inventory at cost until they are
released. Thus, the backlog of pictures to be
released this year will be amortized on the
basis of the higher costs prevailing in 1947.
THEATRES HOLD UP
The company's theatre profits were "only
moderately
the record
levels
of due
1946,"to
the drop in below
consolidated
earnings
being
a 'substantial loss" by RKO Radio Pictures,
Inc. However, Rathvon pointed out that the
producing and distributing subsidiary is showing a "small profit" so far this year, while
theatre profits continue to be "very profitable,
but at a somewhat lower level" than at the
corresponding period last year.
Oddly enough, the consolidated operating in-

RKO's RATHVON
He Sought to Reassure
FILM
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EXHIBITOR LEADERSHIP
Allied Tlu-atrvs of Michigan
In tlif May 3 edition of the Motion Picture
Daily carrying an article from the pen of
Sher'win Kane, we are amused to note that
the appointment, employment or retention of a
Executive Dinationallv-known personage ofasAmerica
has not
rector of Theater Owners
Dithe
of
^
approval
us
unanimo
the
met with rectorate
of that organization. Some of tile
having
]:)irectors of T.O.A. are (lisplease<l at not
been consulted on the action.
We are wondering whether their objection is
based upon the failure on the part ofthethose"
imwho -consummatetl the deal to recognize
or
,"
portance of the position of "Director
their rewhether the objection is based uponbeen
linked
luctance toemploy a man who has
■with a major jjolitical party.
We are nut unmindful (if the position of "Director" inany great organization such as T.O.A.
man is elected to'isa position
and feel that, bywhenthe a membersh
selected
ip, ..he
as Director
because that membership feels he is well (jualified to represent them in aiiy aiid all business
which deals with the well-being of the entire
membership.
.Allied States has no .such "Well-Known
Pnlitician" as its Executive Director, but rather
u man who has devoted years of earnest efTort
to the independent exhibitor. His motion forward is this regard is based upon his sincerity
of purpose and his personal interest in the wellbeing of those whom he represents. He depends upon the merit of the action and his ability
to present it properly before those who honor
merit and sincerity. He does not depend upon
whom he knows instead of what he knows.
He does not place his position, either his
present or his past one, above the merit of the
action. He does not depend upon his personal
association with men in high places to carry him
through to success in his endeaver, but rather
on the good will and respect he has earned
through his years of meritorious efifort.
Allied States is proud of its position as being
an organization of "little fellow^s" and of having
as its Executive Director, not a big man politically but a big man of heart, of mind, and of
action. We wish to extend to our Executive Director, Abram F. Meyers, the deep appreciation
that comes from the grateful hearts of those
"little fellows" he has so graciously served.
■CURTAIN' INDEMNITY
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
The National Council of American-Soviet
Friendship, Inc. has mailed letters to exhibitors
impression of authenticity but that the book
from which the material was drawn was ordered withdrawn from sale by the publisher and
that damages were paid because of its libelous
character. It is al.so reported that an attorney
representing several of the acquitted defendants
has warned Fox that not only the producer but
■also the exhibitor to the film would be liable for
possible damages.
When this letter came to the attention of
Allied's General
Counsel
wrote Andyharmless
Smith
tiuggestihg
that Fox
holdhe exhibitors
if they exhibit the picture. Mr. Myers advises
that he has received word from Andy Smith that
Fox has decided to send a letter to exhibitors
saying that the company "will stand behind the
picture"; that is, will indemnify exhibitors
against damages for slmwing it. Mr, Myers
is to receive a copy of the letter when it is
reajrfy and states he will advise us fiirther if the
letter does not seem adequate.
12

Orfaniztilimn ^uffetini
PRINT TURNOVER
iro of Ohio
An open letter to the banks which have
created a 25 million dollar credit for 2()th century-Fox :
It must have been somewhat alarming to you
when you learned that the net pr(jfits of Z(hh
Century-Fox during 1947 were $8,600,000 less
than they were durijig 1946.
Of this loss, film rentals accounted for $4.35().()()0.
Most of this latter loss, we feel certain, is
due to the rigid an<l inflexible policy of the
ijales Department which permits the prints to
gather dust on the shelves in the film exchanges
r.-.lher than accept anything less than the rental
decided upon by those geniuses who sontrol the
. s.des policy of the company. If conditions in the
other 47 states are similar to those existing iii
Ohio, we feel absolutelv certain thjit a large
proportion of the S4,35(),(K)0 ciiuld have been
salvaged if the sales^ executives would . realize
tliat the war is over and that exhibtors cannot
afTord to obligate themselves for the same rentals that they paid during the lush days.
Twenty-five million dollars is a lot of money,
but it can be easily dissipated in this business
if poor jwlgment' predominates. Therefore, it
might be well, for you who have extended this
credit, to initiate an investigation which might
result in 2()th Centurv-Fox taking these prints
off the shelves so that they will earn revenue
instead of gathering dust.
SOUND OFF!
Allied no of Kansas-Missouri
.\fter having had a long succession of boxoffice flops. Universal thinks that "\AKED
CITY" will enable it to force the sale of all
of its flops to reluctant exhibitors. True,
"XAKED CITY" is doing business. But the
way we hear it. very few. If any, exhibitors will
be able to make any money at the terms quoted.
Exhibitors will probably be in the red when
the flop pictures are block-sold with "XAKED
CITY". \\'ise exhibitors are looking
over closely before being trapped by this
the one
old
line of "schmoos." and remember that no exchange can compel you to buy pictures that you
don't want to get the one you do want.
There are verified reports that Metro is engaged in wide spread blind checking on their
flat rental pictures. Just another example of the
great
that "The
Friendly
Company"
has forfriendship
its independent
exhibitor
customers.
Preliminary reports on Warner Brothers'
"Winter Meeting" indicate that this is another
heavy, depressing, box-office problem picture.
\\'atch this one when the salesman ofTers it to
Occasionally a film exchange gets frisky and
attaches a COD to a film shipment which has
you.
been paid for. This COD is to cover bills in
dispute or to force bookings of undated product.
RecentI)' an exhibitor in Minneapolis was awarded damages against Universal for this practice.
Everyone should know by this time that no
film distributor can place a COD on a subject
other than the cost of that subject.
This office is in receipt of information, notwithstanding the denial on the part of Twentieth
Centurv Fox, that "GEXTLEMAX'S AGREEMEXT" has been sold in the State of Missouri
on a sliding scale starting with IS'^r up to 50%.
vvh'ch again proves the fact that there is no
national sales nolicv. You exhibitors who have
gone for this line of chatter and paid anvwhere
from 40 to 50% for this picture should, by this
time, awaken to the realization of the above
facts.

CHECK THOSE CHECKERS
THIS advice bears repetition. Many
times we have urged you to insist that
the checker leave a copy of his signed rewith you orsense
your and
manager.
That's
merelyport common
good business.
Without a copy of the report you are
helpless in aiiy future claims. There are
t<«) many instances . where a checker
changed a report after tlie exhibitor signed
it. Unless the checker agrees to lejive a
aiivllii)i(/.
you, don't sif/ii
copy of the report with
— E. Pa. Allied
THE

PRESS

ADVISJES

Peri(Klically for the past twenty-five years,
when the g(Jing gets tough there is a sporadic
effort by the big shots to interest the public
in the motion picture as an institution of American life. Right now, we are in one of -these
periods. It is laughable when one considerson
tliat motion pictures always have depended
public approval and public good will, and that
institutional advertising should be an all-yearround - every-year activity. The best comment
that we have seen was printed recently in the
Philadelphia Evening Bulletin. Here it is:
\<iu"Hollywo
think ofodit
worried about . what
is greatly.

"The movie industry is looking for friends.
Xever has it faced so many hostile forces. The
I'. S. is suing it on monopoly charges; legislators are trying to smoke (^ut its supiKJsed
Communists ; foreign nations are trying to limit
its take. Xo wonder the town is worried.
"Industry bigwigs in all fields have been
meeting in recent weeks to consider what can be
relations.*
done to improve *public *
"The industry has always suffered because of
its short-range' viewpoint. It has always been
oncerned with selling today's stars and today's
picture and letting tomorrow take care of itself.
by
'solved'
Hays,
When big
as Will
help were
ered they
high-powarose,
suchproblems
hiring
James Byrnes, Paul McXutt,
Eric Johnston,
Xelson, etc.
Donald
"Hollvwood might fare better with longer
vision. Instead of tossing out news of the latest
color of Lana Turner's hair, tell about the
great job Hollvwood did in the war. Instead
of throwing in a big premiere, put the money in
a program for children's movies. This advice
is free of charge."
Sidney E. Saniueison
General Manager
* Allied*ITO of
* E. Penna.
That our past pleas for Hollywood to clean
house were not made only to have something
recent
to grumble about is evidenced bya) a Herald.
editorial in the Washington (Indian
This editor in a typical Indiana city of 10,000
all the
doesn'tbutknow
s gthatboxhe office
he
populationto confesse
believes
a declinin
answers
can enumerate a few, some of which he mentions
^ *^-The .\merican people are getting pretty well
as exfed up with the loose moral standards
emplified byErrol Flynn. Charlie Chaplin, and
far too many others in the Hollywood movie
colonv.

"It is quite true that these criticisms do not
applv to all-members - possibly to only a small
percentage. But the movie colony continues
to let that group, large or small, occupy the
spotlight and thereby create the impression that
the whole outfit is rotten to the core."
if theinmovie
s that
The toeditorial
no
lightsstarsnames
why their
know conclude
want
lor.ger register so strong at the box office thev
"will find the answer right there (Hollywood)
in the individual and collective conduct of the
actors, actresses, writers and producers who
compose the movie colonv.
—A TO of Indiana
FILM
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•THE IRON CURTAIN'
Rates • O • generally

TIMELY

SPY

20th Cciiiury-Fox
87 minutes
Dana Andrczvs, Gene Tientey,, June Haz'oe,
Berry Kroegcr, Edita Best, Stefen Schnabcl,
Xieholas Joy. Ediiard Frana, Frederic To::ere,
Noel Cravat, Christopher Robin Olsen. Peter
Whitney, Leslie Barrie, Mauritz Hugo, John
Shay,
I'ictor Wood,
Cnrson.
Eula Morgan,
Reed Anne
Hadley,
John Helena
Ridgeley.Dare,
Directed by IVilliam A. Wellman.
Heavily and adroitly pre-sold by well-planted
advance publicity, this Darryl Zanuck production
will get an added box-office boost from the
tremendous public interest in its political implications. Itis a picture of great timely importance and even those who would consider
its production dangerous and ill-advised will
flock to see it. It can hold its own as screen
•drama and, although it lacks some of the violence
action fans would appreciate, its aura of intense
conflict will keep audiences engrossed. The
outdoor scenes were filmed in Ottawa and the
wliole production has been given the documentary treatment by the studio that excels in this
technique. It tells the story of Russian espionage inCanada as revealed by Igor Gouzenko
in Readers' Digest. The adaptation by Milton
•DREAM GIRL" FAR BELOW
Rates • • -|- on star value

On the stage "Dream Girl" was a great hit,
but the picture is sadly disappointing. One
watches the film version and keeps thinking
how much better it could have been. It had the
makings of a sensational comedy with the dynamic talents of Betty Hutton and a story that
seems perfect for filmic exploitation, but Paramount's Mitchell Leisen screen production misses
badly and Miss Hutton is not shown at her
best. She portrays a sort of feminine Walter
Mitty who lives in a dream world and at the
slightest provocation drifts off into a fantastic
reverie. Subdued throughout, even in the dream

WILL

BOOM

BOX-OFFICE

Krims is skillful, although the meager story has
been padded with suspenseful situations in a
rather obvious manner. This is the one weakness
of William \\'ellman's otherwise adept direction.
And, also,, the influences which cause Gouzenko
to drastically change his convictions are not
clearly expressed. Within the narrow confines
of his role, Dana Andrews portrays Gouzenko
with intense sincerity and Gene Tierney does
equally well as his wife. The Russians are
presented as grim, ruthless automatons and, of
them. Eduard Franz does a standout job. June
Havoc and Berry Kroeger also register strongly
as espionage agents. The musical background
b\- the four Russian composers, which has been
the subject of recent controversy, is decidedly
an asset to the picture.
EXPLOITATION: PIr.y this up as a senexpose "torn and
fromtimely
the headlines."
Present it as sational
an exciting
spy story filmed
"on the and
spot".
Play up the star value of
Andrews
Tierney.
Andrews arrives in Ottawa to work in the
L'SSR Embassy as a c de clerk. He is a devoted agent and maintains secrecy even when
spy June Havoc gets him drunk arid tries to
make him talk. His wife,. Gene Tierney, arrives later and they settle down in an apartment
to await their baby and carefully avoid their

THE

Parainowit
85 Minutes
Betty
Hutton, Macdonald
Carey, Patric
K)iou'les.. Virginia Field. Walter Abel. Peggy
Wood, Carolyn Butler, John Abbott. Lozvell
Gilnwre. Zainah Cunningham . Frank Puglia.
Directed by Mitchell Leisen.

THRILLER

PLAY.

WILL

DISAPPOINT

sequences she doesn't get much chance to cut
lo3se with that explosive lunac\- that is her
specialty. Of her cloud-land excursions, the
funniest is the one in which she does a fallen
women act a la Sadie Thompson. However
these sequences are hardly more than comic
charades and the whole production suffers from
the static quality of the script. The dialogue
is crisp and well paced, but there is too much
(if it. Macdonald Carey is agreeable as the
glib, tough newspaperman who tries to bring
the dream girl out of the clouds. Patric
Knowles, \'irginia Fields and Walter Abel contribute gocKl support.
EXPLOITATION : Bill it as a "DREAM"
of a picture and proclaim, "Don't waste your
time in day-dreams ! Come and see the spectacular ones that Betty Hutton has in "Dream Girl."
Sell the screw-ball comedy and stress Macdonald Carey's appeal to the feminine trade.
Retty Hutton is an heiress, who spentls her

'ON AN ISLAND WITH YOU' LAVISH, BUT DISAPPOINTING,
Rates • • • — in first runs; less in sub;
equents
teen-agers; music by Cugat and gobs of luscious
107 Minutes
Technicolor. The old master, producer Joe
Esther Williams, Peter I^aicford. Ricardo MonPasternak,, has apparently lost his touch. There
talban. Jimmy Durante, Cyd Charisse, Xavier
is a spectacular array of dance and water ballet
Cugat, Leon Ames, Kathryn Beaumont, Dick
sequences, but all of this expensive effort is deSimmo)is.
void of sparkle and wit. The lenT:thy production
Directed by Richard Thorpe.
numbers are filmed in monotonous splendor, although there is one electrifying dance routine
At its sneak preview in New York, loud apby
Cyd
and Ricardo ^'fontalban which
plause greeted the names on the cast, but as becomes Charisse
a high spot. No less than four writers
the picture unreeled the audience was cold and
labored on this yarn about a persistent suitor
wlio kidnaps a movie star to a deserted island
unresponsive. This indicates that "On an Island
just to have one dance with her. With a lighter
With "^'ou" will not hold up to expectations,
although it does possess strong box-office pull. touch, the story might have been charming
First runs should get good grosses, but word-of
fantasy, but, instead, it winds up completely ridiculous. Miss Charisse is vivid and graceful in
mouth will adversely affect sub-runs. It offers
curvacious Esther Williams, very easy to look
a small supporting role. And Jimmy Durante,
as a frenetic assistant movie director,, again
at in a skin-tight bathing suit ; Jimmy Durante
hoarsely chanting his zany tunes; lackadaisical
shows that, e\en with stale material, he is a
Peter Lawford, reputedly swoon-stuff for the vtry funny man.
MAY

24, 1948

neighbor!,. In the course of his work, he is
aware of all their top-secret affairs, and the
most startling concerns the atomic bomb. Berry
Kroeger, an influential citizen and secret Russian agent, has pursuaded an atomic scientist to
supply them with secret data, .\ndrews is gradually learning to think for himself and, after
his son is born he decides to expose their espionage activities. He is suddenly called back to
Russia and on his last day at the Embassy he
walks out with incriminating domuments. He
takes them to the Minister of Justice, who is
tfiO busy to see him,, and to a newspaper editor,
who thinks he is crazy. He returns to his apartment, where Kroeger finds him. His wife
manages to call the police who accept the papers
and give them protection. Abranis.
13
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time, when she isn't day-dreaming, in writing
a novel, running a book shop and taking voice
lessons. She has a crush on Patric Knowles, a
cream-puff with an eye for easy money. When
he marries her sister, \'irginia Fields, she thinks
she is heart-broken. She is continually arguing
ar.d bickering with newspaperman, Macdonald
Carey, who disturbingly enters her dream phantasies. When the marriage goes on the rocks,
Knowles persuades her to fly to Reno with
him. Before meeting him, she has a date with
Carey at the opera, where in her imagination
she
triumph
"Madame
Butterfly."
Careyscores
talks a her
out ofasher
silly escapism
and
convinces her that he is the man for her. She
w.'ikes up her famliy with a phone call announcing her marriage.
l^ork.
MUSCAL
EXPLOITATION: Play up the color and
the music. The title lends itself to eye-catching
promotional stunts, such as throwaways of plane
reservations entitling the bearer to a trip to an
island with Esther Williams or Peter Lawford.
It starts off with a cute twist: it seems to
be a south sea island romance, until suddenly
Esther Williams misses her lines and it turns
out to be just a movie set. The rest of it rolls
along a hackneyed course as Peter Lawford, the
navy technical advisor on the picture, abducts
her and flies to a pacific island where they are
marooned. The navy rescues them, he is courtmartialed, she defends him. he resents it, then
si"; gets stubb;)rn and he relents. Meanwhile her
fiance Ricardo Montalban, transfers his affections to Cyd Charisse. And with the aid of
Jimmy Durante, the navy and a huge swimmingpool, the wayward lovers are united. Abranis.
13

'MELODY TIME' BEST DISNEY FEATURE OF RECENT YEARS
Rates • • • except for action houses: excellent bill topper
(■f the Pioneers, is a name that exerts a power75 minutes
ful pull throughout the urban areas. His renRKO Radio (Disney Productions)
dition of "Pecos Hill", legendary Texas cowRoy Rogers, Dennis Day, the Atidrcxi's Sisters, b(iy, combined with rib-tickling lyrics, toe-tapping
music and a grajjliic portrayal by the
Ethel Smith, Fred Waring and his PennsyhanDisney artists that will have audiences roaring,
ians, Freddy Martin, Jack Fina, Frances Langwill win
the "King
the Cowboys"
a host
of
ford. Buddy Clark, Sons of the Pioneers, Bob- new
followers.
WHiileof Rogers
and Ethel
Smith,
by Driscoll, Luana Patten, Donald Duck, Joe
wizard of the organ, are the only live talent on
Carioca.
the screen, the unseen cast offers additional
name value. The Andrews Sisters, Dennis Day
The best Walt Disney feature-leiigtli cartoon
(whose radio program is soaring to new Hoopin
recent years,
"Melodyof Time"
is a mirth
si)arkinp,
er heights),
Waring's
Pennsylvanians,
imaginative
concoction
music and
that Frefldy
Martin,Fred
Frances
Kangford
and Buddy
should register solidy with young and old and
Clark form a cumulative draw of no mean proharmonize perfectly with jingling boxofficcs. The
portions and tiicy are all in excellent form.
old Disney magic, which had been operating The songs, too, fairly bubble with rhythm and
in partial eclipse for a coujile years, shines
many of them are destined for air-wave i)opuforth in all its radiant Tcchnicolored glory in
When ofDisney
is right, entertainment,
he can't be touched
virtually all of the seven episodes which make larity.
as a vendor
eye-and-ear
and,
up "Melody Time". Enhancing the Disney
in "Melody Time" for almost all of its 75
artistry, some of which are seen briefly, but to minutes. Disnev is right.
excellent effect, while others occupy only the
]':XPI,()1T.\T1{)X : Sell this as Disney's
sound track, are human performers who lend
best. Play up all those to])flight entertainers.
not only their talents, but potent marquee power.
h'rances I.angford's dulcet tc)nes lead off the
Roy Rogers, along with Trigger and the Sons
happy activities with "Wintertime", an idyllic.

John Held-ish little fantasy of a young couple's
snow capers that is paralleled by a jjair of funny bunnies. Freddy Martin is next with a
violent piano rendition of "Bumble Boogie",
based on the Rimsky-Korsakov "F'li^ht of the
Bumble Bee." With Dennis Day as the voice
of "Johnny Applesced", the story of the little
pi<ineer whose lone pilgrimage into the fearsome unsettled West to plant apple trees, armed
only with a pointed stick, a tin pot hat and a
bag of seeds, is told and sung with gentle humor
and superb artistry. "Little Toot", a rowdy,
fiuuiy tale of a cocky, mischievous little tugboat, is given a rocking rendition by the Andrews Sisters. Fred Waring and his Pennsylvanians choral their
justly
"Trees",
the Joyce Kilmer
classic.
In afamous
blaze of
color
and rhythm, Kthel Smith takes on those three
roisterers, Donald Duck, Jose Carioca and the
Aracuan bird to the bouncv "Blame It On the
Samba". In the final and funniest sequence,
Roy Rogers and the Sons of the Pioneers tell
the story of "Pecos Bill" whose mighty feats
as a rip-roarin" Texas cowboy, fostered by
coyotes,
are culminated
his lady-love's
illfated encounter
with his byjealous
horse. Barn.

'FOUR FACES WEST' ROUTINE sewhere
WESTERN GETS GLOSSY TREATMENT
Rates • • • — for action spots; less el
Frances Dee to make an honest man out of in with the Rhodes novel. Go after the feminine
United Artists (Fnterl^rise)
Joel
McCrea. The picture boast of some
f^O minutes
trade with, "Frances Dee and Joel McCrea
measure of authenticity, for its characters, Pat
Joel McCrea. Frances Dee, Charles Bickford,
Garrett and Ross McEwen, are historically acromantically
Joel McCreateamed!"
sticks up a bank right under the
Josef'h
Calleia, U'iUiam
curate, and the Inscription Rock and the White
laga, Raymond
J^argay.Conrad,
John Martin
Parrish,GarraDan
nose of Sheriff Charles Bickford. He needs the
Sands, which figure in the picturization, are
White. Dainson Clark, Housely Stevenson.
money and
to payleaves
off the
his amount.
father's
George McDonald. Eva No-rak, Sam Flint, land-marks of Xew- Mexico. The Rock has a ranch,
his mortgage
I.O.U. foron the
Forrest Taylor
sentimental significance throughout the story. Cleverly eluding the posse, he snags a ride
Directed by Alfred E. Green.
As Ross McEwen, McCrea is a very gentlemanon a train, where nurse Frances Dee tends his
The Enterprise studios pulled all the stops
that make a king-size epic out of a routine
horse-opera, and strengthened by a fairly good
name cast, "Four Faces West" should showpretty good strength in naborhood and action
houses. In better class houses, it will be a
slightly above average grosser. It is based on
the novel, "Paso Por Aqui," by Eugene Manlove Rhodes, which ran in the Saturday Evening
Post. As produced by Harry Sherman, this
contains less action than is found in most gallopers. There is one long and wonderfully exciting chase sequence, but most of the events
border on triteness and concern the efforts of

'EcRLIN
Rat es

EXPRESS'
generally

TOPNOTCH

RKO
S6 minutes.
Merle Oberon, Robert Ryan, Charles Korvin,
Paul Lukas, Robert Coote, Rcinhold Schunael,
Roman Tofiorow, Peter Von verneck. Otto
Waldis, Frita Kortner, Michael Harvey, Richard
Pcnvers.
Directed by Jacques Tourneur.
"Berlin Express" is a spine-tingler from beginning to end. Essentially the story of a manhunt, itgenerates enough excitement to stimulate
the weariest of movie-goers and is powered to
draw strong grosses in most localities. It makes
use of the always reliable dramatic situation
that converges diverse characters in one place,
and in this one the tension boils over in the
lurching confines of the train speeding from
Paris to Berlin. Unlike other films of this
type that have used foreign backgrounds, this
Dore Schary production really succeeds in
14

1>- sort of bank robber, although the script by
Graham Baker and Teddi Sherman gives him
very little to sav. Rugged Charles Bickford
makes the sheriff an intelligent and forceful
personality. Joseph Calleia gets a break from
his usually villainous roles and in this one he
is a faithful and good-hearted Mexican. There
is one unusual photographic high spot in the
picture, strikingly photographed by Russell
Harlan, in which the fugitive McCrea ropes and
saddles a steer and rides it across the gleaming
white sands. Alfred Green directed with a fine
regard for its pictorial opportunities.
EXPLOITATIOX: Sound off for the
SUPER qualities of a GREAT Western. Tie-

THRILLER

CRAMMED

WITH

capturing a genuine feeling of actuality, with
vivid impressions of homesick GI's, cigarette
moochers and the sullen people of an exhausted
country. Even the languages, French and German, are retained in parts of the dialogue. The
story by Curt Siodmak is a facile frame-work
that provides some graphic episodes, such as
frame-work that provides some graphic episodes,
such as the dying man in clown costume who
staggers through the bomb-blasted streets and
the savage death struggle inside of a beer vat.
The meaning behind this adventure and intrigue
stresses the need for world cooperation, and
the point is made without too much wordiness.
The performances are uniformly top-grade from
stars to bit players, with Robert Ryan, Merle
Oberon, Charles Kowin and Paul Lukas skillfully handling the top roles. There is only a
slight hint of romance between Oberon and
Ryan, which proves that good movies can be
made without the boj'-meets-girl routine. Jacques
Tourneur has provided some highly imaginative
directorial touches, and the production values are

injuries. At Alamagordo, his Mexican friend,
Joseph Calleia, gets him a job as a ranch hand.
He is mailing back payments to the bank and his
romance with the pretty nurse looks good. But
when Bickford shows up looking for him, he
lights out for the border and she trails after
him. After desperate maneuvering, he shakes
off his pursuers and reaches the border. With
freedom in his grasp, he delays to help a Mexican family near death from diptheria, nursing
them with home-made remedies and sending up
smoke signals for help. The sheriff arrives with
medical aid. McCrea gives himself up, when
Bickford promises leniency, and Miss Dee
proudly awaits his return.
York.

SUSPENSE
impressive throughout.
EXPLOITATIOX : Play up the "electrifying
suspense' 'and "terrific action" in this "brutally
realistic story of tomorrow's head-lines." Play
up the group of central characters.
The Berlin Express is a sort of travelling
United X'ations. for it carries an assortment of
nationals, including Paul Lukas, a prominent
German liberal leader. The Xazi underground
is out to assasinate him and a bomb is planted
which kills the wrong man. When they arrive
in Frankfurt, he is kidnapped and Merle Oberon,
his assistant, pursuades her fellow-travelers to
help in the search. She and Ryan discover a
clue in a black-market cafe and are decoyed to
an abandoned brewery where Lukas is captive.
The M. P.'s arrive just in time to save them
and Charles Korvin, actually the Xazi leader,
becomes a hero by aiding the rescue. Back on
the train he tries to strangle Lukas. but Ryan
intervenes. It ends in Berlin on a note of
hope, as Roman Toporow, the Russian, gives a
sign of friendship.
Abrams.
FILM
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'SO THIS IS NEW YORK' SLAP-HAPPY COMEDY
INTRODUCES
Rates • • -|- as dualler; n.g. for action spots
tiie ladies to vk'car those exaggerated styles that
I 'liitcd
.Irtisls {linlt'rt^risc)
look so comical in retrospect. The wacky huMinutes
mor is accentuated by insertions of old film
Henry /lerhert,
Morgan, l.eoRudy
BillGrey,
Goodwin,
Ilin/h
Gorcey,I'allee,
Virginia
Dona clips and trick photography, and there is a
Drake. Jerome Coicau, PaTe Willock, Frank
hilariously funny episode about a fixed horse
race. Morgan, who has a large and loyal radio
Oitli,
.{mold
Slang.
U'illiain
Bakewell.
Directed by Richard (). Fleischer.
following, doesn't register as well on the screen
with his wry, dead-pan delivery, although for a
Tlie Kiitcrprisc" studios liavc dislied up a lowliudset comedy tliat takes swift jabs at the first entry he does okay. He gets able assistance from several veteran laugh-provokers ;
funny hone and delivers some hearty guffaws
Rudy Vallee, Hugh Herbert, l.eo Gorcey, Bill
and a lot of small chuckles. Introducing radio's
Goodwin and Jerome Cowan all have their inrefreshing comic, Henry Morgan, "So This Is
nings in this screw-ball farce. Hugh Herbert
New York" is a goofy concoction of gags, some
garners a big share of the laughs and. of the
C(.rny, some clever, thrown together with imagination, and the result at least has the distinc- ladies, Dona Drake is captivating with her bubbling, girlish cuteness. As produced on a very
tion of being different. With its blend of broad
slim
budget
by Stanley Kramer, it is tinged with
slap-stick and subtle wit, it is designed to please
a.i
air
of
slap-happy
amateurishness and the dia wide and varied audience. A topflight <lualler
rection by Dick Fleischer is in much the same
for most situations, it will be weak for action
vein.
iiouses. Based on "Big Town," the Ring LardEXPLOITATKJX
mark asis
ner novel about the (lotham adventures of small
lobby
or on the front.: Morgan's
Sell Henrytrade
Morgan
town yokels back in 1920, the i)eriod permits
a cigar store wooden Indian; use one in the

HENRY

MORGAN

tlie "peck's bad boy" of radio.
It seems that in South Bend there aren't any
good matrimonial ijrospects for Dona Drake.
Her sister, N'irginia Grey, persuades husband,
Henry Morgan, to give up his cigar salesman
job. and the three trek to the big city. Their
first victim, Jerome Cowan looks promising. He
\. a "l)ig-time Wall Street operator" but, alas,
he has dishonorable intentions towards the married sister. N'ext romance involves Hugh Herbert, eccentric but wealthy, until his explorer
wife shows up. Rudy X'allee, a dashing Texas
rancher appears and wedding bells seem im-a
inent. His jockey, Leo G<jrcey, also makes
pitch for the sweet, young thing, but they both
sweepturn out to be crooks and the matrimonial most
of
stakes continue. .\\\ this is using up
the girls' inheritance and Henry is worried.
Finallv they sink all their money into a play by
Bill Gof)dwin, who is "all ham and small potatoes." The play lays an egg. and Henry
returns to his old job and Dona to her local
^<'^'butcher bov.

'RETURN OF THE BAD MEN' UNDISTINGUISHED LARGE SCALE WESTERN
Rates • • • in action spots; less elsewhere
sorted had men of yesteryear, but their part in
RKO Radio
With the opening of the Oklahoma Territory
the hackneyed doings that make up the story is
90 Minutes
and the great Land Rush of 1889, citizens of the
Randolph Scott. Robert Ryan, .innc Jegreys, so minute and incidental as to give the showtown of Braxton prepare to leave to establish
man little on which to sell that angle. The two
new town of Guthrie. In the confusion, a
the
George "Gabby" Hayes, Jacqueline White, Steve
principal antagonists are Randolph Scott, than
Brodie. Richard Poxvers, Robert Bray. Lex
of outlaws led by Robert Armstrong, his
group
whom there is no more upstanding, manly repreBarker. Walter Reed, Michael Hari'ey. Dean
niece, .\nne Jeffreys, and Robert Ryan, rob the
sentative of law and order, and Robert Ryan,
W hite. Robert Armstrong, Tom Tyler, l^w
Braxton bank, owned by George "Gabby" Hayes,
whose "Sundance Kid" is as nasty and wicked
Harvey. Gary Gray. Walter Baldti'in. Minna
engaged
e W^hite,
Jacquelin
daughter
whose
in
chaps
as
was
his
prejudice-poisoned
soldier
Ranger isRandolph
Texas
Gombell. Warren Jackson, Robert Clarke. Jason
and ,former
rancher
to
in "Crossfire." Their climactic battle is the Scott. Jeffreys is wounded, seeks refuge in
Robards.
best of a series of actionful and robust seDirected by Ray Enright.
Scott's ranch, and is convinced to give herself
quences, even though it all happens jsut as ex- up by Scott. After the Land Rush, Hayes sets
pected. Anne Jeffreys is a little bit ludicrous
Except for the top cast names and a more
as a lady outlaw convert, but she makes a good
up his bank in Guthrie and Scott's plans to
lavish production than is usually poured into foil for the prim Jacqueline White as they vie marry White is postponed when he is induced
to accept a U. S. Marshalship and combat the
westerns. "Return of the Bad Men" is just for the affections of Scott. George "Gabby"
gangs who are terrorizing the new teroutlaw
another horse opera, patly produced, directed
Hayes supplies the customary corny comic relief.
ritory. Jeffreys is paroled and takes a job in
and portrayed. There is no doubt that dyed-inSave for a few unsual camera angles, Ray EnScott's office. The bandits establish a hideout
tiie-wool action fans will find this to their liking, right's direction is undistinguished.
in deserted Braxton, but Scott trails them there
and in a gun battle disperses the gang. Ryan
but it offers little to more discriminating audiEXPLOITATION': Feature the Scott-Ryan names : play up the story angle of one man
ences. There is some exploitation value in the
escapes, and kills Jeffreys when she refuses to
pitted against the toughest outlaws in history.
help him release the captured outlaws. Scott
appearance of the notorious Younger brothers,
Mention the Youngers, Daltons, Billy the Kid,
tracks him down and. in a furious hand-to-hand
Dalton brothers, Billy the Kid. and other as- etc.
Barn.
battle, kills him.
'I, JANE DOE, POLISHED ENGROSSING
MELODRAMA
Rates • • + or better in top spot
produced by John Auer with a great respect f«r
Republic
its dramatic substance. A series of flash-backs
^.'< minutes
illuminates the murder trial, but the ending
Ruth Hussey, John Carroll, Vera Ralston, Gene
which may strain the credulity of class
Lockhart, John Howard,Benay Vennta. Adele
audiences. Ruth Hussey is a smartly tailored
Mara, Roger Dann, James Bell, Leon Belasco, Portia with a crisp enunciation and Vera Falston
John Litel, Eric Feldary. Francis Pierlot, Marta
does capably as the pathetic, sadeyed murderess.
Mitrovich, John Alln-ight.
John Carroll is the irresistable Romeo with
Directed by John H. Auer.
too many wives and Gene Lockhart. Benay
Venuta and John Howard lend first-rate supRepublic has turned out a polished impressive
port. The photography by Reggie Lanning is
top quality. A more careful pruning by the
melodrama in "I. Jane Doe." Its courtroom
dramatics are the sort that get sure-fire for cutter could have established a snappier pace.
EXPLOIT.ATION : Present it as a gripping,
audience response and the result is engrossing
suspenseful story of thwarted love and hatred.
entertainment. It can be assured of strong
Play up Ruth Hussey's performance as the lady
patronage due to its exploitable title, above
lawyer. Illustrate a cut-out silhouette with
average production qualities,, and its stars taken
catch-lines
am Jane
... I Me
Don'tForWant
to Live . :. "I. Will
You Doe
Condemn
My
from Republic's top roster. It w-as directed and
16

^[onstrous
Crime?"is tried and convicted of the
Vera Ralston
murder of John Carroll. She refuses to testify
Doe."
name,"Jane
hence thewhen
her idenity.
or
Hergiveexecution
is postponed
it is learned
that she will have a baby. The wife of the
murdered man. Ruth Hussey, is an attorney and,
moved by the girl's plight, she reopens the trial.
Ralson tells her story ; how Carroll had married
her in France during the war and then abandoned
her. Unaware that he already had a wife, she
followed him to America. When he callously
kicked her out., she plugged him. The trail
continues with Gene Lockhart. the prosecuting
attorney,
objecting
Hussey's
sensationalsarcastically
tactics. It
reachesto aMiss
climax
with
the testimony that she herself had considered
shooting her sinful husband. For this reason
the jurors all proclaim. "Not Guilty !". DAV.
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MIOBUCTIOMS

■THE BROTHERS' RARE SCOTCH
STRICTLY FOR SELECT AUDIENCES
Rates • • • — for class houses; • • — as dualler generally
tile turn of the century, the dour crofters
Orphan Patricia Roc comes to work as a
servant for the Macrae family. Of the two
smuggled wiskey across the sea. The picture
lJuivcrsal-l ntcnialtiinal ( h'aiik )
DO Minutes
was rerived from the novel by L. A. G. Strong,
sons, the younger is handsome Maxwell Reer,
and Sidney Box has given it a production that who ignores her, and the other is hmiiely DunPatricia Duncan
Roc, H ill
P'yffc. John
Maxn'cll
Reed,AnJcezv
I'inlay
erin Macrae, who thinks evil tlujughts. The
realistically conveys tiie story of hatred, desire
Currie.
Macrea,
Laurie.
and
retribution.
There
are
strong-flavored
scenes
.Macraes are feuding with the McFarishes, but
Crawford,
James
H'oodl'urn,
MorlandMc/lllister
Graham.
that shfjw tile fascinating Scottish traditions and
Mcfis
Jenkins.
Patrick
Bo.vill. Donald
she goes scampering,, over the moor with young
\\ illie. When Reed leanis of this there is a
David Keir.
touches of comedy, such as a robust cursing
contest bcween the rival clans and a hilarious
brawling fist fight, but he is still blind to her
Directed by Pa; id \laclh)iuild.
epis;.de where a drunken suitor bargains for a obvious charms. When father Macrae dies, the
d'lwry. Most of the scenes are exteriors with elder becomes her guardian and insists that she
W ell abdvi.- a\craf;c' in dramatic merits, this tl:e bleak nnors and churning seas forming an marry him. When she sternly refuses he settles
iiiip':rtatioii from tlit- JAR sturlios will find an authentic back-drop. Unfortunately, the version
frjr a plumper wife. He still pursues her and
appreciativf audience onl\ in select class houses
f<jr our consumption has taken a beating from
frustrated, cooks up a plot for his brother to kill
in the L'.S. On general nms it is bound to be tiv cutter's shears and the tacked-on ending her. Reed takes her out in a boat to drown her
haiidicapped by its thick Scotch brogue and an detracts from its validity. The performances are and when he returns is arrested for murder.
atmosphere of gloom, for it is permeated with ?.ll of high caliber, with top hf)nors going to Then it develops that he had left her in afety
a som!)re mood as murky as the fog tliat covers
Patricia Roc, Duncan Macrae and Maxwell
■.\-v\ hi- flepra\ed brother is brought to justice.
the r<)ck\- Western Isle of Scotland, where, at Reed.
'DEAR MURDERER'
Rates ® • as dualler

COMPLICATED

Universal-International (Rank )
90 minutes
Eric Pnrtnian. Greta Gynt. Dennis Price. .1/a.vivell Reed, Jack Warner, Hazel Court, Amlrezv
Craivford, Jane Hylfon, Charles Rolfe. Helcnc
Burls, Ernest Butcher, Judith Carol, I'alcrie
Ward, Vic Hagan, John Blythc, Hoivard Douglas.
Directed by Arthur Crabtree.
Here we ha\e a very complicated murder
.story from the Rank British studios. It sliould
serve as an adequate supjxjrting feature where
coupled with a comedy or musical. The production by Sidney Box is an adept little enterprise. As the complex plot opens we see the
ir.urder committed with diabolical cunning and
it ends with an ironic twist that brings retribu-

BRITISH

CRIME

MELLER

tion to the murderer. Although the audience is
aware of what is going on. it sustains a lot more
suspense than is found in most whodunits. Much
f)f its engrossing quality is due to Eric Portman's smooth performance as the cool., relentless killer who finally over-plays his hand. Greta
G\nt is properly seductive as the deceitful wife
wlio plays a dangenjus game with other men.
T he supporting cast is competent. The direction,
photography and musical score are all well above
EXPLOIT.ATIOX: Underline the situation
of the faithless wife and the almost perfect
murder.
Distribute letters addressed to "Dear
par.
Murder:" Catchlines : "I Know You .Are the
Murderer!" . . . "Vou Can't Kill Thetii .All!"
Eric Portman returns unexpectedly from
.-\nierica and confronts Dennis Price, his wife's

Dai'.
lover. He murders him and ingeniously stages
it to look like suicide, ,even including a farewell note. Just then his wife,, Greta Gynt, and
another lover, Maxwell Reed, walk in. They
don't see him and leave. Then he changes the
evidence to frame Reed for the murder. Reed
is arrested and Portman calmly tells his wife
the truth.
She but
can'tshe
expose
involving herself,
turnshim
on without
her loving
charm and talks him into clearing Reed. He
tells the pr)lice that he had found the suicide and
had rigged it to frame the other man. Then,
borrowing her husband's technique, she poisons
him and., leaving him an apparent suicide, she
goes to her lover. But he renounces her for his
fiancee. Hazel Court. Utterly crushed, she
comes home where the police are waiting for
her.
Dav.

'WATERFRONT AT MIDNIGHT' WEAK QUICKIE FROM PINE-THOMAS
Rates • • — as dualler in minor action spots
such fare is an acceptable commodity, this wlil
Richard Travis is a very slippery criminal.
Paramount (Pine-Thomas)
Policeman William Gargan knows that he is
get
by
only
in
the
supporting
slot.
It
presents
63 minutes.
William Gargan as a police lieutenant in charge the vicious leader of the gang of waterfront
of the waterfront section. He carries on a
V^illiam
Gargan.
Mary
Beth Hughes,
but can't pin anything on him. The
relentless warfare against gangster chief, hijackers,
Richard Traz'is, Richard Crane, Cheryl Walker,
gangster's moll. Mary Beth Hughes, entices
Horace McMahon, John Hilton, Douglas FowR;chard Travis, who is called "Socks" be- Richard Crane, Gargan's young brother,, into
ley, Keye Luke, Paul Harvey.
cause of his penchant for knitted foot-wear.
Joining the mob. When he finds out that he
Mary Beth Hughes spends her time knitting is just a fall guy Travis kills him. He plants
Directed by William Berke.
them and trying to look seductive. Similarly the body behind a door and tricks Gargan into
stock roles are occupied by Cheryl Walker and shooting at it. Thinking he has killed his
Richard Crane. The conventional situations
The shining virtue of the Pine-Thomas
brother. Gargan turns in his badge and goes
quickies is their cheapness, but in this one the sre derived from the screenplay by Bernard
on a protracted drunk. He runs unto Hughes,
Girard and are enlivened by three rough slug- who tells him the true story, and then tackles
shoddy material shows through. "Waterfront at
Travis in a slugging match which ends when the
ging sessions and several sudden deaths. WillMidnight" is a routine melodrama about a cops
and gangsters feud, with implausible action and
iam Berke directed with a sharp eye on the mobster is pafally punctured by a knitting
budget.
a minumum of originality. In locations where
needle.
York.
■GUNS OF HATE' ACTIONFUL
Rates • • -j- in western spots
RKO Radio
61 Minutes
Tim Holt, Nan Leslie, Richard Martin, Steve
Brodie, Myrna Dell, Tony Barrett, Jim Nolan,
Jason Robards, Robert Bray, Marilyn Mercer.
Directed by Lesley Selander.
"Guns of Hate" maintains the Tim Holt
series' reputation for satisfactory western fare.
Holt handles his guns and fists as well as any
of the western heroes and outshines them all
thespically. If he isn't, he should be just about
tops in the sagebrush cinema today. In his
18

TIM

HOLT

WESTERN

UP TO

latest efTort. his one deficiency is attributable
more to the scrip writers and director Lesley
Selander than to any failing of his own. He
wastes an awful lot of gunpowder as the script
calls for his shooting at the badmen periodically
and missing, and apparently director Selander
felt that any time a lull in movement threatened,
it v.as time for Holt to take a few shots at the
villains. It would hardly be cricket, however,
to kill them ofT until the customary hour was up,
so most of his ballistics efforts are futile. Otherwise Holt, along with his pal, Richard Martin,
give a good account of themselves as a pair of
framed cowboys who have to unearth a murderous gang in order to prove their innocence.

SERIES

PAR

Holt's usual amorous vis-a-vis is Nan Leslie,
while Martin cavorts with the attractive Myrna
Dell. Steve Brodie and Tony Barrett are as
acceptable as always in the hea\-y roles. George
E. Diskant's
photography displays some glorious
Western
scenery.
When Jason Robards is murdered, Tim Holt
and his sidekick. Richard Martin, appear to be
the guilty parties . They are jailed, but break
out in an effort to find the murderers. They
discover that a treasure map of an abandoned
gold-mine had been stolen from Robands. and
after considerable gun-fights, chases and fistplay.
bring the culprits Steve Brodie and Tony Barrett, to justice.
York.
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COLUMBIA
Larry Parks Says He
Will Not Work For Columbia
•yHE Parks-Columbia fight broke out in the
•'■ open at full blast last week. Larry Parks
announced formally that he was through work-if
ing for Columbia. Harry Cohn said
he doesn't work here he won't work any
place. Parks is backed up by the court ruling
which stated that the contract signed in 1945
was obtained under duress and undue influence.
Whether any other studio will touch Parks
while this battle is on, remains to be seen.
Columbia, meanwhile, has plans for a sequel
to "The but
Jolson
theirParks
top grosser
of all
time),
unlessStory"
they (get
straightened
out he will not do the role and they might just
as well not try the picture with anyone else.
One cannot help but wonder how wretched
conditions must be at this studio to bring a
young actor, with so promising a career ahead,
to a point where he refuses to collect his weekly
siilary check fhe has about S25,O0O which has
accumulated since January) and where he is
willing to jeopardize his chances of working at
his craft in order to be freed from Columbia.
Al Rogell's
mentioned
time
back,,
is finallydeal,
set and
his firsthere
for some
Columbia
release will be in Cinecolor production tagged
"Song
of called
India," Gibraltar
with SabuPictures,
starred. will
Rogell's
company,
start
working June 1.
FOUR XEW FEATURES
The current Columbia production schedule
shows four new pictures in work the most
promising group it has had before the cameras
in a long time. Top of the list is "Undercover
Man" (Glenn
Ford - Xina
Foch),
Joseph
Lewis
directing
for Producer
Robert
Rossen.
Producer
Harrv Joe Brown's "Walking Hills" (Randolph
Scott' - Ella Raines) Edward Small's "FBI
Meets Scotland Yard" (Dennis O'Keefe - Louis
Hj'yward and "Loaded Pistols" (Gene Autry Barbara Britton) are the remaining new starters.
Katzman's serial, "Congo Bill" (Don McGuire
- Cleo MfKire) continues in production.
Janet Blair had been assigned to the fem lead
in
backed
down atwith
the Columbia
last moment.is
She"FBI",
claimsbut her
contract
officially over : Columbia says no so until it is
settled, she decided not to take the part.
Lee J. Cobb will get star billing at Columbia
when he goes into "Blind .\lley," here next
week. This was one of the stipulations made
by 20th Century-Fox in the loan-out deal.
Buddv Adler, who is producing this one, is
working to line up a strong box-office cast to
bolster the film. W^illiam Holden will be costarred w-ith Cobb and the producer is looking
for a top fem name.
EAGLE

- LION

Young Determined

To

Attract Strong Inde Units
fXJSvS Robert R. Young is in Hollywood and
practically every hour on the hour there is
a new "hot" rumor on some one of a number
of "big" deals pending. But so far, nothing
has ar'vanced from rumor into the fact category.
There is no doubt that Young is determined to
expand
Eagle Lion's
role in
the industry.
is disappointed
at having
missed
out on He
the
RKO deal, and now will probably devote all
of his efifort to making E-L a full-fledged
major. He is wooing most of the top indie proMAY
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Behind

the Scenes

ducers in town and his biggest plum is the
revolving fund he proposes to set up to insure
adequate financing for those producers who join
him. Rumor still persists that Young and Sam
Goldwyn have been conferring, but so far Goldwyn insists he is staying with RKO (see RKO).
Another "hot" deal is purported to be the one
that would merge the E-L and SRO distribution
set-ups. David O. Selznick, still in Xew York
and still mum on future production plans, might
use to good advantage the E-L set-up for the
pictures he already has completed. This one,
if it does go through, will undoubtedy be a masterpiece in horsetrading.
From all the rumor, one thing is certain :
Robert R. Young has decided that he wants to
be one of the bisr figures in the motion picture
industry and he has the wherewithal and the
personal drive to fulfill that ambition. Our
business has d're need for jiiea like him todav.
SEEKS STUDIO HEAD
One of the immediate jobs for Mr. Young,
while he is here, is to find an executive producer to take over the spot vacated recently by
Bryan Foy. President .A.rthur Krim stepped in
when Foy moved out, but cn'y to pinchhit until

STEVE BROIDY
Expansion is the answer
a permanent production chief could be found. So
far. Young has given no indication of who might
fill the spot. But he is insisting on a topflight
man.
Through this flurry in the rumor department,
tile studio continues at a low production pace
for
the next
two weeks,
least. "29
(Richard
Ra.sehart
- Scottat Brady)
is theClues"
only
film currently in work. But there is a quartet
scheduled to start within the next two week
period. Walter Wanger will have his first
film for E-L in work by June 1, though no
title or cast has been named yet. "Inside The
Wall," for Producer Eugene Ling, "Red Stallinn
in the Rockies" for Producer .'Kubrey Schenck,
and "The Big Cat" for Producer William Moss
all get the "go" sign sliortl.\'.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Metro Plans Increase
In Production,
T OUIS B. Mayer,
confabs in New
tliat, despite outside

Says Mayer
Just back from executive
York, made it very clear
production deals, the studio

of Film

Productm

will not only continue at its regular production
pace, but will, in all probability, up its schedule
some. At the moment, the 1948-49 schedule
calls for a minimum of 26 pictures, plus whatthe outside deals (cer-J.
ever is garnered fromfour).
Mayer and E.
tainly, not less than
readythat the studio is not yet
Mannix both stated
to make known its production schedule, but they
year"s
of the
least two
at their
that in
did
one
and films
studios
London
be made
will state
will be produced in Italy.
At this point, the only indie production definitelv scheduled for i*e 1948-49 calendar is "The
Three Godfathers" (John Wayne-Pedro Armen-C.
dariz) which Argosy (John Ford - Merian
Cooper) is currently shooting. But Hal Roach
is slated for six, at least two of which will probably make the 1948-49 schedule.
ENTERPRISE?
The most important indie contribution probably will come from Enterprise. The deal is still
not completely set, but it seems certain that the
final negotiations will go through without a
snag. Since Metro is already handling the
foreign distribution on the Enterprise product,
should provide a close alliance bethij newtween pact
the two companies. So far, the fate of
"No Minor Vices" (Dana Andrews - Lillie
Palmer - Louis Jourdan) is still undecided. The
original terms of the agreement called for the
after "No Minor Vices." But it is
to startthat
adeal
certainty
Metro will make a strong pitch
to nab this one, too. At present. United Artists
is still claiming it, but when the dust settles,
it maybe in the MGM fold.
One indie deal which was set here has been
called off by mutual agreement. The Horizon
Films (John Huston - Sam Spiegel) deal to
make "Rough Sketch" for MGM release blew
up last week with no details given. Horizon are
now dickering with Columbia and SRO for a
Jendeal stating that either Rita Hayworththe orfemale
nifer Jones would be suitable for
starring role. Spiegel is seeking a deal where
the releasing company will do the financing. At
Metro, he and Huston had agreed to pay the
freight (?1, 500,001) approximately) themselves.
"Grounds For Divorce," a Satudray Evening
Post storv by John and Ward Hawkins, has
been handed to Producer Clarence Brown for
liis schedule. Brown, a real veteran of the
industry, has been speaking about retiring for
some time now, but this one may lure him back
to work. Studio has pencilled in Clark Gable
and Lana Turner for the big roles and Brown
will probably roll it sometime in the late fall.
MONOGRAM
'Way To Meet Depression
Is With Expansion — Broidy
"'T'HE BEST way to meet a depression js
with expansion." — Steve Broidy. And
forthwith the Monogram-Allied Artists president announced that thirteen pictures, at a reputed cost of ?13,0(M».00(). have been set on the
.A. .A schedule for the coming year. Broidy
pointed out that this expenditure represented a
increase in the original 12-month budii;.?,0()0,(K)0
get. While Allied ,\rtists is knocking out its
hypoed schedule, parent company Monogram
jivill continue at its usual snappy pace to knock
out at least 41 pictures.
Leading ofT the AA list is "The Babe Ruth
Story" (William Bendix - Claire Trevor) just
completed by Producer Roy Del Ruth. Del
Ruth's next will be "Red IJght." The King
Brothers will contribute
"Theon Last
the Bad(Co.ntinued
Pageof 22)
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EXPLOITATIOIT

SELL
Berlin

PICTURE

DRAM/l,
Express

Has

SUSPEIVSE,

Serious

Angle,

Ton

The niaiihunt, done in tlw "Bcilin Ex|tn ss " niaiiiK r. has aluavs hern
(Icp ■ii(lal)Ic hox-office. (lornhinr this with on-the-spot aiithcntirity (the fihii
was shot ill Hcrlin, Paris arwl olhrr locah's where tlie action takes place I: a
eoinpeteiit and name-worthy cast hea«le<l by Merle Oheron. Rohr rt Ryan. Paul
Lukas and Charles Korvin; faseinatinj; ftroup t)f characters, men and women
of resolution, of faith, of treachery, pitted ajjainst each other in a stnififrle to
unify or to undermine a democratic Germany — and vou have the makiniri- of
excitinfi entertainnn-nt. which is what this is.
T he anfjies from which he will shoot his exploitation shells are as manv
and varic^d a'; the audiences at which they are aimed. For the action trade,
the tack mi<rht he: "Trapped on a train of terror. . . VIeruKC melodrama thrill-filled with
mi<!,hty mystery and suspense on a car of doom
. . . Where no man s life was safe, no woman motive sure. . . A peril-filled journey that markall the passengers for danfj(>r — and one of
them for death!" And don t overlook the des|)erate battle to the death in a <j:ii;antic beer vat
pictured on the opjiosite pa<ie.
For cla s trade, sell I he serious undertone of
the strufijile of condicliirj; forces in Europe, the
plea for worldwide co-operation, not in preaehv
speeches, but in subtle tones that the more discriminatinji element will appreciate.
The romanticists will be attracted b\ a man
and a woman, stranjrers. irresistiblv drawn together, facing terrifying dangers aboard the
world's most exiciting train.
The mvstery addicts will be intrigued by th(>
opportunity to unravel the clues that lead to a
treacherous killer and the fantastic characters,
who are the keys to the mystery.
CONFLICT
The first picture to take its stars inside
Fakh and Treachery
desolated Europe. "'Berlin Express" has the
authentic flavor that spelled success for such
films as "The House on 92nd Street,"' "Call Northside 777'* and "Naked City, "
all of them filmed on the spot.
RKO Radio's boxoffieers. under S. Barret McCorniick and Paul Hollister,
have seen to it that "Berlin Express" has been pre-sold in LIFE. LOOK, and
several other national and fan mags to the tune of 58 million circulation.
Note the varietv of angles in the several newspaper ads illustrated below.

THRILLS!
TRAIN STUNTS

The ruilroad hul>j<-<l off«Th opportuiiitiei- for
>I)i'<-|ii( ul:ir <li^phly^ and liullyhoo. many of iheni
Itjined on lh«- unique 2t-Kheet pobter (bee rut).
Thh verfalile piece can be adapted to an
cfffctive animated lobby dinplay. or for the
mar<iuee. Mount il for a < utout. with the headt,
ill -ilhouette. {geared t<» rock a bit as if with the
motion of the train. A moving backdrop of
scenery will enhance the effect, as will a recording of train noises, bells and whistles.
Crowd attraction can be garnered by first
cutting up a mounted 21-sheet in jigsaw style
and publicly as-cmbling it in a prominent localiiiii.

The American Legion can be contacted and
arrangements made for the locomotive used in
parades by the "40 and 8" with 24 sheet posters
mounted on the sides. Have the "40 and 8"
members as your guests at the theatre, with the
train outfit parked out in front.
CLOWN

BALLYHOO

A mysterious clown figures in the plot. A
man in clown costume can carry a placard: "I
may look comic, but I'm a key figure in the
intrigue and thrills you'll see in 'Berlin Express' at the Blank Theatre."
THROWAWAYS
Small envelopes of the kind used by railroads for the enclosure of pullman reservations
could be used as teasers for distribution on
streets and house-to-house. Across the corner
of the envelopes print: ''Reservation for a trip
packedside usewith
thrills,created
action herald.
and adventure." Inspecially

Ii, this scene. Robert Ryan is seen delivering the KO wallop to a Nazi
underground agent during a terrifying fight in an abandoned bter vat.

BEHim

EXPRESS...

Melodrama

"Berlin Express" is a sort of "Grand Hotel *
on wheels. The underlying theme — the desperate need for unity among the peoples of the
world — is expressed in throat-drying terms of
a tense manhunt amid the background of warravaged Europe. The principal characters involved in the intrigue comprise a miniature
United Nations — Robert Ryan, American food
expert; Merle Oberon, French secretary: Paul
Lukas, anti-Nazi German ; Charles Korvin, Parisian importer; Roman Toporow. a Russian
officer; Rol)ert Coote, British educator. Their

with

a

sock!

paths cross aboard the Berlin Express and thev
become enmeshed in a struggle with the Nazi
underground that takes them to Paris, Frankfurt and Berlin. RKO transported its entire
cast, producer Bert Granet and director Jacques
Tourneur to Germany to ensure a documentary
tone of authenticity and realism. That they
have achieved not only this, but articulate and
suspenseful drama as well, is a glowing tribute
to cvervone connected with the production and
hibitors.
a piece of welcome news to the nation's ex-

REPUBLIC
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(Conliuufd from Page 19)
men" (Barry Sullivan), uhicli will start Jiiiic 2.
and 'i.nn Crazy." Julian Lesser and Frank
Medfod are down tor "When A Man's A
M n." Walter Mirisch's -Little Shepherd of
K.ngdoni
and Paul Short's "Had Boy"
(sponsored Come"
by the Variety Chih,, International)
are two more on the Allied list.
NO COXTRACT 1.1 S T
Broidy pointed out that the Allied policy of
hirni(> "name" players for one-picture deals will
continue. In the past twelve month.s^ the company has found this arrangement to be pnjfitable
Mi building marquee interest and econOmical
f.om the point of view of not overloading the
c ntract list with people that cannot be used
resularly. .\mono the names used in the pa.st
yea- are Bill Bendix, Barry Sullivan, Charles
E ckford, Rory Calhoun, Guy Madi.son, Brian
Aherne, Constance Bennett, (lale Storm. None
of these people could carry a picture alone, it
is
adm'tted, but their names help on a niar(|uee,
apparentlw
Monogram has entered into a deal with I'athe
Pictures Ltd., whereby it will release two of
Pathe's British films in this country. One
"My Brother Jonathan", with Michael Denison,is
who is allefiedly known as "Knsland's Jimmy
Stewart."Robert
The other
is "Temtati
on Harbor'',
starring
Newton.
The former
will 1h
released here in October, while "Temptation
Harbor" will go .,ut in November.
Four new films in work: "Hij.;h Tension",
"Manhattan Folksong" (Fredie Stewart June Preisser), "Kidnapped" (Roddv MacD(m-all - Sue F.ngland) and "Back Trail"
( Idinny Mack Brown - Raymond Hatton )
"Saddle Serenade" (Jimniv Wakelv ) was wound
U],.

Top-Budget Program
Hearing Completion Here
TPWO -Msre 1-. g , Ikic and then Republic Will
have completed its schedule of twelve topbudget \) ctures f(jr the \ear. In announcing
this achievement. President Herbert J. Yates
ga.e fu.i credit to the coo])erati<)n he had received all the v\ay down the line in his studio.
When the prr)gram was announced last year,
many local pn.phets said it ccnild not be done that
was fighting
not equipped,
etcetera,
^'ates.
at theRepublic
time, was
hard to
keep control
of his studio, but was determined that he could
bring in this group of high-])riced iiroduct along
with his standard action and melodrama program. He was right.
"Drums Along The .Amazon" ( \'era Ralston
- Brian .\hern - George Brent - Constance
Bennett ) is the tenth on the list and currently
winding up under Associate Producer John
Auer. Still to come are: "The Far ()utix)st"
(Rod Cameron - Ilona Massey) and "Wake of
the Red Witch" (John Wayne).
This group represents the greatest number
of higli-budget films ever attempted by Republic in ( ne year and the heaviest outlay of
money in the studio's 13-year history. Whether

PARAMOUNT

Question: How Did Paramount
Roll Uo 31 Millions Profit?
|^H.\DING
Paramount's
jucywonder
31 millionplus profitabout
for 1947
makes one
how
they did it. The product from this plant has
been below par for quite .some time, yet the profit rolled up was tremendous.
We had occasion to look at three of Paramount's recent releases and, as samples of a
product that earned so much
money, thev merely
served to convince us that sales chief Charlie
Reagan must have used mirrors to get the kind
of rentals he must have gotten. "Saigon" is the
weakest Alan Ladd vehicle to date (and "Wild
Harvest" was no great shakes!). "The 'Sainted'
Sisters" is a Irme little
at comedy that
is more embarrassing thanattempt
funny. And "Alberquerque". reputedly a "million dollar" production
from Pine-Thomas, is pretty much a routine
western - the kind (except for the Cinecolor)
that should be knocked out for about $200,000.
For a studio that plans to produce only 16
features a year (as Henry Ginsberg announced
a few weeks ago). Paramount ought to be able
to do better than productions like that cited
above. The best salesmanship in the world won't
be able to maintain big profits on such films.
However, the future (distant) holds some
promise. A deal has been made with Irving
Berlin to produce "White Christmas" (a sock
title), with Crosby singing that best-seller of
all Berlin tunes, as well as others. This should
be one of the big grossers of the future.
Only one quickie rolling here : "Special Agent"
(William F^ythe - George Reeves).
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HERBERT J. YATE^. SR.
Brings home big-biidg<'t bacon
or not it will pay of? has not as yet been determined, but the production job is done as per
schedule.
Looks like Constance Bennett may decide to
do more business with Republic after her stint
in "Drums
Along the
Amazon."
actressto
owns
two comedies
which
she hasThe
offered
Yates. If the (leal is closed she will act as
producer as well as the star of the films. Her
last venture in a similar vein was with .Allied
Artists on a picture called "Smart Woman."
Latter is a fitting tag,, incidentally, for this
actress who goe> on and on making money in a
business
where
for at least
ten she's
years.been consdered "washed up"
RKO

program of the company. The first oflficial act
under the Hugiies regime was Rathvon's formal
I)ronouncement to RK(J employees that their
jobs were secure and that Mr. Hughes gave
no evidence of wanting to change the jxilicy or
plans now under way at RKO. At this writing
certain conjectures seem almost a certainty. For
instance, it seems inevitable that N. Peter Rathvoii will resign his post, despite rejxjrts that
Floyd Odium stipulated his remaining in thc
jjresidency. I f he does leave, the decision will
be Mr.willRathvon's
own. What
Schary's
move
be still remains
to be Dore
seen, although
most people believe iie wiU also leave the RKO
lot within a short time.
It is certain that the new head man will
take an active role in supervising production.
He is too dynamic and restless to sit by idly
Vvhile others handle the reins.
W ILL SKFK INDIKS
There is no doubt that Hughes will open
his studio to independent prcxlucers. It will
be remembered that RKO led the field in deals
with outside pr(Klucers (it was here that Lit>ert\
I-'ilms and others started), but in the past six
months many of these deals have curdled and
the trend may well swing back and Hughes will
b ■ in the field comiK-ting for top product from
the iiulependcnts.
own Wednesday)
product ("Therepresenting
Outlaw," "N'endetta,"
andHis"Mad
an investment
of
close
to
S8,(K'M).000
will
now
probably
switched
from the United .Artists roster be
to
RKO.
The only other "sure bet" on the Hughes program is television. It is known that he already
ha^ plans to start developing a program of
films for television. He already has applications
on file for permits to construct television stations in Los .Angeles and San Francisco with a
relay circuit between the two.
CHANGES EXPECTED
A change in regime in a major studio always
carries with it a certain degree of upheaval,
although most people believe that there will be
less in this changeover than in most. Hughes
is a well-known figure in this community and
\et not many people know him well. His aloofness isalmost a legend. It is to be assumed that
he will be too preoccupied with his variety of
interests and with the molding of the basic
future of RKO to bother too much with what
goes on in the lower levels.
.And so this studio which has changed hands
more times than any other major in the past
ten yearsTheis once
again withshould
a new be"boss"
at the
helm.
developments
interesting.
Samuel Goldwyn, whose releasing deal with
RKO ends July 1 has notified the company that
he will renew for another year. This move
proves the fact that the Eagle-Lion deal was
mostly myth, as FILM BULLETIN reported
in the beginning. Undoubtedly. Robert R.
\'oung would have liked the Goldw-yn product
under his banner, but apparently the Goldwyn
demands
were keep
beyond
Young's
Y''oung
will probably
trying,
but hescope.
will have
to
wait for another year now. at least.
Meanwhile. Goldwyn has started his latest
film, "Take Three Tenses" (Teresa Wright David Niven). Evelyn Keyes nabbed off the
second lead which had been scheduled for Goldwyn's protege. Cathy O'Donnell.
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Changes Certain To Be
Made

Selznick Busy Acting

Under Hughes Regime

p^OW that Howard Hughes has definitely
acquired 929,000 shares of RKO stock for
a neat S8,500,()00 and thus, the control of that
stud'o. tile new boss got right down to business
pronto.
Hughes spent last week-end in huddles with
the current staff of executives to map the future

As 'Agent' For His Stars
'T^HE production plans of David O. Selznick
continue to be a mystery., even to the people
who work for him. His prolonged stay in New
Y'('rk to straighten out the problems of his releasing organization has the production half of
his business at a standstill. Selznick is a oneFILM

BULLETIN

SIUDIO SIZt-UPS
man shmv and nothing can go ahead on schedule
without his approval. It is, liowever, ])art of
this
showman's
technique
to keep
his hefellow
workers
in the craft
guessing
on what
will
do next. And then he always pulls a rabbit out
of his hat.
They will soon be calling him "agent," if Selznick continues his prifitable business of loanouts. At the moment, he is not only reaping
a solid profit on his investments in Louis
Jourdan and Valli, but he is allowing other
studios to build these people into important
names, so that when and if he is ready to
use them again they will be familiar faces to
the public. His latest acquisition in the talent
department is Hazel Brooks ("Body and Soul."
"Sleep
Love" andplans
"Arch
He has My
no immediate
for of
her Triumph").
in his own
shop, but there will undoubtedly be a loan-<iut
deal quickly.
20th CENTURY-FOX
20%

Cut In Studio Costs

Chedit To Schenck, Zanuck
JQARRVL F. Zanuck and Joseph M. Schenck
are grinning like a pair of satisfied
cliesshires about the new financial report issued in New \ ork last week by president Spyn-is Skouras. It shows a substantial (20 percent) saving on new product since tlie economv
wave surged through Hollywood. This stands
as the most efficient studio streamlinging job to
date out here and the credit is due both men.
Despite this company's
success with
musicals, it is interesting to past
note that the remainder of this year's release schedule has
three musicals listed. "Give My Regardsonlyto
Broadway" (Nancy Guild Dan Dailey Jr.),
"That Lady In Ermine" (Betty Brable - Douglas Fairbanks Jr.), and "Burlesque" (Betty
Grable - Dan Dailey Jr.) are the trio.
These
are in the big, Technicolor tradition and the
first named is scheduled to break in July.
One reason for the cut in musical production
IS that this type of pj reduction is that costs
way beyond the "new look" in budgets. .Another
factor is the studio's success with less-expensive
document
aries and straight dramas and comedies.
Why invest millions when you can make a handsome profit on les.ser sums? Good question.
The answer-fewer musicals.
Two small-time programmers are currently
shooting : "Trouble Preferred" ( Pegg.\- Knudson-Charles Russell) and "West of Tomorrow"
(Kristine Miller - .Arthur Franz).

UNITED

ARTISTS

Loss Of Hughes Films
Will Add To UA's Woes
'P'HE
is stillseems
confusion
. More
more,status
this here
company
to be
losing and
its
grip on quality product and, like a snowball
rolhng downhill, the momentum of the loss is
liuilding fast. The Hughes-RKO deal will be
another blow for this releasing company since
not only will they lose the Hughes product,
but they will also lose the prestige and commercial value of the Hughes fortune beliind the
scenes - and that is important. Grad Sears,
the man who is carrying the load in these days
of problems for UA, is in town now to discuss
the deal on the Hughes product. It will probably be a cash settlement in the neighborhood
MAY
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of a half a million dollars from Hughes, in
return for which LW will release its claims to
the distribution of the three films.
Metro's deal with Enterprise will be another
serious blow to UA. It has been touch and go
on this one for m-rnths but UA executives
hoped to hang on for a while longer at least.
Tlie
battleproduction.
will be over "No Minor \^ices",
now final
winding
CAGNEY TROUBLES, TOO
The Cagneys are acting up again, too. This
I.r( (luction unit is definitely staying in the indie
fic'd with two pictures scheduled for next year.
"Lion In The Streets" budgeted at §2,S0O,(X)0
and "Onl\- the \'aliant", with price tag of
Sl,a)(),0()O, will be the pair. "Lion" will go to
U.\ for release since the compan\- has an inVL'stment in the property of §250,000, but after
tl'.at, the Cagney's indicate, they will not sign
an exclusive deal with ISA.
Meanwhile, there is a bright spot. Cagneys'
"Time of Your Life, " screened here last week,
is destined to he acclaimed by the critics, at
least. The Cagneys deserve congratulations for
bringing this tough transition off with taste
and heart and reality. Saroyan is not exactly
ideal screen material.

O'Flynn" (Douglas Fairbanks Jr. - Helene
C:irter) and Rampart's "You Gotta Stay Happy," (James Stewart - Joan Fontaine). This will
i)e
Fontaine's last before she retires to
haveMiss
a child.
Scheduled for early starts are : Abbott and
Costello's "Mexican Hayride," "Wildfire" (Ann
Blyth - George Brent - Howard Duff) and
'Carlo
Criss -Cross"
(Burt Lancaster - A'vonne DeDan Duryea).
Jack Skirball and Bruce Manning are going
lack into production. They are set with "Sunny
River," based on the Sigmund Romberg - Oscar
Hammerstein musical. Manning is re-writing
on th; script, Romberg is writing a new score
and Skirball is dickering with Mary Martin
(her stock has soared here since a local apperance role.
in "Annie Get Your Gun ) for the
leading
The Skirball-Manning deal with Claudette
Touch"
"The Soft
to start because
Colbert,
June 15, which
has beenwaspostponed
the actress
the lead role in U-I'- "Family
lias signed to doJohn
Honeymoon."
Beck and Wayne Griffin
will co-produce and Claude Binyon is set to
direct.
This
one
is
also
named for a late June
start.
WARNER

BROS.

Hope New Studio Lineup
Will Overcome

WB's Slump

curled nglip re-at
|~^ESPITE
'
the recent HcdJy
J. L.wood's
Warnerslightly
speech-maki
increased production in spite of a bad
record all the way around at his shop,
the studio is trying hard to live up to Boss
activity.
Warner's words by swinging into more sustained
Warners is saying "Look. we're not
just making quickies." .All right, we'll look:
"June Bride" ( Bette Davis - Robert Montgomery) and "Girl From Jones Beach" (Ronald
Reagan - X'irginia Mayo), both announced here
l.'.st issue, are now in work. he third new
slarter this week is a Technicolor action tagged
"The Younger Brothers" (Janis Paige - Wayne
Morris - Bruce Bennett - Geraldine BrcKiks Robert Hutton).
DARRYL F. ZANUCK
Efficiency Expert
L'.\ announced its release schedule going up to
September 1. Eleven pictures wijl come out
from here over tlie summer period. Included in

Also to come are: "Miss O'Brien" (Joan
Crawford) ; "Happy Times," Danny Kaye's
first for this cotnpany ; "The Fountainhead",
with Gary Cooper in the star role, "Two Guys
of the '90's" (Dennis Morgan - Jack Carson).
All in all, we would say that it is a promising

the list : Enterprise's "So This Is New York"
(Henry Morgan - Rudy Vallee). "King of the
Olympics" (a documentary), "Time of Your
Life" (James Cagney), "Texas, Brooklyn and
Heaven" (Guy Madison - Diana Lynn), "An
Innocent .Affair" (Madeleine Carr{)ll - Fred
MacMurray), "Atlantis" (Maria Montez - Jean
Pierre .Aumont) and "Four Faces West" (Joel
McCrea - Frances Dec).

pickup from WB's slovenly performance in the
past six months.
Looks like Harry Sherman inay bring his
production unit over here after he finishes
"Tennessee's Partner," his last on the Enterprise deal. If he comes his first here will
be "Ring Horse," a circus story. The producer will handle his own financing on the
deal using the Warner tie-up for releasing
purpose only.
INDEPENDENTS

UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L

Two New Pix On Stages;
Three To Roll By June 15
'JpWO
onesmore
are on
the soundto stages
here
with newthree
scheduled
go before
June 15. The new ones are: Fairbank's' "The

SCREEN GUILD
One new one in work this week,
another in the Lash LaRue series. This
time it is "Mark of the Lash" with
Suzi Crandell set into the femme lead
just to add a touch of variety. Lash La
Rue and .Al St. John, as usual, carry the
ball.
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ONE OF THE MAJOR CASUALTIES, and possibly a
fatality, of the recent Sui^-eme Court decision in the rilm
anti-trust case, is the Motion Picture Foundation, interindustry philanthropic foundling. An innocent bystander
m the proceedings. MPF organizational plans were aborted
because of "uncertain and chaotic conditions" created b\the decision. Since the future of the motion picture companies is beclouded and will remain so for some time to
come, and since the ]MPF will not be able to fmiction without the financial support of these same companies, plans
have been tabled. A scheduled board of trustees meeting
was postponed until "conditions will clarify so that we may
proceed
members. with plans," president E. \'. Richards advised
RECORDS WENT TOPPLING at 20tli Century-Fox as
the company's eager beaver sales forces, getting hepped
up for the Andy Smith Anniversary Month drive. ]\Ia\- 30June 26, set a new high in feature contracts negotiateil for
the first 18 weeks of this year. Even the peak reached in
1946 went by the boards and the 1947 volume was topped
by 52 sold
per cent.
G. feature
Ballance's
vSouthern
division
alone
a total Harr\of 3600
contracts
in the
last
week of April. On the basis of these figures, president
Spyros Skouras' prediction to stockholders last week that
1948 first half earnings would top 1947 seems destined to
become overwhelming fact. Smith's first anniversary as
general sales manager will be marked by a testimonial dinner Mav 28 at the Waldorf, with jire.w Skouras as toastmaster.
HOWARD

HUGHES HEARD A PAIR of heartening dispatches from the nation's capital last week. First, he learned that he and his airplane manufacturing companies have
been completely exonerated of fraud or malfeasance in a
minority rejxjrt issued by the Senate War Investigating
Committee. Second, his higlilv controversial "The Outlaw." subject of bans, denunciations and other condemnatory acts by censorial and religious groups, has been given
the stamp of approval by no less an authority than the

L". S. Library of Congress. Hailed by the Library as a
"leading production" that truly reflected the modes and
morals of the times in which it is set, "The Outlaw" was
named to the Library's Honor Roll and a new print requested for permanent preservation in the archives.
IF YOU CAN'T GET ANYONE liUT THE OFFICE
Hr)Y at an Eagle Lion exchange these days, you'll know
that the home office top brass is in the area. In each of
the four regional sales meetings currently being conducted,
every soul connected with sales is on hand to hear v.p.'s
William J. Heiiieman. distribution head, and ^Nlax E.
Youngstein, ad-publicity chief, outline the companies sales
and promotion policies for the next year's lineup. First
of the regionals was in New York last week-end ( 15-16) ;
then Chicago this jiast week-end (22-23) ; New Orleans on
the 24th and the final in 'Frisco on the 29th. The sales
force got its first gander at the I^agle Lion Leader, new
monthly house organ jiroduced by Youngstein's department, abig slick-stock tal)l()id which seems destined to liecome the E-L exchangcman's bible.
SAM

BRINGS TO OUR ATTENTION an advertisement In- the National City Bank of NY featuring
this imi)ortaiit financial institution's interest in motion ])ictures. The ad, which appeared in a number of national
magazines, is one of a series called "America, the Provider."
It quotes these interesting facts and figures: "The average

MAV
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By BARN
American spends about $1 a month on movies ... The industry represents a capital investment — in production,
theatres, and distribution — of about S2.6 billion in the
United States and another half billion abroad ... Annual
pavroU of some 30,000 jjeople employed in making films
exceeds $300 million."

REPUBLIC WILL RELEASE FOUR IMPOSSIBLE —
with a capital "I" — Pictures cartoons in Trucalor within
the next year. The new Leonard L. Levinson outfit, which
has been' garnering some strange pulilicity because of its
moniker, has jiacted a seven-year deal with Republic for
a series called "Jerky Journeys" or "Litde known visits
to lesser known places by completely unknown people."
The deal was inked after Republic prexy Herbert J. Abates
and sales topper James R. Grainger saw the first of the
the Seat of the Rhuniba."
series,
release sort of intrigues us : the series,
in the newsRumbolia.
item"Romantic
One
it says, "will introduce a new technique in cartoon production, stressing camera animation rather than figure animation." Holy jumping cameras !
THE

CRITICAL

RAVES

FOLLOWING

the recent Lon-

Rank's "Hamlet" touched
J. Arthur
world premiere
at Universal-International East
of activityof here
off adonswirl
and West Coast headquarters. U-I ad publicity t ippers
John Joseph and Maurice Bergman, dusting off superlatives especially for the occasion, have liegun mapphig superto handle
field staff'
special
developing
plans,
promotion
has
A. Scully,
William
Sales achief
release.
American
the
set a procedure for domestic release similar to that used
in distributing "Henry \'." With theaby United
on a "four wall" basis, initial American opentres leased Artists
ings are scheduled for August.

THE 2500 THIvVTRES now subscribing to the MPAA's
Children's Film Library will have 112 additional features
approved for children's matinees, many of them currently
running, or not yet in release. The supplementary list,
however, notes Arthur DeBra, Community Relations Director, won't become available until they have completed
regular local bookings, and then onl\- to exhibitors who
have played 80% of the regular library subjects. Sounds
like a long-term operation.
OF MEN AND THINGS. . .Universal-International's sales
topper William A. Scully and Eastern ad chief ^Maurice
Bergman will leave for London July 1 to look over U-Fs
forthcoming Rank releases and plan sales and advertising
campaigns. ,. r'araniount prexy Barney Balaban planed to
Holiyvvood last week for huddles with studio chieftain
Henry Ginsberg ... Realart v.p. Budd Rogers is making a
southern and midwestern exswing of the company's Paul
MacNamara has made his
changes .. . Selznick v.p.
"Mark" — that's the name of the six-pound boy (the
MacNamaras' first) born last Wednesday (19th) at L.A.'s
Good Samaritan Hospital ... U-I studio ad-promotion coordinator David A. Lipton is in New York mapjiing ad
canipa-gns on forthcoming product ... Bernie Serlin has
been named Warner's Central District field man liy Alort
Blunienstock. . .Tra Michaels goes up to SRO sales rep in
New York. . .Ed Lachman, N. J. Al'ied prexy. is in ]\Iovietown following a series of inde exhib meetings across the
country ... George Heiber, UA Montreal branch manager,
has won out over LI. S. competition to cop the Grad Sears
Gold Cup for outstanding sales achievement this year...
Foreign ojierations chief Joseph H. Seidelman has elevated
U-I Philippines mgr Herb Tonks to Far East supervisor.
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What

Critics, Too, Disagree
K. Zanuck's
'"Thecontroversy
Iron Curtain"
t« Darryl
have aroused
as nuicli
amongseems
tlie
New \'()rk newspaper critics as if has througliout tlie nation. The 20th-Century-Fox antiConinuinist fihn, made in the documentary-type
mode which has characterized several earlier
successes from this company, was given a reciption from the Fourth Instate which ranged
horn" Ijidicrniis. leaden bore" in the leftish PM,
to "(7 thriUiuii picture every loyal American
should
American.see", according to Hearst's Journal'Pile influential Times critic, Hosley Crowtlier,
felt that it was "excessively sensational and
dangerous lo the dis-casc of our times," as well
as "extremely irresponsible to go all out iinth a
zvave of 'hate the Red'." As for the picture's
entertainment value, — "this ivould pass for mild
spy melodrama if it weren't for the violence of
its blast" which with attendent jiublicity will
give it "zvidcr attention than it would otherwise
receive or deser't'c."
In the Herald Tribune, Howard Barnes finds
that it "does not stack up ivell as propaganda or
entertainment" and that it is "dull zvhere it
should ha-i'e been enoi-jnously exciting."
"HOMECOMING"
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
"Good . . . May be flapdoodle smothered in
sentimental syrup, but those of us who quiver
under the spells of Turner and Oable will never
know . . . Good showcase for the kind of
frustrated romance that makes anv red-blooded
fan"Lana
approach
W"lNSTEN.
and 212
ClarkFahrenheit."—
have been over
this ground
often enough to make any further comment on
their conduct superfluous . . . The only guide
needed on whetiier to see this picture is to recall wiiether vou liked the other Gable-Turner
collaborations!"—
COOK, N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.
"A war may have taken place, but on the MGM
lot they are approaching moviemaking in prewar ways. Once they called it Clark Gable in
'Wife vs Secretary", now it is Clark Gable in
'Wife vs War Nurse.' It is the old, epic, shootthePM. works school of movie-making." — PECK,
"Whatever sincerity and conviction may have
been intended is dissipated in overstated dialogue
and close-ups of Miss Turner ... It is once
again too bad that Gable, a forceful screen
pfsonality, has to waste his time cutting out
such paper
doll-characters
as this." — GUERNSEY. N.Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Both Gable and Miss Turner handle their roles
satisfactorily and if the story is somewhat
lengthv and contrived, it's all quite handsomely
.'^puii
out."— PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL
AMERICAN.

"LETTER

FROM

AN

WOMAN"
UNKNOWN
tJNIVEKSAL-INTERNATIONAL
"Absurd, shallow bit of hoke."— PECK, PM.
"Pair-plus . . .Prime example of the tearjerker . . . Neither bad enough to distract one
from its sole function, nor varied in a way that
niigh confuse the issue . . . Modulated exercise
in mounting grief ."—WINSTEN, N.Y. POST.
"Moody, artificial love story . . . Disorganized
and
watery
picture."— GUERNSEY, N.Y.
HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Story is very thin and it moves very slowly
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the Newspaper

Cntks

on ''Iron Curtain"
On the (jtlier hand, Alton C«>ok, World-Telegram, find it not only "the most explosive aver to
come from / /ollywood" but also "dy>uimic, exeiliiig drama" which avoids "dry or heavy discussion" and becomes an " oloquent , convincing
denunciation" of Communism.
Archer Winsten, in the Post, feels that "as
entertainment in the spy field, it will do nicely,"
hut that its controversial aspects "shouldn't be
taken too seriously since it doesn't say anything
that isn't olivious. i./ls only addition is lo say it
Thea big
Sun's
I{ilecn Creelman lauds it as a
'Boo'."
with
'remarkable tnelodrama, about the most excilin(i picture
haveshould
ever knock
seen," itadding,
"//
carries
a punch I that
right into
box-office
heaven clearPMacross
the country."
The aforementioned
(Cecelia
Anger) and
Journal -.American (Rose Pelswick) stand at
daggers-points in their opinions. "An excruciatingly solemn and drearily old-fashioned spy
jncller. . . it's unlikely that The Iron Curtain
7vill scare - or tvhat is still more unforgiveable
in a movie - that it zvill entertain, a fly',, says
the former, while the latter names it "an authentic documoit and a tense and taut melo. . One for those who enjov a gentle crv at
drama."
the
movie."— PELSWICK. N.Y. JOURNAL
AMERICAN.
"Doleful talc but a touching one . . . One of
those tragic romances which hope to flood a
movie theater with tears." — CREELMAN, N.Y.
SUN.
"A Little heavy, perhaps, in its expression,
but wistful and 'schmaltzy,' none the less . . .
But if you are looking for sensibility and
reasonable emotion . . . beware of this overwritten 'Letter.' It will choke you with rhetiric
and tommy-rot."— CROWTHER. N.Y. TIMES.
"THE FULLER BRUSH MAN"
COLUMBIA
"Fitld dav for lovers of slapstick . . . Much
the best Skelton comedy."— CREELMAN, N.Y.
SUN.
"Laughs arc so few and far between that its
ninetv-odd minutes are verv definitelv not worth
the
efTort."— GUERNSEY, N.Y. 'HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Good . . . Sure crowd pleaser, and a good bet
for anyone's money on a night when easy laughs
are
POST.the requirements." — WINSTEN, N.Y.
you enjoyed
any this
otherone.
Skelton
picture, run
by
all"//means,
hasten to
Otherwise
for your life."— COOK. N.Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"Flimsy, noisy and wearisome afTair ; its humor is based solidly on the notion that the pratfall is the funniest thing that ever happened in
American comedy." — PECK, PM.
"For all its limpness ... a pretty good sample
of slapstick in the latterday Keystone style . . .
A frank batch of advertising tie-ins suggest that
Producer Small is working his way through
college - with boundiny
takinv the knocks."
—CROWTHER,
N.Y. Red
TIMES.
"THE BROTHERS"
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
"Tremendous latent power, out it rises to the
surface in a series of explosions rather than
as anHERALD
integratedTRIBUNE.
horror movie." — BARNES,
N.Y.
"Everyone

Say About

New

Films

praise . . . Even the writers may be forgiven for
x.eaving a rather reminiscent story, for they
have brocaded it most artfully with the folklore
«.! a highl> colorful people." — Peck, PM.
"Sombre . . . Interesting backgrounds and
good camera work . . . But a rambling script
and slow, uneven pace peg it as <jne of the lesser
British
AL imports."—
AMERICAN. PELSWICK, N.Y. JOURN".\'f)/ comedy, although its wry laughs are fre(|uent . . . .\ study of character and environment
. . Has visualN.Y.
beaut\
CREELMAN.
SUN.found in few films." —
"I'air-plus . . . Excessively long, talky . . .
Picture of distinct, original quality which is
nevertheless not an unqualified success either
as
art or entertaiimient." — WINSTEN, N.Y.
POST.
CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Agfaln Available as premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety,
latest 48-pag'e
newsF. stand
editions.
Comics Premium
Co., 412
Greenwich
3t.,
New York, N. T.
THEATRE WANTED
will lea«€ or buy theatre in Eastern Penna.
or
New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.
~
\
Your Service — Our Responsibility
NEW

JERSEY

MESSENGER

SERVICE
Member Nsf I Film Carriara
250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7. Pa.
LOouat

THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

m thank all Ihtatre ownefi and managars who
cooperated witi
by pitting rrtom trall«^ in
the proper addressed containers and for wrappinf
and addretsini) all retorn adverthllifWe can serve all Hieotres better
if they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons hove
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES. Inc.
236 N. 23rd St, Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St..
Phlla. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers

connected with the film merits
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FILM DAILY

Dont be ivithout this veritable
gold mine of information in
one Handy and Beautifully
Bound Volume. Why guess
about facts when it has "All
The Answers'^ to the Motion
Picture Industry Always at
your hand ivhen you want them.
CHANGES WERE PLENTY
DURING THE PAST YEAR.
BECAUSE YOU NEED MORE
FACTS TO KEEP UP WITH
THE PARADE. . YOU NEED
THE NEW 1948 YEAR BOOK.

Mail
Get

of

This

Coupon

Today

NOW--

Film Daily Year Book covers — in One Volume — all statistical
and infonnativc data on the motion picture industry and
|)laces at the finger tips of executives, producers, distrihutors,
( xhihitors and all those in any way interested in the film
industry a wealth of valuable information.
I subscription to THE FILM DAILY will not only keep
yon inforntpd on up-to-the-minute tteus and revieics but will
(iiiswer your every question on motion pictures throughout
the year.

THK FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway
New York 18, N. Y.

SHI^Stt^jS IBlESS^
W mMtOM ^^f^jf^^^^^AUmilMl
S-SSSB^glf^S^gSfy^lYaSSBSSS

HollvwooU Office
<i4->"> Hollywood Blvd.
Holl.vwoo<l, Calif,

Gentlemen:
Please enter my subscription to THE FILM DAILY, and send me my
copy of THE FILM DAILY Year Book. I enclose $10.00 (Foreign $15.00).

Name

Street
City

State

'.'.'.'.10-27

PRODUCTION

S

RELEASE

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
• nd running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (47)
Completed ( .3)
Completed (17)

In
In I'riMluction (3)
(1)
(2)
III I'roduetion
rrodui'tion

NEW PRODUCTIONS
FBI MEETS SCOTLAND YAKO
Mystery—Started May 10
Cast: Dennis O'Keefe, Louis Hayward.
Director: Gordon Douglas
Producer: Edward Small
Stiiry: I HI .m,! Siotlaml Yar.l inllaborate on .solviiiK iiiteriiatldnal criine.
UNDERCOVER MAN
Melodrama — Started May 7
Cast: Gleoin Ford, Nina Foch.
Director: Joseph Lewis
Producer: Robert Rossen
story: Ti-.>aHiiry
trails big-time mobster for income tax invasion.
liac-l<Krounii.
\ utiicntir Anpiil
LOADED PISTOLS
Western — ^Started May 4
Cast: Gene Autry, Barbara Britton, Jack Holt, Chill Wills, Robert Shayne.
Director: John English
Producer: Armand Schaefer
story: Aiitry saves an innocent man from nnmler rap.
THE WALKING HILLS
Western — Started May 10
Cast: Randolph
Scott. Ella Raines, William Bishop, Jerome
Courtland, Edgar Buchanan, John Ireland, Russell Collins.
Director: John Sturges
Producer: Harry Joe Brown
story: Seven adventurers start out to find buried wagon train for gold.
Tliey quarrel among themselves and bring destiuoi.on, but the final
tragedy is the discovery that the wagon train had no gold.
RILEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rel.
Titit — Ronning Tint
Cast Dttalli
Conjo Bill
McGiire-Moore 5-10.
Rm.
Gentleman From Nowhere
Baxter- Baker
5-10.
Loaded Pistols
Aitry-Brlt:an
Rosty Pays a Debt
Donaldson-Litel
OOWFLBri KD
1947-48
Adventures in Silverado (75)
Bbhop-Htnry ... .11 10. .3-25.
Arkansas
fincent-Hot Shots . 3-29
Details Swing
inder title: Texas Sandman
Best Man Wins (75)
Ijchrnsn-Lee . . . . 12-22
.8-18.. . .5-6.
Big Sombrero. Tie
5-10.
Betails ander title: A Littit Spanish Town kiitry-Virdiigo
Bla"' Eagle
Bishop-Patten
Rliik Arrow. The
Nayward l air
8-4
Blazing Acroii Tho Pmoi
Starritt-BiraeH* ...11-24 12-18.
..9-29.
.9-1. . .6-3
iltadle'i Analversary (67)
.Siagletoa-Lake
Blondle's
(67)
Details Reward
under title:
Blondle's Night Oit Singleton-Lake
irltk Bradford
Richmond-Johnson 10-27. .12-18.
.9-29. i2-li!
Cofonor Creek (C)
Stott-Chagann . ..7-21.
.'.i-ik.
•ivll Ship (62)
Lano Caapbell . .
. 10.4-15.
Ont To Earth (T) (101),
Haywortb-Parki
10-29 .
27 . .6-48.
Filler Brish Man, The (93)
Skelton-Blair
.8-4
Callant Blade (C)
Parks-Chapman
. .12-8.
Clanoor Girl (68)
Knpa-Reed ... .11-10.
. .9-1
Her Wonderfjl Life
KltHra Etrrth
Details inder title: The Eternal MtHiy
.5-26. . .1-48.
I Love Trouble (94)
Ttot-Blalr ...
••talk gndof title CMble Takt
..2-2
I Sorreader Bear
loan-Stroet . .5-26.
3-1 12-47.
It Had To Be Yog (98)
»»gor^-W:idt 10-14. . 5-48. .
...1-3
lady f oai Shanghai, The (87)
layworth W'lles
.1-19.
let's
Fall
In
Love
Laaoar-ABiMhe
.11-24.
Urn of earmon, The
Haywartk-Fard . . 11-10.
Llli Belle
LaBOar-Montgaaivy
.3-17.
■an From Calorad*. The (T)
Fard-»r»w
.. .3-15.
Manhattan Angel
Jean-Ford
Details nnder title: Sweetheart of the Blaei
4-8.
■ary Loo (66)
Lowary-Barion ... ..9-15.. .1-23.
.4-28.
.3-29
Mating of Millie. The (87)
Ford-Keyes . . .7-7. .
My Dog Rusty (67)
Donalilson-Litrl
.2-19.
Ptanton Valley (53)
Starrett-Bimetti . . .8-4. .4-15.
12-22 .1-48. .
fort Said (69)
Bishop-Henry
.2-16
Mneo of Thieves (72)
Hall-Narlsan 5-12. .2-48.
RilMitleti (93)
Voang-Chapman 12-9.
Details irdor title: Throo Wort Tharrs«kbrWs
Ritira of Oetobrr The
Ford-Moort
9-29.
Rotarn of The Whistler, Thg (63)
DDaae-Aabart 10-27. .3-18.
Risty Leads the Way
Donaldson- Moflen ... 3-1.
Details ondrr title: Rosty Takes a Walk
.3-15
Slgo of the Ram, Tho (84)
Petors-Knox 8-4. .3-48.
28
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mm
SIngin' Spurt
tlx GiR Law (54)
Hnnd Tli» 'Serial!
Song o( Idaho (66)
kuawiarry iMn. Iht
Sipermaa (Serial)
ktardsaaa. The (T) (SI)
Tax firalHtr (Serial)
Thinderhaol
Detans ander title: Wild Far*
To the Eads of the Earth (109)
Trappedof bySonoraBoston(55)
Cla'iklc (67)
West
Whirlwind Raiders (54)
Winner Take Nothing
Woman from Tangier. Tho (6(>
Wrangi r. The iCi

Hoosler Hot Shots
SUrrett-Saiadors
Crakko-Blabo ....
Hoo,,er Hjt Shots
Aitry R-ary ....
AJia-Nell
Parks-Drrw
Ste>ent-Stewart .
Fatter-Biskap ...
rawell-Hassn
Corrs-i.-neBaraette
Starrett
I'a relt S'i dm
Kit. hell-N g i .
I<r cn<-Dinne . .
Tu(ti-Er tton

24, 1948

..1-9
'.'l-48.'.'.V
....5-26..
.7-7. . ..9-4
3 4-1
30
7-7
. . .2-l«.
. ..12-9.
. .2-16.
.2-48
.
8-4 . . .5-13
.3-25
. . .12-9
'..IS . . .i-13
.9-29
. . 12-22
9-29
4-12 .
. . 3-15 .2-12.....

3-15

EAGLE-LION
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (.36) In Frrwluction (1)
Completed (7)
In Production (0)
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Rooning TImi
Ca t
Dcta li
Twenty ! ne Cites
Bss hart-Brady 5-10 5- 2-7
19 .
COALPLETICD
1947-48
Rel.
Adventures of Casanova (83)
doCordova-Nash ....5-12
821
Assignid to Djn-er (66)
i.y o.idNash
Bhtci Hill, (£8i
I a- »tn
5 1;.. .11-22. .812 . .2-2
Blende Satage (61)
Shecwocd Erlesoa ....7-7. 10-27
Born To Fight
frady Sbaw
3-15 6- 30 .107. .10-13
Canon City i83)
Brady-Meade
. 3-23 . 1 24
Check Voir Cans (55)
Oea -Gam
7-7.
Close-up (76)
Boxter-f ilncre .12-22 .4-24.
824..12-1
.820
.853.
Co^ra btiikes. the (6Z)
Byaa-Frasor 1-5.. 6-9
Enchanted Vall y (C) (77)
Cartis-G ynne 9-1 .3 2/.
Headin' For Heaven (71)
Erwia Farrell 8-4. . .1-17. .817. . .3-29
It's Haider
Swiutr Wkalaa
. 5 12
Hollow TriBBch
Henreld-Beaaett 2 16.
.no 1-5
Lady At Midnight
Denning-Lee . 3-15
Let's Live A LittJe
lamarr-Cimmlngs . . 3-1. ...1-3..
Linda Be Gaad (67)
Hebbird Knox
7-21 11-15 .
Lovf From A Stringer (81>
Sidnoy-Hodlak 3-17. 10-18 . . .808. .13-27
ManDeta.ls
from aader
Texas title.
(71)
Craig Biri
5-26. 6- 23 . 806... 12-8
A laxai Stao
.815 . .4-12
Mickey (C) (87i
Bo'lcr Goodw n . . . 11-10 . .4-27. . 825
Noose Hangs High, The (77)
Abbott-Coste:io 11-24. .7-28
819. . .4-12
Northwest
Lesi:e-Cra:g 7-21 7- 14
Dejili Stampede
ender title:(79)
Wild Can«aael
. .3-20. . 830
October Man. The (91)
Mills-Greenwaod . Fareign.
828
Oliver Twist
Davie; Foreljn 5- 12. . .816.
.3-29
, 5-5 . .
Open Setret (70)
Ireland-Randolph ... 9-1 . .9-27..
813.
. .2-16
tut of The Blae (91)
Breat Mayo
3-3.
.857
.001....
9-1
Prairie Oitlaw
Dean-Holt 11-10
Raapagi
Mitchell Long
12 22.
RawDetails
Deal i78)
O Keefe Trevor 11-24 . 5-26
822
iBdar titk: Carkicrtw Allay
4-3
Rothless
(1C4)
ieott-Lynn
9-1
.3-27. . 818 .3-29
Details inder title: Praliia t* Nlfht
Soven Sinners (86)
Dlitr ch-Wayae . .Rolnao. .7-21
829
Shed No Tears (70)
FoT-Vincent 3-1. .1-31..
16 .
Snegglen, Ihi (85)
Redgrave-Kent ...Forelta. .6-.7-7.
6-2
Spiritualist. The (79)
Bey-Bari
1-19. .3-27 . . .811. . . .2-2
823
Satter's Gold (93)
Arnold
Relssie. .
Sword of the Avenger (76)
Delgalo-Gerie
.858
Tioga Kid (54)
Oean-Ates
.2-28. . . .814
T-Men (91)
D Kee-e
7-21. . .1-10.
Take My Life (85)
Cy.it WilMaais Foreign .2-21. . .8>J . .12-22
lamarrow 'oe u«'
ire an -«>»
j-i^
Tornado Range (56)
Oean-Holt
9-1. .11-15. .
Wh.spering City (1.2)
Lalia»-Uantli.a
854 .ii-24
.805.
.849.'.'.'.'.'.'.'
FILM
CLASSICS
1947-48 Features

Completed ( 6) In Production (0)
RELEASE CHART

COMPLETED
Title — Rinning Time
Cast
Drtalls Rel.
Argyle Secrets
Gargaa-Lord
5-7..
Blonde les
PaiioBrooks 3-1... 5-20.,
Devil's Cargo
Tal e t Hidson
4-1..
Miraculois Joiney (C)
Calhoin-Long 4-12
Money (C)
Madness
Paff-rty-S'ae-nont
..4-15..
Sofia
Raymond-Gurie 3-29

Rev.

-MAYER
1 METRO1&47-48 Features

COLD

W

YN

In Production (4)
Completed (36)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE THREE GODFATHERS (T)
Drama — Started May 8
Cast: John Wayne, Pedro Armendariz, Harry Carey, Jr., Ward
Bond, Ben Johnson, Mae Marsh, Jane Darwell.
Director: John Ford
Producer: Merian C. Cooper
story: Not available. See next issue.
FILM

BULLETIN

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
ritl»— Rionloj TIM
Cut Dlttlli III.
Command Decision
Gable-Pidseon 4-26
Sun in the IVIorning. The (T)
IVIacOonald-Nolan ...5-10
Words and Music (T)
GarlandRooney 4-26
(all star)
1947-48
Alias The Gentleman (74)
Beery-Patrick 5-13... Mar.
B. F'l Oaoghtar
Stanwyek-Hellin 8-6... Apr..
Big
City.
The
(103)
O'Brien-IVIurthy
(ride
Goes under
Wild, title:
The (98)
johnson-Allyson.... 10-27
7-7.... June.
Mar.
Details
VIrtious
Cass Tlmbcrlane (119)
Traey-Tarner 5-18 Jan.
Bate With Judy, A
Beery-Powell 1-5... July..
Easter Parade
Astaire-Garland 12-8. . .July. .
Cone With the Wind (T)
Gable-Leigh Reissue ... Feb .
fiaod News (T) (95)
3-31 De«.
CtmiDetain
Oalphli
antferStrttt
titia: Tlit ^ariMMl TMak Turner-Hcflin 9-30... Nov.
High Wall, The
Taylar-Totter 7^7 Feb.
Homecoming
(113)
Gab'e-Turner 9-15...
If Wlater Comet
(97)
Pldgesn-Kerr
6-9 May.
Jan.
Jalia Miibahavei
Garson-Pidgeon 1-19... Aug..
Killer McCoy (103)
Rooney-E. Taylor . . .6-23. . . . De<.
Lixary Liner (T)
Brent-Ciltord 9-1
Klulof Bandit, Tha (T)
Sinatra-Grayien 5-26
Master of Lawle
Gwenn-Leigh 9-29
Details under title: Hllli af Homa
•■ An Island With Yaa
Williams-Lawford . . .6-23. . . Jjna. .
Pirate. The (T) (102)
Garland-Kelly 3-3
Starch. The (105)
Clift-MacMahon
Mm at Laie. A (119)
Hepbarn-Henreid ...11-25 Ott.
•MaMT RalKty
Rooney-OeHavcn 7-8... Apr.
Soothern Yankee
Skelton-Dahl 2-2... Aag.
State Of The Union (120)
Tracy-Hepborn 10-13... Apr.
Three Musketeers (T)
Torner-Kclly 2-16
T«Mti
A«eno«far Aujel
O'Brien-Morphy
4-1... Nai.
Feb
Tklt Tine
Keeps (76)
(T) (105)
Wiillamt-M^alilor . ..8-6
Tftrtt
Daring
Daaghtert
(T)
(115)
MaeOonald-ltarbl
.
.11-25.
..
Mar.
Datalls ander titl*: Tha BMt and tha Seas

PARAMO
«t.

. .820
.818. . .2-16
3-29
. .819. . .3-15
. .8U. .11-10
.3000
.810. .18-22
. . .811
.815
.826
..814....1-S
.809. 10-27

4-12
4-12
.804. . . .8-4
.821
.824... 3-29
.816. . l-U
808. .10-13
.817. . .2-16

MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (22)
Completed (10)
PRODUCTK>NS

In Production (2)
In Production (0)

NEW
MANHATTAN FOLKSONG
Musical — Started May 10
Cast: Freddie Stewart, Phil Brito, June Preisser, Noel Neill, Alan
Hale Jr., Chick Chandler, Helen Woodford, George Beatty,
Gertrude Astor, Roy Avera.
Director: Will Jason
Producer: Will Jason
story: Songwriting brothers are rivals in their work and their romance
but, finally, peace is restored by their mother.
KIDNAPPED
Adventure — Started May 10
Cast: Roddy MacDowall, Dan O'Herlihy, Sue England, Jimmy
Dodd, Alex Gerry, Erskine Sanford.
Director: William Beaudine
Producer: Lindsley Parsons
Story: The old Robert Louis Stevenson classic set to film again.
RIIBASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-4S
Rel.
No. Rtv.
Dataih
Title— Rannlng Tine
Cast
.11-24. .3-21.
Angels'
Alley
(67)
Gorcey-Gray
...
Released originally ander title: When Strangers Marry
••trayed (66)
MlteAum-Hiater .Raltsga. .12-27. .4706
Back Trail
Brown-Hatton
.12-8. .4-18.
Canpas Sleath
Stewart- Preisser
.4-11. .4755.
Crossed Trails (53)
Brown-Hatton
■oats of New Brieani (70)
Winters-Ycung
.. 11-24
.9-15. . .. .4-4.
Flflklln« Mad (75)
Errol-Klrt«a«d
.2-7. .4709.
Details ander title: A Patooka Namad Joe
2-2.
.
.4-25.
French
Caoper-Caagan
DetftiltLeave
ander(64)
tltla: Kllroy On Detk
.5-16.
Frontier Agent (56)
Brown-Hatten
HiBh TIda (72)
Castle-Knox 2-16. 10-11.
I Wouldn't Be In Yoor ShOM
Castle-Knox 2-16. .5-23.
.1-10. .4704
Jlggs and Maggie In Society (66)
Yale-Rlano 9-29.
. 1-19 .
Jinx Money (68)
Goreey-Caldwell
Loalslana (85)
Davis-Lindsay
'.4703. '.'.jlis
. .. . .4-12.
.3-3.
.4-26.
Michael O'Halloran
Roberts-Beckett
Mystery of The Golden Eye
Winters-Young . .1-19. , .3-28.
.1-31.
Bklahama Blues
Wakeley- Belmont
•mrland Trails (58)
Brown-Belmont
.11-24.
. 5-6. .4731.
Partners of th« Sunset
Wakely-Larson
Parllaas Watan (66)
Cast1e-L«ng ...
.9-1. .2-14.
. .ii'-i'.
. .6-6.
Range Renegades
Wakely-Holt
.
.3-7.
iMky (76)
«1cDowall-Barrier . .8-18. .3-14. .4705 .
lot* of tha Rio Grande (60)
Carroll-Msvita . . Reissue.
.4710.
Saddle Serenade
Wakely-Taylor
2-16.
Shanghai Chest, The
Winters-Bast
Details under title: Morder by Alphabet
.
Sign of the Wolf (69)
Whalen-Bradley . . . Reissue. . . .5-2. . .4711
. .627.
.4707'...1.5
inart Polities (68)
Prelssar-Stewart . . .9-15.
..1-3.
.1-17.
.
11-10.
.
.
.686.
Wig of Tha Drifter (33)
Wakely-Cales .
.6-13.
'.5.36!!..
Stage Struck
Long- Richmond . . . .3-15. . .3-28.
Tkantfer On the Range
Brown-Hatton
2-2..
Triggerman
Brown-Hatten
'.'.'..8.'.
ALLIED ARTISTS
Babe Ruth Story, The
Beodix-Trevor
3-29.
DudeDetails
Goes under
West, title:
The
Albert-Storm
12-8.
The Tenderfoot
.4-19.
Raatod. The (85)
Ballta-Faster .
It Hagpoia* on Finb AWMo (115)
sm-DaFara
.z-aa..
P«hao4l« (84)
Caaieroa-Dmms ....9-29. .4.30..
7..
tMTt Woman (90)
Bannett-Aberne
Son of My Heart (89)
Sandstrom-Loag . . .10-27.
2-3. ..1-31. ....4. .il-24
DoMIt tUm tltti: Tir«|lo tyapkoar
MAY

24, 1948

1947-48 Features

U N T

Completed (36)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SPECIAL AGENT
Drama — Started May 1
Cast: William Eythe, George Reeves, Laura Elliot, Carol Mathews, Paul Valentine.
Director: William Thomas
Producer: Pine-Thomas
story: Train
his life.robbery and murder gives bored railroad agent the chase of
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Deta.ls
Tltla — Banning Time
Cast
. .5-10.
Dark
Circle
IMillard
Tctte.-....
Sorrowful
Jones
Hope-Ball
The Accused
You. g-(;tframings . . .A-26.
. . 4-26.
1947-48
COMPLETED
.2-20. .
AJborquertiee (C) (90)
Scott-Brittoa ... ..9-29.
.4726 2-2
.4709
.3-3.
Beyend
. .9-3. .
DetailsGlory
under(82)
title: The Long, Grey Line Ladd-Reed
.3-17. . .4-9.
. .4713 2-2
Big Clock, The (95)
IKIIIand-O'SDilivan .5-26. 12-12.
Big Town Afier Dark (70)
Reed-Brooks .... .9-29.
.11-24
.3-5 . . .4706
Caged Fury (61)
Denaing-Ryan
.4711. . . .3-1
.6-24. . . .7-2.
. 4720
CeaoectUut
Yankee,
A
(1)
Crosby-Flemino
Disaster
Dennlng-Marshall ...2-16.
Dream Girl (86)
Hutton-Carey 5-12. . 7-23 . . .4721. .
Emperor Waltz, The (T) (106)
Cro.by-Fontaine ...6-24. . .7-2. . ..4720.
.4724. .
Foreign Affair, A (116)
Arthur-Lund-Dietrich 12-22
Great Gatsty, The
Laid-Field
3-29. ..6-18.
.8-20.
Hatter's Castle (105)
Mason-Kerr Foreign
.4718. . .4-26
Hazard (95)
Goddard-Carey . . .11-10 ..1-16.
1 -28 . .4/16 . .3-29
I Walk
Alone
(99)
Laneaster-Seott
...12-23.
.4708. .12-22
Dolallj ai4tr tltla: Daa4l«ak
Isn't It Romantic
Lak:-DeWolle 3-1.
Mr.Details
Recklessander(66)
Eythe-Brltton 11-10. .3-26... 4712... 3-1
tltla: HaH To Kill
My Own Trae Lo«i
Doaglas-Cal*art 7-7.
NowDetails
and Forever
under title: Abigail, Dear Heart Ralns-Headrix 2-2
Hlfbt Has A Thoasand Eyoi
BoblDioo-Basiall 7-7
Palafaci, Tha (T)
Hora- Russell 8-18 6-11.
Road To Rio (100)
Crosby-Hopa 1-6. . .12-25. .4707.
.4717. .11-24
.4-26
Shaggy (C) (72)
Joyce-Shayne
4710. .. .2-16
Saljon (94)
Ladd-Lake
12-9. . . .3-12. .4723
'Sainted' Sisters, The (89)
Lake-Caolfield 10-27. . . .4-30.
. .3-15
So Evil My Love (100)
Milland-Todd 5-26.
.4715.
Sorry, Wrong Namber
Stanwyck-Lancaster ..2-2 . 8-6. .4715.
Speed To Spare (57)
Arlen-Rogers 10-27.
Tatlock Millions
Hendrix-Lund 4-12 . . .5-14.
.4705. . ..9-29
UnconfBortd (T) (146)
Coooer-Goddard ...8-19. .6-25. .4719
.3-1
Waterfront At Midnight (64)
Gargan-Hughes 12-8.
Whisparlng Snitli (T)
Ladd-Manhall 4-28 . .4-2.

RELEASE CHART
— 1947-48 —
REISSUE
Rel.
Title — Running TImo
Cast Details
Alias Mary Dow (66)
Milland-Eilers
Argentine Nightt (73)
Ritz Bros. -Andrews Sis Mar.
Black Cat, The (72)
Ladd-Rathbona
Oct.
Black Friday (71)
Karlofl Lagoil
Oct.
Botch Hinds the Baby (77)
Bruce-Crawford
Nov.
Captive Wild Woman (60)
Carradine-Ankers
Apr.
Drums of the Congo (61)
Erwin-Monson
Apr.
Ex-Champ (72)
MeLaglon-Brown
Gbost of Frankenstein (67)
Chaney-Anken
Jan.
Give Us Wings (62)
L.T. Goys-D.E. Kids
Graan Hell (87)
Falrbanks-Bcanett Dee.
Hellzapotipin (87)
Olsen-Johnson
Mar.
Invisible Man. The (71)
Rains-Stuart
Dec.
Invisible Man Returns (81)
Priee-Hardwicke
Dm.
Lady Froai Cbeyenna (89)
Young-Preston
Sapt
Lady 111 a Jam (85)
Donne- Knowie?
Sept.
Littia Tough Gay (83)
L.T. Guys-D.E. Kids
Mar.
LIttIa Tough Gays In Soalcty (73)
Little Toagta Gays
Mar.
Magnificent Brute (78)
McLaglcn-Barnes
Apr.
Model Wife (78)
Blondcll-Powall
Mummy's Ghost (65)
Cbaney-Carradine
Feb.
Mommy's Tomb (61)
Foran-Ckaiey
Feb.
Pittsburgh (91)
Wayni-Dletrlch-Seott Dee.
Sea Spoilers (63)
Wayne-Grey
Apr.
Sii Town (74)
Bennett-Crawtor* Jan.
Son of Draenia (80)
Chaney-Allkrlttan Jan.
Storm, Tbo (78)
Blaktord-F»stor
Feb.
Tight Shoas (69)
Crawford-Gwynna
No».
Wh» Tomorrow Comes (92)
Donna-Boyer
You're Not So Tough (71)
L.T. Oayt-D.E. Kids

No.
. . .736.
..1129.
.5013, Rev.
..1046.
.1217.
.. .1290.
.1210.
. . .926.
. ..1£12.
1095 .
.. .6046.
..1017.
.623.
. .1029.
.. .1208.
.1121.
.. .. .917.
.929.
. . .796.
. .1124.
. .1344.
. .124«.
. .1270.
.. ..1266.
.361.
..1295.
....948.
..1139.
.924.
..1063.

REPUBLIC
1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (22)
Completed ( 9)
Completed ( 3)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)
In Production (0) 29

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
K<l.
TItIt— Running Tine
Cast Ottaili
D.-unis Along the Amajsn
Brcnt-Ralsloji 5-10
CUMi'L,KTEII
Adventures
of Frank & Jessie James 1947-48
IKoorc-Neill 4-26
Bandits o< Dark Canyon
Lane Waller
12-15
Bill and Coo (Tr.) (61)
Burtor» Birds
3-28
Blue Lady, The
Carroll Mara
4-12
Bold Frontiersman
Lane-WaHer 12-22. .4-15. .
Details under title: Cimarron Trilli
Califoriiii firebrand (Tr.) (63)
Hale-Boolh 1013. . .4-1. .
. 2-1. ..
Campus Honfyiiioiiii
Crane-Wilde 10 13. .r-13
Canon City Raiders
Lani> Wa Is2-16.
Dangers of the Canadian IVIounted (Serial) . . Uannon-crlmonl .10-27. .4-24. .
Daredciils of the Sky
I |j|n-.ston-Clark ....3-11
Eyes of Texas, The (T)
Ro-cs- Roberts 4-12 . .1-31
G-Mtii Ke»ti Forget iSerlali
Moore-Ames
8-4.
Gallant Legion, The ,
EIliofl-Booth 1-5 .4-25
Heart of Vliglnia
Martln-Lowc.-y .12-22. .5-25
I. Jan.' t)oe
Hisscy-CaToll . ..11-24.
Inside
(87)
Di3 a.lsStoy,uniirrThe tillr:
Fnit of the Ralntoa Hont-.andigan 9-15. .3-14.
12-20.
It's A ofGrand
OH Nag iTr.)
la too Marl
''■•nlure
Kinii
the Gamblers
Wriqht
n
5-10.
. .12-8. . .3-25.
Light:!
n'
in
Ihc
For.
si
(58)
Rob-rts-Dcag
as
1-1.
Kjehtth
We In-Nolan .
11-10.
Madnnni of The De-erl
Castle- Robert*
.7-7 . .2-23.
Miii. Street Kid. The
Ptarte- Martin 9-29
Ma-'-h-l of Amir;ilo
Lanp Waller
Moon-lse
Clart-litMll 1-5
NichttiTie in Nevada (T)
Rog rs- Harmon
5-10
Olilrhiima Badlands
Lana-Cates ll<24...2-22
Old Los Anpel'i
Ellio.t-MeLcod . . 10-13 . . 4-25
Out of the Storm
Lydon-Collicr 3-23
title: Cackfire
RedOetai
Ponys un'er
The (T>
L«)r HIUIliB
6-9
Seeret
Inmtigater
Bri'ges-Robcrts
. .5-31
Sll
py Service
Mci^eiBarry-Evant... .2-16.
9>1...1>13
Sons of Adventure
Hayden- Roberts 3-15
Tra'n
lo Aleatra?
Drtails
under title: Alcatraz Prisan Train Barry-Martin 3-1 ,
Under California Stars (Tr.)
roce-s-Traz e .... 11-25. ... 5-1
RKO
l{)t8 Features

'.'.'.'i-9.

SCREEN
l!'lT-^^ Features
.7i2.
.728.
.754.
.703. .4-26
.755.
, .6"4.
.792.
.791.
.707
.710
.705. . .3-23
.761
.703
.706 . .4-26
.704.
.701.
.753.
708.
.711.
.702.
.731.

GUILD

( ompleted (r>)

RELEASE CHART
COMHI.KTKI)
1947-48
OtU Is
Rel. Me.
Title— Rennlng Time
Cast
9-20 . 4704.
X-2.
Boy! What a Girl! (69)
Negro Can ..
5-10 10-11...
Bo.'ning (.rots the (78)
Oanltli-Pattan .
.4703.
Oiad Man's Gold
-a u>-St. John
3-31. .
,4-28
Diad Man . Gold
' ■^ u SteAJrt
Dragnel
i7))
wi.couon-ur^an
10-25
Hoilyaieod 8ar« Dance (69)
5-24 .6 21. .4701.
Tobb-lnrlng
Oitallt
ander
title:
Waetera
■are
Oaaaa
'
a:(o:
Craniill
K Her Dill (71)
X-3
C»ynnr-A btrson ...3-31
.9-13. .4702.
.3-31
Mark
L.-sh
,4706.
Miracleof IntheHarlim
(71)
S e in Fetchit
5-14
Road to the Big Hoesa (72)
h I on Dorin
12-27
4705.
Aubcrl-8a
trr
4-30 . .4708.
Prairie, Ths (80)
Trail of the Moentlet (42)
Kayden-Holi
. .3-29. . .2-21
OtXtM under title: Law ef the Moenties
12-13 .4707.
Where the North Begins (41)
Hiiden-HJt

Features

SELZNICK
— S.
OmpJet«Ml ( 5)

In Production (0)
4-14
RELEASE CHART
49
COMPLETED
Deta
It
Title — Riming Tim
Cast
Rel.
.KeUtia
Diet I" the Sen f •138)
Jo-es '0">n
N*.
Bergnian- Howard
(70)
Intermeno
Ret
10-13 7-1
3-29
■r. Blandlnts
BilKs Hh Dream Hiaia . . Grant-Lny
12-23
Paradine Case, The (132)
rodd-Peek
. ...S-3.. 1-19
-FOX
Pufiri 1 ei Jenny
Mtien Jenee
1

RADIO
Completed (28)

III rioduetlon (0)

3-11
In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
TAKE THREE TENSES
Drama — ^Started May 14
Cast: Teresa Wright, David Niven, Evelyn Keyes, Farley Granger, Leo G. Carroll, Jayne Meadows, Philip Friend.
Producer: Samuel Goldwyn
Director: Irving Reis
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
DtUils
C'.st
Rd.
Title — Running Time
Ha.
. .. .5-10.
Weep
No
More
Cot
e--\
a
li
r-10.
Co ygua d
Ti rrey-lan;
COMPI.ETED
li)47-4« —
fi!-OCK .NO. TWO
414.
l> Tracy Mfts Gruesome (65)
Byrd-Karltft
11 24
Ni h; Song (102) , .
.Andrem-Maren 4-14.
8(9 11-24
.806.
Uel.alU under title: Memory •( Lnt
.810. 11-10
Ci'i 1 the Past (97 1
. . MItrho --nroer
.807.
11-24
S«*tt-HIIU
So
We'l
Remembered
(114)
.808.
11-24
Wild Ho.-se Mm8 (60)
. .Hol;-Leslie 8-4.
BLOCK NO. THREK
If You Knew Susie (90)
.Danne-Hamolba 6-9
S-15
Western Heritage (60)
NoH-L*iflt
2-M
BLOCK NO. FOWK
.
.11-10.
.
.
Arizona Ranger, The (63)
Hclt-Leslie ....
...4-12
8-4. . .
Tarzan and the Mermaids (68)
Welssmillcr-Joyec
. . . .4-12
BLOCK NO. FIVE
.9-1.
Berlin Exp-e.s (86'
Ob<r*n-lyaR . . .
Bring
Back Oimo
Alive
Frank Back ...
FlebtiM'EmFather
rariwi-Dall
... . .3-31
Gani of Hate
Hsit-Laelle
.12-22.
ReturnNOT
of theDiaSlONATED
Badn-en (90)
Scott- JeRreys
Blood On The Moon
MHcheii-Bel Gedto .3-1.
Boy With
Green Hair (T)
I'Brlea-Ryaa . . ...8^i«!
Gaad
Um
Ceafer-SharWaa
Indhn Samwer
KntK-Sslberi .
Jaaa o( Are
Bergman- Ferrer
]i»-13.
Le Sllrnee Est D'er
Mfraller-DerHer
Lang Denial, The
O'Hara-Doaglas 3-1
Miracle ef Tbe Bells, The (US)
MacMerray-Valtl 8-4
9-15
Mr. Jasapti Yaong af Alrlaa
iahneai-Araitrat 1-5
Myst-ry In Mexico
Liadlgan-Wklte .10-13
Pearl, The (77)
Marqent-Arneiidariz Fartlia
3-15
Rae* Str'ft
Raft-Manrell 9-1
Rachel and the StraiRcr
Vaanf-Halden 9-1
Details u-dar title: Rachel
Return of the Badmaa
Seatt-White
Station West
Powell-Greer
Tyaaan (T)
Wtyne-Day
2-3
2-8
Under Arizona Sklet
Holt-L«llf
9-1
Velvet Touch The
Fawll-Genn 10-13
Window. The
Hale-Kenne«y U-24
Your SPECIALS
Red Wagon
O'DonMll-GraHar ....7-7
BIshsp's
The (109)
BrantYauBf
3-17
11-24
ra|ltl»e. Wife,
The (104)
Fonda-Del
Rk
1-6
11-10
Fan and Fancy Free (73)
Disney Cartean Faatir*
891.... 9-1
L«i| Right. The (101)
Fanda-Bel Geddts ...9-16 861 6-9
Mafic Town (103)
Stewart-Wyman 11-25
862 6-9
Melody Time (T)
Disney Musical
Mearnlag Becomes Eiectra (172)
Riuell-RaHgrara 4-14
11-24
Saertt Life of Walter Mitty (T) (109) Kqfa-Mtyt
4-29
S51...7-Z1
30

20th
1
1948 Features

CENTURY
(•tmpleled (.SI)

In Produetion (.3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
WEST OF TOMORROW
Melcdiama — Started May 12
Cast: Kristine Miller, Arthur Franz, Mickey Knox, Pat Collins,
Bill Murphy. Richard Jaeckel, Tom Noonan. Gene Reynolds, Ross Ford, Harry Lauter.
Director: Joe Newman
Producer: Frank Seltzer
story: Young
Australia.fiRhter i)ili.ts at New OuiiiPa stave off .Taiianese invasion of
RILEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Aug
Title— Rar.ning Tiae
Cast DeU Is Rel.
Burlesque (Ti
Grable-Dailey 4-12
That Wonderful Urge
Pewer-Tkrney 4-12
1947-48
Anna Karenina (110)
Lei h-R:chardson
Fo eign May
Apartment for Petiy
Cr»lo-H»lden 1-19
Call Morthslde 777 (111)
St«ra.t-Walker .. . . 10 13 . . . Fe» .
Ca»taln Fr»m Caitlle (T) (140)
Powen-Peteo
12-9... Jan.
Ckallat(e, The (68)
(Uiiiway-ViBcant .. .11-24 .. .Mar.
July
Checktr°d Coat. The
Conway-Nash
July
May
Counterfe The
ters. The (73)
Si't'cn-M
Creeper.
. . rrick
. .3-29 . . June
10-13
Daley KrnyM (99)
Crinrfard-Andrawe
.Daa.
Oaaf
Waten
Andrevs-Pete-s
Etaape
Harrison-C mxins . . . .9-15
. .7-7. May
F»re»(T
Darnell-WIMe
. .9-15
.4-28. . .•at.
Fnet of Amter
HarrMi.(T)The (140)
(118)
Harrlion rNara .. . . .11-11.
Get.
Fury at Fpmaac Creek (88)
Mature Gray
Details under ti'le: Ballad ef Firaaca Creek
.! .3-15.
'i2-8. .
Gay intruder. The
Emery-Goa
Pentleaan's Aereement (118)
Peth-MeGaIra
.
.5-12
.
Give My Rerards to Broadway (T) (89) . . . .Gu Id-Dalev
.Mar.
. .. .6-23.
. .6-9. . . June
Green Grass of Wyoming (T) (89)
Cummins-Coburn
Mar
.June
Ideal HHband, An (T) (96)
Goddard-Wiiding
Aal.
Iron Curtain, The (87)
.^ndrfws- fierniy
3-31..
I Wander Wha'i Klu:ag Har Haw (T) (104) Haver-Stevens ...
8-6. .Sept.
Kiss of Death (99)
Mature-Donievy .
Let's Live Again (67)
Emery-Brooks ... .11-24. .
Martin
DetaUsRome
ander title: The ehair for Martin Mature-Gonti
Reme
...1-5.. . Apr.
Apr.
Meet Me at Dawn (89)
Eyfhe-Coert
July.
Mine Own Executioner
Meredith-Mcore
.11-11. . .Sept.
Mather Were Tights (107)
Grable-Dailey
Oft.
nightmare Alley (111)
Power-Blwdell
....6-9.
. .4-12. . Apr
Road House
Lupino-Wild"
. .3-17. .Apr.
Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay! (T) (95)
Haver-McCallister
h af Little Men fower-Baxter ... . .2-16. .
Touc
Shamrock
Details under
title: Far Fear
SIttiig Pretty (84)
Young O Hara
11-10.
Snake Pit. The
deHa»iliaad-6enn 8-4.. .July.
Street With No Naae. Tha
Stevens-Lawrence ... 1-5..
Tender Years. The (81)
Bravm-Hatchinson 9-1. . .Jaa.
ThatDetails
Ladyunder
in Ermine
(T)
title: This
Is the Moment Grahle-Falrhanki ...11-10..
Conway-Weeeott ...12-22.. .N«T.
Thirteen Lead Soldiers (66)
Thonder
iir thetitle:
ValleyBab,(T) San(103)
R(T. antfar
at Battle Garner-MeCallister ...7-22. km.
Unfaithfully Yours
Harrisan-Damell 3-1
Walls ef Jericho
Wilde-Darnell 11-10... Aug
Winner's Circle. The (70)
Willes-Farley
Aug
Crain-Dailoy 9-13 Feb.
Yaa Were Mewt lor Ma (91)
FILM

.820.
.8C5 . . .2-2
.807...
2- 1<
Ml . .12-e
825
819
821 . .12-8
.731.
822
733. .10-27
.729.
. .9-29
4-96
.806 . .11-24
818 4-26
827
809 .. .3-29
.725.
.6-23
.723. .
.813. . . .9-1
.824
.812... 3-29
'.Sii . '..3-15
.724 9-1
.730. .10-13
.823
810. . .3-29
.814.
.803.

.12-8

.829

.802. . . .2-2
BULLETIN

SOL WVRTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arthur Takes 0 er '€3)
Colli r-Cowan 12-22. . May^
Big Dan
Russell-Christine .. .4-26
Crimson Key <76)
lay (if-Dowlln« 3-31 . . .July . .
Danoerons Years, Tne (62)
Halop-Todd
Feb..
Figh'ina
Lr.ngton-Rog
3-29...
Half-Past Back
Midnight (69)
Taylor-Knudsenrs ... 11-24
... Aug
Mar ..
Invisible Wall. The (73j
Caslle-Chrislin; 6-9... Oct..
Roses A-« Bed (67)
Castle-Knudsen 6-23... Dec.
S«ond Chance (62)
Taylor-Currit
Sept. .
T.'ouble Preferred
KnaLso..-nu,sc,l . .
UNITED

.4-26
.722
.804 12-22
828. .7-7
.808. . .2-16
.73i. .10-13
.734. ll-U
.726. . .7-21

ARTISTS

1947-48 Features

Completed (31)
In Production (4)
KEV TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml): Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
Bill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Rlpley-Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cmvan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzabl (Neb); Lesser
(Les); Loew-Lewln (LL) ; Eagle-Lion (GFD); Oagney (Cgy);
Bronston (Bm); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent); Hughes
(Hgs); Comet (Com).
NEW PRODUCTIONS
MY DEAR SECRETARY
Comedy — 'Started May 10
Cast: Laraine Day, Kirk Douglas. Keenan Wynn, Rudy Vallee,
Florence Bates, Helen Walker, Grady Sutton.
Director: Charles Martin
Producer: Harry Popkin
story: An author lias .secretary trii\iMf till he hires one who is a better
author than he is.
RELEASE CHART
1947-48
IN PRODUCTION
Rm.
Rtl. No.
Titit— Raining TIni
Cast Detaili
Bikpost In Morocco
Raft-Tamiroff
Bis .
Bog . .
All's
Well That Ends Well
Montsemery-Lamosr
COMPLETED
Girl from Manhattan. The
We'l
Bog
Details under title: All's Well That Ends Mont:omery-LaTOur
Nas
An Innocent Affair
Carrol:- MacMo ray . 3-29
Angry God
Parla-Ortega
Arth of Tr umph (120)
Bergman -Boyer . . .7-22 .
EntEnt . . . ...
'.'.'.4-2(5
Mdy and Soil (104)
Gt tild-Palai* 1-20. 3-48'
8-18
Ckrlitmai En (M)
isaft Blon«li 12-9 .1147.
.9-47.QI
11-10
.
.
.
BB
Dead
Don't
Dream
toy*
Br»ok>
8-4
Fade Paradise
Bovd-Broiks
5-48.BB
Ent
.9-1
Four Faces West
McCrea-Dee
••■nr V (T) (134)
Olifitr-Nowton .9-30.
For. . .9-47 Bl-U .4-2"
eoyd-Ware
.7-18 BB
5-12
Hoppy's
Holiday 60)
Raft -Havoc
Intrlguo (90)
47 III
l-J
.5-12. . 12.5-48
Kinjs of the Olympics
Oocuinentary
.9-30
Ro
Laff Time (C)
Olsen-Jannsen
Dtttlls indtr Milt. In<«»«n<eiti Chart
Mad Wednesday (80)
Lloyd-Walbyrn . .
-^H 4-12
3-3
.10-1
Rev. gnder title- Sin of Harold Dlddlebo«k
D
Man of Evil (90)
Mas«N-Calvert . . . . For .9-47. N«a
Montana Mike (97)
C« iimliigs-Donlevy 12-23.
Details under title: Heavon Only Knows
On Our Merry Way
All-Star
.11-47.803 Mm ...
Details under title: A Miracle Can Happen
. . .8-5
Perianal Column
Sa. d«n-BtII . . . .11-11.
.
.7-25 Smg 7-21
DttalU oadw title: Personal Coljmn
Pitfall. The
Powcll-Seott . . . . . . 7-21
.2-2.
BB Hks
Bad River
Wayne-Clift 9-30. .
Roosevelt Story (80)
Djcamontary
.11-47
U-L
Slloot Conflict
H-yd Br'>r|(<
.3-3 . 3-48 NOD
Siren of Atlant s
Hontcj-Aumont
. . .7-7
Details under title: Atlantis
6-9. . .
Cgy
rl
.1-19
Sleep My Love (97)
Cilk^t-Cannlngi .10-13. . .
Ent
So This li New Vofk
Morgan-Vallee .
Strange SamMe
Boyd-C'yde . . .
9-1.
Hgs
Ttxas, Brooklyn, and Heaven
Madison-Lynn . . . ..5-26
. .2-16.
Time of Your Lifa. The
Casaty-Bendix . . . .8-19.. .
Vontotta
OiGeorge-Brtatt
.5-48.
Vltious Circle
Conrad Nagle
UNI

YE R S A L - 1 N T E R N A T I O N A L

1947-48 Features
Complete-d (38)
In Production (5)
THE OTLYNN
Melodrama — Started May 15
Cast: Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Helene Carter, Richard Greene,
Patricia Medina, Arthur Shields, J. M. Kerrigan, Lumsden
Hare, Ludwig Donath.
Director: Arthur Pierson Producer: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Story: The English battle to conquer the Irish in 1800.
YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY
Comedy — Started May 4
Cast: Joan Fontaine, James Stewa.rt, Eddie Albert, Roland
Young. Porter Hall, Halliwell Hobbes, Willard Parker,
William Bake-well, Joe Cook Jr., Paul Cavanaugh.
Director: H. C. Potter
Producer: Karl Tunberg
story: An ex-G.I. running a commerrial aiilines is finally wooed and won
by an heiress.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
TItIo— RiMiIng Tl»
Cast Dotalls
Rol.
No. lov.
Coontess of Monte Cristo
Henle-Kirby 4-26
Kiss The Blood Off My Hands
Lancaster- Fontaine .3-29
Larceny
Payne-Caulfleld 4-26
Bogues Regiment
Powell-Torcn 4-12
MAY

24, 1948

. .2-16. .
1947-48
Abbott & Costello Meet Frankenttoin Abbott-Costallo . . . 11-10- 1013
All
My Sons
F.obi son-Ch isiians
May. . . .. 660
657. . .4-12
June.
Anothe,Part of(94)
The Forest (107)
march-Blyth
11-24.n . , . May 6£6
Are Yoj With It (90)
O'Connor-San Juan . Fo.ei
Beware ot Pity (102)
ra:...ti ■ : i .en
11-10
Black
Bart onder
(T) title:
(80)
3-15
10-27 . Apr
Details
Adfetrtares at Bl^ak OeCa.
Ban !o-Duryea
Foreign
. 6-23
Bash Chrlstraai (70)
Rallerty-Fernilde
Castah (94)
(ieCarlo-Martln . Foreign
Foreign , . Apr 12-8
.Jan 652. . .12-8
CaitainMurderer
Boycott (90)
(i2)
Oonat-Granger
Dear
Portgan G nt ... . . . . .6-23.
3-1. . . May 6i8
Oooble
Life,
A
(105)
Col.ian-Hatso
Nov. .633. .101-1927
.Mar
Octa l. Ulldrl II .e In agi'li^tiM
Exilo. The (95)
Fairbanki- Montoi .
Fo Details
din' Fu uniter
sin' andtitle:FfjLtIn'
Main . . . . .5-12
Ths Wwiderfol RactU at■.^onnor
Klntroc1(
Foreign. .
HolMay Camp (97)
Robton-Price Foreign . .
. .2-lS
Hangry Hill (92)
Loekwood-Prico . . Foreign . .
.10-^7
Jassy (96)
i-akcwooil-Prlce
3-31. June. .6 9
Jodja't
Wile. AnThe
March-rl.rodg*
.2-2.
Letter From
Unknown Woman (87) . . .Fonta
ne-Joiird^n . . £-15
LostDetalli
Momont.
Ciraiaingi-Hayward
. Dec .
andorThetItU:(83)
Tko Lett Ltvo
.626. .10-2;
. 12-22 . .
Man- Eaters of Knmaon
Sabo-Page
7- 7 .
Mr. Peabody and the Mormaid
Powell-Blyth . .1-19.
Naked City. The (S6)
Ht grraia-uulf
Foreign . .
N eholas Nicklrby '94,
Hardwicko-Bond ... . .2-16.
8- 4 . .
..11-24
. .2-2
•at Tooth of Vonoi
Walkor-Gartnw
. .5-13. .Dee 632. .11-24
Pirates
of
Mo-trroy
(Ti
(77)
Montez-Cimeron
..
.
.i-26.
Rldo the Pink Hone (lOli
Montgomery. Hondrix 2-16. . . .Oct 625. . .1-15
June. . . .661
River Lady (T)
Pe ar o D ryea
Saxon Charm
MontDomery-Hayward
Secret Beyond the Door (99)
BoMiett- Redgnvo . .
1-19
Senator Was iRdlscreot, Tbo (81)
Powell-Raines .... 6-23.
3-17 . Feb
. Jan
12-22
Singapore (79)
MacM rray-liardner
.Se
t
622.
.
.8-18
10-13 .
Tap Roots ( T )
.- efl - H ayward
Tawny Wpit (81)
tit John
Fore .7-7
gn . .
Up In Ceatril Park
Grin Haymes . . . .4-12. .
.662. . . .9-15
IVashington Girl
D; rbinO'Brien ...
Dot.
Wittfal Widow ot Wafoa Cap (7r, .. . .Akbott-Cntallo ... ..512.
. . .10-13
. 8-4. .. Feb.
Waiaan's Vengoanoo, A (£4)
Boyv-Blytfe
Ootalls andtr title: Tho Mottal Call
1-5
WARNER
1947-48 Features
New

BROTHERS
Completed (36)
PRODUCTIONS

In Production (5)

JUNE BRIDE
Comedy — 'Started May 10
Cast: Bette Davis, Robert Montgomery, Betty Lynn. Fay Bainter, Barbara Bates, Jerome Cowan, Mary Wickes.
Director: Bretaigne Windust
Producer: Henry Blanke
story: Ain magazine
love in theeditor
process.tries to revamp a small town family anil falls
GIRL FROM JONES BEACH
Comedy — Started May 17
Cast: Ronald Reagan, Virginia Mayo, Dane Clark. Lois Wilson.
Director: Peter GSodfrey
Producer: Alex Gottlieb
Story: An artist finds his perfect model at Jone.<i Beach.
THE YOUNGER BROTHERS (T)
My
Action Drama — Started May 17
Cast: Janis Paige, Wayne
Morris, Bruce Bennett, Geraldine
Brooks, Robert Hutton, Douglas Kennedy.
Director: Eldwin Marin
story: The stor-y of a family growing with the new We.st.
RfLEASE CHART 4-26.
IN PRODUCTION
No.
(tel.
.4-26.
Title — Rianlog Tim
Cait
Data.
Is
Dream Is Voors (T)
Car on- Day
4-12.
Rev.
Silver Lining (T)
Ha.er-Bolger
Smart Money
Mayo-Scott
10-27.
COMPI^TED
1947-48
Advantarat of Don Joan (T>
Flyon-Liadfon
.6-23.
Always
(78)
.1-10
713 . .12-22
DotallsTogether
inder title:
Love at FInt Slfht Reynoldi-Hatton
6-26.
.9-15. .3-27.
Asril Showers (94)
Carson-Sothem
.727
.2-2 . .
.719. . .3-15
BigDotalli
Ponch, andv
Tho
title: fU FlahtlRi Term Morris-Maxwell
Chriitepher Blaka
Smith -Ooodlai 9-15
Dames Don't Talk
Mayo- Bennett
3-1 .9-27.
Dark Passage (106)
Bogart-Bacall 11-25. 11-22. .703. . .9 1j
10-14.
Detp Valley (104)
nark-LepIno
8-4
Foreign . . .9-1. .701
Eaaapo Me Horn (104)
FlyaB-LaphM . . . .11-26.
.708. .11-10
I Bocaac A Crlnlml (78)
Htward-Gray
.
.3-6.
.717...2-U
John Lavce Maiy
Beagan-lleal
. 2-2.
Johnay Bellida
Mymaa-Ayret . . . .. .9-15.
tti Larfo
B«gart-B««II ... ...4-15.
.1-5. .
Kiss in the Dark, A
Wyman-Ni»en . . . ..3-29.
Life Wltb Father (T) (llS)
Oonae-Pawll
.702
9-1
MyDotalli
Girl Tlia
.715. . . .2-2
andor (95)
title: Ew Tba Boflaateg Palaier-WaaaaiakiT
. . 6-9 . . .2-7.
My Wild Irtih Baae (T> (101)
Morgan-King 10-14. 12.27. . .711. .12>22
MtM Bito tnm
U»4ta»«-toiM ...9'SO..
^-16.
SMIB-IOtn
f
Lait Flll
Die
Dm Saiday
AftarMW (T)
■•rgaa-PBl0o 2-lC.
Btamaee In HIgk C (T)
CartM-Pilfo 6-23.
Bo*a (T)
Stoarart-Ctaadler 5-12.
2-2 . .5-29. . . .725
Sil«cr
Ri»ef (110)
Flynn-Sheridan
..707. 10-2)
TUiDttalla
Hawaandw
Girl title:
(83)
•oatan-ToaipIo
C-23.
U»n
...11-1.
ThliDetail!
Side of
tho title:
Uw
Clark-Brotlj 3-13
onder
Siatant
To the Victor (100)
Morgan-Llndfors .. .8-18. . . .4-10. ...714.
.720.
TrMoora of Slwra Madro OK)
Ba«aft-HnlM 3-31.
Tw Giyi Frwi Toxm (T>
Mofflaa-CWNi >17 ...1-24.
..1-19
.4-26
Uaaugoetad. Tho (109)
Raini-CaalfloM 2-3. ..10-11.. . ..706.
..716. .4-12
Valoo tf The TittI* (103)
Parker-Bewn 3-3 . .. .2-21.
.4-24.
.
.9-29
Winter Meeting (104)
Davis-Davit 10-13. . .5-15. . . .724. .4-26
Woman
in White, Tho (109)
Parker-Smith
ValMMTtr
Reynolds-Hotton 10-14
3-3. . .6-12. . ...721.
.726 ..1-5
WklBlMh
Clark-Saitt >J1
31
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YOU
THAT

LEAF

DON'T

NEED

FOUR

CLOVER!

You're
LUCKY

when

you

ve
On

got
VITAMIN

M-G-M

!

LUCKY!

about

LUCKY!

''THE PIRATE''

about
Clark

Judy
Carland

LUCKY!

"HOMECOMING"

about

"EASTER

PARADE"
Fred

Judy
Garland

Cable

Aslaire
Following Frank Capra's joyous
"State of the Union" at Radio

Blazing across the nation.

You hear it everywhere. Irving

Sensational everywhere. Following five record weeks at

Berlin's "Easter Parade" is the

City Music Hall, "The Pirate"
is Big in 3rd week! (new
M-G-M record for first 4 days

Capitol, N. Y., tremendous in
Trenton, fabulous in Philly,

of op>ening week !) Second big
week in Montreal!

it's generating steam in every
opening!

[Read

this telegram)

Misbehaves'
Spring
Greer

assures

and

Garson

howling

from

tremendous

burst

Movie -goers

want

rolling
Peter

in

of

aisles.

Lawford,

"SUMMER

hit to add

last
at

and

Great

to Vitamin

applause

for

of "^Julm
M-G-M's

reunion

of

end.

this had
cast

also

Taylor,
Director

Conway,

Producer

Riskin,

out

preview

with

Romero.

turned

sneak

audience

Elizabeth

Robert

at

Rousing

applause

comedy

Jack

EXTRA!

to

trade paper reviews. They spell
M-O-N-E-Y!

Pidgeon.

had

scene

Cesar

J

smash

Walter

situations

first

reaction

line-up!

and

comedy

includes

another

Summer

Hilarious

them

^^Audience

history. Get a load of those

MISBEHAVES!'"

"JULIA

ABOUT

LUCKY

greatest musical in screen

have

a gold-mine

attraction!"

HOLIDAY

' CONTINUES

TECHNiCOLORIFiC

BIZ IN ALL

TEST

CITIES!

''
ALTOGETHER
TERRIFIC...
S*
SAY

AN

ANY

ALL-OUT
TYPE

TREAT

FOR

OF AUDIENCE.'
— M. P. mtAlD

''Belongs strictly in the ^can't-miss'
category . . . Will have great therapeutic value for whatever it is that's
ailing the boxoffice."
-DA/IY

VAR/ETY

'^Skedded for top biz . . . certain to
please every audience strata and
send them away happy."
-F/LM

DA/iy

"A formidable bo)^office magnet . . .
every member of the family will want
to see it."
-%HOVimH'%

TRADE

REVIEW

''High-spirited musical blend of fun
and fantasy . . . Assured appeal for
all ages."

--A1.P. DAILY

''Should strike wide appeal . . .There's
meat for all . . . Rates top credit."
-VARIETY
"Unreservedly recommended . . . Will
deal out full satisfaction to every
segment of the audience."
-INDEPENDENT FILM JOURNAL
"Probably the best musical variety
show Disney has made, and should
so record itself at the turnstiles."
-BOXOFFICE
"Should find plenty of popular appeal . . . Entertainment for all types
of audience."

-THE

EXHIBITOR
I
A

with

ROY

I

FREDDY

I

THE

ROGERS

MARTIN

PIONEERS

these

great

• DENNIS

* ETHEL
* THE

hi

Di

SMITH

DINNINC

YORK-

NEW

OR,

Song

VeivlICHNICOCOII

Wonderful

new

NOW

ENGAGEMENT

EMIERE

Disney stars like "Pecos Bill/' "Johnny

"Little Toot/' "Sluefoot Sue/' and others ...
world of laughter, melody, beauty and color.

cincf

Sfar

Sfiow

Appleseed/'

in Disney's gayest

© W.D.P.
>fffce

THE

names

singing

ANDREWS

and

playing 7 SONG

SISTERS

BUDDY

CLARK

• FRED

SISTERS

* JACK

FINA

• FRANCES

WARING
*

luana

HITS!

LANGFORD

PENNSYLVANIANS

patten

and

• SONS

bobby

OF

driscoll

Shart

Subjects

Till-: TRADIC PAPK,R ROYS who attcndc-d
tcstinionial dinner to sales chief Andy W.
the Wald()rf-y\storia on May 26, expressed
heinj^ pleasantly surprised l)y the invitation

By BARN

the 20th-Fox
Smith. Jr.. at
themselves as
to so intimate

a "family ]):irty." The proceedings were "ofY the record,"
hut they were real inside stuff ahout 20th's affairs. It was
(juite informal and there was .some good-natiu'ed "neeflling" from the tahlcs to the dais, which drew guffaws from
])rexy Spyros Skouras and gue.st-of-honor .Andy. Charlie
Schlaifer's speech and the "performance" of his staff' were
truly "out-of-this-world."

STASSEN'S GAMBLE: Anyone noting T( JA's fnnit-page
prominence in national politics might allow as how the exhihitor organization is out to .sahotage the Democratic
Party. First, they purloin the national executive director.
Gael Sullivan, away from the Democrats, and now T().\
prexy Ted Gamble is in Philly working as convention manager for G. O. P. hoj)eful Harold Stassen. During the recent Presidential jjreference ])riniary in Oregon. Gamble
took the stuni]) for the Minnesot:m. making several jjublic
appearances with him.

BOXOFFICE

CONVALESCENCE

THE SUCCESS OF CHARLES SCHLAIFER'S course at
the New School on "The New Significances in Motion Picture Public Relations" was underlined last week as the
courses ended with the request l)y the schof)l for the 20thFox ad-j)ul)licity director to prepare an enlarged series of
lectures for next year. If Schlaifer accepts, he will l>ecome
the founder of a new major course since it would place
motion picture advertising, publicity and public relations in
the permanent academic curriculum.

NOT FOR SALE, was Rei)ublic president Herbert J. Yates'
rei)ly to persistent rejxjrts that his stock in the company was
on the block. Yates says there was some discussion with
prospective buyers, but in each case he emphasized that his
stock in Rc])ul)lic Pictures Corp. was not for sale. The name
of Serge Senienenko. Boston banking tycoon, was the one
most frequently mentioned in the rumor mill, but the Republic ])rexy declared that Semenenko was not at the helm
of the syndicate which made the bid.

Till'. FORGOTTEN

THE

PROMOTION

is proceeding favorably,

of $650,000 for Walt Disney's "Melody Time" advertising,
Disney Productions is giving the Technicolor cartoon fea-

program for its release in mid July. To the showman, it's
like a shot in the arm to see the industry climbing on the
ballyhoo bandwagon again — the same vehicle that carried
motion pictures into the third largest business in the
country.

SKO IS LAYING A SOLID promotional foundation for
"Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House." In one of the
most elaborate stunts in recent years, a flying column of
SRO Ixixofficers have blanketed the country to expedite
the public unveilings of 73 "Blandings Dream Houses" to
coincide with the pic's openings beginning June 11 and
going thnjugh the Summer. But it doesn't stop there. In
addition to the 73 major cities where the homes are located,
de])artment stores in more than 200 towns will hold gigantic
home furnishings promotions in co-op with the picture.
Looks like the Selznick showmanship, so evident in his
])roductions, is being carried over intact to his distribut'on
organization.
6

SALES

drives

the boxofYice."
Rating "Raw Deal," one of the biggies in the drive promotion as "the top exploitation picture from any compaii;
in recent 3'ears."' Youngstein is hoisting the promotion budget on the film 50 percent above normal ff)r all regional
engagements.

PU]\IP with an initial flow

ture one of the biggest hypos in the company's annals. The
$650,000 booster will tie in the National Apple Institute
and all its affiliates in trades, national mags like Life, Look.
Colliers, etc., Sunday comics, contests, etc. On top of this,
RKO will pile on its own heavy budget to the promotional

L\ COMPANY

are being remembered by Eagle Lion's Max E. Youngstein,
who revealed that the compan\- will shower cash in addition
to kudos on the field exi)loitation staff, ordinarily stejKhildren in a sales campaign. The occasion is the 26-week Bill
Heineman Sales Drive which teed off last week and Youngstein has assigned $1,000 in exploitation prizes (above the
$27,500 to sales personnel ) for the "best and most effective
j)romotion campaigns from the point of view of results at

thank you, according to the Treasury's admission tax figures for Ai^ril, representing March admissions, .\lthough
the patient is still not up to his robust, healthy $32,412,814
for April, 1947, the current total of $31,146,236 shows a
marked im])rovement over the j^receding month, which was
$30,461,573. C)ver 80 percent of the total comes from the
nation's moviehouses.
PRIMING

MEN

OF

MEN AND THINGS: Charles Simonelli's birthday
present from Universal-International was the appointment
to a brand new post — Eastern Exploitation Manager,
under John Joseph and Maurice Bergman. Just turned 25,
Simonelli is the youngest exploitation exec of a major
... J. B. L. "Jock" Lawrence has
in theto industry
company
been
elevated
executive vice-president of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization. He has been v. p. in charge of public
relations since its formation in 1945 . . . Charles M. Reagan. Paramount distribution c'lief, was elected permanent
chairman of the Advisory Council for Notre Dame's College of Commerce . . . Joseph Minsky takes over supervision of the Cincinnati and Cleveland Eagle Lion branches,
in addition to handling the Philadelphia. Pittsburgh and
Washington territories ... As though managing the worldV
largest movie wasn't enough, G. S. "Gus" Eyssell, president
and managing director of Radio Ci'iy Music Hall, has beer
appointed executive manager of Rockefeller Center . .
"Dr. Christian" carries on. Jean Hersholt again topped th'
slat-^ at the Academy's election, being re-elected president
Cl"arles Brackett and Jack Warner, -^ice-presidents ; Rober'
Montgomery, secretary and N. Peter Rathvon. treasurei
Rathvon. incidentally, will chairman a committee to plan an
international festival in Hollywood . . . Charles Cohen, foi
mer
M-G-M
flackman,
goes into U-I's advertising dept. at
the home
ofifice.
...
FILM
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Certain incidents that have occurred within the past few weeks
prompted the Editors decision to reprint the following editorial, which first appeared in Film BULLETIN March 18, 1946.
The producers and the author of a flop play recently created a furore in
New \ork theatre circles by buying space in the newspapers to advertise their
plaint t-iat the show's failure was due, not to its own inadequacies, but to the
ignorance of the critics who panned it. And, in the nature of concrete proof of
the validity of their claim, producers and author expressed the opinion that it
was really a very excellent play!

THINK

IT OVER

Fidelity
He icho freely magnified iihat
hath been nobly done, and fears
not to declare as freely what
might be done better, gives ye
the best covenant of his fidelity.
— John Milton

There is a lesson to be gleaned from this incident. It quickly becomes
apparent to anyone who undertakes the task of being a critic that he is invariably right to those with whom his opinion agrees and always wrong to those
WTth whom he disagrees. Thus, he faces the simple alternatives of having only
friends, or making a few enemies. Any critic worth his salt has plenty of the
latter.
The editor or pubUsher of a motion picture trade paper occasionally
encounters among film people the same sort of unilateral "I do and I judge"
thinking exhibited by that play's producer-protagonists. It isn't common, thank
goodness, but the trade paper that speaks its mind (as Film BULLETIN does I
every so often runs afoul of an executive who believes that he, alone, is qualified to judge the quality of his product, or his sales policies.
We do not regard it as a revolutionary notion that a trade paper has the
right, and owes it as a duty to its readers, to speak out honestly and forcefully
about the product and the actions of the people who produce, distribute and
exhibit films. There are men in high positions, in Hollywood particularly,
who seem to beheve that they are above criticism — least of all in the pages
of the trade press. We disagree.
What is the function of a critic? Wlhether it be one who criticizes the

_BDLLET1NFILM BULLETIN — An Independent Motion Picture
Trade Paper pobllshed every other Monday by Film
Balletln Company. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
BUSINESS OFFICE: Suite 622, Mangtaeturers TniJt
Bldg., 1819 Broadway, New Yorli 23; Circle 6-9159.
David A. Bader, Business Manager. Dave Abrams,
Editorial Representative. PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL
OFFICES: 1239 Vine St., Phila. 7, Pa., Rlttenhoose 6-7424; Barney Sttin, Managing Editor; Jack
Taylor, Publication Manager: Robert Heath, Circulation Manager. HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 9126 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood 46. Calif., CRestview 5-6489; Sara
Salter, Hollywood Representative. Subscription Rate:
ONE YEAR, $3.00 in the United States; Canada,
$4.00; Europe. $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in
the United Statei; Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.

conduct of the < ountry's President, or international policies, or the verdict of
a court, or the practices of an industry, or a legitimate play, or a motion picture; whether the medium be newspaper, radio, screen, public forum, soap l)ox
or trade paper, the basic purpose and the ultimate duty of the critic must be
the same — to bring about improvement.
The idea of expressing opinions about people and their deeds is so inextricablv linked with the ideals of democracy that any attack on the right of
a person to criticize — barring deliberate mischief-making — must be viewed
as a blow against the verj- principles of our system of a free people and a free
government.
The incident of the New York play confirms that we have learned about
criticizing the pictures and policies of people in our industry. Big men know
how to accept criticism and seek to profit by it, because they have the capacity
to understand and the talent to correct their faults. Small-minded men, on the
other hand, cannot take it, because they are either too stupid to realize their
mistakes, or because they view anyone's right to criticize as a threat to their
right to continue being stupid — or avaricious.
MO WAX
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Allied Backs Stronger

Star System Blights

New Color Process

Anti-Trust Legislation
Allied States Association, long an ally of the
Dtpartment of Justice in its campaign to bust
llic "nicivie trust." lias pledged its legal right
arm in the legislative division to plug up chinks
in the anti-trust laws.
In a telegram to the House Small Business
Committee investigating flaws in anti-trust
.statutes, Allied general counsel Abram F. Myers offered the organization's support of the
probe,
pointingthose
particularly
the to
"need
for
strengthening
laws with to
respect
vertical
integration and to amenrl the Kobinson-Patman
/Vet to prevent discrimination in royalties and
rintals unier copyrights and patents\"
(i.e., ownership
by Both
one "vertical
group of integration"
producti(jn, distribution
and
retailing outlets), and the copyright laws as
<ielineaterl in the Robinson- Patman Act, would
apiily to the motion picture industry. Although
prohibition of vertical integration might be unnecessary in the motif)n picture industry "if
the Supreme Court's Paramount decision is
carried out in good faith," it would still apply
in o'hcr fields, Myers argued.
.Additional backing was offered by the Society
( * IncieiH-ndent M ition Picture Producers
thrnugli Gunther l.essing, vice-president of the
SIM PP.
Reports that .Allied itself might be subject
t;) prosecution under the Sherman Act for its
co-operative buying and Caravan activities was
branded
"obviously
the Allied
leader. He
cited theinspired"
(jrifRth by
decision
which

Hollywood Films — Lachman
The star system is ruling Hollywood and
ruining its product. That is the conclusion
reached by inde exhibitor leader Edward Lachman following his recent cross-country tour of
incpiiry and discussion with exhibitor groui)S
and individuals.
"Tiieatre owners are discouraged" Lachman,
who is president of Allied Theatre Owners of
New Jersey,
He of
placed
much
of the told
blameh'ilmfcjrBULLETIN.
the poor quality
the

Called Better, Cheaper

past year's
to faultyhave
storybeentreatment,
saying
that product
the companies
putting
loo much emphasis on star values. He pointed
out that "the best of the recent films, from
b:>tli l)oxoffice and artistic standpoint, are those
containing a good stf)ry, wisely handled- rather
tl'.an
important
stars."
Stars
are being
given too much latitude in
their contracts for choice of stories, he said.
They are usually poor judges, he contended.

ptrmitted co-op booking to gain better terms,
so long as no one was hurt.
The Caravan, he contended, is nothing more
than an information bureau on completed transactions, and neither buys films nor pools buying
power.

Reported
"on the May
verge24th,
of consummation"
film
BULLETIN
the deal betweenin
Enterprise Productions and M-G-M was signed,
sealed and delivered over the weekend. The
pact was announced by M-G-M yesterday (6th)
and marks the anticipated switch by Enterprise
from United Artists as its domestic distribution outlet.
Three pictures, one completed, one in production and one set to start this summer, are as■signed to the Metro banner under the long-term
pact. The completed film is Lewis Milestone's
"'No Minor Vices," with Dana Andrews, Lilli
Palmer and Louis Jourdan. Bob Roberts production, "Tucker's People," starring John Garfield, iscurrently shooting and will be the second film for M-G-M release. The third will
he Wolfgang Reinhardt's production, "Wild Cal■endar," to go into production in the middle of
July.
Simultaneously with announcement of the
M-G-M deal, Loew's International disclosed the
extension of its present contract for the distribution of Enterprise product outside the domestic market.
8

projector.
The projected image is reproduced with far
greater color fidelity than any color process
in use today, it was said. The system used is
bj.sed on the principle of color separation by
fillers, and although long a common procedure
has up y.to now been imin still photograph
practical inmovie y,photograph
Using standard black-and-white film, the
camera breaks the image down into four smaller
images of varying light intensity all on one
exactly like any black-andProcessed
frame.filmit is then projected through a prism
white
scries which reverses the process and combines
the four images into one in full color.
adapI-lquipping theatres with the projection
ters will take considerable time, the Roux brothers admitted. However, this does not preclude use of the process for production in the
interim, since it is possible to print .Ansco color
film which can be used on normal projectors.

Government

Presses

For Decision Enforcement

Enterprise Closes Deal
With Metro, Ends UA Pact

color process which might revolutionAizenew
motion picture color phot<4;raphy and render
(U.,olete black-and-white films was unveiled in
Paris before an amazed audience last fortnight.
It is reported that the new methofl, dubbed
Rouxcolor by its inventors, Armand and Lucien
Roux, combines virtual color perfection with
the economy and versatility of black-and-white
film. Revrescntatives of .American film compmies, who watched the demonstration, were
impressed by the process- which uses
deeply
standard camera, projection and processing
equipment. The sole modification is a special
lens with adapters and filters on the camera and

EXHIBITOR LACHMAN
Stories, I\ot Stars
and mentioned a number of recent star-selected
stories which resulted in boxoffice flops. In this
connection, he also cited the generally deficient
quality
units. of productions made by star-controlled
Another factor that has bothered many exhibitors was noted by Lachman ; the woeful mishandling of titles. He said this can contribute
to a large loss of revenue.
"Titlesdreds can
mean to
the the
difference
many hunof dollars
theatreof owner
and
hundreds of thousands of dollars to the producer" he declared. The New Jersey leader
also condemned title switches on completed and
already released product.
On his trip, which took him to several exhibitor conventions and the studios- Lachman
found widespread disappointment in exhibitor
ranks over Hollywood's failure to supply real
boxoffice product. He said that the vast majority of exhibitors to whom he spoke attributed
the current boxoflice slump to nothing else so
much as to this factor.

ssions from the Supreme Court deRepercu
cisions in the industry anti-trust contmued to
rumble as the Government pressed the advantages granted ^by the high court.
In Washington. Attorney General Tom Clark,
with an ominous declaration that "We are going
to move ahead for a decree in the Paramount
decree." notified
a consent
won'tthatbe the
and it ts
case,defendan
Department of Justice
the
carrying out
order
proposed
its
was set to file
the enforceable portions of the Supreme Court
as it is received by the New
as soonCourt.
decision
A'ork District
also served notice on the deThe Governmthatent
fendants it would seek hearings on the
order from District Court Judge Augustus N.
Hand for June 15. It was unlikely, however,
that such hearings would be held before Fall,
since the Court is ready to adjourn for the
Summer recess.
In the Schine case, the Government asked for
immediate disposition of five of 16 Schine theatres still unsold under six-year-old consent decree, in its petition for clarification of the Sucircuit's
Buffalo
high
by the
denied inlasttheweek
wasdecision
case. This
preme Court's
court, which indicated that these five would be
reconsidered along with all the others under the
directive issued to the Buffalo District Court.
FILM
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Imagine

The new-look, king-size musical
combining the talents of 7 Academy Award Winners. Brackett &
Wilder — plus Paramount

— have

made it Bing's most novel and
magnificent vehicle. He's a Yankee
salesman, selling a scandalous bill
of goods to a kissable countess —
with five rousing love songs.
First trade prediction in Film Daily
says "It's going to kick its heels
into the season's big boxoffice
money" — and you can watch this
come true at its Hollywood World
Premiere, followed soon by the
Eastern Premiere at Radio City
Music Hall.

ROLAND
RICHARD

CULVER
HAYDN

Produced
Directed

• LUCILE

• HAROLD

by Charles

WATSON
VERMILYEA

Brackett

by BILLY WILDER

Written by Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder

All

These

Great

Picture*

Between

It Takes

July

4 Handsome

Fourth

Guys With

a Gleam

The Lady is a Dream...
The Gentleman is a Wolf...
The Picture is a Hit
Every Bit as Gay

as the Play!

and

Labor

Day

in Their

Eyes To

Her

Make

Already

Dreams

Come

True..

It's the Talk of the Trade!

"A sure winner, this version of Elmer Rice's smash
play!" — says Variety
"A-1 comedy will be the same success it was on the
stage."— says Hollywood Reporter
"A landslide of coin— let out all the stops!"— says
Showmen's Trade Review

Betty

HUTTON

Macdonald

CAREY

with

PATRIC KNOWL'ES . VIRGINIA FIELD
WALTER
ABEL • PEGGY WOOD

A Mitchell LEISEN

Production

Produced by P. J. WOLFSON
Directed by MITCHELL LEISEN
From the Play by Elmer Rice

She's the Rage of the Stage as a Diva!
She's the Topic of the Tropics in a Dive!
She's a Singing Sister in a Honkytonk!
She's the greatest Hutton character you've ever
seen playing all these different roles!

Do

You

Remember

"In your
arms

Any

Such

Wealth

0

of

I know
no right
or wrong

From a bold best-seller, based on an amazing
true case. A good woman suddenly swept away
from all the standards she lived by — into a
fury of infatuation so overpowering she would
lie, steal — yes murder — to hold the love of a
worthless rogue. This is Paramount's finest
romantic drama since "To Each His Own."
You have
made me
w
hat
RAY
MIILAND

ANN
TODD
(Bt c<Mrln> of J. Arthur Rank)

GERALDINE
FITZGERALD
in HALWALLIS:

with Leo

G. Carroll • Raymond

production

Huntley

Martita Hunt • Raymond Lovell
Moira Lister • Roderick Lovell
Directed by LEWIS ALLEN
Scrrenplay by Leonard Spigelgass and Ronald Miliar
Based on a novel by Joseph Shearing

Hit

"rom

Any

Company

in

Any

2-Month

Periodr

an
us
tremendo
Augusotn
i
t
t
V a ract

It's BRACKETT

& WILDER'S

entry for the

romantic comedy hit-of-all-time award. And they've
brought back JEAN ARTHUR
in a role recalling
the hilarity of 'The More the Merrier."

JEAN

ARTHUR

MARLENE

JOHN

\

DIETRICH

MARLENE
DIETRICH
at her sultriest, and singing
again the kind of songs that
made her famous !

LUND

Fbieign

with
Millard

^

Mitchell

Produced by CHARLES
Directed by BILLY

BRACKETT
WILDER

Screenplay by Charles Brackett, Billy Wilder
and Richard Breen
Adaptation by Robert Horari • Original Story by David Shaw
Music ond Lyrics by Frederick Hollander

JOHN

LUND

now

proves himself the great star

you knew he'd be. He's marvelous as the man-inthe-middle... between a career woman and a woman
whose career is love. Just listen to any sneak preand you'll realize what kind of a
hit it view
is . audience
..

Climaxed

A radically new

By

This

Terrific

Paramount-

week

Attraction

departure from previous Ladd

pictures ... to give full dramatic

opportunity to

the star exhibitors put in the Top 3 in every poll.

The

stirring story of a man

lessness ofour postwar generation — a man who
meets the wife of the friend he beheves he has
murdered.

DONNA

ALAN

beyond

Through

glory.

A

her he learns a courage
completely

picture and unquestionably
LADD

caught in the rest-

different Ladd

his greatest!

-REED
in

BEmND

''SUMMERTIME,

AND

THE

IS EAa^''-lFITH

with
GEORGE
HAROLD

MACREADY-GEORGE

COULOURIS

VERMILYEA • HENRY TRAVERS
Produced by Robert Fellows

Directed by JOHN FARROW
Original Screenplay by Jonathan Latimer, Charles Marquis Warren and
William Wister Haines

LIVIN'
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and
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Fox Grosses, Bookings

SWG Sues Producers

Set New Company

To Halt Blacklisting

Records

Twentieth Century-Fox had much to thank
Andy Smith for and did, in no uncertain terms,
in a gala testimonial dinner to the 20th-Fox
sales chief on May 26th, first anniversary of
his tenure as head of distribution.
Overpersonnel,
120 of the
company's
top Wexecutives
and
sales
gathered
at the
aldorf, heard
some astonishing statistics. Revenue and bookings for the first half of 1948, as reported by
the division sales managers, will set a new
company record. The first five months have
already topped the former high revenues earned
by 20th-Fox during the initial six months of '47.
Similarly, more theatres have played 20th-Fox
product tiian ever before, with June alone, J\ndy
Smith Anniversary Month, seeing over 15,500
theatres scheduled to play two or more of the
company's pictures.
President Spyros P. Skouras was toastmaster
and head of a list of speakers wliich included
W. C. Michel, Murray Silverstone, Otto Koegel,
Hon.C. Frank
Walker,
W'illia'.Ti
W.
Geliring,
CharlesHon.
Schlaifer
and Powers,
Lowell
Thomas.

Tlie film companies were slapped with an antitrust suit last week filed by the Screen Writers
Guild to prevent collective blacklisting of employees. Xamed m the action were Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America, the MP.\A, the Society of
Independent Motion Picture Producers, the Independent Motion Picture Producers Association and all the major studios.
In a brief filed in New York Federal District
Court, the SWG asked for a permanent injunction against concerted action by the producers
in hiring or firing employees, in refusing to buy
literary
because and
of the
author's poli-to
tical or properties
group affiliation,
in attempting
restrict or discourage subject matter of scripts
because of social, economic or political factors.
OUTGROWTH OF MEETING
The suit was based on action taken by a
meeting of major and independent company top
executives called by Johnston last November
in which it was decided to suspend and withhold employment from any person belonging
to the Communist party or other allegedly subversive organizations.
Although indirectly an outgrowth of the
House Un-.American Activities Committee probe
of 10 Hollywood writers, the brief, filed by
ex-U.S. trust-buster Thurman Arnold on behalf of the SWG. and 10 members of the
.\uthors League of .America, made it clear that
the action is not being taken in defense of the
10 cited ft)r contempt.
Meanwhile, two of the 10 cited for contempt,
Dalton Trumbo and John Howard Lawson,
were continued on bail, after receiving the maximum penalty of $1000 fine and a year in jail,
pending an appeal.
Monogram

W. SMITH. JR.
Pace-Setter

New 'Divorcement' Suit
Tossed At 2 Film Salesmen
Being Ijotli buyer and seller may make jack,
I'.ut the two-fold activity might bring you smack
up against the anti-trust laws. That is what
two major film company salesmen, who also
operate theatres, learned last week when they
were named among defendants in an anti-trust
and injunction suit brought by the Centre Theatre, Centreville, Md., in Washington Federal
District Court.
Charles Wingfield, Columbia salesman, and
1*.
B. Klein,action,
of 20th-Fox,
named in
the
conspiracy
along with were
Paramount.
RKO,
20th-Fox and Columbia. Wingfield and Klein
operate theatres in Churcli Hill and Chestertown, Md.
The plaintiff charged that the salesmen conspired witli the distributors to gain a monopoly
in first run product in the Maryland Eastern
Shore territory, the territory they cover for
their respective companies.
It was alleged that the salesmen used their
influence and position to wangle prior-run advantages for their theatres. Discrimination in
clearance, terms and playing time was charged.
JUNE

7 , 1948

It was Ned E. Depinet speaking: "I am sure
Mr. Hughes has invested in the right company."
And when Mr. Depinet speaks of the "right
company," you know he speaks of RKO- of
dentally.
which he is executive vice president, coinciFt)llowlng ten days of conferences with the
new RKO boss, Howard Hughes, Floyd Odium,
(the old boss) N. Peter Rathvon and Dore
at Odium's
in Hollywood
Schary
(Cal.) desert
ranch- the and
suntanned
Depinet Indio
was
in high spirits. "I am very favorably impressed by "Mr.
Mr. Hughes'
and high
intentions,"
said.
Hughes ideas
revealed
ambitionshe
for our company and I am convinced he is the
type of man who will not be content until RKO
is He
the characterized
undisputed champion."
Hughes as "not only an
astute and courageous young business man, but
a showman who has had a continuous interest
in motion pictures f r 25 years and, as an independent producer, has made a number of the
top box office pictures of the past two decades."
Depinet's enthusiasm extended to the industry
in general and to the company's lineup of
product in particular.

Goes Into

Red For 39-Week

ANDY

And RKO 'Right'
Hughes
For
Each Other— Depinet

Net

Only a kick-back of Federal Income taxes
saved Monogram from taking a sizeable loss in
its operations during the 39 weeks ended March
27, 1948. Even with the refund, the company
was in the red by $63,548 — the first important
film company to show a loss since the early
war years.
Consolidated net loss' after all charges, including Federal income taxes, amounted to
$353,000, compared with a consolidated net profit
of S2()(),()0() for the 3y-week period ended March
'47. The carr>-back provisions of the Income
Tax Laws will allow the company a refund of
taxes paid in prior years estimated at $290,000thus reducing the loss to $63,000.
And here's the payoff : Gross income for the
39 weeks in '48 topped by $850,000 the comparative gross in the previous year. The current period's total came to $6,590,540' compared with $5,743,340 for the 39 weeks in '47.
RKO First Quarter
Net Dips A Million
RKO's first quarter net profit this year dropped almost a million dollars below the first
quarter of 1947 to $1,345,000 after taxes and
all other charges. The earnings were equivalent to approximately 34c per share on the
3-899,914 shares of common stock outstanding,
compared to 58c last vear.
The tax bite in 1948 was $1,019,000, half a
million
vision. below the comparative '47 quarter pro-

NED E. DEPINET
Enthusiastic
.■\s to RKO's product outlook, the company
"has never been in better shape," he declared.
"\\'e have more top qualitx- pictures finished
and shooting than at any time in our history
and they're all big ones, built for box oflice
and entertainment." He waxed particularly enArc-"
of Bergthusiastic over the
the Teclmicolor
road forthcoming
show starring"Joan
Ingrid
man, calling it "the motion picture event of the

century."
Gulf
State*: Allied
Host To '48 Convention
Allied Theatre Owners of the Gulf States
Viill betion.host
to National
Allied's 1948(just
convenThe baby
of the organization
one
year old last week) will put on its best bib and
tucker to greet independent exhibitor members
of .-Mlied from every corner of the country on
November 29 for the three-day meeting in New
Orleans. Allied's fall board meeting will take
place the two preceding days, it was announced
by board chairman A. F. Myers.
Heading the general convention committee is
the local unit's president. W. A. Prewitt. He
will be assisted by Maurice J. Artigues, secretary of Gulf States Allied.
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'EASTER PARADE' RICH
Rates • • • I generally

BLEND

M-G-M
10.^ Ill ill II Irs.
Judy
Cnii-liiml.
I'rcdMiinsliiii.
.islniir-Clinton
Peter Sundbcrg.
Lrnvjord,
.Inn Miller.
Jules
Jeni l.cGon.
Pireeted hy i'lnirle.s W'al'.ers.
Mftrci lias .served us up willi a lusiinus
clnink (if musical C()mc(l\. It smacks llic eye
and the ear with an abundance of splashy colors,
bouncy rhythms and pleasant romance and is
a lii^hly divertiiifj- piece of entertainment for
anybody's theater. Not that there is anythinf?
different or unusual about this picture. It's
the .same old stutT' the back-stake romance,
but this deluxe version isn't hard to take. And
it has two Rreat as.<;ets . . . the magic feet of
Fred .\staire. His absence from the screen
hasn't slowed up his nimble grace. He has two
partners, vivacious Judy Oarland and supple
.\nn Miller. Rounding out the foursome is
lackadaisical Peter Lawford, and there is a
liilarious bit contributed by Jules Munshin as
a wacky heatl-waiter. The wonderful songs,
biitli (lid and new, l)y Irving Berlin top off
the dessert. Such a lay-out. attractively show'GIVE MY REGARDS
Rates • • O generally

TO

OF

MUSIC

AND

DANCE

REVIEWS

c ised in Technicolor' can't miss. 'I'be numerous
songs and dances, populated by gorgeous gals
in the Xew Look of 1912, completely fill tlie
]i:cture. Fred .Xstaire starts it off in a toy
shop, where he has a lot of rhythmic fun with
an assortment of drums and there is a grand
comic skit that he does with Judy Garland
dressed in tramp costumes. In all this profusion
of song and dance, the feather-weight plot
is almost invisible. .\s devised by tlie team of
Cio idrich and Hackctt, it barely sustains interest
in the girl-cbases-boy routine^ but some of the
g:igs are anmsing and director Charles Walters
keeps it rolling smoothly enough. Robert Alton
did a great job in staging the musical numbers,
and the Technicolor work is generally fine.
KXPI.OITATIOX: Oo to town on this
"gay and lavish extravaganza <jf romance,
rli\thm and song". Hail the return of Fred
.\staire. In addition to the star roster the
nanie of Irving Berlin is a powerful draw.
Tie-in with docal dress and hat shops tf) feature
their "Ivaster Parade" models.
Hack in 1912 the dance team of Astaire and
Miller is the toast of Broadway. He is in love
with her. l)ut she prefers wealthy Peter Law-

BROADWAY'

PLEASANT

MUSICAL

'SO EVIL MY LOVE' VICTORIAN MELODRAMA
IS SLOW AND
Rates • • -f on star d raw
Paramount
Shearing, it is another of those \'ictorian gaslight mellers. with foggy London streets- han10'' Minutes.
som cabs, suppressed passions, polite talk and
hay Milland- Ann Todd. Gcraldine Fitzgerald .
sinister malevolence. It is a big and thorough
I. (II G. Carroll. Raymond Huntley. Martita
Hunt. Moira Lister. Ravmond Lofell, Roderick
production and features some fine photography
I.'KtII.
and an excellent musical score. The picture is
Iiirecled by f.eii'is .Allen.
p-irtially redeemed by a superlative performance
liy Miss Todd as she depicts a gradual deterioration of character. Ray Milland makes a
W hen Hal Wallis made "So Evil My Love"
C'Mivinciiip; scoundrel, but he certainly has done
in bingland last year- he gave it some marquee
much better in the past. Geraldine Fitzgerald
(lower in the casting of Ray Millaiid, .-^nn Todd
contributes an appealing, sensitive portrayal and
and
Geraldine
b'itzgerald,
but
aside
from
the
draw of these names, the picture has little to Leo Carroll ably heads the list of supporting
commend it on our shores in the way of popular entertainment. It is a dreary affair that p! avers.
EXPLOIT.ATIOX
: Concentrate
on the stars'
drags along through 109 minutes of tedium.
former
work and cite
past performances
of

14

''
11
H

The Time of ^«ur Life
Lp III Central Park
Deal Punch
Raw Big
The
Wallflower
EM-ape
Big Town Srandal
Secret Service [nvehtigalor . .
Liider California Skies

I')
l'>
1''

TRIBUTE

s(.ript by Flizabeth Reinhardt and the late
Si.muel Hoffenstein that is smoothly amusing,
with a good cast and Technicolor trimmings,
the picture presents a warm and agreeable
impression. The musical routines are not at all
sensational, but perhaps they are supposed to
be corny to illustrate what killed vaudeville. Dan
1 )ailey gets the star billing-, but Charles Winninger holds the limelight. He turns in a typically loud and funny characterization as the
irascable old trouper who refuses to believe
tl:at vaudeville is dead.
Her(:- is one Technicolored musical comedy
Dailey exhibits his flashing smile and likeable
that makes no claim to such adjectives as "lavpersonality in a manner that will please the
is!i", "fabulous" and "spectacular". Still, withfeminine patrons. His heart interest is pert
in its modest dimensions, it is a pleasant package
Xancy Guild, and there is a sweet, young thing
of humor and sentiment' and should do well
named Barbara Lawrence who. in addition to
i'.i most locations, including small towns. Telling
singing, dancing and juggling, could get by on
of the vanished glories of vaudeville, it all takes
place in the suburban home where the family of her looks alone. Fay Bainter- Charles Ruggles
once big-time troupers have been spending a and Sig Ruman expertly polish off their stock
roles and add to the general air of amiability
twenty year vacation between bookings. Instead
of the usual theatrical glitter, it offers a sort of that pervades the picture.
EXPLOITATIOX: Dan Dailey has worked
apple-pic folksincss. Lloyd Bacon is a thoroughu!) quite a following and the W inninger name
ly experienced director when it comes to footis always a good draw. The title song is worth
lights nostalgia, and he was working" with a

Pi\^ Milland in "Lost \\'eek-end" .■\nn Todd in
"The Seventh \'ei!," and Geraldine Fitzgerald
in "Uncle Harry."

Ekister Parade
Give My Regard^ to Broadwav
So Evil My Love

1^'
I'
IT
I•

I'
The \ icious Circle
f(,rd. and she breaks up the act to do a single.
.\staire is hurt and boast that he can train almost any girl to be her equal. He picks Judy
Garland at random and teaches her the routine.
When he lets her express her unsonhisicated
artistry, they become a sensation. She falls in
love with him but he still yearns for his expartner. She tells her troubles to Lawford. He
is in love with her, but being a nice guy he
tells her how to get her man. It ends happily
when she buys Fred a top hat and, singing
the "Easter Parade" song to him, they saunter
down Fifth .Avenue. Ahrams.

20tht's''Century
niiiiutes I' (KiDan Diiiley. Charles W iiinini/er- Xaiiey Guild,
Charlie Ruytiles. Fay Bainter, Barbara Lazvrcnec. Jane Xigh. Charles Russell- Sig Ruinan,
Howard Freeman. Herbert Anderson. Pat Flaherty. Harry Seymour. Paul Harvey, Leia Bliss,
Georgia Caine. Matt MeHugh.
JUrected by IJoyd Bacon.

F.ven as a '"woman's" picture it rarely whips
rp enough emotional excitement to sustain audier.ce interest. Based on the n*vel by Joseph

in This Issue

TO

VAUDEVILLE

plugging and the juggling routine suggests a
C'.stumed street man doing a similar act.
The Winninger family, known as "Albert, the
Great and Company", were headliners at the old
Palace. When show business slumped, he took
a "temporary" job as a clerk in a factory. The
years went by, and now he is a foreman and a
sf lid citizen in a fine home in Jersey. He still
plans to return to vaudeville and is training his
s')n- Dan Dailey, and his daughters, Jane Nigh
and Barbara Lawrence, to continue their Juggling act. The girls desert him for love and
marriage and he now relies on Dan for a
double act. But, unknown to his father, Dan
is taking time off to romance Xancy Guild, play
baseball and even gets a scholarship to engineering school. An offer to book the act
firially comes through from an old friend, Sig
Ruman. Dan backs out- but his father stubbornly insists on going alone. He happens to
miss his train, and when he gets a look at his
son as the star of the factory ball team, he
changes his mind. Finale shows grandfather
Winninger still an energetic performer. York.
BORING
Miss Todd is a missionary's widow bound
for England from Jamaica. She encounters
Ray Milland, a phoney painter and charming
scoundrel. She nurses him through an attack
of malaria and falls violently in love. He
makes her home his hide-out and she gradually
sinks down to his level of iniquity. At his
bidding she goes to work as a companion to
Miss Fitzgerald and proceeds to blackmail her
husband, Raymond Huntley. He is a cold,
calculating character and soon exposes her
scheme. She slips a slug of poison into his
medicine and lets his wife administer it. Miss
Fitzgerald is arrested and convicted of the
murder. Although Miss Todd is remorseful,
she makes plans to leave the country with Milland. But when she discovers that he has been
two-timing her- she plunges a knife into his
back and gives herself up. .Abranis.
FILM
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THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE' A SERIO-COMIC INNOVATION
Rates • • 9 for class houses: less elsewhere
always seem to make sense, no one can say
L'liitcd Artists
that it is ever dull. For Nick's saloon (the one
II '7 Minutes
main set ) is a three-ring circus ; all sorts of
James Cayney. Il'illiaiii Beiuii.v- ll'ayite Morns.
cock-e\'ed things happen there — ludicrous,
Jeanne Cayney. Broderick Crazt'ford. Ward
Bond. James Barton. PanI Draper- Gale Paye.
pathetic and strangely moving. Its gallery of
eccentrics are out of this world and even the
James Lydon- Richard Erdman. Pedro de Cordova. Jieginald Beane. Tom Poiwrs- John Milpill-ball machine erupts like a Roman candle.
ler. Xatalie S chafer. Howard Freeman. Renie
And underneath its dafHness runs a strain of
Riano- Xanette Parks. Gratia Marcisco.Claire
warm sentimentality for which author William
Carleton. Gladys Blake. Lanny Rees. Marlene
Aames.
Saroyan is noted. His play was the recipient
J)irected hy H. C. Potter.
of both the Pulitzer prize and the Drama Critics'
-Vward, and the adaptation by Nathaniel Curtis
Ccngratulations to the Cagney family, to if a faithful adaptation. Director H. C. Potter
Jeanne, Jim and Bill for an exceptional motion
and cameraman James Wong Howe did a great
picture ! This long-awaited production turns
job of creating movement and change, while the
out to be well off the beaten track' but it is camera remains firmly planted in the saloon.
due for a mixed reception from the public as
William Bendix is superb as Nick' the only
sensible person in the joint ; Jeanne Cagney
well as the critics. It doesn't fit into any of shows
talent as the floozie with illusions and
the established categories, as comedy, romance
brother
James is convincing in the difficult role
or gangster drama, but is a fascinating comof the mystic philosopher: Wayne Morris scores
pr^und of theatrics and. as such, should prove
as a simple-minded gocf and of the supporting
to be a delightful treat to class audiences who
players, James Barton, Ward Bond, Paul Drapshun the routine movies. The exhibitor will
er and Pedro de Cordova are outstanding.
have to match its unique merits wnth a selling
Draper's unsual dancing style fits well into
the picture'sformanceframework.
But for
thereanis Academy
one perjob equally ingenious. Mass audiences' esthat is a sure bet
pecially in subsequent runs, will be confused
-Award, and that is James Barton's grand inb\- its peculiar ambiguity. But even if it doesn't tr-rpretat:on of a daffy, old codger with a free-

wheeling imagination.
EXPLOITATION : Hit hard with its long
list of top performers and its prize play origin.
Call it the year's "most unusual" movie. The
title is a natural for placards with the slogan:
"YOU'LL HAVE THE TIME OF YOUR
The story is hardly more than a series of
unrelated
incidents." that occur during one day
LIFE AT
at Nick's. James Cagney sitting around drinking champagne and sending his dopey palWayne Morris on silly errands. An eccentric
dancer, a hungry pianist, a taciturn Arab and
other assorted characters. Jeanne Cagney
wanders in and fails to impress anyone with
her line about being a famous actress. Longshoreman Ward Bend has a friendly argument
with policeman Broderick Crawford. Gale
Page has a brief and nebulous conversation
with Cagney. Young James Lydon keeps frantically phoning his girl friend, and Barton shows
his
amazing
beersome
and sort
inventiveluss. Finallycapacity
it settlesforinto
of a
pattern when love blooms between Morris and
Miss Cagney. .\ vicious stool-pigeon appears
and starts to push her around. Cagney knocks
\vm out while Barton brandishes his pistol.
This winds up a very rough day for proprietor
William Bendix. Abranis.

'THE BIG PUNCH' FIRST OF NEW WB QUICKIES IS TOLERABLE
Rates • • -|- as supporting dualler
title, the only boxing ring activity in the film
Warner Bros.
Morris squelches rumors spread by unscrupuoccupies a lew fleeting moments at the beginSO Minutes
1 'US fight manager Anthony Warde that he is
ning. The rest, except for a wliooped-up end- giving up the ministry for the boxing ring and
ll'ayne Morris. Lois Maxu'ell- Gordon MacRae.
leaves for Longacre to become the new minister.
.\fary Stuart, Anthony ll'arde. Jimmy Ames.
ing,
is a placid telling of a new minister's
Marc Logan. liddie Dunn- Charles Marsh.
attempts to ingratiate himself with the townsYoung
cynical "tanker" Gordon MacRae is so
Pi-ected by Sherry Shourds.
pec pie, handicapped by his backgrounds as a
impressed with Morris' sincerity that he wins
r. fight he is scheduled to lose and leaves town.
c illege football and boxing star. \\'ayne MorWarner Bros, return to the fold of so-called
Warde frames him for the murder of a detecris
isn't
very
coinincing
in
this
role.
But'
"B" product makers, as a supplement to their then, neither are the things he is called on to t ve and MacRae is forced to hide out in Longhigher-budgeted films, is launched with "The
di' by the script. For the uncritical, "The Big acie, where he induces Morris to put him up
Punch"neither
is a plaudits
satisfactory
that will
Big
Punch,"
a
fair,
though
far-fetchedlittle
in the parish house. After overcoming a hoselicit
nor programmer
pans.
Iirogrammer that manages to maintain interest
tile attitude among the townspeople, Morris sets
without striking any sparks of enthusiasm. Its
EXPLOITATION: Wayne Morris is not
;il out regenerating MacRae aided by Lois Maxtlie
only
name
to
sell.
Gordon
MacRae
has
most promising asset is the film debut of Gorwell, who has an affection for both men. When
don MacRae, popular airwaves troubador, who,
built up a large radio following and since he MacRae's ex-girl friend, Mary Stuart, shows
has an important role in the picture, exhibitors
up and threatens him with exposure unless he
though he doesn't sing a note- impresses as need
have no qualms about featuring him right he!ps rob the bank in which he is working,
potential star material. MacRae is well-cast
along with Morris. The story can be angled
u^
fighter
willing
to take
dives)
Morris and Maxwell arrange for Warde's aide.
whoa "tanker"
is framed(a for
murder
when
he doublearound the catchline : "Gangland Learns What
Ames- to come to town, and after some
oosses the gamblers and hides out in a small
the Big Punch Is When It Tangles with a Jimmy
scriptural
and muscular urging. Ames confesses
town. The latter location is where most of
tile frame-up, MacRae, cleared, ni(j\es on and
Fishting
Parson!"
the story action takes place, and despite_ the
Morris and Maxwell forsee wedding bells. Barn
Divinitv student and football star \\'avne
VP IN CENTRAL PARK'
Rates ® • -f on name values

DULL

sal -Liter natioi\al
H7I ' niver
minutes
Deanna Diirbin, Dick Haymes. Vincent
.ilberf Sliarpe- Tom Poivers, Hobart
ciii'nyh. Tlnirston Hall, Hoimrd Freeman,
Field, Tom Fedi. Moroni AlseU' William
/•rr. Selle Fisher.
Directed by IVilliani Seirer.

Price,
CavMary
Skip-

U-I can be credited with taking one of Broadway's brightest musical plays and turning it
into one of Hollywood's dullest musical films.
'1 he ingredients are all there, everybody works
hard, but it just doesn't click. The humor
doesn't
romance
never The
jells and
the
musical bounce
numbersthe lack
sparkle.
Deanna
Durbin-Dick Haymes names will draw a fair
tiiin-out, but word-of-mouth won't hel|) it one
hit. Grosses will be above average in firstruns, but will skid in sub-runs. Karl Tunberg
JUNE
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DURBIN

MUSICAL

is responsible for the screen adaptation of the
Mike Todd show, and also handled the producing chores. It offers a romanticised version
of tlie nefarious doings of Boss Tweed, once
the king-pin of Tammany Hall, which under
William Seiter's direction' wanders between
heavy humor and awkward gravity. Miss
Durbin looks cute in pig-tails and is in good
voice, especially in a \'erdi aria, but most of
her material is sub-par. Dick Haymes is still
a radio crooner trying so toothily, to be a
film actor. They sing three songs by Sigmund
Romberg,
in top
formoldwith
these.
Boss Tweedwhowaswasn't
a pretty
rough
character
as portrayed on the stage, but here he gets a
full measure
of Vincent Price's suave and
unctuous
mannerisms.
EXPLOITATION: Play up the great stage
hit from which this was adapted. Feature
Deanna Durbin and Dick Haymes as a new
romantic singing team and stress the music by

Sigmund Romberg.
Albert Sharpe and his daughter, Deanna
Durbin, arrive in New York from Ireland right
oi! election day. A ward-heeler persuades him
to \-ote 2.^ times for the party candidate for
ir.ayor,
Boss Tweed of( \'incent
makes and
him later
superintendent
Central Price)
Park.
Sharpe
know graft
that his
just a has
fronta
for somedoesn't
crooked
or job
that isPrice
wolfish eye on his daughter. Dick Haymes,
a Times reporter comes snooping around and
finds tliat expensive birds at the zoo are served
as delicacies for the boss's table. The exposure doesn't
shake her
handsome
benefactor,
especially
now faith
that inhe her
is promoting
her career in opera. Finally her pa realizes
that Price is a dishonest scoundrel and helps
Haymes get the goods on him. When he is
blasted out of power. Miss Durbin comes run-15
ning contritely home to the park where Haymes
and her father await her. Abrams.

'RAW DEAL' GANGSTER
MAN-HUNT
IS STRONG MELODRAMA
Rates • • • — generally; more in action spots
m .nec' with Claire 'IVevor and Marsha Hunt in h s faithful sweetheartj Claire Trevor, is waitlidijlc-l ,1011
ing for him. To escape the jxtlice he hides out
T-> III ill II
a struggle for Dennis O'Keefe. 'JMie latter
gives a rugged and convincing performance
for a while in the apartment of Marsha Hunt,,
Pciiiils O'Kccjc. Chiirc 'I'l cvor. Marshu 1 1 mil' as a desperate jail-bird and Claire Trevor is
J dim Irc'aiul. h'liyiiiniul lirhiiid. Ix'iiyiiiinul Hiiir, competent as his hard-boiled sweetie,, hut it is once his attorney's secretary. He forces her
to come along on his desperate flight- and the
Marsha Hum v\ho dilivers a sensitive slice
('/'/•/ Cmnciiy Cliilr 11 ' illiiiiiis.
three finally break through the drag-net. She
/ >irct lril hv .1 11 llmi v Maini.
</f acting as the girl on the side of law and
despises his ruthless criminality, but gradually
order. The sarlistic mobster, who has a "cute"
finds l.erself in love. O'Keefe keeps a rendezvous
to collect ?50,()()0 from Raymonrl Burr, for
"Raw Deal" lias all the ck-iiifiits liiat tvpify habit of burning people with his cigarette lighttprinRstcr irovics . . . the sadistic fillers, brutal er, is given a stylized treatment by Raymond
whom he had taken the rap. Hut Hurr has no
fifiiits, a jail break and \ic)lent retribution. It I'jurr. The photography l)y John Alton is intention of paying and sends gunman John
especialls impressive and on the whole the Ireland to ambush him. There is a savage
diiesn't add much In the established i)attern,
picture packs enough punch and excitement to
but it reuches an abnve-average level through
struggle and O'Keefe barely escapes. Ireland
justify a strong promotion.
it^ strong cast and tcjpnotch producing team.
later
and Miss
O'Keefe
doesn't
On the lieels of the wonderfully successful
about itMiss
untilHunt,
he and
Trevor
are
KXPLOITATIOX : (iive it a strong build- liarn kidnaps
up as "tough" melodrama. Caption pictures of hoarding a ship for Panama. He rushes off
"T-Men," Kdward Small puts its director, Anth' iiy Mann, and its star,, Dennis O'Keefethe .stars with "All My Life Was a Raw Deal !" for Burr s lair in Corkscrew Alley. By the
to work on this opus, and scripter John Higgins
time the police arrive- the place is in flames.
. . , "My lyOve Is Your Strength!" . . . "My
a'.Mi had a hand in this scenario. They discarded
Burr is dead and O'Keefe is dying in the arms
Ivove
Is
Your
Destruction'"
the documentary format and worked up a
Just how Dennis O'Keefe breaks out of jail is of Miss Hunt, while his other lo.e stands helpbrisk melodrama that invoKt-s a triangular ronever disckised- but. anyway, he makes it and lesslv bv. York.
'WALLFLOWER' FAIRLY AMUSING LIGHT-WEIGHT COMEDY
Rates • • -|- as dualler; weak for action houses
makes her popular with the boys. Janis Paige
W arner Hms.
17 Minnies
doesn't have any trouble promoting her obvious
charms and registers well with one song numJoyce Reynolds, Janis Paige' Edward Arnold.
ber. Tin- small-town Casanovas who get mixed
Ilarhara Rnm'n. Jerome Coit'an, Don McGuire.
Ann Shoemaker , l.otte Stein.
uj) in this tangled romance are Robert Hutton
and Don Mc(juire. Hutton shows a nice flair
Directed hv Frelerick />c Cordcra.
for comedy and he and Miss Reynolds make an
attractive romantic team. Edward Arnold turns
Tills con'edx' of youthful romance is a Hutty
in an efTective performance as an exasperated
bit of enterf'.innient' desi.uncd to ease the tension created b\ the top feature. .\n audience
parent and draws, sf)me laughs in a drunk scene.
Director Frederick de Cordova makes the most
in the mood fur light-weiglu fare these hot
Slimmer nights will enjoy this inc nsequential
of the amusing situations and maintains a light
farce, but it lacks drawMig power. There are
touch throughout. The pHxluction, under Alex
laughs, to be sure, but dealing with nothing
Gottlieb's supervision- is adequate, but in genmore serious tlmi the girlish problems involving
eral does not have the top (piality to be expected
a country club dance. Originally a stage play,
from a major studio.
the gagged-up version by Phoebe and Henry
EXPLOITATION': Sell its frivolous comedy
and youthful romance. Try newspaper contest
Ephron gives the low-down on how to be popular in one easy lesson . Jo\ce Reynolds is the awarding prizes for the best letter on "How Not
gal who finds that a low-cut gown suddenly
To Be a Wallflower."
'ESCAPE' ENGROSSING, BRITISH-MADE MANHUNT
DRAMA
Rates • • 4- for action housj and naborhood duals
of the film and the Harrison-Cummins names,
20fh Centnry-Fo.v
then, should be above average in action houses
7(i Minutes
and it should make a good top dualler, especialRex Harrison. Peyyy Cummins, IVilliam Hartly if coupled with light comedy or musical.
nc!l, Norman ll'ooland, Jill Esmond, Frederick
Piper- Marjoric Rhodes, Betty Ann Daz'ies, Cyr- Obviously limited in budgetary scope, "Escape"
is another example of satisfactory entertainment
il Cusack, John Slater, Frank Pettingell, Michael Golden, Frederick Leister.
without lavish production expenditure. The deDirected by Joseph I.. Mankietvic::.
mands of the story are such that the English
countryside and a few simple sets are ample
Despite the fact that 20th Century-Fox trans- background to carry its dramatic impact to the
screen. With both Harrison and Miss Cumported .'American producer William Perlberg
and director Joseph L. Mankiewicz to England
mins turning in sterling performances- aided by
inr the filming of Galsworthy's famous play, a uniformly excellent supporting cast, the story
■'Escai)e" the screen version emerges as typi- of an average citizen, who refuses to accept a
verdict that turns him into a criminal, becomes
cally British melodrama, subdued but engrossing, beautifully performed and stark with real- a suspenseful manhunt that is always interestholding and often reaches gripping heights. For
ism. Its two stars. Rex Harrison and Peggy
leavening, there is a hint of romance, some dry
Cummins, despite their British ancestry, have
assumed a fair degree of boxoflice stature in humor and a thought-provoking commentary
on our system of justice expressed in adult
this country- so their names will wipe off some
of the taint which burdens British pictures in dialogue.
American theatres. Returns, based on the merit
EXPLOITATION: Sell this a^ "The great
16

FOR

DUALS

When the step-sister Joyce Reynolds and
Janis Paige return home from college, the boys
all flf)ck around like bees around honey. But
they ignore Miss Reynolds completely and she
is especially hurt w'hen young Robert Hutton
falls for her sister's more effervescent charms.
Xobody offers to take her to the country club
dance and this infuriates papa Edward .Arnold
but he can't do anything about it. Then he
decides to imitate her sister's come-hither
technique and snares Don McGuire as an escort. At the dance she is the center of attraction
and even Hutton is entranced. They go off for
a moonlight swim, and when their clothes are
stolen, their hilarious escapade becomes a frontp.ige scandel. Their families decide that immediate matrimony is required, and she runs
out on such an unromantic arrangement. But
Hutton finally sees the light and brings her back
for a satisfactory conclusion. Abrams.

Galsworthy suspense drama . . . .\ manhunt to
pursue your emotions
relentlessly."
The Harrison-Cummins names should
be featured.
Title
lends itself to tie-ins such as: "You can't ESCAPE the 'new look' featured in Blank's
Rex Harrison- clean-cut ex-R.AF flyer, accidentally kills a detectiv^e while protecting a
clothes."
girl
from arrest. He is tried and convicted of
manslaughter and sentenced to three years. Embittered by the injustice of his sentence, he
escapes in the fog and generates a manhunt,
led by wily inspector William Hartnell. that
leads to excruciating efforts to escape capture.
He is befriended by a young society g^irl, Peggy
Cummins, betrayed by "friends-" pursued by
righteous villagers, injured in an abortive attempt to escape by plane. Finally seeking haven
in a church, the minister's true goodness and
his love for Miss Cummins regenerate his desire
to play ball with society and he gives himself
up, knowing she will wait for him. Barn.
FILM

BULLETIN

'BIG TOWN SCANDAL' ROUTINE PINE-THOMAS PROGRAMMER
Rates • • as dualier for naborhoods and action houses
When five lads are arrested for petty thievery,
swing at the problems of juvenile delinquency
ParaiiioiDit
Hillary
Brooke inveigles her bosS' Philip Reed,
and it is just another edition of news-editor
62 Minutes
into accepting their custody. They are given
Steve
Wilson's
adventures,
as
introduced
by
the
PhUif< Reed. Hillary Brooke, Stanley Clements.
the paper and they convert an abandonserial, to"Big
Town."
one jobs edonbuilding
Charles
I'inceSumner
Barnett- Getchell.
Josefth Allen,
Jr., eradio
ver seems
do any
work Incidentally,
on that paper no; they
into a recreation center. Young
Darryl Anit.
Hickman.
Michael
are always mixed up in some crime-fighting
Stanley Clements gets involved in the larcenous
Brandon. Roland
Dick Keane.
li'isslerCarl
shenanigans — this time to lead a group of activities of gangster, John Philips. As the
Switcer.
du Free.Rudy
Donna
de Mario,
star of the basketball team, Clements is forced
wayward lads from the paths of crime. Philip
John PhUlit^s- Rcfj Billado.
Reed is once more the crusading editor and to throw games to favor the crooked betting
Directed by William Thomas.
Hillary Brooke his pretty assistant. This duo
and also lets them use the gym to cache their
stolen furs. When the lads discover the loot,
i> less prominent than usual with the youngsters lieaded by Stanley Clements taking the tiiey try to sneak it back and one of them is
That Pine-Thomas factorx- keeps grinding out
lead. Carl Switzer mugs through a brief part
these programmers with dependable regularity.
sliot by the police. The climax occurs at a
This one has all the customary ingredients to and \eteran comic \'ince Barnett also appears.
big game where Clements crosses Phillips with
be expected with the P-T label, and is staple
Much of the action takes place on a basketa winning score. The thug blasts him down,
ball court, which is a new twist. Milton Raison
fare for a double slot. .It is supT)lied with
but before he can make his get-away, police
occasional bursts of action and draws upon all concocted this opus, and the boss man himself.
bullets knock him off. Clements recovers and
the cliches dear to the hearts of naborhood
plans to justify the confidence of Reed and
Bill usual
Thomas,
occupies the director's seat with
iiif
facilitv.
audiences. Wliile the yarn takes a perfunctory
'SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR' HOT MONEY YARN HAS SNAPPY
PACE
Bn;oke. York.'
Rates • • + as duailer
naborhoods, where its lack of credibility will
Ketuhlic
It seems that Bridges' double just got out of
pass muster. The screen-play by John K. But- stir where he had made a perfect set of ten
6i> Minutes
ler
is
a
neat'
tight
job
with
brisk
touches
of
dollar
counterfeit plates. Bridges falls for
Lynne Roberts. Lloyd Bridfies. Geor(/e Zucco.
the gun-play. This unJune Storey. Trevor Bardette. John Kellogg- humor complementing
Bardette's
story and takes the assignment of
derworld fracas involves a couple of innocent
Jack Overman, Roy Barer oft. Douglas Evans.
going
to
New
York to sell the plates to gangnicely played by Lynne Roberts
big-shot, George Zucco. On the train.
Milton Parsons- James Flavin. Tommy Ivo. hy-standers,
and Lloyd Bridges, who also contribute the June ster
Storey,
the
wife of the con artist, and
Sam McDaniel. Billy Benedict. Miner7-a I'recal. lively romantic interest. George Zucco heads
her brother knock him out and steal the plates.
ihrected by R. G. .'Springsteen.
the list of heavies with his customary suavity,
But when they get to New York, Zucco spots
and there is good support by June Storey, 1/evthe plates as bogus and they head back for
Here is an engrossing little yarn about a or Bardette and Jack Overman. It's a snappy,
Frisco. Meanwhile Bardette has knocked oflf
shiny, new set of counterfeiting plates and the clean-cut production and under R. G. Springh.is double and Bridges is picked up for murbattle for its possession between underworld
direction it rolls along at an unflagging
der. But the real Inspector believes his story
gangs and the Secret Service. It is by no pace andsteen's
builds up to a rousing climax.
and gives him another assignment. With Zucco
Ex-aviator Lloyd Bridges places a job-wanted
means a "T-Men" documentary, but it does
his toughies on his trail he and Miss
offer a good deal of crackling action and sus- ad in a Frisco paper where Lynne Roberts is and
Roberts hunt down Bardette and the real plates.
pense during its hour of stick-em-up hocusa clerk. The job he gets is for Trevor BarIt winds up satisfactorily after a slam-bang
pocus — just the ticket for action houses and
dette- who poses as a Secret Service Inspector.
fight and a lot of shooting. Dav.

'UNDER CALIFORNIA SKIES' ROY
Rates • • • — in naborhoods and small towns ROGERS IN FINE SHOW
Trucolor, and Roy Rogers never looked handRepublic
somer in his fancy shirts and tight pants, as
7(1 minutes
he warbles his songs and knocks out the bad
Roy Rogers- Jane Fra::ee. Andy Devine, George
guys with the greatest of ease. There are
H. Lloyd, ll'ade Crosby- Michael Chapin, House
Peters. Jr., Stei'e Clark. Joseph Garro- Paul
olenty of laughs supplied by Andy Devine with
Fozcer, John IVald- Bob Xolan a)ul the .^ons his strangled voice, and Jane Frazee looks
of the Pioneers. Trigger.
very cute, but of course never gets kissedDirected by William Witney.
which suits the kids just fine. That golden
palamino. Trigger, lives up to its billing as
It is a wonderful treat for the Roy Rogers
"The Smartest Horse in the Movies". He
fans. He is sure to stand up and cheer his shares acting honors with a shaggy, little poochhero on to victory. Dad may consider it a who doesn't get a cast credit but is just as fine
little corny, but Junior will want to see it an actor. And the small fry will be delighted
to see how young Michael Chapin becomes
through twice. This is the kind of musical
Western that the hands up at the Republic
a trusty pal of their hero. Roy harmonizes
pleasantly in five ballads with Bob \oIan and
ranch cook up so expertly' and this one gets
their best ingredients. It is packaged in pleasant
tile Sons of the Pioneers. .-Mthough the musical
THE VICIOUS CIRCLE'
Rates • • -|- as dualier

LOW-BUDGET

United Artists
77 Minutes
Conrcui Xagel- Frit:: Kortner, Rienhold Schunzcl. Phillip I^an vandt, Lyle Talbot, Eddie Leroy, Edivin Maxzvell. Frank FergusonL)irected by 11'. Lee Wilder.
Whereas Dore Schary and Darrly Zanuck
succeeded in making entertaining films dealing
with anti-semitism in "Crossfire" and "Gentleman's Agreement", producer-director W. Lee
Wilder here comes up with a program picture
on that tricky subject that is pretty much on
the dull side. It presents its theme in terms
of heavy and old-fashioned melodrama and as
a result will not attract a deservedly wide
audience ; small town audiences will perhaps
JUNE
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MELODRAMA

BLASTS

find it heavy going. It was originally a play,
"The Burning Bush"' by Heinz Herald and
Geza Herczeg, and the screen-play by Herald
and Guy Endore retains much of its fusty,
stagey quality. It tells the true story of a legal
case in Hungary that exposed a vicious conspiracy of race hatred. It all happened back
in 1882 and this fact dates the tale, in the light
(if much more recent events. The large cast
is
proficient
earnest. in
A'eteran
Conrad
Nagel
makes and
a comeback
a role actor
that displays
his resonant voice and impressive manner, and
Fritz Kortner turns in a first-rate performance
as an innocent victim of persecution. The
picture is obviously a low-budget job, practically
all of the action taking place on one set.
EXPLOITATION: Sell this as an expose
of bigotry.
A Young servant girl disappears and five

numbers seem to come along just when things
are popping, there is a good balance of excitement, and director William Witney has included a full share of gun-smoke and jawbusting action.
plot doesn't
pull Itan\leads
radical
switches
on The
the Western
theme.
off with
Roy
finishing a movie in Hollywood and he goes
out to his ranch to celebrate his "10th .\nniversarv in Films". The local badmen kidnap
Trigger. For ransom, all they want is $100,000.
Sure enough, his studio sends the money ! The
sheriff persuades Roy to pay off in fake bills,
and with the aid of young Chapin, they succeed
in
Trigger. There is a slam-bang
Dav.rescuing
finish
in whicli the crooks get their just desserts.
BIGOTRY
Hungarian Jews are arrested for murder. It
is all engineered by Reinhold Schunzel, a bigoted
baron who wants to push a bill suppressing
minorities through Parliament. He encourages
the prosecution to f?/)ricate false and incriminating testimony. Defense .\ttorney Conrad
Nagel ocent
takes
up cudgels
in defense
of the innmen. One
of thenv
Fritz Kortner,
has
a young son
Baron's four
influence. Hewho
bearscomes
false under
witnesstheagainst
of tiie men, thinking to exonerate his father.
Xagel demonstrates the falsity of his testimony
and through-out the trial continues to expose
the perjurous nature of the prosecution. Finally
it comes to light that the girl was not murdered
at all : she committed suicide. Nagel closes the
case with an eloquent blast at bigotry and effects
a reconciliation between Kortner and his son.
Daz:
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

HAZARD',
SURE-FIRE
EDMEDY
WARNING!
Parlays
Gambling,
Gaijs, Girl-Chase
(MtktWrdilhbWbMn!
Thf showman who likes to play the "sure things"
i^houhln t have to he najifjed to put his last sawhiuk
H^^dj^^^kJ^H

on '*Ha7>ar«r' — it's no (;anihle.
Kather, it's an exploitation "natural" if ever we saw one.
This rollicking Paramount comedy can lie made
an ovcrwli<'lming favorit<' with those who are sold on
the fact that it s a great l»et.
Pretty Paulette (iod«lard is th*- winning nuniher.
playing a society gal with an irresistibh' urge to toss
the hiack-eyed ivories (he it in a swank gambling
joint or up an alley with the hoothlacks I , an«l on the
lam from a gambler to whom she lost one hig hct —
herself — and welched. What follows is reminiscent

SHI S A WELCHER ' SHE MT
BEKSELF ON A Ctrr (7 THE CAROt

POSTER
RET!
STUNT
ilf. hllOUII at left Yl-dh
••ral effectiveforteaser
ponnihilititth
nevntuntii. It could l)e
made
into a
politer up
for hniping
around town or
printed
smaller
>fieet»', itoncould
he
u^ed for throwaway
or mailing piece.
Scene cut from
(irehs
sheet could he
illuntrution.

of the cross-country slH uanigans in "It Happened One
iNiglil," with the spice of the gamhiing angle tosccd
in for g^od measure.
The Paramount hoxofficers under Stanley Shuford have tinned out a
presshook that is bursting at the seams with striking a<ls and ey«'-cat< hing. seatselling stunts along these lines. The showman can trick up his lobby and front
with any one of a number of gambling gadgets, or he can lia\e tlu' people all
over town talking about an\ one of tb<' se\( ial slr<'el ballyhoos suggested in
the press sheet.
For the heart-throb set, there is an up-and-coming lad nami^d Mac«lonald
Carey playing op])osite and it would be well to k«'ep in miiul that his role i>
similar to the one that made Gable in that former bit.
To augment on-the-screen selling. I'aramount has created a >pc( iai free
teaser trailer which is available for use in a«lvance and tt) supplement tinregular trailer supjilied bv National Scr<'en SerAice. Another free selling aid
is a spot announcement record for use during station breaks containing a
complete campaign of spots, ranging from 13 seconds to 55 seconds, for advance, opening day and during-run selling.
There are also several mats for newsj)aper feature and throwaway purposes. At upper left in this column is a miniature reproduction of a playing
card gag available in mat form. Among the clever newspaper ads are a series
of five provocative teasers (three are reproduced at lower right of the ads
shown below ) .

'■High card
. Wins me I'

EE0R6E MARSHALL

TIEUPS
The title is a natural for promotions with local
merchants and safety groups. Ahove are four
of the ways it can he used in store windows or
outdoors: (li drug store tieup with vitamins;
12 I Fire prevention apparatus in hardware, department, etc. stores, with local fire department
in co-op to use the title; (.3) snipe road signs;
14 1 Auto supply, garages, etc.. combined w ith
safety .-logans.
ROULETTE rmmsmi
WHEEL
A lobby stunt for
tie-ins with local
charity campaigns
is excellent with
this roulette wheel.
Ask customers to
spin it. give tickets
to those who hit
specified numbers,
ask others
contribute to to
a local
worthy charity, Red
Cross, cancer fund,
etc.

nHTISTSKTW MIT M S-M-IS-IO

WINDOW
GUESSING GAG
A variation of the
standard window
guessing
gag can
be
worked with
poker
chips. Fill basket
or other large receptacle with chips
uid offer guest tickets for the ten
closest guesses,
Winner might re
ceive a gift in co
operation with the
merchant whose window is used for display.
-Stills and posters can be used to build up an
attractive, eye-catching display.

HAZARD
If it is true, as nianv thcatremen are
saving, that the piihlic wants to laugh today, it looks very much as though Pai"aniount is offering at least one dose of the
right kind of medicine. The FILM BULLETIN review on "'Hazard'" reported that
"'Paramount has delivered a spring tonic
hotter than sulphur and molasses."
The yarn traces the hectic adventures
of society girl Paulette Goddard, who is
on the fly from a war-l)lighted love and
develops a passion for gamhling as a
refuge. Ultimately, of course, she finds
herself deep in del)t to a slick gam])ler
and is maneuvered into putting herself up
as the stake on the turn of a card. She
loses, welches, and runs off. pursued l)y a
handsome private dick, MacDonald Carey,
hired hy the gambling lord.
Its touch-and-go from coast-to-coast
with the pretty gal and tlie private eye
sharing some screwljall and amusing adventures. As everybody suspects all along,
they end up like a love song — l)Ut not
until they get involved in a boisterous
brawl that really climaxes this funny film.

EXHIBITORS
a iniond
50% SUICIDE
North Central Allied
The (h'strihiitors never learn anything and
never forget anytliing. They have learned nothing from the Supreme Court's decision and they
cannot forget the good old days. In spite of the
fact that tlicy have just admitted that they have
liciii able to cut production cf)sts by one-third,
they are making tougher demands than ever
before.
It is business suicide for you to agree to any
increases at this time, just as it is business
suicide for you ever to /^ay 50% for any fiictiire.
Once you do so you are a marked man and will
never be able to live it down. By resisting such
(kniands >dii do \'oursclf a great deal of good
and help your feUow independents regardless of
tlie picture involved. There is just no such an
animal as a 50% picture — in terms of today or
in terms of what it will do to you in the future.
.After all, you and I know that the film companies do not pay terms of this kind for their own
tlieatres. Why should you do it?
There is no rhyme nor reason for the current
drive for increases and the fantastic 50% formula. Vou know it and the distributors know
it, but they are making these silly demands because that is the nature of the beast and tluy
think you can't stay away.
SCREEN FREEDOM
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
In the section of the Supreme Court decision
dealing with monopoly the Justices point out
that the controversy relates to monopoly in exhibition and not monopoly in production and the
question under consideration does not involve
what features the public will see or if the public
will be permitted to see certain pictures. Because of this the Court explains that the case
does not involve any problems under the First
Amendment to the Constitution which guarantees freedom of speech and freedom of the press.
But. while disclaiming that this problem is involved, the Court nevertheless does go on record
that :
"We ha\e no doubt that moving pictures,
like newspapers and radio, are included in
the press whose freedom is guaranteed by
the First Amendment.
In these words the highest court in the
nation has volunteered its opinion that freedom
of the motion picture screen is guaranteed by
the Constitution of the United States. It should
be an effective answer to those few zealous
individuals and groups who, because of their
failure to have the Indiana legislature pass a
restrictive state censorship law, press for censorship ordinances in their own cities and towns.
Of course laws already exist that can be invoked against any motion picture that is indecent or in any way outrages the moral standards of a community. Present police power
would prevent the exhibition of such a picture,
but that is an entirely dififerent approach than
setting up a board to require prior approval of
what may be exhibited. That is the kind of
censorship that is practised in countries who
most abhor civil liberty.
The guiding force of all systems of self government is an active and responsible public
opinion. This responsible opinion is voiced by
capable groups sucJt as The Federation of
Women's
of Photoplays,
P.T.A.in
and othersClubs,
who Indorscrs
have interested
themselves
the quality of screen fare for a long time.
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DISNEY CORRECTS
ni

BJtM
The Supreme Coiirt's judgment on the "Freedom" of the screen more than ever emphasizes
the reciprocal responsibility of the theatre man
for what goes on his screen. Freedom is not
synonomous with License.
16 MM

THREAT

Allied ITO of Kansas-Missouri
Xarrow gauge has been used for several
years in Europe in the so-called 'outlying and
small town sections' with marked success. Most
of the majors have a definite 16mni policy all
set up for operation here in America.
The fact that the distributor is operating on
their experience abroad is the 'fly in the ointinint', so states our Allied New Jersey unit,
liave the distributors taken into consideration
that every rural family in this country has a
car? (That is not true of Europe.) Right here
in Kansas and Missouri any number of our rural
houses draw from an area of ten to forty miles
around. The success of these houses depends upon this car-riding patronage. In Europe you
don't
population
with good
roadsruralas'
we do,a car-riding
so vou fellows
with houses
in the
sections, KEEP YOUR EVES OPEN— GOOD
.WD WIDE. Let's be prepared if the issue
should come up. KXOW where your people
c; me from. Study a map of Kansas and Missouri
and look at the spots where a 16mm could crawl
in and operate. There are plenty of them, a lot
more than you think. You who operate in cities,
can be on the alert for churches, lodges, schools
and other organizations that might show 16mm.
The
are in the the 16mm business
ill a distributors
big way.
Later we sense a movement that, if completely
ignored, could possibly lead to complete annihilation ofthe small town theatres. A note of
this may be found in the catalogue being mailed
by RKO that lists 16mm versions of 186 features and shorts that are available for hospitals,
summer camps, schools, prisons and places for
shut-ins as well as theatrieal shoiving in towns
ZL'ithout 35iiun theatres. According to RKO officials the project aims at 50,000 accounts.
Mr. .Arthur Good, according to the Allied unit
(if Indiana, who is responsible for the promotion
and development of this project, says that 16mm
theatrical situations will be charged a guarantee
of S25.00 and pay 50% for the product and an
18 months clearance will be established.
Add the "two" of 50,000 accounts to the "two"
of 50% rentals and you get the "four" that the
film companies must be considering the balance
between the profit to be derived from potential
16mm customers and the 2500 established theatres now located in towns of less than 1000
population.
We hope, and are inclined to believe, that
exhibitors are not being just gullible when they
are reassured by the concern expressed by the
film companies to protect the interest of the
small 35mm theatre. We hope that the concern
is not expressed for the purpose of lulling the
small exhibitor who is today's customer into
complacency until tomorrow's 16mm market can
be developed. 16mm projectors have been launched with the issue that they will in no way take
business away from the established theatre and
that communities served will be so distant from
the next 35mm houses that people living there
do not have a chance to see the picture unless
tliey travel a considerable distance. As an additional safeguard it is required that deals will
not be made without prior consultation with the
nearest exchange or salesman.

In /■ilni BLI, 1, I.TIN issue .May 10, wt
quoted a bulletin from Allied Kocky
Mountain Indei)endent Theatres to the
effect that Walt Disney df»es not have
approval rights over contracts taken by
RKO for his cartcxin shorts. We are
advised by Gunther R. Lessing, vice- presiflent an(l general counsel, Walt Disney
Productions, that this is incorrect. Mr.
Gunther states: "Walt Disney Productions does have the right to approve all
contracts on its cartoons. Mr. Disney
just won't go for' many of the deals
presented. Our company owns all copyrights and other titles in all of its motion i)ictures and has never granted to
RKO anything further than usual distribution rights."
VIOLATORS. BEWARE!
Allied ITO of Eastern Pa.
It lias come to my attention that some bright
( : ) individuals connected with distribution in
Philadelphia have remarked that the big boys in
Xcw York and their lawyers will find ways to
evade the new rules of the game laid down by
the Supreme Court.
Here is a word of warning for these smart
fellows : Allied of Eastern Penna. will see to it
that all illegal practices and violations of the
decision by any distributor or chain theatre in
<-ur territory will be proiuptly called to the
attention of the proper authorities, with a request to proceed vigorously against the lawbreakers. And wherever necessary, Allied will
advise its members to proceed individually
against those distributors or chain theatres
which have violated the law in the past or which
attempt to violate it in the future. As a comexhibitor association, withpletely independent
to any other part of the motion
out obligation
l)icture industry. Allied stands ready at this
juncture to serve its members, and its
important only.
members

CONDITIONED

SELLING

ATO of Indiana
We learn that one of the major companies
has published the complete text of the U, S.
Supreme Court decision in the anti-trust case
and distributed copies to all of its distribution
personnel. Accompanying the copy of the dethat "alert field percision is the admonition
sonnel will consider it important to familiarize
themselves with the decision by reading it in
this is recommended
its entirety." Certainly
reading for the salesmen, office managers,
bookers and branch managers of all the major
distributing companies.
We call particular attention to Section 5,
v.herein it is stated "The court enjoined defendants from performing or entering into any
license in which the right to exhibit one feature
is conditioned upon the licensee's taking one or
more other features . . . IVe a^proix that restriction .. . We do not suggest that films may
not be sold in blocks or groups, when there is
I'.o requirement, express or implied, for the purchase of more than one film. . . ." The italic
is ours. This Association has received letters
of strong assurances from the sales managers
of most companies that it is their unequivocal
instructions that their product shall be sold
picture by picture and theatre by theatre. It is
no more than friendly advice to Indianapolis
sales personnel that if any violations of the
decree are uncovered they will be the ones, and
they alone, who must face the consequences of
such violation. Is it really worth the risk?
FILM
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SIZE-UPS
SIUDIO
Li\ e a Little" : William Moss, Bebe Daniels and
COLUMBIA
W illiam Katzell are preparing a schedule, and
Bryan Foy, who has completed "Twenty-Nine
Distribution Pact
Clues", now plans a picture concerning Army
Intelligence work on the atom bomb, to be
titled "These Are My Orders". Permission
With Horizon Pictures
has been obtained from the government to
pliotograph
portions of Oak Ridge for the film,
TJIG news at tiiis studio was confirmation of
the distribution deal with Horizon Pictures, and a full company of actors and technicians,
v.itli Foy in charge personally, leave for Oak
the John Huston-Sam Spiegel company,, and the Ridge on the 15th.
announcement of Horizon's first production^
Marshall Grant Productions will make "The
"Rough Sketch" with John Garfield and Jen- Quantrells Are Coming", a story of the Civil
nifer Jones starring, and Huston directing. War Outlaw to be in documentary form and
Horizon has arranged to borrow Miss Jones
rc^leased through Eagle-Lion. The Red Ryder
from David O. Selznick, and Garfield "loans"
previously made by Republic, will hencehimself out from his own production outfit' films, forth
be made under the banner of Equity ProRoberts Productions. Based on a storj- by
ductions, four to be made a year, in color, and
Robert Sylvester concerning a Cuban rebellion,
turned out through Eagle-Lion. Masque pro"Rough Sketch" is scheduled to start in August.
ductions "Million Dollar Weekend" is finishing
in Hollywood
after jaunt.
a week's shooting in
The firing of four studio publicists within up
Honolulu
on a location
one month, making a total of twelve axed in
The deal has been closed with J. Arthur
nine months by Columbia was first explained
Rank for distribution of "Alice in Wonderland",
by stating that the seniority clause in the now
being completed in Paris. The picture
should
be a natural for novelty exploitation,
publicists' contracts was getting in their hair.
Their second and most recent statement w'as, being part live action and part puppets, and
"No press agents have been fired", a dubious made in AGFA color. Rank loaned Carol
statement in view of the current meetings in Afarsh for the title role.
progress to straighten out the uproar. It would
According to a survey made by Eagle-Lion
seem that if the studio is not at odds with through
newspapers, the movie-goers of the
any of its most valuable properties, it picks country want documentary pictures more than
quarrels with the small fry.
a!iy other type. Musicals come second' comedies
third. The studio plans to continue the survey
Robert
I^rd
has
bought
"Cry
Danger",
to
star Dick Powell and go out through Columbia
periodically in an effort to keep up on current
trends, a plan that might well be adopted by
under the Santana Pictures banner, the LordP><)gart company. Gloria Henry was given the other studios, giving the public what it wants
and not what the brass hats want to make.
tf)p feminine role in the Sam Katzman racetrack story, "Photo Finish". Stanley "Stash"
Clements will don the silks again (he was a
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
jijckey in "Salty O'Rourke") for the film.
"Hearsay," the new title for "Blind Alley"
has started before the cameras, starring William
Await Upped
Holden and Lee J. Cobb. Two other starters
"Blondie's Secret" and "El Dorado Pass", a Production Activity
Durango Kid western. Still in production are
"Undercover Man" (Glen Ford - Nina Foch)
T . B. Mayer's promise of increased production
has not yet shown at this studio, where
"Walking Hills" (Randolph Scott - Ella
Raines) and Edward Small's "FBI Meets Scot- activity is moderate with four shooting, one
land Yard".
('The Three Godfathers") under the Argosy
banner. With the exception of the latter, the
lot
has put nothing new before the cameras
EAGLE - LION
since the end of April. The only picture
slated to start soon is "Take Me Out to the
Ball Game"' starring Gene Kelly and Frank
Sees Goldwyn
Sinatra. This one will be the first big-time
directing chore in six years for Busby Berkeley,
Deal In Future
who is teaming up once more with producer
Arthur Freed.
gEFORE bossman Robert R. Young left
One of the two films planned for production
town he announced that Eagle-Lion will in England will start soon. Spencer Tracy,
increase its slate of moderate budget pictures,
Deborah Kerry and producer Edwin Knopf,
but it is evident that he is pushing plans for plus director George Cukor, have already left
high b/Klgeters to be made independently for
release with the company. The outcome of for England where thev'll make "Edward, Mv
In the more distant future' the studio will
Young's conferences with Goldwyn,, according
to one optimistic Eagle-Lion spokesman, is
produce
"Juggernaut",
the produced
story of abylynching
certain to be a definite distribution arrangement
inSon".
a small
town, to be
Owen
for Goldwyn films. Despite Goldwyn's reasserCrump
under
his
new
contract
with
M-G-M.
tion that he will continue his current arrangeLouis de Rochemont's first picture under his
ment with RKO, the E-L spokesman said, new
deal with this studio will be "Lost Bound"It may be some time before it occurs . . .but
aries", novel by W. L. White.
it will occur."
Following the death of Father Flanagan,
With the signing of Robert (star) Young - Metro has been inundated with requests for the
Eugent B. Rodney's Cavalier Productions to re-issue of "Boys' Town"' and from all reports,
a releasing deal, Eagle-Lion now has nine in- the ten year-old film will soon be on the market.
dependents onits books. In addition to Cavalier,
Economy Note : Metro has decided to discontinue its prize novel Contest,, a wise move in
which has set "Twelve Against the Underworld", with Young in the starring slot, to start view of the fact that prizes constituted over
soon, Walter Wanger plans "Tulsa" : Paul a half-million dollars, 'and of all the winners,
Henried is finishing up "Hollow Triumph" ; only one has been made into a film ; "Green
I'nitcd California Productions (Eugene Frenke
Dolphin Street". The remainder are gathering
nr,(l Robert Cummings) are streamlining "Let's dust on the studio shelves.
.T IT N E
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MONOGRAM
Parsons To Thaw
Frozen British Funds
T INDSLEY Parsons, currently producing
"Kidnapped" for Monogram release' has
already
in 1949
"Typee",
a story set
of his
the first
Southproduction
Seas which
he will
film
in British Samoa, using frozen British poundssterling for production financing. Roddy McDowall, star and associate producer of "Kidnapped", also acts in same capacities in "Typee",
which was written by Herman Melville' author
of "Moby Dick". The South Sea feature
follow's Parsons' next production. "Tuna Clipper", to start at San Diego in August.
Two new starters this time ; "High Tension,"
a Bowery Boys film, and "The Fighting Ranger"' a Johnny Mack Brown western. With
"Kidnapped" still going, this gives Monogram
three in production.
June will see four releases from this lot;
"Range Renegades", "Stage Struck", "Triggerman"
and almost
"Jinx Money".
Plans are
final to release the series
of Northwest Mounted Police pictures to be
made by Arthur Gottlieb and his associates in
Canada. Monogram has been dickering for
tiiese, which will amount to three films' for some
time. Gottlieb's productions are the lead-ofT deal
in Canada's campaign to draw Hollywood producers.
Paul Short, who is preparing the film "Bad
Bey" has what we believe to be an original
idea. He is asking exhibitors, throughout the
country' to recommend casting for the principal
roles in the picture, having sent a representative
group copies of the final treatment.
PARAMOUNT
Plans Scripts
Tailored To Stars

fit the talents
material
of story
J^EARTH
s of
and personalitie
contractto players
is the
basis f<ir a radical scripting development at
Paramount. The idea is to employ big name
writers to develop stories designed for individual stars. The deals will be on a single picture basis, and it is understood that if a story
idea is accepted, the studio will retain the
writer to do the shooting script.
Leo McCarey' in New York to dig up story
material for Paramount is on the verge, at this
writing of closing the deal with Lee Habinson
for the
right to
"Finian's
Rainbow".
this
goesfilm
through,
it is
to be hoped
that theIf
movie turns out to be a better film version
than the last Broadway show filmization attempted byparallel
Paramount,
which
was a sad
with "Dream
the stageGirl"'
production.
William Pine and William Thomas have been
signed to a new contract under which they will
cut their output from six to three pictures an-,
nnally,
in the
range. budgeted
Paramount
will$500,000
continueto"to$1 000,000
finance
Pine-Thomas production.
.\ctivity here limps along with no new starters, and only "Sorrowful Jones" (Hope - Ball)
before the cameras' three having been wound
up last week.
Starting
soon, Wyler
however,producing
will be "The
with
William
and Heiress",
directing.
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Deal finally wi'iit llinaifili with Korda to Rct
hj'slish star Raliih Richardson for male lead,
(divia (k- Havilland will co-star, and Mcriani
Hopkins will rt-tnrn to the screen for a featured
role.
REPUBLIC
Stromberg Film
Gets Republic Financing
"LJFUNT Struniherg, who has been seeking
backing for the past year, finally found it
at Republic immediately following his package
(leal with Hal Wallis to borrow hizahetli Scott,
Don DeFore and Wendell Corey for top roles
in "Too Late for Tears." Stromberg's last
film, for United Artists release,, was "Lured" a
vear ago. "Too Late for Tears" was also set
but apparently Republic's
for UA distribution
financing
deal swung the producer over to
^■atesville. The film will be made on the
Republic lot with Republic sharing in the financing and profits. Shooting will begin this
Summer.
Two new ones, both big budget pictures,
are
starring
Rod shooting
Cameronhere.
and "The
Ilona Plunderers",
Massey is the
first
big-time vehicle by this studio to be garnished
with Trucolor. Up to now, Trucolor has been
used only on Roy Rogers and Monty Hale
westerns. The second film is "Homicide For
Three", formerly titled "Whispers" (Audrey
Long - Warren Douglas - Grant Withers),
directed by George Blair.
Republic plans to start nine films within
the next two months, a record for this lot. June
will begin "Desperadoes of IJodge City"' "Grand
Canyon Trail", "Sons of God's Country" and
"The Denver Kid". Five will start in July,
"Federal Agents vs. The Underworld, Inc."'
"Wake of the Red Witch", "Daughter of the
Jungle"- untitled Roy Rogers starrer in Trucolor, and "Sundown in Santa Fe".
The Sons of the Pioneers will no longer dress
lip the Roy Rogers westerns. Bob Nolan and
his gan.g have severed relations with the studio
and will free-lance in the future.
RKO
Initial Meeting Finds
Toppers Palsy-Walsy
piRST meeting
top drawer
RKO Dore
executives,,between
including Howard
Hughes,
Schary Peter Rathvon and Ned Depinet has
reportedly resulted in complete agreement among
the top brass. It was stated that there would
be
in Schary's
at the
studro'
and nothechange
iminediate
reactionstatus
among
employees
was relief. Schary has finally completed his
realignment
RKO'scooperative,
production long
setup.fange
The
studio now ofboasts
planning in a streamlined organization, and is
backed up by a pile of completed scripts that
augers well for the studio's production activity.
It certainly cannot be denied that Schary has
been a most valuable asset to this lot,' and has
proven his ability with intelligent, direct action.
Meanwhile, plans for the biggest production
in some time for this lot are now underway
with
finishedincidents
script of
forthe"Battleground"'
based the
on factual
Battle of the
Bulge. Jesse L. Lasky and Walter MacEwen
w ill War
produce
"Battleground"
with
the
Department,
and it in
willcooperation
include Robert
Mitchum, Robert Ryan and Bill Williams.
Fred Zinneman, director of "The Search" has
24

heen assigned to handle the reins under his
one pic-per-year' 3-year pact with RK(^.
Harriet Par.sons continues to draw i)lums,
with her next assignment, "The Prodigal
Woman"' following her "I Remember Mama".
The studio is researching material for "Affair at St. Albans" at the actual site in X'crmont.
The novel tale is based on a War episode when
C nfederate coldiers sneaked into Vermont
from Canada and captured the town, sizing
S2()0,(X)0 for the Confederate Treasury. Film
will be done in documentary style.
Producer Richard Berger, -with completion
<^f his "Baltimore Kscapade" ( Temple-Agar) ,
checks ofif the lot to join Paramount.
Three arc before the cameras at this lot,
with <)ne new one "Every Girl Should Be
.Married". This comedy stars Cary Grant,
hranchot Tone,
Dianna Lynn and Betsy Drake,
with Don Hartman at the reins. "Weep No
More" is still shooting' as is Goldwyn's "Take
Three Tenses". "Indian Agent", a Tim Holt
western was started and finished within the
last two weeks.
SRO
What Will Selznick
Pull Out Of Hat Next?
J^.Wto ID
O. after
.Selznick
finallyin come
h<jme
roost,,
threehasmonths
New York
and the studio is ready for whatever new plans
he springs on them.
One of the most important developments to
come out of his New York sojourn is the hookuii between
Selznick
Korda,
"global"
picture deal under
whichandfour
filmsa will
be made
in England in the next twelve months. The
two men will share ownershii) in the films, with
Korda owning them outright in the eastern
hemisphere and Selznick in the western. This
will enable Selznick to keep all proceeds, as
coin taken here from British-owned pictures
must go into the U.S. dollar pool for distribution among .American companies. Korda- with
.America distribution all set. can easily borrow
from English banks to get started. .Although
tiie new deal purportedly does not affect Korda's
a-rangement with Fox for the distribution of
si.x pictures, it will curtail his plan to shoot "The
King's General"' in Hollyvvoo<l this fall. First
film under the deal will probably be "The
Third Man", in which Cary Grant may star.
Others to follow include: "Tess of the
D'Urbervilles", with Jennifer Jones in the title
role, and Carol Reed directing ; "Tale of Two
Cities" in Technicolor with Gregory Peck' and
".An
the Islands"., based on the
Toseph outcast
Conrad of
story.
Future production under the two-year pact
includes : "The King's General", ".Around the
^^■orld in 80 Days", "Point Counter Point" and
"The Magic Mountain". Summed up the program indicates a batch of topnotch films, and
the deal' if successful, may be copied in the
future by other American and English producters.
Several independent deals were set while
Selznick was in New York. Two that are
known are Robert Golden's "What Every
A'oung Bride Should Know" and the Jesse L.
Ivasky-\Valter
MacEwen
production
of "Trilby".
Selznick continues
his policy
of familiarizing
the
publicin with
his players,
"Trilby"
will
include
its cast
ValH and,andLouis
Jourdan.
Rossano Brazzi, Italian actor under contract
to Selznick has arrived in Hollywood to play
the part of Svengali in this film.
SRO will also release "If This Be My Harvest", produced by William Bacher in associat'on with Jatnes Nasser, which w-ill go before
the cameras in early July with Selznick stars
A'alli- Louis Jourdan and Robert Mitchum.

20fh CENTURY-FOX
Studio Poised For
Busy Summer Production
With the start of "Vellow Sky," Fox sends
180 i)eople on its biggest hjcation trek (Death
\ alley) since prewar days. .Anne Baxter takes
over the lead from Paulette Goddard in this
one, starring opposite (Gregory Peck. With
"Burlesque" still going, this makes only two
ii' production. "That Wonderful Urge" and
Frank
the
can. Seltzer's "West of Tomorrow" are in
"Vellow Sky" heads the list of eight which
the studio plans for a start in the next two
months. Following will be ".A Letter to Three
Wives " for which Hal Wallis has loaned Kirk
Douglas. Incidentally, this one has been successively tagged ".A Letter to Six Wives" and
".A Letter to Four Wives '. With the reduction
to three,' a local wag cites the reduction as
typical of Zanuck's new economy program.
Others to follow^ in June arc : Robert Bassler's
Technicolor production "Sand": Perlberg's
"ChickenGrain
Everyfinally
Sunday",
Fan", Gene
with
Jeanne
set forandthe "The
lead after
Ticrney bowed out because of expectant motherhood. -Madeleine Carroll and John Sutton are
al.so cast for this one. Otto Preminger is in
London now, shooting some of the exteriors
and while there will line up some English talent
lo bring back to Hollywood for his prfxluction.
July will start four more,- beginning with
Bassler's "Living with Connie" in Technicolor.
liarly .August has been set as a starting date
for ' Prince of Foxes", to be made in Italy with
Tyrone Power starring. Xat Holt's fir.st indeIiendent for Fox release will be "Canadian
Pacific", with Randolph Scott set for lead.
Studio is planning the life of Robert Burns,
and if deal goes through. Cornel Wilde will
star in film' to be titled "Immortal Bachelor".
Sol Wurtzel is planning "Tucson", his only
musical and most ambitious picture on his
schedule for Fox release, to start in mid-June.
"The Snake Pit", which the studio finished
last September, is reportedly being held for a
late fall release this vear, and will be Fox's bid
forErnest
the 1948Hemingway's
Oscar. '
prize-winning story
"The Snows of Kilimanjaro" has been purchased
by 20th-Fox for an unrevealed sum.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Inde Financing Problem
Bodes UA Product Shortage
With the increasing difficulties of independents
ii! getting their product financed, UA finds itself facing a serious film shortage this fall. The
financing situation among indies has become
a survival of the fittest. With production costs
up and private investors showing preference for
financing a series rather than a single picture,
there has been a noticable breakdown of independent production.
president
Grad Sears,
in Hollywood
trying L'A
to hypo
production
for
UA release, says frankly that he has no
solution to the financial obstacle UA will undoubtedly stretch their product as far as possible
by maximum spacing between releases, but they
are faced with a limit to the gaps since they
need about SIOOOOO a week income to meet
operating expenses.
On the brighter side, Lester Cowan has
closed a deal with U.A for distribution of the
first ^larx Brothers film in over two years.
"Hearts
Diamonds". Production should
start
late and
in June.
James Nasser is planning to buy up Italian
frozen money belonging to partners in several
FILM
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UA prL\luctions, to give him resources tor
making a picture in Italy late this year. If
Xasser .p,arners enough cash, he hopes to make
more than one film, as he has several properties
lending themselves to production in Italy.
Sam Coslow has merged film interests with
Xoel Clark of Cameo Productions, and the two
men will function on a partnership basis, the
indie setup retaining the present banner, Coslow
Productions. ~ Mid-summer will see the start
first of Coslow's six-picture
of
"Music City",
with UA.
commitment
Lucille Ball has been set for the femme lead
in Cautious Amorist"' one of six UA productions scheduled to be filmed in Italy,, with
Arthur Kelly at the helm,, and a possibility
of Carol Reed directing. Remainder of cast will
be English.
Two are before the cameras here' "My Dear
Secretary" and "Outpost in Morocco".
"The Girl From Manhattan" is new title for
"All's
Well that Ends Well", which has finished
shooting.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L
Studio Will Be
Buzzing By Mid- June

starting of four pictures by mid^^ITPT
June,theUniversal-International will have a
total of seven top budget pictures before the
cameras.
Co-producers John Beck and Z. Wayne Griffin will get the Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray starring picture, ''Family Honeymoon"'
under way with Claude Binyon directing. Also
scheduled to start is the Abbott and Costello
\ew York musical hit,, "Mexican Hayride",
with Charles Barton directing for Producer
Robert Arthur. Robert Siodmak will get under
way with the Burt Lancaster, Yvonne DeCarlo,
Dan Duryea starrer, "Criss Cross", for Producer Jules Schermer. Immediately following,
"Wildfire", starring Ann Blyth, George Brent
and Howard Dufif, leaves for a Knabe, Utah
I'.'cation to start the Technicolor picture with
George Slierman directing for Producer Leonard Goldstein.
Besides these new productions. Rampart's Joan
Fontaine - Jimmy Stewart starrer, "You Gotta
Stay Happy," will still be on the stages with
Douglas Fairbanks' Jr.'s picture, "The O'Flvnn",
and John Beck's "The Countess of Alonte
Cristo" starring Sonja Henie. Directorial reins
on the latter have been changed.
Due to the illness of Andrew Stone. Frederick
De Cordova has taken over with about two more
weeks to go on the schedule. Three have
finished, "Rogue's Regiment", "Larceny" and
"The Unafraid", new title for the Burt Lancaster -Joan Fontaine starrer which struggled
through production under the gory label "Kiss
the Blood ofif My Hands".
Also, "The Saxon Charm"' original title of
film, comes back to be final title of this picture.
There is a possibility that Universal-International may take the life story of Sonia Henie
on film. Her current contract here calls for
one a year, the first one being the "Countess
of
Cristo".of Next
year's
Henie
be Monte
a filmization
her ice
show,
and epic
the will
life
story idea, suggested by several sports writers'
may fill the third year spot.
Bill Bendix comes to the lot in September to
make "Life of Riley", a film version of his
JUNE

p. ipular radio sliow.
Tony Martin's first assignment under his
new
"Bagdad"
in Technicolor,
whichpact
he will
will be
co-star
with Yvonne
de Carlo.in
Leonard Goldstein will produce following his
current "Wildfire" and his next, "Story of
Sam Bass '.
WARNER

BROS.

HE-MAN

of the HILLS!

LAUGH with Li'l Abner
Your favorite cartoon character., inperson on the SCREEN!

Five Color Films
In Seven Before Cameras
npHIS lot is humming,' with currently before
the cameras, an activity that bolsters J. L.
W arner's promise of increased production. The
two new starters are "South of St. Louis"
(McCrea-Smith), and "Fighter Squadron"
(O'Brien-Stack), a factual film version of the
fighter pilots during the last war. The five
remaining still going at Warners are "My
Dream is Yours" (Carson-Day), "Silver Lining"Haver-Bolger),
(
"The Younger Brothers"
(Paige-Morris), "June Bride" (Davis-Mont-Mayo).
g'lmerv) and "Girl From Jones Beach" (Reagan
It's interesting to note that all except the last
two named are in Technicolor, something of
a record for tinted production.
Two more air films are being prepared, "Task
P'orce", based on the history of naval aviation,
to be ance,
made
the Navy
assistand anwith
untitled
dramaDepartment's
about the Wright
Brothers, with Gary Cooper starred. Jack L.
Warner has assigned producer Jerry Wald and
director Delmer Daves, collaborators on "Destiriation Tokyo" and "Pride of the Marines"
to "Task Force", while Henry Blanke has
been assigned the production of the Wright
Bros. film.
INDEPENDENTS
SAMUEL GOLDWYN
Samuel Goldwyn and Sir Alexander
Korda have concluded an agreement for
tlie
"The asScarlet
Pimpernel,"
with filming
David ofNiven
the hero
of the
Baroness Grezy novel. The picture will
be made in England with Eserich Pressburger and Michael Powell as producer
and director, the same team which collaborated on"Stairway to Heaven,' '"Black
Narcissus", and "I Know Where I'm Going". Production will begin as soon as
Niven arrives in London probably in
August following completion of "Take
Three Tenses" for Goldwyn.
Tiie picture will be distributed in the
Eastern Hemisphere by the Alexander
Korda organization and sponsored in the
W estern Hemisphere by Goldwyn. No
distributor has been set' but there is a
possibility that Eagle Lion may make
this the first in the rumored EL-Goldwvn
deal.
FILM CLASSICS
Richard B. Morros, son of Boris Morros, and Samuel Rheiner have formed a
new independent production company
tagged M.R.S. Pictures, and wnll release
through Film Classics.
Albert J. Cohen has started his newindependent program, for release througii
Film Classics, with "Unknown Continent" in CTnecolor' cast including Virginia Grey, Philip Reed and Barton MacLane.
SCREEN GUILD
"The Return of Wildfire" has started,
starring Richard Arlen, Patricia Morison
and Mary Beth HugheS' to be released
tiirough Screen Guild.

Righf out of your
favorite corfoon
strip he steps to
start you laughing.
Ill

Abner
tast4 «n ^Jutted Fejlure CibbIc
by Al Ca

Astor Pictures Corp.
150 W. 46th St.

New York 19. N. Y.
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Critics Say About

''Berlin Express'' Gets A
Clear
Track
ences lake these melodramas just as a turbulent
Praise for both tlic mflodraina and tlic meslark. ()llieni.'ise, liuropean audiences are apt to
sage of "Berlin Express," KKO Radio's thriller
filmed in post-war Europe, was the rule among
think we are nuts."
the New York newspaper critics following its
The Post's Archer Winsten calls it "the peropening at the X'ictoria.
fect antidote to "The Iron Curtain" as the
"high skill in dialogue, direction and perforin"Unflac/ging action" has been augmented by a aiice
make real zvhat might have seemed an
message "not cloyiuti and theatrical Init <i. warm
artificial pleading of a special case . . . the
and altoyclhcr natural observation," advises Abe
VVeiler in the Times. It has "the authentic im- worthy cause oj peace."
in more
FM, Seymour
that "somet'o.ct of a documentary" and its method of pretking
true and Peck
honestregrets
and moving
than
sentation adds up to "adult fare."
this corny spy yarn" did not result from RKO's
The Herald Tribune's Otis Guernsey l)ows to jaunt to Germany. "// defeats itself," he adds,
RKO for combining "a constructive treatment of because it is "iuni melodrama and good
a content f'orary problem with vivid dramatic
ertertainnient."
In itand
he finds
"as many
"liank-up melodranut" is the verdict of Rose
as
a roller coaster;
in addition,
whenthrills
the
thinking."
Pelswick
in the Journal-American, as she extrif^sonic
is oz'cr,destination
one may jiisl
I'ossibly
self
tols the "exciting and realistic" photography,
at
other
than find
the one's
startinf/
the cast and the "authentic backgrounds."
The Sun's hjleen Creelman is less kind, callpoint."
Alton Cook, World-Telegram scoffs at the
ing if "one of those little thrillers which insists
on 'having something to say'," but nonetheless
"zcild and illogical tale of derring-do." then
cracks,"// this picture is exported, it should be "quite a good little thriller for oi'er half its
prefaced with an assurance that American audi'TIME OF YOUR LIFE'
UNITED ARTISTS
unorthodox
one "Surely
; a moviean worth
stringingmovie,
along awith'different'
despite
its irritations : for it also is a movie that in the
long
PM. run pavs off in entertainment." — AGER,
! "The Cagncys . . . can take bows . . . Delightful piece, a top-drawer entertaiimient on every
count . . . Don't miss this one." — PELSWICK,
N.^ Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.
"Striking entertainment . . . Due for a reception as uncertain as the trend of Saroyan's own
thinking. It will be greeted with enthusiasm, bewilderment, laughter, serious conversation and
here
and
there
with ennui." — COOK, N. Y.
WORLD TELEGRAM.
"Good-plus
. . . Cagney
fans . .hero
. willinhave
seen
their muscular
and forceful
the
most saintly and static role of his entire career
... A millionaire in its wealth of verbal gymnastics and almost utterly lacking in the one
thing the movies guarantee, a straight and simple plot continuity."— WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"Gets nozdiere at a rate of speed that fitfully
jumps from slow to breakneck and back again
. . . People accustomed to action and some reasonable progression in films are likely to find
almost two hours of this sort of maundering
rather tough."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"One of the outstanding pictures of the year
. . .May not be true cinema, but it is an irresistable entertainment."—
BARNES. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
•UP IN CENTRAL PARK'
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
"The material of the hit show is likely to bea moderatelyTELEGRAM.
appealing movie." — COOK,
N. Y. comeWORLD
"Stagey, stodgy filmusical . . . Does little for
Miss Deanna Durbin's histrionic talents . . .
In practically all ways a mediocre package
from POST.
Universal - International." — THIRER,
N.Y.
"Kind
musical
comedy
color
. . oj
. Miss
Durbin
has aphotographed
role that suitsin
her."— CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"One of the dullest shows on the record . . .
Utterly without charm, a stiff and static bore."
—GUERNSEY. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Pilm version . . . even somewliat less suc26

cessful as entertainment than the play . . . All
length."
of the bounce, and it was little enough to start
with,Y. has
gone from the slim book." — PRYOR,
N.
TIMES.
"In spile of a lavish and ambitious prcnluction,
it is neither a very good musical nor a very interesting study of infamy. " — PECK, PM.
"Some of Mr. Romberg's music sounded fine
to me and one seijuence — a Currier & Ives skating ballet — i-s charming as it ever was. But all in
all, probably due to that closed-in feeling, I
could
not get more
uh-huh."- —
MAYNARD,
N. Y. enthusiastic
lOURNAL than
AMERICAN.
•THE PIRATE'
"Good-plus . . . The musical of the year, unless a better one comes along later . . . Feverish
product, mostly fuss, feathers, color, song production numbers and magnificence, and not much
that can toiich vou."— WINSTEN, N. Y.
POST.
"Eye-filling, entertaining musical . . . Delightful specialities bv Kellv and Miss Garland . . .
You'll find it ' fun."— PELSWICK. N. Y.
JOURNAL AMERICAN.
"Big overstuffed musical with songs too serious, dances too long . . . Always a feast for the
eye . . . 'The Pirate' for all its swirling costumes,
is something of a bore." — CREELMAN, N. Y.
SUN.
"With Gene Kelly hoofing like a dervish, Judy
Garland changing character at the drop of a
hat, and resplendent trappings, the show is
bouncing
beautiful." — BARNES, N. Y.
HERALD and
TRIBUNE.
"Animated, colorful and lavish . . . The play
has been smothered under the elaborate trappings of a very expensive musical spectacle . . .
Its appeal will depend on just how violently you
like
to have
the works hit
vou in the eve." —
COOK,
N. Y^WORLD
TELEGRAM.
'THE SAINTED SISTERS'
PARAMOUNT
"Stock idea which seems to have been written
and produced hurriedly . . . Barry Fitzgerald,
who had bad luck with too many of his films,
has a silly role in this one . . . Riddled with
cliches, MAN,both
plot and dialogue." — CREELN. Y. inSUN.
"Few scattered moments of amusement . . .
Fluffy and cloying, but so good natured withal
that its faults merit indulgence." — PRYOR.

Netu

Films

N. V. TIMES.
"Good . . . Fair amount of skullduggery, a
load of laughter and a smattering of romance
have combined to make this an enjovable humorous little picture."— THIRER, N. Y. POST.
".So-.So entertainment . . . Fitzgerald saves
what there is to be savett in what would have
been an exceeding bore without his participaUNE. tion."—BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIB".S'lim tale, sentimental as to theme and
leisurelv as to pace."— PELSWICK, N. Y.
JOURNAL AMERICAN.
—AGER.
".Mildly PM.
screwball, mildly diverting comedv."
"about a third of the picture is very good and
the rest is not too bad . . . Can be rated as
prettv
entertainment." — COOK, N. Y.
WORLD fair
TELEGRAM.
CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety, latest 48-pa.ge news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St.,
New York, N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
will lease or buy theatre in Eastern Penna.
or New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.
y our Service — Our Re.spon.sihility
NEW

JERSEY

MESSENGER

SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers
•50 N. Juniper St., Phlla. 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

wt thank all theatre owntn and manaiers who
cooprratfd with ii ky putting return trallws In
the proper addressed containers and for wrapping
and addressing all rttorn advertisini.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday
each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
^36 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St., Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
Is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C!
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (50)
Completed ( .3)
(;omplet»Hl (1«)

In Production (4)
In I'roduction (0)
In I'roduction (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
HEARSAY
Melodrama — Started Ma,y 17
Cast: William Holden, Lee J. Cobb.
Director: Rudy Mate
Producer: Buddy Adler
story: I 'sycholdKy i)r()r<'s.siii- IciUl.-) killer to conti'sa thriiii;;li use of psvclioloKV
BLONDIE'S SECRET
Comedy— Started May 17
Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake.
Director: Edward Bernds
Producer: front office
.Sti>i-.\-: KITdiIs ul' llir laiiiily tn Kft a.way im vacation while Oaiiwooil i.s i-ei)ealedly
EL DORADO PASS
Western — Started May 17
Ca.st: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Elena Verdugo.
Director: Ray Nazarro
Producer: Colbert Clark
Stoiy: DuianKii Kid tracks doun <-i)n.sif;Mmc'nt of ."stolen Mexican goW.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Ce'.ails
Rev.
No.
Title — Running Time
Cast
: -24
FBI
IMects
Scotland
Yard
O'Keefe-Hayward
. . . 5-24 .
Undircovcr Man
Fofd-Focli
. . .5-T4.
Loaded Pistols
Autry-Britton
. . .5-24.
Walkino Hilh
Scott-Raines
COMPLETED
1947-48
Adventures in Silv.rado (75)
Bishop-Henry 11-10. . 3-25
Arkansas
Swing
Vincent-Hot Shots 3-29
Details under ti le: Te-as Sandman
Best Man Wins (75)
Buchanan-Lee . 12-22 . . .5-6
Big Sombrero. The
Autry-Verdugo 8-18
Details under title: A Little Spanish Town
Black Eagle
Bishop-Patton 5-10
Black Arrow. The
Hayward-Blair 8-4
Blazing Across The Pecos
Starrett-Burnet'e 11-24
Blondip's Reward (67)
Singleton-Lake
. . 6-3
Details
under title: Blondie's Night Out McGuire-Moor; ^-29.
Congo
Bill
5-10
Coroner Crrek (C)
Scott-Chapran C-29
Fuller Brush Man, The (93)
Skelton-Blair 10-27.. 6 48
Gallant Blade (C)
Parks-Chaprran 12-8
Gentleman From Nowhere
Oonaldson-Litel 5-10
Gla:nour Girl (68)
Krupa-Rppd
'.-1.1-16..
Her Wonderful Life
Kiepura-Eggerth 11-10
Details under title: The Eternal Melody
I love Trouble
Tone-EIair
5-26... 1-48
2-2
Details under title: Double Take
I S rrender Dear
Jean-Street
3-1
Lady fron Shanghai. The (87)
Haywcrth-Welles 10-14... 5-48
Let's Fall in Love
I a!no:.r-Ameche 1-1
Loaded Pis'ols
u ry-Britton
Loves of Carmen. The
H?yw irth-Ford 11-24
Lulu
Belh
'
IP ^r-^'o^tgom''ry .11-10
Man From Colorado, The (T)
Frrd-Drew
3-17
r.lanha lan /in el
Jean-Ford
3-15
Details under title: Sweetheart of the Blues
Miry Lou (66)
Lowery-Barton 9-15. .1-23
Mating of Millie, The (87)
Ford-Keyes
7-7. . . 4-28
3-29
My Dog Rusty (67)
Donaldson-Litel
4-8
fhanto-i Valley (53)
' tarrclt-Purnette 8-4.... .4-15
2-19
Pot Said (69)
Bishop-Henry 12-22. .1-48
P-irce
(72)
Hallu gMorison
5-12 , . 2-48 2-16
fel
ntlessof Thifvps
(93)
Ch pman
12-9.
Details under title: Three Were Thoroughbreds
Rrturn of October, The
Ford-Moore
9-29 .3-18.
Return of The Whistler, The (63)
ruTre-A b rt
10-27.
Rusty Le.nds the Way
Donaldscn-MofJett 3-1.
Details under title: Rusty Takes a Walk
Rusty Saves A Life
D;n -.Idson-L tel
Sign of the Ram, The (84)
Pet rs-Knox
8-4 . .3-'8
3-15
fingin'
Hc:si°r Mo: Shots
Six Gun Spurs
Law (54)
¥taT5tt-Srunders
7-7.. . 1-9
r>ea Hound, The (Serial)
Crabbe-Llake
5-26. . . .9-4
Song of Idaho (66)
Hoo.ier Hot Shots
3-30
Strawberry Roan. The
Autry-Henry
7-7
Superman (Serial)
Alyn-Neil
2-16
Swordsman, The (T) (81)
Parks-Dnw
12-9 .1-48 10-27
Tex Grainger (Serial)
Slevens-Stcwart 8-4 . 4-1
Thunderhoof
Foster-Bishop
.2-15
Details under title: Wild Fury
28

2-48
3-15
JUNE 7, 1948
5-13

To the Ends of the Earth (109)
Trapped by Boston Blackie (67)
West of Sonora (55)
Whirlwind Raiders (54)
Winner Take Nothing
Woman from Tangier, The (66)
Wrangler, The (C)

Powell-Hasso
12-9
Morris-Lane
12-22
Starrett-Biirnelle 9-29 .5-13
Starrett-Saunders 9-15 . 3-25
Mitchell-Nigh 3-15. ..
Jtrgens-Dunne . .9-29 . 2-12
Toltt-Brilton
. . . . . .A-12

EAGLE-LION
MJ47-48 Features
\\ estci ns

( (iMiplcted CM)
Completed ( 7)

III rriKliiclKiii (1)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
LN'SIDE THE WALL
Mystery— Started May 17
Cast: Lucille Bremer, Richard Carlson, Dickie Moore.
Director: Oscar Boetticher
Producer: Eugene Ling
Slory: I'lhale ilei rtive felKns iiiHanily tn enter Kanilarlum
In search ol lugitive
from jKiliie
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Title — Running Time
Cast Details Rel.
No. Rev
Adventures of Casanova (83)
deCordova-Nash
5-12 2-7
As'ijned to Danger (66)
812 2-2
8rady-Sha«
3-15
Born To Fight
Raymond-Nash
5-19 821
Cano.n City (83)
Brady-Meade
3-29. . . 6-30 826 32-8
Cheek Your Guns (55)
Oean-Ga'es
7-7... 1-24 8i3 3-2)
Close-up
(76)
Baxter-Gilmore
12-22
6-9 824
Cobra Strikes. The (62)
Byan-Fraser
1-5.. 4-24
820
Enchanted Valley (C) (77)
Curlis-Gwynne 9-1 . . .3-27
817 . 1-5
Headin'Woii'f
For Heaven (71)
Erwin-Farrell 5-12
8-4 . . . 1-17 . 810 4-12
r
Swilrer-Whalen
Hollow Triumph
Henreid-Bennett 2-16
Lady At Midnight
Denning-Lee 3-15
4-12
Let s Live A Little
Lamarr-Cummings 3-1
Linda Be Good (67)
Hubbard-Knox 7-21
1-3 808
ManDetails
froTi under
Texas title:
(71)
Craig-Bari
5-26 . . 10-18 . . 815. 10-27
A Texas Story
M'ckey
(C)
(87)
Butler-Coodwin
11-10
6-23 825
Noose Hangs High, The (77)
Abbott-Costello 11-24 . 4-27
819 3-29
Northwest
Stampede
(79)
lest
e-Craig
7-21
...
7-28
. 830
Details under title: Wild Conquest
Oc ober Man, The (91)
Mills-Greenwood ... Foreign .. 3-20. ... 816
Oliver Twist
Oavies
Foreign .7-14 . .828
Open Secret (70)
[reland-Rando!ph 9-1 ... 5-5 . .813 . .2-16
Prairie Outlaw
Dean-Holt
11-10 .5-12 .822.
857
Rampage
Mitchrll-Long
12-22
RawDetails
Deal under
(78)
O'Keefe-Trevor
11-24.
ti'le: Corkscrew Alley
. .4-3.
Ruthless
9-1 .5-26
7-21
Details (104)
under title: Prelude to Night Scott-Lynn .
.
. .848
.818 3-29
Seven Sinners (86)
Dietrich-Wayne Relssi!. .'-27
^27
Shed No Tears (70)
>ord-Vlneent
3-1 1-31
Sm gglers. The (85)
Redgrave-Kent Ftrel n
Spiritualist. The (79)
Bey-BVrl
1-19.
829
f!23 2-2
849
811
Sutter's
Arnold
Sword ofGoldthe (93i
Avenger (76)
Delgado-GirltEol sje. .1-10
7-7
Tioga Kid (54)
Dean-Ates
.3 £7
T-Men i91)
O'Keefe
7-21.
Take My Life (85)
Cyr.t-Willlairs Ft tlgn. .6
8 8 . . 12-22
.6-216 .814
80
.2-28.
Tomorrow You Die
Ircland-Rsan
5-12
Tornado Range (56)
Pe-n-Mr-it
9-1. 2-21 . 854.
Twenty-Nine Clues
Baseharl-Brady 5-10
FILM
1947-48 Features

CLASSICS
Completed ( 6)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Ti le— Running Time
Cast Cetails
Rel. No.
/"rcyle Secrets
Gargan-Lord
5-7
tlonde Ice
Paige-Brooks
3-1... 5-20
Devil's Cargo
Calvert-Hudson
4-1
Miraculous lourrey (C)
. Calh'un-i rnj
4-12
Money Madness
Rjfferty-Beaumont
4-15
Colia (C)
Raytrond-Gur e
3-29
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1947-48 Features
Completed (36)
In Production (4)
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Command Decision
Gable-Pidgeon 4—26
Sun in 'he Morning, The (T)
MacDonald-Nolan 5-10
Three Godfathers. The (T)
Wayne-Armendariz
5-24
I all star)
Words and Music (T)
Garland-Rooney
4-26
COMPLETED
1947-48
Alias The Gentleman (74)
Beciy-Patricw 5-13 Mar.. 818 .2-16
B. F.'s Daughter
Stanwyck-Heflin 8-6 . . Apr . . . . 820
Bij City, The (103)
O'Brien-Murphy 10-27 . June 827 . 3-29
FILM
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Bride
Goes under
Wild. title:
The Virtuous
(S8)
Johns3n-AMys3n 7-7 Mar
Details
Cass Timberlane (119)
Tracy-Ttrner
5-12. Jan
Bat? With Judy. A
Beery-Powell
1-5... July.
Easter Parade
Astaire-Garland 12-8 ..July.
Gone With the Wind (T)
Gable-Leigh Reissue Feb
Good News (T) (95)
Lawford-Allyson 3-31 . . . Dec
Green
Dolphin
9-30 . . Nov
Details
under Street
title: The Personal Touch Turner-Hefl n
High Wall. The
Taylor-Totter
7-7 .Feb
Homecoming (113)
Gable-Turner
9-15... May.
If Winter Comes (97)
Pidgton-Kerr
6-9. . . J;n.
Julia Misbehaves
Garson-Pidgeon 1-19 ..Aug
Killer McCoy (103)
Rooney-E. Taylor
6-23 . Dec .
Luxury Liner (T)
Brent-G:fford
9-1
Kissing Bandit, The (T)
Sinatra-Grayson 5-26
Master
of
Lassie
Gwenn-Leigh
9-29
Details under title: Hills of Home
On An Island With You
Williams-Lawford 6-23 ..June
Pirate, The (T) (102)
Garland-Kelly
3-3... June.
Search, The (105)
Clift-MacMahon
Summer Holiday
Rooney-DeHaven 7-8... Apr.
Southern Yankee
Skelton-Dahl
2-2... Aug.
State Of The Union (120)
Tracy-Hepburn
10-13 Apr.
Three Musketeers (T)
Turner-Kelly
2-16
Tenth Avenue Angel (76)
O'Brien-Murphy 4-1. Feb.
Three
Oaring
Daughters
(T)
(115)
MacDonald-lturbl
11-25.
Mar
Details under title; The Birds and the Bees
MONOGRAM
Completed (23)
Completed (10)

1947-48 Features
Westerns

819 .3-15
813 . 11-10

Big Clock.
(95)
Caged
Fury The
(61)
Connecticut Yankee, A (T)
Dark Circle
Disaster
.3000
Dream Girl (86)
.. 810
.12-22
Emperor Affair.
Waltz. AThe(116)
(T) (106)
811
Foreign
Great Gatsby. The
Hatter's
Castle (105)
. 815
826
Hazard (95)
. 814
1-5
I Details
Walk Alone
under (99)
title: Deadlock
809 . 10-27
Isn't It Romantic
Mr. Details
Recklessunder(66)
title: Hard To Kill
My Own True Love
and Forever
828... 5-24 HowDetails
under title: Abigal, Dear Heart
,825... 4-12
Night
Eyes
4-12 Paleface.HasTheA Thousand
(T)
821
Rmd To Rio (100)
Shaggy (C) (72)
.824... 3-23
Saigon (94)
Sainted Sisters. The (89)
816. . . 1-19
So Ev:i My Love (100)
.817 .2-16
Sorrowful Jones
Sorry. Wrong Number
Speed To Spare (57)
Tatlock
Millions
Unconqgered
(T) (146)
Waterfront at Midnight (64)
Whispering Smith (T)
In Production (2)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
HIGH TENSION
Drama — Started May 21
Cast: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell, Helen Parrish.
Director: Reginald Le Borg
Producer: Jan Grippe
Stoi-y: Bowei'.v Bo\s acciil' iually see murder through telescope and assist police
in soI\-iiig crime.
THE FIGHTING RANGER
Western — Started May 24
Cast: Johnny Maxk Bro-wn, Raymond Hatton, Christine Larson.
Director: Lambert Hillyer
Producer: Barney Sarecky
Story: Ranch foreman kills eyeryone on property to get possession of ranch, is
tracked down bv Ranker,
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Kidnappeit
MacDowa!l-En]land
5-24., .
COMPLETED
1947-48
11-24 , ,3-21
7-18
Angels'
(67)
Gorcey-GrayMarry
ReleasedAlleyoriginally
under title: When Strangers
4-18.
Back Trail
Brown-Hatton
Campus Sleuth
Stewart-Preisser
. 12-8 4-11 .4755,
CrosseJ Trails (53)
Brown-Hatton
Docks of New Orleans (70)
Winters-Young 11-24 .. .4-4
Fight ng Mad (75)
Errol-Kirkwood
9-15
Details under title: A Palooka Named Joe
2-7
French
Ccoper-Coogan 2-2 .4-25.
DetailsLeaveunder(64'.
title: Kilroy On Deck
Frontier Agent (56)
Brown-Hatton
5-16
5- 23
I Wouldn't Be in Your Shoes
Ca.tle-K-o;
2-16 1-10 .4704.
Jiggs and Maggie in Society (66)
Yule-Riano
9-29 6- 27 . . . 4717 .
Jinx Money (68)
Gorcey-Caldw.'ll 1-19
Manhattan Folksong
f te«art-Brito 5-24
Michael O'Halloran
Roberts-Beckett 4-12
Mystery of The Golden Eye
Winter-Young
4-26 1-31
Oklahoma Blues
Wakeley-Belmont 1-19 3-28
.4751.
Overland Trails (58)
Brown-Belmont 11-24
Partners of the Sunset
Wakely-Larson
5-6 .4707.
Perilojs Waters (66)
Casfic-ioni
9-1 2-14
6-6
Range Renegades
Wakcly-Holt
Rocky (76)
McDo«all-Barrier 8-18 3-14. . 4705 .
Rose of the Rio Grande (60)
Carro^l-Movita Reissue
3-7 .4710.
Saddle Serenade
Wakely-Taylor
,7-11. ,4718
Shanghai Cdest, The
Winters-Best
2-16,
Details under title: Murder by Alphabet
Reissue, . .5-2, ,4711
Sign of the Wolf (69)
Whalen-Brady
. . 686
627 , ,
9-15.
Smart Pol tics (68)
Preisser-Stew.irt
, 1-3
Song of The Drifter (53)
Wak ly-Co cs
, ,1-5
11-10 ,1-17.
.6-13
3-15 . J-28
Stag? St-uck
Long-Richmond
2-2
Thunler On the Range
Brown-Hatton
Tr g erm.in
Brown-Hatton
ALLIED ARTISTS
Babe Ruth Story, The
Bendix-Trevor 3-29, , 5-30 .
8.
Dude Goes West. The
Albert-Storm
12-8,
Details under title: The Tenderfoot
4-7
6
Hunted, The (85)
Belita-Foster 4-14.
4-19
1.5. .2-17
It Haprened on Fifth Avenue (115)
Stcrn-OcFore
2-22
Panhandle (84)
Cameron-Downs 9-29 4-30 7
Smart Worain (90)
Bennett-Aherne 10-27.
Song of My Heart (89)
[ undstrom-Long 2-3. 1-31 4. .11-24
Details under title: Tragic Symphony
PAR
1947-48 Features

AMOUNT
Completed (39)
RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
,-pecial
Agent
COMPLETED
Accused, The
Alberquerque (C) (90)
Beyond Glory (82)
Details under title: The Long. Grey Line
JUNE

7 , 1948

In Production (1)

Cast Details
Details
Rel,
Rev,
Eythe-Reeves
5-24
1947-48
Young-Cummings
4-26
Scott-Britton 3-3 2-20 ., 4709 . .2-2
Ladd-Recd
9-29
9-3 . .4726.

4-9. .4713
2-2
Milland-O'Sillivan
3-17.
3-5. . .4711
Denning-Ryan 9-29
. .4720. .3-1
Crasby-Fleminj 6-24 7-.7-2.
23 .
Milland-Tolter 5-10
Oenning-Marshall 2-16
4-26
Hiitt n-Carey 5-12 8- 20 . ,.4721.
4720
. .5-24
Cros-jy-Fontaint
6-24
7-2
Arthnr-Lund-Dietrich 12-22
.47243-29
Ladd-Fie'tf
3-29
.
.6-18.
.
.47D8
Mason-Kerr
Fore'gn.
Goddard-Carey
11-10 . .5-28. . .4716.
Uncaster-Seott 12-23 . .1-15. . .4708 12-22
Lake-DeWolfe
3-1.
Cythe-Britton 11-10 3-26 .4712
3-1
ro»gla -"alverl 7-7
Rains-Hen 'rix 2-2
Ro'ji.sjn-Rnsse
I
7-7 6-11.
11-24
Ro.e-Ri;se:i
f-J8
Crcsby-Hope
1-6 . . 12-25
.4
07
3-12
Joyce -Shayne
. .4-23
Ladd-L^ke
12-9
.4
23
.4
10 . .2-16
.3-15
.4.17Lake-Canlfield 10-27 . 4-30
8-6
Milland-ToM
5-26
Hore-Ball 4-26
Stanwyck-Lancaster
. 2-2
Arlen-Rosers 10-27 . 5-14 . .4.15.
Hen"ri--Linr
4-12
Cooper- Goldard
819
. 5-24
.3-1
4-2 . .4-19. . .r-£9
. . . 6-25
Gargan-Hnihes 12-8 ....
Ladd-Marsha'l 4-28
.470>
,471".

RELEASE CHART
REISSUE
1947-48
Cast
Rel.
Title — Rinning Timt
Cast Details
.No.
736Rev.
Mil'and-Eilers
Dow (66)
MaryNights
Alia,
Mar . .5013
R't» Bros.-Andrews Sis
(73)
Arg ntine
.1046
Oct .1129
Ladd-Raihtone
Black Cat. The (72)
Oct. . .1217
Karloff-Logosi
Black Friday (71)
Nov.
ford
Br.ce-Craw
Butch Minds the Baby (77)
1290
Apr. .. ..1210
Carfadine-Ankers
Captive Wild Woman (60)
Apr. 926 . .
En»in-M«nson
Drums of th» Congo (61)
-Brown
McLaglen
(72)
Ex-Champ
..
Chaney-Ankers Jan. . 1212
Frarkensten (67)
Ghost Usof Win-s
10^5
Give
(62)
l- T. Guys-D.E. Kids
1017
Fairbanks-Bennett Dec
Green HtW (87)
Mar 6046 . .
CIsen-Johnson
Hellzaoppin (87)
623
On
Rains-Stuart
Invisbl; Man. The (71)
Dec , ,1029.
wicke
Price-Hard
In/isible Man Returns (81)
.1121
Sept.
eston
Young-Pr
.
.
1208
(89)
Lady From Cheyenne
Oiinne-Knowles Sept,
Lady In A Jam (85)
Mar, . . .917. . . ,
L.T. Goys-D.E. Kids
Little Tough Guy (83)
.796 .
I«ar. .. .. .929.
Little Tough Guys in Society (73) , .z. . . Little Too^h Giiys
Apr 1124 . . .
-Barnes
iVIcLaolet
Magnificent Brute (78)
Model Wife (78)
Blon'ell-Powcll
.^^
Feb. . . 1246
Chaney-Carradine
Mummy's Ghost (65)
Dec ., ..1270
Feb
.
Apr
1344 ...
haney
Foran-C
(61)
Tomb
Mummy's
Wayne-Dietrich-Scott
Pitisburgh (91)
1266
y
Wayne-Gre
361 . .
Sea Spoilers (63)
Bennett-Craw'ord. . , .
)
(74
Town
Sin
1295.
..
Chaney-Allbntton
Son of Dracula (80)
. Jan
Ft" . . 924 . . .
oster
"- ford-F-Gwynne
)
The (78
Storm.
Nov
1139
,., ,.,1033
, 948
Crawford
)
(69
Tigiit Shoes
D«nne-Boyer
Comes (92)
Tomorrow
When
L.T.Guys-O.E.Kids Jan
You're Not So Tough (71)
REPUBLIC
1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (23)
Completed ( 9)
Completed ( 3)

In Production (1)
In Production (1)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
HOMICIDE FOR THREE
Mystery — Stajted May 19
Oast: Audrey Long, Warren Douglas, Grant Withers,
Producer: Stephen Auer
Director: George Blair
place and are .solved, all with circu.s Ijackgroiind.
Tline nuir.i.-r.s take (Tr)
S'.ory: PLUNDERERS
THE
Western— Started May 24
Cameron, Ilona Massey, Adrian Booth. Forrest Tucker.
Cast: Rod oducer:
Director-Pr
Joseph Kane
story 11 S Marsliall poses as an outlaw in order to catcli one.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Cast Details Rel. .752, Rev.
Title— Running Time
4-26... 6-11. .728.
Hoore-Neill
Adventures of Frank & Jessie James
12-15.
lane-Waller
, 3-28 ,
Canyo
Banditsand of CooDark (Tr.)
Bill
(61)n
Mirach of Charlie Dakn
Carrell-Mara
12-22
.
. .754
Lane-Waller
2-16.
Bold Frontiersman
.4-15.
.
Details under title: Cimarron Trails
Hale-Booth
.755
10-13 . 5-13
California Firebrand (Tr.) (63) , , ,
. 4-1
2-1 . . ..703
654. . .4-26
Campus HoneymoDn
Crane-Wilde , , . .
.
.792
Lane-Wa'ler
.
4-24
.
.
. 10-27 .
.Bannon-9elmont
Livingston-Clark
Daredevils of the Clouds
Brenl-Ralston 5-10 1-31. . .791.
Drums Along the Amazon
Rogers-Roberts 4-12
Eyes of Te as. The (T)
8-4
Moore-Ames
(Serial)
Forget
G-Men Never
Elliott-Booth 1-5 .4-25, . .707
Gallant Legion. The
12-22
y
Mart^n-Lower
ia
Heart of Virgin
Hussey-Carroll 11-24 ,, ,5-25 ,
Jane Doe (85)
I.Inside
29
.705. . .5-24
.3-29
DetailsStory.
underThetitle:(87)
End of the Rainbow Hunt-Londigan 9-15.., 3-14. ., .710.
It's A Grand Old Nag (Tr.)
Cartoon Feature
12-20. .761,

King
the Grmlltrs
Lishtnin' in the Forest (58)
Macbeth
Maionna of The Desert
Main Street Kid. The
Maribal ol Amarillo
tlMnriie
■ igbttine in Nevada (T)
fkiahoma B.-i'l.inds
Old Los Angeles
Out of the Storm
Details nnder title: Backflre
Red Pony, TI.e (T)
Secret Semice Investigator
Sli;py MeGee
Sons ol Adventure
Timber Trail. The
Train
to flt\U3i
Dotaiis
under title: Alcatraz Prison Train
Under lali.'ornia Stars (Tr.)

Wr:jhf-Marfln
5-10 709..
Roberts-D»u(|]| 12-8
... 3-23 .... 706. . .4-26
Welles-Nolan
7-7
Cast'e-Poturti 11-10. . .2-23. .. .704. .
Pearce-Martin 9-29.... 1-1 701..
I .-"ne-Wa lir
Clark-Russell 1-5
Rog rs-Harmon .
''-10
Lane Ca'es
ll-'"4 .4-25.
. 2-22 .... .7C8.
753 . .
Elll'll-McLeDd 10-13
L»don-Collier 3-29.
loy-IM Itchiini
6-9. 5-31 . . .711.
Bridces-Rol)erts 2-16 ..1-15
.702.
8ar;y-Evans
S-1
Havien- R berts
3-15. .6-15. 656.
Hale-R berts
Barry-Martin
3-1
Rogers-Fraj e
11-25 .... 5-1 .... 731 .

R K O

RADIO

Killer Dill (71|
Mark ol intheHarlem
Lash
Miracle
(71)
Road to the Big House (72)
Prairie, The (80)
Trail of the Mounties (42)
Details under title: Law of the Mounties
Whrre the North Begins (41 1

Fcaliircs

X-3
9-13
4702
. 3-31
5-24
4-30 4706
4705
5-14
12-27
3-29 2-21 4708
12-13 4707

Gwynne-Albtrtson
LaRue-Crande'l
Stepin
Fetchit
Ooran
Aubert-Raiter
Hayden-Holt
Haydrn-Holt

SELZNICK^S.
Completed ( 5)
RELEASE CHART

complf:tki)
Ti le— Run"ing Time
Duel in the Sun (T) (138)
In'.ermeizo (70)
Mr. Blandirgs Builds His Dream House
Paradine Case. The (132)
Portrait ol Jenny

In Froductioii (0)

Rel
No. Rev
Cast Details
4-9
4-14
lones-Cotten 3-19
Eergrtn-Howard Reissue
7-1
Trant-Loy 10-13. 12-23 3-23
1-19
Trdd-Peck
Cotltn-Jcnes 3-3

1948 Features

("oriipleted (30)
In I'rodiietion (3)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
EVERY GIRI. SHOULD Bp: IV1AKKIF:I)
CDmedy— Started May 24
Cast.: Cary Grant, Franchot Tone, Dianna Lynn, Betsy Drake.
Director-Prod; ccr: Don Hartman
Story: CIcik
ena re.s, in l)ul)y deiia il ni. ii I of store lall.s in love vvilli owner, starts setting
INDIAN AGENT
Western — ^Started May 10
Cast: Tim Tlolt, Richard Martin, Nan Leslie.
i-'-rector: Lesley Selander
Schlomm
Story: Newspaper girl aii'l li in f,,il ,rr..,k,.,l a.l Producer:
ni in i.sl la top ofHerman
Indian reservation.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Rel N
Take Three Tenses
Wright-Niven
5-24
Ween No r o c
Cotten-Valli =-10
COMP^,ETED
1947-48
BLJCK NO. TWO
806 11-24
Dicl< Tracy Meets Gruesome (65)
Byrd-Karloft
4-14
11-24
liight Song (102)
Andrews-Oberon 4-15^
809
11-24
Deta'ls
unlrr
t;
!
■:
McKO.-y
Ci
love
Cu! ol ;he Past (17)
Mitchum-Greer
810 11-10
Sj Wfll Remrmiered (114)
Scott-Mills
807
Wild Horse Mb a (60)
Kolt-Leslie 8-4
808 11-24
BLOCK NO. THitrZE
If You Knew Susie (90)
Cantor-Dri
1-30
2-16
4-12
Holt-Leslie
.2-16
WesternBLOCK
Her't'oe (6i)
4-12
NO. FOUR
Arizona Ranger, The (63)
Holt-Leslie
11-10
TarzanBLOCK
and \h- iVlermai''s
'68)
Weissniulkr-joyce 8-4
NO. FIVE
.9-1.
.5-24
Derlin Express (86)
'"bcron-Ryan
.3-31
Bring 'Em B?cV Al ve
Frank Buck
Figliting
Father (61)
Dur.ne
C'Brien-Dell
Guns
of Hate
Holt-Le>lic
. 12-22
5-24
Return of the Badmen (90)
ScottJeffre
ys
5
24
NOT DESIGNATED
BIcod On The Moan
Mitchuni-Bel Geddes ... 3-1
Codygiard
Ti'rney-Lane
5-10.
Boy With Green Hair (T)
O'Brien-Pyan
Good Sam
Cooper-Sheridaa 8-18..!!
Indian Summer
Knox-Sothern
Joan of Arc
Bergman-Farrer 10-13
Le Silence Est D'or
ChevaDer-Durrier Foreign
Long
Denial.
The
O'Haa-Dcuj'as
3-1
Miracle of The Bells, The (118)
MacMurray-Valli S-4
. .i-is
Mr. Joseph)
Young of Africa
lohnson-Armstrong
1-5
',
Mystery
in Mexico
Lundigan-White
. . ! 10-13
!
..................
Pearl, The (77)
Marques-Armendarz
.. jlis
Race Street
Raft-Maxwell ..Foreign
9-1..
Rachel and the Stranger
Young-Holden
9-1
hel
title: Rac
Detailsof under
Retim
the Badman
Scott-White
Station West
Powell-Greer .......[........
Tycoon (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3
2.^
Under Arizona Skies
Holt-LeHie
9-l!!.
Velvet
Toe").
The
Russell
Genn
10-13............
Windoo, The
Hale-Ktnnedy 11-24 ..... ...
Your SPECIALS
Red Wagon
0' Donne l-Erarger
. . 7-7
Bishop's Wife.
The (109)
Grant-Younii
3-17
11-24
Fagitive,
The (104)
Fonda-Del Rio
1-6
11-10
Fm and Fancy Free (73)
Disney Cartooi Feature
891. . . 9-1
I Remember Maira (137)
Dunne-Homo:ki
6-9
. 3-15
MelDdy Time (T)
Dispev Musical
. . . . .5-24
Hoaming Becomes Electra (172)
Russell-Redgrave 4-14.
.il-24
SCREEN
1947-48 Features

GUILD

Completer! (12)
In Production (0)
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Cast Details Rel.
No.
Ti:ie — Running Time
Boy! What a Girl! (69)
Negro Cast
9-20 . .X-2.
Birning Cross. Tht (78)
Dini Is-Patton
6-9 .10-11. .4704.
Dead Man's
Gold
LaRuc-Stewart
Dragnet
(73)
Wilcoxson-Brian 5-10
4-28 .10-25. .4703.
Hollyveood
Barn Dance
(65)
3-31... 6-21. . 4701 .
Details under
title: Western
Barn Dance Tub!>-lr/ing
30

20th
194X Feat UK'S

CENTURY-FOX
Completed Ci'.i)
PRODUCTIONS

In Production (2)

NEW
YELLOW SKY (T)
Action Drama — Started May 26
Cast: Gregory Peck, Anne Baxter, Richard Widmark, Robert Arthur
Director: Wm. Wellman
Producer: Lamarr Trotti
story: Old man ami );i amlila u;;h( .i try ria tn r^iilaini ili*si-rt>-<l mim- » hicti lian'lits
want for hldtoul. M' ii iill I 'l n;H ri-ii.rm.s Itiem.
. May
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Details
Tile — Running Time
Cast
5-24 Rel.
Burlesoue (T)
Miller-Franz
Foreign
COMPLETED
1947-48 —
Itly
I- 19 May
Anna Karenira (110)
leigh-Richardson
Apartment for Peggy
Crain-Holden
10-13 Feb
Call Northside 777 (111)
Stewar.-Waker
825
820
12-9 .Jan
805
2-2
fOl 12-8
Aug
Cattain From
(T) (140) Icnway-Vincent
Powcrs-Pe'ers
Challenge.
The Cas'ile
(68|
II- 24 . Mar
807 2-16
Chfcktr d Coat,TheThe
Conway-Nash
Counterrelters,
(73)
Sutton-Merrick
June
819
Jaly
Creerer. The
3-29 .
Oei-p Waters
Undrews-Peters 10-13 .
Escape
Ha-riscn-C«mm;ns 9-16
821.
FuryDetails
at Furnace
CreekBallad
(88)
under title:
of Furnate Creek Mature-Gray 9-15.
822. 4-26
Gay Intruder, The
'mery-Geva
3-15
Gentleman's Arreemcnt (118)
;'eck-MeGuire
6-5- 2312
Give My Regards to Broadway (T) (89) . . . Goild-naley
I- 2-8 May
6-9 June
Green
Grass of AnWyoming
(T) (89)
:ummins-'o')orn
Ideal Husband.
(T) (96)
Goddard-Wilding
II-1-5
24 .Apr
Iron Curtain. The (87)
»ndrtws-Ti r.ey
Mar
Let's LiveRome
Again (67)
cme y-Pr 'ks
Martin
Mature-Conti
June
Details under title: The Chair for Martin Rome
Meet Me at Dawn (89)
Eythe-Couft
Air
Mine House
Own Executioner
Me^e'itb-Mcore
July
Poid
Lupino-Wilde
4-12 Jily
Scudda Hool
Scudda Hay! (T) (95) Haver-McCa lisSer 2-16
3-17 . .ApShamrocli
Details Touch
under ti le: For Fear of Little Mei Power-Baxter

8C6 11-24
818 4-26
809 3-29
815
816 5-24
813.
.
827
.812 . .3-29
.824
811 3-15

810 3-23
Sitting
PrettyThe
'84)
"O'-ng-IHira
Snake Pit.
HeHavilland-Genn 11-10
8-4
823
Street With No Name. The
"^tfvers-Law-ence 1-5
Tender Years. The (81)
Brown-Hutchinson 9-1.
ThatDetails
lady under
in Ermine
(T)
Grable-Fa
rbanks
11-10
.803 .12-8
title: This Is the Momeni
That Wonderful Urge
"ower-Tierney 4-12 Jan. .8-14.
Thirteen Lead Soldiers (66)
Conway-Wescott 12-22 .Apr.
Unfaithfully Yours
Harrison-Darnell 3-1
826
9-15 . . Aug
Walls of Jericho
Wilde-Darnel! 11-10.
Winner s Circle. The (70)
Willes-Farley
Ani
829
You Were Meant for Me (91)
Cra n — Dailey
SOL WVRTZEL PRODUCTIONS
802 2-2
Feb .817
Arthur Takes Over (63)
"-ol'ler-Cowan 12-22... May.
4-26
Big Can
Russell-Christine 4-26
Dangerous Years, The (62)
Haloo-To'ld
Feb. . .828
.8;4.
.12-22
Fighting Back
Langton-Rogers 3-29... Aug.
Half-Past Midnight (69)
Taylor-Kn dsen
11-24 ...Mar.
.808. . .2-16
Trouble Preferred
Knudsen-Russell
West of Tomorrow
Grable-Dailey 4-12
UNITED
ARTISTS
1947-48 Features
Completed (S'i) In Production (2)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby) ;
BiU Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Rlpley-Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan (Cow);
Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les);
Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cg>); Bronston
(Brn); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent); Hughes (Hgs); Comet
(Com).
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
My Dear Secretary

RELEASE CHART
Cast
Details
Rel.
No. Rev
Oay-Douglas
5-24
FILM

BULLITIIf

An
Affair
CarroH-MacMurray
3-29
Nas
AngryInnocent
God
r a Or coa
Arch of Triom. h (120)
Bergman-Boyer 7-22 ... 3-48. . . Ent . . . 4-26
Dead Don t Dream
Boyd-Brooks
8-4
BB
Jalse Pa.-ad:se
Boyd-Brooks
9-1
BB
Four Faces West
McCrea-Dee
5-48 . . Ent ... 5-24
^irl From Manhattan
Monigomery-Lamoar
Bog
De:ails under title: All's Well That Ends Well
Hen-y V (T) (134)
Oli» e:-Ncwton
For 9-47 . GFD ... 4-2:)
Hotpy s Holiday (60)
Boyd-Ware
9-30 . 7-18 ... EB . . .i-12
Kinjs of the Olympics
Documentary
5-48
LaffDetails
Time under
(C)
Egs
IVIisc. Independents Chart Olsen-Jannsen 9-30
MadRev.Wednesday
(80)
Lloyd-Walburn
10-1
Stg
3-3
under title: Sin of Harold Oiddlebock
Man of Evil (£0)
.Mason-Calvert
For
GFD... 4-12
Montana
Details Mike
under (97)
title: Heaven Only Knows Cumminss-Danlevy . . 12-23 . 9-47 ... Ne'j ... 8-4
On Details
Our Merry
Way
8-5 11-47 ... Bog-Mer . . . .
under title: A Miracle Can Happei All-Star
Outpost in Morocco
Raft-Tamiroff
BB
Per onal The
Column
'Powell-Scott
ander^-Eall
11-11
. . . 7-25 .. .S : S- ■ ■T-21
Pitfall.
2-2
Red River
Waync-C if:
9-30
Hks
Silent
''oy'l-rrook; 7-21
BB
SirenDetails
ofConflict
Atlantis
Montez-Aumont
3-3
.
.
3-48
..
Neb
under title: Atlantis
Sleep My Love (97)
Colber.'-CuTiraings 6-9
Srol ...1-19
So This Gamble
Is New York (79)
Morgan-Vallee 10-13
"nt
. ..5-24
Strange
Boyd-Clyde
9-1
B.
Texas. Brooklyn, and Heaven
MadiSDn-Lynn
2-16
Time of Your Life. The
Cagney-Bendix
5-26
y
Vendetta
DeGeorgc-Brooks 8-19
Vicious Circle
Conrad Nagle
1-48
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
1947-48 Features

Completed (41)

In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
TItIt — Rinalni TIm
Ca.t Details Rel
J FIynn. The
Farbanks-Carler 5-24
You Gotta Stay Happy
Fontaine-Slewirt 5-24
COMPLETED
1947-48
May . . .660
Abbott & Cost:llo Meet Frankenstein Rob.nson-Chriitians 10-13 . . .June.
.656.
All My Sons (£4)
March-Blytli
11-10.
657
Ano her Part of The Forest (107)
O Conior-San Juan .11-24 .May.
Are
You
With
It
(90)
Pa'mer-Ni
en
Foreign
Beware of Pity (102)
OeCarlo-Du yea
6-23 Ap.- .
Black Bart (T) (80)
Bart
Details under title: Adventures of Black
Brothers. The CO)
Rcc F;ff'
Fcreisn
Bush Christmas (70)
Rafferiy-FcmsiJe Foreign
Castah (94)
OeCarlo-Martin 10-27... Apr
Captain Boycott (92)
lenie-Kirby
4-26
Countess of Monte Cristo
""onat-Granj'r Fore'jn . ..May
Jan . .. . eST .
Jan.
Dear
Murderer
(90)
Po-tgan-Gynt
Foreign
Dojble Life. A (105)
Colman-HasiD
6-23 ... May . . 653
Mar
Octal-, urd?r title: Imagination
Erile. The (95)
Fa rbaii' s-Mcntez
5-12 Nov. . 630
FeudDetails
n'. Fussin'
and Fight-n'
3-1
under title:
The Wonderful Race atO'Connor-Main
Rimrrck
Holiday Camp (97)
Robson-Prica
Foreign
Hungry Hill (92)
Lockwood-Price Foreign
Jassy (S6)
Lakewood-Price
Foreign . Mar
Case Against Calvin Cooke
March-Eldredg; 2-2
Larceny
'owcll-Torcn
4-12
Letter From An Unknown Woman (87)
Fontaine-Jourden 9-15 . June . .6-9.
Man-Eaters of Kumaon
Sabu-Page
12-22
Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid
Powell-Blyth 1-19
Naked City. The (96)
Fitzgsrald-Duff 7-7... Mar
Nicholas
(94)
Hardwicke-Bond
One
TouchNIcklcby
of Venus
Walk
r-Gardn;r Forei-n
2-16

There

4-12
11-10
. .3-15
5-24
12-8
12-8
1-19
5-24
10-27
2-16
10-27

2-2
11-24

is

independent

trade
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River Lady (T)
Rogues Regiment
Saxon Charm
Secret Beyond the Door (£9)
Senatar Was Indiscreet, The (81)
Tap Roots (T)
Fawny
Pipit (81)
Unafraid.
Details The
under title: Kiss the Blood Off
Up In Central Park (87)
fto.Tians
Vengeance.
Details mder title:A The(96)
Mortr.l Call
WARNER
1917^8 Features

M)

OeCarlo-Duryea 8-4. . .June. .. .661
Abbott-Costello 2-16
'•■ont ome.y-Hayward . . 2-16
Bennett-Redgrave
Feb
1-19
Powell-Ra nes
7-7. . . Ijn
12-22
Hellin-Hayward 6-23
Milis-John
.ancaster-Fontaine Foreicn
3-29 £-15
ur in-"-yies
Boyer-Blyth

10-13 .June...e62
8-4... Feb
1-5

BROTHERS
Completed (37)

In Production (7)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SOUTH OF ST. LOUIS (T)
Western— Started Ma,y 27
Cast: Joel McCrea, Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott.
Director: Ray Enright
Producer: Milton Sperling
story: KarKihin;; larnil.v involved in Ijlockarle running during the Civil War.
FIGHTER SQUADRON (T)
Drama — Started May 28
Cast: EMmund
Robert Stack, JohnProducer:
Rodney. Seton
Tom D'Andrea.
Director:
Raoul O'Brien,
Walsh
I. Miller
story: Faclunl tale of tlie fi.^hter pilots in W'orUl \A'ar II.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Tile — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rer,
Girl from Jones Beach, The
Rca]an-Mayo 5-24
June Bride
Dav:s-Mont.o r.ery 5-24
My Dream Is Yours (T)
Carson-Day
4-12
Silver Lining (T)
(lav r-Bo ter
..4-26
Younger Brothers (T)
Paige-Morris 5-24
COMPLETED
1947-48
Ad/enlures of Don Ju?n (T)
Fly.Tn-Lindfors l:-27
A »ays
Tog;.h.'r
(78)
Reynolds-Hut.
o.n 6-23 . 1-10. . . .713. .12-22
Details under t tie: Love at First Sight
'.. ..3-15
125
April Sowers (S4l
Cirsoi-Sothern 9-15
2-2 .3-27
6-26... .719.
727
BigOetaTs
Punch. unlThe
Morris-Maxwell
r t tie: The Fig ting Terror
CtTislcpha- Ela:.e
Smith-Do;.g;f,s !:-15
2-2.
Dames Don't Talk
Ma o-Bennctt i-15.
3-1. 3-6 .717. . .2-15
I Became A Criminal (87)
"-cward-Gray Foreign
lo'in Loves Mary
Reagai-Neal
3-29
.1-5.
lohnny Belinda
Wyn an-Ayres
Key
.oWyman-Niven
a t-:a:al|
2-16
Kiss Largo
in the Dark. A
9-30
.715.
2-16
My Details
Girl Tisa
under(95)
title: Ever The Beginning Palmer-Wanamaker
Night Unto Night
'-indtcs-Reagan
6-9
. .728
Cne Last Fli.-g
Smiti-Srott ....
One Sunday Alternoon (T)
IViorran-Pa g' . .
... 7-3 .
Romance on th; Hig.i Seas (T)
Cars:n-Pa g;
6-23
Rope (T)
Stewart-Chandler 2-2
Silver River (110)
Flyr.n-Sheridan 5-12
Ema.-t Money
Mayo-Scott
4-26
This Side of the Law
Clark-Brooks
3-15
Details under title: Sunburst
.720. .4-26
. . . 4-10 . ..714.
Treasure of Sierra Madre (126)
Bogart-Hus on
3-31 . .. .'.1-24
5-29 .'.
.1-19
Two Guys From Teas (T)
Morgan-Carson 3-17 5-15. 716.
Voice of The Turtle (103)
Parker-Keigan 3-3 . 2-21
Winter Meeting (104)
Davis-Davis 10-13 . . . 6-12
4-24 . . .721. .4-12
. .726
. 724 . .4-26
Won-n in White. The (109)
Parker-Smith 10-14
. .1-5
IVallll3wer
Reynolds-Hutton 3-3
IVhiplash
Clark-Srith
3-31
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WARIVIIVG,

MR.

RAIVK

The American film companies are fully justified in their anger at the
proposed 4.5 per cent British film quota. Having negotiated in good faith the
settlement of the discriminatory 75 per cent ad valorem tax, it is small wonder
that the Americans feel thev have been double -crossed bv this latest device to
exclude our films from England.
Apparently, the British Government is determined to "make" its film
industry at all costs. Having granted J. Arthur Rank a virtual monopoly, it
appears to stand ready to dishonor its international agreements, if need be, to

THINK

IT OVER

see that he does not fail in his drive to grab a large chunk of the world's movie
business.
The 45 per cent quota has two obvious purposes: one, to compel Eng-

Fidelity
He

who freely magnified ivliat

hath been nobly done, and fears
not to declare as freely tvhat
might be done better, gives ye
the best covenant of his fidelity.
— John Milton

land's own exhibitors to play fewer American films and more British; two, to
give Rank an added weapon in his campaign to force more of his films into
American theatres. As a matter of fact, the latter objective appears to be the
primary one, since British filtn production, at its present rate, seems hardly able
to provide 45 per cent of the average English theatre's playing time.
There is no question but that Mr. Rank has wrought great improvement
in the quality of British film production, but it still remains something which
the vast majority of American exhibitors would Ije happy to do without. The
fact stands that most of the playing time JAR films has enjoyed in this country
is the result of the salesmanship and aggressive showmanship accorded them
by Rank's American distributors, not to mention the acute war-l)orn product
shortage of recent years, and not froni any piofit motive on the part of the
exhibitors. Even such expertly produced pictures as "Great Expectations ' and
"S tail-way to Heaven" failed to inspire the American movie-going public and
grosses on these fine films fell short of those earned by mediocre American films.
The hope and I)est interests of both the American and the English film
industries lie in cooperation. But cooperation is not a one-way street. Nor is
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it cricket to poke a chap in the nose while he's oft'eiing you his hand — which
is what our "sporting" British cousins have done in this instance.
If Mr. Rank and his Government wish to play loose with the spirit of
their given word, if they intend to supplant freer international trade with
greedy nationalism, let them take heed of what might result. Two can play at
this game of being tough. Our country and our industry are in far better position to withstand a knock-down, drag-out fight-to-the-finish than the impoverished British.
Little persuasion would be needed to exclude ALL British films from
the screens of America's theatres. It is our judgment that 90 per cent of the
theatre owners in this country would actually welcome such a call to arms as an
opportunity. If American exhibitors should feel required to give this answer
to Mr. Rank and the British Government, it might readily mean the decimation
of the vast JAR movie empire.
MO WAX
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Rank May Have Difficulty
In Making 45% Quota Stick
It could be construed as evidence that Joseph
Arthur Rank's British film empire is tottering.
It could mean that the English filmogul was
taking this means of retaliating for what he
trade" he made
bad "horse
regard
might
in settling
the as75 a percent
ad valorem tax with
U. S. leaders Eric Johnston and Jim Mulvey.
It could mean merely that American films are
too tough as competition for the best Britain
has to ofTer.
Whatever the reason, the British Government
was joining Mr. Rank in an effort to force the
sale of English films on the English market.
That was the purpose of the new British 45
percent film quota announced by the Board of
Trade and soon to be acted upon by the House
of Commons. It meant that all exhibitors in
Britain would be required to devote no less
than 45 percent of their playing time to Britishmade pictures. Last year the quota was \7V2
percent — and many exhibitors over there failed
to meet it.
The howl that went up against the 45 percent quota on this side of the Atlantic was hardly unexpected. But, apparently, a large segment
of the British exhibitor body cannot bring itself
to feel patriotic about this latest effort by the
Government
to nurse Rank's movie monopoly
into full stature.
Meeting in convention on the Isle of Man,
the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association let
go with some blasts against the proposed quota
that matched the vehemence of remarks from
American film sources. It was called "unworkable" and Rank was accused of seeking to crush
England's ofindependent
exhibitors. themselves
Furthermore,of
members
the CEA unburdened
some uncomplimentary opinions of JAR product.
One exhibitor called it just plain "rotten."
Squeeze-Play
The English theatremen know that American
films mean the most to their boxoffices and they
view the Rank-sponsored 45 percent quota as a
"squeeze-play"
their expense.
It is
widely
believed that fewat theatres
in England
would
be
able to operate successfully without defaulting
on the quota.
Faced with a severe cut in their British
revenue if the new quota should be passed by
Parliament, American film companies asked
MPAA president Eric Johnston to request the
State Department to register a "vigorous protest" to the British Government. Johnston asserted that a 45 percent quota is "excessive and
iinnecessary" and that "its requirements obviously can't be fulfilled by British producers."
Pointing out that England's theatres use
about 350 features annually and that only 32
features had been produced in England during
the first five months of this year, Johnston declared, "It is obvious that British producers
cannot fulfill the 45 percent quota requirements.
Tl is equally obvious, therefore, that the purpose of the new quota proposal is to damage
and discriminate against American interests."
There was little doubt that Parliament would
put its approval on the 45% quota. For his
part, monopolist Rank declared that he would
"take off his coat" and see to it that every
British exhibitor abides by the quota. The big
question: can he make it stick?
JUNE
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ALLIED'S MYERS
"Think Boldly"

Exhibs-And

'Others'-Cal!

Decision Industry Boom— Myers
The recent i^upreme Court decision will be
good for the entire industry is the unanimous
opinion
of the nation's
independent
—
and, confidentially,
of producers
and exhibitors
distributors.
That was what Allied general counsel Abram
F. Myers reported after conducting his own
poll throughout the country garnering reaction
to the all-important decree.
"Those engaged in a highly profitable routine
do not relish being jarred out of it," said the
Allied executive, referring to his discussions of
the decision with distribution toppers, who, he
added, privatel>- admitted its benefit to the industry. "There is some mumbling and grumbling
mostly among second and third flight executives. But the industrv has remained static for

MPAA'S JOHNSTON
4.^ per cent ! I !

too long a time and it is due for a good shaking up. From now on there will be some hard
thinking by those whose mental processes had
\ irtually atrophied," he declared.
from the decree, which inThe cludepublic
fixed admissions and unreasonable
bans on gains
clearances, plus an increase in quantity and
pictures as an aftermath of divestiqualityture, of
has justified the confidence public leaders
placed in Allied's struggle against monopoly,
Myers stated.
He advised inde exhibitors to be "bold in
their thinking- and bold in the assertion of their
fear of retaliation. "The
rights" without so
clogged with motion piccourtsturehave
cases inbeen
recent years that they will be
intolerant of any further efforts by the distributors or by the ci/cuits to continue their
monopolistic practices or to retaliate against
he
their legal
who asserthowever,
exhibitors
bringing
againstrights,"
said. He cautioned,
"badly prepared actions (which) may cause
us to lose some of the ground we have gained
and thus deprive deserving exhibitors of the
relief to which they are justly entitled."
Myers warned the distributors against delaj^ing tactics. "If the Supreme Court on the first
appeal was moved to remark twice on their
'marked proclivity to unlawful conduct', what
will it say the next time when it is confronted
bv a recorded showing that the defendants have
resorted to every device to delay and evade the
Court's mandate?", he suggested.
As to "rumors that defendants will stall the
Court until after
in the Districthope
proceedings election
that there will
in the
the national
be a new Administration — particularly a new
Attorney General — who will take a rnore tolerant view of Sherman Act violations," Myers
ever
for office
candidate
predicted
the relief
away "will
conceding
favors
he no
admit thatthat
the
in
ordered
has
Court
Supreme
the
which
public interest in a Sherman Act case."
Gov't. Injunction Denied,
Court Plea 'No Jurisdiction
The Government deferred to a technicality.
Tlie death of Federal District Judge John
Bright turned out to be the major factor in
the' New York District Court's refusal last
Tuesday (15th) to grant the Department of
ry injunctton
Justice request for a tempora
based on the U.S- Supreme Court decision in
t case.
sitting
the industrv
judgesBright's
courtJudge
the statutory
reduced anti-trus
death
N. Hand
Augustus
on the case to two. Judges
and Henry W. Goddard. Presiding Judge
Hand interpreted this to mean that the Court
had no jurisdiction until a new judge could be
appointed and the hearing was postponed to
Oct. 13.
Conforming to this decision, Government attorney Robert L. Wright presented a new or• ler on Wednesday asking that further proceediiirs be held "before a full court of three
lulges" on the date set.
Disputes 'No Jurisdiction
On Tuesday, however, Wright disputed the
no jurisdiction" plea, as he pressed for a ruling
.m the Government's request for an interim
holdings and
Big Five's theatre
freeze of the to
restrain the defendants from
an injunction
(Continued on Page 7)
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making franchise deals with affiliated theatres,
discriminatory licensing and those findings of
the
Supreme'
Court
which not
couldthebepurpose
enforced.of
Although
it was
obviously
the
high theatre
court ruling
that tiie
make
further
acquisitions,
thisdefandants'
is now possible
since the Supreme Court lifted the District
Court ban on additional theatre buying, ordering the Court to ascertain which theatres had
been acquired in violation of the Sherman Act.
Indications that the hearings next fall
would be another protracted series were apparent from some
of the defandant's
counsels
arguments.
Paramount
attorney Whitney
North Seymour said that the only way to establish legality of theatre holdings would be to
examine each situation individually; John W.
Davis, of Loew's, claimed that it was the Government's job to submit a list of joint theatre
ownerships in an attempt to establish of legality.
Most pessimistic of all was Judge Hand, who
PARAMOUNT'S BALABAN
c implained : '"Tiiis looks like it will take longer
Preparing for Divestiture
than our natural lives," and expressed doubt
t!iat anotlier judge could be persuaded to sit
on the case if it lives up to its promise to last realize a much higher return on theatres which
as long as it appears — "even if he's young,"' they might be required to sell than the original
he added. Wright, however, felt that the hear- purchase price, because of inflated real estate
ings w'ould not go on interminably, since the values. He told the stockholders that Paramount would retain as many of their theatres
Government doesn't propose to offer witnesses
nor does it "visualize the necessity of ruling as possible and where theatres must be sold,
on new factual issues."
would attempt to hold on to the leases. ComBoosts Arbitration
pany balance sheets do not reveal the "true"
Judge Hand disputed Wrigiit's contention value of Paramount theatre holdings, he added,
that an injunction is the solution to the in- because they are listed at the original 1932-35
terim conduct of the defendants. He leaned
rather toward continuation of the arbitration "bankruptcy level."
Referring to the company's 1947. profits, secsvstem. But Wright argued, ''We must start
ond higliest in Paramount's history (1946 was
afresh."
pointing
to evidence
tendingsystem.
to show tups), Balaban blamed the drop from '46 on
discrimination
despite
the arbitration
"the forbidding twins" — higher costs and
Warner counsel Judge Joseph y[. Proskauer diminished
volume of business. Theatre earntook issue with the Government's attitude that
ings,
he
said,
"have held up much better" than
it had sustained a victory in the Supreme Court.
production-distribution income, principally beHe felt tiiat the hearings might be prejudiced
cause costs in the latter division were proportionally higher.
if conducted in an atmosphere "that we sustained ablow from the Supreme Court and Mr.
High-Cost Inventory
Wright
here besolely
to reap
the harvest-"
He stressed the importance of both inventory
The
case ismust
decided
on merit
of facts
as oresented in the District Court, he declared.
ar^d costs on the company's financial condition,
n(.ting that pictures currpntly in release were
Former Secretary of State James F. Byrnes
represented 20th Century-Fox ; Louis Frohlich, produced at high cost. However, a film comColumbia and Thomas Turner Cooke, Universal.
pany "must have inventory which is adequate
to ensure an even flow of product." Every
effort to control cost without damaging quality
is being made, he told the stockholders.
Balaban Sees Divestiture,
As for the foreign situation, Balaban termed
the British attitude "so narrow" and use of
frozen funds in Britain "so hedg'ed and rePlans Capital Adjustment
stricted" that the company cannot count on this
source as a means of "bolstering our dollar
Bowing to the inevitable. Paramount president Barney Balaban prepared the company
resources." He charged that the British government had not acted in good faith with the
stockholders for the shock of divestiture.
establishment of the 45 per cent quota.
.Addressing the company's first stockholders
meeting since the recent Supreme Court decision, Balaban told questioning shareholders
that the decision "will force transformations
within the industry" in which Paramount will
be involved. "I do not know what the outcome will be," he added, "but I believe that
our theatre interests will be reduced with a
corresponding reduction of our ultimate earning
power."
The answer to divestiture, financially, Balaban suggested, would be a shrinking of Paramount's capital structure adaptable "to the
assets and earning power that are left." In
reply to queries, he said that earning power
would not decrease in proportion to the loss
of theatre revenues, since the company, in all
probability, would receive a higher return in
film rentals. In this, he affirmed the belief of
20th Century Fox prcxy Spyros P. Skouras.
who, a couple of weeks ago, ripped of¥ the
horrible mask which had been affixed to divestiture.
Theatre Values High
Balaban also feels tliat the company would
JUNE
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Let Public Relations Men
Do The PR Job — Youngstein
Public relations is the province of advertising
and publicity men. The reason why the motion
picture industry's public relations is "one of
the worst butchered jobs in history" is the reindustry
utilize who,
"the
brains fusal
andof the
talents
of theleaders
men andto women
o:i a day-to-day working basis, really make the
public relations of our industry."
Max E. Youngstein, Eagle Lion vice-president in charge of advertising, was addressing
the .Associated ^lotion Picture .Advertisers on
tiie occasion of his induction into the presidency
last Thursday. In a hard-hitting speech. Youngstein blamed the advertising-publicity people,
too for allowing the industry's toppers to follow the line
reasoning
a picture
is a
success,
it is ofbecause
it is :a"When
great picture
: when
it is a failure, it is because the campaign stinks
The new AMP.A president pledged the manpower of the organization "on the basis of a
day-to-day
job all office
year and
around"
with the Johnston
with to
all cooperate
exhibitor
groups to promote an improvement in public
lelations.

Majors, WB Circuit Malce
First Payment To Goldman
Eight words and eight figures — "Pav to the
order of William Goldman exactly $472,581.14"
— closed action
the firstagainst
phase of
Goldman's
anti-trust
the William
eight majors
and
the W'arner Bros, theatre circuit.
The check received by the Philadelphia independent theatreman was broken down as follows: $375,000 triple damages: S32.,397.54 accrued interest: $65,183.60 counsel fees. William
.A. Gray is the attorney for Goldman.
Still pending is an "$8,400,000 treble damages
suit, based directh- on the first action, which
charged withholding of first-run product by
the majors from Goldman's Erlanger Theatre
from 1940 to 1942. The pending suit seeks
compensation for the j-ears 1942-46.
There was a report last week that the defendants were making overtures for a settlement
of the whopping' $8 million case, but inquiry
at the Goldman office brought the reply : "We're
not talking to anyone about a settlement."
Hearings on this suit are slated to start in
October before L^. S. District Judge Kirkpatrick.
25%
MPAA

All-Dualiers
Survey Shows

— One-quarter of the nation's theatres showonly double features.
— Three-quarters of New York's theatres are
exclusively dual billers.
— .A little
one-third
the country's
theatres
have over
a single
featureofpolicy.
— -These were some of the facts gleand from
a survey conducted by the Research Department of the Motion Picture Ass'n of America.
The figures were determined from replies to
questionnaires sent throughout the country in
its national theatre survey last April.
Other double feature statistics:
—
dual 36.2
bills.per cent show- combination single and

E-L'S YOUNGSTEIN
PR a Job for Specialists

— New York, New Haven, Los Angeles and
Detroit lead in theatres showing double fea7

Xews

antl

Opinion

tures regularly, with 76.6%, 75-5%, 64.7% and
58.1%, respectively.
— Southern theatres predominate with the
single feature policy, with the Charlotte exchange area's 77% heading the list, followed
by Oklahoma City, 75.2% ; New Orleans,
70.6% ; Dallas, 69.5%. New Orleans has only
1.1% of its area's theatres sporting a dual bill
regularly.
Allied Invades St. Louis
Wehrenberg's TOA Bailiwick
Tiic bailiwick of Fred Wehrenberg, old-timci
MPTOA (now TOA) leader, has been successfully invaded by Allied States Ass'n. About
two weeks ago, a group of some 30 independent exhibitors from St. Louis, E. Missouri, and
S. Illinois, lieaded by Andy Dietz, general manager of Cooperative Theatres, organized MidCcntral Allied Theatre Owners, voting unanimously to affiliate with National Allied. Dietz
was, until recently, executive secretary of
Wehrenberg's MPTO.\ unit.
An organization committee was named to draw
u)i a constitution and by-laws to be submitted
to a general organization meeting next month
at wliich officers and board of directors will
be elected.
Guiding lights in the organization of the new
group were the veteran Col. H. A. Cole, president of Texas Allied, and Trueman Rembusch,
president of ATO of Indiana, both of whom
were present at the birth of the new unit.
With Dietz as chairman, the organization
C'lmmittee includes; from the St. Louis area —
Henry Halloway. Hugh Graham, Howard ZulofT; from E. Missouri — W. T. Zimmerman,
O. F. Jeffris, Earl \'andiver ; from Illinois —
Loren Cluster, E. H. Wiecks, Gene Beckam,
and Charles Beninati.
Philly Theatres Face
Quiz In Tax Swindle Probe

Warner

Net Down

Columbia

50%

Even Worse

Off

The two-headed bogey that has haunted film
company profits of late — increased costs, lower volume (perhaps poor quality should be menticjned, too) — confronted Warner Bros, and
Columbia last week.
Warners' net for the six months ended Feb.
28, last, approximated only half of its half-year
pr(jfit pany
in the
'47 net
period.
The comshowedcorresponding
a consolidated
of $7.311,(XX),
after provision of §5,2(XJ.O(Xl for Federal taxes,
compared witli S14,013,000 following a tax bite
of ?8,4(M),0(J().
Film rentals, theatre admissions, etc. grossed
$75,852,000, about $9 million below the '47 figure.
In the case of Columbia, the drop was even
more drastic, percentage-wise. Unable to
boast an\thing resembling a "Jolson Story" in
the 39 weeks
27, 1948,
Columbia
skidded
to a 'ended
net of March
S855,f)(X),
less than
onethird of the nearly $3 million reported for the
C'irresi)onding '47 period. Provision for Federal taxes was S570,000 for the current 39 weeks,
S1,705,(XK) for the corresponding stanza last
> tar.
Stockholders

Suits Vs.

NT Execs Near Settlement
20th Century-Fox stockholders may receive
benefits totaling ?3, 500,000 if proposals to settle
the edtwo-year-old
are approvby the Court stockholders'
and board ofsuits
directors.
The
proposals were submitted to the company by
Milton Pollack, appointed by the courts as
C(-unsel for the several plaintiffs when the suits
were consolidated.
The cases grew principally out of the sale
of a block of National Theatres "B" stock to
four executives in 1944 and the subsequent repurchase in 1946. The NT officers involved
were Charles Skouras, Elmer Rhoden, Frank H.

Like the rings spreading from a big blob of
mud dropped into stagnant water, the inquiry
into Philadelphia's S2,000,000 amusement tax
swindle threatened to involve that city's theatre
owners. Spotlighted by lurid publicity and a
Grand Jury investigation, the nauseous affair
was particularly embarrassing to the civic administration which is playing host to the GOP
presidential convention this week.
The Warner circuit, which operates 60 theatres in the area, wasn't exempt from the inconvenience ofundergoing investigation. Much
refusal to open their books last week to inwas made in the local newspapers of Warners'
vestigators assigned by City Controller Frank
J. Tiemann. The fact, as explained by the circuit's counsel, Louis J. Goffman, is that it was
purely a matter of proper authorization
and
Warners, he said, would be happy to give access
to its records to Receiver of Taxes Frank Marshall, as provided by city ordinance. Marshall
is among those involved in the Grand Jury
investigation.
The larger houses which paid their amusement taxes by check would have little difficulty
in sidestepping anything more than the inconvenience. Small independent exhibitors, however, who paid by cash, or, alas, made "deals"
with tax collectors, face the possibility of making good on any discrepancies.
City officials wailed that if other theatres
followed Warners' lead in refusing a field audit
of their books, the task of ascertaining the
amount of shortages in the Receiver of Taxes'
office will be delayed indefinitely.
8

Ricketson and Har<j|d J. Fitzgerald. The amount
involved, including: salaries and bonuses, approximated S7 million.
Principal benefits from the proposed settlement include approximately ?I,800,(XX), as well
as amendments to the employment contract of
NT prexy Skouras, for the next seven years,
which represent an estimated saving to the
Cfvrporation of $1,750,(X)0. In addition, the company would obtain from executives, calls expiring Dec 31, 1949. on 18,500 shares of 20lhFox common at $22% per share.
Courts Hand One-Two
Punch
To 'Unfriendly
'I'hc "unfriendly
10' lost moreTen'
ground last
week to the committee with which they refused
to be friendly. It was a one-two punch for the
eight Hollywood writers, director and producer
cited for contempt c)f Congress, when the Thomas Committee was upheld by a Supreme Court
and .Appeals Court ruling in a pair of cases
closely paralleling their own.
In one action, the Supreme Court refused to
hear the appeal of officials of the Joint antiFascist Refugee Committee from a contempt of
Congress conviction for refusal to produce records at the request of the Thomas group. Counsel for the cited ten had filed a brief as amicus
curiae
in the defendants' petition for a Supreme
Court hearing.
.*\t the same time, in the Washington Circuit
Court of Appeals, which next Fall will hear
the cases of two writers already convicted, a
District Court conviction of Gerhart Eisler for
cfiritcmpt of Congress was upheld. The Court
ruled that Eisler, in refusing to be sworn in
or to answer comrnittee questions without first
making a statement, was guilty of contempt
since he had been summoned by lawful authority and should conform to committee procedure.
The 2-1 decision was handed down by Justices
Bennett Champ Clark (who conducted the abortive industry investigation some years back)
and James Proctor.
Dr. Kalmus Dubs New
Color Process Impractical
The new French color process, Rouxcolor,
is overrated and impractical. At least, so says
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, chief executive of
Technicolor, in reply to the recent splash in
the
lay press
about a a "revolutionary"
new trade
colorandprocess,
following
demonstration
by
the
inventors,
Armand
and Lucien Roux,
in Paris.
Basing his remarks around the story which
appeared in the X. Y. Times, which he said
was tor.
confirmed
by Technicolor's
Kay Harrison,
Dr. Kalmus London
declareddirecthat
the process "is ill-adapted to meet the practical
requirements of the motion picture industry due
to limitations in the range of lenses that can

WILLIAM C. MacMILLEN. JR.
Eagle Lion's new vice president in charge of
operations and v.p. of E-L Studios. Assistant
to Robert R. Young in Pathe Industries, E-L
parent company, the 35-year-old executive's responsibilities wil be in administration, personnel and finance and will in no w-ay afTect the
position of William J. Heineman, vice president
in charge of distribution, it was emphasized by
president Arthur B. Krim.

felt that it would require highly
be Dr.
usedKalmus
with it-"
skillful operation by the theatre projectionist,
that the filter system and a highly increased
light requirement "w-ould mean re-equipping'
most
of the theatres
enormous head,
total incost."'
And besides,
said the at
Technicolor
the
demonstration at the Madelaine Theatre in
Paris, despite the fact that a special arc lamp
and small bead screen were used, "according
to He
my recalled
report, the
werethenotearliest
satisfactory."
thatresults
some of
Technicolor pictures used a system similar to the
Rouxcolor process, but because of the difficulties described, it was abandoned in favor of
the present system.
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CAriTAI.IZI.\(; ()\ A .\lO\ ll-'S I'AllX'kl-: is (JUL- way
a [juhlislKT expects to make tlie hcst of a bad barj^ain.
When "'I'he lliicksters" was hitting best-seller lists regu]<irl\', I'anlani liooks, the soft-cover reprint outfit, made a
deal for th.' 25-c 'nt edition. Then the M-G-M film version was rekased anrl Hop])ed, and 1-iantam's hopes for
cashing in on what was expected to be a great film suffered a severe fracture. The sales staff went into a huddle
and voila! — a new sales theme: "The Whole Story the
Movie Didn't 'J\'ll !" 'JMic line will be carried on the cover
of the b:)ok and a whole campaign will be based on the
film's failure to do justice to the iM'ederic Wakeman characters and story. Oh. Public Relations, wherefore art
thou ?
WITH HIS CHAR.VCTERISTIC DIRbXTNESS, RKO
studio chief J)ore Schar}- does thus put at rest grist from
the rumor mill : "There have been a number of rumors
concerning a change of production management at RKO.
This statement is made with the desire to dispel all of these
rumors. 1 have had a number of talks with Mr. Howard
Hughes, and we are in complete accord on present policy
and on the jjrojected program for RKO. We have a big
schedule of pictures planned and all of us at RKO must
now stop listening to rumors and bend all of our energies
to
making as many good pictures as we possibly can."
Period.
HALF-AND-HALF STAR INTERVIEWS is an interesting innovation instituted by Paramount under its intensified
promotion program. A platter is cut for transcription on
a local radio station with Paramount stars giving the answers and a blank time allowance for questions and comments b\- the local interviewer. Thus the interview acquires anice, homey tone and the awed listener feels as
though Paulette Goddard or Ra\- INIilland is right around
the corner, zooming the listenabiiitv of the air-waver. In
its current merchandising, incidentally, Paramount is pushing its product as a whole, in addition to individual pic
plugging, using the theme. "A Sizzling Summer Hit \\'ave
from Paramount."
BARRING

UNFORESEEN DEVELOP.MENTS in the international situation. Secretary of State George ^Marshall
will be on hand at \^ariety Clubs' Mid- Winter meeting in
Washington next September to receive the Clubs' Humanitarian Award which could not be presented to him during
the ]Miami Beach convention in April due to the pressure
of international affairs. Int'l Chief Barker Bob O'Donnell
is slated to be toastmaster at the climactic dinner Sept. 18,
which will see Senators, Congressmen, Cabinet members
and other government dignitaries on the dais. Big Boss
John H. Harris will make the presentation of the Award
Plaque. First Ass't Int'l Chief Barker Carter Barron is
handling the details for this, the third annual Award.
Previous recipients were Cordell Hull and Sir Alexander
Fleming.

BUCKING UP its publicity department to take care of an
augmented showmanship campaign on forthcoming product, Universal-International has added INIaurice "Bucky"
Harris for the all-important New York openings, and Matt
Cantillon for theatre promotion material to IMaurice Bergman's Eastern ad-pub-exploitation department. The new
promotion set-up is being keyed to the current campaigns
for the Monty Shaff-Frank P. Rosenberg production,
10

"Man-Eater of^Kumaon," Walter Wanger's "Tap Roots,"

By BARN
"Mr. Peabodx and the Mermaid" and other;? to follow.
For "Maii-ICater." incidentall\ . there w'iil be a unique
situation which will find five former Columbia ad-publicity
directors working on the promotion: Bergman. Rosenberg,

ad manager Henry .\. "Hank" Linet, studio co-ordinator
David A. Lipton, and inde imblic relations exec Benjamin
H. Serkowich.
CHAPEAU DOFFING is in order for the tremendous publicitv build-ui) Max E. Vcjungstein's Eagle Lion crew is
constructing f(jr the coini)any's young singing star,
Lois Ikitler, whose first starring vehicle, "Mickey," is yet
to make its bow. Borne on the wings of a whirlwind
promotion b\- the EL pul)liciteers, the sixteen-year-old
made a big splash in New York, with every newspaper and
syndicate edging into the doorway for an interview, a full
.schedule of radio broadcasts, sweetheart at West Point's
Cadet Hop. and then on to Chicago and points west for
new worlds to conquer. Not overlooking the exhibitors,
Youngstein is now on a tradewise campaign on Miss Butler's behalf which has greatly accelerated the list of
"Mickey" bookings. Latest stunt is a free record of the
star singing the songs from the film to all exhibitors, exemplarv of b'L's confidence that "once heard, every exhibitor will recognize the ticket-selling possibilities inherent in
our new star."
CANADA BIDS F.MR TO become a fruitful film production territory under a one-hand-washes-the-other policy.
Under the Canadian Cooperation Project whereby the
American picture business is helping Canada's dollar problem b\- making pictures there, while the Canucks bend over
backward to cater to American film-making needs, most of
the major companies are planning increasing production.
Originally a shorts program jM-imarily, it is now expanding
into feature films. According to Taylor ]Mills of MPAA
staff, NV coordinator of the Project. Monogram has set
10 features for Canadian filming, first of which is scheduled for a summer start. The project was descriljed by
Donald Gordon. Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada,
at an MPAA luncheon in his honor, as an excellent indication of "imaginative spirit rather than legal restriction
as well as an outstanding example of good neighborliness."
OF MEN AND THINGS: Three divisional sales exec
changes held the spotlight last fortnight: ^lilton E. Cohen
moved over to Eagle Lion as Eastern division sales manager after a 10-year stint at RKO which saw him rise
from Detroit salesman to Eastern Central district manager, ^Maurice E. Lefko was elevated to Cohen's former
spot at RKO, with David C. Silverman succeeding Lefko
as Pittsburgh branch manager ; Morris B. Orr, United
Artists Western division sales head, leaves the company
and the industry on July 1 to become president of his
family's Orr Felt and Blanket Co. of Piqua, O. He had
been in the sales end of the industry since 1914... Louis
S. Lifton, Allied Artists ad-publicity director, is back on
the West Coast after an Eastern trip to set up special
screenings of "The Dude Goes \\'est"' and national ad campaigns on AA's biggest to date. "The Babe Ruth Story."
. . .Ed Lachman. president of N. J. AUied, foresees a precedent-shattering turnout at the org's annual convention in
West
End,
June
28-30.
national list
Allied
\\'illiam
Ainsworth heading as with
impressive
of prexy
inde exhibitor
leaders. Paramount's Paul Raibourn will be principal
speaker at the initial session . . . Robert Taplinger will bid
adieu July 1 to Enterprise Productions, where he has been
v.p. in charge of advertising and publicit}-.
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•A FOREIGN AFFAIR"
Rates • • • generally

POWERED

Paramoiiitt
116 minutes
Jean Arthur, Marlenc Dietrich, John Lund,
Millard Mitchell, Peter I'ou Zcrneck. William
Murf^hy,
Stanley Bond,
Pragcr.
ll'illiant
'^eff.Charles
Boyd
Daz is, Raymond
Robert
Malcolm,
'Meredith, Harlan Tucker, Gordon Jones, Fred
Steele, Michael RaffcttoDirected by Billy Wilder
of Hollywood's
movie-makers
gotTwo
together
on this jumbokeenest
production
and they
have come up with a fast and amusing picture
about present-day Berlin. Charles Brackett
produced it, Billy Wilder directed, and they
both collaborated on the screenplay, delving
into their capacious bag of cinematic tricks
to delightful effect. Although its sophisticated
flavor is especially suited for metropolitan
centers, it is not too subtle for the small town
trade. Grosses should be strone -n all situations. An out-size package (116 minutes),
most topofentertainment.
"A Foreign Audiences
Affair" iswill
filled
with tipbe rewarded
by its topical interest, saucy satire, brisk
comedy and generous portions of good,, oldfashioned sex. There is marquee value in the
names of Alarlene Dietrich, as a tarnished Nazi
'BEYOND GLORY' POOR
Rates • • + on star value only

ALAN

. Paramount
82 minutes
Alan Ladd, Donna Reed, George Macready,
George Coulonris, Harold Vermilyea, Henry
Travers, Luis Van Rooten, Tom Ncal, Conrad Janis, Margaret Field, Paul Lees, Dick
Hogan. Audic Murphy, Geraldine IVall,
Charles Evans. Russell Wade, Vincent Donahue,
Steve Pendleton, Harland Tucker.
Directed by John Farroiv.
"Beyond Glory" may be a fine tribute to the
steadfast traditions of West Point, but, as
entertainment, it adds up to one long yawn.
And
what star,
an unhappy
vehicle
for Paramount's
popular
Alan Ladd
! Meant
to be a
thoughtful document of post-war significance,
it turns out to be lacking in the kind of vitality
that sells tickets. It will prove a let-down for
the Ladd fans when they sec him in this "new"
kind of role ! He doesn't smoke or drink, in

FOR

STRONG

BOX-OFFICE

jczebel, Jean Arthur, as a naive Congresswoman, and John Lund, as an Army_ playboy— and their paths converge in some sizzling
and laugh-provoking situations. The picture
contains some serious components — such as the
problems of black marketeering, fraternization,
and de-nazification — but they serve only as
window dressing for the amorous scrimmage.
This questionable admixture remains its least
admirable quality.
The two feminine stars were provided with
roles perfectly tailored to their respective talents. La Dietrich romps through a supercharged performance as the disreputable fraulein and chants two ballads in her continental
manner. Jean Arthur, as the righteous solon,
gpsps and flutters becomingly and garners laugh-^
in a scene when she gets squizzled on champagne.
John Lund presents a vigorous, high-pressure
Romeo, and Millard Mitchell is a standout with
a convincing portrayal of Army brass. A
large portion of the background footage was
shot in Berlin and the production values
throughout are excellent.
EXPLOITATION: Feature the BrackettWilder combination along with the three stars,
and sell its "Laughs, Thrills and Steaming
Romance". Give John Lund a build-up as a
new heart-throb and stress the tantalizing sitLADD

VEHICLE

fact, solitaire
doesn't doin much
of anything.
(He then
does
play
a barroom,
but even
maintains a poker face.) The picture is a very
talky affair that moves slowly and confusedly
tlirough a great many flashbacks that follow
Ladd's career before he went to West Point.
The exposition is synthetic and humorless.
Donna Reed is easy on the eyes in an undemanding role and George Coulouris, as the
disagreeable prosecutor, is far bettter than his
material. The local color at West Point is
pliotograiihcd to good advantage and the picture concludes with a dignified speech by Genticity.eral Eisenhouscr that lends a touch of authenEXPLOITATION: Hail Alan Ladd
different kind of role. Offer catch-lines:
Gripping Story of a ^lan Tormented by
. . . He Found a Love Beyond Devotion

in a
"The
Guilt
. . .

Courage
Glory!"
Tiiere Beyond
is an investigation
under way at a
military tribunal in West Point, in which an

hot spot between Marin a Arthur.
that putsandhimJean
nationDietrich
lene
Jean Arthur is a member of a Congressional
committee that arrives in Berlin to investigate
Army morale. On their tour conducted by the
Colonel, Millard Mitchell, she is shocked to
discover some shady doings that center around
Marlene Dietrich, a cabaret entertainer. She
is unaware that her escort, John Lund, is intimately involved with the chanteuse. And
r.either of them know that she was once chummy with Nazi leaders and that the Army is
giving her a loose rein in order to smoke out
iier former sweetheart, a Nazi bigwig. Lund
makes love to Miss Arthur to distract her
s:iooping and she falls for his line. But when
slie discovers that he is the man in the fraulein's life, she is heart-broken and prepares to
leave Germany. Meanwhile, the Colonel has
ordered Lund to continue his association with
LA Dietrich (\Miat an order!) and detains
Miss Arthur until he springs his trap. The
Nazi shows up at the cabaret, gunning for his
e.x-sweetie and her lover, and he is shot down.
Miss Arthur turns the tables on Lund by cornering him into a proposal. Abrams.
REVIEWS
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expelled cadet has accused Alan Ladd of being
an undemocratic bully. The prosecutor is
George Coulouris,, who has been engaged by
unravel Ladd's
Flashbacks combat
cadet's
the
history
— his father.
war experiences,
training,
O. C." S- and finally the battle field. His
Captain and best friend was killed and he
mistakenly felt responsible, .developing a guilt
neurosis. His malajustment increased in civilian
life. Finally he met Donna Reed, the widow of
his friend, and they planned to marry. She
encouraged him to enter West Point where he
achieved a fine record. Now, discouraged by
the accusations, he tries to resign. But further testimony reveals that his treatment of the
crdet was exemplary and that his war record
is- blameless. Apologies are in order and the
cruple look forward to wedding bells. Abrams.

'THE DUDE GOES WEST' WESTERN WITH A SENSE OF HUMOR
Rates • • • — as top dualler generally
neat little production and were fortunate in here is something new and different in Westerns.
Republic
choosing the crackerjack team of Richard Sale Street ballyhoo with cowboy and Indian get-ups
8/ minutes
and Mary Loos to write the script. They V, ould be effective.
t,*idie Albert, Gale Storm, James Glcason,
provided an ingenious story that scrambles all
Eddie Albert, a Brooklyn gunsmith, heads
Binnie Barnes, Gilbert Roland Barton MacLanc.
the routine formulae into a chucklesome comwest with his head full of book learning. On
Douglas Foicley, Tom Tyler, Harry Haydcn,
posite. It moves rapidly from one goofy board the train is Gale Storm with a map of a
Chief Yotvlachie, Sarah Padden, Catherine
situation to another, and despite its kidding gold mine, and so is Gilbert Roland with felDoncet, Edzvard Gargan, Olin Hoivlin, Francis
nature, sustains adequate interest in its action
onious intent. Albert kicks him off the train,
Pierlit, Tom Faddcn, Si Jeuks, George Sleeker,
and romance. Tlieir Western tintypes are deftly but she takes him for a masher and he gets
Dick Elliott, Charles Williams, Lee White. . . .
n.iodeled by a well-selected cast. Eddie Albert
tile cold shoulder. Arriving in Arsenic City,
Directed by Kurt Nczvman.
is the good-natured tenderfoot who displays a he sets up his gunsmith shop in a bakery wagon
j)l;enomenal prowess with fire-arms ; Gale Storm and is slugged and hijacked by outlaw Barton
Surprise ! At long last a Western that is is the pert and capricious lady fair; James
MacLane. He is given a lift by Miss Storm
Gleason the hard-bitten desert rat ; Gilbert and they are both captured by the Apaches. His
different! "The Dude Goes West" rates this
Roland the dastardly menace ; Barton MacLane
category by virtue of a generous fund of
knowledge of Indian lore serves in good stead
ornery outlaw ; Binnie Barnes the cigar- and lie is accepted as their Great White Broth"Grade A" comedy. As an amiable spoof of the
smoking bandit queen. They are paced by Kurt
er. The tussle continues with Binnie Barnes and
the Western picture tradition, it is a welcome
Roland maneuvering for the map, thwarted by
treat and its fresh approach should be a boxNeumann's adroit direction, with a nimble empliasis on visual humor. By and large,, the
office hypo. It will assuredly capture Western
amazing six-gunnery. He finally finds
production is a tidy affair and there is a Albert's
the mine and works it with his Indian pals.
devotees ; youngsters will cheer its sharpboisterously
appropriate
musical
score
by
DiThere
develops
a shooting fray in which the
shooting "Dude"; adult audiences everywhere
mitri Tiomkin.
\i!Iainess and company all bite the dust. The
will heartily enjoy its tongue-in-cheek merriment. For their first venture into sagebrush
EXPLOITATION: Serve this one up with
Indians escort the couple back to town for
territory, the King brothers have constructed a the accent on HL'MOR. Spread the word that n romantic conclusion. Abrams.
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•MICKEY
Rates
• •'

LIGHT
as dualler COMEDY

INTRODUCES

liaylc J.ion
87 minutt's
Lois Butler, Bill Gooihain, Irene Hervey, John
Sutton, Rose Hobart, Ilaitie McDaniel, Skippy
I/oniicr, Bci'erly Wills, L,eon Tyler.
Directed by Ralph Murphy
Lois Butler is a promising new starlet, hereby given an auspicious debut by Eagle Lion.
She is a petite miss of sixteen with the girlish
effervescence and vocal ability that is reminiscent of the earlier Durbin and Garland. She
has an engaging personality all her own that
sliines through this lively, if trite, Cinecolor
comedy. It is a lightweight movie morsel,
designed for the family trade, with a special
bid for the younger set. Following the strong
E-L build-up for the star, "Mickey" should
prove a good dual bill attraction, particularly in
naborhood and small town houses. It retains

NEW

JUVENILE

llie adolescent character of the novel, ''Clementine" by Peggy Goodin. Puppy love, baby
sitting and teen-time trivia provide the laugh
material, which presents Miss Butler as a dirtyfaced tomboy who would rather play baseball
than study her voice lessons. She has a sweet,
clear voice and warbles five p^jpular and light
classical melodies, scoring best with a rendition
of "The Minute Waltz". Skippy Homeier accompanies her adolescent misadventures with
an amusing portrait of callow youth and the
romantic and marital mix-ups involve Bill
Goodwin, Irene Hervey, John Sutton and Rose
llohart. Their efforts are occasionally
h,nn])cred
l)y some
and could
by "A"be
standards this
Bryantrite
Foy dialogue
production
accused of being a pretty hackneyed affair, but
it offers plenty of entertainment for mass audietices.
Tombov Lois Rutler is the star catcher of the

neighlxjrhood ball team and engages in unladylike rough-housing with Skippy Homeier.
Her widower father, Bill Goodwin, is being
stalked by comely widow, Rose Hobart, much
to her displeasure. She tries to promote a
romance between her father and visitor, Irene
Hervey. On the night of the high school
dance. Miss Hervey dolls her up in glamorous
clothes and sesds her out on the town with
her ex- fiance, John Sutton. The new look
interests Skippy. The next evening, as they
are baby-sitting, they think the baby swallowed
a pin and rush it to the hf)spital on a wild
scooter ride. Her father thinks she is out
with Sutton and creates a scene. The scandal
causes him to lose out on his appointment as
hospital director. But at her song recital,
' Mickey" clears up all the misunderstanding
and Goodwin and Miss Hervey exit smiling^.^v.

'FEUDIN', FUSSIN' AND A-FIGHTIN' . MERRY MUSICAL PROGRAMMER
Rates • • -f as top dualler generally
of its well-timed humor to George Sherman's
crammed
witha typical
bright gags
I 'niversal-Iiiternational
nor puts on
show.andHeDonald
really O'Conknocks snappy direction.
7H
minutes
himself out as the hair tonic pitchman who
The town of Rimrock needs a fleet-footed
runner for their annual race against the
Donaldbride,O'Connor,
Marjorie
Main, Percy Kil- saves the day for Rimrock by running a most
Penny Edivards,
Joe Besser.
liilarious race, pursued by a snake, a porcupine,
ixighboring town of Big Bend. Mayor MarDirected by George Sherman.
a skunk and a horse doctor and is roped, pumjorie Main and her assistant, Percy Kilbride,
mcled, helf -drowned and half starved — while kidnap Donald O'Connor from a passing stage.
the laughs come loud and fast. More humor
He lofjks like a thoroughbred and they lock him
Here is a fresh and happy antidote for sumis supplied by the droll antics of Marjorie
up in a barn, but after they fatten him up he
mer
"dog
days."
It
is
one
of
those
merry
little
musical films that provide fun for average
Main, the rambunctious mayor, and Percy Kilcan't run a lick. Meanwhile he falls for debride, her sad-faced suitor, the same pair who
audiences — both young and old. No boxoflfiice
lectable Penny Edwards and tries unsuccessfully to elope with her. The Big Bend contestscored in "The Egg and I."
records will be threatened by "Feudin", Fussin'
ant slips him some knock-out pills, but a horse
and A-Fightin,
", but it willin give
a good ac-It r)'connor also has two dance numbers, one a drinks
count of itself boxofficewise
all locations.
it instead. Donald stays up all night,
flashy single and the other a smooth duo with
winsome Penny Edwards. Their songs are the v.alking the floor with the sick horse, and
was originally a story in Collier's called "The
next morning on the day of the race he is in
Wonderful Race at Rimrock", by D. D.
nf)stalgic favorites. "'Sposin' " and "Me and My
Beauchamp. who also wrote the screenplay
Shadow". The title song has been edded to sad shape. But he comes through in flying
colors and a strong aroma of skunk. He is
and succeeded in switching the rustic shindig
the sound track and provides an exploitable
into a song and dance fandango. It worked out gimmick. It is a sure-fire crowd pleaser as elected the new mayor of Rimrock and, of
course, also wins Penny. York.
very well, for the nonsensical plot is liberally
produced by Leonard Goldstein and owes much

'BLONDE ICE' FAIRLY ENGROSSING
MURDER MELLER
Rates • • -|- as supporting dualler
Jack Bernhard keeps it moving at a fairly brisk
film Classics
72 Minutes
pace. Kenneth Gamet's adaptation of the novel
I^eslie Brooks, Robert Paige, Walter Sonde, by Whitman Chambers makes use of all the
routine twists, including the usual psychiatrist
John Holland, James Griffith, Rnss VincentDirected by Jack Bernhard.
who knows all the answ-ers, but the murders do
get a bit monotonous. Leslie Brooks gets top
billing as the murderous babe with knots in
"Blonde Ice" another study in ruthlessness,
tliis time spot-lighting a woman who stops at her head. She gives it a brittle, sophisticated
characterization and it is not her fault that the
nothing to gain wealth and social prestige. And
if it is murder your audience wants to see, this rrjle remains unconvincing. Robert Paige capportrays the harassed newspaper man who
is it; not just one, but (count 'em) three, all is herablyone
and only true love and the rest of
for the price of one. This modest-budget melothe cast handle their routine assignments with
drama presents a beautiful lady Bluebeard who
has a nasty habit of knocking off her husbands.
adequate skill, notably Walter Sande' John
It has been given a slick treatment and' despite
Holland Mooney
and Russhas\'incent.
by
Martin
a glossy The
effectproduction
that makes
its lack of name power, should prove absorbing
enough to make a strong supporting feature on
the budget look tw-ice its size.
dual bills in most situations. The direction by
Leslie Brooks is the societj^ columnist with
'CARSON
CITY RAIDERS'
Rates • • -|- for
Western spots

ACTIONFUL

Repidjlic
60 Minutes
Allan "Rocky" Lane, Bddy Waller, Prank
Reicher- Beverly Jons, Hal Landon, Steve Darrcll, Harold Goodwin, Dale Van Sickel
Directed by Yakima Canntt.
This punchy little item is one of the best of
the "Rocky" Lane sage-jumpers. As a parcel
of slam-bang action, it stacks up as reliable
ff're for Western houses. This series never
changes much ; there is always a frontier town
infested with assorted desperados, until "Rocky"
12

'ROCXY'

LANE

an adding machine for a heart. Sports writer
Robert Paige is in love with her, but when it
comes to marriage she lands wealthy and influential John Holland. On their honeymoon,
her husband discovers her love letter to Paige
and w-alks out. She carefully builds herself
an air-tight alibi and shoots him. The evidence
points to Paige and the police give him a bad
time. Meanwhile Russ Vincent, who was in on
her fake alibi- comes around for blackmail and
she casually knocks him off. Then she proceeds
to acquire another husband, this time politician
Michael Whalen. She almost has him hooked,
until he discovers her in a clinch with Paige.
Another murder, and Paige is framed again,
but good. Finally, a psychiatrist bluffs her
into
York.a show-down' and a bullet ends her career.

WESTERN

gallops in on Black Jack and straightens out
the mess with blazing guns. He is in great
form here — handy with his fistS' guns and
lariat and the way he jumps on Black Jack
Vv-ithout touching the stirrups is a caution !
Therethisusually
any women
these with
towns,a
but
time aren't
a concession
was inmade
small part for Beverly Jons. And the crook
master-mind is always disguised as a respected
citizen ; this time it's Frank Reicher as the
town barber. Grizzled Eddy Waller is again
around for comedy relief and Harold Goodwin
makes a hissable heavy. There is no romance
or music to gum up the works and the production isdesigned exclusively for action, with

plenty of chasing, slugging and shooting.
When "Rocky" Lane arrives as an express
company agent, this mining town is in a bad
way from He
the hold-ups
EddytheWaller's
wagons.
discoversonthat
newly freight
elected
sheriff is a reformed outlaw, Fargo Jack. He
lets it ride, but Frank Reicher, the bandit
master-brain, frames the sheriff by importing a
killer to pose as Fargo Jack. Complications
ensue when j'oung Hal Landon goes gunning
for the sheriff
killing
"Rocky"
restrains
him andforsets
a traphisforfather.
the marauders.
Show-down occurs in a mine pit and- when the
smoke clears away, the culprits are dead and
the sheriff is exonerated.
FILM
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DESPERATE DAN,
THE DUDE. ..he's the
guy who out-bulled
Sitting Bull!
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

HDMANCE
A

Dream

an

Vacation

the

HIGH

For

The

SEAS

A

Audiente

To the thcatreman surfeited l)y banft-haiij^ and Imrolics comes Warner
Bros. ''Romance on the High Seas'" Vikc a tall, frostv niinf-jniep on a hot summer (lay. Gay, girl-fillrd. {jajj-Iaden, gorfjeously Tcchnicohircd. this <iahi musical hnhldes with six to)) tunes, phis an assortment of tropical rhythms, that
shouhl make this a hot-weather humdin<!:er.
Selliiifi point i\'o. 1 to a vacation-minded populace is an invitation to
join the tour stars — Jack Carson. Janis Pai<jc, Don DeFore and the sultrvvoiced, blonde-tressed newcomer, Doris Day — in the ideal vacation, that
luxurious Carihhcan cruise to the land of samha, coufia and calvps!) thev have
always dreamed about. De<ked out in lavish trai)pin<is that the real thin<r
could hardly ho])!' to cfjual. "Romance on th<- High Seas ' is just the thing to
whisk an audience away lor an hour-and-a-half of wonderful, wish-vou-werehcre fun.
With Busby Berkeley, daddy of the movie musical ("42nd Street," "Gold
Diggers," etc.), handling the production numbers and top tunesmiths Jules
Styne and Sammy Calm, contributing a sextet of toe-tapping ditties, thr- nni>^ical
portions are insured first-rate treatment. Add the tricky calypso, South American rhythms and a blaze of color, so
ideally suited to such numbers, and you
have another potent selling angle.
And right up there with the other
exploitation fortes is a star-studded cast,
with an exciting new personality, Doris
Day, who reveals talents in the vocal,
visual and fun-fetching departments
that forecasts a bright film future for
the rookie from the radio and dance
hand circuit. Disporting herself joyously among such established and clever
MRIS-OH BOY.y
performers as Carson. DeFore, Miss
Paige and Oscar Levant, she scores a
I'esounding hit, and the showman woidd
do Avell to play up this new personality
l>ig.
on the ^
Want more? Easy. There's breath[theatre
]
taking Technicolor; there's a whole
[theatre]
boatload of beautiful gals; there are
costumes to delight the eye and a wardrobe sported by the Misses Day and
TEASERS
Paige to make the ladies gasp.
Both
the
teasers
fabove) and the newspaper
And the box-offieers on Mort Blumenads
I
below)
are
right
in tune with the gleeful,
stock s staff have concocted a pressbook
girlful
rhythmic
proceedings.
crammed with promotional aids that
should give Joe Exhibitor a running
The teasers can be used, in addition to newspaper movie page space, on travel pages, as
start to bring this into box - office
post cards, lobby blow-ups and program backs.
pai'adise.

JDY

fllHE!
Passenger
List

o«ni4 S S STRAHOio
All effective lobl>y di>[*lay to carry
out the nautical
fla\or that should
< liaracleri/e t h (•
promolion
\hList."
thie
"I'acbenger
I'alroni- are invited

ROMAATCFo.

T

T
PLUG

l<) -ifin bered
uplinehonandnum-at
(liven time tapes
are removed and
lucky numbers win
free passage aboard
your "hhip" opening night.

SONGS

The six hit tunes from the talented pens of
Jules Styne and Sammy Cahn are being plugged
on the air via top artist recordings, including
Andrews Sisters. Hob Oosby. iJ.ck Haymes,
Doris Day and lots more. Augment this by
-tunts tied in with the titles: Store window
theme. " "I'm in Love' with the New (product).' ": A Doris Day double contest on stage
with the ''It's Vou or No One" theme. Others
are suggested by "It's .Magic." "The Tourist
Trade," "Run, Run, Run" and ''Put 'Em in a

Gangplank
An easy-to-set-up
gangplankis atonovel
the
boxoffice
-tuntBox."
to bring the
customers aboard.
If ticket booth locution isn't right
for
try gangr>lank It,
leading
up to
lobby entrance or
four-step
stairway
covering three-orinside the theatre.
In lobby, a display of nautical
items, captioned. "Gals! Steer a Straight Course
to 'Romance on the High' Seas' can be labeled, i. e.. Binoculars — "To help you spot the
right guy a mile off"; Compass — "In Case
you're just drifting," etc.

The tropics. Technicolor and torrid.
ting;lino; tunes! ijrovide the couK^-oii-in setting for this \^ arner musical comedy of
errors and romance. Plotting its course to
insure a field day for the ever - popular
conga, samha and calypso, "Romanct' on
th." High Seas" takes its quarl«^t of stars
— Jack Carson. Janis Paige. Don DrFore
and a hlonde newcomer with pal))itating
pipes. Doris Dav — on a joyride to Havana,
Trinidad and Rio. En route, a mistaken
identity and marital mix-up ]ilot serves as
the hold for a cargo of comedy and tunes
that should he a sure cure for hox-ofTice
doldrums. Ahetting the frolic are Osca)Levant, S. Z. '"Cuddles" Sakall, Avon
''Porgy and Bess'" Long, Calypso champ
Sir Lancelot. The Samha Kings and an
eye-filling assortment of long-stemmed American and Latin-American heauties.

EXHIBITORS
inioni

C^uiied jrom Organization

16 MM. STRAWS
Associated Tlwalrc Owners of Iiulifinn
Juit when the re;iular theatre owners and old
customers are worried and wonderins; about how
to entice the last potential customer into the
theatre R. K. O. enthusiastically inaugurates a
program to enable more people to see movies
without patronizing the theatre by making a
concerted effort to book their 16 mm product
in trains, planes and ships. While salesmen will
shru;; off the plan as being of no consequence in
the way of theatrical competition company executives do not conceal their enthu iasm over
the practically unlimited possibilities of this market. Any exhibitor who would study the growing
wealth of product available on the narrow guage
and note the camixiign books and sales literature
distributed to the 16 mm operators could not
help but feel concern over each new development
along this line. It is not that each new inroad
is so serious in itself but one by one the straws
are being piled on and the accumulation is finally
going to break somebody's back.
As we have said before, we strongly fv.'el th-.t
as 16 mm exhibition grows it is logical for the
regular theatre man to equip him:clf so that this
same product will be available to him and cm
be shown with all the advantages that would
surround a showing in a good theatre operation.
We also believe that it is only fair turnabout
that if the major film companies are soliciting
narrow guage customers, then their pre:ent accounts should think of turning to producers of
16 mm product for some of their supply.
Exhibitors who question the quality of 16 mm
projection
note recently
that a Loew's
with
a capacity might
of 2,743
operatedtheatre
for three
weeks with nothing but 16 mm prints as a re u!t
of power failure that left only a 120 volt line
available. An Ampro projector fitted with a
Strong 16 mm lamphouse was used and according to report, during the entire time no patron
complained of having noticed any change in
either picture or sound
VIDEO NEWSREELS
Allied ITO of Kansas — Missouri
Twentieth Century Fox has signed a contract
with R. J. Reynolds under which Movie-Tone
News will furnish five 8-minute reels per week
to be televised over the NBC Video network for
sponsorship by Camel Cigarettes. How similir
the composition of thex newsreels will be to the
footage that is later exhibited in theatres remains to be seen, but regardless of treatment it
would seem that it must inevitably lessen the
value of newsreels in theatres. This would apply
equally to producers other than Fox.
There is no reason to criticize Fox for this
move becauce whether it be a threat or not to
the theatres, the growth in importance of television is inevitable and sure, and news from one
source or another will be televised. Perhaps the
entrance of the newsreel companies into the picterest. ture is the best safeguard of the exhibitor's inThe important thing about the Fox contract
is to take note of the fact that it is another
step in the growing alliance between the film
and television industries, and it signals further
things to come. Universal, Paramount, and Warners are reported close to following Movietone's lead.
Kansas City territory has not as yet been
cursed with the probable opposition of television
due to the fact that there is no televised studio
iu this district as yet, however, we are reliably
informed that it will only be a matter of several
months before television will thrust its ugly
head into our midst to be creating an additional
form of opposition toward motion picture
theatres.
In other territories where there is television
we are informed that it cuts considerably into
refcular motion picture theatre attendance, par16

FDRUM

ticularly is this so when there is some big sporting event. Public places that utilize television
as an attraction, of course free, and find it most
advantageous, is the beer tavern. The writer has
seen taverns that were crowded to the point
of elbow-room only for the televising of such
events, as, the Ix)nis-\Volc()tt fight, the
California-Michigan fcxjtball game, etc. These
taverns utilize this service naturally to attract
customers into their places of business, successfully, and we do not know of any more vicious
competition tiian that afTordcd in this form to
the tiicatre.
PHONY BOOKS
Associated Theatre Oniiers of Indiana
After continually calling attention as to how
product is dissipated in producer owned theatres
and finally quoting Spyros Skouras to the effect
that an independent in the same situation will
pay higher film rental than an affiliate we are
still hearing from certain distributors that counterfeit claim "the theatre dei)artment makes all
the profits." So next we summon David O.
Selznick as a witness who is quoted in last
week's Variety as saying that financial statements
of the majors indicating that their theatre circuits made big profits while their production
affiliites lost money is "nothing but phoney
bookkeeping." Selznick asserted that big theatre
profits as against studio losses were merely the
result of a company's affiliated circuit failing
to be charged a fair amount for the pictures it
plays.
According to the article in Variety, Selznick
recalled an incident when he was in charge of
production at R. K. O. "The theatre chain was
losing money. Then a new man was brought in
and placed in charge. Overnight the losses disappeared and the circuit
began
to showWhat
a h'lzI
Drofit. I naturally
began to
investigate.
found
was
that
he
had
arbitrarily
reduced
the
to
rentals the circuit paid on all R. K. O. pictures
PLAYING FAVORITES
Allied Rorky Mt. Independent Theatres
A lot of the "big boys" in New York have
already resigned themselves to an eventual
theatre divorcement.
The Supreme Court decision pointed the way
toward it in the very strong language which it
used when it passed the ball back to the lower
court. The Supreme Court called the whole
affiliated circuit problem a monopoly and condemned its "marked proclivity for unlawful
The biggest racket that has grown out of the
monopoly
is the price discrimination between
conduct.''
affiliated circuit houses and independent theatres.
Fox. RKO, and the rest of the film companies
have been taking care of each others affiliated
circuits for so long that there is absolutely no
comparison between what they pay for film and
what vou have to pay.
It fits into the neatest little game of "you
scratch
has
ever my
been back
seen. and I'll scratch yours" that
RKO "takes care of" the Fox Circuit in this
territory in exchange for 20th Century Fox "taking care of" the RKO theatres in the Cincinnati
territory and wherever else RKO happens to be
dominant.
Meanwhile, what happens to you? You sret
slu-'sed for everything that they can get out of
The crowning blow is that the di-tributors
have become so ?ccustomed to that form of
you.
double standard that they have come to accent it as absolutely prooer.
and rave about "national sales poliThey rant
cies" and "mwtt percentage pictures," but those
so-called Dolicie« are for t^e independents and
not for the affiliated circuits. And when an oc-

casional independent exhibitor does get upon his
hind legs and start to holler about discrimination,
the distributor poi>s off with, "it doesn't make
any difference what we charge somebody else."
The
it doesn't!
There— are
laws in this country which have
something to say about people being equal. They
say that a little guy has just as much right to
live as the big guy. That means equality under
the law and equal rights lor all.
BUSINESS RELATIONS
Allied Theatres of Michigan
The meeting of exhibitors in conjunction with
the Optimist Club held in Battle Creek on May
was, in our humble opinion, a huge suc18th cess.
The attendance was larger than we had
hoped for and the enthusiastic reception cn the
part of the businessmen who make up the membership of that service club was heart-warming.
The meeting was the first to be held under
the Allied Theatres of Michigan Public Relations
Plan and our first experience has shown that the
large majority of businessmen are not familiar
with the problems of operating a motion picture
theatre.
When the details were explained to them, they
immediately became deeply interested. Many of
them asked questions after the luncheon and
more than one remarked that he was sun^rised
at the points of detail connected with operation
of the theatre. They seemed amazed at the
amount of taxes levied aeainst the theatre and
one businessman remarked "How can youarekeepso
admission prices so low when your taxes
high." He then followed with this, paraphrasing
from Worid War II. "How
acanstatement
provide so much for so many for
so few emanating

If this interest on the part of the local businessman has any significance, we feel that carrypicture theatre
ing the importance of the motion
Httle."
so the
citizens of your city is a big step forward
to
in public and community relations.
The short discussion following the luncheon
though
between the exhibitors who attended was, to
this
comewhat brief, of major importance
witn
contact
direct
d
provide
it
that
office in
'exhibitors in centralized area and particularlv the
thinking of those exhibitors on pertment subjects
affecting their own communities.
DUALS
AMAZING
s of Indiana
Ouner
re
Associated Theat
In the Mav 1st issue of Motion Picture
of the astonishHerald Red Kann takes note
s Allied units about
ment expressed bv variouemploy
ed by many of
the kind of double billing
ns and their questio
er-owned theatresame
the produchow
programs would
much these
ing as to
then
Kahn
iMr.
or.
exhibit
cost the independent
sets forth the results of his own quiet survey
and comes up with a list
14 week
over
s theperiod
following:
that ainclude
Secret Life of Walter Mitty and Where
There's Life, Secret Life of Walter Mitty and
and TyDaisy Kenvon. Mv Wild Irish Rose
Wild
coon; Mv Wild Irish Rose and T-Men,
Harvest and Mv Wild Irish Rose. Good News
and Mv Wild Irish Rose. Green Dolphin Street
?nd Daisv Kenvon. Road To Rio and The
Swordsman, Captain from Castile and Prince
of Thieves. Prince of Thieves and Tycoon.
\'arietv Girl and The Foxes of Harrow, Crossfire and The Foxes of Harrow. Variety Girl
and Crossfire. Fun and Fancy Free and The
Foxes of Harrow, Killer McCoy and You Were
Meant For Me, Golden Earrings and Daisy
Kenvon.
All of these amazing double bill programs
As one
plaved in the Fox West Coast Theatres.
exhibitor remarked. Mr. Charles Skouras must
be the greatest film buyer in the world. At
terms that permitted this dissapation of product
is it any wonder that the film companies tell you
that the major share of their profits come from
the exhibition branch of their business? This is
vour answer the next time some salesman tells
vou. "We can't sell our pictures any cheaper
because we are not making money in distribuFILM
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Behind
COLUMBIA
Talks Six-Pic

- LION

Tliree Color Films
Move Out On Location
■^ITH
the finish
"Insidewillthetake
Wall",
the
Eagle-Lion
lot of
activity
a brief
catnap and then renew its steady pace. Three,
all in Cinecolor, will start late this month,
at widely divergent points. "Tulsa," starring
Susan Hayward, Robert Preston and Pedro
Armendariz and produced by Walter Wanger,
will be filmed in Oklahoma on a §1,500,000 budget. William Moss's "The Big Cat" will go
before the cameras in Colorado, as will "Red
Stallion in the Rockies".
Bryan Foy, in the East for story material,
has wound up a deal with Connie Mack to film
the biography of the grand old man of baseball.
A high budgeter, the film is scheduled for a
fall start and spring release. The 84-year-old
Mack is expected to act as advisor and possibly
will make a brief appearance in the film, which
may be given documentary treatment.
Walter Wanger has inked Eugene Frenke to
produce "The World and Little Willie" for
Eagle-Lion release, Frenke taking time off
from his United California Productions set-up
to do the job.
Lester Cowan has evidently changed his mind
or. release plans for "Hearts and Diamonds",
his Marx Brothers picture. Originally set for
United Artists distribution. Cowan is r»w
dickering with I^agle-Lion for release of the
film.
Eagle-Lion is planning to get "Canon City",
the jailbreak story,, into the exchanges late this
month, just six months after the actual break.
JUNE
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METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Enterprise Signs With

Pact With Jimmy Savo
NJEGOTIATIOXS are under way for Columbia to release the product of Jimmy Savo
Productions, a new indie formed by comedian
Jimmy Savo and a former MGM flack, Perry
Charles. The company plans six films, the first
of which will be "Hello, Little World," to be
filmed in Italy this fall, and directed by Basil
Wrangel, former MGM director. Of the six,
three will be made in Italy and three here.
Columbia has decided to re-hire four of the
publicists recently fired, but two of the men
have learned their lesson at this lot, and refuse
to go back.
Drew Pearson has been set to narrate a documentary for Columbia, titled "The House on
R. Street," for which Pearson prepared the
story. It concerns the wartime lobbying activities of John Monroe.
The second of the season's Durango Kid
westerns,
on lot,
the with
Trigger"
the only
new
starter"Quick
on this
four isothers
still
going, Edward Small's "FBI fleets Scotland
Yard." "Undercover Man," "Walking Hills"
and "The Dark Past." The latter is the latest
title for ''Hearsay," the Lee Cobb-Bill HoldenNina Foch film, formerly tagged "Blind Alley."
Plans here for the near future include only
"The Lovers." which, naturally, teams Cornel
Wilde and his estranged wife Patricia Knight.
Douglas Sirk will direct the S. Sylvan Simon
production.
EAGLE

the Scenes

Leo; To Make Four
J^ETRO
and Enterprise
their domestic
distributionhave
deal,,finally
with closed
Metro
signed to handle four Enterprise films. The
first will be "Natural Impulse", Lewis Milestone's production formerly titled "Xo Minor
\ ices" ( Dana Andrews - Lilli Palmer - Louis
Jourdan). After weeks of speculation, it is
now definite that this film will be in MGM's
lap. Thestarrer
secondunder
is "Tucker's
People,''
John
Garfield
the Roberts
Production
banner , then "Wild Calendar", to be produced
by \\'olfgang Reinhardt, possibly in Ruoxcolor,
new color process developed in France, and
finally, "Pursuit of Love"j to be filmed in England.
Enterprise's pact with United Artists ends with
"Four Faces West'' and "So This is New
Production here rolls at top speed with two
new
starters on the lot, making a total of six
York".
shooting. The two new ones are "Act of
N'iolence " (\'an Heflin - Robert Ryan - Janet
Leigh) and "The Bribe", (Robert Taylor - Ava
Gardner - Charles Laughton - John Hodiak).
Future plans may include the filming of
both "Oklahoma!" and "Carousel." Rouben
Mamoulian is trying to set the deal to film the
two big Broad\vay musicals and if he is successful he wants MGM to release them.
Arthur Freed has two in rehearsal for an
early start. "Take Me Out to the Ball game"
(Sinatra - Kelly) and "The Barkleys of
Broadway"
of "Easter
Parade. Judy teaming
Garland the
and co-stars
Fred Astaire,
with
Oscar Levant added for good measure. Both
will be Technicolored.
The Metro has officially opened its new Elstree studios in England with the start of "EdMy Son",andstarring
Tracy stage
and
Deborahward,Kerr,
based onSpencer
the London
success. It is the first of four films planned
for the English studios this year.
MGM has acquired the rights to "Conspirator", an English novel dealing with an English
guardsman turned Communist, and Robert Taylor is reportedly set for the lead.
MONOGRAM
Allied Artists
Maintains Steady Pace
VP7ITH "Kidnapped", "The Fighting Ranger"
and "High Tension" all wound up, the
Monogram Allied Artists lot is comparatively
quiet. Only one new one rolling, "Last of the
Badmen", starring
a King Brothers
Allied
Artists
Barry production
Sullivan, for
Marjorie
Reynolds and Broderick Crawford.
.\ A won't be idle, however "Red Light" will
start soon, and Jack Wrather plans "Strike it
Rich" with Stuart Erwin in a leading roll.
Only immediate plan for Monogram is an
early start for "Bowery Comeback", the next
Bowery Boys epic, and "Silver Trail", a
western.
Roy Del Ruth has acquired full rights to
"The
Yellow Joe
Kid",Weil.
story based on the life of
the swindler

of Film

Production

PARAMOUNT
Production At Standstill;
Three To Start Next Month
ALTHOUGH the Paramount lot was buzzing with production a month ago. when
five were going, activity has petered out to a
dead silence with nothing currently before
the cameras. However, three will start in
proHeiress",Olivia
be "The
first will
Theby William
July. duced
Wyler
and starring
DeHavilland. Next. "Streets of Laredo", a high
budget western, with Bill Bendix, William
Holden, MacDonald Carey and Mona Freeman
in top roles. Third will be "A Mask for
Lucretia", starring Paulette Goddard and Ray
Milland. with the former licking her chops at
the apportunity of portraying Lucretia Borgia,
the gal with a yen for men and poison.
Cecil B. DeMille, after a nation-wide search
for decided
his femme
leadof inan"Samson
Delilah"
has
choice
unknown andwould
take
too many months for training., which is the
reason (he says) for his finally signing Hedy
Lamarr for the role. It will be her first for
DeMille. Role of Samson hasn't yet been set,
but \'ictor Mature is rumored. Shooting will
begin in October.
Paramount lifted option of Gail Russell, starting her seventh year on this lot.
REPUBLIC
Republic Lot
Becoming Popular
"L-TUNT Stromberg's final deal with Republic
turned out to be an arrangement whereby
the producer will utilize the lot's stages and release through United Artists, Republic participating in financing only to the extent of
stage space. Two other producers are currently talking over deals with Republic to house
their product. Howard Welch wants to use
the lot's facilities for his Trucolor big budgeter "Montana Belle", and Sam Coslow, UA
producter who has been operating from the
Goldwyn lot, will probably move to Republic to
make his "Music City". Although not certain,
it is likely that Republic will have a financing
deal with these two similar to the arrangement
with Stromberg. who will be the first inde producer releasing through another company to
useBefore
the Republic
"A" Republic
picture. boss
leaving lotforforthean east.
Herbert Yates okayed starting dates for twelve
films before September.
The July schedule includes five starters, the
busiest schedule for this month at Republic
in six years. They include a serial, "Federal
Agents vs. Underworld Inc.", Eddie Granger's
big budgeter, "Wake of the Red Witch",
"Daughter of the Jungle" "Sundown in Santa
Fe" and an untitled color film. August will
see three starters, including another highbudgeter
titled "The isMissourians".
"The Plunderers"
still shooting, "DesperaAlan "Rocky"
rer,does hasof Dodge
started City."
and finished
in eight Lane
days, starand
other new ones are "Son of (kid's Country"
with Monty Hale and "Grand Canyon Trail,"
Roy Rogers film. Incidentally, the studio has
inked a deal with Jane Frazee for a picture-to
picture basis, starting with this latter film, indicating that she will henceforth be Rogers*
leading lady. And with the casting of the
Riders of the Purple Sage in "Grand Canyon
Trail", it looks as though this group will take
17
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o\Itftcr the
for' lot.
the Sons of the l'ioiii'i;i b, vvlio have
TIk' stiuHo has decided to discoiitiiuic tlie use
of 'I'rucolor in the Monte Hale westerns, of
which eight have so far been made in the
Color pr(;cess. The Rogers pictures will keep
the tint, but the lot reportedly figures that the
extra outlay for tlie Hale westerns is not
worth it from a boxoHice standpoint.
"Sands of Iwo Jima" has been scheduled as
one of the top pics on Republic's 1948-49
schedule. The big-budgeter will be produced
l)y lidmund grainger, with the full cooperation
of the U. S. Marine C<jrps.
Producer Lou Brock has had ''High School
Daugiiters" assigned to liis slate.
RKO
Schary Statement
Ends Shakeup Rumors
HTHK skepticism aroused by the studio's statement thai Dore Schary would stay wilhm
the fold, due to the stipulation in his contract
that he may leave any lime he wishes has been
dispelled. Mr. Schary, who is known as a man
of his word, has now dt'tinitely slated to the
press that he intends to stay. With commendable brevity he said, "I am in complete accord
with Mr. Hushci, and it is time to slop lislennig
to rumors and bend all of our energies to making
as
many settle
good the
pictures
we possibly
should
issue asonce
and for can."
all. Which
Four are shooting here: "Enchanted" (formerly "Take Three Tenses" on the Goldwyn lot,
with David Niven and Teresa Wright. "Every
Girl Should Be Married" (Cary Grant-Franchot
Tone comedy) is still in work and two new
ones have started — "Baltimore Escapade" with
Shirley Temple and husband John Agar and
"Outlaw Valley," a Tim Holt western. The last
two are off the schedule of ten pictures promised during the summer months. "Brothers in
the Saddle," first of the Tim Holt '48-"40 schedule, will start immediately, then Sid Rogell's
"Follow Me Quietly." July will ' see "Bed of
Roses" with Barbara Bel Geddes, "Interference"
and another Tim Holt w^estern. August will have
one more Holt film, and an untitled property,
and the "Battleground" biggie will start in early
September.
Frank Ross is bringing "The Robe" to light
asrain, ha vine signed \'ictor Fleming to direct, and
playwright Maxwell Anderson to do the screenplay. RKO will release, and picture is supposed
to start shooting late this year with a budget
halved from the original six million. Ross has
had this hanging fire since 1044, which makes
this one of the most procrastinated films never
made. Another one to return to the RKO fold
is "Mayerling,"
whichThethe Hakim
Hakim team
Brothers
plan
to
make in France.
originally
had an acreement with RKO on this one and
when it fell through they took it to Metro, where
it was to star Joan Fontaine and Robert Taylor.
When it didn't start on appointed date. Miss
Fontaine pulled out and Metro dropped the picture from it= schedule If current plan goes
throuch, the Hakim Brothers will use frozen coin
in France, having already sjjent about $200,000
on the script.

the editing stage. "Chicken Every Sunday"
should start any minute, starring Dan Dailey and
Celeste Holm.
The future looks bright enough. A crew i.^
now moving to Colorado for start of Louis King .>
production ''Sand." J'.lia ( "Geiuleinan's
Agreement") Kazan has been handed directorial
reins on "Beyond Five Fathoms," from book of
same title to be i)ublished this summer. Shootuig
will start in November, somewhere along the
Florida
has been
lifted
from thecoast.
shelves "Lydia
at Fox Bailey"
and handed
to Sol
C.
Siegel for production in I'ingland and the Bahamas. Linda Darnell will star in the best-seller
film version. Rex Harrison has been signed to
lead in "Accustomed As I Am," to be produced
by Sam Engle, and Jeanne Grain will have top
femme role.
Gregory Peck has had his option lifted by the
studio for another year.
Frank Seltzer plans to use Ansco color for his
next film for Fox, a foreign legion comedy titled
"Suzi from Suez." Tint will necessitate upping
the budget, which Seltzer has kept to about
^;i 50,000 on his past three pictures.
UNITED

ARTISTS

11 -Pic Deal
Opens Backlog Padlock
^^EWS
the most makes
recent themeeting
UA
hoard from
of directors
outlookof here
much brighter. Eleven new deals have been approved; live pictures by Screenplays, Inc., three
by James Nasser, one by Sam Goldwyn Jr., one
by Buster Collier and one by Bernard Luber's
Amusement l'"nterprises. Inc. Screenplays' five
are "The Champion," a Ring Lardner stoiy,
starting in August. This will be followed by "Six
Shades in Blue," "High Moon," "Juno and tne
Peacock" and "The Wide House." Nasser's program includes "Some Rain Must Fall," starnng
Bill Bendix and Dennis O'Keefe, to roll soon.
His other two are "Joe MacBeth" with Lew
Ayres and .Audrey Totter, and "Caesar the Gieat,"
both to be directed by Lloyd Bacon. Sam Goldwyn Jr. makes his first for an .American fiim
with "Diplomatic Passport." starring Robert Cummings, to be shot in France this fall. The Buster
Collier banner will cover "Cautious Amorist,"
with Luciile Ball, and Amusement Enterprises
Inc.
will and
do "The
Lamour
Brian Lucky
Donlevy.Stiff," to star Dorothy
The more immediate future shows ten films
scheduled for UA during June and July, financing
permitting. They will be Nasser's "Some Rain
Must Fall," Stroniberg's "Too Late For Tears,"
Phil Krasnc's "Robin Hood of Sin Town," Lester
Cowan's "Hearts and Diamonds" (IF he doesn't
switch to E-L), Edward Small's "Indian Scout,"
Harry Popkin's "Impact," budgeted at 51,000.000, Sam Coslow's "Music City," Sam Bischoft's
"Outpost Cassidys.
in Morocco" (still going), and two
Hopalong
W'ith all the promised activity, L^A's return
to healthy production wil' be welcome news to
exhibitors. The brightened future has removed
the padlock on the jealously hoarded backlog of
18 film^^. Readv for release are: "Pitfall," "Innocent .Affair," "My Dear Secretarv" (just finished),
"Red River." "So This is New York," "The Time
of Your Life," "Atlantis," "Vicious Circle." "The
Angry God." "Texas, Brooklvn and Heaven,"
'The Girl from Manhattan," "High Furv," "Mad
Wednesday."
"\'endetta." and four Hopalong
Cassidvs.

20+h CENTURY-FOX
Two Shooting;
Future Looks Briglit
O remain before the cameras on this lot,
Yellow Sky" (Gregory Peck) and "Letter
to Three Wives," starring Jeanne Grain, Linda
Darnell, Ann Sothern and Jeffrey Lynn. "Burlesque" is finished with camera work and is in

UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L
Writers Busy On
Twenty-Four Scripts
'T'WO new starters are before the cameras :
''Family Honeymoon" co-starring Claudette
Colbert and Fred MacMurray, about a widow

who remarries and takes her brood with her
on the honeymoon. "Mexican Hayride," film
adaptation of tbe Hroadway hit, with Abl^jfl
and Ciistello lias also begun. "You Gotta Stay
Hai)i)y"O'Klynn'
(Joan Fontaiiie-jaines Stewart)) an"Tlif
( l-airbanks-Carter) are btil
slioottiig, makiiin; four on the lot and one ovtiseas, "Countess of Monte Cristo," facing the
cameras.

"Black X'elvet" and "Criss Cross" start soon,
and in the interim 24 writers are working on
20 .scripts at this lot, seven of the scripters also
ddubling as producers.
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. is preparing his first
musical.
Cavallcro," to go before the
cameras in"The
the fall.
^^axwlll Shane is ijlanning his second GeflfenShane production for U-I release, an original
idea of his own to present a documentary history of the nidtion picture industry and HollyW(K)d. Shane has also Ijccti given production
reins on "The Amboy Dukes" by U-I bosses.
W'm. Goetz and his wife have left for I^jndon
t'. talk with .Arthur Rank on proposed U-I —
JAR cooperative production and distribution
deals.
WARNER

BROS.

Studio Reaches
Post-War Production Peak
'T'HIS lot is still going top speed, with same
scsen before the cameras, and at least five
due to start in July, a production peak not reached since before the war. "Night Beat," a story
of big-city police force, will be the first newone to go. Then "Happy Times" with Danny
Kaye, "The Kountainhead" with Bette Davis and
Guys and
Gal" with
"Two Carson
GarynisCooper,
Day, Denand
and a Doris
Morgan, Jack
'■Flamingo Road," starring Joan Crawford to
be handled by Mike Curtiz. This one comes
ahead of ''Miss O'Brien" for Miss Crawford,
which will get going in August for Jerry Wald.
A deal is cooking between Warners and Lelaiid
Hayward
"Mister Roberts." the
Broadway
hit. toIfmake
it goes
through, Hayward
will make the picture independently on the Warner lot. and Henry Fonda, lead in the play,
will star. Production is set for late this vear
or early 1949.
W arners is planning the filming of a top
budget Technicolor picture at West Point, and
has completed arrangements with Army authorities to film it at the military academy. It will
be titled "Classmates." The lot has also arranged ith
w Marion Hargrove to write a screenplay
of
his
which Jerry novel
Wald "Something's
will produce. Got to Give,"
INDEPENDENTS
SCREEN GUILD
'Jungle Goddess,'' starring George
Reeves, and Wanda ^klcKay, has started
and wound up within the past two weeks,
completing
this outfit. the thirteenth production for
FILM CLASSICS
Thetumscreen
rights
radio show
haveto the
been Inner
boughtSancby
M-R-S Pictures Inc. (Richard MorrosSani Rheiner-AValter Shenson). who -will
produce pictures based on the program
for release tlTrough Film Classics. The
deal calls for a minimum of three during
the next year.
"The Unbelievable,"' co-starring Virginia Gray and Barton MacLane has
finished here, and the next to go will be
"Daughter of Ramona," in Cinecolor. proMartin Mooney's second for Film
Classicsducerrelease.
FILM

BULLETIN
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What

the Newspaper

Critics Say About

'Hazard'
Amusing,
Fluffy, Obvious
It will "'d)in no awards, but will keep its cusParamount's cross-country gambling comedy,
"Hazard,"
starring
tomers passably amused." says the \\'orld-TeleDonald Carey
is anPaulette
amusing Goddard
piece of and
fluff,Macbut
gram's Alton Cook. Despite the fact that it is
not, as hinted by a certain company's publici"covering well trodden ground," some "spr'ghtly
teers, another "It Happened One Night." That
tlialo(/ue" and a "brisk" pace makes it a picture
"you will be reasonably glad to have seen."
,was
verdict
of New
newspapsr
critics,the
whose
concensus
seemedYork's
to indicate
that
The Sun's Eileen Creelman discovers it a
that IHON formula has worn pretty thin by now.
if far from witty or adult, farce," while
Howard Barnes in the Herald Tribune find"^ "cheerful,
in the Journal-American, Rose Pelsvvick fiids it
it "on more than one occasion . . . reminiscent of "obvious" despite the stars' attempt to "inject
the memorable 'It Happened One Night' " , some lightness" into the film.
but a "haywire" script disipates the "fair share
Harshest of the critics is the Time. Bo;ley
of humor" and winds up "in an utter confusion
Crowther,
who calls it a "dreary cut up" which
of slapstick."
attempts to imitate "It Happened One Night"
In the Post, Archer Winsten finds it a "cream
but only winds up with a "s.ressed a:id strained
puff" chase film "handled smoothly, cleverly and
Zi-ith all the slick surfaces that makes you think
little picture" whose "compl'cat.ons are mundane,
the humor is pa'nfully forced and the perf'-rmyou're seeing something even if you aren't. And, " ances
by Miss Goddard and Macdon'iLi Carey
he adds "// you think you're bcin;/ entertained,
are a good bit this side of inspired "
you arc, aren't you?
'GREEN

GRASS

WYOMINFOX
OF
G'
20th CENTURY
"Doesn't go anywhere in particular, but succeeds well enough in holding attention and leaves
one in a genial mood . . . The best parts are,
of course, the scenes with and about the horses
. . . Spanking action in the big trotting race
sequences."— PRYOR, N. Y. TIMES.
properly impact.
subduedTheTechnicolor,
has"Filmed
no end in
of pictorial
plot may notit
be important, but the entertainment is curiously
satisfying . . . An animal picture for animallovers and on that count makes its points eftectivelv."—
BARNES, N- Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"May be the best of a series that has included
"My Friend Flicka" and "Thunderhead" . . .
Handsome production, with a heart and good
honest
SUN. racing excitement." — CREELMAN, N Y.

"Has not yet descended to the level of a movie
series which has lost its life and vigor, but the
tide has noticeably changed." — WINSTEN N. Y.
POST.

■THE

LADY

FROM

SHANGHAI'
COLUMBIA
"Orson Welles . . . Has a strange way of marring his films with sloppiness which he seem'^
to assume that his dazzling exhibitions of skill
will camouflage . . . For its sheer visual modeling
of burning passions in face, forms and attitudes, galvanized within picturesque surroundings,
it might almost match "Citizen Kane" ... As
producer of the picture, Mr. Welles might better
have fired himself — as author, that is — and
hired somebody to give Mr. Welles, director, a
better script."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"Imaginative and highly [individualized film,
which is at the same time one of the most inept
celluloid dramas of this or any season . . . Pretty
silly piece of infernally good work . . . The
treatment, by itself, is very good; but badly integrated with very poor story-telling, it merely
hi^h-lirrhts the absurditv of an absurd show." —
GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
Welles,force
heavy,
with
an "Typical
unmistakable
in pretentious,
spite of its arty,
unmistakable phoniness . . . Plot often gets too confused
for entertainment . . . Tricky, old-fashioned
photoeraohv and a deliberate slowness of pace."
—CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"We don't think "The Lady From Shanghai"
is terrific screen drama — but we'd match it with
many a similarly devised opus having to do with
JUNE

21, 1948

infidelity and murder . . . Boasts several distinctive passages, enchanting cc;nics mtriguiigly
photographed, and performances which are well
above par."— THIRER, N. Y. POST.
'MELODY TIME'
RKO RADIO
"Guady-grab bag show in which a couple of
items are delightful and the rest are just adequate
fillers-in . . . Although the muiic lacks distinction, the drawing and color are generally fi ie
and the THER,
humor
is typically Disneyian." — CROWN. Y. TIMES.
"Walt Disney has slipped into one of his more
mature moods . . Delight of color and song
and gaiety."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"One of his (Disney) most satisfying movies,
decidedly superior to those that have come along
in the last year or two . . . Has greater humor
and satiric wit, and more substance . . .Grownups should see it, too."— PECK, PM.
"Disney has used his particular idiom of the
screengenius
to great
effect in cartoons
"Melody has
Time"
The
of animated
gone. .all.
out.' —BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Nothing to scare children or to scare away
adults . . . Funny and tuneful and pretty to look
at . . . Sometimes charming, sometimes hilariou.
combination
MAN, N. Y. of
SUN.cartoon and song." — CREEL"Filmed in the loveliest of Technicolors and
made with charm and skill . . . Delightful entertainment for children of all ages." — PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.
'RIVER LADY"
UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL
"Should satisfy those adventure addicts who
are not too particular about the acting and story
logic in their films. But, for average moviegoer,
it's
routine and second-rate." — E. J. B.,
N. Y.rather
TIMES.
"A couple
of mostly
good fights
a flash
action
. . . but
thingsand
squirm
alongof atreala
molasses pace, and the whole business is sodden,
dull and flavoriess."— HAGUE, PM.
"Deserves an "A" for tasteful use of Technicolor . . . Some of the fight scenes showing
Technicolor blood are exciting |and realistic.
Elsewhere
is singularly
unmoving." — ■
PIHODNA, the
N. film
Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Has all the physical action and the Technicolor splendor of a lavish Western . . . Handsome
piece,
N. Y. with
SUN. a good looking cast." — CREELMAN,
"Splendid color and exciting action. The eternal
triangular romantic angle is conventioal meller
and not even torrid."— THIRER, N. Y. POST.

New

Films

'BIG CITY'
METRO
GOLDWYN MAYER
"Filled with worthy sentiment not too heavily
expressed . . . Aspiring film of such piteitly
contrived and expressed terms that it winds up
only a notch above sentimental hokum." — BARSTOW, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Sentimental tale which does nicely with its
comedy . . . Good cast and a few nice moments
of
song. CREELMAN,
But the over-all
stir'-v
N. Y. effect
SUN. is painfully
"Will induce nausea among those who can't
take sentiment double-distilled . . . Those who
dote on sentiment will cry themselves happy." —
WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"Carefully contrived for the devoted O'Br-en
fans . . . Heavily sentimental throuihout f^e
paces.'" —
its obvious
film moves slowly
PELSWICK,
N. Y.through
JOURNAL
AMERICAN.
CLASSIFIED
BUSIN'ESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-avk^ays at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St.,
New York, N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
AVill lease or buy theatre in Eastern Penna.
or New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.
Your Service — Our Responsibility
NEW

JERSEY

MESSENGER

SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film rarrlera
850 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7. Pa.
LOcust 7-4823

THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

we thank aM theatre owners and managers who
coopcratfd with us by putting rit::rn trnile's in
the proper .TdJressed containers and for wrapping
and addressing all relurn advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday
each v^eek.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St.. Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers
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§

RELEASE
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running tinie in States where there
it censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C!
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (51)
Completed ( 3)
Completed (19)

In Production (4)
In Production (0)
Jn Production (I)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
QUICK ON THK TRIGGEJR
Western — Sta.ited June 9
Oast: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette.
Director: Ray Nazarro
Producer: Colbert Clark
story; Douhliiit; .-is l)(itli r)uranBo Kid an.l
sheriff, liero "clears hiinself" i)f
111 urdei-.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Cast Details
Title — Running Time
Rel.
Re«.
Dark Pait, The
Holdtn-Cobb
6-7.
Details under title: Hearsay
FBI Meets Man
Scotland Yard
0'Ford-Foch
Keefe-Hayward 5-24
5-24.
Undercover
Walking Hilli
Scott-Raines
5-24
COMPLETED
1947-48
3-25.
Adventures in Silverado (75)
Bishop-Henry 11-10 .7-29.
Arkansas
5-6.
Swing
Vincent-Hot
Shots
.
3-29
Details under ti:ie: Texas Sandman
Best Man Wins (75)
Buchanan-Lee
12-22.
Big Sombrero, The
Autry-Verdugo 8-18
. ..
Details under title: A Little Spanish Town
Black Eagle
Bishop-Patton 5-10
Black Arrow, The
Hayward-Blair
8-4
Blazing Across The Pecos (55)
St rre t-Burnet e
11-24 7-1.
Blondie's Reward (67)
Singleton-Lake 9-29... 6-3.
Details under title: Blondie's Night Out
Blondie's
Secret
Single
on-Lakc 5-10
6-7
Congo Bill
McGuire-Moore
Coroner Creek (C) (90)
Seott-Chanman 9-29... 7-48.
El Dorado Pass
Starrett-Bornette 6-7
Fuller Brush Man, The (93)
Skelton-Blair 10-27 ... 6-48 .
Gallant Blade (C)
Parks-Chapman 12-8
Gentleman From Nowhere
Donaldson-Litel 5-10
Glamour Girl (68)
Krupa-Reed
9-1 ..i-i6.
Her Wonderful Life
Kiepura-Egjerth 11-10
Details under title: The Eternal Melody
I Love Trouble
Tone-Blair
5-26... 1-48.
.2-2
Details under title: Double Take
I Sirrender Dear
Jean-Sireet
3-1
Lady from Shanghai, The (87)
Hayworth-Welles 10-14 ... 5-48 .
Let's
in Love
Lamour-Ameche
1-19
Loaded Fall
Pistols
Autry-Britton
Loser Tfke All
Mitchell-Nigh 3-15
Detiils under title: Winner Take Nothing
Loves of Carmen, The
Hayworth-Ford 11-24
Lulu Belle
Lamour-Montgomery ..11-10
Man From Colorado, The (T)
Ford-Drew
3-17
Manhattan Angel
Jean-Ford
3-15
Details under title: Sweetheart of the Blues
Mary Lou (66)
Lowery-Barton 9-15... 1-23.
.3-29
Mating of Millie, The (87)
Ford-Keyes
7-7. . . 4-28.
My Dog Rusty (67)
Donaldson-Litel
4-8.
Phantom Valley (53)
Starrett-Burnette 8-4... 4-15
2-19
Port Said (69)
Bishop-Henry 12-22. 1- 48
Prince of Thieves (72)
Hall-Morison
5-12. 2- 48 2-16
Relentless (93)
roung-Chapman 12-9.
Details under title: Three Were Thoroughbreds
Return of October, The (T)
Ford-Moore
9-29
Return of The Whistler, The (63)
Duane-Aubert 10-27 ... 3-18 .
Rusty Leads the Way
Donaldson-Moffett 3-1
Details under title: Rusty Takes a Walk
.3-15
Rusty Saves A Life
Donaldson-Litel
Sign of the Ram, The (84)
Peters-Knox
8-4... 3-48.
Singin'
Hoosier Hot Shots
Six Gun Spurs
Law (54)
Starrett-Saunders
7-7.... 1-9.
Pea Hound, The (Serial)
Crabbe-Blake
5-26 9-4.
Song of Idaho (66)
Hoosier Hot Shots
3-30.
Strawberry Roan, The
Autry-Henry
7-7
Superman (Serial)
Alyn-Neil
2-16
Swordsman, The (T) (81)
Parks-Drew
12-9 .1-48
.4-1 10-27
Tex Grainger (Serial)
Stevens-Stewart 8-4 ...7-8
Thunderhoof
(77)
Foster-Bishop
2-16
Details under title: Wild Fury
.3-15
To the Ends of the Earth (109)
Powell-Hasso
12-9... 2-48.
Trapped by Boston Blackie (67)
Morris-Lane
12-22 ... 5-13 .
West of Sonora (55)
Starrett-Burnette 9-29... 3-25.
Whirlwind Raiders (54)
Starrett-Saunders 9-15... 5-13.
Jergens-Ounne 9-29... 2-12.
Woman from Tangier, The (66)
4-12
Tufts-Britton
Wrangler, The (C)
20
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EAGLE-LION
l!U7-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (38)
Completed ( 7)

In Production (0)
In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
6-30
COMPLETED
1947-4« 2-7 ..No.
Rel.
Title — Running Time
Cast
Details
Adventures of Casanova (83)
deCordova-Naih
.
5-19.
..
5-12
As'.i^ned to Danger (66)
Raymond-Nash
Born To Fight
Brady-Sha*
3-15 4-24
Caron City (83l
Brady-Meade
3-29 1-24
Check Your Guns (55)
Oean-Gates
7-7
6-9
Clo,e-up (76)
Baxter-Gilmort 12-22 1-17
Cobra Strikes, The (62)
Ryan-Fraser
1-5 3-27
Enchanted Valley iC) (77)
Curlis-Gwynne 9-1
Headin' For Heaven (71)
Erwin-Farrell 8-4
Inside the Wall
Bremer-Carlton 6-7
It's Moider
Swil/er-Whalen 5-12
Hollow Triumph
Henrrid-Bennett 2-16
Lady At Midnight
Denning-Lre
3-15
Let's
Live
A
Little
Lamarr-Cumminis
3-1
Linda Be Good (67)
Hubbard-Knox
7-21
1-3
10-18
ManDetails
from under
Texas title:
(71)
Crai»-Bari
5-26
6-23
A Texas Story
Mickey 'Ci (87)
Butler-Goodwin 11-10 . .4-27.
Noose Hangs High, The (77)
Abbott-Costello 11-21
Northwest
Stampede
(79)
LesI.e-Craig 7-21 . .7-28.
Details under title: Wild Conqiut
October Man. The (91)
Milli-Greenwood Foreign . .3-20.
Oliver Twist
Davies
Foreign
Open Secret (70)
Ireland-Randolph 9-1
Prairie Outlaw
Dean-Holt
11-10 . .7-14.
.5-5.
Raiipage
Miteh-ll-Long 12-22 . 5-12 .
RawDetails
Deal under
(78)
O
Keefe-Trevor
11-24
.5-26.
title: Corkscrew Alley
1- 31
Ruthless
Details (104)
under title: Prelade to Night Seott-Lynn 9-1 .4-3
Reissue
e
Oietrlch-Wayn
(86)
Seven Sinners
.7-21
3-1 .3-27
Ford-Vinc-nt
No Tears
Shedgglm,
Sm
The (70)
(85)
Redgrave-Kent ^^*Ka
3-27
1-19
Bey-bVi
6-2. .
(79)
Spiritualist.
Roissie . 7-7.
Arnold
Sutter s Gold The(93)
urie
Delgado-G
(76)
Sword of the Avenger
.6-16.
Dean-Atei
.1-10.
Tioga Kid (54)
O'Keefe
T-Men (91)
2- 21^
.2-28.
Ftroigii
ams
Cyr.t-Willi
(85)
Take My Life
Ireland-Ryan 5-12
Tomorrow You Die
9-1
Dean-Holt
Tornado Range (56)
Basehart-Brady
, .5-10.
Twonty-Nine Clues
FILM
1947-48 Features

826
812
821 2-2
Rev
853 12-8
3-29
824
817
810
820

. .1-5

808. .10-27
825
815. . .4-12
.830
.819. . .4-12
.828
.816.
818 . .3-29
813 .2-16
3-29
.857..
.822.

.6-7

829
848
827
811
849 2-2
823
.858
.809.
.12-22
.814
^854]

CLASSICS
Completed (7)

In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE UNBEUEV.-VBLE (C)
Drama — Started May 12
Cast: Viiginia Grey, Barton MaoLane, Richard Denning. J. Cohen
Producer: Albert
Director: Jack Bernhard
of prehistoric life is contraces
for
island
unexplored
to
Story: Expeditionfronted by live dinosaurs, etc.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Rn.
Titlft— Running Time
Cast Details
Rel. No.
3-7
Gargan-Lord3-1. . . 5-20
Argyle Secrets
Paige-Brooks
Blonde lee
Devil's Cargo
Calvert-Hudson
4-1
Calhoun-Long 4-12
Miraculous Journey (C)
4-15
Rafferty-Beaumont
ss
Madne
Money
rofia (Ci
Raymond-Gurie 3-29... 6-48
6-21
Grey-MacLane
Unbelievabis, The

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1947-48 Features
Completed (36) In Production (6)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
ACT OF VIOLENCE
Drama — Started May 17
Cast: Van Heflin, Robert Ryan, Janet Leigh, Phyllis Thaxter.
Director: Fred Zimmerman
Producer: Wm. H. Wright
story: When GI in German prison camp exposes plan for break, to save
friends' lives, buddy vows to kill him and hunts him in post-war world.
THE BRIBE
Drama — Started June 10
Cast: Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner, Chas. Laughton, John Hodiak.
Director: Robert Z. Leonard
Producer: Pandro Berman
story: Tale of gr,i.ft in war surplus.
FILM

BULLETIN

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Cast Details
Ti'.le — Running Time
Command Decision
Galile-Pidgeon 4-26.,
Sun in the Morning, Tlie (T)
MacDonald-Nolan 5-10. .
Three Godfathers. The (T)
Wayne-Armendariz 5-24. .
Words and Music (T)
Garland-Rooney
4-26..
(all star)
Mtr.
COMPLETED
1947-48
Alias The Gentleman (74)
Beeiy-Patr:cw 5-13 . Apr
B. F.'s Daughter
Stanwyck-HeHin 8-6 June
Big
City.
TheWild.(103)
O'Brien-Murphy 10-27
Bride
Goes
The
(S8)
Johnssn-Allyson
7-7.. Mar.
Details under title: Virtuous
. Jan .
Cass Timberlane (119)
Tracy-T.rnjf
5-12. .July.
Bate With Judy. A
Beery-Powell
1-5..
Ju y.
Ea te- P. rade (T) (103)
astaire-Gariand 12-8.. ..Feb,
Gone With the Wind (T)
Gable-Leigh
Reissue.. May
Good News (T) (95)
Lawfo.d-AMyson 3-31., 0:c
Green
Dolphin
9-30 ,
Details
under Street
title: The Personal Touch Turner-Hefl n
. Nov
High
Wall, The
Taylor-Tot'er
7-7.. .Feb.
Homecoming
(113)
Gable-Turner
9-15..
If Winter Comes (97)
Pidg on-Kerr
6-9., .Aug.
lulia Misbehaves
Garson-Pid:«on 1-19.. Jin
Killer McCoy (103)
Rooney-E. Taylor
6-23.. . Dec.
Luxury Liner (T)
Brent-G ITofd
9-1..
Kissing Bandit, The (T)
Sinatra-Grayson 5-26.
Master
of
Lassie
Gw«nn-Leigh
S-23..
Details under title: Hills of Home
On An Island With You
Williams-Lawfori 6-23 , June.
Pirate. The (T) (102)
Carland-Kelly
3-3.. June
Search, The (105)
Clift-MacMahon
Summer
Holiday
Roon
y-D-Haven
7-8.. .Aug.
.Apr.
Southern Yankee
Ckeln- ail
2-2.,
State Of The Union (120)
Tracy-Kep urn
10-13., . Apr .
Three Musketeers (T)
Turner-Kelly
2-16.. Feb
Tentli
Avenue Daughters
Angel (76)
O'Brisn-Mrphy 11-25..
4-1.. Mar.
Three
Daring
(T)
(115)
MacOonald-lturbi
Details under title: The Birds and the Bees

Ret.
No.

818. . .2-13
820
827.
. 819 . .. .3-29
. 3-1 J
'.'.'.'.'..11-10
'.'.'.6-i
.813.
.3000
.810
.12-22
.811
,815
.826
.814 1-5
. .809. !io^27
828 . .5-2%
825 , .4-12
4-1 J
.821
.124. '..3-2i)
816 ,. .2-16
i-n
.817.

MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (26)
Completed (11)

In Production (0)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
LAST OF THE BADMEN (ALLIED ARTISTS)
Western — Started June 7
Cast: Barry Sullivan, Marjorie Reynolds, Broderick Cra-wford.
Director: Kurt Neumann
Producer: King Brothers
story: Not availal^le. See lu^xt
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Rev.
Kidnapped
MacDowa!l-Enj:and . 5-24 ..
COMPLETED
1947-48
,3-21, . .4708.
Angels'
Alleyoriginally
(67)
Gorcey-Gray
11-24. ,7-18,
Released
under title: When Strangers
Marry
Back Trail
Brown-Hatton
Campus Sleuth (66)
Stewart- P.eisser 12-8 ,4-18. .4713.
Cowboy Ca alier
W:kely-Tryo;
.4-11.
. .7-4. .4755.
Crossed Trails (S3)
Brown-Hatton
Dock; of New Orleans (70)
Winters-Young 11-24. .4-4. ..4712.
Fight nj Mad (75)
Errol-Kirkwooj 9-15 . .2-7. 4709 .
Details under title: A Palooka Named Joe
Fighting Ranger, The
Brown-Hatton
6-7
French Lea e (64)
Ccoper-Coara i
2-2 . . . 4-25 . .4.14
Details under title: Kilroy On Deck
5-16.
Fronter Agent (56)
Brown-Hatton
High Tension
Gcrcey-Hall
6-7
I Wouldn't Be in Your Shoes
Ca:tle-Kno<
2-16 . . .1-10.
Jiggs and Maggie in Society (66)
Yule-Riano
9-29 .5-23 .4704
Jinx Money (68)
Gorcey-Caldwell 1-19 . . .6-27. ,4717
Kiina'pej
MacDowall-Eiigland 5-24
Michael
O'Halloran
Roberts-Beckett
Music Man
(tewart-Brito 4-12
5-24
.4761.
Mystery of The Golden Eye
Winter-Young
4-26
Oklahoma Blues
Wakeley-Belmcnt 1-19 .3-28
Overland Trails (S8)
Brown-Belmont 11-24 , 1-31 . . 4751 .
Partners of the Sunset
Wakely-Larson
.5-6.
Perilous Waters (66)
Castle-lonq
S-1 .. 2-14
.4766.
.4707,
Range Renegades
Wakeley-Holt
. .6-5. . 4705 .
Rocky (76)
McDowall-Barrier 8-18 .3-14.
. . 3-7 .
Rose of theChest,
Rio Grande
(60)
Carro'l-Movita Reissue
. 4718 .
Shanghii
The
Winters-Best
2-16 .7-11 .4710.
Details under title: Murder by Alphabet
.4711
Sign of the Wolf (69)
Whalen-Brady Reissue . 7-25
.5-2 .
Sixteen Politics
Fat' oms(68)
Deep (Ansco)
Lake-Chaney 9-15 . .1-3. , 627 .
Smart
Preisser-Stewart
Song of The Drifter (53)
Wak l/-Co es
11-10 .1-17. 68S. .1-5
. 6-13 . .4.15.
Stage St uck
Long-Richmond 3-15 .3-28.
Thunder On the Range
Brown-Hatton
2-2 .6-20.
.4752.
Tr g,erman
Brown-Hatton
ALLIED ARTISTS
Babe Ruth Story, The
Eendix-Trevor 3-29 .8-30.
Dude Goes West, The
Albert-Storm
12-8
. 8 , , . 6-21
Details under title: The Tenderfoot
4-7 ... .6
Hunted, The (85)
Belita-Foster 4-14 .4-19
It Haprened on Fifth Avenue (115)
Stcr.n-DcFore
1,5
, . 2-17
2-22 ,
Panhandle (84)
Cameron-Downs 9-29 .,4-30,
7
Smart Woman (90)
Bennett-Aherne 10-27 .1-31.
Song of My Heart (89)
5undstrom-Long 2-3
4. .11-24
Details under title: Tragic Symphony
PARAMOUNT
1947-48 Features
JUNE

21, 1948

Completed (40)

RELEASE CHART
Rel.
IN PRODUCTION
Details
Tiile — Running Time
fast
. . 5-24 .
No.
Special Ag:nt
Eythe-Reeves
COMPLETED
1947-48
2-2
AKused, The
>oing-Cummi: gs
4-26 .2-20 .4709
Alberqucrque (C) (50)
ScottBritto
.4726
n
slf
.
.
9-3
.
4-9.
.
.4713.
Bey.nd
DetailsGlory
under(82
title: The )
9-29
Long, Grey Line Ladd-Reed
3-1
Big Clock, The (95)
Milland-O'SuKivai, 3-17
. .2-2
.5-7
Ctged
Big
Jo
.n
£c-ndal
(62)
Reed-Brooke
■
■
^
^'
Fury
(61)
Dennirin-Rvan 9-29
3'i ain'
Crusades.
Conmccut The
Crosby-Fl
Young-Wilcov
eming on...:.
Reissl^...
e. . .6-48^V!^
R:3S08. ;-24
Da.k Circie Yankee, A (T)
.7-23. . .4721.
7-2 , 4720 .
5-10.
ter
uream
(86)
orsute'r GirlWalti.
HMilland-To
ft in -Carey
"-.lo . 8-20
. . . 4724 .
Emperor
2-16.
Crcs-y-F
Oenn,ng-^ arshall
ontaine f-24
D earn f iri (Rfi,The (T) (106)
ureal Latsby, The
Ladd-Fied 3_-'9 .6-18 . 47il8 .4-26
Arthur-Lund-Dietricii :]2-22:: 5-28 4716 .3-29
G^eTcahbrTh^
Lake-DeWoIfe
IH'aILr
Wjl!; Alois
3-1. : : 1-16 4,08. .12-22
(99)
. y. W Fo77-gn
11-n
Mason-Ke r . ./tt
Goddard-Care
Lancas;er-Sc
Details
ur.der nli;
ti'le:?,95?
Deadlock
12-23
/oW
,^,,V,
Isn't
It Roma
11-10 . , 3-26 .
Cythe-Britton
Mr. Reckless (66)
Details under till:: Hard To
Dougia
-Cal ert
.4712.
Rains-Henirix
Kill
My OwD True Love ...
. . .3-1
f-iI8
.
.
.
.7-7.
,2-2,
Details under title: Abiia l, Dear Heart Rebinson-Russeil
6-11
1-6 12-25
Night ce.HasTheA Thousand
Pakf.
(T) Eyes
'-12
7-7 4- 30 4 07 11-24
Road To Rio (100)
Crosby-Hope
.4-2i
3- 1?
Joyce-Shaynj
M'-o
Shaggyn (9
(C) 4)
(72)
Ladd-L»ke
Ro.re-Ruise'l
.4717
4 10 . . .2-16
Lake-CauKield
Fo-e-Ball
4723 .3-15
10-27
So EvT My Love
12-9
5-24
. . 4-26
.
2-2
,
5-26
Stanwyck-Lancaster
Mil and-To'drs
.8-6 .471S . 6-7
Arlen-Rog
Srecial
Ageit
10-27.
Speed
To
Spare
(
.
.
5-14
.
8-19
Fythc-R
ev's
Tatlock Millions
.4.15. . . .3-1
Hen ri -Lu r
Unconquered (T)
Cooper-Goldard
.
,
,
4-2
.
.
6-25
. .9-29
.5-24
Gargan-Hughes
Waterfront at Mic (T)
Ladd-Marsha 1
Whispering Smith
.4.19.
.. .. . 4-28
.
.470^.
12-r.

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
Rev.
REISSUE
1947-48
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel. . No.736.
.5013.
Alias Mary Dow (66)
Mil aid-Eilm
.1046.
Argentine Nights (73)
Ritz Bros. -Andrews Sis
Mar. . .1129.
Black Cat, The (72)
Ladd-Rathbone
Oet. . .1217.
Black Friday (71)
KarloiT-Lugosi
(|;f.
Botch Minds the Baby (77)
Bruce-Crawford
Nov. , ,i2ro.
Captive Wild W»man (60)
Carradire-Ankers
Apr. .1210.
Drums of th; Congo (61)
Erwin-Munson
Apr . .926.
Ex-Champ (72)
. . 1212 .
McU:len-Brown
Ghost of Frankenstein (67)
Chaney-Ankers
Jan. , io;5 .
Give Us Wings (62)
L.T. Guys-O.E, Kids
1017.
Green HtM (87)
Fairbanks-Bennett
Dec
623. .
Hellzajoppin (87)
CIsen-Johnson
Ma,' 6046
In/is bl; Man, The (71)
Ra ns-Stuart
D c . .1029.
1208 .
Invisible Man Returns (81)
Price-Hardwi:ke
Dec. . ,1121.
796.
Lady Fro.n Cheyenne (89)
Young-Presto.i
Stpt
917.
Lady In A Jam (85)
Dunne-Knowl:s
Sept
Little Tough Guy (83)
L.T. Guys-D.E. Kids
Mar
Litile Tough Guys in Society (73) . .z. . . Little Tou:h Guys
Mar
929 .
Magnificent Brute (78)
McLaglen-:arnes
Apr 1124.
Model Wife (78)
Blonlell-Pow ll
. 1270.
1344 .
Mummy's Ghoit (65)
Chiney-Carrajine
Feb. . .1246.
Mommy's
Tomb
(61)
Foran-C
haney
Feb
Pit.sburgh (SI)
Wayne-Dietrich-Scott
Dec 1266
361 ..
Sea Spoilers (63)
Wayne-Grey
924 ..
Apr 1235
Sin Town (74)
Bennett- Crawford
Jan
Son of Dracula (80)
Chanty-^llbritton
Jan . . 1139 .
Storm,
The (78)
-Jic ford -Foster
Fib .948.
Tigiit Shoes
(69)
Crawford-Gwynne
Nov .. ..1053.
When Tomorrow Comes (S2)
Dunne-Boyer
You're Not So Tough (71)
L.T,Gi:ys-D.E.Kids ................
REPUBLIC
1917-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (23)
Completed ( 9)
Completed ( 3)

In Production (0)
In Product on (3)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DESPERADOES OF DODGE CITY
Western — Started June 1
Cast: Alan (Rocky) Lane, Eddy Waller, Mildred Coles.
Producer: Gordon Kay
Director: Phil Ford
Stor.v: Not availalilu.
GRAND CANYON TRAIL (Tr)
Western — Started June 10
Cast: Roy Rogers, Andy Devine, Jane Frazee.
Director: Wm. Witney
Producer Edw. J. White
21
.story: Not available.

SON OF GOD'S COUNTRY
Western -Stalled June 11
Cast: Monty Hale
Producer: Mel Tucker
Director: R. G. Springsteen
Htory: Ncx a vn ilii lil.v
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Cast
R<«.
No.
Title — Running Time
C mero i-Masjcy
Flu defers, Tho (Tri
4—26
6-7
COMPLKTED
.Mo:re-Neill
Advcnlurw of Frank ( Jessio James
. .752
Carr II- Man
AngrI in Ex '.-,
728
Details under title: Miracle of Charlie Dakin
12-15
3-28
Bandits of D..rk Carvon
lane-Waller
4-15
Bill and Coo (Tr.) (61) . . .
.Burton's Birds . .
Bold Frontiersman
754
12-22
Details under title: Cimarron Trails
755
m_i \ . . . 4—1 . .. ...703
654 . .4-26
H.-le Boa h
Gal fornia Fi.eb and (Tr.) (63)
lA 1 1 . 2-1.
Crane-Wilde ....
Campus Honeymoon
.. .
Carson City Raiders
Lane-Wa lor ....
10—27 .4-24
Dancers of the Canadian Mounted (Serial) . Bannan-2elmont
Livingston-Clark
Daredevils of the Clouds
... J—J^Ol1 1 .
Lane-Waller
....
Desp radoe> of Dodge City
Brent-Ralston . . .... 5—10 .
Druois Along tha Amazon
a 8-4.
1o
Eyes of Te as, The (T)
Rogers— Roberts . .
Moore-Ames ...
. .1-31. .
6-Men Never Forget (Serial)
.Elliott-Booth
1—5 .. . . 4—25 . .
Gallant Legion, The
Mart n-Lowerv . . . . . 12—22
5—24
Heart of Virginia
Homicide For Tfree
6-7 .5—25 . . . .710.
1,
Jane
Doe
(85)
.Hossey-Cirroll
. . . 11—24 . . .3-14. . . 705 .3-29
.Hunt- Lundlgan
Inc*ff« %fnrw Tho f07\
Details under title: End of the Rainbow Cartoon Feature
. 12—20 . .
It's Aof Grand
(Tr.)
. 5—10 . .
King
the G:Oldm. 1Nag
rs
Wr gilt-Martin . . . *■■■■■ .3-25
. . 706 . . 4-26
.Roberts-D:ogl:i$
Lightnin'
in
the
Forest
(58)
Welles-Nolan
Macbeth
.704
7-7 .2-23. . .. .701
9-29.
Caste-Roberts
11-10.
Madonna of The Desert
.Pearce-Martin
. . 1-1 . .
Main Street Kid, The
Lane-Waller ....
Marshal of Amnrillo
Clark-Rossell . . . ... 5-10
. .7C8
1-5
Nighttime in Nevada (T)
.Rog;rs-Harmon
11-24 .. 2-22
753
10-13
4-25
.
.
.Lane-Co'es
Elliott-Mcleod
Old Los Angeles
3-29.
Out of the Storm
Lydon-Collier
Details under title: Backlire
. 702
6-9 .
Red Pony, The (T)
, . 2-16. ..5-31..
. 1-15 . . . .711
Secret Service Investigator (60)
Barry-Evans
Slippy McGee
S-1
. . . 3-15
. 712 . 6-7
Havden-R berts
Sons of Adventure
6-15. .656
Hale-Rnberts ... .
3-1.
Train to Alcitraz
.6-28. .
Details under title: Alcatraz Prison Train Barry-Ma t n
. 731
11-25
Rogcri-Fraiee
.
. . 5-1 . .
Ord;r Ca'iornia S'.ars (Tr.) (70)
6-7
RKO
1948 Features

RADIO
Completed (33)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
OUTLAW VALLEY
Western — Started June 2
Cast- Tim Holt, Richard Martin, Martha Hyer.
Director: Lesley Selan
der
Producer: Herma,n Schlomm
Story: Not availal>le. See next issue.
BALTIMORE ESCAPADE
Comedy— Started June 3
Cast: Shirley Temple, Robert Young. John Agar.
Director: Richard Wallace
Richard Berger
Story: Set in 19(10. DauglUer of minister reljel.sProducer:
ami slux-lis town by chasing
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
Details
5-24
Title — Running Time
Rel.
Cast
Enchanted
Wrig^.t-Niven
Details un er title: Take Three Tenses
Every Girl Should Be Married
Grant-Tone
6-7
Weep No ^.o^e
Cotten-Valli ....... . .5-10
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. TWO
11-24
Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome (65)
Byrd-Karloff 4-14
gOg 11-24
Wight
Song under
(102)
Andrews-Dberon 4-15
806
Deta.ls
till;: Memory of Love
11-24
Out of the Past (97)
Mitchum-Greer
810 11-10
So Well Remembered (114)
ScottMills
807
Wild Horse Mesa (60)
808 11-24
Holt-Leslie .......... .g^k. . ... .
BLOCK NO. THREE
.2-16
If You Knew Susie (90)
.2-16
Cantor-Davis ... 1-30
Western Heritage (60)
Holt-Leslie
BLOCK NO. FOUR
Arizona Ranger. The (63)
Holt-Leslie
11-10
4-17
Tarzan and the Mermaids (68)
Weissmuller-Joyce 8-4 ............... . .4-12
BLOCK NO. FIVE
Berlin Express (86)
Oberon-Ryan
9-1
5_24
Bring 'Em Back Al:ve
Frank Buck
Fighling Father Dunne
O'Brien-Dell
.......
.3-31
Guns of Hate (61)
Holt-Leslie i2-22
5-24
■eturn of the Badmen (90)
Scott-Jeffreys
.5-24
NOT DESIGNATED
Blood On The Moon
Mitcham-Bel Geddes 3-1
Bo^yjeard
Ti rney-Lane 5-10
Boy With Green Hair (T)
O'Brien-Ryan
22

feel Sam
Indian
Indian Agent
Summer
Joan of Arc (T)
Le Silence Est D'or
Long Denial. The
Mr. Josepii Young of Africa
Mystery in Mexico
Pearl. Th; (77i
Race Street
Rachel
the title:
Strancer
Detailsandunder
Rachel
Return
of
the
Badman
Station West
Tycoon (Ti
Under Arijona Skies
Velvet To c^. The
Weep No More
Window. The
Your Red Wagon
SPECIALS
Bishops Wife. The (109)
Design for Death (48)
Fugitive. The (104)
Fun and Fancy Free (73)
I Remember
(137)
Mtlndy
Time k'ama
(T)
Miracle of Th' Bells. The (118)
Mourning Becomes Electra (172) .

Ocoper-Shcridan 8-18
Hel -Martin
6-7 '
Knei-Suthern
Bergman-Farrer 10-13
.
r htvalier-Durrier Foreign
O'Haa-Diuj at
3-1
lohnion-Armstrong 1-5
Lundigan-White 10-13
.
Marques-Arn-endar 2 Foreign.
!.>-15
Raft-Ma«well 9-1
Young-Holden
9-1
''cot'-Wh
te
Powell-Greer
Wayne-Day
2-3
2-8
Holt-Leslie 9-1
Ruisell-Cenn 10-13
Coten.Valli
5-lD
Hale-Ktnnedy 11-24
0'Danne:i-Granger 7—7
Grant-Yoone 3-17
Cocumentary
11-24
Fonda-Del Rio
1-6
11-10
Olsney Cartoon Featire
•91....9-1
Dunne-Homoika
6-9
3-15
Disrey Musical
5-24
MacMirray-Valll 8-4
3-U
Russell-Redgrave 4-14
11-24

SCREEN
1947-48 FeatureH

GUILD

Complete (13)

In Produttion (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
JUNGLE GODDESS (Robert L. Lippert Produotions)
Drama — ^Started June 2
Cast: George Reeves, Wanda McKay, Ralph Eyrd.
Director: Lewis E. Collins
Producer: Wm. Stephens
Oir'
rued made
t)y twoKoihless
fliers. hy natives wlien plan*- rrasheB Into junKle, is re.sRELEASE CHART

S-20
5-10. Rel.
Cast
4-28
1947-48
Details
.Negro
Cast
Dani Is-Patton
3-31 6-21
10-11
6-9 10-25
LaRue-Stewart
.
.
Wihoxson-Brian
Dragnet i73)
Tebb-lrving
6-21.
Details under title: Western Barn Dance .Fee/es-McKay
3-31. 4-30
.Gwynne-Albertson
. .9-13.
.laRue-Crand!'!
5-24.
Miracle in Harlem (71)
Stepin Fetchit .. .. ..
5-14
.
Aubert-Baxter .
3-29 . 12-27
2-21.
12-13
Details under title: Law of the Mounties
Hayden-Holt
COMPLETED
Tille— Running Time

Features

SELZNICK
— S
Completed ( 5)

X-2
No. Rev.
4704
.4703
.4701
.4702
. X-3
. 4706
4705
.4708
4707

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Duel in the Sun (T) (138)
Jones-Cotten
3-19. .. 4-9
4-14
In'.ermeuo (70)
Bergn-tn- Howard Reissue
Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House. Grant-Loy
10-13.. . 7-1
3-29
Paradine Case. The (132)
Tcdd-Peck
12-23
1-19
i>ortrait of Jenny
Cotten-Jcnes
3-3

20th
1948 Features

CENTURY-FOX
Completed (34)
In Production VZ)

NEW PRODUCT»ONS
A LETTER TO THREE WIVES
Drama — Started June 7
Cast: Jeanne Grain. Linda Darnell. Ann Sothern, Kirk Douglas.
Jeffrey Lyrxn, Paul Douglas.
Director: Joseph E. Mankiewic^
Producer: Sol C. Siegel
story: Girl causes trouble by writing anonymous letters to married C'">upl.?sRELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details Rel. No. Rer.
Yellow Sky (T)
Peck-Baxter
6-7
COMPLETED
1947-48
Anna Karenina (110)
Leigh-Richardson Foreign ... May . . . 820
Apartment for Peggy
Crain-Holden
1-19
Burlesque (T)
Miller-Franz
5-24
Call Northside 777 (111)
Stewar:-Wa'ker 10-13 Fek 805 2-2
Ca-tain From Castile (T) (140) "owers-Peters 12-9 Jan ;01. .12-8
Challenge. The (68)
Conway-Vincent 11-24 ... Mar 807 . . 2-16
Checkered Coat. The
Conway-NasK
July. . . 825
PILM

BULLITIIf

Cognterfeiters, The (73)
autton-Merrick
June. 819
Creeper, The
3-29
Defp Waters
Andrews-Peters 10-13 . . Aim .821
Escape (78)
Ha r son-Ci mmins
9-16. . .July. . 822. .6-7
Fury at Furnace Creek (88)
9-15 .May
4-26
Details under title: Ballad of Furnace Creek.Mature-Gray
.
815
3-15
Emery-Geva
Gay Intruder. The
Gentleman's Agreement (118)
Peck-McGuire
6-9 . . Mar . . 806. 11-2^
6-7
5-12 . . Ju ne . 827 ....4-26
y
Give My Regards to Broa()way (T) (89) . . . .GuiU-Dal
818
6-23. . . June
r.ummins- oburn
Green Grass of Wyoming (T) (89)
3-29
809
Mar
j
Goddard-Wildin
(T) (96)
Husband.TheAn (87)
Ideal Curtain,
Iron
Andrews-Tierney 12-S. .. May . . . .816 . .5-24
11-24 ,Atr 813
Erne y-er. ks
(67)
Again
Live
s
Let
Martin Rome
Mature-Conti
1-5
Details under title: The Chair for Martin Rome
Meet Me at Dawn (89)
Eythe-Court
Arr . 812. .3-29
Mine Own Executioner (102)
Me-Citli-Moore
Jjly. . .824
4-12
Lupino-Wilde
Road House
3-17 ... Ap-. . .811 . .3-15
lisier 2-16
Scudda Hay! (T) (95) . . . .Haver-McCa
Scudda Hoo!
Shamrock
Touch
Power-Eaxter
Details under ti'le: For Fear of Little Mei
Sitting
PrettyThe
(84)
^'oi'ng-IHira
810 3-23
Snake Pit,
deHavilland-Genn 11-10
8-4 ..ApStreet With No Name. The
Stcvers-Lawence 1-5 . . . Ju y . . 823
Tender Years, The (81)
Brown-Hutchinson 9-1 .... Jan . . 803 .. 12-8
ThatDetails
Lady under
in Ermine
title: (T)
This Is the Moment Grable-Falrbanks 11-10 • 8
Power-Tierney 4-12
That Wonderful Urge
Thirteen Lead Soldiers (66)
Conway-Wescott 12-22 Apr 8-14
Unfaithfully Yours
Harri on-Darnell 3-1
Walls of Jericho
Wilde-Darnell 11-10 May
Aug 826
Winner s Circle. The (70)
Willcs-Fa-ley
Au) . 829
Feb 802 ...2-2
9-15...
Dailey
—
Grain
You Were Meant for Me (91)
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
gl7 4-25
Arthur Takes Over (63)
Col'ier-Cowan 12-22
Big Oan
Russell-Christine 4-26
8 4 12-22
Dangerous Years, The (62)
Hab -To ■^
Fth
Fighting
Lang'on Rooers 11-24
3-29...
Aug ... 808
■ a
Half-Past Back
Midnight (69)
Taylor-Kn.dsen
... Mar
.2-16
Trouble Preferred
Knudsen-Russell
West of Tomorrow
Grable-Dailey 4-12
UNITED
1947-48 Features

ARTISTS
Completed (33)

In Pioduct on (0)

KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
BiU Boyd (BB) ; Pressburger (Psb); Ripley-Mont^r (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan (Cow);
Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les);
Loew-Lewin (LL) ; Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgj ); Bronston
(Brn); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent); Hughes (Hgs) ; Comet
(Com).
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
COMPLETED
—
1947-48
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
An Innocent Affair
Carroll-MacMurray 3-29
Nas
Angry God
Paria-Oricga
Arch of Triumph (120)
Bergman-Boyer 7-22... 3-48 Ent
BB. . 4-26
Dead Don't Dream
Boyd-Brooks
8-4
False Paradise
Boyd-Brooks
9-1
BB
Four Faces West
McCrea-Dec
5-48 . . . Ent ... 5-24
6irl From Manhattan
Montgomery-Lamour
Bog
Details under title: All's Well That Ends Well
Henry V (T) (134)
Olivier-Newton
For ... 9-47 ... GFD ,,. 4-23
Hoppy s Hoiiday (60)
Boyd-Ware
9-30 . . 7-18 ... BB 5-12
Kings of the Olympics
Documentary
5-48
Lalf Time (C)
Olsen-Jannsen .
9-30
Rgs
Details under Misc. Independents Chart
MadRev.Wednesday
(80)
Stg 3-3
under title:
Sin of Harold Diddlebock Lloyd-Walburn 10-1
Man of Evil (90)
Mason-Calvert
For
GFD .4-12
Montana
Details Mike
under (97)
title: Heaven Only Knows Cumraings-Oonlevy . . 12-23 . . 9-47 ... Ne'j 8-4
My Dear Secretary
Day-Douglas
5-24
On Details
Our Merry
8-5 11-47 . Bog-Mer.
underWay
title: A Miracle Can Happei All-Star
Oitpost in Morocco
Raft-Tamiroff
BB
Personal Column
Sanders-Ball
11-11 ... 7-25 ... Sn:g . . .7-21
Pitfall. The
Powell-Scott
2-2
Red River
Wayne-Clift
9-30
Hks
Silent Conflict
Eoyd-Brooki
7-21
BB
Siren of Atlantis
Montez-Aumont
3-3 .3-48 Neb
Details under title: Atlantis
Sleep My Love (97)
Colbert-Cummings 6-9
Sml 1-19
So This Is New York (79)
Morgan-Vallee 10-13
Ent . 5-24
Strange Gamble
Boyd-Clyde
9-1
BB
Texas, Brooklyn, and Heaven
Madisin-Lynn
2-16
Time of Your Life, The (107)
Cagney-Bmdix
5-26
Cgy 6-7
Vendetta
DeGeorge-Brooks 8-19
Hqs
Vicious Circle
Conrad Nagle
5-48 . Wil 6-7
UNIVERSAL
1947-48 Features

-INTERNATIONAL
Completed (42)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
FAMILY HONEYMOON
Connedy — Started June 5
Cast: Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray, Rita Johnson.
Director: Claude Binyon
Producers: John Beck, Z. Wayne Griffin
story: Wlien
Grand widow
Canyon. re-marries, her ihilrlren go with her on honeymoon to
JUNE

21, 1948

MEXICAN HAVRIDE
Musical — Started June 11
Cast: Abbott
bard. & Costello, Pa.tricia Alphin, Luba Malina, John HubDirector; Charles Barton
.Slor.v: Film ailarit.ition of Brnadway liit.

Producer: Robert Arthur

RELEASE CHART
.
IN PRODUCTION
TlHi — Riuiioi TiBt
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
J'Flynn, The
Fa rianks-Carter 5-24
You Gotta Stay Happy
Fontaine-S'.ewarl 5-24
COMPLETED
1947-48
Abbott i Cost. lb Meet Frankenstein Rcb ns.n-Christians
10-13 . Ju y ... .657 .. .4-lZ
All My Sons (!:4)
Marc:i-Lly;h
11-lU jun:....660
Ano her Part of The Forest (107)
O'Con or-San Juan
11-24 . May . .. .656
Are
You
With
It
(90)
Pa'mer-Ni.cn
Forei-n
Bad Sister (90)
Lockwood-Hunter For( ign . . . July 11-io
Beware
of
Piiy
(102)
Oe'.arlo-Du
yea
6-23 Ap
3-15
Blac;i Bart (T) (80)
Bart
D:t.ii;s u-d:r title: Adventures of Black
Brothers, The CO)
Rcc Fjffj
Fcrei-n
5-24
Bush Christmas (70)
Safferty-Fer'side Foreign
12-8
Casbah (94,
DeCarlo-Martin 10-27 Apr
Captain Bojcott ('.2)
fenie-Kirby
4-"6
Countess
of H'ont'
Cr:sto
ronat-£ran]er
Fere rn Mjy
Jan , 65653? . .5-24
12-8
Dear
Murderer
(£0)
Portgan-Gynt
Foreign
Double Life. A (105)
Colman-Hasso
6-23. Mar
1-19
Details under title: Ima-ination
E ile. The (95)
Fa rbaii' s-Kcnlez
5-12 . Nrv . 630 10-27
Feudin'.
and Fight
n' Race atO'Connir-Main
3-1 .J:ly
Details Fussin'
under title:
The Wonderful
Rimreck
Holiday Camp (97)
RDbson-Prici
Foreign
2-16
Hungry (r6)
H II (92)
Lockwood-Price
iassy
Lakewood-Price Fore'gn
Foreign ... Var 10-27
Case Against Calvin Cooke
March-Eldredg; 2-2
Larceny
•ov.cll-Tcren 4-12
Letter From An Unknown Woman (87) . . Fonta ne-Jo:r(:en 9-15 . June ... 659
Man-Eaters of Kumaon
fa'iu-Paie
12-22... July
Mr. Peabody and th; Mermaid
Povcll-Elyth
1-19
Naked City, The (£6)
Fi zg ra'd-D (t
7-7 . . . Var
2-2
Nicholas
Nickleby
(94)
'Jard*icke-ro-d
For-i
n
11-24One Touch of Venus
Wa k r-Gardn:r
2-16
River Lady (T)
DeCnrlo-Duryea 8-4 . . June . . . .£61
Rogues Regiment
Abbott-Cosello 2-16
Saxon Charm
Mont;omery-Hayward . 2-16
Secret Beyond the Door (99)
Bennett-Redgrave
Feb
1-19
Sennt)r Was Indiscreet, The (81) rowrll-Ra nes
7-7 . J n
12-22
Tap Roots (T)
Helin-Hayward
6-23
fawny Pipit (81)
Mils-John
Forei'n
f-lS
Unafraid, The
.ancaster-Fontaine 3-29
Details under title: Kiss the Blood Off M)
Up In Central Park (87)
Durbin-Kaymes 10-13. . .June. . .662. .. .6-7
Woman's
Bcye'-Blyth
8-4. . Feb
1-5
Details Vengeance.
tnder title:A The(96)
Mortr.l Call
WARNER
1947-48 Features

BROTHERS
Completed (37)

In Production (7)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Details
Ti'le — Running Time
Cast
...6-7.
Fighter
Squadron
(T)
O'Brien-stack
...
Girl from Jones Beach. The
Rcajan-Mayo
. .5-24.
June Bride
Oavis-Mont.oT.ery
. 5-24 .
My Dream Is Yours (T)
Carson-Day
4-12
Silver
Linina
(T)
Hav
r-Bo'^eSouth of St. Louis
MeCrea-Smith 4-96
6-7
Younger Brothers (T)
Paige-Morris
5-24
COMPLETED
1947-48
Adventures of Don Juan (T)
Hynn-Lindtors 10-27
Always
(78)
6-23
9-15.
DetailsTogjther
under title:
Love at First Sight Reynolds-Hutton
2-2.
Carson-Sothern
April Si.owcrs (£4)
Big Punch. The (801
Details und(r t tie: The Figiiting Terror
..Smith-Do:iglas
Ma o-Bennett
. 9-15
.3-1
Howard-Gray
Reissue
.
God's Country and the Woman (71)
Foreign
r-15 .
I Became A Criminal (87)
lolin Loves Mary
Reagan-Ncal
Wyman-Ayres .... ... 2-2 .
.;o;a"t-Eacall ... ... 3-29
1-5
Wyman-Niven
Palmcr-Wanamaker
Oet'.ils under title: Ever The Beginning Lindfors-Rpagan
9-30
6-23
.Smith-Scott
Cne Last Fli-g
6-9
Morgan-Pa'gi
...
Romance on th: Higii Seas (T)
Carscn-Pa
g;
Stewart-Chandler
Jma t Money
... 5-12
2-2 .
.Mayo-Scott
4-26
.. . 8-18
3-15
Clark-Brooks
De'ia Is under title: Sunburst
3-31
Morgan-Lindfors
3-17
.Bogjrt-Husion . . .
.PaMorgan-Carson
ke.--He3gan . . .
Voice of The Turtle (103)
3-3
Davis-Davis
10-13
Wa'lllower
.Parker-Smith ...
10-14
Reynolds-Hutton
3-3.
. . .3-31.
Whiplash
.Clark-Siiith

No.

3-15
719
1-10
713 12-22
3-27
.6-26. .
. .727.
. .730 . .6-7
.7-17. .
.7-17. . . .729
. .717. .2-16
. 3-6. .

2-7

.715

2-2

.728
. .7-3. . . .725
. 5-29
.4-10
. 2-21
1-24

. .720
.. .714.
. 4-24 . .
.. .721.
.726.
.5-15. . .716.
.724.
. .6-12 .

.4-26
.1-19
.1-5
.4-12
.4-26
6-7
23

NATURE

More

big news

from

BOY

DOES

IT

AGAIN!

lightning Leo!

While the eyes of the industry are on
the sensational N.Y. World Premiere of
Irving Berlin's "EASTER PARADE, "
another big M-G-M Technicolor hit is
the talk of every Film Row^. The Trade
Shows of "A DATE WITH JUDY '
have filled exhibitor hearts with glee.
The

trade papers

are ecstatic. Experi-

enced showmen predict it will be one of
the greatest fan attractions of the year.

He's so full of Vitamin M-G-M! His boxoffice ap
peal is drawing millions of romantic people to
"Homecoming," Frank Capra's "State of the Union,"
"The Pirate" (technicolor), "Summer Holiday"
{Technicolor). Now comes Irving Berlin's "Easter
Parade" and "On An Island With You" to be followed by "A Date With Judy," all three in Technicolor, and plenty more all through the summer.
★
M-G-M presents "A DATE WITH JUDY" starring WALLACE BEERY, JANE POWELL, ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CARMEN MIRANDA,
XAVIER CUGAT and his Orchestra, ROBERT STACK • Color by TECHNICOLOR • Screen Play by Dorothy Cooper and Dorothy
Kingsley • Based on the Characters Created by Aleen Leslie • Directed by RICHARD THORPE • Produced by JOE PASTERNAK.
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JVews
Minneapolis Conciliation
Plan Might Serve As Pattern
Minneapolis, long the boiling pot of exhibitordistributor relations, is cooling off. In the very
territory where, for two decades, the late Al
Steffes led rebellious exhibitors in countless
crusades against the film companies, a new pattern for peace has been drawn, a pattern which,
if it proves successful, could serve as a model
for the whole industry.
Inspired by Andy Smith, general sales manager of 20th Century-Fox ; fathered by Benny
Berger, president of \orth Central Allied and
Steffes' old partner ; designed to settle exhibitor-distributor disputes by mediation, rather
than litigation, the plan is titled : "System of
Conciliation
Mediation."
It provides
for
creation
of aandGrievance
Committee
of three
permanent members and three alternates, all
members of XC.\, who will hear any complaints
of Minneapolis exhibitors against 20th CenturyFox. "Such complaints as the Committee will
consider justifiable in whole or in part will then
be referred to properly designated 20th-Fox
Film officials for consideration.'
Replying to an inquiry from Film BULLETIX, Stanley Kane, NCA executive director,
who will act as counsel for the grievance committee, advised : ''There is no express understanding between NCA and Fox that certain
types of grievances will not be considered. In
a general way, rental terms are beyond the
scope of the Committee since it cannot and will
not negotiate an exhibitor's contract for him
or attempt to function as a buying organization.
However, even in the case of film rentals, if
the Committee is convinced that an exhibitor
has a justifiable grievance and is being discriminated against, the Committee will feel free to
present the matter to Fox, and I feel safe in
saying that Fox will consider the grievance."
The first germ of the idea was contained in
a letter from Smith to Berger, in which the
20th-Fox sales chief took cognizance of reports
that lawsuits "on a wholesale basis" were being
conteinplated by Minneapolis exhibitors. Asking a "round-table discussion ... so that aii
opportunity may be had to work out grievances
by discussion rather than by damage suits,"
Smith offered to visit Minneapolis to iron out
differences.

€Bnd

Opinion

hibitor and public relations for Fox ; Jack
Lorentz and Aloe Levy, Fox sales representatives.
The NCA Grievance Committee : E. L. Peaslee, Henry Greene, Jr., Ted Mann. Alternates :
Jack \\'right
and isGeorge
tional alternate
yet to Granstrom.
be appointed. One addiIn his letter to Smith. Berger stated his belief that if the trial plan between his organization and Fox operates successfully, it will be
adopted by other exhibitor groups and by other
distributors. While no other film executives
have voiced support of the plan, exhibitor organizations are showing a lively interest in it. At
iis annual convention last week. New Jersey
Allied decided to contact Andy Smith to discuss
a similar program for that territory. Representatives ofseveral other Allied units attending
the Jersey confab expressed their approval of
the plan. Meanwhile, all eyes will be on Minneapolis, where this new pattern of exliibitordi-trihutor relations will be receiving its trial.

Schary s Resignation
Sudden, But Not Startling
There was little doubt in the minds of Hollywood's keener observers that when Howard
Hughes stepped in, Dore Schary would step out
at RKO. Thus Schary's announcement that he
had resigned came suddenly, but not unexpectedly.
The erstwhile production chief gave no reasons for his resignation in a brief statement
announcing that he was leaving immediately.
However, his action was taken the day after
three scheduled productions were cancelled, presumably on Hughes' orders, and the RKO studios virtually had
shut about
down for
His contract
threea six-weeks'
and a half period.
years
to run, but contained a clause permitting Schary
to resign if company ownership changed hands.
RKO executives kept mum, waiting for a
board siderofa successor.
directors' meeting
weekfrequently
to conThe namethismost
Iieard in the past as the next studio chief was
that of William Dozier.
Schary's statement simply announced that he
had resigned "effective immediately. To my coworkers at RKO I extend my affection and re>[)ect."
he We
added.
workedto do
loyally
and
well.
have "They
betweenhave
us tried
the
job we pledged ourselves to do, and I am appreciative and grateful to all who kept that
When Film BULLETIN said in its May 24
i^sue : "It is certain that the new head man will
take an active role in supervising production.
He is too dynamic and restless to sit by idly
while others handle the reins," it was merely
expressing an opinion held by all those who
knew
something of the Hughes personality.
pledge.''
Theatre-Size Television

Must Be Reckoned In Future
Theatre-size television, too, met and mastered
its tests on the night of June 25, when aging
Joe I^iuis successfully defended his heavyweight
crown against ancient Jersey Joe Walcott. For
SMITH & BERGER
motion pictures and video, the real story that
Shake On A Xnc Plan
night was the rise of a promising new contender
for boxoffice championship honors. Television
in
film theatres
it's here ground
to stay.these
Smith told /'//);; BULLETIN he was "greatWith
the fightlooks
as like
the testing
ly encouraged" by the prospects for the plan's precedents were established :
success. "I feel that this plan will be successful
— The first theatre-sized television pictures of
because it is promised on a local industry basis
Berger's reply set forth the outline of the
news or sporting event were presented
conciliation plan and expressed the opinion that and that previous efforts at mediation and con- aat major
the Paramount Theatre in New York and
ciliation failed because they were attempted on the FoX Theatre in Philadelphia.
it could resolve "99% of any brewing litigation
and of all differences" between Fox and the
a national basis with too many different inter• — The first theatre sized video originating
exhibitors, if it was accepted with an open m: • !
from a different cit)^ was presented at the latter
and an honest approach.
ests
involved."
However, at the weekend, the first discordant theatre, as well as,
The plan, to be given a "fair trial" before it note was heard. Sidney E. Saniuelson, general
— The first high brilliant theatre sized teleis regarded as permanent, was drafted following
vision pictures ever to be projected directly on
manager of Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania, deconferences in Minneapolis, its essence containa screen in a regular motion picture theatreclared that his unit "probably will not approve
— The first time a motion picture theatre has
ed ples
in this
: ''Thesides
underlying
princithe so-called conciliation plan." He recited the
agreeddeclaration
upon by both
is that all
dispaid for the rights to show an inter-city tele
of
previous
conciliation
efforts
"to
seputes shall be presented and considered in a failures
cure any measure of relief for the independent program. (Both 20th-Fox and Paramount respirit of fairness and open-mindedness and that
fused to reveal the amounts paid).
exhibitors," and declared that "there is no evievery effort would be made on both sides to
dence now present in the film rentals being de- INJUNCTION UPHELD
manded by the distributors, or in their efforts to
— For the first time, an injunction to prevent
dispose of them amicably, fairly and promptly."
circumvent the decision of the United States public showing of television by any place
Attending the meetings, in addition to Berger
and Smith, were : Stanley Kane, executive direccharging admission, without having contracted
Supreme Court, to create the preliminary confidence absolutely necessary for the success of for the rights, was upheld by a high court. An
tor of NCA ; Martin Moskowitz, executive as(Continued on Page 5)
sistant to Smith ; Sam Shain, director of exany conciliation plan."
FILM BULLETIN. An Independent Motion Picture Trade Paper published every other Monday by Film Bulletin Company. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher. BUSINESS
OFFICE: Suite 622, Manufacturers Trust BIdg., 1819 Broadway, New York 23. Circle 6-9139; David A. Bader, Business Manager; Dav Abrams, Editorial Representative. PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL OFFICES: 1239 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., RIttenhouse 6-7424; Barnay Stein, Managing Editor; Jack Taylor, Publication
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(Continued from Page 3
appeal by the Lawndale Theatre in Philadelphia,
which had been restrained from showing the
fight by a municipal court order, was rejected
by the Pennsylvania State Supreme Court.
Whether the Lawndale's owner, Henry Friedman, will attempt to carry it beyond this court,
hinges on the backing he will receive from other
exhibitors.
Similar injunctions were issued against the
Audubon Ballroom in New York which planned
to show the fight on a 10 x 12 foot screen in
conjunction with a dance at admission scales of
?1.80 and S2.40, and against bars and restaurants
in Philadelphia and Boston which had set a
$2.50 minimum.
BOTH SYSTEAIS OK
Two s}-stems were used in the theatre showings, and both were adjudged eminently satisfactory. At the Fox, a gigantic variation of
the optical system used in conventional home
sets, with a 42-inch spherical mirror and a 36inch aspherical correcting lens was used to receive the image and project it cfirectly on the
15 X 20 foot screen, simultaneously with actual

These were the soothing sentiments pronounced
by Paul Raibourn before exhibitor members of
Allied
of New
\ention Theatre
at WestOwners
End last
week. Jersey in conInstead of "wrecking" the industry, he said,
television 'can enlarge the scope of the motion
picture theatre" if exhibitors take advantage of
its
on thethatnation's
theatre toscreens.
He potentialities
recalled the bogie
was attached
radio,
which instead of hurting filmgoing, has, in
many ways, promoted it. Similarly, he added,
video can exercise a beneficial influence on
movie attendance, not only by becoming a part
of
the on
theatre's
program,
by the
trailers
home tele
screens,butwhich
couldusebe ofa
powerful selling force.
NO 'A' FILMS FOR VIDEO
Raibourn pooh-poohed any possibility of highgrade film feature presentations on television in
the next decade, since the cost factor alone
would be prohibitive in relation to the return.
However, he said, television undoubtedly will
be an important factor in keeping people at
home unless the film companies and exhibitors
take an active interest in steering its course
into channels advantageous to them.
In an appearance before the Federal Communications Commission in San Francisco previously, Raibourn voiced a similar belief that
teie was not a current threat to theatres. Subjected to a constant barrage of questions by
CBS counsel Judge Samuel Rosenman, attempting to get him to admit that home television
could hurt Paramount's large theatre holdings,
Raibourn managed to sidestep any such admission, countering that it could well be an aid to
exhibition. Of course, he said, it's obvious that
televising features would damage boxoffices.

Colosseum

Triumphant

As Film Salesmen Bargainer
The nation's film salesmen, long the stepchildren of the industry, have banded together
in the Colosseum of Film Salesman, an independent union. under the supervision of the
The balloting,
National Labor Relations Board, brought about
1000 exchangemen
in the country's
exchangein
areas
into the Colosseum
and was32heavily
favor of the union, in all but two companies.
National Screen Service, only one which voted
against volved,
joining
among
companies
inrejected the
guildtheby 12a 32
to 19 vote,
and Loew's salesmen counted 43 in favor and
30 against.
The powerful support evidenced in the balloting, which gave the Colosseum full collecting
bargaining authority
representative,
will haveas itsthefirstfilm
test salesmen's
when the
guild's leaders, president A. A. Van Dyke of
20th-Fox in Chicago, executive secretary N.
Provencher of Milwaukee and David Beznor,

British Ignore Protests

TELEVISION PROJECTOR
Demonstrated At Philly for
occurrence. Development of this system was
p^rt of a project entered into jointly by 20thFox, Warner Bros, and RCA. The images
were
sent via
from New
York.NBC-Philco's microwave relay
Paramount used its intermediate film system
whereby the event was first photographed from
the cathode-ray tube on to 35 mm film, utilizing,
the tele sound on the sound track. Within 66
seconds, the film is developed, printed and fed
into
theatre's
projectors, which
flashedtheit on
the fullstandard
theatre screen.
This intermediate system has the advantage
cf affording opportunity for editing and storage
at times when it may not be convenient to fit
tele program material into the theatre schedule
as received.
Doubts as to how a theatre audience would
receive the telecast were dispelled when both
theatres' patrons reacted just as tliey would at
the actual scene, shouting encouragement, yelling, booing and actually rising to their feet at
the knockdowns.

Don't Worry About Video,
Raibourn Counsels Exhibs
The lusty \oung bab>-, television, whose cries
are beginning to keep exhibitors awake nights,
can grow up to be a regular mother's helper.
J U L Y

5 , 19 4 8

Vs. 45% Quota, Make It Law
The British House of Lords blandly listened
to the opposition and then, without division,
made the 45 per cent quota law, as expected.
The order goes into effect Oct. 1 and means
that at least 45 per cent of all product playing
British film houses will have to be British-made.
The next move is up to the American film companies.
Neither violent protest by the great bulk of
English exhibitors, nor U. S. State Department
'concern" expressed via London's U. S- Embassy, nor warning by a member of the Lords
that it would devastate British film quality, had
any effect. The House listened politely, admitted that it might be difficult to meet the quota
and made the bill law.
Principal opposition in the House itself came
from Lord Swinton, former president of the
Board of Trade, the same body which, under
il.s present hea^, Harold Wilson, proposed the
new quota. Not only would the 45 per cent
figure be a physical impossibility, said Swinton,
but British producers' attempts to meet the volume of production necessary to fill the quota
would result in a reduction of quality that
would harm the industry both at home and
abroad.
SOP TO INDIES
Lord Chorley, principal proponent of ratification, bridled at the lack of confidence in British
production evidenced by the opposition, but admitted that tile quota had been fixed with the
large circuits in mind. He threw a sop to the
smaller independent theatremen, pointing out
that exemptions are authorized in cases where
ship.
attempts to meet the quota involved severe hardA week before, the U. S. State Department,
at the request of the MPAA, had instructed
the Embassy in London to express "our concern" over the 45 per cent quota and to ''get
full and accurate information" on the proposal.

DAVID BEZNOR
He CoiDiscls the Colosseum

salesmen's
counsel,of present
s mdemands
atgeneral
the opening
contractthenegotiation
a few
weeks.
Principal among these will be salary hikes
(reported current average is around %7S weekly,
practically the same as 10 years ago) and seniority rights. The latter became a particularly
salient factor when, during the recent economy
wave, layoffs clipped veterans from the sales
force ice)andmen to
permitted
stay. younger (in terins of servThe vote in each of the other companies:
Columbia, 81-19; Eagle Lion, 45-13; Monogram, ll-l ; Paramount. 66-15; Republic, 61-0;
RKO, 81-18; 20th-Fox, 76-8; United Artists,
61-10; Universal, 79-7 and Warners, 80-8.
Goldman

Makes

Pitch

For Divestiture In Philly
The U. S. Supreme Court's action in tossing
out competitive bidding offered new ammunition to William Goldman, the Philadelphia theatreman, in his campaign against the Warner
chain first-run domination in that city and an
opportunity to conduct his own private divestiture proceedings against Warners.
A motion to reform the decree, which awarded Goldman $375,000 in triple damages and or5
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■A DATE WITH JUDY' LUSH. TECHNICOLORED
LOLLIPOP
Rates • 9 • generally, less in action spots
art lull) contrived with an understanding of teenM-C,-M
age mannerisms. Song-bird Jane Powell makes a
113 rninulff
vivacious Judy and joins with young Scotty
WalUicc livery, June Powell, Elizabeth Taylor,
Beckett in some sprightly songs and kid-stuff roCarmen Miranda, Xavier tCugat, Robert Stack,
mance. But her radiance is eclipsed whenever
Scolty Beckett, Selena Royle, Leon Ames, Clinton
lOlizabelh Taylor api>ears on the screene, whose
Sundberg, George Cleveland, Lloyd Corrigan,
portrayal in this film can best be described by a
Jerry Hunter, Jean McLaren.
lung, lov\ whistle. Wallace Beery and Carmen
Directed by Richard Thorpe.
Miranda provoke a lot of laughs in a natural gag
siuiation where she teaches him the rhumba and
the Brazilian Bomb-shell puts plenty of pepper
A Joe Pasternak musical that clicks all the way
into two tongue-twisting, hip-shaking songs. Robis a sure bet for diverting entertainment ; and "A
ert Stack makes a handsome beau and Leon Ames
Date IVIelro
With Judy"
does juU
which
that
has another
solidthat,
hit on
the indicates
fire. It and Selena Royle add solidity to the supporting
cast. There is a wide variety of first-rate tunes,
went over big at its sneak i)rcview in New York,
where it was punctuated by a lively resp)nse of from the toe-tickling rhythms of Xavier Cugat to
chuckles. It is clearly slanted for family patronthe hit qualities of "Judaline", "It's a Most Unage, with a homey brand of hokum for Mother,
usual DLy" and "I'm AnStrictly
on the ofCorny
i:S, PLOITATIOX.
aggregation
namesSide".
like
Dad and the children, and should register solidly
in most locations. The Beery name may remove
Becr>,
Powell,
Miranda
can't
miss, with
rtnmgTaylor,
telling Stack
of theand
happy
ingredients
a bit of the stigma of this type of fare in action
spots. Best returns will be in small towns and
found in this "Technicolor Torrent of Merriment".
The songs are good for various tie-ins with radio
nei-jhborhoods. As urual with these sugar-coated
stations and music stores. Hand out cards anPasternak confections, the accent is on youth and
nouncing. "YOU HAVK A DATE TONIGHT
here the juvenile festivities arc wrapped in lush
Technicolor and garnished with lilting melodies.
WITH JUDY AT THE BLANK THEATRE",
and hi'.vr enquiring reporter ask, "What was your
The story stems from the "Date With Judy"
radio program and should cash in on the popumost exciting date?"
The high school set involves Jane Powell, as
larity of that series. This musical version is
trivial nonsense, to be sure, but the dialogue by Wallace Beery's daughter, and Elizabeth Taylor
Dorothy Cooper and Dorothy Kingsley carries a and Scotty Beckett, the neglected children of
nicp, exaggerated humor and the situations are
wealthy Leon Ames. Jean and Scotty are a two'MAN-EATER OF KUMAON'
Rates © • • — where exploited

THRILLS

Universal-International
79 minutes
Sahu, Wendell Corey, Joanne Page, Morris Carnovsky, Argentina Bninetti, James Moss, Ted
Hecht, John Mansfield, Eddi" Das, Charles Wagenheiim, Estelle Dodge, Lai Chand Mehra, Phiroze
Naz'.r,Neyle
Virginia
Wave, Ralph
Frank Moody,
iMcksteen.Alan
JerryFoster.
Riggio,
Morrow,
Directed by Byron Haskin.
title role tiger
in "Man-Easter
of Kumaon"
to The
a snarling
whose ferocious
menace goes
and
blood-chilling roars are enough to frighten the
bravest of movie-goers. And as the beast and its
hunter stalk each other through the hills of
northern India, there is excitement galore for
thrill-hungry audiences. Produced by Monty Shaff
and Frank Rosenberg with an eye to its strong
exploitation values, from the best-seller by the
famous hunter, Jim Corbett ,it is carefully leavened with ingredients of mass appeal. Backed by
the currently strong promotional whoop-de-doo
from V-T and ballyhooed properly by the theatre'MYSTERY IN MEXICO' LIVELY
Rates • © as dualler for lovver half
RKO
66 minutes
WiVi^m Lundigan, Jacqueline Whi'e. R'card'^ Cortez, Tony Barrett, Jacqueline Dalya, Walter Reed,
Jose Tnrvay.
D-rected by Robert Wise.
A private eve, a fabulous diamond, a =i-ii<:ter
jewel thief, a beauteous singer and assorted =kulldug^erv in Mexico City comprise the 'ivelv inrrredients for this little programmer. A mildly i-nteresting variation of the well-vorn cop-androbbers formula, it will bear up well in the lower
?lot of a double. The screen play by Lawrence
Kimble is just about as routine as thev come, but
does supply some snappy dialogue and rolls along
at a merry clip under the direction of Robert
Wise.
bolstered
a p'ctorial
panoramaTheof picture
Mexico isCity
and itsbyenvirons,
for
this is another of those RKO releases which were
filmed in the Churubusco Studios. The Mexican
8

IN EXPLOITABLE

TIGER

man, it can reach surprising grosses. The Corbett
book has been thoroughly overhauled by four
scripters, who added to the man-meets-tiger framework, a modicum of boy-meets-girl romance, involving the tribulations of Sabu and Joanne Page
as an Indian couple. The blend is not too successful, for it seems to stall the proceedings between
sessions of feline ferocity, but it is effective as a
sop to the ladies. There are also serious overtones implied in the development of moral responsibility on the part of the American hunter
as he tries to save the Indian natives from their
deadly scourge, and derives considerable conviction from Wendell Corey's sympathetic characterization. The performance given by Morris Carnovsky to approximate an Indian village elder is
not as convincins. The production is expertly contrived v.ith a maximum of authenticity and only
the hvper-critical will point out the studio flora
and fauna.
EXPLOITATION: Stress the reputation of the
Corbett best-seller ("The True Story of India's
Greatest Hunter"), and use tie-ins with book
shops. Build up Sabu of "Elephant Boy" fame
PROGRAMMER

FILMED
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some, and Elizabeth upsets the apple-cart when
she lulks her brother into reneging on his prom
djnce date. But Jane spots Robert Stack jerking
sodas in a drug store and gets herself a dreamboai escort. Handsome Bob kindles two girlish
crushes i-nd from there on the competition is keen,
with poor
out in the
home
life isScotty
further left
complicated
by cold.
the factJane's
that
her father is secretly taking rhumba lessons from
Carmen Miranda to surprise his wife. The girls
spot the rendezvous ;in his office and ?us[)ect the
worst. Stack is getting fond of Miss Taylor, in
spite of her capricious nature, and gives her father
a stem lecture on his paternal obligations. Ames
decides to spend more time with his children, Jane
and Scotty are reconciled, and Beery proudly
demonstrates his graceful new talents to the music
of Cugat.
Dav.
HUNT
and Wendell Corey as a new dramatic performer.
Emphasize the themes of the "Human Sacrifice"
and the "Hunter Who Became the Hunted".
Wendell Corey, a disillusioned medico, is hunting in India and wounds a tiger, making it a mankiller. He later finds a little boy in a deserted settlement who has been orphaned by the tiger. He
takes him to a nearby village to be adc?pted by
newly-weds, .Sabu and Joanne Page. Sabu is the
son of the village elder, Morris Carnovsky, who
pleads with Corey to kill the tiger that is molesting the village. Corey is selfishly uninterested,
until one day the tiger attacks Miss Page, now an
expectant
mother,
losestake
her child.
Indian custom
Sabu and
mustshenow
another Bybride.
Corey also realizes that he is being trailed by the
beast that he wounded. However, he is unable to
trap the wily tiger. Finally the girl decides to
sacrifice her life as bait. "The man-eater is just
about to jx)unce when Corey arrives. He shoots
the tiger and is himself clawed to death in the
struggle. The grateful villagers ask the girl to
remain
wife and accept theirAbrams.
adopted
child as asan Sabu's
heir.

IN MEXICO

?tmo-phere, the streets, the hotels, the local
"muchachos" and snatches of Mex'can dialogue
f-^rms a realistic back-dron for th's imbroglio
"•^ou' a vi^'^hin" diTmo"^. The sleuthing denartment i? i^-indled i^v Wi'Uam Lund'gan. who
looks more like an Eisle Scout than a private
dick, and his energetic efforts to recaoture the
srern are =nDerse'^pd hv his brash pursuit of Jacoueline Wh'tp. She is olea^antlv decorative and
their romantic skirmishing provides some lively
humor. Ricnrdo Cortez is reliablv me-iacing and
T^cQueli'^e Dah ? lends a touch of sultriness. Produi'e'" Sid Ro";ell has achieved a nice blend of
local color.
EXPLOITATION: Feature William Lundi-an
as the handsome target between two lovely Jacque'ines — one beaut'ful, blonde Jacqueline White
— the other sultrv Jacqueline Dalva. Catchline;:
"He Shadoned Her Day And Night . . . And
Found A Gleam In Her Eye . . . And Mysterv
In
Mexico City!" Stress the "filmed in Mexico"
angle.

Lundigan is hired by an insurance compiiv to
trace the stolen diamond p;nda"t. One detective
h->d al-eadv disappe?red on the assignment and
his sifter. Jacqueline White, is suspected of connivance. Lundigan trails her to Mexico City, and
she repeatedly rebuffs his attempts at romantic
conquest. She goes to work singing in the swanky
night club owned by Ricardo Cortez. Lundisan
is finally convinced that she is on the level and
tells her of his mission. She is also looking for
her brother, but she resents the fact that Lundigan's interest in her was only business. She gets
a message from her brother, who has been badly
wounded and is being sheltered by a Mexican
family. She goes to him, followed by Lundigan
and they are both trapped by Cortez and his
gang of cut-throats. After he finds the diamond
he plans to knock them all off. Lundigan stalls
him until the police arrive and when the ruckus
is over, there seems to be a good matrimonial
prospect.
Dav.
FILM

BULLETIN

•TAP ROOTS' SPECTACULAR
Rate «9 • • generally
( ' niver
sal -International
109
Minutes
J' an HeRin.
HayiMrd,
Julie
London. Susan
Whitfield
Connor,Boris
Ward Karloff,
Bond,
Richard Long, Arthur Shields, Griff Barnetf.
Sondra Rodgers. Rid>y Dandricge , Russell
Simpson.
"Tap Roots" is one of the most ambitious
productions to come from U-I in many a moon
and Walter Wanger can be justly proud of this
rich and colorful pageant of American history.
It deals with the period of the Civil War, much
in the manner (if not in the scope) of GWTW
and should go a fair way along the trail blazed
by that boxoffice champion. Its inducements
are many and varied, with magnificent Technicolor, areasonably strong cast, a fiery love story
and a vivid saga culled from the annals of
Aanericana.
It found worthy cinematic substance within
th: pages of the novel by James Street, which
recounted the fabulous insurrection of a fiercely
independent band of Mississippi settlers who
refused to join either the North or the South
and were finally crushed by the military might
of the Confederacy, Alan LeMay shaped it
ir.to graphic screen material and, although the
'THE STREET WITH NO NAME'
Rat°s ♦ ♦ • generally
20tk Century-Fox
91 minutes
Mark Stevens, Richard Widtnark, Lloyd Xolan,
Barbam Lawrence. Walter Grcaza. Howard Smith,
John Mclntire, Ed Begley, Donald Buka, Joseph
Pevney .
Directed by William Keighley.
"The Street With No Name" maintains the
standard set by 20th Centurv-Fox in its previous
dncumentary-type crime thrillers. "Adapted from
the files of the F.B.I.", it savs in the foreword,
and from that point until the final su-penseful
fadeiut, audience attention is gripped and held in
a vise of realistic thrills. AlthoUTh be-t returns
will naturally be forthcomins; in the action spots,
grebes will shoot up well above the average generally, particularly where exploited and on the
basis of favorable word-of-mouth. Sole drawback
is lack of any romantic interest and the more
squeamish mav find the proceedings a bit strong,
but the box-office will not be affected m'lteriallv
by the:e deterrents. Richard Widmark, the "big
man" who created a sensation as the sadistic,
gi'^gling
killer viciousness
in "Kiss of that
Death",
againjustdisplays
pathological
varies
enougha

PAGEANT

WILL

ZOOM

BOX-OFFICE

title is not an intriguing one, it should attract
the hosts of readers who enjoyed the book since
its publicatidh in '42. The picture gives a
rather superficial account of the forces behind
the conflict, concentrating mainly on the love
story — a fiery affair ignited by Susan Hayward as a sensuous, willful beauty and Van
Heflin, her masterful, cynical lover. It drags a
bit getting started in developing the roles of
Ward Bond, the patriarch of Lebanon ^'alley,
his daughters Susan Hayward and Julie Lond(jn, Heflin the notorious journalist, Boris Karloff as a faithful Indian, and Whitfield Connor
as a vacillating suitor ; but its slow start is
amply compensated for by a smashing finale.
It is superbly photographed with all the sound
and the
furycharging
of "battlecavalry,
as the ragged
survivorshorses,
fight
off
wnth plunging
the roar and smoke of cannons and swampwater reddened with blood. That's movie-making at its best ! George Marshall produced and
directed with commendable know-how and the
Technicolor is wonderfullv realistic.
EXPLOITATION : Prime both barrels for
this "Thundering Saga of the Civil War . . .
A Breath-taking Spectacle, Torn frojn the Tap
Roots of American History !" Laud Susan Hayward for her unforgettable role as "Morna
Dabney
;" she's
the Tames
Streetreally
novel.terrific. Use tie-ins with
STRONG

THRILLER

WILL

Lebanon valley is a peaceful place before the
advent of the war and its cantankerous, old
pioneer, Russell Simpson, hopes to live to see
his. grand-daughter, Susan Hayward, married
to Whitfield Connor. But the cautious young
cavalry officer reports, for military service, leaviiig her unwed when the old man dies. Then
\'an Heflin comes into her life and he makes advances to the beauteous redhead. She resists
and, as she tries to flee to her fiance, has an
accident and injures her leg. The doctors give
ly paralyzed, but Boris
her up as permanentold
Indian, determinedly
Karloff, a shrewd
prescribed massage treatinents. Connor returns
and professes devotion, but one day ups and
runs off with her sister, Julie London. Heflin,
in spite of his onus of illegitimacy, asserts their
inevitable attraction and, to be near her, aids
her father. Ward Bond, in his foolhardy attempt to resist secession. They rally the settlers
and fortify the valley to fight off the Confederate squadrons, now headed by Major Connor. Susan, now completely recovered, goes to
Connor to stall him with feminine tactics. What
f-anspires during the night in his billet is left
to the iimagination. But he is wise to her and
orders an attack. There is a terrific battle and
practicallv all the settlers are wiped out, leavmg
Heflin and Susan to start a new life together.
York.
BE B. O.

from his previous movie role to confirm that Widmark is not just a flash in the pan, but a f>ersonality to rate star casting and one whose name
will be a magnet on the marquee of action houses.
Mark Stevens is excellent as the FBI man who is
cleverh- inserted into the ingenious crime organization, and the rest of the cast hews closely to
the line of stark realism that characterizes the
film's fast action. The title indicates the breeding
place of crime that is on the rise in America,
pirt'cularly among the youth. The story concentrates on one particular gang, whose leader, Widmark, carefully screens his recruits through access
to police records until he has built up an awesome organization. Fascinating FBI methods of
counter-attack, some seen before, some new to the
screen,
all move
effectivel>'
the oroceedings are
which
in anworked
authenticintoatmosphere
of noisy, honkv-tonk streets, raffish crowds in a
fight gym, and a deserted factory that houses the
exciting finale,
EXPLOITATION: Play up the authenticitv of
this picture
of the F,B.I,"
with
its actualtaken
locales"from
and the
F.B.I,files
personnel.
Recall
Richard Widmark's performance as the "big mm"
in "Kiss of Death". Contact local groups interested in crime prevention and detection.

'ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN' GAGS AND
Rates ® • * — generally
these days. This collection of creepy fugitives from
Universal- International
horror movies were assembled by a staff of three
I*?? minutes
scripters, and director Charles Barton squeezed a
Bud .Abbott, Lou Costello, Lon Chancy, Belt
lot of lauThs out of the shuddery situations. TypLugosi, Glenn Strange, Lenorc .Aubeit, Jane Ranical of the humor: the monster sudde"ilv gets a
dolph, Frank Ferguson, Charles Bradstreet .
look at Costello and recoils in fright. The splutDirected by Charles T. Barton,
tery comedian is in top form and his straight
man is as contention- as ever. They have dropped
their repertoire of stale vaudeville patter for some
"First you scare 'em stiff, then you sock 'em
running gag material, which is a decided improvewith a belly laugh," That seems to be the genment. Two pretty girls are involved in this screweral idea behind "Abbott and Costello Meet
ball melee, Lenore Aubert, as the "mad" lady
Frankenstein". And it works out great for those
scientist, and Jane Randolph, as an insurance inwho scare easily and laugh easily. It is a hilarious
vestigator. Glenn Strange is hidden under the monnut-cake that doesn't make any sense at all —
ster make-up, Bela Lugosi is expertly batty as
except the kind that pays off at the box-office.
Dracula and Lon Chaney portrays the Wolf Man,
It is set to touch off a sp'.urge of ticket buying;
,vho in his un-wolfish moments seems such a likfor in addition to the zany pair, it treats us with
able dope that we hate to see him get knocked off
Frankenstein's monster, stomping around in his
in the final reel, where everybody joins in a slapsecond-hand carcass. Lon "Wolf Man" Chaney
stick, macabre chase through a spooky mansion.
slavering hideously and Bela Lugosi as Dracu'.a
fiendishly thirsting for blood. All in fun, of course.
EXPLOITATION: Invite your audiences to
It is all pretty silly and mlich of it is very funny.
"See Lou and Bud— Tame the Wolf Man, Tag the
Youngsters especially will find it uproarious, alMonster and Tackle Dracula!" Use spooky getthough their parents may not approve of the kind
ups on street ballyhoo vendors and try a contest
of ghoulish company Lou and Bud are keeping
for "My Favorite Monster".
JULY

5, 1948

Richard Widmark's gang of young criminals is
responsible for two murders and many robberies.
He has an unique if complicated, method of gaining recruits. He is in cahoots with a member of
him with the
Police Advisorv Board, who supp'ies
crimin al records of prospects that he frames. After
be violates a federal statute bv robbing a bank,
the F.B,I, gets busy. Chief Lloyd Nolan sends
young Mark Stevens to masquerade as a tough
section of
vagrant and frequent the notorious
town. His onlv communication is with his liaison
partner, John Mclntire. Stevens meets Widmark
and ingratiates himself by doing some impre-sive
boxing in the latter's gym. He gets framed fora
robbery, is arrested and Widmark receives
phoney criminal record, Stevens is bailed oiit
and becomes a trusted member of the gang. His
efforts to get the goods on Widmark are conat police
bv the "leak"
thwarted Widmark
is a
that heheaddiscovers
Finallv
nnnr'ers,tinually
plant and figures out a neat revenge. He and
his gang robs a factory at night, planning to leave
Stevens to be shot bv the police. But his plan
is circumvented by the vigilance of Stevens and
Mclntire. The police and F B.I. arrive in time
to mew down the criminal gang and Nolan handcuffs the crooked policeman, Daba.
GOOSE-PIMPLES

Crates containing the remains of Dracula and
Frankenstein's monster are delivered to a Horror
Museum by baggage clerks, Lou and Bud. Costello
blows his top when he sees Dracula get up, revive
the Monster and disappear. Nobody believes his
story and the boys are accused of theft. Dracula
has taken the Monster to the island laboratory of
Lenore Aubert, the "mad" scientist, where they
plan to give the Monster an injection of fresh
grey-matter. She has be;n giving Costello the sweet
talk, actually trying out his brain for size. He
takes her to a masquerade party, where he acquires another admirer, Jane Randolph, an insurance agent. The party gets rough with the arrival
Dracula's
to prevent
is trying
who When
of Chaney,
fiendish
scheme.
he turns
into the
Wolf
Man, there is popping excitement. Costello is kidnapped to the island and Dracula and Aubert prepare for the brain transfusion. But Abbott arrives
with help in the nick of time and there is a mad
scramble in which all the bogie-men destroy one
another, and for the 'steenth time the Monster
is burned to a crisp. A gag ending sends them out
laughing.
Abrams.
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"CANON CITY' THRILLING.
Rates • • • generally, if exploited

FACTUAL

liaglc I, ion
i<2 Minutes
Scott Brady. Jeff Corey. Whit Bissell, Stanley
Clement.';. Charles Russell, DeFore.it Kelley,
Ralph Byrd, Mabel Paine, Warden Roy Best,
Alfred Cinder, Richard Bice, Henry Brawlon,
James Maf/ill. Ray Bennett, Robert Kellard,
Raymond Bond, John Doucette. Ere Marsh.
Directed by Crane Wilbur.
"Canon City" promises to be a showman's
bonanza and, powered by R-Iv's explosive promotion, should stack up an impressive pile of
niazuma. Tiie picture itself, though short of
terrific, is a wonderful example of honest reporting with a maximum of dramatic intensity.
It retells the story of the sensational break at
the Colorado State Penitentiary last December,
utilizing the original locale and sticking to the
actual events with great fidelity. And the amazing thing is tiiat a film of this quality was "in
the can" less than six months after the actual
event. Credit is due producer Bryan Foy for
this efficient accomplisliment and to Crane Wilbur for writing a taut, convincing script and
directing it with com|)elling realism. Without
introducing any obvious hokum or lurid bru-ROMANCE
Rates ® • •

ON THE
generally

HIGH

Hot weather entertainment? All-weather entertainment"Romance
!
on the High Seas" is a
gay, bouncy, gorgeously Technicolored musical
that will give paying audiences more than their
money's worth in laughs, tunes, romance and
all-around good fun. And largely responsible in
all these factors is a new screen personality,
Doris Day, formerly vocalist with Les Brown's
band, who takes to her new medium like a Kentuckian to bourbon. This bonded blonde reaches
stardom in one joyous swoop, displaying a
happy combination of good looks, a way with
a wisecrack and vocal ability that will make
the fans sit up and take notice. Four of the
six fine Jule Styne- Sammy Cahn tunes get a
torrid treatment via Miss Day's lovely larynx

OF

PRISON

BREAK

t'dity, it is a spine-tingling recreation of actuality that raises the "dccumentary" technique
in feature films to an unsurpassed level. It's
;i!l there, the chilling prison environment and
tile vicious, desperate, single-minded convicts.
Tiie real-life warden himself, Mr. Roy Best,
is much in evidence throughout the proceedings.
Slicrbondy, one of the twelve renegades, is portrayed by Scott Brady, a pnjmising newcomer,
who seems to have the same flair for rugged
roles as his brother, Lawrence Tierney. Jeff
Corey is realistic as the ring-leader and there
is wonderful bit supplied by Mabel Paige as a
a white-haired lady who slugs him with a
hammer. Photographer John Alton, of "TMen" and "Raw Deal" fame, makes striking use
ot dramatic lighting.
E:XPL0ITATI0N : Cut loose all the superlatives for this "Thunderbolt of Unleased
Fury." There are innumerable angles for street
baIl\hoo with the prison motif. But foremost,
tills front-page sensation happened just last December, and here it is NOW on the screen in
powerful, dramatic exactitude.
The factual story of how the twelve convicts
escaped and how they were captured, with a
slight re-emphasis to feature Scott Brady. He

SEAS'

Warner Bros.
99 Minutes
Jack Carson, Janis Paige, Don Defore, Doris
Day, Oscar Iterant, S. Z. Sakall, Fortunio
Bonanova, Eric Blore, Franklin Pangborn, Leslie Brooks, William Bakewell, Johnny Berkcs,
Kenneth Britton, and Avon Long, Sir Lancelot,
The Samba Kings. The Page Cavanaugh Trio.
Directed by Michael Curtic.

REPORT

ZESTFUL.

HAPPY

a young murderer, who stubbornly refuses
to join in the break planned by Jeff Corey.
Hut he gets involved when they plant their
liaiid-made guns in the photo dark-room where
he works. Their plans are ingenious, including
smuggled weapons and split-second timing, culminating during a snow-storm when twelve cons,
six of them from solitary, overpower four
guards and escape. They split up in separate
groups, some of them in guard uniforms. Three
of them with Corey hide out in the ranch house
of an elderly couple and are overpowered after
Corey is slugged by the house- wife. Stanley
Clements and his partner head for his girl
friend's apartment where they are captured,
Oi.e playing a lone hand is shot while crossing
a 1,000 ft. suspension bridge. Brady and two
others are trapped by the posse after breaking
iiito a home. Brady escapes the fusilade and
after hiding out for two days, he staggers,
frozen and half-starved, into another household.
Tiiey give him food and after their child is
stricken with appendicitis, he permits the another to go for a doctor. He tries to continue
his escape, but is caiitured at a road block. Final
score — two killed, four wounded, all returned.
Abrams.

TECHNICOLOR

as she dominates the frolicsome proceedings.
Jack Carson is an excellent foil for her peppery
personality, but he, as well as the others, takes
a back seat whenever she is on the screen, which,
fortunately, is most of the time. While Director
Michael Curtiz has kept the accent decidedly
cn comedy and music, he and producer Alex
Gottlieb embodied these in a lavish production
that enhances the film immensely. The Technicolor isparticularly good, the settings magnificent, the girls abundant and beautiful, and
even the story, nonsensical as it is, 'makes a
suitable framework for the important ingredients. Also along for laughs on the lush cruise
that hits Havana, Trinidad and Rio, are Janis
Paige. Don Defore, Oscar Levant and S. Z.
Sakall, and in the musical department, Avon
Long
(hit of "Porgy
and Bess"),
calypso
Sir Lancelot,
the Samba
Kings and
the singer
Page
Cavanaugh Trio supply sparkling specialties.
Worthy of special mention is a hilarious scene
in which vaudeville comic Johnny Berkes snitches from Carson and Levant, while they get progressively stinko on the empty glasses. '"Romance on the High Seas" should be a strong
grosser everywhere and the theatreman who

MUSICAL

gives it some extra plugging can look for smash
returns.
EXPLOITATION': For vacation-minded
audiences, here is that dream cruise to tropical
wonderlands they've always wanted. Play up
the sparkling tunes, the samba and calypso ;
the superb Technicolor, the bevy of beautiful
gals, the high comedy. And, by all means, tell
your
audiences
in Doris
Day. a wonderful new star is born
Doris Day, a night-club torch singer with
Oscar Levant's band, is persuaded, without
much difficulty, to take an all-expenses paid
cruise to the tropics by the rich — and jealous
— Janis Paige, who intends to stay at home,
suspecting husband Don Defore of chasing other
women, while the singer poses as Janis. Defore,
also suspicious, hires "private eye" Jack Carson
tc keep tab on his wife aboard ship. In the
identity tangle, Carson and Day fall in love.
In Rio, the complications reach a climax when
Day is hired as the new Society singing sen
sation and the four principals meet. But it's
all straightened out. after some broad highjinks in Day's suite, in a splurge of color and
song.
Barn.

'THE MATING OF MILLIE' FAR-FETCHED FLUFFY LITTLE FARCE
Rates • • + as dualler, n. g. for action houses
whose best years have been devoted to her career
bar as ing, atbest. As the hardy bachelor who
Columbia
to the utter exclusion of romance, finds herself
87 minutes
directs Millie's marital campaign, and who everyone
knows
is
going
to
end
up
at
the
altar
with
faced with the problem of finding a husband
Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes, Ron Randell, Willard
when she attempts to adopt Jimmy Hunt, a
his client, Glenn Ford contributes a performance
Parker, Jimmy Hunt, Mabel Paige, Virginia Brissac, Patsy Creighton, Tom Stevenson.
that can hardly be ranked with the tough guv
newly-orphaned youngster. Convinced of the inDirected by Henry Levin.
dependent character of Glenn Ford, a bus-driver
who tamed "Gilda", but is good for a few light
who walks out of his crowded vehicle when the
moments. His name, too, adds marquee value,
but his deadly attraction for the opposite sex,
Aside from making some outrageous demands
passengers refuse to "move to the rear", Keyes
hires him as a floor-walker and amateurishly tries
on the audience's credibility, "The Mating of emphasized in the film by long, low whistles
to ensnare him into marriage. He refuses to doff
whenever
he
passes
through
a
mob
of
youn-.^
Millie" is a fairly amusing bit of fluff, satisfactory as a neighborhood dualler, n.g. for action
his
bachelor's In
mantle,
oft'ersdevelopments,
to help her find
ladies,
somehow
escapes
this
reviewer's
male
viewa husband.
the but
ensuing
he
point. Two other hunks of man, Ron Randell
houses. Its efforts to marry off Evelyn Keyes, a
luscious morsel whose strenuous efforts to find a
changes
her
from
a
business
woman
to a lovely
and Willard Parker, figure in Millie's machinations and make suitable props. Seven-year-old
husband — any husband — so that she can adopt a
young
thingwith
withRon
a "bedroom
voice", encourages
her mating
Randell. substantial
head of
newly orphaned youngster, makes for a fair quota
Jimmy Hunt is made to try hard to be both lovable and impish. He succeeds in being impish.
of obvious comedy even though it never remotely
a
boys'
home,
discourages
the
w-olfish
approaches logic. Thus the few attempts to turn
Parker, and ends up himself with Keyes VV'illard
at the
Henry
Levin's direction
is purely routine.
altar.
Bam.
A department
store executive,
Evelyn Keyes,
•serious, spwttily injected into the film, are em10
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WARD S'MAU prMci^mmUHH^
Starring DENNIS O'KEEFE • CLAIRE TREVOR • MARSH A HUNT
»Mh John Ireland • RAYMOND BURR • CURT CONWAY • CHILI WILLIAMS • Dincitd by ANTHONY MANN • Wrixen by uoroio av
•nd JOHN c. HiGOiNl • twit*tt*4 by • iMry by ARNOiO
ARM$T*ON0 ond AUDREY ASHUY • A Reliance Picture • An EAGLE LION FILMS R

'THE TWISTED ROAD= HERE'S
Rates ® • • on word-of-mouth or wher
KKO Radio
Miliulcs
Catliy O'l )oiiii('ll . I'arlcy Graui/cr, Uoivani Da
Sil'iV. Jay C. I'lippcn, Helen Craig, Will
li'fifiht. laii
William
I'liipps, Harry Harvey, Marie
liryani,
Wolfe,
nirectcd by Nicholas Ray.
Tlie wily Samuel Goldwyn certainly knew
what lie was doing when he loaned a pair of
unknowns to Dorc Schary for the film version
of Edward Anderson's novel, "Thieves Like
Us." He could not have chosen a hctter showcase for these two talented youngsters, Cathy
O'Uoniiell and Farley Granger, for "The Twisted Road" (it was previously titled '"^'our Red
V'^agon" directed
) is an drama
emotion-packed,
superhly
which trulythrilling,
merits the
overworked term of ''sleeper." Only the lack
of mar(|uee names will keep it from rolling uji
smash grosses, hut favorable word-of-mouth
response will make it a strong grosser. This
modestly-budgeted production has everything
else necessary for top-flight drama — livid action, glowing suspense, honest, earthy dialogue,
inspired performances and towering above all
these attributes, a tender, yet turbulent, love
story resplendent in its sheer beauty and power.
A lion's
share
of the and
credit
must go Nicholas
to producer John
Houseman
to director
Ray. In his first directorial effort, Ray shows

A GREAT SURPRISE PACKAGE!
exploited
an imagiiiaticiii and al)iiily that bodes a bright
KXI'LOIT.M'IOX : Sell this as the "sur
fiUure in tilius. Those "touches" which lift a
prise"brilliant
picture stars.
of 1948.GiveHail
birth of both
two
l)icture from the commonplace arc in evidence new
yourthecampaign
tirroughout — in a ramshackle service station, barrels — the picture measures up!
ill a bus "rest" station, in a "get-married-quick"
Three "lifers," young Farley Granger, oneuedding chapel, in a New Orleans rooming
brutal Howard JJa Silva, and the hard,
house. The jjerformances, too, reflect director eyed,
experienced Jay C. Flippen, escape from prison
Kay's guidance. Granger makes an indelible
out in a neglected service-station ownimpression as the escaped boy-convict destined and ed hide
by Da Silva's w<jrthless brother Will Wright.
fnr a tragic end; Miss (J'Uonnell as the Wright's daughter, Cathy O'Donnell, is drav^n
frightened girl-wife who shares his fate shows
Granger, who, at 23, had already servpd
a remarkable range of emotion ; Howard da to
seven years of a life sentence for murder and
Sdva's one-eyed "Chicamaw" is a gruesome,
wants only to reach a Tulsa lawyer who ^he
gripi)ing i)ortrayal that forces us out on a limb believes can clear him. The trio stage a sucti< ])re(lict an .Academy Award for this sterling
cessful bank robbery in a small town but in
actor. The rest of the cast, notably Jay C. a subsequent auto accident. Granger is hurt and
Klippen, isHelen
Craig, excellent.
Will Wrig'ht
Ian Da Silva kills a policeman to prevent their apVVolfe,
uniformly
The and
Charles
prehension. Cathy cares for Granger and runs
Schnee screenplay is a masterful adaptation of off with him when the three separate fearing
.Anderson's gri])ping novel. liven the one song, capture. Their plans to start a new life together after they are married are thwarted by
"^'our Red Wagon," throatily warbled by the
dusky .Marie Hryant, maintains the high stand- Da Silva who forces Granger to do one more
ard set in the other departments. If this is "job." Flippen is killed in the attempt and
when Granger refuses to aid Da Silva in
another example of Dore Schary's "experiai'other robbery, the latter attempts it alone
tuental" ix)licy, more power to him. The
Schary laboratory that produced "Crossfire" and and is .shot down. With the police hot on their
"The l'"armer's Daughter" has done it again trail, Cathy, who is going to have a baby, and
Cii anger reach New Orleans, but are driven out
and the exhibitor who gives "The Twisted
and forced to hide in a motel. His last hope
Road" full benefit of his exploitation potentialities can rest assured that it will pay off at the for freedom gone. Granger arranges to leave
b"xofifice and leave him with a thankful, enCathy, but he is shot down as he takes his last
thralled audience.
look at his sleeping beloved.
Barn.

'RACE STREET' ANOTHER
ROUTINE RAFT VEHICLE
Rates • • + as dualler generally; slightly more in action spots
oflfice returns will be in direct ratio to the drawRKO
ing power f)f Mr. Raft in any particular the7y Mi>iutc.<:
atre. Discriminating filmgoers will find this
epic something less than edifying. Raft is as
George Raft. WilHaiii Bendi.v, Marilyn Ma.vimpassive as ever, William Bendix is, as usual,
Zi.'ell. Frank Faylen, Henry Morgan, Gale RobWilliam Bendix. and Marilyn Maxwell (this
bins. Freddy Steele, Cully Richards, Russell
Hicks. Richard Powers. William Forest, Jim
time a brunette) is outstanding in the looks department. Gale Robbins, as a night club canary,
Nolan, George Turner, Richard Benedict, Dean
White, Mack Grey.
renders musical diversion with "Love That
Directed by Edtvin L. Marin.
Boy" and "I'm in a Jam With Baby." Frank
Faylen is the chief menace and Henry Morgan
(not the comic) has an effective bit. The screenplay by Martin Rackin provides an adequate
The best that can be said for "Race Street"
is
that
it's
a
made-to-order
veliicle
for
George
framework
for devotees of stick-'em-up rough
Raft. That means it is the same in essence
stuff. Apparently the Johnston Office is dropas his past six or seven pictures. Thi-s one is a
ping the bars on glorification of criminals, for
yarn about a race-track handicapper that fol- here we have George Raft as a big-time rackelows in the well-worn grooves of gangster
teer — a suave, prosperous gent, irresistible to
movies. It has the usual quota of hard-faced
women and altogether a very noble fellow —
who meets his end via a lead slug, only to have
thugs, gunplay and slugging sessions. Box-

his policeman pal, Bendix, m(jurn him with,
"It's a lonelv town without him."
EXPLOITATION: Sell Raft as the tough,
suave racketeer.
As a king-pin Frisco bookie, Raft is planning
to quit the racket, marry Marilyn Maxwell and
support his new night club where his sister.
Gale Robbins entertains. But a gang of Eastcrookshis
muscle
with Henry
a "protection"
Theyern kill
bookiein pal,
Morgan.racket.
Raft
is determined for revenge, in spite of the peaceful arguments of detective William Bendix.
He takes a beating from the crooks and later
discovers that Miss Maxwell, actually the wife
(,i Frank Faylen, the gang-leader, has been playing him for a sucker. He walks into a trap
set by Faylen and is set for a rub-out, until
Bendix shows up. Guns start to bang and Raft
i< killed before the burly detective gets things
under control.
York-

'THE END OF THE RIVER' AUTHENTIC BRITISH DOCUMENTARY
Rates • • -h in class houses, tor lower half elsewhere
to trace a parable of human behavior. Yet this
Sabu, driven from his remote Amazonian vilUniversal-International (JAR)
thoughtful commentary on civilization is tempered
lage for failing to avenge the murder of his fam80 minutes
with dramatic incident and diverted by bouncy
ily, is picked up by a gold prospector and left as
Sabu, Raymond Lovell, James Hayter, Maurice
Brazilian rhythms. A high spot is the savage
a servant in the household of a cruel, wealthy
battle among stevedores armed with baggage
Denham, Eva Hudson, Milo Sperber, Nino Rostrader,
where he acqquires some semblance of civhooks.
The
picture
relates
the
adventures
of
a
sini, Bibi Ferreira, Torin Thatcher, Nicolette Berilization. When he unwittingly informs the
nard, Dennis Arund^ll, Andrea Malindrinos, Basil
primitive young Arekuna Indian who exchanges
trader's
wife
his master's infidelity, he is sent
his jungle civilization for the complexities of the as punishmentof into
Appleby, Esmond Knight, Antoinette Cellier, Akin
the jungle with a p>arty of
Wheatley, Jamex Harcourt, Arthur Goullet, Peter
white man's world. Sabu is the lad and gives a belata-tappers. Most of them are stricken with
lUing, Robert Douglas, Orlando Martins, Charles
good interpretation of the confusion inherent in beri-beri and after dreadful adventures, he returns
Hawtrey, Zena Marshall, Russel Napier, Mintg
with his new-found sweetheart, Bibi Ferreira.
his savage nature, haunted by memories of barCato.
barous custom. His wife is vividly portrayed by They both get Jobs working on a river steamer.
Bibi Ferreira, an actress of some renown in South
Ddirected by Derek Twist.
captain, Torin Thatcher, p>ersuades them to get
America. A large British cast, unknown here, Its
married and they are very happy. Then Sabu
This JAR import is the expert creation of depict a motlev crew of Brazilians with great fi- joins a phoney maritime union and quits his job
delity, although with disconcerting British accents.
to become a stevedore. There is an attempted
Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger who
The nhotographv, editing and sound are excellent
revolution and he is innocently involved. Thereachieved such artistic success with "Stairway to
after he has trouble getting a job, and when he
and Derek
Twist's direction achieves a fine reporHeaven"
and
"I
Know
Where
I'm
Going".
Huzzas
torial
objectivity.
will be forthcoming from class houses, but lack of
finally lands one. the other workers call him a
EXPLOITATION: Stress the on-the-spot procast names and the British flavor relegate this to
"black-leg". One of them attacks him with a
duction that brings an authentic picture of life boat-hook and Sabu kills him. He is arrested and
the lower slot elsewhere. It is a jungle picture,
but
can't be
exploited
with gods.
the usual
along
: "From
the this whole storv evolves during the course of the
aboutit jungle
cuties
and pagan
For ithoopla
is an
Savaee theLawAmazon
of the River.
Jungle Catch-lines
. . . Throush
Strange
trial. After his eventual acquittal, he and his
intelligent, penetrating documentary, unusual in and Evil Adventures ... To Love at the End of
Dav.
familv find peace "at the end of the river".
scope, that journeys far into the Amazon jungle
the River!"
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Behind the Scenes
SIZE-UPS
IO
SIUD
COLUMBIA
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

of Film

Productm

MONOGRAM

Janet Blair Joins Select

Product Improving, But

Exhibitors Seek Action

Set Who Have Sued Columbia

MGM

Pictures From Monogram

Chiefs Still Nervous

"^he story is that MGM executives are so
pleased with the "Three Musketeers" (Lana
Turner - Gene Kelly - June Allyson - Van Heflin)
they are asking Director George Sidney to do
a bit of additional shooting in order to make
this one of the big ones for the year.
As it now stands the picture runs over two hours
and if the plans lor the "big" campaign goes
through it v.'.U probably be tightened in some
spots to mi-kc room for the additional footage
the executives seem to want.
The situation at this studio continues to be a
little nervous. \Miile L. B. Mayer has rallied
his forces strongly and production and promotion heads are busily concentrating on means
for increasing business, the box-office is still not
responding in the tempo which MGM is accustomed to and needs to pay oflf its high production nut.
There can be no question that everybody is
trying here, but the MGM product is not living
up to the effort. First-run business on a number
of their top films ("The Pirate," "Homecoming," "Summer Holiday") has been disappointing and the greatest degree of effort is going
into finding out what is wrong with these pictures. This company is one of those who believes thoroughly in the "tried and true
formula." It may be they will be forced to
it's about time they got themselves
aadmit
new that
outlook.
It looks as though Jeanette McDonald is back
to stay for a while at MGM- The public response to her appearance in "Three Daring
Daughters" sparked Metro executives into
("Sunis In
another film
givingnow,her although
and
that one
not The
yet Morning")
ready for
the studio has picked up the Mcthe public,
Donald option and she will be, once again, a
member of the MGM star roster.
Signs of the concerted try, however, are
evident in the story of the proposed revise on
"Three Musketeers" and also in the exploitation
campaign that has provided additional frostthat is "Easter Parade." In
spite ingoffor the
the cake
fact, that this one grabbed top reviews from trade press, newspapers and national
magazines, the publicity department did not coast.
EAGLE - LION
Back three months ago, a tie-in was made
with Perry Como's radio show for a concentrated week of plugging the Ir-»ng Berlin score.
Wanger Puts First E-L
Since then, there has been gimmick after gimmick for the same purpose. Several weeks ago
Feature Into Production
in Xew York's Carnegie Hall there was a
concert devoted entirely to Berlin music
■W/ith a couple of sweet little money-makers hit- "pop"
ting theatre boxoffices around this time with the great composer himself on hand to
("Raw Deal", "Canon City"), and several more sing three songs. Climax of that program was
being readied for release, this studio is resting again the plugging of the "Easter Parade"
on its laurels momentarily. However, full-scale tunes. Last week a national hook-up radio show
gave the listening public Fred Astaire and Judy
activity will be the order here before long.
Walter Wanger gave the starting gun to his Garland from Hollywood with Mr. Berlin and
Ann Miller holding forth in New York. These
production of "Tulsa" (Susan Hay ward-Robert
Pres'on) last week. This Technicolor bigtimer are just a few of the high spots which will
is the first W^anger contribution to E-L, with undoubtedly spark the gross on this film. Howthree more already set to follow.
ard Dietz, Howard Strickling, Si Seadler and
While the deal with Lester Cowan fell through the whole department of publicity and promowhen he settled his differences with United
tion are to be congratulated on not taking the
Artists, it is still possible that the producer may good reviews for granted and stopping. The
•enter into a pact with E-L, since his UA con- "take" on this one will show how smart they
tract is not an exclusive one.
were to follow through.

JT This
wouldn't
without
a lawsuit.
time itbe isColumbia
Janet Blair
who has
finally
brought her long-drawn-out battle with the
studio into court. The immediate cause of the
suit for a mere $250,000 is Miss Blair's contention that she never got the co-star billing she
was promised on "The Fuller Brush Man." Tagged on to her suit on the billing is the statement that Miss Blair's contract with the company is finished and while she is se; J employment elsewhere, the suit now in action is for
failure to comply with the terms of her expired
pact. This actress has long been a victim of bad
casting and bad handling at Columbia, and she
must relish the idea of squaring accounts.
There is a possibility that this studio will make
a deal with Joan Crawford for the production
and release of a film tagged "Miss O'Brien."
This is a yarn about a school teacher which the
actress bought from Warner Brothers last week.
Originally, that com{>any was to produce the
film with Crawford starred, but there was disagreement on the script and now it belongs to
the actress. The deal cooking with Columbia
would give Miss Crawford a share in the profits
of the film and considerable say-so on production.
The running battle between Producer-writer
Virginia \'an Upp and Columbia studio ended
last week when she moved over to 20th-century
Fox on a brand new deal. The amusing note
on this situation which has been aired time after
time in print is that Miss Van Upp stated she
was leaving Columbia because she "loved Harry
Cohn."' It seems every time he got into trouble
■on a script, he came to her and she just could not
turn him down. Quite- a sentimental touch !
Three new weak ones got going here last
week: "Song of India" (Gail Russell-Sabu-Turhan Bey), an Albert Rogell production, another
in the Boston Blackie series, this one tagged
"Boston Blackie's Honor" (Chester MorrisMaylia) and "Challenge of the Range" ) Charles
Starrett-Smiley Burnette).

JULY

5, 1948

li^unograni is the first film company to show
rek ink on its ledger since pre-war daysThe loss was for the first six months of the
current year, but everyhcidy at the studio is
confident that earnings will take an upward
turn within the next few months. President
Steve Broidy expects the company to be m the
Llack by August.
The main trouble with this outfit, as we see
it, is that it has been turning out product that
lacks real punch and selling angles. Fi»ms of
the quality within the limits of Monogram and
Allied Artists needs some strong selling point
on which the exhibitor can hinge his campaign
to get profitable returns. Since they lack marquee names and topflight production values, an
exploitation angle is really the most such pictures can offer to attract worthwhile grosses —
that is, unless the company is content to turn
out mere supporting duallers.
Possibly "Babe Ruth" will prove the turning^
point in the history of this company. Certainly,
few p ctures have had the benefit of a more
intensive advance publicity buildup. But, if we
may judge from the comments we receive from
our exhibitor readers, they would prefer to
have Monogram concentrate on swift, actionful
niek)dramas based on exploitable themes. President Broidy, in announcing this deal, pointed
to it as a means of offsetting any of the proposals emanating from Canada to freeze film
money. The pictures will be made with Canadian dollars, but U. S. Dollars will go back
into Canada on the terms of this deal. It is
tthe present plan that Hollywood top names
v.ill be used to head the casts of these films
with Canadian actors being given lesser roles
but a full chance to get into the public eye.
Broidy was obviously jubilant about this deal
vihich
he regards as a good one for all parties
concerned.
0-ily film in work at the moment is a Jimmy
W'akely western tagged "Silver Trails."
PARAMOUNT
Virtual Shut-Down
Paramount

At

For Summer

nrhe lights in the "worry room" burn late
these nights at this sliop, too. Not that
things are any worse than they have been, but
they are certainly not any better. Even the
expected summer slow-down that hits all studios at this time of the year cannot explain
completely the pr<xluctioii pace here, which at
the moment is one picture (although six more
are promised to start "within the next few
months"). This probably means a shut-down
for the balance of the summer. The current oneand-only is "The Heiress'" (Olivia de Havilland-Sir Ralph Richardson).
One of the newer ideas has to do with using
stories that are "tailored" to suit particular
players. In other words, scripts, whether they
b • originals or adaptations will not be considered unless they are slanted toward the talents of
Iiarticular Paramount stars. (While this might
be a means of cutting the waste in buying unusable material, it is, to our view, a manifestation of one of Hollywood's basic maladies today. Everything is subordinated to the stars —
but the public isn't buying just stars anymore,
it's shopping for quality pictures.
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SIZf-UPS

Aiiuthcr sign of the times is the new acting
contracts now in effect at Paramount- Pact
c;ills for players to be on hand whenever the
studio needs them for exploitation jobs like
advertising tie-ins. As this column noted months
ago, studios are looking with a much more
eager eye at tie-ins these days for several reasons not the least of which is that they have
cut their own ad budgets drastically and this
channel of exploitation is a free way of keeping their players in the public eye and nabbing
off a picture credit. The new clause states that
payment to a star for such a tie-in is definitely
at the discretion of the advertiser. But regardless of pay or no, the star . is as obii^rated
to be on hand for such assignments as he is
to appear on time on his set. Paramount is the
first of the studios to write in this kind of a
chiuse and it is a far cry from the days when
advertising tie-ups were considered beneath the
digm'ty of top name players.
First two to roll in the Fall will be "House
of Mist" and "Rope of Sand," one, at least, of
the pair, will be shot in England. Ready for
release following "So Evil My Love," are
"Sorry, Wrong Number" (Barbara StanwyckBurt Lancaster) and "The Accused" (lyOrelta
Young-Robert Cummings.)
REPUBLIC
Yates Talking Deal
With Constance Bennett
pursuing the new plan of tie-ins with indie
producers, Herbert Yates has been huddling
with Constance Bennett on a releasing deal for
her new productions. The actress recently bought
the film rights to "In Bed We Cry," a bestseller novel by Ilka Chase, and she is planning
to produce and star in the film. In addition to
this one, the actress has another pair of films
in planning and Republic would like to add them
to their release schedule, despite the cry from
some sources that the Bennett name has no
bcx-office lure. The actress recently completed
a co-starring role in one of Republic's big budget films, "Drums Along the Amazon" which
features Vera Ralston, George Brent and Brian
Aherne.
All but two of the thirteen scheduled topbudget films for the 1947-48 program are now in
the can here. The two remaining, "Wake of the
Red Witch" and "Eagles In Exile" both roll
within the next two months. This list of films
reported to have cost approximately $12,000,000
is Republic's heaviest experiment to date in
the higher budget class. Of the group, there are
still five to be released besides the pair still due
tr. b€ made. The five to come are: Macbeth"
(Orson Welles) "The Red Pony" (Myrna LoyRobert Mitchum), "Moonrise" (Dane ClarkGail Russell), "Angel In Exile" (Adele MaraJohn Carroll) and "Drums Along the Amazon"
(Vera Ralston-George Brent). With the winding up of Roy Rogers' "Grand Canyon Trail"
and Alan Lane's western, "The Denver Kid,"
the shooting schedule is complete for the moment. However, there is no talk of summer doldrums on this lot. The summer schedule calls
for at least nine more films, a record for the
summer period. The whole attitude at Republic
is cheerful and "perked up."
RKO
Six Weeks

Shut-Down

After Schary Resigns
'T'HE sudden announcement of Dore Schary's
resignation upended this studio, giving practically everyone here a fresh case of jitters.
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N'aturally, everybody's wondering how clean
Howard Hughes' new broom will sweep. It is
generally regarded as a safe bet that Bill Dozier
will succeed to the post of studio topper.
Meanwhile, the RKO policy makers exhibited
go(jd sense in deciding on a virtual shutdown
for approximately six weeks during which only
one picture is slated to start.
The lone starter is "Interference," which R(jix-rt Sparks will produce and Jaques Tourneur
Vvill direct. This one, plus the Tmi Holt western, "Brothers In The Saddle," which started
la.it week, "Baltimore Escapade" (Robert
\ oung-Shirlcy Temple) and "Every Girl Should
lie -Married" (Gary Oant-Diana Lynn), both of
which are close to wind-up, comprise the full
summer schedule.
It is suggested, in some circles, that the slowdown here, as at Paramount, is being influenced
by the possibility of the Screen Actors' Guild
strike threat as of August 1. But the latest report on negotiations between Producers and the
S.'^G indicates that the chances for a strike are
slim. Studios like Metro, U-I and Warners
are continuing at full summer schedule, so it
seems unlikely that this situation could be having too much influence here.
SRO
Third Man' Set As First
Of Selznick-Korda Deal
"The recent Selznick-Korda deal for four pictures is about to get under way. Korda's
first for SRO release will be "The Third Man"
and, although production is not scheduled to
start until October, the unit is already at work.
Joseph Gotten is slated to have the male lead
and Selznick and Korda are mulling the advisability of using an English or American actress
as co-star. Carol Reed will produce and direct
Meanwhile, Selznick has loaned Gotten to Warner Bros, to co-star with Ingrid Bergman in
Transatlantic's (Alfred Hitchcock) "Under
Capricorn." This one will be done in England
so Gotten will just stay over for his next assignment.
The mucli-announced "What Every Young
Bride Should Know" which was to co-star
Sliirley Temple and John Agar, went off the
production list quite suddenly, with no reason
for the dumping offered. The two young players
are still tied up in RKO's "Baltimore Escapade' which may have been part of the reason
but certainly
not aall.moment
In the inmeantime,
Selznick
lost not
setting up"agent"
more
of his usual profitable loan-out deals for the
young couple. He has two set for them, though
no details have been announced, and the postponed picture will certainly not even be considered for production until these two are out
of the way.
"If This Be My Harvest" is slated to roll
within a few days. Valli, Robert Mitchum and
Louis Jourdan are the stars.
20th CENTURY-FOX
Question As To Who
B'swith indeShall Produce
TTwentieth
Century's 20th's
experiment
pendent production units is at the crossroads. The four units set up some six months
ago (headed by Frank Seltzer, Edward Small,
Edward Alperson and Sam Baerwitz) may or
may not continue, depending on the outcome
of the current talks between 20th's eastern and
western executives. President Spyros Skouras is
understood to be supporting continuance of the
inde units, while certain production executives
are driving for their elimination. Plan of the
latter element is to have B pictures handled by
the studio itself.

i'"ven in tliese days of ajmparative pennypinching, apparently there are still some yarns
worth a lot of money. This c<,mpany has just
paid Ivrnest Hemingway $125,000 for a short
story titled "The Snows of Kilimanjaro." Darthat
safebebeta title
it's awill
produce,here
Zanuck
ryl F.
to happen
thing will
first
the
change.
Speaking of title changes 20th comes up with
three this week. "Burlesque" (Betty GrableDan Daileyj goes to "When My Baby Smiles At
Me;" "A letter to Three Wives" (Jeanne
Grain- Linda Darnell-Jeffrey Lynn) gets cut
to "Three Wives." "Mr. Belvedere" (sequel to
"Sitting Pretty" will be tagged "College Boy."
We'll take odds this last one gets switched back.
Apparently, this company is hypersensitive about
titles since its experience with "Scudda Hoo,
Scudda
Hey," People
And
no wonder,
with awere
tag afraid
like that.to go see it.
L«)ks like X'ictor Mature, who is on a fat
contract at this studio, is going to make a little
extra money for his company on loanout deals
in the next few months. The actor has been
loaned to RKO for the lead in "Interference"
and immediately after that he goes in as SamB. Dfson opposite
Millt. Hedy Lamarr's Delilah for Cecil
UNITED

ARTISTS

'Atlantis' Fracas Settled;
UA Shares Filming Costs
T^hc row between Maria Montez and producer
Seymour Xebenzal has been settled. The
actress dropped her suit for $50,000 and all
differences have been "amicably" settled. This
means that there will be no further delays to
hold up the finish of "Atlantis, the Lost Continent." There are ten days of additional shootir:g required,
beyond
Montez'
contract.
It was
for the
this term
that oftheMiss
actress
was
asking additional money. But now with settlement, she will begin working next week with
the rest of the company to wind up the chore.
Final detail on the terms of the deal recently
signed with Stanley Kramer of Screen Plays
Inc. indicates that UA is participating to the
extent of $75,000 per picture on each of the
five pictures contracted for. This means that
the company will have a larger share than usual
in the productions.
Lee W'ilder, who produced the quickie, "The
Vicious Circle" (Conrad Xagel), is the latest
producer to sign with UA. He closed a deal last
week for two low-budget pictures per year for
the next two years. His first effort will be a
prison
with the Tehachapi women's prison
for
the yarn
setting.

Too bad
for fizzled
UA thatsoHarry
"Four
Faces
West"
badly Sherman's
in its opening.
This is Enterprise's last commitment to U.\
and both the producers and the releasing company could have used a solid hit.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L
Seven Shooting Despite
August Shuttering Order
A visit to this lot belies the fact that the
studio will be dark throughout August, with
everyone not required for post-shooting operation on vacation. There are seven pictures in
work here, which is a record for this company,
and for any company at this time of such a
year as this. Two new starters are "Black
Velvet," a Technicolor film, with Ann Blyth,
George Brent, and Howard Duff, and "Criss
Cross,"
Carlo. with Burt Lancaster and Yvonne De
No one seems to be able to account for the
sudden spurt this studio has taken in the past
few 'months. Strange part of the situation is
that U-I cannot be making much money on such
films as "All My Sons" and "Another Part of
FILM
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the Forest" despite critical acclaim. Even the
boost of an Academy Award for Ronald Colemoney brackets. In addition to these and other
man did not bring "A Double Life into the big
strictly prestige pictures, there have been a
number of just bad films (boxoffice wise as
well as from the quality standpoint) and yet
there seems to be a greater feeling of assurance
and prosperity on this lot than on most of the
others in town. It is to be hoped that the bank
account stays nice and full — at least, full
enough to cover the present yen apparent here
for prestige films.
The whole studio is in a state of hushed awe
over the Laurence Olivier croduction of "Hamlet." This one will be another like "Henry V",
'Great Expectations" and other English imports, that will find a hearty reception only
in isolated "class" houses. But U-I has its deal
with JAR and that is that.
WARNER

BROS.

Drooping Net Scores
Lack B. 0. Product
A quick look at the \VB financial statement
for the first six months of the year give
final proof to the statement that you cannot lick
slumping boxoffice with mediocre films. The
net profit figure as compared to the same period
last vear is down by almost 50 per cent. Not all
of this can be blamed on the type of picture
Warner Brothers has given the public in this

period, but surely there can be no denying a
portion of the guilt to that score. This is
another one of the studios that has been coastlongtime
on the
and true" formu'a
and ingitfaristoohigh
that"tr-ed
the executives
of this
outfit take a good look around the industry.
Warners was built to its peak of power by keeping its ear to the ground constantly. Then the
company got rich and fat and lazy, as witness
the past year's product.
If anybody cares, Lauren Bacall is on suspension again. This time it was a script called
'"Blowing Wild'' (a remake of Ann Sheridan's
"Torrid Zone") that caused the break. The actress
is fighting the suspension claiming that Warners
had no right to loan her to United States Pictures, they are producing the film, without her
consent, that they have repeatedly offered inferior roles instead of the top flight stuff promised her and that since the picture has no starting date or other cast, no director and no final
script it can hardly be considered ready for
production. This seems like much ado about
nothing, since one wonders why anybody should
want Miss Bacall for a picture after her performance in the forthcoming "Key Largo."
Another casting problem was settled here
last week when Jane Wyman was put into the
role in Michael
aftersecond
Ann
Sheridan
turned itCurtiz'
down. "Serenade"
This is the
film scheduled for Miss Sheridan which she
has refused.
TheJoan
other,
'Flamingo
has
been
handed to
Crawford.
This Road,"'
latter one
is
one wanted
of the and
rolesdidthenot"uncooperative"
Miss
Bacall
get.
Isn'tment there
something
wrong
with trouble
the manageof a studio
that has
so much
with
its players?
And all tlie antics of the femme stars on this

J%fews iMnd
Opinian
(Continued from Page 5>
Schlaifer Quits AMPA,
■dered the defendant film companies to make
first-run product available to the independent
in competitive bidding with the Warner chain,
was
by Goldman's
counsel,District
WilliamJudge
A.
The first
audible repercussion
from AMPA
Raps
Youngstein's
PR Blast
Gray,offered
in Phila.
District Court.
president
Ma.x
E.
Youngstein's
inaugural
A\"illiam
Kirkpatrick
the motionH. until
after thepostponed
Summer. argument on blasting the industry's "butchered" publicspeech,
relations job, made the mails sizzle last week.
In his petition, Goldman cited the high court's
It
came
in
a
letter
of
resignation
from
Charles
opinion "that in cases of this kind, competitive
bidding is an inadequate remedy and that a Schlaifer, ad-publicity director of 20th-Fox,
who stepped out of AMPA in protest against
more effective remedy must be resorted to-"
He contended that there were only two effec- Youngstein's remarks. The note was followed
tive remedies: (1) "To require defendants to by a caustic reply from the Association's prexy.
divest themselves of theatre ownership in this
Schlaifer,
is chairman
of MPAA's
public relationswho
committee,
underlined
his action
•district"
(2) a ban
Goldmanor asked
that onthecross-licensing.
court order the first with, "While I am not questioning the right of
remedy, or, if divestiture is not effected, to de- any group or person to speak out on any subcree the alternative relief.
ject,I am resigning because it was my understanding that it was not the function of AMPA
to engage in attacks upon the motion picture
industry," he decried "washing of intra-industry
Cole Steps Down In
linen in public view."
Youngstein's reply, accepting the resignation,
Texas After 26 Years
made this note : "While your resignation is the
received since my induction as presiTwenty-six years is long enough, said Col. only one
dent, we have increased our membership by
H. A. Cole, snowy-haired dean of Allied Themore than 40 new members during the same
atre Owners of Texas, and one of the founders
of National Allied, as he announced his deciMeanwhile, Youngstein in line with his argusion to step out of the presidency at a specially
ment that the PR job be entrusted to those
called
of the Texas unit's directors in
Dallas meeting
last week.
period."on a day-to-day working basis, really
"who,
Head of the group since its founding in 1922, make the public relations of our industsry," set
Cole expressed the opinion that the unit has a meeting with TOA exec director Gael Sullidiscuss
use ofrelations
AMPA's program.
manpow-er and
been a "one-man" affair too long, urging them talentsvan to in
the public
and the membership to a greater participation
in the organization's activities. He announced
that he would not be a candidate for the presiGrad Sears Appoints
dency at the unit's annual meeting next November, but offered to maintain Texas representation in national Allied as well as advisor to the
local board.
Lazarus,
Jr., 'Assistant
In a mnve presumably
intended to Pres.'
bolster UniAt the Nove'mber
meeting, aMembership
new electionin
procedure
will be followed.
ted Artists' faltering organization, president
each district will elect a director and the direcGrad Sears promoted youthful Paul N. Lazarus,
torship will name the new president and other
Jr., (35) from the post of director of advertisofficers.
ii'.g and publicity to be his executive assistant.
JULY
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lot cajne to a new high last week when Patricia
Neal, a newcomer, pulled the plum role in
"The Fountainhead" opposite Gary Cooper.
Tliis one has been the dream of every actress
01' the Warner lot as well as a few in other
studios. Well, that's show business.
INDEPENDENTS
FILM CLASSICS
A whopping increase — 240 per cent
— iii its feature production schedule puts
Film Classics in the big time next year,
with 34 features on its 1948-49 program.
Originally a reissue outfit, FC entered
the production field in the current season,
with 10 new features. It also offered 12
reissues on the '47-'48 schedule.
Half of the new feature program next
season will be in Cinecolor, it was disclosed by B. G. Kranze. distribution head.
There will also be a 12-chapter serial in
the tint and two of the approximately
e'ght reissues set for '48-'4y are Korda
Technicolor films, "Drums" and "Four
SCREEN GUILD
ffl
John J. Jones has finally resigned the
Feathers."
presidency of Screen Guild. Previous reports that he intended to step out had
been denied, but the move was announced
to
the company's
Ciiicago
last week. franshise
Jones will holders
remain asin
a member of the board. Robert L- Lippert,
executive v.p. was elected to succeed him.
There is nothing in the way of new
production to report here.

In this newly-created position, Lazarus, Jr., will
strive to "provide more effective liaison between
the United Artists president, and the sales, advertising and administration policies." (The
quotes
are U.A.'s).
Immediately
following the announcement of
Lazarus' appointment. Sears revealed that Howard (Hal) LeSieur had been named ad-publicity
director. One of the industry's most respected
ad executives, LeSieur has been with UA since
1933, prior to which he was with an important
advertising agency. His former post of assistant ad-pub head was eliminated.
Conciliation Plan Steals
Spotlight At N. J. Meeting
Overshadowing the regular agenda at the
New Jersey Allied 29th Annual Convention,
the NCA-20th-Fox conciliation plan played the
star role.
Grabbing
of interest
cussion, thethe
planlion's
was share
endorsed
not onlyandby disthe
New dent
Jersey
but by and
national
Williamunit,
Ainsv^orth
severalAllied
otherpresiunit
leaders in attendance who met in executive
session. They served notice that they would
carry their recommendation for participation
back to their regional membership for action.
Ainsworth declared, "Any movement, any
idea originating from any branch of this business which is good for this industry, that will
bring distributors and exhibitors closer together
will have the sincere support of National AlEdward Lachman was drafted for the presidency for a third term, despite his previous
announcement that he would not be available
because of pressure of personal business. Also
elected at the meeting in the Hollywood Hotel,
W'est End, were : Sam Frank and Wilbur Snaper, vice presidents ; Haskell Block, secretary ;
lied." Fogelson. treasurer ; Sidnev Franklin,
Morris
15
at~arms.
ass't treasurer and Joseph Siccardi, sergeant-
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LOBBY
wallop
TEIVDEH
TA
LE
BOARD
By
Thai
TIV'T-Man'
TEam
lolihy
Sell the lille and
withthea
is like raw meat. It has all the healthy
iiileiisity
of
its
drapoti'iitialitics and vitamins necessary to satisfy the
IIIUl.l til
which
UM->
Jniniirv maw of th< hoxofTice an<J the ehihitor who servcB
tfrliiiiquc to point up
It up tastily prepared, spiced with exph>itation, can
expect fat grosses as the result.
ihe hij:hlit;lit angleij of
llie film. see
Copyhoard"
and
"Kaw Deal" combines the same team that made
•tills for the display
"T-Men" a hoxoffice winner — producer Edward Snjall,
111 left are suggeisted in
director Anthony Mann, star Dennis O'Keefe and the
the press hook. It
Eagle Lion power-packed publicity under Max E.
also cashes in on the
Youngstein's capable direction. However, where ''Tpiei-e
popularity
the with
earlier T-Men"ofteam
Men" concentrated solely on appeal to the males, "Raw
the
hluric
"From
the
Deal" has taken on a love story in addition to the powerful action to make it palatable to the ladies as well.
makers of 'T-Men' and
packing an even greatThe triangular romance j)its Claire Trevor against
Marsha . Hunt in the struggle for the ex-T-Man's
affection
TIEUPS
er wallop!"
An
extensive
commercial
tieup campaign with
This time O'Keefe is on the other side of the law,
Emerson Radio. Aristocrat wallets. Transbut his antagonists are once again hard-bitten bad men.
World, publishers of Mysterious Traveler Comand his chief foe, a new bulky menace. Raymond Burr.
ics has heeii arranged by EL's publiciteers.
Their battle makes savage, fast-paced melodrama of the
Emerson
will plug the film in 125 key cities
v.a newspaper ads featuring Marsha Hunt, and
type that has been the exhibitor's standby, the nieatand-potato picture whose number and quality dwindled with war years and is her role in the film, and in 75 other locales,
just now beginning to come into its own again. And Eagle Lion looks like the w 11 disp'ay ;i full color 24-sheet on the same
theme. All Emerson dealers (there are 20,000
company that can dish it out in heaping and tasty portions, with an ace staff of
■ lets I w ill cooperate via window and counter
boxofficers to garnish it promotion-wise.
displays, with the exhibitor displaying the local
Youngstein s crew has cooked up an impressive press hook to help the dealers merchandise with scene stills.
Aristocrat, in ads for its "Inner Sanctum"
showman's campaign. It's chock-full of striking ads. ballyhoo and stunts that wallet,
with such outlets as LIFE, LOOK, and
are boxoffice-beckoners. They have arranged a huge tieup with Emerson
other circulation giants, and in window posters,
Radio whereby the film will be plugged in 15,000 window displays, as well as is set to plug the film.
feix-column, 300-line newspaper ads, and a big co-op campaign.
The comic mag has a sixteen-page comic strip
version
of "Raw Deal" (350.000 circulation)
Sell it as the power-packed picture by that "TNT-Men Team''. It will pay off. and offers
a special low rate reprints of the
section for use as heralds or kiddie program
giveaways.
DISPLAYS

RAW

DEAL'
"Raw Deal
Terrific

>' \ ^

TDLGH

GUNS OR WOMIN...HE COULDNT STAT AWAY
FKOM' EITHER- EVEN IF
IT MEANT HIS lini

&

For the marquee, a blow-up of O'Keefe.
stricken and firing (far left I can be used as a
cut-out. and animated by inserting a red light
in front of gun. having it flash on and off. If
the marquee is unsuitable, it can be in front or
lobby. Marquee hangers can state: "That TMen" team does it again with 'Raw Deal'."
CONTESTS
Several contests are suggested, among them
a one-day affair for newspaper or herald use
linking the picture to five famed stars who
"gave men a Raw Deal in films." EL has a 3column mat depicting Gene Tierney.
Barbara Stanw-yck.
Rita Hayworth, Lana
Turner, and Jennifer
Jones. Another good
stunt is for an InReporter to:
use
thequiring
question
"What's
the
worst
raw deal you ever
ADS
II I'rmluction rclc3M.d b) back L.m FJnn.
COMING
The newspaper ads
at left are
highlypoint
dramatic as they
up the theme.
"Guns or
Women"
The teasers
( right) are of two
types : Pictorial
(top) uses scenes
with got?"
provocative
copy; the block type
sells the title with
power copy.

SOON TO rf^AreE

EmorrATiON

RAW

DEAL...

The

pictuee

T-Man

-\o less than five of the personalities
that made "T-Men" boom into the higher
hoxoffice brackets are responsible for "Raw
Deal": Producer Edward Small, star Dennis
O'Keefe, Director Anthony Mann, cameraman John Alton and Writer John C. Higgins.
And. of course, the same company that did
such a tremendous selling job on that earlier
film, Eagle Lion.
They have been augmented by two lovelv
ladies, principals in a romantic triangle that

Goes

<i«»

Tough

issue

Guy

now enhances the melodrama for the so-called
weaker sex.
In this one O'Keefe steps over to the
other side to portray a tough guy who breaks
jail to claim his share of robbery loot from
the ganglord who framed him. Strewn along
his bullet-blasted road to vengeance, th."tough guv leaves a trail of violence, tempered
with a tragic love affair, that ends in his
death. Claire Trevor is the moll w ho remains
faithful to the end, and Marsha Hunt, the
innocent whose love lures him to his fate.

Shart

Subjects

THE SLJMMIvR vSLUMP doesn't mean a ihin^ to UniversalInternationai's sales organization, headed by vice-president
William A. Scully. DesignatinjT July as U-I World Premiere Month, Scully has set no less than four major debuts
in various sections of the country, according the bows the
works, including star ])ers()nal a])])earances and a fullfledged promotion cam]«ign for each. On the first, "ManEater of Kumaon" had its simultaneous World Premiere
at NY's Winter Garden and aboard a Pan-American Clipper flying over India; "Feudin*. Fussin' and A-Fightin' "
gets its opening in a dual-city debut, Omaha and Des
Moines, on the eighth ; "Tap Roots" bows in Philadelphia
on July 14, and the Hnale will have "Mr. Peabody and the
Mermaid" in Atlantic City on the 28th. The Liars Club
of America, incidentally, meets in the convention at the
World's Playground that week, and, 'tis rumored, will be
a major factor in the prejarations for the preem.
IN AN AD for the opening of "The Noose Hangs High" at
Philly's first-run Aldine: "Extra! America's Startling
Answer to Free Enterprise, 'Letter to a Rebel'." Oh, dear
what will Mr. Thomas say! (N. B. "Letter to a Rebel" is
the Johnston office-sponsored short plugging democracy
and its greatest asset, free enterprise, copy above notwithstanding.)
THE

TELEVISION THREAT is goading independent producers into a if-you-can't-fiight-it-get-w'ith-it movement.
Four indes have set up video production units in the last
few weeks. Selznick chartered the Selznick Television Corp.
in Delaware and named Milton A. Kramer as j)resident;
Cecil B. Dc Mille is establishing a separate company to
make films for television ; John Ford and Merian C. Cooper
have formed Argosy Television, Inc. and plan a new technique using a combination of live actors and processed film
and Roberts Productions, the Bob Roberts-John Garfield
outfit, unveiled plans for the production of a series of halfhour subjects for use before the television cameras.

ASSERTEDLY TO PROVIDE more effective liaison between United Artists' president Grad Sears and the company's sales, advertising and administration policies, Paul
N. Lazarus, Jr., has been named to fill the newly-created
post of Executive Assistant to the President. The 35-yearold Lazarus who leaves his post as Director of Advertising
and Publicity for the company to assume his new augmented duties, thus reaches heights rarely attained for one
of such tender years. Lazarus has been in the industry
since 1933 when he joined Warners as an assistant in the
press book department rising to a promotion directorship
and thence on to the A-P post for UA. His successor in
that post is expected to be named shortly.
SPYROS P. SKOURAS AND J. EDGAR HOOVER costarred as hosts to Washington officialdom at the special
preview of 20th-Fox' "The Street With No Name" at the
vStatler Hotel last Wednesday (30th). Hoover's participation added indirect endorsement to the official approval of
the FBI on the film, first drama on crime in the US so endorsed.

UNCLE SAM'S POSTOFFICE DEPARTMENT is going
to lend a hand in TOA's Youth Month Program this September. After conferring with Postmaster General Jesse
18

By BARN
M. Donaldson, TOA's executive director Gael Sullivan
was informed by the cabinet member that his department
has been authorizeed to issue a special commemorative
stamp honoring the Youth of America.
THE NEW BABY, NTFC — Nati(jnal Television Film
Council — showed remarkable vigor in its first meeting
since its birth on May 18. With Melvin L. Gold as temporary chairman, the youngster came up with a form of
standard exhibition contract offering mutual protection to
distributors, stations and agencies; a central information
bureau ; and — brother, will this get actifjii — an efi'ort to
provide "arbitration" facilities for the exliibition and distribution of films on television. Gold, ad-publicity director
of National Screen and spark-plug of NTFC, was renamed temporary chairman until elections in September.
A POTENT ARGUMENT against extensive production of
films solely for children was advanced last week by the
MPAA's National Children's Film Library Committee.
"No small part of the movies' charm for children may rest
on the fact that movies are not 'made for children' — that
movies are a part of the grown-up world in which a child
may share," the committee declared. A clincher was the
"wiggle test", i.e., if the kid jury squirms or gets restless
during the screening to pick suitable pictures, which showed
that "wholesome films which are th(jroughly enjoyed by
adults, arc equally popular with children." Representative
films of this type include "Bambi", "Going My Way", "My
Friend Flicka" and "Natif)nal Velvet", among others.
OF

MEN AND THINGS: The travelers were busy last
week. U-I's Bill Scully, sales chieftain, and Maurice Bergman, Eastern ad-publicity director, shipped at midnight last
W ednesday (30th) for England to huddle with JAR officials . . . Practically the entire 20th-Fox home office emigrated to Movietown last week for sales and promotion
confabs with studio chiefs Joseph M. Schenck and Darryl
Zanuck. The execs included prexy Spyros P. Skouras,
sales head Andy W. Smith, ad-publicity topper Charles
Schlaifer, W. C. Gehring, assistant to Smith, and MurraySilverstone, foreign president . . . And over at Columbia,
execs Jack Cohn, A. Schneider and Leo Jaffe left Wednesday to be followed on Friday by A. Montague and Joseph
McConville for the annual mid-summer studio conference
. . . Astor's Bob Savini also had the West Coast as his
destination for production conferences and lay groundwork
for several deals . . . M-G-M's Bill Rodgers revealed four
changes in the field of sales to take effect July 12th: William D. Gaddoni. Chi salesman, becomes manager of the
Omaha exchange ; Gerald E. McGlynn succeeded D. C.
Kennedy in the top sales post at the Des Moines branch;
Vincent Flynn goes up to ass't branch manager at ]\Iilwaukee, and Harry Buxbaum in the same spot at the
'Frisco branch . . . Eagle Lion's William J. Heineman,
v.p. in charge of distribution, announced "wdth deep regret"
the resignation of Joseph Minsky as E-L's district sales
head for the Philadelphia-Pittsburgh- Washington areas to
enter another field . . . Thomas D. Kirk steps out of
Republic's Dallas branch as manager, with John J. Houlihan moving over from Cleveland to replace him, and Irwin
Pollard going into Houlihan's old spot . . . Sack Amusement of Dallas opens a completely-staffed New Orleans
branch on July 12, headed by Alton Dureau, formerly
with 20th-Fox.
FILM
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BANISH FEAR
National Allied
To some exhibitors who have been pushed
around for so many years it was difficult to
beh'eve that what Allied leaders told them
about the decisions was really so. Of course,
they had been exposed to propaganda disseminated by some film representatives and circuit
heads to the effect that the decisions "did not
mean a thing" ; that "things will go on just
as before" ; that "there is not $50.00 of value
to the exhibitors in the decisions." A few
still exhibited fear lest they be punished by
the exchanges and circuit heads if they assert
their rights under the law as declared by the
courts.
Those exhibitors are reminded of the stirring
words of F. D. R.'s first Inaugural : "The only
thing we have to fear is fear itself."
Independent exhibitors in the future must be
bold in their thinking and bold in the assertion
of their rights. Fear of retaliation must be
banished. The courts have been so clogged with
motion picture cases in recent years that they
will be intolerant of any further efforts by the
distributors or by the circuits to continue their
monopolistic practices or to retaliate against
exhibitors who assert their legal rights. Exhibitors must be made to realize this.
This condition also places a responsibility
upon the exhibitors. There is danger that some
of these, fired by enthusiasm and the rankling
of old abuses, may go too far in the assertion
of their rights. Bad cases 'make bad law and
a few improvident and badly prepared actions
may cause us to lose some of the ground we
have gained and thus deprive deserving exhibitors of the relief to which they are justly
entitled. Let us be bold but let us not lose
our heads.
J. p. EXHIBITOR, LEADER
Theatre On tiers of America
The crisis is one of leadership — not the
lack of it, but the will required to participate
directly and fully in civic affairs. The exhibitor
must seize the opportunity to become a civic
leader. He must reach out and retain a position
of esteem and dignity on Main Street, along
with the banker, the editor and the druggist.
bat place of respect in the community is justly
his if he will but plan and act to achieve it.
Civic leadership for the exhibitor is not a
part-time job. Every program for community
betterment has an opening for the vision and
experience of the local theatre exhibitor. On
an ever widening front, in the fight against
disease, crime, bad housing and inadequate
recreation for young and old. the voice of the
exhibitor will receive a respectful hearing.. He
must not wait to be called. He must ask to
be heard,
— Gael Sullivan
Executive Director, TOA
EXHIBITOR

SALESMEN

Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
In a suit brought by a Maryland theatre for
5?1 50,000 triple da'mages two film salesmen were
named among the defendants. It was charged
that a theatre operated by the two salesmen
had a monopoly of first run product and it was
alleged that the fact that these men covered
that territory for their respective companies
gave them an advantage in inducing the distributors to grant them favors in run. clearance, percentage and playing timeIt does seem quite possible that film salesmen
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AT whereby
'EM
There isUPoneAND
method
many
exhibitors cannot only check the drop in
box office receipts but can bring about
an increase.
That is better selling of every worthwhile picture to their patrons.
Many exhibitors are now doing a good
selling job, but there are far too many
sitting back expecting business to come
to them without exerting the proper
effort through exploitation and new selling ideas.
The lush business of the war years
is over. The time has arrived when
every exhibitor must go to work and use
every bit of showmanship of which he
is capable.
Rockv Mt. Allied.
owning a theatre might be in a position to
secure favorable treatment from the companies
they represent and this would be true to an
even greater extent where branch managers
and distributor personnel of higher position
operated theatres.
BUY

CAUTIOUSLY

Allied Rocky Mt. Independent Theatres
Trade paper reports are to the effect that
theatre business has fallen off to the extent
of a national average of 25% in recent months.
In some instances, business has dropped to the
extent of 50% according to these reports.
You can easily determine the extent to which
business has dropped in your own theatre.
Regardless of the fact that the distributors
have full knowledge of this condition, they are
making a very determined effort not only to
maintaincreaseformer
filmtherental
but to the
inthem and at
same prices
time increase
number of percentage pictures with each group
sold.
Unless exhibitors fight to keep rental prices
down and in line with their ability to pay and
carefully select only those pictures which are
suitable for their individual situation, they are
bound to run into serious difficulties in an effort
to make their theatre operation profitable 1
AUCTION SELLING
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
Many exhibitors wondered whether or not
the Supreme Court decision meant that competitive bidding was merely not mandatory or
if it was not even per'missable. Some companies
are continuing auction selling in those spots
where it is at the request of the exhibitor and
their basis for so doing is that there apparently
is no place in the court's opinion where competitive bidding is labelled illegal or no suggestion that the majors would be indulging in
unfair practises in employing that system.
CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St,
Ne-w York, N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
Will lease or buy theatre in Eastern Penna.
or New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.

the Court ofdid
that(auction
"delegation
of
theYetmanagement
the say
system
selling)
to the discretion of those who had the genius
to conceive the present conspiracy and to execute it with the subtlety which this record
reveals, could be done only with the greatest
reluctance."
ON

THE DECREE
ITO of Ohio

Section 5 of the Court's decision states :
■'The Court enjoined defendants from performing or entering into any license in
which the right to exhibit one feature is
conditioned
uponfeatures
the licensee's
one
or
more other
. . . Wetaking
approve
that restriction . . . We do not suggest that
films may not be sold in blocks or groups
when there is no requirement, expressed
or implied, for the purchase of more than
one film. . . ."
means
li'mitationTheon foregoing
the number
of that
films there
that is
an noexhibitor
may license at one time. But the right to license
one feature may not be conditioned upon the
licensee's
more other
features.
And to thetaking
extentonethatorlicensed
films have
not
been trade-shown, and the exhibitor buys them
in a group, he is entitled to reject 20%, this
right to be exercised in the order of release
and within 10 days after opportimity has been
afforded to inspect the feature.
Regarding the matter of clearance. National
AUied's Counsel, A. F. Myers has prepared
specimen letters to be sent to distributors by
exhibitors who desire to request the elimination or reduction of clearances. These specimen
letters will be furnished upon request.

Your Service — Our Responsibility
NEW

JERSEY

MESSENGER

SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers
a.M) N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-4«2.S

THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

we thank all theatre owners and managers who
cooperated with us ty putting return trailers In
the proper addressed CMitainers and for wrapping
and addressing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday
each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St..
Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers
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RELEASE

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release nunnber.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running tinne in States where there
1$ censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 progranns
unless otherwise noted. (T) imnnediately following title
and running tinne denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (54)
Completed ( 3)
Completed (21)

In Production (2)
In Production (0)
In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SONG OF INDIA
Drama — Started June 21
Cast: Tuihan Bey, Gail Russell, Sabu.
Producer-Director: Albert S. Rogell
story: Inlian pi-ince eiUu-ated in Englanil tries to moilernize his country but
liise-! out In a more primitive ruler.
BOSTON BLACKIE'S HONOR
Mystery — Started June 21
Cast: Chester MoiTis, Mayalia.
Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Director: Sa'^ mour Friedman
.«tor.v: Dostnn Blat-kie polves mystery
rhinatown'.s murder and mi.'ssing
jewels.
WINGS WESTWARD
Western— St: rted June 21
Cast: Gsne Aulry, Patricia White.
Producer: Armand Schaefer
Director: John English
Flyinp (irest raiiKer battle.- to save forests fi'oni blig:ht caused by big
Stori
lumber interests.
CHALLENGE OF THE RANGE
Western — Started June 24
Cast: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette.
Producer: Colbert Clark
Director: Ray Nazarro
Story: Durango Kid fights landgrabbers.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Rev.
Rel.
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No.
Adventures in Silverado (75)
Bishop-Henry 11-10.. .3-25.
Arliansas
Vincent-Hot Shots ... 3-29.. .7-29.
Details Swing
under title: Texas Sandman
Best Man Wins (75)
Buchanan-Lee 12-22.. . .5-6.
Big Sombrero, The
Autry-Verdugo 8—18..
Details under title: A Little Spanish Town
t
Black Eagle
Bishop-Patton 5-10..
Black Arrow, The
Hayward-Blair
8-4..
.7-1.
Blazing Across The Pecos (55)
Starrelt-Burnef e
11-24.. .6-3.
Blondic's Reward (67)
Singleton-Lake 9-29..
Details under title: Blondie's Night Out
Blondie's Secret
Single on-Lake
6-7
Congo Bill
McGuire-IVloore 5-10
Coroner Creek (C) (90)
Scott-Chapman 9-29... 7-48
Dark Past, The
Holden-Cobb
6-7
Details under title: Hearsay
El Dorado Pass
Slarrett-Burnette 6-7
FBI
0' Keefe-Hayward 10-27...
5-24
FullerMeets
Brush Scotland
Man, TheYard
(93)
Skelton-Blair
6-48
Gallant Blade (C)
Parks-Chapman 12-8
Gentleman From Nowhere
Donaldson-Litel 5-10
Glamour Girl (68)
Krupa-Recd
9-1... 1-16
HerDetails
Wonderful
under Life
title: The Eternal Melody Kiepura-Eggerth 11-10
I Love Trouble
Tone-Blair
5-26... 1-48
2-2
Details under title: Double Take
I Surrender Dear
Jean-Street
3-1
Lady from Shanghai, The (87)
Hayworth-Welles 10-14... 5-48
Let's Fall in Love
Lamour-Ameche 1-19
Loaded Pistols
Autry-Britton
Loser Take All
Mitchell-Nigh 3-15
Details under title: Winner Take Nothing
Loves of Carman, The (T)
Hayworth-Ford 11-24
Lulu Belle
Lamour-Monfgomcry ..11-10
Man From Colorado, The (T>
Ford-Drew
3-17
Manhattan
Angel
Jean-Ford
3-15
Details under title: Sweetheart of the Bluei
Mary Lou (66)
Lowery-Barton 9-15... 1-23.
.3-29
Mating of Millie. The (87)
Ford-Keyes
7-7... 4-28.
My Dog Rusty (67)
Donaldson-Litel
4-8.
Phantom Valley (53)
Starrett-Burnette 8-4... 2-19.
Port Said (69)
Bishop-Henry 12-22 ... 4-15 .
.2-16
Princ* of Thieves (72)
Hall-Morlson 5-12... 1-48.
Quick on the Trigger
Starrett-Burnette 6-21
Relentless (93)
roung-Chapman 12-9... 2-48.
Details under title: Three Were Thorough breds
Return of October, The (T)
Fort-Moore
9-29
20
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Return of The Whistler, The (63)
Ouane-Aubirt 10-27
Rusty Leads the Way
Donaldson-Molletl 3-1
.3-15
Details under title: Rutty Tahet a Walk
Rusty Saves A Life
Dcnaldson-Litel
Sign of the Ram, The (84)
Peteri-Knox
8-4...3-'8.
Singin' Spurs
Hoosier Hot Shots
Six Gun Law (54)
Starretl-Saunders 7-7 1-9
in Hound. The (Serial)
Crabbe-Blake
5-26.... 9-4.
Song of Idaho (66)
Hauler Hot Shoti
3-30
Strawberry Roan. The
Aulry-Henry
7-7
Superman (Serial)
Alyn-Nell
2-16 . .1-48
.7-15
.4-1 10-27
Swordsman, The (T) (81)
Parks-Dr-w
12-9. ...?-«
Tex Grainger (Serial)
Stevens-Stewart
8-4.
.3-15
Thunderhoof
Foiter-Blihop 2-16
Details under(77)
title: Wild Fury
.5-13.
To the Ends of the Earth (109)
Powell-Hasio
12-9. .2-48.
Trapped by Man
Boston Blackle (67)
Morris-L'ne
12-22.
Undercover
Ford-Foch
5-24..
Walking Hills
eeott-Rainei
5-24
West of Sonora (55)
ftarrett-Bornette 9-29. . .3-25
Whirlwind Raiders (54)
Starrett-Saunders
. 9-15... 5-]3
Woman from Tangier, The (66)
J rgers-Du ne
9-29 .2-12
Wrangler. The (C)
Tntts-Britton 4-12
EAGLE-LION
Completed (38)
Completed ( 7)

1947-48 Features
Westerns

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
Tl'LSA
Western — Sta.rted June 24
Cast: Susan Hayward, Robert Preston , Pedro Armanderiz.
Producer: Walter Wan/, i
Director: Stuart Heisler
Slorj-; l-'ight between oilmen and cattlemen in Oklahoma at turn of centtiry.
RELEASE CHART
1947-48
COMPLETED
_
... 812 Rev.
Details
Tide — Running Time
Cast
Nc.
. . .821
Rel.
Adventures of Casanova (83)
ieCordova-Nash
5-12 . . 5-19 .826
As i,ned to Danger (66)
Raymond-Nash
2-7
. . .2-2
Born To Fight
Brady-Sha*
3-15 ...
Ca 0 1 City (83)
Brady-Meade
3-29 . .6-30 ... 824
Check Your Guns (55)
Cean-Ga e,
7-7 . . . 1-24
. 12-g
Clo>c-up (76)
Baxter-Gilmore 12-22 . . , 4-24 . . .820
Cobra Strikes. The (62)
Ryan-Fraser
1-5 . . . .6-9 . ., .810
Enchanted Valley (C) (77)
Curtis-Gwynne ....... .9-1 , . .3-27 .817 . .3-2&
. .1-17 . . 8'3
Headin'
Heaven (71)
Erwin-Farrell
Inside theForWall
Sremer-Carlson 8-4
6-7
It's
Moider
Switzer-Whalen
5-12
... 1-5
Hollow Triumph
Henreid-Bennett 2-16
Lady At Midnight
Denning-Lee
3-15,
Let's Live
A Little
Lamarr-Cummings 7-21
3-1 .10-18.
. .1-3.
Linda
Be Good
(67)
Hubbard-Knox
.808. .10-27
Man from Texas (71)
Craig-Bari
5-26
.815. . .4-12
Details under title: A Texas Story
.6-23. .825. . .6-2]
Mickey iC) (87)
Butltr-Goodwin 11-10 . .7-28.
7-14.
.819. . .4-12
Noose Hangs High, The (77)
Abbott-Costello 11-24 .4-27. .830
Northwest Stampede (79)
Leslie-Craig 7-21
Details under title: Wild Conquest
.828
Ociober Man, The (91)
Mills-Greenwood .... Foreign ... 3-20 .816. . .3-29
Oliver Twist
Davies
Foreign .5-5.
Open Secret (70)
Ireland-Randolph 9-1 5-12. .813
.857 .2-16
Prairie Outlaw
Dean-Holt
11-10
Ranpage
M'tch ll-Lcng
12-22 . .5-26.
RawDetails
Deal under
(78)
O'Keefe-Trevor 11-24
.822. . . .6-7
title: Corkscrew Alley
. . .4-3.
Ruthless
(104)
Scott-Lynn
9-1
.
818 . . 3-29
Details under title; Prelude to Night
.848
.3-27. .829
Seven Sinners (86)
Dietrich-Wayne Reissue .. .7-21.
Shed No Tears (70)
Ford-Vincnt
3-1
Sm gglers. The (85)
Redgrave-Kent Foreion . .1-31. .827
2-2
.7-7. .811
.849
Spiritualist. The (79)
Bey-b^ri
1-19 . ..3-27.
Sutter's Gold (93)
Arnold
Reissue
.823
Sword of the Avenger (76)
Delgado-Gurie
6-2
8^8
Tioga Kid (54)
Dean-Ates
6-16
.i2-22
.814
T-Men (91)
O'Keefe
7-21...
9-1. 1-10 .803.
Take My Life (85)
Gyr.t-Williants Foreign ... 2-28
Tomorrow You Die
Ireland-Ryan 5-12 . .2-21.
.5-10.
.854.
Tornado Range (56)
Dean-Holt
Twenty-Nine Clues
Basehart-Brady
FILM
1947-48 Features

CLASSICS
Completed ( 8)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Rel.
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
. .5-7.
Aroylo Secrets
Gargan-Lord
Blonde Ice (72)
Paige-Brooks
3-1 .5-20.
. .4-1.
Devil's Cargo
Calvert-Hudson
Miraculous Journey (C)
Calhoun-Long 4-12
Money Madness
Ralferty-Beaumont
4-15
Sofia (C)
Raymond-Gurie 3-29... 6-48
Unknown Island
Grey-MacLane
6-21
Details under title: The Unbelievable
FILM

Rev.
.6-21

BULLETIN

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Completed (39)

1917-i8 Fealiire-.

In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE NUMBERS RACKET (Enterprise)
Drama — Started June 2
Cast: John Garfield, Beatrice Pearson, Thomas Gomez.
Director: Abraham Polonski
Producer: Bob Roberts
story; Difflculties of two brother.s caught up in numbers racket and tryiiis;
to quit.
LITTLE WOMEN
Drama — Started June 28
Cast: June Allyson. Elizabeth Taylor, Margaret O'Brien, Peter
Lawford, Janet Leigh.
Producer-Director: Mervyn LeRoy
Story: Adapted from famous novel.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rel.
No.
Title — Rynning Time
Cast Details
Rev.
Act of Viclence
Hefl n-Ry.in
6-21.
Bribe. The
Taylor-Gardner 6-21.
•♦ ■
Words and IVlusic
Garland-Rooney
4-26.
(all star)
Mar.
COMPLETED
1947-48
Alias The Gentleman (74)
Beery-Patricw
5-13 . Apr
B. F.'s Daughter
Stanwyck-Hellin 8-6 .June
Big
City.
TheWild.(103)
O'Brien-IVIurphy 10-27.
Bride
Goes
The
(98)
Johnson-Allyson
7-7.. .Mar.
Details under title: Virtuous
Cass Timberlane (119)
Tracy-Tirner
5-12.. . . Jan .
Command DecisioH
Gable-Pidgcon 4—26..
Date With Judy. A
Beerv-Powell
1-5..
.Ivy .
Eaiter Pf.rade (T) (103)
Astaire-Garland 12-8.. '.ia\y'.
Gone With the Wind (T)
Gable-Leigh
Reissue.. .Feb.
Good News (T) (95)
Lawford-Allyson 3-31,. .May
Dec.
Gfeen
Dolphin
9-30. . .Nov.
Detail
under Street
title: The Personal Touch Turner-Hell n
Feb.
High Wall. The
Taylor-Totler
7-7..
Homecoming (113)
Gable-Turner
9-15.. .Aug.
If Winter Comes (97)
Pid9?on-Kerr
6-9..
lulia Misbehaves
Garson-Pidg«OR 1-19.. Jan
Killer McCoy (103)
Rooney-E. Taylor
6-23.. . Dee.
Luxury Liner (T)
Brent-G (ford
9-1..
Kissing Bandit, The (T)
Sinatra-Grayson 5-26..
Master
of
Lassie
Gwenn-Leigh
9-29..
Details under title: Hills of Home
On An Island With You
Williams-Lawford 6-23.. .June.
Pirate. The (T) (102)
Garland-Kelly
3-3.. .June.
Search. The (105)
Clift-MacMahon
Summer Holiday
Rooney-DeHaven
7-8. . Apr .
Sun in the Morning, The (T)
MacDonald-Nolan 5-10. .Aug.
Soithern Yankee
Skelton-Oahl
2-2. . .Apr.
State Of The Union (120)
Tracy-Hepburn 10-13..
Three Godfathers, The (T)
Wayne-Armendariz 5-24.
Three Musketeers (T)
Turner-Kelly
2-16.
Tenth
Avenue Daughters
Ang»l (76)
O'Brien-Murnhy
4-1. . .Feb.
Three
Daring
(T)
(115)
MacDonald-lturbi
11-25..
.Mar.
Details under title: The Birds and the Bee*

.818.
. .2-16
.820
. 827 . . . 3-29
.819. . .3-15
.813. .11-10
. 3000 6-7
.810.
.12-22
.811
.815
.826
814 !i^-27
1-5
'..809.

828. .. .5-24
.825.
.4-12
821 4-12
.824. . .3-29
.1-19
816. .2-16
.817.

MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (26)
Completed (II)

In Production (1)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SILVElt TRAILS
Western — Started June 21
Cast: Jimmy Wakely, Cannonball Taylor.
Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Christy Cabanne
Storv; Not available. See next issue.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time
Cast
Rev.
.Details
. 5-24 . Rel.
Last of the Badmen
MacDowall-England
Kidnapped
Sullivan-Reynolds
. . . 6-21 .
COMPLETED
1947-48
Angels'
(67)
Gorcey-Gray
11-24 3-21. . .4708.
ReleasedAlleyoriginally
under title: When Strangers
Marry
Back Trail
Brown-Hatton
7-18. .4757.
.4713.
Campus Sleuth (66)
Stewart-Preisser 12-8... 4-18. .4762.
Cowboy Cavalier
Wakely-Taylor
7-4. .4755.
Crossed Trails (53)
Brown-Hatton
4-11..
Docks of New Orleans (70)
Winters-Young 11-24 4-4. .4712.
Fighting
Mad
(75)
Errol-Kirkwood
9-15
2-7.. .4709.
Details under title: A Palooka Named Joe
Fighting Ranger, Th«
Brown-Hatton
6-7
.4714.
French Leave (64)
Cooper-Coogan 2-2... 4-25.
Details under title: Kllroy On Deck
Frontier Agent (56)
Brown-Hatton
5-16. . .4756. .
High Tension
Gorcey-Hall
6-7
I Wouldn't Be in Your Shoes
Castle-Knox
2-16. . .5-23. . .4716.
Jiggs and Maggie in Soeitty (66)
Yule-Riano
9-29 ... 1-10 .. 4704 .
Jinx Money (68)
Gorcey-Caldwell 1-19 .. .6-27 . . .4717 .
Kidnapped
MacDowall-England ...5-24
Michael
O'Halloran
Roberts-Beckett
Music Man
ttewart-Brito 4-12
5-24
Mystery of The Golden Eye
Winter-Young
4-26
Oklahoma Blues
Wakcley-Belmont 1-19 ... 3-28 .. .4761 .
Overland Trails (58)
Brown-Belmont 11-24 ... 1-31 .. .4751 .
Partners of the Sunset
Wakely-Larson
5-6
Perilous Waters (66)
Castle-Long
9-1. . .2-14. . .4707.
Range Renegades
Wakeley-Holt
6-5... 4766.
Rocky (76)
McDowall-Barrier 8-18. .. .3-7 .. .4705.
Rose of the Rio Grande (60)
Carroll-Movita Reissae .. .3-14 .. .4710.
Shanghai Chest, The (65)
Winters-Best
2-16. . .7-11. . .4718.
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Details under title: Mu dcr by Al|:h.ibe:
Sign of the Wolf (69)
Sixteen Fafioms Deep (Anseo)
So a ( Pol lies (68)
Song of The Dri.ter (53)
Stage
St uck
Ir g ermin
ALLIED ARTISTS
Babe
Rulh
S'ory,
The
DudeDetailj
Goes i:nd
V/est,
The
(87)
r title:
The
Tenderfoot
Hunted, The (85)
It Hap rned on Fi th A enoe (115)
Panhandle (84)
Smart Womin iJO)
SongDetails
of ^yunder
Hearttitle:
(89)
Tragic Symphony

Whalm-Erady
Reissue ...5 2 4711
Lak -Chaney
7-25. 4831
Prtisser-Sttwirt 9-15 . . . 1-3
WakI Co s
11-10 .1-17
627
685 1-5
Long-Richmond
Brown-Hatton3-15. 6-13.
6-20. 44752
1"
Cendi--Tr
vor ... 3-19
Albert-Storm
12-8 . 8-30 .
Belila-Foster 4-14.... 4-7
Storn-Otrore
4-19
Cameron-Downs 9-29 .2-22
Bennett-Ahcrne 10-27 .4-30
Sundstrom-'.ong 2-3 . 1-31

8. . .6-21
6
1 . .2-17
5
7
4 . 11-24

PARAMOUNT
1947-48 Features

Completed (40)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE HEIRESS
Dra.ma — Started June 21
Cast: Olivia de Haviiland. Miriam Hopkins, Montgomery Clift, Sir
Ralph Richardson.
Producer-Director: William Wyler
.story: Taken
concerning wealthy father's objections to
loi-tune from
huuterIHroadway
courting play
his dau.chter.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Ti:le — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Special Agent
Eythe-Reeves
5-24
COMPLETED
1947-48
Accused, The
Vo'ing-Cummirgs 4-26
Alberquerpue (C) (&0)
Scott-Br.tton 3-3 . .2-20 .4"'09 . . .2-2
Beyand
Glory
(82)
9-29 ... 9-3 . 4726 . . .6-21
Details under title: The Long. Grey Line Ladd-Reed
Big Town
Clock. Scandal
The (95)
Milland-O'Sollivaji
... 3-17 4-9... 4713. 6-7
Big
(62)
Reed-Bcooke
.3-5. . .4711
Caged Fury (61)
Penninn-Rv^n 9-2^ ..6-48.
73508. .2-2
Connecticut Yankee, A (T>
Crosby-Fleming 6-24 .7-2 R. .4720.
.3-1
Crusades. The
Young-Wi!co on
Reiss e 7- 23.
Dark Circle
Milland-To;ter 5-10
Disaster
Denning-IVarshall 2-16 8- 20
..4721
4720 . . .5-24
Dream Girl (86)
Huttan-Carey
5-1?
Emperor Waltz, The (T) (106)
Crosfy-Fontain" 6-?4
.5-10
. .6-21
Foreign Affair, A (116)
Arthur-Lund-D etrich .12-22
.7-2 . 4718. .4-26
Great Gatsby. The
Ladd-Fie d
3-29 .6-18
.4724
5-28 .4716.
Hatter's
Castle (105)
Mason-Ke r
Fo.-e
Hazard (95)
Godrtarrt-Carey
11-10gn .1-16. . .4708. .3-29
I Details
Walk Alone
(99)
Lancasler-Scott
12-23
12-22
under title: Deadlock
Isn't It Romantic
Lake-DfWolfe
3-1
Mr.Details
Recklessunder(66)
Eythe-Britton 11-10 3-26 .4 12
title: Hard Ta Kill
3-1
My Own True Love
Dougla -Calvert
7-7
NowDetails
and Forever
under title: Abigail, Dear Heart Raini-Henirix 2-2 12-25
Night Has A Thousand Eyes
Robinson-Russell 7-7
11-24
Paleface, The (T)
Ro.e-Ru,se:i
8-18 4-30
Road To Pio (100)
Crosby-Hope
1-6
. 4707 . .4-26
.2-16
Shaggy (C) (72)
Joyce-Shayne
6-11
Saigon (94)
Ladd-Lake
12-9... 3-13 .4710
.4723 .3-15
.4717.
Sainted Sisters, The (89)
Lake-Caulfield 10-27 .
.4715.
So
Evil MyJones
Love (lOO)
Mil'and-Todd 4-26
5-26.. .8-6
Sorrowful
Hope-Ball
. 6-7
Sorry, Wrong Number
Stanwyck-Lancaster ... 2-2
Special Ageit
Eythe-Rreves
5-24
.
.
.
5-14
.
Speed To Spare (57)
Arlen-Rogers 10-27
.4715. .5-24
Tatlock Millions
Hendrlx-Lunr
4-12
Unconquered (T) (146)
Cooper-Goddard 8-19 . . . 6-25 . .4705. .9-29
4-2 .4719. . .3-1
Waterfront at Midnight (64)
Gargan-Hughes 12-8
Whispering Smith (T)
Ladd-Marsha!l 4-28

RELEASE CHART
REISSUE
1947-48
Cast
Title— Binnlni TiM
Details
.No.
. .736Rev.
Milland-Eilers Mar. .. .5013
Alias Mary Dow (66)
.1129
.1046
"i*' Bros. -Andrews Sis Rel.
Argentine Nights (73)
Oct. . .1217. . . .
Ladd-Rathbone
Black Cat, The (72)
Oct.
gosi
Karloff-Lu
Black Friday (71)
1290 ....
Nov. . ..1210
Bruce-Crawford
Butch Minds the Baby (77)
Apr. . . .926
Carradire-Ankers
Captive Wild Woman (60)
Apr.
Erwin-Munson
Drums of th» Congo (61)
McLajlen-Brown Jan. .. .. 1212
1095
Ex-Champ (72)
kers
Chancy-An
(67)
Ghost of Frankenstein
. . 1017
L.T. Guys-D.E. Kids
Give Us Winos (62)
.
.6046
Dec.
Fairbanks-Bennett
Green Hell (87)
Mar. . . .623
DIsen-Johnson
Hellzapoppin (87)
Dec. . . 1029
uart
Rains-St
Invisible Man, The (71)
Dec. .. .1121
Pricfr-Hardwieke
InvisiUe Man Returns (81)
. 1208
Sept.
Young-Preston
Lady From Cheyenne C89)
Sept. . . .917
Ounno-Knowles
Udy In A Jam (85)
.
. .929
Mar.
"-.T. Guys-D.E. Kids
Little Totigh Guy (83)
Mar. ...796...
Little Tough Guys in Society (73) . .z Little Tough Guys
Apr. .1124
McLaglen-Barnes
Magnificent Brute (78)
l
l-Powtl
Blondel
(78)
Model WifeGhost
. 1344
Mummy's
(65)
Chaney-Carradlne
Feb, . .1246
Mummy's Tomb (61)
Foran-Chaney
Feb . .1270
Wayne-Dletrich-Scott Dec , . . .361
Pittsburgh (91)
Apr . . .1266
Wayne-Grey
Sea Spoilers (63)
Jan . . .1295
Bennctt-Cravirford
924
Sin Town (74)
Jan
brlttoo
Chaney-All
Son of Dracola (80)
Feb
Foster
BicMord.
.
.1139.
..
Storm, The (78)
Mo*
Crawford-Gwynne
Shoes (69)
Tigiit TomotTOw
948...,
Denne-Boyer
...1063...,
Comes (92)
Wlien
L.T.Guys-D.E.KIds
You're Not So Toogh (71)
21

REPUBLIC
1947-48 Features
Westerns
SeriaLs

Completed (23)
Completed (11)
Completed ( 3)
NEW

In Production (0)
In Production (2)
In Production (0)

PRODUCTrONS

THE DENVER KID
Western— Started June 23
Cast: Alan (Rocky) Lane, Eddy Waller, Carole Gallagher.
Director: Phil Ford
Producer: Gordon Kay
story; Not availn!)le. See next Lssiie.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
Cast Details
Title— Running Time
Rel.
Grand Canyon Trail (Tr. ) ....
.ROQ :rs-Fraze«
6-21.
No.
COMPLETED
.6-11.
Adventures of Frank & Jessie James
Mo?re-Neill
4-26.
A»|el
in Exile
4-12.
728
752
Details
under title: Miracle of Charlie DaldnCarr ll-Maj-a
3-28
Bandits of D. rk Canyon
Lane-Waller
12-15
and Coo (Tr.) (61)
Burton's Birds
12-22 .4-15. . . .754.
BollDetails
rronti'rundei•"•■n
Lane-Waller
.. :c. Cimarron Trails
2-1 . 654 .4-26
Cal fornia Fi eb and (Tr.) (63)
H;le-Boo'h
lu-lj . .4-1
Ca-npus Honevn on
Cra e- Wilde
10-13 .5-13. . .703
755 . .6-21
Carson
(60)
Lane Wa' er
2-16 .4-24. . . 7S^2
Dangers Ciofy theRaiders
Canadian
Mounted (Serial) Bannon-:elmont
10-27
Daredevils of the Clouds
Livingston-Clark 3-11
Desa radoes of Dodge City
Lane-Waller
6-21
Drjms Along Ih; Ami-on
Brenl-Raiston 5-10
Eyes of Te as. The (T)
Rojers-Roberts 4-12 . . .7-15. . . .791
.732
G-Mcn Neter Forget (Serial)
Moore-Ames
8-4 . . .1-31. .
Gallant Legion, Thi
Ell ott-eooth
1-5
Heart of Virgina
Mart n-Lowerv
12-22 . . .4-25. . . .707
3-29
Homicide
Fo
T
ree
Long-Doug'as
6-7 . . . 5-25 . . .710. .5-24
I. Jane Doe (83)
Hussey-C irioll
11-24
.
705
.
■■$:dc
Story,
The
(87)
Hunt-Lundljan
9-15
.
.
.3-14
.
.
Details under title: End of the Rainbow
12-20
5-10 . . . .761
King of the Gnml Itrs
Wr g'l'-Martin
709 .4-26
Lightnin' .
in the Forest (58)
Rob:rts-D;ugl is
12-8 . . .3-25. . . .706
Macbeth
Wdlcs-Nolan
...
7-7
11-10 . .2-23. . . .704
Madonna of The Desert . . . . ^
C^'t e-Pobtrts . .
.9-29 7-25.
Main S reet Kid, The
Pearce-Martin
1-1 . . .. .701
.756.
Marshal of Amarillo
Lane-Wa ler ...
. . .7-11. . . .714
.5-10 .2-22. .753.
Nighttime in Nevada (T)
Rog rs-Harmon .
Cklahoma Badlands
Lane-Co'es
11-24
Old Los Angeles
El iitt-McLead 10-13. .4-25 7C8.
OitDetails
of theunder
Storm
Lydon-Collier
3-29.
title: Backftre
Plunderers, The
Cameron-Masiey 6-7.
Red Pony, The (T)
loy-Mitchum
6-9.
Secret Service Investigator (60)
Bridg:s -Roberts
2-16... .1-15.
5-31 .702.
711 6-7
Slippy McGee
8ariy-E*ans
9-1.
S»n» of Adventure
Hayien-Rjberts 3-15.
Son
Hale
6-21. .6-15. .656
Tinberof God's
Trail, Country
The
Hale-Roberts
Train to Alcatraz
Barry-Matin
3-1. . .6-28. .712
.731
Details under title: Alcatraz Prison Train
6-7
UNer Ca'iornia Stars (Tr.) (70)
Rogeri-Frazee 11-25.. .5-1.
RKO
1948 Features

RADIO
Completed (34)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BROTHERS IN THE SADDLE
Western — Started June 23
Cast: Tim Holt, Dick Martin, Carol Forman.
Director: Lesley Selander
Producer: Herman Schlomm
Story: Not available. See next issue.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Re>.
No.
Details
Rel.
Title— Running Time
Cast
. 6-21 .
Baltimore Escapade
Temple-Young
. . 5-24 .
Enchanted
Wright-Niven
Details un^er title: Take Three Tenses
Every Girl Should Be Married
Grant-Tone
6-7
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. TWO
.806
.809 11-24
Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome (65)
Byrd-Karloff
4-14
11-24
Night Song (102)
Andrews-Oberon 4-15
Details under title: Memory of Love
Oat of th; Past (97)
Mitchum-Greer
810. . 11-24
So Well Remrmbered (114)
Scott-Mills
807. .. 11-10
Wild Horse Me^a (60)
Holt-Leslie
8-4
808. 11-24
BLOCK NO. THREE
.2-16
If You Knew Susie (90)
Cantor-Davis
1-30
. .2-16
Western Heritage (60)
Holt-Leslie
BLOCK NO. FOUR
Arizona Ranger, The (63)
Holt-Leslie
11-10
4-12
Tarzan and the Mermaids '68)
Weissmuller-Joyce 8-4
4-12
BLOCK NO. FIVE
Berlin Express (86)
Cheron-Ryan
9-1
5-24
Bring 'Em Back Alive
Frank Buck
Fighting
Fattier
Dunne
O'Brien-Dell
3-31
Gens of Hate (61)
Holt-Le.lie
12-22
5-24
Retern of the Padm^n (90)
Scott-Jeflreys
5-24
NOT DESIGNATED
Blood On The Moon
Mitchum-Bel Geddes ....3-1
Bodyguard
Titrney-Lane
5-10
Boy With Green Hair (T)
O'Brien-Ryan
22

Good Sam
Indian
Indian Agent
Summer
Joan of Are (T)
Le Silence Est O'or
Long Denial. The
Mr. Joseph Young of Africa
Mystery in Mexico
Outlaw Valley
Pearl, The (77)
Race Street
Rachel
the Stranger
Detailsandunder
title: Rachel
Return
of
the
Badman
Station West
Tycoon <T)
TwistedArizona
Road, Skies
The (95)
Under
Velvet To cS. The
Weep No More
Winilow, The
SPECIALS
Bishop's
(109)
Design lorWile.
DeathThe(48)
Fugit ve, The <104)
Fun and Fancy Free (73)
I Rerember Maira (137)
Mihdy Time (T)
M "lie of The Bells, The (118)
M.u .-lug Becomes Elcctra (172)

Ccepw-Sheridan 8-18
Hol'.-Marlin
6-7
,
Kno«-Sothern
Sergman-Farrer 10-13
r heval er-Durri»r Foreifn
O'Mai-D.uj'as 3-1
Johnson-Armstrong 1-5
Lcndigan-White 10-13
Ho:t-M;rtin
6-21
Marques-Arn-endar:!
Foreign
Ralt-Mi w II
r-1
Young-Holden
9-1
■'eot'-White
Powell-Greer
Wayne-Hay
2-3
O'Oonnell-Granter
7-7
Hclt-Letlit
9-1
Russell Genn
10-13
foten Valli
5-10
Hale-Ktnnedy 11-24

3-15
7-5
2-8
7-5

3-17
11-24
Grant-Young
.to:un»nfary
Fonda-Del Rio
1-*
11-10
Osney Cartoon Feature
891.... 9-1
Dunne-Homolka 6-9
3-15
Oisrey Musical
5-24
MacMu ray-Valli 8-4
3-15
Rossell-Redgrave 4-14
11-24

SCREEN

GUILD

1917-4K Features

Completed (13)
In Production (0)
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Cist
Dataiii Rel. No.
Ti I:— Running Time
1947-48
Boy! W);at a Girl! (69|
Negro
Cast 6-9 .10-11
9-20 .. .4704
X-2 Rev.
D
ni
Is-Patton
Burning Cross. Th; (78)
tWihoxson-Brian
aRue-Stewart 5-10
Dead
Man's
Gold
6-21
.4701.
10-25.
.
.4703.
4-28
Dragnet (73i
Tubi-lr/ing
3-31
Hollywood Barn Dance (65)
Details ender title: Western Ba n Dance
Jungle Goddess
eeves-McKay 6-21
Killer Dill (71)
Gwynne-Albertson 3-31 . 9-13 ... 4702
Mark of the Lash
je-Crind; I
5-24
Ml aele in Harlem i71)
-tepin Fetchit
5-14. . . X-3
Pud to the Big House (72)
Djran
12-27... 4706
P'airie. The (80)
A-bert-'-:s!er
4705
4708
2-21 ... .4^07.
3-29 ... 4-30...
Hayd n-Kolt
(42)
of the
Trail
Details
underMojnties
tile: Law
of the MiMinties
12-13
n-Holt
Hryi
Where the North Begins (41)

Features

— S.
SELZNICK
Completed ( 5)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Tile — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
4-14
.4-9 .1-19
lones-Cotten 3-19
Duel in the Sun (T) (138)
Bergmtn-Howard . . Reissue
Intermezzo (70)
3-«
7-1
10-13
Mr. Blandirgs Builds His Dream Hoase Grant-Loy
.12-23
Tcdd-Peck
Paradine Case, The (132)
3-3
cotten-Jones
Portrait of Jenny

20th
1948 Features

CENTURY-FOX
Completed (34)
In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCT^0NS
CraCKEN EVERY SUNDAY
Comedy — Started June 14
Cast: Dan Dailey, Celeste Holm, Alan Young.
Director: George Seaton
Producer: Wm. Perlberg
Story: Adapted from best-seller novel.
TUCSON
Western — Started June 14
Cast:
Jimmy
Penny Ed-wards, Charles
Russell.
Director:
Wm. Lydon,
Claxton
Producer:
Sol M. Wurtzel
University of Arizona.
at
life
college
and
campus
of
western
story: Modern
Musical background.
SAND (T)
Drama — ^Started June 16
Cast: Mark Stevens, Coleen Gray, Rory Calhoun.
Producer: Robert Bassler
Director: Louis King
story: 'Will James' famous horse story.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Cast Details
Details Rel.
Rel
Title — Running Time
No. Rev.
Letter
to
Three
Wives'i
A
Oarne'l-Crain
6-7.
Ye'low
Sky
(T)
Peck-''axter
6-21.
COMPLETED
1947-48
Anna Karenina (110)
Leigh-Richardson Foreign May 820.
1-19
Crain-Holden
Apartment for Peggy
...
5-24
Miller-Franz
Burlesque (T)
^2-2
.... .12-8
... .805
... Feb ...
Stewari-Wa'kers 10-13
Call Northside 777 (111)
12-9 ... Jan .801
Powers-Peter
Captain From Castile (T) (140)
. 2-16
Mar. .. .807
Conway-Vincent 11-24 ... July
The (68)
Challenge, Coat.
825
Conway-Nash
The
Checkered
FILM

■ULLIVIll

CMBterfeiters. The (73)
Sutton-Merrick
June.. . 819
Creeper. The
3-29
Deep Waters
Undrews-Peters 10-13 ... Aug ... 821
Euape 178)
Harrison-Cummins 9-16
822.... 6-7
FuryDetails
at Furnace
CreeicBallad
(88)
9-15 . . May
4-26
under title:
of Furnace Creek Mature-Gray
Gay Intruder. The
Emery-Geva
3-15
815
Gentleman's Agreement (118)
Peck-McGuire
6-9 ... Mar . ... 806 .. 11-24
Give My Regards to Broadway (T) (89) Guild-Dahy
5-12... Jone 827 6-7
Green Grass of Wyoming (T) (89)
cummins-Coburn 6-23 . . June .. 818 . . .4-26
Ideal Nushand, An (T) (96)
Goddard-Wilding
Mar 809 . 3-29
Iron Curtain. The (87)
Andrtws-Tierney 12-8 .. May. .. .816. . .5-24
Let's
Live
Again
(67)
Emery-Brooks
11-24
...
Apr . . . 813
Martin Rome
Mature-Conti
1-5
Details
iHider
title:
The
Chair
for
Martin
Ron-.e
Meet Me at Dawn (89)
Eythe-Court
Apr . 812. . .3-29
Mine Own Executioner (102)
Meredith-Moore
July . . .824
Road House
Lupino-Wilde
4-12
Scadda Hoo! Scudda Hay! (T) (95) >Haver-McCallister 3-17... Apr 811... 3-15
Shamrock Touch
Power-Baxter
2-16
Details under title: For Fear of Little Met
Sitting
PrettyThe
(84)
.Young-O'Hara
. Apr 810 . .3-29
Snake Pit.
deHavilland-Genn 11-10.
8-4
Street With No Name, The (91)
Stevens-Lawrence l-5...Joly 823 7-5
Tender Years, The (81)
Brown-Hutchinson 9-1.. . Jan 803... 12-8
ThatDetails
Lady under
in Ermine
title: (T)
This Is the MomenI Grable-Fairbanks 11-10
That Wonderful Urge
Power-Tierney 4-12
Thirteen Lead Soldiirs (66)
Conway-Wescott 12-22 ... Apr .... 8-14
Unfaithfully Yours
Harrison-Darnell 3-1
Walls of Jericho
Wilde-Darnell 11-10... Aug 826
Winner's Circle, The (70)
Willes-Farley
Aug 829
Von Were Meant for Me (91)
Grain — Oailey
9-15. .. Feb . . .802. . . .2-2
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arthur Takes Over (63)
Collier-Cowan 12-22. ..May 817... 4-26
■i| Dan
Russell-Christins 4-26
Dangerous Years, The (62)
Halon-Todd
Feb . . 8"4 . . 12-22
Fighting Back
Langton-Rogers 3-29... Aug 8'8
Half-PastPreferred
Midnight (69)
Taylor-Kn'Jdsen
11-24... Mar 808. . .2-15
Trooble
Knudsrn Russell
West of Tomorrow
Grable-Dailey 4-12
UNITED

ARTISTS

1947-48 Features

Completed (33) In Production (0)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Snd); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
BiU Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb) ; Ripley-Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan (Cow);
Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les);
Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgj); Bronston
(Brn); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent); Hughes (Hgs) ; Comet
(Com).
NEW PRODUCTIONS
SOME RALN MUST FALL
Mystery — Started June 14
Cast: Wm. Bendix, Dennis O'Keefe.
Director: Alfred E. Green
Producer: James Nasser
Murder my.'iter.v in small town.
INDIAN SCOUT
Western — ^Started June 14
Cast: George Montgomery, Ellen Dre-w-, Philip Reed.
Director: Ford Beebe
Producer: Ed-ward Small
Story: l^ictional version of Daw Prnrkett'.s journey into the West.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
8
Rev.
Details Rel. No.
Title — Running Time1947-4Cast
. .3-29. . .9-17. . .Nas.
An Innocent Affair
Carroll-MacMurray
^"^^ G»<f
Parla-Ortcga
Arch of Triumph (120)
Bergman-Boyer . .
7-22 . 3-48 Ent 4-26
Dead
Don't
Dream
Boyd-Brooks
ks
8-4
BB
False Paradise
BoyH-Brro
9-1
BB
Four Faces West
McCrea-D
ee
7-9. .. Ent. . .5-24
Girl From Manhattan
Montgomery-Lamo
ur
....
Bog
Details under title: All's Well That Ends Well
•J'""
''"'■I
'
Carrcll-Hun
ter
8-20
. RC . . .4-29
.
Henry V (T) (134)
Oliv er-Newton
For. . .9-47 .. ..GFD
Hoppys
(60) s
Boyd-Ware
.
BB
5-12
Krngs of Ho'iday
the Olympic
Documentary9-30.. 7-18
5-48
Laff Time (C)
Details under Misc. Independents Chart DIsen-Jannsen ........ 9-30 ...... Rgs
Mad Wednesday (80)
Stg 3-3
Rev. under title: Sin of Harold Diddlebock Lloyd-Walburn 10-1
Man of Evil (90i
Mason-Calvert
For
GFD... 4-12
Montana
Details Mike
under (97)
title: Heaven Only Knows Cummings-Donlevy .... 12-23 ... 9-47 . . Neb ... .8-4
My Dear Secretary
Day-Douglas
5-24 . . 10-15 ... Pop
On Our Merry Way
All-Star
8-5 . . 6-15 ... Bog-Mer .
Details under title: A Miracle Can Happei
Ootpost in Morocco
Raft-Tamiroff
. . BB
Personal Column
,?anders-Ball 11-11 . . .7-25 ... S-rg .7-21
Pitfall. The
Powe l-Scott
2-2 ... 8-13 . . Bis
Bfd River
Wayne-Clift
9-30
Hks
Silent Conflict
Boyd-Braoks
7-21 .. .8-27 . . BB
Siren
of
Atlantis
Montez-Aumont
3-3
...
3-48
.
Neb
Details under title: Atlantis
Sleep My Love (97)
Colbert-Cummings 6-9
Sml..,.l-19
So This Is New York (79)
Morgan-Vallee
10-13 ... 6-25 ... S'. . .5-2 1
Strange Gamble
Boyd-Clyde
9-1
BB
Texas. Brooklyn, and Heaven
Mad son-Lynn
2-16 ... 7-16 .. Gol
Time of Your Life, The (107)
Cagney-Bendix
5-26 ... 7-30 ... Cgy . . .6-7
Vendetta
DeGeorge-Brooks 8-19
Hgs
Vicious Circle
Conrad Nagle
5-48. ..Wil 6-7
UNIVERSAL1947-48 Features
JULY

5 , 1948

INTERNATIONAL
Completed (42)

In Production (7)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CRISS CROSS
Drama — Started June 14
Cast: Burt Lancaster, Yvonne de Carlo, Dan Duryea.
Director: Robert Siodmak
Producer: Michel Kraike
story: Not available. See next issue.
BLACK VELVET (T)
Drama — Started June 15
Cast: Ann Blyth, Howard Duff, George Brent.
Director: George Sherman
Producer: Leonard Goldstein
story: Not available. .See next issue.
RELEASE CHART
Rev.
IN PRODUCTION
Details
TIti*— «iHrii| TiM
Cast
ForeignRel.
Coantess of Monte Cristo
Dona'-Granger . .
Family Honeymoon
Co bert- Mac Murray
.6-21
.. .. ..6-21
Mexican Hayride
Abbott-Costello
5-24
I'Flynn, The
Fairbanks-Carter
Yoo Gotta Stay Happy
Fontaine-Stewart 5-24
COMPLETED
1947-48
Abbott
&
Costello
Meet
Frankenstein
Abtott-Cos'tllo
Ju y 657... 4-12
All My Sons (94)
Robinson-Christians ... 10-13 ... Juiy
Another Part of The Forest (107)
Marcti-Blyth
11-10.. June. . . 660
Are You
It (90)
O'Connor-San Juan Foreign
11-24. . . May 65611-10
Bad
SisterWith
(90)
Pa'mer-Niven
Beware of Pity (102)
Lockwood-Huntor Foreign ... July
Black Bart (T) (80)
Detarlo-Doryea 6-23 ..Apr 3-15
Details onder t!*lr: Adventures of Black Bart
Brothers, The (£0)
Rcc Filfe
Foreign
5-24
Bosh
Christmas
(70)
Rafferty-Fcr-side
Foreign
Casbah (94)
DeCarlo-IVartin 10-27... Apr 12-8
Captain Boycott (92)
Henie-Kirby
4-r6
Coanless
of Monte
Cristo
Conat-Granger Foreign
Fore'gn .... . .May
Jan . ...
. . 658
652 .. .. .5-24
. 12-g
Dear
Murderer
(90)
Portgan-Gynt
Dojble Life. A (105)
Colman-Hasso
6-23... Mar
1-19
Details under title: Imagination
Exile. The (95)
Fairbaiiks-Montez 5-12 ... Nov ... 630 . . 10-27
Feodin',
and Figh'in'
(78Race atO'Connor-Main
3-1... July
6-21
Details Fussin'
under title:
Tnt Wonderful
Rimrcck
Holiday Camp (97)
Robson-Price
Foreign
2-16
Hungry Hill (92)
Lockwood-Price Foreign
10-27
Jassy (96)
Lakewood-Price Foreign ... Mar
Case Against Calvin Cooke
March-Eldredge 2-2
Larceny
'owcll-Torcn
4-12
Letter From An Unknown Woman (87) . . . Fonta
ne-JoLrden 9-15.
. .Jone. . . .659
Man-Eaters of Kumaon
Sa'iu-Paje
12-22... July
Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid
Posell-L lyth
1-19
Naked City. The (96)
Filzg:rald-DuB 7-7... Mar
2-2
Nicholas
Nickleby
(94)
Hard-Aicke-Bond
Forei'n
One Touch of Venus
W> k r-Gardn:r
2-16 11-24
River Lady (T)
OeCarlo-Diry-^a 8-4. . .June. .. .661
Rogues Regiment
Abbott-Ccsello 2-16
Saxon Charm
Mont omery-Hayward . 2-16
Secret Beyond the Door (99)
Bennett-Redgrave
Feb
1-19Senator Was Indiscreet, The (81) Powcll-Ra nes
7-7 . . . Jan
12-22:
Tap Roots (T)
Hedin-Hayward
6-23
Tawny Pipit (81)
Mil s-Joh.n
Foreign
9-15
Unafraid, The
ancaster-Fontaine 3-29
Details under title: Kiss the Blood OR M)
Up In Central Park (87)
Durbin-Kaymes 10-13. . .June. . .662. .. .6-7
Woman's
Boyer-Blyth
8-4... Feb
1-5
Details Vengeance,
under title:A The(96)
Mortal Call
WARNER
1947-48 Features

BROTHERS

Completed (38)
RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Fighter
(T)
Girl fromSguadron
Jones Beach,
The
June Bride
My Dream Is Yours (T)
Silver
Sooth Lining
of St. (T)
Louis
Younger Brothers (T)
COMPLETED
Adventures of Bon Juan (T)
Always Togy.her (78)
Details under title: Love at First Sight
«Dril S owers (94)
BijOetaPunc").
(80)
Is undTher title:
The Fighting Terror
Ctr stcpher Elate
Din-es non't Talk
Flay M-rtin
Details under title: Sma-t Money
FlO'ving
Go d (82)
God's Country
and the Woman (71) ....
I Became A Criminal (87)
lohn Loves Mary
lohnny Belinda
Key
K ss Larga
-n the Dark. A
My Dream Is Yours
My DetGrIlisTsaur('er(9i)
title: Ever The Beginning
Night Urt5 Nicht
nne 'a t FN g
On- Sitrdsy A'tPrmoi 'T)
Ro-ra ce on the Hi]h Seas (T) (£9) . .
Pone (T)
Silver R v:r (110'
This Si-'e of the Law
under '100)
t't'e: S'^nburst
To Deta
the IsVictoTrea'u-e of Sierra Madre (126)
Two Govs
FromTurtle
Te- as (103)
(T)
Voice
of The
Winter Meeting (104)
Wo-"-n in White. The (109)
Wa'Iflower (77)
Whiplash

In Production (6)
Ret.

Cast Details
Rel. No.
O'Brien-stack
6-7
Reagan-Mayo
5-24
Oavis-Mont.orery 5-24
Carson-Day
4-12
Mav
r-Bo'rer
4-26
MiCrea-Smith
6-7
Paige-Morris
5-24
1947-48
Flynn-Lindfors 10-27 3-15
Reynolds-Hutton 6-23 .1-10 713.. 12-22
Carson-Sothern 9-15 . .3-27 .... 7i)9
Morr s-Maxwell
2-2... 6-26 727
Smith-Douglas 9-15
Ma o-Bennett
3-1
.6-7
Mayo-Scott
"1-26
Gzrfle'd-D'Brien
Brtnt-Roberts Reissue.
Reissue ... .7-17
.7-17 730
729
Howard-Gray
Foreign. 3-6 .717. . .2-16
Reagan-Neal
2-2.
■
■
1-5.
Wvman-Ayres
?-15. .7-31. . . .731.
4-12..
3-29
Bo;art-Bf.call
Wyman-Niven
Carscn-Day
Palmer-Wanamaker 6-9 ... 2-7.
. .715 . . . .2-2
Lindfors-Reagan 9-30
Smith-Snott
2-16
Morgan-Ra g^
2-i'6
Carson-Paige
6-23 7-3 728 7-5
Stewart-Chandler 2-2
Flynn-Sheridan 5-12 ... 5-29 ... .725
Clark-Brooks
3-15
Mornan-Lindfors 8-18 .. .4-10 ... .720. . .4-26
'"orrt-Hus o.i
3-31... 1-24 714... 1-19
Mo'oan-Carfon
Pa ker-leiqin 3-17
3-3... 2-21 716 1-5
Oav s-Davis
10-13. . .4-24 721. . . 4-12
Parke--SP!ith 10-14... 5-15 724 . .4-26
Rejnolds-Hutfon 3-3. . .6-12. .. .726 6-7
Clark-Smith
3-31
23

FRANK

LOUISE

'Muscles

STRANAHAN,
British Amateur

SUGGS,

U.S. Amateur
and British Women's
Champion!

Champion, U.S.
Tournament
Ace !
i«

A

new

RKO

Pathe

scoop to

delight the growing

host of

golfing millions — and

every

other sports lover. The

most

thrilling golf shots ever caught
by camera.
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NOW

at season's peak!
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•with
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Color
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\CKETT • Directed by
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YOU

NEED

VITAMIN

M-G-Mi

Irving Berlin's
"EASTER PARADE"
is
sweeping the nation!
Launched

biggest

by the

advertising

campaign

in

it is a sensation

years,

at

Loew's State, N. Y. and
in all its first engagements
nationwide. Loew's State on
Broadway
is outgrossing by
far anything

known

ever

in

the 27-year
house,

show-window
the

industry's

on Broadway

One

While

"HOMECOMING"

THE

UNION"

Berlin's "EASTER

for

after another
to

PARADE"

WITH

YOU"

a house

afire! The

all summer

long!

and Frank Capra's "STATE

continue

ISLAND

JUDY"

ents

top attractions!

Isn't it wonderful!

WITH

M-G-Mpres

history of this
inaugurating a new

delight

the

OF

fans, Irving

(Technicolor) and "ON

jJUDY

^"^B

AN

(Technicolor) have started off like

trade

is talking

(Technicolor) and

soon

about

"A

DATE

they'll see the

new Garson-Pidgeon picture "JULIA MISBEHAVES."
Already previewed in Hollywood to tremendous acclaim
are "THREE MUSKETEERS"
and "HILLS OF HOME,"
both Technicolor, For that happy, prosperous Techni-

CHARLES WALTER
S . ARTu^r^^
Directed by
^ ALTON
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ALLIED

TO STUDY
EXHIBITOR

FOX

€Bnd

CONCILIATION

LEADERS

Is it possible to settle all (or most) (or some)
of the troublesome issues between exhibitors and
distributors by conciliation, rather than litis;ation?
That question is the subject of much thoughtful
cogitation by exhibitors throughout the U. S.
ever since Benny Berger and Andy Smith put
forth the proposition by their agreement a few
weeks back to try it in Minneapolis.
The plan for a trial "System of Conciliation
and Mediation"
was sponsored
Berger, general
president of North Central
Allied, andby Smith,
manager of 20th Century-Fox, as a device to
forestall "wholesale" lawsuits that threatened to
break out in the Minneapolis territory. A grievance
board of three NCA members was named to
consider exhibitor complaints and to present them
to 20th-Fox officials for consideration.
Launched as a local move, the Minneapolis
plan
proportions
whenin
severalquickh'
other assumed
exhibitor national
units evinced
interest
instituting a like program in their territories.
MYERS — NO COMMENT
Naturally, since NCA is affiliated with Allied,
the industry has been conjecturing on the attitude of the national body toward the conciliation
idea. Abram F. Myers, general counsel and board
chairman, has offered no comment on the Minneapolis plan, his attitude apparently being one of
watchful waiting. Allied operates under a policy
of local autonomy in local matters, and the Berger-Smith plan is viewed in that light by Myers.
Left to tospeculation
on whatideaNational
Allied's
approach
the conciliation
mi?ht be,
if it
becomes a national issue, one must mount an
opinion on the base of certain historical facts
about the independent orgimization. Allied regards
the industry's
as being schemes.
too deep-rooted
to be
cured
by localillsmediation
Representing

HOPEFUL,

Opinion

PLAN;
BUT

DUBIOUS

William L. ,\insvvorth, president of National
Allied, reiterated his statement made at the recent New Jersey
that of"any
originating
withinconvention
any branch
the movement
industry,
which was good for the industry, would have the
sincere support of Allied." He advocated a "watch
and
trial. wait" policy until the plan has had a fair
Trueman T. Rembusch, president of the Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, advised that
since tionAndy
attendbe that
unit'sto convenon JulySmith
27, itwillwould
unwise
discuss
the conciliation plan until the Fox sales chief had
been heard.
Martin G. Smith, president of the ITO of
Ohio, expressed the view that the local conciliation plan would not be the answer to intra-industry litigation, but he advocated an open-minded
attitude during its trial period in the North
Central territorv.
Other

Views

Conciliation

JOSEPH ARTHUR RANK
With Honeyed Words

on
Plan

J.\CK KiRSCH
President
Allied Theatres of Illinois, Inc.
I personally favor any move in this industry
that will bring about a better understanding and
a more harmonious relationship between distributor and exhibitor. If the conciliation plan recently
affected between North Central .Allied and Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp. will serve to accomplish this fact, then 1 am all for it and the
the largestdependent
organized
segment
of
America's
insooner
the
becomes operative and the other
theatre owners, the leaders of Allied are distributors plan
indicate
a similar cooperative attitude
convinced that the logical solution to the basic
as Andy Smith of Fox has, the better.
troubles in the industry is divorcement of exhibiThroughout my tenure of office as National
tion from production and distribution. This view
.Allied President, I have consistently advocated
is also held by the Department of Justice. Thus,
such a course. In fact, from the day that I bethere appears little likelihood that any conciliacame active in National Allied affairs, upon astion program can ward off final adjudication of
suming the Presidency of Illinois Allied, I always
the major anti-trust suit now pending in the
courts.
preached the doctrine that distributors and exhibitors could honestly work out their problems if
This probably does not mean that National
both approached the matter with a sincerity of
Allied would refuse to consider any program to
purpose. I need onl\- remind you of the UMPI
alleviate intra-industry strife. Local, or even naConference in which I was extremely active ; also
tional, conciliation might be acceptable, it asI want to call your specific attention to the
sumed, outside the scope of the principal issue of address which I delivered in June of 1947 before
the monopoly case. What transpires in Minnea convention of the Allied Theatre Owners of
apolis will probably be watched closely, meanNew Jersey in which I suggested a plan for the
while, and the board of directors will make the adjustment
of differences arising between distribudecision for ,\llied on the Berger-Smith program.
tor and exhibitor. Although the mechanics of my
Among a group of prominent exhibitor leaders
proposed plan differs somewhat from the North
whose views on the conciliation pl.nn Film
Central Allied-Fox conciliation move, nonetheless
BULLETIN sought, a number of Allied unit
the basic principles are about the same.
heads declined to be quoted prior to a declaration
Too often such movements have failed because
by the national board. The consensus, however,
the distributors injected their legal staffs into
was that the plan has merit, but most of those
the picture. I think the following statement which
answering indicated a tendency to view any such
I made at an exhibitors convention back in 1941,
scheme with a jaundiced eye. They hope it will
{Continued on Page 8)
work, but thev doubt it!

Rank Cools Indies Burn
Against Quota And Terms
By a superb display (if salesmanship, Joseph
Arthur Rank last week again deiiKinstratcd why
he is the kin.gpin of the Rruish film industry.
W ith h:)ne\e(l words of conciliation and ardent
appeals to tlieir patriotism, he appeared to have
been successful in bringing; British independent
exhibitors amund to his views on the 45%
When Rank liad finished his address before
(|Ui)ta.
the Cineniatographers Exhibitors Assn. meeting
last Wednesday in London, the seething rage of
exhibitor resentment, which had threatened to
erupt into open revolt against J.AR's film vast
er.terprises, simmered down to an almost in''phflft." his "heated words" had been
Statingaudible that
misunderstood. Rank assured the assembled exhibitors that he would not advocate prosecuting those who failed to fulfill the quota. He
also assured them that he would not take advantage of it to demand inordinate film rentals
for his product. "Our business is one of negotiation and mutual understanding,"
TO ARBITRATE
RENTALS he told them.
As evidence of his good faith, the British
filmogul proposed that three-man tribunals be
set up to arbitrate claims by exhibitors that
any JAR films were overpriced. The tribunals
would be composed of one exhibitor named by
the afTected party, one member of General Film
Distributors and a third nie.inber. an exhibitor,
to tx; chosen by the two. CEA approved the
Rank told the British exhibitors that the
proposal.
quota was, in effect, a defense against the possibility of any future embargo by the American
film companies. He pointed to the action of
(Continued on Page 7)
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THE
WHO

LOS

ANGELES

NEW

THEATREMEN
PLAYi^lT
(5 theatres

IN

day-and-date!)..

YORK . . . CLEVELAND . . . NEWARK

DENVER... INDIANAPOLIS... SALT

. . .

LAKE

CITY...

^SHINGTON . . . OAKLAND . . . SPRINGFIELD, MASS
■...OKLAHOMA
CITY...and all the other great
Engagements

across

the board,

big and

small !

The Trade Press
Called the Turn!
"IT SHOULD

I. MTHUR RANK preunts
"THE SMUGGLERS" COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
%un,n MICHAEL REDGRAVE • jean kent • joan greenwood
•RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH nitti FRANCIS L. SULLIVAN • BASIL SIDNEY
Preduced by MURIEL uul SIDNEY BOX • Ditert'it Iw BERNARD KNOWLES
htm tut ,Kivel m Maa Withm" ty GRAHAM GREENE • Sacenplsy by MURIEL and SIDNEY BOX
A SIDNEY BOX PRODUCTION • AN EAGLE LION FILMS RELEASE
''By ar.'ang.ment with the Boulting Brolhert

PILE UP

(Film Dailyi
INTERESTING GROSSES"
"Vivid, uncompromising
drama"
(M. p. Dally)
"Marked by topflight
"Should
endear it to(Exhibitor)
performances"
action-loving audiences!"
(M. P. Herald)

JVenvs

and

Opinion

(Continued from Page 5)
the American companies in refusing to ship
their films in retaliation for last year's 75% ad
\alorem tax and warned that "if at any time
Hollywood disagrees again with our Government's actions, they might do the same thing
again, and the next time it might be a complete embargo. This is an impossible position
for any business to be in."
At one point, the British film leader told his
audience that his domestic produced outgrosses
Hollywood's when it is given continuity of playing time. Later, severaj CEA exhibitors took
issue with Rank on his statement, allowing that
his product has resulted in losses for them.
One exhibitor had records to prove that he paid
approximatetly $8000 for 71 J.\R films and the
result to Iiim was a loss of some $1600.
WANT FEWER U. S. B'S
There is no desire on the part of the British
to exclude America's better films. Rank declared, "but few of us will complain if we do
not see so many of the Hollywood lesser pictures which have brought little money to our
boxoffices.
He called upon Eric Johnston to revive talks
on the formation of an Anglo-American joint
committee to explore dollar and film excliange
problems.
On this side, American distributors continued
to miiJl counter-measures in retaliation for the
new 45% quota. With the State Deoartment's
"concern" over the quota shrugged off by Parliament and another bovcott on film exports to
Britain deemed unfeasible, American producerdistributors were hinting that they might consider selling product only to independent operators in England.
In Xew York, United Artists' plan to set up
an inde circuit in Britain to compete with the
Bi? Three — Rank's Gaumont-British and
Odeon, and WB's Associated British — received added impetus. Rank's offer of a 20
Der cent rental
for Triangle'sfrom
"Sleep,
Love"
brought
fierce vituperation
Sam MvDembow,
Tr., UA board member reoresenting Triangle.
Dembow termed Rank's offer as part of the
Briton's "perfidious policy of playing major
.American motion picture interests pff against
one another in the hope of obtaining outstanding product at ridiculouslv low prices." Dembow revealed plans to release the film in Britain to independent theatres only.
Universal Profit Dips,
Exliib Group Blasts Policy
Universal Pictures net profit for the 26 weeks
ended Mav 1 drooped more sharply than that
of anv other major company in many years,
and the announcement brought forth a sharplyworded condemnation of its sales policy from
one exhibitor organization. The companv's sixmonths net skidded to $232,866, after all charges,
from the comparable 1947 profit figure of
S2,092,418.
A recent bulletin of the Rockv Mountain
Independent Theatres, an Allied unit, attributed
the din in U's profits to "an exhibitor-bedamned sales policy. . .started several years
when the companv first adopted a Metro sales
policy which it tacked on to Universal pictures.
The sales pitch was made on a 'take-it-orleave-it' basis.
"The result — Universal has less accounts
than any other company its size.

"The companv has lost millions of
through its failure to take less moneydollars
here
and there.
".And," the bulletin continues, "the net result of this proud but poor complex — it remains on the bottom of the profit list."
JULY
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N. Y. Paramount

Becomes

Industry's
Videoexhibitors
Guineawill Pig
Television-conscious
be watching the Paramount Theatre in New York as
carefully as a scientist observes the reactions
cf his guinea pig. With the announcement last
week that the Paramount has incorporated
large-screen theatre television as a regular feature — the first movie house in the world to
do so — the Broadway show-place assumed the
standing of a laboratory, not only for the latest
advances in theatre-size video, but also to study
audience reaction to various types of programs.
The latter phase is probably the most s«gr.ificant tipoff on whether the benefits television
will offer theatres can offset its threat as a
stay-at-home factor. Paramount audiences thus
far have seen only two types of programs,
prizefights and political conventions. Xeither
the Republican nor Democratic conventions
seemed to arouse any particular enthusiasm and
there were many walkouts. The two championship bouts shmvn by the Paramount, Louis^V'alcott and Williams-Jack, met with a brighter
reception, but even here patrons were seen to
leave, and in neither case did the theatre play
to s. r. o.
The latter bout, shown last Monday night
(iith), suffered the disadvantage of appearing
on the Paramount screen approximately 45
minutes late. Several short subjects and an
organ solo were necessary to fill in the gap,
and the audience was extremely restless by
the time the fight started.
In Washington, 20th-Fox prexy Spyros
Skouras, testifying before the Federal Communications Commission, declared under questioning that there was a possibility that film
distribution methods may be revolutionized by
television. Using a' single print, a feature could
be telecast simultaneously in thousands of theatres equipped to pick up the program. The
mechanics of overcoming the problem of
"Iwotlegging" by home consumers and by
theatres not paying for the privilege were still
to be worked out. Skouras made it clear, however,allthattlieatres
he didn't
see country
the possibility
servicing
in the
in this of
jnanner.
Another bug in the tele distribution method was
the fact tliat with so many theatres playing the
same
audiences
havesystem,
much
choice program,
in their film
fare. wouldn't
Under this
however, industry wags asserted, distributors
ci'uldn't plead print shortages.
Long Delays Likely
To Stall Monopoly Case

Newsreel-Video

Alliance

Grows; Exhib Cancels Reel
Another nail in tlie cot^in television is building formeredthehomemotion
picture
was hamlast week
with newsreel
the announcement
by 20th Century-Fox and United Press of a
long-term agreement for joint establishinent of
a television news service signed by Spyros P.
Skouras,
20th-Fox
head
of the
UP. president, and Hugh Baillie,
Under the agreement, described by Peter
Levathes, Fox video director, as "only the beginning of our vast television program to servicetone
the entire
Fox MovieNews willtelevision
documentindustry,"
UP dispatches
with
films to be sent to tele stations weekly. This
will be augmented by distribution of a vast basic
fihn library to be furnished by Fox to all video
stations subscribing to the new Service, which
will be added to from time to time.
The handwriting on the wall began to tell
the storyments,ofwithexhibitor
theseLake
developthe reportreaction
from toSalt
City,
that an exhibitor, Charles M. Pincus, of the
Utah Theatre, had cancelled a Fox Movietone
newsreel, comprised mostly of scenes of the Republican convention, because similar shots had
been shown locally on television five days before the newsreel availability.
Actors Seek Safeguards
Against Video And Reissues
There will be no strike of the actors in Hollywood. The threat, never regarded too seriously
by the producers in view of their ample backlogs of completed films, was removed when the
Screen Actors Guild approved a new pact with
tlie Association of Motion Picture Producers
and the Society of Independent Motion Picture
Producers. The contract runs from August 1
through 1950.
Guarding against having themselves shut out
of possible television revenue, the SAG insisted
upon a provision that licensing of new films
for television (except those produced specifically
for video) during the next two years would be
grounds for terminating the contract iipon 60
100 perprovisions call forona reissues.
days notice. Other and
a limitation
cent union shop
Further discussions are to be held on the television problem as it relates to performers.
The lackadaisical summer production picture,
however, was not spruced up measurably by the
settlement. With vaults well stocked and a desire to liquidate high-priced films, the major
studios were taking things easy these days-

The hearings on the industry anti-trust case
remanded back to the New York District Court
Chas. Skouras Still
are slated to start in October — but the present
outlook makes one ask : October of what year ?
Industry's Salary Champ
The uncertainty is occasioned by the lengthy
Charles
provedhe that
he wasn't
just B.a
preliminary list of interrogatories posed by the
flash
in theSkouras
pan when
dethroned
Louis
Government to the theatre-owning defendants
Alayer for
as the
earner.
In salary
figures
1946 nation's
released top
by the
Treasury
Dept..
and the promise of even more extensive lists
tlie National Theatres prexy led the field with
in the future. Balking at several of the quesa whopping $985,300 in salaries and bonuses,
tions regarding ownership of affiliated theatres
over $400,000 above his $568,143 which crowned
and data on partners, the majors served notice
him champ in the preceding year.
that they would contest in court the right of
the Government to demand the information.
.Among
the topping
other film
the nation's
liigh
brackets
tlie people
$200,000in mark
were:
There was no reason to believe that this pattern
William
Wvler,
$432,000;
Bing
Crosbv,
$325,would not be followed in subsequent interrogatories. Obviously, the defendants are in no
000;
Betty
Grable",
$300,000;
Carv
Grant,
$278,000; Howard Hawks. $250,000: Henrv Ginsliurry to have the case resolved.
berg, $220,000 ; Bob Hope. $275,000 ; Alan Ladd,
$212,000; Darrvl F. Zanuck, $260,000; Otto
Thus Judge Hand's facetious remark that
even a young judge would find it difficult to
Preminger, $206,000; Spvros P. Skouras, $201,outlast the case had all the earmarks of a profound truth.
9' 000. Gary Cooper didn't quite make it — $199.7

JVeu^s and
Opinian
Have.i Plan" for distressed theatres was lauded
( Co>i!biued jrom /'age
enthusiastically
and then fizzled away.
when Alliefl first proposed the UMPI Conference,
We sincerely hope that this new gadget is not
adequately describes the picture now as it did
then :
just a llash-in-the-pan idea to gel a few trade
paper headlines.
"It would be desirable to have the distributors
repre;ented by their presidents and to keep attorThe real te. t of any "Fox Mediation Plan" will
be in a territory where the Fox Theatre Circuit
neys out of the picture as past experience has
is dominant. There are the territories where 20th
shown that attorneys for the distributors have
Century-Fox sleeps with its own kinfolk and the
had a tendency of injecting too many le;;al aspects
independent exhibitors get a rou.ih going over.
into any move made by the industry to solve
The Denver and the Kansas City territories are
their problems, whereas it is possible for the
neck deep in a Fox Theatre monopoly. That will
heads of the distributors and the exhibitor leaders
be the real test of a Mediation Plan.
to determine a course of action dictated by good
business jud'^ment and principles, avoiding unnecessary le^al hurdles, which would only impede
Edward Lachman
and obstruct any cliance for the ultimate creation
President
of such a fsroup."
Allied Theatre Owners oj New Jersey
New Jersey Allied has been operating along a
Leo F. Wolcott
similar plan for many years. We have had a
Chairman oj the Baard
committee that would meet with the various
Allied no oj lowa-Nehraska
distributor heads on important complaints of our
The Berger-Smith Conciliation Plan may be members. However, it is gratifying to note that
the distributor is seeking the help of organization
new to the industry, but it not new here. We have
used a similar plan with Metro for a long time,
to arbitrate problems within the territory. Naturand with other companies, not including Fox, for
ally, exhibitors view any offer by the distributors
a les;er period, with good results. Our officers
with suspicion because too many times have offers
act as a Central Committee, and our directors are
of help and assistance been given and as far as
realization, that help has been wanting.
a standing committee in their areas. Careful sifting
of grievances occurs before they are taken up
Is it the answer to intra-industry litigation? Not
completely. However, it is bound to eliminate
with the distributors; and we are perfectly willing
to mediate any grievances with any distributor
many of the small understanding litigative probwho will show good faith and honest effort to
lems where organizations are in a position to
arbitrate the problem. .
iron out the difficulties. Such a plan is definitely
practical. Whether it can eventually replace and
In answer to your third question — would you
eliminate court litigation depends entirely upon
be agreeable to have your organization participate
the good faith of all parties in a controversy.
in such a program- — my answer is yes, if the
Specifically, this Berger-Smith plan will work
members so desire. But as I said before, it is only
if the honest effort necessary is put into it.
natural for the independent exhibitor to viev\
However, in this area alone, there is much disthis with suspicion, and naturally they will withsatisfaction among exhibitors at the arbitrary and
hold their enthusiasm until some results are
achieved .
high-handed sales and other policies of 20th Century-Fox, and it will take quite a bit of doing on
their part to erase this condition. But it can be
Paul Williams
done.
General Counsel
If on the other hand, this Berger-Smith Plan
is intended as a means to perpetuate the economSo. Calij. Theatre Owners Ass'n
ically unsound percentage picture and many other
Our Association is very interested in the Conunfair and distasteful practices common to the
Fox policy now in the small towns, I predict
without qualification that it will fail, as Amith's
sliding scale failed a year ago.

ciliation and Mediation plan effected between
North Central Allied and 20th Century-Fox and
at a recent Board of Directors meeting it was
decided that immediate action be taken in investigating the plan for this territory .
We believe that such a plan, fairly administrated, could well solve many of the present
vexing problems, and we have written to Mr.
Smith of 20th Century-Fox for further details
as to the functioning of the plan they have effected.
It is my feeling, however, that along with a
plan for conciliation as outlined, that a method
of arbitration should also be sought which will
be simple, effective and available at the local
level. Such a system of arbitration would, of
course, have to be voluntary in each instance
between the parties. The cost of arbitration should
be equitably divided between the parties who
participate therein, and the cost of an arbitration
system should not be borne by the parties against
whom arbitration is ordinarily sought, such as
was the case under the consent decree.
Harry Brandt
President
ITOA oj New York
".\\. long last, a progressive distributor leader,
Andy Smith, Jr. has taken the initiative to supplant words with action in a constructive attempt
to settle trade disputes around a conference table
within the confines of the industry. Benny Berger
is to be congratulated for his foresight in pioneering this first concretp c-jncili''tion movement since
the industry moved into the courthouse.
"The Independent Theatre Owners Association
is anxious to institute this system with 20th-Fox
in the New York exchange area. With exhibitordistributor relations deteriorating and the dam to
a flood of litigation opened by the Supeme Court,
we must prove that we are capable of working
out our problems ourselves in a spirit of mutual
understanding. There will never be any peaceful
or harmonious solution of intia-industry problems
by resorting to agitation, litigation or legislation.
"This is a plan to which all exhibitor organizations should give their whole-hearted support."

ALLIED

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Bulletin
Allied Rocky Mountain Independent Theatres
does not yet know enough about the so-called "Fox
Mediation Plan to pass judgment on it.
If it has merit, this organization will be for
it. If it can straighten out some of the problems
existing between 20th Century-Fox and its independent theatre customers — then this organization will go a long way to cooperate.
We are not professional trouble makers and
never have been. Our objective is and always
will be — a square deal for the independent exhibitor

THEY WILL HEAR THE GRIEVANCES

First, however, so far as the "Fox Mediation
Plan," we are going to have to be shown. Andy
Smith of 20th Centuy-Fox has announced other
panaceas in the past. A few months ago the "New

Above are the members oj the committee who will listen to and present North CentrUl Allied!
exhibitor jirevances against 20th Century-Fox. In the usual order: George Granstrom, alternate;
Stanley K;tne, NCA executive director, who will advise the committee; Henry Greene, Jr.; Ted
Mann; E. L. Peaslee, chairman; Jack Wright, alternate.
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HERVEY JOi SUTTON

Rose Hobart-Hattie McDaniel-Skippy Homeier
Produced by Aubrey Schenck • Directed by Ralph Murphy
From the novel, "Clementine," by Peggy Goodin
Screenplay by Muriel Roy Bolton,
Agnes Christine Johnston
Presented by DAVID W. SIEGEL

An EAGLE

LION FILMS Release

'HAMLET' A CLASSIC COMES TO
Rates
• • • for selected class audiences

Universal-InU'rnational (JAR )
153 minutes
Laurence Olivier, Eileen Herlie, Basil Sydney, Jean
Simmons, Felix Aylmer, Norman Wooland, Terence Morgan, Harcourl Williams, Patrick Troughton, Tony Tarvfr, Pfter Gushing, Stanley Holloway, Russell Thorndyke, John Laurie , Rsmumd
Knight, Anthony Qiiayle, Niall MacGinnis.
Directed by Lawrence Olivier.
Here is indeed a monumental achievement that
shines far above the contemporary motion picture
scene. It brings a culmination of cinematic magic
to transmute the greatest creation of the immortal
bard into magnificent screen drama, with a majestic grandeur that will remain for many years as
an inspiring goal for movie-makers of all nations.
Such artistic integrity that dominates this "Hamlet" is certainly
a rarity
a triumphant
tribute
to Lawrence
Olivierandandis his
a sociates.
Hats off and a very deep bow !
But with all due reverence to its transcendental
merits, it cannot be considered as a f>icture for
mass consumption. Shakespeare still remains an
obscure commodity labeled as "high-brow" stuff
for academic circles. It can never comi)ete with
more popular fare on circuit runs — BUT in selected hou:es and with a specialized presentation,
should certainly attract enthusiastic audiences. The
confidence of exhibitors operating class spots will
be boosted by the surprising financial success of
its predecessor, "Henry V," and by the fact that
"Hamlet"
famousof of
Shakespearean
plays. Andis the
with most
the help
critical
accolades
from the lay press and the extensive exploitation

LIFE!

engineered
by U-I,
shouldits beway.
a "prestige" picture that more
thanit pays
No doubt there will be many who will see this
picture out of a feeling of social obligation and
some will expect to be bored by an obsolete literary exercise. But all who see it will respond
in some measure to its dramatic impact and even
the most unlilerary will find excitement in its
scenes of thrilling sword-play and its lusty Klizabethan flavor. And everyone who ever waded
painfully through high-school Shakesjicare will
find an unexpected clarity illuminating its dusty
pages. For Olivier and his co-cditor, Alan Dent,
have done wonders in the interest of inteliigibihty ;
they have condensed the original A'/j io n taut
2^2 hours of continuous drama; they have reshuffled scenes, modernized the archaic rhetoric,
introduced scenes never performed previously (as
Ophelia's suicide), eliminated unnecessary characters— all to promote a lucid understanding and
never to cheapen its unalterable virtues.
Olivier is superb as Hamlet. His characterization, if not especially subtle, is a magnificently
eloquent, thoroughly masculine interpretation of a
complex, brooding i)ersonality. He excells with a
display
sardonic
finding
of bitteris
comedy ofamidst
the humor,'
tragedy.
But ahisfund
direction
even more brilliant. He has succeeded in maintaining the flow of ancient dialogue at an almost
conversational level, rising occasionally to sublime
heights of dramatic power; and with a marvel(lusly fluid camera movement lie crystallized the
dramatic conflict into a deep-felt significance.
His interpretation of the soliloquies is most masterly, with a mental counterpoint that bursts into
the spoken word, in the manner of all day-dream-
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ing mortals. Kntirely appropriate are the impressionistic settings designed by Roger Furse and
photographed
sombre ofblack
and white to enhance the starkin tragedy
Elsinore.
The i)erformances are without exception the
finest examples of dramatic talent from a country
rich in Shakesj)earean tradition. Young Jean Simmons, who scored a sensational debut in "Great
Kx|x;ctations,"
is wonderfully
pathetically api^ealing
as Ophelia; expressive
the King, and
by Basil
Sydney, is a thoroughly believable embodiment of
evil; Kileen Herlie, as the Queen, is a passionate,
superbly tragic figure; the pompous senility of
Polonius is brilliantly presented by Felix Aylmer;
Xorman Wooland as the steadfast Horatio, Terence Morgan as Laertes, Stanley Holloway as the
Gravedigger; in fact, all the players down to the
last cup-bearer are equally distinguished.
Olivier and company have done right well by
the old boy from Stratford-on-Avon and he would
undoubtedly approve most heartily of this version
in magic shadows.
Abrams.

'THE WALLS OF JERICHO' CONFUSED DRAMATIC HODGE-PODGE
Rates
-)- as dualler on names in nabo rhoods and small towns
1\ drag it down to a tepid grosser. Miscasting
rebuffs her, she encourages Douglas to run for
2!.)tli Century-Fox
is not the least of the discrepancies. Cornel
Congress in opposition to Wilde. Meanwhile,
105 minutes
W ilde is as incredible an aspirant for Congress
Anne Baxter, who had gone away to Delaware
Cornel Wilde.. Linda Darnell, Anne Baxter,
Kirk Douglas. Ann Dvorak. Marjoric Rambeau,
to become a lawyer, returns and Wilde falls
and the Senate as the sick cow whose expresHenry Hull. Colleen Toimscnd. Barton Macsion he adopts throughout. Anne Baxter as a in love with her. Darnell uses their clandestine
lady lawyer defending a young girl charged with
Lane. Griff
Barnctt. ]]'ilUam Tracy, Art Baker,
romance to force Wilde to withdraw and BaxFrank
Ferguson.
murder is another inanity. .And the others, in
ter leaves tow-n. Douglas is elected and DarDirected by John .1/. Sfahl.
nell steers him with an eye to the Senate. This
the large cast under John Stahl's confused
direction,
behave
like
puppets
whose
manipulator
Apparently producer Lamar Trotti, who also
time \\'ilde decides to contest the election. Gossip spreads that his campaign manager and his
gets the dubious credit for the screen play, felt keeps them moving while he tries to put a scatwife have never been married and their daughtered script in order. The props in "The Walls
that 20th-Fox paid too much for the rights to
ter, running away, kills the tow-n bully. Barton
of Jericho" may bring some nostalgic entertainPaul \\'ellman's novel. "The Walls of Jericho", to
ment to some old-timers in the audience. The
MacLane, when he attempts to attack her. Wilde
leave out one iota of the outlandish mish-mash
and Baxter persuade her to return for trial
that passes for a story- The screen version is rest will yawn or be downright annoyed.
EXPLOITATION: Sell Wilde, Darnell,
and they defend her. Darnell persuades Dvorak
a long-winded, preposterous accounting of poliBaxter. Tie up with book shops on the Welltics, romance, murder, scandal, old debbil rum
to sue for divorce, naming Baxter as co-respondand other assorted plot devices helped not at man novel. Catchline : "'The Walls of Preent in an effort to discredit W^ilde at the trial.
all by inept acting and direction. The sole
\\"hen he attempts to stop Dvorak, she shoots
judice
Barred
Their
Love!"
In the Kansas town of Jericho, around 1908.
him. Baxter elects to continue the trial alone,
credit it can boast is its devotion to recreating
confesses her love in the courtroom, charges the
County
Attorney
Cornel
Wilde
is
considered
a
a Kansas town around the turn of the century ;
trial with being a political football and wins
good
bet
for
Congress,
despite
his
wife's.
Ann
That much of it seems authentic — the only
Dvorak, drinking habits- His best friend.
acquittal. The enlightened Douglas turns on
Kirk Douglas, publisher of the town paper,
Darnell, withdraws from the Senate race, and
realistic note in the entire drawn-out proceedings. The star names may start this off to fair
brings home his bride, Linda Darnell, who
Wilde,liticalrecovering
a hospital,
finds the poand romantic in
roads
cleared. Barn.
prrmptly makes a play for Wilde. When he
returns, but poor word-of-niouth will undoubted'FIGHTING BACK' ROUTINE PROGRAMMED
FOR LOWER SLOT
Rates • • — as supporting dualler for family houses
its appeal will be strongest for the kiddies, since
familyforts kept
going during
his absence
the efTwentieth Century-Fox
of his plucky
wife. Jean
Rogers. byLangton,
it resembles an over-sized Our Gang comedy, com60 minutes
plete with a ball game between rival gangs, clever
whose prison record is unknown to all but his
stunts by the canine starlet. Daisy, and the final prewar acquaintances, accepts a job with Morris
Paul Langton, Jean Rogers, Gary Gray, Joe Sawvictory over evil by the combined efforts of a
yer, Morris Ankrum, John Kellogg, Dorothy
Ankrum. his wife's boss during her husband's abChristy, Tommy Ivo, J^ela Tyler, Pierre Watkin,
boy and his dog. All of which offers comic resence. John trouble
Kellogg,withLangton's
crony, Daisy,
turns
Daisy.
lief to the theme of an ex-convict who is fighting
up, bringing
him. Heoldkidnap>s
Directed bv Mai St. Clair.
against overwhelming odds to reestablish his poyoung
Gray'sa clever
littlebracelet
pooch, from
and uses
the dogGary
to steal
diamond
the
sition in society. It lacks originality and the performances lack finesse. Daisy, however, will keep
home
of
Langton's
boss.
Langton
is
suspected
the
youngsters
highly
amused.
immediately and questioned by the police, with
"Fighting Back" is strictly a minor league pros.'rammer designed specifically for the lower slot
complications piling on until the day is saved by
Paul Langton. an cx-convict honorably disnaborhood dual bills. Produced by Sol Wurtzel,
charged from the army, returns to his home and
Gary and his dog.
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'KEY LARGO' STAR NAMES
Rates • • • — on star value
Warner Bros.
101 mmtites
Hiiinp'irey Bogart. Edivard G. Robinson, Lauren
Bacall. Lionel Barry more. Claire Trevor,
Thomas Gome::. Harry Lewis. Jolm Rodney.
Marc Laii-rence, Dan Seymour, Monte Blue,
.Silver Heels, Rodric Red Wing.
Directed by John Huston.
A blue-ribbon cast, an ace director and the
top technicians on the Warner Bros, lot, all
work desperately to breathe life into Maxwell
Anderson's "Key Largo". In spots they reach
superb heights, but the sum total is a photographed stage play, generally static and talky,
with only occasional explosions of violence. The
star names — Humphrey Bogart, Edward G.
Robinson. Lauren Bacall — will undoubtedly
mean boxoffice, but the Bogart-Robinson fans,
the action addicts who need only the names
of their heroes on the marquee to flock in great
numbers, will be disappointed. Bogart's role
is a strangely silent and colorless one. His
disillusioned ex-Army major is underplayed
and muted in sharp contrast to Robinson's
flamboyant near-caricature of his original Little

WILL

CARRY

SLOW-PACED

MELLER

Caesar portrayal, and the latter's domination of
every scene has the unique effect of shoving
Bogart into the background. Bogart's fans won't
be very enthusiastic either about his reliance
on discretion rather than valor, and even the
ultimate turnabout, when he destroys the entire
gang, is insufficient redemption. Lauren Bacall
doesn't register at all in an undemanding role.
Claire Trevor, on the other hand, is outstanding
as a blowsy rum addict and her one big scene
where she humiliates herself in a pitiful singing
attempt in order to get a drink is a high point
in poignancy. Director John Huston, one of
the finest in the business, has managed to extract a few inagnificent scenes from the garrulous whole. His concentration on character
study rather than physical action brings forth
some highly intelligent entertainment. In collaborating on the screen play, with Richard
Brooks, however, he would have done well
to utilize
a greater
degree photographing
the screen's versatility,toinstead
of virtually
the
EXPLOITATION : Big Bertha, of course, is
plav.
the trio of stars, plus the Barrymore and
Trevor names. The Maxwell Anderson play
siiould be stressed, too, where discriminating
audiences are a factor. Feature the cojiflict

'DEEP WATERS' WILL PLEASE FAMILY TRADE
Rates • • • — generally as top dualler; less in action spots
called "documentar\" fashion, again pointing
20th Century-Fox
up
20th Century-Fox's success with this genreS5 minutes
But instead of the usual city slums and violence,
Dana Andrews, Jean Peters, Cesar Romero,
we have the wind-swept shores and hardy
Dean Stockivell, Anne Revere, Ed. Begley,
fisher-folk of Maine, presented by some realisLeona Poivers. Mae Marsh, IV ill Geer, Bruno
tic on-the-spot photography. There is one exll'ick. Cliff Clark, Harry Tyler, Raymond
Greenleafciting high-spot that does utilize studio techDirected by Henry King.
n
i
q
ues— a thrilling
rescue
at sea storm.
as the lad's
skiff fomiders
during
a raging
The
'Deep Waters'
is a interwoven
placid tale with
of thea lobster
fisheries
in Maine,
theme
of juvenile delinquency. While definitely lacking in sensational sock appeal, it does convey
a warm and believable sentimentality that makes
it a natural for the family trade. Dana Andrews lends marquee power and young Dean
Stockwell, the curley-headed kid of "Gentleman's Agreement" gives a performance that
will set tongues wagging for extra attraction.
His appealing naturalness steals scene after
scene from his elders as he portrays the wayward orphan described in Ruth Moore's bestseller, "Spoonhandle", from which the film
was adapted.
The production has been handled in the so-

picture's warm and subdued atmosphere has
been accentuated by a sepia-toned print. The
performances are all uniformly competent, although Dana Andrews seems to have been
limited to one expression of grim resolution ;
.\nne Revere is, as usual, superb as a sharptongued widow, Jean Peters supplies the love
interest and Cesar Romero, sporting a big mustache and a Portuguese accent, has a comedy
characterization. The direction by Henry King,
although deliberate in pace, draws a fine distinction between sincere sentiment and false
hokum.
EXPLOITATION: Make a bid for the family trade with its wholesome, warmly human
merits. Draw the readers of the best-seller
"Spoonhandle" with tie-ins and play up Dean

'NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND
EYES' IMPLAUSIBLE THRILLER
Rates • • -f- generally
would have floundered in this preposterous role
Paramount
and, as it is, the picture has moments that may
80 minutes
provoke laughter at inappropriate times.
Edward G. Robinson, Gail Russell, John Lund,
It is from a novel by Cornell VVoolrich, a
Virginia Bruce, William Demarest, Richard Webb,
writer of extemely literate, blood-chilling whodunits. But neither the adaptation nor John FarJerome Cowan, Onslow Stevenson, John Alexander. Roman Bohnen, Luis Van Rooten.
row's direction succeeds in sustaining the eerie
mood and the pseudo-scientific jargon of occultism
Directed by John Farrow.
falls pretty flat. In one respect it is very well
handled, in that, midway in the proceedings, eviThere is an unique gimmick that provides the
dence is presented that provides a logical explanation to the mystery and, from there on, the
plot for this unusual Paramount melodrama. It
tells the story of a man who can prophesy the audience is held in suspense as to whether Robinfuture — a weird gift that brings him catastrophe
son is really an oracle or a phoney and a murand provides audiences with a mild assortment of
derer. The ending is very pat and hastily contrived. Gail Russell and John Lund are capable
chills and thrills. Unfortunately, it is a questionable item for mass entertainment and grosses will enough in undemanding roles, while William Demarest isamusing as a skeptical detective. Virginia
be only slightly above average. Sterling actor
Bruce, Jerome Cowan and Roman Bohnen are
Edward G. Robinson portrays the doleful Nostradamus and carries most of the picture on his merely on hand in the proceedings.
EXPLOITATION: Play up the supernatural
capmble shoulders. A p)erformer of lesser talent";
.1 U L Y

19. 1948

between the screen's two top tough guys.
When ex- Army major Humphrey Bogart
drops in at Lionel Barrymore's hotel on Key
Largo, off Florida, to pay his respects to his
dead buddy's father and widow, Lauren Bacall,
he finds the place closed, occupied only b>i the
owners and five men and a blonde, Claire
Trevor, who have leased the entire hotel for a
week. Persuaded to stay overnight, he meets
the leader of the group, Edward G- Robinson,
whom he recognizes as a deported racketeer.
Robinson holds the trio prisoner while he awaits
a confederate due to pick up a batch of counterfeit bills, and reveals his ambitions to return
to his former gang empire. Bogart is almost
tricked into using an empty pistol to shoot it
out with the gangster. Instead a deputy, captured while looking for a pair of fugitive
Indians, is killed by the ruse. A violent hurricane brings out the craven characters of the
gangsters and destroys the boat waiting to
carry them back to Cuba. When it is spent.
Robinson forces Bogart to act as skipper on
another craft. Trevor, abused by Robinson,
slips Bogart a gun and he awaits his opportunity at sea. In a gun battle, all five thugs are
killed and Bogart brings the boat back to Key
Largo, where Bacall is waiting. Barn.

Stock well's performance as surpassing that in
"Gentleman's .\greement".
There is growing conflict between Jean Peters
and her fiance, Dana .Andrews. She is a welfare worker with a morbid fear of the sea ;
he is a lobster fisherman, quite content to
ply his trade with his Portuguese partner,
Cesar Romero. She places "state boy". Dean
Stockwell, to board with .\nne Revere in return for doing the chores. He has a bad record
of runaways from his previous placements, but
seems to get along fine with his severe custodian, finding his greatest joy in going fishing
with Andrews. But Miss Peters, fearing for
the
forbids
his fishing
He boy's
steals safety,
a camera,
pawning
it to excursions.
get a bus
ticket to Boston. Panicky with fear of discovery he runs off to sea and is almost drowned
but for the timely intervention of Andrews and
Romero. Later the theft is discovered and he
is packed off to a reformatory. Andrews is unaware of this development, but eventually locates the lad. He applies for adoption papers
and all of the principals show up at the Judge's
hearing. The boy acquires a foster-father and
probably a foster-mother as well, when the
couple iron out their difficulties. Abrams.

aspects of this eerie thriller featuring Robinson in
his strangest role.
Robinson was once a vaudeville mind-reader in
an act with his fiancee, Virginia Bruce, and
Jerome Cowan. When his telepathic visions of
dire destiny come true, he is overcome by fear
and deserts the act. Cowan marries Miss Bruce,
becomes a wealthy oil man and has a daughter,
Gail Russell, Robinson foresees Cowan's death in
a plane crash, but is too late to prevent it. He
manages her
to forestall
b>sending
sweetheart,MissJohnRussell's
Lund, suicide
after her.
Lund • suspects him of evil motive and brings in
the police. When Robinson predicts her violent
death, with an exact description of the events
down to the very minute, detective William
Demarest takes thorough precautions. The events
all come true, except for Miss Russell's death;
Robinson gets it instead. The explanation involves the financial machinations of a rival industrialist. r>av.
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'RED RIVER' A GREAT WESTERN
Rates • • • ( for action houses; slightl y less elsewhere
pled with strong selling of its merits cannot
I Hi led A r lists
fail to pay off.
125 Minutes.
In many respects it can be called a convenJohn Wayne. Montgomery Clift. Joanne Pru,
tional western, for if contains most of the wellII 'alter Brcnnan, Culeen Gray, John Ireland,
Noah Beery Jr.. Chief Yowlachie. Harry Carey.
worn situations, the two-fisted gun-toting tabSr.. Harry Carey. Jr.. .Miekey Knhn. Paul Fix. Uanx tliat have become tired stereotypes in
Hank Warden. Iz'un I'arrv, Hal Taiiaferro,
Inindreds of sagebrush sagas. But here these
Raul Fiero, Billie Self. Ray Hyke.
s;ime situations are charged with vitality. Under
Directed by Howard Haivks.
Hawk's masterful direction these virile men of
come to life against a wonderHere is one of the finest westerns ever made ! the cow-country
fully realistic background of vast western
plains. .\n(\ the scenario by Borden Chase and
It's all of that and tiien some! For "Red River"
is a. giant of a picture: it packs a mighty wallop
Charles Schnee, a graphic adaptation of Chase's
and is filled with tlie greatness that brought
Satevepost
story,of"The
Chisholm Trail," maintains the stamp
authenticity.
glory to "'The Covered Wagon" of James Cruze
This is not an actor's picture ; they are secand to John Ford's "Stagecoach." Howard
ondary to the vivid pictorial expression of the
Hawks, who produced and directed, has created
pi -neer conquest of an inhospitable land, of
a nnsterpiece of truly epic proportions, pouring
wild cattle stampedes, fierce Indian fighting and
into it a wealth of expert know-how to i)aint legendary feats of endurance. But every pera sweeping panorama of the rugged, turbulent
former does follow^ through with the right t(juch
of realism. John Wayne still keeps his one
lieritage of the old West. Tiiis picture is destined to take an eminent place in the roster of and only role, a laconic man of powerful, reillustrious films. It contains almost two hours
strained masculinity ; and he was never more
of powerful drama that will hold audiences in convincing. Beside him, Montgomery Clift
a grip of enthusiasm. Pictures of this stature
looks pretty insignificant, although he overare mighty few and far between and its impact
comes his physical unsuitability with the enshould be a dynamic blast to send boxoffice regaging naturalness that made a hit in "The
ceipts .soaring to high levels. Even deluxe sitSearch." The distafif side is represented by
uations, where westerns usually slump, should
Coleen Gray, who sparkles in a very brief role,
; nd Joanne Dru, who comes through with a
ring up strong grosses. Word-of-mouth cou-

.>|);riti(l performance. Character actor, Walter
Brennan, is grand as a toothless old-timer and
notable supixirt is offered by John Ireland,
Mickey Kubn and Harry Carey.
KXPLOITATIOX : Proclaim loud and long
that here is more than a Western — a magnificent record of American tradition.
After Wayne and Brennan leave the pioneer
\< agon train for greener pastures, it is massacred by Comanches, killing his sweetheart,
Coleen Oray, and leaving young Mickey Kuhn
;i lone survivor. Wayne adopts the lad and
the three go to Texas where he establishes a
ranch, .\fter fourteen years of relentless effort,
he builds a tremendous cattle empire. But the
Civil War has ruined the beef market and he
is on the verge of going broke. He decides to
drive his cattle to Missouri for market. The
drive forges on despite stampedes, hunger, hostile Indians, drought and flood. Wayne gets to
be a man-killing tyrant and his foster-son (now
Montgomery Clift) finally loses patience. A
gun-fight leaves him in command and he heads
the cattle to Abilene, where he hopes to find a
railroad. On the way he meets and falls in
li ve with Joanne Dru. They finally reach
.Abilene, but the joyous celebration is halted
when ^^'ayne arrives with blood in his eye.
Clift refuses to draw a gun and there is a
smashing fist-fight that leaves the two men
bruised but friendly.
Abrams.

'TEXAS. BROOKLYN AND HEAVEN' WHIMSICAL COMEDY
MISFIRES
Rates • • -|- as supporting dualler
the last — and most vital — ingredient. It a bid for the teen-age set with handsome Guy
/(> Minutes.
Madison.
tries hard for whimsey, a most ellusivc mood
Guy Madison. Diana /..v"". James Dujin. Lionel to put on film, and misses badly. It would reGuy, a Dallas newspaperman, inherits S2,000
.'^tander. Florence Bates. Michael Chekhov.
quire much more adroit direction than William
Macf/aref Hamilton. .Moyna Mac/ill. Irene Ry- Castle's to turn the eccentric fancies of Barry and departs eastward to write a play. He picks
up hitch-hiker Diana Lynn and they pretend to
an. Colin Campbell. Clem Bc'c'ans. Roscoe
Benefield's
into athemovie
of consistent
Kar)is. William Frazi.'ley. Ak'in Hammer. Ers- charm,
and story
to disguise
fact that
its hero, be brother and sister. She goes to live over a
stable in Brooklyn, while he works on his play
kine Sanjord. John Galidet. James Burke. Guy Gu>- Madison, is yet to become an actor. Bumpy
Wilkerson. Andie Murphy. Tom Dugan.
transitions caused by some very ragged editing in a shabby hotel. She befriends Florence Bates,
Directed by William Castle.
an unemployed pick-pocket, whom she introdon't
help any.
original
duces to her three spinster landladies as her
as a visiting
angelThe; here
he is story
just a had
bar "Mike"
tender,
mother.
She gets a job in a girlie show at
well
played
by
James
Dunn.
Diana
Lynn
bears
"Texas, Brooklyn and Heaven" should find
Coney Island, but Guy breaks that up. Through
up in good style under some unflattering photo- his
some favor in at least two of the places menbartender friend. James Dunn, he secretly
tioned in the title, but most earthly moviegoers
buys
an interest in an indoor riding academy,
graphy
and
dialogue
that
is
affectedly
"quaint."
will find it wanting in the entertainment de- The cast is loaded with character actors in- full of stuffed horses, and she gfjes to work
liartment. Exliibitors will have to relegate it
cluding Florence Bates, William Frawley, Lionel Stander and Roscoe Karns. all bidding for there. Meanwhile, he discovers that he is a
to the supporting spot on dual bills. It features
a playwright, and the hobby-horse racklaughs. But of the lot, Michael Chekhov as the flopet isaspretty
Diana Lynn and Guy Madison for youthful
slow. But a Christmas party with
romance, the usual gags about the Lone Star
sleepy "Mr. Gaboolian" offers the one really 25 Santa Clauses brings the place a lot of pubspot of humor.
state and the home of ''dem bums," a lively bright
licity and they sell out at a profit. They go
EXPLOITATION: Present its wholesome
title tune, and promises a story of sprightly
back to Texas to raise real horses and babies.
comedv
to
attract
the
familv
trade
and
make
imagination. Unfortunately, it fails to deliver
'NORTHWEST STAMPEDE'
Rates • • -j- as dualler generally

COLORFUL

Eagle- Lion
/9 minutes
Joan Leslie. James Craig, Jack Oakxe, Chill
Wills. I'ictor Kilii.n, Stanley Andreivs, Ray
Bennett, Lane Chandler. Flame.
Directed by Albert S. Roc/ell.
This dressed-up Western, set amidst the
scenic grandeur (jf the Canadian Rockies, offers
the movie-goer a pleasant way to take a mountain vacation. It is a moderately enjoyable
horse-opera that should do especially well in
small to.wns, for its location crews have captured
a stunning Cinecolored panorama of rugged
c-'iiyons, forest covered valleys and snowfed mountain streams. In addition, it offers the
thrills and color of the famous rodeo at Calgary and, for horse lovers, there is a lot of
footage devoted to some very photogenic steeds.
Its production values are first-rate, but the
story and a cast are definitely second-rate and
12

CANADIAN

York.

HORSE-OPERA

inadequate. The screen play by Art Arthur
and Lillie Hayward supplies a fairly routine
comedy situation that involves Joan Leslie's
effort to get her man, James Craig, although he
is more interested in catching the wild stallion,
"Blizzard". His coy reluctance is a bit surprising, for Miss Leslie, as a lady broncbuster, is quite an eyeful in jodhpurs. Jack
Oakie, a top-notch comedian, tries too hard
with too little material and Chill Wills gets
some laughs just by looking shiftless. The
Cinecolor is the best yet, although the interiors
still have that orange tint.
EXPOITATION: Sell the scenic splendor
of the Canadian Rockies captured in all its
"full-colored, breath-taking beauty". Attract
animal-lovers for this "Thundering Stampede of
Wild Horse" and emphasize the comedy and
romance initated by Leslie, Craig and Oakie.
Footloose, James Craig returns to his ranch
liome with his pal. Tack Oakie. He pretends

to be a stranger to the new foreman, Joan Leslie, and they hire orr asTan^h hands. He traps
the wild stallion, "Blizzard" and is almost killed
trying to break him. Miss Leslie discovers that he
is the owner and that he wants to sell the
ranch. She lets "Blizzard" free, hoping that
Craig will stick around until he captures him.
Craig fires her, but she insists on collecting her
back pay. He enters the rodeo to dig up some
money for her claim. She also participates and
they run neck-and-neck in all of the events,
until he hits the jackpot prize. But she crosses
him up by spending his winnings at a horse
"Bliztrailheafter
mountainwhile
the along,
auction.
zard" andHeshehitstrails
still plays
ropes "Blizzard",
finally
He him
to get.
harddecides
but
to give
his freedom.
Back at
I he ranch, he finds that the stallion has meekly
followed home the wild mare captured by Miss
I pslie. Which convinces him that love is the
thing. Da7:
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RAW

DEAL

EAGLE LION has

'RAW DEAL/'
box-ofFice successor to terrific "T-Men."
Produced by Edward Small with
original "T-Men" team, it stars Dennis
O'Keefe, Claire Trevor, Marsha Hunt.

world-beloved Charles Dickens sto
Presented by J. Arthur Rank,
brought to the screen by the mj
who made "Great Expectations!"' i
CANON

CITY
V

Paul Henreid and
Joan Bennett, in"HOLLOW TRIUMPH,"
star-teamed for big box-office in one
of the most powerful man-woman
stories ever filmed!

VE
LI
LET'S
A LITTLE
«
EAGLE LION has

Hedy Lamarr and
Robert Cummings riotously together
in "LET'S LIVE A LITTLE." Marqueepowered stars in the lough show
headed for top grosses!

EAGLE LION has "CANON CITY"
— savage, factual drama of recent
Colorado State Prison break. Told
with the naked fury of truth. Introduces Scott Brady.

ca's new sweetheart, in "MICKEY
Filmed in Cinecolor. Her glorious voii
will thrill millions in this heart-warr
ing teen-age story.

NORTHWEST
STAMPEDE

NORTHWEST
STAMPEDE," year's greatest outdoor
oction spectacle, in Cinecolor. Joan
Leslie, James Craig, and Jack Oakie
ore starred.

THE OLYMPIC
GAMES Of 7948
EAGLE LION has
. . the official
Technicolor fiimizotion of the "1948
OLYMPIC GAMES," presented by
J. Arthur Rank. The biggest screen
scoop of the year!

EAGLE LION has

"TULSA,"in Technicolor, starring Susan Hayward.

Walter Wanger's production is the
rip-roaring spectacle of a brawling
boom town!

Richard Baseha
with Scott Brady, in the much-discussc
"29 CLUES" Title is tip-off to one >
the most dramatic manhunts ev
filmed! Top exploitation thriller! i
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COMPLAINT; RODGERS' ANSWER
NON-THEATRICALS
rentals and demanding enornujus percentages are
TIkti- lia\c been public rclatiuns campaigns
serving iion theatrical situations and will they
to acqua nt tlie public with the interest on the
pirt of the producer to furnish a better class
— Allied Theatres of Mic.'.iiot
of film and there have been public relations campiigns to benefit American Youth through the
St. p it ?"
EDITOR'S NOTE:
me(lium of the motion picture theatres. There
This mailer was broughl lu the attention
h:tve been all types of pulic relation campaigns
uj William F. Rodgers, vice pre side U and
which it was hoped would ultimately build up
general s'.des manager of M-G-M.
His rethe indu-.try in the eyes of the theatre-going
public. All of these campaigns have a great
ply follous:
deal of merit and tiiose who brought forth the
idtas for them are to be commended- It is our
July 1.?, 104S
Mr. ilMo
WaxFilm
Bulletin
thought, however, that the real need for relatiin campaigns is one which will bring better
relationship between the exhibitor and the dis- Dear Sir:
tributor.
As a policy we arc opposed to showin'.; our
The exhibitor cannot be held entirely blameproduct in \'acht Clubs, Ciolf Clubs, Country
less for some of the points responsible for Ciui)s and otlier non-theatrical places such as you
refer to. There are and have been extenuating
strained relations. However, we feel that in the
fipial analysis it will be found that, in those in- circumstances, however, that account for our supstances where the exhibitor is responsible, it l)lyinf; some of these institutions.
was the result of some action tiiat had been
The particular case at is.:ue is one of those excejilions and was brought about in the foliowinir
taken against him by the distributor.
manner . For many years, I believe since 1934,
In addition to the subject of percentages and
pictures
have been furnished to the Detroit Yacht
prices, we find another situation that is unClub. For the most part they were older pic<lcserved. This is the lack of protective consideration the distributor has for the exhibitor.
tures that had completed their Detroit availabilities, and the request to supply the Club was
In a recent case which came to our attention
made of us by the manager of one of the largest
which bears out our contention, we found that
circuits in Detroit. Later, at the remany of the major companies are booking pic- independent
quest of Charles W. Snyder, who was then the
tures in Yacht Clubs, Golf Clubs, Country Clubs
Police Censor for the City of Detroit and a memand other non-theatrical places where the member of the Detroit Yacht Club, and I believe
ber who views the picture is oft times better
either chairman or a member of the entertainoff materially than the exhibitor who suffers
ment committee, the practice was continued up
as a result of this lack of consideration. The
to 1045 and up to that time we furnished appictures that we have reference to are some
twenty-eight pictures. Since 1045 we
that have not yet been released except for 1st have served proximately
them with but nine pictures.
run and, although these companies claim that
Recentlv thev had under contract GREEX
dates have not been set and will not be set,
the damage has been done for the club member
DOLPHIN
an exhibitorand'CASS
complained, andTIMBFRLAXL
when we wereandapprised
will not attend the theatre who offers these
the situation, the exhibitor was informed we
films feeling that in waiting he can see tiiem of
would not date the picture at the Yacht Club
at his local club for nothing.
until after the completion of the Detroit runs.
In spite of the fact that M. G. M. was adWe are sure that iMr. Snyder, the new Secrevised of the situation, they have not cut from
tary of the Allied Association of iMichiiian. will
their lists the Club referred to. The other comwell remember the service he rendered to the Depany, 20th Century Fox, immediately cut them
troit Yacht Club in securing pictures for them,
off. However, we do not know how many other
and that duing this time the question of unfair
such non-theatrical customers they have on the competition was not raised.
We have instructed our Detroit Office not to
books — "Would \ou care to tell us, gentlesolicit further business from the Detroit Yacht
men?"
This is the lack of protective consideration
Club and you may be assured that the protection
that causes the breach between distributor and
of our customers is always uppermost in our
minds.
exhibitor and we might make the suggestion as
Sincerelv,
the first expression of good will — "How
many other companies that are charging high
W. F. RODGERS.
PAL LABOR
Allied Rocky Mt. Independent Theatres
From time to time the distributors blame the
high cost of production onto the Hollywood
unions. And sometimes during their wailing
about the subject they give out with some
pretty violent anti-union propaganda.
ARM IT has never been called upon to take
sides on a union versus non-union squabble.
And since the good Lord has spared us that
■dilemma, this Bulletin does not intend to create
t>ne.
It would, however, like to suggest an attitude
which exhibitors would be very wise to adopt.
Our boxoffices depend upon the support of
the working man. The owner of the local mill
or factory is generally not a good customer.
He is more apt to l)e found at the country club
than he is in the lobby of our theatre.
Our support comes from the employees of
that mill or factory, and they to a great extent
are
membersof or
are basically
favoreither
of theutu'on
objectives
organized
labor. in
16

Despite the several evils which have cropped
up in the growth of organized labor, the entire
movement does have two principal objectives ■ —
more pay and shorter working hours.
These two principals are right down our alley.
First, because movies are entertainment and the
more money a man gets over and above his
b.isic cost of living the more money he has for
amusement.
Second, the more time he has off from his
job the more hours he has to seek entertainment.
This Bulletin is not recommending that
ARiNIIT members go out and become labor
organizers. But, it does believe that a friendly
attitude toward the working man is the soundest investment that you can make.
CONCILIATION
FAILS
Allied ITO of E. Penna.
A recent trade paper story indicates that this
association, as one of Allied's Eastern units,
had approved and would support the so-called
conciliation plan recently annotinced as having

been concludefl between Twentieth Century Fox
airl some of the Allied units. This erroneous
statement has resulted in numerous inquiries to
this
\;n)iaoffice
Allied.fr(,m members of Eastern PennsylIn order to keep the record straight, this is
ail official announcement that this organizat on
has not, and probably will not approve the socalled conciliation plan. Indepeiulent exhibitors
ill this territory have many deep-seated and
legitimate grievances which cannot b? righted
except by substantial concessions from the distributors and the affiliated chain theatres.
Wherever and whenever a member of this association with legitimate grievance desires the
support of this organization in Ttigation or in
negotiation with other elements of this industry
lit' will get such support to the fullest extent.
Starting with the Minneapolis Convention of
1921, and ending with the UMPI in 1942, the
history of all conciliation, mediation and conference efforts between the independent exhibitors and the distributors has been a neverending record of repeated failures to secure
any measure of relief for the independent exhibitors.
There is no evidence now present in the film
rentals being demanded by the distributors, or
in their efforts tf> circumvert the decision of
tl;e United States Supreme Court, to create the
preliminary confidence absolutely necessary for
the success of anv conciliation plan. .Additional
reasons for our objections to the so-called conciliation plan will be submitted at the next
meeting of the N'ational Board of Directors.
BLANK CONTRACTS
ATO of Indiana
In the great majority of situations all conditions and provisions of the contract such as run.
clearance, etc., remain the same picture after
picture, or year after year, and the only things
t." be discussed are the particular pictures and
the license fees applicable to each. Because of
this it is the common practice of some of the
film salesmen and distributors when arriving at
a deal with an exhibitor to reduce the results
of their negotiations to a "work sheet" which
is left with the exhibitor as a memorandum of
the agreement. For the sake of convenience and
tn save time the exhibitor is requested to sign
a c >ntract in blank which is completed by the
salesman after his return to his office.
L'nfortunately there have been incidents
v.iiere this procedure has been used deceitfully
to get an exhibitor to unknowingly sign a conti act wherein there are changes other than the
t'tles of pictures and rental terms, the only
phases of the deal that are set forth on the work
sheet. The first knowledge that the exhibitor
has of any of these changes is when he received
his completed and approved contract.
We have discussed this matter with the ATOI
attorney and he had no hesitancy in advising us
that a contract signed in blank would be void
and ineffectual under these circumstances where
it was understood that the only changes were
in film rentals. If the work sheet authorized
the distributor to fill in only titles, license fees
and days, other changes would be vital and
material .seriously affecting the basis for contract negotiation as to price.
Our counsel adds, however, that the practice
of signing contracts in blank is not satisfactory,
as frequently disputes may arise as to oral
agreement pertaining to terms. If such disputes
were brought into court a judge or jury might
be influenced to some extent bv the fact that it
is careless and negligent to sign a contract in
blank, as it implies authority to fill in the blanks
in the manner as shown on the final written
executed agreement. Some contracts have a
clause stating that. "A copy of this application
signed simultaneously bv the exhibitor shall be
left with the exhibitor."
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"THE STREET WITH NO NAME" Starring MARK STEVENS • RICHARD WIDMARK with LLOYD NOLAN
BARBARA LAWRENCE- Ed Begiey- Donald Buka. Joseph Pevney-John Mclntire -Walter Greaza • Howard Smith
Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY- Produced by SAMUEL G. ENGEL- Original Screen Play by Harry Kleiner

'THAT LADY IN ERMINE' FRIVOLOUS, COLORFUL
LUBITSCH
Rates • • • for class spots; less e Isewhere
He accepted no title credit out of respect to the
20th Century-l'ux
late master of witty comedy.
89 minutes
The Lubitsch sophistication is matched by the
Betty Grable, DougUis Fairbanks, Jr., Cesar
frothy scenario, devised by Samson Raphaelson,
Romero, Walter Abel, Reginald Gardiner, Harry
that tells an adult bed-lime story — garnished with
Davenport, Virgini/i iCampbe'l. Whit Bissel, Edlots of bed-room badinage, although well within
mund MacDomild, David Bond, Harry Cording,
Belle Mitchell, Mary Bear, Jack George, John
the blue-pencil limitations. And the comic-operaParrish, Mayo Newhall, Lester Allen.
tic production makes elegant spoof of the roDirected by Ernst Lubiisch.
mantic byplay with flashes of free-stepping
imagination, such as a sun that rises with a
crash, portraits that come to life at the stroke
Costumed caperings in a mythical Balkan
kingdom provide the fiaudy ingredients of this of midnight. It doesn't always come off; the intended zest and sparkle is sometimes muscleTechnicolored fantasia, and without a single serious
bound and the comedic highlights are too widely
thought to cloud its festivities, it supplies a carespaced. Betty Grable is quite an eyeful! as the
Graustarkian countess and also as her uninhibited
free hour and a half for sophisticated audiences
ancestor in the ermine cloak. She sings several
to forget their troubles and just relax.
With Grable and Fairbanks to spark the martunes of which the torchy ballad, "This Is the
Moment," is already a reigning air and juke-box
quee, should attract a large and responsive audifavorite. Fairbanks, the Younger, is expL-rtly
ence in the better class houses. Elsewhere it will dashing, although his dancing would offer no
competition to the Messrs. Astaire and Kelly.
not do so well. It is the last display of the famed
Broad comedy is supplied by Cesar Romero, as
"Lubitsch touch"; his death interrupted its proa
hesitant bridegroom, Reginald Gardiner, a periduction, as the directorial reins were taken over
patetic ancestor, and Walter Abel, a quivering
by Otto Preminger, without any break in style.
"jumper."

COMEDY
EXPLOITATION : It's Betty Grabel in a "different" kind of musical romance and include reference to the famous "Lubitsch touch." The
white ermine coat predominant in the picture is
an angle to exploit with a display of a similar
coat.
The wedding of Countess Grable and Baron
Romero is a splendid ceremony, but, alas 'tis
war, and the bridegroom makes a hasty exit when
the Hungarian soldiers arrive, headed by the
dashing Doug. Disguised as a gypsy, he hangs
around to keep tabs on his bride. But she guards
her virtue and stands up Doug when he invites
her to a cosy midnight supper. Her ancestor, the
lady in ermine, takes pity on the disappointed
lover. In her day she had a similar experience
with another invader (Doug and Betty in a
flashback episode). It ended when she stuck a
knife in his back. N'ow she steps down out of
her
and enters
dream
to entertain
him portrait
with music,
dance Doug's
and lots
of love-making.
When he awakes, he accepts the dream but not
the reality and moves on. Romero is skeptical
about all this dream business and jealously abdicates, leaving Betty to seek out Doug and make
their dreams come true. York.

■MINE OWN
EXECUTIONER' BRITISH DRAMA WITH AN ADULT SLANT
Rates • • -)- as dualler generally
iiighbrow. The dialogue is adroit and contains
Places of the Mind". Highlight the dramatic
20th Ccntiiry-PiKV (Korda)
105 minutes
seme spicy passage-; that are surprisingly un-Bri
c:)isodes such as the final suicide leap.
ti h. Director Anthony Kimmins, who is also the
Burgess Meredith. Dulcic Gray. Michael ShepBurgess Meredith is a psychiatrist in a free
ley. Christine Norden. Kieroii Moore. Barbara
co-producer with Jack Kitchin, has provided a mental clinic. At the request of Barbara White,
White. Walter Fifcfjerald. Edgar Norfolk, John
slick and engrossing continuity. Although it he accepts her husband, Kieron Moore, as a
Laurie. Martin Miller, Clive Morton.
unfolds at a rather leisurely pace, it occasionally
patient. Moore is an ex-fighter pilot with
Directed by .4nthony Kimmins.
flares into pulse-stirring drama. There is one homicidal tendencies and has tried to strangle
ei)isode. a flash-back to a Japanese prison camp,
his wife. Meredith diagnoses part of his trouble
If there is a demand for pictures of adthat
is
especially
exciting
and
the
climactic
to
a guilt neurosis acquired in a Japanese prison
vanced intelligence and maturity, this one fills
suicide plunge is a thriller-diller- Burgess Merecamp.
Under his analysis, Moore is apparently
the bill. What's more, "Mine Own Executioner"
dith, as the earnest practicioner who delves into cured and wants to discontinue the treatments.
doesn't overlook the kind of sock values that
tilt complexities of the human mind, brings a Meanwhile Meredith is devoting so much of
provide exploitation ammunition, and the preslet of warmth and sincerity to the role. Kieron
his energy to his work that he allows his own
ence of Burgess Meredith in the otherwise
Moore registers convincingly as his psycho- affairs to become slightly scrambled. He is
British cast offers some marquee attraction.
pathic patient and the feminine leads are well impatient with his wife, Dulcie Gray, and starts
All this adds up to being one of the better imhandled by Dulcie Gray. Barbara W^hite and
ports from the Alexander Korda studios. The
to play
with another
man's wife,
Christine Norden. The picture benefits from
tine around
Norden. While
he is romancing
withChrisher,
the imaginative photography by Wilkie Cooper
story, adapted by Nigel Balchin from his own
Moore has a relapse and shoots his wife. He
backing by the Royal Phillicvel, deals with psychiatry and,, for once, it and the musical
escapes to the roof-tops and Meredith climbs
harmonic isimpressive.
a 100 ft. ladder to persuade him to come down.
receives an honest, straightforward treatment.
Moore blows out his brains and topples over.
EXPLOITATION: Hail the f^ne perforIt neither glorifies nor ridicules the subject and
mance by Burgess Meredith. Sell the picture
Meredith goes back to curing little boys of
retains its adult perspective without being at all as a frank expose that ''Explores the Secret
bed-wetting. York.

'BAD SISTER' BRITISH
Rates # • as dualler

SOB

STORY

L nivcrsal-Intcrnational (J. Arthur Rank)
90 minutes.
Margaret Lockivood, Joan Greemvood, Ian
Hunter, Dennis Price, Eileen Peel, Guy Middleton, Catherine Lacey, Paul Dupuis, Bryt
Wakelely. Joan Rees, Elisabeth Maude, Stewart
Rome, Noel Hondett, Isola Strong, Mabel Consianduros. Toots Lockwood.
, Directed by Bernard Knowles.
"Bad Sister" is a sad, sad picture. This JAR
production is definitely slanted as a sigh-andcry special for the ladies but its mundane treatment and lack of familiar names won't help
business. It will serve American exhibitors
only as a supjxjrting feature to a strong action
or comedy topper. Derived from a novel, "The
White Unicorn", by Flora Sandstrom, it turns
on all the taps of distaff appeal, with emphasis on mother love, married love, unrequitted
18

love and other variations that are. presumed
to draw feminine patronage. In fact, there
are two complete stories in it — the tribulations
of Margaret Lockwood. the matron of a school
for delinquent girls, ,and the tearful dilemnas
of Joan Greenwood, the "bad sister". It combines their weepy recollections in a great many
flash-backs as they have a heart-to-heart talk.
It does manage to work up some moments of
absorbing drama, but the woeful histrionics do
not remain convincing. Miss Greenwood is
satisfactory in a part that is well suited to her
soft voice and wan appearance. Ian Hunter,
Dennis Price, and Paul Dupuis adequately present the masculine roles and Guy Middleton
contributes a bright bit. The direction by Bernard Knowles is dull.
EXPLOITATION : Call it a "Gripping Story
of Two Women Overwhelmed by Love". Catchline: "Love Is a Trap . . . I'll Tell You Why".
Joan Greenwood after attempting to kill

herself and her baby, is sent to a home for
delinquent girls. Her recalcitrant behavior
brings her in conflict with the warden, Margaret Lockwood. Miss Greenwood unburdens her
story — her sordid, impoverished childhood and
her one great love for Paul Dupuis, the cad who
done her wrong. Miss Lockwood, with a
cultured wealthy background, was equally unhappy. Her lawyer husband, Ian Hunter, w'as
an unsentimental character, so deficient in
human understanding that he prohibited the
affectionate relationship between her and their
child. They were divorced and she married
romantic Dennis Price. He immediately got
killed in a skiing accident. The two stories
merge when Miss Greenwood's case comes up in
court. The judge is none other than Ian Hunter an(l Miss Lockwood makes a plea for the
girl. She is exonerated and later Hunter sees
the error
his daughter.
ways and York.
re-unites Miss Lockwood
withof her
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Behind

the Scenes

SIZE-UPS
SIUOIO
COLUMBIA
of the Rockies," 'The Big Cat," "12 Against
the Underworld," Wanger's "Reign of Terror"
and "29forClues"
all down on the production
chart
early are
starts.
Cheaper Product Geared
This company conducted an interesting experiment on its recent ad campaign for "RuthTo Domestic Market Oh Tap
less." And the results are worth noting. To
start its campaign, the company used copy
gIG HUSH-HUSH MEETINGS took place which sold the picture on story merits. Then,
here recently among the top execs of the
there was a switch and the copy turned to
company with an eye to mapping out policy plugging
the names of the stars (Zachary Scott,
and program for the next year. No specific Diana Lynn. Louis Hayvvard, Sydney Greenstreet, Lucille Bremer and Martha Vickers.
decisions have been announced, but the major
problem seemed to be keying the product to a Studio spokesmen report that the lift in the
take on tlie second campaign esdomestic market, which means a cheaper type box-office tablishes
without question that star names are
of product. It seems apparent that the head still the best box-office pull there is. This is
men here are determined to gear their program
particularly interesting coming from a company
to stand without any help from the foreign marlike Eagle-Lion which, because it has no great
ket- If the foreign situation should clear, then roster of names to protect can give a much
more
unbiased opinion than most of the other
;hey hope to pick up the gravy. However,
Companies.
economy was the keynote of all the discussions,
while it is reported (for the publicity mill) that
there
an increase
in 'quality"
pictures
which will
will beguarantee
a maximum
boxoffice
on
the domestic front.
Janet Blair is the victor in her suit for equal
billing on "The Fuller Brush Man." The court
ruled that no advertising or publicity could go
out on the film unless the Blair name got the
size type
as Skelton's.
will the
be
asame
hearing
to decide
how muchNowin there
damages
actress is entitled to.
Columbia is reported angling for Humphrey
Bogart to fill the male lead opposite Rita Hayworth in "Born Yesterday," which is slated to
start soon. Because the salaries of this pair
would throw production costs over budget, Harry Cohn is reported to be negotiating a participation deal with the stars getting a portion
PARTNERS MEET
of the profits instead of a straight salary. BoM-G-M vice president Howard Dietz, center,
gart has "Knock On Any Door" to do for his pays his first visit to the Enterprise Studio to
and Robert Lord's indie unit (this will be a discuss with president Charles Einfeld, left, and
Columbia release, too) before he can get into board chairman David Loew plans for the first
this one. Our bet is that Bogart will not aptwo Enterprise pictures, "Xo Minor \'ices" and
pear in "Born Yesterday."
"Tucker's People." to be released by Metro.
Sam Wood, one of the most active members
of the Motion Picture Alliance, the violently
anti-communist group in this town, lias long
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
been hankering to do a film version of "Portrait
of An .American Communist." It looks now as
if the deal is going to jell here at Columbia.
Schary Will Revitalize
This deal is the tail end of the deal that was
made when Wood pulled out of his Columbia
set up and moved over to MOM. If he makes
Metro's Rich, But Old, Studio
his film, Mr. Wood insists (with evident
'JpHE
newsbe here,
of course,
Dore Schary.
He bigwill
in charge
of is
production,
acnaivety) that entertainment and not propaganda
countable only to Louis B. Mayer. Judging by
will be the dominating keynote. Borden Chase
has been named to do the screenplay from the his record at RKO. Schary is just what the
doctor ordered for the rich, but aged, M-G-M
Life magazine story.
studio ; he is what has been missing since the
passing of Irving Thalberg too many years
ago. We look to him to revitalize this bountiEAGLE - LION
ful organization.
In speaking of the need for "young blood"
at this studio. Studio Size-ups has been exTrouble Reported On
pressing the views of many people close to
Metro's operations. Now it appears certain
that some imp<irtant changes will take place.
Wanger's First For E-L
Schary's entrance means that the "executive
'JpHERE is trouble brewing here on Walter
Wanger's first E-L production, "Tulsa." Wanteam" will probabI>- be broken up. Some of
ger had agreed originally to bring the picture the old-timers who have been living oflf the
in at a cost of $750,000. But from the looks of fat of the land here are slated for "redefinethe situation, he is not going to be able to make nieiit" of their positions, or, possibly, the axe.
Within the last couple of weeks offices on
it. The company officials are protesting that
they cannot handle any higher costs. Execs the lot have buzzed with talk of enforced vacations and conjectures as to whose head
are huddling to try to work this snag out.
Meanwhile, Wanger has reportedly ofTered the would fall in the program that obviously called
film to other releasing companies, but thus far for the falling of heads. Meetings of the comhas had no response. Production, of course,
on resulted
finding
continues in spite of this business snag.
methods pany'softop executives
cutting costsconcentrated
and apprently
in a realization that lopping off the low-salaried
Although "Tulsa" is the only film in work
at the moment, there are several more scheduled help was not the answer to reducing the staggering overhead of this studio. Now the dallvto go within the next two weeks. "Red Stallion
J U L Y
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Production

duction activities is viewed as a move in the
right direction. It means that one strong top
man will be responsible to him. That sounds
man will be responsible for all production, with
every producer responsible to him. That sounds
like a sound way to cut red tape and avoid
costly mistakes.
This studio started its first post-war production in England, last week, when "Edward,
My Son" rolled. Spencer Tracy and Deborah
Kerr are the only Hollywood members of the
cast and George Cukor is directing for Edwin
Knopf. Plans for the second English production,looks
"Young Bess",
havewillbogged
bit
and as it
now it
be atdown
leasta six
months before this one gets near a sound
stage.
ing demanding
is over andresults.
the head men of Loew's, Inc.
are
The choice of Schary to head actual proSam Marx has finally set his schedule of semidocumentary films for his production chore here.
He has eight films scheduled with the first one
due to start by the end of August. These
films are tagged with budgets of about a million
dollars each. They will be given to top producers to handle
and many
star
names will
be written
into of
the MGM's
casts. The
stories are all based on true incidents. The
first one
go is "The
Case ofas Wanda
with
Ava to Gardner
rumored
the lead.Pearson,"
While there are six pictures in production
now (including one in England and one from
Enterprise), the production schedule for the
next three months is slowed down to coasting
speed. This slow-down is seen as part of the
program for tightening up the loose ends and
cutting the employment roster down to a
minimum. Only two films definitely set for
the next two months are "The Barkleys of
Broadwav" (Fred .\.staire - Judv Garland) and
"Take Me Out To The Ball Game" (Gene
Kelly - Frank Sinatra").
MONOGRAM
Huge Tie-Up Campaign
A
mammouth
series ofRutli
tieups Story'
in which n»'Babe
Sparic
To tional
advertisers
will spend over
$4,000,000
was announced by prexy Steve Broidy for
.\llied .\rtists' "The Babe Ruth Story". The
plugs, plus the publicity contingent on the
Babe's current condition, plus a huge N.Y.
opening on July 26 at the .Astor, should start
this of? with a bang. Director of advertising
publicity Lou Lifton is currently in New York
working like crazv to make the opening a ballylulu.
Allied .Artists got another of its schedule
under way here last week when Jack Wrather
started
production
of 'Strike
It Rich",
with
RodhisCameron
and Bonita
Granville
(Mrs.
Wrather) heading the cast. Wrather sent his
company
on location
withthe Director
Selander. The
picture has
oil fields Leslie
of Texas
for its background and the major portion of
the film will be shot in that area. Only other
film on schedule at the moment is a Johnny
Mack Brown western. "Sheriff From Medicine
PARAMOUNT
Studio Economies

Save

Bow."
30% On Operating Costs
J^OLLYWOOD
quiteYork
interested
tlje
figures released was
in New
last weekin re-

SIUD 0 SIZt-UPS
liiirtinn <iii tla- ri'siilts of ilic economy wave
tlial swept tliis plant about a year a^o. Paranuiunt, first of the major studios to give actual
lifjiires on its savings, rejjorts a economies of
ahntist ?3,6()(),00(), cutting the operating costs
from almost 12 million to a little more than 8
njillion. L'nlike other studios, this one made
-I concerted effort to clear the top ranks where
s.ilaries were higliest. Fifty-one high priced
people who remained (anyone earning more
tlian yiO, ()()() per year) were slashed.
Meanwhile, with the economy program still
in effect and the hoxofifice still being as skittisli
as a kitten, tlv studio is moving warily w'itii
oneIndication
picture inofproduction,
"The the
Heiress".
how carefully
company is
ni'.ving is the complete reversal within the
past two weeks on the attitude toward inde producers. Up until that time. Paramount execs
hid turned fishy eyes on any offers or pleas
from producers on any basis. Now, it is repr)rted, there will be a wooing campaign on
Paramount's part. The studio will listen to
projiositions on either partial or complete financing and executives are hoi)ing to snare one
or two top reals to bolster its present trio
(DeMille, Wallis and Pine-Thomas).
All the rumors about Hal Wallis leaving
Paramount seem to have subsided and the producer is now in session with Paramount execs
on his renewal deal. With three pictures ready
for release and one more to go on his old
schedule, Wallis is planning 12 more pictures
Ui go into tlie new ' Paramount deal. He has
not denided that there are other offers resting
.on his desk, but at the moment it seems unI'kelv that he will leave the Parajiiount fold.
He has been previously reported as displeased
with the treatment given his product by tlie
sales and advertising stafTs.
While the production side may be living
tlirougli a lull at the moment, the distribution
half of Paramount is busier than usual during
a summer period. President Henry Ginsberg
snnounced last w-eek that there will be thirteen
pictures released between now and the end of
the year. The lineup is : July — "Dream Girl"
(Betty Hutton - MacDonald Carey) and "Big
Town Scandal" (Phillip Reed - Hilary Brooks).
August— "So Evil My Love"' (Ray Milland Ann Todd) and "A Foreign Affair" (Jean
Arthur - John Lund - Marlene Dietrich).
September — "Beyond Glory" (Alan Ladd - Donna Reed) and "Sorry, Wrong Number" (Barbara Stanwyck - Burt Lancaster). October —
"The Night Has A Thousand Eyes" (Edward
G. Robinson - Gail RusselH and "Isn't It
Romantic" (\'eronica Lake - Billy DeWolfe).
November — "Sealed Verdict" (Ray Milland .^udrev Totter) and "Tatlock Millions" (Wanda
Hendrix - John Lund). "Disaster" (Richard
Denning - Brenda Marshall) will lead off in
December with "Paleface" (Bob Hope - Jane
Russell as the big one for holiday business.
REPUBLIC
Streamlined

Republic

Studio Plans 53 For '49
'yHIS
studio thatmeasures.
did a lotItmore
than istalkanother
about economy
was
revealed here last week that the schedule for
the
next year's
is already
and
the greatest
care production
has been taken
to trimsetevery
pf)ssible expense to the bone. The schedule
cplls for 53 films, which break down to 28
features, 21 western and 4 serials. All scrips
have been f)kayed and budgets have been set
on .each production. The budgets, it is emphasized, are iron-clad and no luxuries will
be tolerated.
This lot has really been streamlined. At the

inijnient there are sewn producers, three associate pro(hK'er-(Hrect()rs and fi\e directors under
contract. It is this crew who will handle the
.^o film.>. There are only 12 writers on the payroll as against a previous figure of 40. There
are foiu' actresses under contract and 12 actors.
.'\1! other departments have been cut accordingl\'
and the studio is now running at its minimum
force. This year-ahead planning is seen as a
f.irther economy measure. .\nd the recent plan
to accept indei)endent producers who make
pictures for release through other companies
is looked to as another source of money-saving.
p-ive pictures
into release
(hiring
the next goseveral
weeks.from
Fir.stthisto studio
come
is "Moonrise" (Dane Clark - Gail Russell),
foil owed by "The (jallant Legion" (William
I'.iliott - Adrian Booth) Roy Ropers' 'Eyes of
Texas," "Code of Scotland Yard", and "Dare(Livingston - Clark)
windingdevilsupof The
the Clouds"
list.
Sixty-one days is the shooting schedule set
fnr "Wake of The Red Witch," set to start
lure this month. This is a record shooting
scliednle on this lot where 21 days is allotted
toj) pictures. However, I-'.dward Grainger is
giving this one "the works" and. with John
\\ ayne aijd Gail Russell in the star roles, it
is
be one ofyear.the "big" ones from Republic
ft'Ksettheto coming

SRO
Script OK Demanded

By

Selznick On Star Loan-Outs
■ ACiEXT" Selznick has run into a bit of
trouble on one of his star loanouts. Hi
had made a deal with producer William Bacher
t'i loan him Louis jourdan and X'alli for "If
This Be My Harvest", in which Robert Mitchuni
was al.so to appear. Selznick demanded certain changes in the script and when Bacher
refused to accede, DOS pulled ofT his two starsThe production is being held up and Mr. Bacher
w ill propably realize, by the time you read this,
(hat he has no choice.
20th CENTURY-FOX
20th Studio Running

RKO
Personnel Off 75%

ing.
the picture is to be made, Ross will probably
have to d ) it indepenrlently with (jutsidc financ"Interference" (N'ictor Mature - Lucille Ball)
which is the last picture that will roll here until
September, got under wa\ last week.

As

Huphes Realigns RKO Setup
"^lll-.Rh'.
been 2501)
a reduction
from an has
average
to aroundol600])ersonnel
people.
M;iny took the walk with Schary, while others
were caught
up in the
new The
"broom"
and factor,
in the
summer
production
slump.
principal
of course, is the reorganization by the Tughes
regime.
With three RKf) pictures in work (one from
Coldwxn and one from Sol T^esser are not in\()lved). almost all personnel not directly connected witli the trio will be out of work. The
publicity department will lose in all about 15
of its people and that department, w'hich had
Piways been one of the best in the business, will
be run with a skeleton staff of about six.
In addition to the big productions to be made
by RKO itself, independent product will play
a-i important role under the Hughes regime.
At the board
meeting
Schary'sofresignation, Hughes
offeredfollowing
sales treatment
inde
product on a par with RKO's own. He also
irdicated that studio space and RKO financing
were both available to the right guys.
Although personal interviews and news releases insist that production will start "big"
in September, no one is in a position to say just
what that word "big" means. One thing is
certain, the policies instituted by Dore Schary
will be discarded and if past performances is
any gauge you can look for Tughes to turn
his studio's capacities to the kind of motion
picture that will be completely commercial and
a> spectacular as possible.
\Miether any one will be appointed to fill the
Schary spotand who it may be are still conjecture here. Hughes, in his typical fashion,
is being very quiet about the whole situation
and UHcioubtedly he is enjoying the tremor he
has caused in this business and particularly
am-^ng the top echelon where there are many
men with whom he has an active disagreement.
Follow ing close on the heels of the cancelling
of the three pictures w-hich the Schary resignation, came news that all plans for filming ''The
robe" had been dropped. This one, which has
been in preparation, on and off, for five years
has in it already an investment of S750,000.
Apparentlv. Mr. Hughes will just write that
one off. Frank Ross. who owns the film rights
on this, and V^ictor Fleming who was tied in
to direct are seeking another deal with a major
for the production.
But as it looks now, if

More Serenly Than Most
W71TH five fictures in pnjduction, with e^ecutive cnferences ended and Darryl F.
Zanuck off for a European trip, it would seem
that the situation at this studio is under cont ol. In this era of confusion, tear and unexecutives are living on tenterhernks not knowcertainty in HollywwKl, most studio workers and
ing what the next day or even the next hour
may bring. But 20th seems to have established
firmly and prf)duction is rollquite
it; pattern
ing according
to schedule.
(Jne new starter here last week is "The
Fan" (Jeanne Grain - George Sanders - Madeleine Carroll). Others continuing are: "Yellow
Baxter), "Three
Anne Darnell
Peck -- Linda
Sky"
- Jeffrey
(Jeanne Grain
Wives"(Gregory
Lynn). "Chicken Every Sunday" (Dan Dailey Coleen Gray).
Holm) and "Sand" (Mark Stevens Celeste
The studio handed George Jessel a new fiveyear producing deal last week, a year before
ills current contract was due to expire. The
new pact calls fo rfull time from Jessel, instead
of the former six-months-a-year operation. On
the schedule now are four films- "Oh, You
Beautiful Doll," based on the life and songs
of Fred Fisher. "I Don't Care." the life story
of Eva Tanguay which will star Betty Grable.
"Waltz Into Darkness" and "Call Me Mister."
Jessel sailed for Europe with Zanuck and Howard Hawks. While there he will shoot backduction. ground material for his "Call Me Mister" proThis company recently released some interesting figures on the savings that had been effected by the economy program instigated here
about a year ago. A saving of Sl.400.000 was
the result of the economy broadside against the
payroll of 1946. This saving, according to the
report, was effected in the over $20,000 a year
bracket. An additional ten per cent saving was
effected in the cutting of salaries and tightening of dpeartments throughout the general setup. Three top salaries for the year 1947 were
received
bv Darrvl Zanuck (S260.000). Spvros
000).
Skouras (.«;253.000') and Preston Sturges ($370.UNITED

ARTISTS

Pickford Plans Foreign
Film To Melt Her Funds
TT is reported that Mary Pickford is going:
back into production this Fall, only this time
it will be in Europe. The film Miss Pickford is
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sizf-yps

preparing
is calledwrote
"The years
Demi-Widciw"
story she herself
ago and atIt's
thata
time it was
a World
I background. Now,settheagainst
background
will ^\'ar
be moved
up
to World War II and the story of an American
war bride who is left a widow in Paris will
remainpose for
themaking
same. her
Misspicture
Pickford"s
prime ispur-to
in Europe
use some of the frozen funds she has there. Is
this a good enough reason !
Buddy Rogers' company. Comet Productions,
which only delivered four of six pictures promised to U.A, has abandoned all its own production plans.
Commitments on tlie pair still due will be
absorbed by rights to an English film, "Higli
Fury."' whicli Comet recently secured and by an
independent production to be made by Mart.\Sperber for Comet to be released through UA.
Marxto roll
Bros,latenew
\ehicle,
Up"
wasTheslated
in the
week. "'Blondes
Ilona Massey
and
Ellen appear with the boys, David
Miller\'era
directing.
James Xasser has set September 1 as the
release date for ''An Innocent .^fTair" (Madeleine Carroll - Fred MacMurray). An advertising budget of S300.000 has been set up
and the producer's plans include a simultaneous
premiere in six key cities.
Newest indie unit to join UA is the combine
of Bud Abbott, Lou Costello and William and
Edward Xassour. The group is planning an
Abbott - Costello feature to be made in Cinecolor on a budget of S700,000. This is the
one outside picture per year that the comedy
team's
starts incontract
October.with U-I permits. Production
.A.migo,"
hisPhilip
Cisco Krasne's
Kid series"Gay
for
leadstheoff first
a busyin
six-week period here. Krasne will follow this
one, now currently shooting, with another Cisco
Kid yarn. Then will come .Amusement Enter-
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prises' "The Lucky Stiff," Hunt Stromberg"s
■"Too Late For Tears," Harr\- Popkin's "Impact," Edward Small's "Leatherstocking Tales,"
Sam Coslow's "Music City," Lester Cowan's
"Hearts and Diamonds." Most of these are
without castings thus far,- although Stromberg
lias announced Lizabeth Scott and Christine
Millerfeature
for hisJofilmStaffo
and Coslow's
City"
will
d, Peggy"Music
Lee, Andy
Russell, Frankie Laine, King Cole Trio and
other music figures. .\11 of these sliould be
r; lling by August 15.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L
More B.O., Less Prestige
Is Exhibs'
Hope
U-Icameras will
'"'T'HE
four films
now From
before the
be the last to be done on this lot for a
ten-week period. As reported in the last issue
cf Studio Size-Ups. Chief William Goetz and
the other executives decided to experiment on
c ncerting its lay-off and vacation period into
one stanza, as far as possible. Bolstered by a
back-log of 20 completed pictures, the studio
heads felt safe in knocking off for a while.
The full close-down will begin August 1.
when the current films will be finished and will
continue into mid-September. At that time, it
is reported, there will be a rush back to the
scund stages with four top-budget films already marked for September starts. Exhibitors,
meanwhile, are hoping that U-I will concentrate
ite efforts on boxoffice product and leave some
of
the so-called ''prestige" pictures to the other
studios.
The company has acquired the film rights to
"The Night Watch." a story set against the
current Palestine background, and Robert Buckner, who authored the book, has been signed
tc the production spf)t. Buckner spent many
months as a correspondent in Palestine.

WARNER

BROS.

Employment At Peak,
Problem Here Is Quality

making
f<ir zoomed
its touch that
to regain fihiifare
unable
jgKING
of topflight
the kind
til's company into the front ranks of filnidom,
Warners appears to be operating now on the
theory tiiat volume might be the answer to its
troubles. In the face of shutdowns and pers nncl slashes at most other studios, this outfit is currently functioning at a ten-year peak
of production. In line with Jack L. Warner's
stattnient of a few weeks ago, calling upon the
industry to lick the slump by stepping up production, this lot has increased its employment
rolls some 42 percent in the past three months,
and no less than eight features were in work
at one time recently. In December 155 players
were at work here, today the total is o\er 1,000.
The point,bigis: What
question,
the exhibitor's
kind from
of product
will result standfrom
lliis mass production program at WB? It became apparent at the end of last year that this
studio was embarking on a plan of turning out
a quantity of pictures of the despised (don't
mention the word) "B" calibre. Strenuous efforts were made to pretend that no such thing
c luld happen on the Warner lot, but the fact
remains that quite a few programmers are. being
ground out.
Why Warners should be ashamed to admit
it is something we fail to understand. Exhibitors
need some program pictures and making believe
that B's are A's won't fool anybody. The big
problem at this plant is making the .\'s look
like A's ! When Warners are able to do that
again, they will find tliat exhibitors and the
public will respond with appreciation and enthusiasm.
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KACI.I': IJOX'S r()WI':KI' I'L I'.ID as the l-.xploilalion
Company of the industry got another sliot in tlic arm when
Max Iv Youngstein, a(l-l>ubIicity-exploitation v.j). was
named captain of the company's current I^ill I leineman
Drive by the sales chief himself, Jleineman's unique, yet
perfectly logical, action marks the first time that any major
company has ever had a sales division campaign captained
by an a-p head and indicates, he exi)lains, the "great value
we at Kagle feel c(jmes to all our sales activities from the
active participation of the advertising-publicity-exploitation
departments." l>L's policy of close liaison between the
sales and ])roniotion departments is in the most fundamental
tradition of the industry, which was built by ballyhoo.

THE GRKATlvST CAMPAIGN in Allied Artists' history
and one of the most extensive in the entire industry has
been launched for "The Babe Ruth Story." Four niillion
dollars will be spent by naticjnal advertisers in tieups which
will jnit the film before every American, in addition to AA's
own mammoth promotion. President Steve Broicly and adpublicity director Lou Lifton have had their hands full in
keeping up with the flood of requests from commercial
firms asking for permission to use the Bambino saga in
their advertising. Sample of some of the tieups set : Chesterfield, in additioii to radio, television, window displays, etc.,
will run 400 full-page ads in national mags ; Royal Crown
plugs in Life, comic books, dealer displays ; Benrus Watches
with 2000 radio six)ts, car and dealer displays and its famous billboard on the 'Frisco Bay Bridge will feature it
from Aug. to Oct; General Electric in Life and full page
newspaper ads ; Cracker Jack on 25,000,000 packages ; and
so on with Ford. Lux. sporting goods manufacturers, 24sheets in all 16 major league parks, and others too numerous to mention.
APPARENTLY FILM SALESMEN ARE "WOEFULLY
IGNOR.\NT" of the recent Supreme Court decis-on which
u])holds the ban on tie-in sales. Charles Niles. Allied Caravan chairman in Iowa- Nebraska, contends. At least four
major company film ]xu-veyors are violating the clause
which ])rohibits conditioning the sale of one film on the
sale of others, according to Niles' charges, gleaned from
re]wrts of exhibitor members to the Caravan.
EVERY

ONE

OF THE

FIVE ambitious objectives set for

20th-Fox' xAndy Smith Anniversary Month campaign was
attained, proud prexy Sp}ros P. Skouras proclaimed after
final figures were tabulated. Here's what they showed : The
second-quarter 13-week revenue topped by 32% the comparable '47 figure; Feature sales volimie for the first six
months was 16.4% higher than the record '46 first half :
Bookings on features jumped 40% above the '46 figures.
Cf)nclusion of the drive meant a 3-weeks' extra salary bonus
to more than 800 employes in 29 U. S. branches.
THIRTY-SIX HOURS AFTER GUS LESNEVICH defends his light-heavyweight crown against Freddie INIills in
London on July 26th, U. S. theatre audiences will see the
fight films via l^agle Lion distribution. Thanks to the woefully sparse crop of contenders for the recently-vacated
heavyweight title, Lesnevich has suddenly been catapulted
into the scramble for the Louis title, with consecjuent interest in the London fracas heightened considerably. Thus
E-L's deal for exclusive distribution of the fight films in
the Americas may turn out to be a scoop that can mean
many bucks in the till — IF Lesnevich wins.
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By BARN
BOB MOCHRllv'S (}A\ EL is getting quite a workout these
days. The RK(J Radio v. p. distribution chief is (jfliciating
at rive zonal huddles, two of which have already been tucked
intf) the files, one today (19th) and two to go. (Jn Monda\ ( 12th ) Mochrie was in Butifalo. where Nat Levy's l-'.astcrn Division convened: last Thursday (15th). it was T(jronto ; tiien way down south to .\ew Orleans on the 19th,
Chicago on the 21st. and finally, San Francisco on the 26th.
Results of the 1948 Ned Depinet Drive were among tinvital statistics divulged at the round robin.
THE INCONCEIVABLE HAVOC wrought by the recent
Japanese earthquake was described by Charles Mayer.
MPEA managing director in Japan. In Fukui alone, Mayer
air-mailed, all six of the city's movie houses colla])sed and
were reduced to ashes in the ensuing conflagration, taking a
toll of at least 1500 moviegoers. Heaviest toll of life was
taken at the Toho Theatre where over 1,000 died. Strangely,
the only theatre in the city playing an .American movie was
miraculously cleared of 1300 fans a few minutes before the
building was leveled.

RRIh'FS . . . Now under full steam, the National Television
I'iim Council, under chairman Mel Gold, is set to get down
to the urgent business of a standard exhibition contract, a
clearance bureau for television rights, cataloguing tele film,
new ])roduction committee, etc.. at its second meeting Thursday evening ( 22nd ) at Sardi's. Seymour Peyser, of Philli])s, Nizer. lienjamin &: Krim. has been retained as legal
counsel ... Eric John.ston's letter to all Chambers of Commerce in the country calling on them U) urge their local
theatres to book the M PAA-sponsored "Letter to a Rebel"
has special significance to the C. of C.'s. Before his apix)intment as movie czar, Johnston was national jjresident of
Chamber of Commerce. . .Theatremen shouldn't fail to get
the new edition of the "RC.\ Sound Handbook for Projectionists". It's available from RCA field reps without charge
..."Israel Relx)rn", the Palestine Films. Inc.. one-reeler,
will be distributed through 20th-Fox in the U. S.
OF MEN AND THINGS . . . Harrj- M. Warner accepted
"with sincere regret" the resignation of ailing Max Milder,
managing director of WB in England. \'eteran of 25 years
with Warners and head of the UK division since '31, Milder's ill health forced his withdrawal. Arthur S. Abeles. Jr.,
his assistant, was named to the top spot, and he. in tum.
named Charles F. Stack as g.c.m. to succeed J. Walton
Brown, another victim of illness. . .Four new SRO offices
have been opened, according to sales chief Milton S. Kusell :
W. Shiel, Jr.. is repping the New Orleans branch ; H. L.
Frost takes charge in Indianapolis ; Schuyler Beatty, Jr.. in
Albany, and completing the quartet, the new spot in Vancouver. B. C. ... National Film Service has set Bonded
Film Storage as its representative in the greater NYC
exchange area. NFS is currently handling physical distribution for SRO. Eagle Lion. Film Classics. Republic and
Monogram ... Montague C. Alorton succeeds the stricken
Bobby Dubow as UA general sales manager in Britain . . .
Harry Blair. RKO publiciteer, takes on MPAssociates job
on the public relations committee . . . The Monroe Greenthal
Co. will handle Sam Goldwyn's ad campaign on his final
Danny Kaye starrer. "A Song Is Born". . .All house records
in the 27-year history of Loew's State on Broadway came
a-tumblin' down in the first week of Irving Berlin's "Easter
Parade", the "vitamin M-G-AI" Technicolor compound.
Harold Mvmz of the Century Theatre again heads Co-Op
Theatres of Mich, for the '48- '49 term. . .Republic's 'Frisco
branch has a new manager, R. W. Carmichael . . .
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Above, one of the extraordinarily effective
used inside the lohby of Loew's
wall panel;Criterion
in New York City for the opening of
"Canon C'ty." The entire lohhy and front of
the Oiterion were turned into replicas of the
penitent'ary. One side of the l<»l)l)y was huilt
up to he the exterirJr of a prison wall; the facing s'de, a row of prison c-lls. Above the boxoffice
powerfid guard oftower
tn the a acconipairmeiit
sirens,spoti'ght
guns. flashed
EXPLOITATION

THIS

E^tL

Stalls

In one of the most talked-about >tunt>. a
''convict" was placed and is now living in a
repl'ca of a solitary confinement cell right in
front of the theatre, with a "guard," garbed
in autlientic uniform. He will remain there during the entire Criterion run, in exactly the same
cir( uni--laiic. s as h s real-life counterparts.

As an unusual advance dinplay, the lobby
carried merchandise made by the Colorado
Stale Penitentiary convicts as part of their reluibililution program. Following the opening of
"(ianon City." the d splay was moved to the
Museum of Science and Industry in Radio
City. Another li»bb\ di^pla> which arou^ed inthe actual
knives, terest
brassshowedknuckles,
axes."home-made"
etc.. made byguns,
the
real
convicts,
and
used
in
the
bensatioiial escape.

PICTURE

IS

'"('itntpn

BALLYH

t'iitj'*

This, l)oys, is what wr call SELLING! a motion picture. What yon see on this page arc a few sample- of
the kind of two-fislcd. intriguing advertising and ballyhoo that too few films get, and so many need, if their
boxofliee potential is to he reached, or even approxima? 'mI.
This picture, '"Canon City," is l)eing presented hv
Eagle Lion, the same company which last season parlayed alittle $400,0(J0 melodrama into a two million dollar grosser. The producer of "T-Men"' raised a fuss hecause he claimed that proper credit was not given him.
h\i\ the truth is that the people who really deserved the
Ciedit for the success of "T-Men" were the advertising,
publicity and exploitation hoys and girls who made that
little picture a piece of "hot " movie merchandise.
The same crew has recently liren doing a standout
job with E-L"s "Raw Dral" and now tliey give us a wallojting campaign on "Canon City." With punchy, exciting advance newspaper ads and crowd-gathering ballyhoo, they have pushed this prison melodrama up to the
stature of a two million dollar epic.

It's five o'clock/ Tuesday, December 30, 1947.
Th« p«opi« of Cpnon City, Colorado, or* preparing for
another quiet Winter ovenlng. Snow it jilst beginning to
fall. Duck almost hide*' the grim silhoueA* of the Stat*
Penitentiary on the edge of town.
Suddenly it happens!
A tiren tcreams — -then another-^ and another— thatterine
Ifie air itaelf with their terrifying wall*.
Twelve desperate convicts— murderer*, kidnappersarmed with crude shotguns, clubs and knives have battened
their blood-mad 'way to freedom in the most spoctacular
laHbraak of our timel
Dragging as hostages four brutally beaten guards, they
fore* iheir ^mzied way into homes at gun point.
Thus began in Canon Ctty a three day rei^n of terror that
startlod the nation with scr^ominA headlines from coast-to^oost ... a reign of terror broken only when the town
fought back I
•
This Is Not Fiction . ..THIS IS THE NAKED FURY OF FACT!

The New York premiere at Loew's Criterion was
kicked oiT to a grand start by this campaign, which included the "solitary confinement" cell (picture above I on
the street. This stunt drew large crowds and newspaper
space. The Criterion lobbv display was one of the
flashiest seen in the Broadway sector in years. It is attracting asteady flow of passersby and selling tickets.
The publicity capitalized to the limit the film role
played by the real-life warden (Roy Best) of Canon City
prison, as well as the documentary realness of the story.
Yes, this is what we call SELLING,

and every ex-

hibitor who plays "Canon City" will reap some share of
the harvest sown by those aggressive Eagle Lion publiciteers operating under chief Max E. Youngstein.
B. S.
24

Filmed T1i« Way h'Hoppenedl
An EAGLE LION FILMS Picture
Intratudnj SCOTT BRADY with Jeff Corey Whii Bisstll Slanlty ClemMts Cliatlet «usstll DeForoiWin Rilifi 3yid Mibcl Ptige »i<
Wurilw Roy Best. hnwIf-A Btyjn foy Production Pioducei) by Robert T Kine Written md Direcled by Crine WJbu
WORLD
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Cool
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Loinew's
"iork
appearedat in
iKlverliseinent
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the Ne>v
of the opening
advance
dailesstriking
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CAIVOIV

CITY

On the cold evening of DecemJ>ei30 last, came a news flash that 12
inmates of the Colorado State Penitentiary in Canon City had broken
out. For three days, the nation had
its eyes focused on Canon Citv as
the twelve terrorized the citizens.
At the end of that time, all were
either recaptured or killed, but
those three days were stamped indelibly on the memories of the
townspeople and in the annals of
daring jailbreaks. Producer Bryan
Foy, who has a way with prison pictures, snapped at the opportunity
to put on film the high drama that
outmellered any Hollywood script,
and just six months after the sirens
first screamed. '"Canon City" was in
the can. To
ready
for the
nation's
screens.
heighten
the aura
of
reality which surrounds the film,
Foy assembled a cast of unknowns,
mixed them with the actual inmates
of the pen, and has come up with
an action powerhouse that is being
ballvhooed into a boxoffice bonanza.

Columbia's lulu Belle'
Gets A Going-Over
Dorothy banner
Mainour's
initialspectacle,
effort ujKk-r
the
Colunilyia
is a sorry
according
tc New York's newspaper critics. The film
version of the Broadway sex saga, which, a
generation ago, gave Lenore Ulric a chance to
strut her stuff as a New Orleans harlot, loses
whatever punch it may have had in the screen's
purifying process, they f,ny.
Folk. wing is their opinion of "Lulu Belle":
"Play-acting of ancient vintage . . . as trite,
wicom'incing and dated as ever," says Abe
Weiler in the Times. The laundering "to avoid
censorial Zi'rath . . . seems a waste of effort",
with Miss Lamour "merely a pretty but lukeivarm danic" and the rest of the cast struggling
"manfully hut unsuccessfully ivitli a clutch of
mar-crlously stilled lines."
The few laughs in the picture are "all in the
tvrong places", says Otis Guernsey, the Herald
Tribune's critic. With a script "ivhose dialogue
and situations progress from banality to worse
banality", the film is a near-satire on "pictures
about bad little girls. Unfortunately," he adds,
"it is not quite enough of a joke to he funny."
The Post's Archer Winsten terms it "one
of those dreadfully incomprehensible histories
that occur whenever a sexy play is 'licked' for
screen exhibition." He admits that "making
movies out of zvhat's left is pretty tough- But
no tougher than making sense out of what's
made
ivhat'ssays
left."
The from
makers,
Seymour Pack in PM,
shouldn't have taken, their work so seriously.
"They arc playing a hokey, old-fashioned story
ivith absolute sincerity and laying a great big
egg in the process."
The Sun's Eileen Creelman notes that it's
associated zvith Miss Lamnur." She calls it
"forthright melodrama" with a "forthright cast."
But, she adds, ''it cheats a little as a ivho-dun-it."

•GIVE

MY

REGARDS

TO BROADWAY'
20th Century-Fox
■'Dull,guisedsentimental
fa'inily
poorlymusic
diswith Technicolor
anddrama
occasional
. . . Unusually insipid mixture of blondes and
anguish."
TRIBUNE. —GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
"You'll be
surprised
. . .
Presented
withmildly,
charm,pleasantly
unemphasized
sentiment,
and a warm feeling for people . . . -Although the
picture does "ot try for high praise it avoids
most of the grosser faults."— WINSTEN, N. Y.
POST.
"Thoroughly enjoyable comedy . . . Enough
show business stuff in it to divert the theatrically
minded and at the same time it has warmth and
down-to-earth humor." — PELSWICK, N. Y.
JOURNAL AMERICAN.
"Pleasantly modest Technicolor musical . . .
lyight entertainment strongl\- flavored bv sentin»entality."— COOK, N. Y.' WORLD TELEGRAM.
"Nine painful reels of argumentation . . .
Whatever charm it might have is ultimately
lost. It becomes simply a film about a tedious
old bore."— PECK, PM.
•DREAM GIRLPARAMOUNT
"As dreary a botch of a good thing as we
have
. . .have
Havedrowned
'Hollywoodized'
the
whole ever
idea seen
and then
it in a torrent
of words."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"Good-plus . . . Most enjoyable American
picture
POST. in months."— WINSTEN, N. Y.
"Pair to middling farce- In spite of Miss
Hutton's shortcomings, her frisky and mischievous exuberance is soon contagious." —
COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"Playedexuberance
for Slapstick,
but the characteristic
Hutton
is considerablv
toned down
26

64
What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Fi\ms
OUOTtS
. . . Miss Hutjon works very hard to put over
"fair . . . Beware of Hollywood Man-Eaters.
They exact a toll not only from burnt-cork
a role that isn't exactly suited to her talents."
extras and the medical profession but even from
—PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.
spectators
restlessly
WINSTEN,sitting
N. Y.
POST. in the theatre." —
"Miss Hutton js acting 'Dream Girl' so
broadly and so artificially in her familiar
screwloose style that there is no believing any
'SUMMER HOLIDAY'
of it ... As pure farce, it is not nearly wild Metro-Cicjldwyn-Ma} er
enough nor funny enough." — PECK, N. Y.
"Stripped down to a vehicle for Mickey
STAR.
Rooney's use . . . clowning in his familiarly
broad and impish way . . . Sacrifices character
for laughs - which may make for round-house
■THE
EMPEROR
WALTZ'
PARAMOUNT
entertainment, but does not 'make for a sensibalanced scan." —CROWTHER, N. Y.
TIMES.
"Add to the Crosby singing and acting, a .tive,
slick, satirical script, lavish Technicolor settings
"At its best, a bemused, rustic comedy . . .
and a just-right cast headed by Joan Fontaine,
.Attempt at something very superior in musical
and you have an entertainment that goes down
comedy . . . occasionally becomes one of the
most amiable of the season and then momenin the books as one of the year's comedv delights."—PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL
tarily loses its way." —COOK, N. Y. WORLD
AMERICAN.
TELEGRAM.
"Consistently plea.mnt and ingratiating." —
"Folksy play with music . . . Some of it is
PECK, N. Y. STAR.
pleasant, some of it is tuneful, and most of it
"Sly and opule>it semi-operetta ... In no
corny . . . Sugar candy straight from the
sense a distinguished screen musical, but it is is
M-G-M factory, but is not of as high a grade
di.sarming and delightful."— BARNES, N. Y. as the wrapping on the box would indicate." —
HERALD TRIBUNE.
B.ARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Light-hearted musical farce-romance . . .
"Obviously had a very big idea about being
Bracket! and Wilder have made up with casualnew and different . . . Runs ainok with atness and charm — and with a great deal of
mosphere .. . Collection of pretty pictures with
clever sight-humor — for the meagerness of people as immobile as figures in a painting . . .
the idea. .And Bing has provided the substance
Rooney PM.
is entirely unsuited to the film." —
PECK,
which theTHER, N.farcical
bubble mav lack" — CROWY. TIMEvS.
"Just for delight, just for the fun of it, just
for the joy of living and of loving, there's no
Your Service — Our Responsibility
place right now like the Music Hall." —
CREELMAN,
Y.' SUN.
"Good-plus . .N.. Shows
that Billy Wilder and
NEW JERSEY MESSENGER
Charles Brackett can whip up as good a musical
as anyone . . . But now that they've proved it
SERVICE
let's hope theyin go
to formsis invited
of movieto
Member Nat'l Film Parrteni
entertainment
whichbackoriginality
850 N. Juniper St., PhUa. 7. Pa.
run wild."— WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
LOcust 7-4823
•MAN EATER OF KUMAON'
UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL
"Suprisingly imadventurous . . . All pretty
old hat, not worth a second shudder. Well,
THEATRE MANAGERS and OWNERS
mavbe it'll be fun for the kiddies, if it doesn't
give them nightmares."— J'ECK. N. Y. STAR.
w< thank all theatre owners an< Managers who
"Occasionally exciting animal picture . . .
cooperated with us fcy pitting retort trailers In
Sociological and philosophical overtones • . .
are no aid to a show which depends for most
the proper addressed contaioers and for wrafiping
of its suspense on rampant tigers, crocodiles,
and addressing all retirn adiertisiif.
bears and
panthers."—
B.ARNES,
N.
Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE.
We can serve all theatres better
"As long as the film confines itself to scenes
of and about the animal it contains a good
if they give us a copy of their
measure of suspense . . . W^hen it devotes itself
program Tuesday each week.
to a leisurely plot . . . the piece slows down
considerably."- PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.
"Audiences should eat it all up with more
relish than the tiger . . . Straight adventure
melodrama, makes most of its tiger attacks too
real for comfort."— CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St.,
New York, N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
Will lease or buy theatre in Eastern Pcnna.
or New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all yottr patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St.,
Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers
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RELEASE

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release nunnber.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C!
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
19 n 18 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (56)
Completed ( 3)
Completed (23)
NEW

JULY 19, 1948

mm

In Production (3)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

PRODUCTIONS

THE LOVERS
Romantic Drama — Started June 28
Cast: Cornel Wilde, Patricia Knight, John Baragrey.
Director: Douglas Sirk
Producer: S. Sylvan Simon
Stor.v: Parole .ifficcT- falls '.n love with parolee and gels involved in a muider.
TRIPLE THREAT
Melodrama — Started July 6
Cast: Gloria Henry, Mary Stuart, Richard Crane, Sammy Baugh.
Charles Trippi, Sid Luckman, Bob Waterfleld, Bill Dudley,
Paul Governali, Steve Van Buren. Indian Jack Jacobs, Frank
Donciewicz. John Clement. Paul Christman.
Director: Jean Yarbrough
Producer: Sam Katzman
.story: Football story (with top pro players) about the star of the team who gets
a big head but learns his lesson.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
No.
Details
Title — Running Time
Cast
Rev.
. . .7-5. Rel.
Song of India
Bey-Russell
3-25.
COMPLETED
1947-48
Adventures In Silverado (75)
Bishop-Henry
... 11-10
Arkansas Swing
Vincent-Hot
Shots 3-29 . .7-29.
Details under title: Texas Sandman
Best Man Wins (75)
Buchanan-Lee . . 12-22 .5-6.
BigDetails
Sombrero, The
under title: A Little Spanish Town Autry-Vcrdugo 8-18
Blash Eagle
Bishop-Patton 5-10
Black Arrow, The
Hayward-Blair 8-4
Blazing Across The Pecos (55)
St rre f-Bu net e
11-24 7-1
Blondie's Reward (67)
Singleton-La
ke 9-29.. 6-3
Details
under
title:
Blondie's
Night
Out
Blontie s Secret
Single on-Lak6-7
Boston
Morris-Maya
lia 7-5
. ...
ChallengeBhckie's
ol the Honor
Range
Starrct
-Surnette
7-5
Congo Bill
McGuire-IWoorc
..
.5-10...
Coroner Creek (C) (90)
Scott-Chapraan 9-29... 7-48.
Dark Pa t, The
Holden-Cobb
6-7
Details n-de: title: Hearsay
El Dorado Pass
Starrett-Bu-nette 6-7
FBI Meets Stotland Yard
O'Kesfe-Hayward 5-24..
Fuller Brush Man, The (93)
Sk-lton-Bbir
10-27. 6-48
Gallant
Blade
(C)
Parks-Chipman 12-8
Gentleman From Nowhere
Oon^ldson-Litel 5-10
Glamour Girl (68)
Krupa-Recd
9-1... 1-16
Her Wonderful Life
Kiepura-Eggerth 11-10
Details under title: The Eternal Melody
I Love Trouble
Tone-Blair
5-26. . .1-48
2-2
Details under title: Double Take
I Surrender Dear
Jean -Street
3-1.
Lady from Shanghai, The (87)
Hayworth-Welles 10-14. .5^8.
Let's
Fall
In
Love
Lamour-Ameche
1-19
Loaded Pistols
Autry-Britton
Loser Take All
Mitchell-Nigh 3-15
Details under title: Winner Take Nothing
Loves of Carman, The (T)
Hayworth-Ford 11-24
Lulu Belle
Lamour-IWontgomery .11-10
Man From Colorado, The (T)
Ford-Orew
3-17
Manhattan Angel
Jean-Ford
3-15
Details under title: Sweetheart of the Bluei
Mary Lou (66)
Lowery-Barton 9-15... 1-23
Mating of Millie, The (87)
Ford-Keyes
7-7... 4-28
7-5
My Doi Rusty (67)
Donaldson-Litel
4-8
Phantom Valley (53)
Starrett-Burnette 8-4. . .2-19
Port Said (69)
Bishop-Henry 12-22... 4-15
Prince of Thieves (72)
Hall-Morlson
5-12... 1-48
2-16
Quick on the Trigger
Starrett-Burnette 6-21
Relentless (93)
Young-Chapman 12-9... 2-48
Details under title: Three Were Thoroughbreds
Return ol October, The (T)
Ford-Moore
9-29
Return of The Whistler, The (63)
Ouane-Aubrrt 10-27... 3-18
Busty Leads the Way
DonaMson-MoBett 3-1
Details under title: Rusty Takes a Walt
Rusty Saves A Lite
Donaldson-Litel
Sign of the Ram, The (84)
Petcrs-Knox
8-4... 3-48
3-15
Ungin'
Hoosier Hot Shots
Six Gun Spurs
Law (54)
Starr^tt-Saunders
7-7 1-9

Sta round. The iSerizI)
Song of Idaho (66)
Strawberry Poan. The
Superman (Serial)
Swordsman.
(T) (81)
Tex
Granger The(Serial)
Thondirhoof
(77)
Details under title: Wild Fury
To the Ends of the Earth (109)
Trapped by Man
Boston Blackie (67)
Undercover
Unt?m-d
Fre^d.
Deti li under The
title: The Wranjler
Walking Hills
West of Sonora (55)
Whllvlnd Raiders (54)
Wings Wtstfward
Woman from Tangier, The (66)

Crabbe-Blahe 5-26 9-4
Hoo ier Hot Shots
3-30
Aotry-Henry
7-7
Alyn-NeM
2-16... 1-48
7-15
.4-1 10-27
Parks-Drew
12-'
Stevens-Stewart
8-4 .7-8
Fotter-Blihop 2-16.
.3-15
Powell-Haiso
12-9. .2-48.
.5-13.
korris
L
n;
12-22
Ford-Foch
5-24
Tnfts-Brltton ..
4-12
Eeott-Ralnes
5-24
Starret'-Bu nelte
. . 9-29 ... 3-25 .
rta-rett-Saunders . 9-15 ... 5-13 .
Autry-While
7-5
J rgers-Dii-ne 9-89... 2-12.

EAGLE-LION
Completed (38)
Completed ( 7)

1947-48 Features
Westerns
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time
rulsa
COMPLETED
Adventures of Casanova (83)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART

Rel.
Cast Details
. Hayward-Preston 7-5 .
5-12. 5-19
812 .
deCordova-Nash
. .2-7. . . fS21
1947-45
. .2-2
6-7
Behind
Bremer-Carlson
DetailsLocked
unUt Doors
title: Inside the Wall
3-15
Born To Fight
Crady-Shaw
4-24
3-29 . .6-30..
. 1-24 . . . .826. . 12-8
Canoi City (83)
Brady-Meade .
. 853.
Check Your Guns <55)
l)ean-Ga:es
. .7-5
Close-up (76)
Eaxtcr-Gilmore
7-7.
12-22.
824
.
Cobra Strikes, The (62) . . .
Ryan-Fraser
. 6-9
Enchanted Valley (C) (77)
Curtis-Gwynne
1-5. .. 3-27
9-1.
820 .3-29
1-17 . .. . .810
2-16.
Headin' For Heaven (71)
Erwin-Farrell
.
5-12
.
It's Mcider
Switzer-Whalen .
8-4.
817.
.3-15. 1-3
Hollow Triumph
Henreid-Bennett
. .1-5
Lcdy At Midnight
Denning-Lee ...
Let's Live A Li;tle
Lamarr-Cummings
.7-21
Linda Be Good (67)
Hubbard-Knox
..5-26.
3-1. 10-18. .808. .10-27
ManDetails
f.on under
Texas title:
(71)
Crail-Bari ....
.6-23
A Texas Story
Mickey
(C)
.815. . .4-12
(87)
Butler-Goidwin 11-10. . 7-28 . 825 . .6-2:
Noose Hangs High, The (77)
Abbott-Costello 11-24. .4-27 .819.. .4-12
Korthwest
Lesl;e-Craig 7-21.
.830
Details Stampede
under title:(79)
Wild Conqiest
Foreign.
Mills-Greenwood
(91)
The
Man,
Oc ober
. 3-20 .816.
828. .3-29
Oliver Twst
D^y|\t->
Foreign
813 .2-16
9-1. .5-12. .857..
Irelanj-Rando'ph 11-10.
(70)
Open Secret
Dean-Holt
w
.
Outla
Prairie
. .5-5
RaTipag;
Mitch-ll-Long 12-22. .7-14
,
.5-26.
.
RawDetails
Deal under
(78)
O'Keefe-Trevor
11-24.
. .4-3. . .822 6-7
title: Corkscrew Alley
9-1
) to Night Scott-Lynn
Ruthless
.818. . .3-29
Details(104
under title: Prelude
.848.
Dietrich-Wayne Reissue. .3-27.
.7-21. .. .829.
Seven Sinners (86)
- ^."^ . 1-31 . . .811.
Ford-Vinc:nt
Shed No Tears (70)
.827
Redgrave-Kent '^•"'i'S
gglers. TheThe (85)
Sm
. .7-7. . .849
'.^ .3-27.
Bey-b^i
8"8 . .2-2
(79)
Spiritualist,
.823
110.
.
Reissue.
A"^"!""!
Sutter's Gold (93)
.6-^
Delgado-Gurie
Sword of the Avenger (76)
28..
Dean-Ates 7-21. 2-6-16.
Ti03a Kid (54)
O'Keefe
T-Mcn '91)
!86:>.
.i2-22
.5-12.
.814
F*."*'?!Gyr.t-Willl
(85)
Life Die
Take My You
Ireland-Ryan ...ams
.2-21. .854.
Tomorrow
Dean-Holt
.5-10.
Tornado Range (56)
. .9-1.
Basehart-Brady .
Twenty-Nine Clues
FILM
1947-48 Features

CLASSICS
Completed ( 7)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
INNER SANCTUM
Mystery — Started July 8
Cast: Mary Beth Hughes, Charles Russell, Billy House, Lee Patrick,
Roscoe Ates, Nana Bryant, Dale Belvins, Eddie Parks.
Director: Lew Landers
Executive Producer: Richard Morros
'Story: A murderer is caught by an unsuspecting youngster.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Rel.
.5-7.
'.'.4-12.'.
Title — Running Time
Cast
Ref.
Details
Argyle Secrets
Gargan-Lord
8-48.
.4-1. No.
Blonde Ice (72)
Paige-Brooks
.5-20.
Devil's Cargo
Calvert-Hudson
Miraculous Journey (C)
Cahoun-Long ... '.. .3-1. " .4-15.
Money
Madness
Ralferty-Beaomont
Sofia (C)
Raymond-Gurle
3-29.. 6-48.
Unknown
Island
(C)
Grey-Reed
6-21... 9-48.
Details under title: The Unbelievable
FILM

BULLETIN

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1947-48 Features

Completed (39)
NEW

In Production (6)

PRODUCTIONS

EDWARD, MY SON
Drama — Started June 28
Cast: Spencer Tracy, Deborah Kerr.
Director: George Cukor
Producer: Edwin Knopf
Sior\': An English tycoon excuses his own ruthlessness by his love for his son.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Act of Violence
Hell n-Ryan
6-21
Bribe. The
Taylor-Gardner 6-21
Little Women
Allyson-Taylor 7-5
Numbers Racket, Thj
Garfield-Pearson 7-5
Words and Music
Garland-Rooney
4-26
(all star)
COMPLETED
1947-48
Alias The Gentleman (74)
Beeiy-Patricw 5-13 Mar.. 818 .2-13
B. F. s Daughter
Stanwycl<-Henin 8-6 . Apr
8'' 3
620
.3-29
Big
City,
TheWild,(103)
O'Brien-Murphy 10-27
. June
,3-1.^
819 11-10
Bride
Goes
The
(98)
Johnson-Allyson
7-7...
Mar
Details under title: Virtuous
827
Cass Timberlane (119)
Tr?" T rn-r
5-12... Jrn
Conrmand Decision
Gable-' dgfon
4-26
.7-5
Date With Ji/«y, A (tl3)
Beeiy-Pcwell
l-5,..Ji4y.
Eaiter Parade (T) (103)
Asalre-Garland 12-8 ..July. 831.
i29 - . .12 6-721
Gone With the Wind (T)
Gable-Leigh
Reissue ... I eU
Good News (T) (95)
Lawfod-Allyson 3-31. . . D.c 30j£10
Green Dolphin Street
Turner-Hell n
9-30... Nov. 811
Details under title: The Personal Touch
.815
High Wall, The
Taylor-Totter
7-7. . . Feb. 826
Homecoming (113)
Gable-Turner
9-15.. May
814
If Winter Comes (97)
Pidgeon-Kerr
6-9. . . J.n
. . . 1-5
Julia Misbehaves
i^arson-Pidgeon 1-19 Sept
Killer McCoy (103)
Rooney-E. Taylor
6-23... Dec. .809. .10-27
Luxury Liner (T)
Brent-G fford
9-1
Kissing Bandit. The (T)
Sinatra-Grayson 5-26
Master
of
Lassie
Gwenn-Leigh
9-29
Details under title: Hills of Home
On An Island With You
Willians-Lawford 6-23 ... June .. .828 ... 5-24
Pirate, The (T) (102)
Garland-Kelly
3-3. . .June. .. .825. . .4-12
Search, The (105)
Cliff-MacMahon
Aug. .. .630. . .4-12
Summer Holiday
Rooney-DeHaven 7-8 . . . Apr . . . . 821
Sun in the Morning, The (T)
MacDonald-Nolan 5-10
Southern
Ekeiton-Ca'il
2-2 . .Sept
State Of Yankee
The Union (120)
Tracy-Hepburn 10-13...
Apr 824... 3-29
Three Godfathers, The (T)
Wayne-Armendariz 5-24
Three Musketeers (T)
Turner-Kelly
2-16
Tenth
Avenue Daughters
Angel (76)
O'Brien-Murnhy 4-1 ... Feb ... .816. . .1-19
Three
Daring
Details
under title: The(T)Birds(115)
aod the Bees ItlacDonald-lturbi 11-25... Mar 817... 2-16
MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (26)
Completed (12)

In Production (1)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
STRIKE IT RICH
Drama —Stajted July 12
Cast: Rod Cameron, Bonita Granville, Don Castle, Stuart Erwin,
Lloyd Corrigan, Ellen Corby.
Producer: Jack Wrather
Director: Lesley Selander
(FOR ALLIED ARTISTS)
SHERIFF FROM MEDICINE BOW
Western— Started July 12
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Evelyn Finley,
Director: Lambert Hillyer
Producer; Barney Sarecky
Story: >''"t available. .See ne.xt issut'".
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-4S
Cast
Title — Running
Time
No. Rev
^
—
Details Rel.
«ni«is Alley (67)
Gorcey-Gray
11-24 3-21 . .4708
Released originally undtr title: When Stranjers Marry
Back Trail (54)
Brown-Hatton
7-18 ...4757.
.4 13.
Campus Sleoth (66)
Stewart-Prelsser
12-8..
4-18.
. .47f2.
Cowboy Cavalier (55)
Wakely-Taylor
7-4
.
.4755.
Crossed Trails (53)
Brown-Hatton
4-11
.4 12.
Docks of New Orleans (70)
Winters-Young .. . H-24 4-4 .. .4;09.
Fighting
Mad
(75)
Errol-Kirkwood
9-15
2-7.
Details under title: A Pal««ka Named Joe
Fighting Ranger. The
Brovim-Hatton 6-7... 8-15. ..4 14.
French
Cooper-Coosan 2-2... 4-25.
DetailsLeaveunder(64)
title: Kllroy On Dttk
Frontier Agent (56)
Brown-Hatton
5-16 . .4756.
High Tension
Gorcey-Hall
6-7
.4 16.
.4704.
I Wouldn't
Be in Your
9i»ej (66)
(70)
Castl»-Knox 9-29...
2-16... 1-10
5-23.
Jiggs
and Magflie
in Society
Yule-Riano
.4717.
Jinx Money (68)
Gorcey-Caldwell 1-19... 6-27
Kidnapped
MacDowall-England ...5-24
Kidnapped
Sullivan-Reynolds 6-21
Last of the Badmen
MacDowall-England ... 5-24
Mithael
O'Halloran (79)
Roberts-Beckett 5-24...
4-12. . . .8-8.
Music Man
Itewart-Brito
Mystery of The Golden Eye
Winter-Young 4-26
Oklahoma Blues (56)
Wakeley-Belmont 1-19 . . . 3-!28 , . ,4761.
Overland Trails (58)
Brown-Belmont 11-24... 1-31 .4751.
Partners of the Sunset (53)
Wakely-Larson
5-6. .4707.
Perilous Waters (66)
Castl»-U)ng
9-1... 2-14
JULY

19, 1948

Range Renegades (54)
Rocky (/6)
Rose of the Rio Grande (60)
S anghai
The (65)
Details Ch;st,
under title:
Harder by Alphabet
Sinn of the Wolf (69)
Silver Trails
Sixteen
Fat oms(68)
Deep (Anscs)
Smart Politics
Song of The Drifter (53)
Stage Struck (71)
1r g.erman
ALLIED ARTISTS
Babe Ruth S;ory, The
DudeDetails
Goes und^r
West. title:
The The
(87)
Tenderfoot
Hunted, The (85)
It Hap-ened or Fi:th Aven« (115)
Panhandle (84)
Smart Womin (90)
SongDetails
of Myunder
Heartti(!«:
(89)
Tra|ie Symphony

.4766.
Wakeley-Holt
6-5.
McDowall-Barrier 8-18 ... 3-7. .4705.
CarroM-Movita Reissue ... 3-14 . .4710.
Winters-Best
2-16... 7-11. .4718.
Whal'n-Prady Reissue 5-2 . .4711.
Wakely-Taylor 7-5 . 4801 .
Lak
-Chaney 9-15 . 7-25.
Preisser-Stewart
.1-3 . .627.
Wak I /- Co rs
11-10 ... 1-17 . .4715.
Long-Richmond 3-15... 6-13. 686.
Brown-Hatton
6-20. .4752. . .1-5
3-29.
Bendix-Trcvor . . .
12-8. .4-19.
Albe:t-Storm ....
.8-30.
8. . .6-21
Belila-Foster 4-14 . .4-7.
.2-17
Stcr.n-DcFore
..4-30.
2-22 .
Cameron-Downs 9-29
Bennett-Aherne 10-27
Sundstrom-Long 2-3 .1-31 4. .11-24

PARAMOUNT
1947-?8 Features

Completed (36)

In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART
Rev.
1947-48
COMPI.ETED
—
No.
Ti le— Running Time
Cast Details
Accused, The
Yoong-Cummirgs 4-26 .2-20.
Rel. . .4709.
AIterqBcrq:;e (C) (SO)
Scott-Br:tton
3-3..
.
.9-5.
. .4726.
Bey Details
nd Glory
9-29.
under(82)
title: The Long, Grey Line Ladd-Reed
.2-2
.4-9. . .4713. ..6-21
Big Clock. The (95)
miand-O'Solllvan ... 3-17..
Big Town Scandal (62)
Reed-Brooke
6-7
Caged Fury (61)
Denninn-Ryan 9-29 .... 3-5 ... 4711 .... .2-2
3-1
ConnecticBt Yankee, A (T)
Crosby-Fleming 6-24 ... 7-2 ... 4720
Crosades, The
Young-Wilcoxon Reiss e . . . 6-48 . R73508
Dark Circle
Milland-Tolter 5-10
Disaster
Denning-Marshall 2-16
Dream Girl (86)
Hutton-Carey
5-12 ... 7-23 ... 4721 ... 5-24
Emperor Waltz, The (T) (106)
Crosty-Fontaine 6-24 7-2 . . .4720 . . .5-lC
Foreign Affair, A (116)
Arthur-Lund- D etrich .12-22 . . .8-20 . . .4724 . . .6-21
Great Gatsby, The
Lai!d-Fie'd
3-29
Hatter's Castle (105)
Mason-Ke:r
Fore gn . . . 6-18 . . .4718 . . 4-26
Hazard (95)
Goddard-Carey 11-10 . . 5-28 ... 4716 . . 3-29
Heirets, The
dcHsv lland-Clift 7-5
I Details
Walk Alone
Lancaster-Scott 12-23 ... 1-16 ... 4708 12-22
under (99)
title: Deadlock
Isn't It Romantic
Lake-DeWolfe
3-1
Mr.Details
Recklessunder(66)
Eythe-Britton 11-10. . .3-26. . .4712 3-1
title: Hard T« Kill
My Own True Love
Coogia -Calvert
7-7
NowDetails
and Forever
under title: Abigail, Dear Heart Rains-Hent'rix 2-2
Night Has A Thousand Eyes
Robirson-Russeil 7-7
Paleface. The (T)
Rote-Ru^se I
8-18
Road To Rio (100)
Crosby-Hope
1-6 . . 12-25 . . 4707 11-24
Shaggy (C) (72)
Joyce-Shayns
6-11 . . 4717 ... 4-26
Sairo.i (94)
Ladd-Lake
12-9 . . 3-12 . .4710. . .2-16
Sainted Sisters, The (89)
Lake-Caulfteld 10-27 . 4-30 . . 4715 ... 3-15
So Evil My Love (100)
Mil and-ToJd
5-26. . . .8-6. . .4723 . . .6-7
Sorrowful Jones
Ho-e-Ball
4-26
Sorry, Wrong Number
Stanwyck-Lancaster . . . 2-2
Special Age t
Eyfhft-R>eves 5-24
Speed To Spare (57)
Arlen-Rogers 10-27 . . .5-14. . .4715. .. .3-1
Tatlock Millions
Ken^ri -Lunr
4-12
Unconquered (T) (146)
Cooper-Goddard 8-19. .. .4-2. . .4'765! . .9-29
Waterfront at Midnight (64)
Garpan-Hughes 12-8. . .6-25 .. .4719 . 5-24
Whispering Smith (T)
Ladd-Marsha I
4-28

RELEASE CHART
1947-48
Title — BuiBing TIum
Cast Details Rel.
Al-ai
M:ryNig:Dowtt (66)
Mil'and-Eilers
A.-g.ntine
(73)
Bitz Bros. -Andrews Sis
Mar.
Black Cat, The (72)
Ladd-Rathbone
»tt.
Black Friday (71)
KarloB-Logosi
0:t.
Butch Minds the Baby (77)
Brucf-Crawford
Nov.
Captive Will W*man (60)
Carradine-Ankers
Apr.
Drums of th^ Congo (61)
Erwin-Minson
Apr.
Ex-Champ (72)
McLaslen-Brown
Jan
Ghost of Frankenstein (fi7)
Chancy-Ankers
Give Us Wines (62)
L.T. Guy«-D.E. Kids
G.-e«n Htll (87)
Fairbanks-Bennett
Dee.
liell a cppii (87)
(Isen-Johnson
Mar.
In is bl) Man, Tke (71)
Bains-Stuart
0(c.
In isiljle Man Returns (81)
Pric»-Hardwlek»
Dee,
Lady Fro.Ti Cheyenne (t9)
Young-Preston
Sept.
Lady In A Jam (85)
Dunn»-K«owles
Sept.
Little Tough G''y <83)
L.T. Goys-D.E. Kids
Mar,
Little Tough Guys in Society (73) . .2 Little Tou;h Guys
Mar.
Magnificent Brute (78)
McLaglen-Barnes
Apr.
Model Wife (78)
Blondell-Pow II
Mummy's Ghost (65)
Chan«y-Carra:line
Feb,
Mummy's Tomb (61)
Foran-C-a-ey
Feb
Pitisburgh (91)
Wayne-Dictrleh-Seott Dee
Sea Srollers (63)
Wayne-Grey
Apr
Sin Town (74)
Bennett-Crawford
Jan
Son of D.-acula (80)
Chaney-Allbrltton
Jan
Storm,
The
(78)
Ric
-ford-Foster
Feb
nrnt Shoes (69)
Crawford-Cwynnt
Nov
When Tomorrow Comas (92)
Cunno-Boyer
You're Net So Tough (71)
L.T.Goys-O.E.KIds
REISSUE

.No.
736Rc«.
.. .5013
.1046
.1129
.1217
..1210
. 12S0
. . .926
.. .1212
1095
. 1017
.. . 6046
.623
.. ..1208
. 1029
1121
. . .917
.929
...796...
. .1124
.. ..1246
1344
. .1270
. . 361
.1266
. .924
.. .1295
.. .. 1139
.948 29
..1063....

REPUBLIC
Completed (23)
Completed (13)
Completed ( 3)

1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

In Production (0)
In Production (0)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
FEDERAL AGENTS VS. UNDERGROUND, INC.
Serial (12)— Started July 6
Cast: Kirk Allen, Rosemary La Planche, Roy Barcroft.
Director: Fred Bannon
Producer: Franklin Adrian
story: Nut availiible. Sep next issue.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Advenlu-es of Frank & Jessie James
Mo~re-Neill 4-26... 6-11
.752.
AngelDetails
in £x''.-.
4-12
uniler ti'.lc: Miracle of Charlie DakinCarr I -Mara
3-28
728.
Band ts of D:.rk Canyon
'a ie-Waller
12-15
Bill and Coo (Tr. ) (61)
Burton's
Birds
.
.754.
.
12-22 .4-15.
Lane-Waller
Bol"'Details
Kro:iti'rs;r.an
4-1 .
undei ..:!e Cimarron Trails
10-13
Cal fsrnia Fi.'eb and (Tr.) (63) . .H.-leBooh
654 . .4-26
2-1 . . .703
10-13 5-13
Canrus Honeymo n
Crane-Wilde
. .2-16 4-24 . . . .7,2
Carion Ci y Raiders (60)
lane Wa; er
755 . 6-21
8-3 . .
Dan e-s of ofthetheCana-!ian
Mounted (Serial) . .Bannon-'elmont
Daredevils
Clouds
Livingjton-Clark 10-27
3-11
Denver Kid, The
Lane-falagher 7-5
Oeso radoes of Dodge City
Lanc-Waller
6-21
Dick Tracy Returns (Serial)
Boyd-Poljerts
7-17 .793,
Drums Along .h; Amn.on
(Ten -R.i ston
5—10
791.
7-25
Eyes 0' Nee:
Teas. Forget
The .T)
Ro:ers-Roberts 4-12...
7-15. .732.
G-iVlcn
(Serial)
Moore-Ames
8-4... 1-31
715.
Gallant legion, Ths
Ell ott-Booth
1-5
Grand Cannon Trail (Tr.)
Booers-Frr.zee 6-21 . 4-25 . .707.
Heart of Virginia
Mart n -Lowerv
12-22
710 .5-24
Homicide Fo T ree
Lorg-Douglas
6-7
705 3-29
I. Jan- Dee (85)
Hutsey C r oll
11-24 .5-25
Insde
S'.ory.
Th?
<87)
Hont-Lundl;an
9-15
.3-14 .761
Details under title: End of the Ralobow
It's A Grand Old Nag (Tr.)
Cartoon Feature
12-20
King o; the Gamlilcrs
Wrijli'-Martin
5-10
709
Lightnin' in the Forest (58)
Roberts-D;uglas 12-8 .3-25 . 706 . . 4-26
Maibeth
•.
Wcllcs-rolin
7-7
.704. . .
MadonnaSireet
of The
Cast
e-'obtrts 11-10
Main
Kid. Desert
The
Pearce-Martin
9-29.. . 2-23.
. 1-1. .701. .. ..
Marshal of Amarillo
lane Wa ler
7-25. .756.
Moonrise
Clark-Russell
1-5... 7-11. .714. . .
Nighttime in Nevada (T)
Ren rs-Harmcn 5-10
.753.
.708.
Oklahoma
Badlands
Lane-Co'es
Old Los Angtles
Ellictt-Mcleod 11-24
10-13 ..2-22.
.4-25.
OutDetails
of theunder
Storm
Lydon-Collier
3-29
title: Backfire
Plunderers, The
Cameron-Massey 6-7
Bed Pony, The (T)
Loy-Mitchum
6-9
.711
Setret Service Investigator (60)
Bridges-Roberts 2-16... 5-31. .702.
Slippy McGee
Barry-Evans
C-l . 1-15.
. .6-7
Sons of Adventure
Hayden-Roborts 3-15
Son
of
God's
Country
Hale
6-21
Timber Trail, The
Hale-Roberts
6-15. 656 . .. ..
Train to Alciira;
Barry-Martin
3-1... 6-28. .712.
.731
Details under title: Alcatraz Prison Train
Und3r Ca'i'ornia Stars (Tr.) (70)
Rogers-Frazee 11-25 .... 5-1 .
RKO
1948 Features

RADIO
Completed (35)

.6-7
In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTtONS
INTERFERENCE
Dra.ma — Started July 7
Cast: Victor Mature, Lucille Ball, Lizabeth Scott, Sonny Tufts,
Lloyd Nolan.
Director: Jacques Tourneur
Producer: Robert Sparks
Stoiy: .'<lar
of I'ro
wife halfl);uk
who wants
onlyfootball
money. team is almost destroyed by a cold calculating
TARZAN AND THE ARROW OF DEATH
Action Drama — Started June 21
Cast: Lex Ba.rker, Brenda Joyce, Evelyn Ankers, Albert Dekker.
Director: Lee Sbolem
Producer: Sol Lesser
Story: Tarzan finds lost woman Hier who has remained young for 30 years from
thi- fountain of youth in the jungle.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
Details
Title — Running Time
Cast
. .6-21.
Baltimore Escapade
.Temple-Young
. . 5-24 .
Enchantment
Wright-Niven
Details un er title: Take Three Tenses
.6-7.
Every Girl St-ould Be Married
Grant-Tone . . .
COMPLETED
1947-48 —
BLOCK NO. THREE
If You Knew Susie (90)
Cantor-Davis
1-30
2-16
Western Heritage (60)
Holt-Leslie
2-16
BLOCK NO. FOUR
Arizona Ranger, The (63)
Holt-Leslie
11-10
4-12
Tarzan and the Mermaids (68)
Weissmuller-Joyce 8-4
4-12
BLOCK NO. FIVE
Berlin Express (86)
Oberon-Ryan
9-1
5-24
Bring 'Em Back Alive
Frank Buck
FIghtlnfl Father Dunne
O'Brien-Dell
3-31
.
Guns of Hate (61)
Holt-le.lic
12-22
. . .5-2.A
Return of the Badmen (90)
5eott-Jeffreys
5-24
NOT DESIGNATED
Blood On The Moon
Mitchuin-Bd Geddes 3-1
30

6»<yguard
Boy Within Green
Hair (T)
Brothers
the Saddle
Good Sam
Indian Agent
Indian Sumo;er
Joan of Arc 'T)
Le Silence Est O'or
long Denial, The
Mr. Josep.'i
Young of(66)
Africa
Mystery
in Mexico
Outlaw Valley
Pearl, lbs (77)
Race Street (79)
Rachel
the Stranger
Detailsandunder
title: Rachel
Return of the Badman
Station West
Tycoon (T)
TwistedArizona
Road. Skies
The (95)
Under
Velvet To c!i. The
Ween No The
More
Window.
SPECIALS

ri rnty-Lane
5-10.
O'Brien-Ryan
Holt-Forman
7-5.
ccoper-Sherldan 8-18.
HolVMarlin
6-7.
Knoi-Sothern
10-13
Sergman-Farref
Foreign
3-1
Chevalier-Durrier
1-5
0'Haa-Dou]lai
Johnson-Armstrong
6-21
10-13
7-5
Lundigan-Whitt
Holt-Mertin
Marques-Armendariz
Foreign
3-15
Raft-Ma>wtll
S-1
Ya»n;-Holden
9-1
7-5
Ceot -White
Powell-Greer
Wayne-Day
2-3
2-8
O'Donnell-Granger 9-1
7-7
7-5
Hclt-Leslie
Russell-Genn 10-13
Coten-Valli 11-24
5-10
Hale-Kennedy

Bishop's
(109)
Design forWife.
DeathThe(48)
Fugitive, The (104)
Fun and Fancy Free (73)
I Remember Maira (137)
Mdody Time (T)
Miracle of The Bells, The (118)
Mourning Becomes Eleeira (172)

Grant-Young
3-17
Cocumentary
Fonda-Del Rio
1-6
Disney Cartoon Feature
891.
Durne-Homolka
... 6-9
Disney Musical
MacMurray-Valli 8-4
Russell-Redgrave 4-14

SCREEN

11-24
11-10
. . 9-1
3-15
5-24
3-15
11-24

GUILD

1947-48 Features

Completed (13)
In Production (0)
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Dead
Cast
4-28 5-20.
Rel.
Ti:ie — Running Time
No. Rev.
DNegro
ni Is-Patton
Cast . ... Details
Boy! What a Girl! (69) . . .
3-31 10-11 . . . X-2
.
.5-10
1 aRue-Stewart
6-9 6-21 .4704
Wileoxson-Brian
.10-25. . 4703
.4701
Hollywood Barn Dance (65)
Details under title: Western Barn Dance .'eeves-McKay . .
3-31.
Jungle
Goddess
. 6-21
Gwynne-Albertson
. 4702
Killer Dill
(71)
9-13 .
5-24. . 4-30.
5-14.
Mark of the Lash
stepin Fetchit
Miracle in Harlem (71)
Atbet-Baxter
3-29. 12-27 . ..4706
.X-3
Road '.0 The
the Big
House (72)
Prairie,
(80)
. 4708
. .2-21. .4705
12-13
Details under title: Law of the Mounties Haydpn-Holt
.4707
Where the North Begii

Features

—
SELZNICK
Completed ( 5)

In production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
IF THIS BE MY HARVEST
Drama— Started July 12
Cast: Valli. Robert Mitchum. Louis Jourdan.
Director: Irving Rapper
Producer: William Bacher
story: A saga of Italian immigrant.* in (lie Orapfr country of San Joachim Valley.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Duel in the (70)
Sun (T) (138)
Jones-Cotten
3-19 4-9
4-14
Intermezzo
Bergmtn-Howard
...Reissue
Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House. . Grant-Loy
10-13 7-1
3-29
Paradine Case, The (132)
Tcdd-Peck
12-23
1-19
Portrait of Jenny
cotten-Jones
3-3

20th
1948 Features

CENTURY-FOX
Completed (34)
In Production (7)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE FAN
Melodrama — Started July 7
Cast: Jeanne Grain, George Sanders, Madeleine Carroll, Richard
Green, John Sutton, Hugh Dempster, Martita Hunt.
Director: Otto Preminger
Producer: Otto Prem.inger
story: Adaptation of the Oscar Wikle story "Lad.v Windemere's Fan."
THE BUNGALOW
Melodrama — Started June 28
Cast: Tom Conway. Margaret Hamilton.
Director: Edward L. Cahn
Producer: Sam Baerwitz
.story: Not available, .'^ee nrat is.«ue.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details Rel.
Chicken
Every Sunday
Dailey-Holm
7-5...
Rev.
Thrre Wives
Details under title: A Letter to Three Wives Barne!l-Crain 6-21...
Sand (T)
Stevens-Gray
7-5...
Tucson
lydon-Edwards
7-5...,
Yellow Sky (T)
Peck-3axter
6-7...
FILM

BULLITIN

COMPLETED
1947-48
Anna Karenina (110)
Leigi-Richardson Foreign . May . . 820
Apartment for Peggy
Crain-Holden
1-19
Checkered Coat, The
Conway-Nash
July ... 825
Counterfeiters. The (73)
Sutton-Merricli
June. . . 819
Creeter. The
3-29
Deep Waters (85)
Andrews-Peters 10-13 ... July .... 821 ... 7-19
Estipe (78)
Harrison-Cummins 9-16
822.... 6-7
FuryDetails
at Furnaia
Creek
(88)
9-15... May
4-26
under title: Ballad of Furnace Creek Mature-Gray
Gay Intruder. The
Emery-Ge»a
3-15
815
Gentleman's
Agreement
(118)
Pecli-M:Cuire
6-9 .... .JuMarle ... .827
806 ...11-24
Give My Regards
to Broadway
(T) (89) ... Guild-Dai
y
5-12
6-7
Green Grass of Wyoming (T) (89)
cuifmins- oburn
6-23 June
818 .4-26
Ideal Husband. An (T) (96)
Godda.-d-Wilding
Mar . 809 . 3-29
Iron Curtain. The (87)
Andrews-Ti rney
12-S May ... 816 ... 5-24
Let's ofLivetheAgain
(67)
Emery-Brooks
11-24
. Apr. . . 813
Luck
Irish
Power-Baxter
2-16
Details under ti le: For Fear of Little Mei
Martin Rome
Mature-Conti
1-5
Details under title: The Chair for Martin Rome
Meet Me at Dawn (89)
Eythe-Co'jrt
Arr
812 ...3-29
Mine Own Executioner (102)
Mereiit:i-Moore
July . 824
Road House
Lupino-Wilde 4-12
Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay! (T) (95)
Haver-KcCa'llster 3-17... Ar 811... 3-15
Sitting Pretty (84)
Yocng-OHara
11-10... Apr 810... 3-29
Snake Pit. The
deHavilland-Genn 8-4
Street With No Name, The (91)
Stevens-Lawrence 1-5... July 823 7-5
Tender Years, The (81)
Brown-Hutchinson 9-1 .... Jan ... .803 .. .12-8
ThatDetails
Lady under
in Ermine
7-19
title: (T)This (89)
Is the MomenI Grable-Fa'rbanks 11-10
That Wonderful Urge
Pew r-Tierney
4-12
Thirteen Lead Soldiers (66)
Conway-Wescott 12-22 ... Apr ... 8-14
Unfaithfully Yours
Harrison-Darnell 3-1
Walls of Jericho. The (106)
Wilde-Darnell
11-10 . . Aug
826 ... 7-17
When My Baby Smiles at Me (T)
Grable-Dailcy 5-24
Details under title: Burlesque
Winner's
Willes-Fa
ley 9-15 . . Aui
829. 2-2
You Were Circle.
Meant The
for Me(70)
(91)
Cra
n — Dailey
Feb . .. .. 802
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arthur Takes Over (63)
rol ier-Co van
12-22 . . . May ... 817 ... 4-26
Big Dan
Russell-Christine 4-26
Dangerous Years, The (62)
Halo-'-Told
Feb . 834 . . 12-22
Fighting Back
Langton-Rogers 3-29 ... Aug 828
Half-Past Midnight (69)
Taylor-Kn dsen
11-24 ... Mar .... 808 .. .2-16
Trouble Preferred
Knudsen-RusseJ
West of Tomorrow
Grable-Dailey 4-12
UNITED
1947-48 Features

ARTISTS
Completed (33)

In Production (3)

KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Snil); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
BiU Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Ripley-Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan (Cow);
Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les);
Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cg>); Bronston
(Brn); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent); Hughes (Hgs) ; Comet
(Com).
N€W PRODUCTtONS
GAY AMICO
Western — Started July 6
Cast: Duncan Renaldo, Leo Carrillo.
Director: Wallace Fox
Producer: Philip N. Krasne
Story: The Cisco Kid and the U. .S. Cavalry come
to blows.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
rist Details
Rel. No.
Title — Running Time
Cover Up
Bendix-O'Ke fs
7-5
Nas,
Indian Sco'jt
l«ont:omery-Drew 7-5
SmI.
Details under title: Some Ra n Must Fall
COMPLETED
1947-48
An Innocent Affair
Carroll-MacMurray . . 3-29 . .9-17.
*"9ry God
Parla-Oricga
. . .4-26
BB
Arch of Triumph (120)
Bergman-Boyer .. 7-22 3-48 Ent
BB
Dead
Don't
Dream
Boyd-Broo'<s
8-4
'
BB
False Paradise
Bcyd-Brcoks 9-1
Ent . . .5-21
Four From
Faces Manha
West
McCrea-Dee
.'
"7-9 .Bog
Girl
ttan
our
. .
Details under title: All's Well That EndsMontgomery-Lam
Well
High Fury
Carrrll-Hunter
8-20. . . RC ....
u'
u
,-.
Oliv
er-Newton
For ... 9-47 . GFD . . 4-29
Hoppys Holiday (60)
Boyd-Ware
9-30..
7-18
BB 5-12
Kings of the Olympics
Documentary
5_48
LaffDetails
Time under
(C)
Olsen-Jannsen
9-30
... ' Rgs
Misc. Independents Chart
Mad Wednesday (80)
Sfo 3-3
Rev. under title: Sin of Harold Diddlebock Lloyd-Walburn 10-1
.4-12
Man of Evil (90)
Mason-Calvert
. . .12-23.
For
. .9-47. GFD
Montana
.Neb
Details Mike
under (97)
title: Heaven Only Knows Cummings-Donlevy
. 5-24 . 10-15 . . Pop .8-4
My Dear Secretary
Day-Douglas
. .8-5. .6-15. . Eog-Mer.
On Our Merry Way
All-Star
Details under title: A Miracle Can Happei
BB . .7-21
Outpost in Morocco
Raft-TamiroR
Personal Column
Sanders-Ball
11-11 ... 7-25 . . ..Smg.
Pitfall. The
Powe l-Scott
2-2... 8-13. Bis.
Red River
Wayne-Clift
9-30
. Hks .
Silent Conflict
Boyd-Brooks
7-2i...8— 27. . BB.
Siren
of
Atlantis
Monfez-Aumo^t
3-3...
3-48..
.Neb.
Details under title: Atlantis
Sleep My Love (97)
Colbert-Cummings 6-9
SmI.. 1-19
So This Is New York (79)
Morgan-Vallee 10-13. . .6-25. . .S?. . .5-24
Strange Gamble
Boyd-Clyde
9-1
BB
Texas. Brooklyn, and Heaven
Mad:son-Lynn
2-16. . .7-16 . .Gol
Time of Your Life, The (107)
Cagney-Bendix
5-26 .. .7-30 ... Cay .. .6-7
"enMta
DeGeorgc-Brooks 8-19
Hgs
Vioous Circle
Conrad Na-le
5-48... Wll 6-7
.JULY

UNIVERSAL19t7-4S Features

INTERNATIONAL
Completed (39)

In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Rannloi Tine
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Black Velvet (T)
BIyth-DuB
7-5
Criss Cross
Lancasetr-deCarlo 7-5
End of t':e River (80)
Sabu-Lonell
Foreign
7-5
Family
Honeymoon
coAbbot;-Costello
hert-MacM array 6-21
Mexican Hajrde
6-21
COMPLETED
1947-48
Abbott & Costello Meet Frankenstein (83) . Abbott-Costrllo
July . . . 664 . 7-5
All My Sons (^,4)
Robinsjn-Chrittians . . 10-13 ... Ju y .... 657 . . . 4-12
Ano her Part of The Forest (107)
Marc:i--ly;h
11-iJ
une 660
Are You
It (90)
O'Connor-San Juan
.11-24
May 65611-10
Bad
SisterWith
(90)
Falmer-Niven
Foreign . July
Beware of Pi.y (102i
Lockwood-Hunter Fwign. .July
Black
Bart und^r
(T) t'Me:
(80)
6 23 Ap
3-15
D tails
Ai:ventures of Black Oe.ar;o-Cu,-yea
Bart
Brothers, The ( 0)
Rtc F.ff;
Fcrei n
5-24
Bosh Christmas (70)
Ralfer y-F.rnslde Foreign
12-8
Casbah (94)
OeCarlo-Martin .
10-27 Arr
Captain Boicot! ('.2)
lenie-Kirby
4- 6
Countess of Monte Cr sto
Donat-Granger Forei:n
Dear Murderer (90)
.
Po tgan-Gynt
Foreigi May . 653 .5-24
Doable Lire. A (105)
Colman-Hasso
6-23 Mar
1-19
Deta l> und r tit'e: Imagination
Feudin'.
and Fightin'
(78,Race atO'Connor-Main
3-1 Ju y 665 .6-21
Details Fussin'
under title:
The Wonderful
Ri nek
Holiday Camp (97)
R)bson-Prci!
Foreign
2-16
Hungry (r6)
H II (£2)
.. LoLaktwood-Price
kwao'l-Price Fore
lassy
Foreignon
... T/ar 10-27
Case Against Calvin Cooke
Mrrch-Eldredg; 2-2
Larceny
'owcll-Tortn
4-12
Letter From An Unknown Woman (87) . . Fonta
ne-Jotrden 9-15
June 659
Man-Eater of Kum oi (79)
Sabu-Page
12-22 ... July ... 666 ... 7-5
Mr. Peabody and Ih ■ Mermaid
Powell-, lyth ... 1-19
Naked City. The (96)
Filzgirald-Dulf 7-7... Mar
2-2
Nicholas N cMcby (94)
Hardwicke-Bond Forei n
11-24
O'Flynn,
The
Fairbanks-Carter
5-24
One Touch of Venus
Wa k r-Gardn:r 2-16
River Lady (T)
OeCrrlo-Oiryoa 8-4 . June ... 661
Rogues Charm
Regiment
Abhott-Cosello
2-)'
Saxon
Mont -omery-Hayward . 2-16
Tap Roots (T) (109)
Heflin-Hayward 6-23
7-5
Tawny Pipit (81)
Mils-John
Fcreirn
9-15
Unafraid. The
ancaster-Fontaine 3-29
Details under title: Kiss the Blood Off M)
Up In Central Park (87)
Durbin-Kaymes
10-13. . .June. . .662 6-7
Fontaine-Stewart 5-24
iTuu Gotta Stay Happy
WARNER
1947-48 Features

BROTHERS
Completed (31)

In production (7)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
NIGHT BEAT
Melodrama — Started June 28
Cast: Robert Douglas, Helen Westcott, Robert Alda, Warren Douglas, Monte Blue.
Director: Felix Jacoves
Stoiy: Los .\nKel<^s police deijartiiifnt tiack down criminals.
THE FOUNTAINHEAD
Drama — Started July 12
Cast: Gary Cooper, Patricia Neale, Kent Smith.
Director: King Vidor
Producer: Henry Blanke
Story; The best-selliriK novel of an ari-liiti'ct with iilcals.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Ti.le — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
FighterBride
Squadron (T)
O'Brien-stack
6-7
June
Davis-Monttonery 5-24
Silver
Hav
r-Po'rer
4-26
South Lining
of St. (T)
Louis
McCrea-Smith
6-7
You'iger Brothers (T)
Paige-Morris
5-24
COMPLETED
1947-48
Ad.enlures of Don Juan (T)
F lynn-Lindfors 10-27
April Sfowers (94)
Carson-Sothern 9-15. . .3-27 719... 3-15
Big Punch, The (80)
Morr s-Maxwell
2-2... 6-26 727 6-7
Details under title: The Fighting Terror
CKristopher Blake
Smith-Douglas 9-15
Dames Don't Talk
Ma^o-Bennett
3-1
FlayDetails
Msrtin
Mayo-Scott
4-26
under title: Smart Money
Flowing
d (82)
Garfield-O'Brien Reissue.
. .7-17 730
Girl fromGo Jones
Beach. The
Reagan-Mayo
5-24
God's Country and the Woman (71)
Brent-Roberts Reissue. . .7-17. .. .729
John Loves Mary
Reagan-Neal
2-2
lohnny Belinda
Wyman-Ayres
S-15
Key Largo (101)
Bogart-Baeall
1-5. . .7-31 731... 7-19
Kiss in the Dark, A
Wyman-Niven
3-29
Life With Father (118)
Powell-Dunne
8-14 702
My Dream Is Yours
Carson-Day
4-12
Night Unto Night
Lindfors-Reagan 9-30
One Last Fling
Smitb-SeotI
2-16
One Sunday Afternoon (T)
Morgan-Paige
2-16
Romance on the High Seas (T) (99) ... Carson-Paige
6-23.... 7-3 728.... 7-5
Rope (T)
Stewart-Chandler 2-2
Silver River (110)
Flynn-Sheridan 5-12... 5-29 725
This Side of the Law
Clark-Brooks
3-15
Details under title: Sunburst
To the Victor (100)
Morgan-Lindfors 8-18. . .4-10. .. .720. . .4-26
Two Guys From Tevas (T)
Morgan-Carson 3-17
Winter Meeting (104)
Davis-Davis
10-13 ,. .4-24 ... .721 .. .4-12
Woman in White, The (109)
Parker-Smith 10-14... 5-15 724... 4-26
Wallflower (77)
Reynolds-Hutton 3-3... 6-12 726.,.. 6-7
Whiplash
Clark-Smith
3-31
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Film Plants
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'Garson
'I in tights! Wait
f
till they see 'Julia

"Every week I get a
shot of that good old
Vitamin M-G-M!
This 'Homecoming'

room

Misbehaves' !"

is

merely terrific !"
"And now Technicolor"Zowie!

ific 'Three Musketeers*

Capra's done

it again in 'State of

tops them all !"

the Union'!"

0.

"This

Technicolor

'Easter Parade' is Irving Berlin's top !"

'Wait a minute! Just when

I thought I'd seen everything

get this wire about Technicolor 'Hills of Home'! Let's read it!'
"Not since 'Green Years' has any preview so deeply moved
an audience as did 'Hills of Home' last night in Glendale
sneak screening. Here is genuine emotional beauty with

"I'm nuts about
Technicolor

exciting dramatic background in Technicolor. Superb per^/■
formances by Edmund Gwenn, Donald Crisp, Tom Drake,

this

' On

An

Janet Leigh and appeal of Lassie promise big box-office
rewards. Direction by Fred Wilcox and production by Robert

Island With You'!"

Sisk are top M-G-M quality. It's another topper in the
Vitamin M-G-M Parade of Hits!"
"Another

sure-fire

Technicolor hit! 'Date
With Judy' is great!"

MORE

AND

I

MORE

IT'S:

M-G-M

s,
or blushe
Technicol
GREAT
IN
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4
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•
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Boxoffice
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boxoffice-
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Cornel
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starring

MARK
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ER

BAXT

Linda

• DARNELL

LAS

• DOUG

Kirk

STEVENS

ne

n

LA
RICHARD

WIDMARK
m

Directed by WILLIAM

KEIGHLEY

Produced by SAMUEL

G. ENGEL

with ANN

Nf

Than

Any

Other

M. STAHL

Produced by LAMAR TROTTI
Screen Play by Lamar Trotti

®
Hits

DVORAK

Directed by JOHN

Original Screen Play by Harry Kleiner

More

mmm©

Company

that

he

led

PAniETY

s*

the

1-4

first

DOUGLAS

the

scoreboard

half

2nd

the

for

BETTY

I

all

GRABLE
FAIRBANKS,
in

1948...

half

of

TYRONE

'48!

POWER

,
ANNE

Jr.

BAXTER
in

ColorS
by TECHNICOLOR
WI
Produced and Directed by
ERNST

of

with CECIL

LUBITSCH

KELLAWAY

Directed by HENRY

Screen Play by Samson Raphaelson

KOSTER

Produced by FRED KOHLMAR
Screen Play by Philip Dunne

I
He
Twice

As

Many

As

Any

Other

Company

^

uwEiBARRYMOREl^iiETIiEVO
AND

DlPfCTfD BY

Screen Ploy by Richard Brooks and John Huslon

PRODUCED BY

JOHN HUSTON JERRYWillD
• Based on iho Ploy by MAXWELL ANDERSON
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THmK

IT OVER

Ciphers
JN this life iie get nothing
save by effort: far better it is to
dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, even though
checkered by failure, than to
rank with those poor spirits
who neither enjoy much

nor

suffer much, because they live
in the great twilight that knows
neither victory nor defeat.
— Teddy Roosevelt,
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The current lioxoffice sickness cannot be attril)uted to any one cause: it is
complicated hy a variety of contributing factors from both within and without
our industry. We do not have the remedy for the sky-high cost of living that
consumes so much of the entertainment money, nor can we halt the advances
of competitive deterrents like night baseball and television. But we do knowthat one of the principal causes of the slump has been the dearth of topflight
product. W hat we need to ward off boxoffice prostration is a strong dose of
good pictures.
Where are they coming from? While some of the studios seem unaljle to
lift themselves from the rut of the "easy money" era just past, others, happily,
arc giving positive indications of coming to life. Let's take a peek into the
crystal ball to see what exhiliitors might expect from Hollywood's foremost
film plants.
Columbia: As our film coast correspondent reports in Studio Size-ups this
issue (page 19), there will be small pickin's from this studio. The ratio is
about one "A"' picture in twelve releases.
Eagle-Lion: This up-and-coming outfit is turning out a money-making brand
of melodrama. Stuff like "Raw Deal." "Ruthless" and "Canon City" is playing
a merry tune on thousands of boxoffice tills. And look for improvement in
quality and name values in the coming months.
M-G-M : Like a huge lion that had been slumbering on a full stomach and
awoke to find its domain challenged, Leo is shaking ofT the sleep and roaring
its might once again. The product these past two months has shown marked
improvement. Under the stimulus of the Schary genius, we expect Metro
reasserting its leadership of the pack before this year is out.
Monogram : The Allied Artists unit is beginning to demonstrate some of its
promise. "The Babe Ruth Story" looks like a big money picture; "Panhandle"
did a surprising business, and "The Dude Goes West" is really something
different in westerns.
Paramount: This company has broken out in a rash of good-looking product. Although we do not believe that "The Emperor Waltz" will live up to its
first-run grosses in the subsequents, "A Foreign Affair" should, and the lineup
of coming releases is impressive. Watch for "Sorry, Wrong Number" to be
one of the big clicks of the season.
Republic: The most valuable backlog of product in this company's histoiy
lays in its vaults. Meanwhile, it goes along turning out the best in westerns and
good programmers.
RKO Radio: Put a big question mark here. Some of the product Schary
left behind, like "Rachel and the Stranger," looks first-rate, but it is impossible
to tell what the new Hughes regime will turn out.
20th Century-Fox: For the first half of this year, 20th-Fox was the most
consistent of the studios. It furnished a versatile and generally profitable product. The prospects for the balance of 1948 are equally as good.
United Artists: Now that the Enterprise product has been taken away from
this company, things look darker than ever. The old emphasis on quality no
longer prevails here. "Red River" is one bright spot in a welter of inferior
stuff.
Universal-International: The rumors that U-I is facing financial difficulties
is tracea1)lc directly to the studio's tendency for experimenting with so-called
"class" product. The sales staff undoubtedly would much prefer some "money"
pictures for the masses. "Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein" will probabPeabody and The Mermaid." Maybe a change in
"Mr,
the classy
ly out-gross
studio
management
is in
order!
W arner Bros. : Why W arners ever deserted the policy of making the kind of
strong, two-fisted action fare that carried the company to the top is beyond
understanding. Now, after a full year's drought, it looks as if they have a real
money-maker in "Key Largo," If this can be taken as a cue, look for some
improvement here.

PRODUCING

ARTISTS, INC.

ZACHARY
scon "lOOIS
HAYWARO
DIANA LYNN^SYDNEY
GREENSTREET
LUCILLE BREMER^MARIHAVICKERI

with Dennis Hoey • Edith Barrett • Roymond Burr
Produced by ARTHUR S. LYONS • Directed by EDGAR G. ULMER
Screenploy by S. K. Lauren ond Gordon Kohn • Based on o novel "Prelude to Night" by Doyton Sloddort
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News
Allied, TOA Clash On
Effect of ASCAP

Decision

The long-disputed right of the American Society of Composers, Authors and PubHshers to
levy
against
nation's
theatres
finallyJudge
been
overruled by the
a court
of law.
U. S.hasDistrict
X'incent Leibell's decision in New York that
ASCAP is a monopoly and his injunction against
further fee collections from movie houses has been
hailed by most independent exhibitors as a mowhich
Ass'n, charges
By Allied
mentous victory.that
has maintained
music States
copyright
should be paid at the production source and
which had recently tried to pry loose by means
of the Lewis Bill ASCAP's grip on exhibitors, the
ruling- was. acclaimed as complete vindication of
"its refusal to appease ASCAP by entering irrto
contractual relations with it."
The latter statement was seen as a direct slap
at Theatre Owners of America, which several
the Society's
conclusive
accepted
months
an
and approved
from astheatres
collect
right lo ago
increase in its rates.
DECISION UNEXPECTED
as the
unexpected
Judgeof Leibell's
ASCAP by
against came
suit decision
an anti-trust
result
members of the Independent Theatre Owners Association of New York filed back in 1Q42. Injunctive relief was granted but treble damages
w-ere denied by the District Court. Basically, the
Court decreed that hereafter music performing
rights be licensed to the film producers, who in
turn will convey those rights to exhibitors in film
rental contracts,
A. F. Myers, Allied general counsel, immediately expressed his gratification that AUied's position in reference to ASCAP "has received full
judicial sanction," and that the Minneapolis Federal District Court "will promptly follow this
Case" (aof similar
Bergerpresident
in deciding
precedent
suit
was filed
by BennytheBerger,
North
Central
Allied).
He
declared
that
the
order
"givesI
effect to the substance of the Lewis Bill and

have no doubt was influenced by that bill."
WARNS AGAINST PROPAGANDA
He added a warning to exhibitors "not to be
affected by propaganda that producers will add to
film rentals more than the ASCAP charges or will
exact a separate public performing charge. Exhibitors can bargain for film rentals. They cannot bargain with ASCAP. Any attempt by the
producers to exact a separate charge will go the
same
way as the score
charge."
A diametrically
opposite
view was taken by
Herman M. Levy, TOA general counsel. He caid
the decision
representedfora victory
only rights
"for those
who
would negotiate
performing
with
individual copyright owners, or with the producers of motion pictures as part of the film cost,
rather than with ASCAP." For the rest, he added gravely, "This decision means either the creation of a new, involved, and most difficult system
of doing business with individual copyright owners, or the compulsory surrender by exhibitors to
the producers of motion pictures of their privilege of negotiating with one central agency concerning the amount, which thev, the exhibitors,
shall pay for performing rights."
ALLIED, TOA CLASH
The conflict in interpretation by Allied and
TOA has exhibitors in a dither. P. J. Wood and
AUGUST

2, 1948

and

Opinian

Sidney E. Samuelson, heads of the .\llied units
in Ohio and E. Pa., respectively, promptly advised
their members to halt payments to ASCAP, while
TOA executive director Gael Sullivan warned his
membership that the decision is not final until an
injunction has actually been issued, lest they violate the Federal Copyright Law and make themselves subject to penalties.
Judgecrease
Leibell
cited ASCAP's
per per
cent cent
indemands (later
shaved to30025-30
after noting exhibitor reaction and negotiation
with TOA) as indication of the "power that
ASCAP has unlawfully acquired by its own arrangements with its members and by their arrangements with the motion picture producers.
The threatened use of that power to demand unfair and exorbitant license fees furnishes sufficient
grounds for the exercise by the court of its ordinary equitable powers to prevent any threatened injury- Lei
to plaintift's."
Judst?
helL expressed the opinion that it
\vould be a "simpler and proper" arrartgemefrt-

Metro Has No Need For
Conciliation Plan — Rodgers
M-G-M has no need for a conciliation and
mediation system such as has been established
between North Central Allied and 20th CenturyFox. This was the answer of William F.
Rodgers to a query from Filni BULLETIN as
to his views on the plan.
While "not underestimating its value to someone else who may find it to be the proper manner in which to adjudicate such of their differences as may arise," the Metro vice-president
in charge of distribution regards the NCA-Fox
scheme as "an unnecessary substitute for a tried
and proven procedure" his company has employed for years. That procedure is to keep
"the door wide open at our exchanges for any
exhibitor Leader to accompany any of his members to our office for the puFpt^e of straightening out any difficulties that may exist, or any
misunderstandings which may arise."
HIS DOOR OPEN
If any complaints are not straightened out
in that manner, Rodgers declared, "our sales
managers or their assistants are available to discuss the matter" and, finally, the door of Jiis
own otTice "is always open for this purpose."
In view of the "satisfactory" operation of this
system. Rodgers said he could see no advantage
to his company or its customers in the forming
of special committees to handle complaints.
Conciliation Plan Must
Be On Lccal Basis - Smith

iMETRO'S BILL RODGERS
So Conciliation Plan for Leo
for the copyright owner to deal directly with the
producer on both synchronization and performance rights. He did not doubt that the value of
the performing rights would not be absorbed by
the |)roducer but would "eventually be passed on
to the exhibitor" who would be charged for those
rights in the film rental.
RELIEF GRANTED
The injunctive relief granted by the Court;
—Directs ASCAP to divest itself of all rights
of public performance through motion picture exhibition ofmusical compositions synchronized with
films and to assign such rights to the copyright
owners of the music.
— -Restrains ASCAP from obtaining public performance rights in conjunction with exhibition.
— Restrains ASCAP's members from refusins; to
grant to producers the performance rights through
exhibition.
— Restrains ASCAP's members from licensing,
except to producers, the performance rights.
— Restrains ASCAP and its members "from
conspiring with motion picture producers for the
purpose of including a clause in contracts issued
by producers to exhibitors directly or indirectly
requiring exhibitors to obtain a license from
ASCAP as a condition to the exhibition of the
licensed pictures."

Smith sees
The magic word is "local." Andy
his
the hoped-for success of
it as the key to mediation
the North
in
plan
and
conciliation
Central territory.
Speaking to the Associated Theatre Owners
of Indiana in convention at French Lick last
week, the 2()th Century-Fox general sales mann
conciliatio
of been
that "the
ager asserted plans
due to
past has
in thefailure
and mediation
the fact that they were conceived on a national
basis." Crediting NCA president Benjamin
Berger with the local-level idea. Smith called
it "a plan based on the good faith of both exhibitor and distributor and has no direct relationship to national viewpoints one way or
Smitliintoindicated
his company's
"enter
such a plan
anywhere inreadiness
the U. to
S.
another."
locality."
of
with any exhibitor group, regardless "an exhibiHe also laid stress on the project as
conceived
by exhibitors."
In tionhisplan, first
statement
on the scope of the
six-man grievance committee formed by NCA,
which will serve as a pattern for any other
group coming to a similar arrangement with
20th-Fox, Smith said it was agreed that the
committee "will not hear complaints or grievances of a purely personal or private nature,
nor will it attempt in any manner to negotiate
contracts for any exhibitors. Otherw-ise, it
will hear all complaints
without •n
restriction."
(Continued
next page)
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Threat of Nationalization
FAITH IN PLAN
"I have
faith told
in thetheMinneapolis
plan," unit.
the
sales
executive
Indiana Allied
Faces British Film Industry
"If it has any bad points, they must come out
in the experience, and then methods and means
Is England's movie industry, like steel and coal,
must be found to plug these holes. It will be to be nationalized? It looked like a step in that
direction
was being taken as Board of Trade
the same in this territory or in any other terripresident Harold Wilson proposed creation of a
Film Finance Corp, to invest .S20,000,000 in film
Smith had been invited by ATOI president
tory."
Trueman Renibusch to present his views on the production. Approval by Parliament was expected when it convenes Sept. 1^.
new conciliation plan, and he was barraged by
questions from the Indiana indepeodyits when
Speculation was rife on the real purpose behind
he offered to answer any queries on that issue
the plan. Ostensibly a measure to bo.ster British
indc[X'ndent production and to open the door for
or Action
complaints
about
his
company's
sales
policies.
on the conciliation plan, however, was
of the
England'spoliticos,
exhibitors and producers,
as wellquota,
as opposition
deferred to allow time for study and it was de- attainment
cided to consider it at the next ATOI board of foresaw other, more dire, possibilities as a result
directors meeting.
of the measure. Some viewed it as a step toward
socialization, with the government using films as
Benny Berger, co-originator of the plan, repealed that in its operation to date, not a single a propaganda medium. Worried theatremen felt
coinplaint had been filed. He compared the that the Government's say-so in what t>pe of
films snould be made will hurt entertainment
grievance committee to a police force primarily
value and seriously affect the boxoffice. They
organized to prevent crime rather than to punish
offenders. Thus, he said, the committee can
seemingly took to heart the warning by Eric
settle individual misunderstandings before they Johnston that government officials might soon be
"looking over the shoulder" of every British proreach the "serious stage-"
INVITE CARAVAN
ducer.
American producers were unhappy, too. It was
The ATOI also voted unanimously to extend
an invitation to the Caravan Committee of a damper on their hopes to use British studio
National Allied to locate its headquarters in
Indianapolis. Since its inception, this service
has been handled by the Eastern Penna. unit,
but because of Allied expansion, particularly in
the western and central sections, the ATOI
board felt that a mid-western headquarters
would be most practical. It was emphasized
that the change in location of the Allied Caravan office, if approved by National Allied, would
mean no change in policy or personnel of the
Caravan.
Among those who addressed the convention
were H. M. Richey, William Ainsworth, Sam
Shain, Dave Palfreyman, Pete Wood and Rembusch.
Hughes Posers - Rathvon
Successor, Studio Chief

Button, button, what's going to happen at
RKO? is one of the industry's favorite games
today. Lots of people pretend to know where the
button is hidden, but until the company's stockholders meet in Wilmington, Del., on August 31,
Hughes will really know its whereHoward
only
abouts.
The new RKO boss will have to decide on the
men for two top posts, president and chief of
production. The resignation of N. Peter Rathvon
last Monday (27th) was sudden, but not unexpected, and it can be assumed that both Hushes and
Rathvon understood, tacitly, at least, that they
would part company shortly after the former
purchased the controlling shares of RKO stock
from the Atlas Corp.
Who will steo into the presidency when Rathvon's resifination becomes effective at the month's
end is a matter of speculation. Most frequently
mentioned for the post is Ned E. Depinet, executive vice-president, but the reports naming him
have not originated with this popular RKO official,
and it is doubtful that Huihes would have tipped
his hand on a choice. However, Depinet "s 17 years
experience and service with the company is generally believed to place him in a strong position
for the top spot, if he wants it.
Pending selection of a studio head, Rathvon last
week announced appointment of a three-man interim production committee to supervise studio
operations. (See Studio Size-Ups). Before long,
however, Mr. Hughes will have to get around to
the problem of finding a successor to (the lamented) Dore Schary. Meanwhile, the RKO studio
will limp along on an abbreviated schedule of
modest-budget films.
10

NED E. DEPINET
A Likely Candidate

space to liquidate frozen funds, since the steppedup production by Britain's inde producers would
gobble up all available studios.
Under the terms of the proposal, a Film Finance
Corporation is to be set up, authorized to lend
up to £5,000,000 — about S20,000,000 — - to small
producers. Actually, the loan will be made to
distributors, specially selected, who in turn will
make the funds available to producers. Half of
the amount is immediately available by virtue of
special powers granted the Labor Government
under existing legislation. J. H. Lawrie, general
's Industrial
the Government
manager
to RFC andin
Corp. (similar
Commercialof Finance
this country), will head the new film corporation,
which will function for the next five years.
The Board of Trade president declared that film
production
was essential
potential and export
trade. to
As Britain's
such, hedollar
added,
the
refusal of private capital to advance the funds for
independent production has created an "emergency" which is to be met by FFC funds.
Winston Churchill, Conservative party leader,
challenged
the proposal
"a losing
adventure,"
to which Wilson
retortedas that
he could
not see
it as "likely to involve a loss of public money."
He also gave Churchill vehement assurance that
the Government will not try to exercise political
control over character and content of films.

Silver Lining nf Foreign
'Take' by Fall '49-Johnston
It was a rather gloomy picture Eric Johnston
The American film industry's foreign situation
painted.
will get worse before it gets better. Revenues
from overseas markets will shrink S20,000,000
from the
take and$70,000,000
.S.^O.OOO.OOOforfrom
'46
figure
to an1947estimated
1948.the And
that isn't the worst of it. By the end of 1949,
there will be another ten to twenty million decline, with the low point exi^ected to be reached
in Autumn, '49. Only then will the silver lining
of filmdom's foreign business start shining thru.
The foreign revenues dip, the MPAA president
added, isn't
only ofsetback
indus-try
is suffering. the
High cost
living,theplus
drainage
of
entertainment dollars into other forms of entertainment like night baseball, television and dog
races, are also serious threats.
Johnston's
contain all
sombre
hues.brush
He did
told not,
the however,
press conference
in
Hollywood that film production should take a
sizeable jumj) this fall, with employment in the
studios keeping pace. Also, the companies' economy programs,
liquidation
of high-cost
inventory
films, and
a promise
of production
geared
to ihe
domestic industry, instead of to the world market, should return some of the bucks.
.Appraising
the British
Government's
finance
indefx-ndent
production,
Johnston move
foresawto
the subsidy as a w-edge to dictate subject matter,
with nationalization of films as a distinct possiparticularly
view The
of private
refusalbility,
)o make
the in
loans.
Englishbanks'
producer
may soon find a government official "looking over
Warning British movie men that the new 4.^
his
per shoulder."
cent quota will force them into production on
a quantity, rather than quality, basis, Johnston
declared : "You can't legislate people into theatres." He expressed the view that U. S. State
Department pressure against the quota will be
applied
when the current critical situation in Berlin is relieved.
The MPAA head sharply amended his estimate
made last Spring that British pictures in this
country would yield a $7,000,000 return. With the
expected
flood from
of B'sBritish
from British
he felt
that revenue
picturesstudios,
in .American
theatres might be reduced to less than a million.
Colosseum

Asks 40 - 50%

Wage Boost for Salesmen
The newly formed Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen presented its calling card to the
eleven employing film companies for whose
sales representatives it is now the recognized
bargaining agent. The greetings :
— A 40 to 50 per cent general wage increase.
— A $90 weekly minimum.
— Severance pay equal to one week's salary
after six months employment ; two week's pay
after one year and so on up a sliding scale to
a maximum
j-ear
stint. of one year's wages after a fifteen— An expense account scale set at $11 daily
for hotel and meals, plus a 12c per mile car
allowance.
Other demands, including seniority rights,
are scheduled to be heard when the Colosseum's
representatives, headed by president A. M. Van
Dyke, meet with the distributors in New York,
possibly this week, to discuss the union's proVan Dyke also revealed formation of a New
posals.
York unit, with Charles Penzer, of RKO, as its
representative.
Initial national convention of the Colosseum
has been set for November 27-28 in Chicago.
FILM
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Lawyers Happy Hunting
Grounds— The Film Industry
Long industry
the lawyers'
happymerrier
huntingby grounds,
the
movie
becomes
the minute
for the legal profession as the welter of anti-trust
suits continues to pile up in the wake of the indecisive decisions by the X. V. Statutory Court
and the U. S. Supreme Court.
Triple damages which may cost the distributors
another ,S1.611,000 were asked in two actions filed
in Chicago and Los .\ngeles U. S. District Courts.
Plaintiff in the former, Towne Theatre. Milwaukee,
not only requested SI, 050,000 treble damages, but
asked the court to order divestiture of theatres
owned by 20th Century-Fox and Warner Bros, in
the Milwaukee area. It was charged that the
Milwaukee system of booking and clearance have
deprived the Towne of profitable product since
May 1, 1046, when the present management took
over. The Big Five and Columbia were named
as defendants.
The Towne suit marks the se:o::c; request for
divestiture in a private action in recent weeks.
Earlier. William Goldman, Philadelphia circuit operator, who had already been awarded triple damages, filed another action based on the monopaly
findings of the U. S. District Court, requesting'
divestiture of Warners' chain in Philly.
Counsel for the Towne, Thomas McConne'l,
hero of the Jackson Park action which overturned
the Chicauo clearance system, told the court that
the alleged conspiracy to control product and run
dominated all the independent theatres in the
area, with preference shown affiliated circuits in
feature selection, rentals, and clearance.
In the L. A. action, the eight majors and Republic, as well as four circuits, were named in a
suit brousht by Ivan C. Hanson, owner of the
Atlantic Theatre in Loni Beach, charging violation of the Sherman laws and asking trebled damages of .n561,OO0 and injunctive relief. Here
again, clearance was the gimmick of the alleged
conspiracy "to maintain an arbitrary and unreasonable clearance schedule."
Fox We t
Coast and Cabart Theatres permitting
to enjoy a first-run
monopoly, as well as preferential treatment in
favor of the large chains.
In another anti-trust action, pending' since 10|4.
the U. S. Circuit Court in Philadelphia reversed
a Pittsburgh District Court decision airainst independent Henry Xorman Ball, Penn Theatre,
Ambrid'ze, Pa., and ordered the lower court to
establish the amount of triple dama"es to be assessed against 20th-Fox, Loew's, RKO, Paramount
and Pennware Theatre Corp., a Paramount partner, defendants.
Ball filed the suit after Paramount switched
first-run product from the Penn, followin-r the
plaintiff's purchase of the house from Pennware
to the State Theatre, newly built by the Paramount affiliate. Ball's charge that the Penn was
entitled to the run, regardless
of owner, was denied by the District Court. The Court also upheld Paramount's and Pennware's right to build a
theatre
in competition with the Penn and held
that a new and larger theatre such as the State
was entitled to first-run |)roduct, particularly in
the hands of an established oixrrator. He also
ruled no conspiracy among the defendants in withholding first-run product from the Penn.
The Circuit Court, in a 2-1 decision, disagreed
with the no-conspiracy finding, ordered the lower
court to set damages and maintained Ball's right
to first-run product.

vies' comlng-of-age, succumbed to a cerebral hemorrhage at age 7,^ on Friday, July 23rd in a
Hollywood hospital. Stricken in his hotel suite
Wednesday evening, he was removed to the hospital Thursday, lost consciousness and died the following morning.
H s r.Tost f imous achievement was "The Birth
of a Nation." made at a cost of .•^06,000 in 1914
and, by rc:e;t e:timate, a S4S,0OD,CO0 grosser.
He v.as responsible for several of the basic ingredients cf modern movie-making such as the
close-up.
llash-back
fadeout.
H's feats
as a
star-r.ia' e- inc.u''.ed and
discovery
of Mary
Pickford,
James Kirkwood, the Gich sisters, Lionel Barrymore, Douglas Fairbanks, Richard Barthelmess
and many others.
Born in La Grange, Ky., Griffith became a
stock actor and wTiter, joining Edison and Biograph in 1Q07 as a combination player, director
and writer at SS a day. His genius helped transform films from one-reel "flickers" into the great
entertainment and social medium they have become.
With Mary Pickford. Douglas Fairbanks and
Charles Chaplin, he founded Un'ted Artists and
remained as a principal stockholder until 1933,
when he sold his interest. He had lived in retirement in recent years.

SPYROS P. SKOURAS
linlcrtaiiniu'iil on 'Global ^^ciilr . . .

ItiMon Plans 'Global'
^roduciion of 30 Films
One American film company, at least, does
not intend to allow its production plans to be
stymied by unsettled world conditions. This
was made clear by president Spyros P. Skouras,
of iOth Century-Fox, when he announced his
company's
intention
to "deliver
picture
entertainment
on a global
scale motion
uni)recedented

D. W. Griffith: Pioneered

in The
film international
history."
flavor of Sk')uras' statement
v. as accented by the h cale of the 2Uth-Fox
convention — Torcmto — where he and Andy
\\ . Smith, Jr., general sales manager, unveiled
the company's 1948-49 schedule of 30 designated
pictures, while ad chief Charles Schlaifer
outlined the advertising, imblicity and exploitation pro.gram.
The
,'^a.son's
product, production
to be made head
under
the
supervision
of executive
Joseph

The Feature-Lengtli Film
The chief obstetrician at the birth of the feature-length motion picture is gone.
David Wark Griffith, pioneer movie-maker who
was responsible for many milestones in the mo-

M. Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president ill charge of productiim (currently in Europe .setting up shooting plans) will be in contrast to the 24 features made by 20th-Fox this
past season. Xo mention was made of the total
cost of the 3()-picture output, but earlier this
year it was announced that the coinpnay was
cutting production costs approximately one-
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third. 75 percent of the new program will be
completed by the end of August.
The "global"
production policy, Skouras de-FLUIDITY'
SEEKS
to "strengthen the company's
designed
c
l
a
r
e
d
,
i
s
position by affording fluidity of production
tliroughout the world and takes advantage of
the international situation with respect to blockHe also declarin foreign
eded funds
that Fox's
stresscountries."
on "the realistic type of
pictures," using actual locales wherever possible, would tie in neatly with the worldwide
production plans.
Five films are to be made overseas, although
3U listed ; 'The
in the
were included
only
Princethree
of Foxes,"
currently
shooting in Italy ;
"The Affairs of Adelaide," now in production
in
England,
"I Was
Bride,"
starring
CaryandGrant,
to bea Male
made War
in Germany,
"The Black Rose" and
and England.
France Bailey"
"Lydia
will both be made in England,
Skouras
said,
but
their
release
was not yet scheduled.
completed and deliverfive areshooting
Ofed, the
seven thirty,
have finished
and are editing
and one special, "The Snake Pit," is completed
and awaiting a special series of pre-release engagements this year. In addition to the two
in production overseas, four are currently before
t!-,e cameras, and two more will begin shooting
before the Fall. At least 20 per cent of the program will be in Technicolor.
COMPLETED PRODUCT
Included among the new product already
cmipleted are "That Lady in Ermine," (Betty
Grable-Dcuglas Fairbanks, Jr.): "Forever AmI^er" in its regular engagement ; "The Luck of
the Irish" (Tvrone Power-Anne Baxter);
• W hen My Baby Smiles at Me," (Betty GrableDan Dailey) in Technicolor, from the Broadway success, "Burlesque": Preston Sturges"
"Lnfaithfully Yours"; "That Wonderful Urge''
House"
Tiernev); "RoadWidmark(Tyrone
(Cornel Power-Gene
Wilde-Ida Lupino-Richard
Celeste Holm): "Yellow Sky" (Gregory PeckAnne Baxter-Richard ^^'idmark).
.•\s to the company's programmer output,
reitiier Skouras, nor sales chief Andy Smith,
Ji., revealed what will comprise the progratii,
or even whether there would be any (see Studio
Size-ups, this issue). According to present
plans, however, there will be seven from the
Sol \\'urtzel unit, two from Frank Seltzer, at
least one from Alexander Korda, one from
Marcel Hellman, two from Sam Baerwitz and
three from E.dward Small. Reports that 20thFox might drt)p inde low-budget product from
its roster led Small to declare that should the
to pick up his option, he would
fail distributor.
company
seek another
Tire-Guard' Memre
licked by PhiSly Exhibs
Militant, united action by Philadelphia theatre owners waylaid attempts by the City Council to foist a "fire-guard" on the city's theatres.
The ordinance "which would have required theat e operators to employ special fire-guards was
Council's
public safety
cthwarted
mmittee when
voted toCity
postpone
indefinitely
action
(.11 the proposal, Morris Wax, president of the
Phila. Theatre Ass'n., spoke against the measure, asserting that movie houses were adequately protected against fire hazards.
In response to a request by Council, exhibitor
leaders urged theatres to show trailers on their
screens indicating the exits and reminding patrons that smoking is not permitted. In a bullet p. to Philadelphia theatrenien, Sidney E.
Samuelson, general manager, E. Pa. Allied, called the action "a splendid victory" and urged exhibitors to .give "full cooperation with the city
authorities and by this cooperation we will gain
the .good will necessary for future activities."
II

•THE BABE RUTH STORY"
Rates O • • where exploited

SHOULD

. lUicd . I/-lists
H'llliuiii Bcirlix, Claire Trcz'or, Charles Dickjiird. Sam l.ci'cnc. I'rcd Liglitner, Gertrude
Nieseii. ll'iiliam Fra'alcy. Ralph Dunn. Lloyd
Gnuijh, I'anI Ca't'anayh, Matt Brit/i/s, Bnbhy
Ellis. Warren Ihtnglas. Pal Flaherty. Mark
Kneniii. Bob MeiiscI, Ziijiiy .Sears. H. V. Kalloihorn, Harry Wisinrr. Mel Allen, Knox
Mann in I/.
Dircclcd hy Roy Del Ruth.
There can he no question but that this cliroiiicle of bas^l)aH's most colorful exponent, the
celebrated "Kitig of Swat," is loaded with surefire drawing power. Mighty Rahe Ruth is an
American legend, an institution, beloved by millions of people wlio never even saw a baseball
game. While producer Roy Del Rutii has not
1)een quite successful in capturing the real baseball atmosphere one expects in a story of the
Babe's cireer, he has given tlie film enough
human appeal to make it entertaining fare for
general patronage. Added to the tremendous
audience expectancy of the legions of ba.seball
followers, and to Allied Artists' great exploitation campaign, this means "The Babe Story"
should score a solid boxoffice hit. Some of the
Babe's devoted fans will be disappointed in
Vv'illiam Bendix's portrayal of their hero, for
he is often more Bendix than Bambino. Producer-director Del Ruth's stress cn the mawkish phases of Bob Considine's biography makes
one wish that he had devoted more footage to

SCORE

Paramount may liave another "Lost Weekend" in the Hal Wallis-Anatole Litvak production,Sorry,
'
Wrong Number." A gripping,
pulse-pounding suspense melodrama has been
made out of the Lucille Fletcher radio classic,
originally written for the CBS "Suspense" projjram and repeated no less than seven times by
p!;pular demand, about a neurotic invalid whose
.sr>le connection with the outside world is her
bedside telephone. By some freak connection,
she overhears two men plotting a murder and
gradually comes to the screaming realization
that she is to be the victim. Where in "Lost
^Veekend," the bottle was the villain, here the
telephone assumes the same proportions, as the
innocent-looking little instrument becomes the
vehicle for horror, madness and death. Miss
F'letchcr, wlio also did the screenplay, has embellished the original radio script with a fantas12

BOXOFFICE

a factual recounting of the Babe's heroic feats
on tilt diamond. Considine's book, naturally,
lacked conflict and Del Ruth sought to fortify
it with chunks of sentimental i)athos. However,
tlicrc is plenty of entertainment in the picture
as it traces Ruth's scarum youth, through his
cocky, rambunctious ascent to baseball glory,
tf. his mellowed twilight, when time slowed
his iirowess — and always with a heart as big
a:, the great out-doors. As the story traverses
tile scenes of Babe's exploits, it introduces many
greats and near-greats of baseball ; of them,
I-Ved Lightner scores with a razor-shari) performance as Miller Huggins, the peppery, little
Y ankee manager. Claire Trevor is excellent
as the Babe's wife and the cast is bolstered
V. ilh Charles Bickford as Brother Matthias,
vSam I.cvene as his sportswriter pal and sultryvoiced Gertrude N'iesen in a brief spot singing
■ I'm Xobody's Baby."
EXPLOITATION: Over and above the national S4,000, 000 tie-in campaign initiated by
A. A., this picture fairly bristles with exploitable
angles the exhibitor can utilize — tie-ins with
local ball clubs and sporting goods dealers,
sponsorships by educational, parochial and youtii
organizations — it can be made the most talkedab.jut event in town ! Set up a baseball scoreboard on your lobby front and offer "Babe
Ruth" cards to the juvenile trade.
From his squalid boyhood on the Baltimore
waterfront, the Babe is accepted in a parochial
school under the kindly wing of Brother Matthias (Charles Bickford), who gets him his

■SORRY. WRONG
NUMBER' HUMDINGER
Rates • • • or better where exploited
tic, yet fascinating
Paramount
vak's penetrating
S9 Minutes
airwave chiller has

I'arhara Stanivyck, Burt Lancaster, Ann Richards, Ji'endell Corey. Harold Vermilyea, Ed
Begley. Leif Ericsson. H'illiain Conrad, John
Bronificld. Jinuny Hunt, Dorotliy Neumann,
Paul Fierro.
Directed by Anatolc Litiak.
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first professional break with the Baltimore
Orioles. He goes on to triumph as a sensational pitcher for the Red Sox and his slugging
power brings him big league fame. Colonel
Ruppert signs him with the Yankees, where he
belts a record of 60 home runs and becomes
a national idol. He keeps scrapping with manager Miller Huggins, but learns to love an<l
respect him. And always the Babe is carefree
with his money, reckless with his fists and so
tender-hearted with kids that he leaves a game
to help a woeful youngster with his injured
dog. After a long courtship, he marries Claire
Trevor, a show-girl. Father Time eventually
slows him down and he goes to the Boston
Braves where he makes a poor showing, alth.ough he does hit three homers in his last
game. He takes a back seat in the sport he
loved, consoled by his wife, and his friends.
Bickford and sportswriter Sam Levene. Critically ill. he makes his greatest play by volunteering for treatment with an experimental
serum. York.

MELODRAMA

plot, and under Anatole Litdirection the one-character
become a fully-rounded, superbly played, cold-sweat motion picture. Barbara Stanwyck puts herself squarely in line for
an Oscar with a portrayal of the neurotic which
tops even her magnificent "Double Indemnity"
performance.
Her stark, hys,terical terror in
tlie excruciating climax is communicated to the
audience so forcibly, it will leave them as limp
a.3 the lifeless hand that slips from the phone
in the final scene. Despite a preponderance of
dialogue and innumerable flashbacks, director
Litvak's probing, restless camera gives the illusion of fluid action and the puzzling plot outlines become increasingly definite as the suspense
sponds nobly to Litvak's demands. Burt Lanbuilds to its monumental climax. The cast recaster finally fulfills the promise he displayed
in "The Killers" with an incisive, shaded performance asthe neurotic's dominated, rebellious
husband and outstanding bits are contributed

by Ann Richards, Harold \''ermilyea and William Conrad, the moon-faced, blue-eyed hatchet
man of "The Killers." The Stanwyck-Lancaster names on the marquee and the popularity
of the radio play should start this off to .good
grosses and word-of-mouth should build to
smash proportions. Hal Wallis is back in the
groove at Paramount.

EXPLOITATION : The amazing number of
people who have heard or hear of the radio play
makes stressing of the film's origin a must. The
key word in the promotion is Suspense.
Barbara Stanwyck, spoiled daughter of chain
drug store owner Ed Begley, is confined to her
bed by a heart condition, alone in her mid-Manhattan mansion. As she attempts to call her
husband, Burt Lancaster, she is accidentally connected with a conversation between two men
and overhears arrangements to murder a woman
at 11 :15 that night. Her attempts to report the
call to the operator and the police meet with
baffling frustration. In the two hours she has
before the murder she learns that Lancaster,
whcm siie had taken from a small town drug
store and made into a vice-president in her father's organization, dominating him and their
money, has become involved with a dope ring,
stealing drugs from the company laboratories.
She also discovers from her doctor that Lancaster has withheld from her the fact that she
is a neurotic cardiac, and physically a well
wojnaii. As she fits the pieces of the puzzle
together, she realizes that the murder plot she
overheard was actually her own murder, arranged by her husband. Lancaster, calling from
out of town, tries to warn her. but her terror
makes her helpless and the murder goes through
on schedule. Barn.
FILM
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'GOOD SAM' AMIABLE, LAUGH-LOADED
COMEDY
Rates ® ® ® generally: less for action houses
"Good Sam" is lanky Gar\- Cooper, a fumblRKO
ing, aw-kward symbol of the American male,
114 minutes
vvh;)se only vice is an incorrigible goodness. His
Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan, Ray Collins, Ed- extreme Samaritanism brings about a commund Loi\.'e. Joan Lorriny, Clinton Sundberg,
pound of ludicrous marital tribulations, unashamed sentiment, folksy moralizing on the
Minerva
I'recal.
Louise
Beavers,
Dick
Ross,
Lora Lee Michel, Bobby Dolan, Jr., Matt
vi-ages of virtue and, most of all, some infectMoore. Xctta Packer, Ruth Rowan. Carol Steious comedy — the McCarey brand of comedy
z ens. Todd Karns. Irving Bacon, William Fraiv- tliat evokes laughter with recognition of realIcy. Harry Hayden.
life people in every-day situations- And his
skillful direction of children brings cinickles
Directed by Leo McCarev.
with a couple of cute moppets. Robert Einmett
Dolan is represented by a sparkling musical
sc >re and by little Bobby Dolan, Jr. in the cast.
Thank ymi, Mr. McCart-y, for an enjoyable
movie that will bring all of the family liurryThere isn't much to the story by Ken Engin<r down to the ticket window ; for introducing- hind ; for the tnost part, it rolls along with a
minimum
of action, the diah gue supplying the
such an amiable, likeable neighbor as "Good
laughs,
until
the thumping finale that blares in
Sam" : and
for a the
senserelaxation
of well-being,
a lump that
in theis
throat
of laughter
to
the
music
of
a Salvation Army Band. "Sam's"
found in this happy pictture. The man who
k'Ug suffering wife is .\nn Sherid?.n. displaying"
an
unexpected
flair for comedy and delivering
gave
us "Goingfable
My of\Vay"
has again
fashioned
a sentimental
wonderful,
heart-warmthe witty punch-lin-.N whenever the sentiment
ing appeal that offers balm to moviegoers sur- gets too st'ckv. And "Sam" has a great many
feited with an overload of violen*. disturbing
friends. g'> e:i -xpert characterizations by Edfare. Grosses will indicate that McCurey still
mund Low:. J.ian Lorring. Ray Collins. Clinhas the secret of building a popular comedy.
ton Sundberg. Minerval Urecal an:l William
Frawlev.
Returns will be best in family houses: weakest
in action spots.
EXPLOITATIOX : Fcatu e Gary Cooper and

.\nn Sheridan in this hilarious and wholesoirie
family entertainment that recalls the grand
qualities of McCarey's "Ck)ing My Way."
Catchlines : 'How Good Can a Husband Get?
- .Gary,
. Sam the
Is So
Good,
It's Painfully
Funny !"
floor
manager
of a department
store, is always a soft touch for a hard luck
story. He loans his car to his near-sighted
neighbor and gets stuck for a damage suit. He
lots his lazy brother-in-law. Dick Ross, freeload in his home and also takes in Joan Lorring. one of the store clerks, when she is desp- ndent with man trouble. But the last straw
to
is when for
she alearns
thatAnnhe Sheridan's
has loanedpatience
their savings
new
house
a youngBut couple
w'ho couldn't
afford
have atobaby.
the money
is repayed
whento
the couple strike it rich. Things look bright
n w ; they buy their new house. Ross gets a
job and plans to marry Miss Lorring. But with
his usual gullibility. Gary is roblx-d of the
Ciiristmas charity fund. In despair, he goes
on a king-sized bender and actually gives away
the shirt off his back- Awaiting him at the
house-warmin.g is the banker w'ho has decided
t 1 make up the deficit. A Salvation Army
n-nd brings the staggering hero home for a
happy, sentimental conclusion. Abranis.

'THE VELVET TOUCH' GLOSSY, SUSPENSEFUL THIATRICS
Rates • • -j- generally
pres-ncc nf ins wife. Rosalind Russell, whose
RKO
popularity has never waned, will do much to
^~ minutes
iiisurc
satisfactory grosses. The women's angle
Rosalind Russell, Leo Genu, Claire Trevor,
is exploited throughout, with particular appeal
Sydney Greens! reet. Leon Ames. Frank Mcin the ultra-modish Travis Banton creations
Huyh. W alter Knigsford. Dan Tobm. Lex
worn by Miss Russell and Claire Trevor. Tlie
Barker. Xydia U'estman, Theresa Harris. Irving
Facon. Esther Hoivard. Harry Hayden, William
picture has a "play-within-a-play" motif, inErivin, Martha Hycr. Steven Flagg, Louis
selectionsthat
fromfits
"Hedda
and
Mason. James Flavin, Charles McAvoy, Dan
features cluding
a role
Miss Gabler"
Russell like
Foster. Russell Hicks. James Todd. Joycv Arlthe
velvet
gloves
she
wears
and
gives
her
a
ing, Ida Schumakcr, Philif' Barnes. Besse Wade.
chance to get her teeth into some highly-charged,
Directed by John Gage.
eniotional scenes, played with restrained poise.
Tiie role is not entirely life-like, due to some
With all the high-polished glamour that supinconsistancies in the script that was worked up
posedly pervades the world of the theater - and by Lt'o Rosten from an original by William
Mercer and Annabel Ross. It does supply some
with an ominous murder thrown in for good
dialogue that sounds very glib and clever and
measure - "The \'elvet Touch" is slick, sustilt direction by new-comer John Gage mainpenseful and persuasively thrilling. Presented
tains an acute pitch of suspense- Claire Trevor,
with a luster that may seem superficial, its a performer
of increasing dramatic aliility,
handsomely mounted melodramatics, neverthescores in a good-sized role and. as usual, has
an unhappy time of it. not only losing her
less, are just right to project a sophisticated
man. but being accused of his murder. Leon
theatrical flavor. It is "good theatre" that
is convincing as the smoothie who gets
should be fairly strong box-office, and makes a Ames
killed in the opening scene, to be resurrected for
good initial entry under the banner of Independseveral flashbacks. British actor. Leo (.enn,
ent -Artists as produced by Fred Brisson. The
i- properly suave in thi- romantic lead and

Sydney Greenstreet. although miscast as a
rotund police captain, effectively repeats his
f£;miliar mannerisms.
EXPLOITATIOX: See Exploitation Picture
of this issue .
Rosalind Russell has achieved lasting footligiits fame as a commedienne under the shrewd
guidance of her producer. Leon Ames. But
now she wants to try her h:uid at tragic Ibsen
drama and. what's more, plans to end her relationship with .-Xmes, for she has fallen in love
with urbane architect, Leo Genu. Ames is stubbornly possessi\e and, in an excited argument,
she hits him with a statuette, killing him. By
chance, no one sees her enter or leave the
room and the body is found by Claire Trevor.
She is the girl who was desperately in love with
.■\mes and evidence makes her the chief suspect. Miss Russell decides to confess to Homicide Captain Greenstreet. but stalls when she
learns of the other girl's suicide. She is now
completely in the clear, but her (|ualnis of
c .nscience increase when (.enn shares her
secret. -At her opening performance in "Hedda
-ibler", fession
sheand surrenders
gives Greenstreet
a written
conherself as
the curtain
rings down for an enthusiastic ovation. Abrams.

'EMBRACEABLE YOU' HOKEY
Rates • • -i- as dualler
Warner Bros.
SO Minutes
Dane Clark, Geraldine Brooks, S. Z. Zakall,
Wallace Ford, Richard Rober, Lina Romay,
T'cuglas Kennedy, Mary Stuart, Philip Van
Zandt, Rod Rogers.
Directed by Feli.r Jacoves.
This is a minor league effort that belongs with
Warner's
output of
low budget
s rammers. current
It is passable
melodrama
that procan
fit nicely into most double bills and, despite
its lack of high-powered names, should serve as
a fairly strong top feature in action and naborhood houses, and a good supporting item in
other situations. The misleading title suggests
a musical, but the song remains as mood music
for a commonplace blend of a crime-does-notpay routine, coupled with a sad, sudsy love story
AUGUST
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CRIME

MELLER

for tlie wet handkerchief contingent- The
tragic situation, which si.unds like something
left over from an old Bette Davis script, features
Geraldine Brooks with only a few weeks to
live suffering from an incurable "aneurism".
And the criminal regeneration presents Dane
Clark as a young iio >dlum who falls afoul of
some big-time racketeers. These two young
players work hard at their respective roles and
register considerable sincerity, but no great
dramatic talent : nor are their efforts aided by
the direction of Felix Jacoves. S. Z. Zakall
contributes
soine of Ford
his familiarly
mugging, while Wallace
is good as "'cute"
the taciturn
detective.
EXPLOITATION : Action houses should sell
the gangster business, while family audiences
willGeraldine
respond Brooks,
to the "soap
opera" angle.chorine, is
an unemployed

the \ictiin of a hit-and-run accident. The car,
chauffeurcd by Dane Clark, was taking gangster Richard Rober away from the scene of a
murder. Clark goes to visit the girl in the
hospital, explaining that he knew her brother.
She feels well enough, but is unaware that the
doctors h3ve given up her case as hopeless
and she has only a few weeks to live- Wallace
Ford, a homicide detective, forces Clark to
look after the girl. He sells his car, finds her
a comfortable apartment and tries to show
her a good time. In need of more money, he
extorts a sum from Rober. The racketeer triesto rub him out and Ford smuggles the couple
out of town to a country cottage. She finally
learns the truth of her condition and asks Clark
to marry her. The wedding is almost interrupted by Rober's arrival, but a timely bullet fron?
tlie detective's pistol settles him for good. York.
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'ADVENTURES OF GALLANT BESS' ABOVE-PAR CINECOLORED
MUSTANG
YARN
Rates • •
for western houses and s all towns
kiifjwn names will retard it tx)xoffice-wise, but teaches the mare sf/me clever, i)erforming tricks.
Hciiilc I, ion
it will please its audience. It is quite an up-to- He rejoins the rodeo to try for sfime prize
73 minulcs
Western (these cow-pokes don't wear six- money. Millican covets the clever cayuse and
Cameron Milcltcll. Audrey I.nng, Fii::zy date
siiooters and the bars even have television), in fixes things so that Mitchell is injured in
Kiii</ltt. JiiiiK's Milliatu. Jnliii 1 1 (iriiioii , lid.
every respect a cut above the average oater. a bull-dogging ajntest. He is laid up for weeks
Garfiaii. Bess.
Harry I'. Clirsliirr. Cliff Clark, lli'lyiui
lialon.
The script by Matthew Rapf sticks close to
and
is nursed
by Audrey
Ixjng,is the
flaughter.
Meanwhile
his horse
put doctor's
up for
a corn- fed formula, but it is neatly constructed,
I directed by Leiii Landers.
the direction by Lew Landers is smoothly paced
auction and is purchased by Millican. When
he recovers, he steals the horse, aided by
and tlie i)liotograph\- is excellent. Cameron
"Gallant Bess" is one of the smartest horses
Mitchell is a credible cowboy hero, at ease
Fuzzy Knight, and they hole up in a mountain
e\er to gallop across a ino\ ie mesa — slie can
among tlie prancing mustangs, and pretty
cabin. He wants to marry the girl and settle
(!() everything but cook. The true kive between
Audrey Long provides some pleasant romantic d<nvn to a law-abiding existence, so he decides
her and bronc-busting Cameron Mitchell sets
interludes. Adequate supp<jrt is given by to turn "Bess" free. Mullican arrives in pursuit
the sentimental pattern for this conventional
Fuzzy
Knight, James Millican and Kd Gargan.
and in the ensuing fracas, is almost trampled
horse-opera and witli a plentitude of eye-sooth"Bess"
is running with a herd of wild horses,
by the spirited mare and surrenders his bill of
ing Cinecolor, jaw-busting action and swift
when she is captured and tamed by Cameron
sale. "Bess" refuses to leave her master and
rodeo high-lights, provides good fare for Mitchell. He quits his job with James
Mitchell has a happy reunion with' his horse
Western fans of all ages. Tiie lack of well.Millicaii's rodeo and, as a roving wrangler, be and
his sweetheart. Daz'.
'EYES OF TEXAS' GOOD
Rates 9 9 n where series clicks

SHOW

Kepiihlic
70 minulcs
Roy Roi/ers, Lyitne Roberts, Andy Devine,
Xaiia Bryant, Roy Barcroft, Danny Morton,
Francis Ford, Pascalc Perry. Stanley Blystonc,
Bob Xolan and the Son of the Pioneers. "Triyt/er."
I'ircctcd hy William ll'ilncy.
It's a liappy da\- for tlie kids when a Roy
Rogers movie comes to town and this latest
Trucolored adventure won't disappoint them.
"Eyes of Texas" is no better or worse than
the general run of the series, following the
same pattern of Western violence and music.
The script, by Sloan Witney, pulls a few surprising switches ; the villainy department, for
'THE TIMBER TRAIL' MONTE
Rates • • for Western spots
Republic
67 minutes
Monte Hale, Lynne Roberts. James Burke. Roy
Barcroft. Francis Ford. Robert Emmet t Keane.
Steve Darrell, Fred Graham. JCadc Crosby.
Eddie Acuff, Fay ^Filling and the Riders of tlie
F'urple .S'a(/e.
Directed by Philip Ford.
This latest Trucolor edition of the ^lonte
Hale gallopers ofTers the usual quota of fistswinging, lead-throwing action, praire ballads,
and assorted skulduggery for stalwart Alonte
to set right. But it is a bit below par. Perhaps it's the liaphazard way it's slung together.
'DAREDEVILS OF THE
Rates • • diialler generally

\ brisk little package of liigli-fiying derringtlo. this one makes no pretense at being anything more than an hour of snappy action to
fdl a slot in action and naborhood houses. Put
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ROY

ROGERS

FANS

instance, is upiield b\ a matronly-looking lady,
Nrma Bryant, who keeps a pack of wild dogs
in her cellar to chew up victims who cross her
nefarious schemes! Rogers has an unusually
rought time — ■ he gets shot, brutally beaten,
horse-whipped and a galloping horse drags him
from a rt.pe. But none of this fazes Roy. and
he has time to join in harmony with Bob Nolan
and the Sons of the Pioneers and to win the
d'stant admiration of his new leading-lady, vivacious Lynne Roberts. Andy Devine's clowning is giggle-fetching, Roy Barcroft is a most
detestable side-winder and. last but nr)t least,
' Trigger" entertains with some horsey histrionics.
The supported
plots centers
around the
orphan-boy's
camp
by wealthy
rancher,
Francis
Ford, in memory of his nephew killed in the
HALE

SINGING

AND

AERIAL

ACTION

war. Lady-attorney, Nana Bryant, cooks up
a ph(,ney story alK)ut the nephew being alive
and gets him to make a new will- Then he is
attacked and killed by "wolves," actually her
trained dogs. With a phoney impersonator of
the nephew claiming the inheritance, the crooks
are all set, until Roy, as a U. S. Marshal, drifts
into town to visit his doctor pal, Andy Devine,
and the cute nurse, Lynne Roberts. He finds
and tames one of the canine-killers and starts
an investigation that uncorks a series shooting,
slugging and hard-riding forays. In the windup, the lady master-crook is stricken by a heart
attack, the "nephew" is devoured by the dogs
and Barcroft is trapped in a burning stable.
gets no romantic fade-out
he. Roy
sissyhapless
Xo the
and
heroine is dunked by a bucket
of water. York.

SHOOTING

or the script that reaches pretty far for an involved plot on which to peg the proceedings.
Anyhow, it is staple fare for Western fans of
all ages and is a pleasant enough attraction for
the sombrero circuit. Monte ambles through
Iiis shooting and crooning exercises in standard
style and red-headed Lynne Roberts shore makes
a purty cow-gal. James Burke mugs away at
some corny comedy and Roy Barcroft and
Francis Ford are the mean varmints. When
things get dull, Foy Willing and those Purple
Sage Riders whip up some smooth hoe-down
harmonies,
giving "Xellie Bly" a tuneful goingover.
Monte intrudes on a stagecoach hold-up, rescueing its driver, pert Lynne Roberts. She

CLOUDS'

Republic
60 minutes
Robert Livingston. Mac Clarke, James Cardzvell. Grant Withers, Edward Gargan, Ray
Teal, Jimmie Dodd, Pierre Watkin, Jayne Hazard, Bob Wilke, Frank Melton, Russell Arms,
Hugh Prosser, Chas. Sullivan.
Directed by George Blair.

FOR

talks him into going to work for her father,
James Burke, who runs the express line. He
is feuding with his brother, the owner of the
telegraph company. They suspect each other
of staging those hold-ups, but it is really gunman Roy Barcroft behind the villainy. He and
his banker partner plan to seize control of
their businesses. Burke is framed for a murder
and almost gets killed. Monte advises him to
play dead for awhile, until he tracks down the
culprits. He almost has the goods on them,
when the sherif? arrests him and Burke.^ They
bad-man's
for the gun
andTheremake
escape out.
is atracks
show-down
battle hidewith
Monte victorious, and he gets a musical and
romantic send-off. Dai'.

PROGRAMMER

together with a neat dispatch that could put
to shame many flossier pictures, director, George
Blair, who shows a very workmanlike ability
and its cast is well up to snuff for the rugged
doings than concerns a shoe-string airline,
operating up in the Artie Circle- Its aerial adventures, brawling fisticuffs and romantic rivalries keep things popping at a steady rate. Robert Livingston [s properly robust as the stalwart bush pilot, Mae Clarke adds a pleasing
feminine touch.
Polar Airways, operated by Robert Livingston up in the rugged north country, is tlie object of a stjueeze-out play instigated by Pierre

Watkin of a rival airline. James Cardwell, a
Polar pilot, is in his pay and he also sends Mae
Clarke to get a job with the outfit. She has a
dishonora'Dle discharge from the WASPS and
her grounded status fits into the plan to break
Livingston's franchise. He gives her a desk
job and they make romantic progress until
iic suspects her of duplicity. In cahoots with
Grant Withers, a mining super. Cardwell hijacks an aerial gold shipment and meets his
death when his parachute rigging is fouled.
Livingston learns that the girl is on the level
and they team up to trap the thieves with some
hot flying and sharp shooting. York.
FILM
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On 2 major networks
...hundreds of ABC
and MBS stations!
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

USE VELVET
!
Every showman knows TDUEH
the
PICTURE
-WUMEIV'S
VELVET
In
ud(]!t!oii
to
lyiiij:
in
w!tli
the
lille.
v«'lvet.
magic in that term, "a woman s
or
a
velv<;l-l>pe
inaltT.'al.
iiiiikeg
a
hi^ihly
decorpicture." That is the magic of
at^M- (li;-|)lay mi-cliuni.
An over-entrance panel w !lh a velvet liack"Th- Velvet Touch," in which
(iround on whieli the title ib lettered in gold
Rosalind Russell portiays a
and
>tar blow -up- framed in the velvet.
acciwho,
star
giamorous stage
f ora loM)>.
frame ofportra
t i-t'llfi
of the
star!!
dentally, l)ecomcs a nnirderess.
willi
u dc liorder
velvet.
t>porting
u leaser
Behind a mask of gaiety that hecaption relating to each role.
lies her guilt, and hasking in the
A uni<|ue teaser card hearing a one-inch
affaction of her fiancee, the heausquare of v< Ivet with copy: "Just to give you
tiful actress gradually hecomes
theT'eintriguing
sensedepartment
of 'The Velvet
Touch'."
'n with your
store for
display
convinced that the finger of susof
.-tyles
made
of
velvet
with
a
fashion
showpicion cannot jjoint at her, so
on your stage preceding the STICKER
opening.
famous, so adored a puhlic idol.
How she — almost — carries off
In ihc scene ahoie. f.eon Amos, the pUiy producer,
\ two-col r>r glossy
this grand deception is told in uses roujih tnr'.ics on his star. Rosidiml Russell. The
slicker (at left, slightly
tei-ms of tense drama, spiced with stittuette uripped in her rifiht hand is id)out to become
a murder iccapon.
reduced) is available
sparkling comedy, played against
for
use in retail stores
the intriguing hackground of the
RKO has gone all-out in advertising
as a small package seallegitimate theatre.
er. It will be particuand ptiblici/ing this Independent Artists
These are the ahsorhing ingredients
larly
effectiveand
in coswoproduction. Top national magazines
mens
stores
that make "The Velvet Touch" primarmrtic counters.
are carrying full and half page ads
ily a Woman-'s Picture, and which
whic h are reaching a ct)nd)incd circulashould keynote the campaign for most
tion of close to 88 million.
STAGE LOBBY
theatres. The Campaign Manual is deTiie
theatre
hackground and atmosphere of
In addition, an intensive special camangle and
woman's
strainsvoteda largely
hit, towethethink,
to stress the
"The \ elvet Touch" suggests this effective lobby
paign for the release period of the him
lighter side of this film.
d splay. F'lace a light over one of the entrance
involves three distinct approaches —
doors facing the lobby, with a frosted round
For those houses where action and
radio, window displays and a poster
globe on which is lettered: STAGE UOOR.
Melodrama are the prime recmisites,
The pan J of the door could have lettered on it:
campaign. Each is geared to run during
this Independent Artists production
' Dunning Theatre. .\oit Playing 'The Velvet
a
two-month
jjcriod
around
national
reoffers substantial angles for exploitation.
Touch' starring Vahrie Stanton. Sparkling tcith
lease and includes radio spots, special
In those theatres the emphasis, naturSuspense.
and Glamor."
placements in all key cities of Rosalind
The otherHumor
exit doors
should carry star blow
ally, should he on the murder and on
Russell cut-out standees, window strips
ups
with
the
star's
film
name.
Rosalind Ru5?ell
the implacahle woman-hunt hy detective
as Valerie Stanton.
and counter cards, and a national 24Svdnev Greenstreet.
sheet bill-posting schedule, car cards,
TRANSCRIPTIONS
Not much of this approach is covered
etc.
in RKO s press book, hut it is all there
The l:>cal RKO branch has a transcription disc
The newspaper ads below show the
in the picture and can be utilized hy
containing five 15-sscond station breaks, three
20-second breaks, two 30-second, and three 50those exhibitors who know their public's definite woman's angle slant charactersecond.
istic of the film's advertising.
taste for "strong stuff."

•••hith never an IHr
P
"""••"■i-.m.r,
"^^^ moment I

Iruih ■

Rosalind

Russell

^^tfr"";Clairc Trevor
vor l^Genn ' Claire Tre
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EXPLOITATION
PICTtJRE

IHE

VELVET

TOUCH

For her first effort as an independent producer with
her hushand. Frederick Brisson. the versatile Rosalind Russell has chosen a story which is essentially
high melodrama. However, she has seen fit to leaven
it with comedy of the sophisticated school and has
further injected a play-within-a-play to afford her
iindoul)tcd talents full play. Her su])porting: cast, too,
shows careful selection, with such names as Leo Genu.
Claire Trevor. Sydney Greenstreet and Leon Ames
assuring competent aid.
''The Velvet Touch" sees Miss Russell as the brightest of Broadwav stars, whose sparkling comedy roles
under the guidance of producer Leon Ames have
skyrocketed her to the top. Despite her desire to
[)lav drama. Ames publicly announces a new comedy
for her. Infuriated, she slugs him with a heavy statuette and kills him. From then on. a divine providence
seems to protect her from apprehension as the murderess as suspicion is thrown on another actress,
Claire Trevor, whose shock at Ames* death forces her
to suicide, ostensibly the guilty one. Now apparently
free to marry the man she loves, Leo Genu, and to
star in Henrik Ibsen's ''Hedda Gabler," pangs of
conscience force her to incriminate herself. In a final,
magnificent debut as a dramatic star, she is permitted
by police captain Sydney Greenstreet to reap the
plaudits of the audience before he takes her away.

EXHIBITDflS
Opinioni

C^uiied ^rom

Organization d^uffetini

ciiniments un our tablcjid t\ pe of ])ress book
TAILORED ADVERTISING
\\liich, incidentally, we send to the exhibitor
about four weeks in advance of his play date
Associated Tlicatrr Owners of Indiaiui
The thoughtful advertiser tries to tailor his and your implied criticism of our efforts to be
of more service to f)ur valued customers is, we
copy to give it the most force for the market
believe, a little unfair even though it may not
hz is trying to sell, yet when it comes to one
of their most important forms of advertising
have been intended that way."
thousands of exhibitors in large towns and
l-ixhibitors should be particularly interested
in the information about the authority (jf
small towns, in class houses and action houses,
branches tcj edit trailers to suit a jjarticular
are limited to the same identical make-up and
section, and should discuss this with the branch
c ipy. Dissatisfied with this condition, one of our
members writes, "It's about time we should have
manager
because
a plan
"tailoring"
trailers would
seem such
to have
much of
flexibility
and
an innovation in Trailer Service. Both producers and exhibitors are interested in better
result in a better job of seat selling. Generally
grosses and trailers are an important factor in speaking, the accounts that play on a late availdetermining this.
ability would be the ones that most want classical music, etc., eliminated from trailers and
" While many theatres catering to tlie best
pat.'onage prefer trailers where action is sub- such editing could be done after there has been
some liquidation on the picture. Exhibitors must
dued, there are many others in small towns,
subsequent runs, etc., who want more thrills to agree with Mr. Richey on the present quality
their trailers. Yet for years we still get one of Metro trailers; otherwise so many would
not pay the double charge to play them, because
trailer that has to do the job for both the deluxe
ill
most instances other trailers on Metro pich uses and the 'shooting galleries'.
tures could be played and included in the flat
"The cost of making two types of trailers
weekly charge exhibitors i)a\ tt) XSS for trailer
c. rt'jinly would be negligible against the in- service.
crease;! business that more suitable trailers
Rather than a disservice, we thought we had
would obtain for all theatres. Who will be the
done credit to Metro by reminding exhibitors
first to give us tlie long needed improvement
tliat at least one distributor had already evidencin our trailers? Will it l)e National Screen, Wared its interest in the sinaller accounts by having
ners or Metro?"
We hope that the distributors will give serious d(.ne the very thing that was now being called
for in a ''new" kind of trailer. The idea still
consideration
member's
on seemed to have the merit that Metro originally
h:)w the valueto ofthistrailers
mightsuggestions
be increased
because, as lie conmients, all the industry is must have thought it to have and when our
inquiry as to why it was dropped did not reveal
looking for ways to sell more tickets.
that a survey had been made or that there was
We do recall that at one time Metro's ex- little exhibitor acceptance it did not seem farploitation men felt that different type situations
fetched to wonder if economy had not been the
needed different kinds of trailer material. And
rtason. .And recalling many other economies
we knriw that for i|uit^ some time Metro did made within the last year or so that hardly
furnish two different kinds of trailers as well seemed justified it seemed proper to suggest
?s two different kinds of press books. Exhibithat !f economy had been the reason for droptors liked the idea, and why it was dropped we
ping Action Trailers it might be worth a redD not know. If it was for economy reasons it
consideration ofthe subject.
might be that there should be a re-analysis to
determine if it was a prudent economy or a
Because
of
Mr. Richey's
knowledge
and
interest in exhibitor
problems,
we are of,
pleased
false savings that cost money in the long run.
that he will be at French Lick for our meeting
July 26, 27. 28. This will give exhibitors present
RICHEY REPLIES
an opportunity to personally discuss with him
ATO of Indiana
"getting the most out of trailers" and other
problems.
Mr.
Henderson
Richey,
M-G-M's
Director
of
Exhibitor Relations, has called into question our
recent article "Same Ad Copy Not Best For
All" and protests that an inference that Metro
discontinued Action Trailers for economy reasons was very unfair to his company.
"On .\ction Trailers," Mr. Richey writes,
■'our records again show that they were discontinued long before the much heralded economy
campaign actually in October of 1946, nearly
twTj years ago. A careful survey was made of
all of our offices and the results were that the
luajority of the territories did not favor the
making of two types of trailers, the majority
wanted the longer trailer but asked for as
much action as possible to be included in this
trailer. Interviewing of customers disclosed that
a very small minority wanted the shorter trailer
and these only because they occupied less screen
time but all wanted as much action in the
trailers as possible.
"Pursuingof the
subject
trailers
further,
concensus
opinion
was,of that
trailers
shoulda
in the majority of cases be held to 150 feet,
deviating frf)m this length only for unusual
features and that branches should be given the
right to eliminate classical music, etc., from
trailers here found unsuitable in a particular
section.
"We are told that our trailers are the best
ch the market. We have had many favorable
18
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ASCAP'S DEFEAT
Allied ITO of Eastern Penna.
ASCAP was handed a stunning defeat when
Federal Judge Leibell, in the District Court,
ruled that ASCAP was a monopoly and was
violating the anti-trust laws in virtually every
one of its operations. This victory was gained
by a group of New York City independent
exhibitors, and the congratulations of all independent exhibitors throughout the country
go to them. Judge Leibell indicated that
.\SCAP would have to revise its methods of
doing business with exhibitors.
This office is waiting for complete analysis
of the decision and detailed instructions on how
to proceed, from -\llied's General Counsel, iMr.
F. Myers.
Therefore, in the meantime :
1. Do not sign any ASCAP contract.
2. Do not send any more checks to ASCAP.
3. Wait for further word from this office
which you should have within the next
ten days to two weeks.
It appears to me that ASCAP will have to
completely revise its methods of doing business,
and that the system advocated by Allied in its
support of the Lewis Bill, namely that ASCAP
should do business with the producers, is the

The newest profit reports again show
Universal down on the bottom of the hst.
That isn't because it is a ivtn-theatreowning company — there are other nonthcatre-owninK companies wlio top tlieni.
The reason is tliat Universal-International has adopted an "exhibitor-bedamned" sales [xjlicy on a nation-wide
])olicy.
It comes down from the top. It started
several years ago when the company first
adopted a Metro sales policy which it
tacked on to Universal pictures. The sales
basis.
pitch was made on a "take-it-or-leave-it "
The result — Universal has less accounts than any other company of its size.
The company has lost millions of dollars thrrjuxh its failure to take less money
here and there.
,-/;);/ the net result of this proud hut
poor complex — // remains on the bottom
of the profit list.
Someone in the organization should
realize that it is better to make a dollar a
hundred times than it is Ui make fifty
dollars just once.
—Rocky Mt. Allied
one that will eventually be used. Don't be
worried by the pn^paganda that the film exchanges will add .ASC/XP charges to your
fihii rental. That pc-rnicious practice was completely exploded when the score charges were
kn;)cked out as a result of .Allied's campaign
against them.
Sidney
E. Samuelson
General
Manager
VIDEO

COMPETITION

ATO of Indiana
\'ariety reported that William Boyd, producer of the "Hopalong Cassidy" westerns
which are released through United Artists, was
shooting his pictures with a version for use on
television broadcasts at the same time he was
making a feature for distribution in the regular
'motion picture theatres. The television version
is pitched to sub-climaxes every IZyi minutes
to make it suitable for broadcast serialization.
Alternate shots for the television version are
made by the cast and crew- taking time out
from the shooting for the regular theatre
version. iHarrison's Reports took note of this
by saying that it created a new and important
problem for exhibitors in that it furnished
more or less the same story for competitive
mediums of entertainment, and that the possibility
Boyd's
pictures after
may they
be seenareonshown
televisionthat before
or shortly
in the theatres definitely tends to decrease their
value to the exhibitor. United .Artists might be
asked to include a clause on their contract when
licensing
a "iHopalong
Cassidy"
to an exhibitor
that it would
not be shown
on television
for a
definite length of time after it had played in
the licensee's theatre, but Harrison doubts that
any
exhibitor
would find 'much real protection
in such
a clause.
Real television competition is being brought
closer, according to \'ariety. It states that 20th
Century-Fox is preparing to produce films especially for television and will be prepared to
make any kind of a film requested by telecasters
or advertising agencies.
Naturally exhibitors will be careful not to
buy product that might compete with them on
television and may even try to avoid dealing
th suppliers that are hastening the day of
video competition. It may be that the only thing
tc do is to adopt Dale Carnegie's favorite
maxim — "cooperate with the inevitable."
FILM

BULLETIN

Behind

the Scenes

SIZE-UPS
STUOlO
COLUMBIA
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
10 Quickies to Each ^A'
ill Continue as Policy
So far, ncbody will talk about what decisions
came out of the big meetings held here recently.
It is safe to assume, from past performance
here, that in spite of the promises, the product
here will continue in status quo with just enough
frosting in the form of an occasional "big"' picture
to camouflage the tasteless mixture of the basic
recipe. The average ratio will probably be 10
or 12 quickies to one "A"' picture.
One chunk of the frosting takes t'c fjrm of
John Huston's forthcoming product. oa (set for
an August 15 start) of "Rou^h .Sketch." Huston
and Sam Spiegel who are co-producing on this
one have nabbed Jennifer Jones and John Garfield
for this film and Columbia is financing the deal
for
schedulem
callsreleasing
for six privileges.
weeks on Huston's
the lot shooting
and a month
Cuba (background of the piece) which is something of a record shooting schedule for Columbia
product. This young director, incidentally, who
continues to work as a free lance artist is one of
the fair haired boys of the industry at the moment and any studio in town would give more
than the usual stipiend to tie him to a full-term
deal. But he wants to do his pictures his way.
NEW LAWSUIT
In the law-suit department at Columbia this
week, we have Director Alexander Hall. This director has worked for Columbia for eleven years,
but last month he was dismissed despite a contract
which has another four months to go. The studio's
reason: he refused to do two scr:: ts ("The
Lovers" and "Mr. Miracle"). Hall's suit m which
he is claiming
in backportion
pay and
another
$55,000
for the S2,.'.i..O
uncompleted
of his
contract, claims that while he disapproved of the
scripts he did not refuse to do them.

Colbert Clark last week started "Smok>
Mountain Melody," the first of a .'cries of four
"action-musicals" which will feature Roy Acufl
and his musicians. The other new starter is "Law
of
The Barbary Coast" (Robert Shayne-Gloria
Henry).
EAGLE

- LION

Better Quality to Be
Keynote of E-L's Future
Last week, studio chiefs cleaned out the story
vaults and put Jl, 000,000 worth of words up for
sale. There are 40 yarns included in the package
turned over for selling and studio spokesmen insist that this batch clears out the file marked
"quickies." Undoubtedly, this is a lot of the stuff
that got left over in the absorption of PRC.
From now on, the Eagle-Lion biggies insist this
studio will concentrate on "A" product.
E-L has come a long way in its brief history,
and it should go a long way, but announcements
that a studio will produce "only A's" no longer
mean anything to exhibitors. Just continue delivering an improving, money-making product to satisfy the customers !
Currently in production is a Technicolor action
film called "The Big Cat," (Lon McCallister Peggy Ann Garner) and "Red Stallion in the
Rockies"
(Jean Heather - Jim Davis) in Cinecolor.
AUGUST

2, 1948

Schary Will Give Metro
Production 'Shot in the Arm'
Monday (August Q) Dore Schary takes over
his offices in the executive building at MGM.
From that moment on, that office will become
the focal point for the eyes and ears, yes, and
tongues, of Hollywood.
Schary has had his initial conferences with
Louis B. Mayer, and the top executive echelon,
yet no one knows just what will be the pattern
at this studio under the new production chief.
There arc t'lo c individuals who predict great
revolution. There are those skeptics who say
nothing will be changed. STUDIO SIZEUPS
takes the middle between the^e two opinions.
There will be changes, not necessarily of Schary's
making, because even before he was signed
Nicholas Schenck had sent through an order for
retrenchment — but BIG. There will be tighten-

of Film

Productm

terms. To pay off all the people who are going
to be dropped would be prohibitively expensive.
Besides which there are some people who would
simply refu:e to settle. So, it will be a question
of sitting out the periods.
With a Six Million Dollar drop in the net for
the past 40-week period, company executives are
more determined than ever to carve the overhead
by at least 25 per cent. That means at least 40O
fKDple will be dropped from the personnel roster.
Studio executives insist that they will make every
effort to make the biggest cuts in the top salary
brackets rather than among the lower-paid
people. But they point out, that the contracts
(many of them made foolishly on strai^iht terms)
now in effect are holding them back from much
of the firing they would like to do.
TEAM REUNITED
Producer Arthur Freed pulled a rabbit out of
the hat last week when Judy Garland's serious
illness pulled her from the cast of "The Barkleys
of Broadway." Freed met with the executives
and Frc ' .A'-taire and after, Astaire had refused
several MGM contract actresses, it was decided
that Gin-er Rogers was the ideal person to fill in.
Thus one of the most popular co-starring teams
will be reunited.
Enterprise last week started "The Luckiest
Girl In The World" (Barbara Bel Geddes). This
is the tenth picture in the two-years history of
the indie unit, which is now with M-G-M.
N'unnallynational,Johnson,
may land here.who quit Universal-InterMONOGRAM

'Babe Ruth' Openings Big,
Might Spell Big-Time for AA
The two biggest reasons for the smile on Prexy
Steve Broidy's face these days are "The Babe
Ruth Story"' and the deal, now about to go into
effect, which he made with the Canadian pr.nduction set up headed by Joseph Than and Lcorard
Fields. The first reason is proving itself in its
splash at the Astor in New York and in its Baltimore opening, both very big. The second reason
STEVE (AA) BROIDY
still
has
to be proved, but Broidy is confident
'The Babe' Has Him Smiling
that this deal is an excellent one for Monogram.
If "Babe Ruth" continues to roll along as it
ing of operations, and. to a dc~re; (lar-.:e, we
hope), dissipation of that stodgy, flabby typ? of has in its first few engagements, it can mean the
thinking that has pervaded M-G-M production
for quite some time. And this will be because of making of this company. It might hit a two
million gross and send Allied Artists on its way
Schary. He will give the studio a "shot in the
into the big-time.
But it is well to remember that MGM has
The first of ten pictures scheduled (five for
established a formula for making motion pictures Allied and five for Monogram) gets under way
within the next few weeks, although up to now
which up to now has been extraordinarily succc'^scasting or production announcements have been
fularm."
and profitable. That formula will not b'e no
entirely dumped. We look for Schary to spark it officially made.
up, to revitalize it. L. B. Mayer is still the head
Currently on the sound stages is another in
of the studio (his contract has another year to
Comeback."
run) and he will continue to be the dominating
"Bowery
Boys series,
the Bowery
This
series certainly
has proved
a profitable
one
influence there, although he has promised Schary
for Monogram and a windfall for the original
full opportunity.
"Dead End" kids who are now men of mature
The Schary contract is unusual. He was offere,"! vears. The only problem seems to be how long
stock, he was offered participation, he was offered they can continue to portray the semi-juvenile
roles. Shades of Andy Hardy!
production credits. He said no to all of it, asked
for (and got) a straight salary deal with no
Jack Wrather continues his production of
attachments.
"Strike It Rich" in Texas. Mr. Wrather's announcement to his fellow-Texans that he plans
MANY TO BE DROPPED
to build a studio and produce pictures there
In the months to come, many producer^, execustrikes this reporter as a bit far-fetched. Wrather
tive producers, directors and actors will be slou"hcd
is a rich man, but he is also a cautious one and
from the contract list. The pace will be slow
If
not likely to toss his money away even for the
because the studio will have to wait out contract grand
old state of Texas.

PARAMOUNT
Only Six More To Go
At Paramount Before '49
With the start last week of "Streets of Laredo"
(William Holden-Mona Freeman), Paramount is
launching its Fall production "spurt." STUDIO
SIZEUPS typewriter put the quotes around the
word spurt because six pictures between now
and January 1, 1049, can hardly be called supercharged activity for this lot. And yet that is the
total schedule announced last week by President
Henry Ginsberg. There are two indies coming too,
which brings the total to eight. In addition to
"Laredo," the list includes: "One Woman" (Alan
Ladd-Dona Reed) which starts in Chicago this
week, "A Mask for Lucretia" (Ray MillandPaulette Goddard), "Easy Does It" (Bob Ho[>e),
an untagged one with Bing Crosby and Barry
Fitzgerald starred, and Betty Hutton is down for
"I'll Never Love You" with an October starting
date. DeMille's "Samson and Delilah" (Victor
Mature-Hedy LaMarr) is one of the inde productions and Hal Wallis will provide the second. And
that is the Paramount story for the rest of this
year.
Hal Wallis' "Sorry, Wrong Number" (Barbara
Stanwyck-Burt Lancaster) is scheduled to be one
of the powerful melodramas of the Fall season.
Director Anatole Litvak has knit together a
strong suspense piece in spite of the need to build
the story with flashbacks. This will be a highly
exploitable film because of its fame as a radio
short and because the advertising possibilities are
limitless. One wag suggested a campaign warning
women not to come see it alone because they
would be too frightened to go home alone. It is
tense stuff from the opening credits to the last
shot when a man's gloved hand is shown picking
up the ringing telephone and his voice says.
"Sorry, Wrong Number." Wow !
REPUBLIC
Republfc Will Be
Busiest Lot in August
This is one lot where everybody seems to be
ignoring the current production panic. Once the
battle between President Herbert Yates and the
Harry Goetz interests was settled, Yates plunged
into his studio problems with a vengeance. He
carved departments where he had to, he fixed the
word "economy" firmly in the minds of his people
and while it is a greatly reduced personnel at the
moment, those people who are working have their
jobs cut out for them and there is no time for
pondering the problems of the slump or anything
else.

Indicative of how solidly Yates has rebuilt is
the fact that this studio will have more pictures
in work during August than any other company
in town. "Wake of The Red Witch" (John WayneGail Russell) started July 14. Roy Rogers "The
Far Frontier" goes this week. "The Missourians"
(William Elliott-Forrest Tucker-Adrian Booth)
gets an August 2,3 start, "Sundown In Sante Fe"
(Monte Hale western) goes on August 12 with
30

another untitled yarn scheduled for August 20.
Joseph Kane has set an Allan "Rocky" Lane
feature, the first of the 1948-4Q series, for an
August 26th start. In addition to these, the Hunt
Stromberg feature, "Too Late For Tears" which
is getting partial financing from Republic, though
it is a UA release will go on the lot startini; August
30.
Meanwhile, the release schedule rolls smoothly
along in pace with production. Set for August
releare are "Angel In Exile" (John Carroll- Adele
Mara). "Nighttime in Nevada," (Roy Rogers)
"Out of the Storm" (Jimmy Lydon-Lois Collier)
and
"Sons of Adventure" (Richard Hayden-Lynne
Roberts).
RKO
RKO Will Produce Only
Rumors

Until Board Meets

This is still the most confused and the mostrumored-about spot in Hollywood. News items
break so fast and are repudiated so fast that
reporters on the daily beat write their retractions
at the same- time- that they write their storv.
STUDIO SIZEUPS, at least, has an opportunity
to study events and report them at a safer
distance. However, look for little more than
rumori from this studio until the board meets
in Wilmington, Del., on Aug M.
This is how we reconstruct RKO's story of
recent weeks: The first meeting of the board of
directors since Hughes took over two months ago,
gave formal approval of the economy measure? he
had instituted . . . Another 800 people have been
dropped from the personnel list in the drive to
cut overhead by 75% . . . Ten "top-budget"
films were slated for production for the balance
of the year . . . No one has, as yet, been found
for the Schary spot . . . Meanwhile, a ,>-man
committee will supervise production until some
stabilization comes about . . . Committee consists
of studio manager Sid Rogell, Bicknell Lockhart,
formerly with Hal Roach, and C. J. Tevlin, a
Hughes engineer . . . The story of "ten topbudget
repudiated
an announcement
from N.films"
PeterwasRathvon
thatby four
feature; and
five "moderate-budget" films would be made . . .
the latter group turned out to be a series of tworeelers featuring Leon Errol and Edgar Kennedy
. . . Rathvon insisted there would be no shutdown .. . But three days later Rathvon resigned,
despite a contract that had several years to go. . .
He leaves the company August 31. ... No comment was made by Rathvon or anybody else on
his resignation, but it came as no surprise . . .
Ned Depinet was rumored as the new president . . .
One more of the films that had been scheduled
by Dore Schary was dropped . . . This is number
six on that list . . . Just about then the repudiation story of four feature films instead of ten
was repudiated and the final report was that no
film over a SOQCDOO budget would be made until
a new studio chief was appointed . . . When
would that be? No answer . . . Final story of the
two-week period was that Hughes was closing
down the studio and would convert the whole
works to Television production !
RADICAL CHANGES
Out of this maze, comes one undeniable fact :
Hughes will not ever be a conventional motion
picture producer. Nor will he confide his plans
too readily to the press or anybody else. He will
let the rumors whip around his head and when
he is ready, he will proceed quietly with the
plans he probably has had for months. Another
certainty in all this is that RKO will within a

few months bear little or no reseijiblance to what
It has been as a production company up to now.
It remains to be seen whether that is a fact to
regret or cheer.
"Interference" (Victor Mature-Lucille Ball) now
before the cameras will be the last big production
here for some time to come. Current new starter
is a Tim Holt western and the only other one
in work is Sol Lesser's "Tarzan" picture. But the
RKO backlog boasts 22 pictures all of them made
under the Schary regime.
Meanwhile, the ill-advised "Mourning Becomes
Electra" has been put on the shelf because it
just could not be sold. The boys really tried on
this one, but it was just not motion picture
merchandise. Nobody knows what will happen to
it, but chances are that it will undergo a severe
cutting and get a new campaign.
Hughes' own two pictures, "V'endetta" and
"Mad Wednesday," as well as 'The Outlaw," are
still up in the air, too. Hughes has conferenced
with Grad Sears, but so far he has made no offer.
While Sears would like to hold on to the product
for UA, he might be influenced by a good price
from the producer .
One of the few remaining Schary men checked
oft the lot last -week. John Paxton,- theL.praducerwriter who wrote "Crossfire, turned in his resignation which was accepted without comment. Paxton, who collaborated with Adrian Scott, realized
that he would get no place on the new set-up,
so he checked out voluntarily and with no settlement of contract requested or given.
GOLDWYN
'JOAN'
Unusual is- the
deal DEAL
whereby Sam Goldwyn
becomes the distributor for RKO's "Joan," which
w^as made for RKO release by Sierra Pictures.
The deal gives Goldwyn full authority to handle
this one as he handled his own "Best Years of
Our Lives." That means road show first (probably
in September) which RKO could not do because
of the ruling in the anti-trust case, but Goldwyn
can because he does not come under the ruling.
Goldwyn has reportedly been handed a deal which
will give him 3% of the gross for this chore.
One of the great human interest stories of the
year came to a climax here last week when Samuel Goldwyn fired Cathy O'Donnell. Three years
ago Goldwyn signed the then-awkward, untrained,
young girl because he saw in her a quality that
might be star material. He sent her to New
York for a year, no one ever heard of her and
then, all of a sudden, he brought her back a
transformed
"uglyof duckling."
In theFarley
past Ciranger
year he
has been talking
her along with
as the new "\'ilma Banky-Ronald Colman" team.
He did everything but breathe for her and her
career was guided, inch by inch, as carefully,
as if it were solid gold. But a couple of months
ago, the actress rebelled. She got married
secretly. When the story broke, Goldwjfn
pulled sisted
hershe was
out not
of "Enchantment"
inright for the partthough
and hehe had
already decided to use Teresa Wright. To show
that he had forgiven her. he cast her immediately
in "Roseanna McCoy." But last week, the real
break came when the actress allegedly refused to
go on a loanout that Goldwyn had made for her.
The producer would take no more. He tore up
her contract. And thus ended the kind of opportunity millions of young girls across this country
dream
about.
Only itO. didn't
quite not
end one
there.to Three
days later, David
Selznick,
miss
an opportunity, signed the actress to a pact with
him. She will make her debut for Selznick in
"The Greatest Show on Earth" when (and if)
it goes into production. But she is still a long
way from establishing herself as the star Goldwyn
predicted she would be. It couldn't happen any
place else.
FILM BULLETIN
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Selznick Faces Suit By
Bacher on Stars' Withdrawal
Well, "asent David O. Selznick's practice of
loaning-out his personally-owned stars has led him
into difficulty and lawsuits and counter-lawsuits
are the order of the day. Selznick claims that
producer Wilham Bacher failed to live up to his
agreement which gave Selznick the right to approve the script of "If This Be My Harvest."
DOS rejected the original script; Bacher promised
to rewrite. Then according to Selznick, Bacher
took the revised script to the bank, implied that
Selznick had approved it, and the bank save
him his loan. Meanwhile, Bacher is threatening
a ^4 ,000,000 suit on the claim that .cL. ick had
okayed the script and agreed to lend Bacher his
stars, \'alli, Mitchum and Louis Jourdan, as well
as an art director, makeup man and
others. Selznick waived his stars salaries, says Bacher, in
return for a one-third interest in the film. .\U
of this was set, says Bacher when Selznick not
only demanded a re-write of the script, but set
up a number of other requisites that would have
given him control of the film. There is still a
possibility of a settlement here, though at the
moment it looks as though the lawsuit and
countersuit will go through and Bacher will athelp. tempt to recast and produce without Mr Selznick's

"Portrait of Jenny" (Jennifer Jones-Joseph
Gotten)
, which has been officially finished for at
least four months, is now reported to be almost
ready for release. That means that Selznick is about
through with the editing and re-editing, the supervision of the scoring and all the rest of the work
that he puts in personally before he lets one of hi-,
pictures go. The boys in Paul MacXamara's Office
are
talking with crossed fingers about a September
release.
20th CENTURY-FOX

Fox to Reduce

UNITED
Two New

ARTISTS

Features

Start for UA Release
Two pictures got under way last week for UA
release which is the biggest news out of this company at the moment. "Blondes Up" (The Marx
Brothers) is Lester Cowan's production. "The
Lucky
(Dorothy
Lamour-Brian Donlevy)
is from Stiff"
.\musement
Enterprises.
Jerrold Brandt has broken his releasins deal
with Columbia and has signed with UA for the
release of "Command Performance," which is
scheduled to start rolling in early September. Xo
details of how Brandt got out of his Columbia
ticket have been revea'ed.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L

U-l Rumored

in Shaky

Condition as Studio Closes
Indies

Concentrate on More A's
The recent sales meetings held by this company
crystallized much of the pro and con rumor
that
has been rolling about out here on many subjects
The general attitude of 20th-Fox toppers is one
of subdued optimism. Business is off, of course,
but
get view
down here.
to the matter of improving it!
is the
That let's
It was stated that of the six "B" units now
producing independently for 20th release, only
three will be re-signed for next year. As a result,
the list of 20th's own "A" product has been
upped from 18 to 24, all of which will be under
the direct supervision of chief Zanuck.
Apparently, the head men felt that while their
independent product was profitable, it was not
profitable enough to warrant continuing the least
valuable of the units. The thinking seems to be
that with a sick bo.xoffice, the cure has to come
from .large doses of grosses rather than in capsule
form
The company is planning a round-the-world
production schedule and as a first step in that
program, it has leased six sound stages in Rome
from the government there. Zanuck, now in
Europe, is setting up an entire production schedule.
First to
go overPower
there and
will Wanda
be "Prince
of Foxes,"
with
Tyrone
Hendrix
(borAUGUST

rowed from Paramount) in the star roles, with
Henry King directing. Another off-the-lot project
calls for two films to be made in Canada, "Canadian Pacific" and "Royal Canadian Mounted
Police." This global production program is, of
course, vital at the moment because it gives the
company an opportunity to use funds frozen in
various foreign countries.
SCHKXCK MAY LEAVE
It looks, now, as though Joseph Schenck will
beat the final divorcement ruling by pulling out
of 20th Century-Fox as an executive within a
short time. He has asked for his release from the
studio so that he may close his deal, now pending,
with M'.ke Xaify. Schenck wants to buy a half
interest in Naify's United California Theatres and
the Golden State circuit. With this chunk added
to Schenck's holding in the United Artists chain
of theatres, he would become one of the big
men in the exhibition branch. He already has an
indirect interest in the Naify operation, since it
was he who advanced the funds that made it
possible for Nc.fy to buy out his former partners.
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Production chief Wil.iam Goetz gets back to
his desk this week after two months in Europa
with his studio closed down. It shuttered last
Friday with a staterr.ent by President Xate Blumberg and board chairman J. Cheever Cowdin
pointing to the backlog of 10 completed features.
More than four hundred people have been fired
already, with more scheduled for the axe as the
current production trio ("Criss Cross," "Family
Honeymoon"
and will
"Mexican
up.
The sound stages
be stillHayride")
for the restwind
of this
month and most of September. The studio insists
that many of the people let go will be replaced
when production resumes, but it is understood
that they will 1 e hired l:ack o.-.lv for specific
cliore; and only for as bng as re:dcd. Again, the
company officials insist that thii shut-down is
simply part of the process or reorganizing operational procedure.
There has be?n strong rumor around town for
wee'.is that this com[>any was close to the breaking
point. This is haughtily and heartily denied by
studio executive who point to their backlog and
their "future p ans," asking, "Does that look like
we're going broke?" STUDIO SIZEUPS believes
there is no likelihood of their actually "going
broke," but the situation is tight and this cutback on the personnel which was first announced
as
the
layoff"corner.
is indicative of
the need"annual
to cut vacation
every possible

week, may join the production ranks at Metro.
Meanvhile, his share in Inter-John, the unit he
had set up at Universal-International, is up for
sale for ?;i, 000,000. The Johnson assets include
a half-interest in three released p'ctures, "The
Dark Mirror," "The Senator Was Indiscreet" and
"Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid." He al;o has
half-ownership in four unschedu ed story properties. Most likely settlement of this situation, in
spite of the offer for sale, will be that U-I will
buy out the Johnson intererts for a lump euiti
considerably less than the present asking price.
WARNER

BROS.

WB Striving to Keep
Production

Volume

at Peak

With its production schedule down to f
features, WB is busy preparing three more for
immediate starting. They seem to be almost
feverish in their determination to keep their
production quotient high in the facj of the general conditions here. Heading the list of the new
ones is Danny Kaye's "Happy Times," the others
being "Two Guys and a Gal" (Jack Carson-Dennis Mcrgan-Dnris Day) and "Into the Xight,"
which Vincent
will direct.butNotSTUDIO
a "B"
among
them, theSherman
studio maintains,
SIZEUPS
insists
that Warner's
em at
the momentstill
is not
apologizing
for its prob
B product,^
but it.
making its "A" product look like v/hat they
call
There has been a running battle between Jerry
VVald and Michael Curtiz these past weeks over
the script of "Flamingo Road." Curtiz was scheduled to direct this one for Wald with Joan Crawford starred. But as it looks now, Curtiz will not
be in the director's chair when production starts
shortly. The actres?, too, has been "difficult" on
this script, but Wald is determined to make the
picture and. Miss Crawford is understood to have
come around to the Wald view.
Speaking of Jerry Wald reminds u; that when
his "Johnny Be inda" hits first run release shortly,
the whole Warner publicity department will be
geared to nab an .\cademy Award for Jane Wyman, the star of this film. Her performance is
undoubtedly worth a nommation. Doing the kind
of role an actress dreams of, she p'ays it to the
hilt. Her role makes her a deaf-mute and she goes
through the entire picture without uttering a
single word. This is high drama and should prove
a strong seller in most sjxits.
INDEPENDENTS
FILM CLASSICS
With this company practically a subsidiary of Cinecolor, the executives have
moved practically the r entire operation into
New York City. But from here we are
told that plans for enlar;:ed production
continue with the current aim being an aUcolor program (Cinecolor, of course).
President Joseph Bernard is here now
negotiating for more production deals to
add to three tinters already completed.
Meanwhi'e, "Inner Sanctum" (Mary
Beth Huihes- Charles Russell) in black
and white, wound up last week.
SCREEN GUILD
President Robert Lippert announced last
\- ee'; that his company will resume production as ofGold."
AugustThis1,^ iswith
"Green
the William
first in Stevens'
a series
of twelve for which Stevens recently signed
with Screen Guild.

Xunnalh- Johnson, who left the L^-I lot last
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'Key Largo' Kudos Mixed
With Carps at Wordiness
Despite generally favorable notices, the New
York newspaper critics injected several "buts"
into tlieir reviews on Warners' "Key Largo,"
starring Humpbrey Bogart, Edward G. Robinsen, Lauren Bacall, Claire Trevor and Lionel
Barrymore. Criticisms like "too much talk,''
"static,"
"ozvrloiig,"
"zvishy-zvasliy
moralising"
floated around
the kudos
extended the
film and
its director, John Huston.
The Times' Bos Crowthcr compliments director Huston for achieving "a great deal of interest and tension in sonic rather static scenes . . .
t!:at give the bald appearance of having been
written for the stage." He finds the script "too
full of icords and highly cross-purposed implications to gi't'c the action full chance."
Terming Huston "the luozie man of tlie year,"
A'.tm Cook in the World-Telegram commends
him for removing the "indulgent verbosity and
Cloudy imagery" from the Maxwell Anderson
play and turning out an ''excellent gangster
melodrama" with "magnificent performances."
The picture "disappoints" Archer Winsten,
Post critic. Although well staged, with tension
sustained, it is "so strongly reminiscent of the
old gangster routines that the additional flavors
are not an adequate compensation."
The Star's Cecelia Ager expects a great deal
from the cast and director and "Key Largo
fulfills these expectations." "The parts." she
says, however,
"are sziriftly
better than
the zvhole.mood,
No
picture
has more
established
menace, character, .personal relationships . . .
But play construction dependent upon curtain
time-lapses, arc still apparent, cooling off the
drive of action."
In the Herald Tribune, Otis Guernsey calls it
"a moody, compact and exciting" film, a "bangup thriller of the old gangster school."
The Mirror's Lee Mortimer lauds it as a
"siispenseful gangster meller, exciting, often
thrilling." But "why," he adds, "did John Huston hai'e to go tvishy-zvashy in the moralizing
and do-good department?"
Rose Pelswick, Journal-American, dubbing it
"exciting if rather overlong," finds it has "all
the sinister scolding and gunplay of the mobster melodramas that flourished back in the
'30's" Robinson, she says, hasn't "had a chance
to do such tough guy szmggering . . . since the
days of 'Little Caesar''"

"THE

STREET

WITH

NAME"
NO CENTURY-FOX
20TH
"Sia::ling crime film . . . For all its conventional pattern and its melodramatic cliches, The
Street With No Name is vivid and generally
suspenseful . . . Hand it to Mr. Widmark; he
still
makes
interesting mugg." — CROWTHER,
N. an
Y. TIMES.
"Violent undervuorld melodrama with realistic
flavor plus a little extra heroics . . . Good movie,
exciting, riproarious and credible 'most of the
way."
GRAM. — COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELE".Slick cat-and-mouse tlvriller, all plot and
action and well performed . . . Solid, well-built
crime drama, easy to understand and fun to
watch." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
NAL AMERICAN.
"Good-phis . . . Socko crime stuff which
knocks you for a loop . . . Direction is swift ;
locales arc real and exciting ; the entire cast is
fine, and believable — because we're assured this
indeed
POST. is case history." — THIRER, N. Y.
"Slick, fast, documentary-style cops-and-robbers, tension guaranteed from the word 'go' . . .
Bang-bang cxtravangaza is sure box-ofifice." —
AGER, N. Y. STAR.
Walt MacCloskey
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QUOKS

Whflt the Newspaper Cntics Say About Neiu VWms

"A FOREIGN AFFAIR"
PARAMOUNT
Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder sharpened
their cynical wits and cut themselves a whale of
a picture • • ■ Will roll you ri^ht out of your
seat
. ■ . It's
littlebe early
of
the awards
that a will
made toat be
the si>eaking
end of the
year,
here is my candidate." — COOK, N. Y.
WORLDbut TLLBGRAM.
"Smooth, slick and smart comedy, loaded with
enough wisecracks to set off explosions of lauzhter
in any theatre anytime anywhere • ■ ■ Laughter
lb not of the sv.'eel, wholesome variety. 'A Foreign
Affair' is, in fact, a strikingly cynical and imper'anenl movie."— PECK, N. Y. STAR.
"Dundy entertainment which has some shrewd
and realistic things to say ■ • ■ Has wit, worldliness and charm. "—CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"Bright, topical comedy . . . Always in good
taste ■ ■ • Dialogue is good, and the humor brash
and
typicallvTRIBUNE.
American."— GUERNSEY, N. Y.
HERALD
"Smartly turned cut comedy that has a good
deal of sly humor r.nd ir.ore than a touch of biting
satire. "—PELSWICK, Y- JOURNAL AMERICAN.
"This Rrackctt-W'i'der team seems unbeatable..
Dialo'.L'.: is fui.".y, crisp, real. Ideas and characters
are frr '.i and or!';inal . ■ . Vastly entertaining and
samswhrt itai-lling."— CRKELMAN, N. Y- SUN.
" E::ce''.c it ■ ■ So richly studded with all typtes
of fun, verbal, visual and intellectually satiric,
that so"ie of it may be lost in the ensuing audience hullaballoo . . . Hollywood's most thoroughN. lyY. enjovable
POST. picture of the vear." — WINSTEN,

to be herself, the film is otherwise a warmedover version of the Junior Miss theme." —
PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL AMERI"CANON

CITY"

"Good-plus . . . Sensational movie • ■ • Exciting
CAN'.
prison-break
LL-LION" which matches the thrills of fiction
EAG
and
carries N.
theY.added
WINSTEN,
POST. seal of authenticity." —
"Grimly exciting melodrama . . . Not a pretty
picture WICK,
. N..Y.• JOURNAL
Tense and AMERICAN.
taut action." — PELS"Tense drama, riveting the attention from quiet
opening to quiet finish . . . Good, sound melodrama, as exciting to see as it was to read about
at the time it was actually happening-" — CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"Movement is swift and dynamic • . . One
catches, through the p^retense of documented fact,
the tell-tale token of a typical prison melodrama,
hero-style."— CROW^THER, N. Y. TIMES.
"Fettered by spasmodic direction and a limp
script . . . Bryan Foy, an old hand at wild and
wooly melodrama, should have had a pipe dream
instead
of sticking
to the record." — BARNES,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"One of the most uneven pictures ever made.
At times, it terrifies any man or woman who has
a home to go to — again it is absurd . . . The
good moments are stirring, it is a shame that
the picture could not have hit that high level
consistently. "—COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
Your Service — Our Responsibility

"MICKEY"
EAGLE-LION
"A good hearted little family comedy proper
to the lower half of a neigHborhood house double feature bill." — AGER, N. Y. STAR.
"Fair-plus . . . Viewed uncritically and with
full acceptance of the artificially high-pressured
plot, Mickey may prove surprisingly popular.
. . Plentiful emotions for those who can believe
them." — WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"Rollicking and altogether delightful comedy.
. . . Introduces a new refreshing personalitv in
Lois Butler." — W^YER, N. Y. SUN.
"Cinecolored absurdity . . . Difficult to choose
which is most inept — script, direction or acting
— and the whole is no better than the sum of
its parts." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Lois Butler rates better material . . . Amiable enough as long as the youngster is allowed
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NEW
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MESSENGER

SERVICE
Member Nat* I FUm Carriera
260 N. Juniper St., PhlU. 7. Pa.
LOcust 7-482S

THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

we thank all theatre owners and managers who
cooperated with us tiy putting retorn trailers In
the proper addressed containers and for wraiiping
and addressing all return ad«ertislil|.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
each week.
Tuesday
program

AGENT WANTED
Film ov theatre promotion salesman or
booking agent with established theatre contacts wanted on full or part time basis to
sell much needed inexpensive "juvenile attendance building" promotion to theatres.
Call Mr. Knapp at GRanite 4-2885 for appointment or write Philadelphia Chewing
Gum Corporation, Eagle and Lawrence
Roads, Havertown, Pa.

Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St,
New York, N. Y.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St., Phila. 7

THEATRE WANTED
Will lease or buy theatre in Eastern Penna.
or New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.

IMPORTANT

LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers

FILM

BULLETIN

Shart

Subjects

TOA'S LEGAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
will meet up with its knottiest problem when
it huddles in special session at the organization's
national convention at the Drake Hotel, Chicago, Sept. 24-25. Delegated to report to the
convention with "recommendations concerning
exhibitor conduct with reference to the problems presented
the Supreme
Courtgingerly
decision,"to
the Council
willby have
to step very
avoid treading on the floorful of affiliated exhibitor feet and yet make headway in instructing
inde exhibs. According to retiring executive director Robert W- Coyne, TOA expects a turnout of 400 to 500 exhibitors, plus a bevy of
distribution,
and "nationally
guests speakers.studio
In addition
to the usual known"
agenda,
the matter of intra-industry conciliation and
arbitration, which jumped into the spotlight following the arrangement between North Central
Allied and 20th Century-Fox, will receive special attention. Coyne disclosed that although
"its form and definition are yet so vague that
it
not received
been presented
our Board,"from
the
ideahashas
informal toapprobation
TOA officials.
SUNDAY

MOVIE-GOERS IN MASSACHUSETTS are apparently much more sensitive than those who attend on weekdays. That
seems to be the only conclusion to be drawn
from the Mass. State Police order that "Hamlet be censored for the Sabbath showings, while
permitting the Shakesperian classic, made by
j. .-Vrthur Rank and roadshown here by Universal-International, tobe exhibited uncut on
weekdays. Due to open in Boston on the 18th,
the picture will suffer deletions of several
phrases and two passages on Sundays, but w'eekday patrons will be able to see it intact. The
action was ordered by B. H. McLaughlin of
the division of inspection, Mass. State Police,
without seeing the picture, but after he had
read the furious
shootingblasts
script.
censor'swriters,
order
brought
fromTheeditorial
who were sharpening their verbal axes for
Beantown's censors. The latter, however, still
kept mum, pleading that they hadn't seen the
film or read the script. As with "Henry V,"
another of that nasty Bard's opi, U-I will probably supply one print on weekdays and another
for Sundays.
THE BABE HOBBLED FROM A SICK
BED in New York Memorial Hospital last
Monday night for the world premiere of Allied
Artists'
"The Babe
Ruth obvious
Story" strain
at Broadway's
Astor Theatre.
Despite
and pain,
the beloved Bambino rose from his hospital
bed to attend the gala opening, one of the
greatest the Great White Way has seen in recent
years. On hand to creet the Bale was Mavor
O'Dwyer, who had earlier proclaimed that day
as "Babe Ruth Day," and a host of notables
from every corner of the land and every walk
of life, who along with the onlooking multitudes
cheered the colorful Yankee to the echo. Glowinf; with happiness was AA's director of ad\-ertising
and weeks
publicity
Lou Lifton,
whose yeoman efforts
in advance
coordinated
the
multitude of details that went into making the
affair the huge success it undoubtedly was.
HAVING WRITTEN OFF JULY as
"World Premiere Month," Universal-International is now girding its salesmen's loins for
a big push in September, which it has dubbed
"William A. Scully Month" in tribute to its
vice-president sales chief. Prexy Nate Blumberg says U-I will seek a record concentration
of playing time during the five-w-eek period
for the septet of films lined up for the drive.
Four of them are the July debutantes, the fifth,
AUGUST

" Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid," made its
splash in Atlantic City following a bathing
beauty contest, and the last two "Larceny" and
"One Touch of \'enus" take ofi' without prerelease records. The slogan will be 'Sellebrate
September with Bill Scully."
IN CONTRAST TO THE TOBOGGAN
w hich has been the customary vehicle for film
company profit statements this year. Technicolor
continues its climb up with a '48 first-half net
which
topped
corresponding
half for
by the
20
per cent.
The the
figures
show a net '47profit
six months ended June 30, 1948 at 5880,000,
compared with ^734,200 for the corresponding
six months of '47. For the second cjuarter.
Technicolor's net was estimated at S478.100.
PRODUCERS WOULD DO BETTER to
reset their sights so as to eliminate any dependence on foreign revenues and concentrate on
pleasing the home grown movie fans was Eric
Johnston's
advice meeting
to a group
of producers,
guilds and unions
in Hollywood
to set
up a public relations council. Warning that the
foreign situation faces even darker days, the
MPAA prexy inade it clear that Hollywood's
pattern for production must be cut to the domestic market, a bit of counsel to which American exhibitors will offer little objection.
AX AUDIENCE

W ITH THE POPE was

n special
highlight
of B. motion
Bernardpicture
Kreisler's
survey of the
European
industry
for Harvard, the first such analysis since the
war. Pope Pius XII, during a special audience,
impressed upon Kreisler the importance of proper selection of subject matter, made urgent by
the great influence the motion picture exerts
upon the people of all countries. Stressing the
great care necessary in presenting the religious,
moral, cultural and educational facades of everyday practical life, the Pope warned that Comnumistic propaganda must be shunned. The
private audience was accorded Kreisler shortly
after his arrival in Italy, the thirteenth of 17
European countries embraced in the survey.
Kreisler, former executive with L'niversal and
Paramount, commented in an airmail dispatch
to Pilm BULLETIN that Italy was the most
promising and vital of any country visited to
date. His next stops will be Austria, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia and England, whence he returns
to the U. S. in September.
ASK THE MAN on the street what he
knows about Canada and he'll probably tell you
( 1 ) that's where the Dione quintuplets were
born and (2) they have cops called Mounties
that always get their man. Beyond that, our
good neighbor to the North is as much a blank
to the average American as any remote little
Graustarkian kingdom. The moviemakers, who
are as mucli to blame for this condition as any
other factor, have been prodded into a belated
attempt to remedy this sad ignorance by Canada's lack of dollars with which to buy our
goods.
LongfromourEuropean
best customer,
Canada's
dollar income
sales has
been pared
lo the bone, while its citizens' post-war buying
spree has further depleted its reserve. Thus,
Canada was forced to institute temporary controls drastically limiting purchases from the
U. S. A Paramount short, "Neighbor to the
North," combination travelogue, documentary
and editorial, is the opening gun in the industo acquaint
Americans
our
next try's
doorcampaign
neighbor.
Starring
BritisherwithRalph
Forbes and American Walter Abel, the film

By BARN
if an impressive start in making the point that
e>try Yank has a stake in the destiny of his
C Tiuck cousins;
THE BIGGEST SINGLE WEEK'S BUSINESS in the 34-year history of Warner Bros.
St.rand on Broadway was racked up with the
c impany's "Key Largo." With the theatre
operating on a 20-hour daily schedule, from 8
a. m. to 4 a. m., 116.241 viewed the film and
the "in person" show headed by Count Basic
an.l his orchestra, plus Billie Holiday in the
first week after its opening cn July 16th. In
M ami, the fi m had a day and date debut at the
Miami and Beach Theatres as Mayor Robert
L. Floyd proclaimed July 23rd "Key Largo
lJa\-. " and was followed by 198 other engagements in Florida within the next few days. As
v.ith der"Key
Largo," the have
Warner
boxofficers
unMort Blumenstock
inundated
the San
Antonio, Texas area within a radius of 80 miles
with a flood of publicity, exploitation and advertising for its world premiere of "Two Guys
from
Texas"
on Aug.
4, withCarson,
the picture's
stars,
Dennis iMorgan
and Jack
hobnobbing
with Governor Jester and other bigwigs for
the occasion.
TICKER TAPPINGS: That press book
prepared by Ernie Emerling and his stcff for
TO.-\'s Youth iMonth Campaign next month
deserves a tip of the hat for presenting in a
clear, concise, eye-catching manner the excellent
campaign mapped out by Charles P. Skouras
anl his Youth Month conmiittee. Marginindexed, the 16-page brochure is loaded with
stunts and promotion that will do the community
and the exhibitor (via invaluable public relations) aworld of good . . . Metro has retitled
them ''Screaming Rooms" for its trade show of
the Red Skelton comedy, "A Southern Yankee."
The company guarantees full replacement of all
popped buttons . . . U-I has temporarily turned
its Broadway shovvplace, the \Vinter Garden,
into a reissue house to present the late Mark
Hellinger's "The Killers" and "Brute Force" as
a power pair.
OF MEX AND THINGS . . . Max E.
^'oungstein,
Lion chieftain
ad-publicit)v. p., v ';oa
is the first Eagle
promotion
to captain
sales drive, entrained last week on the third leg
of his nationwide tour of E-L's 31 company
exchanges for the Bill Heineman Sales Campaign, gabbing with salespeople and exhibs in
Chicago, Milwaukee, ^Minneapolis, Detroit ajid
Indianapolis,
that order
. . .''Henry
son,
formerly inassociated
in inde
productionHenigwith
Howard Hughes and Preston Sturges, goes
over from "Joan of Arc" to Vanguard Films in
"an executive capacity," it was revealed bv
David O. Selznick and Daniel T. O'Shea . . .
Isma Berringer (Jack) Pulaski, Variety drama
editor and dean of its critics, succumbed to a
stroke at the age of 65. The venerable "Ibee,"
as he signed his notices, had been a staff mem1910 was
.. .upAllied
Artists-AIonogram's
Steveber since
Broidy
in Canada
last week for
talks on a group of films to be produced at
Renaissance Studios under a two-year pact . . .
Charles A. Smakwitz, WB Theatres exec in
.\lban3% goes into the area's zone manager post
vacated by C. J. Latta's appointment as Warner chain head in England . . . Robert R. Richardson, formerly with RKO, replaces Mark
(^roldman, resigned, as Eagle Lion's Cleveland
branch manager . . . Another Cleveland appointee is William M. "Bill" Levy who succeeds
Harris Dudelson as United Artists' branch
head . . . Merritt Davis takes over Republic's
Atlanta branch managership from James E.
Hobbs, resigned.
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PRODUCTION

§

RELEASE

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
issue
the national release date. No." is the release number.
is
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C!
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (.58)
Completed ( 3)
Completed (23)

In Production (2)
In Production (0)
In Production (I)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SMOKY MOUNTAIN
Action-Musical — Started July 19
Cast: Roy .A.cuff, Smoky Mountain Boys.
Director: Ray Nazarro
Producer: Colbert Clark
story: A trfneliim hand leadei- helps .seltlf a will Kiving ownership of the ranch
to the riglill'ul heirs.
LAW OF THE BARBABY COAST
Melodrama — Started July 26
Cast: Robert Shayne, Gloria Henry, Adele Jergens, Stephen Dunne.
Director: Lew Landers
Producer: Wallace MacDonald
story: A cru.sarlin^ district attorney finds trouible in early '''an Francisco but
■but beats the lawless.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Cast Details
Title — Running Time
Rel.
Lo»ers, The
Wilde-Knight
7-19.
COMPLETED
1947-48
.3-29. . .7-29.
Arkansas Swing
Vincent-Hot Shots
Details under title: Texas Sandman
.5-6.
Best Man Wins (75)
8uchanan-Lee 12-22.
Big Sombrero, The
Autry-Verdugo 8-18
Details under title: A Little Spanish Town
Blask Eagle
Bishop-Patton 5-10. . .9-16.
Black Arrow, The
Hayward-Blair
8-4
Blading Across The Pecos (55)
St rre t-Burnet e
11-24 7-1.
Blondi*'s Reward (67)
Sing!eton-Lake 9-29... 6-3.
Details under title: Blondle's Night Out
Blonlle's Secret
Single on-Lakc
6-7
Boson Blackie's Chines; Venture
IMerrs-May ia
7-5
Details under tit'e: Boston Blackie's H:nor
Challeng< of the Range
StarretVSurnette 7-5
Congo Bill
McGuire-IVIoore 5-10
Coroner Creek (C) (90)
Scott-Chapman 9-29... 7-48.
Dark Pat, The
Holden-Cobb
6-7
Details order title: Hearsay
El Dondo Pass
Starrett-Burnette 6-7
Filler Brush Man, The (93)
£k'lton-Bbir 10-27 ... 6-48 .
Gallant Blade (C)
Parks-Chapman 12-8
Gentleman From Nowhere
Donnllson-Litcl 5-10
Her Wonderful Life
Kiepura-Eggorth 11-10
Details under title: The Eternal Melody
Lady fron Shanghai, The (87)
Hayworth-Welles 10-14 ... 5-48 .
Loaded Pistols
Autry-Britton
Loser Take All
Mitchell-Nigh 3-15
Detiils u-dcr title: W'nntr Take Nothing
Lowes of Carman, T'e (T)
Haywjrth-Ford 11-24
Lilu Belh
Lamcur-Montgomery . . 11-10 ... 8-48
Man From Colorado, The (T)
Ford-Drew
3-17
Manhattan An:el
Jean-Ford
3-15
Details under title: Sweetheart of the Bluei
Mating of Millie, The (87)
Ford-Keyes
7-7... 4-28.
.7-5
My Dog Rusty (67)
Donaldson-Lltel
4-8
Port Said (69)
Bishop-Henry 12-22... 4-15
Oaiek 01 the Trigger
Starrett-Burnet:e 6-21
Retarn of October, The (T)
Ford-Moore
9-29
Rgsty Leads the Way
Donaldson-Moffett 3-1
Deta il under title: Rusty Takes a Walk
BdstyHound,
Saves ATheLife
OonildsDn-L'tel
Jea
(Serial)
Crabbe-Blake
5-26.... 9-4
.3-15
Sign of the Ram, The (84)
Petcrs-Knox
8-4... 3-^8
SIncin' Spurs
Hoosier Hoi Shots
Slight y French
Lamour-Ameche 1-19
Details under title: Let's Fall I.1 Love
S«ng of India
Bey-Rossell
7-5
Strawberry foan. The (C)
Autry-Henry
7-7... 8-48
Superman (Serial)
Alyn-Nell
2-16... 7-15
Tex Gra nger (Serial)
Stevens-Stewart 8-4 4-1
Thanderhoof (77)
Foster-Bishoj 2-16 . .7-8.
Details under title; Wild Fury
To the Ends of the Earth (109)
Powcll-Hasso
12-9 .2-48
8-12 3-15
Trail to Laredo (54)
Starrett-Burnette
Trapped by Boston Blackle (67)
Morris-Lane
12-22... 5-13
Triple Threat
Kenry-Crane
7-19
Undercover Man
Ford-Foch
5-24
Untamed
Breed,
The
(C)
Tufts-Brltton
4-12
Details under title: The Wranjier
24

AUGUST

mm
Wal'i
a Crooked
Mile
Details
under title:
FBI Me«ti Scotland 0'K«ef(-Hayward
Yard
Walking HIM,
f cott-Balnei
WhI IwinK Raiders (54)
Kta'rett-Saundwi
Winjs Westward (C)
Aytry-WhIte

2. 1948

5-24
5-24
9-15... 5-13.
7-5

EAGLE-LION
Completed (38)
Completed ( 7)

i:;47-48 Features
Westerns

In Production (3)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE BIG CAT (T)
Action — Started July 12
Cast: Lon McCallister, Peggy Ann Garner, Preston Foster, Forrest
Tucker, Skip Homeier, Sara Haden, Irving Bacon, Gene
Reynold.s.
Director: Phil Karlson
Producer: William Moss
.story: A city b jy living In a wild country finds strength and maturity in helping
t« baltl< a Willi coiisar d'Stroying the crops.
RED STALLION IN THE ROCKIES (C)
Action— Started July 13
Cast: Jean Heather, Arthur Franz, Jim Davis, Ray Collins, Wally
Ford, Leatrice Joy.
Director: Ralph Murphy
Producer: Aubrey Schenck
story: A cjrcus horse esci|)«i and runs wild. When farmers try to kill him, he
Is saved by the clrcu-v i)eop]e.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast
Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
fulsa
Hayward-Preston 7-5
COMPLETED
1947-4«
Adventures of Casanova (83)
deCordova-Nash 5-12. .. .2-7 ... .812 ... .2-2
Assigned to Danger (66)
Raymond-Nash
5-19.... 821
Behind
Bremer-Carlson 6-7
DetailsLocked
under Doors
title: Inside the Wall
Born To Fight
Brady-Shaw
3-15
Cano.i City (83)
Brady-Meade
3-29... 6-30
826 7-5
Check Your G.RS (55)
Oean-Ga es
7-7 ... 1-24 ... 8^3 . . 12-iJ
Close-up (76)
Baxter-Gilmjre 12-22. . . 6-9 . 824
Cobra Strikes. The (62)
Ryan-Fraser
1-5 ... 4-24 . . 820
Enchanted Valley (C) (77)
Cartis-Gwynne 9-1... 3-27 817... 3-29
Headin' For Heaven (71)
Erwin-Farre'l 8-4... 1-17 810 1-5
It's Moider
Switrer-Whalen 5-12
Hollow Triumph
Henreid-Bennett 2-16
Lady At Midnight
Ce.nning-Lee 3-15
1-3 .
Let's
A Little
Lamarr-Cummings 7-21.
3-1
10-18
Linda Live
Be Good
(67)
Hubbard-Knox
1-3 . 808 . 10-27
Man from Texas (71)
Craig-Bari
5-26.. 10-18 815... 4-12
Details under titii: A Texas Story
. .6-23
Mickey (C) (87)
Botlcr-Co:d«in 11-10. 7-28 . 875. . .6-2]
Noose Hangs High, The (77)
Abbott-Cosfello 11-24. ..<-27
.819. . .4-12
Northwest
Lesl e-Crag
7-21.
. .7-19
Details Stampede
under title:(79)
Wild Conquest
.3-20 .830.
816.
. .3-29
Oc ober Twist
Man, The (91)
Mills-Greenwood Foreign
Foreign.
828
Oliver
Davie;
Open Secret (70)
Ireland-Randolph 9-1. . 5-5 . 813 .2-16
Prairie Outlaw
Dean-Holt
11-10. .7-14
.5-12. . 857 . . .
Ranpags
Mitch ll-L'^ng 12-22
RawDetails
Deal under
(78)
O'Keefe-Tre/or
11-24...
5-26
title: Corkscrew Alley
..5-26.
.4-3. 822 6-7
Ruthless
(104)
Scott-Lynn
9-1.
.818
Details under title: Prelude to Night
.848. . .3-29
Seven Sinners (86)
Dietr:ch-Wayne Reissee. ..7-21.
3-27 . .829.
811
2-2
3-1.
Fo-d-Vinc nt
No Tears
Shedgglers,
Sm
The (70)
(85)
Red;rave-Kent Fwel n . 1-31 . .827.
1-19.
Eey-tVri
,
.
7-7
.
(79)
The
Spiritualist.
823.
Sutter's
Gold (93)
ArnJid
Reissje. .3-27. .849.
Delgado-Gurie
Sword of the Avenger (76)
.1-10.
.6-16.
.
.6-2.
.8 8. 12-22
Dean-Ates
Tioja Kid (54)
7-21.
B'Keefe
T-Men (91)
Gyrt-Willlamj Freign. .2-28. .80).
Take My Life (85)
Ireland-Ryan 5-12.
Tomorrow You Die
.854.
9-1. . .2-21. .. .814.
Dean-Holt
Tornado Range I56)
Basehart-Brady 5-10
Tw8nty-N:ne Clues
FILM
1947-48 Features

CLASSICS
Completed ( 8)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Re».
5-7
Gargan-Lord3-1... 5-20
Aroyle Secrets
6-21
Paige-Brooks
Blonde lc« (72)
4-1
Calvert-Hudson
Devil's Cargo
Inner Sanctum
Hughes-Russell
' 4-12... 8-48
Ca houn-Long
Miracolojs Journey (C)
4-15
aumont
Rafferty-Be
ss
Madne
Money
Raymond-Gurie 3-29.. 6-48
rofia (Ci
6-21... 9-48
Grey-Reed
Unknown Islaid (C)
Details under tith: The Unbelievable
4-48
Documentary
Will It Happen Ajain?
FILM

BULLETIN

M E T R P - C O LPWYN-MA|ftf^^^
1947-48 Features
Completed (42)
In Production (4)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY (T)
Musical— Started July 18
Cast: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Oscar Levant, Blllie Burke.
Director: Charles Walters
Producer: Arthur Freed
Story: T!ie car. er of a vaiuieville team in the 1916 «Ta.
THE LUCKIEST GIRL IN THE WORLD
Diama — Started July 14
Cast: Barbara Bel Geddes, Frances Rafferty, Marcia Jones, Ruth
Brady.
Director: John Berry
Producer: Wolfgang Reinhardt
Story: A girl marries for money but finds it does not bring happiness so she
turns to a poor man who brings her love
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
No.
Title — Renning Time
Cast Details Rel.
Brike. The
Taylor-Gardner 6-21
Little Women
Allyson-Taylor 7-5
Hfmbers Racket. Ths
Garfitld-Pearson
........7-5.......
(all star)
COMPLETED
1947-4S
Act of Violence
Hell n-Rym
6-21
8^? 2-1;
Alias The eentleman (74)
Bee y 'at cw
5-13 M r
3-29
B. F.'s Daufhter
Stanviycli-Hellin 8^6 ..Apr
Big City, The (103)
O'Brien-Murphy 10-27 . Jine
Bride
Gou under
Wild,title:
The Virtiois
(98)
Johnson-Allyson 7-7.. Mar fl'
Detailt
Cass Timberlane (119)
Tracy-Tt'tner
5-12... Jan
3-17-5
813 11-10
Ccimnand Decision . .
Gable-Pidgeon 4-26
Date With Ju<y. A (113)
Beery-Powell
1-5... Ji^
Eastor Parade (T) (103)
Astaire-Garland 12-8. .Joly .829.
Edward, My Son
Tracy-Kerr
7-19 831
.6-7
Gone Witli the Wind (T)
Gable-Leigh
Reiisoe . . . Frt . . .3000. 12-22
Good News (T) (95)
Lawford-Allyson 3-31.. Dee 810
Green Dolphin Street
T«rnef-Hell n
9-30 .. No* ..811
Detaih ander title: The Pvsonal Togeh
May. . .815. . .
High Wall, The
Taylor-Tot:er
7-7 .Feb.
Homecoming (113)
G'ble-Tarner
9-15. .Jul. . .S26...
. .814. . . .1-5
If Winter Comes (97)
Pif'g-'on-Kerr
6-9
lolia Misbehaves
Garson-Pidgeon 1-19 .Sept.
Killer McCoy (103)
Rooney-E. Taylor
6-23 . . Dec . .809. .10-27
Lixury Liner (T)
Brent-G fford
9-1
Kissing Bandit, The (T)
Sinatra-Grayson 5-26.
Master of Lassie
Gwenn-Leigh
9-29.
Details under title: Hills of Home
-Kelly
We Miior Vices
Andrews-Pa mer
6-23,
.June. . . 828. .5-24
Pirate. The (T) (102)
Garland.
3-3. . .June. . .. .825.
.4-12
.830. .4-12
Search, The (105)
Clift-M
Secret Land
Navy Documentjry
.
.821
7-8. . .Apr.
5-10.
Sun in the Morning, The (T)
MacDonald-Nolan
Sept
Southern Yankee
£keIton-Da'il
2-2 . . Apr . . . .824.
State Of The Union (120)
Tracy-Hepburn .
10-13
.3-23
Tale of Navajos
Navajos Indians
Three Godfathers, The (T)
Wayne-Armendariz 5-24.
Three Musketeers (T)
Turner-Kelly
2—16.
.1-19
.816. ,2-16
Tenth
Avenue Daughters
Angel (76)
O'Srien-MuriWiy .11-25.
4-1.... .M?,r
Feb.. .817,
Three Daring
(T) (115)
MaeDonald-lTurbi
.
Detail; under title: The Birds and the Bees
. 4-26 .
Words and Music
f arlznd-Rooney
MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (26)
Completed (13)

In Production (2)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BOWERY COMEBACK
Melo«lrama — Started July 12
Cast: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Frankie Darro. Gabriel Dell, Bil'.y
Benedict, Benny Bartlett, David Gorcey.
Director: Reginald Le Borg
Producer: Jan Grippo
story; Boys try to clean ui> bi^-Mns ia<.li.t wh.-n tlu-ir friend is killuil in the ring.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev
Strike It Rich
Csmeron-Granville 7-19
COMPLETED
1947-48
Angels'
Alleyoriginally
(67)
Gorcey-Gray
11-24 ... 3-21 ... 4708
Released
under title: When Strangers
Marry
Back Trail (54)
Brown-Hatton
7-18. .4757. .
Campus Sleuth (66)
Stewart-Preisser 12-8... 4-18. .4 13.
Cowboy Caialier (55)
Wakely-Taylo,7-4. .47f2.
Crossed Trails (53)
Brown-Hatton
4-11, .4755. .
.4;i?,
Docks of New Orleans (70)
Winters-Young 11-24
Fifhtng Mad (75)
Errol-Kirkwood 9-15 .2-7. .4709, ,
Details under title: A Patooka Named Joe
Fighting Ranger, The
Brown-Hatton
6-7 .8-15
French Leave (64)
Cooper-Coocan 2-2 .4-25. .4.14
Details under title: Kilroy On Deck
.5-16. . .4756.
Frontier Agent (56)
Brown-Hatton
Hloh Tnslon
Gcrcey-Hall
6-7
1Jiggs
Wouldn't
Be in Your
SItoes (70)
Castle-KnDx
2-16. .... .5-23.
and Maggie
in Society
(66)
Yule-Riano
9-29
1-10 .... .4.470416
Jinx Money (68)
Gorcey-Caldwell 1-19 .. .6-27 ,, .4717
Kbnatped
MacDowall-England ...5-24
Kidnapped
Eullivin-Reynolds 6-21
Last of the Badmen
MacDo»all-Engtand ....5-24
Michael O'Halloran (79)
Roberts-Beckett 4-12 ... 8-8
Music Man
ttewart-Brlto 5-24
AUGUST

2 , 1 91

Mystery of The Golden Eye
Oklahoma Blues (56)
Overland Trails (18)
Partners of fh: Sun et (53)
Perilous Waters (661
Range Renegades (54)
Rocky (,6i
Rose of the Rio Grande (60)
S anghai
The (65)
Details Chunderst, title:
Murder by Alphabet
Sh-riff From Medici.^e Bow
Sign ofTrails
the Wolf (69)
Silver
Sixteen Fat oms Deep (Ansco)
Smart Pol tics (68)
Song of The Drifter (53)
Stage
Sr.ck (71)
Irgermjn
ALLIED ARTISTS
Ba')e R th Story. The (ICS)
Dud:Details
Goes undWest.r title:
The Th3
87)
Tenderfoot
Hurted,
The
(85)
It Hap-ened on Fi.th A.enue (115)
Panhanc'le (84)
Smi-r; Womin iJO)
So 0 i-f H,y Heart '89)
Details mi:: tlt'e: Tragic Symphony

Winter-Young
4-26
Wakc ey-Belmcnt 1-19, , .3-28 . .4761
Brown-Belmont 11-24 .. .1-31 .. .4751
Wakely-Larson
5-6
Castle-long
S-l. . .2-14. . .4707
Wakeley-Holt
6-5... 4766
r/!cDowall-Barrier 8-18 .... 3-7 .. .4705
CirroM-Movita Reissue. . .3-14. . .4710
Winters-Best
2-16 .7-11. . .4718.
Brown-Hat:on
7-19 .5-2 . .4711,
whal-n-Prady Reissue
Wakely-Taylor
7-5
Lak -Chaney
7-25.
Prrisscr-Stewart 9-15.... 1-3. 48D1.
627,
Wakh-Co-s
11-10 ... 1-17 , 4715.
Long-Richmond 3-15... 6-13.
6-20, , ,4752,
Srovn-Hatton
Cendir-Tre/or 3-29
Albert-Storm
12-8
Btli'.a-Foster 4-14
Storn-DcFore
Careron-Bowns 9-29
Bennett-Aherne 10-27
Sundstrom-Long 2-3

.6-21
,8-30, ,68-). . .8-2
,4-7 6
4-19 5
1 . .2-17
2-22
4-30 7
1-31 4, .11-24
8,

PARAMOUNT
1947-48 Features

Completed (36)

.1-5

In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
STREETS OF LAREDO (T)
Western^Started July 18
Cast: William Holden, Macdonald Carey, William Bendix, Mona
Freeman, Alfonso Bedoya, Ray Teal, James Bell, Clem Bevans
Director: Leslie Fenton
Producer: Robert Fellows
Story: Based on the famous folk .song of the same nani|e.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Ti 1:— Running Time
Cast
Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Helrees.
The
deHav lland-Clift 7-5
COMPLETED
'1947-48
0 'ng-Cummirgs 4-26
Accused.
The
Alberqufrque
(C) (90) .
Scotr-Brtton
3-3 .2-20 . .4-'-'-i
4709 , ,2-2
2-2
,4726. ,. ..6-21
Beycnd
Glory
(82)
Ladd-Reed
9-29
Details under title: The Long, Grey Line
.r-3
3-5
Big Town
Clock. Scandal
The (95)
Milla-d-0'So!llvan
3-17. 7-30
4-9 ,4722 f-7
6-24
2-16
Bit
(62)
Peed-Brocke9-29
6- 48 R.. .4/11
73508. .3-1
Caged Fury (61)
f^rnnino-Rvan
. .4720
7-2
ronn<>eticut Yankee. A (T)
Crosby-Fleming
723.
.
. 4806
Reiss
e
Crusades.
The (126)
Younn-Wi'co-on
nisisfer
Oenning-Marshall
8- 20
4-26
Dream Girl (86)
H.tt-n-Carey
.'-12 12-3 . .4721. . .;-24
.4720 . .5-lC
Emperor Wa'tj. The (T) (106)
rro.ly-Fonta'ne 6-24
Foreign Affair. A (116)
«rthur-Lond- 0 etr ch .12-22 .7-2 . .4724. . .6-21
3-29
Great Gatsby. The
Lmd Fie d
2- 'j
Hatter's Castle (105)
Mason-Kcr
Foro on , . ,6-18 , . . 471 8
Harard (95)
Gaddar-i-Ca-ey 11-10 , , 5-28 . . 4716 12-22
I Details
Walk Alone
Lancaster-Scott 12-23 . . . 1-16 . . 4 .08
under (99)
title: Deadlock
Isn't It Romantic
Lake-DeWolfe
3-1 ... 10-8 , 4812 ,
Mr,Details
Recklessunder(66,
Eythe-Britton 11-18, , ,3-26, . .4/12. .
title: Hard To Kill
.3-1
My Own Trn- Love
Cougia -Calvert
7-7
NowDetails
a-:d Forever
under title: Abinail. Dear Heart Rains-Henirix 2-2
.7-19
Ni'ht Ha 4 Thousand Eyes (81)
Robin on-Russell 7-7 ,10-22 ,4803, 11-24
Paleface. The (T) (91)
F.ope-Rjss II
8-18 12-24 . 4807 .
«0T> ToVerdict
Pio (100)
Crosby-Hope
Sealel
(83)
Mi land-Mary 1-6 . . 12-25
11-5 ,. , 4"480407 .4-25
Shargy (C) (72)
Joyce-Sh?yne
6-11,,. 4717, .2-16
r-i 01 94)
Ladd-Lake
12-9 .., 3-1? ... 4^0
Sai
Si ters. The '89)
Lake-Caulfleld 10-27 , , 4-30 , 47 IS ,3-15
So
Ev I MyJones
Love (100)
Miland-Told
S-26 8-6, , 4723 .6-7
S->--n-'v.{
Ho'e-Ball
4-26
Sorry Wro g Number (89)
Stan.vyck-Lanca'.ter 2-2 . .9-24 . . 4801
f<;-.•
ee >lT-rgtSra-f
t
Eythe-R-eves 10-27
5-24
(=7)
Arlen-Roorrs
... 5-14 ... 4715 . .8-2
3-1
S;r-n<i»
Ttmnta
ion
MIIIand-To'ter
5-10
He'aih under title: Cark Circle
• ' i 'I iVi II — s
Hentrix-Lunr
4-12. ,11-19 , ,4805
r cnnu-reS Ti '14<;)
roo?er-Go1dard 8-19
4-2 .,, 4705 ,, .9-29
W-te-fr-f
"id-iPh". (64)
Gargan-Hughes
12-1 , .6-25 , ,4/19. . .5-24
Whi peii'g Smith (T)
Ladd-Marsha I
4-28
No
RELEASE CHART
1947-48
lilt— Running TImo
Cast Details
Mil a. d-Eilers
Al a. Mrry Dow (66)
Bros.-Andrews Sis
Arg ntine NigHs (73)
Carrad n -Ankers
Captive WiM Womin (60)
Jcot -Fitzgerald
Corvette K-225 (98)
Eiw n-Munson
Drums of th Congo (61)
" La len-Br; vn
Ex-Champ (72)
Chaney-Ankers
Ghost of Frankenstein (67)
L T, Guys-D.E. Kids
(62)
Wings(87)
Give Usrp'-l-'
I'ci;-a
I l;en-;o> n<on
,
Uung-Prcslon
(89)
Cheyer.ne
Lidy fro.n
LT-y
In A Jam (85)
Con e-KnowIss
Life Toigh G 'y 83)
L.T. Guys-D.E. Kids
Lifle Tooih Guys in Society (73) ..2 Little Toa:h Guys
Magnifeent
(78)
McLaglen-2arnes
Men
of T(x?.sBrute(82)
Abbott & Costello
PowMl
Blonlell(78)
Model
Mammy'sWifeGhoit
(65)
Chaney-Carradine
REISSUE

Rel.
Mar,
May
May,
May
Aug.
Jan.
Mar,
Sept,
Sept.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Juy.
Feb.

,736.
.5013.
1210.
,12/0,
.12;0.
. £.26.
.1212.
1095.
.1121,
6046.
.1208.
. ..796.
929 .
. .917.

Rer.

.1124.
.1222.
.1344.
2S

Mummy's Tomb (61)
My Mai Golfrjy (93)
Next Time We Love (87)
Pardon My Sarong (84)
Sea S;oilers (63)
Sin Town (74)
Son o( D.-acula (80)
Storm, The (78;
When Tomorrow C:me« (52)
Wings Over Ho. o ulj (',8t
You're Not So Tough (71)

Foran-CKaney
Feb... 1246.
Fowe!l -Lombard
July. .. 7, 8.
Stewart-Milland-Sullavan June . 7;6.
'.tack-C )t)'cr
June 1238.
Wayne-Grey
Apr 361.
Bennett Cr.'w'ord
Jan . . .1266.
Chanty-^l'brltton
Jan... 1295.
Bic -ford-Foster
Feb 924.
DunTie-B;y«r
Aog . . '.48.
^il^nd-.arry
. 871.
L.T.Guy»-0
E.KIds May. . 10i3.

REPUBLIC
1947-48 Feature.s
Westerns
S?i'i-Jls

Completed (23)
Completed (13)
Completed ( 3>

In Production (1)
In Production (0)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE WAKE OF THE RED WITCH
Drama — Started July 14
Cast: John Wayne, Gail Russell, Gig Young, Adele Mara, Luther
Adler, Paul Fix.
Director: Eddie Ludwig
Producer: Edmund Grainger
story: .\!iisvirion.';
girl. st-a I'a.ptaln wi-eoks a .ship to get even with a rival who stole
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Federa:
Agjiti Vs. Und'irg-ound Alltn-LaPlanehe 7-19
COMPI.ETED
Adventures of Frank & Jessie James
Mocre-Neill
4-26... 6-11
AngelOetiih
in Ex'!-;
4-12
under title: Miracle of Charlie OakinCarnll-Mara
Cand t, of Dark Canyon
Lane-Waller
12-15 ...752
?i:i and
Coo (Tr.) (61)
Burton's Birds12-22. . .4-15.
3-28. ... . .754
.728
Eol.i
rrontiTsraan
Lane-Waller
Details under Cimarron Trails
654 . . . 4-26
Cal fornia Firebrand (Tr.) (63)
Hale-Boo'.h . . .10-13 .4-1 . . . 703
Caiius Honeymo n
Crane-Wilde
10-13 ... 2-1 . . 755. . .6-21
Carsonof CiScitlant
y RaidersYard
(60)
Lane-Wal'er
2-16. . . 5-13.
Code
Honolka-Farr
8-30.
Oantjcrs of the Canadian Mounted (Serial) . . Bannon-3elmont 10-27 ... 4-24 .... 792.
Daredevils
of
the
Clouds
Livingston-C'arli
3-11...
Denver Kii<, The
Lane-Ca)lagher 7-5 8-10 716
Desu radoes of Dodge City
Lane-Waller
6-21 7-17 . .793
Dick Tracy Returns (Ssrial)
Boyd-Roberts
Drams Along (h: Amizon
Brent-Ralston 5-10
. .732
Eyr-s o; Te as. The (T)
Rogers-Roberts 4-12 . ...7-15..
. . .791
G-Men Ne.er Forget (Serial)
Moore-Ames
8—4 . .. .1-31.
.7-25. . . .715
Grand Canyon Trail (Tr.)
Rogers-Frazee
.6-21 . . . 4-25 . . . .707
Homicide Fo.- Three
Long-Douglas
6-7.
.5-24
I. Jane Doe (85)
Hussey-Cjrroll 11-24. . . .5-25. . .. .710.
.705. .3-29
Ins:de
Story,
The
(87)
.
.
.
.,
Hunt-Londijan
9-15...
3-14.
.
.
.
3-14
.
.
Details under title: End of the Raiobow
. .761
12-20
5-10. . .. . .709
It's A Grand Old Nag (Tr.)
Cartoon Feature
12-20.
King o; the Gamblers
Wr.glit-Martin
5-10 709.
. . .3-25. . . .706. .4-26
Lightnin' in the Forest (58)
Roberts-DjuglJs 12-8.
Macbeth
Welles-Nolan
7-7.
. .704
Madonna of The Desert
Castle-Roberts 11-10. . . .2-23.
.701
1-1 .... .....756.
Main Street Kid. The
Pearce-Martin 9-29 .... 7-25.
1-1
Marshal of Amjrillo
Lane-Wailer
7-25.. . .714
Moonrise
Clark-Russell
. . .7-11. .
Nighttime in Nevada (T)
Ro9?rs-Harmon 5-10.
Oklahoma Badlands
Lane-Coles
11-24... 2-22 753.
Old Los Angeles
Elliott-McLeod 10-13... 4-25 708.
OutDetails
-'■ tireunder
Storm
Lydon-Collier 3-29... 8-25 717.
title: Backfire
.6-7
Pljnd.rers, The
Cameron-Massey .
.6-9
Red Pony. Tire (T)
loy-Mitchum ....
2-16. . .5-31. . .702
Secret Service Irve'tigrrtor (60)
Bridgrs -Roberts
.711. . . .6-7
Sli'py
Earry-Evans
9-1 .1-15
Sons ofMcGee
Adventure
Hayden-Roberts 3-15...
8-27
656
Son of God's Country
Hale
6-21
Timber Trail. Th;
Hale-Roberts
6-15 .712.
Train to Jlcrira;
Barry-Matin
3-1... 6-28
Details under title: Alcatraz Prison Train
Urd r Ca i ornii Stars (Tr.) (70)
Rogeri-Frazee 11-25 5-1 731. . . 6-7
RKO
1948 Features

RADIO
Completed (38)

NEW

In Production (3)

PRODUCTrONS

GUN RUNNERS
Melodrama — ^Started July 26
Cast: Tim Holt, Richard Martin, Martha Hyer, Paul Hurst.
Director: Frank McDonald
Producer: Herman Schlom
Story: An old-time Army officer connives with crooks on a load of guns. When
he Is caught, his young frienas run down the crooks to help clear him.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Interference
Mature-Ball
7-19
Tarzan and the Arrow of Death
Barker-Joyce 7-19
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. THREE
If You Knew Susie (90)
Cantor-Davis
1-30
2-16
Western Heritage (60)
Holt-Leslie
2-16
BLOCK NO. FOUR
Arizona Ranger, The (63)
Holt-Leslie
11-10
4-12
Tarzan and the Mermaids (68)
Weissmuller-Joyce 8-4
4-12
26

BLOCK NO. FIVE
Berlin Express (86)
tbe:o;-Ryan 5-1
Bring 'Em B^ck Al ve
franx Buck
.5-24
Fighting
Fatt:ef (61)
Dur.ne
D'Brien-Dell
3-3l!!.'!
Guns
of Hate
Hott-Le.lie
12-22.
.....
.
5-24
ReturnBLOCK
of the Badmen
Scott-Jeffreyi . .
NO. (90)
SIX
5_24
Mystery in Mexico (66)
Lundig^.n-White 10-13
7-5
Race Street
(79)
Ra(t-Mi w.ll ... . .7-7
<-l.. '.
7-'
Twisted
Road.
The
(95)
O'Oonnell-Grancer
7-5
Velvet To CI, The
Ruisell-Genn
10-13
9-2
NOT DESIGNATED
Baltimore Escapade
Temple-Young 6-21
Blood On The Moon
Mitchun-Btl Geddes 3-1
lodygoard
ri rney-Lane 5-10
Boy
With
Green
Hair
(T)
O'Brien-Ryan
Brothers in the Saddle
Holt-Forman
7-5
Enchantnreni
5-24..'...'....'...'.*.'..'.'.'.'.'.
Details un'er title: Take Three TeniM Wright-Niven
Eve.-y Girl Should Be Married
Grant-Tone
6-7
GooJ Sam
Ctopw-Sherldaa . 8-18
IndianofAgent
Hoi -Martin 10-13
6-7 '
'.'.
Joan
Arc (T)
Bergman-Farrer
Judge
Stepsunder
Out, titIhe
Knox-Sothern
De ails
e: Indian Summer
Foreign
3-1
1-5
Le Silence Est D'or
Chevai:er-Ourrl<r
Long Denirl. The
0'Hai-D:u]'as
6-21
Mr. Josep'i
Yousg of Africa
Johnson-Armstrong
Outlaw
Valley
Holt-Mzrtin
Pearl, Ih: (77)
Mar:;ues-Armendar:2
Foreign
>-lS
Rachel
the title:
Stranger
Youn:-Holdon
9-1
Detailsandunder
Rachel
Return of the Badman
Ccot -White
.-w.
Station West
PoweSI-Greer
Tycoon (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3
2-8
Under Arizona Skies
Holt-Leslie
9-1
Weep No More
'oten ValJi
5-la
Window. The
Ha!e-Ktnnedy 11-24
'.
.
SPECIALS
7i^'"'
Bishop
s
Wife.
The
(109)
C.-ant-Young
3-17
,f^l-24
Design for Death (48)
Lojumentary
Fugitive, The (104)
Fonda-Del Rio
1-6
.11-10
Fun and Fancy Free (73)
Disney Cartoon Feature
891.... 9-1
I Remember Mama (137)
Dunne-Homolka
. . . . .6-9
3-15
Mthdy Time (T)
Oisre/ Musical
5-24
M'-ac!e of The Bells, The (118)
MacMurray-Valli 8-4
3-15
Mourning Becomes Eleetra (172)
Ru>!ell-Redgrave 4-14
11-24
SCREEN
l9n-4« Features

GUILD

Completed (13)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
Rev.
COMPLETED
. 1947-48
Ti'.le — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel. No.
Boy! What a Girl! (69;
Negro Cast
9-20 . . .X-2..
Burning Cross, Thj (78)
Dsni Is-Patton
6-9 . . 10-11 .. .4704. .
Dead Man's
Gold
laRue-Stewart
5-10
Dragnet
(73)
Wil:oxson-Brian 4-28.
. 10-25 .. .4703 . .
Hollywood
Barn
Dance
(65)
T»bii-!r;in3
3-31
... 6-21 .. 4701 . .
Details under title: Western Barn Dance
JungI; Goddess
reeves-McKay
6-21
Killer Dill (71)
Gwynne-Albertson 3-31 ... 9-13 ... 4702 . .
Mark of intheHarlem
Lash
' .-J'jc-Cr.inde'l
Miracle
(71)
Stepin
Fetchit5-24
5-14 X-3. .
Road to the Big House (72)
Djran
12-27 ... 4706 . .
Prairie, The (80)
Aubert-Baxter 4-30 ..4705..
Trail of the Mounties (42)
Haydcn-Holt
3-29 . . .2-21 ... 4708. .
Details under title: Law of the Mounties
Where the North Begins (41)
Hayden-Holt
12-13 . 4707 .

Features

SELZNICK
— S.
Completed ( 5)

In production (1)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Tiile — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No.
Duel in the Sun (T) (138)
lones-Cotten 3-19 4-9
Intermezzo (70)
Bergmtn-Howard ...Reissie
Mr. Blandirgs Builds His Dream House. . . Grant-Loy
10-13 7-1
Paradine Case. The (132)
Todd-Peck
12-23
fortrait of Jenny
cotten-Jones
3-3

20th
1948 Features

CENTURYCompleted (37)

Rev.
4-14
3-29
1-19

FOX
In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MISS MINK OF 1949
Comedy — Started July 15
Cast: Jimmy
Lydon, Richard Lane, Lois Collier, Barbara Bro'wn,
June Story.
Director: Glenn Tryon
Producer: Sol Wurtzel
Story: A girl wins a mink coat in a radio contest and trouble starts when her
bosis' wife wants the coat.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Re».
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Rel. N
Chicken Every Sunday
Dailey-Holm
7-5
Fan, The
Crain-Sanders 7-19
Three
DetailsWives
under title: A Litter to Three Wives Darne:l-Crain 6-21
Sand (T)
Stevens-Gray
7-5
FILM

BULLBVIN

COMPLETED
1947-48
Anna Karenina (llOl
Le:g i-R:c»:ar*son Foreign ... May 820
1-19
Cra n-Hclifen
for Peggy
Apartment The
Bungalow.
Conw:y-Hamilton 7-19
Checkered Coat. The (67)
Conway-Nash
Jily 82:,
Connter.eters. The (73)
Sitton- Verrick
June 819
Creerer. The
3-29
Deep Waters (85)
Andrews-Peters 10-13. . . July 821. .7-19
822.... 6-7
Harrison-Cummins 9-16
Escape (78)
FuryDetails
at Furnace
CreekBallad
(88)
9-15. . . Kay
4-26
under title:
of Furnace Creek Mature-Gray
815
3-15
Emery Gevi
The
Intruder.
Gay
Gentleman's Arreement (118)
Peck-M:Gu re
6-9 . Mrr 8C6. . 11-24
5-12...Jii;e 827 6-7
Gi»e My Regards to Broadway (T) (89) Guilj-Dal y
. . 818 .4-26
cummins- o-iurn 6-23 . June
(T) (89)
Wyoming
Grass of An
Green
Ideal Husband.
(T) (96)
Goddard-Wilding
Mar . 809 3-29
Iron Curtain. The (87)
Andrews-Ti rney
12-S . . ICay . . .816 . .5-24
1-5
Mature- Conti
The
Rome. The
and Martin
LawDetails
under title:
Chair for Martin Rome
11-24... Apr 813
Erne y-:rxks
Lefs Live Again (67)
2-16
of theunderIrish
LuckDetails
ti le: For Fear of Little Met Power-Ea ,le.Arr ... 812 ... 3-29
Eythe-fo.irf
Meet Me at Dawn (89)
July 824...7-1S
Meredith-Moore
Mini Own Executioner (102)
Road House
Lupino-Wilde .
4-12
i;,
; 811...- 3-15
Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay! (T) (95) Haver-McCallster 3-17... Ap- 810.
.3-2J
.
Ap.11-10...
a
Young-O'Har
(84)
PrettyThe
Sitting
Snake Pit.
deHavilland-Gcnn 8-4...
^.^
7-5
Ste^ens-L-wrene; 1-5... July 823....
Street With No Name. The (91)
Jan 803. . .12-8
Brown-Hutchinson 9-1
Tender Years. The (81)
.7-1
.
836.
Aug
.
11-10
e-Fairbanks
Grab
(89)
(T)
in Ermine
Lady under
ThatDetails
title: This Is the Moment
^
P wr-Ticrney 4-12
That Wonderful Urge
... Apr . . . 8-14
Conway-Wescott 12-22
Thirteen Lead Soldiers (66)
7-5
s
Lydon-Edward
on
Tucs
Unfaithfully Yours
Harri on-Parnell 3-1
,
. . Aug . . . 826 . 7-19
Wilde-Darnell 11-10
Walls of Jericho. The (106)
5-24
ey
Grable-Dail
(T)
Me
at
Smiles
Baby
My
Wh(^n
Details under title: Burlesque
Aui 829
Willes-Fa ley
Winner's Circle. The (70)
...
6-7
Feck-Paxter
Yellow Sky (T)
802 2.-1
Feb
.
.
9-15.
Dailey
n—
Cra
Yoj Were Meant for Me (91)
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
12-22 . May . 817 .4-26
rol ier-Co-an
Arthur Takes Over (63)
Russell-Christine 4-26
Big Dan
Feb ... 834 . 12-22
1d
Halo>3-To
(62)
The
Years,
Dangerous Back (60)
Fighting
Langton-Rogers 3-29 ... Aug . 828 . . .7-19
... 808 . . .2-16
Mar
...
11-24
dsen
Taylor-Kn
(69)
Midnight
Half-PastPreferre
Knudsen-Russe!l
d
Trouble
Grable-Dailey 4-12
West of Tomorrow

UNITED

ARTISTS

1947-48 Features

Completed (34) In Production (2)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Snil); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
BiU Boyd (BB) ; Pressburger (Psb); Ripley-Monter (RM) ;
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan (Cow);
Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les) ;
Loew-Lewin (LL); Eag:le-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgj ) ; Bronston
(Brn); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent); Hughes (Hgs) ; Comet
(Com).
NEW PRODUCTtONS
BLONDES LP
Comedy — Started July 14
Cast: Grouchc Marx, Chico Marx, Harpo Marx, Ilona Ma;ssey, VeraEllen, Marion Hutton, Bruce Gordon, Melville Cooper, Paul
Valentine.
Director: David Miller
Producer: Lester Cowan
story: The old Marx formula Thi.s time with a New York seating.
THE LUCKY STIFF
Murdei Mystery — ^Started July 12
Cast; Dorothy Lamour, Brian Donlevy, Claire Trevor, Irene Hervey. Marjorie Rambeau, Billy Vine.
Director: Lou Foster
Producer: Amusement Enterprises
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
.No.
.NasRev.
Cover
Bendix-0'Ke"fe
7-5.
. Sml
Indian Up
Scot
Montgo:tiery-Drew 7-5.
Details under title: Some Rain Must Fall
COMPLETED
—
1947-48
An Innocent Affair
Carroll-MacMurray 3-29 .. .9-17 ... Nas
Angry God
Parla-Orlcga
Arch of Triumph (120)
Bergman-Boyer 7-22 .. .3-48. .. Ent .. .4-26
Dead Don't
Dream
Boyd-Brooks
8-4
BB
False
Paradise
Boyd-Brooks
9-1
BB
Four Faces West
McCrea-Dee .
7-9 ... Ent ... 5-24
Gay Amigo
Renaldo-Carrillo 7-19
Pnk
Girl From Manhattan
Montqon:cr;-Lanicur
Dog
Details under title: All's Well That Ends Well
High Fury
Carrcll-Hunfer
8-20... RC
Henry V (T) (134)
Oliv-er-Newton
For .. .9-47 ... GEO . . 4-29
Hoppy's
(60)
Boyd-Ware
.. BB 5-12
Kings of Holiday
the Olympics
Documentary9-30. . .7-18.
5-48
LalfDetails
Time under
(C)
9-30
Rgs
Misc. Independents Chart Olsen-Jannsen
MadRev.Wednesday
(80)
Lloyd-Walburn
10-1
SIg
3-3
under title: Sin of Harold Diddlebock
Man of Evil (90)
Mason-Calvert
For
GFD... 4-12
Montana
Details Mike
under (97)
title: Heaven Only Knows Cummings-Donlevy .... 12-23 .. .9-47 ... Neb ... .8-4
My Dear Secretary
Day-Douglas
5-24 .. 10-15 ... Pop
On Our Merry Way
All-Star
8-5. . .6-15. . .Bog-Mer. . .
Details under title: A Miracle Can Happei
Outpost in Morocco
Raft-Tamirolf
BB
AUGUST

Personal The
Column
Pitfall,
Red River (125)
Silent Conflict
Siren
of Atlantis
Details
under title: Atlantis
Sleep My Love (97)
So This Is New York (79)
Strange Gamble
Texas. Brooklyn and Heaven (76)
Time of Your Life. The (107)
Vendetta
Vicious Circle
UNIVERSAL1947-48 Features

'aniferi-Eall
. 7-21
Po.el-Scott 11-112-2.. . ..7-25
.8-13 . .. .. Srg
. Bis
Wayne-Clif.
9-30
Hks...7-19
BcyJ-Br oks
7-21. . .8-27 , BB
Montez-Au.ront 3-3 . . .3-48 . . Neb
Colberi-Cumming; 6-9
Sml 1-19
Mcrgan-VMIse
10-13. . .6-25 ... S 5-24
Boyd-Clyrte
5-1 .
BB
Madison-Ly.in
2-16. .. 7-16 ... Gol . .7-19
CaEney-Bendix
5-26 .. .7-30 . Cgy .. .6-7
DeGeorg?-3rooks 8-19
Hgs
Conrad Na:le
5-48. . .Wil 6-7
INTERNATIONAL'

Completed (41)
RELEASE CHART

In Production (3)

IX PRODUCTION
Title — Rinnlng TiM
Ci t
Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Criss Cross
Lancasetr-deCarlo 7-5.,
Family Honeymoon
o bert MacMurray f-21
Mexican Hayr de
M hot -Costeilo
6-21
«
COMPLETED
1947-48
Abbolt & Costeilo Meet Frankenstein (83) . A bott Cost llo
July. . . .664. .. .7-5
All
My Part
Jons of(.4)
Rcb rs- n-'hristlans
July. . f6D
657 . ..4-12
Ano h3r
Tie Forest (107) ^larc
ly;h . . 10-13
ll-\0 .... .une
Are You With It (90)
n Con nr
juan
. 11-21 .. "ay . . 656
Bad Sister (90)
Palmer-N ven
Foreign ... July
7-19
Beware of Pi.y (102i
Lockwood-Kurter Fori ign. . .July
Black Bart (T) (80)
Cear;o-ruysa
6 23...Ap.- 3-15
Details u-:d:r t'Me: Adventures of Black Bart
Black Velvet (T)
B'yth-DuS
7-5
Brothers. The (SO)
" c F (JFTern
5-24
Bush Christmas (70)
Rafferty-Fernside Foreign ... Nov
Casbah (94)
OeCarlo-Vartin 10-27 .Apr
Captain
feni'^-Kirby Foreijn
4-'6
Countess Boycot;
of Monte(S2)
Crsfo
Conat-Grangcr
Dear Mi rderer (901
Potjtn-Gynt
Foreigi . . . May 653 . .5-34
Double Li;e. A (105)
' ol iian-Hasso
6-23 . Mar
1-19
Deta Is und'r tit'e: Imagination
End of the River (80)
Satu-Lo/ell
Foreign
7-5
Feudin'.
and Fightin'
(78/Race at O'Connor-Main
3-1 ... July ... .665 .. .6-21
Details Fussin'
under title:
The Wonderful
Ri r ck
Ham et (153i
O lvi r-Hcrlie
Foreign
7-19
. .2-16
Holiday Camp (97)
Robson-Prc;
Foreipn.
Hungry Hill (92)
LorkwDol-Price rc---n.
.10-27
lassy (E6)
Lakewool-Price to- Iqn.
Case Against Calvin Cooke
M^rch-Eldredg;
659,
Larceny
'Owcll-Tcrrn 9-11..
'-''I..
Letter Fron An Unknown Woman (87) . . . Fontaine-Jocrden
July 666. .
Man-Eater of Kum on (79)
Sabu-Page
12-22. .Aug
Mr. Peabody
aid i96l
th> Mermaid
Powell-Blylh
1-19. June
Naked
City. The
7-7n .
Fa"anl/iicke-'
r' anks-Carfer
Nicholas NcldeLy (94)
.7-5
8-4.
Forri
2-16
o-d
One Touch of Venus
6-23
W,?
k
r-Ga.-dn:r
.
.
,
5-24
OcC
rIo-D:
r>ea
River Laiy (T)
Ablo;t-C:s
ello . . . 2-16 .June.
.Aug. .661.
Rogues Regiment
Mont o'.-ery-Hayward
Saxon Charm
Hcflin-Hayward ....
Tap Roots (T) (109)
., Foreirn
2-16
Mls-Johi
Fawny
Pipit
(81)
Unafraid, The
.7-5
. . . 3-29
Details under title: Kiss the Blood Off M)
.June.
.
.662.
Durbin-Kaymes
10-13.
Up
Central
(87)
Ida InGotta
Stay Park
Happy
.Fontaine-Stewart
5-24.
.6-7
WARNER
194;-48 Features

BROTHERS

Completed (34)
RELEASE CHART

In Production (4)

Rev.
IN PRODUCTION
No.
Tile — Running Time
Cast Details
Fighter SquadronThe
(T)
O'Brien-stack
6-7.
Fountainhead.
Coopcr-Neal;
7-19.
June
L'ride
Oav
s
-IViont
oaiery
5-24.
South of St. Louis
McCrea-Smith
6-7.
COMPLETED
1947-48
Adventures of Don Juan (T)
Flyr.n-Lindfors 10-27
April Sl-owers (94)
Carson-Sothern 9-15 . . 3-27 .... 719 . .3-15
BisDetails
Punch. under
The title:
(80)
2-2... 6-26 727 6-7
The Fighting Terror Morr s-Maxwell
Christopher Blake
Smith-Douglas C-15
Dames Don't Talk
Mayo-Bennett
3-1
Emhraceable
You
(80)
Cla-k-Brooks
3-15... 8-21 732 8-2
Details under title: Sunburst
FlayDetailsMartin
Mayo-Scott
4-26
under title: Smart Money
Flowing
d (82)
Garfield-O'Brlcn Reissue.
. .7-17 730
Girl fromGo Jones
Beach. The
Reagan-Mayo
5-24
God's Country and the Woman (71)
Brent-Roberts Reissue. . .7-17 729
lo'in Loves Mary
Reagan-Ncal
2-2
lohnnv Belinda
Wyman-Ayres
9-15
Key
Largo
(101)
Bogart-Bacall
1-5.
. .7-31. .. .731. . .7-19
K ss 'r- he rark, A
Wyman-Niven
3-29
Life With Father (118)
Powell-Dunne
8-14 702
4-12
Carson-Day
My Dream Is Yours
7-19
Douglas-Westcott
Beat
Night Unto
Night
Night
Lindfors-Rengan 9-30
2-16
Smith-jroU
One Last Fling
One Sunday Afternoon (T)
Morgan-Paige 2-15
Romance on the High Seas (T) (99) Carson-Paige
6-23 7-3 728 7-5
Rope (T)
Stewart-Chandler 2-2
Silver Lining (T)
Hav r-Bolqer
4-26
Silver River (llOl
Flynn-Sheridan 5-12.,, 5-29 725
To the Victor (100)
Morgan-Lindfors 8-18. . .4-10. .. .720. . .4-26
Two Guys From Te-as (T)
Morgan-Carson 3-17 9-4 801
Winter Meeting (104)
Davis-Davis
10-13 .4-24 .. .721. . .4-12
Woman in White. The (109)
Parker-Smith 10-14. . .5-15. .. .724. . .4-26
3-3... 6-12 726 6-7
Reynolds-Hutton
(77)
Wallflower
Whiplash
Clark-Smith
3-31
Younger Brothers (T)
Paige-Morris 5-24
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Jane Randolph

Original Screenplay by ROBERT LEES • FREDERIC I. KiNALDO • JOHN GRANT • Directed by CHARLES T. BARTON • Produced by ROBERT ARTHUR
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ACTION
Big-scale western. Well-stocked with a<
tionful moments.
- HARRISON S REPORl

Head-and-shoulders above routine westeril
Production, camera, acting, story, directic
unquestionably superior.
- MOTION PICTURE HERM

Sufficiently impressive to easily earn desi ■
nation of super-western. Highly-compete
cast. Spectacular production values. Ha
trigger direction.
- BOXOFFft

Good

western. Generous

helping of s
- THE EXHIBIV 1

pense.

More men, more horses, more shooting,
<1
tCtm
irs
fwestern
help make this
more effective th<i
usual. First class production.
- SHOWMEN'S

TRADE REWIIV

with
ANDY

DEVINE
' Adams
JACK
GRANT
Screen Play by Gerald
OriginalHOLT
Story by Johnand
K. Butler
and Gerald WITHEIS
Geraghty .sc*
A

REPUBLIC

P

ACTION
Well plotted western. Top production. High
satisfaction.
- FILM DAILY

ACTION
Tightly-woven story. Tense and credible
outdoor drama. Will bring strong boxoffice
results. High above average appeal for entire family. Sure bet.

ACTION
Big brawling western that will stand up in
any situation. Solidly based story. Director
has given a wallop that spells sturdy entertainment.
- DAILY VARIETY

CTION

IE MARA • JAMES
;er-Direcfor JOSEPH KANE
J

R

E

BROWN

(( i^'.

^^'^^ your ftosses

IRVING

/mc^tji?(y

u/4en

S

BERLIN'

starring

JCDYGARIMDFREDASM

PETER

LAWFORD'ANN

MIELER

COLOR BY
Screen Ploy by SIDNEY SHELDON, FRANCES GOODRICH ond ALBERT HACKETT • Orialnol Story by FRANCES GOODRICH and ALBERT HACKEH
Lyrio ond Musk by
Musical Numbers Directed by
Directed by
Produced by
IRVING BEREIN • ROBERT AETON - CHAREES
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

WAETERS

- ARTHUR

FREED

Joe Exhibitor Speaks
fOITOfi
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Page Seven

GIVE

THE

PUBLIC

WHAT

IT

WAIVIS

—
August 7. 1948

Mo Wax, Editor
Film Bulletin

.

-

Dear Sir:
THINK

IT OVER

Ciphers
this life lie get nothing
save by effort: far better it is to
dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, even though
checkered by failure, than to
rank with those poor spirits
who neither enjoy much

nor

suffer much, because they live
in the great twilight that knows
neither victory nor defeat.
— Teddy Roosevelt.

BULLETIN
FILM BULLETIN — An Independent Motion Picture
Trade Paper publishtd every other Monday by Film
Bulletin Company. Mo Wax. Editor and Publisher.
BUSINESS OFFICE: Suite 616 Manufacturers Trust
BIdg.. 1819 Broadway, New York 23; Circle 6-9159.
David A. Bader, Business Manager. Dave Abrams,
Editorial Representative. PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL
OFFICES: 1239 Vine St., Phlla. 7, Pa.. Rlttenhouse 6-7424: Barney Stein. Managing Editor: Jack
Taylor, Publication Manager: Robert Heath, Circulation Manager. HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 9126 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif., CRtstview 5-6489; Sara
Sailer, Hollywood Representative. Subscription Rate:
ONE YEAR, $3.00 in the United Slates; Canada.
$4.00: Europe. $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in
the United States; Canada. $7.50; Europe, $9.00.

It is difficult enough on a hot. muggy Saturday in August to get an idea,
let alone write al)out it. but while I had mv feet propped on the desk and mv
chair tilted back, reading {he last issue of FILM BULLETIN, a thought did
occur to me and 1 thought it high time to resume our one-wav correspondence.
On the editorial page of the August 2nd issue, you remarked that the
hoxoffice slump was due to a number of causes, but that the principal one was
"'dearth of topflight product.'" You also said that some of the studios "happily,
are giving
positive indications of coming to life."
Check.
Mulling o\er the reasons for that "dearth of topflight product" in the past
year or so, I have come to certain conclusions that seem to make sense, at least
on this warm, tired dav. and thev might be worth a few inches in your worthy
BULLETIN.
Wasn't it Sam Goldwyn who
"rich and lazy" on the profits of the
I think the film producers, having
unaccustomed security (from bank

said the major film companies had grown
war years? I'm not so sure it was laziness.
acquired immense wealth and a sense of
credit), became obsessed with a yen to

elevate the motion picture to their conception of an "art."' They began to feel
an urge to enjoy the luxury of being dilettantes, of a sort, dabbling in the
"finer things"" that carping movie critics have been telling them they did not
appreciate. They paid ridiculously high prices for all manner of fancy novels
and stage plays wholly unsuited for the movie medium.
We got novels by Henrys James and Aldous Huxley, a couple very high
class guys whose sensitive literature resulted in two of last season's prize
stinkers, "The Lost Moment " and "A Woman's Revenge." W e got such elegant
examples of bad judgment as Rita Hayworth in "Down To Earth""; Mickey
Rooney in a fouled-up musical version of a Eugene O'Neill play; Cai-y Grant
in a comedy witli religious overtones. We got 'Mourning Becomes Electra"
(although I recall your reviewers liked it) and Warner Bros, even gave us
Robin Hood Flynn in "Escape Me Never."
Yes, my friend, the movies went classy. That vulgar word "action" was
virtually taboo in Hollywood, while psychology, fantasy and veddy clevah dialogue became the fashions. In brief, the movies lost their GUTS.
Call me low-brow, if you will, but I say the movies are for the masses.
The average Mr. and Mrs. and the average Guy and Gal support our industry
and they are the ones to whom we should cater. If they want tough action and
rough comedy and real-life stuff, give it to 'em. And (forgive me, Mr. Eric
Johnston I since Kinsey has made sex an accepted fact of life, it too, has its
place (within bounds of common decency, of course) on the screen.
Mind vou. I'm not calling for films to meet the level of the 11-year-old
mind. The motion picture is an art in its own right and it becomes phony only
when it attempts to imitate the stage or literature. A man like Cecil B. DeMille
appreciates
this fact and that is why he has been one of our leading lights for
so long.
Movies fan be great art when they are made of such basic elements as
action
enjoy. and drama and comedy and song that everybody can understand and
What 1 think I'm trying to say is that the answer to our industry's boxoffice problems is simply — • give the public what it wants.
Best Wishes to you.
Sincerely,
JOE EXHIBITOR
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JVews
REPORTS

OF U-l STUDIO CHANGI

'MALICIOUS'-BLUMBERG
"Malicious and "ridiculous" were the terms
Nate J. Blumberg, president of Universal-International, applied to the persistent rumors of
recent weeks that a change would be made in
the studio management. And, at the weekend,
an announcement of U-I's 1948-49 production
program was issued by Leo Spitz and William
Goetz,
weight todesigned
Blumberg's
words the
of
denial adding
and seemingly
to stifle
rumors that still floated around Hollywood.
(Read Studio Size-ups, Page 17).
Blumberg's statement, in reply to a direct
question
BULLETIN
and
Gcetz werebyto Film
be retained,
was : "'I'ifwantSpitz
to deny
emphatically and categorically that there are
any ciianges whatsoever inijiending or even contcmnlated."
The U-I chief was also asked : "Is a change
contemplated in the type of pictures to be made
in the turesfuture?"
Reply: "The
only type isof those
picwe are interested
in producing

and

Opittion

^\stcni. lie expressed satisfaction witii the
nuthod of handling exhibitor complaints in the
branch offices. h.xhibitors leatlers are invited
to accompnay their members to any Metro office
for a discussion of any complaint, he said.
f ie also announced that M-G-M will bring
groups of branch ofifice employes into New
^'ork for one or two weeks of training in home
office routine. This plan will extend to branch
managers, salesmen, bookers. The first group
will consist of Louis Formato, branch manager,
I'hila. ; Philip V. Gravitz, ofifice manager-head
Ixioker, New Haven; Ansley B. Padgett, assistant branch manager, Atlanta ; H. Russell Ciaus,
salesman, Oklahoma City; Michael J. Ford,
salesman, Chicago; Louis Marks, salesman,
Cleveland; Louis J. Weber, salesman, Dallas.

that will get results at the boxoffice."
The new program outlined by Spitz and Goetz
will ingccmprise
24 "top-budget"
includsix in Technicolor.
The pictures,
latter will
be :
"Bloomer Girl," "Adventures of Sam Bass,"
"Baedad," "Tomahawk," "Sierra" and "Streets
of Cario." .\mong the important black-andwhitee will be : "Harvey," "Night Watch." 'Amboy Dukes," "Life of Riley," "Paradise Lost —
1948" and "Come Be My Love."
RGDGERS

ACTS TO PREVENT

LEAKS BY SEALED MGM

BIDS

In a move designed to avoid any possible
"shenanigans" in the handling of competitive
picture bids, M-G-M has inaugurated the
"sealedtries andbid"
system
employed by other indusby the
Government.
Announcement of this innovation for the protection of bidding exhibitors was made last
week by William F. Rodgers, vice-president and
head of distribution, at one of his pleasant,
periodic luncheon meetings with the trade press.
He made it clear that "there have been no incidents thus far" to indicate that bidders were
not receiving a "fair shake," but said that Metro
desired to avoid the possibility of "leaks."
The system requires all M-G-M branches to
hold all bids in sealed envelopes until the morning following the deadline date for submission.
Then, the bids are to be opened in the presence
of the branch manager, office manager and the
former's secretary.
RIDS INCREASING
Rodgers reported that Metro is now receiving
bids in approximately ISO situations and the
number has ben increasing. He declare<l tint
his company did not desire the bidding system,
but that it had resulted in straightening out
some "troublesrrmc situations." He cited cases
in which exhibitors overbid in order to take
product away from competitors. In such instances, he .said. M-G-M strives to bring about
an agreement between the exhibitors to split
product.
The metro sales chief reiterated his view that
his company docs not need a local conciliation

NATE J. BLUMBERG
"... Emphatically and Categorically"
TOP INDE UNIT REPORTED
IN DIRE FINANCIAL

STRAITS

The tightening of credit for independent producers may turn up a surprising fatality within the next month or two. A usually reliable
source has informed Film BULLETIN that one
of the top-ranking inde production units now
tied up with a prominent major company is at
the end of its financial rope and will have to be
bailed out by its distribution outlet, or absorbed.
Present indications point to the latter being the
case, although this was denied as being in contemplation bythe head of the major company
last week.
The unit in question had the misfortune to
have poured heavy money into several film enterprises atthe very moment before the domestic market began to skid and the foreign take
was curtailed. The topheavy investments, plus
tlie fact that its pictures were not given the
proper distribution to recoup costs, have resultaccording to our informant, in a m'nus
bank ed,account.
If the unit finds itself unable to r-'fiinnce and
tile present distributor takes over 'ts rsscts. a
number of valuable properties and some topflight manpower will go with the deal.

MAJOR

CHAINS

JOIN ALLIED

IN DECISION TO DITCH ASCAP
Courts make strange bedfellows.
When ASCAP was declared a monopoly last
month and enjoined from collecting performing
theatres, National Allied and
rights from
Owners of America faced in opposite
Tl-.eatre
directions as to the course to pursue in continthe former's
Several
uing payments.
payto halt units
their ofmembers
y advised
immediatel
ments, while TOA warned against such action.
surprising when the affilThus it was doubly
iated circuits, many of them TOA members,
decided to withhold payments to the society, apsituation. parently lining up with AUied's view of the
In making the decision, however, the chains
pointed out that it was a temporary arrangement
to give their legal staffs a chance to study the
decision and to determine how the performing
rights can be cleared. It was emphasized also
that the affiliated chains did not intend to evade
jiayment for the music, but until the situation is
settled, dealings with ASCAP will be "Frozen,"
headit.of the Warner chain's
Alben, put
as Miles
legal
department,
KKO STOPS
Malcolm Kingsberg, president of RKO
Iheatres, revealed that ASC.\P checks are
Boston part-A
out. Paramount's
no longer
ner, M & going
P Theatres,
suspended payments,
similar course was understood to be plotted by
Loevv's and 20th-Fox.
Meanwhile, other Allied units continued to
jump on the non-payment, non-pact bandwagon.
First were the E. Penna. and Ohio units, then
in succession lowa-Nebr., Rocky Mountain,
Indiana, Illinois and New Jersey advised their
members to stop payments.
Jack Kirsch, Illinois Allied head, based his
unit's
by the
submitted who
an opinion
advice
concluded
C. McConnell,
counsel. onThomas
theatres
with
agreements
that "ASCAP license
are illegal and cannot be used by ASCAP to
collect license fees from theatre owners who
such agreements." Not only can
have signed
Allied members "safely refuse to pay any further monies under ASCAP agreements." he
advised, but to do so would actually make such

exactions."
payments "illegal
APPEAL
EXPECTED
ASCAP, meanwhile, gave indication that it
would fight and. probablv. ultimately carry its
anpeal to the Supreme Court, when it retained
former Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson
as special counsel to handle the suit.
Columbia became the first company to take
(Continued on Pa^e 10)
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(Continued from Page 8)
act i(111 to aciiiiire both i)t'rf()riiiiii)> rights and
s\ iiclironizatidii rights Id iinisic used in its pro(hictions. Studio music executive Joiiie Taps
aiiiu.uiiccd that Cokiiiibia had already cleared
l)(/th rights for its sequel to "'The Jolsoii .Story"
ai;d will continue U> do so for all future productions i)ending disposition of Judge Vincent
l.tibell's decision. Although terms were agreed
upon, it was emphasized that no payment will
he made until the issue is finally adjudicated.

TRUMAN DEDICATES 'YOUTH'
STAMP; KIRSCH AIDS DRIVE
In an impressive ceremony at the While House
last week, National Youth Month was given the
official blessing of the Preudent of the United
States with the declaration that "the welfare of
the world is wrapped up in the youth of this
nation." Mr. Truman dedicated the si:>ecial lhn;ecent "Salute To Youth" stamp before an assemblage of more than 400, including members of
Congre;S, the Cabinet, and the film industry. It
was the first of a series of events calculated to
make the September drive a potent weapon in
the tight against juvenile delinquency.
Top echelon executives of Theatre Owners of
America, which is spearheading industry particiI)ation, as well as representatives of the trade
and lay press and the newsreels, took pan in the
cerenonies. Charles P. Skouras, chaifman of
TOA's
Month Committee,
prew were
Ted
Gamble Youth
and executive
director GaelTOASullivan
on the platform with the President, Postmaster
General Jesse M. Donaldson, Senator .Alben
Barkley, Attorney General Tom Clark ind
Treasury Secretary John Snyder.
Gaining additional momentum through press
and radio, the campaign will be kicked off on
the night of Aug. 31 with a coast-to-coast starstudded air program, the talent coming from
every studio. Buell Hudson, chairman of the
press committee, has alerted editors of 1800 daily
newspapers and 1000 weeklies for cooperation.
To back up the campaign on local levels, T0.\
has prepared its membership with press releases
suited to each area.
■ Andy W. Smith, Jr., distribution chairman, will
have charge of the two-reeler, "Report for Action," available gratis through the 20th-Fox exchanges for showing during non-op)erating hours
to civic groups.
In Illinois, the Allied unit headed by Jack
Kirsch, jumped on the Y'outh Month bandwagon
with a whole-hearted endorsement and a pledge
to give active assistance both in theatres and in
civic work.
BERNHARD

PROMISES

F-C

UA REALIGNS

METRO WILL SCRAP 'SAFE'
PRODUCTION POLICY-SCHARY
Dore Schary's "experimentar' film program
has moved over to M-G-M with the former
RKO studio chief. The new Metro i)roduction
maestro
gatheredonthethe pre'^s
in a signi-of
fi( ;mt interview
ev^ oftogether
his assumption
activity this week to proinise that he will scrap
I.io's method of "playing it safe" and adopt a
more daring production policy.
First. Schary made it clear that his program
()t "progressive" filins, introduced at KKC)
with such pictures as "Crossfire," "The Farmer's
Daughter" and 'The Boy With (keen Hair,"
will be continued oil Leo's lot. The new regime
will allocate from five to ten features each year
to the "progressive" bracket.
Schary recalled that "Metro has ;i history for
iraking daring fihus. In the i)ast few years," he
admitted, "the company took a beating, but
before that it turned out some very progressive
and challenging films." .\mong these he named
"Mutiny on the Bounty" and "Fury."
FLEXIBLE BUDGETS

BONUS SYSTEM
With the promise of a "bonus system which
will not be matched by any other company in
the
bu-iness"
ringing managers
in their ears.
Film from
Classics
division
and branch
returned
the
inde company's
first national
meeting
New
York determined
to put sales
a dollar
sign onin
the promise by working to show a profit.
The announcement came from president Joseph
Bernhard, who explained later that his bonus
plan, which is to become effective January 1. is
intended to give employees "a profit in the profits
(if any)
variouswillbranches."
clear
that intheourbonu.ses
not be lieuHeof made
salariesit
accruing to the staff.
B. G. Kranze, vice-president and sales manager,
issued a list of 26 feature titles which F-C plans
to release through the balance of this year and
1949.
10

PRODUCT

A MUST

United Artists' sales reorjzanizali'jn, foreshadowed by the recent promotion of Paul N.
Lazarus. Jr. from ad-publicity director to administrative supervisor and assistant to president
Grad Sears, was sharply activated by the resignation of general sales manager Joseph J. Unger.
Unger's post was split into two, and Edward M.
Schnitzer
P'red Jack
named general
last Tuesday
(10th) asandEastern
andwere
Western
sales
managers, respectively. Mark Silver was appointed assistant to Schnitzer and will act as his
leg man, gcrins— into the field to spur regional
salesmen into action. Sears' duties were furtner
telescoped to allow him "greater concentration on
corporate to
affairs
and the statement.
securing of product,"
according
a company
ENTERPRISE LOSS HURT
UA's difficulty in relainins; quality inde producers in the fold has pointed up the need for
some alterations in its executive management.
The loss of Enterprise, its strongest unit, to
Metro resulted from the organization's failure to
obtain the returns in bookings and rentals required by a high-geared production outfit. Cagney soutcht to pull out, as did Howard Hawks,

these "experimentar'
pictures
willThebe budget
flexible,f)nSchary
explained, but indicated
that the majority will be in the inexpensive class
with
"Reddee|>er,
River."the seeming inefikiency of the
Going
with film
the with
statement.
""S'ou
can't and
makethisa must
$3,000.(1(10
a limited
market
be United ArtistS manasiement can be laid at the
door of co-owners Chaplin and Pickford, who are
considered when producing experimental
contributing practically nothing of a constructive
features."
-—
nature to the compan\. Industry observers are
Schary also gave exhibitors' spirits a boost
of th^_jjpinioh ^.hat UA would now be one of the
with the disclosure that M-G-M's progrj^ri will 'in'3ustry's most formidable organizations if it had
be upped to 35 features, an increase of six ovxr-- been in other hands during recent years.
last year. This, he said, was in response to exThe task facing the revised sales setup is not
hibitor demand for more product and also to
an easy one, for the quality of UA product has
provide a sound backlog to permit the most
to an alarming degree. Loss of exadvantageous release schedule. He refused to deteriorated
hibitor confidence cannot be overcome merely by
name a defiinite i)roduction budget for the year,
pressure on the sales staff to get higher rentals
and earlier dates.
but indicated his awareness that the "potential
market has shrunk" and the films must be
Under the new sales set-up, greater autonomy
angled primarily at the domestic market. •.
has been promised individual branch and district
SOUND ECONOMY
managers by Lazr.rus. "The premium thus placed
on resourcefulness, initiative and all-around sales
The average "A" picture grosses $3,000,000.
ability is expected to reflect in an outstanding
Schary noted, and the production cost should
sales record for United .Artists product during the
not exceed SI. 600.000 on such a basis. This does
not mean, however, that this will be the limit
comingmentyear,"
added.to The
state-or
was seen- the
as acompany
gloved threat
deliver
else.
on all higher budgeted films. Although no unusual plans have been made to cut costs, he said,
"simple and basic" methods such as "better
preparation
of scripts
to avoid
overlong films"
NCA EXHIBS A HAPPY LOT
are
the answer
to sound
economy.
As to his contract with Metro-,- Schary revealed that it was a 14-year pact, with fuTl
UNDER CONCIUATION PLAN
autonomy granted him. subject only to the
si;i)ervision of Louis B. Mayer.
The a tag
line was.
"Peace, Stanley
it's wonderful
Thus,
somewhat
perplexed
D. Kane,!"
executive director of North Central Allied,
W6 9-MONTHS NET SHOWS.
closed his bulletin titled ; "Anybody Have Any
LITTLE CAUSE

'UNMATCHED'

IMPROVED

SALES STAFF,

FOR JIHERS

W arner Bn)s. has been one of the most jittery
outfits during the recent slump in film and theatre receipts, yet its nine-months profit report to
the end of ^lay finds it as well ofT as most
other film companies.
WB found itself with better than half the
net it showed for the corresponding period the
year before, and, like the others majors, saviiigs
due to the economy program were offset, almost
exactly, by higher ainortization of film costs.
For the nine months ended May 29. 1948, the
c(;mpanv reported a still lustv net of S10,321,000,
compared to the 47 figure of $19,134,000. The
tax bite this vear was $7,400,000, last year,
?! 1,900.000.
The vital drop was reflected in the gross sales,
$112.415,(J00 for the last nine months, a $12V2
million decrea.se from the $125,078,000 for the
period ended May. '47.

The query was directed to exhibitors who
Grievances
might have?" complaints against 20th CenturyFox. Just a feew weeks ago, a grievance committee was set up as part of the Benny BergerAndy Smith conciliation and mediation plan
between NCA and 20th-Fox. but. with the committee straining at the leash, no complaints have
been forthcoming.
Recalling that the NCA office had previously
"received numerous informal complaints concerning Fox." Kane credits the distributor with
the
possibility
that it the
maycauses
be "bending
over
backwards
to eliminate
of complaints
and straightening out grievances with the individual exhibitors involved." The bulletin reminds NCA members that the grievance committee 'will hear complaints "on any subject
under the sun" and it invites other film companies, "big or little." to join the local conciliation plan.
"Peace, it's wonderful !"
FILM

BULLETIN

'ROPE' MORBID. CHILLING MELODRAMA,
BOXOFFICE?
Rates • • • — for class houses; less elsewhere
boxoffice. And if your patrons are interested in
Waniers
seeing a stimulating departure from the routine,
80 minutei
and movie fare on an intelligent level — a picture
James Stewart, Joan Chandler, John Dall, Farley
in
which the characters talk about N'ietzschean
Granger, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Constance Collier,
philosophy — then "Rope" more than fills the bill.
Douglas Dick, Edith Evanson, Dick Hogan.
It is a question-mark for the general run of
theatres.
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.
Only Hitchcock could get away with this kind
That ace innovator, Alfred Hitchcock, has
of
tricky cast
hocus-pocus.
It's set
all and
concentrated
with
fashioned another highly ingenious and radically
a small
and only one
is continuous
diflerent motion picture. As an example of action — that is, the 80 minutes of running time
encompass exactly that span of events. These
pioneering in film technique, it's terrific; as gendeliberate restrictions involve a lot of clever
eral
screen
entertninment,
it's
limited
by
the
morcamera manipulation, an imaginative use of sound
bid quality of its story material. Hume Cronyn
is responsible for the splendid adaptation of as various conversations blend imperceptibly, and
Patrick Hamilton's play. As a matter of fact, Technicolor is sparingly used to heighten the
dramatic tension. The net effect is a pretty fas"Rope"
a picture may
of brilliant
virtuosity,
but
one whichis e.xhibitors
have reason
to regret
cinating tour-de-force, although it does seem like
was not on a subject more to the taste of Mr.
making a movie the hard way. Top calibre perand Mrs. Ticket Buyer. "Rope" is obviously
to Mr. breaks
Hitchcock's
exactingof
demands. formances
JamesconformStewart
the bonds
patterned tfter the famous Loeb-Leopold "thrii!
typfc-ca%ting in an unusual role as a shuffling,
murder" case.perhaps
It's a too
concentrated
potion
tense
melodrima,
strong for
the ofaverage
grey-haired intellectual and the two young egomaniacs are portrayed with appalling realism by
movie-goer,
and
automatically
cancels
out
a
con-'
John Dall and Farley Granger. Newcomer Joan
siderable segment that will shy away from such
Chandler also makes a vivid impression and the
a grues-ome theme. On the other hand, it presages
other members in this tableau are Sir Cedric
a fairly strong draw with James Stewart applying
Hardwicke, Constance Collier, Douglas Dick and
impetus and Hitchcock being one of the few
Edith Evanson.
dir'jctorial names that carry any weight at the

EXPLOITATION': Bill this as "Hitchcock's
masterpiece of sheer terror" and bear down with
James Stewart's "different" role. Street ballyvendors minus slogans, just carrying a piece of
rope, will attract attention to your theatre.
Dall
this "perfect
opens abruptly
victim with
innocent crime."
strangleon their
andIt Granger
a piece of rop>e and conceal the body in a large
an exciting
it's just
motive,
chest. They have
party;
for the
prepare
Then nothey
experiment.

his father,
fiancee,
boy'sJames
dead and
are the chum
guestsa college
their
once
Stewart,
his aunt,
their prep school instructor. They serve the buffet dinner on the chest. Dall, in a psychopathic
bravado, steers the conversation around to topics
while Granger's
justification,
and toits the
murder
of
All this
cracking point.
is close
nerve
causes Stewart to suspect something horribly
wrong. The party mood is strained and uncom; e guests
about
fortable the
detheythealllad's
suddenly
absenceareandworried
unaccountabl
cide to leave. The killers are preparing to remove
the body, when Stewart returns on the pretext
of having fogotten his cigarette case. After an
ncreasingly tense cat-and-mouse questioning,
there is a struggle and he finds the body. He is
lorrified at their perverted philosophy and sumnons the police. Ahrants.

'RACHEL AND THE STRANGER' DELIGHTFUL RUSTIC ROMANCE
Rates • • -|- generally; more in small towns
matrimony by an unromantic rustic who only
RKO
car" performance in "The Farmer's Daughter."
wants a house-keeper. This may sound like a
.Vlitchum's debut as balladeer is also worth a
93 minutes.
corny situation, but it gets a treatment that is build-up.
Lorcfta Yuuiui. William Holdcn, Robert Mitchtasteful, mature and consistently humorous. And
Holden, a lonely widower, decides that he
itm, Gary Gray, Tom Tully, Sara Haden, Frank
lieeds a woman around the house to look after
the performances by its trio of stars are exceptionally appropriate. Loretta Young, as a his young son, Gary Gray. He goes down to
fcrguson,
Directed byWalter
NormanBaldzvin,
Foster. Rcgina Jl'allace.
farmer's wife, ofTers more of the captivating
the settlement where he buys "bondwoman"
charm
shone turns
in "The
Williamthat
Holden
in a F'armer's
sincere jobDaughter"
of acting; Loietta Young for twenty-two dollars; and ho
The master hand of Dore Schary is evident
considers
it "fitting" to marry her. Despite her
that should land him a top-ranking spf)t, and
in this production that puts it in a class above
patient efforts to please, he and the boy ignore
R(-bert
Mitchum
scores
as
a
gallivanting,
bucktiic run-of-the-mill .scope of the average outdoor
her as she goes about her chores. Then along
skin play-boy, crooning six songs that sound
comes Mitchum, whose carefree gallantry
picture. Set in the pioneer days of the Northwest, it is as authentic as home-spun calico, as like early .American ballads in a Crosby-toned
soothes her wounded feelings. This is an eyevoice. In addition, there is an engagingly natstimulating as a dipper of cider, and swept
opener to Holden, and becoming jealous, he
ural juvenile in the person of tow-haired Gary
through with the refreshing breeze of originfights Mitchum. The scornful girl leaves them
Gray. Funniest scene is where the two men
ality. It may lack obvious angles for heavy
both and, as she goes through the forest, they
clout each other around in a clumsy, ludicrous
promotion and its title is weak, but grosses
tag behind, pleading for attention. This is
should build from fair to good on the words of brawl. The high caliber of Norman Foster's
interrupted
by a Shawnee attack on their cleardirection
adds
the
required
lustre
to
put
this
praise of appreciative patrons who samples its
ing and they return to defend it. Help comes
movie into the top bracket of coming events.
pleasures.
just in time to save them as they arc trapped
A novel by Howard Fast was the springin the cellar of the burning cabin. Mitchum
EXPLOITATION : "He Buys A Wife For
board for this leisurely and amusing love story
Twenty-two Dollars" would make an interestresumes his roving life. leaving the couple roabout a "bondwoman" who is purchased into
provoking slant- Recall Loretta Young's "Osmantically united. Daz'.

'TWO GUYS FROM TEXAS' FAST. FUNNY MUSICAL FROLIC
Rates • • • — where comedy clicks
contrast to his unrestrained mugging, his partWarner Bros.
ner. Morgan, is hardly more than a straight man
H6 minutes
as they conspire to set off laughter, vocalize the
Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson, Dorothy Malonc.
pleasant tunes by Jule Styiie and Sammy Cahn,
Penny Edwards. Forrest Tucker. Fred Clark,
and compete in a tricky who-gets-who routine
Gerald Mohr. John Alvin . Andrezv Tombes,
with Dorothy Malone and Penny F^dwards. The
Monte Blue, Philharnionica T rio.
ditty,
Be acomical
Cowboynumbers.
in the Movies."
Directed by Daz'id Butler.
is one "Iof Wanna
the better
I. A. L.
Diamond and Allen Boretz have concocted a
screenplay that is loaded with belt-line waggery
Jack Carson and Dennis Morgan, as "Twn
and nnrth fully kicks around an assortment of
Guys From
Texas,"
up quite
batchbootsof co\\ bo\- cliches, the action taking place in a dude
merry
nonsense
when whip
they tangle
witha the
rnd saddle set, and movie-goers shopping for ranch an<l at a wild west rodeo. And to top off
the hilarity, it neatly introduces a cartoon sesprightly diversion won't go wrong on this
happy-go-lucky frolic of gags, gals and screwball (luence. complete with Rugs Bunny, that describes
antics dfiwn in lumbleweed territory. This Carson's dream as he is being psychoanalyzed
Technicolfired production by Alex Gottlieb.
BOXOFFICE RATING
\\ liile not as smooth or extravagant a job as
• Poor
his "Romance On The High Seas," d{)es provide
a fast and funny package for the exhibitor Xn
• • Average
offer as entertainment, pure and simi)le-minde(l.
• • • Good
Theatres that do well with cimicdy should find
• • • • Excellent
this a fairly good grosser.
.Audience response will depend a lot on how
Please note that the
nnich they go for the Carson brand of clownrating often varies for
ing, for he leads off the show with a typicall\
different lyf^es of Theatres
l<;ud rendition of dim-witted bum])tiousness. In
AUGUST

16. 1948

b\- Fred Clark, a horse-doctor.
' liXPLOITATION : Sell the comic capers of
Jack Carson and the romantic appeal of Dennis
Morgan. sequence,
Don't overhok
Technicolor
and can
the
cartoon
a clever and
original idea,
attract attention.
The two guys, night-club entertainers, bounce
into Texas in their old jalopy and are stranded
at a dude ranch Its proprietor, Dorothy Alalone,
takes a shine to Dennis, while singer Penny
ICdwards makes a play for Jack. But Jack has
no time for romance because of his neurotic fear
of animals — any size or shape of animal life
throws him into a quaking frenzy. Fred Clark,
a doctor of sorts, analyzes his trouble as coming
from cess
a with
repressed
of his
sucwomen.jealousy
So Jack
sets partner's
out to steal
Morgan's girl and, as a result, his phobia is
cured, hut the romantic situation gets very complicated. Then a couple of eastern stick-up men
rob the rodeo prize money and the two guys are
framed and thrown in the pokey. They escape
and, in the chase, Carson winds up at the rodeo
aboard a bucking bronco. He wins the prize
money, the real crooks are caught, Dennis gets
Dorothy, the Sherifif gets Penny and Carson
.gets a surprise.
Abrams
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'JULIA MISBEHAVES'
RaVes • • • I generally

SURE-FIRE

M-G-M
99 Mwutfs
Greer Giirson, Walter I'idgcu-.i, I'clcr Lawford,
Elicabrlli Taylor, Cesar Romero. I.ucilc Watson.
Nigel Bntee, Mary Boland, Reginald Owen,
Henrv Stephenson, Aubrey Mather, Jan IVolfe,
Frits P eld, Phyllis Morris] Veda Ann Borg.
Directed by Jack Comvay.
Here is tlie kind of gold-plated product we
get when Metro's powerhouse of talent rolls
into high gear. It's a glittering comedy, highpressured with choice star-power and jam-packed
with prefabricated laughs. At a sneak preview in
N. Y., there was such a noisy response of
laughter that much of the dialogue became inaudible. Ifthat's any indication, this item looks
like a .sure-fire attraction for any exhibitor
whose audience buys laughter. It carries a
picture"
a "woman's
appeal as romancing
double-barreled
with the Garson-Pidgeon
to palpitate
the ladies and will draw the bobby-sox set
with dream-boy Peter Lawford and gorgeous
Elizabeth Taylor. Incidentally, we hereby go
out on a limb to predict that Miss Taylor will
becomea one
of moviedom's
What
combination
of beautytop-ranking
and talent! star.
After being involved in several lamentable
''turkeys" last year, Greer Garson and Walter

FARCE

COMEDY

Pidgeon lost considerable fan favor, but this
farce comedy should zoom them right back as
two of Metro's darlings. Much of the picture's
humor derives from ])lunging this heavy glamour
l( am into ridiculous slai)stick. Walter gets
spanked by a seal ; Greer gets pushed around by
an acrobatic troupe, flounders in a mud-hole —
only
lacking.
It's
.'.bout aascustard
subtle aspiea inkicktheinface
the is
pants
and may
strike some discriminating movie-goers as downright embarassing. And the classy Garson chassis
is well displayed, rlraped in a table-cloth, in
tights and in the minimum amount of soap bubl)les. Despite all this gallery play, her beauty
and versatile talent remain unchallenged, with
a devastating mature allure and a comedy style
that doesn't require a pratt-fall in the mud to
get laughs.
The story is distantly related to the British
novel "The Nutmeg Tree' by Margery Sliarp,
througli the efforts of a squad of five scripters
who pumped it full of risible dialogue, piled on
absurd, farcial incident and garnished with
touches of sentiment. Director Jack Conway
polished off this jumbo job with commendable
skill. Neat supporting characterizations are
rendered by Lucile Watson, Mary Boland and
Nigel Bruce, and Cesar Romero is given a corny
comedy spot as an acrobatic muscle man with a

>>nt!ietic Cockney accent.
IvXPI.OITATION : Selling this one won't
require much more than an eye-catching display
of its star galaxy and an indication of Greer
Carson's hilarious escapades.
(^reer Gar.son is a penniless chorine in London
long separated from her wealthy husband,
Walter Pidgeon. She receives an invitation to
j'.ttend her daughter l^lizabeth Taylor's wedding
in southern I'Vance. Scraping together some
money, she makes the trij) and on the way meets
Cesar Romero and his family of acrobats. She
makes a hit with the strong man in Paris when
she gets in their tumbling act. Arriving at the
estate, she gets a freeze-out from her snobbish
mother-in-law, Lucile Watson, but uses her
f'-minine wiles on her husband and wins her
daughter's affection. Elizabeth isn't happy over
her coming marriage and her mother encourages
iier romance with Peter Lawford. And all the
wliile, Greer resists her husband's blundering
attempts to rekindle their love. Comes comic
•complications when muscle-brain shows up .seeking his "fiancee." And more, with the arrival of
\igel Bruce, a gentleman wolf whom she had
flim-flammed out of some money. It all works
out w^hen the young couple elope and Greer and
Walter are marooned in a cabin where propinquity works its magic sj^ll. Abrams.

'MR. PEABODY AND THE MERMAID' FAIRLY AMUSING
FISHY FANTASY
Rates • • f for better class houses; n.g , for action spots
I'v town with lobby displays and art work feastufl^ and definitely not for the action tans or
tlie rural element.
I ' nit'ersal-l nternalional
turing this lovely fish-tailed damsel.
I'fO minutes.
Proper Bostonian William Powell has reachN'unnally Johnson, as producer and writer,
e.l the critical age of 50. He and wife Irene
has tackled quite an unusual theme — that, we
William Powell. Ann Blyth, Irene Hen'cy, Andrea King, Clinton Sundberg. Art Smith, Hugh
appreciate — but his fanciful flight of imaginaHervey are vacationing at a Bermuda-like retion sometimes descends to a heavy footed
French. Liiinsden Hare. Fred Clark. James Losort and, while deep-sea fishing, he snags a merhandling. Still, it has some amusing moments
gan. Mary Field. Beatrice Roberts. Cynthia
maid, Ann Blyth. He takes her home and installs her in his fish pool, where she dines on
Corley. Tom Stevenson. Mary Somcrville,
under Irving Pichel's direction and the proseveral thousand dollars worth of rare tropical
Richard I^yan. Bobby Hyatt. Ivan H. Browning.
duction is handsomely mounted. Most eyefish. No one sees her but Powell. He buys
pleasing are some graceful under-water swimDirected by Irving I^ichel.
her a brassiere, talks to her tenderly and a
ming sequences. And its shortcomings are
beautiful romance blooms. His wife thinks he
mitigated by the smooth proficiency of its castThis fishy fantasy creaks a bit in the joints,
.\nn Blyth deserves some sort of a piscatorial
is romancing with singer Andrea King and debut there are just enough laughs and a certain
parts in outraged scorn. His Lorelei is also
aw-ard for her amphibious performance ; she
amount of whimsical charm to please sophisti- doesn't say a word, just flaps her tail and manjealous of Andrea, biting her when she swims
cated customers. This, plus the fact that the
ages to look extremely sexy. William Powell
in the pool. Finally, the local British conidea of William Powell falling in love with a makes the most of several gigglesome scenes as
stabular\- start snooping around and Powell
mermaid is so outrageously provocative, should
the one where he tries to buy half of a ladies
tries to get aw^av from it all with his scaly
swimsuit. Deft assistance is given by Irene
account
for
"Mr.
Peabody"
being
a
fairly
good
sweetheart,
but they ascatch
up w'ith
he
attraction for class houses. What its boxoffice
is
almost drowned
he tries
to him
followand her.
Hervev. Andrea King and Clinton Sundberg.
EXPLOITATION: This is a natural for
fate will be in the average theatre is another
Back in Boston, a psychiatrist explains it all
question; our judgment is that it will be an a knock-out campaign — it's not every day you
as the hallucinations of middle age, but we and
Powell
know better.
York.
unhappy one. Certainly, it is strictly adult get a picture about a mermaid and you can go
'PITFALL' NOVEL ANGLE HELPS CONVENTIONAL
MELLER
Rates • • -|- generally, slightly more for action houses
bring in fair and better returns.
United Artists (Samuel Buchoff)
Powell turns in a sub-standard nerformance
^5 Minutes
and Miss Scott, playing her role in a muted
Dick Powell, J.izabeth Scott. Jane Wyatt. Ray- monotone, is not especially impressive, although
mond Burr, John Litel. Byron Barr, Jimmy
she does convev the kind of appeal that will
Hunt. Ann Doran. Sclmer Jackson. Margaret
make the men in the audience sit up and take
I fells. Dick W asset.
not'ce. And on the side of connubial bliss are
Direclei l>y Andre de Toth.
T^ne W-<att. registering wifelv fortitude, and
T-'mmv Hunt, a cute iuvenile. The menace in
tl niece is Raymond Burr, who in every succeeding picture gets more and more eflfectively
The usual pattern of Dick Powell's tough-guy
loathsome. The direction by .-Xudre de Toth is
roles ''-as shifted a bit to put the picture on an
routine. With a warv eve on the Johnson Office,
"'t-could-happen-to-you"
level, a realistic
note
in what is otherwise a conventional
melodrama.
the screenplav bv Karl Kamb glides over the
This murder meller introduces him as a mundane
clandestine relationshin that starts off all the
character caught up in the humdrum rut of fireworks and this omission does knock a considerable hole in the dramatic develooment. And
fi'-mesticity and dull (jffice routine, until he
ending
makes a hesitant compromise that is
meets ui with I^izabeth Scott and he's un to the
lui'-ntic
factorv.
his neck in trouble — the kind labeled homicide.
EXPLOITATION : The nubliciteers at U. A.
Lnfrjrtunately, neither the script nor the direction cajjitalize the potentialities of the idea. have dreamed un a clever gimmick with those
Powell and Scott however, are wf)rthy names to "Mona Stevens" letters. She is the femme fatale
snread across the martiuee and, in situations
in the picture, the Lizabeth Scott role, an-j these
where these mavhem melodramas click, it should
ptovocative messages in feminine hand-writing
12

can be circulated around town to stir up quite a
buzz of anticipation.
Powell finds his life as an insurance investip-ator intolerably dull : then Lizabeth Scott enters the scene. It seems that she had received
frifts from an embezzler, now in prison, and
it is Powell's job to recover th*" goods. His
interest becomes more than professional. But
Ravmond Burr, a private detective for the comrany. had seen her first and acquired a powerful
\en for the lovely model. He keens annoying
the sirl. until she seeks helo from Powell, who
iiromntlv beats him up. Burr goes to her convict
bey-friend Bvron Barr. and needles him about
lier t" 0-timins. When the lad is released. Burr
!>ets him druuk. gives him a gun and sends
him
Powell's
house.
Powell
him. around
He tellsto the
full storv
to his
wife.shoots
Tane
Wyatt, but not to the police. Meanwhile. Burr
liavinsf eliminated all comnetition. moves in on
t'le girl, and, in desperations, she plugs him.
The consequences look bad for her and. although
Powell is legally in the clear, the shadow of
disgrace hangs over his marriage. York
FILM

BULLETIN

'A SOUTHERN YANKEE' SKELTON FIGHTS THE CIVIL WAR
Rates • • 4" as dualler generally; more in small towns
>ilnations, f^ets his teeth yanked by mistake and,
M-G-M
by sheer stupidity, becomes a hero and wins
90 jiiiiiiili's.
Dahl. And, speaking of Miss Dahl, all
Red Skclloii. Brian I)onlci>y, Arlcnc Dahl, .'\rlene
>he does is roll those pretty eyes, but she is a
George Coiiloiiris. Lloyd Gouyh, John Ireland,
Minor Watson. Charles Dingle, Art Baker. cute enough dish to make the anti-Skeltons
forget he's in the picture. Brian Donlcvy,
Directed by Jidnvrd Sedgivick.
(k'orge Coulouris, I.loyd Gough and Charles

EXPLOITATION: For street bally, have
a man parading around in a costume like the
f)ne worn by Red in one of his funniest scenes
— one side of it is Confederate, the other Union.
Red is a lame-brained bell-hop in a St. Louis
hotel, hut his ambition is toward cloak-and-dag-

ger stuff. By accident, he cajitures George
C\/ulouris, a notorious Confederate spy known
as "The Spider." The Union brass give him an
assignment, to pose as "The Spider" and take
some phoney documents to the Rebel G.H.Qwhere he is to meet another Union agent, Lloyd
Gough. After many comic misadventures, he
winds up a patient in a Confederate hospital.
Hi' devoted admirer, Arlene Dahl, takes him
to her home to meet General VVatkins. As "The
Spider," Red js a great success and impresses
ever.N'body except Brian Donlevy, her ex-boytriend. Donlevy tries several schemes to expose him and (iough, but Red's dumb luck holds
— until the real "Spider" shows up. News of
Lee's surrender saves his neck for awhile, but
Donlevy is still out to get him. There is a
slapstick chase, leaving Red on the wrong end
of a firing squad. Arlene dashes to the rescue
and Skelton rides again.

TRIUMPH' ENGROSSING
CRIME THRILLER
on name va lues
its releases, tiiis should roll up grosses well
EAGI.n LION
above average. Henreid, who has always had
83 minutes
a fern following in romantic roles, essays a
Pan! Henreid. Joan Bennett. Bdnard I-ranz, complete change of pace as a tough guy, which
Leslie Brooks. John Qualen, Mabel Paige. Her- means he will appeal to the action-minded male
bert Rudlcy. Charles Arnt. George Chandler, trade, as well, in this case.
Sid Toiiiack. Alvin Hammer. Ann Stannlon,
This is an ambitious melodrama, a stiniPaul Bnn]s, Charles Tro~ichrid</e . Mori/an Par- psychological study of criminality, that goes in
ky.
for punch and suspense effects more than for
jilausibility. Henreid does a capable job in the
Directed by Sieve Sekely.
dual roles of a gangster and a psychiatrist whom
lie resembles and kills, in order to assume his
identity. Miss Bennett is adequate as the dis"Hollow
Triumph"
is
an
engrossing
melodrama, although it relies a bit too much on the
illusioned stenog who falls for the imposter and
long arm of coincidence to completely satisfy loves him even when she knows the truth. The
mt>re discriminating audiences. With the names
yarn is given an ironical twist when Henreid
of Paul Henreid (he is also the producer) and
is bumped off by gangsters who are after the
Joan Bennett to brighten the marquee, plus the ps.\ chiatrist for an unpaid gambling debt.
f-eslie Brooks, Etluard Franz and John Qualen
type of strong exploitation Eagle-Lion gives

give competent support. Bryan Foy w-as in
charge of production.
Ex-convict Henreid incurs the wrath of a
big-shot racketeer when he sticks up his gambling den. His i)ursuers trail him to a distant city
where he is hiding in the anonymity of an office
job. Henreid happens to meet a psychiatrist
whom he amazingly resembles. He soft-soaps
tiie
doctor'shersecretary,
learnsto
all about
boss. HeJoan
scarsBennett,
his ownand face
complete the resemblance and murders the other
man. taking his identity and adopting his professional and social life. He discovers that his
pursuers have been arrested and that his crime
was unnecessary. The girl is in love with him
and is hf)rrified when she learns the truth. He
persuades her to run off with him but, before
hi can make the ship, he is bumped off by
enemies of the psychiatrist. York

There isn't much to tell an exhibitor about
a Red Skelton picture. Kither your audience
likes him, or, like this reviewer, abhors his
corny, obvious brand of comedy. If previous
Skelton films have been pood grossers, there is
no reason why "A Southern Yankee" should
not do at least as well, for M-G-M has ^iven
it quite a dressy production, with an above-par
iupporting cast, battle scenes and southern quadrilles. Everybody takes potshots at Red, who
plays
a
spy ofdisguised
as aof Reix-1
spy,
stumbles "^'ankee
in and out
all manner
screwball

Dmgle padesare
summarilyremain
involved
in background.
Red's escaand shrewdly
in the
Scripters Harry Tugend, Melvin Frank and
Norman Panama provided the corn, while director Edward Sedgwick gets credit for making
it as palatable as possible by serving it at a fast

'HOLLOW
Rat es

'LARCENY'
FAST-PACED YARN ABOUT TWO SMOOTH
SWINDLERS
Rates •
generally; slightly more in action spots
regenerated by the wholesome influence of loveDan Duryea is the master-mind and John
I niz'crsal -International
Iv Joan Caulfield, but it arrives at this inevitable
89 minutes.
Payne exploits his charm as a lady-killer. His
victim is Joan Caulfield, the daughter of a CaliJohn Payne, Joan Caul field, Dan Dnryea, Shel- turn through some unexpected ramifications that
should maintain interest. The other crook, Dan
ley Winters, Dorothy Hart. Richard Rober.
fornia town politico. They are about to slicker
Directed by George Sherman.
Duryea, remains throughout an unmitigated heel,
iier out of the tidy sum of S1(X),000. when his
conscience starts to bother him. He abandons
giving one of his most scoundrelly performances.
the scheme to embark on a matrimonial venture
This picture winds through a maze of crooked
He's certainly an expert at this kind of rascalComplications as a couple of conscienceless
ity. The standard role of a "bad w'oman" is with her, but Shelley Winters interferes. She
sharpies prowl for easy money. Pretentious given credence by Shelley Winters with a conis supposed to be Duryea's girl, but she and
neither in story content nor production values,
vincing hard-boiled sophistication. She gets
Payne are much more than buddies. In a jealous rage, she confronts the couple and pulls a
it has the benefit of a good cast and snappy
most of the whip-smart wise-cracks that punctuate
the
picture
with
laughs,
although
many
of
direction, and should draw a fair-to-middlin'
gun.
There is a scuffle and she is killed. Durattendance in most situations, better than that them far too glib to appear spontaneous. The
yea tries to turn this into another swindle by
blackmailing Miss Caulfield for the deed, but
in action houses where the title is fully ex- production by Leonard Goldstein is adequate and
ploited. From the outset, the audience will George Sherman's fast-paced direction helps put
Payne squelches this maneuver by calling the
it over.
anticipate that swindler John Payne will become
cops.
York'

'VARIETY TIME'
Rates • • as dualler

FAIRLY

ENTERTAINING

RKO
.^^9 minutes
Jack Paar, Edgar Kennedy, Leon Errol, Frankie
Carle. Pat Rooney. Miguelito Valdes. Harold
and Lola, Jesse and James. Lynn, Roycc and
l^nnya. Dorothy Granger, Jack Norton.
Produced by George Bilson.
This potpourri of vaudeville sketches rates as
a novelty, but it is not going to mean much at
the boxofifice. It was a bright idea — and an
economical one — to piece tcjgether a series of
cfunedy, dance and musical numbers into feature
1' ngth footage and the show adds up to a
moderately pleasing hour to fit the lower half
of a double bill ; it lacks the drawing power to
b'- of any more value. If there are going to be
14

MEDLEY

any more of these rehashes, they ought to find
.'^"me ingredients that are better than routine.
Most of these acts look like they were salvaged
from the cutting room floor.
Radio comic. Jack Paar, makes a smooth,
glib M. C. and his flippant commentary ties
the \arious acts together in good style. Curtain
raiser is a standard orchestral number with
Frankie Carle beating out some boogie-wwgie
and neon lights flashing on the instruments. Then
follows an, Edgar Kennedy slapstick comedy,
about a house building in which, sooner or
later, evcrybodj' tumbles into the vat of cement.
Pat Rooney contributes an old-fashioned soft
shoe routine, followed by Jesse and James in
one of those furious, high-leaping dances that
seem to guarantee at least a broken leg. Paar
then introduces a series of old-time flickers: a

1911 Biograph heart-breaker about Virtue and
Smi. a 1922 newsreel of a Paris fashion show
and a William S. Hart Western. These should
stir fond memories among the audience oldsters
and Paar's wise-cracking comments are plenty
funny. Then we get a Leon Errol bedroom farce
tl-.at will amuse those who like that sort of
thing, but following the Kennedy comedy is too
much of the same thing in a picture built on
variety. on
Lynn,
a wackytake-off
an Royce
adagio and
danceA'anya
routinedo and
Hans
Conreid imitates a French romantic singer, a
very funny skit that looks like the onl\^ one
made
to order
for rhythm
the picture.
W'ind-up
"Babulu,"
a jungle
number
sung byis
Miguelito \'aldes with a slithery dance by Harold and Lola. Who says vaudeville is dead ?
FILM

Abrams
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Behind

the Scenes

SIZf-UPS
SIUOIO
COLUMBIA

"Knock On Any Door." Sam Katzman also
started the first of his new Jungle Jim series
with
Johnnythere
W'eismuller
Other
this pair,
is nothingstarred.
going on
the than
lotJohn Huston and Sam Spiegel will launch their
Horizon Pictures with "Rough Sketch" (John
Oarfield-Jeniiifer Jones) some time before the
end of tile month. Katzman will follow about
then with another Jungle Jim yarn. Only actual Columbia productions scheduled for starting are a Charles Starrett western, one more
ill the Lone Wolf series and another Crime
Doctor opus.
BOGY SEEKS XEW FACES
With his first production launched, Bogart is
reported on the hunt for new- talent. The unit
is to be built as a permanent group and the
feeling seems to be that with five or six story
properties already lined up, there is a good opportunity for "young"
actors,
directors,
et.al. Bogart
states that
he will
not starwriters,
in all
the pictures, although he is definitely set for
one more after the current "Knock On Any
Door." It may be just talk, this call for "new
faces" but it's possible the actor is in earnestWith his IS-year iron-clad "Contract with Warner Brothers as a sound and reliable prop, he
is in a p<isition to take a few chances on novel
ideas. The future of the Santana unit will depend largely on how this first venture works
out.
The script on "Knock" has been carefully rewritten to eliminate all the objectionable material in the best-selling book, and it should
still make strong drama if it is well done. The
second
film will be "Tokyo Joe,"
another Santana
Bogart starrer.
EAGLE
SHOOTING

- LION

TIME CUT

BY NEW, LIGHT CAMERA

'"p-HEwhichBIGwoundCAT"
up here(McCalliste
last weekr-Garner)
has set
AUGUST

16. 1948

DAVID O. SELZNICK
Starts Bnlly f<"' 'Bitiycst SUoiv
1 record and, more importantly, may pave the
\\a> far tremendous savings in production costs.
Pro.iuccr William Moss and Director Phil
Karlson shot this Teclinicolor picture in 16 days.
Keascn for the carving of the shooting schedule was a new camera, .-Krriflex by name, which
is light enough and small enough to be carried
b_\- the cameraman. Obviously, this camera
saves hours of time waiting for scenes to be
shifted, etcetera. .According to Moss, it gives
a fluidity of movement that has never before
been achieved on the screen. Undoubtedly,
there will have to be a few more experiments
before this new gadget will be put into general
use. Nor will it entirely replace the stationery
camera on a boom. But if it only serves to
cut shooting time, as it did in "The Big Cat,"
it should be a welcome innovation to the industry.
"Red Stallion" (Jean Hcatlier-Jim Davis) and
"Tulsa" (Susan Hayward-Robert Preston) still
shooting and this studio will have two more in
work this week. Harry Thomas will start the
first of ten pictures he is slated to make for
Eagle-Lion. Tagged "Parole." it has .Michael
O'Shea
and Turhan
Be^ heading
By
next week,,
Walter Wanger
planstheto cast.
have his
second E-L feature, "Reign of Terror," ready
for production. This one has Robert Cummings and Arlene Dahl in the top roles.
Speaking of Wanger, the difficulty over the
budget on "Tulsa" is being taken rather philosophically here. The picture, costing about
SI, 750,000, ran considerably over the original
budget figure and for a week or so there were
short tempers and hot words. But the attitude
now seeiiis to be, "Well, it's done, so let's make
the best of it." .\nd now all sights are being
pointed to selling the picture big to cover the
increase in cost.
E-f' has acquired distribution rights to "The
World and Little Willie," starring Robert
"S'oung, to be produced by 'S'oung's own inde
unit. Cavalier Productions. Shooting is scheduled to start about Sept. 15- The story about
afuss
precocious
age convictions
boy who stirs
up quite
on behalf'teen
of his
sounds
like ana
interesting one. Young plays a crusading newspaperman. June Lockliart will have the fem
lead.

Production

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
THE METRO

'CARMEN' ANOTHER HAYWORTK
BLUNDER; STAR NEEDS CHANGE
'••I HE LOVES OF CARMEN" is slated to
get one of the biggest tie-up campaigns
ever given a Columbia picture. Fabric companies, dress designers, cosmetic manufacturers,
iiatiunaliy known writers and musicians are cooperating on the program to exploit tiie picture.
Congratulations to the publ.city and exploitation
department on the job. But what of the picture,
itself? It is the opinion of Studio Size-ups
that "Carmen" is another blunder on Columbia's
part to the detriment of Miss Hayworth. The
star would be wise to insist on a return to the
c; .o.'iul, simp.e. romantic musicals that first
brought her fame. Stuf? like "Down to Earth,"
■"Lady from Shanghai" and now the long, tedious 'Loves of Carmen" are not for her. Frankly, her last three vehicles have been ill-suited
assignments
an actress
Rita's
personality
and
talents. for
There
is not a oflight
moment
in the
whole of "Carmen," except for two brief
dancing numbers in which Miss Hayworth excels. .A.udieiices will leave wondering whatever
hapjH-ned to the lovel\- young woman who
danced
her way
Girl"thisto lot
fame.is
It looks
like through
the only"Cover
impetus
likely to have for the next several months will
come from efforts of the inde producers working
here.
Humphrey
Santana
got under
way lastBogart's
week with
the Productions
starting of

of Film

PEOPLE

HAVE

REGAINED THEIR JAUNTY AIR
"T^HE change in attitude at this studio in the
past two weeks is one of the most amazing
contrasts this reporter has ever seen. .Almost
overnight, the worried frowns have softened and
y u can almost hear people sighing with relief
and see them brightening when they talk of the
future. The Metro people have th;it jaunty air
again
they're
top again.
does not
mean :that
all theon problems
have This
been magically
solved- There is still that over-stufifed sameness and lack of originality in too much of the
pro<luct.fromBut a there's
a feeling
as when
a manto
wakes
bad dream,
shakes
his head
get rid of the fright, then resolutely says to
himself,
' Let'sreason
go to for
work"
\ tangible
this new attitude came
in the report from New York that "A Date
With
openedHall.
to smash
business
Radio Judy"
Citv Music
.Another
such at
was thea
local preview with a theatre audience of "Julia
Misbehaves" (Garson - Pidgeon - Law fordTaylor). This is entertainment! It was a real
pleasure to hear an audience laugh heartily
again as that one did. The sound man told us
afterwards, not without pride, that he had turned his sound up to a maximum volume and "we
still lost a lot of lines because of the laughter."
That's the best news the MGM top boys have
liad in a long time.
The Garson performance in this one should
()Ut her back on the top of the heap and her
three co-stars are not one step behind her. .Add
to
that bt)ys
"Easter
doing
well,thisandthethefactMGM
are Parade"
willing tois forget
"The Pirate." "Summer Holiday," "On an
Island WithONYou,"
SCHARY
JOB among others.
Of course, the new attitude can be traced
to the day Dore Scharv signed on the dotted
line. Everyone seemed to feel this w-as the
needed tonic. He, however, postponed his official take-over for one more wek and will arrive
desk today
(^.August
instead He
of,
as wasat his
announced
earlier,
last 16)
Monday.
to<ik the e.xtra week to head into New York
for conferences with President Nicholas
Schenck. The results of those conferences
should be made known soon after Schary gets
iiit'i the harness here.
It was no surnrise when .Arniand Deutsch,
who had
been Schary's
assistantwasat signed
RKO before he resigned
last month,
to
take un a similar soot with MGM. It was
thought for a while that William Fadiman,
story chief, would also join Scharv, but he has
i'l'^t signed a new deal at RKO which rules out
his moving here. It is still felt bv many that
Schary into
willthebring
his of
"own"
reonlc
MGMa few
set-upmore
afterof some
the
MGM deadwood has been dumoed.
One of Schary's first ofificial acts was an
offer he made to RKO to buv the story propertv. "Battleground." from them. This yarn
dealing with the Battle of the Bulge was a pet
of Schary's and he knows that it will never be
made by the Hughes organization. No offering
price was quoted, but it was reported to be
well
$100,000.
to theover
offer,
as yet. There has been no response
NEW ROONEY PACT
Mickev Rooney has settled his troubles with
Metro and just put his name on a new five-year
pact. The new deal calls for one a year for
Metro and gives the actor freedom to work
elsewhere, produce for himself or do radio and
personal appearances without restriction. His
IS

SIUDIO

In addition tri this list there are eight other
films ready for release which have not yet
been
scheduled.chief
It wouldn't
be t(Kj decides
surjjrisingto
if dislribution
Charlie Reagan

SIZf-UPS

made a hid to buy "J'iii?<nm Sticfi-1,
iiianaf^cr,
tlie successful 15roadway muRainbow,"
i;;n's
sical in which Mickey's father, Joe Yule, is
now scoring. Chances on this are slim, since
the askinji price is a high one and the picture
•Aiiuld cost a fortune to make- And the subject
matter would surely i)e tagged as "Red projjaganda" by the Un-American Committee. Three
goo;l reasons why Mr. Rooncy should not try
too hard for this one as his first indie venture.
Another reason for the lifted faces at Metro
is the quick and easy production chore that
hrr-ught "F.dward, My Son" in nine days early.
This ii- the first picture Metro has shot in iMigk'lid since the war and the reports on it are
giving impetus t ) an increased foreign production prog;-;'i;i ('■^'oung Hess" and "Quo Vadis"
are likely).
.\ precedent-breaking move was the loan-out
of \ an Johnson to 2()th-Fox to star in "Mother
Freslmian".
may be indicative
of
aWasnewA trend
here to This
use contract
stars in this
niaiiner when no vehicles are ready for them
on the hnnK- Int.
MONOSRAM-AA
ROY

DEL RUTH

ON CAREER

PLANS

FILM

throw "Connecticut \'ankee," the Bing Crosby
film, in for the holiday season,
Alan Ladd and Donna Reed came through so
well in "Beyond Glory" the studio chiefs decided to try again. Their new film, "One
Woman", started on location in Chicago, but is
now back on the lot for finishing. Continuing
in i)r()duction are "The Heiress" (Olivia de
I I'avilland-Montgomery Clifl) and "Streets of
Laredo" (William Holden-Mona Freeman).
MILLAND SQUABBLE
Ray Milland and this studio are battling, with
the star banished to the suspension list. Milland
was assigned to the leading male role in "Mask
for Lucretia", with Paulette Cjcxjdard, and refu.'-ed the job. His reason: the part was not
suitable for him. The studio and Producer
Richard Afaibaum disagreed with him.
Milland has been edgy for some time now
about his recent roles and this break had to
come sooner or later. According to Milland's
friends, he has been restless ever since "Lost
Weekend" hunting for another strong part.
According to his critics, the "Oscar" went to
his head and he's become "difficult". Neither
reason is entirely true in all probability. Meanwhile. John Lund was given Milland's role in
"Lucretia". Lund's former secondary role in
the
same
film has been taken over by Macdonald
Carey.

OF JOHN McGRAW

TXSPIRl-;i; by the puiilic's acceptance of "The
Babe Ruth Stor\ " (it's really getting de
luxe playing time all over the country), Producer Roy Del Ruth is now negotiating for the
riglits to the life story of John (Muggsy) McGraw, another all-time great of baseball. An
01 iginal story has already been completed on
the former manager of the New York Giants
and Del Ruth plans to make this one his "'Babe
R'lth
of 1949,"
if he to
can Mr.
seal Del
the Ruth:
deal. Make
.\ word
of advice
your next baseball picture a more factual one.
Sports fans are the toughest people in the world
to kid about the facts of the games they like,
and the main reason why the newspaper critics
and sports writers panned "The Babe Ruth
Story" is its failure to show the real-life inci(lents about the Babe in true style.
"Iron Dukes" (new title for "Bowery Comeback") and Jack Wrather's "Strike It Rich"
bfith wound up last week. The only activity on
the sound-stages now is "Incident" (Warren
Douglas-Jane Frazee), a Harry Lewis-Hall
Shelton production, the first from this new inde
producing team. Plans are proceeding, howex er, for a lift m tlie production schedule
beginning immediately after the Labor Day
wek-end.

REPUBLIC
YATES

EXPECTED

TO HOLD

REINS; LIKES FILM BUSINESS
' I 'HI'", Kb, has been another one of those sale
rumors hovering over this lot for the past
several weeks, but it is improbable that anything will come of it.
The studio admits that an offer has been
made but as one of the executives put it: "Mr.
Y.ntcRepublic
he this
has
vorkcd wouldn't
too hard sell
to build
it andbecause
he loves
business. He doesn't need money. He's not
ready to retire. So, it doesn't seem likely that
any offer, no matter how big. would uc interat the moment."
Thisesting '.oishimundoubtedly
true. T; is conimon
knowledge that Yates has a huge personal fortune and so loii'v as Republic Cf)ntinues to provide him the stimulus and pleasure he wants
from the business he will keep the reins in his
hands.
August is a bus.\- month here. Two new
ones have already started and there are five
more set to go before the month runs its
course. This will give Republic its busiest
schedule in many many months and extra peoPARAMOUNT
ple will be employed to cover the upped routine. Roy Rogers' "The Far Frontier' and
"Rose of Yukon" (Steve Brodie-Myrna Dell)
SHOOTING AND RELEASING
s'arted last week. Slated to follow are "The
M'^^s' urians". first of the new Allan Lane
PACE: ABOUT TWO PER MONTH
series
"Sundown in Santa Fe" (Monte
DI^ODUCTIOX plans here indicate that this Hale' ofandeight.
an untitled Sidney Picker production.
'"" studio will continue at an even two-or-three
picture pace for the next few months and will
Hunt Sfromberg has set August 30 as the
have a releasing schedule of approximately two
starting
date on
for this
"ToolotLate
ForA release.
Tears" which
will be shot
for I]
This
films monthly for the same period. The re•s the first of a nen- rental program which
leases will be : August — "So Evil My Love"
(Rav Milland-Ann Tofkl) and "A Foreign Af- Republic hopes will be a profitable piece of
business to help cover running costs.
fair" (.Vfarlene Dietrich-John Lund-Jean Arthur). Septemlx^r — "Sorry, Wrong Number"
(Barbara Stanwyck-Hurt T.ancaster) and "BeRKO
yond Glory" (.'Man Lafld-Df)nna Reed). October— "Isn't It Romantic" (N'eronica Lake-Billy
De Wolfe) and "Night Has A Thousand Eyes"
HUGHES TO CONCENTRATE
(ICdw'ard (». Robinson-Gail Russell). November—"Sealed Verdict" (Ray Milland-Peg MarON PURE COMMERCIAL FILMS
ly) and "Tatlock Millions" (Wanda Hendrix■Diiinor is still running high about the things
John Lund). December — "Paleface" (Hob
that will or will not happen at this lot. but
Hope-Jane Russell) and Pine-Thomas' "Dis- there is emerging a plan and a policy which
aster" (Richard I )enning-Hrenda Marshall).
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will h(jl(l firm under the Hughes leadership.
That policy will have as its chief plank the
making of pure commercial pictures at a minimum budget. Television will definitely be an
iniijrirtant part of the production plans and
Hughes is certain to revise sales policies and
distribution programs. At this writing, Ned
Dcpinet is in conference with Hughes an<l the
iiceiitly app<jiiited three-man board to set the
vvh.ole plan for the coming year.
The almost en masse resignation of the present board, including Chairman Flrjyd B. Odium,
scheduled for the August 31 stockholders meeting, is wholly expected. Ned Depinet will pr'/tiably take over as president of the company
and a new board of directors will be elected to
serve with him.
.Meanwhile, Si<l Rogell, who is the nominal
production chief at the moment, has been doing
a housecleaning job on scripts and story material in an efifort to line up the product that
will be made when the studio begins to function
again next month. "I'"ollow Me Quietly," one
of the pictures that was called off when the
Hughes regime stepped in, has been scheduled
;is the first of the series of about ten pictures
which will be made between now and the end
of the year. Herman Seldom, who up to now has
haiKlled only the low-budget stuff, is set as producer of the second on the list, a melodrama titled
" The Set-Up." Robert Ryan will be starred.
The only other sure-bet for the production
schedule is the "Bad Man" series which has
proved a solid moneymaker in the past. Apparently, Hughes is going to run the studio on a
strictly business basis with little thought to
artistic achievement or class merchandise. For
this type of operation, he will need far fewer
people than have ever been employed at RKO
and this, too, is a definite part of his plan.
WII<L LOAN STARS
(Jne of the big problems qow being discussed by Hughes and his lieutenants is the
handling of about 25 contracts with as many
stars for picture commitments totalling 43
films. Most of these contracts have strict time
limit clauses and the problem is to find story
material in the backlog of scripts and properties suitable to the players, many of whom
are in the top-rank class. Some of the people
included are : Joan Fontaine, 'Cary Grant,
Bel GedMerle Dberon,
Loy, Douglas,
MyrnaMelvyn
dcs,
Mctor Barbara
Mature, Dorothy
Ann
Pat O'Brien,
O'Hara.Sonny
Lamour.
Sothern, Maureen
Claire Trevor,
Tufts, John
Wayne, Ginger Rogers. Most of these are on
two or three picture deals.
Cf)ntract at the momon long-term
.\ctually
only about nine people, Robert
ent, there are
Mitchum. Robert Ryan and Jane Greer being
the best-known of the group. The so-called
stock list has only seven names on it. The big
hassle will be with the top-name people who
v.-ill not settle for low-budget productions. It
will be interesting to see how Hughes works
tiiese out. It is our guess that some of the stars
will go to other studios on a loan-out basis.
DENY 'BOY' CUTS
Studio spokesmen this week denied vigorously
that "The Boy \\'ith Green Hair."
the report
Dore
Schary's
project
for this
been
recut
and pet
re-edited
to delete
anyyear,
trace had
of
"message." This story of a small boy who
runs into intolerance was set against a background of fantasy to sugar-coat the message.
Rumor has it that Hughes ordered the film
turned into a complete fantasy with no reference
at all to the youngster's problem. This seems
incredible, because without the boy's problem
there just is not enough story for a full length
feature. The truth of the matter is that reports
from a couple sneak previews of the film were
a little disappointing and. if there is any doctoring going on, it probably is on this basis. There
is no doubt that Hughes does not approve of
the Schary approach to such films but he is
too good a business man to scrap his chances
for getting his money back by cutting out the
heart of the story.
FILM

BULLETIN

siooio

this one in a semi -documentary tone and will
work with tlie U. S. Forestry Service for
authentic background material. Linda Darnell
has been handed the starring role.

mim
SRO

BALLYHOO

STARTS

UNITED
FOR

'BIGGEST SHOW ON EARTH'
Tt is practically a maxim in tliis business that
David O. Seiznick can always be counted on
for
the unexpected.
example
his refusal
to conform.Here's
With another
the whole
industryof
bowing in complete submission to the new god,
Economy, this producer last week announced
that "The Greatest Show On Earth" will be
the most expensive picture he, or anyone else
in Hollywood, has ever made. This one goes
in Technicolor with an all-star cast PLUS the
Barnum and Bailey and Ringling Brothers
circus.
Of course, this story, intended to startle the
industry, was given to the press as a counterirritant against the story that Seiznick was
retiring from production and would concentrate
on his Television project and the handling of
his personal stable of stars. So it may be that
the Seiznick sense of drama was a little overemphasized. The fact is that the picture is not
scheduled to go into production until January.
Between now and then, much can happen.
Meanwhile, Seiznick is proceeding with his
plans for producing four pictures in affiliation
with Alexander Korda. The first of these. "The
Third Man," goes into production in the late
Fall
role. in X'ienna witli Joseph Gotten in the star
20th CENTURY-FOX
4 SHOOTING:
AWAITS

NEW

RETURN

PRODUCT
OF ZANUCK

POUR pictures continue in production on this
lot: "Three VV'ives" (Jeanne Grain-Jefifrey
Lynn), "Ghicken Itvery Sunday" (Dan DaileyCeleste Holm), "Sand" (Mark Stevens-Coleen
Gray) and "The Fan" (Jeanne Grain-George
Sanders-Madeleine Garroll). Darryl Zanuck is
sfil! in P-urope settiiig his production program
o\ er there and it is unlikely that very much new
will get started here before his return.
Gene Markey, who has been in a producer's
berth at Fox for twelve years, last week resigned the spot to devote his entire time to his
new independent project. He and his wife,
Mvrna Loy, have formed their own coinpany
called Gharter Films and their first film will
be. "Mrs. Kelly From Gairo." Before they start
this one in October, however. Miss Loy will
star in an .Alexander Korda picture called
".'\utumn" which is now in production in Roine.
20th'sthePeggy
also Another
featured, ^farkey
did
scriptGummins
for this isone.
Markey
project is a co-production job with Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. on "\ World of Women," which
is also a Markey original.
jriHXSON FOR WILDE
Cornel Wilde balked when he was pulled
(int of the cast of "Mother Was .A Freshman"
and
replaced
V^anstudio
Johnson,
from
MGM.
Whenby the
handedborrowed
him another
script, he said he was exhausted and would need
a short rest period. It seems likely that he
will go on suspension, although, in all fairness,
he has been working steadily and probably needs
the rest.
Sam Engel is a busy producer on this lot
at the moment. He is about ready to start the
sequel to the successful "Sitting Pretty." This
one
calledstars
"Mr.Glifton
Belvedere
GoUege"to
and isagain
Webb.GoesIn to
addition
this comedy piece, he has been handed a new
Book-of-the-Month novel, "Fire," just l^Jrcliased, for early production. Engel is planning
AUGUST
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EXECUTIVE
POSSIBLE

ARTISTS

SHIFT OR SALE
SOLUTIONS

FOR UA

T^here is little new here these days, with only
two productions in work ("Blondes Up"
and "The Lucky Stiff") and the usual problems
.■.inimering just below^ tiie surface.
UA's great need is good product. That, of
course, is a universal need in the industry, but
this company, which exists only as a releasing
unit, is not in the same position of a producing
and releasing outfit. It must rely on others for
its product and it must offer a sound distribution and advertising set-up to attract the right
kind of producers. In the past two years, the
(|ualily of the product here has suffered badly
from the internal bickering and the indecisive
policies of the owners and the managing heads.
We look for some radical changes here within
the next few months — or a sale. The loss of
the Enterprise unit was the tip-of? that no topflight producing unit can stay with UA as it is
presently constituted.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L
LESS CLASS, MORE

MASS,

PRODUCT U-I'S PROBLEM
j^OMENTOUS meetings of the top echelon
have been taking place at this studio during the past two weeks, with no <lefinite announcements yet to clear the air of the l)uzzing
rumors that important changes would be made
in tile production management. Despite denials
of the reports that the top command would be
overhauled before cameras roll again here, it is
understood that there are strong differences of
opinion between the distribution and the production branches of U-I and these must be resolved by a change in production policy, or a
change in management.
The "class" product of tin's lot has tii}t held
up at the boxoffice. Sales chief Bill Scully has
met with stiff exhibitor resistence to top terms
for fancy productions that have not appealed
to the moviegoing masses, and he is believed to
be among those calling for a return to less pretentious pictures that fill the exhibitor's wants.
This is particularly true with the dropping off
of grosses in deluxe first-runs and the greater
relative importance of subsequent-run houses.
"All My Sons" (a fine film), ".Another Part
of the Forest," "Letter From An Unknown
Woman" and "A Double Life" (despite Colman's
-Academy
gave disappointing
perf( nwances
at the.Award)
boxoffice.
Less of this type
,>f product iswants.
wliat the
Easternor end
U-I's
organization
Whether
not aof change
will be made in Bill Goetz's operation of the
studio depends on his response to the distribution department's complaints. .At this writing,
it's touch-and-go.
(,OETZ SETS DATE
luen as the axe continued to fall in every
cki>artinent, Goetz had little to say to the press,
except that production would be resumed come
September 13 wit!) a Maxwell Shane picture
taggeduled ".Amboy
Dukes.''
Three others
are schedfor September
production
and further
Mr.
Goetz would not say excejit that everything was
all right. Others to go, if plans go through as
Mr. Goetz says, are: "The Life of Riley," Robert Buckner's "Night Watch" and one, or possibly two, more.
■\ ENUS' LOOKS GOOD
-After all the trouble that dogged the produc-

tion of "One Touch of \'enus," Lester Cowan,
who finally produced it, has come up with what
looks like a sure-fire boxoffice hit. He has
softened the slightly sophisticated original play
into good meat-and-potato comedy that is sure
to please all types of ticket buyers. This one
comes up as a personal triumph for the beautiful
-Ava Gardner, who undoubtedly now will take
on star rank at Metro, where she is under contract. Unfortunately for U-I, the compr.ny has
only a 25 per cent deal on this one- They could
well use a larger hunk of the money this film
will nal» at the b )x iffices all over th j country.
D'Ugias Fairbanks Jr. has checke 1 orf this
lot, thereby ending a not-too-successful product on ariangtment with U-1. His last film under
])'.c
Iris ted.
contract was "The O'Flynn," now fully com-

WALD

WARNER

BROS.

CARRYING

LOAD FOR

WARNERS; TEN ON SCHEDULE
Jerry Wald is the big news at this studio.
First, there was a rumor that he wanted out
of his contract with Warner Brothers. But that
story faded when Wald announced that he
would start the Danny Kaye picture, "Happy
Times," and the Joan Crawford picture,
"P'lamingo Road," practically sinniltaneously. It
is not likely that Warners will quarrel with
Wald at this point when he has three pictures
riady for production and seven more in work.
They need him badly and any differences in
opinion are sure to be worked out- Without him
the Warner lot would really be in a bad way.
Wald's Current project, according to a statement directly from him, is trying to get Garbo
to return to the screen in a re-make of "Farewell To Arms," with Humphrey Bogart as her
co-star. He will have John Huston as his director, if and when this project goes through. Wald
is an astute showman and if he pulls it off, he
is sure to lick whatever script adjustments
w( uld have to be inade to fit this pair. So far,
tilt Garbo answer is in the negative.
Wald apparently ironed out his differences
with
on (a"The
Flamingo
script, Mike
becauseCurtiz
Curtiz
producer
in hisRoad"
own
right) is going to direct this film for Wald.
Wald has the reins now and he is probably going
ti) set Lew .Ayers and Burt Lancaster in the
male roles supporting his star, Joan Crawford.
"The House -Across The Street" (Wayne
Morris-Janis Paige) and "Somewhere In The
City"
(Viveca and
Lindfors-Pxlmond
O'Brien)
are
in productioti
with the two Wald
pictures,
plus "Two Guys and -A Gal" ready to go, this
studio will have seven pictures in production
before
the of
end the
of meller
-August. formerly
"Homicide"
is theas
new title
known
"Night Beat."
INDEPENDENTS
FILM CLASSICS
Prcxlucer W. Lee Wilder started "A
Date With Murder" last week with John
Calvert (in on the production end, too)
and Catherine Craig co-starred. Jack
Bernhard is directing.
SCREEN GUILD
A pair of the Lash I^aRue-Fuzzy St.
John series started production rolling
here again with three more under the
personal guidance of President Robert L.
''ippert scheduled for -August starts.
Lippert's first will be "Last of the Wild
Horses" which will be shot up in Oregon
on a budget of $300,000. He will then do
a sequel to his moneymaker, "My Dog
Shep," tagged "Shep Comes Hoine." The
third will be "Green Gold," with William
Stevens producing and George Reeves
and Ralph Byrd cast in the major roles.
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EXPLOITATION

IT'S

A

PICTURE

FUIVIVY

AFFAIR

!

Sell Lauyhs
in 'A Fareiqn
Affair'
voikI that, the news"Explosions of laujihter. . . Will roll you right
l)aper afis j)icked up the
out of your seat. . .Richquotes an<| blasted away
to excellent effect. The
ly amusing . . . Laughcrammed . . . Screen
same can be done in any
situation and shoidd be
rarely offers anything
augmented by the local
as funny" — that's what
the hard - hoiled New
critics" notices, which
are sure to be in the
\ork newspaper critics
same
vein.
chortled after viewing
Jutting
out from the
Paramount's "A Foreign
Affair". And that's
great,
big "fun"
angle
what Mr. Exhihitor
are
plenty
of audience
should make his No. 1
grabbers:
The romantic triangle
selling point — LAUGHTER!
— and what a triangle!
The charming, lovable
Concocted hy two of
Jean Arthur I making a
the brightest Ijoys in
pictures, Charles Bracktruly triumphant return
to the screen after four
et! and Billy Wilder,
the laughs will reach
years I and the sultrv.
DIETRICH
sexy Marlene a dishfuU
out and tickle everyone
Eye-A ppcdl i)i iXvlon
of eye-appeal in nylons,
from the most sophistiin a hilarious free-forcated to the choicest
all for the affections of half-hero, halfcorn-fed. And to a laugh-hungry audiheel John Lund, exact everv iota of sly
ence, jittery over war-talk, high prices
wit. bubbling gaiety and slapstick
and all the other current hazards to
comedy from the impish script.
peace of mind, '"A Foreign Affair" is
There's the timeliness of Berlin,
hke a hpyo injected right into the
where the picture was actually filmed;
funnybone. Or, as the Herald Tribune's
the Brackett-W ilder fame: a story that
Otis Guernsey puts it, "a lot like aspirin
takes in the sadly shattered buildings
— it may not cure the world's diseases,
and bistros of Berlin, knocks the "L"
but it can make you feel much better''.
out of "sadly", gives it "H" and makes
To put an exclamation point on ballytickling.
it
a wee-bit "shady", shocking and ribhoo of the picture as funfest, the showman can take his cue from the New
There's much more — gags, stunts,
York Paramount. Plastered throughballys and promotional aids — whipped
out the lobby, front and marquee in
up by Paramount's boxofficers in a
big, bold banners were quotes from the
power-packed press book that can make
an alert, aggressive shownman thank his
critics' raves, headlined by the WorldTelegram's acclamation as this year's
lucky stars for an attraction like "A
Academy Award picture.
Going beForeign Affair".

GIVEAWAYS
Cigarettes and candy, are hlai k market staples
in Kerlin. Tie-up with local tobacco outlet,
arrange a cigarette giveaway, with lag and copy
a!> illustrated.
A candy l)ar sample, imprinted: "Candy haro
go far in Berlin ... see how in A FOREIGN
AFFAIR atexpensive
thegiveaway.
Blank Theatre," is another in-

X>r to Z«
tmenC W

— its ihe l<ey to
CO
rtmrent
ns theapidoo
opeCHS
DIETRI
.s£ key
r/i
MARL£N
/>
FUNNy
AFFAIR,
-cr-i
iR"
AfifA
6N
PORBI
"/I
KEY TEASER
I'or an intere>tiiig lobby exhibit, a key, labeled as shown above, together with a cigarette
and pair of nylons, carrying similar lines, makes
a provocative leaser display.

^Affair/;
Laorn why

Learn why

THURSDAY
at the
GLOBE
Theatre

THURSDAY
at -^_^;r-'J
the
Theatre
GLOBE

NEWSPAPER ADS
Above, two of the large selection of teaser ads,
and. below, reproductions of several newspaper
ads. heavy with copy that sells LAUGHS.

W£ PKEOICT- Oie ftrson Will Ull /Another

1
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MARLBUe
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'
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Above. Jean Arthur, the staid conpresswomnn from Iowa,
lets her hair down in a Berlin bistro, nhile, to the left.
American occupation officer John Litnd is doin^i some
cozy fraternizing with fraulein Marlene Dietrich.
A

FDREIGIV

AFFAIR

That redoubtable producing-directing team

of

Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder ("Lost Weekend"
and "The Emperor Waltz") have made eomedy of a
subject that 99 out of a hundred Hollywood people
would regard as untouchable — fraternizing between
American occupation forces in devastated Berlin and
the frauleins who live in its ruins. By dint of their
innate comedy sense and clever performances by leading ladies Jean Arthur and Marlene Dietrich, Brackett
and Wilder adroitly and blithely skirt the ticklish facets
of the locale and come up with one of the year's brightest laughfilms.
The yarn tells how the latently feminine, but outwardlv cold, Jean, fresh from the corn of Iowa, anives
in Berlin with a congressional investigating committee
to check on occupation forces morale. She takes a
shine to officer John Lund, who merely happens to be
fraternizing I but closely! ) with Marlene. Eager to
trap the soldier who is keeping Marlene fi'om a labor
camp, she sets out on personal investigation, finally
running smack into the realization that the guilty man
is the verv guy she has fallen for,. Lund. After a bit of
heartbreak and a brawl, all comes out well for the
American couple.

tXHiaiTDRS
Ojainioni

FDRUM

C^uiied ^ront Organization

selup cjf ASCAP in the hope^ that the AntiATOI MEETS ANDY SMITH
trust Division would commence acti(jn against
ASCAP.
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
Number three was to support current private
'1 lieatre owners attending French Lick heard
both Andy bmith, General Sales Manager of law suits against y\SCAP which had already
box, and benny berger, President ot North
been brought by individual exhibitors. — And
Central Allied, discuss the new Fox mediation while waiting for the decisions on these cases,
pian which they co-autiiored. In brief, this it was Allied's policy to ignore ASCAP's longassociation wouid name a three man committee
term contracts and to pay only short-term
whose duty would be to hear compiaints against amounts for a few months at a time.
the conduct or dealings of 20th Century-Fox
Thisbeen
policy
has noiv
paid Ihe
off. decision
ASCAI' will
/w.v
that might be filed by any exhibitor in this terri- noiv
declared
illegal.
tory. /\lter giving consideration to the case
be appealed, but the original deand reaching a verdict on its merits, this com- undoubtedly
cision isgood enough for us. (And it happens
mittee would meet with the local branch manread like a word-for-word description ol the
ager in an effort to arrive at a settlement of tc
Lewis Bill.)
the dispute. 'I'he Fox manager is to be emThose exhibitors who followed Allied's advice
powered with full authority as to what action
and paid only short-term amounts can now save
may be taken.
a considerab'.'.- amount of moneyMr. Berger stated that tiie experience in Mil- themselves
Remember — it saves you money to have a
waukee in the sliort time the plan has been apstrong independent exhibitor organization workplied was that the existence of the committee
ing lor you — suppt.rt Allied and make it
resulted in disputes being settled before they got stronger.
started and no grievances have as yet been filed.
If he so vishes, an exhibitor may first make
indi vidua, jhort to straighten out his difficulty.
If an exh.bitor who does submit his grievance
Allied ET'
A 'RACK
OF Central
END North
to thf jommittee is not satisfied with the action
secrred there will still be nothing to prevent
A few days ago Judge Vincent L. Leil)ell in
him from taking any recourse he chooses — in- Federal District Court in New York handed
cluding legal action. At the same time, while
down a momentous decision in which he enpromising to give every possible consideration j()ine<l ASCAP from C(jllecting fee^ from the
plaintiff independent motion picture exhibitors.
to the committee findings, Fox will not be bound
to it.
In his decision. Judge Leibell cut through the
The committee is not to consider strictly per- l(»ng time .^SCAP smoke-screen and described
.\SCAP for what it is and always has been —
sonal arguments nor is it to act as a buying committee. Film rentals would not be considered
■'.Almost every part of the ASCAP structure,
except in those cases where they were manialmost all of ASCAP's activities in licensing
festly unfair or employed for some other hidden motion picture theatres involved a violation of
the anti-trust laws ... a combination in repurpose in the negotiations.
straint of interstate trade and commerce . . .
A motion was made to defer action one way
or the other until the next Board meeting in power unlawfully acquired ... an illegal combination . . . inherently vicious and unlawful
order to give time for study. The directors
would welcome any comment or opinions from
.
.
not
entitled to immunity . . .".
members to aid them in their consideration of
The Court upheld in full tlie ])osition of this
this matter at the next meeting.
organization taken in the so-called Berger case.
This office awaits the decision of Judge Nordbye
As he" promised he would do, Andy Smith
made himself available and ready to answer any in the Berger case with complete confidence
that it will follow the New York decision.
questions or general complaints on his comOf course, there will be an appeal and it may
pany's policy in Indiana. This resulted, as
might be expected, in some very lively and vig- be many months before the Supreme Court finalorous discussion. It was afterward felt by all 1; decides that .ASCAP is an illegal combination and without legal power to enforce its
parties that this frank and open discussion between exhibitors and a leader of one of the top demands against theatre owners.
In the meantime, however, we strongly urge,
distributing companies was a very healthy thing
and could have no other effect than improve advise, and recommend that no independent exdistributor-exhibitor relations.
hiiiitor in Minnesota sign any more contracts
zt-'ith A.SCAP or pay them any money. TJiis
Naturally, the phases of policy criticized were
not all characteristic of only Fox, and we ad- applies to those of you who presently have contracts with ASCAP: Do not pay any further
mire and appreciate Mr. Smith's readiness to fees. Should we later modify our opinion on
t?,ke
speaker'sthatstand
the owners
offer to answer
any the
questions
the with
theatre
had to this subject, we will advise you immediately.
ask.
ASCAP is down, but it will not go out without a lot of bluster and fight. Do not be influenced by it.
STOP PAYING ASCAP!
This is a signal victory and these are great
days for the independent exhibitor. One by one
Allied Rocky Mt. Theatres
ancient enemies find their unlawful conduct is
The ASCAP seat tax has been declared illegal
in a United States Federal Court.
catching up with them, but none of these victories would have been possible had it not been
This Bulletin advises all ARMIT members to
for
the vigorous leadership and militant approach
stop paying ASCAP.
of National Allied and its constituent units.
This action is a great victory for National
— Stanley D. Kan^.
Allied's Policy. You will recall that Allied always maintained that ASCAP did not have the
legal right to collect money from theatres.
WOLCOn
SPEAKS
Natiwal Allied's jwlicy was a three-pronged
attack.
Allied ITO of loiea - Nebraska
DISCRIMINATION ... A great deal has
Number one was legislative. It tried to pass
the Lewis Bill. This Bill was scuttled by the
been heard about discrimination since the SuTOA when the TOA double crossed the indepreme Court ordered it to cease. .\nd don't try
pendent exhibitors by defending ASCAP.
to tell us there's been no discrimination against
Number two was to be an attempt to interest
the independent exhibitors ! Look at some of
the Department of Justice in the monopolistic
these double bills that have run in affiliated the20

A GOOD IDEA
W iesiicr, relatively new exLawrence
ember
liibitor-m
of Cenoa, Nebr. was in
and dropped a suggesti<jn
lately
office
my
I feel shi^uld be passed on. A Goiiigthat
Back-To- School Free Show for the
school kids, the last week in August. I
remember we used to do this years ago.
It was a good i<iea then. Perhaps, in
view of the many scIkxjI and outside
competitive attractions today, the time is
again ripe to use this idea and build some
good will with the students. A g<x>d picture, and the cooperation of y<jur newsand perhaps
paperscould
nice
idea intoof aCommake thisChamber
merce
Why
theatre.
your
and
you
for
thingtrv it?
not
—I.eo F. IVolcott,
Allied ITO of lou'O-Nebraska.
atres recentlv:
Fox West Coast — My W ild Irish Rose and
Tvcoon — both color.
Wild Irish Rose and Wild Harvest.
'My
m'v Wild Irish Rose and T-Men.
My \\ ild Irish Rose and Good News — both
coUjr.
In St. Louis — Scudda Hoo and Gary and the
Bishop's Wife.
Voice of the I urtle and Call
Ill Chicago
e 777. —
Northsid
Can you, the independent theatre owner,., buy
h'll?
.
these pictures so you can run them,on a double

e prices and clearances (or availaDii" which ever you prefer; are the worst disitv Pictur
criminations, the real bones of contention bedistributor and affiliated or cirexhibitor,
tween
cuit theatres. Clearance or Availability is getit seems, since the
t.ng worse instead ofthebetter,
fact the Supreme Court
Decision, in spite of
mandate places upon the distributor the burden
of proof as to the reasonableness of any cleartion that "there
c stipula
the specifi
ance, with cleara
.
n theatres^, not ,sub-•,
ncen" betwee
no competitio
shall be stantial
— Thumbnail
RELATIONS
PUBLIC
Sketch — Public relations play an important,
if not the most important part, in the success
of a theatre. Perhaps everyone can't
or failure
a big job like Percy Long, Webster City
do
manager, in promoting a 10 Year Plan and the
Week, but
big Webster City-Pathfinder-Journal
evervone o f us CAN fix up our theatres, make
them safe and attractive and go out and sell
them to everyone in the community. We can
give annual passes to our town, county and State
officials, to our editors, ministers, school superleadintendents, leading club and organizationevents.
for games and
ers. Give passes as prizes
Work with our leading candidates for public
office. Make our theatres available for general
meetings outside show hours. Cultivate the
farm groups and their leaders. Work with
get games on nights
night game managers to
which hurt us least. Good showmanship and
same thing.
good public relations are oneelyandcn the
the way since
Better pictures are definit
Hollvvvood has gotten off t'le fat lard and gone
to work. Dave Palfrey. nan, at the Des Moines
Convention, told us about the Publi" Relations
shorts being made. Hollywood press agaits are
working toward better publicity for pictures and
the picture colony. All of which will pay you
and me dividends at our box-offices, if we will
help it along a little. Run the best pictures we
can get and quit knocking our pictures. Tell
the people pictures are getting better right along,
and soon you'll hear the people saying the same
thing. If clubs or groups in our towns want to
sponsor something we can get a suitable picture
and let them sponsor that. Keep our theatres
in the public eye all the time — and — get off
the old fannv and go to work — back into the
show business. The lush days are oyer, even if
yet !
to knowF. itWolcolf.
the distributors don't seem —Leo
FILM
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.-■nd 16njm rights for seven years. With Savini
readying tlK- prints for September, Astor's adpublicity director. Cy Eiciiman, is getting up a
brand new batch (jf press sheets, and an advertismg schedule to sell these as "typical of the
lype of fast-moving westerns which have made
■\\ ild Birr one of the top money-making westerji stars for the past five years." '

■■HK\()\"I) (W.Om" racked the- bigKcsl
first (lay business in tlie iiistory of Broadway's
raramoiint since tlie record set by Paramount's
"Road til Rio." The huge take followed the
special premiere tlie previous evening when 400
West Point cadets in full dress uniforms and
the 90-piece West Point Band paraded from
Columbus Circle down Broadway to the Paranu/unt. The Paramount publicity department
did a turnabout on the Al^ilitary Academy's burlesque of Hollywood's "Oscar" festivities a
week earlier when the cadets, using several Para
execs as stooges, gave their version of how
Hollywood would train West Point plebes in
the manual of arms. At a pre-preview dinner
in the Tavern on the Green. Paramount repaid
in kind by giving
of how
s version
newcomers
to the Hollywood'
screen would
be instructed
in the art of acting if the teachers were drillmasters from West Pf)int — and in television.
>et. Not only was the burlesque shown on
video, but shots of the cadets entering the
theatre and seated were televised and projected
on the screen, making the first time a theatre
audience has seen itself televised on a theatre
screen.
CHARLES SCHLAIFER is mourning the
loss of his father, A. Schlaifer. pioneer Nebraskan. who passed awav in Omaha last week following afall. Prominent in the business, civic
and cultural life of Omiha. ^fr. Schlaifer is
survived by his wife and four other sons, in
ciddition to the 20th Century-Fox advertisingpublicity chief.
EAOLE-LION got a terrific break wlien Hal
Conrad, sent to England bv Max Voungstein
\r^ do advance oromotion on "The Olympic
Games of 1948." was credited bv newspaper
correspondents with being resiwnsible for causing a reversal of the bad decision that first
t' 'ok the 400-meter relay title awav from the
I . S. Conrad induced the Olympic .A.ppeals
Committee to study the Technicolor film record
of the race to prove that the disputed passing
of the baton was legal. The Committee was
convinced and ordered the reversal. E-L will
distribute
"The Olvmpic Games" picture in the
T,'.
S.
MONOGRAM HANDED us a shuddering
thought when thev blandlv revealed that three
of the next four Bowerv Boys pictures will be
filmed in Europe. The first will be named "The
P.owery Bovs Invade London." to be made in
England. Not satisfied with inflicting the youthful menaces on John Bull, the next two will be
made in France and Italv. Now if we could
onlv let them loose in Russia.
S. BARRET McCORMICK, RKO Radio's
a director, has gone on record with the proclamation that the national campaign for "Joan of
.Arc" will be the biggest effort ever made to
mesell a motion picture to the world . . .
"Sorry, Wrong Number." Paramount's Hal
Wallis edee-of-the-seater. becomes the first picture this year to be voted bv the Mytery Writers
of America, Inc., as a candidate for their annual
Edgar Allan Poe Award for the best suspense
film of the vear. Appropriately, the winner receives an "Edgar," a statuette of the classic
writer . . . "Hamlet," the J. Arthur-RankLaurence Olivier film production of the Shakesf)rarian classic, released bv U-I, will have its
New Yf)rk opening at the Park Avenue Theatre
aiound the first of October.
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MORT BLUMENSTOCK
(/(/:•<■ "I'lcd Guys" Si'iidoff in Texas
THK TRA\ KL1-:RS; William .\. Scully,
L'-I vice-president and general sales manager,
and Maurice A. Bergman, ICastern ad-publicity
director,
in the
City studios
last
wiek for were
huddles
withL'ni\ersal
studio toppers
. . . Max
I'., ^'oungstein went r.a\- down South in New
Orleans last week for the fifth leg of his nationwide tour of companv exchanges as captain of
ihe Bill Heineman Sates Drive . . . Mort Blunienstock wore a huge smile as he came back
to New York last Monda\- from the 4-cit\ Texas
world nremiere of \V'B's "Two Guys from
Texas." gloatinsr over the huge overflow crowds
which turned out for all the preems . . . Realart's board chairman-treasurer Joseph Harris
was aboard the Queen Mary when it sailed on
the 14th for London.
THE W.W reser\ations are comine in, TO A
estimates a membership attendance of over 600,
at its annual convention Sent. 24-25 in Chicago,
according to word from TO.-\ headquarters.
The two-day meetiner will face such weighty
problems as television. 16mm cr-mi)etition. Ascap, admission taxes, public relations and the
workings of the Supreme Court decision in the
industry anti-trust case. Cardinal Stritch. of
Chicago, has accented the invitation of Gael
Sullivan, TOA executive director, to open the
convention. Climax of the affair will be presinight. dent Ted Gamble's dinner and dance Saturday
METRO'S HENDERSON RICHEY worked up a cute gag around that ad announcing the
trade showing of the Red Skelton comedy, "A
Southern "^'ankee." and .guaranteeing replacement of any exhibitor buttons popped during
th.e screening. In a letter to all ^I-G-M branch
managers, Richey attached a needle, thread and
button "to remind vou that the sales department
is committed to back up the advertising departpromise to lose
replace
the buttons your
exhibitorment'sfriends
from alllaughing.
REAL ART PICTURES has really gone to
town on the New York circuits with a total of
eight pictures playing the metropolitan RKO
and Loew's chains during August. The latter
booked "The Storm" and "Men of Texas."
while RKO is plaving "Argentine Nights,"
"Hellzapoppin' *, "Ex-Champ." "Mutiny on
the Blackhawk," "Lady in a Jam" and "Timber"
. . Astor's Bob Savini has obtained reissue
distribution rights for eight "Wild Bill" Elliott
westerns with a pact that covers both 3Smm

MORI-, THAN LlOO representatives of ent.rtamnient industries. lal)or
and government
have been converging on Cleveland's Hotel Hollenden fr)r the International .Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and Moving Picture
-Machine Operators 39th .Annual Convention begn)ning today (16th-. They will hold 14 district
conventions just prior to the start of the lATSE
meeting, they will hear such leaders as AFL's
William Green, .MP.A.A's Ivric Johnston, Governor Thomas J. Herbert of Ohio, Mayor Thomas .A. Burke of Cleveland and Tom O'Brien,
member of the British Parliament and general
secretaryatricalofand Kine
Britain's
National
Ass'n of TheEmployes
, who,
along with
LA prexy Richard F. Walsh, will report on
the interchange of British and .American techt-.ical workers. .And they will hear president
W'alsh sound oft against
Taft-Hartley
charging tlie spon.sors of the
the law with giving.Act.a
"distorted" picture of the power of lalK)r leaders in .America, and, to prove his point, has
publicly
to
attend. invited members of the 80th Congress

OF MEN AND THINGS . . . The Salt Lake
City exchange managed by Giff Davison, ran off
w'th
top honors in RKO's 11th annual Ned
Dtpiiiet
Drive, with runners-up laurels going
to Ralpli Williams' Oklahoma Cit.\ branch. Joe
Emerson's Denver exchange in
place, and
Charlotte, with Rovy Rranon third
at the helm,
in fourth . . . Al Kolitz. Rocky Mountain, won
out in the District Managers' division . . .
Charles Schlaifer. ad-publicity director of 20thFox. has switched the jobs of Ira Tulipan, who
was trade publicity rep. and Lou Frick, press
book editor . . . Two deaths in the Warner organization were announced the same day, .Aug.
The veteran Max Milder, whose long illness had forced him to retire after a 30-year
stint with Warners, the last 17 as managing
director of WB in Britain, succumbed in Surrey, England. And in Washington, John J.
Payette, 55, died at his home after a protracted
illness. Payette was zone manager for WB in
the Capitol City . . . Harris Dudelson is Eagle
Lion's new Cincinnati branch manager . . .
Wolfe Cohen, v.p. of Warners International
has streamlined the Latin American territories
with a division manager in charge of each of
tl'.ree divisions. Arv Lima heads the Atlantic
Division. Peter Colli to the Caribbean Division, and James V. O'Gara comes over from
Republic where he was Eastern Sales Manager,
to
head City.
the Pacific Division, headquartering in
Mexico

SEVEN FEATURE films have been entered by American motion picture companies in the
1948 Venice Film Festival. The major companies were represented thus : M-G-M, "National Velvet" ; Paramount, "The Big Clock" ;
RKO, "The Fugitive": 20th-Fox. "Gentleman's
-Agreement": U-I, "A Double Life": Warners,
"Treasure of Sierra Madre," and Walt Disney,
"Melody Time."' Columbia and L'nited Artists
offered no entry to the Festival, which will be
held -August 19 to September 4. with a Grand
Prix International to be awarded the best feature film, best director, actor, actress, cameraman, composer, scenarist and set designer.
FILM
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FIND FAULTS

WITH PLOT

OFBut "THE
WALLS
OF offered
JERICHO'
few kind
words were
by tlie New
York film critics on behalf of 20th CenturyFox's "The Walls of jerico," which stars Cornel
W'ilde, Linda
Darnell
Anneexceptions,
Baxter. The
general
consensus,
withanda few
was
that Lamar Trotti's adaptation of Paul Wellman's novel rambled too far afield to make for
cohesive and engrossing drama.
The Times' Arthur Weiler (pinch-hitting for
Bosley Crowther) finds it "a lengthy (106 m),
leisurely aiid often none too xvell-de fined portrait of sacred and p-rofanc love, politics and
murder." The problems it presents and the people seem "strangely one-dimensional."
Trotti's screenplay, says Otis L. Guernsey,
Jr., of the Herald Tribune, "makes the usual
mistake of trying to substitute tears and rambling plot complications for drama." He sees
the filpi as a ''series of poses indicating great
passion but boiling doztm to nothing ivhen the
fire is out."
IreneonThirer
gives
'"Jericho"
rating
the Post
Movie
Meter aandFair-plus
reports
that director John M. Stalil "aimed to squecae
out as many tears as possible," but his efforts
will affect only those who "iveep readily at conirii'ed situations."
Cecelia -Ager, of the New York Star, says
she understands that "The Walls of Jericho"
is what is known as "A Woman's Picture" in
the trade. But, she asks, "For zvhat zcoman/"
. . "Where is there a woman ivith the patience
. . to bear zcith its slow, inez'itable. inc.vorable
unfolding; zvith its old fashioned stickiness, its
syrupy romance, its faked look of 'depth', its
sdlv plot contriz'anccs?"
The unsigned reviewer in the World Telegram says "its people lack color" and its story
"ambles
along kindly
tediously
for almost
tzvo hours."
Much more
disposed
are Eileen
Creelman, of the Sun, and Jim O'Connor, Journal
American. Miss Creelman calls it "good, sturdy drama not ashamed of a catch in the throat
or a Quickening of the heart." O'Connor states
that the "acting is something to zvrite about"
<.'.'
by .S"/a/i/ is e.vcellent" . . . and
'The Walls of Jericho' is the kind of a picture they tell nie z^'omen qo for."
"ON AN ISLAND
WITH YOU"
M-G-M
"I'nfor
producedtunatcl
the film, y.mustJoseph
have Pastern
decided ak,
that who
a screen
play was necessary to garnish the aquatic sequences and as a consequence the new tenant at
the Capitol not only makes IVfiss Williams look
like a dish out of water for a good many reels,
but
presentactors
s a plot
andpiece
dialogu
e' which
leave also
the other
in the
gasping
for
air." — T.B.F., N. Y. TIMES.
"Just barely distinguishable
all the
other Esther Williams adventuresfrom
dreamed up
in color by Metro Goldwyn Mayer . . . Solves
the same old entertainment problem, how to keep
two lovers apart for one hundred minutes
and
through several swimming pools." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"A hot-zi-eather shozi; light, musical, cheerful . . . .\ typical Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer musical, much better than most of tho.se featuring
Miss Williams." — CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
Laz-ish and lengthy as to production and
lightweight as to script . . . .As to story, it's
quite in line with the accompanying give-away
stage show. It gives away its plot the moment
girl stamps her foot and tells boy she hates
him."
—AN.PELSWICK. N. Y. JOURNAL
AMERIC
"Like the majority of Metro musica/,f. On an
Island J nth Yon is streamlined
, polished, oiled,
powdered, telegraphed. No spontaneity, no faint
breath of life, is permitted to blur its standard
pattern ... In such a rigid set-up, the bounce
of even a Jimmy Durante must lose some of its
spring." — AGER, N. Y. STAR.
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What the NeuDspaper Okies Say About New Films
OOfllfS
version N.
is fascinating
skill and polish."
—thisCOOK,
Y. WORLDin its
TELEGRAM.
"DEEP WATERS"
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
"Good-plus . . . few movie descents into murder have been more sensibly presented, or acted
"Might hazr been a sticky mess, but the
treatment has a dogged honesty which defies any as perfectly. As a matter of fact, all the perone to call it a tear-jerker. The result, played
are excellent
. . . The
picture's
only
against the homely bleakness of a toiiristless weakness isformances
that
the spectator
cannot
feel much
rural waterfront, is an unpretentious and charmsxmpathv for the characters." — WINSTEN,
ing motion TRIBUNE.
picture." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. N. Y. POST.
HERALD
"There is so much evil in So Ei'il My Love
"Good-plus ... It caiuiot be said that the that it sticks in the throat and creates all the
picture rises above its source . . . But it is symptoms of recreational indigestion . . . Has
splendid example of workmanship and con- mistaken the sordid for the dramatic in an enstruction perfectly handled to offset basic ele- ormouslv depressing show." — GUERNSEY,
ments of the tear-jerker and also a verv appeal- N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"A conz'crsaiional murder melodrama . . •
ing picture." — WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
Handsomely produced and provides some in"Henry King, one of the sound craftsmen
among directors, let things get out of hand this
teresting drama despite an overabundance of
time and his story drifts into vague stretches . . . talk and footage." — PELSWICK, N. Y.
Sc me unexplainable blight slipped down upon JOURNAL AMERICAN.
all the good people concerned in Deep Waters
"Acquires plausibility from authentic producand nullified all the abundant good intentions
tion detail, fine acting, and suspenseful and inand talent." — COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEgenious plotting . . . Miss Todd is quietly fasGRAM.
cinating .. .N.Mr.Y. Milland
.AGER,
STAR. seems made of wood."
.."A basically silly picture, even though it was
meant seriously . . . Actors cannot be censured
"Too much confusion of a rather commonplace plot . . . Too much time is wasted with
for stock performances, and that's what these
three — and several others — give under the tempting yet trivial details of a complex mandirection of Henry King . . . Stiffly, conveneuver at extortion
maintain anxietv." —
tionally romantic and mawkish to an extreme,
CROWTHER,
N. Y.to TIMES.
thev onlv do as directed in a hopelessly hack"A top-notch
with some
top-notchalways
performances ... cast,
A strange
melodrama,
neyed script." — CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"A gentle story, one with a plot easy to interesting, alwavs sordid, and certainlv overforesee after the first half reel. Henry King has
made the most of his material. His people are long," — CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN. "
real and likeable, his actors restrained and believable. He has caught the salty flavor of a
Your Service — Our Responsibility
fishing village, built up the characters, depending
on
storv
alone."
—
CREELM.AN,
N.
Y.
SUN.
NEW JERSEY MESSENGER
"/;; spite of the not quite bright behaviour,
plot induced, of the principals ... it has endearSERVICE
ing qualities
more than compensate." —
AGER,
N. Y.that
STAR.
Memher Nnt'l Film rarrltr*
•i.5fl N. Juniper St.. Phila. 1. I'a.
"The Chamber of Commerce boys in Maine
LOeust 7-4823
ought to he very happy about Deep Wafers . . .
The story that goes along with the background
is light, leisurely and likeable . . . Dana .Andrews
makes tiioroughly believable his role of a
lobster fisherman who helps the bov." — PELSWICK. N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.
THEATRE MANAGERS and OWNERS
"SO EVIL MY
PARAMOUNT

LOVE"

"This is routine treatment of the old taleNo matter how familiar tiie pattern may seem.
CLASSIFIED
AGENT WANTED
Film or theatre promotion salesman or
booking agent with established theatre contacts wanted on full or part time basis to
sell much needed inexpensive "juvenile attendance building" promotion to theatres.
Call Mr. Knapp at GRanite 4-2885 for appointment or write Philadelphia Chewing
Gum Corporation, Eagle and Lawrence
Roads, Havertown, Pa.
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St,
New York, N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
Will lease or buy theatre in Eastern Penna.
or
New Jersey. 'Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.

we thank all theatre owners and managers who
cooperated with os by putting return trallors In
the proper addressed containers and for wrapping
and addressing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday
each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
336 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St.. Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers
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PRODUCTION

%

RELEASE

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
issue
the innational release date. No." is the release number.
is
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C!
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (60)
Completed ( 3)
Completed (24)

In Production (2)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
KNOCK ON ANY DOOR
Drama — ^Started Augrust 1
Cast: Humphrey
Bogart, John Derek, George Macready, Susan
Perry, Allene Roberts.
Producer: Robert Lord
Director: Nicholas Ray
JUNGLE JIM
Adventure — ^Started August 5
Cast: Johnny Weismuller, Virginia Grey, Lita Baron, George Reeves
Director: William Berke
Producer: Sam Katzman
Story: Native guid? takes expefliiion on search for secret medicine.
RELEASE CHART
COMPI^TED
_
1947-48
Rel.
Details
Title — Runninf Time
Cast
Arkansas Swi g, Tlie
Vincenf-Hot Shots
. 3-29 . .7-29.
Details under title: Texas Sandman
.5-6.
Best Man Wins (75)
8»elianan-Lee ...
.. 12-22
.8-18. .
Big Somkrero, The
Autry-Verdugo
Details under title: A Little Spanish Town
Blacic Arrow, Tie (76)
Hayward-Blair 8-4
Blazing Aeross The Peeos (55)
St-rre t-Biirnet.e 11-24 7-1
Blondie's Reward (67)
Sinfleton-Laiie 9-29.... 6-3.
Details under title: Blondie's Ni«ht Out
Blondie's Sfcret
Single' on-Lahe
6-7
Bos'on
ChineseBoston
Venture
7-5
,
DetailsBiacl(ie's
under title:
Blackie's Honor Morris-May ia
Chailengi of the Range
Starretl-Burnette 7-5
CMigo Bill
McGuire-Moore 5-10
Coroner Creek (C) (90)
Scott-Chapman 9-29... 7-48
Dark Pa>t, The
Nolden-Cobb
6-7
Details order title: Hearsay
El Dorado Pass
Starrett-Burnette 6-7
Foiler Brush Man, The (93)
Sk;lton-Blair 10-27 ... 6-48 .
Gallant Blade (C)
Parks-Ch-ipman 12-8
fientlsman From Nowhere (66)
Ba'ter-Baker 5-10 . 9-9
Her Wonderful Life
Klepura-Eggerth 11-10
Details under title: The Eternal Melody
Lady from Shanghai, The (87)
Hayworth-Welles 10-14 ... 5-48 .
Law of the Barba y Coast
Shayne-Henry
8-2
Loaded Pistols
Autry-Britton
Loser Take All
Mitchell-Nigh 3-15
Details under title: Winner Take Nothing
Lovers, The
Wilde-Knight
7-19 ,
Loves of Carrran, The (T)
Hayworth-Ford 11-24
Lalu Belle (87)
Lamour-Montgomery . 11-10. .8-48
Han From Colorado, The (T)
Ford-Drew
3-17
Manhattan Angel
Jean-Ford
3-15
Details under title: Sweetheart of the Blues
.7-5
Mating of Millie, The (87)
Ford-Keyes
7-7... 4-28.
My Dog Rusty (67)
Donaldson-Litel
4-8.
Port Said (69)
Bishop-Henry 12-22 ... 4-15 .
Qaick on the Trigger
Starrett-Burnette 6-21
Ratirn of October, The (T)
Ford-Moore
9-29
Ridin' the Old Pine Trail (C)
Autry-White
7-5
Details
Wings Westward
Busty
Leadsunder
the t'tle:
Way
Donaldson-Molfett 3-1
Details under title: Rusty Takes a Walk
lusty Saves A Life
Donaldson-Litel
Sea Hound, The (Serial)
Crabbe-Blake
5-26.... 9-4.
.3-15
Sign of the Ram, The (84)
Petcrs-Knox
8-4. . .3-48
SInein' Spurs
Hooiier Hot Shots
9-23
Slight'y
DetailsFrench
under title: Let's Fall In Love Lamour-Ameche 1-19
Smoky Mountain
Acuff-Smoky Mt. Boys ...8-2
Song of India
Bey-Russell
7-5
strawberry Poan, The (C)
Autry-Henry
7-7... 8-48
Story of A Horse, The
Bishop-Palton 5-10. . .9-16
Details under title: Black Eagle
Superman (Serial)
Alyn-Neli
2-16. ,7-15.
Tex Grainger (Serial)
Stevens-Stevrarf 8-4. . .4-1.
Thuflderhoof
Foster-Bishop 2-16. ..7-8.
Details under(77)
title: Wild Fury
To the Ends of the Earth (109)
Powell-Hasso
12-9. .2-48.
.3-15
Trail to Laredo (54)
Starrett-Burnette
8-12
Trapped by Boston Blackle (67)
Morris-Lane
12-22... 5-13
Triple Threat
Henry-Crane
7-19... 9-30
Undercover Man
Ford-Foeh
5-24
Untaffled
Breed,
The
(C)
Tufts-Brltton
4-12
Details under title: The Wrangler
Z4

AUGUST 16. 1948
Walk a Crooked Mile
0 Keefe-Haywara 5-24
Details under title: FBI Meets £e:tland Yar't
Walking Hills, The
fcott-Raines
5-24
Whirlwind Raiders (54)
Starrett-Saonders 9-15. .5-13.
Wings Westward IC)
Autry-WhIte
7-5
EAGLE-LION
1947-18 Features
Westerns

Completed (39)
Completed ( 7)

In Production (3)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCThONS
PAROLE
Drama — Started August 8
Ca^t: Michael O'Shea, Turhan Bey, Evelyn Ankers, Virginia Lee,
Lyle Talbot, Michael Whalen, Paul Bryar, Chaxles Williams,
Charles Bradstreet, Charles Jordan.
Director: Alfred Zeisler
Producer: Constantin David
.■^tory: Not available.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Tltlo— Running Time
Cast
Details
Rel.
Rt«.
Red Stallion in the Rockies (C)
Heathtr-F an:
7-5 .
2-2
fulsa
Hayward-Preston
5-12
COMPLETED
1947-48
8-2
Adventures of Casanova (83)
deCordova-Nash
.2-7. . .812
AJve.itures of GaKant Bess (73)
Mitchell-Long
to Danger
Raymond-Nash
5-19. .821.
BehindnedLocked
Doors (66)
. Bremer-Carlson 6-7.
Details unJer title: Inside the Wall
As-i C t. The (T)
Big
McCall st(r-Garner 8-2 6-30..
4-24 . .826.
Born To Fight
Brady-Shaw
3-15. 1-24
12-8
Ca.ioi C ty (83)
Brady-Meade
3-29
8 3
Check Your Guns (55)
Oean-Ga es
7-7
6-9 . .824
Close-up (76)
Baxter-Gilmore 12-22 3-27
. .7-5
Cobra Strikes, The (62)
Ryan-Fraser
1-5
820.3-29
Enchanted Valley (C) (77)
C irtis-Gwynne
9-1 . 1-17 . . 817
Headin' For Heaven (71)
Erwin-FarreM
8-4.
It's Moider
Switzer-Whalen 5-12.
.810 . .1-5
Hollow Triumph
Henreid-Bennett 2-16.
Lady
Denning-Lee
Let's At
LiveMIdoight
A Little
Lamarr-Commings 3-15.
3-1
Linda Be Good (67)
Hubbard-Knox 7-21 . . . .1-3.
6-23 . . . .808.
Man from Texas (71)
Cralg-Bari
5-26 . .10-18. . . .815. .10-27
. .4-12
Details under title: A Texas Story
Mickey (C) (87)
Botler-Go:dwln 11-10 ..4-27 .
Noose Hangs High, The (77)
Abbott-Coetello 11-24 .7-28. . ..819.
. .830 . . .4-12
.6-23
Northwest Stampede (79)
Lesle-Craig . Foreign
7-21
Details under title: Wild Conggest
. . 7-19
.816.
.
.
.3-20.
.
Oliver
Oc'ober Twist
Man, The (91)
Mills-Greenwood
. .828 . .3-29
.Oavies
Foreign
825
Open
(70)
. .857
. ..813.
.Ireland-Randolph 9-1 .. .. ..7-14.
PrairieSecret
Outlaw
.5-5.
.
. .2-16
.Dean-Holt
11-10 . . .5-12. .
Ra-npage
.Mitch'JI-Long 12-22
Raw Deal (78)
. . ..5-26.
.
.4-3 . ..822.
Details under title: Corkscrew Alley
Ruthless
(104)
Seott-Lynn
9-1
Details under title: Prelude U Night
818. ...6-7
3-29
.829
Seven Sinners (86)
Dietrieh-Wayne Reissue. .7-21
.3-27. .. .848
Shed No Tears (70)
Ford-Vinc nt
3-1.
. .811.
. . 2-2
Sm.'gglers. The (85)
Redgrave-Kent Forei-s. .1-31.
.849
. .7-7. . .827
Spiritualist. The (79)
Bey-tVi
1-19. .3-27.
Sutter's
Gold
(93)
Arnold
Reissue
.823
Sword of the Avenger (76)
.Delgado-Guria
6-2.
6-16. 809! iz-iz
Dean-Ates
(54) .'.
Tioga Kid
T-Men
(91)
O'Keefe
7-21... 1-10.
838
. . . 2-28 . .814
GyKt-Willlanu Forel^i
Take My Lite (85)
Ireland-Ryan 5-12
Tomorrow You Die
9-1... 2-21 854.
Dean-Holt
Tornado Range (56)
Basehart-Brady 5-10
Twenty-Nine Clues
FILM
1947-48 Features

CLASSICS
Completed (8)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
A DATje WITH MURDER
Mystery— Started August 4
Cast: John Calvert, Catherine Craig, Lyle Talbot.
Director: Jack Bernhard
Producer: W. Lee Wilder
vStory: Not available.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETEID
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Rel. No.
Aroy e Secrets (63)
Gargan-Lord
5-7 Ree.
Blonde Ice (72>
Paige-Brooks
3-1... 5-20
6-2J
Devil's
Cargo (61)
Calvert-Hudson
4-1
Inner Sanctum
Hughes-Russell 7-19
Miraculous Journey (C) (76)
Calhoun-Long
4-12... 8-48
Money Madness (73)
Ralferty-Beaumont
4-15
Sofia (C) (83)
Raymond-Gurie 3-29... 6-48
Unknown
Island
(C)
Grey-Reed
6-21...
9-48
Details under title: The Unbelievable
Will It Happen Again? (61)
Documentary
4-48
FILM

BULLETIN

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1947-4« Features

Completed (44)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME (T)
Musical — Started August 1
Cast: Frank Sinatra, Esther Williams, Gene Kelly, Betty Garrett,
Jules Munshin, Richard Lane.
Director: Busby Berkeley
Producer: Arthur Freed
Story: Girl owner of baseball team complicates things for vaudeville team who
play ball during the summer.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Titia — Rinnin« Tlma
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Barklem of Broadway. The (T)
Astairt-Rogtrs 8-2
Best Thinjs in Life Are Free, The
Bel Geddes-Ryan 8-2
Details under title: Luckiest Girl in the World
Little Wonen
Allyson-Tayler
7-5
(all star)
OOaiPIJBTED
1947-48
Att ot Violence
Hell n-Ryan
6-21
*ll»s The Gentleaan (74)
Beeiy-Patriew 5-13 .. Mar 818...2-1S
i. F.'s Daifhter
Stanwyek-Heflin 8-6. . .Apr. . . .820
•i(
The (103)
O'BrieR-Murphy
Jine 827 3-29
Brike,City,
The
Taylor-Gardner 10-27..
6-21
Bride
Goes
Wild.
The
(98)
Johnson-Allyson
7-7
...
Mir . 819 . 3-15
Details inder title: Vlrtuis
Ciis Timberlajie (119)
Tracy T rn r
5-12. ..Jan
8^3 11-10
C«iinnand Decision . .
Gable-? dgcon
4-26
Data With Ja^. A (113)
Beery-Pcwell
1-5... Jik 831 . 7-5
Ertw
(T) (103)
As'aire-Garland
12-8...
Joly «29 . . 6-7
Edward, Parade
My Son
Tracy-Kerr
7-19
Gene With the Wind (T)
Gable-Leish
Reiisie ... Fob
.
Dec. ... 3000
Good News
(95)
Lawfo-d-Allyson 9-30.
3-31 .Nov.
.810.
.12-22
.811
Green
Dolphin(T) Stroat
Tarner-Hellin
Details gnder title: The Personal Tooeh
.
.815
May.
Hlfh Wall, The
Taylor-Totter
7-7. Feb. .826
Homecominp (113)
Gable-Turner
9-15.
If Winter Comet (97)
Pi(f»»on-Kerr
6-9. .J:n. .814 1-5
lilia Misbehaves
Garson-Pidgeon 1-19.. .Sept
Killer McCoy (103)
Ro«ney-E. Taylor
6-23. .Dec 809.. 10-27
Lixury Liner (T)
Brent-G ffofd
9-1.
Kissini Bandit. The (T)
Sinatra-Grayson 5-26.
■aster of Lassie
Gwenn-Leiph
9-29.
Details indcr title: Hills af Nana
Wo Minor Vices
Andrews-Pa'mer
7-S
.June. . . .82S. .4-12
6-23.
.5-24
3-3. .. Jane.
Ail . .. .830.
.825. . .4-12
SMreh, The (105)
Clift-MaeMahon
Secret Land
Navy Docomentary
..821.
7-«. .Apr. .
Snthern Yankee
gkelton-DthI
2-2 .
State Of The Union (120)
Tracy-Hephorn
10-13.
.Apr. . . .824. . .3-29
Tale of Navajos
Navajos Indians
Three Godfathen, The <T)
Wayne-Armendarli 5-24.
Three Musketeers (T)
Torner-Kelly
2-16.
Tenth Avenue Anpal (76)
D'Brien-MrriWiy 4-1 Feb
816. . .1-19
Three
Darlnj
Details
underDaaghters
title: The(T)Birds(115)
and the Bees MacDonald-lturbi 11-25 .Mar .817. . .2-16
Words and Music
Garland-Rooney 4-26
MONOGRAM
1947-*« Features
Westerns

Completed (28)
Completed (13)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
INCIDENT
Drama — Started August 6
Cast: Warren
Douglas, Jane Frazee, Joyce Compton, Anthony
Caruso.
Director: Hall Shelton
Producer: Harry Lewis
Story: Not avaiable. See next issue.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
No.
Cast Details
Rel.
Title — Rannlng Time
.4708. Rev.
Aniels'
Alley
(67)
Corcey-Gray
11-24
...
3-21
.
Released oripinally ander title: When Strangers Marry
84ck Trail (54)
Brcwn-Hatton
7-18. .4757.
Campus Sleuth (66)
Stewart P elsser 12-8... 4-18. .4 13.
Cowboy Cavalier (55)
Wakely-Taylor
7-4... 4762.
Crossed Trails (53)
Brown-Hatton
4-11... 4755.
.4712.
Docks of New Orleans (70)
Winters-Young 11-24 4-4. .. .4709.
Flshtng
Details Mad
under (75)
title: A Palooka Named Joe Errcl-Kirkwood 9-15 2-7.
Fighting Ranger, The
Brown-Hatton
6-7... 8-15
French Leave (64)
Cooper-Cootan 2-2. . .4-25 .. .4714.
Details under title: Kllroy On Deck
Frontier Agent (56)
Brown-Hatton
5-16... 4756.
Hloh T'nslon
G«rcey-Hall
6-7
IIron
Wouldn't
Be
In
Yopr
Sfc»«»
(70)
Castle-Knax
2-16.
.
.5-23.
Oukps
Sowery Boys
8-2 . .4716.
Details under title: Bowery Comeback
JIggs and Maggie In Society (66)
Yule-Riano
9-29 ... 1-10 ... 4704 .
Jinx Money (68)
Gorcey-Caldwed 1-19 .. .6-27 .. .4717 .
Kbtnarped
MacDowall-England ...5-24
Kidnapped
Sull v n-Rtynolds 6-21
Last of the Badmen
MacOo«a:i-En}!and ....5-?4
Miehael CHalloran (79)
Roberts-Beckett 4-12 8-8
Music Man
Itewart-Brito 5-24
Mystery of The Golden Eye
Winter-Young 4-26
Oklahoma Bloes (56)
Wakeley-Belmont 1-19. . .3-28. . .4761.
Overland Trails (58)
Brown-Belmont 11-24 ... 1-31 ... 4751 .
Partners of the Sontat (53)
Wakely-Larson
5-6
AUGUST

16, 1948

Perilous Waters (66)
Castle-Long
9-1... 2-14.
Range Renegades (54)
, . . . Wakeley-Holt
6-5.
Rocky
8-18....
3-7. .
Rose of(76)
the Rio Grande (60) .'. . . .McDowall-Barrier
Carroll-Movita Relssoe
. . . 3-14
Slianghai
The (65)
2-16... 7-11.
Details Ch?st,
under title:
Murder by Alphabet Winters-Best
Sheriff From Medicine Bow
Brown-Haf.on 7-19
Sign of the Wolf (69)
Whaltn-Erady Ralssia 5-2.
Silver Trails
Wakely-Taylor 7-5
Sixteen
Fat'oms(68)
Deep (Anseo)
Lak--Chaney
Smart Politics
Preisser-Stewart 9-15.... 7-25.
1-3.
11-10 ... 1-17 .
Wak ly-Coies
Song of The Drifter (53)
Long-Richmond 3-15... 6-13.
(71)
Struck
Stage
Ir g.erman
Brown-Hatton
6-20.
ALLIED ARTISTS
Babe Rjth Story, The (106)
Bendir-Tre/or 3-29
DudeDetails
Goes under
West, title:
The The
(87)
Albert-Storm
12-8. . .8-30.
Tenderfoot
Hunted, The (85)
Belita-Foster 4-14 4-7.
It Hapoened on Filth Avenae (115)
Storra-DcFore
4-19.
Panhandle (84)
Cameron-Downs 9-29... 2-22.
Smart Womin (90)
Bennett-Aherne 10-27 ... 4-30 .
SongDetails
of hiunder
Hearttitle:
(89)
Sundstrom-Long 2-3. . .1-31.
Trapic Symphony
Strike It Rich
Cameron-Granville 7-19

.4707.
.4766.
.4705.
.4710.
.4718.
.4711.
.4801
.685
...4715
627.... 1-5
.4752
..»-Z
.6
.8. .6-21
.7
.5
.1. ..2-17
.4. .11-24

PARAMOUNT
1957-48 Features

Completed (36)

In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ONE WOMAN
Melodrama — Started July 24
Cast: Alan Ladd, Donna Reed, June Havoc, Harold Vermilyea, Paul
Lees, Margaret Field, Irene Hervey.
Director: Lewis Allan
Producer: Robert Fellowes
falls in love With
Story: Aherreporter
memory.investis.''-ting the death of a beautiful girl
RELEASE CHART
Rir.
IN PRODUCTION
No.
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Helreas. The
deHav lland-Clift 7-5..
Streets of Laredo (T)
Ho:den-Fre:man 8-2.
COMPLETED
1947-48
Accused. The
Young-Cummints 4-26
Albar^aergue (C) (90)
Seott-Britton 3-3. .2-20. . .4709 2-2
Beyond
9-29. . .5-3. . .4726. ..6-21
DetailsGloryunder(82)
title: Tha Loflf. Gray Line Ladd-Reed
.4-9 . .4713 2-2
Bif ClMk, Tha (95)
Milland-O Salllvan 3-17 ..7-30.
. .4722 €-7
Bif Ta«n Scandal (62)
Reed-Brooke
.
.3-5.
Caia4 Fary (61)
Dennino-Rvan
9-29. . 7-2. .. .4711
.4720 3-1
Conneatieat Yankee. A (T)
Crosby-Fleming 6-24 .6-48 R73508
Crusades. The (126)
Young-Wilcoxon Reiss e. .12-3 . .4806
Disaster
Denning-Marshall 2-16. .7-23. . .4721. . .5-24
Dream Girl (86)
Hutton-Carey
5-12.
Emperor Waltz, The (T) (106)
Crosty-Fontaine 6-24. . .7-2 . .4720 . . 5-lC
Foreign Affair. A (116)
Arthur-Lund-B atrich .12-22. .8-20. . .4724. . .6-21
Great Gatsby, Tha
Ladd-Fle d
3-29.
Hatter's Castle (105)
Mason-Kerr
Foregn. .6-18. . 47 is! . ^4^26
Hazard (95)
Goddard-Carey 11-10. .5-28 . .4716. . .3-29
I Details
Walk Alone
Lancaster-Scott 12-23. . 1-16 . 4708 . . 12-22
under (99)
title: Deadlock
. 10-8 . . 48D2 .
Isn't
It
Romantic
(87)
Lake-DeWolfe
3-1. .3-26
. .4712.
Mr.Details
Recklessunder(66)
Eythe-Britton
11-19.
title: Hard T« Kill
.3-1
My Own
True Love
Coagia -Calvert
7-7.
Mow
and Forever
Details
under title: Abigail. Dear Heart Rains-Henirix 2-2. 10-22 .
Night Has A Thousand Eyes (81)
Robin;on-Rossell 7-7. 12-25 ..4803.
. .7-19
Paleface, The (T) (91)
Kope-Russ II
8-18 12-24 . 4807
Road To Rio (100)
Crosby-Hope
1-6 .6-11 . 4707 11-24
Sealed Verdict (83)
Miiland-Mary
3-12 .4804
Shaggy (C) (72)
Joyee-Shayne
Saigon (94)
ladd-Lake
12-9 .4-30
.11-5 .4717.
.4710. .. .4-26
.2-16
Sainted Sisters. The (89)
Lake-Caulfleld 10-27
. .3-15
So Evil My Love (100)
Mil and-Todd
5-26. . .8-6. .4715.
.4723 6-7
Sorrowful Jones
Hote-Ball
4-26
Sorry. Wrong Number (89)
Stanwyck-Lancaster 2-2 . . .9-24. . 4801 .
Special Ageit
Eythe-Rreves
5-24
Speed To Spare (57)
Arlen-Rogers 10-27 . . .5-14. .4715. ...S-2
Strange
Mllland-To'.tor 5-10
.4805 . . .3-1
DetailsTemptation
under title: Dark Circlo
Tatlock Millions
Henirix-Lunr
4-12 . .11-19.
Uncongaered (T) (146)
Cooper- Gaddard
8-19
.. .9-29
.5-24
Waterfront at Midnight (64)
Gargan-Haghes 12-8 . . .6-25
4-2. .4705.
.4719
Whispering Smith (T)
Ladd-Marsha I
4-28

RELEASE CHART
1947-48
Title— Ruining Tlma
Cast Details
d-Eiie
Mil'an
Dow 166)
Mary Nigtts
Alias
Sisrs
Bros. -Andrews
(73)
Argentine
Carradine-Ankers
Captive Will Woman (60)
Scot^-Fitzgerald
Corvette K-225 (98)
Erwin-Munson
Drums of the Congo (61)
McLaclen-Brown
Ex-Champ (72)
kers
Chaney-An
(67)
Ghost of Frankenstein
L.T. Guys-D.E. Kids
Give Us Wings (62)
nson
tisen-joh
Heil7aroppln
Litt'e Tough (87)
Guy (83)
L.T. Guys-D.E. Kids
Little Tough Guys In Society (73) . 2 Little Tou:h Guys
McLaglen-Barnes
(78)
Brute
Magnificent
Men of Texas (82)
Alibott & Costtllo
Blondell-Powill
(78)
Wife
Model
Mummy's Ghost (65)
Chaney-Carradine
Mummy's Tomb (61)
ForaiK-Chaney
Powell-Lombard
My Man Goilfrey (93)
Stewart-Milland-Sullavan
(87)
Love
We
Next Time
REISSUE

Rel.

No. Rf*.
. .736
.5013
.1230
.12:0
.1210
. .926
.1212
1095
.6046
.917
. .929
.796
.1222
1124

Mar.,
May.
May.
IMay.
Aug.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Jay.
Fab. .1344
Feb. .1246
. .756
"'y- ..7-,8
June.

2S

Pardon
My Sarong
(84)
Sta S o,kr.
(63)
lln To .11 (.4.
foi 0, D acula i80l
Storm, Th« i78,
Whfn Tomorro* C'Bih (52)
Wings Om Honolulu (78)
Voo'ro Not So Tough i71)

' tack-Cioner
Jine.
Wayot
Gr«y
Apr. . . 1238.
361 ,.. .
S.nnitl Cr w'ord
Ja« ...1266...
C:,aniy-\l lirltton
Jan 12,5. .
it fori- F War
Fik . 924 .
Dune-By r
Aug 48...
il rnd-.arry
May 871..
L.T.Guys-D.E.Kidi
lOjJ

BLOCK NO. FOUR
Arizona Ranger, The (63)
Tarzan and the Mermaids f68)
BLOCK NO. FIVE
Berlin Express (86)
Bring 'Em B. ck Al ve
Figh iiig fat er Dui ne
Guns of Hate (61)
ReturnBLOCK
oi he Cadmrn
NO. (90)
SIX
Mystery In Mexico (66)
Race Street (79)
TwistedToRoad.
The (95)
Velvet
NOTeh. The
DESIGNATED
Baltimore Escapade
BIcod On The Moon
Boy With In Greeo
Hair (T)
Brothers
the Saddle

Holt-Leilla
11-10
4-12
Weiiimuller-Joyce 8-4
'..5-24
4_12
(beo^-Ryan
Frani Buck
O'Brien-Dell 3-31
Hott-Leslle . 12-22
5-24
Seott-Jeflrevi
'
Lundigin-Whl
te
10-13
7.5
REPUBLIC
fiaft-Miw.ll .
9-1 " " '.
7-5
O'Oonnell-Grancer
7-7
'
7-5
Russell-Genn 10-13
8-2
In
Production
(3)
1947-48 Features
Completed (23)
In Production (0)
Temple-Young
6-21
Westerns
Completed (13)
Mitehum-Bel Geddei 3-1
Serials
Completed ( 4) In Produ<-tion (0)
r'Brlen-Kyan
Holt-Forman
7-5
NEW PRODUCTIONS
Enchantnent
Wrigrt-Niven 5-24.'.".'.
Details in er title: Talie Three TeniM
'
THE FAR FRONTIER
EveTf
Girl
Sl-ouid
Be
Married
Crant-Tone
6-7
„
;
.
;
GooJ Sam
Cccper-Sheridtn 8-18
8-2
Musical Western— Sts.i ted July 29
Gun Runners
Holt-Hyir
8-2
Cast: Roy Rogers, Trigger, Andy Devine, Gail Davis, Clayton
Joan
Arc (T)
Bergman-Farrer
IndianofAgent
Hoi -Martin 10-13
6-7.....'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.
Mooie. Roy Barcroft, Francis Ford, Ro-bert Strange, Holly
Jtdge
Stepsunder
Out, titThe
Knox-Sothern
Bane, Lane Bradford.
De'rih
e: Indian Summer
Director: Willi.-.m Whitney
Producer: Edward J. White
Le
D'or
ITHai-D
he al tr-Dcrrler
story: Xot ;i\ iiilnl>lH. .Sit rn'.vt i.s.siie.
Long Silence
Denial,Est The
u) at . Foreifn
3-1
Mr. Joseph YjLug of Africa
ithnson-Armstrong 1-5
ROSE OF THE, YUKON
Oofaw
Ho t-Mtrtin
6-21
'.
Return ofValley
the Badman
Se«t:-White
Melodrama — Started August 6
■ 52 Tarzan
and the Arrow of Death
Barker-Joyce 7-19
Cast: Stevfc Biodie, Myrna Dell, William Wright, Gene Cary.
lyroon
III
Wayne-Day
2-3
2-8
Director: George Blair
Producer: Stephen Auer
I'nder Arizona Skies
Hrlt-Lesli»
9-1
St()r.\': tit UTf m .MitM'kji for au t'x-Amiy ofCit-cr.
Weep No The
More
'oten Valli
5-10
Wiiuov.
.Hale-Ktnnedy
11-24
RELEASE CHART
SPECIALS
IN PRODUCTION
Bishop's
The ilO:;)
Grant-Young
3-17
11-24
Title — Running Time
Cast Dttiils
Rel.
No. Ret.
Fui.il
V . Wife,
Th? (104)
Fonda-Del Rio
1-6
11-10
Wake oi thf Red Witch. The
Wayne-Russell -26.
8-2
Fu
and
Fancy
Free
(73)
Dsney
Cartoon
Feature
891
...9-1
Federal Agert^ Vs. tndergound
>.ll;n-LaPlaiiche 7-19
I RoiembCi kiana (137)
Ducne-Homolka ....... .6-9
3-15
COMPLETED
Milidy Tiire (T)
Disrey Musical
5-24
.6-11
1~-15
Adventu-es
of
Frank
&
Jessie
iames
f'o
re
Neill
4
Mi-'cle
of
The
Bells,
The
(118)
MacMurray-Valli
8-4
3-15
.4-12.
.9-3
Ang»l in Exi!?
C r ll-IVIara
728
Details under title: Miracle of Charlie Dakin
3-28
rand ts of D. rk Canyon
'air- Waller
""l
and
Coo
(Jr.)
(61)
nurtr
's
Bi
d>
SCREEN
GUILD
. .754
toll rronti'rs;i.an
lane-Waller
12-22 .4-15.
.4-26
4-1 . .
Details unaei ..:!e. Cimarron Trails
2-1 . .654
.703.
Cal fo.-nia Fireh and (Tr.) (63)
K le Co h
2-16
10-13
1947-48 Features
("ompleted (13)
In Production C2)
CaCarson
:irus CiHoneymo
Cra~e.5-13. . 755. 6-21
y Raidersn
(60)
lane WaV/;ide«r
.8-30.
.
Code of Scotland Yard
Co nc ka- Tan.4-24
.
NEW
PRODUCTrONS
10-^27
7 2
Dangers of the Canadian Mounted (Serial) ''■ '^on- e mopt
FRONTIER PHANTOM
Daredevils of (he clouds
Livings^on-Clarfi 3-11 .8-10 . .716. . .8-2
Denver
Kid, ofThe
lane-^a'lagher
7-5 7-17.
Western — Started August 5
Oeso radoes
Dodge City
lanc-Waller
6-21
.793.
C?,st: Lash LaRue, Fuzzy St John. Nancy Saunders, Ted Adams,
Dick Tracy Returns (Serial)
. Boyd-Robcrtj
Steve Dunhill.
Drums
Along
ih'
Ami
on
.
Cren
-Ri'ston
5-10
Producer: Ron Ormond
Director: Ray Taylor
.. ..732.
Eyes of Te as. The T
Bogtrs-Roberh 4-12 .. .. .7-15.
.1-31.
.
.791
.
.8-2
G-Mcn Ne er Fo-get (SerJrJ)
Moore-Ames
8-4 ...7-25.. . .715
Sliirv; .\iii :ivail.il>l«-.
Ga'lani
legion.
Th?
Ellott-Booth
1-5
OUTLAW
COUNTRY
Frano Canym Trail (Tr.)
Rogers-Fruee
6-21
We.stern — Started July 28
«ea.-f of Vi-ginia
Mart n-Lowery
12-22 . . .4-25. . . .707.
Cast: Lash LaRiie, Fuzzy St. John, Peggy Stewart.
T'-ree . . . . r";
6-7 . . .5-25. . . .710. .5-24
1Hom'cide
-an; DoeFo i85)
fLor.t-Dov(las
ossey-Cirtoll 11-24
Director: Ray Taylor
Producer: Ron Ormond
Ins Details
de S;ory,
.3-14. . . .705. .3-29
under:h^title:(87)
End .o' the Rainbow Hsnt-Lindlgan 9-15 . . 12-20.
RELEASE CHART
. ..761
. .7C9 - 8.
It's A Grand Old Nag (Tr^)'" Cartoon Featjre
1947-48
COMPLETED
5-10 .
King of the Gamtlers _
w;r jh'-Wartin
Ti.l3 — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
. ..3-25 . . .706. .4-26
LMacbeth
ghtnin' in the Forest (58)
Robcrts-Df ohn
iilas
12-8
Boy! What a Girl! (69)
"Mro Cast
9-20 X-2
Wtll;s
7-7 .2-23. .704
1-1 .
Burning Cross. The (78)
Drni Is-Patlon
6-9 . . 10-11 ... 4704
Madonna
of Tl-e
Ci-t
e-'o'i'tls 11-10
Main Street
Kid. Desert
The
Pearte-Marfin
9-29. .7-25. .701
Dead Man's
Cold
laRoe-Stewart 5-10
Dragnet
(73)
Wihoxson-Brian
4-28
. io-25 . . 4703
Marshal of Amarillo
lane -Water
.756....
.714
■;
Hollywood
Barn Dance
(65)
Koonrise
^
Clarli-Bnssell 1-5. .7-11
Details under
title: Western
Barn Dance T«b::-!r*ing 3-31 ... 6-21 .. 4701
2-22 .. 753. 02.
Nightt me in Nevada (T)
Rogers-Harmon 5-10. . f-29
Jungle Goddess
feeves-McKay 6-21
Cklahona Badlands
tare Goes
11-24
Killer Dill (71)
Gwynne-Albertson 3-31 ... 9-13 ... 4702
Old Los Angeles
El i tt-McLosd 10-13 .8-25.
Mark
of
the
Lash
' .-'ne-Crande'l
OutDetails
of t'eunder
Storm
Lydon-Collier
3-29.
tith: Backfire
Miracle in Harlem (71)
Stepin
Fetchit5-24
5-14. . . X-3
Road
;o
the
Big
House
(72)
Doran
12-27. . . 4706
Plundtrers, The
Cameron-Massey 6-7.
.71'.
Prairie.
The
(80)
Aube.t-Baxter
4-30 .4705
1-15
Red Pory. Tfe (T)
loy-Mitchom
6-9
Trail of the Mojnties (42)
Haydcn-Holt
3-29 ... 2-21 ... 4708
S<xret Service Investigator (60)
Bridsrs-Roberts 2-16. .5-31. .11 .6-7
DetaMs
under
title:
Law
of
the
Mounties
S:i-py
Barry-Evans
.8-27.
Sons ofMcGee
Adventure
Hayden-Roberts 3-15-1 .9-35.
Where the North Begins (41)
Hayden-Holt
12-13 . 4707 .
6-15.
Son
of
God's
Country
Hale
6-21.
Timber Trail, Ths
Ha:e-Roberts
.656. .9-15
Train
to AlcT.ra?
3-1 . 6-28 .712...
13:
Details
under title: Alcafaz Prim TraTn B-rry Ma t n
SELZNiCK
— S.
Urder Ca'i'orpii S ar> (Tr.^ (70i
Rcgtr -FraTce
11-25.
6-7
Features
Completed ( 5) In Production (0)
RKO
RADIO
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Ti le— Fun ing Time
Ci^t Details
Rel.
No. Re*.
1948 Features
Completed (40)
In Production (1)
4-14
npp' i- th' (70
S-» (T) (138)
Joncs-Cotten
3-19 . .4-9 .1-19
t-e.-'-f-o
Cergn
tn-Howard ...Reissue
.3-29
Mr.
Pl-in-i
g-.
Builds
His
Drer,m
House
rrant-Loy
10-13
.7-1
RELEASE CHART
Pa-a i'ie C-'e T;:e (132)
^ d'-'eck
12-23
IN PRODUCTION
i>'-rtr-i c J-nny
cot'en-J-nes
3-3
Ci>t Dcl.iils
Tile— Running Time
Interference
.Mature-Ball
7-19.
1948-49
GROUP ONE
CENTURY-FOX
20th
Rachel nnd the Slranser
Youn - old n . . 9-1
Details under title: Rachel
1948 Features
Completed (38)
In Production (5)
Pea l,GKOUP
ih! '77)
Iii r ues A ■ e.:d. r z . .For ij- .
... 3-15
TWO
todv'Uird
Ti rncy-Lane
5-10
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Design for Death (48)
' o:iin-enf iry
Mourning
Becomes
Elecf.-a
(172)
Rossell-Redgrayo
4-14
11-2^
Ti:le — Running Time
Cast Details Rel.
Station West
PoweM-Greer
Rev.
Chicken Every Sunday
Daiey-Holm
7-5...,
COMPLETED
1947-48
Fan,
The
Crain-Sanders
7-19...
BLOCK NO. THREE
Three Wives
Darne l-Crain
6-21...
Deta Is under title: A Letter to Three Wives
If You Knew Susie (90)
Cantor-Davis
1-30
2-16
Western Heritage (60)
Holf-Leslie
2-16 Sand (T)
Stevens-Gray
7-5....
26

FILM

lllLLlTlIf

COMPLETED
1947-48
Anna Karenina (110)
Leig i-RicharJson Foreign May.
820.
Apartment for Peggy
Crain-Holden 1-19
Bungalow, The
Conway-Hamilton 7-19 . . JIrL lyIv . - . 82
Checkfred Coat. The (67)
Conway-Nash
Cagnter,'e:ters.
The (73)
Euttoi-Merritk3-29
819
Creeter, The
DcD v. a: r, i25)
Andrews-Peters 10-13 . . .July. . . - 821 . . . '.7—196-7
...
^
ay
Eseije (78)
Harrison-Co.Tiniins 9-16
6-7
822. .....4-25
FuryDetails
at Furnace
CreekBallad
i88)
9-15
under title:
of Furnace Creek Mature-Gray
8C6
Gay Intruder.
The
En'e'y
G"i
3-15
Gentl?man
s Acreeirent
(118)
f ec!i-M;ru:re
6 9 . . . Ju c. . ^ 827 !
11-2 1
Give
My
Retards
to
Broadway
(T)
(89)
Guil.'-Dal
y
5-12.
M ' r . . . . 818 . . 4-26
Green Grass of Wyoming IT) (89)
cummins- oiurn
6 23. . . June
Ideal Husband. An (T) (!:6)
Godda-d-Wilding . S'Mar
81". . . 3-2)
Iro-i Curtain. The (87)
Andrews -Ti r.'ey
12-3 Maray . 816
5-24
800
LawOttails
and Martin
Rome,
The
'.^ature-Conti
1-5
under title: The Chair for Martin Rome
Let's Li« Again (67)
rme.y-Crxks
ll-?4 . .Apr. . 813.
LockDetails
of theunderIrishti le:
(S9)
2-16
For Fear of Little Mei Power-Ba -.te,At .812 3-29
Meet Me at Dawn (89)
Eythe-Court
. . July . . .824. .. ..7-19
Mine Own Exceutionw (102)
Mercdi;h-Moore
.
Miss Mink of 1940
Lydon-Collier
8-2 Ar
Road House
Lupino-Wi'de
4-12
. 811 . 3-15
Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay! (T) (95) Haver-«cCa lister 3-17 . . Ap . . 810 . .3-2J
Sitting Pretty (84)
Young-OH-ra
11-10
Snake Pit, The
deHavilland-Genn 8-4
Street Witti No Name, The (91)
Ste ens-L-w,-enc! 1-5... July. .823 7-5
Tender Years. The (81)
Brown-Hutchinson <?-!.... Jan. 803 .12-8
ThatDetails
Lady under
in Ermine
(T)
(89)
title: This Is the Moment Grab e-Fairbanks 11-10... Aug. 836 . .7-11
8-14
That Wonderful Urge
Pew r-Titrney 4-12
Thirteen Lead Soldiers (66)
Conway-Wescoft 12-22 . Apr .
Tucson
Lydon-Edwards
7-5
Unfaithfully Yours
Harri;on-Barnell 3-1 . . Aug .
Walls of Jericho. The (106)
Wilde-Darnell 11-10
. 826 . . 7-19
When
My under
Baby Smiles
at Me (T)
Grable-Dalley 5-24
Detaih
title: Burlesque
829 .
Winner's Circle. The (70)
Willes-Fa ley
Yellow Sky (T)
Peck-?axter
6-7
You Were Meant for Me (91)
Cra n— Dailey
9-i:. ,.Feb. .802.
Aui
.2-2
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
May.
Arthur Takes Over (63)
Collier-Cowan 12-22.
817 .4-26
N git Wind
Russell-Christine 4-26
Details under title: Big Dan
12-22
Dangerous Years. The (62)
Haloi-Toid
Aug
828
Fighting Back (60)
Langtoi-Rojers 3-29 .Mar
808 .7-19
Hai;-Past Midnight (69)
Taylor-Kn dien
11-24. Feb 8^4
. .2-16
Trouble Preferred
Knudsen-Russell
West of Tomorrow
Grable-Dailey 4-12..
UNITED
1947-48 Features

ARTISTS
Completed (36)

In Production (2)

KEY TO PRODUCERS
SmaU (Snil); Rogers (Rg-s); V'anguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
BiU Boyd (BB) ; Pressburger (Psb); Ripley-Mont^r (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); L«vey (Lev); Cowan (Cow);
Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les);
Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgj); Bronston
(Brn); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent); Hughes (Hgs) ; Comet
(Com).
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Ti I: — Running Time
Ca.t Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Eloide Htaven
Marx Bros
8-2
Lucky Stiff. The
'.airojr-Don'e»y 8-2
COMPLETED
1947-48
An Innocent Aff.iir
Cefroll-MacMurray 3-29. . .r-17. . .Mas
Angry God
Crr a Or c-a
.Ert
Arch of Trium h (120)
Bergman-Bcye.- 7-22. . .3-48 . .Nas
Bog .4-26
Cover Up
Bendix-O'Keete 7-5
.BB
Dead Don't Creim
Boyd-Brooks
8-4,
False I a-i.d se .
Boyf-Orcoks
9-1
. BB
'oj: Faces West
McCrea Dje
7-9 ..Ent
. . Pnk 5-21
Gay Amigo
f.fnaldo-Carrilo 7-19
Girl Fro.D Manhattan
., .Mon goirer -Lamour
Oe ails iind r tille: All's Well That Ends Well
H oh Fu-y
';-rr ll-H-j-tv 1-30 . 8-20. . . RC ...
Hen-y V .Ti (134)
fliv e--riw'o!i
For... 9-47
BB ..5-12
Ho-pis Scojt
Hoiiiay (60)
Boyd •"•'arc
""-30...
5-48 SmI
Stg
Indian
Mont:o:iiery-Drew
7-57-18
.GFD
. .4-2">
Deta ts under title: So:ne Ra n Must Fall
Knjs
Olympiss
("o-ii ei-r'
U7 T otmr Ihe(C)
ciscT-Jai-sei
3-3
. rrs
Detr.ils cndcr Msc. Independents Ch.i.-t
MafRev Wedu;der
esiaytitb:
'80)
Sin of Harold Diddlebock L:(?yd-V a '•cr.n
lO-lFoi
Wan of Evil (TO)
..
f.I.-.-cn C;!v?r'
.4-12
12-23 9-47 . GFD
Nel 8-4
Montma
ik' iS7)
5-24
De a ls tiunder
title: Heaven Orly Knows Cu-m nis-ODnl vy
10-15 . Pop
My Dea- Secretary
C.-y-f^orglas
Oi Our Merry Way
4i:-S'ar
.6-1: . rog-Mer
.
8-5
Details inder title: A Miracle Can Happei
Ou po.t in Vorccco
.
Raft-Tamirolf
. . BB
Per onal The
Coljn n
''anier
-Ball
11-11
.. 7-25
... 7-21
Pitfall
Povel-Scott
2-2 ...
8-13 .. S"-g
. Bis
Rod River (125)
Wayne-Clif:
9-30
Hks...7-19
Silent Conflict
Boyl-Brjoks
7-21 . . .8-27 ... SB
Siren of Atlantis
Montez-Aumo:it
3-3 .3-48 Neb
Details under title: Atlantis
Sleep My Love (97)
Colbtri-Cunmings 6-9
SmI 1-19
So This Is New York (79)
Morgan-Vsllee 10-13 .6-25. .BB
.S\ . .5-21
Strange Camble
Boyd-Clydp
9-1 .7-16.
Texas. Breoklyn and Heaven (76)
Madison-Lyin
2-16. . .7-30 .Gol . . .7-19
Time ot Your Lile, The (107)
Cagney-Sendix
5-26
. Cgy ... 6-7
Vendetta
DeGeorg'-^roiks
8-19.
.5-48. Hgs
Vic ous C;r;lc
ConratI Na:lj
Wil 6-7
AUGUST

16. 1948

U N IV E R S A L - 1N T E R N A T IO N A L
1947-48 Features

In Production (0) -13
Completed (44)
RELEASE CHART
■
COMPLETED
—
-24
" ~ . Sep
Title — Runnlnu Time1947-48
Oast Cctaili
Rel.t No
July 66^
Abbott & Costello Meet Frankenstein (83) . Abbott-Costello
Rev.
ge 2-2..
of Murde
Act Details
under title: Caie r
Against Calvin March-Eldrid
Cooke
-ay .656. •7-5
All My tons (.4
Rob:ns;n-Chrlstians . 10-13
C6j .4 12
11-lJ . Juuney... . .657
Merc;- ly h
Ano her Part of The Forest (107)
Are You With It (90)
" Con nr-San Juanen ^Foreion
"2 ' July
Palmer-Niv
Bad Sister
July
Beware
of Pi(90)
y (102)
Lockwood-Ku ter
6 23 Ap
ya
Oear.o^ro
(T) t(80)
Bart u-dar
Black
3-15
0 tiils
Mp: A;»enfurcs of Black Oart
B!yth-DiS frn7-5n
Black Velvet (T)
P
Brothers, The ( 0)
Ralferty-Fernside Foreign .., Nov.
Bush Christmas (70)
t.n 10-/7 . \ r
teCarlo-"'ar
Casbah (94)
4- 6
feni<^^Kirby
Captain
n
er Forei
Donat-Grang
Cr slo
of Konte(12)
C-uniess Boycot;
lancasetr-ieCarlo Foeg7-5
s
Criss Cros
. ..fy.
tgan-Gynt
Po
(SODear i>l rderer
6-:3
Col.nan-Haiso
65;. .1-19
Dojble
Oeta hLi;e.undTA (105)
tit'e: Ima ination
.Mar
. ^
.5-34
/-=
gn
Forei
u-Lo/ell
End of t>ie River (80)n
o bert-MacM»rray f-21.
Family Honeymoj
3-1 . Juy.
'78 Race atO'Conno
anJ Fighlin'
Feodin
De a .ls FissrV
under title:
Tnt Wonderful
Ri r ck r-Mam
.665. . .6-21
Onrbin-O'Brien 4-12
underof title:
Washing on Girl
.Sept - ,3
Mary
th; Love
ForDetails
7-1
ign
O vir-Heriie Fore
3)
Holiday
. a up '97)
Hamet (15
tore. 511
. .Rjbsoi-Pr es
IJ-dl
Hunrry
H
I'
>£2'
crn
ro.Lockw;oJ-Price
Case
Against C.'.l.in Cooke
Larceny
'
2redg' 4-12
Mr.rch-Eld
Aug
nfield
Letter ^rom An Unknown Woman (87)
Payne-Ca
659.
9-15
Man-Eiter of Komioi (79) . Sabn-Pa»e
- en 12-22
, ....June
Fonta ne-Jourd
July
666 .
6-21 Aug
Abbot -Costello
Mexican Hayr de
IjlS
Powell-Bly'.h
Mr. Peabody and Ih- Mermaid
Fitzg.ra'd-OuB .
7- 7...i>.iir .7-5
2-2
The (f6)
Naked City.
5-24
Hanl*icke-Fond
(94)
NichoLis N c ldy
rorci
nAug 11-24
2-16
rter
Falr'-anks-Ca
e
O FIynn.
Wa leer-Gardner
of Venus
TouchTh
One
8- 4 June . . .661
2-16
i"
(T)
La-ly
River
.2-16 Sept
Abtott-Cr.s ello ard
Regiment
Rogues Char
Montgomery-Hayw
m
Saxon
Hellin-Hayward 6-23... Aug
Tap Roots (T) (109)
9-15
n
I 5 Joh , ntaice Ferei^
Ma-.caster-Fo
Tawny
--^9
DetailsPipitThe
under(81)
title: Kiss the Blood Off M)
•,„■,,
Unafraid.
7-5
Ifou
GottaCentral
Stay Park
Happy '87)
D' rli n-haymes 10-13
Up 1.1
.Fontaine-Stewart
5-24. .June. . .662 6-7
WARNER
1!»47-18 Features

BROTHERS
Completed (3(>)

In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
HOU >E ACROSS THE STREET. THE
Comedy — Started August 1
Cast: Wayne Morris, Alan Hale. Janis Paige, Bruce Bennett, James
Holden, Barbara Bates.
SOMEWHERE IN THE CITY
Drama — Started August 1
Cast: Viveca Lindfors, Edmund
O'Brien, Vlrg nia Mayo, Dane
Clark, Gordon MacRa.e.
No
Director: Vincent Sherman
Producer: Anthony Ve'ller
Storv: Two \-eterans set in\<»l\«'<l 111 .-i rnllrelfr.
-13
RELEASE CHART
Cast
IN PRODUCTION
Rev
Ti le— Run-ing Time
Fountai.-heatf The
Conner-Neal
. . .7-19. Rel.
.Details
. . .6-7.
3-15
South of St. Louis
MeCre-:-Swith
:-27.
COMPLETED
1947-4S .719
Ad entures o! Con Joan (T)
Iv n Li d'ors
'p."i S' O'^crs (S4'
»:'-s-i -''^t'r-n
727
.2-2. 3-27
6 26
Bii Func'i. The (80"
P.'orr s-M'- wri
Dj a I. un'i r t tie: The Flg':tin9 Terror
Cr>--r s.cphsr
'^niith-Co
g' :s
(.s p- '!Ela^e
Tal'e
Ma o-B"Pn-tt
3-15. . .8-21. .732.
EmbraceabI;
Yoj
(80)
Cla
k-Brooks
8-2
Oe'.a Is under t fif : Sunbirst
...6-7
Fighter
(T)
0'Bren-:tnck
Fla Driiils
y MSquadron
rtin
Ma;o-ScDi;
. .4-26
u-der titfe: Smart Msney
6-7
. . 2-2 .
Girl
froJone;
Ceaclt.
The
an-":ayo
lo'm Lcves r/my
Rcaja -Ncal
.5-24.
.7-31
lohnnyTrile
iirlini:a
Wvran-Ayrcs
''-15
J'ine
.0-vs-Mont'or.«iy
5-24
.731. . .7-13
Key
Larga
(101)
Coart-Bacall
1-3
Kiss in 'he Dark. A
Wym.n-Niven
3-29
Life With Father (118)
Powel'-Dunne
8-14 702
My Dream Is Yours
ra^s-n-Day
4-12
Nijht Beat
Cooglas-Westcott 7-19
Night Urt) Night
Linrilcrs-Hfogan 9-30
rne last Fli-ig
■'irif -fcotl
2-16
4-26
2-i<
Vor ai-ra'g
(T)
Siinday
One
Ror:a-ce
on A'fcrnoon
the High Seaj
(T) (99) Carson-Paige
6-23 7-3 728 7
Pope (T)
Stewart-Chandler 2-2
S:ieer L nirg (T)
(I.r/ r-Bo'rer
4-26
Silver River (110'
Flyr.n-Sheridan 5-12... 5-29 725
To the Victor (100)
Moman-Lindfors 8-18. . .4-10. . . .801
720
Two Guys From Teas (T)
Morgan-Carson 3-17. .4-24,
.
.9-4.
Winter Meeting (104)
Davis-Davis
10-13 .6-12 .721. . .4-12
. 5-15 .724 . .4-26
Woman
The (109)
Parke--5nith
27
Wa'inower in White.
(77)
Re)nolds-Hutton 10-14
3-3.
.726 6-7
Whiplash
Clark-Smith
3-31.
Younger Brothers (T)
Paige-Morris
5-24.

LESS

SELL

MORE

' SERVICE
nATionni
OF memousmr

AUGUST
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ALFRED

HITCHCOCK'S

Never

saw

anything like it!
Terrific suspense!
Leaves you
breathless! A

Nerve-racking
from the opening
until the end!
Audiences will
remain cemented
to their seats!
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The fan who doesn't
hurry to see ROPE
is cheating himself
of screen history!
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"FOREVER AMBER" • Color by TECHNICOLOR • Starring LINDA DARNELL • CORNEL WILDE • RICHARD GREENE
and GEORGE SANDERS with GLENN LANGAN, RICHARD HAYDN, JESSICA TANDY, ANNE REVERE, John Russell,
Jane Boll, Robert Coote, Leo G. Carroll, Natalie Draper, Margaret Wycherly, Alma Kruger, Edmond Breon,
Alan Napier . Directed by OHO PREMINGER • Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG • From the Novel by KATHLEEN
WINSOR • Screen Play by Philip Dunne and Ring Lardner, Jr. • Adaptation by Jerome Cady
SEPJEmER IS YOUTH MONTH - SALUTING YOUNG AMERICA!.
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WE

LOOK

FDR

A

GOOD

SEASOIV

There is halm for the motion picture industry in the financial report of
20th Century-Fox for the 26-week period ended last June 26, for this is the first
concrete evidence of a reversal in the downward trend of theatre and film
profits.

THINK

IT OVER

Crucible
£very man will have his own
criterion in forming his judgment of others. I depend verymuch on the effect of affliction.
I consider how a man comes
out of the furnace; gold will lie
for a month

in the furnace

without losing a grain.
— Richard Cecil

Last May, president Spyros P. Skouras, whose company operates so many
theatres, predicted that the dip in boxofTice receipts would level off shortly
and he told the company's stockholders at that time that he looked for a sharp
rise in the second quarter of their fiscal year. The current financial report hears
out Mr. Skouras* judgment. It should offer comfort, too, to all the elements in
the trade and put the quietus on those gloomy doom howlers among us who
it.
forever see catastrophe just around the corner, and spend their time looking for
It has been said often, hut bears constant repetition, that only
foolish ever expected movie business to avoid a slump of some degree as
national economy reverted from the wartime to a peacetime Ijasis. It was
evitable that grosses would go down and that prudent cost-cutting would

the
our
inbe-

come necessary as the dollar became more scarce in the hands of the nation's
moviegoers. Unfortunately, some of the film executives went off half-cocked in
frantic economy moves, thereby accentuating the negative, but 20th CenturyFox wisely kept its head and did the paring where it would do the least harm
and the most good.
This companv's profit .statement confirms our belief that 1948-49 will be
a good season for our industry. There arc sound factors to support this view.
Following last year's acute drop in theatre grosses from the wartime
liigh, business settled down to a reasonably good normalcy last spring and has
continued that wav through the summer; this, in spite of such formidable competitors and deterrents as night baseball, the high cost of living and below-par
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product.
The great increase in the number of after-dark ball games played
throughout the country, plus the unusually keen pennant races in both big
leagues, plus the ever-widening listening and looking radio-television audience
for this national sport, must have cut very deeply into theatre attendance in
recent months. With the baseball season drawing to an end early in October,
millions of spectators and listeners will be released to return to their moviegoing.

As for the cost of living the economists told us last week that no appreciable drop can be expected liefore next spring. But, meanwhile, wages continue
high enough to allow people to spend for tickets to the movies they want to
see. Therein lies the problem for Hollywood, for it cannot be denied that the
boxoffice slump could lie attributed to poor picture quality as much as to any
of the other factors. There is encouragement, however, in the brightening of
the production scene. Some of the studios that faltered so badly in the past year
appear to be heeding the advice of our friend, Mr. .Toe Exhibitor, to "give the
public what it wants."
Yes, do that — and teU them about it with real showmanship — and
we will have a GREAT season.
MO WAX
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today?

M-G-M presents "A DATE WITH JUDV starring WALLACE BEERY, JANE POWELL, ELIZABETH
TAYLOR, CARMEN MIRANDA, XAVIER CUGAT and his Orchestra, ROBERT STACK • Color by
TECHNICOLOR • Screen Play by Dorothy Cooper and Dorothy Kingsley • Based on t! ? Ch":ac:er3
Created by Aleen Leslie • Directed by RICHARD THORPE • Produced by JOE PASTERNAK.
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SIMPrS
MAY

DETROIT ACTION

TEST COMBINE

LEGALITY

A
the
case
The

whopping new legal action to augment
Federal Government's pending monopoly
broke on the industry suddenly last week.
§8,750,000 triple damages suit was instituted by the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers and eight independent producers in Detroit's Federal District Court
against Cooperative Theatre of Michigan,
United Detroit Theatres and their respective
heads, James F. Sharkey and Earl I. Hudson.
Cooperative Theatres is an indeper.d.nl exhibitor buying combine for some 125 houses, and
UDT is a Paramount affiliate, with 19 theatres
Thus, for the first time, the moot question
of whether buying combines violate the antitrust laws is to be court-tested. Inde buying
organizations to counterbalance tlie majors'

and

As a result of the collaboration between
L'DT
and has
the been
indeeliminated
combine, and
competition
on
film terms
distributors
have been forced to conclude a deal with both
groups in order to sell it either, it is asserted.
Further, the complaint argues, percentage pictures, even in first-runs, have been eliminated
because of the groups' power. In order to
gain its terms, pictures have been withheld
fiom public showing for many months, the
producers charge, thus causing both a loss in
gocd will and often negating advertising campaigns timed for national release dates.
USE 'ECONOMIC POWER'
The prod'ic rs cited other alleged instances
I f coUabora.ion wliich has maintained UDT's
dominant position in the first-runs and Cooperative's in the subsequents. The combine, it was
charged, uses its "economic power" to obtain
preferential treatment and allegedly dominates
its membership by clauses (a) givinrr Cooperative prior right to buy a member's theatre if
he decides to sell; (b) forbidding member theatres to deal with any other booking outlet; (c)
giving Cooperative right to act on behalf of
members if they fail to act on a contract within
15 days (d) causing member theatres to surrender their rights to negotiate for pictures.
Relief is asked via injunction against "future
monopolistic practices" ; dissolution of the comUDT's 16 Detroit houses,
to bebine ;divestiture
sold to indeofexhibitors.
The damages being asked individuallv : Samuel Goldwyn Productions. 51,521,000; Hunt
Stromberg, $1,422,291; Edward Small, SI, 121,844; Walt Disney, ?974,220; David O. Selznick,
$S36,817; Benedict Bogeaus. S808,896; Cagney
Productions. $704,748; Walter Wanger, $637,500 and the Society, $724,500. Total: $8,751,816.
MONOPOLY

power have become an increasingly important
factor in the trade within the past decade, and
they are regarded by exhibitors as being effective in checking unreasonable distributor deVnands. The majors undoubtedly would like to
sec the combines stricken down, particularly in
view of the fact that the Big Five face the
prospect of divorcement. The Detroit action
also marks the first instance of a producer as
plantiff in an anti-trust complaint against an
•exhibitor.
ALLEGE CONSPIRACY
The producers charged that the two exhibitor groups have entered into a conspiracy to
restrict the playing off of product in the Detroit area. It was further alleged that UDT's
control of first-run houses and Cooperative's
power in the subsequent runs have tied up 90
per cent of the city's theatres. Because of this
alleged restriction, public choice of programs
at any one time is limited to four features in
62 leading theatres in a community of two and
a half million, it was charged.
AUGUST

30, 1948

denied by Judge Hand on the ^aounds that the
Court had no authority to act because it was
incomplete
WILL NOT QUIT
Reports that Assistant Attorney General Robert L. Wright, prosecutinfi the cace for the Government, might drop out because he was conmet with a reprivate
sidering
to Wright, who feel
closepractice,
sources
fromentering
buttal
intends to stay with the
strong'y
ca^e,
even that
if itWright
takes years.
Meanwhile, the defendants' cause in the major
New York case was not helped by the blasts
Goldagainst chain domination issued by Samuel
wyn and Walt Disney in connection with the
Detroit suit against a Paramount theatre affiliate
and Cooperative Theatres.
Speaking on behalf of independent producers,
Dlsrey urged the Government not to compromise
"In one
in its demand for divorcement, becau-.e:
place after another we are being discriminated
gain
against by competitors who have managedandto used
control over who'e chains of theatres
that power for their own business advantage."

CASE TO GO ON

IN FALL; WRIGHT

MPAA'S JOHNSTON
f{c iveiit . • .

Opinion

WILL FIGHT

Prospects that the major monopolv case will
be resumed this Fall are much brighter, with the
New York Statutory Court now back to its full
three-iudc:e strength. The man cho-^en bv senior
Justice Augustus N. Hand to succeed Jud ;e John
Bri-rht is U. S. Di'^trict Jud-e Alfred C. Coxe.
JudTe Coxe, whose r'poointme-^t was made bv
Judw Hand via transatlantic cable since the latter is in Europe, faces the ordeal of acquainting
himself with a veritable mountain of tenimony,
accumulated over a ten-vear period, before the
Court reconvenes on Oct. l.V However, he doehave better than a noddins; a'-quai-^tance with
industry workings, having presided over Paramount's
reoreanization
for over ihree
years some
fifteen yearsproceedings
ago.
A que tion broucht up bv Judue Coxe's :'ppointment is whether the Department of Just'ce
will re-nDi>lv for an iniu'^rtioi to f''ee7e the
majors'
theatre Ti^e
holdings
of f^e. c^p
moHnnpend-n"
nT'Hc final
H^t d'^-posit'o-i
Tii^e wa.s
REVIEWS in This Issue
A Song Is Born
An Act of Murder
Luxury Liner
One Touch of Venus
Blanche Fury
Shed No Tears

11
11
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14
14
14

SIMPP'S MULVEY
. . . He staved
MPAA-SIMPP

BREACH

MAY

HAVE WIDE REPERCUSSIONS

It looks like the beginning of a feud.
The animosity which had been smouldering
between the major production company memof America
bers of the Motion Picture Ass'n
Motion Picture
and the Society of Independentflame
on the eve
Producers burst into open
Eric
MPAA's
of
e
d departur
of the projecte
for LonJames
and SIMPP's
Tohnston
and
cent quota
perMulvey
45
British
the
discuss
to
(l(.n
collateral issues.
It is quite possible that the breach will widen
and that other potential dissidents may join the
SIMPP in the formation of an independent
alliance of producers outside the MPAA- The
indies have long felt that the producers organization does not operate for their benefit.
'Continued on net fyd'^c)
9

JVeu^s €Bn€i OpiwBian
(Continued from Preceding I'age)
NT PAYS ASCAP, WHILE
Direct coiiiljiistioii was supplied by recent
Ml'AA-State Dept. iie^'otiations in Paris which
resiihed in the French agreement for the disOTHER MAJORS HOLD FEES
tnhution of 110 major company fihn.s and II
iiide producer vehicles. Incensed over the meaTo pay or not to pay ASCAJ' continuerl to
ger allotment for the indes, Roy Disney, presi- divide opinion among Allied indu.nry groups.
dent of Walt Disney Productions, sent a heated
Latest .'■egmcnt to be split by the question of
wire to Secretary of State Marshall, protesting
whether or not to |)ay the Society for performthe French arrangement negotiated through
ance rights in theatres was the Big Five with
U. S. Ambassador CafTrey with the French
20th-Fox' National Theatres deciding to continue
Ministry of Commerce as a revision of the payments, while the other affiliated chains zipF<him-Hyrnes, agreement, with MPAA inter- pered their A-SCAP funds.
national division head (k-rald Mayer as the
Thus, Locw's, Paramount, RKO and Warners
State Department's advisor. Approved by the lined up with the policy adopted by National
MPAA board, the deal awaits only the signa- Allied, and Fox took the TOA position. The
ture of the U- S. State Department, but Dis- non-payinj; affiliates will set aside a fund to receive the fees which ordinarily would be paid to
ney'.s wire disputing the right of the MPAA to
negotiate for the entire industry was expected
ASCAP
and if Jud<je Vincent Leibell's decision
to give the Government pause before putting
that the Society is a monopoly and injunction
its signature to the agreement.
against further performing ri:;hts collections from
theatres is ultimately overturned, the moneys >viil
PREMATURE ANNOUNCEMENT
be turned over to ASCAP. Several independent
Even so, the burn might have been soothed
exhibitor groups, including some Allied units, are
also following this procedure, while others have
had it not been for the M PAA's premature announcement that Midvey would accompany
taken their counsel's advice to halt payments unJohnston to luirope before the SIMPP lK)ar(l
conditional y on the grounds thai such transactions are illegal.
had okayed tiie trip. \'iolent opposition to Mulvey's going
up during
subse(|uent
MPAA COXSIDFRS
board
meeting,sprang
i)articularly
from the
United
Artists
A special meeting of the Motion Picture Assn.
producers and the board voted unanimously that
Mulvey not accompany Johnston. The split of America ako mulled over po.ssible procedures
in obtaining i)erforming rights. Costs .ind how
was widened when Johnston, at the airport,
to pass them on to the exhibitor were other subimplied that there was a rift in SIMPP, with
jects to be aired by the MPAA copyright comUA producers lining up against cooperation
with MPAA on tiie British situation, while
mittee. Columbia's conditional purchase of jjerSamuel Go'dwvn, Walter Wanger and David
forming rights for the .sequel to "The Jolson
Story"
was distributor
also discu-sed
as aHowever,
possible pattern
O. Selznick "agreed with me" that Mulvey
for future
deals.
neither
-should go, Johnston
asserted.
Columbia nor Warners were represented at the
Principal objection to going along with
huddle and no decision was made.
MPAA on any arrangenuMit on the British
Eagle Lion was also reportedly negotiating with
the Society for performing riiihts, discussing
to
unwillingne
producers'
was the inde
quota
ss
bind themselves
by a deal that would be adprices and methods, with no actual cash transaction taking place pending final outcome of the
v
a
n
t
a
g
e
o
u
s
"
t
o
the
film companies, but miglnt
hurt the indies individually
, such as certain
case.
restrictions on exports to j. Arthur Rank or
unjustifiable (|uotas.
BRITISH MAY FORCE U. S.
END OF DOWNWARD

TREND

SEEN IN 20th FOX PROFIT

COMPANIES

TO RETALIATE

e\tn first-class, star-fxjwercd product, to the
second feature slot. This would serve the dual
purpose of satisfying the quota by giving apI)'oximately equal playing time to British product and still offer the attraction exercised by
Hollyw(jofl films. In addition — and this is
whattheputBritish
the wrinkles
Americans'
brows
percentagein the
system
of film rentals
calls for approximately 30 percent on a top feature and only 15 percent for the secondary
film. Thus, if the CMA stands firm in its rep(irte<l plan and the U- S- companies agree to
sell to them, it will be at much lower terms
than heretofore and, in most cases, much lower
than American exhibitors pay.
POOL NOT FEASIBLE
Rumors that the American companies might
pool their British distribution outlets into one
central agency and refuse to sell unless they
can get top leature terms were discounted in
the light of legal difficulties and other technicalities sure to crop up in the event of such
action.
Among the first greetings Johnston received
on his arrival in I/indon was a sharply worded
e(iitorial in the I/jndon Daily Express which
predicted that Johnston would attemtp to reduce
the 45 per cent quota. "There is only one fault
with the
the Hollywofxi
newspaper said
" — it's toois
low.
Thequ<jta,"
day of
domination
over. We cannot be driven, and we will neither
relinquish nor abandon our cultural right. It
is the heritage of our people."
.'Apparently the blighters never heard of the
American orsystem
of "meeting
competition"
by
matching
bettering
its product
!
YATES
ACTION

URGES

DRASTIC

AGAINST

BRITISH

Herbert J. Vates minced no words about our
British cousins. Just back from a European
tour which took him to England, France and
Italy, the president of Republic put the finger
on J. Arthur Rank and the British Government
for the "disastrous" position of the American
film industry in Great Britain and strongly advocated drastic retaliatory measures, even to
withdrawing completely from the British market.

Shall British exhibitors gain lower film rentals on American pictures by shoving them into
It was hard to believe, but there it was in the lower slot on dual bills, while, at the same
Bemoaning the fact that U- S. film companies
black and white — a major film company showtime, they circumvent the new quota requirelifted
embargo
too soon,
Yates asserted,
ments
fixed
by
their
Government?
ing a net profit which not only topped its net
we hadtheonly
held out
four months
longer, "If
we
This is only one of the posers that looms really would have had them where we wanted
for the corresponding period last year, but surpassed itby a solid 65 per cent. The company
large in Eric Johnston's well-filled portfolio of them." He foresaw no likelihood that the
was 20th Century-Fox. the period was the problems on his current trip to London- Others Americans would clamp another embargo oti
will include adjustment of the 45 per cent quota film exports, but predicted that Eric Johnston,
second quarter of 1948 and the profit was
on American films, conditions under which
$.3,967,817, almost a million and a half more
behalf of the MPAA, would "toss a bomb
Hollywood product will play British theatres, on the
than the same quarter in '47, $2,504,175.
British." However, he did not say just
methods of unfreezing American funds, and at
The consolidated net for the first half, how- lots more- Should he fail to obtain a reason- what form the explosive would take.
ever, was still below that reported for the first
able degree of satisfaction on American claims, i:. S. ATTITUDE 'UNFORTUN.A.TE'
half of 1947 — $6,894,659 this year, $8,401,778 Johnston may be compelled to recommend to
The reported plan of allocating American
last year. Film rentals and theatre receipts MPAA members a strong course of action in films to lower half of dual bills was blasted by
were responsibel for a 1948 first-half gross of retaliation against the arbitrary British course the Republic chief as a conspiracy between
Rank and the British Government to squeeze
$82,660,467, almost $7 million below the '47 of recent months.
periodEarly last week, Johnston met with J. Arthur the most out of American distributors. "Unf; rtunate" was the term he used to describe the
Expenses were chopped over $4 million to a Rank in a confidential dinner chat at the swank
total of $44,172,178- Amortization of film costs Claridge in London which was reported to have lack of backing from the U- S. Government
while the British Government worked closely
rose only slightly over the '47 period, indicat- encompassed several important issues, although v;ith its industry. The situation has evolved
ing a levelling off of the high cost inventories neither Johnston nor Rank divulged the result
which have been a major hazard to the distri- of the talks- The MPAA president was also into a case of ''the U. S. Industry pitted against
butors in the declining market- There was also scheduled to meet with Board of Trade presi- the British government." he said.
Yates once again denied that his Republic
dent Harold Wilson (sponsor of the 45 per cent
a $1,100,000 provision of reserve for foreign as(|uota), Alexander Korda, Sir Stafford Cripps, holdings were up for sale, adding facetiously
sets this year, none for last year.
that if anyone wanted to buy Republic they
Federal taxes bit into the net to the tune of and Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin.
could have it for SS.000,000. When prices are
TO FAVOR BRITISH FILMS
$4,900,000 for the '48 half, compared with
with values, "in two or three
$(j,200,000 for the corresponding period last
The report that American films were due for more in hekeeping
might reconsider. Yates winked.
the lower half of dual bills in British houses years,"
year.
His trips to Paris and Rome resulted in sethad U- S. distributors in a dither. Reportedly
Fox's 26-weeks net is viewed as being partiting bution
up Republic
offices
bothtwocities.
cularly bright for the company since the effect the brain child of J. Arthur Rank's Circuit
in areas away
fromin the
capitalsDistriwill
of production economies now in operation would
Management Ass'n, the largest chain in Britain, continue to be handled by local agents. Blocked
hardly have been manifested in the current
the plan is to give British f^lms top billing, good
funds will be used for establishing the two
statementor bad, and relegate the American product, offices before the end of the vear.
10
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'A SONG IS BORN' SOCK
Rates • • 9 on name values

MARQUEE

RKO (Samuel Goldwyii j
113 minutes
Danny
J'irc/inia
Benny J.Goodman,
Hugh Kayc.
Herbert.
Steve Mayo.
Cochrane,
Edivard
Broinheri/. Felix Hressart. Lndung StosscI,, 0Z. Whitehead. Esther Dale. Mary Field. Hmvland Chamberlain. Paul Lain/ton, Sidney Blackmcr. Tommy Dorscy, Louis Armstrong, LionrI
Hampton. Charlie Barnet. Mel Powell. Buck
and Bubbles. Page Caz'anaugh Trio. Golden
Gate Quartet.
Directed bv Hoiiwd Hawks.
To top the high entertainment level of the
tliree previous Danny Kaye musicals would
take some doing "A Song Is Born" doesn't
come close. Sam Goldwyn hasn't done right
by our Danny, that mad wizard of hilarity, in
his last vehicle for the producer. He is kept
under wraps all the way. never cutting loose
with that hrand of inspired lunacy that has
amazed and delighted his fans. The picture
boasts some gorgeous Technicolor, r t ''^-flight
cast andboth
is loaded
with expensive
mus'c.^l talent,
which,
individually
and collectively,
break
loose with the jumpiest rhythms the screen has
ever held. They are easily the standout feature
of the entire multi-million dollar works. However, "A Song Is Born" is primarily a Danny

BUT

W^LL

DSSAPPOINT

Kaye picture and the lack of his inimitable
si-.ecialties arnd zany comedy will disappoint his
fans. The promise of the early portions of the
fiiin fritters away into a melange of talk, bathos
and uninspired, spasmodic stabs at ct)medy as
the story attempts to take the farce seriously.
It will undoubtedly be box-office - the KayeMayo names plue the top jazz personalities are
an automatic guarantee - but it is doubly rethat the picture's
occf;siona!ly grettable
comes
through potential,
in flashes,which
remains
buried for the most part.
Goldwyn lias dusted off the script he used for
his 1941 Gary Cooper - Barbara Stanwyck
starrer, "Ball Of Fire." This version tells of
a prissy, milksop professor, who "graduated
Pr.nceton
at the
of thirteen"
knows
all
about
music,
butagenothing
about and
girls.
.Along
comes a he_p chick on the lam from the cops,
bounces into his high-brow sanctuary and
teaches him the rudiments of osculation. The
tired script gets a breezy lift from the unabashed iem:r..'n.'tyfund
of of
\'irginia
Mayo
as and
she
radiates an
undiluted
allure,
the way the lo^notch music purveyors are integrated into the proceedings- The list of nam^s
appearing in the musical numbers reads like
a "\\"ho's-\\'ho" of jazz aristocracy, and hepcats will relish their frantic jam sessions- -\
neat touch is Benny Goodman appearing as

KAYE

FANS

a fussy, "long-haired" professor who never
heard of Benny Goodman. The only new tunes
?re the title song and "Daddy O", both sung
by Miss Mayo. Steve Cochrane is the suave
menace and among the coy fuddy-duddies who
cliaperone the couple are Hugh Herbert,, J.
Edward Bromberg, and Felix Bressart.
EXPLOIT.ATIOX : In addition to the Danny
Kaye-\"irginia Mayo attraction, the top-drawer
jazz should get a full-blast treatment via local
di^c-jockey plugs and record store tiel insDanny Kaye is working away with his six
colleagues in seclusion on a recorded history
of music. He hears a rumor about something
cr.lled
"boogie-woogie"
"re-bop" andHe leaves
his monastic
solitude toandinvestigate.
gets
rn earful of hot licks and in his travels meets
n.tery singer \'irginia Mayo. She is wanted
by the D. A. for questioning about some underworld doings and she hides out in the musical
m;nage- Danny goes overboard for her and
proposes marriage. She kids him along, until
he learns that she is going to marry gangster
Steve Cochrane as soon as the heat is off.
By the time Cochrane comes around with the
ring and the parson, she is reluctant to go
chr;)ugh with it and the thug gets tough. Dann\ , with a raucous assist from the aggregati; n of swingsters, blasts the gangsters down,
circumvents the ceremonv and wins the girl.
York.

'AN
ACT OF ! MURDER' FINE, REALISTIC DRAMA, BUT DOUBTFUL B. O.
Rates
or class houses only;
>nl\ much less elsewhere
sent this picture as a "Daring Challenge To
' are both supremely convincing in the expresl 'nii'ersal-lnternational
sion of the abiding devotion of time-tested
91
minutes.
Your Emotions". Fredric March is reliably
marriage. .\nA as the woman becoines aware
strong for the marquee and Florence Eldridge
hrcdric March, hcf/nund C'Brien. t-lorewce
that
she
is
stricken
by
a
horribly
painful,
inEldridgc. Geraldine Brooks. Stanley Ridges.
deserves words of praise for her fine perforcurable nia'ady, and her husband also knowing,
John Mclntire. Frederic Tozcre, Will Wright.
mance.
suffering agonies of unspoken solicitude, there
Virginia Brissac. Frances McDonald. Mary
is a tremendously moving feeling of compassion
March, as a county court judge, is extremely
Ser7'oss. Don Beddoe, Clarence Muse.
that is sure to communicate itself to tlie audstrict in his pronouncements. Daughter GerDirected by Michael Gordon.
ience. Seeing this picture is an emotional workaldine Brooks is in love with Edmond O'Brien,
out, for it is a gripping, realistic approach to
;i young lawyer who disagrees with his severe
the universal terrors of pain and death. Miss
legal
philosophy.
Wife Florence Eldridge,
Here is a picture with "quality" written all
troubled by headaches and dizzy spells, goes to
o^'er it. Distinguished by some wonderful act- Eldridge's performance is certainly of "Oscar"
ing, fine direction and a resolute honesty of calibre, and after lier death scene the picture
a doctor for an exam nation. The doctor tells
purpose, it presents a very serious theme - the loses considerable interest. .And the developher not to worry about it, but tells March the
ment of its theme, the legal and moral aspects
truth - that she will soon suffer a painful
pros
and
cons
of
"mercy
killing".
.\nA
by
the
death. He takes her to a resort for a vacation.
same token, its boxoffice prospects are pretty
I if "euthanasia", is not too convincing and not
shaky: for here are no laughs, no fluflfy ro- always clearlv expressed. Geraldine Brooks
She suffers a severe attack and. as he frantic: lly drives home through the rain, her pain
mance, no strong marquee names, no flash\- and Edmond O'Brien, as the young lovers, lend
s iiceritx- to their minor roles and there are
selling angles — just sober drama, thoughtful
increases. He delib'^rately drives the car off
maturity, tears perhaps and stark tragedy- Its many effective bit characterizations that, coupled
tlie
road ; she d'es, he is injured. He insists
with
the
sensitive,
yet
vigorous
direction
by
undisputed merits are a rare screen contribuon being tried for murder. O'Brien defends
tion, yet may cause many an exhibitor to sadly Mic'^a'-l Gordon, produce a strong note of
h'm
and her
produces
evidence
proving
she
realized
condition
and had
taken that
a lethal
shake his head and say, "This is a mighty fine credibililx .
(bse
of
sedative
before
the
crashMarch
is
•picture, but . . . . "
EXPLOITATION":
Fredric March and his wife. Florence Eldcontroversial
and often 'Mercv
sensationalkilling"
subjtct isanda
i'cquitted, but feels morally guilty and acquires
ridge, are superb in the principal roles. They
it c:-in be worked into n?wsraper features. Prea new perspective of justice. .-Ihraius.

'LUXURY LINER' ENTERTAINING. LAVISH METRO MUSICAL
Rates 9 • • generally: less for action houses
wonderful vocal accomplisharicbtii n to lier wonderful
M-G-M
ments. -As a stowaway (in the sh'i cantained
minutes
father. George Brent, she flits all over
Groriie Brent. Jane Powell. Lauritz Melchior. b_\_her
the place playing Little Miss Fixit for all the
Fmnces Clifford. Marina Kishctz. Xavier Cugat. a^sorted romances until everyone is satisfactorily
Thomas E. Breen. Richard Dcrr. John Ridgelcy. paired off. Frances snags her dqddv after
The Pied Pipers, Connie Gilchrist.
brushing off Richard Derr and Tom Breen gets
Directed by Richard Wharf.
Jane. And '"Luxury" isn't the word for this
"Liner" ; this fabulous floatin^; palace is a
Here is another mammoth Metro inusical, a bobby-soxer's dream of heaven. .Among its
luscious layer-cake of lovely colors, entrancing passengers are jovial Lauritz Melchior. giving
TTusx and youthful comedy. \\'hat more can rut with some lusty tenoring. Mar'na Koshetz.
an exhibitor ask for? "Luxury Liner" is for- who seems to be an operatic xersi in of Carmen
■mulated to extract the greatest amount of iNliranda. Xavier Cugat's rhumba band and The
relaxing entertainment from a pat pattern. It's Pied Pipers. The Cugat orchestral numbers
•mighty pleasant to watch, easy on the eye and are embellished with .some unusally flashy camerawork. Best song routine takes place in the
car. .and should play a merry tune on boxoffice tills everywhere, it is particularly strong
ship's
galley
where Jane leads the cooks through
for the family trade. .
a prancing,
".Alouette".
screenolayrollicking
by Gladvsversion
Lehmanof and
Richard
A Pasternak production is trade-marked by The
Connell is an expert fabrication, although a bit
an emphasis on the ensaging aspects of adolescence. Young Jane Powell provides a great shy in the laugh department, and Richard
-deal of youthful zest and naive charm, in Vv'horf's direction is adequate.
AUGLST
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EXPLOITATIOX : The angle is an invitation for a gloric)US vacation, a lavish cruise
with music and laughter provided by the star
roster
this "Luxury
Liner".
jane onwants
to go with
her father, George
Brent, on his ship for a cruise to Rio. Daddy
s'r.ys no. Jane sneaks aboard. Daddy finds
her, puts her to work in the gallev. Passenger
Frances Gifford takes pity on the poor little
slavey, buys her passage and some fmcy clothes,
before
she Jane
learnsstarts
that to
she maneuver
is the captain's
daughter.
things
around to help Richard Derr, who is romantically in pursuit
Miss Gifford.
know that
Derr isofstrictly
a no-goodSheanddoesn't
that
her daddy goes for the lady. iNfeanvvhile she
i.i tr\ing to impress Lauritz Melchior with her
s'nging ability and manages to incur tlie jealousy
of young ship's officer Tom Breen. She finally
gets her father disentagled from the clutches
of
and into
armsMarina
and inKoshetz
the glorious
finaleMiss
Jane Gifford's
sings a
duet with Melchicr. Abrams.
11
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Bookie

King tagged for

rubout! . . . Homicide Ace'
on the murder spot! . . .
Dark-Haired
\

Dish the decoy in

"buy or die" ultimatum
"protection"
Rough,
make

by

racketeers! —

rugged action to
your blood run
hot — and cold!

'ONE
Rates

TOUCH OF VENUS'
— in deluxers; ® •

BRIGHT. CLEVER FANTASY
sewhere; weak for acrion houses
dream-doctor to explain it away. Resemblance
Hiihrrxal-I iilt'iiuilioual
t ) the original Broadway musical is slight,
81 inimilcs
retaining little more than the basic idea and
Robcrl Walker, .li-a Cardiwr, Dick llayincs, tiiiee of the songs by Kurt Weill and Ogden
Hve .lidcii, ()l</(i Sun Juan, 'IDin Coinvay,
James l-ldvhi, .Sara .llh/iuxl.
Nash. Of tiiem, "Speak I,ow" is destined to
gi; to the top of the Hit Parade. This numDirt'chil I'V U'lllidin Srih-r.
!)er is given an imaginative treatment as a duet
by
cross-cutting between separate scenes as
U.I takes aiiotlier jaiint iiitci tin- realm of
.\va Gardner sings it to Robert Walker and
fantasy, again with niixcfi results- Tlicre were
Dick Haymes croons to Olga San Juan. A few
iinliniitcd pi'ssibiiitics for working up a hilarious
film \ersion of (he stage hit, hut while the pic- more songs would have given the picture a
lift and perha|)s a dance production number
ture doesn't (|uite make the grade as sock might have added to its whimsical mood. Ava
C(jmed\- it is an amusing i)lend of sophistication and c.Tn, wit, wholesome romance and tan- (/ardner turns in a sock performance as the
talizing sexiness, and down-to-earth chuckles;
wandering \'enus, a very sexy goddess indeed,
and it offers a wide margin of comedy to tempt and she displays a lovely singing voice. Walker
is plenty funny as the not sery bright window
the tastes of varied audiences- It should prove
a delightful experience for anyone with the trimmer, flabbergasted by having a flesh-andhlood goddess on his trail. The duties of
slightest bit of imagination and it certainlv
llaymes and Miss San Juan are merely routine;
answers the demand for a "different" kind of i'.ve .Arden shines as a wise-cracking career girl;
movie. Grosses will be best in metropolitan de- Tom Conway seems lost away from his "Falluxe situations, and, with pr(jper exploitation,
con" sleuthing.
This Lester histor\
Cowan production
weathered
a troublesome
and now,
sliould brin'.> in above-par returns in other spots. with William Seiter as director, it emerges as
It will be weakest in action houses .
a smooth and diverting bit of movie fare.
This wacky story is presented as straight fanEXPLOITATION: Selling job will get retasy, with a welcome absence of the usual
sidts with a strong build-up for .\va Gardner
'BLANCHE FURY' SOMBRE BRITISH COSTUME MELODRAMA
Rates * *
in class houses; • • as
su pporting dualler generally
lationship between a man and a woman, and
Eagle Lion (J- Arthur Hank)
these sequences should get it some attention
93 minutes
from adult .American audiences. It contains
Valerie Hohsou, Stezvarf Granger, Michael
Cough. Walter Fitsgerald, Suaannc Gibhs,
several eyebrow-lifting implications that just
Maurice Denham. Sybilla Binder, Ernest Jay, barely stay within the Code requirements.
Toumsend IVhiting, J. H. Roberts, Allan JeaLargelyemotional
responsible
for the
picture's
highly
colored
drama
is the
performance
ycs.
given by beautiful \ alerie Hobson in the title
'Directed by Marc Allegret.
role. In contrast, Stewart Granger tries to
9
It seems that when the British J.AR'S latest project the forceful brutality of his charactergift to the American movie-going public is as
ization by some flagrant over-acting. The two
typically English as crumpets and tea. The
principals are aided by a large and capable
■"■made in Britain" label will be an inevitable
supporting cast and by the lavish production
boxoffice handicap and it suffers from an
values. The elaborate settings look very imemphasis on values that American audiences
pressive in the florid Technicolor and Marc
cannot fully appreciate. As an adaptation from
Allegret's direction carefully treads its Albion
with only infrequent intervals of excitiup
the Joseph Shearing
"Blanchedealing
Fury" with
is a pace
action.
Technicolored
costumenovel.
melodrama
such matters as the traditions and superstitions
EXPLOITATION: Valerie Hobson and
of the landed gentry, the bar sinister of ill- Stewart Granger should carry some marquee
egitimacy and the class-conscious barriers of weight in class houses, having been featured
Victorian society. Moreover, it is a sombre,
in such pictures as "Great Expectations" and
depressing tale peopled entirely with unsym"Caesar and Cleopatra". Herald its strong
pathetic characters. On the other hand, it theme with catchlines : "Driven by a Love
occasionally gets down to the passionate reGreater than Fear!" and "Consumed bv a Flam'SHED NO
Rates • •

TEARS' MAYHEM
as dualler

Ea<jle Lion
70 minutes
Wallace Ford. June Vincent, Robert Scott,
Johnstone White. Dick Hogan, Frank AlbertjonJ^irected by Jean Yarbrough.
(July a lack of evploitable name power keeps
this melodrama from being a first class attraction. Wallace Ford and June Vincent ofifer
crimparatively little value for the marquee, but
it is a neatly contrived and well executed pro■duction for the mayhem market and will render
more than adequate service (jn double bill. Ford
and Miss \^incent turn in excellent performances
as an ill as.sorted couple ; he is a nondescript
14

MELLER

IS NEAT

ACTION

a , this mythical miss and a Hashy descripti'jn
i>f her capers as "Hilarirjus, Sparkling and
Walker is busily engaged in fixing the drapes
Tantalizing".
ar.niiul this rare statue of Venus recently purchased by department store owner Tom Conway. On a sudden impulse he kisses the statue
and wham - she's Ava Gardner I She steps
down from her pedestal and frightens the poor
She messes
guy by her amorous advances.
up his romance with Olga San Juan and inspires Dick Haymes to croon his love songs
to Olga.
Meanwhile, Conway has hired a
detective to fnid the missing statue and Walker
and his celestial sweetie lead a merry chaseHe manages to put her to bed in the moflel
I'.ome. In the morning Conway finds her there
and plans a mighty campaign of conquest. But
she turns him down, romps off to the park with
Walker. The detective catches up with him and
She goes to Conway, charms
he is jvgged.
him intcj releasing her boy and also promotes
Conway's romance with his secretary. Eve
Arden. Walker rushes back to meet her, but
I'.er time is up and she is cold marble again.
His broken heart is mended when a sweet,
vi ung thing named Miss Venus Jones strolls
hv. VORK^

.\ long flashback tells the story ot Valerie
ed!" gets a position as governess at
ing Hatrwho
H. bson
the estate owned by her relatives, the Furys.
Tiiey are captivated by her charm and she
plans to perpetuate her financial security by
marrying her cousin, the younger Fury. They
have adopted the name of Fury that represents
tlie traditional owners of the estate. Stewart
Granger, their steward, believes himself to be
the rightful owner, for he is the illegitimate son
(,f the last Fury and he hates these intruders
with a vindictive bitterness. Despite her attraction to Granger, she marries her cousin.
Their wedding night is interrupted when a band
oi Gypsies burn their stables and she spends
most of the night with Granger. His bitterness
overflows when he is suddenly discharged and,
di.-guised as a Gypsy, he murders both the
Furys. The Gypsies are arrested for the crime
and she keeps mum about it until Granger tries
t'l kiil her young ward, heir to the estate. Then
she testifies against him in a dramatic court
scene. As he is being hung, she gives birth to
his son and dies. York.

PROGRAMMER

appearing, petty crook with big ideas, she is a
heartless, mone\-mad beauty. Together they
conspire to defraud an insurance company and.
i;i a series of devious double-crosses, bring sudden death to one another. "Shed No Tears"
has the distinction, too of presenting a most
unusual movie private detective ; a very elegant
individual, as crooked as he is s^ave. and deftly
portrayed by Johnstone White. The screenis byDon
Brown
Holmes
A'irginia
Cook
from playthe
Martin
novel.andJean
Yarbrough
directed in a capable manner to mold the material into a well-paced, interest-holding continuity. Robert Frost produced for Equity
Pictures.
Wallace Ford fakes his own death by tossing
an unidentifiable corpse frorri the window of a
burning hotel room. He hides out in a distant

city while he waits for his wife. June Vincent,
to collect the 550,000 insurance money. She!ias no intention of joining him. instead plans toshare the loot with her lover. Robert ScottMeanwhile, her stepson, Dick Hogan. suspecting foul
father's demise,
hirescleverly
Johnstoneplay
White intohisinvestigate.
White
learns the true circumstances and puts the bite
I'-n the supposed widow. Returning suddenly.
Ford murders Scott, takes his half of the money
and goes back into hiding. This puts her on
a spot with the police who suspect her of the
crime. The private detective locates Ford and
works another blackmail deal. She follows him
to Ford's hotel room and shoots her husbandThe police summoned by the son, arrive just
as sheDav.
plunges out of the window to her
death.
FILM

BULLETIN

EXHIBITORS
Opinions

duiieJ. from

MYERS ON ASCAP
Associated Theatre Oicners of Indiana
Our latest advice regarding ASCAP remains
the same we previously issued : it is unwise for
any exhibitor to enter into further contracts
with or to pay any more royalties to ASCAP in
its present status. We have received a further
analysis of the situation from Abram F. Myers
since his careful study of the complete certified
copy of Judge Leibell's ruling, and below we
qu te portions of his bulletin dated August 10.
". . . the court concluded that the plaintiffs
were entitled to an injunction to prevent a reof what happened
in 1947
'because
unlawful currence
arrangements
between
ASCAP
and the
its
members, and between the members and the
motion picture producers, is a continuing one
and is a clear violation of the anti-trust laws'.
■ Specifically the court held the ASCAP's
'blanket licenses were a violation of the antitrust laws and were issued persuant to an illegal
combination'
and that
"the of
license
were unenforcible
because
theiragreements
statutory
illegality.'
"By bulletin dated July 23 there was transmitted to all Allied regional associations Judge
Leibell's outline of an order to be entered in
tl"L- case. You will recall that it provides for injunctions (a) directing ASCAP to divest itself
of all rights of public performance so far as
motion pictures are concerned, and (b) restraining ASCAP's members from licensing, except
to motion picture producers, the rights of public
performance of musical compositions synchronized with motion picture films.
"Read in the light of the official text of the
opinion, this can only mean that ASCAP. being
a monopoly and a combination in restraint of
trade, inust cease to grant licenses to or to
collect royalties from motion picture theatres
and that ASCAP's members, the actual copyright owners, can only license the public performing rights for music recorded on films to
the producers of those films. Therefore, it would
be very dangerous for motion picture exhibitors
to enter into further contracts with or to pay
any more royalties to .ASC.\P in its present
status.''
Mr. Myers continues: "Judge Leibell's opini(;n
points
out that goes
S?''" to
of certain
one-halfmotion
of ASCAP's
total revenue
picture
producers via their music publishing houses.
When a producer acquires the rights to a tune
not controlled by ASC.\P it acquires the recording and the performing rights, and the latter
are included in the license of the picture to the
exhibitor. But if the tune is controlled by
ASCAP the producer obtains from the copyright owner only the recording rights and includes in its license to the exhibitor a clause
requiring the latter to acquire the performing
rights from ASCAP.
"This is the vicious circle created by ASCAP
and the producers and denounced in the abovequoted passage from Judge Leibell's opinion.
But that is not all of the story. Frequently the
producer will specially employ a composer to
write a piece for a film and will turn over the
copyright thereto to its subsidiary publishing
house. The latter then conveys the public performing rights to .ASCAP. In such cases the
producer collects, via ASCAP, a substantial part
of the public performance royalties on its own
music, recorded on its own film and licensed to
the exhibitors for exhibition.
"Because they are so deeply implicated in tiie
vnlawful combination and monopoly, the motion
picture producers sliould take immediate steps
to remove themselves therefrom by a voluntary
compliance with Judge Leibell's order. This can
be accomplished by acquiring from the copyright owners the public performing rights to
AUGUST

FDRUM

Organization

THE FRIENDLY COMPANY
inj

ai! compositions used in their films and passing
exrights
on those hibition
contracts.to the exhibitors in tl'.eir
"Li that way they can put an end to a system
which they must realize is not only unlawful
but morally wrong. Under that system the producers sell to the exhibitors their films which
are valuable only for public exhibition, but
which cannot be so exhibited unless and until
the exhibitors secure ansther license and pay an
additional fee to ASCAP.
"Incidentally, this invi:lvement of the motion
picture producers explains the extreme lengths
to which spokesmen for TOA have gone in appeasing and defending
Mr. Myers
concludes ASCAP."
his bulletin by stating
tliat. "The laws which apply to all other industries have caught up with the n-.otion picture
producers and the sojner they realize it the
better for all concerned — especially themselves." REBEL RICHARDS
Allied Theatre Ouners of Gulf States
Mr. Red Kann's article of July 30. in the
Motion Picture Daily is cuite interesting —
Interesting."
— "Quite
to say the
Yes. taking
are
the least
liberty
of reprinting
same Wein
independent exthat all
orderOrleans
its entirety,
hibitors intheinNew
territory may have
an opportunity to rea 1 this -BELATED
CLASSIC
"DAGGERS. Xorth-to-South and in reverse,
Parathe atmo.^phere
are puncturing
mount in Xew York
and E. V. between
Richards. Jr.,
in Xew Orleans. The feeling in both directions
runs pretty higli at the moment and the outcome
is not yet in sight
"Rich," of course, is a Paramount theatre
partner and as dominant a figure in his territory
tixlay as he has been for all these many years.
The dispute is over film rentals about which
distributors, with no known exception, have
been beefing practically from time immemorial.
"The inside is that. Paramount long patient,
finally decided on the leap by informing Richards he no longer could buy its product for
sub-runs at about 15°° of the gross when competitive subs paid as much as 33°°. that after
Paramount product alreadv b<3oked — and
Drobablv n,)t going beyond "THE EMPEROR
\\'ALTZ"
— had played, terms i'od to be recast upwards.
"Xow Richards, who can l)e as tough as steel
and is known to have proven it often, replied
"Xo dice" or some picturesque words tii the
same effect; that he had gotten along without
Metro and L'niversal and would manage to
survive without Paramount. He also is understood to have observed somewhat acidly that any
sharn increase in percentage terms, obviously,
would cut into his profits, thereby reduce his
net and affect the value of his stock — the latter
T highly important equation in the event theatre
divorcement is made mandatory bv the X'^ew
"S'ork circuit court re-appraising tiie Government suit against the majors.
"It's a standoff at present with unknown
chapters yet to be filled in. They could be ver\
I am certain that the independent exhibitors,
exciting." those in the New Orleans territory
particularly
will find the above article most amusing and
are wondering whether or not Paramount has
at long last come out of its slumber and
wakened itself to the conditions as they have
been existing for the fifteen or more years in
tliis territory.
Far he it for us t() criticize anyone's ability
to secure film at 15"^« or less. In fact, we glory
Cor should I say envy) in such accomplishments.

? ? ?

"
Uy Company
.self -styled
of the
the meaning
look up "FrieiK
hadThebetter
word
in the dictionary.
Right now Metro is busy wasting moncheckers to play "cops
ev sending blind
and robbers" across the street from
they've
. As usual,
and
theatres
of boobs
ve group
neighboanrhood
impressi
hired
nincompoops to do the job.
One of these representatives of the
■ Friendly Company" was recently seen
hiding behind trees across the street from
owned by a highly respected
a heatre here
•jxh'bitor
in Denver.
Since the checker looked like a suspicious character planning a robbery, the
theatre manager called the police. The
checker resisted the intrusion of the
police - put up a fuss and informed the
police force that he had been hired by
Metro to keep his company from getting
robbed- He also advised everybody within hearing distance that the exhibitors in
.\merica had robbed Metro out of 10
million dollars last year.
to thelike"Friendly
thatW'eit suggest
stop acting
a jackass.Company"
—Rocky Mt. AlliedWe do however, resent and have for some time
on the part
of the
distributtl;at
rs this
hive generosity
not been extended
to the
independent
exhibitors of this territory. On the contrary tren'endous pains and care have been taken to make
certain that the extraction of film rental from
the helpless independent exhibitors reach such
p:iiport:ons to where it is not only unreasonable
but shameful. Yet it is apparent that great pride
i-v be ng taken in such accomplisl-ments by the
distributers.
It is not onl\- difficult for the independeut exhibitors to reconcile themselves to the need of
having to pay outlandish film rentals but to find
it necessary to be held behind the preferred
situations where in many instances film rentals
are far less, only adds insult to injury.
— ^[alll■ice J. ArtigtiesGOOD
(?) SAM
Allied ITO of loiia • yiebraiki
We warn each member to use extreme caution
b< fore licensing or showing the R. K. O. Radio
Picture GOOD S.\M for tlie following stated
reasons
1. The: —Salvation .\rmy is put to ridicule in
t'le picture. The Salvation Army is one of
.America's
greatestin charity
organizations and
has
many friends
your patronage.
2. The Protestant Church is shown in a bad
light. There are scenes of the clergy smoking
and conducting themselves in such a manner
tiiat the dignity of their office is lowered. In
another scene a Deacon of the Church becomes
intoxicated.
Many of our members have strongly Protestant towns and this picture will antagonize not
only the ministers but many of the lay people
as well. We know what the wanton disregard of
tiie Catholic Church's objections to pictures
like
and FORE\"ER
AMBER
has THE
meantOUTLAW
in destroying
public relations
with
that institution, let us not antagonize those of
the Protestant Faith.
Feeling that there is a definite attempt to set
lip illegal clearances by a print shortage we ask
that an investigation be made of the print situation in both Omaha and Des Moines Branches.
Print shortages not only force illegal clearances
but also force too many runs on a print, thereby making it dangerous to run. \Ve ask that
this matter be put as a number one item on the
agenda for the next Board Meeting. We further
suggest that if this print situation continues that
it be brought to the attention of the proper
auhorities both those dealing with the legal
aspects and those interested in public safety.
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EXPLOITATION

SELL
Calorful

PICTURE

TAP
Spectacle

The Spectacle — that
fast - disappearing epic
fihn which has heen re8ponsil)lc for some of
the screen's greatest
achievements — is given
a new k'ase on life in
"Tap Roots," Walter
Wangers Technicolor
saga for Universal-International. Peopled with
exciting, jirovocative
characters, laying
against a background of
bold and sweejting bigness, it recounts the historical story of a tlirilling incident in the Civil
War.

HAYWARD

HDDTS'
Has

& HEFLIN

Heroic

BIG!
Anyles

iiig inihviihials a n d
u hole armies. The conllict takes in nian-loiiuin >-truggles, rebc'llion
against lawless secession, and a Rhett Butler-Scarlet OHara duel
(>( jiersonalilies. And
tin- love stoiy is no
iiamby - pandiy affair.
It s a liery romance betwcf-n r<'cklcss suave
renegade. Van Heflin,
who eventually subdues
beautiful r<Ml - haired
wildcat Susan Hay ward,
torn between her fascination for Heflin and
her betrothal to a dashing Confederate ofTiccr.

"Tap Roots" shoots
l\o ISiinihy I'limlty .iffair
up as a sturdy exploitaAnd don'tarfl
forget
the
tion natural. The James
Hcflin-Hayw
names,
Street best-seller took as its theme a plus Boris Karloff for another selling
man's love for his land, worked in
sweat and toil for generations, and how
U-I s boxoffieers. under John Joseph
point.
he fought to keep it from destruction.
and Maurice Bergman, have wrought a
The theme has been clothed in an arpress book that contains a veritable
ray of exploitable angles, dressed up
gold mine
of merchandising ideas.
lavishly and tastefully with sure-fire
excitement, romance and violent con"Tap Roots" angles, utilizing local
flict, and the showman can choose any
newspapers and radio at virtually no
cost to the theatreman are detailed ( loor all of these to make the picture pav
off.
cating the family with the deepest tap
He need have no qualms in selling it roots in your community, tie-ups with
camera stores and local photographers
as spectacle, for it has scope, sweep and
for community structures which are tap
eye-appeal. Comparisons with "Gone
roots of locality, contests identifying
With the Wind" will do no harm.
The action encompasses rugged, dar- America's tap roots, etc.)-
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CO-OP

DISPLAYS

The tag line. "I'laiit \ our l ap Roots Now,"
i^ aduplultle in a variety of wa\> for local co-op
a<^^ and diAplay.'-. Local int^urance brokers can
fi-jlure the illu>tration and copy shown above.
Similarly, real e>tale brokers can use the same
line in home sales, banks, in plugs for savings
accounts. Wherever possible, punctuate the
displays with a group of stills from the picture.
GIANT POST CARD
A giant po>t card > U) \ fiO i addressed to a
person in your community praising the picture
can be stamped and placed under a prominently
located mail box. It's perfectly legal.

NEWSPAPER
ADS
Above, two of the four leaser ads make a
special appeal to the ladies. Newspaper ads
fbelow) stress the film's epic proportions.

FILM

BULLETIN

Above,
I'an Hejlin.
leading theorders
band his
of rebels
the secession
of Mississippi,
motleyagainM
band
to take to the swamp. At left, Heflin brings the 6edraggled Susan Haytvard back to her devastated home.

RDDTS
A fjreat many of the qualities that niaile "Gone
With the Wind" the monumental spectacle that
wrote screen history have gone into W alter W anger's Technicolor drama, '"Tap Roots." released by
Universal-International. It reconstructs the same
colorful era : has the dashing, cynical, dangerous
hero in Van Heflin: the fiery, wilful beauty in
Susan Hay ward; the family homestead laid waste
l^nion.
in
the struggle between the secessionists and the
Done in the grand manner, "Tap Roots'' utilizes
James Street's novel as the basis for its epic stoiy
of the independent Dabney clan of Lebanon County which, when Mississippi seceded from the
Union, in turn seceded from the State.
Van Heflin is a renegade newspaper publisher
and notorious duelist, drawn by his attraction for
Susan Hayward, daughter of the defiant Dabney
(Ward Bond) , to aid the rebels.
Boris KarlofI eschews his horror portrayals to
enact a loyal, i-elentless Indian and newcomer
Whitfield Connor makes an impressive debut as
a Confederate officer.

Shart

Subjects

CHAKI.KS P. SKOURAS, who landed on
these sliores from Greece 40 years ago as a
young immigrant with pennies in his pocket
and last year was listed as the top-salaried
man in the country, had a double order of
kudos dished out to him on August 16th. On
that memorable Monday, the head of the
largest theatre chain in the world, National
Theatres was awarded "The Great Heart" from
the X'ariety Club of Southern California for
his ■"unsefish contribution to community betterment, leadership in public welfare projects and
patriotic iirjiivities." Chief Barker Bob O'Donnell of \'ariely Clubs International made
the presentation i)efore 900 showmen, business
and civic leaders, and a rostrum which included
toaitmaster Gorge Jessel, Mayor Fletcher Bow
n n, Louis B- Maver, Ted Gamble and William
Keith.
On the same day, Drew Pearson in his syndicated Washington Merry-Go-Round column
awarded the traditional brass ring to Skouras
as he extolled the NT head's love for his
adopted countr\- and made a special i)lug for
Yt'Uth Month, of which Skouras is national
committee chairman. Pearson recalls his first
meeting with Skouras when the Friendship
Train was being organized. "His theatre managers'" the column details, had been asked to
tell the public about the idea behind the Friendsliip Train, and to that end Skouras called them
to Los Angeles for a conference.
" 'But, boss,' they protested, 'we're just
opening with "Forever Amber". How can we
publicize tliat and the Friendship Train, too?"
" 'Which is more important...' grunted Skouras. "Forever Amber" or your country? "Forever .Amber" can come later.'
WARNERS' ELABORATE campaign on
"Rope" the .'Mfred Hitchcock Technicolor
dangler, includes a honey of a brochure, devised by Mort Blumenstock's gang as a "photographic production
notebook."
The unique
camera technique
employed
by Hitchcock
for
tlie film which necessitated special sets that
could break away to allows the prying camera
to reach every nook and cranny without a break
and a host of other devices for the unusual
narrative technique are explained and illustrated
in snappy style. There are also statements by
Jack L. Warner, Natalie Kalmus, and HitchC'ck. The brochure is being distributed to
C( lieges, libraries and community groups
throughout the country to reach additional audiences not ordinarily contacted through the
usual
channels,
as well as the nation's exhibitors.

MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN, Eagle Lion's adpublicity exploitation dynamo, isn't going to
miss a single bet in making "The Olympic
Games of 1948", feature-length JAR filmed
Technicolor record of the recently completed
C)lympic Games which EL will release next
month, his company's tc/p grosser of the year.
Youngstein has already set the greatest exploitation campaign in EL's history for the
film, swelling the promotion budget to astronomical figures after the tremendous list of
U. S. victories in the Games, an undoubted
hypo in generating audience interest. Simultaneously, Castleton Knight, who produced the
film for Rank, announced that considerable add(d footage of IJ. S. athletes has been allocated
the U. S. edition with a consequent interest in
the .total productif)n budget. An unexpected
boon to the dramatic content of the film was the
incident in the 440-yard relay where Barney
Sewell's "we wuz roblx-d" squawk following
II

By BARN
<',iciii Hair" and "Rachel and the Stranger."
. . . Samuel Goldwx n's last Uanny Kayc starrer,
• A Song Is Born " gets a sumptur)us S750,(XX)
1( cal assist newspaper campaign, covering 74 key
city runs, backed up by extensive local radio
I me buying in support of specific engagements.
The Monroe Greenthal Agency is handling the
huge national and local co-op campaigns. . .A
"living s(|uadron" of U-I publiciteers has descended on 20 kev cities to set up advance promotion for "One Touch of Venus". Headed
ad-pubI'^astern publicity
U.I Eastern
Bergman,
.\. A\
by
Horwitz,
v director,
licit Maurice
manager and Charles Simonelli, Eastern exj.loitation head, each boxofficer goes into the
l:e!<l to set up special screenings critics, radio
c. nimentators and newspaper columnists and
1; rncli the promotional programs.
MAX

E. YOUNGSTEIN

lie rvon'l y)iiss a bet
dL'nualification of the U. S. team after they
had won the e/ent, resulted in eventual triumph
when films disclosed that our side had won fair
a!".d s<)uare.

ALLIED'S CARAVAN, the nati.mal independent exhibitor's organization's valuable information service, which since its inception has

ONE GKNER.M- sales convention, instead
. f the four regionals originally planned, will
roll
begin S?pt. 8 at CIvcago's Drake Hotel and-Fox
f .r four m nientous days, 20th Century
general sa'cs manager .Andy W. Smith, Jr., reveals. Calling it ' the most important sales convention sponsored by the company". Smith added that announcements of "far-reaching importance and significance" will be made by
president Snvros P. Skouras. Studio chief
ion
Darryl F. Z-'nuck. as well as all corporatent
executives, d i.n^st c distribution departm
heads, division and branch managers will be

made its headquarters at Sidney Samuelson's
E. Pa. unit offices in Philadelphia, will have
the nerve center moved further into the hinterland before the end of the year. The transfer
C'f headquarters was decided upon following the
invitation of AssfKriated Tlu-atre Owners of
Indiana to shift the central office to Indianapolis
to facilitate info compilation and distribution
purely on a physical and geographical basis.
Samuelson will continue to head the Caravan
Committee.

on Fox'
and give
on
. • the lowdown
seasc ton'sgetproduct
new hand
NEIL .AGNEW's. resignation as president of
Selznick Releasing Organization apparently will
not pffect the sales structure. Nothing that he
underO. "compartingDavid
on the nces.
agreedcircumsta
and .Agnew
Selzamicable"
p'cte'v
nick also revealed that SRO general sales manasager Milton Kramer "has been gradually
suming many of the executive functions of Mr.
of .Agnew's retirement.
Agnew" in anticipation one
is being considered
the present, no .
For
f a the SRO presidency

THE VERS.ATILITY of television gets
more and more awefome. In addition to its
undoubted possibilities as an entertainment and
informational medium, the growing young giant
has now won its laurels as a crime-buster. When
the flood of bogus ten dollar bills began swamping the Eastern seaboard recently. Philadelphia's WC.AU-TV came up with the idea of
showing the counterfeit bills beside an authentic
ten dollar note and arranged with the Secret
Service Department to pull the stunt. It was
cleared with Washington, a Treasurv Agent
went before the cameras and pointed out the
flaws in the bogus bill, using the real note for
comparative purposes. The differences could
be clearly seen on the tele screen. The program
was looked upon as setting a pattern for handling counterfeit money situations in the future,
since television is the sole medium throueh
which money can be pictured- The law forbids
photographing or filming U. S. currency, but
since no actual impression or permanent record
is made by video, it gives the latter a privilege
denied newspapers, magazines or movies.

OF MEN AND THINGS ... The two
offices in the Warner organization left vacant
bv the Grim Reaper recently were filled when
Wolfe Cohen was named to the presidency of
WB International, succeeding the late Max
Milder, and George A. Crouch was appointed
zone manager for Warner theatres in the Washington territory to succeed the late John J.
Payette • . . Nicky Goldhammer becomes western sales manager for Monogram-Allied Artists,
anmanager
Maurice Goldstein,
nounces. The new general
divisionalsales
sales
chief was
formerly district manager for Eagle Lion and
RKO. . . Reports that Frank McCarthy, Continental manager of the MPA.A, will leave that
fffice by the e'nd of the year to take an executive post with 20th-Fox, persist despite denials
. . Melvin L. Gold, ad-publicity director of
National Screen Service, heads the slate of
nominations for officers of the National Televifion Film Council. Gold, now temporary
chairman, is up for president : Burt Balaban, of
Paramount Television, vice-president : Robt. M.
Paskow. Film Director. W.ATV, treasurer, and
Robt. W- Wormhoudt. Executive vice-president
of
for executive
secretary director
. . . \'ictorof
J. Telecast
Hoare hasFilms
been Inc..
named
Selznick Studio. Ltd.. to supervise all releasing
arrangements for SRO pictures in Great Britain and Continental Europe . . . Leon Korr.
ad-pub director, Earle, .Allentown : Bob Sidman,
manager. Senate, Harrisburg. and Lew Black,
manager, Warner. W'ilmington, Del., are the
trio of kingpins in the contest by L^-I for best
exploitation campaigns on "Tap Roots "

SEPTEMBER WILL see a manifold increase in RKO's ad schedules, according to S.
Barret McCormick. ad director. Often two or
more ads on as many pictures will be running
simultaneously in such top weeklies as Life,
Look and Saturday Evening Post. First group
to get the big-budget ad treatment will be
"Mourning Becomes Electra". "The Boy With

FILM

bulletin:

Behind

the Scenes

PS
SIZE-U
SIUDIO
fourth under the contract, has been cancelled,
COLUMBIA
owing to its prohibitive budget at this time.
Realease plans call for eight features to go
out before the end of October- August: "The
'BORN YESTERDAY' SAMPLE
Spiritualist" and "Lady at Midnight". September :"Northwest Stampede". "Olympic Games"
OF WASTE, POOR JUDGMENT
and "In This Corner". October : "Hollow Triumph", "Adventure of Gallant Bess" and "BeJ_Jarr\ Cohn denied reports that Columbia
hind Locked Doors".
would ditch "Born Yesterday", for which
Equity films, having completed "Enchanted
they are said to have paid a mere $750,000. The
Fdiest" and "Siied No Tears" for Eagle-Lion
release,
ahead with plans for nine more
studio has been having its hands full trying to features istogoing
be finished within nine months.
prepare a script that will by-pass the play's
Following "The World and Little Willie",
censorable features and yet bear some resemb- Rol>ert Youngs' Cavalier Productions will make
lance to the stage hit that rocked Broadway"Twelve Against the Underworld", also to be
r.'ieased through E-L.
Here is another example of that sort of rank
extravagance and poor judgment that costs
studios, exhibitors and stockholders, not to
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
mention Mr. and Mrs. Moviegoer, lots of money.
ENTERPRISE FACES CRISIS;
"Born Yesterday" was a funny play, but it
should have been obvious to Mr. Cohn that it
would need a thorough dry cleaning if it was
MAY BE ABSORBED BY METRO
to be acceptable movie fare- Now, after all
the alterations are made, it will probably re- P^XTERPRISE, which has had a releasing
semble something entirely different from the
deal with Metro for soine months, now
property that cost a fortune before a camera
finds
ii>elf in a tiiiaiicial i.uii I- I.linu of
v.-as ever turned on it.
Production here picked up slightly with three
features a western and a new serial having
gone before the cameras since our last report.
Bogart's "Knock on Any Door" and "Mr. Soft
Touch" are the two feature productions. Latter
stars Glenn Ford and Evelyn Keycs. the "Mating of Millie " team, in a comedv. .'Mso shooting : "The Crime Doctor's Diary" and the
serial "Bruce Gentry", rights to which were
purchased from the comic strin of the same
name, and which will feature Tom Xeal and
Judy Clark. A Ron Randall western, "The
Lone Wolf and His Lady", was completed and
put in the can since the last writing of Studio
Sizeuns.
Robert Rossen has purchased and will produce "The Outer Edsres", Charles Jackson's
novel. Despite the nuhlic's recent bad reaction
to sordid yarns. Rossen plans a winter start
for this story about the effect on newspaper
readers of a child's murder by a moron.
HEKbERT J. YATES
John Huston's Horizon Pictures unit is slated
He Put Out Blaze of Rumors
to have "Rouerh Sketch" rollint bv the time
this annears in tvpc. Jennifer Jones and John
See Republic
Garfield head the castEAGLE
WANGER

- LION

PREPARES

'REIGN

OF TERROR* FOR EARLY START
^^ith the windup of "Tulsa", "Parole" and
"Red Stallion in the Rockies", the EagleLion stages have been empty
for several davs. but
the lapse gives them time to prepare for "Reign
of Terror' Walter Wanger's epic of the French
Revolution, which will start within a few days.
Wanger plans to build 84 sets, using four of
tlie
studio's production
six sound the
stages,
making
one
the biggest
lot has
ever this
housed.
Richard Hart has been added to the cast, which
features Robert Cummings and .■\rlene Dahl,
his role being the first before a camera since
leaving Metro several months ago.
Wancer will follow "Reigti of Terror" with
"The Blank Wall", which winds up his commitment to Eagle-Lion of three pictures. "Anne
•of the Indies", which was to have made the
J^UGUST

30, 1948

this fact, following on the heels of indefinite
rumors, was Enterprise's failure to take up
option of further leasing of Harry Sherman's
studio, .^iter spending upwards of $700,000 on
improvements of the Sherman lot. Enterprise
'u now faced with eviction this coming February. The news was shortly followed with
the financial facts. Although the new outfit
made a heroic try, turning out eight pictures
during a trying period in the industry, the
$4,000,000
"Arch
Triumph"
much for the
other offilms
to carry.was just too
Re-financing is the current Enterprise problem, both the bank and private sources being
approached for the money necessary to keep
going. It is not without reason to suppose, at
this writing, that Metro may absorb the entire company. The next week or so should
tell the storv. but the addition would be to
Metro's decided advantage.
With his return from New York, Dore
Schary. now vice-president in charge of production, announced that the first picture to be

of Film

Production

I)Ut into production under his regime will be
"The Intruders", from William Faulkner's new
n( vel. Spencer Tracy will probably get the top
announced
Metro's
for
theSchary
comingalsoyear.
Production
willschedule
be stepped
spot.
up, planning at least six more pictures than
turned out last year. The average budget will
be around $1,600,000, and stories will be aimed
directly at the domestic market. The increase
in quantity is planned to keep the backlog high
enough for flexibility in the releasing schedule.
Out of the thirty-five set for the fiscal year,
five or ten will be experimental films on the
order of "Crossfire". Schary dislikes the term
"message" and uses the word "progressive",
declaring
these will be Heexperimental
categories of production.
summed upinbyallsaying
he intended to "Make good pictures for a good
world", noting
tainment tastes the
and constant
values. changes in enterSam Katz, after fourteen years with Metro,
has left the lot. Although Katz ostensibly
leaves to take over his string of fifty theaters
in the midwest, without management since the
death of his brother, Harry, Metro is probably
not unhappy at his departure- There is a feeling on the lot that many of the top drawer men
who draw exorbitant salaries and do little
should be eased out, yet the problem of payeft of these expensive contracts has made it
impossible in most cases. Now that Katz has
gone, however, with a settlement of $1,000,000
in lieu of the five years to go on his contract,
look for others to follow. It is entirely plausible
that Dore Schary will contract several of his
former RKO co-workers, a move which is not
"old-men"
of Metro's
somelook
until We
possible on.
moved
for Dudley
Nicholshaveto
move over to this lot now that he has stepped
. ut of RKOIn the meantime, activity on the lot is confined to tile same four : "Little Women", "Take
Me Out to The Ball Game", "Barkeleys of
Broadway" and "The Best Things in Life are
Free", with no new starters. There will he no
new ones until late September, but the current
pictures will remain in work until about that
time.

Lana Turner's first upon her return from
PandwhichMinnelli
will be
Europe
and \Mncent
produce Bovary",
will"Madame
Berman
ro
will direct.

MONOGRAM-AA
BABE'S PASSING

EXPECTED

'STORY'in
'T'HERE
was undoubtedly
ON speculation
GROSSES some
TO BOOST
the trade about the effect of Babe Ruth's
passing on the public response to "The Babe
Ruth Story". Early reports indicate that boxoffice returns have at least held their own since
his death. In Philadelphia, the huge 5000-seat
WB Mastbaum held the picture for a third
week starting Friday (27th) when the second
stanza held fairly close to the $23,000 opening
week.
An unprecedented amount of newspaper space
was devoted to the Babe's career and public
interest was undoubtedly stimulated by the
syndicated stories recounting the dramatic incidents in his colorful career. Whether that
interest will be maintained until the picture
19
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reaches the subseqiRiit runs remains to be
seen. Our gues,s is that it will.
Only one feature going here ,a Joe Palooka
epic with a long handle — "Joe Palooka in the
Lig Kight". 'JViree are scheduled to start in
September. First will be "Bad Boy", produced
by Paul vShort. This will be followed by Windsor Productions .second for AA release, "When
a Man's a Man" (Guy Madison - Rory Calthe King. Brothers' "Gun Crazy" to
go earlyhoun),inthenSeptember
Steve Broidy has inked a producing-releasing
deal with Tony Owen to bring "The Green Bay
Packers" to the screen, dipping into the football
world as well as baseball for film subjects.
According to Owen, the picture will be handled
in a documentary manner, with use made of
footage filmed by the Green Bay Packers of
their own games.
The longtime Saturday Evening Post feature,
"Mr. Botts and His l'"arthworm Tractor", has
been acquired for filming by Roy Del Ruth. He
plans a minimum of four pictures to be made
around the central character.
Monogram and AA have signed a deal with
Canadian-International Screen Attractions to release ten pictures made in Montreal. Monogram
and AA each will get five for distribution, and
the budgets will run between |;12(),000 and $150,000 for each. I'Vjur stories are already completed and production will start as soon as
Broidy has okayed the scripts.
PARAMOUNT
SLOW

PRODUCTION

CONTINUES

PACE

AT PARAMOUNT

No change in the picture on this lot as the
slow pace continues, with the same three still
shooting : "Streets of Laredo", "The Heiress"
and "One Woman", There will be no new
starters until "Mask For Lucretia" (Paulette
Goddard - John Lund - Macdonald Carey) gets
underway. Films set for the remainder of this
year are "Diamond in a Haystack" (Crosby Fitzgerald) "Easy Does It" (Bob Hope) De
mille's "Samson and Delilah" and "I'll Never
Love You" (Betty Hutton).
Henry Ginsberg has announced two of the
six productions already set for next year. First
will be an Alan Ladd's next, "Under the Gun",
story of events surrounding experiments conducted on volunteer prison inmates to find the
cause and cure for pellagra. Also to go in
January is "Dear Wife", planned as a sequel to
"'Dear Rutth".
Hal Wallis wfll try another film based on
a radio program, following the success of
"Sorry, Wrong Number". He will change pace
by doing the comedy show "My Friend Irma",
rights to which he has bought from CBS.
REPUBLIC
YATES RETURNS
RUMORS

TO DENY

THAT HE MIGHT SELL

TLJrERBl':RT YATES has put out the blaze
of rumors that he might sell his studio.
On his return to the west coast from abroad he
said, "I'd sell if anybody ofifered me the right
price, but of course anyone would be crazy to
offer
should thecalmprice
all I'm
fearsasking".
on the lot.Which statement
"Rose of the Yukon", "The Far Frontier"
20

and "Federal Agents vs. the Underground" have
been wound up, and a new Allen Lane western,
"Renegades of Sonora", is the only film before
tliL cameras at this moment. "Sundown in
Santa Fe" was all set to start when Monte
Hale parted company with a horse and broke
his arm, thus suspending production for at
least three weeks.
vSeptember will see one feature, two westerns
and a serial start rolling. The list : "Streets of
San Francisc(j" a .story of juvenile delinquency
to be produced by Sidney Picker, "Law of the
(ioldcn V-.'est", (Monte Hale) an untitled Allan
Lane oater and "Ghost of Zorro", second of
Republic's four serials on the current jirogram.
Republic has decided to use Trucolor in the
future for all top-budget outdoor films, following its success with "The Pluntlerers". Second
to get the color treatment wiW be "The Missourians" (Bill hUliott), starting before the end
of August. Trucolor will be used by an outsider for the first time when Howard Welch
and Walter Colmes make "Montana Belle" for
Republic release, to start in October.
As a result of favorable audience reaction to
semi-documentary treatment given the last few
Roy Rogers films, the studio has decided to
continue basing its Rogers plots on topical
themes- ICach of the last two have corralled
U).000 playdates, a sufficient argument to convince the studio that the old type that-away
western can be dropped.
"The Far Frontier", just finished, deals with
a group who left the United States during the
war and are now being smuggled back across
tlie border in oil drums. The Republic film
will beat Eagle-Lion's "Wetbacks" and U-I's
"Illegal Entry," both of which deal with the
same subject, and are planned for later starts.
John Wayne has been set for two to follow
his "Wake of the Red Witch". First will be
"Eagles in Exile", to be followed by "Alamo".
RKO
QUICK PICK-UP IN RKO
PRODUCTION

ANTICIPATED

TT had been expected that a considerable lapse
of time would take place between the last
film on the old RKO schedule and the first
under the new management of Howard Hughes.
But "Follow Me Quietly" has started right on
the heels of the wind-up of "Interference".
This is a "B", with a budget of under $750,000,
and it will be shot in sixteen days. In addition
to the economy factor this would also seem to
indicate that the new regime will work with
considerable speed, as the picture went before
the cameras four weeks earlier than expected.
Now that the first one has been launched,
feeling on the lot is that things have started
rolling and will pick up speed quickly as soon
as management affairs are righted.
Next toRyan)
roll onthetheonlylotone
willofbethe"The
(Robert
six Set-Up"
A films
p'anned for the remainder of the year to get
the go-ahead. It will start September 15th.
"Trilby" is being readied, but is indefinite as
ypt, while executives are trying for James
Mason in the top role.
Producer Herbert Schlom has been handed
the reins on the B's and will turn out at least
three of the four low-budgeters to be made
before the end of the year. His second will
be "The Clay Pigeon", followed by a Tim
Holt western, "The Stagecoach Kid".
Hughes has entered into negotiations to acquire three of his own productions from UA.
They are "The Outlaw", "Mad Wednesday"
and "Vendetta",
definite
has been but
settled.at this writing nothing
Hughes is dickering with Sam BischofT to be

his first independent producer at RKO, and if
deal goes through, "Mrs. Mike", budgeted at
SI, 200,000, will be the first to roll. This was
originally planned for UA release.
N. Peter Rathvon, who recently resigned as
RKO president, may possibly keep his fingers
in the studio pie, if his deal with Floyd Odium
to finance "The Robe" goes through. Frank
Ross is i)lanning to film a good part of his
on-again (jff-again film in Italy, and Gregory
Peck has been set for a leading role. If the
Rathvon-Odluni financing arrangement clicks,
they will also back a Rosalind Russell starrer,
as yet untitled, to be made by the Frederick
Brisson unit. Independent Artists.
.Mthough Dudley Nichols will stay on to
oversee Independent Artists activities, he has
asked for and obtained release from his four
picture deal w^ith RKO, negotiated under the
Dore Schary regime. Nichols -was to have
written, directed and produced four pictures for
the studio, but evidently he prefers to skip the
arrangement now that Hughes is in the saddle.
"Lewis and Clark", in Technicolor, may be
Gary Grant's
the vehicle that will round outAlthough
nothcurrent <leal with this studio.
score it is
this
on
ing is definitely settled
expected that Grant will sign up on a new
multiple-picture deal with RKO on his return from England after making "I Was a
Male War Bride" for 20th-Fox.
SRO

FIRST SELZNICK-KORDA
FILM TO GO WITHIN MONTH
piRST of the Selznick-Alexander Korda productions will be "The Third Man", starring
Joseph Gotten and Valli, which is slated to
start shooting in Vienna before the end of
September. The deal calls for a total of four
features to be made by the Selznick-Korda team
in Europe.
The Selznick publicity department has started the flood of ballyhoo on "Portrait of Jennie",
the Jennifer Jones starrer which, months after
itts completion, is undergoing final cutting. No
one has seen the picture, and its preparation
for preview is being conducted with the usual
hush-hush Selznick tactics.
"Doll's House", which was slated to start
and
last March, is still in scripting difficulty year.
has been set back for filming until next
We expect to see it shelved altogether, since
the shrewd Mr. Selznick probably realizes that
the type of entertainment the public is
is nottoday.
it
buying
Among other things that seem to concern
DOS -very little is the $2,175,000 suit brought
Bacher, claiming
by James Nasser and William Selznick
withheld
it cost them that much when
his stars from reporting on the starting date
of their "If This Be My Harvest." The picture
incidentally, is being re-cast and will roll in
September.
20th CENTURY-FOX
MAINTAINS

STEADY

PACE

WITH FIVE BEFORE CAMERAS

Fan"
SUNDAY",
last week,
wound up "The
Wives" all
^and "Three
EN EVERY
"(CHICK
while "Sand" continues in production. Fox has
Freshman"
ones, "Mother IsinA Technicolor
started two new retta
,
Young),
(Van Johnson-Lo
and "Down to the Sea in Ships" (Richard Widmark - Lionel Barrymore). In addition, there
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are two independents rolling : "Rose of Cimarron", (George Montgomery - Rod Cameron), being made by Alson Productions, and "Canadian
Pacific" (Randolph Scott - Jane Wyatt), first
by producer Nat Holt for release by 20th.
The independents contir.ue to roll for the
present, despite Fox's evident tendency toward releasing the indies from their contracts
and
making
themselves.
is unlikely
that the five the
indieB"ssetups
will get It
a renewal
of
their contracts when their deals run outSeptember will be three starting in England
for this studio! "Affairs of Adelaide" (Dana
Andrews - Maureen O'Hara) has already begun, and two weeks will start "The Prince of
Foxes" (Tyrone Power - War^da- -H^vUij^)! '^Iq
Was a Male War Bride", a eotded^-' 'staWrfi^^
Cary Grant and Ann Sheridan, ,on loanout to
Fox by Warners, will have its. locale split between Germany atid England.
' f-U
Nurihaily " Johnson comes ,'baclc '.'to" ?He ^bx
fold in Sepferiiber in his.,origjri9i 'p>Dacity as
writer-producer. Johnson' left ^Xlt'.- "in 1943''to
go with- U-r when Universal merged with^ Iriterhatiotial, and hii ncw c'ontract' was iJecided
upon vi/heri Zanuck called him via transatlantic',
phone- No assignment has yet been set ' fbr
him. !. •■ - ■:>.:<!»» J.tlif'' X to ;'Ji;;n vijsi'i
One bf the next to start nn this tot' w^l Ije' '
"Stay Away From' My Door" (Clifton Webb;^
Anne Baxter), to be produced by George' Jesset
and directed by F.- Hugh Herbert. Jessel is
currently negotiating to acquire the film rights
tn make "The Comiie Mack Story", following
the box-office success of "The Babe Ruth
Storv". coming
Thecrowded.baseball bandwagon is fast beIt is highly probable that Fox will throw
"Aoartment for Peggy" Jnto release for the
holiday season. Your reporter found this completely charming-.. George Seaton deserves credit for a splendid job, which is Undoubtedly going to pour money into the studio coffers.

dependent producing units. For instance, there ern Story", "Ma and Pa Kettle", ".A.rctic ManBishcoff,
Sam swing
that may
is a report
RKO,U.Vsif '■ Threehunt",
to of
overoiie
prcxlucers,
better
and "Shoplifter'
will"Homicide
come Squad"
from indie
producers, '.1'li|"
cabh^
• his pending deal with Hughes jells. With him
B^' •
"Come
Neptune's
go,
to
picture
one
with
"Mrs- Mike", as well
the projected
would
properties.
othergo Bischoff
as
My Love", Irving Brecher's "The Life of ~
Riley" and Geffen-Shane's "Salem Frigate".
The Marx Bros. "Blondes Up" is still rolling-A
U-I .filed suit against Deanna Durbin last ,
as is "Lucky Stiff" (Dorothy Lamour - Brian ,] week to cpllect $87,083 which the studio claims
Donlevy), which is expected to finish at any
was advanced to the star. It was stated that
moment, probably ahead of schedule.
the
actionriibre
willyeir
not to
' effect
has one
fun. her contract, wliicK
Screen Plays will start the first of its five- :
picture commitment here in October, with
"Champion", still in the scripting stage, as its
WARNER
BROS.
first project. This outfit has come up with
agiving
guarantee
of 52.000,000
"second monej^",!
it a more
conifortablein footing.
,. , ^ > WB CONTINUES TO SET

. Two "Ci^bo K5d'^ f'ilffi^'^e'
m 'the' ctiti /
ting rooms, "The Gay'^'tHigb'' atid' "Adventiire' i'
of the .Cis:co : Kid"; ' with VVallace Fox re-inked
PAC^"
'to dif^clr thfe remainirig fbtir on thb prog'ram.^
' ■ HOLLYWOOD
Tlpi^^, 1^ .cbiitinues PRODUaiON
. to ;be , the most active ^n^^^,.
James' ISIass'er Is planning a foIk)w up to'^hU
Hollyiw^t^.,, :;Tjlaere are ifive features before th^r.-.v
Fred In.nocent
^lacMurray - Madeleine Carrbll ,cbrtHed>
"An
camertis, liiKtluding'.two new starters. Still go- i,<
.t,C;
through ,X^^^.
Affair", and' wilt refeats
i. ing 'it^e "The FbUntainhead'' (Gary Cooper),-^ '•
"Somew'hefe' in tM City" (V'iv.eca 'Uticlfor'^ - '
Hunt / Strtimfferrs
v\liich wi 11 be made on "roo^^^or.:;V^^,,.-^^^
g.^ '• ^ >7
^n^ •;;^het HouVethe Republic lot, was aet i i ,. .r^,,t
• ' n Acro^'s'thq-"
- % ^.
back to a , Sept. 8 starting dat? . , . Edward , ^^'^^i <Wayn'e^Morris ,r JanJs Paige). : The,:,n
and William' Nassour will release their Abbott . "cw .%i»s^are Iwo Guys^aiMl a^Gal , (Jadco,,
Day )v. an^
Doris"Times
Cac^^Wn^rperws.Morgaa.■ ■
KayqiiSt^Jjrer, Happy
Lee. Jbr.-.'
Screams"' thru t^-V^ Dainiy.,
and Costello.. film,. "Africa
-WU' Cobb a»4 W^jteriiSile2ak join Kaye in this one;.
;f.u li.^ lo ri,.n l^ut"Mpntana",<
set.
been Smith)
femwine lead
^^ yet no Errol;F,lyn
n has
- Alexis
mM. h
UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L"'^*
'■'^'■' start soon,, and September 1 will see cameras Orir! HIGH-BUDGET POLICY
' Jerry Wald's "Flamingo Road". Wald' plans l/.
' ' to pack thi^ one, with showmanship and sta^
names, folk) wing the example of "Key Largo
U-l SETS 23 A S FOR SEASON
So far, he has lined up Joan Crawford, Sydney,;!-,Greenstreet, Zachary Scott and, possibly, Burtijh
'T'OP U-I executives have conduded a serjfs,, Lancaster, with more to come- Wald will alsoj.'K
of meetings that lasted well over a weel<
and have announced policies and plans for the take over the producing reins on "Storm CeilT
and lead.
probably will use Lauren ■
Bacallin inlatethefall,
femme
coming year. Production here will have been ter"
nil for six straight weeks before the next film
Michael Curtiz has been handed "No Common
starts in mid-September, and, although fears
ran high for wieeks, the final outcome p.f (the Clay", to follow "Serenade", and .■\nthony Veil-,
meetings seems to have calmed everyone down
ler and Raoul Walsh will team to put out "
a bit. It was expected that the studio would
"Colorado Bound", a stdry of the 'Westwafd ''.
backslide to B's, but the decision is to turn
UNITED ARTISTS
out twentv-three pictures at budgets running
push of the pioneefs- ^f"'"^'' r "rr^< u>-i\r^ r ■ n
between $L.SOO,000 and $2,000,000 each. Thus,
INDEPENDENTS
the promise is to continue turning out high
U LONG ON QUANTITY,
SCREEN GUILD
quality, while economy will be stressed in all
departments.
"Outlaw Country and "Frontier PhanSHORT ON QUALITY PRODUCT
tom" have both finished, and "Last of the
Once ".\mb(iy Dukes", the first of the new
hatch, gets rtilling, one a week will be put
Wild
Horses" (James Ellison) is now
before the cameras until six are under way.
'JpHE bane iocrity
of of UA's
present product
status isand
the there
medbefore tlie cameras. "Shep Comes
its current
Nine will be started before the end of the year,
Home" will go next, closely followed by
seems to be little reason to expect improvement
and twenty writers are working on scripts for
"Thunder in the Pines", originally titled
in the near future- However this company can
tlie future. Six of the twenty-three will be in
'Green Gold." The latter two will start
boast volume. No less than 22 films are availin September.
Technicolor: "Bloomer Girl", "Tomahawk".
able for release and some 20-odd producers are
".•\dventures of Sam Bass", "Streets of Cario"
preparing a total of 56 features for the future.
Future plans include "Three Alarm
and "Sierra". The black and whites will be
Fire" and "The Banana Fleet", scheduled
These figures, it must be remembered, in- "Harvey", "Amboy Dukes". "Paradise Lost —
as William
Stephens'
second
clude the Howard Hughes pictures, which may
1<'48", "Night Watch", "The Gay Goddess",
(III
his i)rogram
of twelve
thisproduction
year for
be taken over by RKO, and there is nothing
".•\ir Crash", "It Gives Me Great Pleasure",
Screen
Guild(tiore indefinite these days than the plans of in- "Illegal Entry", "The Fatal Step". "The West-
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"PITFALL" HONESTY, REALITY
LIFT IT ABOVE MELLER CLASS
'riic iK'w I'ic'Kal I'nxliictions, headed by Sam
Bischoff and J3ick Powell, has, according to
the New York newspaper critics, gotten off to
a good start with its production, "Pitfall", released through United Artists- While a few
took exception to the ultimate melodramatics,
even these felt that the picture was several
notches above its class.
The Herald Tribune's Howard Barnes,
among the latter, nevertheless reported "honesty cancels out a lot of cliches". A "brooding suspense ■•. far more persuasive than that
you will find in an ordinary bang-bang thriller"
is built up and "those who care for straight
violence will find plenty of it".
Alton Cook in the World-Telegram finds
"Pitfall" a "stimulating addition. . .after Broadway's lull in movie (juality". Although the
story logue
isn't
says,
and anew,
briskhepace
lift"crisp,
it into realistic
a class diathat
past treatments of the same story pattern seld(>m have achieved."
The very "honesty" which it displays in its
major portion makes the "phony" latter portions even more regrettable, says the Star's
Cecelia Ager. Technically, "Pitfail" bristles
with genuine movie-making talent all the way.
It moves fast, perceptively, sensitively, tersely".
"Taut and believable melodrama" is the way
the Post's Irene Thirer characterizes the filni,
gives a "Good" rating on the Post's
v;hich
Meter.
Movie she
In the Sun, Eileen Creelman lauds Dick
Powell's performance, as well as the other principals, finds the melodrama "occasionally on the
depressing side" but "more honest than the
average movie".
The Journal American's Jim O'Connor calls
II "gripping", played "in an unbelievably believable manner". While it "is not a pretty
picture", it does "pack a solid wallop".
Tom Pryor, in the Times, dubbing it "a
mighty attractive motion picture, one worth
warming up to in these lean days", adds that
it is atable"surprisingly
morala entertainment,
palaand effective. . .Has
realistic look which
enhances its narrative values".

"BEY
OND GLORY"
PARAAIOUNT
"Gond . . Judicious mixture of authentic
background, . war
psychosis, Alan Ladd and
suspenseful hokum . . . Very good entertainwell as purposeful " — WINSTEN. ment,N.popular
Y. as
POST.
-Yo West Point picture can be all bad, although Beyond Glory is certainly not all good
. . . Leaves one feeling as though one had gone
up to pay a visit to the academy and had been
forced to watch a movie all afternoon." —
GUEi.i:.-SEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Rncirossing tale ... In spite of sporadic
lapses
. . . movie has been given a sensitive and
arresting production." — M. T., N. Y WORLD
TELEGRAM.
"Manful effort to extol the martial virtues
. . . Director John Farrow
has sometimes underlined the emotional content of the scenario
unduly ... If Beyond Glory had more fullv
documented the repeatedly mentioned 'West
Point system' and had minimized Mr. Ladd's
personal
suffering, the story might well have
seemed
less
contrived." — T. F B N YTIMES.
"IV est Point drama with less glamour and
more point than most . . . One of Ladd's better
pictures in a sympathetic role." — CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"Good picture, which probably could have
been a better picture. For it now has many
plots and attempts to solve many problcrris . . .
At its best when it reveals the splendid character-building al youths receive at the U. S.
Military Academy." — O'CONNOR, N. Y.
JOURNAL AMERICAN.
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6^
What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films
"A DATE WITH JUDY"
MGM
"Good . . . Does not make substantial entertainment even when dressed in MGM's
brightest Technicolor . . . Only as a showcase
for talent does it merit a second look . .
ICIizabeth Taylor ... as exciting to the eye as
Vivien
POST. Leigh once was." — WINSTEN, N. Y.
"Contjiomeration of teen-age cliches . . .
Addition of a Technicolored production and a
half-dozen musical numbers does not help to
lighten
a forced,
(GUERNSEY,
N. uncomfortable
Y. HERALD comedy."
TRIBUNE.—
" Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer formula for adolescent comedy is just about as good as any other
formula which has been worm smooth by years
of exploitation . . . Acceptable summer entertainment for anyone who isn't too tired of
standard movie juveniles." — T. F. B., N. Y.
TIMES"Honey of a slum' . . . Mood is warm and
amused, the songs catchy and well sung . . .
Bright good fun." — CREELMAN, N. Y.
SUN.
"Main thing to watch for . . . is its introduction of an adult Elizabeth Taylor . . . Peppered
with a couple of good tunes, the music of
Xavier
Cugat, and TELEGRAM.
lots of nonsense." — M. T.,
N.
Y. WORLD
"hooks and behaves like a comic strip in
color wired for sound and movement, a comic
strip that's been running for a long time and
mechanical, and stale." —
. -Y-Dull,
down
AGER. . NSTAR.
"Merry musical in Technicolor — and in the
best M. G. M. tradition." — O'CONNOR, N. Y.
JOURNAL AMERICAN.
"FOUR ARTISTS
FACES WEST"
UNITED
"Instead of relying on gun fire and whooping
Indians to satisfy the Western fanciers, the
itmakers of this film depend upon the story
self - - Result is a pleasant variation on a
venerable theme." — M. T., N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.
"Good . . . Curiously tranquil Western . .
Good realism and restraint in its .making and
acting - . . But if you're a Western fan at all.
you're bound to feel let-down bv the complete
absence of gun-fire." — WINSTEN, N. Y.
POST.
"Pleasant, dan-dlinc; sort of western." —
AGER. N- Y. STAR
"Horse opera in which nary a shot is fired
CLASSIFIED
AGENT WANTED
Film or theatre promotion salesman or
with established theatre conbookingtactsagent
wanted on full or part time basis to
Bell much needed inexpensive "juvenile attendance building" promotion to theatres.
Call Mr. Knapp at GRanite 4-2885 for appointment or write Philadelphia Chewing
Gum Corporation, Eagle and Lawrence
Roads, Havertown, Pa.
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St,
New York, N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
Will lease or buy theatre in Eastern Penna.
or New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.

. . . Suprising . . . Adult and edifying
. . . Familiar theme but it is a picture that is
TIMESeasy on the eyes and ears." — WEILER, N. Y.
" Refreshing, if somewhat slow-moving variant
on the Western theme ... If its story is somewhat trite, its treatment places it several notches
above
the average."
HERALD
TRIBUNE.— BARSTOW, N. Y.
"Western more interested in character development than sharp shooting . . . Has more susthan most trigger-crazy thrillers." —
N. Y. pense
SUN.
'BAD SISTER'
Universal-International (JAR)
"Handicaps itself with a name and promotional promises that rouse false expectations
. . . Some genuine feeling manages to come
through." -WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"Ungainly tear-jerker . . . Too jMid to see so
much underlying honesty wasted on a piece of
claptrap ..." — BARNES, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Pretty much of a weak sister, with a rambling story and formless script . . . Routine
English
with little sparkle." — CREELMAN, N.drajiia
Y. SUN.
"Commonplace, one-gaited, story stilted, un
rclievedly pedestrian direction, cliche-studded
-dialogue
HAGUE,. . PM.
. Designedly a woman's picture."

Your Service — Our Responsibility
NEW

JERSEY

MESSENGER

SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carrlcra
iiVfl N. Juniper St., PhUa. 7. Pa.
LOcust 7-M23

THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

we thank all theatre owncn and managers whs
cooperated with us ky putting retorn trailers In
the proper addressed containers and for wraiiping
and addressing all retorn ad«ertisin|.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday
each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St., Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue
which cast,
"Rel."
is the innational
releasedirector,
date. plot,
"No." etc.,
is theappeared.
release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations In the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C!
denotes Cinecolor.

AUGUST 30, !948
Song of India
Bey-Russell
7-5. 8-48.
St-awberry
Foan.
The
(C)
Autry-Henry
7-7 .7-15.
Superman (Siiecia^ Serial)
Alyn-Nell
2-16
. 4-1 .
Tex Grainger (Serial)
Stetens-Stewart
8-4. 2-48.
Thunderhoof
(77)
Foster-Biihop
2-16
..?-«.
Details under title: Wild Fory
.3-15
To the Ends of the Earth (109)
Powell-Hasio
12-9.
Trail to Laredo (54)
StarreH-Borneitt
8-12
Trapped Threat
by Boston Blaekle (67)
Korris-L^nt
Triple
Henry-Crane 12-22
7-19.....5-13
9-30
Undircover Man
Ford-Foch
5-24
Untamed Breed, The (C)
Tufts-Brltton 4-12
DetaMs onder title: The Wranjler
WahDetails
a Crooked
Mile
, .OYardKe-fe-Hayward 5-24 . .r-48
arder title:
FBI Meets °citlan4
Walking Hilli. The . ..
feott-Raines
5-24
Whi Iwind Haiders 541 ..
Starrett-Saunders 9-15. . . 5-13

COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (61)
Completed ( 3)
Completed (25)

In Production (8)
In Production (1)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE LONE WOLF AND mS LADY
Western — Started August 9
Cast: Ron Randall, June Vincent, Alan Mowbray.
Director:
Hoffman
Producer: Rudolph Flothow
story: Not John
available.
THE CRIME DOCTOR'S DIARY
^
Drama— Started August 19
"
Cast: Warner Baxter, Lois Maxwell, Adele Jergens.
Director:
Producer: Rudolph Flothow
story: Not Seymour
available. Friedman
MR. SOFT TOUCH
Comedy— Started August 9
Cast: Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes, Beuiah Bondi, John Ireland.
Director: Gordon Douglas
Producer: Milton Holmes
m'^T^Tir.
"
'■•laracter take.s refuge in settlement home run by heroine.
BKUCEJ GENTRY
Serial -Started August 9
Cast: Tom Neal, Judy Clark.
Director: Thomas Carr-Spencer Bennet
Producer: Sam Katzman
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Re«.
Tltl«— Running Time
Rel.
No.
Cast
. Details
.8-16.
Kno'.y On Any Poor
B-g rt-Derek
COMPLETED
1947-48 — —
.3-29. . .7-29.
*'''i^7'n
Vineenf-Hot Shots
Oetills under'
title: Texas Sandman
.5-6.
B«st Man Wins (75)
Buehanan-Lee 12-22
■'•Details
Sombrero.
underThe
title: A Little Spanish Town Aotry-Verduno 8-18 8-48.
Black Arrow, T|-e (76)
H.-y*a d-Blair 8-4 .9-16.
Blacli
Ea:le,under
the title:
Sto y of a Horse Bishop-P
a^on 5-10
Details
The Story of a Horse
6-3.
.7-1.
Bloing Across The Pecos (55)
Starre t-Bii^net e
11-24
■londlc's
(67)
Details Reward
under title:
Blondie's Night Out Sinsleton-Lake 9-29'
Blondie's Secret
Singleon-Lake 6-7
■•son Blackie's Chiness Venture
IVlorr:s-May la
7-5
Details
under
title:
Boston
Blackie's
Honor
Cfcallenj' of the Range
Starret'-Bu
7-5
•^S" B'll
MeGoire-Moore rnefte
.. .. 5-10
Ctroner Creek (C) (90)
Scott-Chapman 9-29,..7--i8
Dark Pat, The
Holden-Co
bb
&.7
Details order title: Hearsay
El Dorado Pass
Starrett-Burnette
...
6-7
.
Filler Brush Man, The (S3)
Ek iton-Ehir .
10-27 .6-48.
fiallant Blade (C)
Parks-Chapman 12-8
Gentleman From Nowhere (66)
"axtT-B'ker 5-10 9-9
HerDetails
Wonderful
Klepura-Eggj.-th '
11-10
.'
underLife
title: The Eternal Melody
J°""lf J™
Weim-ler
8-16.
...
Lady offro-nthe Shanghai,
The (87)
Haywortii-Welles
. . . 10-14
Law
Barba:y Coast
Shavne-Kenry
8-2 5-48
Loaded Pislols
Autry-Britton
Lone Wolf and His Lady, The
"'ndil'-Vin ent 8-30
Loser Take All
Details 0 dcr titb: Winner Take Nothing Mitchell-Nigh 3-15
Lo»ers, Th;
Wilde-Knight 7-19
Uwes of Car-ran, T^e (T)
Hayworth-Ford 11-24
Lili
Ee'fe
(87)
Lam-ur-iVlontgoniery
11-10
8-48
Man From Colorado, The (T)
Ford-Drew
3-17
Manhattan An:el
Details under title: Sweetheart of the Blues Jean-Ford ...... . . . . .3-15. . . . . . . . ......
Mating of Millie. The (87)
Ford-Keyes
7-7... 4-28 ... 7-5
My Dog Rusty (67)
Donaldson-Litel
4-8
Port Said (69)
Bishoir-Henry 12-22... 4-15
Qaick
on
the
TriggeSlarrett-Btrnet^e
6-21
Rotsrn 01 Ictoker. Thp (T>
Ford-Moore
9-29
Ridin'
t ie under
Old Pino
^utry-V/hiU . . ....... .1-5 ..... ..... ...... .... .
De ail,
t tie:Trail
Wings(C)
Westward
Rnsty
Leadsunder
the title:
Way
Detalh
Rusty Takes a Walk Dcnal 's^n-Moirelt 3-1
Rmty Saves A Life
Oonildsnn-L'tel
Sign of the Ram, The (84)
Pet^rs-Knox
8_4...3_48 3_i5
SinfJ'i'
Hooihr Hot Shots1-19
9-23
Slight y Spurs
French
lamoor-Ameche
Details under title: Let's Fall in Love
Smtky Mountain
AcuB-Smoky Mt. Boys ...8-2
14

EAGLE-LION
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (42)
Completed ( 7)

In Production (0)
In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
Re«.
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Red StalllM in the Rockies (C)
Heather-Franz
8-2..
Tulsa
Haywai-d-Prest«n 7-5..
2-2
8-2
COMPLETED
— — 1947-48
.2-7.
.
Adventares pf Casanova (83)
deCordova-Nash
5-12.
.
Mi ch l-lo g
Adventures of Gallant B*ss (7))
.812.
Assigned to Danger (66)
Raymond-Nash
5-19.. .821.
Behind
Bremer— Carlson
6-7
DetailsLocked
under Doors
title: liilde the Wall
6-30..
Big Cif, The (T)
VI Call st(r-G;rner 8-2
. .853 12-8
Cano.i City (83)
Brady-Meade
3-29. 1-24
6-9 . ..S2<..
Check Your Guns (55)
Oean-Ga;es
7-7 4-24 .
. 824
CI«so-up (76)
Baxter-Gilmore 12-22.
..7-5
Cpbra Strikes, The (62)
Ryan-Fraser
1-5. 3-27
1-17
.
.
.820
.. .817.
Enchanted Valley (C) (77)
Cortis-Ewynne 9-1.
.3-23
Headin" For Heaven (71)
Erwin-Farrell 8-4 S-19 . . .. 810
903
In Details
This Corner
Erady-St.aw
3-15
uni!er title: Eo n T« Flfht
.8-16
.1-5
Its Moider
^^^witier-Whalen 5-12. 8-30.
Hollow Triumph (83)
H nreid-Bennett 2-16. 6-23
Lady At Mldoight
Denninj-Lee
3-15. 8-8
831.
Let's Live
A Li.tle
Lamarr-Cummin|s 7-21.
3-1.1-3..
Linda
Be Cood
(67)
Hubbard-Knox
8'>5 . .10-27
. . 6-2]
.5-26. .10-18
ManDetails
from under
Texas title:
(71)
Cralg-Barl ....
808.
A Texas Story
815. . .4-12
Mickey (C) (87)
Bntltr-Go;d*ln 11-10
Noose Hangs High, The (77)
Abbott-Costello 11-2-1 .7-28.
819 . 4-12
No.-thwesI
LesI e-Craig
7-21 .4-27
Details Stampede
under title:(C) Wild(79)
Comiiwt
830. . .7-19
828
Ociober Man, The (91)
Mi ls-Greenwood .... Foreign ... 3-20
816 .3-29
Oliver Twist
Davies
Foreign ... 7-14
Olympic Games, The (T)
Dcc:m n ary
£-12. .902
Open Secret (70)
Irrlanl-Rantoiph 9-1.... 5-5. 813 .2-16
la-oli
O'Shea-Bey
8-16
Prairie Ootlaw
Dean-Holt
11-10 . . .5-12. . . .857.
Pai^pag?
M'tch ll-Long
12-22
RawDetails
Deal onder
(78)
0' Keefe-Trevor 11-24 . . .5-26. . . .822.
title: Corkscrew Alley
. .3-29
Red Stallim in ti.e Rockies (C)
Heather-Franz 8-2 . . . .4-3. .
Ruthless
9-1
Details(104)
under title: Prelude to Night Scott-Lynn
. .818. . . .6-7
Seven Sinners (86)
Dietrich-Wayne Reissie .. .. .3-27.
.. .. .829,
.848
.7-21.
Shed No Tears (70)
Ford-Vine;nt
3-1
Sm gglers. The (85)
Redjrave-Kent Foreicn . . . 1-31 . . . .823
.811.
Spiriloalist. The (79)
Bey-:ari
1-19 .6-16.
8-1 . .. . .849
.827 . . 2-2
6-2.
Sutter's Gold (93)
ArnJld
Reissue . . .3-27.
. 8 8 .12-22
. .1-10. .
Tiosa Kid (54)
Dean-Ates
T-Men (91)
O'Keefe
7-21
Take
My Life
(85)
Gyrt-Willla-ni
.2-28.. . .80i).
854.
Tomorrow
You Die
Irclanl-hjan foeign
5-12 . . .2-21
. .814.
Tornado Range (56)
Dean-Holt
9-1
Tuha
Hayward-Preston 7-5
Twenty-Nine Clues
Basehart-Brady 5-10
FILM

CLASSICS

FILM CL.4SSICS
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Tile — Running Time
Cast Cetails
Rel. No.
Ar y e Secrets (63)
Gargan-Lord
5-7
Blonde Ic? i72'
Paige- ':rooks
3-1... 5-20
Date Wit'i Mu-d r, A
Calvcri-Craig 8-16
Devil's
Carso (61)
Calver'-Hudson
...7-19
4-1
InnT "--nrt'i-i
Hughes-Russell
IMiraculoui Journfiy (C) (76)
Ca houn-Long
4-12... 8-48
Money Madness (73)
Refftrty-Beaumont .
. .4-15
So^ia (C) (83)
Raymond-Gurie
3-29 6-48
Unknown
Island
(C)
Grey-Reed
6-21...
9-48
Details under litis: Th:i Unbelievable
Will It Happen Again? (61)
Documentary
4-48
FILM

Re*.
.6-21

BULLETIN

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1947-48 Features

Completed (44)

In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
Titl»— Rinning Time
Cast Details Rei.
Barltleyj of Broadway, The (T)
/sUire-Rogers
8-2 . ..
Best Tilings in Life Are Frte, The
Bel Geddes-Ryan 8-2....
Oetnils ander title: Luckiest Girl in the World
tittle Wemen
AHyson-Taylor
7-5
(all star)
Take Me Out to the Bail Game (T)
Sinatra-Williams 8-16 . ..
OOMPLETED
_
1947-48
Act of Violence
Hefl n-Ryan
6-21
Alias The Gentlenan (74)
Bee.y-Fat.- cw
5-13... M^r 818. . .2-16
B. F.'s Daughter
Stanwyck-Helin
8-6... Apr 820
Bis
The (103)
O'Britn-Murphy
. .Jure . 827 . . . 3-29
Brifce,City,
The
Taylor-Gardner 10-27
6-21
Bride
Goesunder
Wild,title:
The VIrtooiis
(98)
Johnssn-Allyson 7-7... Mar 819... 3-15
Details
Cass Timterlajie (119)
Tracy-T rnsr
5-12... Jan 813.. 11-10
Caarmand Decision
Gable-Pidgeon 4-26
Oate With Ju<y, A (113)
Beery-PowHI
1-5... lH/ 831 7-5
Eastor Parade (T) (103)
Astaire-Gariand 12-8... July 829 6-7
Edward, My Son
Tracy-Kerr
7-19
6«n« Wit* the Wind (T)
Gab!e-Leigh
Reissue. .. Feb. . .3000
GMd News (T) (95)
Lawfod-Allyson 3-31... D:c 810 12-22
ereen Dolphin Stre«t
Turner-Hell n
9-30... Nov 811
Details under title: Th« Personal Touch
Hl«b Wall, The
Taylor-Totter
7-7... Feb. 815
Homceomina (113)
G-bh Tur-er
9-15. . .M'y
8 6
If Winter Comas (97)
Fi q i -Kerr
6-9... J n f' .. 1-=^
Julia Mibeha.es (99)
Gar.on-Pidgeon 1-19... Oct . 03 . .8-16
Killer MeCoy (103)
Rooney-E. Taylor
6-23... Dec .901
. 10-27
Lixury Liner (T)
Brent-Gilford
9-1.. Sept.
Kissing Bandit, The (T)
Sinatra-Grayson 5-26
Master
Lassie
Gwenn-leigh
•.9-29
Detailsof under
title: Hills tf Home
No Minor Vices
Andrews-Palmer
Oct
•umbers Racket. Tfte
Gartif Id-Pearson
7-5
On An Island Witli Yog
Williaras-Uwford 6-23... Jane 82« . 5-21
Pirate, The (T) (102)
Garland-Kelly
3-3... June 825 ..4-1?
Sdifch, The (105)
Clift-MaeMahon
Aag 830.,. 4-12
Secret Land
Navy Cocuxenlary
Ott
Sanmer Holiday
Rooney-DeHaven 7-8. ..Apr 821
Sin In the Mornlnf, The (T)
MacDonald-Nolan 5-10
Southern Yankee. A (90)
Sk Itoi-Oahi
2-2. Se-t 902... 8-1!
State Of Th« Union (120)
Traey-Hepham
10-13... Apr 824... 3-29
Tale «f Navajos
Navajos Indians
Three Godfathers, The (T)
Wayne-Armendariz 5-24
Three Masketeers (T)
Turner-Kelly
2-16
Tenth
Avenue Daughters
Angel (7()
O'Brlen-Mi-r^y
4-1... Mar
Feb 816...
1-19
Thne Daring
(T) (115)
MacDonald-ilgrbl 11-25...
817... 2-16
Oetaili under title: The Birds and the Bees
Wards and Music
Garland-Raoniy 4-2C
MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (29)
Completed (13)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
JOE PALOOKA IN THE BIG FIGHT
Drama — Started August 18
Cast: Joe Kirkwood Jr., Leon Errol.
Producer: Hal E. Chester
Director: Cyril Enfield
story: Not available.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Cast
No.
Details
Title— Running Time
Rel.
. .11-24. .3-21. .4 08.
Angels'
Alley
(67)
Gorcey-Gray
Released originally under title: When Strangers Marry
Back Trail (54)
Brown-Hatton
7-18 ..4757.,
Campus Sleoth (66)
Stewart P eisser
12-8 4-18 .4 13. ,
.47f2.
Cowboy Cavalier (55)
Wakely-Taylor
!.7-4 . .4755.
Grossed Trails (53)
Brown-Hatton
4-11
'.k'ii.. s.
Docks of New Orleans (70)
Winters-Yoang 11-24 4-4 .4.4n2.
09. .
Fighting
9-15. .2-7.
Details Mad
under(75)
title: A Palooka Named Joe Errol- Kirkwood
Fighting Ran:er. The (57)
Brown-Hatton
6-7. .8-lS. .4753.
.4 14.
French Leave (64)
Cooper-Coogan 2-2.
Details under title: Kiiroy On Deck
.4-''5. .4756.
Frontier Ageat (56)
Brown-Hatton
5-16.
Hloh T'nslon
Gcrcey Hall
6-7
I Wouldn't B< in Year Stoe* (70)
Casfie-Kmx
2-16... 5-23
Incident
Dougl?.s-Frazee 8-16
Iron Dukes
Bowery Boys
8-2
.4704.
Details under title: Bowery Comsbaek
liggs and Maggie in Society (66)
Yule-Riano
9-29... 1-10. .4717.
Jhnx Money (68)
Gorcey-CaldWfJI 1-19... 6-27
Kl-'nacped
MacDowall-England
Kidnapped
full
v n-Rtynolds ...5-24
6-21 ,
Last of the Badmeo
MacDova-'l-rm and ....5-24
Miehael
O'Halloran
(79)
Roberts-Beckett
4-12 8 8 .4719.
Music Man
Ite^art-Brifo 5-24
.4'61.
Mystery of The Golden Eye.... Winter-Young 4-26...
Oklahoma Bloes (56)
Wakeley-Belmcnt 1-19... 3-28 .4751.
Overland Trails ''8)
Brown-Belmont 11-24... 1-31 4707.
Partners of the Sanset (53)
Wakely-Larson
5-6
Perilous Wafers i6«>
Castip-' on-.
9-1... 2-14 .4766.
Range Renegades (54)
Wakeley-Helt
6-'i
05.
Rocky (76)
McDo^ali-Barrier 8-18 3-7 .4
.4710.
Rose of the Rio Grande '60)
Carrol I- Movita
Reissue. ., .3-14
Shanghai Chest. The (65)
Winters-Best 2-16 .7-11. .4 18.
Details under title: Morder by Alphabet
Sheriff From Medicine Bow
Brown-Hatton 7-19
5 2 .4711
Sign •( the WoK (69)
Whalen-Brady Ralssio
Sliver Trails (53)
Wakely-Taylor 7-5 . 8-22 . .4763.
Sixteen Fattiamt Deep (Antat)
Lake-Chaney
7-25. .4831.
AUGUST

30, 1948

Smart Pol tics (68)
Song of The Drifter (53)
Stage Struck (71)
Ir.f,erman
ALLIED ARTISTS
Babe R::th Story, The (106)
DudeDetails
Goes undWest,r title:
Th« The
(87)
Tenderfoot
Hunted, The (85)
It Hap-ened (84)
on Fi'tli Avenue (115)
Panhandle
Smari Womin (SO)
SongDetails
of k.yunder
Hearttitle:
(89)
Tragic Symphony
Strike It Rich
PAR
1947-48 Features

Preisser-Stewart 9-15 1-3. .627.... 1-5
Wak Iv-Co'es
11-10 ... 1-17 . . . 68<>
Lon»-Rlehmond 3-15... 6-13. .4715
Brown-Hatton
6-20. .4752
Bcndi'-Tre/or 3-29
Albert-Storm
12-8... 8-30.
. .8-2
Belita-Foster 4-14 4-7 6 .6-21
Sforn-DcFore9-29. . .2-22
4-19 5
1...2-1T
Cameron-Downs
Bennett-Aherno 10-27... 4-30
7
Sundstrom-Long 2-3... 1-31 4 . 11-24Cameron-Granville 7-19
,
AMOUNT

Completed (36)
RELEASE CHART

In Production (3)

Re¥.
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Heiress, The
deHavilland-Clift 7-5..
One Woman
Ladd-Reed
8-16..
No.
Streets of Laredo (T)
Holden-Frermsn 8-2
COMPLETED
1947-48
Accused, The
Yoiag-Cimmings 4-26.. 2-20. . .4709
Alberquerque (C) (90)
Seott-Britton 3-3..
. .2-e
Beyond
Glory
(82)
9-29.. . 2-3 . .4726.
Details under title: The Long, Grey Line Ladd-Reed
. .4713.
4711. . .6-21
.4-9.
Big Town
Clack, Scandal
The (95)
Milland-O'Soliivan
.7-30. . .4722.
,
Bif
(62)
Reed-Brooke . , . .3-17.
.6-24
.9-29.
C-ged Fury (61)
Dennina-Bvan ....
.2-2
.
.4720
.6-48.
R
73508
ro"" t'lo«t Yankee. A (T)
Crosby-Fleming
.6-7
.7-23.
Crusades, The (126)
Yoong-Wilcoxon
.
.4«06
12-3
.
.. Reiss
e
.
5-12
.
.
.3-^
.2-16. .7-2
Disaster (60)
Denning-Marshall
.3-1
Dream Girl (86)
Hutton-Carey . . . . 'i-24 .
.4720. .. .5-24
.5-ltt
. . 7-2 . .. .4721.
Emperor Walb, The (T) (106)
Crosty-Fontaine
ii2-«2. .8-20.
Foreign Affair, A (116)
Arthufi-Lond-B rtrleh . .3-ii9.
.
.4724. . .6-21
Great Gatsby. The
Ladd-Fie d ....
11- 10 . .6-18. . .4718. . .4-26
Fore'gn
Hatter's Castle (105)
Mason-Kerr
12- 23 .5-28 .4716. . .3-2*
Hazard (95)
Goddard-Carey
.1-16. . .4708. .12-22
I Details
Walk Alone
Lancaster-Scott . . .
under (99)
title; Deadtaek
.4SD2. . .
Isn't It Romantic (87)
Lake-DeWolfe . . . 11-10
. 3-1 . .3-26. .4712. . .
Mr.Details
Recklessunder(66/
Eythe-Britton
.
.
title: Hard Ta Kill
.7-7. .10-8
.3-1
.2-2.
My
Own
True
Leve
Couglas-Calvert
MowDetails
and Forever
Rains-Hendrix
.7-19
under title: Abigail, Dear Heart
12-24 . .4807.
.4803. ii-24
Night Has A Thousand Eyas (81)
Robinson-Rosttll 7-7. 10-22
Paleface, The (T) (91)
Bope-Russ II
8-18. 12-25
Road To fio '1001
Crm*y-Hcpe
1-6. .6-11 .4 07 .2-16
. 4804 .
3-1? .4^10.
Sealed Verdict (83)
Mjiland-Mary
Sbagty
(C)
(72)
Jayee-Shayne
. 11-5
Sairan <94)
Ladd-Lake
12-9. .4-30
.3-15
.4715.
.4717.
Sainted Sisters. The (89)
Uk»-C«»HWd
10-27
.4723.
. .8-6.
So
Evil
My
Love
(100)
Mil'and-ToJd
5-26.
Sorrowful Jones
Hopa-Ball
4-26
Sorry, Wrong Number (89)
Stanwyck-Lancaster 2-2 . . .9-24. . .4801. . 6-7
Speaial *ge t
Eythe-Rrovei
5-24
Speed To SM-e (57)
Arlen-Rogers 10-27 . . .5-14. . .4714. . .8-2
Strange
Mllland-Totter 5-10
.4805 . .3-1
DetailsTempta'lon
under tlHe: Dark CIrcIa
. . 11-19
4-2 . .. .4V}. .9-«9
Tatlock Mi lions (101)
Hendrix-Lunr
4-12
.5-«4
Unconqaered Ti '146)
Cooper- Gaddard
8-19 . . . 6-25
Waterfront
at
Midnight
(64)
Gargan-Hughes
12-3
.4:19.
Whispering Smith (T)
.Ladd-Marsha'l 4-28

RELEASE CHART
1947-48
REISSUE
Cist
Rel.
Title— Ruanlng TIma
.No.
. .736Rev.
Details
. .5013
s
d-Eiler
Mil'ati
(66)
Dow
Mary
AliaMar. ... .12:0
.1270
Bros.-Andrews Sis
A-g ntine Nig ts (73)
May. .1210
Carfadini-Ankers
Captive Wil Womm (60)
May. . . .!i26
Scot -Fitzgerald
Corvette K-22: (98)
May,
Eiw.n-Mnnson
Drums of -h Congo (61)
Aug. . ..1212
M.Larlen-Brown
Ex-Champ (72)
Jan. 1095
Chaney-Ankers
Ghost of Fraikenstein (67)
Kids
. .6046
Guys-D.E.
T.
(62)
Wings
Us
Give
Mar.
CIsen-Johnson
Hellzaroppli
929
Li'tte Toigh (87)
G y '83)
LT. Guys-D.E. Kids
Mar. ... ... .917
Mar .796
Little Tou^h Guys in Society (73) . .z Little Tou:h Guys
Afr.
arnes
McLaglen-H
(78)
MagniUcent
Men
of Tcxr,sBrute(82)
Abbott & Cosfelk)
J«y. . .1222
1124
Blondell-Powell
(78
Wife
Model
Mummy's Thost '65)
Chaney-Carradina
Feb. .. .. 1246
1344
Mummy's Tonb (61)
Foran-Chaney
Feb. ...7,8
.756
July. .. ..1238
Powell-Lombard
My Ma^ Go fr>v (93)
June.
Stewart-Milland-Sullavan
Next Time Ws Uve (87)
.
.
.361
June.
oper
Stack-Co
(84)
My Sarong
PardonSroiler^
Apr. . .1266
Wayne-Grey
(63)
Sea
Jan. . . 1295
Bennett-Crawford
Sin Town (74 1
Jan. .924
Chaney-Allbrltton
Son of D-acula (80)
.r48
F(h.
star
-lord-Fa
Bic
'78)
The
Storm.
Aug. .. .. .871
Dunne-Boyer
When Tomornw Cmes (92)
.
.
1063
Wings Over Hono'ulu (78)
Mil and-Barry
May
L.T.Gnys-D.E.KIds
You're Not So Tough (71)
REPUBLIC
1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (25)
Completed (14)
Conxpleted ( 4)

In Production (0)
In Production (1) 2S
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
RENKGADES OF SONORA
Western Started August 19
Cast: Allan Rocky Lane, Eddie Waller.
Producer: Mel Tucker
Director: R. G. Spiinssteen
story: Not availnhli-.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
Cast Dtlails
Title — Running Time
No.
Wake 01 the Red Witcli, Tlic . .
Wayne-Russell
8COMPLETED
..6-11.
Adventures »f Franl( & Jessie James
Moore-Nelll
4-26 . .9-3.
Angel
in under
Exil?
Details
title: IMiracle of Charlie DakinCirrjII-IVfara 4-12 12-15 . , .752.
Bandits of Drrlc Canyon
Lane-Waller
. 728 .
. .3-28. .. .754.
8111 and Coo (Tr.) (61)
Burton's Birds
Bold Frontirrsitian
.
.4-15.
Lane-Waller
12-22
Details under i.lle; Cimarron Trails
.703. .4-26
Cai fornia Fi.cb aiul (Tr.) (63)
H.-le-Boo:h
10-13 8-30. .654.
Caniiius Honeymoin
Crane-Wilde
10-13 . ..5-13.
2-1 .755. .6-21
.4-1
Carson Ci y Raiders (60)
Lane Wal er
. . ..2-16
.713
Code of Scotland Yard
Homollia-Farr
.792
Dancers of the Canadian Mounted (Serial) . Bannon-Selmont ....id-27 .. .4-24.
.8-10.
.716. . . .8-2
Daredevils of the Cloids (60)
Livingston-Clark 3-11
Denver Kid, The
Lane-Callagher 7-5 '..7-15.
Desorradoes of Dodge City
Lane-Waller
6-21
..7-17. . .793
Dick Tracy Returns (Serial)
Boyd-Robcrts
Drums Along (he Amazon
Brenl-Ralston slio
Eyes of Texas. The (Tr) (70)
Rogers-Roberts ...... .A-12
Far Frontier. The
Rooers-De.ine ! . .8-16
!!732! '.;^8-2
Federal Agents Vs. Undercround
Alle :-LaPlarcho 7-19 ...7-25,.
.791
G-IMen Ne er Forget (Serial)
iMoore-Ames ..... 8-4 ...1-31.. .. .715
Gallant Legion. The
Ell ott-Booth
. . .1-5
Grano Canyon Trail (Tr.)
Rogers-frazee 6-21 . . .4-25. . . .707
Heart of Virginia
IMart n-Lowcry
12-22
Homicide Fo,- Three
Lor.g-Douglas 6-1 . . .5-25. . . .710. .5-24
I.Insde
lancStory.
Doe (85)
Hussey-Curoll
'.
.
11-24
. . .3-14. . .705. .3-29
The
Details L'nder title:(87)
End of the Rainbow Hunt-Lundlgan . 9-15 12-20 . .761
5-10 . .709
It's A Grand Old Nag (Tr.)
Cartoon Feature
King 0! the Gamlilnrs
Wr gh'-Martin
.
.
.3-25
. .706. .4-26
Li()hfnin'
in the Forest
(58)
Rob:rts-Djugl
as 12-8
l*3t\
>eth
.2-23. .704. . .
Wtllcs-No
hn
7-7
Madonna of The Desert
Cast e-nobtrts 11-10
. 1-1 . .701.
IMain S'.rset
.756.... .
Kid, The
Pearce-Martin
.......9-29. ..7-25.
Marshal
of Amarillo
lane-Waler
.714...
.7-11.
Mo»"'ise
Clark-Russell
........ 5-10
.1-5 . 8-29 . .733.. .
Nighttime in Nevada (T) . .
Rog rs-Harmon
.2-22. .753...
..
C*lahoma Badlands
Lane Co'es
11-24 . 4-25 . .708.
.8-25. .717. . .
Old Los
Angeles
Ellrtt-McLeod
.'!!!!l0-13.
Out
of
tiie
Storm
Lydon-Collier
3-29.
Details under tith: Backfire
Plunderers, The
Cameron-Massey 6-7.
Red Pony. Tie (T)
Loy-Mitchum
6-9.
Rose of the Yukon
Erjiie-De I
8-16. ..5-31..
. .1-15. . .702
.711... 6-7
Secret
Service
Investigator;
(«))
Bridg:s
Roberts
'
2-16.
Slippy McGee
Barry-Evans
9-1.
Sons of Adventure
Hayden-Roberts 3-15. . .8-28 . .718
. .6-15.. .656. . .9-15
Son of Trail.
God's Country
Ha!e-Roberts
Timber
The (67)
Hale-Ruberts ........6^21. .9-15. . .712 8-2
.
Train
to Alcatraz
3-1. .6-28. .
Details
under title: Alcatraz Prison Train Barry-Martin
Under Ca!i ornia Stars (Tr.) (70)
Rogers-Frazee 11-25. . . . 5-1 . . .731. . . 6-7
RKO
lft48 Features

RADIO
Completed (41)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
FOLLOW ME QUIETLY
Mystery— Started August 18
Cast: Wm. Lundigan, Dorothy Patrick, Jeff Corey, Nestor Paiva.
Director: Richard Fleisher
Producer: Herman Schlomm
.Stoiy: Not available.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time
Cast
Details
Rel.
No Rev
Variety Time (59)
Errol-Kennedy
8_16
1948-49
GROUP ONE
Rachel
and under
the Stranger
(93)
Young-Holden 9-1
8-16
Details
title; Rachel
3-15
Pearl, Thj (77)
Marques-Armendariz . Foreign
GROUP TWO
Bodyguard
Ti rney-Lane
5-10
Design for Death (48)
Documentary
Mourning
Becomes
Electra
(172)
Russell-Redgrave 4-14. . .'
Station West
Powell-Greer
11-24
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. THREE
If You Knew Sosie (90)
Cantor-Davis
1-30
2-16
Western Heritage (60)
Holt-Leslie
2-lfi
BLOCK NO. FOUR
Arizona Ranger, The (63)
Holt-Leslie
11-10
4-12
Tarzan and the Mermaids (68)
Weissmuller-Joyce
8-4
4-12
BLOCK NO. FIVE
B«rlin Express (86)
Oberon-Ryan
9-1 . .
5_24
Bring 'Em Back Al ve
Frank Buck 3-31
Fighting Father Dunne
O'Brien-Dell
Guns
Holt-Leilie .
12-22.
.'
5-24
ReturnofofHate
the (61)
Badmen (90)
Scott-Jeffreys
5_24
BLOCK NO. SEX
Mystery in Mexico (66)
Lundigm-White
10-13
7-5
Race Street (79)
Paft-Miwll
«^-l
7-i
Twisted Road. The (95)
O'Donnell-Granger 7-7
.7-5
Velvet Touch. The (97)
Russell-Genn 10-13
8-2
NOT DESIGNATED
6-21
Baltimore Escapade
Temple-Young . . .
BFood On The Moon
Mitchum-Bel Geddes
.3-1.
26

Boy Within Green
Hair (T)
O'Brien-Ryan
Brothers
the Saddle
Holt-Forman
7-5
Encha
ntment
Wrlght-Nlven
5-2^.
Details un-'er title: Take Threo TiniH
Evory Girl Should Be Married
Grant-Tone
6-7
Good Sara (114)
Cooper-Sheridan 8-18
.8-2
Gun Runners
Holt-Hyer
8-2
.'
Indian Agent
Holt-Martin
.6-7.'.'.'..'...'...'.
Interference
Mature-Ball
7-19
Joan ofSteps
Are Out,
(T)
Bergman-Farrer 10-13.. . ... .'
Judge
The
Knox-Sothtrn
De'.ails under
tite:
Indian Summer
Lt Silence Est O'or
Chevalier-Durrler ...Forelfn
Long Denial. The
. O'Haa-Dcugtai 3-1
Mr.
Joscp'i
Young
of
Africa
Johnson-Armitrong
1-5
Outlaw Valley
Ho!t-Martin
6-21
Return of the Badman
Seott-White
Tarzan's
of Youth
7-19
Details Fountain
under title:
Tarzan and the ArrooBarker-Joyce
of Death
.2-9
Tycoon IT)
Wayne-Day
2-3
Under Arizona Sklei
Holt-Leslie
9-1
Wee* No More
Co ten-Valli
5-10
Window. The
Hale-Kennedy
11-24
SPECIALS
Bishop's Wile.
The (109)
Grant-Young
3-17
11-24
Fugitive.
The (104)
Fonda-Del Rio
1-6
11-10
Fun and Fancy Free (73)
Oliney Cartoon Feature
891... 9-1
I Remember Mama (137)
Donne-Homolka .......6-9
3-15
Melody Time (T)
Oisrey Musical
5-24
Miracle of The Bells, The (118)
MacMurray-Valli 8-4
3-15
SCREEN
1947-W Fiatures

GUILD

Completed (IS)

In Production (I)

NEW PRODUCT^ONS
LAST OF THE WILD HORSKS
Wc^lern — Started August 17
Cast: James Ellison, Jane Frazee, Mary Beth Hughes.
Producer-Director: Robert L. Lippert
Slory: Hero solves mystery oi flis;iii|>i-aiinK lierd of wild horses.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
No.
Ti le— Run.iing Time
Cast
. . .5-10 Rel.
Details .6-21. . .4701.
Dead Man's Cold
laRue-Stewart .
.
.
.3-31.
Frontier Phan'om
LaR e-^t. John
. . 8-16.
Hollywood
Barn Dance
(65)
Details under
title: Western
Barn Dance Tub--:r.inj
JungI; Goddess
(eeves-McKay
6-21
Marv of the Lash
ae-CrindJ l
5-24
Mi.acic in Harlem (71)
Stepin Fetchit
5-14 X-3.
Outlaw Country
LaR c-St. Jchn
8-16
Prairie. Tl:e (80)
Aube.t-Baxter
4-30... 4705.

Features

SELZNICK-^S
Completed ( 5)
RELEASE CHART

Rev.

In Production (0)

COMPLETED
3-29
Tile — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Duel in the Sr» (T) (138)
Jones-Cotten 3-19
4-9
4-14
Inlermeno (70)
Bergirtn-Howard ...Reissue .1-19
Mr. Blandirg, Builds His Dream House ... Grant-Loy
10-13 7-1
Paradine Case, The (132)
Tcdd-Peck
12-23. .. .
Portrait of Jenny
cotten-Jones
3-3
20th
1948 Features

CENTURY-FOX
Completed (41) In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MOTHER IS A FRESHMAN (T)
Comedy — Started August IV
Cast: Van Johnson, Loretta Young, Rudy Vallee, Barbara Lawrence.
Director: Lloyd Bacon
Producer: Walter Morosco
story: Mother Join.s daughter at college and falls in love with a professor.
DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS
Drama — ^Started August 19
Cast: Dione;
Barrymore, Richard Widmark, Dean Stockwell, Cecil
Kellaway.
Director: Louis D. Lighton
Producer: Henry Hathaway
story: The famous whaling story, with Barrymore as ship's captain.
CANADIAN PACIFIC (C) (Nat Holt)
Drama — Started August 9
Cast: Randolph Scott, Jane Wyatt, J. Carroll Naish.
Producer: Nat Holt
Director: Edwin L. Marin
Storv: Not .available.
ROSE OF CIMARRON (Alson Prod.)
Drama — Started August 9
Cast: George Montgomery, Rod Cameron, Ruth Roman.
Director: Lesley Selander
Producer: Edward L Alperson
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
No.
7-5...
Details
Ti'le— Running Time
Cast
7-19.Rel.. .
Re>.
Chicke'i Every Sunday
Dailey-Holm
Fan, The
Crain-Sanders
6-21
.
.
.
Three Wives
Darnell-Crain
.7-5.
Details under title: A Letter to Three Wives
Sand (T)
'
Stevens-Gray .
FILM

BULLITIN

COMPLETED
1947-48
Anna Karenira (110)
Leigh-Richardson Foreign. .May. .820.
Apartment for Peggy
Crain-Holden 1-19
Bungalow. The
Conwiy-Hamilton 7-19. .jLly. .825.
Checkered Coat, The (67)
Conway-Hash
7-5
Dailey-Holm
Chicli n Every Sunday
J""* b19
Sutton-Merrick
Cointerfeiters. The (73)
Crceter. The
3-29 . . Sept . . 83 J
Cct
1-5...
i
Mature-Cont
City
of theunder
CryDetails
title: Th« Chair for Martin Romp
821 .7-19
July
Andrews-Peters 10-13...
Dmp Wafers (85)
9-16 . .Sept . . 822 . . . C-7
Ha-rison-Cummins 7-19
Escape (78)
Crain-Sande.-s
Fan.
ForeverThe
Amber a39) (T)
Oarne i-Wilde
Sept 838 .4-26
FuryDetails
at Furnace
Creek
(88)
9-15. . . May.
under title: Ballad of Furnace Creek Mature-Gray
Gay Intruder. The
Emery-G(va
3-15 Sept. .806
840 11-24
Gentleman's Agreement (118)
Peck-M:f;u:re
6-9 Mar. .827.
3-29
.4-26
Give My Regards to Broadway (T) (89) . . . .Cuil:-Dal y
5-12. .June. .818
Green Grass of Wyoming (T) (89)
cummins- oburn 6-23 .June.
Ideal Husband. An (T) (96)
Coddard-Wilding
.6-7
Mar
Iron Curtain. The (87)
Andrtws-Tirney 12-S .May
813. .5-24
816
Let's Live Again (67)
Eme y-Erxks
11-24 ..Apr .837.
809
Luck of the Irish (S9)
Power-Br.xt r
2-16 Sept
Details under ti'le: For Pear of Little Mei
812 . 3-29
Meet Me at Dawn (89)
Eythe-Co'ift
Arr
824. . .7-19
Mint Own Executioner (102)
Meredi:h-Moore
J"ly
Miss Mink of 1940
Lydon-Collier
8-2
Road House
Lupino-Wilde
4-12
Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay! (T) (95) Haver-McCa lister 3-17 . . .Ar .811. . .3-15
810 .. . 3-29
Sitting
PrettyThe
(84)
Young-D'H ira
11-10
. .Apr
8-4
deHavilland-Genn
Snake Pit,
823.... 7-5
l-5...J»ly
Ste ens-L£wretiej
Street With No Name, The (91)
Brown-Hutchinson 9-1 .... Jan .... 803 . 12-8
Tender Years, The (81)
ThatDetails
Lady under
in Ermine
title: (T)This (89)
Is the Moment Grab e-Fairbanks 11-10. . .Aug • 836. . .7-13
4-12
Pew r-Titrney
That Wonderful Urge
Conway-Wescott 12-22... Apr 8-14
Lead Solditrs (66)
ThirteenWives
Three
Uarneil-Crain 6-21
Tucson
Lydon-Edwards
7-5
Unfaithfully Yours
Harri,on-Darnell 3-1
Walls of Jericho, The (106)
Wilde-Darnell 11-10... Aug 826. . .7-19
Grable-Dailey 5-24
at Me (T)
Baby Smiles
My under
When
Details
title: Burlesque
Winner's Circle. The (70)
Wilies-Fa.-|ey
. . Aug . . .829.
Yellow Sky (T)
Peck-°axter ....
..9-15.
.6-7.
You Were Meant for Me (91)
Cra n — Dailey ...
. .Feb. . .802 2-2
SOL IVURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arthur Takes Over (63)
Collier-Cowan 12-22 . May. . .817. . .4-26
N glit Wind
Russell-Christine 4-26
Details under title: Big Dan
Dangerous Years, The (62)
Haloi-Todd
Feb
804 . 12-22
Fighting Back (60)
Lanoton-Rogers 3-29... Aug 828... 7-19
Half-Past Midnight (69)
Taylor-Kn dien
11-24... Mar 808... 2-16
Trouble Preferred
Krudsen-Russell
West of Tomorrow
Grable-Dailey 4-12
UNITED

ARTISTS,

Completed (36)
In Production (2)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Slid); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby) ;
BiU Boyd (BB) ; Pressburger (Psb) ; Ripley-Monter (RM) ;
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Co'wan (Ooiv);
Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les);
Loew-Lewin (LL) ; Eagle-Lion (GFD) ; Cagney (Cgy) ; Bronston
(Brn); Chaplin (Chn) ; Enterprise (Ent) ; Hughes (Hgs) ; Comet
(Com).

1948

.6-7

- INTERN

A T 1^ N ^ t?

1947-18 Features

Com pleted (44)
In Production (0)
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Title— Rinning TIb«
Cast Details
Rel.
No Rev.
Abbott & Costello Meet Frankenstein (83) . Abbott-Costello
July . .664
7-5
.
.
.
2-2.
Sept
673
ActDetails
of Murder
Mzrch-Eldridge
under title: Case Against Calvin Cooke
All My Sons (S4,
Ro ) n on-Chri t ans . 10-13 . IWay .656
660
Ano her Part of The Forest (107)
Marci-Ely.h 11-10 June
657. .4-12
Are
You
With
It
(90)
O'Con
or-P;in Juan
11-24 . . .Way
Bad Sister (90)
Palmer-Nlven
Foreign
. July
.3-15
Beware of Pity (102)
Lockwood-Hunt«r Fon ign . . July
7-19
Black Bart (T) (80)
Ce arlo-Cu yea
6-23 Ap
Details under t'Me: Adventares of Black Bart
Black Velvet (T)
BIyth-DuS
7-5
.5-24
Frrei'n
F ff;
Rre
The (^0)
Brothers,
Bush
Christmas
(70)
Rafferty-Fernside
Foreign ... Nov
Casbah (94)
OeCarlo-Vart:n 10-27... Apr
4-'6
teni-^-Kirby Foreian
(S2)
Bojcott
Captain
Countess of IVlonte Cristo
Donat-Granijer
5-24
Criss Cross
Lancasetr-deCarlo 7-5
1-19
Dear Murderer (SO)
Portgan-Gynt
Foreign . . . Mzy . 653 .
Doable
A (105)
Colman-Hasso
6-23. . . Mar
DetailsLife,under
tit'e: Imagination
7-5
SaVu-Lo/ell Foreign
of the River (80)
End
Family Honeymoon
'o bert-MacMurray 6-21
^' ' ' 'J 'o,
3-1 ..July 665... 6-21
n
(78jRace atO'Connor-Mai
and Fightin'
Feudin',
Details Fussh'
under title:
Tne Wonderful
Ri r ek
. Sept. . 6/2
4-12
en
Cu-bin-D'Br
Mary
of
the Love
ForDetails
under title: Washington Girl
7-19
n
Foreig
r-Hcr:ie
vi
0
)
Ham'et (153
Ribso.n-Price Foreign
Holiday Camp (97)
i-<J-'^i
gn ,;a' ~
ice Fore2-2
Lockwoo-J-Pr
Hill (92)
HungryAgainst
Case
Calvin Cooke
March-Eldredg;
Aug . 669
. - .June
'i*
d
Payne-C-ultie
(89)
Larceny
•_
6:>9. 8-16
Letter From An Unxnown Woman (87) . . Fonta ne-Jotrden 9-15 .July.
. . .666. .. .7-5
12-22. .
Sabu-Page
Man-Eater et Kumaon (79)
"
..^
6-21.
-Costello
Abbot
e
Hayrid
Mexican
1-19 ... Aug . 667 . .8-16
Fowell-BI/th
Mr PeaboJy and the Mermaid (89)
_^2-2
7-7... Kar
Fitrg:rald-Duf
The (96)
Naked
NicholasCity,
N ckleby
(94)
Hanl*icke-rond f ^""'il'l
5-24
ter
Fairbanks-Car
J'Flynn The
Walker-Gar(!ner 2-16 ..Aug.
One Touch of Venus
DeC;r:o-Di:ryea 8-4... June. 661.
River Lady (T)
2-16.. ^ .670.
Abbott-Cos ello
Regiment
Rogues Charm
2-16 ... S^pt. .. .671 ..... _
Mon gomery-Hayward
Saxon
6-23 . . A g. . . . 668. . .^7-5
He-;in-Hay*ard Fcrei
Tap Roots (T) (109)
9-15
rn
h.ine 3-<:9
Mils-Jo
(81)
Pipit
Tawny
ancaster-Fontai
Tt:e
Unafraid.
Details under title: Kiss the Blood Off My
,„ ,
10-13. . .June. . .662
Durbin-haymes
Up In Central Park (87)
Fontaine-Stewart 5-24
You Gotta Stay Happy
. . .6-7

1947-48 Features

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Details
Rel.
Title — Running Time Marx Bros.
Cast
Details
No. Rev.
Blonde Heaven
..
8-2
Lucky Stiff, The
Lamour-Donlevy
8-2
COMPLETED
1947-48
An Innocent Affair
Cacroll-MacMurray 3-29. . .9-17. . .Nas
Angry God
Parla-Drtcga
Arch of Triumph (120)
Bergman-Boyer 7-22. . .3-48. . .Ent .. .4-2^
Cever Up
Bendix-O'Keefe 7-5
Nas
Dead
Don't
Dream
Boyd-Brooks
8-4
BB
False Paradise
Boyd-Brooks
9-1
BB
Four Faces West
McCrea-Dee
7-9i. .. Ent. . .5-24
Gay Amigo
Renaldo-Carrlllo 7-19
Pnk
Girl From Manhattan
Monlgomery-Lamoor
Bog
Details under title: All's Well That Ends Well
High Fury
Cafrcll-Hunter
8-20... RC
Henry V (T) (134)
Olivier-Newton
For .. .9-47 ... GFD ... 4-29
Hoppy s Holiday (60)
Boyd-Ware
9-30. . .7-18. .. BB ... .5-12
Indian
SmI
DetailsScout
under title: Some Rain Must Fall Montsomery-Drew 7-5
Kings of the Olympies
Documentary
5-48
LaffDetails
Time under
(C)
9-30
Rgs
Misc. Independents Chart Olsen-Jannsen
MadRev.Wednesday
(80)
Lloyd-Wa!burn
10-1
.
Stg
. . .3-3
under title: Sin of Harold Diddlebock
.4-12
Man of Evil (90)
Mason-Calvert
For
GFD.
.Neb .
Montana
Details Mike
under (97)
title: Heaven Only Knows Cumminos-Donlevy ... .12-23. . .9-47
My Dear Secretary
Day-Douglas
5-24 .. 10-15 ... Pop. .8-4
On Details
Our Merry
Way
All-Star
8-5.
-3. . .6-15. . .Bog-Mer. .
under title: A Miracle Can Happei
BB .
Outpost in Morocco
Raft-Tamiroff
.7-25. . STg
Personal Column
'^anders-Eall 11-11 8-13 Bis . . .7-21
Pi fall 185)
Pcwcll-fcitt
2-2
. .8-16
Red River (125)
Wayne-Clifi
9-30..
Hks. . .7-19
.8-27. . .BB.
Silent Conflict
Eoyd-Br.ioks
7-21 . . .3-48.
. .Neb. 1-19
Siren of Atlantis
Montez-Auniont
3Details under title: Atlantis
Sleep My Love (97)
Colbert-Cummings 6-9
SmI
5-24
So This Is New York (79)
Morgan-Vallce
10-13. .. 6-25 ... S' . . 7-19
Strange ramble
Boyd-Clyife
9-1
BB .
Texas, Brooklyn and Heaven (76)
Madison-Ly.m
2-16. . .7-16. .. Gol .
Time of Your Life, The (107)
Cagney-Bcndix
5-26 ... 7-30 ... Cgy .
Urubu
Scott-Powell
8-20
Vendetta
DeGeorge-Brooks 8-19
Hgs .6-7
Vicious Circle
Conrad Nacle
5-48... Wll.
30,

VERBAL

WARNER

l»47-48 Features

AUGUST

UNI

BROTHERS
Complete<l (37)

In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
HAPPY TIMES
Comed\' — Started August 13
Ca.st; Danny Kaye, Lee J. Cobb, Walter Slezak.
Director: Henry Koster
Producer: Jerry Wald
TWO GUVS AND A GAL
Comedy — Started August 20
Cast' Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson, Doris Day.
Director: David Butler
Producer: Alex Gottlieb
Stoiv: Set in Hollywood l)ankgrou,ncl, the two comics set into typical scr.Tpes.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Fountainhead, The
Cooper-Neale
7-19
House Across the Street, The
Morris-Paiie
8-16
Somewhere in the City
Lindfors-O'Brien 8-16
COMPLETED
1947-48
Adventures of Bon Juan (T)
Flynn-Lindfors 10-27
April S!:owers (94)
Carson-Sothern 9-15. . .3-27 . . .719 . .3-15
BigDetails
Punch, under
The title:
(80)
2-2... 6-26 727 6-7
The Fighting Terror Morr s-MaxwclI
Christopher Blake
Smith-Donglas 9-15
Dames Don't Talk
Mayo-Bennett
3-1
Embraceable
You title:
(80)
Clark-Brooks
3-15... 8-21 732 8-2
Details under
Sunburst
Fighter
Squadron (T)
O'Brien-Stack
6-7
FlaxyDetails
Martin
Mayo-Scott
4-26
under title: Smart Money
Girl from Jones Beach, The
Reagan-IHayo
5-24
:,.
lolin Loves Mary
Reagan-Ncal
2-2
lohnny Belinda
Wyman-Ayres
E-IS
June Bride
Davis-Montcoraery 5-24
Key Largo (101)
Bogart-Bacall 1-5. , .7-31 731... 7-19
Kiss in the Dark, A
Wyman-Niven
3-29
Life With Father (118)
Powell-DuDne
8-14 702
My Dream Is Yours
Carscn-Day
4-12
Night Beat
Douglas-Westcotf 7-19
Night Unto Night
Lindfors-Reagan 9-30
Pnn la-t Fling
Smith-Scott
2-16
. .725
Ont Si:nday A'tcrnoon (T)
Morgan-Paige 2-15
Ron^^ance on the Hijh Seas (T) (99) Carson-Paige
6-23 7-3 728 7-5
Rone (T) (80)
Stewart-Chandler 4-96
2-2...
9-25
802... 8-16
5-12.
8-18.
.5-29. .
.4-26
South of St. Louis
McCrea-Smith
.6-7. .4-10. . . .720. .
3-17 .4-24
. .9-4. .. .. .721.
.801 . .8-16
..726..
3-3. .5-15.
.6-12 .. . .724 . , .4-26
10-14
10-13
.4-12
3-31
Whiplash
,5-24 . .6-7
27

MR.

EXHIBITOR

Remember

to

Join

in

in

September

Promoting

. . .

SALUTING
YOUNG
WHAT

TO

DO

1. Order TREE accessories from National Screen— Campaign Book, Lobby
Hangers, and "A Salute To Youth"
trailer, featuring Sammy Kaye's orchestra and Youth Month song, "I'm
the You in the U.S.A."
2. Decorate marquee and theater.
3. Run all Youth newsreel shots.
4. Book all possible Youth short subjects. See local exchange managers.
5. Put Youth Month slugs in ads.
6. Enlist support of newspapers and
radio stations.
7. Interest civic and church groups, also
Rotary, Kiwanis, Community Chest,
American Legion, VFW, Lions clubs.
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Campfire
Girls, and youth serving agencies in
Youth Month activities.
8. Conduct all possible Youth activity
in and out of theater with at least
four BIG community events.
9. Consult your state chairman. Work
with your fellow Exhibitor in making
your community YOUTH conscious.

A Public Service Program Undertaken by Theatres,
radio, press, and civic organizations at the request of
Attorney General Tom Clark to combat juvenile
delinquency!

YOUTH

MONTH

CHARLES p. SKOURAS
National Chairman
SPONSORED

COMMITTEE
• HARRY LOWENSTEIN
Vice Chairman

BY THEATRE

OWNERS

TED R. GAMBLE,
★

OF AMERICA

President
★

25c per Copy
S3 per Year

BULLET
SEPTEMBER

A
A

of her disappointment

The genial National
of sales is honored

k

Screen

"Good

Sam"

D. C, high school girl tells
the

Mitchum

scandal.

TRIBUTE
vice president

in charge

in a drive to stimulate showmanship.

GOOD
correct

VIEW

over

DEMBOW

We

13, 1948

CHILD^S

14-year-old Washington,

N

the erroneous

SAM
impression

in the recent AITO

about

of Iowa-Neb.

RKO's
bulletin.

BENNY

GOODMAN

• TOMMY

DORSEY

• LOUIS

ARMSTRONG

• LIONEL

Says

the

TRADE

*'Big boxoffice comedy . . . No
question that it will chalk up
hefty grosses in all situations." -VARIETY

PRESS!

go with everything, and hepcats should have a field day."
-M. P. HERALD

"The greatest jam session of
them all . . . The show stands

"In eye appeal this is up to
the best standards of the producer who makes the classiest

solid. . . Swell entertainment."
—FILM DAILY

pictures in the world — Samuel Goldwyn."
-SHOWMEN'S

'"Undiluted entertainment,
practically guaranteed not to
provoke a serious thought."
-M. P. DAILY

"Mirth and melody which will
please . . . top money in all
bookings."

-BOXOFFICE

TRADE
REVIEW

Enough jazz greats to cause
shutdown of 52nd Street hoi
spots."

-DAILY

VARIETY

"Has more than its share of
modern music . . . hilarious

or

musicians . . . plenty of merchandising opportunity."
—THE EXHIBITOR

tune

film . . . Lavish and spectacular . . . Mighty appetizing offer
for exhibitor whether deluxe,
street."

. . . glittering boxoffice bait . . ,

sequences . . . feature cast and

"Brilliant star-studded

neighborhood

''Another Kaye, another buck

main

-HOLLY WOOD
REPORTER

"Big boxoffice comedy with
music . . . loaded with names
of sure-fire drawing power...
A money

maker."
—IISDEPENDEIST
FILM

JOURNAL

''Company of musicians probably beats any other combinalion ever on screen. They let

CHARLIE

BARNET

• MEL

POWELL

BUCK & BUBBLES • THE PAGE CAVANAUGH TRIO
THE GOLDEN GATE QUARTET • RUSSO & THE SAMBA

KINGS

FOREVER

AMBER

theLuck
TECHNICOLOR
FIRST
OFTHE

h
is
IS SAYING YOU

r
I
EVERYONE

CAN'T

BEAT

AT

AMBER

-FIRST

REGULAR

DENVER
ST. LOUIS
SPOKANE
LINCOLN
OMAHA
ATLANTA
PORTLAND
SEATTLE

DATES
TIME

PRICES!

BIRMINGHAM
LOUISVILLE
KNOXVILLE
MONTGOMERY
DES MOINES
NASHVILLE
BALTIMORE
INDIANAPOLIS

/

M
BUTTE
TACOMA
RICHMOND
TERRE HAUTE
LAFAYETTE
TORONTO
GREAT FALLS
TULSA

IT!

TYRONE POWER • ANNE BAXTER in "THE LUCK OF
THE IRISH" with CECIL KELLAWAY, LEE J. COBB, James
Todd, Jayne Meadows, J. M. Kerrigan, Phil Brown,
Charles Irwin • Directed by HENRY KOSTER • Produced
by FRED KOHLMAR • Screen Play by Philip Dunne
Based on a Novel by Guy and Constance Jones

It's

FOR

FIRST-RUN

LUCKY

"FOREVER AMBER" • Color by TECHNICOLOR • Starring LINDA DARNELL • CORNEL WILDE • RICHARD
GREENE and GEORGE SANDERS with GLENN LANGAN,
RICHARD HAYDN, JESSICA TANDY, ANNE REVERE
Directed by OTTO PREMINGER • Produced by
WILLIAM PERLBERG • From the Novel by KATHLEEN
WINSOR • Screen Play by Philip Dunne and Ring
Lardner, Jr. • Adaptation by Jerome Cody

MONTH

at

Lmin

WALLS

OF

Ermine

TECHNICOLOR
EVERYONE

IS SINGING

JERICHO
THE ROMANTIC DRAMA THAT'S
PACKING THEM TO THE WALLS!

ABOUT

BUSINESS!

CORNEL WILDE • LINDA DARNELL • ANNE BAXTER
KIRK DOUGLAS in "THE WALLS OF JERICHO" with
ANN DVORAK, Marjorie Rambeau, Henry Hull,
Colleen Townsend, Barton MacLane, GriflF Barnett,
William Tracy, Art Baker • Directed by JOHN M.
STAHL • Produced by LAMAR TROHI • Screen Play
by Lamar Trotti • Based on the Novel by Paul Wellman

BETTY GRABLE • DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr. in "THAT
LADY IN ERMINE" • Color by TECHNICOLOR with
CESAR ROMERO, WALTER ABEL, REGINALD GARDINER
Produced and Directed by ERNST LUBITSCH • Screen
Ploy by Samson Raphaelson • Lyrics and Music by
Leo Robin and Frederick Hollander • Dances Staged
by Hermes Pan

i

ver

America!

"Everybody
'DATE
but

WITH

him.

picture
6 to 60

quite

"This

DATE

JUDY'
(f^^'
''^

to see
JUDY'

It's a family

for folks
and

make

he

from
didn't

it."

WITH

line has been

at Radio.

j^;^ Hall

went

City

Music

for 4 weeks

and

a

new

record!

Still

^0ch week
At'G-M

was

^TLlJH'^''
TO MUSIC
^NTRAHC^
^ fi^OciC AWAY/
LINEHALL
CIRCL6S
BtOC^^
^oifig. .strong!*'

"It's got the

M-G-M presents "A DATE WITH
JUDY" starring WALLACE BEERY,
JANE POWELL, ELIZABETH
TAYLOR, CARMEN MIRANDA,
XAVIER CLIGAT and his Orchestra,
ROBERT STACK • Color by TECHNICOLOR •Screen Play by Dorothy
Cooper and Dorothy Kingsley • Based
on the Characters Created by Aleen
Leslie • Directed by RICHARD
THORPE • Produced by JOE
PASTERNAK

joy of youth!
why

ThaVs

it's^i

so popular
from coast

to coast."

DATE

wfTH

FAMILY

my

This is Ben
--Nostrada.nl us!i

PICT(/RE

"Shlyen'i ivho pre15
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makes him also the considerate personal friend of every customer,
The Robert Mitchum scandal ^ha.s
Mr. Robbins is asking the industry to
honor George Dembow, but he has also
• again raised, .the issu^o^ w^iether'^fihn
given the September 13th to December
personalitieSi'who
derive-^heir
f-ame'and
fortune from the devotion
of their
fans.
3lst period real business significance.
The theme of the George Dembow TribTiave an obligation to conduct their personal li%es in a manger that will not be
ute is "Get Back To Showmanship," a
enough purpose in itself to elicit
-offensive. There are' diffprenA. views on SY^orthy
this question, 4)1?? we would lilie to prt* ■flrt wlfolehearted support of eveiy
sent the thoughts of a disillusioned 1 1- theatreman in .America.
~
National Sereen Service is stressing
year-old girl of Washington, D. C.
the use of larger: newspaper ails, more
Tliis high school youngster wf9te us
several weeks ago that a boy who sits radio time, increased billposting, distribution'' ofheralds door-to-dpor, and
next to her brought a copy of FILM
the use of window cards. It is a camBULLETIN to school one day. 'T got
paign to stimulate the wider use of
very much interested in it and now 1
away-f rom-theatre advertising of all
types.
would Jike to subscribe. * First, how- -- .
ever, she enclosed money to cover the
Here;' then, is -a golden opportunity
cost of several particular issues she defor you theatremen" to honor a grand
sired. Then, we received the followin'g
fellow, while serving your own business
letter, dated September 3 :
well. This is a drive we can all join
with full enthusiasm.
"Dear Editor of FILM BULLETIN:
A

foimmflt
\ ol. 16. No. 19

- '-r^'-^,"^
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THINK

IT OVER

Tolerance
^earch thy oivn heart; whiit
paineth thee in others in thyself may he.
— J. G. Whittier
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"The first thing I want to tell you is
that I have enjoyed the three issues of
GOOD
SAM
your ..jnagazi|ie_., that .-I have received.
, And 1 Tiad pTanned on sending for a
three-year sub,scripti6ii until I read that
A recent bulletin issued by the .Allied
llpjj9«t _Mitchum had-iieen arrested fof
Theatre Owners of Iowa - Nebraska,
vielating the" States NaFCQtics Laws. I- which we reprinted in part in the Exhibitors Forum, FILM BULLETIN issue
guess "you are wondering-'iiOM this can
possibly.'fit into your magazine. But it of Au^st?^j^"25Baade |oms---pb^[^vations
dpes. -1 guess froni my jjasf letters you
know that he was.^my- favorite actor. I alniut^HBie -RKO p^ci^ire, "Good Sam,"
to be ratli«r*?fM^-fetched.
liked your magazine . because in it 1 that
For of)fe^-j)art, we wish to 'set' the facts
could find those things I coiildn't find
in orf^r^-and we believe a retraction is
out f rom 'm6sf Siagazines. But yvhen 1 due fi^¥^:,the exhibitor organization.
TheSratllletin in questionalleged that
heard about Hollywood and its 'narcotics fiends* 1 made up my mind never
in "GQ9d Saiii" the Salvation Army is
to go 'Hollywood crazy again* In fact.
"put ridicule," that the Protestant
I hope I never .«'ee a ^lovief'magazine
Churcn is "showji in a bad light," and
again.' Not tliaf I "put the "tlaino on the
that ^ere are "scenes of the clergy
magazines or their edit^w^S? but it's just
conducting theiuselves in
smokic^^^d
siich
a^Sianner that the dignit^^ of their
kind I ofhear
madeaboiilme'feel
dejpressedtheand
the
less
Hollywood'
better
office
»s lowered."
These
charges are completely at vari"Sincerely yours,
I like it.
^^ -z^: '^
ance \<'ith the opinions gf a number of
ESTHER -USEEIN."
competent
peopleof who
Sam" and none
whom haVfe:8g!»«-"Good
found it in any
way
offensive
to-any
church or to the
Salvation Army.
UEMBDW
TRIBUTE
Our own reviewer, David Abrams,
Sales drives usually have little meaning to exhibitors, but one that starts today, September 13th, is bound to win
tK^^-tifKiwalifiefl- enthusiasm of the vast
majority of theatre owners. It is the
George Dembow Tribute.
If National Screen Service president
Hjprman Roljbins had designated thp
p^-Jya- .Sepf^mber' 13th to, P^cember
31st merely as a time when tixhibitors
were asked to demonstrate their friendship for the genial NSS vice-pi-esident
in charge of sales, that would be
enough. For few men in any branch of
our industry can boast the wide and sincere and deep e.steem enjoyed by George
F. Dembow. The exhibitors are legion
who can attest to his understanding and
his consideration of the thea1;reman s
proTileins. An important executive,
bearing the heavy responsibilities of
dealing with some 15,000 theatres, he
has never lost that human touch that

termed the film "wonderful and heartwarming." He extended thanks to producer-director Leo McCarey "for introducing such an amiable, likeable neighbor as 'Good Sam'; for a sense' of wellbeing, a lump in the throat and the
relaxation of laughter that is found in
this
happySam"
picture."
.."Good
-has also been accorded
fencomiums and approval by discerninir
and critical organizations, such, as the
Girl Scouts, the American Legion Auxiliary, Business and' Professional Women's Clubs and the Daughters of the
American Re„VQ|ution. Several of these
groups specifically state that there is
nothing
the film. objectionable to be found in
We hope the leaders of the .\llied
ITO of Iowa-Nebraska will join us with
a public statement removing the reflection,cast on the amiable, and amusing
"Good Sam" by the unwarranted statements in that bulletin.
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Howard Hughes' choice for the presidency of
RKO.
The announcement came last Wednesday (8th)
AN'
LEIBFOR
TION
following
a specialcalled
meeting
of the
company'sto
OSI
TO
MEETSCA
EXH
OPP'JO
UPPED
board of directors
to name
a successor
The majors have gone a-courtiiig the U. S. N- Peter Kathvon, whose resignation became
Walter Wanger has a $9,000,000 problem.
eflfective on that day. The dual posts held by
Government in the hope of winning a consent
The producer's "Joan of .^rc" lies at the crux
decree to settle the monopoly case. But, thus Depinet up to this time, president of RKO
of the dilemma, which poses the headache —
Radio ( distribution subsidiary) and executive
far, the response has been rather chilly.
how to get back $4,600,0<)0 in negative costs plus
With the Department of Justice apparently
vice-president of the parent company, remain
print and advertising expenses estimattd at
unfilled.
determined to see the anti-trust suit through to
another
$2,500,000, plus two million more in disthe limit of total divestiture, nothing would
The stockholders' meeting set for next month
tribution costs. Grand total : S9,000,000 — at
please the Big Five more than to negotiate a is certain to re-elect Depinet. This was emleast.
settlement. .Aittorney General Tom C. Clark,
byboard chairman Floyd B. Odium's
however, has given no indication that he is statement phasized
Making a pitch to the press, Wanger revealed
announcing
action
"Inasmuch
as
Mr.
Depinet thewasdirectors'
the choice
for :RKO
tliese figures in connection with his decision to
ready to kiss and forget, except on the Govpresident of all parties concerned, it naturally
release "Joan" on a roadshow basis, which, in
ernment's terms.
Clark said last week that feelers on the possi- follows that he will be re-electe<l president fol- the light of the Federal District Court's ban on
admission price fixing by any of the majors,
bility of a decree have been put out by the film kfwing the stockholders' meeting."
companies, although no definite proposals were ODLUM STILL CHAIRMAN
posed another problem- With RKO as his releasing company, Wanger apparently comes
submitted. The defendants, he said, "would
Although Odium was expected to tender his under the provisions of the ban. The alternahave to reverse their entire thinking to make a
resignation as lx)ard chairman at the special
tive would be a "four-wall" deal, under which
proposal
consider."
Perhaps,we ifwould
the Big
Five were willing to part meeting, no announcement of such action was he would be free to set upped scales. Under
made.
He
is
expected
to
continue
in
his
post
with most of their theatre holdings, a basis for
this arrangement, however, he could not be assured of enough dates.
at least until the Octolx-r stockholders' meeting.
Tile new president has been with RKO ever
since its merger with Pathe in 1932. He was
named president of RKO Distributing Corp. in
1934,1940andhevice-president
Radio ofin RKO
193".
In
became v. p. of
and RKO
a director
and t wo years later was elected president of
RKO Radio- In '46 he was upped to vicecliairman of the board and executive vice president of RKO. The election to the presidency
last week came on the eve of his 58th birthday.
A few days before Depinet revealed that
RKO has virtually all of its 1948-49 schedule
completed. "Eighteen of the 20 to 24 top bracket pictures that RKO customarily distributes
are either finished and ready for release or
undergoing final steps of editing and scoring,"
he told the press upon his return to New York
from a series of meetings with stadio executives
and boss Hughes.
The company's favorable position w-as attained despite the sudden curtailment of production
in mid-summer following Dore Schary's departure.
'BRIGHT FUTURE'
Depinet also painted a bright picture for
RKO'S DEPINET
RKO's future, declaiming that "despite world
President After Long Service
WALTER WANGER
conditions, RKO has passed through its roughest
waters."
W'ith
the
recently-named
threea consent decree might be established, but there man production committee of Sid Rogell, C- J.
Faces Opposition on 'Joan'
Tevlin and Bicknell Lockhart at the helm, he
is little likelihood that they voluntarily would
go as far as the Government would insist- And
The
producer
admitted that it was a touglx
added, "there is careful planning to get the
the Justice Department can point to the previous
fullest value from every dollar spent and pro- nut which was "under investigation" and indiconsent decree as an example of the inevitable
per consideration is being given to showmancated that he might arrange for another distribution outlet.
failure of a poor compromise.
ship and the box office in every picture planned."
The monopoly case goes back into action beEXHIBITORS OPPOSED
fore the New York Statutory Court on OcREVIEWS in This Issue
tober 13, with the three judges (Hand. Goddard,
howonly hazards,
pitfalls
Legalever.
Exhibitor weren't
allergy the
to advanced
admissiort
Coxe) facing a mandate from the U .S. Supreme
10 pictures was another potent handicap facing the
Court to prescribe a more practical remedy for The Saxon Charm
Sealed Verdict
10
the movie industry's ills than the one handed
ol'
that toseveral
in fact,
An Innocent Affair
10 the
powerful, were
producer,
major socompanies
forced
abandoit
<lown December ,31, 1946.
The Luck of the Irish
12 projected higher prices when confronted by this
For the Love of Mary
12
on
"Joan"
If Wanger
factor.
Station West
12 that
he will attempts
basis,
probably torunsellafoul
of the
PRESIDENT DEPINET SEES
My Dear Secretary
13 same organized exhibitor opposition, with resultant loss of thousands of possible playdates •
Night Wind
13
Bodyguard
13
In
what might be deemed an attempt to lajDesign for Death
13
RKO OYER 'ROUGHEST WATERS'
In This Corner
14 the groundwork to dispel theatremen's antipathy
It was anticipated. While Ned E. Depinet
Behind Locked Doors
14 to advanced admissions for "great motion piciiimself persistently refused to acknowledge that
tures," Wanger claimed that "Joan" will attract
Out of the Storm
14
he was first in line for the post, practically
Unibu
14 a brand new type of movie audience and be a
e-.eryone knew that the popular executive was
prestige-builder for the entire industry. "The

MAJORS COURTIKG GOV'T
FOR DECREE, RESPONSE COLD

Neivs

and

OpiniatB

public is not concerned with costs . It is looking
for entertainment."
URGES 'GAMBLIXG'
Wanger also took issue with cost cutting and
a "play safe" policy, calling on producers to
gamble oncentrate on new
shouldon not
concuttingtrends.
costs, "We
but rather
seeking
new ideas," he counseled.
He called for more showmanship on the part
of the exhibitors, urging the latter to visit
Hollywood more often for a "constructive exchange of ideas."
Wanger announced that "Joan" will have its
world premiere in November and that several
Broadway theatres are being considered to house
it.
IKDUSTRY

CONDITION

HEINEMAN

WITH EAGLE-LION PROGRESS
.Arthur Kriin has developed the must efficient
studio operation in Hollywood. Eagle-Lion will
increase its distribution revenue by at least 50
per cent for the 11)48-49 season. Both of the
above claims were made by William J. Heineman, Eagle-Lion vice president in charge of
distribution, and they were linked together by
Ileineman as indisputable evidence that president Krim is doing one of the best management
jobs in the industry.
Comfjleting his first six months as sales v. p.,
Heineman told assembled newsmen that because of Krim's methods, "pictures can be made
on our lot much cheaper than anywhere else,
and employe-management relations are the most
h.armonious
in Hollj
wood." is predicated on the
The increase
in revenue

SOUND,

FUTURE BRIGHT, S & P REPORT
With a little care, the patient should regain
his health by next year and emerge from his
post-war hangover as good as new. This was
the diagnosis of the motion picture industry by
Standard & Poor, investment experts, in a report on the industry.
It will have to guard against excessive production costs, and while such threats as sluggish
attendance, the British problem and the Government's anti-trust action ma\- hamper convalescence, but simplification
of the
"unwieldy
capital structures
that formerly
characterized
the industry" have made its finances "sound"
and, in the future, "there is little likelihood of
a repetition of the promiscuous theatre expansion that created financial difficulties earlier."
TELEMSIOX \0 THREAT
The television bogey is discounted as a longrange threat. While video may have a "moderately adverse effect on picture attendance over
the next year or two . . . over the long run,
the industry expects to benefit from television,"
the report said.
Companies with theatre affiliates, and, by the
same token, independent exhibitors, will tend
to benefit more than the non-theatre owning
companies because film rentals "tend to lag behind increased boxoffice receipts," S & P declared. The experts estimated that each 15 per
cent rise in theatre receipts is accompanied by
a ten per cent advance in film rentals.
N. J. ALLIED EXPECTED

TO

OK FOX CONCILIATION

PLAN

There was every indication that the local conciliation and mediation system, now known as
the Berger-Smith plan, would be approved by
Allied Theatre Owners of Xew Jersey this
week. The probability became a near-certainty
following the recent meeting between the exhibitor unit's Film Comjnittee and 20th CenturyFox sales head .\ndy \\'. Smith, Jr. Last June,
the Jersey group in convention passed a resolution commending the scheme.
Edward Lachman, president of the New Jersey organization, told Pi! in BULLETIN at the
weekend that sentiment seemed to be strongly
in favor of entering into the conciliation plan,
which will follow generallv the pattern set bv
Fox and North Central Allied. The ATONJ
board of directors meets on Tuesday (14th) and
It is expected that a unanimous recommendation
for adoption of the plan will be passed on to
the membership. Formal approval by the board
will set the plan in motion.
The original setup drafted by Benjamin Berger of North Central Allied and Smith provided
for mediation of all exhibitor-distributor disputes, except film rentals, on a local basis. vSimilarly, a Grievance Committee of six members
of the N. J. unit, comprising three permanent
members and three alternates, will be appointed
to consider exhibitor complaints.
SEPTEMBER 13, 1948

CREDITS KRIM

GEORGE F. DEMBOW
For Him, and For Shonmansltip
See Editorial

SEARS POPS OFF AGAINST
TRADE PRESS ON RKO REPORT
"Tiie irresponsibility of certain sections of
the trade press," so alleged, caused United Artists' president Gradwell L. Sears to pop off
last week.
The particular item, which set the U.\ executive roaring, appeared in the weekly I'ariety,
reiwrting that Sears had been offered the post
of production head of RKO by Howard Hughes
and that he was negotiating witli the RKO
chief on the offer. "Completely baseless and
wholly-concocted" Sears labeled the story.
"I have had no conversations toward this end,"
he declared, "and have no intention of having
any such conversations. I have a firm and binding contract with United Artists which has
several years to run- It is my desire to serve
the full term of that contract. I can only decry
again the irresponsibility of certain sections of
the trade press, which continue to print as fact
unfounded stories that can only prove embarrassing to United Artists, to me personally and
to the other parties mentioned."
BAD DEAL FOR UA
However, it is widely believed in the trade
that both Sears and UA might welcome a
change in view of the way the company has
been wallowing in the past year. The recent
promotion of Paul N. Lazarus, Jr. to the post
of executive assistant to Sears gave weight to
the rumors that someone else will soon be guiding U\'s management.
What might have given the Variety story a
bad tone in Sears view was the fact that he had
recently negotiated a deal with Hughes whereby
the latter acquired for RKO release three
Hughes' productions ("The Outlaw," "Mad
A\'cdnesday" and "Vendetta") held by United
Artists for the surprisingly low sum of $750,000. That sum was to be furnished by the
Hughes Tool Co. as secondary financing for
three future, tinnamed UA pictures, with the
likelihood, moreover, of its being recouped
through participation in the earnings of the
three financed productions. Thus, the deal seeined to add up to Hughes acquiring his own three
films from UA at no cost, and,, possibly, at a
profit.

crimpany's analysis of an up-trend in business,
aproduct,
strongandlineup,
increased
the sales
force bookings
Heineman for
has E-L's
built
up in his half-year tenure and which he feels
will match any in the business.
20 MILLION BUDGET
Seventeen top films at a total negative cost
in the neighborhood of $20,000,000 have been
set for release in the next eight months and
about the same number of program pictures
have been allocated for the period to average
one release per week, Heineman revealed. Included in the higher bracketed product are six
in Technicolor, three in Cinecolor and one
Anscolor. There will also be four in the group
from J. Arthur Rank, one of which, "Red
Shoes," is slated for advanced admission road.showing in "four-wall" deal locations at $1.20$2.40.
Picketing of the British films was discounted
b\- Heineman as of no consequence.
ALLIED CARAVAN

MOVES

TO

INDIANA; SAMUELSONS LAUDED
The .Allied Caravan lias gone west. In a move
to give its national film information service a
more central location, .Allied States Association
last week transferred Caravan headquarters
from Philadelphia to Indianapolis.
Established July 23. 1942, the Caravan was
designed to assist independent exhibitors in their
film dealings by the exchange and dissemination
of information about terms, grosses, public reaction, etc. between the various territories. From
the outset, it was handled by Sidney E. Samuelson, general
manager
of assistance
Allied's Eastern
sylvania unit,
with the
of his Pennwife,
Mrs. Dorothy A. Samuelson.
The growth of new Allied units throughout
the country made it advisable to locate Caravan
headquarters in the mid-west to provide more
rapid service to the mejnbership. Associated
Theatre Owners of Indirna agree to take over
the physical handling of the system, its operation
to be under the direction of Trueman T. Rembusch and William A. Carroll. The official
transfer was made at a meeting in Philadelphia
last week, attended by William L. Ainsworth,
president of National Allied ; .\. F .Myers, general counsel ; Rembusch : Irving Dollinger,
New Jersey : Mr. and Mrs. Samuelson.
The Samuelsons were commended by the
Committee for their services in developing the
Caravan to its present efficiency.
GAMBLE TO QUIT
Ted R. Gamble, dynamic president of the
Theatre Owners of America, will step out of
the office when the organization holds its national convention in Chicago, Sept. 24-25. No successor has been named as yetI

'THE SAXON CHARM' SLICK. ADULT STORYY OF A HEEL
Rates • • • for class houses and deluxe rs; good dualler elsewhere
Tile al)UMdance of sex in the novel has fx-en
ljiii7rrsal-liilrr)tatinnal
pruned away and it is to the credit of adapter8li uilnulcs.
director Hinyon that the fast paced story stands
Robert Miinlyoiiicry, Susan llayward. John
up very well without it.
I'axnc. Audrey Totter, Henry Morgan. Harry
Robert Montgomery has completely absorbed
Von Zell, Cora Williams, Chill Wills, Heather
the role of Matt Saxon, the fabulous theatrical
AiH/el.
producer. It's a fascinating and Cf)mi)lex charDirected hy Claude Hinyon.
study of
a i)rize
i)honcy.
"charm"
consist>acter of
being
in turn,
rudelyHisaggressive,
hrilliantl.N persuasive. i)athetic, egotistical, heart"The Saxon Cliarni," adapted from tin- Fredless and altogether a whirlwind personality that
eric Wakeman novel hy Claude Hinyon, who
also did his first directorial stint, is a splendid overwhelms the admirers he gets on his hookHe is such an insufferable louse that the auclijoh all around, and scores a personal triumph
ence will cheer when somebody finally tells him
for that fiuf actor, Kohert Montgomery. With
a det-idedly adult perspective, it is penetrated ofT and bops him on thi- chin. In contrast to
v/'t'i intellifjent dialogue and flashes of slick, his flashy performance, the others seem pretty
siirdonic huni;)r. Class audiences will be high- much subdued. John Payne is a bit too restrained as tliL- hero, the novelist-dramatist,
ly entertained and tluatres catering to this elewhose life is thoroughly messed up by the dyment can count it a strong grosser. Rut "The
Susan Hayward, as his wife,
Saxonit Ciiarm"
not ona picture
for circuit.
children, Itnoris is lovelynamictoproducer.
look at and properly domestic, and
will
flo very iswell
the rural
difficult to judge its value for nahorhood houses, Audrey Totter is fine as the sophisticated gal
since tlie picture contains a lot of literary talk who loves the heel. \cat characterizations by
that may be, over the heads of the average
Chill Wills
fective cornedand
v. Harry Von Zell add some efmovie-goer and patrons expecting to see some
steamy romancing are going to be disappointed.
KXPLOITATION:
Play up Montgomery's

role as the .Mi-American "Heel." There are
four excellent star names to exploit and feminine patronage can Ik- lured by the story of a
fascinating scoundrel with "That Beguiling,
Heart-Breaking Saxon Charm"
he subplay which
written aRobert
Johnmits toPayne
brillianthasproducer
Montgomery.
Pr(jduction plans are begun, but first Payne
has to revise it — a process that goes on endlissly with numerous conferences, on Montgomery's yacht and on an impetuous trip to
Mexico City. In all this frantic confusion,
Payne completely neglects his wife, Susan Hayward, and she walks out on him. M(jntgomery"s girl,
Audrey
almost that
getsdeal.
a Hollywood contract,
but Totter,
he safxjtages
She
realizes that he doesn't want her to achieve
success without his help and she tells him off.
but good. Meanwhile his financial set-up is
falling apart and Payne gets an oflfer from
someb(xl\ else to produce his original script,
lie finally gets wise to his phoney friend, jKikes
h.m in the eye, accepts the offer and makes up
with his wife- But docs all this change Montb'usc. Abrams.
gomery? N'o, sir, he gries right on being a

'SEALED VERDICT' CONFUSED
MELODRAMA
HAS LITTLE B. O. VALUE
I's nanne value only
Rates • • ^ or less generally on Milland'
by doubts as to the guilt of a German general
con\iction
oi the man's
guilttheis truth
assailed
by
Paramount
for whom he has obtained a hanging verdict
dfiubts- Determined
to learn
before
82 minutes.
and his subsequent attempts to ferret out the
the man hangs, Milland questions Florence
Despite a sincere characterization by Marley, a Parisienne who came to Germany to
Kay Milland. l-'loreucr .Marly, Broderick Craw- truth.
Milland
as
the
prosecutor,
and
some
ardent
testify for the general. Convinced that she was
h'isdou.ford, John l\'id(/rly. I.ndung Donath, Elisabeth
portrayals by a few foreign members of the
sincere
in defending the German, Milland becast, there is an aura of artificiality about the
Ihrcclcd b\ I.ezcis Allen.
gins to doubt his own star witness, an emfiilm, which becomes even more pointed with
bittered victim of Nazi atrocities. His quest
the injection of Hollywood phoniness against
leads
him
to the German's mother, sheltered by
Producer Robert Fellows seems to have been the stark backgrounds of shattered German
a Hebrew teacher, Ludwig Donath. She procities.
One
contrivance
depicting
the
parents
trying to say something about a "better world"
tests her son's innocence and Milland is almost
convinced of having made a mistake. As he
in his production of "Sealed W'rdict", for of a murdered .American soldier taking over
which a number of actors were transported to his newborn child from the unmarried mother
considers asking for a reprieve, there is talk
Germany for on-the-spot filming in an attempt who shot him reaches heights of maudlin fakery.
of rebellion if the general does not hang. Marly,
at realism. Just what it is, however, has been A certain amount of suspense is generated by meanwhile, has learned that the old woman is
confusingly obscured by a story vaccillating be- the process of uncovering the true facts about
a fervent believer in Xazism and has destroyed
tween neo-documentary treatment, out-and-out
the doomed German general, and audience in- evidence proving her son's guilt. She attempts
preachment and fantastic plotting which tends
to tell Milland, but he rebuffs her, having
terest generally is held, but the confusion enlearned that she was suspected of being a
film's "message", its foreign
to negate
any value the
filma may"
have had force.
eith- flavor andgenderedain the
er as entertainment
or as
constructive
spotty pacing of the action is a collaborationist in her native France. He does
All of which means that most exhibitors will potent detriment to its boxoffice potential. A
discover, however, that the German is guilty
find this a boxofifice problem. Only the name
newcomer to American screens, Florence Marly,
not only of the accused atrocities, but of many
of Ray Milland entitles "Sealed Verdict" to a gaunt blonde who succeeds in looking starryothers after he foils the general's attempt at
the top dual bill spot, but it will require a eyed from time to time, is unimpressive in her
suicide in his cell to become a martyr "like
domestic debut.
strong supporting feature.
Goering." Milland and Marly are reconciled
Beginning with actual clips from the NurenRay Milland, a U. S. Army officer assigned to
and he promises to defend her when she reberg trials, the film swings into make-believe
prosecute German war criminals, has a Gerturns to France to stand trial for her suspected
about an .American Army prosecutor beset
collaboration.
Barn.
man general condemned to death, but ^lilland's

'AN INNOCENT AFFAIR' HACKNEYED
FARCE COMEDY
Rates • • -j- generally; weak -for action and rural houses
sopiiistication will not go over. There are some
I'nitcd
Artists (James Nasser)
laughable situations in this depiction of the
90
minutes
marital mores of well-heeled society folks,
Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll, Charles
invclving
Buddy Rogers as an innocent by"Buddy"
Rogers,
Rita Johnson, Louise Allhritton, Alan
Mowbray.
stander with more money than brains, who
Directed by Lloyd Bacon.
inadvertently sends Madeleine and Fred on the
road to Reno- But the story by Lou Breslow
This frivolous bit of comedy fluff is composed
and Joseph Hoffman offers little that is different
of pretty hackneyed stuff. The same old mistak- from the contents of dozens of prior comedies
en identities and romantic mix-ups are shuffled on the same theme. The fun that is extracted
around, embellished with highly polished sets
and some zesty dialogue, but it remains all too
familiar. There is some boxoffice value in
BOXOFFICE RATING
the return to the screen, after long absences, of
• Poor
• • Average
Madeleine Carroll and Charles "Buddy" Rogers.
It is nice to see her gracious charm again, and
• • • Good
Rogers shows little evidence of the years passed
• • • • Excellent
since he was a juvenile. Their names, plus that
that the
Please note vari-es for
of Fred MacMurray, should bring "An Innocent
rating often
Affair" slightly above average grosses in metdifferent types
ropolitan areas. It will be a weak attraction
of Theatres
for action and rural houses, where its phony

is attributable largely to the deft performances
of the capable cast and to director Lloyd Bacon's
sharp timing and swift pace.
Madeleine Carroll suspects husband Fred !MacMurray of doing a bit of cheating, but actually
the reason why he is spending so much time
with Louise Allbritton is that he is trying to
land her account for his advertising agency.
To make him jealous,, she hires an actor to
flirt with her in a restaurant. She gets her
wires crossed
flirtsto with
"Buddy"
Rogersto
instead.
Fred and
is wise
her trick
and goes
great lengths to encourage her flirtation- He
is dumbfounded when he discovers that "Buddy" is a multimillionaire tobacco ty coon. Getting
the cigarette account doesn't make him feel
any better. When. Madeleine's suspicions about
the other woman are confirmed, she is determinedly Reno-bound. But Louise resents all
this smoke and no fire and tells them all off.
So the Rita
coupleJohnson,
make up asandsecond
"Buddy"
Fred's
sister,
prize.winsYork.
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JOAN

LESLIE-JAMES CRAIG -JACK OAKIE in'NORTHWEST STAMPEOa
with CHILL WILLS-VICTOR KILIAN and The Dog,"FLAME"
in CINECOLOR
Executive Producer David Hersh • Produced and Directed by Albert S. Rogell • Story and Screenplay by Art Arthur and Lilli Hayvi
Suggested by Saturday Evening Post Article "Wild Horse Roundup" by Jean Muir • An EAGLE LION FILMS Producticf,

'THE LUCK Of THE rRISH' AMUSING FANTASY
Rates • • • — for better class houses; less elsewhere
never saw a pixy. It's definitely a picture to
Jl>lli L I'lihiry-I'o.v
gr(} s strongly in deluxe and class houses ; tnil
9" iiiiiiules.
aet:on-niiiided fans will not take as well to its
Tyrone Power, .-litnc Ha.virr, Cecil Kellazvay,
unusual flavor. And it's the sort of off -heat
l.ee J. Ctihli, James Todd, Jayiie Meadows, J- item
ihat calls for a specialized selling job,
M. Kerriyan, Phil Hro7i.'ii, Charles Irwin, Louihi'
kin
ise l.oriiner. 'Tim Ryan, Harry Aiilrim, Mariiiitiating.1 that the Fox publiciteers are already
(/arel Wells. John Coldsworthy, Dorothy Neiimaun, k'lilli Clifford, Doiu/las Gerrard, Tito
The witty scenario, fashioned hy I'hilii) Dunne
J^uol<i, Tom .S'lei'ensoii , Xorman l.eavitt, Shrank
froni the (iuy and Constance Jones novel, proMitchell. Pill Simniiley. Albert Morin, Hollis
Jewel , . Inn Prederiek, Uddie Parks. John Roy,
vides a "iiicssage" concealed in its whimsical
Clarihel Pres.\cl. Lee }hicGrefjor. Jimmy O'Pri- comedy and romance. It sets out to show how
en.
a man's jiolilical integrity can resist the degrading influence of money, with a notable assist
Pirecled hy I p-nry Kosler.
from a leprechaun an.l true love. The "mes.sage" is there
in such a
It sieni^ ti> 1)1' tlu' season for fantasy. The
palatable
manneralright,
as to t ut
be served
almost up
uiinoticeable.
\\\ unusual feature oflfers the Irish seque/ices
latest pur\eyor of free-stepping whimsy is an
Irish leprechaun, who scampers through the printed on green-tinted stock, giving it a misty,
unreal elTect.
serio-comic incidents of "The Luck of the IrCecil Kellaway, as the kprechaun, skips off
with all the acting honors. His role is the
ish." .\n(l it looks very much like 2()th CenturyFox has a likely contender for tin- hoxofiFice
funniest, oddest, drollest imaginable and he
polishes it off with the greatest of case. Tyrone
honors .t^arnered by "Sitlinfj Pretty." Director
Power and .Anne Baxter provide the marquee
Henry Koster has handled the fantasy with jnst
allure, as well as convincing performances.
the right touch, with no self-conscious "cutcJayne Meadows is capable as the other woman
ness", resulting in a picture of charm and wit and Lee J. Cobb does a standout job as the publishing tycoon. For the most part, the picture
t'l amuse even those unimaginative folk who
'FOR THE LOVE OF MARY' DURBIN FARCE IS A DUD
Rates • • on name draw; n. g. for action houses
of a switch-board ojicrator at the White House,
/ ni'\'rsal-hiiernatioua!
whose complicated love life comes to the at'■K) miiniles
tention of the President and cau.ses a preposterous turmoil that involves the Supreme Court, the
J)canna
Dnrhin,
pdnmnd
O'Prlen,
Don
Taylor,
Cabinet and all the big-wigs in Washington.
Jeffrey l^ynn, Ray CoTnis. Hugo Haas. Harry
Davenf^ort , Griff Panielt. Katherine .llexander , Intended as farce comedy, it turns out to be
James Todd, Morris Aiikntm. Prank Conroy. a mistake from beginning to end. The Durbin
draw will carry it in front-runs, but will knrxrk
Leon Belasco, Lou se Reavers, Raymond Greenit down in the subsequents. It is weak for
leaf. Charles Meredith, Adele RoiAand. Mary
action
houses..
Adams. Adrieune Mardeii. Beatrice Roberts.
Harry Cheshire. Donald Rantlol/^h. William
Deanna's singing afifords the picture's enGould.
joyable interludes. She does some grand warbDirected b\ Prederiek De Cordova
ling with such fine old tunes as "M(X)nlight
Bay" and "Kathleen" and renders an amusing
interpolation of the operatic aria, "Largo Al
Deanna Durbin gets mixed up in a WashingFactotum". Her trio of suitors are portrayed
ton merry-go-round that is neither funny nor
Edmund
Don
credible. Her legions of fans are in for a hy
Taylor,
with O'Brien.
the latterJeffrey
makingLynn
an and
especially
rude shock when they view her in this absurb
pleasing impression. The production values
are above-par, but director Frederick De Corar.tl tasteless vehicle provided by U-I. Miss
Durbin and all the performers strive valiantly, dov's efforts to induce a lively pace go for
but they are compelled to flounder through a naught because of the hopeless scriptEXPLOITATIOX : Play up the comedy
carpletely brainless batch of nonsense. It tells
'STATION WEST' WELL-MADE
Rates • • • in action houses; strong top
RKO Radio
92 Minutes
Dick Poiwll. Jane Greer, Ayncs Moorchead, Burl
Lfes, Tom Pow'ers, Gordon Oliver. Steve Brodie. Guinn Williams. Raymond Burr, Regis
Toomey.
Directed by .Sidney Lanfield.
A well-developed story, good performances,
tightly-knit direction, well mounted, though not
I'tvish, production and some adult dialogue combine to make "Station West" a strong bet for
the action houses and the upper dual bill slot
generally. .Although it has all the trappings of
the usual western, "Station West" is essentially a whodunit melodrama, with Dick Powell
again essaying his now familiar role of hardbf»iled investigator. He is supplied with an
abundance of the cynical dialogue which he has
learned to toss off with natural abandon, gives
and takes some hard licks in a number of
sequences that will make the action addicts
It

I) unces along with some very
but it should be noted that there
livery.
g\
epistjdes and also that many
lines are rendered inaudible by

nimble humor,
are srjme dragof Kellaway's
a mumbled de-

KXPLOIT.ATIOX: Sell leprechaun Kellaway as "the funniest thing in films since Babysitter fJclvederc- Power and Baxter are for
tlie marquee, their romance for the young set.
Tyrone Power, a foreign correspondent in
Ireland, stumbles across a si)ry, old gent (Kellaway) who turns out to be a king-size leprechaun
He swipes his pot of gold and gives it right
back to him, Then
winning
creature's
lasting
gratitude.
he the
bidsdroll
goodbye
to winsom
colleen Anne Baxter, who was his landlady,
and sails for X. Y., where he takes a job as
stooge for Lee J. Cf;bb, a phoney publisher and
senatorial aspirant- He also finds himself engaged to Cobb's daughter. Power hires a valet,
none other than the leprechaun. .Anne Baxter
is al.so visiting in X. \. and he takes her to a
r< wdy Irish wedding. The little man keeps
drinking his whisky, meddling in his private
affairs and needling his conscience. Finally
Power publicly renounces his boss and goes back
t . Ireland to find happiness with Miss Baxter
and his pixy playmate- Ahrams.

high lights that involve Deanna Durbin with
three handsome suitors in this "Washington
Merry-Go- Round", Stress the Durbin songs.
Deanna has broken her engagemtnt with
young lawyer Jeffrey Lynn. At her job as
switch-lx)ard
operator her
at the
W'hiteandHouse,
the
President overhears
troubles
arranges
fr.r Ivdmund O'Brien, a naval officer, to escort her to a party. She already has a date
with Don Taylor, who has been trying desperately for an audience with the President.
He owns a Pacific island, where he conducts a
marine laboratory. The Xavy has taken over
the island as a base. The three-way romance
becomes a national crisis with the President
playing Cupid and the Supreme Court members
trying to get her paired off with one of the boys.
.All three of them are in love with her, but
Ta\ lor is the one that clicks. He finally maneuvers the government into a spot by holding
out with his claim to the island, After hectic
negotiations,
he sells the island and wins Deanna.
York.

WHODUNIT
WITH WESTERN TRAPPINGS
dualler generally
palpitate. There is one brawl with Guinn
The Frank Fenton-W'inston Miller screenWilliams, a catch-as-catch-can alTair, that literplay, from Luke Short's novel, has Dick Powell,
ally shakes the screen with its pounding fury.
an army officer on special secret detail to
investigate
the murder of two soldiers escorting
It's not all blood-and-guts, however. There is
a goodly portion of romantic sparring between
a gold shipment, establishes contact with post
Powell and Jane Greer as his chief antagonist,
commandant Tom Powers and enigmatic Agnes
the ruthless, ravishing boss lady of the Western
Moorhead, then forthwith proceeds to make
frontier town, and more than a smattering of
himself
the town's most talked-about personage
suspense as Powell unravels a complicated plot
by picking a fight with Guinn Williams who
skein. Another touch that lifts it above the
had never been licked and giving him a beating.
run-of-the-mill is the balladeering of Burl Ives,
Proprietress
the town's
and
who makes his moments as a complacent hotel
boss
of all sheofsurveys,
Jane gambling
Greer hireshall
Powell
clerk count. Agnes Moorehead, Tom Powers,
to run the stage and on his first trip, the gold
Gordon Oliver and Raymond Burr, the last as
shipment is stolen and Regis Toomey, a Wells
a massive lawyer, whose bulk matches his
Fargo investigator, is murdered. Powell takes
cowardice, all contribute solidly in lesser roles.
up the hunt, which leads him to the discovery
Director Sidney Lanfield deserves a pat on
that Greer heads a gang planning to take over
the Army post where all the gold is stored,
the back for his fast-paced, well-rounded handusing stolen Army uniforms to efTect the coup.
ling of the principals and the plot. The photography maintains the high standard.
He sets fire to the building housing the uniforms,
EXPLOITATION: Play up Powell in breaks up the plot and returns to arrest Greer.
However, a bullet meant for him kills Greer
another of his tough guy roles ; feature the
and she dies in his arms- Barn.
male-vs. -female duel of wits and bullets.
FILM
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'MY DEAR SECRETARY' LIGHTWEIGHT COMEDY
Rates • •■ + as top dualler; less for acti on and rural houses
comedy and romantic business stemming from
I'nitcd
Artists (Harry PopkinJ
tlie central plot is half as entertaining as Keen94
minutes
a-.i Wynn. Wlietlier baking a cake, ironing a
l.araine Day, Kirk Doii(/!as. Keenan Wynn,
sh.lrt, or just kidding around, he's a \ery funny
Helen Walker, Rudy I'allee, Florence Bates,
and hisfor
efforts
keep Artists
Harry from
Popkin's
first
Alan- Mozi'hray, Grady Sutton, Irene Ryan, guy
production
United
sagging
v.hen the plot gets too thin. As the screwball
Gail Rohbins
I'irginiaStanley,
Hezi'itt,JoeAbe
Jody
Gilbert, Hclene
Kirk,Reynolds.
Russell
novelists, Kirk Douglas works hard in his first
Hicks. Gertrude As tor, Martin Lamontcjmedy role, while Laraine Day is capable and
Directed by Charles Martin.
easy on the eyes as his romantic vis-a-visFlorence Bates, Helen Walker, Alan Mowbray
Largely through tlie efforts of Keenan \\'ynn, and Rudy \^allee furnish competant support.
direction keeps the action moving at
"My Dear
Secretary"
be abills
livelyin aMartin's
snappy pace and he cleverly uses Wynn to
Comedy
to hold
the topmanages
spot on todual
most locations. It will not mean much for fill the gaps.
EXPLOITATION: Try an ad like this in
action and rural houses, however. The lightweight folderol concocted by author-director
your
local paper : "Wanted. Secretary to sucCharles Martin concerns the antics of an eccessful novelist. Must be as beautiful as Lacentric novelist who is very choosy in the raine Day and willing to work late hours. Apselection of his secretaries, until he meets one
ply to KirkDav Douglas
who is liis match.
But, none of tlie cornv
Laraine
goes to ata the
lecture givenTheatre."
by her

liero, Kirk Douglas, writer of best-selling novels.
She takes a job as his secretary and comes to regret it, for his apartment is a wacky merry-goround, with ex-secretaries htn-sting in to collect
tiieir belongings, bookmakers with tips, his
landlady demanding the rent and buddy Keenan
Wynn experimenting in the kitchen. And
Douglas doesn't do any work; instead of dictatir,g his new novel, he chases around with Jier
t I the races and to gambling casinos. She gets
enough of that, quits and goes back to her
f )rmer employer, Rudy Vallee. Douglas finds
her, turns on his charm and they elope. They
go to his mountain cabin, where he finishes his
novel. It is a flop. She writes one, and it's a
sensation.
Douglas
jealous
of her and
there is a scene
and isthey
separate.
They\'allee,
meet
again when she takes an apartment above his
and is dictating to a male secretary-. Douglas
bounces this character and takes the job himself. York.

'NIGHT WIND' JUVENILE DOG YARN
Rates • • as supporting feature for na borhoods and small towns
youngsters will have a lot of fun watching the
20fh Ccnury-Fo.v (IVurtzel)
dog hero foil the crooks. And the plot has
6S minutes
some widly implausible business about foreign
Charles Russell, I'irginia Christine. Gary Gray.
John Ridgely. James Burke, Konstanin Shayne, spys and rocket bombs that satisfy a juvenile
William Stelling. Guy Kingsford, Charles Fang, point of view. It also makes screen history by
Deanna Woodruff, Flame,
presenting the first flashback that shows what
Directed by James Tinling.
a dog is dreaming. The direction by James
Tinling fails to realize the action or humor
"Night Wind" is strictly a bid for the juven- ai)parently called for in the script by Arnold
ile trade. Paired with a comedy or musical
Belgard and Robert North to alleviate the teartopper, it will just get by in naborhoods and jerking aspects. Gary Gray is very good in the
small towns. It's a low-budgeter, with Sol juvenile role and Charles Russell and Virginia
Wurtzel neatly cutting corners to fabricate this Christine are acceptable as the parents. "Flame",
yarn about a war-dog and his young master.
ti'.e handsome police dog is a superbly trained
For adults it has some yawny passages, but the aiiimal.

Gary Gray. The lad's step-father, Charles
Russell, is an engineer at a nearby rocket plant.
The dog viciously attacks three mysterious
ciiaracters who are supposedly duck hunting. He
eventually kills two of them and is after the
third, whom he recognizes as the man who had
murdered his former master overseas. By this
time the sheriff tracks down the killer and
"Flame" is impounded awaiting execution, despite Gary's tearful ])rotests. The dog gets
away and there is a big show-down battle that
exposes the stranger as a spy and Russell wins
Gary's respect and admiration. Daz\

'BODYGUARD' ROUTINE COPS-AND-ROBBERS
MELLER
Rates • • -|- or better for action houses; OK as supporting dualler elsewhere
action mellers, and also, the editing leaves
RKO
62 minutes
some abrupt gaps in the continuity. The role
Laurence Tierncy. Friscilla Lane. Philip Reed. of the tough guy ex-cop who slugs his way
June Clayworth, Elisabeth Risdon. Steve Brodie.
through these crooked complications is a naFrank Fenton, Charles Cane.
tural for Lawrence Tierney and provides some
Directed by Richard O. Fleischer
boxoffice attraction. Priscilla Lane is his loyal
girlfriend and partner in crime-fighting. Others
This Sid Rogell production should satisfy are adequate in standard roles. The photography
patrons of sock-and-slug dramatics. It will an 1 production details are satisfactory for its
attract good grosses in action houses and routine demands. Much of the action takes
adequately fill the lower slot of double bills place in a meat rendering plant, certainly an
elsewhere. Out of this category, there isn't unusual locale.
much to commend it. A slipshod script by Fred
EXPLOITATION : Play up Tierney as the
Niblo, Jr. and Harry Essex provides the fam- screen's Tough Gu\- in another role of death
iliar ingredients of blackmail, murder and vio- and violence.
lence- However, the proceedings are somewhat
plain-clotlie.s'iuan Lawrence Tierncy
confusing to follow, even for fans of these getsPolice
bounced from his job for being too handy

with his fists. He takes a job as a bodyguard
for Elizabeth Risdon, the owner of a meatpacking plant, at the request of her nephew,
Philip Reed. Slugged, Tierney comes to in the
company of a corpse, a murdered police ofifijcer.
W'ith the cops hot on his trail for the murder,
!ie does some rough-and-ready sleuthing, aided
by girlfriend Pricilla Lane. He locates a record
of the accidental death of a government inspector at the plant and turns up evidence that
proves it was murder. Priscilla does some
snooping on her own and overhears Reed admit
the crimes and helplessly watches him kill his
assistant in cold blood. Reed discovers her
and is about to perform another slaughter,
when Tierney arrives to subdue the killer in a
savage brawl. York.

"Flame, an ex-paratrooper of valiant war
record, is the constant companion of young

'DESIGN
Rat es

FOR DEATH' INTERESTING DOCUMENTARY
OF JAP ROLE IN WAR
— as supporting dualler
with the contemporary material, are sequences
ihe (iminous words . . . "There are those who
RKO
taken from Japanese historical movies which
48 minutes
say
that
World
War
III
is
inevitable"
.
•
.
and
siiow a pageant of the ancient Samurai. The
proceeds to demonstrate how the Japanese war
Produced by Thcron ]Varth and Richard O. machine came into being. A deliberate and
picture traces the history of the Japanese nation,
Fleischer.
thoughtful presentation, it will disappoint senas far back as 1200 A.D. as the military "big
sation-seekers expecting lurid, gruesome details.
Xarratcd hy Kent .Smith and Hans Conreidshots" took control of the country and brutally
The narration by Theodor and Helen Geisel
oppressed
the
They theprevented
assimilation
of "little
foreign guys".
ideas, until
coming
is extremely well written in comprehensible
language and is spoken by Kent Smith and Hans
of Admiral Perry. Then they twisted the peace"Design For Death" is a brief documentary
assembled from confiscated Japanese films and Conreid. Tlie latter sounds off in a hysterical
ful Shinto religion into a fanatical State creed
its 48 miiuites of running makes it suitable for Japanese accent that is very effective. The
and set about building a modern war machine.
dualling with a big musical film or comedy.
Beneath the quaint, cherry-blossum charm of the
editing by Elmo Williams and Marston Fay inSince public interest has by now deviated from
cludes alot of animation and special effects and
Japanese
blind fanaticthe Japanese situation, the boxofifice value of is well integrated.
ism- Thepeople
rest iswaswella perverted,
known in modern
times
this film will be limited, although it does warThe footage is very interesting, especially the
and
is
presented
in
a
graphic
fashion
that
forrant exploitation as a valuable document in the
mulates the theme of democratic education to
bombing of Pearl Harbor, phoarchives of World War II. It leads off with shots of the
prevent another such occurrence. Dav.
tographed from the air by the Japs- Interspersed
SEPTEMBER

13. 1948
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-IN THIS CORNER' OK RING YARN FOR ACTION HOUSES
Rates • • + as dualler generally; better for action spots
Some fine photography puts a convincing wall(/p in the ring sequences and the big scene
Ha(/lc
rt.i III in Lion
II /es. I. Ire I'roiliiclions)
v/here the pug takes a terrific beating, fighting
Scott Brady, Anabcl Shmv, Jimmy Millicmi.
with only one arm, is an exciting high-spot.
Scott Brady, who made a strong impression in
Johnny IndriBrown,
D.
Charles
Mcadc,
Mary
sano, Robert Bice.
"Canon
City,"
pug ; he's
greatnatural.
actor,
Directed hv Charles P. Kiesner.
but in this
roleisisthe
suitably
ruggedno and
Routine performances are contributed by Anabel
Shaw as the girl-friend, Charles firown as his
"In This C')rner" is a typical fifihi picture,
trainer
with one iicjvcl angle. It is well seasoned with
moter. and James Millican as the crooked prothunii)in!; action for patrons looking for rough
IvXPI.OITATIOX : Plug the novel story
and tougli entertainment- Actif)n houses will
find it a bctter-than-average grosser, while it angle and the realistic fight scenes- Catchline :
fills the reciuirements for the second half of "They Made Him A Killer — In His Mind!"
double bills in other theatres. The unusual
While in the Navy, Scott Brady had accidentally killed a man and suffered a functional
twist ill the story by Rurk Symon and Fred
Niblo. Jr. is about an cx-navy fighter who de- neurosis that paralyzed his right arm. A stay
ill a Navy hospital cured him and also gave
ve'ops a psychosomatic paralysis of his arm
because he thinks he killed bis sparring partner. him training as a boxer. He goes on to be'BEHIND
Rates • •

LOCKED DOORS'
as dualler

ABOVE

PAR

ACTION

come a sensation as a pro fighter. When crooked promoter, James Millican, asks him to throw
a fight, he is furious and breaks his cmitract.
So Millican pulls a dirty deal by hiring a
punchy fighter X<> let himself l)e knocked cold in
sparring practice. Just before the big fight,
Brady gets a wire saying that the man had died
of the injury. Afraid to use his right arm,
Brady takes a beating. Although he is completely discouraged, he arranges for a return
bout to earn money for the supposedly dead
man's family. He is on the way to another defeat, when his girl-friend, Anafx'l Shaw and
his trainer, Charles Brown, locate the missing
pug ringside
in Millican's
hide-out.
the
and, sure
enough,They
when rush
Bradyhimgetsto
a glimpse at him, he rises from the canvas and
uncorks a terrific right cross that floors his
oppfjnent. York.

MELLER

sinister sanitarium seems pretty authentic- It's
a nice place, when the patietits don't behave,
they are tossed into a padded cell with a fears(jme, insane ex-pug. This character, unlisted
in the credits, is a mighty scary invididual.
The private detective is convincingly portrayed
b\' Richard Carlson and Lucille Bremer is the
attractive newspaper gal. Dfjuglas Fowley,
Ralf Harolde and Tom Brown Henry also turn
i?i good performances under Oscar Boetticher's
direction.
EXPLOITATION : Sell the weird characters
in the sanitarium. Feature the insane ex-pug
as the screen's most fearsome character since
Frankenstein's Monster.
Carlson gets his first job as a private detective, when Lucille Bremer tips him off that

a certain judge, wanted by the pfjiice, is hiding
in a mental sanitarium. Posing as her husband
with manic-depressive tendencies, he is committed as a patient to the sanitarium. There he
finds quite a sinister bunch in charge, a suave
doctf)r and a brutal, sadistic attendant. He
snoops around looking for the judge and finally
sees him when a fire-bug starts a fire in the lockup section. Before he can communicate his discovery to Miss Bremer, the gang spf»ts him and
he is tossed into the cell with the crazy
pugilist, where he takes a terrific beating. She
breaks in, armed with a gun, and rescues him
just in time. The maniac gets loose and runs
amok, strangling his captors, until the police
arrive to halt the carnage. And with that settled, the husband and wife act looks like a
r>ermanent routine. Abrams.

THE
STORM' andENGROSSING
YARN
in naborhoods
action houses; goodCRIME
dualler elsewhere
lad who succumbs to the lure of easy money and
Republic
winds up behind the eight-ball. Lois Collier
61 minutes.
as his sweetheart is also very good and Richard
James Lydon, Lois Collier, Marc Lazirencc,
Richard Travis, Robert Emmett Keane, Helen
Travis, as the detective, and Marc Lawrence,
Wallace, Harry Hayden, Roy Barcroft, Charles
a? a gangster, head the first-rate supporting
I^ane, Iris Adrian, Byron Poulger, Claire DnButler turned out a neatly conBrey, Snioki Whitfield, Charlie Sullixwi, Re.v cast. John
structed plot and credible characters, and the
Lease, Edgar Bearing.
direction by R- G. Springsteen w-raps it all up
Directed by R. G- S fringsteen.
in brisk fashion. The picture is more than satisfactory fare for naborhoods and action houses,
This one shapes up as one of the most grati- although its weak title and lack of name power
fying crime stories of recent months, again will hold down grosses. However, it has strong
demonstrating that a modest budget doesn't exploitation values in the story.
necessarily restrict quality. It has more enterEXPLOITATION : Sell the "easy money"
"crime does not pay" angles.
tainment value than many a costlier "A" pic- andJames
Lydon is discouraged with his job as
ture. A neat twist on the old, reliable "crimedoesn't-pay" formula, "Out of the Storm" suc- a payroll clerk in a ship-building plant and, on
ceeds in maintaining interest throughout. James his measly salary, feels that he can't marry his
Lydon turns in a sensitive performance as the sweetheart, Lois Collier. He is in the office

when crooks enter, kill the guard and make off
with the payroll. But they overlook part of
the loot — $100,000 — and he pulls a fast one
and appropriates the money. He hides it in a
music box and mails it to his mother. When
he tells his girl about it, she is shocked, but
sticks with him. Lydon, however, is on a spot ;
he can't spend the money without attracting
cf>mment and there are two men on his trail —
the gangster that wants the rest of his loot and
the insurance detective who suspects the lad.
To recover the box he has to break into a
jewelry store, where it had been sent for repair.
The police nab him and then let him go. but
the gangster finally catches up with him. There
is a desperate struggle and the thug is knocked
cold. Lydon frantically prepares to go on the
lam, but his girl persuades him to turn in the
money and give himself up- Abrams.

'URUBU' EXPLOITABLE DUALLER FOR GRIND HOUSES
Rates • • -|- as supporting dualler for action houses
It was photographed without sound with a
United Artists (World Adventure Films)
narration by Coplen in standard travelog style.
65 minutes
Produced and directed by George Breakston
EXPLOITATION : Ballyhoo "Thrilling
Adventures With Jungle Monsters And Savage
and Yorke Coplen with an all native cast.
Tribes". Ushers wearing pith helmets and
prominent
The catchline : "Filmed in the Steaming will
help. display of the eye-catching stills
Jungles of the Matto Gros.so" is the tip-off
From the way it starts, this seems to be an,
on the exploitable nature of this tropical novelauthentic travel documentary, as George Breakty.
"Urubu",
if
properly
sea.soned
with
ballyhoo, makes a suitable dual bill filler for action
ston and Yorke Coplen, those two "intrepid
houses. With a full complement of bareexplorers", start up the Rio Gurupi and into
breasted native gals, wierd jungle monsters and the dreaded Matto Grosso jungle. There are
savage encounters with the "Vulture People", interesting shots of strange animals - boa conthere is enough lurid hokum to satisfy sensation
strictors, ant-eaters, lizards, jaguars and manseekers who patronize these jungle thrillers. eating fish. But it soon piles up the usual far-

fetched jungie ingredients staged with obvious
hokum. They are searching for Col. James
Fawcett, an explorer missing for twenty-five
years. They meet up w'ith a white doctor who
is a chieftain among the savage Indians. He
helps them search for Fawcett. They witness,
a primitive war dance. They battle crocodiles,
blood-thirsty panthers and piranhas. They rescue a white girl from the clutches of the
LVubus. They knock off the savages by the
dozen, while dodging their poison darts. They
kill a savage, whose white skin suggests that
he may or may not be Col. Fawcett. And all the
v.hile their invisible cameraman keeps grinding
away. York.

liacjle Lion I. Ire Productions)
61 minutes
Lucille Bremer, Richard Carlson, Douglas Poivley, Rolf Harold, Tom Brown Henry, Herbert
Heyes.
Directed by Oscar Boettieher.
.Some very exciting goings-on inside a private
mental hospital provide the thrills and chills
for this action meller. It's a neatly constructed
job, with acting and directing chores above-par.
Produced by Eugene I.ing on a moderate budpet, the picture whips up the right amount of
thrills and suspense to sustain audience interest
on a double hill and the unusual bug-house
background supplies an exploitable kick. The
story, as scripted by Ling and Malvin Wald,
tells about a private eye who risks his neck

for a pretty girl, but the atmosphere of this
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YOUTH MONTH —
Saluting Young America
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EXPLOITATION

BABE
His

Slnry

PICTURE

BUTH
Has

'\ \u' nioiiK-nt the- naiiii"Bal)c Kiilir* WHS penned l<» lilt" af;it'«Mii('iit
perinillini; Allied Arl
ists to make a pictiir.
of his career, one ol tlx
most natural exploihition pictures of all iiinc
was horn. His real-life
story was so crainnied
with thrills, with ■excitement, with laujihs.
with heart-warniin<i incident, with tears and
w i t h crowd - roarinfi

Huiimr,

II-: BABE

cheers
just vehicle.
couldn't
miss as — a itfilm
Producer Roy Del Ruth, however,
was taking no chances. He assigned the
Bahe's official hiographer. Boh Considine and George Callahan to do the
screenplay, handpicked a sterling cast
headed hy William Bendix, Claire Trevor and Charles Bickford, and utilized
all ihe resources of the studio and outside locations to make a film to measure
up to its towering potential.
Then, after the film was in the ?an,
AA president Steve Broidy and I.ou I.ifton's promotion staff , socked their greatest elTort into a hallyhoo campaign ihat
made history not only for Allied Artists
hut for the entire industry. Backed hy
a promotion hudget that had never even
heen approached hy the company, ihev
sold the picture. They sold it in national magazines, in newspapers, over
the radio, in a record-hreaking series
tie-ups that involved $4,000,000 and 26
major jjroducts or services. Thev sold
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-NATUBAL!
Tears,
ThriUs
it in hall park^< and in
chur<lies: in hookstorcaiifl in toy stores until
])ractically every aduil
and chihl in the country knew that the liie
of liahe Kuth would

screen. to their theatre's
come
But two assists ihev
ha«ln t counted on overshadowed even these
herculean efforts. One
and THE KID
was a madly accelerated
is a f^roinisr
interest
in the game
which made Ruth great
and ior which th«' Bahe returned ihe
compliment. A red hot pennant race
in hoth major leagues had the entire
country talking hasehall and any picture that had to do with hasehall leil
right int«) the gravy. The second fa( tor
was the tragic death of the helovd
Bahe. Not since the death :)f President
Roosevelt, and very lew hefon' that, had
any American received such ■?ulogies in
ihe nation's press and radio. Thur the
iainentahle climax to th<' Bahe s dramatic life hecame an unwitting aid to the
film s flrawing power.
The showman owes it to his audience
and to himself to tell his patrons that
"The Bahe Ruth Story" is more than a
hiography of a hasehall great. More
than that, it is the story of a "good
guy."'
virtues, and
his
intensewith
love his
for faults
kids, and
his defeats
his triumphs on and off the diamond,
his great good humor, and finally, his
death struggle with the cancer that was
to end his life.

iwArifj
tfo/l_
_Of nr4£
4uLTA/i

NEWSPAPER PLANTS
Till- i)reh> liook (»ffcrs u wealth of iiiuleriul for
ncwspapfr planliii^: fcciie matt-, cartooiifc 'fet-e
al)(»v»?. :{-i'oluiiiri mat I. bhols of the lij\t:- aii<J
ItiMidix aruJ two holid pageh of material ebpec^ally
HuituMi- for sporl>« jtajic-.
TIE-UPS
The St. 000.000 t!e-up- cairipaign is easily adaptahlc
for local
hall (>aiiii'
make>plufic'ii;:.
a so<'k ui The
idow Bahe
d splayRulh
and Baselocal
mcri'hant^ can he assured of eye and sales appeal
hy th • :il ractive d.>phi\ fe;ilur!n(! st'lls from the
piclinr and a hhiw-iip of Hiilli and Bend \ playInL' I'll- came. Tin l>i>i)k. Ion -liouid he- fealured.

CONTESTS & PRIZES
Exceptional opportunities for attention-pulling
contests and some uniipie prizes for the kids are
offered in the press hor)k. The contests are naturals for can
sportshe pages.
in(-!uding
quizzes,
whileto
school.s
contacted
for essays,
awards
promising athletes, etc.
.Among the special prizes availahle at small
(-ost are "The Bahe Ruth Junior Baseball
Champs" halt lahovei. minature hasehall bats,
exact repl'cas of the Louisville Slugger used by
Ruth, and other attractive giveaway.-.
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(( illiiim Her.dix. (is Ihibe Ruth, nets spt to knock the ball out of the park, in this case, the Yankee Stadium. The scene was actually filmed at "The House
That
and itcrowd
is reported
baggerRuth
as a Built."
wondering
looked byon. Allied Artists' publicists thfit Hendix. tcho at one time toted bats for the Bambino, actually did smack a fourThe effervescent Bambino gets right into the chorus line
in this night club sequence. At right is the girl he Hants
and gets ns his wife, as portrayed by Claire Trevor.

ThK

BABE

BUTH

STDBY

1 ho siorv of tlu" iinnioital BaI»o Ruth is such a ful?(ini > and roloi'ul tale that even Hollywood had to tone
it down for fear it niijjht not he helievahle. It was such
a natural for the movies, that the Bahe was kejit husy
tlirouiihout ihe years turnin<f down ofTer after offer ;o
eons(Mil to a film of his amazing career. Finally, Allierl
Artists president Steve Broidy and producer Roy Del
Ruth persuaded the heloved Bamhino to give his approval and went ahead without delay and with all the
resources at their conunand to complete the film hefore
Ruth finallv succumbed to the malignancy that had heen
clutching at his throat.
\\ ith the caj)al)le William Bendix as the Bahe and
a stellar lineup headed hy Claire Trevor as the talented,
underslandinii and faithful chorine whom he married at
the start of his unparalleled career: Charles Bickford as
Brother Matthias of the Xaverian Order, who took the
Bahe oft the streets of Baltimore and counseled him
through his life; Sam Levene as Ruth's newspapennan
pal; William Frawley as Jack Dunn, manager of the
Baltimore Orioles; Gertrude Neisen as a night club
singer, and right on down the line, including hasehall
greats, Allied Artists has executed a ti iple play — humor,
and excitement. "The Bahe Ruth Story" stands
pathos
as a monument to a great American. It is a movie that
family.
will provide entertainment for every member of ihe

EXHIBITORS
Opinions

duffed from

CLEARANCE
CAPERS
AUivd ITO of lowa-Ncbrasha
At tlic Red Oak, Iowa Regional where 34
Sonihwcst Jowa exhibitors gathered, two resohitioiis were adopted — 1. Urged every member
in use extreme caution before buying and showing the RKO picture ' Good S:im" because the
Salvation Army is ridicu'.ed antl the Protestant
Church is shown in a bad light in the picture.
Scenes lowering tiic dignity of the clergy, and
a deacon of the church becom'ii'.^ intoxicated
are sl-i0wn...2. Ftelng there is a definite attempt to set up illegal clearances by print shortages, the group asked that a tliorough investigation be nride of the print situation in both
the Des Mo'nes and Oniuha branches. Resolution states print shortages not only force illegal
clearances but also rcult in danger from too
many runs on each print. Asks that this matter be ccnsidered by the Board and suggests
that if this print siioitage continues, it be
brought to the attention of the proper authorities, legal and public safety.
To this illegal clearance through print shortage matter, we w< uld like to add and again
emphasize here that illegal clearance according
to the Supreme Court Decision is also being
attempted through "availability-by-price and or
percentages",
of allmatters
sales policies. We havetheno most
doubtvicious
that these
will
be corrected in due time, as they are brought
to the attention of the proper Federal Court
official,^.
It is one thing, and a vvortliy tiling indeed,
to encourage the smaller film companies to
make better pictures by buying at reasonable
prices and showing their better pictures. But
it is something else again to go hook, line and
s'nker 40%
for percentage
of any
let aloneisthe
35%,
and 50% we
hear kind,
Monogram
to
ask for "Babe Ruth Story", and Eagle Lion
for "Northwest Stampede". This "something
else again" is plain, downright silly, because you
don't have to pay any company percentage today
and because you can't make a thin dime from
percentage without cheating. It is also unfair
because it's more than you would pay a major
like Metro for a top picture without screaming
you'd been robbed. And finally, it closes your
door to the little company for a long time because of the precedent a single percentage picture sets up. And don't let anybody kid you,
it takes years to get away from a single picb.ooks. ture precedent, once it is on the distributor's
Of all the curses of th^s business, percentage
pictures are the worst, and no small exhibitor in
his right mind will go for a percentage deal, no
matter what the p-'cture. If he makes a profit,
he must cheat, and that can only result in disaster, either financial or behind b^.rs. Exhibitors are being investigated in Illinois now for
fraudulent percentage returns.
Forcing sales of one or more pictures with
other pictures is expressly forbidden by the SuCourt Decision. This' means that the
exhibitorpremecan
buy and play any picture or pictures he wants without taking any other picture
or pictures that he does not want. It is as plain
and simple as that. And yet, we find in this
territory, salesmen and managers attempting to
force the sale of unwanted pictures. Several
specific cases were recently reported in our
Weekly Caravan Letter, and a warning was
is.sued that this practice must stop. And stor) it
must; we are sending specific cases to the Federal Court through the Department of Justice
—now. There will be no half-hearted compliance with the decision on the part of the distributors here, we will see to that. And if
II

FURUM

Organization iBuffeL
cny salesman or manager feels that he can get
away with dealings like that, he will soon
enough find out whether his big-shot bosses in
New York or he himself will be behind Federal
bars.
FLEXIBLE RULES
Associated ilwatrc On tirrs of Ind ana
We can't understantl how distributors who
er. ployed the sliding scale method of selling can
so (|uickly forget the arguments they advanced
why this system was tiie fairest way to sell pictures. While the sliding scale became a device to secure higher percentage terms than had
ever been asked before it was argued that in the
event a picture did not do top business the exhibitor had protection in a deal that might call
for as little as 25%. This sounded good because with a certain fixed overhead an exhibitor
could not afford to pay more than a minimimi
percentage on lower grossing pictures aiul still
realize some profit.
Today that theatre overhead is as great or
greater than ever. There is no reason that
the exhibitor still does not need the same protection of a low percentage if a picture falls
below a given control figure. And the fact
that perha£)s three pictures now drop into that
category for every one picture that formerly
did does not lessen the need for that protection.
However, now that top grosses are a little
harder to attain some of the champions of sliding scale are reaely to discard it or at least revise the scale downward. It was a wonderful
plan as long as it was all to the distributor's
advantage— when it looks as though it might be
working to the exhibitor's benefit it is not so
hot. As the sales manager of one company recently said, "Sliding scale was all right when
excei
grossesof deals
were now
attainable.
We don't
want tional
those kinds
that business
has
Film companies
claim their flat rentals are
levelled
off."
predicted on the grosses attained by the pictures
in which they share. So if your control figures
arc revised downward be sure that the same
treatment is applied to all your flat rental
groups.
LAZY

SALES

Allied Rocky Mt. Independent Theatres
Every time you pick up a trade paper you
.^■te where some home office distributor is shouting about the need for mere revenue for his
company.
We suggest that the "big shots" stop sounding
of¥ in print and start stirring up their local
branch offices.
A lot of business is lost to a lot of companies
through the downright laziness of its sales organization inthe field.
There are many theatre accounts in this termonths. ritory that just plain haven't been solicited for
There are too many branch managers who
ha^-en't been over the territory for years.
The distributors' attitude has been "if the
exhibitor wants our product, he'll come to us."
As a result, some exhibitors have remained
unsold possibilities for a long time.
An independent exhibitor has a lot of other
things to do besides going to Film Row to buy
film. iHe has to run his theatre, write his own
ads, purchase his supplies, hire his help, stay
un late at night greeting his patrons, and a lot
of times he takes his tickets and cleans his own
theatre— and he has to do all these things and
a hundred others every day of the week.
It's the distributor's job to go out
.sell
film— and to keep calling until that film and
is sold.

A WORD

OF

WARNING

Before signing for these 40 and 50%
"SUPERS," particularly: BEANDINGS,
GOfJD SAMS, and PARADINES, we
suggest that you stop and reason with
\ourself. First of all you knew that it is
impossible to live with such a deal. Secondly, is it good business to give a distributor who gives you one or two pictures
aBlvR.
year THERE
40 and SO"'AREfor OTHERS.
pictures. REMEMMaurice J. Artigues
Gulf States Allied
If the sales executives would only get their
s'l'e^ organizations to concentrate on a little oldfr>hioned salesmanship,
get anow.
lot better
representation
than they they'd
are getting
UNFAIR COMPETITION
Asso- iated Theatre Oicners of huliana
From time to time our attention is called to
the presentation of films or other purely commercial entertainment in schejols, universities
and other public institutions. The statutes perta'ning to such buildings which are constructed
from public funds and exempt from real estate
taxes contemplate that these buildings shall be
Used for cultural, educational and similar public
purposes. If iniblic buildings are permitted to
he used for commercial purposes and private
gain such use is improper and an abuse of the
authority vested in the managers of the building.
In ascertaining whether rental of public buildings is for the general public welfare it seems
to us three factors are involved. First, is the
u.>e ff)r the general public benefit — educational,
cultural, etc. f Seconel. eloes such use result in
the gain and profit of private individuals or
organizations? Third, are regular private facilities available for such use or is some individual or group being subsidized by being granted the use of a public buileling for commercial
purposes in competition with similar private
enterprises ?
We feel that most of this type of theatrical
competition is the result of the responsible authorities not giving sufficient consideration to
the facts of the matter. If they are asked to
consider the theatre man's viewpoint we believe
tliat in most cases they would see that it is
unjust and morally wrong for private business,
which paid taxes to construct such a building,
should be forced to face competition from that
very building that continues to be supported by
the taxes they contribute. This, of course, is
true
regardlessmight
of what
\ ate business
be. the nature of the priGIMMICKS
Allied Theatre Owners of Gulf States
As a result of recent efforts on the part of
manj- exhibitors in this territory to combat the
h'gh been
percentage
we office)
note (in
deals
have
reporteddeals,
to this
wherefact,
in order
t ) sell some of these high priced pictures, particularly "Blanding" and "iParadine", unwritten
promises have been made — in other words using
g'mmicks. For the life of me, I cannot underst£.nd why SRO will not write up their contr?cts as they should be. Why should the contract read one way with side agreements the
other? If SRO agrees to accept a rental on the
basis of a sliding scale, why not make the ontract as such? Certainly we know of no reason
other than to mislead some other exhibitors
that this condition should prevail. We still
contend that this is a bad practice and we
strongly urge that you see that all agreements
are placed in writing. If they do not trust you
on a sliding scale, should you trust them and
obligate yourselves to them in the event that
the the
picture
does not justify the terms written
ii.
contract.
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- musicals scheduled. This unit, organized about
COLUMBIA
eight months ago. is still hunting for other indie
producers to join the ranks.
29 FEATURES SLATED BY
Only picture working now is Walter Wanger's
"Reign of Terror" ( Robert Cummings-Arlejie
Dahl). This
is the only
secondoneofmore
the \\"anger
DEC. 1st, MOSTLY QUICKIES
ductions and leaves
to go on prohis
deal with E-L. This deal, for which so much
W^ITH THE END of the summer, Columwas predicted by both Wanger and E-L soured
" bia spokesmen reveal that the studio is Vihen disagreement came over production costs
heading into a "big production spurt" with and budgets. The prodigal Mr. Wanger is actwenty-nine features scheduled to be made bethe lavish hand and Eagle-Lion
tween now and December 1. The majority of execs, evencustomed towith
an enlightened attitude on
tliis list will be in the western and series de- spending money, found the pace too fast.
partments, with the emphasis on low budgets.
The only "big" picture definitely scheduled for
an early start is "Jolson Sings Again." sequel to
"The Jolson Story." Columbia just paid out
S100,000
film recording
'rights on some
31 old
and
Jolson is for
already
of tunes
the songs.
Harry Cohn has not yet called a complete
truce with Larry Parks, so no official casting
has been announced- It would be folly to undertake this film without Parks, so it is safe to
look for a fast play from the Cohn office to
get Parks back to work. With all the difficulty
this actor has had with Cohn, he probably would
prefer not to make this or any picture at Columbia. But the court ruling on their recent legal
battle may be inescapable.
Humphrey Bogart is not kidding about his
desire to get his indie unit rolling on a full
time scale. With "Knock On Any Door," starring himself, still in production, the actor-producer has set his next film for a December 1
start. Robert Lord will again produce, Bogart
will again star and this time the piece is called
Bogart
is hunting
director and
a"Tokyo
femme Joe."
star for
his second
indiea ventureThree films are in production on this lot.
Bogart's "Knock On Any Door" and a new
starter, "Rough Sketch" (Jennifer Jones-John
Garfield), which is an Horizon Production (John
Huston- Sam Spiegel) are independent ventures.
Columbia's only one is "Mr. Soft Touch" (Glenn
Ford-Evelyn Keyes) which is about to wind up.
EAGLE

E-L'S STEADY

- LION

PROGRESS

EAGLE LION'S KRIM
Businesslike Guidance to Progress

METRO-SOLDWYN-MAYER
SCHARY'S
MODIFY

TASK IS TO
METRO

TRADITION

'pHE FIRST
influence" becameSIGN
evident oflastthe
week"Scliary
when Louis
B. Mayer announced "The Intruder" as the first
DUE TO KRIM'S GUIDANCE
of ten "progressive" pictures to be made under
Schary's supervision for the Metro release
'pHIS IS ONE of the few studios where it schedule. The initialer is a yarn about a young
is safe to ask "How's business?" You not boy who saves a negro from a lynching. Claude
only get an honest answer, you get a cheerful
favorite Schary vein was part of the bait fhat
one. "We're doing ok. We're in the black!"
lured him to Metro. Metro can use a bit of
And that's really news in these days of HollyJarman has been given the role of the boy.
wood's self -induced depression- And much of Clarence Brown will produce and directthe credit is due the businesslike guidance
of
president Arthur B. Krim. Under his superApparently, this agreement for ten films in the
vision, the E-L studio has been showing constant
the Schary approach and, at the same time, it
progress, while keeping costs within bounds.
is a safe bet that Metro protocol and tradition
And its product has been just what the vast will restrain Schary from going too far away
majority of exhibitors want — fast, punchy, from the basic Metro theory that boxoffice and
exploitable.
entertainment are the first requirements of any
The expanded program for Equity Producfilm. We just hope that the new production
tions mentioned in SIZEUPS last issue is now
boss doesn't allow himself to get too wrapped
set and President Harry H. Thomas has an- up in that tradition, because it had gone stale.
nounced that the company will spend $3,000,000
There are those on the lot, and some recently
on twelve films during the next ten months.
washed out, who shake their heads ominously
These films will be made by four producing
and predict that this "radical" change will have
units incorporated in Equity, namely. Vinson
Productions, Marshall Grant Productions, Or- serious
consequences
Metro."
most of
of
this criticism
is tingedforwith
the But
bitterness
bit and Jerry Thomasmen
whose
talents
and
imagination
have
grown
Arthur Dreifuss, executive producer and di- creaky, and who fear the changes that Schary
rector of Vinson Productions, will start the may bring.
production march on September 20 when he
A\ Lichtman leaves here next March. He
rolls aGloria
musicalJean
tagged
"An Old-Fashioned Girl,"
with
starred.
follows Sam Katz, another member of the
He has three other
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of Film

Production

M-G-M executive board, who exited a couple of
weeks ago. Katz is reported to have received
SI. 000,000 in settlement of his contract. No announcement has been made in reference to Lichtnian's deal.
Studio toppers Louis B. Mayer, Dore Scha-ry
and Eddie Mannix huddled last week with Sales
Chief William F- Rodgers on the program for
tlie coming year. No official facts are available as yet, but it is estimated the studio will
tab about 30 films for production and the emphasis for the whole program will be on variety.
Metro is aiming to appeal to all classes of moviegoers from now on.
One of the program plans definitely set is the
increase in Technicolor films. With assurance
from the Technicolor people that they will be
able to handle almost twice the film they have
up to now, Metro has set its goal to once again
lead the field in tint films. Three films now in
production are all in color and there are six
more scheduled to come.
First of the new sextet will be "Secret Garden" (Margaret O'Brien-Dean Stockwell) "Annie Get Your Gun," (Judy Garland), "Greyfriar's Bobby," (Lassie) "Neptune's Daughter" (Esther Williams-Red Skelton) and Joe
Pasternak's "Shop Around The Corner" and
"It's A Date" are all pencilled in on the color
chart.
Mention of "Annie Get Your Gun" reminds
us that Producer Arthur Freed told us definitely last week that Judy Garland will be well
enough to do the title part when the picture
goes in November. The actress who has been
on a three-month leave on doctor's orders will
begin rehearsing her songs sTiortly and official
rehearsals are scheduled to start October I.
Studio bosses are doing nip-ups because the
talented Garland girl will be well enough to
carry the lead. Problem at the moment is tlie
loading man who must be able to sing as well
as look like a big, rugged cowboy. Most of the
voice boys are on the small and delicate side
and Producer Freed is having his worries.
With twelve pictures in backlog (seven tinters) for the Winter and Spring release schedule
and the Fall schedule already set, this company
is in good shape. Set for the Fall are: "Luxury
Liner" (George Brent-Frances Gifford-Jane
Powell) and "A Southern Yankee" (Red Skelton-Arlene Dahl) for September; "Julia Misbehaves" (Greer Garson-Walter Pidgeon-Elizabcth Taylor-Peter Lawford) and "No Minor
\'ices" (Dana Andrews-Lilli Palmer) for October "The
:
Secret Land" (Navy Documentary)
and "Three Musketeers" (Gene Kelly-Lana
ber.
Turner-June Allyson-\''an Heflin) for NovemCharles Einfeld and David Loew, Enterprise
bosses, are still in serious trouble and the final
result is not yet in sight. Although, virtually
the entire staff has been put on layoff, the company because of its commitment to Harry Sherman for studio space (which runs into Februar\-. 1949) is still carrying a considerable week1\- expense. In addition to the actual dollarsand-cents factor, the company has commitments
for three pictures with Lewis Milestone, two
with Ciiarles Boyer and one with Harry Sherman. One of the Milestone pictures is already
promised for Metro release. With such a load
and the inescapable fact that there is no money,
Einfeld and Loew are waging a mighty battle
to stay in business. It is still a safe guess that
MGM will step in at the crucial moment and
take over unless the Enterprise heads can arrange quickly for new financing. It is too bad
this had to happen to two men as smart in show
business as Einfeld and Loew, but they got in
far too deep too quickly and ran afoul of the
boxoffice slump and tightened credit situation.
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November start and then there will be a lull
until March 15 when "Captain China" gets the
gun. No castings on tiic latter two have been
announced as yet,

MONOGRAM-AA
AA'S FUTURE PRODUCTION
OUTLAY DEPENDS ON 'RUTH'
pUTURH PLANS OF Allied Artists are
bound up, to a large degree, with the boxoffice fate of "The Babe Ruth .Story." This
film represented AA's largest investment in
in exproduction, as well as a small fortune
ploitation, and the returns will guide AA ni
budgeting its future product. So far, there is
every indication that "Babe" will roll up a
handsome take, putting Monogram back into
the black, probably to stay.
September will see three films on the sound
stages simultaneously- William Beaudine will
direct another in Harney Gerard's "Jiggs and
Maggie" series, I.ouis Gray has "Headin' For
Trouble" (Jimmy Wakely) ready to go and
Peter Scully starts his new production deal with
Monogram with "The Rainmaker." His unit
is known as Mayfair Pictures Inc.
"Joe Palooka In Tiic Big Fight" (Joe Kirkwood Jr.-Leon Errol) and a Johnny Mack
Brown western, "Gunning For Justice," were
wound up tlie past fortnight.
PARAMOUNT
PULL PURSE

STRINGS

ON DE MILLE'S 'SAMSON'
PVEX CECIL B. DeMlI.EEhas felt the cold
iiand of Paramount's economy. For his
pTOduction of "Samson and Delilah," the ace
producer-director has been handed a 62 day
shooting schedule (sliort for a DeMille epic)
and a $3,000,000 budge.t. His budget on "Unconquered" was 4'-; million and his shooting
time ran over 90 days. The agreement between
the studio and DeMille states that if he should
run over tlie alloted ti/ne, or money, he will
ha\e to furnish the capital required to complete
the film. The picture starts October 4.
"Ma.sk For Lucretia" (Paulette GoddardJohn Lund), with Mitchell Leisen directing, got
under way here to keep the studio's production
schedule at a slow, but steady, of three features
pace in work. "Streets of Laredo" (William
Holden-Mona Freeman) wound up as the new
one started. Studio spokesmen confirm the fact
that there are no immediate plans for any hypoed production, ofTering as the reason adequate backlog and the on-time schedule of production which has been maintained during the
past year.
"Lucretia" is the picture Ray Milland refused
to do, which cost him a suspension.
Hoping to pull ofif another "Sorry, Wrong
Number," Hal Wallis last week paid $25,000
for film rights to a story called "The File on
Thelma Jordon" with Barbara Stanwyck set for
the starring role. This one, with a court-room
background, may not be quite as powerful a
piece for the Stanwyck dramatic ability, but
Producer Wallis hopes to keep it as close to
the pattern as possile by handing the directing
job to Anatole Litvak who guided "Sorry."
Wallis pulled a coup when he signed Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis, the night club sensations, to a term contract. This duo will go
places, mark our word.
Pine-Thomas, about to set out into the "highbudget" class, has announced its first three films
under the new program. "El Paso," a horse
opera in color, will head the trio and it goes on
the sound stages about September IS. "The
Man Who Stole A Dream" is down for a
M

REPUBLIC
YATES

DETERMINED

PUSH REPUBLIC

TO

FORWARD

pRESIDl'.NT
arrived back hereHERBERT
last week J.
lullYATES
of fight and
determined to push Republic ahead and to show
a profit. At one of the final meetings with the
board of directors in New York, he announced
a SO*^ cut in his own salary as the spearhead
of a campaign to cut production costs to the
bone. The board had voted to omit the quarterly
dividend on its preferred stock and Yates' move
was seen as a positive promise that such an
action would not be necessary when next dividend time rolls around.
Meanwhile, new Eastern money is out to buy
^'ates' ten per cent holdings in the company
in the form of 125,000 shares of Republic stock.
^'ates still says that an\body that would pay
hi.s price (approximately $5,000,000) is crazy
but he did conference with the new would-be
buyers before he came west. We're beginning
to think the wily Mr. Yates gets a kick out of
the dealings with these people, even though
he has no intention of selling.
.\ctivities here have been at a lull status while
Yates was away. This is practically a one-man
operation here and everything waits for the
Yates' signal. Now that he is back, however,
the studio has launched its program of one film
starting each week until six pictures have been
put in front of the cameras. On this program,
two new films started within the past ten days :
"The Miss)urian" in 'I'rucokjr (William IvlliottAdrian Booth) and "Daughter of the Jungle"
(I/)is Hall-James Cardwell).
In addition to starting his production machinery working again, the Republic chief also
announced release dates for seven of his big
budget pictures. "Moonrise" (Dane Clark-Ethel
Barrymore-Gail Russell) opens this month as
does ".\ngel In Exile" (John Carroll-Adele
Mara). "Drums Along The Mohawk" (Vera
Ralston-George Brent), "Macbeth" (Orson
Welles) and "The Red Pony" (Myrna Loy-Robcrt Mitchum) go in October though this last
one may be pulled until the Mitchum mess is
cleared. "The Plunderers" (Rod Cameron-Ilona
Massey)
December. and "Wake of the Red W^itch" go in

.^s plans now stand, the team will offer financing to independent units with RKO releabc
available, but not essential. The first project,
in all probability, that this team will handle will
be Frank Ross's long -delayed productifjn of
"The Robe" This one, if it works out, will
have an RKO release. As their second feature,
Odium and Rathvon are eyeing a comedy for
Rosalind Russell now in the writing stages;
th.is, too, would be an RKO release.
There was no actual reason for secrecy on
this deal except tliat Odium and Rathvon could
liot negotiate officially with RKO for a releasing deal wiiile they were officers of the corpf)ration. Xo one at RKO would confirm or deny
the rumor that this deal was offered as part
of the settlement for the resignation of these
two when Howard Hughes took over. Hughes
had made it known that he wanted Ned Depinet in the presidency and that act has now been
accomplished.
James R. McGuinness, one of the Metro producers who currently is sitting out a contract
knowing he will not be renewed, has been conferring with Howard Hughes on the possibility
of a deal at RKO- If Hughes should decide
to take McGuinness ,he would undoubtedly
\oluntarily terminate his contract with Metro.
Otherwise, he will continue to work there until
expiration time.
When it was rumored, some weeks ago, that
Howard Hughes had decided to delete any
"message" from "The Boy With Green Hair,"
Studio Sizcups predicted that this would never
be — that Hughes was too practical a man to
cut the meat out of one of his pictures just
because he did not approve of the story or the
man who was responsible for it (Schary). It
has now been confirmed that the film will be
released as shot. Of course, this decision was
not reached until an additional $150,000 had
been spent to try the deletion process. Sneak
previews of the two versions indicated that the
original version was the one the public wanted
and so in spite of the opinions of Boss Hughes
and Floyd Odium (before his resignation) the
film will go as Dore Schary planned it.
To fulfill a one-picture commitment, Hughes
has assigned Director John Cromwell to the
production of "Operation Malaya." which is
scheduled for production in early October. Robert Ryan, Merle Oberon and Robert Mitchum
are cast, but there may have to be a casting
switch if Mitchum is not cleared of the narcotics charges against him-

RKO
No activity.

HUGHES LIMITS FIRST 'A' TO
22-DAY SHOOTING SCHEDULE
'T'HE HUGHES dictum for economy is apparently going to continue at a tight degree
from here on in- Latest plan here is that "The
Set-Up," Hughes' first "A" picture will be
shot on a 22-day schedule. This is less than
half the usual time given to a high-budget production. The currently shooting "Follow Me
Quietly" (William Lundigan-Dorothy Patrick)
classed as a B picture was given a 16-day shooting schedule. Ordinarily, such a film would get
at least the 22 days now given to the "A"
product. It was reported that this ruling will
apply onto in.all "A" productions scheduled from
here
Floyd Odium's resignation from the
chairmanship of the board of directors of
this company was the signal for the announcement that he and N. Peter Rathvon, recently
resigned from the presidency of the company,
will join forces in their own production set-up.

SRO

20th CENTURY-FOX
ZANUCK'S
SPURT

RETURN

MEANS

IN FOX PRODUCTION

TJT^ITH
three
pictures
readylastto issue
start ofinStudio
England, as
reported
in the
Siseups, Darryl Zanuck's announcement that he
would production
probably make
one-third
of thecountries
studio's
entire
program
in foreign
came as no great surprise. The basic reason
behind this plan is, of course, the fact that this
company (like most of the other majors) has
blocked funds in most foreign countries and
working picture units over there is the one
practical
utilizingscheduled
the money.
In addition to theway
threeof already
for England,
the Zanuck plans include working in Italy,
France, Sweden, Germany and Japan.
There are only two pictures in production
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pact" (Brian Donlevy-Charles Coburn-Helen
Walker). Picture goe? on a ten-day location
stint to San Francisco.

here: "Mother Is A Freshman" (Loretta
YoungA^an Johnson) and "Down To The Sea
In Ships" (Widmark-Stockwell). Production
will undoubtedly spurt now that Zanuck has
returned to his office.
A still unsettled problem here is the question
of the inde B product- For some time now,
there has been controversy on whether 20th
should continue its deals with the four or five
producers now turning out an occasional B for
them, or whether they should develop a set-up
within their own company to make the lower
budget product. It is entirely a question of sales
procedure and Zanuck met in New- York last
week thrash the thing out with president
Spyros Skuuras and sales head Andy Smith.

SEARS

UNITED

ARTISTS

TRADES

HUGHES

PRODUCT

UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L
SHUT-DOWN EXTENDED;
LIGHTER FARE IN FUTURE

which
of theto shut-dow
SPITE
JX been
extended
Oct. 4, nthe here,
finance
boys hasiit
New York reported last week that there was
nothing to worry about. "We've got $34,000.000 in working capital." This has boosted
morale here sharply, although Universal City
still looks like a "ghost town." :Meanwhilc,
revenue is flowing in, while expenditures are
held to a minimum, and U-I should come out of
its tailspin in pretty good shape.
The re-vamping of the approach to future
U-I production will be complete by the time
"The Life o.' Riley" (William Bendix) rolls
early next month, and the emphasis will be
comedy, light romance stuff. Problem epics of
the intellectual variety will be forgotten, at
least until the company is well out of the hole.
The sales force is already being sold on the
exploitation values of the comedies the company now- has ready to sell, like "One Touch of
\"enus" (Ava Gardner-Robert Walker), "Family Honeymoon" (Fred MacMurray-Claudette
Colbert), "You Gotta Stay Happy" (Joan Fontaine-James Stewart), "Th_e Countess of Monte
Cristo" (Sonja Henie) and "Mexican Hayride"
(Abbott-Costello). More of the same kind of
product is planned when production resumes,
so, given enough time, the U-I situation may
resolve itself favorably.

FOR FINANCING

^RAD SEARS and Howard Hughes finally
ended their fencing contests over Hughes'
three pictures and a deal has been set. Trading
on the fact that he knew how anxious Hughes
was to have his product added to the RKO
list, Sears pulled a deal out of his hat whereby
Hughes gets his pictures in return for financing
three other films for UA release. Of course,
Hughes will have no interest in these other films,
they will be completely UA's, despite the
Hughes money. In return for his financing (approximately $750,000 in second money), Hughes
gets full right to "The Outlaw," as well as
"Mad Wednesday" (Harold Lloyd film) and
"Vendetta," both of which have been kept under wraps now for more than a year.
James Nassen, who produced "An Innocent
Affair" (Fred MacMurray-Madeleine Carroll),
is pushing right into his next production with
the same duo. The second one will be "You
Made direct.
Me Love You," and Lloyd Bacon will
again
"With "Love Happy" (Marx Brothers), formerly tagged "Blonde Heaven" and "The Lucky
Stiff" (Dorothy Lamour-Brian Donlevy) wound
up, there was a two week lull in any UA production. The lull breaks this week (September 14) when Harry Popkm starts his "Im-
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WARNER
HEAVY

PRODUaiON

CONTINUES,

PACE

FIVE SHOOTING

PRODUCTION here continues firm and
steady. "Montana" (Errol Flynn-Alexis
Smith) ill technicolor got under w^ay and four
other films continue. The latter are : "The
Fountainhead" (Gary Cooper-Patricia Neal),
"Somewhere In The City" (V^iveca LindforsEdmond O'Brien) "The Happy Times" (Kaye-
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Barbara Bates), "Two Guys and a Gal" (Morgan-Carson-Day).
Started in London last week was "Under
Capricorn," with Ingrid Bergman and Joseph
Gotten.
is Alfred Hitchcock's production forThis
WB last
release.
Jerry \\'ald is perhaps one of the most colorful men in this industry. He started his career
as a "boy genius" and somehow has managed
to keep that reputation alive over a long period
of time here- He is the kind of personality who
works best under pressure, obviously, because
he deliberatel}' and continuously gets himself involved in three or four pictures at a time. It
is happening now. again. He will have four
pxtures going before the end of the month.
Already started is "The Happy Times" (Danny Kaye), and "Flamingo Road" (Joan Crawford) is set to roll. "Task Force" and "Storm
Center" are the second pair due for this month.
Wald's pressure is a wearing kind of thing
to have to work near but he is certainly the
chief reason why Warners seems to be getting
its second wind after a pretty shaky year.
INDEPENDENTS
FILM CLASSICS
Martin Mooney starts his production of
"Daughter of Ramona" this week (September 15 with Martha \'ickers, Phillip
Reed and Donald W^oods in the cast.
James Burkett (he does the Charlie
Chan series for Monogram) has signed
a one-picture deal here to produce "AlasPatrol"
for FC
hard kanwill
direct
for release.
Burkett Jack
and Bernwhile
this is the first outside deal Burkett has
taken, he may do others for FC even
wliile continuing his Monogram set-up.
SCREEN GUILD
A series of regional sales meetings held
here recently indicated that the theme
here is expansion w'ith caution. The company now has 30 features and 18 re-issues
including 12 Hopalong Cassidys ready to
sell and the stressed point in sales approach was package selling. Pictures will
tie offered in pairs like "Return of Wildfire" and "Jungle Goddess," "Harpo<in"
and "SOS Submarine," "Last of the
Wild Horses'" and "Shep Comes Home."
The executives are considering an increased advertising and exploitation camjiaign to back up the push in the sales
department that they are demanding.
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Shart

Subjects
By BARN
frr)in the Rank Organization, although it did not
agree with the League's interjiretation, nevertheless has promised that the film, as it now
stands, will not be released in' the U. S.. acc<;rding to .Arnold Foster, director of the

AS THOUCH t'.iey didn't have enough oi a
liok- in tiic head with distril)iition problems in
Europe, what witii cpiotas, frozen funds and
import duties, tiie flhu companies received another swift kick last week, this time from our
Asiatic cousins. China skyrocketed its customs
duty on tile importation of fdms from $250 to
approximately fliOO for each feature witiiout
so much as a "Now hear this." The gloomy
news, revealed by Jf)hn (i. McCarthy, associate
director of the MPAA's International Division,
brought immediate retaliatory measures by the
IViPA.A members. .An embargo on further
shipments to Cliina pending "clarification of the
situation" was pron)i)tly claiiipcd down and a
protest lodged witli the State Department, requesting the American ambassador to chin-chin
with Chinese authorities for reconsideration of
the 500 per cent boost.
PARAMOUNT IS THRll.I.KD with Hal
Wallis' "Sorry, Wrong Number", and is making sure the world knows about it. Telegrams
keep pouring onto our desk, just bubl)ling with
joy about the terrific business the Barbara
Stanwyck starrer is doing in its initial opening
at the New York Paramount. Starting with a
S )ck first two days "ecjualled by only six other
pictures in history of NY Paramount", the film
worked up to "biggest individual Sunday gross
. . of any Sunday in history of NY Paramount"
followed by "greatest' Eabor Day in the entire
history" etc A punchy stunt was that which
had Miss Stanwyck in Hollywood placing
around 40 or 50 personal calls to top exhibitors
throughout the country telling them about the
New York opening. It is our understanding
that not once did the star get a wrong ininiber.

HERBERT J. YATES, Republic's president,
must have gotten an eyeful on his recent European trip. After blasting away at our British
cousins for their freeze-out methods in a
press interview. Yates went before the Republic
^oard of directors and made a report about unsettled conditions in the industrv throughout
the world. The result: the board passed up the
(|u->rferl\ dividend on the preferred stock and
voted to u.se all available cash above oi^erational
requirements to further reduce the company's
bank loans. The Republic president showed he
wasn't merely paying lip service to his declared
economy program. Initial slash was in Yates'
salary, which he voluntarily reduced bv 50 per
cent. "Further substantial economies" are in
prospect for the next month or two was his
p< stscript.

CHARIJE SCHLAIFER'S "New Look" in
newspaper advertising for "The Luck of the
Irish" will bring color into the dailies' somber
spaces - and a bright, emerald green it will be.
too, just like the heavenly carpet on the Ould
Sod. First in
"Lucky
campaign,
the20th's
800 and
1,000 Month"
line ads exploitation
will break
on opening day in key city engagements with
Irish green surrounding lar,ge .star heads of
Tyrone Power and Anne Baxter. The two-tone
ads will run in every key city where newspaper facilities permit the use of additional
color.

A HOMETOWN BOY who made good.
Gus Kyssell, returns to Kansas City next month
to take his bows for having reached the heights
in exhibition. On Oct. 14 leaders from all
branches of the industry will convene in Eyssell's
hometown for a testmonial dinner to the ex22

ADL's Civil Rights division. So far, Foster's
is the only worfl on whether the film will appear here. Rank representatives and Eagle
I, ion officials have kept mum on the prospects.

lATSE'S RICHARD F. WALSH wants to
make a movie. No. he hasn't been bitten by
the same bug that has caused other actors to
work behind the cameras; the IA prexy is out

CHARLES SCHLAIFER
The New I^wk Is Green
ecr.t \e manager of Rockefeller Center and
president of Radio City Music Hall. The boy
who rose from an usl|er to head of the world's
l.'irg^st movie house. IClmcr C. RhiKlen. presifk'nt of F"ox Midwest .Xmusement is cliairman
of the all-industry testimonial.

AS "TESTIMONY of gratitude" for David
O. Selznick's contributions to Mexico's national
fund in its fight against tuberculosis. President Aleman pinned a gold medal on the producer. Selznick aided, Mexico's number one
c'-.aritv by donating the proceeds of the Mexico
City premiere campaign
of "The and
Paradine
Case"his tostars
the
tuberculosis
sending
Robert Mitchum. Louis Jourdan and Ricki Soma
to the Mexican capitol to boost returns . . .
.Another honor went to DOS fo" his "Duel in
the
Sun",
by produced
the Film inTrade
Mexico
the voted
best film
North Press
.Americaof
during 1947. "Duel" was the country's all-time
high grosser.
TWO TOP PUBLICITY MEN have forsaken company ties to strike out on their own in
the flack field. At RKO. Paul Hollister resigned as national publicity director and Eastern studio representative to do a solo in public
relations work. Samuel Goldwvn Productions
lost the services of William Ruder, exploitation
h'-ad.. who left to form his own publicity and
exploitation organization in association with
David Finn. The firm will be known as Ruder
and Finn Associates, with headquarters at the
Lombardy Hotel in New York. No successor
will be named to step into either of the spots
vacated by Hollister, with Rutgers Neilson continuing as eastern publicity manager and Perry
Liebe'- as studio publicity director.
"OLIVER TWIST," J. Arthur Rank's new
film version of the Dickens' classic, scheduled
for distribution here by Eagle Lion, may never
reach American screens, e The teapot tempest
created by Albert Deutsch- in an article for the
New York Star, which lashed at the film for
depicting the character of Fagin in the grotesque caricature of a Jew, assumed monumental proportions when— the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai Brith took up the cudgels and
I'.'dged a violent protest with Rank. The reply

til make a film plugging the .AFL's campaign
for repeal of the Taft-Hartley Act. The project would carry out the intent of a resolution
introduced during the organization's 39th biennial convention in Cleveland recently and referred by the delegates to Walsh for whatever
action he deemed ajjprojjriate, and what more
api)ropriate meth<jd could there be for a movie
ur.ion to contribute its supp<jrt to a campaign
tl'an by a film. The resolution calls for the
film to be financed by the allocation of S25,000
from the campaign fund now- being raised by
Labor's League for Pf)litical liducation. There
is absolutely no truth to the report that Cecil
I'. DeMille will be asked to i)roduce.

WILLIA.Mchief,
J. has
HEINEMAN,
distribution
named Fred Eagle
Stein asLion's
special representative for the roadshowing of J.
.Arthur Rank's Technicolor "The Red Shoes"
a-id other J.AR productions distributed here by
IC-L. Stein, industry veteran for more than a
quarter of a century, as liaisf)n between 20thl'"ox studio and exhibitors, created campaigns
which brought stard(mi to Jeanne Craine, Vivian Blaine. June Haver and others . . . Heinenran also announced that Tom Donaldson, E-L
district manager for New England, has been
assigned two more branches, Buffalo and Albany. Donaldson is also a 25-year man in the
industry . . . Mort Blumenstock, Warner adpublicity chief, has upped William Gold to head
WB's Poster Art Department . . . Caspar J.
Chouniard moves up to Milwaukee branch manager for United Artists, replacing the resigned
Robert Allen . . . Harry Hellman, Albany theatre owner, died last Tuesday C7th) after a
brief illness. Hellman, at 65. was celebrating
his 40th anniversary in show- business this year.
THE TRAVELERS: Darryl F. Zanuck.
20th-Fox vice-president and production chief,
back in this country from a six-week trip
through Italy and France, planed out of New
York for Hollywood last week with wife Virginia and 15-year-old daughter, Susan . . .
Slated to join Zanuck this week are President
Snyros P.^'Skouras and sales chief. Andy W.
.Smith, Jr.. due to arrive in iMovietown this
week for the annual domestic sales confab, Sept.
14-17, new- date, instead of the 11th. when it
was to begin in Chicago . . . Realart prexy
Joseph
is back
in New
after a
month's Harris
European
business
trip Y''ork
. . . William
F. Rodgers, M-G-M vice president and general
sales manager, is due back from the Coast on
the 15th after a fortnight of huddles w-ith
studio execs . . . Monroe Greenthal and his newbride, the former Ruth Barton Davey. are on
a Bermuda honeymoon. The nuptials were held
on Friday, Sept. 3 at the home of U-Ls Matthew Fox, who not only served as host, but as
best man.
,
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HITCHCOCK'S

"ROPE

HANGS

IN CRITICS' HALL OF HORROR
Alfred Hitchcock's "Rope," the suspense
master's first for Warners and his initial experierice with Technicolor, earned huzzas from the
New York critics, with one notable exception,
the Times' Bosley Crowther. While the others,
generally,
found
Hitchcock's experimental
of continuous
cinematography
(there are no stunt
cuts
or shifts from one scene to another) an
gcnioiis"
of gruesoine
^Ir.
Crowther, device
merelyfull
found
it growingsuspense.
increasingly
"iiioiiotoiious." finally ending in a "fi::zle which
is forecast alniosf from the start." The Times'
critic also took personal objection to the "frightfully intense emphasis on the macabre."
Among
the champions
Hitchcock's
ment in highly
p<ilishedof horror
were experiAlton
Cook, of the World-Telegram and the Star's
Cecelia Ager. Lauding "Rope" as "one of his
(Hitchcock's) most i)i(jeiiioits movie ideas."
Cook predicts that audiences will be kept "in
SO minutes of concentrated dither, qiiiet-sfioken .
adult and intense e.vcitement ez'cry moment of
the ic'flv.' capping it oflf with a truly great tribute — "Hitchcock at his best." Miss Ager accords it her double check ("Don't Miss"),
pointing to the ad which reads, "Xothing ever
held you like Alfred Hitchcock's Rope," and
adding. "This time a movie ad does not e.vagy crate." She goes all-out with such phrases
as "diabolically clever tour de force, a brilliant
eniemafic stunt, an ice-cold smash."
Xot quite so enthusiastic, the Post's Irene
Thirer
admits "Frankly.
couldn't
stomach
if. Its demonstration
of the ziV
erratic,
the macabre,
the sadistic, made us more than slightly ill physically." Then she adds, however. "There are
a z'ast number of moviegoers who'll dote on this
sort of sordid, psychopathic shocker" and
grudgingly allows. "It's e.x'tremely u'cll done for
what it is."
In the Herald Tribune, Howard Barnes finds
that Hitchcock, "zvith a superb movement of his
Camera in a confined ■ space, and a remarkable
performance by James .Sten-art, has made a
frightening melodrama" with "enough suspense
and terror to satisfy the most exacting grand
guignol enthusiast." He finds it "not one of
his best, but it is the work of a master."
The Journal-American's Rose Pelswick pats
Hitchcock on the back for making a "horror
film that's packed with gruesome excitement and
enormous suspense" without any of the "standard scare props." She calls it "an uncomfortably arresting psychological study" that "rivets
audience attention."
'THAT LADY IN ERMINE'
T W 1-:X T I ET H C EX T U R Y-FOX
"Ornamental' and scrambled bedroom farce
. . . Number of irrelevant song and dance numbers which do nothing to improve a period
fantasy . • . Handsome production with a nice
notion in the background. It comes off as a
cluttered
and ratherTRIBUNE.
dreary show." — BARNES,
X.Y. HERALD
"That Lady in Ermine is the late Ernst
Lubitch's
last itpicture
clearly
he was
tired
when
he made,
■ . . ;Stock
operetta
romance,
dished
STAR. up prettv straight." — AGER, N.Y.
"Typical
movie,prettilv
dominated
by thein
Cirable
legs Grable
^id torso
decorated
Technicolor."— COOK, X.Y. W^ORLD TELEGRAM- • —
:■ ■ ■
"Good • . . fleeting reminder of what was
iccognized as the saucy, subtle Lubitsch touch
. . Light and gay, and occasionally it absolutely
sparkles with wit and originality. Certainlv it
will
POST.please the customers."— THIRER N.Y.
"Bright and beguiling swatch of nonsense
ciJt straight from the rich, goldbraided cloth
of bestgrade Graustarkian romance and done
in
TIAIES. plavful stvle." — CROWTHER,
X.Y.a nimble,
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What the Newspaper Critics Say About Nciu Films

QUOTES
LTAP
X I \ ERSROO
A L TS'
IX T ER X AT I ON AL
"Dies a slow, lingering death . . . Script is a
ccMiglomeration of clinches, oral and visual, and
none of the characters possess individuality or
substance ... A sprawling fiction of no consuiuence."— PRYOR, X.Y. TIMES.
"Much like any other outdoor action drama
in expensive Technicolor, a little more spectacular in its big scenes, perhaps, and a little more
djtailed in some of the scenes of hugging and
kissinq."—
COOK. N.Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
' If it is impossible for you to resist seeing
7'ap Roots, be warned that it goes on and on
without much
purpose." — PIHODNA, N.Y.
HERALD
TRIBUNP:.
"Good . . . Simple and commendable desire
t;) provide amusement for the moviegoing public ■ . . (^ood yarn, well-directed by George
Marsh:ill, and filmed in stunning Technicolor.
a background
of magnificent scenery."
—?.;;i'nst
BRIGGS.
N.Y. POST.
"Too much happens to too many people. But
the picture has action to ofTer, lots of shooting
and threats and battle and wild love scenes.
There should be a public for all that fancily
packaged melodrama" — CREELMAX, N.Y.
SUN.
"Poor man's Gone With the Wind: an uneasy
banal mixture of sex and the Civil War, of
.\unt Jemima mammies, spirited Southern Belles,
of fertile Mississippi plantations and war's
bloody destruction."— PECK, N. Y. STAR.
"Towards the end of the film there's a brisk
battle . ■ . But up until then . . . talk is substituted
NALfor action."—
AMERICAN. PELSWICK., N.Y. JOUR"THE BABE RUTH STORY"
ALLIl'I) ARTISTS
"'Many things about the movie version < f The
Babe Ruth Story . . . that will disappoint the
myriad fans . . . Registers merely as another
Williain Bendix picture minus much of the buffoonery that distingui?hes mo.it Bendix performances .. . Baseball so.Mies are excellent . . . But
there are not enough of them." — WYER, N. Y.
SUN.
"IV hat saves the picture from being a solid
bust is a good performance )w Bendix ... he
niakt.s us believe for a few moments that this
is Bsibe Ruth himself . . . Babe Ruth was perhaps the most appealini; of all our great athletes
and some of this quality comes through in the
picture even though the feats that made him
CLASSIFIED
AGENT WANTED
Film or theatre promotion salesman or
booking agent with established theatre contacts wanted on full or part time basis to
sell much needed inexpensive "juvenile attendance building" promotion to theatres.
Call Mr. Knapp at GRanite 4-2885 for appointment or write Philadelphia Chewing
Gum Corporation, Eagle and Lawrence
Roads, Havectown, Pa.
" BUSfflESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. lia.Tge
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St.,
New York, N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
will lease or buy theatre in Eastern Penna.
or New Jersey. 'Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.

famous are mostly either garbled or passed over
quicklv
in newspaper headlines." — BRCTUN,
N. Y. STAR.
"Sentimentalized out of all possibility of stimulatin;.!;
. . inch
. Thethick
baseball
star's
celluloid film
life biography
is covered an
with sugar
. . . W hen the script .illows tiendix to broaden
into n:r.gnificent arrogance, he almost makes the
l-cro come to life." — GUERNSEY, N.Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE.
"A good bit too much of a muchness in the
line of heroics and tears . . . Bendix is straight
from ti.ie smoke-house and Claire Trevor pulls
all the heart-throb stops as a little showgirl who
marries
the great man." — CROWTHER,
X. Y. TIMES.
"Fair . . . Something pieced and patched together from known materials and then given the
UKjvie
treatment.
movie. Hot Babe Ruth."
— WIXSTEN, N.It'sY.a POST.
affectionate sentimental salute to Mr.
Baseball himself . . . Basebal'.l fans will find
much of interest in the scenes, of his various
triumphs as the script details hh exploits on one
diamond after another." — PE.LSWICK. N. Y.
JOURNAL AMERICAN.
".-1 sugyestion of the Babe Ruth legend but
some odd thinking must have gone into the
preparation of it. The most turbulent and
colorful li.fe in all sports histor\' has been tossed aside to make room for a drab, hackneyed
movie scenario. Such a little movie for such
aTELEGR.\M.
great n.an." — COOK. N. Y. WORLD

lour Service — Our Rcsponsil>in^y
NEW

JERSEY MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film rarrierti
rxi N. Juniper St.. Phlla. 7. Pa.
r.Ocnsf 7-4823

THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

we thank all theatre owners and managers who
cooprrated witii us ky putting rrturn trailers in
the proper addressed cmtalners and for wrapping
and addressing all return advrrtlslni.
We can serve all theatres better
if they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday
each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patron.'; have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St.. Phlla. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers
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PRODUCTION

g

RELEASE

mm

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, IC)
denotes Cinecolor.

SEPTEMBER
Trapped by Boston Blaekle (67)
Triple Threat
Undercover Man
Untamed
Details Breed.
ender The
title:(C)
The Wrangler
WalkDetails
a Crooked
Mile
ender title: FBI Meets Scotland
Walking Hills. The
Whirlwind Raiders (54)

13. 1948

Morris-Laoe
12-22. . .5-13.
Henry-Crane
7-19... 9-30.
Ford-Foch
5-24
Tefts-Brlttoa 4-12
O'Keefe-Hayward
5-24... ;-48.
Vard
Seott-Raines
5-24
Starrett-Saenders 9-15 .5-13.

E AGLE-LION
1947 48 Features
Westerns

Completed (42)
Completed ( 7)

In Production (I)
In Production (0)

COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (62)
Completed ( 4)
Completed (25)

In Production (3)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ROUGH SKETCH
Drama — Started August 30
Cast: Jennifer Jones, John Garfield, Pedro Armendariz, Wallace
Cassell, David Bond, Gilbert Roland.
Director: John Huston
Producer: Sam Spiegel
A Horizon Production
Story: Revolutionaries in Cuba attempt to a.ssas3lnate the president.
REUEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Nt.
Thie — Rinnlni Time
Cast Dttalli
KMck On Any Door
Bcg rt-Oerek
1^-16..
H« Soft Touch
Ford-Keyes
8-30..
7-t9.
OOMPIJCTKI)
1947-4S
Arkansas Swirj, The
VInctnt-Hot
Shot!
.
.
.
3-25
Dttalls gnler title: Teui Swrfnan
■trt Man Wins (75)
Buehanan-Lee 12-22.. .5-6.
Bi|Dttalls
SOT.bre-o,
The
(C)
Aitry-Verli
H
t-18 8- 48.
ia««r title: A Little Spanish Towr
■lack Arrow, The (76)
Hayward-Blair 8-4.. 9- 16.
Black
Eagle,onder
the title:
Sto-y Black
of a Horse
Bishop-Patton .... 5-10
Details
Eagle
6-3.
ilaiim AcTMs The Pecos (55)
Stsrrett-SarBctte 11-24.. .7-1.
■toMle't Reward (67)
Details indcr title: Blondlc'i Nlaht Ogt Slniletcn-Lake 9-29..
•iMdie's Secret
Slngleon-Lake 6-7..
■won Blaekie's ChinMe Ventirc
Morris-Mayla 7.5
Details
ander
title:
Boston
Blacklo's
Helm
Brace Gen:ry
. . Neal-Clark
. .8-30. .
, . Starrett-Birnette
Ckallcflf • of the Range ....
...7-5..,
Ceage BIN
. .McGeire-Moorc
..5-10..
..9-29.. .7-4*
CtTMer Creek (C) (90)
. .Stott-Chapman
. . BaKter-MaxwEll ,
. .8-30. .
Crime
Doctor's
Diary,
The
.
.
.
Dark Past, The
. . Helden-Cekb . . .
...6-7..
Details inder title: Hearsay
El Dorado Pass
. .Starrett-Bemette
. . .6-7. .
. .Skelton-Blair . .
.10-27..
Ftllcr Brish Man, The (93)
Callant Blade (C)
. .Parks-Chapman
.12-8..
Centlnnan From Nowhere (66)
.Baxter-Baker .11-10.
5-10, .
'frUs ."..".*.'.'.*
HerDeUlls
Wo-derfil
inderLie
title: The Eternal Melody Kiepora-Egjl^
JoBile Jim
Weismuller
. . ,8-16. .
.10-14.. ! .9-9.!".'.".'.!
Lady from Shanghai, The (87)
Hayworth-Wellts
taw of the Barbary Coast
Shavne-Henry ,
...8-2..
LMded Pistols
Aotry-Britten
Lwie Wolf and His Lady, The
Randall-Vincent 8-30..
LOMT Take Alt
MItchell-NIgh 3-15 !5-48 !!.'." ."."."
Details ender title: Wimtr Take Nothing
L«»«n. The
Wilde-Knight
7-19..
Lnees of Caritan, The (T)
Hayworth-Ferd 11-24..
Lale
Be'te
(87)
Lamoer-Montgomery
..11-10..
■an From Colorado, The (T)
Ford-Drew
3-17..
■■Rhattan Angel
Jean-Ferd
3-15..
Details gnder title: Sweetheart of the Blees
.7-5
Mating of MHIIe, The (87)
Ferd-Keyes
7-7.. 4-28.
, .4-8.
■y Deg Resty (67)
Donaldson-Lltel
r»rt Said (69)
Bishop-Henry 12-22.. ,4-15.
Qalek oi the Trigger
Starrett-Bonettt 6-21.,
■atirn of Octoker, The (T)
Ferd-Moere
9-29..
Bldin'
the
Old
Pine
Trail
Autry-White
7-5..
Dt alls ender title: Wings Westward
•tity Leads the Way
Donaldson-Molfett 3-1..
Deta ls onder title: Resty Takes a Walt
.3-15
■iity Sam A Life
Donaldson-Litel
Sign ef the Ram, The (84)
Peters-Kno«
8-4.. .3-48.
.9-23.
Slntln' Spirs
Hooster Hot Shots
Sllgkt'y
Detaih French
ender title: Lefs Fall In Lne Lamoir-Ameche 1-19..
Smoky Moenta:n Melody
AeelT-SmoIiy Mt. Boyi ...8-2..
Saag ef India
Bey-Rossell
7-5..
Strawberry Foan, The (C)
Aotry-Henry
7-7.. .8-48.
Sipernran (Special Serial)
Alyn-Nell
2-16.. .7-15.
7e« Granger (Serial)
Stevens-Stewart 8-4.. .4-1.
Tbaaderheef (77)
Fester-Bishop 2-16.. ..7-8.
Details gnder title: Wild Ftry
To the Ends of the Earth (109)
Powell-Hasso
12-9.. .2-48.
.3-15
.8-12.
Trail to Laredo (54)
Starrett-Bemette
M

NEW PRODUCTIONS
KEIGN OF TERROR
Drama — Started August 23
Cast: Robert Cummings, Arlene Dahl, Richard Hart, Richard
Basehart.
Director: Anthony Mann
Producer: William Cameron Menzies
A Walter Wanger Production
story: Intrigue leading up to the >pi nlnt- ot the French Revolution.
RELEASE CHART
COaiPLETED
I947-4«
Title— Renning Time
Cast
DeUlls
Rel.
No. Rev
deCordova-Nash
Adventircs ef Caueova (83)
5-12 2-7 812 2-2
Mitch>:l-lor.g
Adventeres of Gallant Boss (73)
5-19.... 821 *-2
Aulgaed to Danger (66)
.Raymead-Nash
6-7
Behlad Locked Been
. BreBHr-Carlson
Details gnder title: Igilde the Wall
. . 8-2
MiCall sttr-Garner
Big
Cat,
The
(T)
Forel;n
Blanche Fury (93)
.Hobson-Granger
.3-29...
6-30.
Caaon City (83)
, .Bradg-Heade
8-30
.Oean-Gatet
Check Yaer Geai (55)
. . .7-7. . .1-24. .8ZC....7-5
.Bajiter-Gllmore
.873.
. .12-8
Clase-ep (76)
824
.12-22 6-9.
Cobra Strikes. The (62)
.Ryan-Fraier
.4-24. .820
.Certis-Gwynne . . , . . .1-5.
Enchanted Valley (C) (77)
9-1. .. .3-27.
Basehart-Brady
.817. . .3-29
. .VIO
He Walked By Night
Details ender title: Twenty-Nine Clees
3-15. . .1-17.
Brady-Shaw
.Erwin-Farrell
Headin' For Heaven (71)
In This Comer
. . .1-5
. .9-19. .810.
.903
5-12
onder title; Born To Fight
It'sDetails
Holder
.Switzer-Whalen
Htnreid-Bennett
2-16. . .8-30. .831.
Hollow Triimph (83)
.8-16
Udy At Midalght
,3-15....
.Lamarr-Cemmings
.Denning-Lee
.
.3-1 8-8.
Lefs Lhre A Little
Hebbard-Knox
Llada Be Good (67)
.7-21 1-3. .808.. 10-27
Man from Texas (71)
.Craig-Barl ...
.5-26. .10-18
Details ender title: A Texas Story
.«-23
815. . .4-12
.'.'.'trMickey (C) (87)
. Betler-Goodwla
.Abbatt-C«tello
.11-10,
.819. .6-21 i
NoMe Hanr High, The (77)
Lcslie-Craig
....
.11-24. ..7-28.. . .816.
Northwest Stampede (C) (79)
825.
.830. .4-12
DeUlls ender title: Wild Caa^aett
..*-27. .
Hills-Greenwaed
. ...7-21.
.. .Faralia.
. Farelga . .3-20.
.3-29
•ctaber Man, The (91)
..7-l»
.828.
.7-14.
.
Olher Twist
.Davies
.9-12.
,
O'Shea-Bey
.Doeumsntary
Olympic Games, The (T)
Irclaad-Bandalpk .....M.
. .902.
..8U.
•nn Secret (70)
...5-5..
!2-ic
Parole
.Dean-Holt
.
.
.
.8-16.
!
!a57! 3-29
!5-i2!!
Prairie Betlaw
. . 11-10.
.MitchdI-Long
Rampage
. 0' Keef e-Trevor
. . .. .11-24.
12-22
Raw Deal (78)
!!822!
9-1. .
Details ender title: Carkicrew Alley
.'.s-iis.'.
Red
Stallion
In the Rockies (C)
Rethlois
(104)
8-2. ...4-3..
Dctaib ender title: Pralade U Hlght
. 818. .18-30
.DIetrieh-Wayne
Seven Sinners (86)
.7-21.. . .. .848.
. . . Reluae
3-1. . .3-27.
.Ford-Vineent .
.829.
Shed No Tears (70)
.Redgrave-Keat
.
.
.
Smugglers, The (85)
.827.
. . .Farclga. ..1-31, , .., .811.
,849.
Arnold
Spirltealist, The (79)
.Bey-Bari
. .8-1, . . ,823 . .2-2
1-19 .. . .3-27.
Setter's Gold (93)
.
.
.
Rolstee
.Dolgado-Garle
Sword ef the Avenfer (76)
.D'Keefe
. .1-10.
. .6-2. . ..858. i2-22
.Dean-Ates
.6-16.
Tioga Kid (54)
. .809.
. !!!!7-2i!
. .Faralga.
T-Men (91)
9-1.
.Gynt-Willlamt . . .
Take My Life (85) .:
..2-28..
.2-21. . .. .854,
Tomorrow Yoe Die
.814.
Dean-Holt
Tornado Range (56)
7-5
H avward— Pr#«tAii
Tolsa
FILM

CLASSICS

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Title— Renning Time
Cast
DeUlls Rel.
Appointment with Murder
Calvert-Craig 8-16
Details un::er title: Date with Marder
Argy'e
(63)
Gargaa-Lord
5-7.
Bloade Secrets
Ice (72)
Paige-Brooks
3-1... 5-20.
Devil's Cargo (61)
Calvert-Hedson 4-1.
Inner Sanetom
HHhes-Reseell 7-19
MIracolons
Jogrnw
(C)
(76)
Ca'koga-Long
8-48.
Money Madneu (73)
Ra»erty-Deaomont4-12. ...4-15.
So«a (C) (83)
Raymond-Carle 3-29.. 6-48.
UakDowa
Grey-Reed
6-21... 9-48.
Detain Island
eader (C)
tWo: The 8ilNUemkle
Will It Happen Again? (61)
Docnaientary
4-48.
FILM

Ret.

No.

.6-21

BULLETIN

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1947-48 Features

Completed (45)

In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
R««.
Rel.
No.
Cast
Title — Rinnlnt Tint
Details
BarWeyj of Broadway, The (T)
isUire-Rogm
8-2
little Women
AKyson-Tayilef
....7-5.
(all star)
Take Me Out to the Ball Game (T)
Sina ra-W liiams
8-16
COMPLETED
1947-48
.. .5-13
.6-21. M;r.
Act of Violence
hefl n-Ryan
Alias The ContUnan (74)
Beey-Patrcw
818 2-13
B. F.'s Daofhter
Stanwycli-He"in 8-6... Apr. ?20
Bi«
The (103)
O'Brien-Morphy
Brile,City,
The
Taybr-Ganlner 10-27..
6-21. Jirt. . 827 . . . 3-29
Bride
6ou under
Wild,title:
The VIrtooos
(£S)
Johns:n-Allys;n 7-7. Mar 819 . . .3-13
Details
.813. .11-10
Cass Timbe.-lane (119)
Tracy-T rnsr
5-12
Caught
Bel Geddes-Ryan 8-2.
Details under tllle: Loekiest Girl in the World
Coirmand Decision
Gable-Pidgcon 4-26
..7-5
Date With ivtt. A (tU)
Beery-Powell
1-5 . .Job. . . .831.
10 .
E»stor Parade (T) (103)
As alre-Garland 12-8 ..July.. . .829.
Edward, My Son
Tracy-Kerr
7-19
. .6-7
Force
of Evil
Details
und:r title: The Numbers Racltet '"arfl Id-Pearson
.7-5
..Reiuoe.
Gone With the Wind (T)
Gab'e-' ei-"!
12-22
M.iy
3-31. .. .Feb.
Good
(95)
Law'o ^riflM ,i•
,8ii
. Dec ..30^T.
Green News
Dolphin(T) Street
Turner
.
.9-30.
.
.Nov.
Details order title: Th< Perianal Touch
High Wall, The
Tsylor-Tot er
7-7
13
Homecoming (113)
G hie Turrer
9-15. Feb. 8 6 gIf Winter Comes (97)
Fi g o:-Kerr
6-9
.
'03
Julia Mi beha es (99)
far on-Pidgeon
1-19
10-27
Killer McCoy (103)
Rooney-E. Taylor
6-23 . .J.Octn . .901 . .8-3:
809
Lux.ry Ur.tr (T) (S8)
■I.-cnt-Gifford 9-1 Ore
Kissing Bandit, The (T)
S natra-Grayson 5-26. .Sept.
Master
of
Lassie
Cwenn-Leigh
.5-29
Details under title: Hills of Home
No Minor Vices
^nd e-s-Paln'cr
Oct
On An Island With You
Williams-LawforJ 6-23... Jens. .825.
8281 '. .4
.5-24
. .1?. .
Pirate, The (T) (102)
farland-Keily
3-3...J«ne. '82
Search, The (105)
C:ift-MacMahon
Aag. .830... 4-12
Secret Land
Na'y Cocufen!ary
Oct.
Summer Holiday
Roonty-De Haven
7-8. . Apr.
San in the Morning, The (T)
MacDonald-Nolan 5-10
Soofiern Yankee. A (90)
fk Ito -Dail
2-2. .Se-t.
State ofOf Navajos
The Union (120)
Tracy-Hep'iurn
10-13... Apr. .824. . .3-2J
Tale
Navajos Indians
.902 .?-l'
Three Godfathers. The (T)
Wayne-Armendariz 5-24
Three Musketeers (T)
Turner-Kelly
2-16
Tenth Avenue Angel (76)
DBri?n-Mornhy
4-1... Mar
Feb. 816.
817. .1-19
.2-16
Three
Da-lng
Daughters
(T)
(115)
MacDonald-llurbi
11-25.
Details under title: The Birds and the Bees
Words and Music
Carl^nd-Rooney 4-26
MONOGRAM
1947- i8 Features
Westerns

Completed (30)
Completed (13)

In Production (0)
In Production ( 1 )

NEW PRODUCTIONS
GUNNING FOR -JUSTICE
Western- -Started August 23
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Max Terhune,
Evelyn Finley.
Director: Ray Taylor
Producer: Barney Sarecky
Story: Gang tries to finU gold buliinn ■acln'. Brown sKips them.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
No
Title— Rannlng Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No
Rev
Angels'
Alleyoriginally
(67)
Gorcey-Griy
11-24 .. .3-21 . .4,08.
Released
under title: When Strangers
Marry
B«ek Trail (54)
Brown-Hatton
7-18. .4757.
13.
Campus Sleuth (66)
Stewart- Preisser 12-8... 4-18. .4
Cowboy Cava:ier (55)
Wakely-Taylo,7-4. .47f2.
Crossed Trails (53)
Brown-Hatton
4-11. .4755.
Docks of Hew Oricans (70)
Winters-Young 11-24 .... 4-4 . .4709.
.4712.
rightDetails
nj Mad
onder(75)
title: A Palooka Named Jo« Errol-KirkwooJ 9-15 .2-7.
. 4753 .
Fight nj Ran;er, The (57)
Brown-Hatton
6-7 .8-15.
.4-25. .4714.
French
Leave
(64)
Cooper-Coa{ai
.........2-2
Details under title: Kllroy On Deck
.5-16.
Frontier Agent (56)
Brown-Hatton
.44720,
16.
Gol'en Eye. The (69)
Winter-Young
4-26. . . 8-29 .475«.
I Wouldn't Bo in Yoar SbMi (70)
Cast;e-Kni>
2-16... 5-23
Incident
Oouglas-Frazee 8-16
Iron Dukes
Bowery Boys
8-2
Details under title: Bowery Comoback
Jiggs and Maggie In Society (66)
Yule-Riano
9-29 .. .1-10. . .4704 .
llni Money (68)
Goreey-CaldweJi 1-19 .. .6-27 .. .4717 .
Jnf Palooka in the Big Fight
Kirkwcod-Romay 8-30
Kidnapped
MacDo«aII-En3'and ....5-24
Last of the Badmea
Sulliv:n-Rcynolds 6-21
■Mtsic
ichaol Man
O'HallONn (79)
Roberts-Beckett 4-12
Stewart-Brito
5-24 . . 8-8...
9-5 . 4710.
4721 .
Oklahoma Blies (56)
Wakoley-Bolmont 1-19. . .3-28. . .4761.
0»»rlaiid Traill (58)
Brown-Belmont 11-24 . . .1-31. . .4751.
Pannert of the Siwot (53)
Wakely-Lanon
5-6
Perilon Waters (66)
Caitlo-Long
9-1 ... 2-14 ... 4707
Range Renegades (54)
Wakeley-Holt
6-5... 4766.
Rocky (76)
MeDowall-Barrier 8-18 3-7... 4705.
R«o of the Rio Grande (60)
Carroll-Movita Reluie .. .3-14 ... 4710
Shanghai Chest, The (65)
Winterv-Best
2-16. . .7-11 . . .4718.
Details onder title: Mirder by Alphabet
. 4754 .
Sheriff From Medicine Bow (55)
Brown-Hatton 7-19 . 9-19. .4711
&ign of the Wolf (69)
Whalen-BrUy
Roluio 5-2. . 4763 .
Silver Trails (53)
Wakely-Taylor 7-5... 8-22. ..4801.
SUteon Fathoai Dkp (Amco)
Lake-Chanoy
7-25.
SEPTEMBER

13, 1948

Smart Politics (68)
SMg •(
The (71)
Drifter (5^)
Stage
Struck
Tr t aman .
T oub e Ma'cers
Details un.e- title: Hijh Tension
Winner T?.ke All (65)
ALLIED ARTISTS
Babe
Rath West,
Story, Th*
The (87)
<106)
DudeDetails
Goes
und r title:
The Tenderfoot
Hantcd, The (85)
It Hap-ened(84)
on Fl.th Atenne (115)
Panhandle
Smart ^^om^n (JOi
Song of ^.y Heart (89)
Details rnder tit'e: Tragic Synphony
Strike It Rich

°relsser-Sfe«u-t 9-15 1-3 «7 1-5
Wak
ly-C«-.e< 11-10...
1-17 . .4715
686
Long-Rlchnoad
3-15. . .6-U.
Bro»n-Hatto«
6-20. . .4752
G«rc<f-Hall 6-7
Kirkwood-Knox
9-12. . . 48026-Zl
Bendi--Tro;or 3-29
Albert-Storm
12-8 .8-30.
Belita-Fostor 4-14 4-7 6 .8-2
Storn-DcFore9-29. . .2-22
4-19 5
1...2-17
Catieron-Cowns
Bennett-Aherne 10-27... 4-30 7
Sundstrom-Long 2-3... 1-31 4.. 11-24
Cameron-Granville 7-19

PARAMOUNT
1947-48 Features

Completed (37)

In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCT^ONS
A 3IASK FOR LUCRETIA
Drama — Started September 1
Cast: Paulette Goddard, John Lund, Macdonald Carey, John
Sutton,
Hobart. Fritz Lieber, William Farnum, Nicholas Joy, Rose
Director: Mitchell Leisen
Producer: Richard Maibaum
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Tiils — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev
Heirets. The
dcH!>* lland-CIift 7-5
Cne V.omrn
Indd-Rced
8-16
C03iPI,ETED
1947-48
Aeco>ed. The
N o 'ng-CLmmints 4-26
=-28 4Alberqucrque
(SO)
Scot'-Br
tton
3-3 .2-20 .4709
02-2
Bey:nd Glory (C)(82)
Ladd-Reed
?-29.
.4726.'2. .6-21
.
S-3.
Details u:idor tit|-: The Long. Cr y Line
.4-9. .4T13 2-2
Big Town
Clock, Scandal
The (95)
Milla-d-O'SolIlvan 3-17. 7-30 .4722 6-7
Big
(62)
Reed-Brooke
4711 . . .3-1
e.-ged Fury i61i
Oenning-Rv^n
9-29.
fonn
e"ic«'
"a
'
A
(Ti
Crosby-Fleming
6-24
.6-48.R"3508
3-5
7-2
Crusades, Tie (126)
Youno-Wiico^on ..Reisse. 12-3. . .4806
Dsast;r (60,
Der.ning-Marshall
. 2-16.
. .4721. . .:-24
Dream Girl (86i
Hittin-Cjfty .. . 5-12. .7-23.
7-2. . .4720 . .5-lC
"
Eirpcnr Wa't:,
The
'T)
(106)
^ro<^y-Fonta•ne
..
>i-24.
1 A '116j
Foreign Altair.
f rthur -Lond-B otr c^ .i2-22. .8-20. . .4724. . .6-21
Great Gatsby. The
Lit'd-Fied .... .3-^. .6-18. .4718 . .4-26
Hatter's
Castle (103)
Mason.Ke:r ..Forsgn.
Harard (95)
G»drtard-Ca-ey
ll-JO .1-15. .4716 3-29
I WM\ Alone (99)
Lancasier-Scott .. . 12-23
.4708. .12-22
Drfails iirder tlth- Deadlock
.48^2.
Isn't It Roman'.it (87)
Lake-DeWolfe 3-1. .3-26 .4/12.
Mr.Detiils
Recklessunder(66,
Cy'.he-Britton .. .. 11-10.. .10-8
title: Hard To Kill
.3-1
My Own True Love
Toogla -Calvert ...7-7
NowDetails
aid Forever
Rains-Hentrix
2-2
under t'tle: Abigail. Dear Heart
. .7-19
Night
Has
A Thousairi
Eyes (81)
Robin'on-Rostell
7-7 .12-24.
. 10-22. . 4803.
4807
Paleface, The
(T) (91)
Rope-Riss II
8-18
07 11-24
Roid To Pio (lOOi
crosby-Hope
1-6 . 12-25 .4. 4804
3-1?.
.6-11.
Sealej Verdict (83)
Mj land-Mary
Shaggy
(C)
(72)
Joyce
Sh»ynj
. .4-25
. 10-27
. 12-9
Sai'on '94)
Ladd-L;ke
5-26. . .4-30
.410
.2-16
.11-5 .4717
.4715. .. .3-15
Sainted SJsters, The '83)
Lake-CaiiMrld
4723
.
. 6-7
. .8-6.
So
Ev I MyJones
Lo«e (lOO)
Mil and-To'd
Sorrowful
Ho-e-Ball
.4801
1
! . .9-24.
Spec'al
Eythe-R'oves
.4714.
Speed ToAge-t
Spare (57)
Arlen-Rogers 10-27 )
r . 5-14
Strange
MIIIand-To'.tor
. .8-2
DetailsTemptation
onder title: Dark CIrcIo
>-2
. 11-19 . .4-«)v
.4805 . .3-1
.
Streets of Laredo (T)
Ho'dcn-Fr« man
MHs Ta lock's Mil ions
Hen^rix-Lunr
>
4-2
,
.5-24
.9-29
Uneoniioered (T) '146)
rooper-Gotdard
1.1. .6-25. .4719.
Waterfront at Midnight (64)
Gargan-Haghet
Whispering Smith (T)
Ladd-Marshall
REAL

ART
. ■■013. .

RELEASE CHART
1947-4S
Cist

REISSUE
Title — Riming TImo
MaryNigDowfs (66)
AlA-gasntlne
(73)
Captive Will Womin (60)
Corvette K-225 (98)
Drums of ih Congo (61)
Ei-Chanp (72)
Ghost of Frarkerten (67)
Give Us W njs (62)
(87)
Hellaoppl'
title Toigh G ly '83)
Lit le Tooih Guys in Society (73) . z
Magnlffeent
(78)
Men of TexasBrute(82)
Model Wife (78i
Mammy's Chot (65)
Mommy's Tomb (61)
My Mai
(87)
We Uve(93)
Time Go'fray
Next
Pardon My Sarong (84)
Sea Sroilers (63)
Sio Town (74)
Son of Dracula (80)
The (78)
$t«r«. Tomorrow
When
Comes (92)
Wings Over Honolulu (78)
Voo'ro Rot So Toagh (71)

Ro«.

Details
. .735. . ,
lers Mar..
Rel. .12 0..
Mil ard-Ei
Bros.-Andrews S:$
No.
Car ad.n -Ankers
May.. .12^0..
.
May.. .1210.
Scot -Fitzecrald
. .S26. ..
May. .1212.
n
E w n-IHunsown
Aug.. 1095 . .
M. Lalen-Bra
Jan..
Chanty-Ankers
L.T. Goy»-D.E. Kids
Mar.. ..6046.
.796. .
.917.
CIsen-johnson
. .929. .
L.T. Guys-D.E. Kids
Mar..
Mar..
Little Toojh Gays
McLaglen-Bamos
Apr.. .1124..
.1222. .
Ahb-tt & CostclVi
Joy..
Blon ell-Pow I
.1344. .
rhiney-Ca-raline
Feb.. 1246 . .
Foran-Chat!e>
Feb.. ...7:8..
InlV- • . .756..
owell-Lor "-^rd
ollavan Juno . .1238. .
Strwart-MiMand-S
ftack-Cooper
June . . .924.
361. ..
Apr.. .1266.
Wayno-Grey
Jan.. .1295. .
Bennett- Crawford
Jan..
Chaney-Allbrltton
F(b.. . .£48. .
p|c lord-Foster
Dunne-Boyer
Aug . .871. .
Kil and-Parry
May, . 1063 . .
L.T.Goju-O.E.KIdi
IS

REPUBLIC
1947-18 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (25)
Completed (15)
Completed ( 4)

In Production (2)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE MISSOUKIAN (TR)
Outdoor Drama — Started August 24
Cast: William Elliott, Adrian Booth, Forrest Tucker, Andy Devine, Grant Withers, Minna Gombell, Jack Holt.
Producer-director:
Joseph
KaneOne turns robber and ia caught by the other.
Stoi v: Twi) bi iitlieia liRlil
o ich otlici.
DAUGHTER OF THE JUNGL-E
Melodrama — Started August 24
Cast: Lois Hall,, James Cardwell, Sheldon Leonard, William
Wright.
Director: George Blair
Producer: Franklin Adreon
Story: Xot available. See npxl issue.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
No.
R<l.
Title— Running Tlmt
Cut Dflalli
R(«.
Wake of the Red Witch. The
Wayn6-Ris»ll
COMPLETED
.6-11.
Adventuros of Frank t Jessie James
MMrt-Miill
4-26
Angel in Exile
Carroll-Mara
4-12 ,9-3. . .719.
Details under title: Miracle of Charlie Dakia
. .752.
Bandits of Dark Canyon
Laae-Waliv
12-15. .728
Bill and Coo (Tr.) (61)
Barton's Birds
3-28.
Boll Fronti'rsman
Laae-Wailar ....
12-22. . .4-15. , .754,
Details under i<:le: Cimarron Trails
Calilornia FIrebraiul (Tr.) (63)
Hali-Bao!h
10-13
.654. . .4-26
Campus Honeymoon
Crane- WiMt
10-13. .4-1 .703
8-30
755. . .6-21
.2-1
Carson Ci'y Raiders (60)
Lana-Wai:ef
2-l« ,.5-U.
.713
Code of Scotland Yard
Honolka-Farr
.792
.4-24
Dangers of the Canadian Mounted (Serial) . .Baanan-BtlaiaBt .....10-27.
Daredevils of the Clouds (60)
Livingston-Clark 3-11 .8-10 .716 . . .8-2
Denver Kid, The
|jin»-Galla(her T
Despiradoes of Dodge City
Lane-Waller
6-21 . .9-15.
7-17 . . .757
793
Dick Tracy Returns (Serial)
B«y<-Rabert>
1
Drums Along the Amazon
Braat-Ralitaa
S...7-15. . ..732..
Eyes of Texas. The (Tr) (70)
Rofers-Rokerts
Far Frontier, The
Rogers-Devinc
. .8-2
Federal Agents Vs. Underground
Allen-LaPlancke 7-19 > . .791
6-Men Never Forget (Serial)
Maore-Aatt
8-4 . . .1-31. . ..715
Gallant Legion. The
Ell ott-Boatk
1-5 ...7-25..
Grano
Canyon
Trail
(Tr.)
Rogers-Frazee
6-21
Heart of Virginia
. ..4-25. . . .707, ,
Mart
n-Lowery
12-22
Homicide For Three
11-24.
9-15.
. .5-25. . . .710. .5-24
I. Jane Doe (85)
.Hussey-Carroll
Hant-Londigan ...
Inside Story, The (87)
..3-14. . . .705. .3-29
Details under title: End of the Rainbow .Cartoon Feature
. .709
12-20
5-10. . .. ..761
It's Aof Grand
Old Naj (Tr.)
King
the Gamblers
Wr jh
12-8. ..3-25. . . .706. .4-26
.Roberts-D,inalas
Lightnin' in the Forest
Welles-Nolan
Macbeth
Welles-Nol
.704.
7-7. .2-23.
1-1 . .701.
Madonna of The Desert
Cast^e-Robcrts 11-10
Main Street Kid, The
Pearea-Martin 9-29
.756.
Manhal of Amarillo
lane-Waler
7-25..
Moonrise
Clark-Rossell
1-5... 7-11.. .714.
Nighttime in Nevada (T)
Rogers-Harmon 5-10 ... 8-29 . . .733.
(Milahoma Badlands
Lane-Co'es
11-24 ... 2-22 . . .753.
Old Los Angeles
Elliott-McLeod 10-13 ... 4-25 . . .708.
.717.
Out of the Storm
Lydon-Collier 3-29. . .8-25 . .
Details under tith: Backfire
Plundtrers, The
Cameron-Matsey 6-7
Red Pony, The (T)
Loy-Mitchom
6-9
Re.iegades of Sonora
Lan:-Waller
8-30
Rose
the Yukon
Erodie-De'l
Secret ofService
Investigator (60)
Bridges-Roberts 8-16
2-16 ... 5-31 . . .702
Slippy IVIcGee
Barry-Evans
S-1...1-15.. .711 6-7
Sons of Adventure
Hayden-Roberts 3-15 ... 8-28 . . .718
Timier Trail, The (67)
Hale-Roberts
6-21. . .6-15. . .655
8-2
Train
to Alcatraz
3-1... 6-28.. .712
Details
under title: Alcatraz Prison Train Barry-Martin
. Bogcrs-Frazee 11-25 .... 5-1 . . 731 .... 6-7
Und!r Cali'ornia Stars (Tr.) (70)
RKO
1948 Features
IN PRODUCTION
Ti;le — Running Time
Follow Me Ouiet:y

Completed (41)

In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART

GROUP ONE
Rachel and the Stranger (93) ....
Details under tith: Rachel
Pearl. Tha (77i
Variety Time (59)
GROl P TWO
Bodyguard (63)
Design for Death (48)
Mourning Becjme. Electra (121)
Station West (92)
26

RADIO

Rev.

Cist Details
.Lundisan-Patrick 8-30.
No.
1948-49
. Young-Ho'den
9-1.
Mamoes-Armendariz . . Fareign
Er.ol-Kennedy

.8-16
3-15
8-16

Tierney-Lane
5-10
Documentary
Russell-Redgrave 4-14
Powell-Greer

9-13
9-13
11-24
9-13

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE
It You Knew Susie (90)
Western Heritage (60)
BLOCK NO. FOUR
Arizona Ranoer, The (63)
Tarzan and the Mermaids (68)
BLOCK NO. FIVE
Berlin Express (86)
Bring 'Em B. ck Al ve
FIgh'.ing Fat er Durne
Guns
ofofHalethe Cadmen
161)
ReturnBLOCK
NO. (90)
SIX
Mystery In Mexico (66)
Race Street (79)
TwistedTouch,
Road, The
Tht (97)
(95)
Velvet
NOT DESIGNATED
Baltimore Escapade
Bltod On The Moon
Boy
Within Greeo
Hair (T)
Brothers
the Saddle

1947-48
rantor-Davii
Holt-LMlIt

..

1-30

2-16
. 2-16

Holt-Leslie
11-10
4-12
Welssmuller-Joyce i-4 ................ 4-12
Oberon-Ryan
9-1
5-24
Frank Buck
O'Brien-Dell 3-}i.
Holt-Leilie
12-22!
.'.....5-24
5-24
Scott-Jefl
reyt
Lundigan-White 10-13
Raft-Ma^will
o-l
O'Donnell-Granger
. 7-7
Ruisell-Genn 10-13

7-5
7-5
7-5
8-2

Temple-Youni
6-21
Mitchuai-Bol Geddes . . 3-1.
O'Brien-Ryan
Holt-Forman
7-5 ..
...
Details un'er title: Take Three Tensos Wright-Nlven
EnchantB-ent
5-24,'.'. ..'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ..'.'.', .'.'.'.
Evtry Girl Sl-oild Be Married
Grant-Tone
6-7
Good Sam (114)
Cooper-Sheridan 8-18
8-2
Sun Runners
Holt-Hyer
8-2
Indian Agent
Holt-Martin
6-7
Interference
Mature-Ball
7-19
Joan of Arc (T)
Befgnan-Farror 10-13
Judge
Steps
Out,
Th«
Knox-Sothorn
Details under tift: Indian Somaier
Le Silence Est D'or
Chevalier-Durrlv . . . .Foreign
Long Denial. The
O'Haa-Doailas
3-1
Mr.
Joseph
Young
of
Africa
Johnson-Armitrong
1-5
Outlaw Valley
Holf-Mertin
6-21
Return of the Badman
Soott-While
Tarzan's
of Youth
7-19
Details Fountain
under title:
Tarzan and the ArrowBarker-Joyce
of Death
Tycoon (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3
2-8
Under Arizona Skies
Holt-Leslie
9-1
Wee* No The
More
Co'.Un-Valli 11-24
5-10
Window,
Hale-Kennedy
SPECIALS
Bishops Wife. The (109)
Grant-Young
3-17
11-24
Fugitive. The (104)
Fonda-Del Rio
1-6
11-10
Fun and Fancy Free (73)
Diiney Cartoon Feature
891.... 9-1
I Remember Mama (137)
Dunne-Hemolka 6-9
3-15
Melody Time (T)
Disney Musical
5-24
Minele of The Bells. Tho (118)
MacMurray-Valll 8-4
3-15
Song Is Born (T) (113)
Kayr-Mayo
8-30
SCREEN
1947-48 Features

GUILD

Completed (16)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
1947-48
Rel.
No.
Cast Details
laRue-Stewart 5-10
LaR c-St. John
8-16
Hollywood
Barn Dance
(65)
3-31. , .6-21. . .4701.
Details under
title: Western
Barn Dance Tub!i-:r.ing
Jungle Goddess
feeves-McKay
6-21
La;t of t::e Wild Hcrses
E'lison-F.azee
Mark of the Lash
' ^ae-Crande'l 5-24
Hiiacle in Harlem (71)
atepin Fetchit
5-14.... X-3.
Outlaw Country
LaR c-St. Jchn
8-16
Prairie. The (80)
A.be t-Baxter
4-30. .. 4705.

Rev.

COMPLETED
Ti le— Running Time
Dead
Man's
Frontier Phan Cold
om

SELZNICK
Features

—

S.R.O.

Completed (5)

In Production (0)
4-14

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Ti:ie — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel. No.
Rev.
Duel in the Si# (T) (138)
Jones-Cotten 3-19 4-9
Intermezzo (70)
Bergmtn-Howard ...Reissue
Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House Grant-Loy
10-13 7-1
3-29
Paradine Case. The (132)
Todd-Peck
12-23
1-19
i>ortrait of Jenny
cotten-Jones
3-3

20th
1948 Features

CENTURY-FOX
Completed (42)

In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rel.
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Canadian Pacifc (C)
Scott-Wyatt
8-30.
Down to the Sea in Ships
6a:rymore-Widmark 8-30.
Mother Is A Freshman (T)
Johnson-Yong
8-30.
Sand (T)
Stevens-Gray
7-5.
COMPLETED
1947-48
Anna Kaenina (110)
Leigh-Rlchardson Foreign. . May . .
Apartment for Peggy
Crain-Holden
1-19.
.842
820.
Bungalow, The
Conway-Hamilton 7-19., Oct.
FILM

Rev.

BULLITIN

Ch*cker«d Coat. The (61)
C»nway-Nash
July 825
Chicken Every Sunday
Dailey-Holm
7-5
CMnterfeiters. The (73)
Sutton-Merrick
June... 819
Creept.-. The (64)
3-29 .. Sept . . . 83
CryDetails
of theiHider
City title:
(9;)
1-5 . . . Oct . . 841
Tha Chair for Martin Mattre-Conti
Romp
Andrews-Peters 10-13... July 821 . 7-19
BMP Witerj (85)
Escape (78)
Harrison-Cumnins 9-16 . . Sept
822 .... 6-7
Fan. The
Crain-Sande.-s 7-19
Forever Amber il39) (T)
Oarne l-Wilde
Sept . . .838
FiryDetails
at Furnace
CreekBallad
(88)
9-15... May
4-26
under title:
of Furnace Creek Mature-Gray
840
.
Sept
..
3-15
Emery-Geva
Gay Intruders. The (68)
fientleman s Ajreenwnt (118)
Peck-McGu re
6-9 . . Mar . 806 11-24
827.. .6-7
5-12... Jnie
(89) Guil!-Dal y
Give My Regards to Broadway (T)(89)
818 .4-26
6-23... June
contmins- oiurn
Green Grass of Wyomlnj (T)
Ideal Husband. An (T) (96)
Goddard-Wilding
Mar
809 .3-29
Iron Curtain. The (87)
And.cws-Ti rney
12-3 . May
816 . .5-24
Let's Live Again (67)
Eme y-Brxks
11-24 . Apr 813
Luck ai the Irish (99)
Power-Baxt r
2-16 . Sept 837
Details
For fear of Little Mei
, „
Meet Me atunder
Dawnti'.le:
(89)
Eythe-Court
Arr . . . f«12, . 3-29
i«ly 824... 7-19
Meredith-Moore
E«ecution«r (102)
Own
Mint
Miss Mink of 1940
Lydon-Collier
8-2
Road House
Lupino-Wilde
4-12
Rose of Cimarron
Mont:om:ry-Poman 8-30
Scudda Hoo! Scodda Hay! (T) (95) Haver-McCa lls:er 3-17 . Ar 811... 3-15
Sittins
PrettyThe
(84)
Young-O'Hira
11-10
... Ap.- ... 810 ... 3-2J
Snake Pit.
deHavilland-Genn
8-4
Street With No Name, The (91)
Ste ens-Lawrene; 1-5... July 823 7-5
Tender Years, The (81)
Brown-Hutchinson 9-1 Jan . . . 803 .. 12-8
ThatDetails
Lady under
in Ermine
title: (T)This (89)
U the Moment Grab e -Fairbanks 11-10... Aug 836... 7-11
That Wonderful Urge
Pow;r-Ticrney 4-12
Thirteen Lead Soldifrs (66)
Conway-Wescott 12-22... Apr 8-14
Three Wives
Darnell-Crain 6-21
Details under title: A Letter to Three Wives
Tucson
Lydon-Edwards
7-5
Unfaithfully Yours
Harri.on-Darnell 3-1
Walls of Jericho. The (106)
Wilde-Darnell 11-10... Aug 826... 7-19
When My Baby Smiles at Me (T)
Grahle-Dai.ey 5-24
Details under title: Borlesque
Winner's Circle. The (70)
Wi:!es-Fa ley
Auj 829
Yellow Sky (T)
Feck-7ax;er
6-7
You Were Meant for Me (91)
Cra n— Dailsy
S-15...Feb 802 2-2
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arthur Takes Over (63)
rol ier-Co ran
12-22 ... May . . 817 ... 4-26
Night Wind (68)
Rusre l-Christine 4-26 .Oct 843
Details under title: Big Dan
Danperous Years, The (62)
Halor-Told
Feb . 874 .. 12-22
Flphting Back (60)
langton-Rogers 3-29... Aup 828... 7-19
Half-Past
Midnight
(69)
Taylor-Kn
dsen
11-24...
Mar
808. . .2-16
Trouble Preferred
Kr.udsen-Russell
West of Tomorrow
Grable-Oailey 4-12
UNITED

ARTISTS

1947-48 Features

Completed (38)
In Production (0)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (SmI); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
Bill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Ripley - Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les); Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney
(Cgy); Bronston (Brn); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent);
Hughes (Hgs); Comet (Com).
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Details
Rel. No.
Title — Running Time
Cast
. ...3-29...J-17...Nas. Rev.
An Innocent Affair
Cacroll-MacMurray
.4-26
Angry God
Par'a-Or erja
Arch of Triumph (120)
Bergman-Biye,7-22. . .3-48 Ent
Cover Up
Bendix-O'Keefe 7-5... Nas
Dead Don't
Dream
Boyd-Broo'<s
8-4
False
Paradise
Boyil-Brroks
9-1 . . . . . BB
BB
Four Faces West
MrCrea-Dee
.7-9 Ent 5I24
Gay Amigo
Renaldo-Carrillo 7-19
Pnk
GirlDetails
From under
Manhattan
Boo
title: AM's Well That EndsMon'gomer/-Lamoor
Well
MiSh Fury
Carr- ll-Honter
8-20.. RC . . .
Henry V (T) (134)
01 Ivor- Newton
For... 9-47 . GFD 4-29
Hoppy's
Holiday (60)
Boyd-Ware
9-30 .. .7-18 ...SmIBB . 5-12
Indian
DetailsScout
under title: Same Rain Must Fall Montgomety-Drew 7-5
Kings of the Olympies
Docun-entary
5-48
LaflfDetails
Time under
(C)
9-30 ........ . Rgs
Misc. Independents Chart Olsen-Jannsen
LoveDetiHappy
Marx Bros
8-2
l; under title: Bhnde Heaven
Lucky Stiff. The
Lamour-Donlety 8-2
MadRev.Wednesday
(80)
10-1
St9 . . . .3-3
under title:
Sin of Harold Diddlebock Lloyd-Walborn
Man of Evil (90)
Mason-Calvert
For
GFD... 4-12
Montana
Details Mike
under (97)
title: Heaven Only Knows Cummings-Donlevy .... 12-23 .. .9-47 ... Neb ... .8-4
My Dear Secretary
Day-Douglas
5-24 .. 10-15 ... Pop
On Details
Our Merry
8-5. . .6-15 ... Bog-Mer. . .
underWay
title: A Miracle Can Happei All-Star
Outpost in Morocco
Raft-TamirofI
BB
Personal Column
Sanders-Ball
11-11 .. .7-25 ... Smg . . 7-21
Pitfall (85)
Powell-Scott
2-2. .8-13 . . Bis .. .8-16
Red River (125)
Wayne-Cllft
9-30
Hks...7-19
Silent Conflict
Boyd-Braoks
7-21 . . .8-C7 . . . BB
SirenDetails
of Atlantis
Montez-Aumont
3-3
..
3-48
..
Neb
under title: Atlantis
Sleep My Love (97)
Colbert-Cumminps 6-9
SmI. .. 1-19
S« This Is Hew York (79)
Morgan-Vallee 10-13. . .6-25 ... SP .. .5-24
Strange Gamble
Boyd-Clyde
9-1
BB
Texas. Brooklyn and Heaven (76)
Madison-Ly.m
2-16. . .7-16. . .Go! .. .7-19
Time of Your Life, The (107)
Cagney-Bendix
5-26 ... 7-30 ... Ciy . . .6-7
Urubu
Scott-Powell
8-20
Vendetta
DeGeorge-Brooks 8-19
Hgs
VIeioas Circle
Conrad Nagle
5-48. . .Wll 6-7
SEPTEMBER

13, 1948

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
1947 48 Features

Comipleted (44)
In Production (0)
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Title — Rinnlng Tlae
Cvt Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Abbo:t & Costello Mee: Frankepslein (83) . .A">ott-Cost;IIo
July 664... 7-5
Ac;Details
of Mu under
der, Antitle:(1)
March-EIdridgc
2-2
.
Sept
.
.
673
. . 8 30
Case Against Calvin Cooke
All
My
Sons
('.4,
Do
i
n
on-Chri
tans
.
10-13.
.
fay.
.
.
-m
Ano her Part of The Forest (107)
Marci-My.h
11-10
one . 66).4 12
Are You With It (90)
O Con nr-San Juan
.11-21 .' ay 655..
Bad Sister (90)
Palmer-Nlven
Foreion . . . July
7-13
Beware of Pi.y (102)
Lockwoad-Ha tor
Fjr- ign . . . July
Black Bart (T) (80)
Oe. ar:o -Cu yea
6 23 Ap
3-15
Details u:ider t'Mr: Adve.itures of Black Bart
B:ack Velvet (T)
Sryth-Onft
7-5
Brothers.
The (.0)
Rrc
F !»■
F'-rfi
Bush
Christmas
(70)
Ralferty-Fernside
Foreignn
... Nov i-24
Casbah (94)
OeCarlo-Wartin ...
lO-i'? .^,r
Captain Boycott (S2)
tenie-Kirby
4-6
Countess of Monte Cristo
Bonat-Granger Foreign
Criss Cross
Lancasetr-deCarl* 7-5
Dear Murderer (90)
Portgan-Gynt
Foreign ... May . . 653 . .5-24
Double
A (105)
Colraan-Hasso
6-23 ..Mar
1-19
DetailsLife.under
title: Imagination
End of the River (80)
Ea' »-Lo/ell
Foreign
7-5
Family Honeymoon
ro bert-MacMorray f-21
Feodin',
Fussh'
and
Flghtin'
(78/
O'Connor-MjIn
3-1
.
Ju
y
....
665
...
6-21
Details under title: The Wonderfil Race at Ri-<:rcck
ForDetails
the Love
Mary Washlnitra
(90) Girl
Durbin-O'Bren
4-12 . . Sept . 672
underof title:
Hamlet (153)
0:ivi:r-Hfr:ie Foreign
7-19
Holiday Camp (97)
Rolison-Pr;ee fore.gn
2-16
Hungry Hill (92)
Lockwool-Priee Fore rn
10-27
Case Against
Calvin Cooke
March-Eldredp"
Larceny
(89)
Payne-Ojollie
d
42-"
12. . .Aug. . . .659. . .8-16
Letter From An Unknown Woman (87) . . . Fonfa ne-Jourden 9-15 ... June . . 659
Man-Eater of Knmjon (79)
Saki-Pape
12-22... July 666 7-5
Mexican Hayride
Abbott-Costello 6-21
Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid (89)
Powell-BI/th
1-19 ..Aug 667... 8-16
Naked City, The (96)
Fitzgerald-Duff 7-7... Mar
2-2
Nicholas N ckleby (94)
Hardwicke-Eond
. Torri n
11-24
J'Flynn, The
Fairbanks-Carter 5-24
One Touch of Ve.ius (81)
Walker-Gardner 2-16 ... Aug. ... 670 .. .8-30
River Lady (T)
OeCarlo-Diryoa 8-4 .. June .... 661
Rogues Charm
Regiment
Abbott-Cos'ello
2-16
Saxon
(88)
Mon gomery-Hayward
2-16
... S:pt .... 671
Tap Roots (T) (109)
Helin-Hayward
6-23 ..A:g 668 7-5
Tawny PipitThe
(81)
Mil(«-John
9-15
Unafraid.
jntaster-Fontalne Foreirn
3-29
Details under title: Kiss tin Blood Off M)
Up In Central Park (87)
Dorbin-Haymes 10-13. . .June. . .662. .. .6-7
Yoj Gotta Stay Happy
Fontaine-Stewart 5-24
WARNER
1947-48 Features

BROTHERS
Completed (38)

In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MONTANj\ (T)
Out(ioor Drama— Started August 30
Cast: Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith, S. Z. Sakall.
Director: Ray Enright
Producer: William Jacobs
story: Fight for grazing land between Sheep herdei .s and cattle breeders
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Details Rcl.
No Rev
Ti le— Running Time
Cast
7-19
Fountainhead. The
Cooper-Neah
.. . . 8-16
Somewhere
in the City
I indfors- 0'B-i:n
8-30
Happy Times
Kayr-Bates
... .8-30
Two Gjys and a Gal
Morgan-Day
COMPLETED
—
1947-48
Adventures of Don Juan (T)
Flynn-Li-dfors
10-27
April S' owers (94)
Carson-Sothern 9-15 .3-27
719 .3-15
BIj PunCi. The (80)
IKorr s-Mirwell
2-2. ..6-26 727.
Deta'ls un:t r title: Tke Fifhtiaf Terror
C'r s'opher Elake
Smith-Douflas 9-15 . .
Embraceable
You title:
(80)
Clark-Broaks
3-15... 8-21 732 8-2
Details under
Sonbartt
Fighter
Squadron
(T)
O'Brien-Stack
6-7
.
Flaxy
Martin
Maya-Scott
4-26
Details
under title: Smart MMey
Girl from Jones Beach, The
Reagan-Mayo
5-24
House Across the Street, T*«
Morris-Paige
8-16
lohn Loves Mary
Reagan-Neal
2-2
lohnny Belinda
Wynran-Ayres
9-15
June Bride
Davis-Montgomery 5-24
Key
Bogart-Bacall
1-5. . . 7-31.. .731... 7-19
Kiss Lano
in the (101)
Dark, A
Wyman-Nlven
3-29
Life With Father (118)
Powell-DaBne
8-14..
.6--.
My Dream Is Yours
Carson-Day
4-12
Night Beat
Doaglas-Westcott 7-19
Night Unto Night
Llndfors-Reapan 9-30
One Last Fling
Smith-Scott
2-16
One Sunday Afternoon (T)
Morgan-Paips 2-16.
Romance on the High Seas (T) <99) . . . .Carson-Paige
7-3.. . .728.
Rope (T) (80)
Stewart-Chandler 2-2. . . .9-25. . . .802. .,8-16
Silver Lining (T)
Ha« r-Bolger
4-26.
. .725 ...7-5
Silver River (110)
Flynn-Sherldan
. . .5-29. .
Smart Dames Don't Talk
Mayo-Bennett
3-1. . . .10-9. .
Details
underLouis
title: Damet D«*'t Talk HcCrea-Smith
South
of St.
6-7.
. . .4-10. . .720.;'76.4-26
'.'
.801. 2.
Two Guys From Texas (T) (8£)
Morgan-Carson 3-17 . . . .9-4. . ...726.
. . . 4-24 . . . .724.
.
.8-16
Woman In White, The (109)
.rairlcer-Smith 10-14 . . .5-15. . .721. . .4-26
.4-12
WallRower (77)
. . .6-12. .
Whiplash
.Clark-Smith
3-31.
Yaanper Brothen (T)
...6-7
.ralte-Marrls 5-24.
27
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UNFAITHFULL
YOURS
REX HARRISON • LINDA DARNELL
RUDY VALLEE . BARBARA LAWRENCE
in "UNFAITHFULLY YOURS" with Kurt
Kreuger, Lionel Stander, Edgar Kennedy,
Alan Bridge, Julius Tannen, Torben Meyer
An Original Screen Play Written, Directed
and Produced by PRESTON STURGES
WHEN
BABY
AT

THE
SNAKE

PIT

Darryl F. Zahuck Presents OLIVIA
de HAVILLAND in "THE SNAKE PIT" also
Starring MARK STEVENS and LEO GENN
with Celeste Holm ' Glenn Langc-n and
Helen Craig, Leif Erickson, Beulah Bondi
Lee Patrick, Howard Freeman, Katt;erine
Locke, Natalie Schafer, Frank Conroy,
Ruth Donnelly, Minna Gombell • Directed
by ANATOLE LITVAK • Produced by
ANATOLE LITVAK and ROBERT BASSLER
Screen Play by Frank Partes and Millen
Brand • Based on the Novel by
Mary Jane Ward

^^ore

Champions

MY

SMILES
ME

Color by TECHNICOLOR
BEHY GRABLE • DAN DAILEY in "WHEN
MY BABY SMILES AT ME" • Color by
TECHNICOLOR • With JACK OAKIE,
JUNE HAVOC, RICHARD ARLEN, JAMES
GLEASON • Directed by WALTER LANG
Produced by GEORGE JESSEL • Screen
Play by LAMAR TROTTI • Adaptation by
Elizabeth Reinhardt • From a Play by
George Manker Watters a«d Arthur Hopkins • Lyrics and Music: "By The Way"
"What Did I Do?" by Mack Gordon and
Josef Myrow • Dances Staged by Seymour Felix and Kenny Williams

than any other company

YELLOW

SKY
GREGORY PECK . ANNE BAXTER
RICHARD
in "YELLOW
SKY"
with
RobertWIDMARK
Arthur, John
Russell, Henry
Morgan, James Barton, Charles Kemper
Directed by WILLIAM A. WELLMAN
Produced by LAMAR TROTTI • Screenplay
by Lamar Trotti • Based on a Story by
W. R. Burnett

on Motion Picture Herald's list of Boxoffice Champions , . . the i

SPYROS

P.

SKOURAS
35ilt

O^nnLversarij

QelehralioYi
SEPT.

26 to DEC.

25

INCLUSIVE

CRY
THE

OF
CITY

"CRY
CITY" CONTE
Starringwith
VICTOR
MATUREOF . THE
RICHARD
Fred
Clark, Shelley Winters, Betty Garde, Berry
Kroeger, Tommy Cook, Debra Paget, Hope
Emerson, Rolond Winters, Walter Baldwin
Directed by ROBERT SIODMAK • Produced by SOL C. SIEGEL • Screen Play by
Richard Murphy • From a Novel by Henry
Edward Helseth

ROAD
HOUSE
IDA LUPINO . CORNEL WILDE . CELESTE
HOLM . RICHARD WIDMARK in "ROAD
HOUSE" with O. Z. Whitehead, Robert
Karnes, George Beranger, Ian MacDonald
Grandon Rhodes • Directed by JEAN
NEGULESCO . Produced by EDWARD
CHODOROV . Screen Play by Edward
Chodorov • Story by Margaret Gruen
and Oscar Saul

pany to make the list every month to date in *48 , . . more hits than any other company

on Variety's Scoreboard!

EVERY

M

DAY

G

IT'S

M

T?(EM
What

a Summer!

Parade"

TO

AND

TRUER:

PS

ALL/

"Homecoming,"

{Technicolor), Frank

"A Date With

TRUER

Irving Berlin's "Easter

Capra's "State of the Union,"

Judy" [Tecfmicolor), "On

An

Island With

You"

{Technicolor), "Luxury Lmct'"' {Technicolor), "A Southern Yankee"!
And more! Who else but M-G-M has such a record! And
who else but M-G-M
Big Ones!

has such a line-up of Fall and Winter

AFTER

BEFORE

VITAMIN

M-G-M

VITAMIN
UP!

GREER GARSON
WALTER PIDGEON in
"julia misbehaves"
pet:."! lawford,
Elizabeth
CESAR
ROMERO, Luclle
Watson,taylor
Nigel
Bruca, Mary Boland, Reginald Owen
The r-terprise Studios present
DANA ANDREWS, LILLI PALMER
and LOUIS JOURDAN in
"NO MINOR VICES"
with Jane Wyatt
"THE
SlorringSECRET LAND" (Tec/inico/or)
MEN AND SHIPS
Of The U. S. NAVY
Narration By
Comdr. ROBERT MONTGOMERY, U.S.N.R.
Lt. ROBERT TAYLOR, U.S.N.R.
LI. VAN HEFLIN, A.A.F. (Ret.)
"HILLS
Starring OF HOME" {Technleolor)
EDMUND GWENN
DONALD CRISP, TOM DRAKE
JANET LEIGH and LASSIE

AND

Alexandre
"THE
THREEDumas'
MUSKETEERS" (rechnicofor)
Starring
LANA TURNER, GENE KELLY
JUNE ALLYSON, VAN HEFLIN
ANGELA LANSBURY
Frank Morgan, Vincent Price, Keenan
Wynn, John Sutton, Gig Young
★ ★ ★
"ACT
StarringOF VIOLENCE"
VAN HEFLIN, ROBERT RYAN
with Janet Leigh, Mary Astor
Phyllis Thaxter★ ★ *
FRANK SINATRA, KATHRYN GRAYSON
in "THE KISSING BANDIT (Tec/inico/or)
J. Carrol Naish, Mildred Nalwick
Mikhail Rasumny, Billy Gilbert
Sono Osato with Dance Specialties By
Ricardo Montalban, Ann Miller, Cyd Charisse
★ ★ ★
JohnGODFATHERS"
Ford's
"3
(Techmcofor)
Presented
Starring by John Ford & Merian C. Cooper
JOHN WAYNE, PEDRO ARMENDARIZ
And Introducing HARRY CAREY, Jr.
with Ward Bond, Mae Marsh
Jane Darwell, Ben Johnson

M-G-M!

COMING

Starring
"WORDS AND MUSIC" (Tecfinico/or)

CLARK GABLE, WALTER PIDGEON
VAN JOHNSON, BRIAN DONLEVY
Charles Bickford, John Hodiak
Edward Arnold in
"COMMAND DECISION"
Starring WOMEN" (Technicolor)
"LITTLE
JUNE ALLYSON, PETER LAWFORD
MARGARET O'BRIEN, ELIZABETH TAYLOR
JANET LEIGH, ROSSANO BRAZZI
MARY ASTOR
with Lucile Watson, C. Aubrey Smith
ROBERT TAYLOR
AVA GARDNER
CHARLES LAUGHTON
VINCENT PRICE
JOHN HODIAK in
"THE BRIBE"
"SUN IN THE MORNING"
(Tec/inico/or) Starring
JEANETTE MacDONALD
LLOYD NOLAN, CLAUDE JARMAN, Jr.
and LASSIE
with Lewis Stone, Percy Kilbride

MICKEY ROONEY, JUDY GARLAND
GENE KELLY, JUNE ALLYSON
PERRY COMO, ANN SOTHERN
with Tom Drake, Cyd Charisse, Betty
Garrett, Lena Home, Janet Leigh, Marshall
Thompson, Mel Torme, Vera-Eilen
★ ★ ♦
SPENCER TRACY, DEBORAH KERR
in "EDWARD, MY SON" with Ian HuntM
★ ★ ★
JOHN GARFIELD in
The Roberts Production
"FORCE OF EVIL"
An
Picture and Marie Windsor
with Enterprise
Thomas Gomez
And Introducing BEATRICE PEARSON
★ ★ ★
FRED ASTAIRE, GINGER ROGERS in
"THE BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY"
(Tecfinico/or)
with Oscar Levant, Billie Burke
Gail Robbins, ★Jacques
★ Francois
«
FRANK SINATRA
ESTHER WILLIAMS, GENE KELLY in
"TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME"
(Technicolor)
with Betty Gorrefl
Jules Munshin, Edward Arnold

(Help Promote YOUTH MONTH — Saluling Young Amerkal)
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DIVORCEMENT

OKLY BASIS

FOR CONSENT

DECREE-MYERS

"If the defcndetUs would agree to divorcement, they undoubtedly could have a consent
decree tomorrow."
Thus, did A. F. Myers, National Allied board
chairman and general counsel, sum up his reaction to rumors concerning the possibility of a
consent decree in the monopoly case. Myers,
whose clairvoyance in calling the turn on industry legal decisions has been uncanny, called
a consent decree unlikely because the Supreme
Court has already ruled on the case.
Normally, a consent decree is agreed upon
before a court verdict, Myers explained, adding,
"I do not think there is any discretion left to
the Attorney General to give away what the
court said belonged to the independent exhibitor. Ican't see a consent decree unless the other
side wants to give in and agree to complete divestiture."

and

relief the U. S. Supreme Court has ordered"
that Myers has sent no protest, as did the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers,
t i Clark about reports that a consent decree
was under consideration.
The SIMPP protest in the form of wires to
the attorney general and President Truman, was
couched in no uncertain terms. Signed by Gunther R. Lessing, vice president of the Society
and executive committee chairman, the telegram
registered violent protest against "any such
agreement by the Government with these defendants who, in the words of the Supreme
Court, 'have shown such a marked proclivity
for unlawful conduct.' "
WOULD BE 'BETRAYAL'
Lessing's
added, "There
absolutely
no
reason
for thewireGovernment
of theis United
States
to make any deal with these law violators who,
againgenius
in the towords
of thetheSupreme
'had
the
conceive
present Court,
conspiracy
and execute it with the subtlety which this record reveals."
Calling
a consent decree "a betrayal of the
interests of the American public," Lessing urged
Clark to pursue enforcement of the Supreme
Court mandate and to throw the Government's
"full resources behind the completion of this
case in open court and not behind closed doors."
Meanwhile, as the October 13th date set for
hearing before the New York Statutory Court
drew closer, reports persisted that the defendants were still seeking a consent decree which
would effect only partial divorcement, permitting them to maintain certain theatre holdings.
In any case, they would undoubtedly have to
offer enough to satisfy the independent exhibitors, as well as the U. S. Supreme Court.
BLUM6ERG
CHANGES,

ALLIED'S MYERS
Divorcement Is the Price
CITES PRECEDENT
The Allied counsel also felt that Attorney
General Tom Clark, if he agreed to a consent
decree that did not observe the high court's
mandate, would leave himself open to overruling and chastisement by the Supreme Court.
He cited as precedent the Reading case in the
earl\1920's wherein
the then
Attorney
Generalas
in a consent
decree failed
to divest
interests
ordered by the Supreme Court. Stockholders
took the case to the high court and the Attorney
General "got very .soundly spanked for doing
less than the Court has ordered."
Myers promised that the independent exhibitors would reopen the case if a consent decree
were entered and did not meet with the approval
of the indes.
It was because of his belief that the attorney
general would not "bargain away any of the

Opinion

up for sale. Blumberg
straits and that it was individ
ually.
tackled each of these
that
Goetz as U-I production heads; rumors have
The Spitz and Goetz contracts, he said,
produc; the two
Nov.an 1 excelle
to run
f^ve years
and
nt job
doing
s arefrom
tion executive
always
don't
lly, in business you
while "natura
there never have been serious differences
ao'ree
n the two." They are neither
of opinion Ix-twee
resigning "nor are they being pushed out of the
company," he emphasized.
4.000 STOCKHOLDERS
As to the report that U-I is up for sale, Blumberg noted that no one con really sell the company since, of the 952,000 outstanding shares
of common stock, 450,000 are owned by Spitz,
Goetz, J. .'\rthur Rank and the present management.' The balance is held by some 4,000 small
stockholders. None of the management stock
has been offered for sale, he added, despite
rumors that had "everybody frorn Mike the
Universal."
fireman to Joe Kennedy buying financial
difficulThe story about U-I having

DENIES STUDIO
SAYS FINANCES

OK

"\'icious, malicious and without foundation"
v.-ere the terms employed bv Universal-International president Nate J. Blumberg to blast rumors concerning the allegedly unsettled conditions of the company's management and finances.
Certain individuals with "axes to grind" are
responsible for the circulation of these reports,
said Blumberg, as he gathered the trade press
into conference last week for an air-clearing
session. For U-I studin nczvs, sec STUDIO
SIZE-UPS, Page 19.
The most insistent reports concerned the purported resignation of Leo Spitz and William
the company was floundering in dire financial
REVIEWS

in This Issue

Johnny Belinda
Road House
The Olympic Games of 1948
Apartment for Pegrgy
Miss Tatlock's Millions
The Loves of Carmen
Cry of the City
The Girl from Manhattan
Sofia
Kidnapped

Paee
10
10
10
11
11
11
14
14
14
15

U-rS BLUMBERG
iVe Have Money In The Bank
ties was blitzed by Blumberg_.as he pointed out
that the company has several millions of dollars
in credits available to it which it has not yet
called upon. And "I hope we don't have to use
Meanwhile, al last weekend. Universal Pictures Companx', Inc. reported a net loss of
SI. 709,807 for the nine months ended July 31,
1"4(S. This compares with a net profit of $2,470,167 for the same period last year. The
board voted to omit any dividend on common
sti ck,
"because of unsettled conditions in the
them-"
motion
picture industry."
In reference
to the future, Blumberg pointed
out that "the studio has been organized to meet
present market conditions. We are not optimistic. We are not pessimistic. We are realistic. Our problem is to make good pictures at
a reasonable cost that can be profitable in view
of worlfl
Moremarkets."
Ncii's and Opinion, Page 9
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Johnny

102 Mins.
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of
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RICH,

PROFOUNDLY

IN '48 INDUSTRY
A PHENOMENAL
LETHARGY.
It would

MOVING

HONORS.
TURNING

be a waste

DRAMA.

SHOULD

GO

TO

THE

TOP

OF

THE

LIST

WILL BE A LONG REMEMBERED
FILM. MAY PROVE
POINT IN ELIMINATING
CURRENT
TICKETBUYING

Bo:
nne
sir.

of type, space and time about

here to even

hazard

a guess at the

box office potential of "Johnny Belinda." It is going to be remembered a long time by
both patron and showman. It's going to be brought back again and again, too. This is
one picture that can stand many viewings.
It is rich, profundly moving drama that has been fashioned in "Johnny Belinda." To
watch this story unfold is to experience a series of keen emotional impacts. A superior
example of the craftsmanship that goes into making fine films, it may be said for this
production that the cinematic medium has again proved itself the superior of the theater.
It is with consummate taste and execution that Producer Jerry Wald and Director Jean
Negulesco have brought Elmer Harris' stage play to the screen.
th In "Johnny Belinda" the industry can take a long, deserved bow

V
T
l<
C

for an achievement

len

WALD
• produced by J ERRY
by JEAN NEGULESCO
• directed
MCNALLY
AGNES MOOREHEAD
JANE
WYMAN• STEPHEN
■ LEW
AYRES
.."lOiNY
BELINDALcmes
mm
Screen Play by Irmgard Von Cube and Allen Vincent. From the Stage Play by Elmer Harris • Produced by Harry Wagstaft Cribble- Music by Max Sterner
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tury-Fox vice president and sales head .Andy
the company's
announcedin atHollywood
Jr., was
\\ .'Smith,sales
last
convention
national
fortnight.
The definite availability date system was made
said Smith, by the "extraordinary adpiissible.
m'nistrati\e and production skill" of studio
heads Joseph M. Schenck, Darryl F. Zanuck and
their associates. Of the 32 pictures to be released for ti-.e new season, 20 are already com-

MINN. DECISION VS. ASCAP
SEEN KO TO THEATRE FEES
The Berger-Jensen decision in Minneapohs
one-two
District Court, was the "two" in theSociety
of
punch on the jaw of the American
seemed
It
Composers, Authors and Publishers.
likely to preclude ASCAP finally from collecting any further performance-rights fees from
the nations's movie housesWhile there were still a few scattered warnings from conservative legalites, cautioning
against being too hasty to discontinue payments
to the Society, lest the verdicts be overturned
on appeal and exhibitors lay themselves open to
infringement of copyright damage suits. By and
large — the attitude was that the Minneapolis decisicn was the clincher. Following New York
District Judge
\'incent
Leibell'sandverdict
that
ASCAP
constituted
a monopoly
no longer
Cfuild collect from tiieatres, the decis-on handed
down by Federal Judge G- H. Xordb; c 'n Minneapolis definitely made the Society's fight an
uphill one, if not impossible.
REFUSED TO PAY FEES
The Minneapolis suit stemmed from the refusal of independent exhibitors Benjamin Berger
and Mrs. J. L. Jensen to pay ASCAP theatre
fees on the grounds that the Society violated
the anti-trust laws and illegally extended its
copyrights. ASCAP brought suit, charging
•copyright infringement and asked damages and
an injunction against further infringements.
Completely
position.
Judge
Nordbyevindicating
confirmed the
thatexhibitor's
.ASCAP extended
its copyrights "in a nionoiX)listic control beyond
tlieir proper scope-" He noted that "it would be
jjossible under tlie practice to refuse a theatre a
license or impose an exorbitant performance
license fee — powers which can sound the death
Iciiell of every motion picture theatre in AmerAlthough a year earlier Judge Nordbye had
ica."
indicated that the ASCAP fee was legal by
refusing defendants' motion for a summary
judgment, he found that "further consideration
of facts and appearance of some Supreme Court
decisions have caused the court to depart from
the prepared conclusions reached in the previous
•order."
MYERS HAILS RULING
.At general
National counsel
Allied headquarters
\\'ashing(on,
A. F. Myers in hailed
the
Nordbye decision as a momentojis one for exhibitors. He urged Allied members, as well as
all others, to stop paying .ASCAP immediately.
It will now remain for .ASCAP luembers to deal
.directly with film producers for royalties <n
IR'rforming rights, Myers declared- He felt that
the decision means the end of ASCAP.
The decision was a great personal victory for
Berger, inde circuit owner and head of North
Central .Allied, who had been fighting ASCAP
fees since I94I. The decision brought a flood of
■congratulatory wires to his office.
Although ASCAP had indicated that it would
.appeal the New York decision, no comment was
forthcoming on whether similar action would
follow the Minneapolis decree.
U. S. COURT

The offer of definite availabilities, the sales
pleted.
head noted, was subject to "compliance with
execuultimate
and on
decree
court film
any applicable
tion of appropriate
licenses
a picture
by
MATERIAL
AVAILABLE
nADc^ure
basis."
In addition to the product, Smitii declared,
the company is prepared to provide the advertising and publicity material far enough in advance "to provide every exhibitor with the fullest
opportunity to accurately plan presentation of
20th
CENTURY'S
Availabilities
for A SMITH
Year
between the distributors and exhibitors were not
valid in that they too violated the anti-trust
laws.
Judge
Campbell's
ruling the
denied
distributors the right
to examine
bookseight
of the
.Alger
Theatre Circuit of Illinois on a charge of falsifyingproduce
percentage returns.
L'ntil
the distributors could
a contract
which
did not
violate the anti-trust laws, the Court declared,
they did not have the right to audit the defendarit's records.
If the Chicago ruling is not challenged and
becomes a precedent in other court actions, the
distributors will have lost a potent weapon in
their defense against private anti-trust actions.
\\'herever possible, they have met such suits with
a counter-charge of fraudulent percentage returns. Only by examining the books of the
exhibitors could thc\ hope to prove the alleged
fraud.
AVAILABILITIES

ON FOX

FILMS YEAR IN ADVANCE
For the can
first walk
tiiue in
history and
an
exliibitor
intothea industry's
film exchange
gel a definite availability date for a picture as
far as a year in advance. This "milestone" in
distribution, as it was characterized bv 20th Cen-

AUDIT OF EXHIB RECORDS

SEPTEMBER

21

1948

-As a tribute to president Spyros Skouras' 35
years in show business. Smith announced that
the sales force was dedicating a special concentrated sales campaign to begin September 26
and run through December 25, the "Sdnto.s
Skouras
35th .Anniversary
of
the
ten major
productions toCelebration."
be included .All
in the
drive are completed and seven are now in the
companv's
disclosed,
a complete exchanges.
promotionalSmith
campaign
set each
up. with
SEVEN IN TECHNICOLOR
Of tile 32 features for the next year, 30 will
be made by the studio and one each from independent producers Nat Holt and Edward .Alperson. Seven will be in Technicolor and one
in Cinecolor. Six of the features will he made
overseasThe shorts program, as revealed by Peter Levathes. Shorts Subjects sales manager will have
a total of 54 subjects including 19 Movietones
(six in Technicolor); 22 Terrytoons, including
two reissues, and 13 March of Time. In addition there will be 104 issues of Movietone News.
.A new type of press book and one which will
serve as a format for all future press books
from 20th-Fox was unveiled by Schlaifer.
Over 100 home office executives, distribution
officials, studio toppers and National Theatres
officials took part in the convention, first on a
nntional scale held by the company since 1942.
BUDD ROGERS

DENIES COS.

Tile distributors' rigiit to audit exhibitors'
Iwoks was threatened by a Federal District
Court decision which may set a nationwide prece■dent.
The basis for the decree in Chicago Federal
Court by Judge William Campbell was that the
<listributor defendants in the Paramount case
constituted a monopoly in violation of the Sherman anti-trust laws ; thus contracts entered into

This was verified by ad-publicity director
Charles
Schlaifer, who revealed that iiis departour films."
ment has completed over-all campaigns for each
of
the company's productions for the nuxt five
months.

REALART'S
Made
Franchise ROGERS
Men Happy

SETS ANNUAL

REALART PROGRAM OF 35-36
Realart Pictures, Inc., which has made the
film
field last
"bigweek,
business,"
its
first reissue
anniversary
and it celebrated
was a happy
occasion. Exhibitors had proven their desire
for a steady flow of topflight reissues, and Reala' l was looking ahead with confidence.
Not the least of the factors which made the
franchise holders, assembled at the reissue company's first annual sales convention in New
'S'ork happy was vice-president Budd Rogers'
program announcement that 35 or 36 features,
culled from the best in Universal's past ten
years' programs,
made available
for each
distribution throughwill
thebeRealart
exchanges
season.
The gem of the 1948-49 group, headlined as
an .Anniversary Technicolor special, was the
ciimbination of "Phantom of the Opera" and
".^li Baba and the Forty Thieves." which leads
off the group of 14 super-specials. There will
be 18 exploitation features, all to be sold in dual
combinations,(Continued
as has been
on the
Pagepractice
15) this past

'JOHNNY BELINDA'
Rates • • • generally

SUPERB

DRAMA

WILL

GARNER

TOP

HONORS

Bouquets are in order first to that fine producer, Jerry Wald, for venturinj; into the "^eamy
candor of the l'".lmer Harris staf;e i>lay and uuidin« its production past the pitfalls of lurid overemi>hasis. At d the.T to Jean NeKule.-co for :;ensitive, discerning direction that so completely
captures the earthy simplicity of the Nova Scotia
lishini; village, where ihis tra'^ic tale unfolds. And
equally important is the brilliant photography by
Ted McCord that provides such rare pictorial
beauty and, incidentally, introduces a new camera technique— dramatic long shots taken from
a hovering helicoi^ter.
In the |)rize |)erformance of the year so far,
Jane Wyman brings a consummate artistry to
the ro'e of the pathetic deaf mute. Her luminous
smile and expressive eyes vividly mirror the happiness, the terror, the bewilderment and Iru tini;
faith of this poor Jriidge, cut off from the world
by her aflliction and beet by man's brutality;
and as rape and i>regnancy burst upon her wordless isolation, the drama -urges lo heart-stirrinu
poignancy. The other jjerformances are in the
same s[)irit of ho-'eit realism. Lew Ayres is nne
as the doctor, althouih romewhat standardized
by his many years of movie medicoing. Charles
Bickford contributes one of his most povverful
portrayals, with Agnes Moorehead running him
a close second for histrionic honors, while Stephen
McNally. Jan Sterling and D.m Seymour ire

also stand-outs in an illustrious caste. Not the
least of this j«cture's wonderful assets is the
hauntingl> beautiful score by Max Steiner.
KXPLOITATIOX : For Jane Wyman s wordle-s performance, you can pile on all the :)U|>erlatives — as "Great," "Shining" and "Sui>erb." The
title is somewhat mysterious and can be exploited by asking: "Who IS Johnny Belinda?"
After seeing the p'.cture, they still won't know.
In this remote Cape Breton village Lew Ayre.s,
the new doctor, befriends Jane Wyman, deaf
mute daughter of farmer Charles Bickford. He
teaches her the si';n language and she gratefully
responds to the first note of kindness in her
firrd) life. Then one night Stephen McNally, a
lusty village romeo on a drunken spree rai).'S the
help!e.-s "dummy." When Ayre.; later discovers
that she is with child, it is a source of happiness
to herself, but sends her father into a towering
raL'e. Her child is born as the malicious village
gossips point the finger of scorn at the doctor,
causing him to lose his practice. Bickford lusI)ects McNally and in a fight the former is
pushed over a cliff to his death. The villagers
decide to take the child from its mother, to be
adopted by McNally, now married to Jan Sterling. Coming to take the child, McNally is shot
by the mute. Tried for murder, she is finally
acquitted when McNally's paternity is revealed,
whereupon Ayres claims her as his bride. Abrnms.

'ROAD HOUSE' WALLOPING, SUSPENSEFUL MELODRAMA
Rates • • * for action spots; slightly less elsewhere
(loroN ha^ liicked it up with some crackling dia20th Century-Fox
logue and strong action sequences. Jean NegulIda Lupino, Cornel Wilde. Celeste Holm, Richard
esco ha. knocked o'Y another top-notch directing
Widmark, O. Z. Whitehead, Robert Karnes, job, creating
an impression of walloping action
George Beranger, Ian MacDomild, Grandon
and suspense in the realistic atmosphere of the
Rhodes.
road-side honky-tonk. There are several boneDirected by Jean Negulesco.
crashing fight scenes that will leave spectators
limp. The picture seems to have been tailored
With that electrifying young actor, Richard
around Mr. Widmark's peculiar talents. From a
Widmark. punching across another sock performslow start, he builds up his role of reptilian deadance, "Road House" becomes a gripping meloliness to a peak of frenzy. He s-'ets closc competition from the other stars; Ida Lupino is
drama. Whileitit bristles
isn't a with
gangster
picture
in the
usual sense,
brutal
violence
—
great as a sexy, husky-voiced singer ; Cornel
perhaps even a little too rough for the squeamish
Wilde scores in a vigorous, rugged role, and
ladies — but right up the alley for those who like
Celeste Holm, although miscast, turns in a skilltheir drama served up strong and stripped of
ful performance.
glamour. And with a quartette of strong names
EXPLOITATION: Plav ud Richard Widmark
to flash on the marquee, it should roll up handin a performance that "Will Give You Cold
some grosses in most locations. It will be exChills." Sell the heavy romancina bv Ida Lupino
cellent for action houses.
and Cornel Wilde. Use teaser catch-lines : "Where
Close examination of the story reveals it to be
I "o. You Go . . . Uness You Kill Mel"
lacking in logic, but writer-producer Edward ChoRichard Widmark. owner of a bowlin-; alley

road-house up near the Canadian border, hires
Ida Lupino to entertain with song and piano.
He is infatuated with this hard-boiled babe, but
she gives him the brush-off. When he leaves for
a week's hunting trip, she makes a play for
Cornel Wilde, manager of the place. They fall in
love and decide to get married, but when Widmark returns, he reacts savagely to this news.
He frames
for stealing
week's receipts. AfterWilde
the arrert,
trial and theconviction,
he
smoothly persuades the judge to suspend sentence and parole Wilde into his custody. So
Wilde is stuck; he has to stay with his implacable enemy, and, if he steps out of line, into the
clink he goes. The situation explodes into furious
action at Widmark's hunting cabin, when Wilde,
goaded beyond restraint, beats up his tormentor.
He and Miss Lupino flee through the woods for
the border. Celeste Holm, one of the foursome,
finds evidence exposing the frame-up and chases
after them. Widmark, insane with rage, tracks
them down and is shot by Miss Lupino York.

'THE OLYMPIC GAMES OF 1948' OVERLONG
TECHNICOLOR
fare in a greatly condensed version. As it stands,
Eagle Lion (JAR)
many exhibitors undoubtedly will pass it up be1.^6 minutes.
cause they will be unable to couple it with an
Narrated by Bill Stern and Ted Husing.
attractive top feature.
Produced and directed by Castleton Knight.
Producer Castleton Knight efficiently integrated
the work of 75 cameramen, who kept their viewThe cumbersome bulk of footage that comfinders focused on this international brigade of
prises this Technicolored record of the 1948
athletes, grunting and groaning and doing their
Olympics, despite its general excellence, poses a utmost for the glory of sport. Especially effective
problem for the average theatreman to incorare the close-ups of their faces in expressions
porate it into a workable, varied program. It of triumph and defeat. The Technicolor quality
may be that, to give full scope to the thrilling
is very good and, considering that this was a
events of international competition at Wembley
necessarily hurry-up job of editing, the assemStadium and to the winter games at St. Moritz,
requires such an inordinate length and there are
BOXOFFICE RATING
rewarding interludes in these vivid pictorial im• Poor
p
r
e
s
i
o
n
s
o
f
the
world's
greatest
athletes
in
feats
•
• Average
of strength, prowess and endurance. In fact, the
picture may be criticized for certain omissions,
• • • Good
such as the decathlon, which should have been
• • • • Excellent
a high spot. But it still is too much of a good
thing.
Plea.'te note that the
While it undoubtedly will prove of greatest
rating often varies for
interest to sports enthusiasts, its thrills and coldifferent types of Theatres
orful presentation would be acceptable general

SPORTS DOCUMENTARY
blage is cohesive. Ted Husing and Bill Stern
lend their familiar voices to the crisp narration
and there is a fine musical score performed by
the Royal Philharmonic.
After a classical pageant of lighting the torch
amontr the ancient ruins of Greece, the flame is
carried to St. Moritz, where the frost-bite contestants do their stuff against a background of
magnificent Alpine scenery. Bob-sledding, slalom
racing, ski-jumping and figure-skatins provide the
thrills and spills. Then the flame is carried to
Wembley Stadium, where King George opens the
events with the full pomp of British ceremony.
Here the wandering camera eye picks up the
highlights of the competition — foot-races, broadjump, pole-vault, shot, discus, javelin throwing
and many other events. There are excursions
out of the Stadium, to Cowes for a comparatively dull account of the boat racing,, to the
cycling races, to equestrian competition and to
the Empire Pool for the swimming and diving
contests, featuring some exciting under-water
photography. The picture climaxes with the
grueling Marathon race, in which a Belgian dramatically staggers to the finish line to collapse
in a state of tortured exhaustion. York.

Warner Bros.
J 02 minutes
Jane Wytnan, Lew Ayres, Cht.rles Bickj.jrd,
Ajines Moorehead, Stepluin McNally. Jan SterUnii, Rosalind Ivan, Dan Seymour, Mabel I'aige,
Ida' Muore. Alan Napier, Monle h'.ue. Dow/Jas
Kennedy, James Craven. Richard Taylor, Ridiard
Holmes HerWolje,omery.
Ian i\1ontv.
'joan
Walsh,bert,
Hale, ,Kay
JonathanWinfield
Direde ! by Jean Ne"ulesco.

The Brothers Warner have every rifjht in (.he
Belinda,''
"Johnny
jubilant
World
It is
history.
in their
movesover
the befineJ
one of to
reiflirm
,houtd
that
ment
accomplish
an illustrious
the public's faith in the screen as a medium of
great entertainment. One i)icturc such as "Johnny Belinda" is worth more than a car load of
P. R. publicity. Not only does it have the artistic merit, the depth and sincerity to elicit a
critical rave wave, but its emotion-packed story
contains all the essentials for bo.xoffice iicce^s.
True, its theme is grim, its telling harsh and
sombre, yet it is expressed in terms of firippinfr
melodrama that is molded to audience demands
— especially the feminine se<iment. After an initial promotional push, its boxoffice :tand'n'i
mifiht well rise to smash proportions.

FILM

BULLETIN

'APARTMENT FOR
Rates • • • generally

PEGGY'

HAPPY

20th Century-Fox
99 minutes.
Jeanne Grain, William Holden, Edmund Gwenn,
Gene Lockhart, Griff Bamett, Randy Stuart,
Marion Marshall, Pati Behrs, Henri Letondal,
Houseley Stevenson, Helen Ford, Almira Sessions.
Charles Lane, Ray Walker^ Crystal Reeves, Ronnold Burns, Gene Nelson, Bob Patton, Betty Ann
Lynn. Tkerese Lyon, Ann Staunton, Hal Daicson, Frank Scannell, Robert Williams. Paul Prison.
Directed by George Seaton.
"Apartment for Peggy" has what it takes to
set off a flood of happy boxoffice reports from
theatres across the country. For it sells the kind
of warmly human sentiment that the great mats
of moviegoers enjoy. It's an entertaining blend
of infectious comedy and heart-tugging emotion,
in Technicolor, with a lively appeal to young
people, an inspiring message to the old folks—
in short, it's an ideal family picture. Even hiah
brows, who may turn up their noses at such
"hokum," will be taken in by its appeal, while
there is sure to be appreciative response from
the rank and file, in big towns and small. Since
it draws upon everyday, real-life problems— as
the housing shortage and "how to have a baby
'MISS TATLOCK'S MILLIONS'
Rates • • 4- as dualler; weak for action
Paramount
101 minutes.
John Lund, Wanda Hendrix, Barry Fitzgerald.
Monty Woolley. Robert Stack, Ilka Chase. Dorothy Srickney, Elizabeth Patterson, Leif Erick'ion,
Dan Tobin, Hilo Hattie, Richard Rancyd.
Directed by Richard Haydn.
This screwball comedy isn't going to break
any laugh meter records, but it contrives enouijh
amusement to provide fair entertainment on dual
bills. However, it will be a weak attraction for
action and rural houses. The scenario was written by Charles Brackett, but it doesn't rate with
his previous comedies ("Emperor Waltz" and "A
Foreign
cooked sometimes
up a lot ofsputters,
verbal
wit that Affair").
sometimesHesparkles,
and the wacky humor depends on situations that
are not always in good taste. There are bound
to be considerable movie-goers who won't ree
anything funny in the idea of a girl reluctantly
falling in love with a man she believes to he her
'THE LOVES OF CARMEN,
Rates • • • generally

The famous Prosper Merimee story, from which
Bizet composed his immortal opera, has been
fashioned bv Columbia into a lavish horse-opera.
.\nd as such, it rates as a strong boxoffice attraction, for it has been given the complete
works in a splurge of lurid melodrama and
smoldering sex. But few spectators will be really
enthralled by this tragic tale, since not one of
the characters wins their sympathy. The picture
is loaded with popular ingredients and, yet, it
has a phony ring that will make discriminating
audiences feel like they have been stuck with a
counterfeit coin.
It", biggest attraction is ravishing, red-haired
Rita Hayworth, a renowned exponent of shady
ladies, cast in the role of one of the most famous
^1 E P T E M B E R

2 7. 191

AND

STRONG

on a G. I. Student allowance" — it sets its story
riaht down in everybody's backyard.
Director George Seaton has ably doubled in
brass to write the screenplay from the Faith
Baldwin story. However, he might have tightened
up the picture by condensing some of it and his
direction is a bit too unsparing in the use of
sentiment. The performances are excellent. Jeanne
Grain, that pretty young red-head, puts a firecracker sparkle into the role of the youns: bride
who
talks
scatter-brained
"leap-frog"
fashionof
and whosein adizzy
vivacity conceals
depths
shining courage. As the struggling G. I. student,
William Holden conveys a fine natural sincerity
and EdmundannuatedGwenn's
as the of
superprofessor is performance
further evidence
his
skill at deft characterizations. These three stellar performers set strong support from a larae
and capable cast. The production is handsomely
mounted in a Technicolored presentation of a
college
told, "Apartment For Peggy"
is good campus.
news forAllexhibitors.
EXPLOITATION': Call it a "Tender Story of
Mingled Tears and Laughter" and use catchlines
— "Love In An Attic" and "Stork Over The
Campus.''
Theattract
name feminine
of Faithpatornage.
Baldwin Present
.is authoress should
the situation in an "Apartment Wanted" ad in
FAIR SCREWBALL
and rural houses

Dorothy Stickney are among the monev-niad
relatives and Hilo Hattie, a Hawaiian hula dancer, also gets into the act.
EXPLOITATION: Plav up the three-way romance with Wanda Hendrix, John Lund and
Robert Stack. Distribute throwaways of "stage"
LURID

DRAMA

BOXOFFICE

the local paper.
Edmund Gwenn is a retired professor wiiting
a book oil philosophy. As soon as he completes it on his "deadline," he calmly plans to
commit suicide, for he feels that his life is no
longer useful. But then he meets Jeanne Grain.
Her husband, William Holden, is a G. I. Bill
student and they are living in a borrowed
trailer. The stork is on the way and they desperately need a place to live. She charms Gwenn
into renting them his attic and transforms its
dilapidated mess into neat and cozy quarters.
Her bouncy vitality lightens his feeling of fuhis "deadline."
keepsthepostponing
tility and heawaits
He happily
b'e-sed
eventdead.
and Holden
it is a
severe
blow when the
child
is born
really takes it hard, feeling guilty for not having
provided better care and he quits school, goes
to Chicago to make big money as a car salesman. Jeanne remains with the old man nnd
tries to conceal her bitter disappointment. The
professor, now comp'etely discouraged, takes his
lethal dose
sleeping determination
pills. JuU then
Hok'en
returns
withofrenewed
to complete
his studies.
It turns
that the
p'llsfriend
are laxatives, substituted
by aoutshrewd
doctor
and
the Dicturediscomfort
ends on and
a comic
note of
Gwenn's
combined
happiness.
.Abrams.

COMEDY

brother. And the spectacle of John Lund prancing around pretending to be a drooling idiot is
more of the same.
Richard Haydn, the nasal-voiced comedian, has
taken a crack at directing and his efforts are
only fair. He also shows up in a bit role,
although unlisted in the credits, .^nd for novRayon Milland
briefly
himself inelty's
a sake,
scene
a movie appears
set, where
Johnas Lund
is supposed to be his stunt double. Most of the
characters in this zany tale are a disagreeable,
avaricious bunch. Wanda Hendrix is one of the
few nice people. She is the pert vouh't actress
who socred in "Ride The Pink Horfe" and is
here
equallyas charming
"Miss squeezes
Tatlock."a lot
Barryof
Fitzgerald,
a sly oldastoper,
humor
out of wit.
his role
Mont\-Robert
Woolley
his
acidulous
IlkaandChase,
Stack•^pout-^
and

LUSTY.

Columbia
90 minutes.
Rita Hayworth, Glenn Ford, Ron Randall. Victor Jory. Luther .idler, Arnold Moss, Joseph
Buloff. Margaret Wycherly, Bernard Nedell, John
Baragrey. Philip Van Zandt.
Directed by Charles Vidor.

ENTERTAINMENT

money in million dollar bills.
Barry Fitzgerald approaches John Lund, a
Hollywood stunt man, with a very peculiar
nroposition
Barry
was fortune,
the "companion"
t^i the
idiot heir to the
Tatlock
who was burned
to death in Hawaii. In order to keep his job,
he had
up the
the boy's
death
and
now hushed
he wants
Lund,factwhoof bears
a physical
resemblance, to impersonate his charge. Lund
convinces the Tatlocks that he is their slobbering relative. They are awaiting the reading of
the Tatlock will. It seems that the idiot is the
*ole heir to the millions and his sister, Wanda
Hendrix, is next in line. Ilka Chase, a mercenary
aunt, prods her lady-killing son, Robert Stack,
to give Wanda a fast play. He almost has her
primed for matrimony, but Lund jealously interferes. Miss Chase finally sees through his d'sI'uise and sends him and Barry off to Hawaii,
but doesn't expose them, as that would queer
the bequests. Barry finds the real heir, unexpectedly still alive and still wacky. He brings him
to the States and Wanda, recognizing her feelings
for Lund as being more than sisterly, makes a
bee-line for Hawaii. York.

IN COLOR

wantons of literature. As Carmen, the sensuous,
untamed gypsy, who is true to no man, she
«pits, scratches, bites and prances through her
tempe-tuous.
adventures.
quite Rita
the
highest role ofamorous
her career,
and she It's
remains
Hayworth, a glamorous actress, in perfect makeUD, only going through the studied motions of
being a gypsy.
She of
is far
removedCarmen.
from an>reasonable
conception
the gypsy
But
when she sings in Spanish and dances a fiery
Flamenco, she displays an entrancing talent.
Glenn Ford appearing with her for the first
time since "Gilda," does a persuasive job as Don
Jose, the young dragoon enmeshed in a hof)eless
passion. His interpretation, ranging from a shy,
awkward restraint, mounts to a reckless, bitter
savagery. Another first-rate performance is given
by X'ictor
gypsyhimhusband
ind
the
deadly Jory,
knife her
battlefierce,
between
and Ford
is a superb bit of thrilling action. The other
loves of Carmen are Arnold Moss, the unctuous
Colonel and John Baragrey, as the dashing toreador. Char'e-ithis
\'idor.
a^ in
director
producer,
has mounted
picture
lavish a^d
Technicolored
fc'f'n"? and i'lduces a flashv. surging movement

in the best Western tradition. The score by
Mario Ca-'telnuovo-Tedesco serves as an unobtrusive, yet exciting musical counterpoint.
EXPLOIT.\TION': On a local level, use tie-in
advertising with merchandizers of "Carmen"
items and provide gypsy costumes for street bulIvhoo. In order not to disappoint opera-lovers,
copy should mention that this is not an operatic
version.
For the love of Rita, Ford kills his commanding officer in a duel and escapes to the hills with
her to take up a life of roving banditry. He
discovers
she group.
has a husband.
\'ictor Tory,
the leader that
of the
He is disgusted
with
her treachery, but the price on his head keeps
him in hiding. Rita wantonlv incites the two
men to fight over her and there is a savage,
slashing knife duel that leaves Ford the victor.
He becomes a masterful, ruthless bandit chief,
but he can't tame this gypsy girl. She leaves
for Seville to take up with another conquest, a
swaggering toreador. In spite of the danger.
Ford follows her and begs her to return. When
she refuses, be stabs her, just as he is shot by
the police. York.
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'CRY OF THE CITY' POWERFUL. REALISTIC CRIME DRAMA
Rates • • • generally; more for action houses
has the merit that sh n!(l sj)read word-ofJOlliminutes
Ccntnry-I'ox
95
nionth to ring up strong returns. There isn't
much it.of a romantic angle, hut that shouldn't
hurt
Victor Mature, Hicliard Coiilr, I'rcd Chirl--,
Shelley Winters, Betty Garde, Berry Kroeger,
Under Robert Siodmak's astute direction, the
Tommy Conk. Pehra Panel, Hope Hmerson,
picture is crammed with taut suspense, charged
Koland Winters, Walter Bald'a'iii , J une Storey,
with crackling action, and pounds relentlessly
Tito I'liolf. Mimi .Iniuilia, ]>iilores Cdslle,
through the grim story <jt a mad-dog killer.
Claudctle Ross, Tiny I'rancone, lileiia SaruniaRichard Contc gives this role a life-like, inrola, l homos Inyersoll, I'ito Scotti, Konstauline
cisive depth, making it clear that the killer is a
Shayne, Iloward freeman, Robert Karnes,
vicious punk, unworth\- of any s>nii)athy. He
Charles Taniien, Olii'er Hlake, . liitonio I'ilanri, holds the center of attention all the way, alJoan Miller, Koi Christy, V.mU Rameau, Harry
Cheshire. Hddie Parks, Charles Waj/onheim,
though N'ictor Mature as a conscientious cop
gives an impressive performance. The picture
Kathleen Howard, Gad Bonney, John Cortay.
is studded with fine characterizations, with a
Pireeled by Robert .S'iodmak.
sharp individualit\- in even the smallest role.
The realistic background that involves an ItalianN'ot I n'y is "Cry of the City" an engrossing,
l)orn family is i)rcsented with picturesque dignity
spine-tingling nidotlrama, but, as a povvi-rfnl
influence in crime prevention, it is a credit to b_\ Tito \'uolo, Mimi Aguglia, Tommy Cook
the industry and a ])icture any exliil)itor can be and Debra Paget- P'red Clark as a policeman,
proud to -show. Produced by Sol Siegal in tlie Sliellcy Winters a hustler, Berry Kroeger a
smooth crook, and Hope Kmerson as a formidsemi-documentary fasliion of "Kiss of Death"
able inasseuse, are all thoroughly believable. This
and "Street With No Name," it is superior to
last actress is a big, brawny woman w^ho tries
them in many ways. This is an exciting manhunt that hits a new liigh in reahsm and, with
to strangle the small-statured Conte in as menacing a scene as you can hope to see.
some fine acting and direction, draws a wellEXPLOITATION : Since the romance here
rounded picture of depraved criminality that is
intensely credible- Patrons may be fed up on
is soft-pedaled, the crime-prevention angle is
the ordinary run of crime pictures, but this one
the peg with catch-lines : "Thrilling, Chilling
'THE GIRL FROM MANHATTAN'
Rates • • — generally

STUPID,

UNFUNNY

Manhunt of a Vicious Killer ... A Trail of
Smashed Laws and Broken Hearts l,ed Him to
Destruction!" Conte rates a special plug for
his wonderful performance.
Having killed a p'^liceman in a hold-up, Conte
is in a hospital severely wounded- Despite the
fact that he faces the chair, he shows no remorse
and is contemptuous of policeman X'ictor Mature. A crooked attorney, Berry Kroeger, visits
him with a proposition. He wants Conte to
take the rap for another criminal now under arI' st for a vicious crime. When Contc wrathlully refuses, Kroeger threatens to harm Debra
I'aget, the girl he loves. After he is able to
walk, Conte breaks out of the prison hospital,
kills Kroeger and takes his stolen jewelry. With
the aid of Tommy Cook, his worshipful kid brother, and Shelley Winters, one of his playmates, he locates the woman who had stolen
the jewelry. He trades them to her in return
f<,>r helping him clear out of the country. Meanwhile, Mature is on his trail and is about \<> nab
him, wlien the woman shoots him. Severely
wounded, Mature manages to find Conte and
his girl in a church. He persuades the girl to
leave the killer. Conte makes a break for freedom and Mature sh(X)ts him down. He dies
like a vicious animal, as Tommy, finally convinced of his brother's rottenness, weeps for him.

COMEDY

doesn't deliver the entertainment promised by its
title and cast, and grosses will zoom down once
the word gets around. Exhibitors would be wise
to avoid it, but if they must play it, confine it
to the lower half of the double bill.
For one thing, it's a pretty absurd plot devised
by Hfiward Estabrook that tries to mix a religious angle with a limp romance and tosses in
a lot of crackpot characters to liven up the
works. And director Alfred Green hasn't done
much to converge this muddle into anything significant or funny. The performers do the best
they can, staggering under a load of phoney
dialogue- Dorothy Lamour, without a sarong or
a song, reads her lines with a lot of vivacity and
George Montgomery is resolutely big, strong and
handsome. And it's a new low for Laughton —
a Bishop who acts like Captain Bligh. The assortment of screwballs who are supposed to make
you laugh like crazy include Ernest Truex, Hugh
Herbert, Constance Collier. Frank Orth and Howard Freeman.
EXPLOITATION : The exhibition has only the

cast to sell.
Montgomery, arriving in this small town to
take up his first assignment as a minister, meets
his old girl friend, Dorothy Lamour. She is a
New York fashion model, vacationing with her
uncle. Ernest Truex, who runs a broken-down
boarding house, occupied by an assortment of
penniless nitwits, all of them dreaming of making
a fabulous fortune. It seems that Truex is in
trouble, for the local realtor is about to foreclose
the mortgage on his place and donate the property foridea,
a new
Montgomery
doesn't go
for this
but church.
is over-ruled
by the committee.
He asks his Bishop, Charles Laughton, for advice and is told to battle it out for himself. Dottie is disappointed in him and does some spadework on her own, discovering that the realtor
is pulling a fast one; he plans to sell the old
church property at a huge profit. She and
George put him on the spot, her uncle's menagerie is saved and, what's more, one of the
crackpots. Hugh Herbert, wins a radio jackpot,
so everybody is just as happy as can be. Abrams.

'SOFIA' SILLY COMIC BOOK MELODRAMA
IN CINECOLOR
Rates • • in action houses on exploitat ion value; n. g. for better class spots
pletely obscured in the welter of stereotyped
Film Classics
characters, devious motivations and wildly im83 Minutes.
plausible heroics. Its sole claim to boxoffice value
Gene Raymond, Sigrid Gurie, Patricia Morison,
is
in
its
exploitation
possibilites. Assertedly "takMischa Auer, John Weingraf, George Baxter,
ng
you
behind
the
Iron
Curtain,"
can angle
be tiedis
in
with
current
headlines
and the itspy
Charles Rooner, Fernando Wagner, Luz Alba.
Directed by John Reinhardt.
also Page One stuff today. Any similarity between what transpires in the film, however, and
what we read in the papers is limited only to
the locale. The rest is such obvious hokum that
Some incredibly bad melodramatics have gone
into "Sofia," Film Classics most ambitious pro- any publicity claim to authenticity is ridiculous.
Dyed-in-the-wool action fans may not find this
duction to date. Subtitled "City of Intrigue,"
the whole book of hackneyed spy stuff has been
too hard to take, for although t is barefacedly
tossed into this Cinecolored version of that great
synthetic, there is plenty of rough stuff, hairAmerican institution, the Comic Book. The splatbreadth escapes, killings, chases, etc. All others,
tered result is hardly recognizable as a movie of except the comic-book addicts, will either laugh
1P48 standards, and what might have been a at the trite to-do or get lost in the involved
plot of sorts in its scripting stage has been comstory and walk out when they've had enough.

The four familiar names in the cast have little
marquee value ; the rest are unknown — and, audience wilHng, will remain so. Gene Raymond as
an unscrupulous American soldier of fortune ;
Sigrid Gurie as a captive atom-bomb scientist
held by the Russians; Patricia Morison as a
seductive cafe singer, -^iftd Mischa Auer as Raymond's side kick, all jierform as though they
were a little embarrassed by what they are
called on to do. Auer, incidentally, plays it
straight and anyone expecting him to furnish
any comic relief will be sadly disappointed.
Filmed at the Churubusco studios in Mexico City,
the Cinecolor is acceptable for the interior shots,
althoughcolor.it Outdoors,
isn't init the
same aleague
acquires
garishwith
toneTechniwhich
is as hard on the eyes as the doings are on the
adult mentality. Barn.

United Artists (Bogeaus)
81 minutes.
Dorothy Lamour, George Montgomery, Charles
Laughton, Ernest Truex, Hugh Herbert, Constanee Collier, William Frawley, Sara Allguod.
Frank Orth. Howard Freeman, Raymond Largay,
George Chandler, Selmar Jackson, .idelaide De
Walt Reynolds, Maurice Cass, Eddy Waller.
Directed by Alfred E. Green.
This Benedict Bogeaus production is supposed
to be a comedy, but it amounts to a sad batch
of silliness that wastes a lot of fine talent. There
will be few pictures this season to match it for
sheer ineptitude. Patrons are iioing to be attracted by its strong cast— the names of Dorothy
Lamour. Charles Laughton and George Montgomery make a top-notch marquee spread — and
they will expect a certain amount of amusement,
but they will find the proceedings about as funny
as a crutch. "The Girl From Manhattan" just
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JVetM^s iMtiii Op tnuon
(Contmucd from Page 9)
CHECKERS IN WISCONSIN
year, Rogers revealed, as well as eight Buck
Jones westerns. Taken under consideration by
the Realart board of directors were plans for a
long-term extension of franchise contracts, as
MUST NOW BE "PRIVATE EYES'
well as a revision of the states-righters percentThe era of loose and unethical checking pracage.
tices is over — in \\'isconsin, at least.
SALES DRIVE
The long-standing battle by the Independent
Another feature of the three-day convention
and handed
L'pper Michigan wasOwners
rewardedof Wisconsin
by an opinion
down
at Xevv York's Hotel Warwick was the in- Theatre
auguration of the Budd Rogers Silver Jubilee by the State .Attorney General as an interpreSales Drive which will offer substantial cash tatic n of a Wisconsin statute which
prizes to winners and runners-up in each of
( 1 ) makes it mandatory for any checking
three divisions, a special individual prize for the agency and its employees engaged in theatre
exchange making the best showing at the end cliecking. cither "blind" or open,, to be licensed
of the year and a special grand prize for the .Ts
private detectives, and
top winner of all three di\ isi<)ns. The drive runs
( 2 1 checkers must be under bi nd.
from Oct. 4 to Feb. 19, 1949.
The Attorney General's interpretation was
Realart toppers, in addition to Rogers, on
seen as a possible precedent-setter for similar
hand to greet the franchise men from all over
action in other states. The checking problem
the coiuitry were Joseph Harris, board chairman
lia.i long been a source of exhibitor grievances
and treasurer ; Paul Broder, president : Jack and
the Wisconsin ruling may be the spark
Broder, vice-president ; Irving Kipnis, secre- which fires exhibitor organizations throughout
tary ;Xorman Eisenstein, vice-prr«-'l' nt : Car- the country to seek binding laws to insure against
roll Puciato, general manager, and W
improper checking.
man, director of advertising-publicity.
SchulThe ITO of Wisconsin hoard immediatelv
notified all film distributors of the opinion and
requesting them to instruct any checking agency
U-l. REPUBLIC FIX RELEASE
witli which the>' do business to comply with the
statute. Notification also went out to all ITO
members urging them to he on the alert and to
SCHEDULES FOR SIX MONTHS
insist upon proper credentials from all checkers.
Encouraged by sizeable backlogs of product
.Apparently not believing its eyes. Confidential
Reports, Inc. declared that it is studying the
and. perhaps, goaded by the fact that the pro■duction hand represents high cost inventory in Wisconsin ruling "to ascertain whether or not
a slumping market, two companies set full release schedules for six months in advance on CRI field representatives are subject to it.'"
There was no doubt in anyc^ne else's mind that
they were.
the new season's product.
Universal-International, with 14 films completed and unreleased, has penned in release dates
for the first half of the new season, which will
N. J. ALLIED ADOPTS LOCAL
have a twelve-month total of 24 to 26. William
A. Scully, general sales head, revealed the sixCONCILIATION PLAN WITH FOX
month release schedule as he announced U-I's
Unity Sales Drive. Scully will launch the new
The anticipated adoption l)\ New Jersey .-Mlied
season with four regional sales meetings.
the Conciliation Plan with 20th Century-Fox
Republic's half-year schedule of releases goes of
materialized without a hitch. The board of difrom Oct. 1, 1948 to .^pril 1, 1949 and assures
rt ctors agreed to accept the local mediation sysexhibitors of "regular and consistent delivery
tem by a unanimous vote and to put it into
of boxoffice product," according to James R. practice after notifying all members of the proGrainger, executive vice president in charge of
cedure to be taken under the plan.
-d'stribution. Republic, with a total of 28 features (including six reissues) and two serials
The N. J. scheme will follow largely the patfor the year, has 90 per cent of tlie initial half
tern set by Fox sales chief .AnrK- W. Smith, Jr.
comnleted and the rest to be ready in 60 days, and Benjamin Berger, North Central -Allied in
tiie original Conciliation and Mediation plan,
Grainger rep<Trted.
The Rcnublic sales topper boasted that this
which thus far. reportedly-, has been satisfactory
in allexiating exhibitor grievances a.gainst 20thv.as
the
first
time
in
the
company's
history
that
it has been able to furnish releases so far in Fox.
advance. Included in the schedule are three
Irving Dollinger, board chairman, declared
specials : Charles K. Feldman's "Moonri.se," Orthat the organization was "confident that the
son Welles' "Macbeth," and Lewis Milestone's
plan will be successful and aid in .solving an\^'The foreRed
1949. Ponv." .-MI three will be released be- problems arising between the organization's
members and 20th Centurv-Fox."
'KIDNAPPED' SPIRITED
as duall er
Rates • •

VERSION

Monogram
SI minutes.
Roddy McDowall, Sue England, Daniel O'Herlihy, Roland Winters. Jeff Corey, Houseley Stevenson, Erskine Sanjord, Alex Frazer, Winefried
McDownll, Bnhbv Anderson, Janet Murdoch,
Olaj Hytten, E'ville Alderson.
Directed by William Beaudine.
The classic adventure story by Robert Louis
Stevenson again appears in a spirited screen version. While it is by no means a big league pro"Kidnapped" to
works
amount ofduction,
excitement
hold upup aitssatisfactory
half of a
■double bill. It is the kind of picture that will
appeal to the juvenile element, with a lot of
-slashing sword-play and dauntless derring-do, way
SEPTEMBER

27. 1948

OF CLASSIC

MONOGRAM-AA

TO DELIVER

'48in '49
FOR tiian
Sixty-one
even more
tlie proVOLUME
TOP pictures,
61,
duct-lush, pre-war days, was set by Monogram.Allied Artists for the 1948-49 season. The total, 10 of which are due from .\A and the
balance from Monogram, is expected to he the
largest from any one company in the industry
this year.
President Steve Bro!<iy coupled tlie announcement of the mammoth output with a pitch to
theatremen for more consideration on rentals.
the importance
the bills,
"B" picture
IStressing
1 the exhibitor
who plays ofdouble
Broidy
declared that surveys have shown that there is
a 25 per cent drop in grosses when an average
house switches from double to single features.
He maintained that it was unjust for the exIiibilor to pay only two and a half to five per
cent for supporting features as, he said, has
been the case.
Confident that theatremen want low-cost supporting features and will be willing to pay a
"fair" rental for theiri, Broidy declared, Moiiogram-.A.A has prepared the most ambiti<.us program in its history. This, he added, despite
otherson companies'
curtaihnent of their new seaschedules.
The .-Mlied .Artists group has three already
ompleted
and four more set for early productioi;
COLOSSEUM
TRAVEL

WINS PAY AND

HIKES FOR SALESMEN

One thousand film salesmen will profit to the
tune of a S6-$10 weekly wage boost, plus other
benefits, as the first product of their organization. Negotiations between the Colosseum of
Film Salesmen and nine distributors reached
agreement last week after several weeks of discussion. The last two holdouts, Warner Bros,
and Columbia, were expectetl to take the plunge
before
the week's
end. maintenance from $7 to
Increases
in traveling
JnS per day and 5c to /''ac per mile, holidays
with pay and agreement on seniority preference
were among the other benefits wrested from the
di'^tributors during the negotiations conducted by
Colosseum heads and Paramount's Pat Scollard, representing the film companies.
The Colosseum's first national convention will
be held in Chicago, Oct. 16-17 at the Sheraton
Hotel, it was announced bv Frank Flaherty,
Columbia salesman and president of the Chicago
unit. Tile agreements reached in the negotiations
will then be brought up for ratification by the
delegates.

ADVENTURE

back in the olden days of bonnie Scotland. The
screenplay by W. Scott Darling sticks pretty close
to the original story. Roddy McDowall, who
stars as David Balfour, was also active as a
co-producer under Lindsley Parsons. His [lerformance as the youthful victim of villainous
skulduggeries is a convincing one and he seems
to be the only member of the cast who can
successfully
a Scotch
brogue. Daniel
Herlihy is themanage
handsome,
swashbuckling
JacobiteO";
pretty Sue England provides a touch of romantic interest; Roland Winters is the scoundrelly
ship's captain, and Jeff Corey has a good spot
as an evil, drunken first-mate. They all work
competently under William Beaudine's direction,
although the editing is a little choppy, and the
film is nicely photographed.

Recently orphaned, Roddy McDowall come? to
his skinflint uncle to claim his inheritance as
Laird of Shaws. His uncle tries to kill him and
later has him shanghaied aboard Ro'and Winter's
brig to be sold as a slave in the Carolinas. The
ship runs down a small boat and they pick up
O'Herlihy,
renegade
Jacobite.
crew with
attack him toa steal
his gold,
but heThe
escapes
the lad's assistance They wander through Scotland, having various exciting adventures and get
involved in the slaying of the King's tax colRoddy is
befriended
daughter,lector.Sue
England,
and bythethetrioinn-keeper's
arrive in
Edinburgh. They trick his uncle into admitting
his villainy and there is a fight that kills both
him and Winters. O'Herlihy sails for France,
leaving Roddy and Sue to their romance. Dan.
1)

EXHIBITORS

inioni

C^uffeJ ^tom

HARD-WON
RIGHTS
ATO oj Indiana
"God grants liberty only to those wbo love it,
and are always ready to guard and defend it"
said Daniel Webster. This might be a good
maxim ftjr exhibitors to keep in front of them
when they negotiate their film deals- It is true
that the Supreme Court of the United States
has struck off the shackles of monopoly that restrained you in the operation of your theatre.
\o\\ now have the right to carefully select individual pictures that in your judgment will
mean the greatest return at your boxofFice, you
no longer can be forced to buy other items of
service as well as unwanted features in order to
obtain the product you do require to successfully operate your business, no longer will you
ba dictated to on admission prices, no longer
must you suffer under burdensome and unreasonable clearances, no longer need you fear the
strong arm encroachment of distributors into
exhibition, no longer must you suffer discriminatory treatment coni])ared to the affiliates.
But all these new freedoms are not automatically yoitrs. Some of the die-hards in distribution will try all kinds of schemes in order to
maintain tiie illegal advantages they enjoyed in
the past so every, exhibitor must strive mightily
t(i secure and defend his newly won rights and
not burden his theatre operation with fear of
distributor retaliation.
If you have any problems on how to proceed
to protect your rights, then call your A. T. O- I.
office. We have a great deal of information
that is at your command and your secretary is
anxious to serve you. In addition we have the
benefits of the experiences in 17 other of our
brother Allied units and if we still don't know
the answerquarters ofwe'll
get itAllied.
for you from the headNational
If the benefits of the Supreme Court decision
are really nailed down this v Ml be a better and
healthier business for everyone in it— exhibitor,
distributor and producer alike.
Exhibitors who do not militantly oppose sales
practices that are in defiance of the law must
remember that "Submission to injustice is to
share the guilt witli the wrongdoer."
UVICK ON ASCAP
Most of you know about ASCAP in a general way. You have received Michigan ASCAP
Committee bulletins that explained the high
spots. On behalf of the Committee, let me
express their gratification and ..their sense of
pride in finding so many exhibitors standing
solidly as soldiers in a war on ASCAP. We
did have unity and not too many free riders.
Personally I feel rather proud of my association with the Committee members, and the results. I'm proud of our efforts on the Lewis
Bill. The way Myers of Allied managed the
presentation, and Sid Samuelson, Truman Rembush and Smith of Ohio, made their presentation at Washington was very gratifying. Every
one of them is entitled to great credit. The
way Joe Deniston stepped up later to help when
called upon was certainly heartwarming. You
exhibitors, all exhibitors of the whole country
in fact, owe these men a real debt of gratitude.
None received any remuneration, and payment
to them can consist only of your appreciation
of their efforts.
When we were in Washington, we had the
Marsliall plan appropriation as an offside interest on at the same time to distract the Congressmen as one strike against us. The entrenched .\SCAP position in the legislative field
— a law 40 years old and a politically active
16
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Organization (I3uiielin6
ASCAP as tile .second strike. But tlie third
.strike was the T.O.A. representing itself as an
exhibitors' organization doing its stuff for
ASCAP. It was not even necessary for the
ASCAP representative to open his mouth. Ted
Gamble, Mr. Levy and producer representatives
jiretended to be saving us exhibitors from additicjiial expense by stating that they ha<l obtained
a fair ten-year contract — let matters alone, they
said.
When the Brandt suit in New York obtained
a judicial determination that ASCAP is a mon(ipolistic, illegal coml)ination, even then you find
T.(J.A. on tlie .-XSCAP side of the fence instead of on the exhibitor side. I feel that we
here ought to have a baptismal ceremony and
spell out T.O.A. as Troubadour of ASCAP.
Let's .say to the leaders of that organization
that from its conception with the affiliated interest as an organization in St. Ix)uis to the
birth-date in Washington and subse(|uent infanthood T.O.A. was the Trailblazers of Affiliated. T.O.A. was the faithful child of the
interest that fathered it. But before it even
grew up to enjoy a Chicago celebration, they
got their signals mixed. Even some affiliated
numbers of Troubadours of ASCAP who receive hundreds of thousands from it say they
won't pay music tax until — but T.O.A. says
even more for ASCAP in our trade journals
than Louis Frolich, their able and well-paid attorney. So from now hence mav vou be known
as T.O.A.-Troubadours of ASCAP.
Let us here propose a repeal of all penalties
arising out of performance rights. When they
arise out of u.se with another combined copyright that has been licensed as features are licensed to us, certainly no penalty should be
permitted. See if the Troubadours will join us
on that, or let them propose elimination of this
evil and we'll join them.
—Speech bv JOSEPH P. UVICK
at Michigan Allied Convention.

ute tiiey let out a wail, they head for the dCKjr
and apologize for it ... 3. We get lots of kidding from proud moms and pops, and some say,
'Maybe we should go to (this other theatre)'
you
but
folkswearecome
the right
kind back
that with
know 'N'o,
how I tothink
control
your child, so I'm not worried ab<jut you; hope
I'm not wrong' (Business of wide smile showing both sets of plates)." And he adds "It
—Leo F. Wolcott
works, and how !"
FREE SCREEN ADS
yissociated Theatre Onners nj Indiana
We see by the papers that Australians are
demanding payment for commercial advertising
W^ithnewsreels.
in Australian
is appearing
that proper
ExMotion
the that
compensation
out
reels would
the Picture
decidetl
Association
hil)itors
as part of their entertainno longer be shown
ment program. Readers of this bulletin will
recall that in the past wc have offered to help
our members collect a fair screen advertising
rate from firms whose products were so patresentequallythey
are which
Exhibitors
ful ently
when advertised.
newspaper
space for
pay
and
benefit
else's ball bats
for some
is appropriated
makesonecigarettes,
the sponger
v.l.ether
or phonograph records has little to do with the
case. We would be reluctant to criticize the
exhibitor who cut the advertising on M-G-M
records out of his mat (e. g. "On An Island
With You") and replaced it with a little box
about his delicious buttered popcorn.
(\ote: The MPEA meeting in Brisbane also
reaffirmed its agreement not to pay more than
40% for any pictures.)

'SUPERS'
Allied Theatre Owners of Gulf States
Events of the past couple of days, particularly
the usual brazen display of utter disregard of
the independent exhibitors rights here in this
territory, have once again only served to reassure the writer and many independent exhibitors for the great need of such an organization as ours and will also serve to kinder the
THE BABY PROBLEM
spark of enthusiasm in the few independents
not yet in the fold.
Allied ITO of Iowa-Nebraska
111 the July Bulletin I wrote a bit about parBriefly— Mr. United Artists as well as Mrents and kids and theatres, not as a weighty
calledare"supers"
with their
on
Monogram
way out Red
Ruth soStory
and Babe
River
problem but rather as a bit of shall we say the
limb. The amazing part of it all, is to note
Theatre Americana which might be good for a
wliat little thought the officials of these comlaugh. Alinost immediately however, our good piaiies
give to the rights of the independentsfriend and member, Lon MacDowell of Hartley
It is apparent and unfortunate that their utmost
t'lought is concerned only with the monies to be
w rote nie, sending in a copy of his June Program
the
Calendar, the reverse side of which had these derived out of these pictures regardless ofonce
used. It is unfortunate indeed that
pointed remarks printed thereon: "We are just tactics
in receipt of a circular advertising another thea- again Their Greed For Money is so great that
tre. The friend w-ho sent it underlined the part they are willing to risk the chance of enfringing
that tells about this other theatre putting in a on your rights. Yes— Your Rights— which so
hard and spent so much
"Cry Room" and we presume the idea is that many have fought so
ly the privilege to
we do likewise. There's a bit of sarcasm behind money in securing, particular
on an equal basis. It seems
it all for we won't allow crying kids to spoil negotiate for product
the show for the other 300 customers and some
that not too long ago these rights were verified
in the courts and etc Why is it that so many
people get awfully mad about it. Apparently,
to carry
their idea of a pleasant evening would be to let distributors are so insistant towe refuse
hope it is not
these rights? Certainly
out
Junior yell his head off while they sit comfortindependent exthat you,
feel aware
because they
ably by and hear what thev could of the show.
your privilege and
of the
are not
liibitors
Some people also get mad about our "shushing"
they are not being misledt by the lacktrust attitude
loud talking and because we won't allows feet we
of the independen exhibitor of
sa-daisy
all over the tons of the seats ahead. So ... if the
large past.
you
don't. . .know
I am confident and feel safe in assuring not
Vv'liat can't
to do control
when it your
fusseschild
in a and
theatre
take
(Illy
United Artists and Monogram but all
if to th's other theatre. They're nice boys up
the day has passed when the inthere airl the-- have a "Cry Room" for kids. others thatdependent
exhibitors of this territory will take
V\'ish we had room for one, too."
such dealings lightly. We trust and hope that
In his letter, Lon goes on to report the re- tliese companies will bring themselves around to
sults— "1. We get more mothers with babies flealing as they should as certainly we are in
to
see
thatbefore
their brats
and care
bel- tlie theatre business — Xot iMzcyers and certainthan ever
... 2.don't
Theycarry
take onbetter
Iv
do not wish to spend our time in the Court
Rooms.
low their heads off, than ever before. The minFILM
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Behind the Scenes of Film Production
PS
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a male lead,, but by the time tiiis is in print an programs for Allied .-Krtists and Monogram.
COLUMBIA
actor will have been named.
With 10 A A and 51 Monogram pictures on the
schedule, Broidy made a point of the fact that,
There will be no resting on work accomplished here- Despite the strong backlog, the studio unlike other Hollywood studios, his company
has set October 1 as the starting date for five was expanding rather than curtailing production.
TALK ABOUT 'BIG FILMS',
He stated that the expansion plan came as the
new pictures. Two of these will be independBUT LITTLE ONES ARE MADE;
ents and the remainder will be F.-L productions.
result of the excellent acceptance of "The Babe
Ruth Story" and "The Dude Goes West" as
TTHERE ARE FI\"E new pictures in work at
v^ell as the pre-release plates received on "Sixthis plant. But a careful second glance establishes the fact that the five are all strictly
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
teen Fathoms
Deep."was one of optimism for his
Broidy's
attitude
in the low-budget class. It is interesting to note
c ompany and the industry in general ("if they
how this studio consistently talks about "big"
use their heads") and he predicted a banner
pictures and just as consistently makes little SCHARY CAUTIOUS BEFORE
year
for good pictures. He believes that while
ones. Why not just admit it and stop the noise?
people will continue shopping carefully in theThere's no shame in small-budget films, if they CHANGING METRO TRADITION
atres as elsewhere, they want and need motion
are well made- In fact, every major in town
/•ictures,
and the only answer is entertaining
is looking for the formula that will give them
TT IS IXTERESTIXG to note the slow pace
product. Like most executives in this business,
good product at less cost !
at which
Metro
starting itsContrary
"rehabilitation"
Broidy believes staunchly that there's nothing
At the moment, Columbia has 24 pictures in program
under
Doreis Schary.
to many
wrong at the bpxoffice that gtxid pictures can't
its backlog, and with the five now shooting and predictions, there was no overnight revolution.
cure.
Schary, working closely with L. B. Mayer and
Of the Allied .\rtists schedule, three films
at least another eight already planned, the 194849 program is well on its way.
otlier executives, is moving slowly and carefully,
are
already
finished: "LastReynolds)
of the Badmen''
There was a story around town last week
heading the company hack toward the money(Barry
Sullivan-Marjorie
from the
making product it once enjoyed. Apparently,
that Harry Cohn had suspended Rita Hayworth
King
Brothers;
Jack
Warther's
"Strike
It Ricii"
Metro tradition isn't going to be tossed overbecause she didn't get back from Europe in time
(Rod Cameron-Bonita Granville) and "My Broboard ;it will just be slowly "liberalized."
ther Jonathan" (Michael Denison-Dulcie Gray),
to carry out the exploitation p.a.'s on "Loves
As reported here weeks ago, the Enterprise an Associated British release- Roy Del Ruth
of Carmen" that had been planned. There is
unit has folded completely and despite all other
abfjut as much chance of prexy Cohn suspending
is in pre-production on "Red Light.'' Others
the Hayworth as there is of his cutting off his stories, the next move will be a deal with MGM
set for early starts are: "Gun Crazy" (Barry
right arm. Since Miss Hayworth was co-prowhich will make the unit a part of the company's
Sullivan), "Stampede" (Rod Cameron-Gale
ducer on the picture, we doubt that the Boss
regular release program. Enterprise still owes
Storm), "Bad
the \'ariet\
Clubs Intern;!tional
pictureBoy,"
starring
.\udie Murphy,
and
could have suspended her even if he had wanted
Metro one picture on its original four-picture
to. At any rate, there is no truth to the rumor
tw. others, thus far unnamed, to be made in
(leal and as it looks, now, everybody will watch
and tiie actress is now in preparation for her the grosses on the trio ready for release through
C:;nada. "When A Man's A Man" ( Rory CalMetro and the new deal will probably be based houn-Guy Madison-Carole Mathews-C!athy
next film here, "Lona Hansen."
Larry Parks, back from a successful summer
on that take. The Sherman-Enterprise deal Downs) is now in production.
season of stock, tells this reporter that if there promised to UA probably will never come off.
The Monogram sch'.dule calls for .^J! features
is enough money in the deal, he will be on deck
There was absolutely no truth to the story and 18 westerns. Irving Allen and James Burfor "Jolson Sings Again." In spite of the that broke here last week that Director George
kett first
have feature
alreadyever
turned
Fathom;
pushing around, this actor is not bitter against
the
done inin "16
Ansco
color. Deep,"
Harry
Sidney was being called back from a New York
anybody and is still an enthusiastic craftsman
vacation
"\'espers
In \'ienna."TheAstruth
the Lewis and Hall Shelton have completed "Inciwho deserves a much better break than he has story
ran toit start
indicated
an emergency.
dent" (Warren Douglas-Jane Frazee). Linsely
gotten thus far. He is money at the box-office of the matter is that "Vespers" was set for Parsons is down for three- Jeffrey Bernerd
will turn in two exploitation features. Julian
and letting him hang on the vine just doesn't
Sidney before he took off from here three weeks
make sense, but that seems to be the way things
Lesser and Frank Mel ford are scheduled for
ago. This one, with Carey Wilson producing
arc done at Columbia. Too much personal petti- and a top-name cast scheduled, wnW provide still two more Gene Stratton Porter stories. Peter
ness hampers the studio's output.
another change of pace for this fine, young di- Scully has "The Rainmaker" coming up. Asrector who cut his picture teeth on jests and
sociated British Films has "Temptation Harthen nuilti-million dollar musicals. His latest, b ur" (Robert Newston-Simone Simon). Leonard
Fields
and Joseph Than will send in three
"The Three Musketeers" has had the third floor
EAGLE - LION
boys doing nip-ups for months and they arc from Canada. Five other pictures scheduled
looking for top grosses on it when it hits its have not as yet been assigned to producers.
SCHEDULE CALLS FOR 17
In the stock-in-trade series field, Hal E- Chesfirst-run opening in New York next month.
ter will turn in two Joe Palooka pieces (one
Sidney will he back here October 1 to start
is already done) ; James S. Burkett will do three
preparation on the new film, which is a great
love story set against the background of occuCharlie Chan chapters ; Jan Gri])po has a quar'A' PICTURES UP TO MARCH
1
t'/t of Bowery Boys vehicles to make ; Barney
pied
\'ienna.
gALES
William Heineman's anis ('own for two "Jiggs and Maggie"
addition
to "X'espcrs
In fiX'icnna,''
tiie within
studio C-erard
nou-.ccm-CHIEF
nt of release
plans for the next
hasIn three
other
nictures set
r startintr
films, one of which is now in production; Walter
-seven months confirms the fact that this studio
Miri.sch will do two adventure pieces. In the
the next few weeks. The\' are : Clarence Brown's
is onv of the healthie'^t iv. Hollvwoorl. Eaglew estern division : six Jimmv Wakely's, six
Lion, scarcel.v out of its swaddling clothes, has i>rodnctinn of "S°cr'-t (\-ir<len" (Margaret
O'Brien-Dean Stockwe'l). with Fredd'e Wil- J hnny Mack Brown's, six Whip Wilson's.
17 "A" pictures (ten in color) scheduled for release between now and March 1. .\ number of c;)X directing: "The Great Sinner" (Gregory
Peck-.Ava (^.ardner). with Robert Siodmak dithe;e are J. .Arthur Rank product and while
recting, an l "The Storv of Monte Stratton"
PARAMOUNT
studio executives are vocally discounting the ef(Tames Stewart-Iune .\llyson). with Sam Wood
fectivenes ofthe anti-British boycott, they are
d'rectina and J-ck Cummings producin"'. "Big
watci-.ing c'osely because it could be a devastatMYSTERY OF LIBERTY UNIT
T.'ck Horner" (\\'allace Beerv-Marjorie Main),
ing b!ow if it began to really take hold. How\< til R'ch-ird Tiiorne directing for Producer
ever, at the moment all is optimism in this camp
and studio executives arc already predicting a 50 G ittfr'Vd Reinhardt is now on the stages. OriLIFTED, CAPRA GETS VEHICLE
per cent increase in revenue over last year's g-'inl title uf tliis was "Tlie Big Harp."
stll'ng season.
T'HE QUIP:TUS on Liberty Films and parWith \N'alter Wanger iScc RKO) leaving this
ticularly Frank Cajira's inactivity these past
studio on his inde deal, E-L chiefs would like
MONOGRAM-AA
few months seems to be lifting a bit. It was
very much to tie up another top-name independannounced last week that Paramount has purent producer for several) to bolster their pro- CONFIDENCE DISPLAYED BY
chased a "sophisticated comedy" tagged "A
duct schedule. vSeveral deals are in the talking
Woman of Distinction" for the first Capra prostage and one might be announced shortly.
ducing-directing chore here. The picture is
Meanwhile, Equity Films launched its first
scheduled for a late Fall start and is reported
MONO-AA 61 FILMS PROGRAM
eftort last week with the Vinson unit going to
to be one of the most expensi\-e films on the
studio's schedule.
work on "An 01d-Fa.shioned Girl" (Gloria JeanPRESIDENT STEVE BROIDY met with
(Lizabeth Scott-Dan Duryea-Don Before) into
For months now, industry people have been
the press last week to announce the 1948-49
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SlUOIfl SIZt-UPS
cniijecturiiip; on what liapiR-iu-d t(i I.iIkiMv hiliiis
after tlic biR news of its movcovir from KKO
be told" tone
a "now it can
to tliis l(.t. Withstudio
spokesmen reported this
ill thtir voice,
Capra item as the first of many to come. They
pointed out that the delay has been caused by
a "diliseiit search to find just the right story to
launch the Capra reijui at Paramount." No
castings have even been mentioned but with a
film
$2.00().0;)() buduet. it is a safe bet that the One
will be decorated with expensive actors.
wonders liow the independent and capable Mr.
Capra is reactin',' to this curtailment of his
iniative by the Paramount studio execs.
Onlv features in production here are PineTh ,nias first "expensive" film. "l'",l Paso," (John
P;,\ne-(VM1 Ru;sell) and "Mask For Lucretia"
spokes(Paulette Godd;ird-John Lund). Studio
men insist, despite this prolonged lull, that
everytbinu is going according to schedule- They
pri nt to the lush Paramount profits and to the
.siibstant'al backlog as proof that the leisurely
production pace is as it should be. While other
studios are stepping un their output. Paramount
is going to coast alon^ at its ])resent slow pace
for the time being.
REPUBLIC
NEW

REPUBLIC

ECONOMY

CUTS PERSONNEL

TO BONE

AS

REPORTED IN' SIZRUPS last issue.
President Herbert Yates returned to his
disk here a few weeks ago full of determination
to keep Republic in the black. Foreign revenue
trouble; and the ili') in domestic returns have
presented some pretty steep problems for Hollywood's independiiits, as well as some of the
majors. Republic, having a huge investment in
a large product backlog, is therefore undergoing
a rather severe economy treatment. The recent
cuts are getting close to the bone, however.
The latest move calls for two and three month
layoffs for all workers not essential to the
schedule of production planned for that periodThese peojile are not being fired, we are assured
hastily, just laid off until production demands
make them essential again. With approximately
2(1 pictures completed and in release backlog,
there is no need for a production spurt at this
time and Yates apparently has no wish to loosen
money until production is absolutely necessary.
At the moment, the only picture going on the
lot
is Hunt
For Tears"
wliich
is to Stromberg's
be a United "Too
ArtistLate
release.
Yates
would like to lease studio space to other producers (jii the same kind of deal he made with
Stromberg. He figures it as a way of getting
revenue on idle space for which he has no need
at the present time.
RKO
EXHIBITORS
ANXIOUS

AND PUBLIC SEEM

FOR MITCHUM

FILMS

\WJ"J-L,
SEEMS to Mitchum
be an unexpected
twist THERE
to the unfortunate
Case at
this writing. Studio executives here and at
Selznick's have been greatly worried because
they feared that unreleased Mitchum films might
be poison at the boxofficc. The present indication seems tf) be that exhibitors can hardly wait
It

to get tiu ir hands on a print of "Rachel and the
Si ranger," current RKO Mitchum release, because of public intere.,t. There is some tpiestion
film will i)e accepted in small
yet on how tile s,
rural communitie but, in general, it appears
situafor the "patsy" in any
that the sympathy the
American public reactions
tion, so typical of
case.
in all fields, is showing strong in Hob Mitchum's
With N'ed Deiiinet taking over the job of president, tiie general activity here seems to be
(|iiicken;ng. It is almost as though Howard
Hugiies used tlie Depiiut promotion as the signal for throwing his plans into action. One of
the first big announcements is that Hughes has
signed a five-picture deal with Cary GraiU.
1 he deal is reported to give Grant a co-production setup, with Hughes apparently putting up
most of the money. The star is in Europe now
t.) do a picture for 2()tb Century-Fox and studio
spokesmen would reveal no further details of
the pactApparently, this collaboration with big-name
actors is one of the Hughes' pet theories. He
is also negotiating with Claudette Colbert and
Joan Crawford, although these deals, if they
are made, will be one-picture commitments- The
Ci'lbert picture is "I.ove Is Hig Business" to be
co-produced by the actress and Jack Skirball
and Bruce Manning with RKO releasing. The
Crawford film is the much-debated school teacher yarn, tagged "Miss O'Brien," with the actress
co-producing with Curtis Bernhardt- Originally,
Jerry Wald was to have handled this one for
Warner Brothers, but there was so much controversy, the actress bought the rights herself
and now the RKO deal is practically a surety.
If Mr. Hughes can get himself enoueh such
deals, he won't have to worry about his own
I)roduction plans — he won't need any.
Another possible inde deal seems to be shaping
up here as Howard Hughes huddles with Walter Wanger. As reported in SIZEL'PS weeks
ago, Wanger is cutting liis Eagle-Lion deal and
will wind up his chores for them by the end of
the year. He has been shopping for a new deal
for months now and the RKO set-up might be
right for him. If it goes through, it will probably be for three pictures with "The Life of
George
as the initialer.
Someone Sand,"
ought starring
to remindGarbo,
Mr. Wanger
that his
chief quarrel with Eagle-Lion was over budgets,
that company felt he was spending too much.
He may find the sam? problem or worse with
the economy-minded Mr. Hughes.
T<atest economy move initiated bv the efficiency
experts now running this shop. Bicknell Lockhart and C. J. Tevlin, is the edict that RKO is
n n in the market for story material- Agents
have been advised not to submit scripts "until
further notice." W^illiam Fadiman, story head,
Dnd his staff, have been ordered to do a finetooth combing job on the present stock of approximately 400 story pronerties. Nor are they
goina to overlook the 1250 released pictures on
which the companv holds copyrights with an
e\'e to re-make value. The one inflexible rule
in the perusal of all this material is to watch
for stories that can be made economically and
with boxoffice appeal. A further indication of
this type of economy here is the fact that of
thirteen writers now at work on screenplays,
onlv two are regular staffers, the rest being on
freelance basis.
W'hile the only picture now in work for RKO
is Glenn McCarthy's "The Green Promise,"
studio spokesmen are beginning to talk enthusiastically about the big push scheduled to
begin around October 1. Eight producers have
been assigned 12 pictures with Herman Schlom's
"The Clav Pigeon" set to start the paradeSchlom also has "The Road to Carmichael's"
and a Tim Holt Western, "Stagecoach Kid,"
on his list. Jack Gross has "I Married .\ Communist" and "The Badmen Ride .\gain." Steplien Ames is down for "Lewis and Clark" and

"The Story of Scotland Yard," both tentatively
stt for color. I'Vederic L'lman Jr. has "Sam
\\ yniie :" Harriet Parsons has "Come Share My
Love;" Richard (ioldstone is ready with "The
Set-Up;" Don Hartman is down for at least
a pair of films, so far unselected.
It looks as though the Howard Hughes machine is about ready to go into high gear.
20th CENTURY-FOX
ZANUCK

AIM TO MAINTAIN

QUALITY

AT REDUCED

COST

I^IC/prr-duction
.XI'W S (JL
of here was
sincethetheslate
return
chiefr Zanuck
of of
30pictures for the 1948-49 jiroduction scbeflule, six
of them to be made abroa<lHere, as elsewhere in Hollyw(>od, economy is
the keynote and studio people as well as others
in the industry will be watching closely the results of the meetings held with President Spyros
Skouras on the ])roce(lure from here on in.
I'udgets are sure to be cut to a hairline and
u .Itched closely. Personnel will be carved again,
if possible, although the studio has t)een working
with a minimum staff for some months now.
Zanuck's theme setms to be: "We want the
same quality we've always had, but we mean to
get
witht)ut executive
productionis waste
of any
kind."
This itenergetic
completely
optimistic
about the future of his company and of the
industry. He recognizes the challenge in the
currtnt trend, but insists that there is enough
talent in this business to lick that challenge, if
tile men with the talent will face up to it.
Wi»h a 35 per cent increase in this new year's
jiroduction schedule, with five of this year's product already in release and with thirteen more
in the final stages of completion, this studio is
in solid sha^eZanuck pointed out one more interesting fact
in his report to the press upon his return. Substantiating the reason why six of the new
schedule of films will be made in Europe, he
stated tl-at 20th had saved at least $3,000,000 on
the
of "Princeaccusations
of Foxes" made
in Italy.
There
had filin:ng
been serious
by Gregor
Rabinovitch and others that 20th had "spoiled
it" for other producers by "throw'ing money
around indiscriminately" while in production.
Zanuck
explained inthatItalian
the picture's
budget
called for 81,500,000
money and
the same
am luiit in .Anifican dollars. This is a fabulous
amount in Italy and gave the director his pick
( f the top craftsmen there. He decried the efforts of other producers to exploit Italian labor
and technicians and insisted that his company
would never participate in "sweat-shop" tactics
or cut-rate wage scales just because a country's
depressed economy made both available. If his
statement on the savings effected is true, there
would seem to be no need for such tacticsThe 1948-49 product announcement revealed
that the only two outside films will be Edward
AInerson's "Belle Starr's Daughter" and Nat
Holt's "Canadian Pacific." Anoarently, Frank
Seltzer, Sam Baerwitz and Sol W'urtzel wilF
have to look elsewhere for releasing deals.
It is amazing how a studio's attitude can be
changed by one good picture. Metro lifted
when "Easter Parade" clicked. Paramount had
it with "Emperor \\'altz" and then, "\ F->reign
.'\ffair." Ni;w, 20th is having it with 'Apartment team
For Peggy."
This one from the unbeatable
of William
Perlbere and George
Seaton is a sure smash. SEVENTEEN M^G.^ZINE. bible to 4,000,000 teen-agers, has given
the film its award of the month for November
(releasing month) and the general acclaim by
tlie
is insurance enough to have everybody
here press
smiling.
FILM
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UNITED

ARTISTS

SEARS' ANGRY DENIALS
FAIL TO STOP UA RUMORS

Sears' inangry
ENT willGrad
PRESID
TE that
J^ESPI
denials
changes
be made
the
UA management setup, such rumors continue
with a persistency that gives them weiglit. It
is said that a sale or complete overhauling of
the company is not far distant.
Hunt Stromberg put his "Too Late For Tears"
(Lizabeth Scott-Dan Duryea-TXm Defore) into
work on September \3. Harry Popkin's "Imp.'ict" (Ella Raines-Brian Donlevy-Cliarles Coburn) is the second UA feature to go during
September. This is more activity than we've
had in this quarter for a long time.

The studio is gearing its work year to avoid
peaks and valleys they encounterthe edproduction
last year. There were times during the past
rear when seven pictures were going at one time
and then within a month, they would be down
to one or two. Such a situation made it impos ible tostabilize the personnel situation with<Hit drastic and constant upheavals. There will
be no more of that. The program calls for an
average of two a nK>nth throughout the production year.
.\long with the announcement of the newplans and production schedule came the news
here that about 750 of tlie 1,000 workers who
were laid off when the studio closed August 1,
will be back on the job by October 1. Of
course, most of these people fall into the technical category. A minimum of the white-collar
people are being brought back for the time being.
There have been about 700 people on the l<it
during the shut-down, because seven pictures
were editing. With the gradual return of about
the same amount the studio will be working at
about 2/3 of what its normal personnel was last

UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L

there is a strong possibility that word-of-mouth
response will make "Johnny Belinda" a topflight grosser.
This continues to be the busiest studio in town
Viitli seven pictures in production. Two new
starters are: "Colorado Territory" (Joel McCrea-\'irginia Mayo ) and "Flamingo Road"
(Joan Crawford-Zachary Scott). In addition
Im these two, Alfred Hitchcock is shooting his
ovvn production of "Under Capricorn" (Ingrid
Bergman-Joseph Gotten) in England.
Continuing in production are : "The Fountainhead" (Gary Cooper-Patricia Neal), "Somewhere In The City" (Viveca Lindfors-Edmond
O'Brien), "Happy Times" (Danny Kaye-Barbara Bates), "Two Guys and a Gal" (Dennis
Morgan-Jack Carson-Doris Day) and "Montana" (Errol Flynn-.\lexis Smith).
We don't know what Film BULLETIN'S
New York reviewer will think of the new Bette
Davis film, "Jime Bride," but this Hollywood
correspondent found it a grand comedy, sprightly
aTid good fun- Congratulations, Miss Davis, for
fiasco.
redeeming yourself after that "Winter Meeting"

year.
WARNER

LESS "TONE', MORE B.O.
SOUGHT IN NEW U-l FILMS

-BELINDA' DIRECTOR

JT'S
time"are atnnthisduty
studio,
but STILL
the few "vacation
peo])le who
are
talking in terms of the end of the lull- "The
.\mboy Dukes" and Irving Brecker's "Life of
Riley" will start rolling on or about October 1.
Studio executives announced their 1948-49
production schedule calling for a minimum of
24 pictures, about ten of them to go before the
year ends. This was the signal for revival on
this lot. There is a vastly different Havnr in
the production schedule of this year as compared with last year's. Gone are almost all of the
independent producers. Gone, too, the emphasis
on "intellectual tone" and "sophisticated" stories and film approaches. Xow the program is
tabbed frankly as a "widely diversified range
keyed especially to the domestic boxoffice." That
is good news' for exhibitors.

Check

with

you

NOW

MAY

FIRED,

WRITE OWN

TICKET

OF the tact that Director Jean
SPITE was
JXXegulescu
fired because Warner chiefs
tliought "Johnny Belinda" (Jane Wyman-Lew
.\yres) was a dud, the press and the general
IH'.blic who have seen the film are already talking about Jane Wxnian as a strong .-\cadeniy
c:iiitender by way of lier performance in the
film. Jerry Wald, tlie producer, insists he never
lest faith in the picture or in Xegulescu, hut
c\en his influence couldn't save the <lirector
from tlie axe. If the picture really clicks, the
studio will i)rol)ably be glad to hire the director
hack at twice his old price- That happens in
tliis town. One .Academy-award performance
does not necessarily mean a boxoffice smash, but
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INDEPENDENTS
FILM CLASSICS
quickies are in work for renew
Two
lease by this company with more scheduled
to come although no details are available.
Sigmund Xeufeld is currently shooting
"File 649, State Department" which he
is calling a documentary. Martin Mooney
er of Ramona" (Martha
has "Daught
\'ickersPhilip Reed) going in Cinecolor.
SCREEN GUILD
Tilings are looking uj) for this iiule
outfit. F.dward L. Lippert just wound
up
"Thunder In
The Pines"
Reeves-Marion
Martin)
and has (George
started
"Shep Comes Home" (Robert LoweryBilly Kimberley-Flame). With four
films completed, the Screen Guild president states he will do twelve more for
release this year. Next to come will be
"I Shot Jessie James." Also slated are:
"Grand Canyon," "Gringo" and "Emergency Ward," among others.
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CRITICS CALL 'SOFIA'
OF SEASON'S WORST!
ONE
Film Classics' most expensive iM-odiiclion in
its short history, the Cinecolored "»Sofia," got
its haptism of fire at the hands of the New York
critics when it opened at the Kialto and was
pretty badly burnt"A Cinecolored eyeful of some of tiie most
brazenly penny -dreadful doings ever to hit the
screen" is the verdict of tiie World-'I'e'.egram's
Alt( n Cook, in an unconditional pan. "An uncommonly bad picture, confused, incoherent and
juvenile,"
he
says, adding,
aimedhardat
the audience whicii
finds the"probably
comic books

to understand."
Another unkind cut was the Times' Bosley
Crowtiier's <lesignation as "just another obvious
spy-and-ffy romance . . . another wildcat venture
from Hollywood's
Andrefers
still
another
froiii Cecelia'quickie
Ager inrow'."
the Star
to its "comic strip mentality," noting tliat "its
sinister collection of spies and counter-plots, of
intrigue and villainy keep Sofia steadily, if unintentional y, onthe edge of laughter."
Joe Pihodna of tlie Herald Tribune finds that
the Cinecolor "is not so sharp as it should be."
The picture "drags like anything," and "wellworn and confused" aid his description.
The vSun's Eileen Creelman barbs : "With just
a little more ef¥ort, or a little less, 'Sofia' might
have served as a starring veh'cle for Abbott
and Costello." The cast, she adds, "can do little to make these lurid adventures seem possible."
Justin Gilbert, in the Mirror, says, "I had a
synopsis. But \ou may have a time follow'ing
the.A goings-on."
few kind words came from Irene Thirer
in the Post and the Journal-.Xmerican's Jim
O'Connor. The latter likes its blast at the Communists, noting that "as a story of Soviet
scheming, 'Sofia' scores soundly," but admits "as
a moti )n picture, 'Sofia' is perhaps lurid and
confusing." Miss Thirer, conversely, says that
anyone who expects the film "to lift the 'curtain' and show the light, will be completely disappointed. But for those who'll merely take the
thriller for what it is— mere melodrama, this
isn't too bad a job of picture-making."
•SORRY, WRONG
PARAMOUNT

NUMBER'

"Celebrated radio thriller has inspired a surprisingly eiTective film . . . Calculated to scare
the wits out of a spectator ■ . . Will not be forgotten soon bv those
who see it." — B.^RNES.
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"As a sheer exercise in melodrama and in
cumulative suspense, this film has some highly
vivid episodes and a grimly exciting final reel
. . . Perhaps if you have a special interest in
foul folks and morbidities, you will thrill to this
Hal Wallis picture. Frankly, we squirmed —
and not from dread."— CROWTHER, N. Y.
TIMES.
"Good-plus . . . Leaves nothing to be desired
on the counts of acting, direction and suspense
. . . Miss Stanwyck, handed a role in whicli she
must gradually portrav genuine fear, displays
complete mastery . . . Builds up to the big scene
of absolute terror, and Miss Stanwyck doesn't
let it down at all."— WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"Suspense mounts to an almost unbearable
pitch. It leaves the spectator shaken and unnerved, having lived vicariously through a horrifying experience . . . Aborbing, taut, well
acted in everv detail. You may be limp after
seeing it. You could hardly be bored." —
CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"Horror film of the hair-raising, spine-tingling, fingernail-chewing variety . . . Suspense
is terrific. A tightly-knit script, taut direction
and a highly efTective performance by Barbara
Stanwyck in the top spot build and sustain a
shuddery mood throuehout." — PELSWICK,
N. Y. TOURNAI< AMERICAN.
"Audiences will be fascinated and aghast . . .
The customers will avoid dark streets on the way
JO

What the hieu)spaper Critics Say About New films
UOTES
Q
humc after their experience with Miss Stanwyck
and lifeless creature in this stagey and stolid
in this picture . . . Among the very best of the charade. Even a couple of dances and one song
season's thrillers."— C()( JK, X. Y. WORLD
are prettv, but dull,"— CROWTHER, N. Y.
TIMES.
TICLEGRAM.
"Thougli the original pure tension is gone,
"Rita Hayworth dancing in The Loves of
the bogus new ones, by sheer weight of numCarmen is one of tlie movies' true bewitchments
bers, aceunnilate. At long last, one by one
...
As . Carmen
at ease, onbrought,
earth,
at last
• . Becauseshe'sof natural,
Miss Hayworth,
piling up, they get a rise . . . Whole elaborate
concoction has but one volume reading, and that
for her, down to earth, Wir Loves of Carmen
is
fortissimo,
fortissimo."
—
AGI'^R,
N.
V.
is a major beguilement." — .\GER, N. Y. STARSTAR.
"Dainty showpiece for the prett.\' face and
figure of Rita Hayworth ... It is hard to know
how anyone could make Carmen so dull . . .
•LUXURY LINER'
X'isually hanrlsome and well planned. DramaticWV.M
allv
is a whopping bore."— CREELMAN,
N. Y.itSUN.
"Pretty and buttery and brightly colored, and
"Spectacular and stilted . • . Gaudy and colthere is a lot <jf it . ■ . Anybody's money's worth
orful period horse opera marked by pompous
of
N. sustained
Y. STAR. syntiietic sweetness." — AGI%R,
dialogue and random direction . . . Some good
"Color, as usual, does something to make this sword and knife fights . . . Even with Rita Hayworth displaying her charms, wiles and talent
'Luxury Liner' look brighter than it is. Batten
to the full, The Loves of Carmen is a generally
down vour hatches, if you Ixjard it- "i'ou're likely
sillvY.and
pretentious
prfxluction." — BARNES,
to
findTIMES.
the passage rough."— CR()WTH1':R,
X.
HERALD
TRIBUNE.
N. Y.
"Rita
Hayworth's
newest
picture best to date
"Cut to this standard pattern . . • Certainly
is no picture one would deliberately plan to see . . . Lusty, colorful entertainment . . . Much of
the action and scenic effects of a Westerner
— ^but if vou happen to get caught in it, things
. . . But unlike modern Westerners, this one
will
not be too painful."— COOK, N. Y. TI-.LEGRAM.
stresses romance." — PELSWICK, N. Y.
"Neither a particularly go(jd nor a i)articu- JOURNAL AMERICAN.
"Picturesque, stormy movie, full of banditry,
larly bad piece of light entertainment, but it is
perhaps one performance too many of the same
chases, fights and exceedingly ardent lovemaking . . . Typical, large-scale movie spectacle
show."—
. . . Aimed more directly at the admirers of
BUNE. GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIMiss Havworth than at the classical students of
"Formula shows a little . . . Still cheerfully
the Merimee storv."— COOK. N. Y. WORLD
eas3' on the e>es, most pleasant for the ears,
TELEGRAM.
and soothing for the nerves . . . Musical or nonmusical, audiences are prettv sure to have a good
(i„,e."—
CREELMAN,
N.'Y. musical
SUN. romances,
"Fair-plus
• . . These MGM
gorgeous as they are in glorious Technicolor,
and talented as they arc in the voices of their
singers, are getting to be as routine and predictable in everv sentiment, word and situation
as
the old Hardv .series.'"— WINSTEN, N .Y.
POST.
'THE LOVES OF CARMEN'
COLUMBIA
"Good-plus . . . Rita Hayworth sparkles with
sex and sequins . . . Oozes glamour, spirit, mood
. . . Thorou-?hly adult screen play . . . Usual
Bizet music is conspicuous by its absence . . .
Certainlv going to pour plenty of cash into theatre box-offices.'— THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"W^ith all due regard for Rita Hayworth's
abundant and evident charms ... it must be
surmised that the lady simply hasn't got what
takes to plaj' the role of Carmen . . . Lacquered
CLASSIFIED
AGENT WANTED
Film or theatre promotion salesman or
booking agent with established theatre contacts wanted on full or part time basis to
sell much needed inexpensive "juvenile attendance building" promotion to theatres.
Call Mr. Knapp at GRanite 4-2885 for appointment or write Philadelphia Chewing
Gum Corporation, Eagle and Lawrence
Roads, Havertown, Pa.
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St,,
New York. N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
Will lipase or buy theatre In Eastern Penna.
or New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.

Your Service — Our Responsibility
NEW

JERSEY

MESSENGER

SERVICE
Member Nat'l FUm Cairlan
•>fi« N. Juniper St., PhUa. 7, Pa.
LOcust 7-482S

THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

W( thank all theatre owners and managers who
coapcratdl with as by potting rftorn trailers In
the proper addressed containers and for wra>iplng
and addressing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better
ii they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St..
Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers

FILM

BULLETIN.
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Subjects

RODGERS' Executive Training Program is blooming. The M-G-M vice-president
and distribution chief told the trade press at a
Hotel Astor luncheon last Tuesday (21st) that
the initial six handpicked members of Loew's
field sales staff chosen for the intensive fourweek course are gettng a thorough indoctrination in every- phase of distribution. And they're
getting it in the most practical way — direct
participation in consultations, policy-making
discussions, etc. In addition, as representatives
of "The Friendly Company," thej are attending the Dale Carnegie Institute to develop
ease in addressing large groups and to learn
how to make friends for Leo and influence customers. The first sextet will be followed by
a continuous selection of likely prospects from
M-G-M exchanges, men who show qualifications
of "initiative and leadership," Rodgers explains,
noting, "It is not the aim of this program to
train better salesmen, but to develop executives
with a comprehensive knowledge of our industry. And," he adds, "this period of transition
is the ideal time for us to take the leadership
in distributor-exhibitor relations." Also on hand
to verify Rodgers' views were
Dietz,
Henderson Richey, Si Seadler andHoward
Herb Crooker, as well as the sLx fair-haired gentlemen
themselves: Louis Marks, Cleveland; Philip F.
Gravitz, New Haven; Michael Ford, Chicago;
LouisH.J.Russell
Weber, Gaus,
Dallas;
B. Padgett, Atlanta,'
and
Los A.Angeles.

Bv

Capital, thus necessitating his absence from the
dinner. He called it a source of "personal satisfaction to me" that General Marshall was so
lioiiorcd, adding "I can think of no one more
richly deserving of this recognition." . . . The
dais held, in addition to top names from all
branches of the Government, such industry toppers as Spyros Skouras, Robert J. Mochrie, Abe
Montague, Bill Heineman, S. H. Fabian, George
Dembow, Carter Barron, Bill AlcCraw, Tom
Connors, George Schaefer, Nat Golden, Dave
Palfreynian, Arthur Mayer, Jay Emanuel and
Llovd Nolan,

BILL

"THE FUTURE successful course of operation in the motion picture industry lies in mutual cooperation between distributors and exhibitors to help insure the continuance of the
present high weekly attendance level at the nation's theatres." With these words WiUiam
A
Scully, Universal-Internatio
nal vice president and
general sales manager, dedicated the "U-I Unitv
I y I^.T
last
Fnda
(24th') which
as the teed
first off
of in NewregioYork
nal sales
meetmgs heard the crack of four
the
gave
l The
regional huddles will also serve to formu
late
the company's sales policies for the 194849
that
^^^-^^'^d
enoug
'Th
h 'of
of the new
enou.'h
season's product is comset releSng
'\'''
plans
forth"''
Plans for
the next
slx company
months. ^o
Scully
preside at each of the confabs, which willwill
entire sales cabinet on the dais plus see the
the adna'°PP^^^' John'joseph
EoS THirT'"''^'!f ^ir''
B"""'"^". Eastern
vT''Chie
S f. Foll
owing the New York
meet
ing,
will
be Cincinnati, Sept. 28-29; Chicago, Oc?
I--'"
and San Francisco, Oct 7-8.
PARAMC UNT'S
BEN
HER
in a
vhat-wo„ t-ti,ey-thi„k-of-next WAS
tells abou?
the cle^r stunt the company story
has worked ou
with publishers of l^ok Magazine. The latter
V^T""''"^.
^>- to each of
several hundred circuit "'''"
heads, film
branch managers telling them to buybuyers and
the Sept
^Mh issue, currently on the stands. The
issue
contains a big byout and review on "Sorr
Wrong Number." . . . Paramount continue y,
s to
put the infernal contraption
by Morse to
appropriate use to garner publisired
city for
f^lm
Stars Barbara Stanwyck and Burt the aste
r
are making cross-country calls to variLanc
ous columnists and critics and invariably are receiving
mentions in the newspaper. The telephonic
in-
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WILLIAM F. RODGERS
Executive Trainer

terview set-up is made even more effective by
timing the calls to within minutes after the
jcuriialists are given a private screening of the
picture in their home towns.
TWO ROADSHOW
f^lms will open on
Broadway within a week of each other in November, Walter Waiiger's "Joan of .Arc" and
Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Snake Pit." The
Iiigrid Bergman Technicolor extravaganza, heralded as the most costly in film history, takes
its bow at the refurbished \'ictoria Theatre,
Oil Armistice Day. .\dniissi()ns will be upped
for "Joan" to the usual roadshow scale and just
how Waiiger will accomplish this in the face of
the N- Y. District Court ban on admission price
fixing by the Big Five (RKO Radio is releasing)
remains a legal question mark.
"The Snake
Pit," on the other hand, will skirt the hazard
by getting all the roadshow trimmings except
advanced admissions. Following its N. Y. opening at the Rivoli on Nov. 4th, "The Snake Pit"
will be presented only in Los Angeles and Chicago before Jan. 1- However, beginning the
first week in January, it will be played in five
key cities a week, then, after each 1^ engagement, will be booked throughout the entire area
to cash in on the tremendous promotion accorded each territorial opening. This plan, announced by 20th-Fox sales chief Andy W. Smith,
Jr., appears to be the soundest method of merchandising amotion picture, combining both
prestige and mass playoffs. We predict the boxoffice "take" will prove it.
INTO THE VALLEY of the Potomac rode
the 601) to pay tribute to the man selected by
\ ariety Clubs International as the recipient of
its Ninth Humanitarian Award, Secretary of
State George C- Alarshall. The procrastinated
presentation, originally due to be made at the
Miami meeting last Spring and set back to the
iiiid-ycar conference climaxed on Saturday
(18th) by the huge dinner, was made by Chief
Barker Bob O'Doiiiiell to the Secretary, while
600 present and thousands far away applauded.
/Viiiong the latter was President Truman, who
expressed his regret at being away from the

WASHINGTON'S FAMED National Theatre, sporting a new face and innards, and completely set up to purvey motion picture entertainment on a grand scale, has been selected to
introduce J. Arthur Rank's "The Red Shoes"
which Eagle Lion is releasing here on a two-aday basis. The Technicolor film fable, based
on the Hans Christian Andersen story, will bow
on Oct. 14.
A FOUR YEAR tuition scholarship to De.iver University will be the grand prize in a
nationwide e3say contest corAiucted over NBC's
Frank Merriwell program as a major feature
of National Youth Month. The competition
and scholarship were arranged by Robert W.
Selig, Colorado exhibitor and state chairman of
the NYM committee . . . Sid Mesibov, exploitation manager for Paramount, is now a faculty
member of the College of the City of New
York Mesibov was invited to conduct the
LTniversity's initial course in the principles of
motion picture advertising, publicity, exploitation
and distribution for CCNY's Institute of Film
Techniques.

OF MEN AND THINGS: Samuel Goldwyn's
eastern publicity headquarters, under the supervision of Lynn Farnol, sports a brace of new
faces. Philip Niles takes over the exploitation
section formerly headed by Bill Ruder, and
Arthur Block comes in to the publicity spot
vacated by George Weissman. Marion Sawyer
will be assistant to Block, who comes in from
Universal-International, while Martin Davis goes
into the No. 2 spot in exploitation . . . Joseph
L. Roberts, Eastern public relations director for
Selznick's Vanguard Films, leaves the outfit on
the ,30th, after a four-year stint . . . Lou Lober,
20-year
Loew's International,
transfers toveteran
Warner with
Bros. European
staff to assist
Joseph Hummel,
p. inandcharge
Europe,
N. AfricaWBand Int'l
the v.Near
Middleof
East. He sails for Paris Oct. ISth . . . Failure
to see eye to eye with his company's policies
has resulted in Ralph B. Austrian's resignation
as vice president in charge of television for
Foote,
Belding, ofAustrian,
one of video's
pioneers,Cone
was &president
RKO Television
Corp.
before joining the ad agency . . . Paul Broder,
Realart president, has become a father, twice
over, when a second son, Ricky Bruce, was
bom on Sept. 13 in Detroit . . . Eagle Lion
v.p. Max E. Youngstein has named Maria Van
Slyke as national mag contact, replacing Marie
Slate, resigned . . . John R. Dillon, 58, 20th-Fox
and National Theatres board member since 1935,
11
died last Monday (20th) after a long illness.
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HOPE'
CAMPAIGIV
"Nothing ever held you
like Alfred Hitchcock's
ROPE" — an inspired catchline and cornerstone of Warner Brothers' sock selling for
this Technicolored gasper.
Mort Blumenstock and his
exploiteers can be credited
with one of the most straightforward campaigns in years.
No effort was made (as too
often is the case) to throw
a sop to the feminine trade
by making the picture seem
like anything but what it is
— a suspenseful murder story
with an undertone of gruesomeness that shocks while
it enthralls the spectator.
Focus an
No coloring was added in
the exploitation - publicityadvertising campaign. The Warner
bovs shrewdly made the piece of rope
with which the youthful victim was
strangled by his two effete friends "for
a thrill" the focal point of the entire
campaign. Early boxoffice reports indicate that it is paying off buge dividends.
While a picture of this type is regarded as having the male trade "in its
pocket," the startling thing about the
that it is
early business on "Rope" isPart
of this
drawing the ladies as well.•
can be attributed to star 5^James Stewart's popularity, certainly one of the
major selling points in any campaign.
But we feel that the lion's share of
"Rope's" attraction for both male and

igeiti

SELLS
SUSPENSE
female is the campaign's concentration on that little, inanimate, impersonal piece of
cord, inevitably tied in with
the slogan, "Nothing ever
held you, etc." — and let the
imagination take it from
there. We might add, understatingly, that the weaker
sex' imagination is as rampant as that of the male of
the species.
An addendum of utmost
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LIK[ ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

importance in the showman's
campaign is the unique camera work which Hitchcock
pioneers in "Rope." While
it is hardly feasible for the
theatreman
to go into detail,
the rope
except in newspaper blurbs,
on the manner in which the
camera technique brings a feeling of
identity with the players to the audience, he should certainly play up this
feature as "actually living with" and
making each member of the audience
a participant in the drama.
The WB boxofficers have made sure
that the country has been thoroughly
inundated with the title, director and
star via an advertising campaign that
has been hitting away for the past three
months in 105 national magazines, saturating the 200 million combined circulation involved, which takes in virtually every ticket-buyer in the land.
They have also prepared a press book
which offers a complete local campaign.
HITCHCOCK
HITS
The Hitchcock name, a strong selling point in
itself, can serve a double purpose, used in a contest based on former hits of the suspense
maestro.
A newspaper or lobby contest can use such
ideas as (1) matching film title with corresponding scene from picture; (2) Pick out Hitchcock
h'ts from assorted list of titles or stills; (3)
Submit sentence or paragraph using all fifteen
hit titles; (4) Pick out Hitchcock hit titles
spotted throughout ads in classified pages.
The list is reproduced in the press book.

LOBBY STANDEE
An eye-catching lobby display is this 40 x 60
in two colors, available in National Screen Service exchanges for $1.50. Space in center is left
blank for inserting your own feature schedule.
In addition to its visual value, it saves time,
wear and tear on the cashier, who is usually besieged by starting time queries.

m

you..!

OPENING BREAKS RECORDS
"Rope's" opening in New York at the
Globe merited one of Warner's biggest
campaigns and paid off with record-shattering attendance and receipts for an
opening day at the theatre despite a blazing heat wave.
The campaign started three weeks before the opening with teasers and built
up to gigantic newspaper ad daily for 10
days Strand
in advance
of opening.
Above
WB's
own
a huge
electric sign
heralded
the film. A specially designed crowdstopping front and lobby at the Globe
featured a tremendous painted figure of
star James Stewart above the marquee.
His hand, holding a real rope, was threedimensional and measured four feet.

NEWSPAPER ADS
The ads which led up to the New York opening are pictured above. In center are two of the
teasers for special feature pages.

POSTCARD STUNT
Here's a novel idea: the eight-word key ad
line breaks up into four separate combinations,
as shown above. Print key combinations in
quantities desired, controlling total number of
possible winners by limiting quantity of any
one card.
FILM B ULLETIN

The weaker of the two "supermen", Farley Granger (right), is still overcome by the heinousness of their crime as he stares at
the chest containing the body of the boy they killed for a thrill, while John Dall begins to feel the unnatural exhilaration.
ROPE
Alfred Hitchcock's superb talent for keeping audiences on
tenterhooks has been endowed upon the famous Patrick Hamilton
play and has sired a movie that is unique in many respects. Mr.
Hitchcock was not content with merely using Technicolor (his
first lint film) as an added attraction. He has put it to work,
capturing in startling naturalness the fading light of day and incorporating ilinto the action in a superb congelation with the
gripping climax as an alternately flashing green, red and white
sign punctuates and accentuates every movement and line. Another innovation and one that required intricate set construction
and split second timing is the continuous rolUng of Hitchcock's
probing, nosing camera. There are no breaks, no cuts, no abrupt
switches. The story is told on the screen in the time it actually
takes. The effect is one of being in the same room with the

The boys' former mentor, James Stewart, having
unearthed their grisly work, struggles for his
life iiilh the now frantic Granger,

The story opens with the choking death cry of a young man
players.
garroted by two of his friends in their swank midtown apartment.
The two, John Dall and Farley Granger, have killed for the pure
thrill of it and to demonstrate their intellectual superiority dump
the body in a chest in the center of the room and hold a party,
serving from the coffin - top. The dead boy's sweetheart, Joan
Chandler; his father, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, and close associates
of the victim, including their former schoolmaster, James Stewart,
are toyed with until the latter begins to sense their crime, reverses
the cat-and-mouse game and unmasks the murder, at the same
time baring the hideousness of their motivation.
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RELEASE

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, IC!
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Seria!s
Westerns

Completed (65)
C!ompleted ( 4)
Completed (25)

In Production (5)
In Production (0)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
AIR HOSTESS
Romantic Comedy -Started September 13
Cast; Gloria Henry. William Wrigtit, Ross Ford.
Director: Lew Landers
Producer: Wallace McDonald
Stoi-y: '1 lie i>rol>U'ms of kIiIn wlio liain for air hostess jobs.
BLONDIE'S BIG DEAL
Comedy - Started September 13
Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry Simms.
Dnector: Edward Bernds
Producer: Ted Richmond
btorj-: Uaffwoorl
gels Involved
a fireproof
nianc a switch
causing ina fire
Blondiepaint
-saves dealthe with
dav villains who
JUNGLE JIM'S ADVENTURE
Adventure— Started September 8
Cast: Johnny Weissmuller, Myrna Dell, Elena Verdugo
Director: William Berke
Producer: Sam Katzman
btoij. Jim
an ancient hidden
city andthere.natives from exploitation
bv villains
want diamonds
who saves
DESERT VIGILANTE
Western-nStarted September 14
Cast: Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Peggy Stewart
Director: Fred Sears
Producer- (^oltierV Clark
story: Durango Kid stops silver smugglers from Mexico ^^^'^^^^ '^^^'^
MAKE
BELIEVE BALLROOM
Romantic Comedy— Started September 20
Cast: Jerome Courtland, Ruth Warrick, Virginia Welles
, Jimmy

^.

T-i Ha?^eT&'^ilJ^^^^^^^
.ntes.
wS^^Ljl5f5r"^
RELEASE CHART
Rer.
IN PRODUCTION
Rel.
Tttl»— Running Time
■ Details
.9-13.
Cast
No.

Arkansas Swi-o, The
Vincent-H
ot Shots ... 3-29
7-29 ./-^
.»-^..
man
Sand
title: Tews )
onder (75
BestDetails
Man Wins
Buchanan-Lee 12-22 5-#;
BigDetails
So_ bre-o.
Autry-Verdugo V n
8-11 ' '
underThetitle:(C)
A Little Spanish Tow
Black Arrow. The (76)
Hayward-Blair ...
8-4 fU4«
Black Eagle, the Sto y of a Horse
Blshop-Pa:ton
"s-lo
' .yio
Tll
-^'^vle
Esg
underThetille:
DetailsAcross
Bl«2lng
PecosB'ack
(55)
St'rret-Burnefe 11-24 7-1
Blondle's Reward (67)
Singleton-Lake '"9-29 6-3
Details under title: Blondle's Night Out
tflondie's Secret
Single'on-Lake 6-7
Boson
ChineseBoston
Venture
DetailsBlackie's
under title:
Blackie'j Honor MorrJs-Mayia '7-5
Bruce Gentry
Neal-Clark
8-30
Challenge of the Range
Starrett-Bamette 7-5
Bill
IMcGuire-Moore . ". "5-IO
CoronerDoctor's
Creek (C)Diary,(90)
Scott-Chapmin
9-29 '. " 7-48
Crime
The
Ba-ter-Maxwtll
Dark Pait. The
Holden-Cohb . 8-30
S-7
title: Hearsay
El Details
Dorado order
Pass
Starrett-Burnette 6-7.. 10-14
Filler Brush Man, The (93)
Sk^lton-Hlalr 10-27. 6-48
Gallant Blade (C)
Parks-Chapman 12-8....
Gentleman From Nowhere (66)
Baxter-Baker
5-10 9-9
Her Wonderful Lie
Klepura-Eggo
rth 11-10
Details BBder title: Tho Eternal Melody
'""Sle Jim
Weismuller
8-16 .
Knock On Any Door
Bogirt-Derek
8-16
Lady from Shanghai, Tho (87)
Hayworth-Wtllet 10-14.. 5-48
Law of the Barkaiy Coast
Shayne-Henry
8-2
Loaded Pistols
Aotry-Brltton
Lone Wolf and His Lady, Tho
Randall-Vincent 8-30
L»»er Take All
MItchelt-NIgh 3-15
OetaHs onder title: WInwr Tako Nothing
Iwers, The
Wlldt-Knlght 7-19
Loves Belle
of Carmen,
The (T) (95)
Hayworth-Ford
11-24...',.
.'
9-27
Lolo
(87)
Lamour-Montgomery . .11-10.
. .8-48
Mai From Colorado, Tho (T)
Ford-Drew
3-17
M
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27. 1948

Manha'tan
An;el
3-15
Details under
title: Sweetheart of the Bloei Jean-Ford
No S ft TOKli
Ford Keye,
8-30
Ouick on the Tricger
Starrttt-Birnette 6-21
Retiri 01 Bcloher, The (T)
Ford-Moore
9-29
RidDen'ails
the undir
Old Pine
Aotry-White
7-5
t tle:Trail
Wings Westward
Rost> Leads the Way
Oonaldson-Motlett 3-1
Deta'ls under title: Rusty Takes a Walt
Rusty
A Life
Donjidson-L'tel
SInrIn' Saves
Spurs
Hoosler Hot Shots
9-23.
Slight
y
French
Details under title: Let's Fall In Love Lamoor-Amethe 1-19
Smoky Moun'a n Melody
Acufl-Siroky Mt. Boyt ...8-2
Soag of India
Bey-Rnsiell
7-5
St.Bwberry ioan. The (C)
Aotry-Henry
7-7... 8-48.
Supern-an (Special Serial)
Alyn-Nell
2-16... 7-15.
Thonderhoof
Foster-Bishop 2-16 7-8.
Details under(77)
title: Wild Fury
Trail to Laredo (54)
Starrett-Bomelte
8-12.
12-22 ... 5-13 .
Morris-Lzne
by Boston Blackle (67)
Trapped Threat
Triple
Henry-Crano
7-19...
9-30.
Undercover Man
Fofd-Foeh
5-24
Untamed
Tufts-Brltton 4-12
Details Breed,
onder The
title:(C)
The Wrangler
WalVDetails
a Crooked
Mile
5-24. . 9-48.
under title:
FBI Moots Scotland O'Keefe-Hayward
Yard
5-24
feott-Raines
Walking Hills. The
Starrett-Saonders 9-15... 5-13.
Whirlwind Raiders (54)
EAGLE-LION
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed
Completed (43)
( 7)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
AN OLD FASHIONED GIRL
Comedy-Romance
—Stai-ted
Cast:
Gloria Jean.
FrancesSeptember
Rafferty, 20
Director: Arthur Dreifuss
Storv; Not available. Co-producers:
See next Issue. Joseph Levinson-Arthur Dreifuss
RELEASE CHART
COMPIJCTED
1947-45
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rm.
Adventures of Gallant Boss (73)
Mi?ch:ll-lOJig
8-2
Assigned to Danger (66)
Rayraond-Nash
5-19 821
Behind
Locked
Doors
(61)
Bremer-Carlson
6-7
9-13
Details under title: Inside the Wall
Big Czt, The (T)
McCall ster-fiarner 8-2
Blanche Ftry (93)
Hobson-Granger Forei n
8-30
Canon City (83)
Bradjf-Meade
3-29... 6-30
826 7-5
Close-up (76)
Baxter-Gilmore 12-22
6-9 824
He Wal'.el Ey Night
Basehart-Brady 5-10
Details onder tl'le: Tweirty-Nlne CInes
In Details
This Corner
(66)
Brady-Shaw
3-15. . .9-19 . . .903. . .9-13
un^er title: Born To Fight
5-12
Switzer-Whalon
irs Molder
8-16
H inreid-Bennett 2-16... 8-30
Hollow Triumph (83)
3-15 8-8 831
Dennlng-Lee
Lady At Midnight
Laraarr-Cummings 3-1
Let's Live A Little
5-26 .. 10-18 .... 815 ... 4-12
Craig-Bari
(71)
Texas title:
from under
ManDetails
A Texas Story
. .6-23. .825. . .6-23
11-10.
in
Botler-Goodw
Mickey (C) (87)
11-24. ..4-27. .819.
Abbrtt-Coitello
. .4-12
(77)
Noose Hangs High, The
.7-28.
7-21.
ig
Leslie-Cra
(79)
(C>
Northwest
Details Stampede
under title: Wild Conqnost
.828
.830.
. .7-19
Foreign . . .7-14. .902
"avles
Oliver Twist
...9-12.
.
ry
DMum:nta
(T)
Olympic Games, The
^9-1.... 5-5. 813 .2-16
Ireland-Randolph 8-16
Opon Secret (70)
O'Shea-Bey
l'
Paro
857
11-10 . 5-12 ....2
Dean-Holt
Prairie Ontlaw '
12-2
Miteh'll-Long
age
Ra^n
.. .6-7
.822.
..
.5-26.
.
11-24.
O'Keefe-Trevor
(78)
Deal' under title: Corkscrew Alley
RawDetails
8-2
ranz
Heather-F
(C)
Rockies
the
In
Stallion
Red
Reign of Terror
Cummings-Dahl ^l^l Vii ' gia ' siio
Shed No Tears (70)
Ford-Vineent
'„ T •
1-19. .. .8-1. . . .K7
Bey-Bari
Spiritualist, The (79)
.6-2 823
-Gurlo
Oelgado
Sword of the Avenger (76)
. ..6-16. .858.
tes 5-12
Dean-ARyan
)
Tioga Kid You(54
IrelagdDie
Tomorrow
Hayward-Preston 7-5
Tulsa
FILM

CLASSIC^

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DAUGHTER OF RAMONA (C)
Outdoor Drama — Started September 9
Cast: Martha Vickers, Philip Reed, Donald Woods.
Director: Harold Daniels
Co-producers: Martin Mooney-Robt. E. Callahan
story: Not available See next issue.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rot.
Appoi"lment with Mjrder
Calvert-Craig 8-16
Details iinilor title: Datt with Mgrder
FILM

BULLETIN

Arsy e Secrets (63)
Devil's
Cargo (61)
Inner Sanctum
Miraculous Journey (C) (76)
Money Madness (73)
SoSa (C) (83)
Unknown Island <C)
Detain ooder title: The Dnbelie«able
Will It Happen Again? (61)

Gargan-Lord
5-7
Calvsrt-Hiidson
4-1
Hughes-Russe:! 7-19. . .9-48
Calhoun-Long
4-12. . .9-48
Ralftrty-Beaumont
4-i5
Raymond-Curie 3-29... 6-48
9-27
Grey-Reed
6-21... 9-48
Documentary
4-48

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYERi
1947-48 Features

Completed (46)
NEW

In Production (3)

PRODUCTIONS

BIG JACK HORNEK
Drama — Starte(S September 16
Cast: Wallace Beery, Richard Conte, Marjorie Main, Ed\var(i
Arnold, Vanessa Brown.
Director: Richard Thorpe
Producer: Gottfried Reinhardt
Storj': Frontier surireon an<l lianrlit befriend each other.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Barkleys of Broadway, The (T)
^staire-Rogers 8-2
little Women
AWyson-Tay4or
7-5
(all star)
COMPLETED
1947-48
Act of Violence
Hefln-ry n
6-21
Big
City.
The
(103)
O'Brien.
u.phy
10-27
. .J«n». . . 82; . . .3-29
Brifce. The
Tayhr-r^ardner 6-21
Caught
Bel Geddes-Ryan 8-2
Details under title: Luckiest Girl in the World
ConniaiHl DecisifR
Gable-PLdgeon 4—26
IHrtt With Ju<y, A (XI3)
Beery-Powell
1-5... Ji* 831 7-5
Ev-ter Parade
(T) (103)
As'aire-Garland
12-8
. .July 829.. . 6-7
Edward,
My Son
Tracy-Kerr
7-19
Force of Evil
Garficld-Pearson 7-5
Details under tlt-le: The Numbers Racket
Hills of Home
Gwenn-Leigli
9-29
Homecoming
May ...
8''6 . .. .8-16
.
Julia
Mi beha (113)
es (99)
fGable-Turner
arion-Pidgcon 9-15
1-19..... .Oct
. S03
Luxury Liner (T) (S8)
Brent-Gifford
9-1. Sept . . . 901 . . . 8-30
Kissing Bandit. The (T)
Sinatra-Grayson 5-26
No Minor Vices
Andrevis-Palmer
Oct
On An Island With You
WilMams-Lawford 6-23 ... June ... 828 ... 5-24
Pirate. The (T) (102)
Garland-Kelly
3-3 ... June . . 825 ... 4-12
Search. The (105)
Clift-MacMahon
Aug 830... 4-12
Secret Land
Navy Docurentary
Oct
Son in the Morning. The (T)
MacDonald-Nolan 5-10
Southern Yankee, A (90)
rk Iton-Da'il
2-2 Sept 902. .. 8-16
Take
Out to the Ball Game (T)
Sina'ra-Williams
8-16
Tale ofMe Navajos
Navajos Indians
Three Godfathers, The (T)
Wayne-Armendariz 5-24
Three Mosketeers (T)
Turner-Kelly
2-16
Words and Music
Garland-Rooney 4-26
MONOGRAM
1947-18 Features
V^'esterns

In Production (2)
(30)
In Production (0)
(15)
prodik:tions

Completed
Completed
NEW

HEADIN" FOR TROUBLE
Western — Started September 10
Cast: Jimmy Wakeley, Cannonball Taylor, Virginia Belmont.
Director: Ford Beebe
Producer: Louis Gray
.story: \Val^ele>' finds liandit.s who are molesting cattlemen.
JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN SOCIETY
Comedy— Started September 8
Cast: Joe Yule, Renie Riano, June Harrison, Riley Hill. Robert
Lowell, Tim Ryan.
Director: William Beaudine
Producer: Barney Gerard
story: JiirKs get.s
sonate )iim. into troulile with Hie law when someone tries to imperWHEN A MAN'S A MAN (Allied Artists)
Melodrama— Started September 13
Cast: Guy Madison, Rory Calhoun, Carole Mathews, Cathy
Downs, Johnny Sands.
Director- John Rawlins
Co-producers: Julian
Frank Melford
story: The ancient Harold Bell WriRlU novel aboutLesserthe Eastern man wl„.
conies into the West and succeeds against the hostile
natives
release chart
COJVTPLETED
1947-48
Rev.
Details
Rpl. .4757
Title— Running Ti
No.
B«ek Trail (54) me Brown-HattoCast
n
7 4. .47f2
.4753
Fi9ht;ng Ranrer. The (57)
Brown-Hatton
6-7 .
.4756
Frontier Agent (56)
Brown-Hatton
. 8-29 . 4720
4-26. .. 10-27
GolfOT Eye. The (69)
Winter-Young
4758
.
.S-l"!
9-13.
Gunning For Justice
Brown-Hatton
.4'16
Headin' For Trouble
Wakeley-Be:mo
.9-27 ...5-23.
4803
I Wouldn't Be in Voor SkMt (70)
Castle-Kn«
2
Inoident
Douglas-Frazec
. . .11-7.
Iron Dukes
Bowery
Boys
Details under title: Bowtry Gomebaek
.8-2
. . .6-27.
Jinx Money (68)
Gorcey-CaldweJI 1-19...
6-27 .4717
Jo* Palooka in the Big Fight
Ktrkwood-Romay 8-30
Kidnapped
MacDowall-Eagland ....5-24
.4719
Mielia»l
D'Halloran (79)
Roberts-Beckett 5-24
4-12 . . . .8-8. .4721
M""e Man
Stewart-Brito
9-5 .
SEPTEMBER

27.

] 9 4 8

Outlaw Brand ..
Partners of the Santtt (53)
Peril»as Waters (6€)
Range Renegades (54)
Rangers Ride
Shanghai
The (65)
Details Chest,
under title:
Murder by Alphabet
Sheriff From Metflc:ne Bow (55)
Sign of the W»lf (69)
Silver Trails (53)
Sixteen Fathtns Deep (Arneo)
Smuggler's Cove
Stage Struck (71)
Tr.( erman
Troub e Makers
Details under title: High Tension
Winner T?.k« All (65)
ALLIED ARTISTS
Babe Ruth Story. The (106)
DudeDetails
Goes under
West, title:
Th* The
(87)
Tenderfoot
Hunted. The (85)
Last of the Badmen
Panhandle (84)
Smart Wonnn (SO)
Strike It Rich

.4764
4707.
4766.
4767.
4718.
4754.
4726
4763.
4711
4801.
4715.
4752.

Wakiley-Larsen
10-17
Wakely-Larson
5-6.
Castle-Long
9-1... 2-14.
Wakeley-Helf
6-5.
Wakeiey-Belmont
9-26.
Winters-Best
2-16... 7-11.
Brown-Hatton 7-19. . . 9-19 .
Whalen-Brady Reissue.
Wakely-Taylor 7-5. . .. 8-22
.5-2 .
Laks-Chaney
7-25
Gnrcey-Hall
10-10
Long-Richmond 3-15... 6-13
Brown-Hatton
6-20
G«rcey-Hall
6-7
Kirkwood-Knox
9-12

4802 .

Bendix-Trevor 3-29 .8-30.
Albert-Storm
12-8 .9-6
Belita-Foster 4-14 4-7
Suli:v:n-Reynolds 6-21
Cameron-Downs 9-29... 2-22
Bennett-Aherne 10-27... 4-30
Csmeron-Granvillc 7-19

.6-21
6
5
7

PARAMOUNT
1947-48 Features

Completed (38)
NEW PRODUCTrONS

. 8-2In Production (2)

EL PASO (C)
Western- -Started September 13
Cast: John Payne, Gail Russell, Gabby Hayes, Sterling Hayden.
Director: Lew Foster
Co-producers: Pine & Thomas
.'<t(iry: Not availalile. See next issue.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Details
.9-13
No.
Tins — Running Time
Cast
Reir.
. . .7-5.
A Mask For Luc etia
Godda-d-Lnnd
Helreis. The
deHav lland-Cliff
COMPLETED
1947-48
Aeeused, The
YoBng-Cummings . 4-26
.4726.
4722. . .6-21
Beyond Glory (82)
Ladd-Reed
9-29.
Details under titl": The Long. Grey Line
7-23.
Big Town Scandal (62)
Reed-Brooke
7-30
Connrctioat Yankee. A (T)
Oosby-Fleming .... fi-24 .6-48
7-2 R. 1720
3?n8
.e-7
Crusades. The (126)
Yming-WilcoJon
. . Reiss e 12-3 . . . 4806
Disaster (60)
Denning-MarshatI
.. 2-16
.
.5-24
Droam Girl (86)
Hatton-Carey . . . 5-12 .8-20. .4721.
.4720 . .5-lC
Enparor Waltz, The (T) (106)
Cro^ty-Fontaine '>-24.
Foreign Affair, A (116)
Arthur-Lund- 0 etr c'-. ^2-22. . 7-2 .4724. . .6-21
Great Gatsby. The
Ladd-Fie d . .. 3-.'i/ 6-18 . .47]8 . .4-26
Hatter's
Castle (105)
Mason-Kerr . Fore
5-28 .4716. . 3-29
Hazard (95)
Goddard-Carey
11-10gn 11-19
.4805
Isn't It Romantic (87)
Lake-DeWolfe
3 1 .10-8 .. .48^2
Miss Ta'.lock's Mil ions
Hen''rix-L!inr 4-12
My Own True Love
Dougla. -Calvert ...7-7.
NowDetails
and Forever
2-2
under title: Abigail. Dear Heart Rains— Hent:rii
Night Has A Thousand Eyes (81)
Robin;on-Rossell 7-7 . 10-22. .4803. . .7-19
One Womrn
Ladd-Rced
8-1612-24 . . . 4807.4-26
Paleface.Verdict
The (T)
Rofle-Russ M
8-18. .6-11
Sealed
(83) (91)
.Milland-Marty
11-5 4723
4804. .9-13
.4-26
Shaggy (C) (72)
Joyet-Sbayne
.5-26
So Evil My Love (100)
Mil and-Toid
.4717. 6-7
Sorrowful Jones
Ho-e-Ball
. .8-6
»
!. . .9-24 4801
Special Age-It
Eythe-R-eves
. .8-2
Speed To Spare (57)
Arlen-Rogers 10-27 r .5-14. .4714.
)
•2
Details under title: Dark Circle
. .3-1
.5-24
Jtrtets of Laredo (T)
Holden-Fro man
Waterfront at Midnight (64)
Garaan-Highes 12-S t . . . 6-25 . .4719.
Whispering Smith (T)
Ladd-Manhail
4-28 S

RELEASE CHART
• 1947-48
Title — Ruining Tim*
Cast Details
Alias
(66)
Mil'and-Eilers
CaptiveMary
WiM DowWomsn
(60)
Car.adin -Ankers
Corvette K-225 (98)
Scot -Fitzcerald
Drums of ih Congo (61).
Ewn-Munson
Ex-Champ (72)
McLa.len-Brown
Give Ms W ngs (62)
L.T. Guys-D.E. Kids
Magnificent
(78)
McLaglen-:arnes
Men
of TexasBrute(82)
Abbott & Costelk
Model Wife (78)
Blon 'ell-Powill
My Mai Go'fr?y (93)
Powell-Lombard
Next Time We Love (87)
Stewart-Milland-Snllavan
Pardon My Sarong (84)
Stack-Cooper
Sea Sroilsrs (63)
Wayne-Grey
Whi-n Tomorrnw Cimes (92)
Bunne-Boyer
Wings Over Horo ulii (78)
V.il and-Parry
You're Not So Tough (71)
L.T. Guys-D.E. Kids
REISSUE

R EPU
1947-48

PVatures
Westerns
Serials

BLI

Ret.

736.
No.
.12 0.
.12
.. 1210
.'.;26.0..
.. 1035
.796. .

May..
May..
May..
Aug..
A»r..
.1222.
Ju y. . .1124.
. .7.7:6.8..
July.. .. 1238
June..
June.. . .'48.
Apr.. . .871.
Aug.. . 1053
.
May. 361.

C

Completed (28)
Completed (15)
Completed ( 4)

In Production (0)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)
2S

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Ti.le — HuDJiiiig Time
Ca»t Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Adventu OS of Frank & Jessie James
IMore-Nelll 4-26... 6-11
AngrIDetails
in un<!er
Ex'la
4-12.... 9-3. .719.
ti!le: iVIIracle of Charlie DakinCatrol -iVIara
.752.
Bandits of D rk Lanyon
Lane-Waller
12-15.
Boh rfontiirsman
Lane-Waller
12-22. . .4-15. .754.
Oeta Is unrei .,:!e: Cimarron Trails
.4-25
Cal fornia Fi i^b and (Tr.) (63) .H le Boo h
,10-13 . 4-1 .654.
755 .6-2]
Carson Ci y Raidsrs (60)
Lane Wa er
2-16 . 5-13. .7.713.
2.
Code of ScotlanJ YarJ
Hom.ilka-Farr
8-30.
Dariuers
of
the
Canniiian
Mounted
(Serial)
BJ'M'on-.'elniont
10-27
...
4-24
.
.716.
Daredevils of the Clods (60)
Livingslon-Clark 3-11. .8-10.
.8-2
Daughier of The Jung e
Hall-Carrtwell 9-13
Denver
Kid,
The
lane7-5
DesD raaoes of Diidge City
L vp- Wa'lagher
Ihr
6-21
9-15 757.
Dick Tracy Returns (Serial)
Boyd-Pobcrts
7-17 793.
Uijms Aii'ng ih ■ Ami on
Bren-Raltton
5-10
Eyes of Texas. The (Tr) (70)
Rogers-Roberts 4-12... 7-15 732.
Far F^onti^r. The
Ro ers-De ine
8-16
.8-2
Federal Agents
Uridercround
-LaPlarche 7-19
Gallant
Legion, Vs.
Thi
EMAlle-ott-Booth
1-5... 7-25 715.
Grano Canyon Trail (Tr.)
Rogers-Frizee 6-21
Heart of Virginia
Mart n-Lowery
12-22... 4-25 707.
Homicide For Three
Lo: g-Douglas
6-7
I. lane Doe (85)
Hussey-Cdrioll 11-24 .. .5-25 .... 710. .5-24
It's A Grand Old Nnj (Tr.)
Cartoon Feature
12-20 761
King 01 the Gamll.rs
Wr ght-Martin
5-10. .. .709
Macbeth
WcllES-Nohn
7-7
Marshal of Am-ri'ln
I ane Wa ler
7-25 756
Missourian. The (TR)
Elliatt-Booth 9-13
Moonrise
Clark-Russell
1-5. . .7-11. . .714
Nighttime in Nevada (T)
Rogirs-Harmon
5-10 .. 8-29 ... .733
Old Los Anodes
El l tt-McLeud 10-13 . 4-25 7^8..
OutDetails
of theunder
Stormtith:(61)
L;don-Coll
er
3-29 . 8-25 . . . .717 . . .9-13
Backhre
Plunderers. The
Cameron- Masiey
6-7
Red Pony, T e (T)
loy-Mitrhum
6-9
Renejaies of fonora
Ian -Wal'er
8-30
Rose of the Yukon
Er^'le-Pe I
8-16
.5-31. 711 6-7
Secret Service Ipvestijator (60)
Bridg s Roberts
2-16. .. .8-28
718
Sons of Adv3ntur»
Hayden-Roberts 3-15
Timber Tail. The (67)
ta:e-Robets
6-21... 6-15
656
712 8-2
Train to Olc ra?
Barry-Ma t n
3-1... 6-28
Details under title: Alcatraz Prison Train
Undar Ca Tornh S*ars (Tr.) (70)
RogcrwFraree 11-25 .... 5-1 ... .731 .
Wake of the Red Witch, The
Wayne-Russell
8-2
. 6-7
RKO
1948 Features

RADIO
Completed (45)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE GKEEN PROMISE
Comedy-Drama — Srarteci September 1
Cast: Marguerite Chapman, Walter Brennan, Robert Paige,
Natalie Woocis, Connie Marshall, Ted Donaldson, Robert
Ellis, Jeanne La Duke.
Director: William D. Rus.sell
Co-producers: Robert Paige-Monty F. Collins
GLENN McCarthy productions
RELEASE CHART
1948-49
Details
Tille — Running Time
Cast
No.
Rev.
GROUP ONE
Rel.
.8-16
Rachel
and
the
Stranger
(93)
Young-Ho:den
9-1.
.3-15
Details under title: Rachel
.8-16
Pearl. Th» (77)
M;irnues-Arn<endar:2 ..Foreign.
Variety Time (59)
Er.ol-Kennedy
GROUP TWO
Eodyg ard (53)
Tierrey-Lane 5-10
9-13
Design for Death (48)
Documentary
9_13
Mourning Bee me, Electra (121)
Russell-Redgrave 4-14.
11-24
Station West (92)
Powell-Greer
!..9-13
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. FOUR
Arizona Ranger, The (63)
Holt-Leslie
11-10
4-12
Tarzan and the Mermaids (68)
Weissmuller-Joyce 8-4
4-12
BLOCK NO. FIVE
Berlin Express (86)
Oberon-Ryan
.9-1
5-24
Bring 'Em Back Al ve
Frank Buck
Fighting
Dunne
O'Brien-Dell
3-31
Guns
of Father
Hate (61)
Holt-Le lie
12-22
5-24
Return of the Badmen (90)
Scott-Jeffreys
5-24
BLOCK NO. SIX
Myitery In Mexico (66)
Lundigan-White 10-13
7-5
Race Street (79)
Raft-MvwHI
9-1
7-5
TheyDetails
Live By
Night
(95)
O'Donnell-Granger
7-7
7-5
under title: The Twisted Road
Velvet Touch, The (97)
Russell-Genn 10-13
8-2
NOT DESIGNATED
Baltimore Escapade
Temple-Young
6-21
Blood On The Moon
Mltchum-Bel Geddes . ..3-1
Boy With in Green
Hair (T)
O'Brien-Ryan
Brotheri
the Saddle
Holt-Forman
7-5
Enchantment
Wright-Niven
5-24
Details un'er title: Take Three Tenses
Every Girl Should Be Married
Grant-Tone
6-7
,
Follow IVIe Ooiet:y
Lundi-an-Patrick 8-30
Good Sam (114)
Cooper-Sheridan 8-18
8-2
Con Runners
Holt-Hvfr
8-2
Indian
Agent
Hol'-Martin
6-7
Interference
Mature-Ball
7-19
Joan of Arc (T)
Bergman-Farrer 10-13
Judge Steps Out, The
Knox-Sothern
Details under tit'e: Indian Summer
26

Le Silence Est Dor
thevalier-Ourrler ....Foreign
Long Denial, The
O'Haa-D.ujas 3-1
Johnson-Armstrong 1-5
Youttg of Africa
Mr. Joseph
Outlaw
Holt-Mrrtln
6-21
Return ofValley
the Badman
Scoti-White
Tarzan's
Fountain
of
Youth
Barker-Joyce
7-19
Details under title: Tarzan and the Arrow of Death
.2-8
Tycoon <T)
Wayne-Day
2-3
9-1
Holt-Leslie
Under Arizona Skies
5-13
Cotcn-Valli 11-24
More
Weep No The
Window.
Hale-Kennedy
SPECIALS
Bishop's Wife, The (109)
Grant-Young
3-17
11-10
1-6
Fonda-Del Rio
The (104)
Fugit.vc,
Fuii and Fancy Free (73)
Olsney Cartoon Feature
891. . ._9-1
3-15
6-9
ka
Ounne-Homoi
(137)
I Remember IHatra
5-24
Oisrey fUusieal
Melody Time (T)
3-15
8-4
l
MacMurray-Vall
(118)
The
Bells,
IWi-acle ot The
8-'0
K,-y -Mayo
Song Is Born (T) (113)
SCREEN
] 947-48 Features

GUILD

Completed (17)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
.SHEP COMES HOIVIE
Diama
Started September 22
Cast: Robeit Lowery, Billy Kimberley, Flash, J. Farrell McDonald, Michael Whalen, Sheldon Leonard.
Director: Ford Beebe
Producer: Ron Ormond
story: An
home.Diplian bo.v anil til.-* iloK run away .iml fin<l ailventure ami a new
THUNDER IN THE PINES
Western
Started September 13
Ca?.t; Geoip;e Reeves, Ralph Byrd, Marion Martin.
Director: Robert F-dwards
Producer: William Stephen^;
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Rev
Ti.ld — Running Time
Cj,I Details
Rel. No.
Dead
Gold
LaSuc-Stcwart
'-10 .9-10
FrontierMan'sRe.enge
LaR t-tt. John
8-16
Hollywood
Barn Dance
(65)
3-31 .. 6-21 ... 4701 .
Details under
title: Western
Barn Dance TubJ-.r.inj
Jungle Goddess
Reeves-McKay
6-21 8-13
La>t of the Wild Horses
E lison-F azee
Mark of the Lash
. . LaRus-Crandell 5-24 . 10-29
Miracle in Harlem (71)
atepin Fetchil
5-14.... X-3.
Outlaw Country
LaR c-St. Jihn
8-16
Prairie. The (80)
A.be t-raxter
4-30... 4705.
Thunder In The Pines
retve,-Mart n
9-27

Features

SELZNICK
— S.
Completed (5)

In Production (0)
4-14

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Ti Ic— Ron' ing Time
Cast Details
Rel. No.
Rev.
Duel in ths Si'« (T) (138)
Jones-Cotten
3-19. . . .4-9
Intermezzo <70l
Cerg -tn-Howard Reissue
Mr. Blandi'-gs Builds His Dream Noose Crant-Loy
10-13 7-1
3-29
Parailine Case. The (132)
Tcd-'-Peck
12-23
1-19
("ortrai! of Jenny
cotten-jcnes
3-3
20th
1948 Features

CENTURY-FOX
Completed (44)

In Production (2)

Cast
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Tille — Running Time
Rel.
Details
Scott-Wyalt 8-30
Canadian Paci'c (C)
Down to the Sja in fhips
Bvrvmore-Widmark 8-30
Mother Is A Freshman (T)
Jo^^son-Ycn3
8-30 .May.
Sand (T)
5tcvens-Gray
7-5
COMPUETED
1947-48
Anna Ka eniia (110)
Leigh-Richardson Foreign
Apartment for Peggy (99)
Cra'n-Holden
1-19..
Belle Starr's Dairghter
Montgomery-Roman 8-30 Oct.
Details under title: Rose of Cimarron
Bungalow, The
Conw;y-Hamilton 7-19
Checkered Coat. The (S7)
"-onway-Nash
July
Chickrn
Every
Sunday
Dailey-Holm
7-5 June
CoBnterfeiters. The (73)
Sutto:i-Kerricli
Creeper, The (64)
3-29.. Sept
CryDetails
of theunder
City title:
(95)
1-5 ,Jily.
The Chair for Martin Mattre-Conti
Rome
.Sept
Deep Waters (85)
Andrews-Peters 10-13. .May
Oct
9-16
ins
Ha-risnn-Cumm
(78)
EscapeThe
Fan.
Crain-Snnders
9-15
.
.
7-l<»
Forever Amber 1139) (T)
Darnel-Wilde
FuryDetails
at Furnace
CreekBallad
(88)
under title:
of Furnace Creek Mature-Gray
3-15. . Sept
5-12.
Sept
6-23
Emery-Geva
Gay Intruders. The (68) (89) Guill-Dahy
.Jone.
2-16
Give My Regards to Broadway (T)
11-24
rn .
cnnrmins-'obu
(T) (89)
Grass ofTheWyoming
Green Curtain,
Iron
(87)
Andrews-Ticrncy
. June
.612-821. . May.
Apr
Let'er to Three Wives
Darnell-Crain
LuckDetails
of theunder
Irishtitle:
(99)
Sept.
For Pear of Little Mei Power-Baxter
FILM

Rev.
.842
.820.
.825.
P19.
83^
.841. 4-26
.821. .7-19
822. . .6-7
840 .
838
.. .. ..827.
.4-26
.
.
.
.

813 . .6-1
818
816 .5-24
. .837. .9-13

BULLBTIIf

. lYay
Meet Me at Dawn (89)
jDly.
. Eythe-Court
Arr. .812. . .3-29
Mine Own Exrcutioner (102)
IVeredith-Mrore
.824... 7-19
Miss Minli of 19-10
Lvdon-Collier
8-2.
Roid Houst
Liipino-Wilde 4-12
Scodda Hoo! Scu'lda Hay! (T) (95) Kaver-McCa lister 3-17. .Ar 811... 3-15
Sitting
PrettyThe
;84)
Youns-O'Hara
. .Ap.-. .. .810. . .3-29
Snake Pit.
deHavilland-Genn 11-10.
8-4
Street With No Name. The (91)
Ste ens-L-wrencs 1-5... July 823 7-5
ThatDetails
Lady under
in Ermine
title: (T)This (89)
Is the Moment Grab e-Fairbanks 11-10. . .Aug. .. .836. . .7-lJ
That Wonderful Urge
Pew r-Tlcrney
4-12
Thirteen Lead Soldirrs (66)
Conway-Wescott 12-22 ... Apr ... .8-14
Tucson
L; don-Edwards
7-5
Unfaithfully Yours
Harri;on-Carnell 3-1
.
Walls of Jericho, The (106)
Wilde-Darnell 11-10... Aug 826. . .7-19
When My Baby Sm les at Me (T)
Grable-Dailey 5-24
Details under title: Burlesque
Winner's
Circle.
The
(70)
Willes-Fa
ley
Aua 829 4-26
Yellow Sky (T)
Peck-"axter
6-7
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arthur Takes Over (63)
(^ollier-Co«an 12-22... May.
9-13
Nijht Wind (68)
Russ;ll-Christ r.i
4-26. .Oct
843
Details under title: Big Dan
Fighting
Back (60)
Langto'-Rojers
3-29... Aug. , .828.
817 . .7-19
Trouble Preferred
Krudsen-Russell
West of Tomorrow
Grable-Dailey 4-12
UNITED

ARTISTS

1947-48 Features

Completed (38)
In Production (2)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vp. rr-ard (Van); Crosb: ' 'y);
Bill Boyd (Bog);
(BB); Pressburger
(Psb); Ripley
( '1,1);
Bogeaus
Stromberg (Smg);
Levey - Monter
(Lev); Cov.an
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les); Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagnay
(Cgy); Bronston (Brn); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent);
Hughes (Hgs); Comet (Com).
NEW PRODUCTIONS
IMPACT
Melodrama — Started September 20
Ca.st: Brian Donlevy, Ella Raines, Charles Coburn, Helen
Walker, Anna Mae Wong.
Director: Arthur Lubin
Executive Producer: Harry M. Popkin
."^tory: .\ woman tiie.s to have her hu.'ibanil niiirilereii hut is caught.
TOO LATE FOR TEARS
Drama — Started September 13
Cast: Lizabeth Scott, Dan Duryea, Don DeFore.
Director: Byron Haskin
Producer: Hunt Stromberg
.story: .N'ot available See next is.^ut;
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
.9-13
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Rev.
Rel.
No
An Innocent Affair (90)
Ca-ro
l-MPcMurray 3-29 9-17 Nas
Angry God
Parla-Orlcga
Arch of Triumph (120)
Bfrgman-Rnyer . .
7-22 3-48 Ent 4-26
C»»«r
Bendix-O'Kecfe 7-5..'.'.. Nas
Dead Up
Don't Dream
BoyS-Brook
s
8-4
BB
False Parad se
Bcy'-'irooks
9-1
rb
Four Amigo
Faces West
IV'Crea
0«e
..............
.'.7-9
Ent 5-24
Gty
Rrnaldo-Carrlll
o
7-19..
...Pnk
Girl From Manhattan
Mon gomery-Lamour Boo ..
Details under title: All's Well That Ends Well
"'Si" '""'■y
Carr ll-Huntcr
8-20.. RC
Hoppy's
Ho'iday (60)
Boyd-Ware
"-30. . . 7-18 . . Sml
. PB . . "5-12
Indian
DetailsScou
undw title: StmttRain Must Fall Montsomery-Drew .... 7-5
Kings of the Olympics
Docuren'ary
5-48 . ..
LaffDetails
Time under
(C)
Misc. Independents Chart CIsen-janrsen ........ 9-30 ..... Rgs
LoveDet?Happy
Marx Bros
8-2
I; under title: Blond* Heaven
l«cky Stiff, The
Lamour-Donlevy
.8-2
MadRev.Wednesday
(80)
. Stg 4-12
3-3
under title:
Sin of Harold Diddlebock Lloyd-Walburn 10-1
.GFD. .
Man of Evil (90)
Mason-Calvert
For
.Neb
Montana Mike (97)
Cummings-Donlevy .... 12-23 .. .9-47
Details under title: Heaven Only Knows
.8-4
My Dear Sec etary (94)
Day-Douglas
5-24 . .10-15
Pop.
.9-13
.6-15.
.
.Eog-Mer.
..
On Our Merry Way
All-Star . .
.8-5.
Details under title: A Miracle Can Happei
BB. .
7-25.
Outpost in Morocco
Raft-Tamiroff
.11-11 .
.Sn-g. .7-21
Pprsonal Column
Sanders-Ball
.8-13
.Pis . .8-16
Pi fall (85)
Powell-fcott
.
.
.
2-2
.
.9-30. .
Hks. .7-19
Red River (125)
Wayne-Clifl
. 7-21 .
BB.
Silent Conflict
Boyi-Bnok
So This Is New York (79)
Morgan-Vallee
10-13. .. 6-25 ... S 5-2 I
Strange Camhle
Boyd-Clyi<o
9_1
BR .
Texas, Brcoklyn and Heaven (76)
Madison-Ly.m
2-16. . .7-16. . .Gol . . .7-19
Time of(65)
Vour Lite, The (107)
Cai-ney-Brndix 5-26 ... 8-20
7-30 .. Cgy S-13
>^-''
Urubu
Scott-Powell
Vendetta
DeGeorge-Erooks 8-19
Hgs
.8- Wll 6-7
Vicious Circle
Conrad Na:le
5-48...

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
1947 48 Features

Completed (44)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Tltl»— Rinnlno Tine
Cast
Details
Abbott & Costello Meet Frankenstein (83) . . Abbott-Costcllo
s E F' r f; m 15 e r 27

19 4 8

Rel.
No. Rev.
July . . . . 664 . . . . 7-

673. . .8 3D
Ac: of Mui-er, At ( 1)
March-E!dridg.i 2-2. Sept
Details under title: Ca:e Against Calvin Cooke
.657.
. 660
.
l\' ay . . 656. .4-12
All
My Part
Sons of(54)
'Vlarcii-lly.h
o i n on-Chri t ans . . .10-13..
Ano her
The Forest (107)
11-lD ..July.
''ay
Are You With It (90)
0'Con"or-San Juan . .11-24 . .July.
.3-15
Bad Sister (90)
Palmer-Nven
Foreign.. .une .
.7-19
5-24
Beware of Pi:y (102)
Lockwood-Hunter Fonign..
Black Bart (T) (80)
De. ario-Cu yea
6-23
Dftails u'dsr t'«lr: Adventures of Black Bart
Ap .
Brothers, The (SO)
Rce- yfl
Foreig i
Casbah (94)
DeCarlo-IVlartin .. 10-27 .A;r.
Captain Boycott (C2)
tenii^Kirby
4-6
C-untpss
of Monte Crsto
Ponat-Granoer
Criss
Cross
Lancasetr-deCarle Forei"n..
7-5 . .
Drar MiTdprcr (SO
Portgan-Gvnt
Foreign .
End of t^e River (80)
fa u Lovcl Foeig".. niay. . . 653. . .5-34
7-5
Family Honeymoon
bert-MacMorray 6-21..
Feudin'.
(78/Race at O'Connor-Main
3-1 . Joy. .665. . .6-21
Oefails Fjssfn'
under tand
tie: Figh'in'
Tnt Wonderful
Ri r ck
For the Love of Mary (90)
Ourbin-O Br en
4 12
672. . .9-13
Details under title: Washing'on Girl
Hamet (153)
0 :vi r-Htrlie
Foreign...
.7-19
Hungry H 11 (r2>
Lockwjol-Price foregn . Seit
.. 10-27
Case Ag-' i"t Cal in Cooke
M rch-Eldredo2La-c:ny (89)
"a- ne-O-ulfie d
4 12 Aug . 669
6598-16
Le't»- ""roTi An U-'Vnown Woman (87) . .to"'a re Jo r-'en
9-1'- June
Man-E-tsr
»f
Kum
on
(79)
Sabo-Page
12-22..
Mexican Hajr de
Abbot -Costello
6-21.. .July 666 7-5
iVtr. Peabo-'y and the Mermaid (89)
Powell-Bhth
1-19..
J'Flynn, The
Fa:r'anks-Carter 5-24 . Aug . . .667. . .8-16
Ag
Ore Touch of VeiLS (81)
Wa'ker-Gardner 2-J';. Aug
6:0 . . .8-30
Red Ca yon (T)
BIyth-Du.t
7-5..
re'aili urder title: Black Velvst
£61. .9-13
Rr-.,...,
vcr La-'y
(T)
i>eC
r
o-D'.
ryoa
8-4
p-tinent
Abbott-Ccs ello
2-1^ . June
Saxon Ci:rm (88)
Mon gora ry-Hjyw.ird 2-16
Tap Roots 'T) (309)
He in-Hay«ard
6-23 Sept
6-7
Un.ifran T '
.a caster-Fontaine 3-29
Details under title: Kiss the Blood Off M)
668 . 7-5
Dnrb n-Kaymes 10-13. .June . .662.
Up In Central Park (87)
Fontaine-Stewart 5-24
roi Gctla Stay Happy
671
WARNER
BROTHERS
1947 48 Features

Completed (38)

In Production (8)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
COLORADO TERRITORY
Action- -Started September 20
Cast: Joel McCrea, Virginia Mayo, Dorothy Malone.
Director:
Raoul iKIies
Walsh
Anthony
'Veiiler
.story: I>e.';iieracl.i
hiw for hi.'; own en<lsProducer:
hut is tinally
apprehemleil.
FLAMINGO ROAD
Drama — Started September 16
Ca.st: Joan Crawford, Zachary Scott, Sydney Greenstreet, David
Brian, Fred Clark, Gladys Geor.ge.
Director: Michael Curtiz
Producer: Jerry Wald
story; A ( ariiival ^ii-1 bectinios in\'oIve(l in ijolitical intriKne.
UNDER CAPRICORN (T)
Drama — Started September 10
Cast: Ingrid Bergman, Joseph Gotten, Michael Wilding.
Director: Alfred Hitchcock
Producer: Transatlantic- WB
story: .-Vn Irish aristocrat ami an Engli.'ih landowner allow their riinianee to
liestrox theni ami are lianished to .Australia.
RELEASE CHART
De'alls
Rev.
IN PRODUCTION
9-8- 30.
13.
Ti le— Running Time
Cast
8-16.
. .7-19.
Fountainhead, The
Cooper-Neah . .
Happy Times
Kaye-Bates
Montana (T)
Flynn-Smith
. .8-30.
Somevhere
in thea Gal
City
Lindiors-O'Brien
Two G ys and
Morgan-Day
COMPLETED
1947-48 —
.3-15
3-27
^d/en'ures
Juan (T)
i ly n Lindfors 10-27
Apri; Sowersof Don(S4l
Cirso.i-Sothern
9-15 .6-26.
.719
Bij Punch, The (80)
Vorr s-Ma»wcll
2-2.
.727
Dela Is und'r t:tle: The Fighting ferror
C^r'stcphBr Plake
Smith-Doi'glas °-15 .8-21. . .732. . .6-7
Embraceabis
You title:
(80)
Cla k-Brooks
3-15.
Deta Is under
Sunburst
.8-2
Fighter
(T)
O'Br
en-stack 4-26
6-7
Fla y MSquadron
rtin
Mayo-Scott
Detiils utder title: Sma't Money
Girl fro'ii Jones Beach, The
Ura-an-riayo
5-24
House A-j-o.s t'le Street, The
Morris-"aige
8-16
lo'n Loves
IV!ary
Rp^o.t-n-tI
2-2 10-23
loh-iny
Belinda
WyTan-Ayies
9-15
l"ne '"ri'<e
Davis -iMont o lery 5-24 . .
Key Largo (101)
Bogrrt-Cacall 1-5. . .7-31 .731,
804 . .7-19
K ss
"^f '^rk. A
Wymnn-^ivcn
3-29 7''5.
Life With Fa'her (118)
Powcl -Oiinne
8-14 702
My Drpim Is Yours
Cars n -nay
4_12
NiQht Beat
Oooolas-Westcott 7-19
Night U t- Nicht
Lindl-.is-Rtagan 9-30
rne
t Fli An
Smit'-Scott
2-16
Pn": laS'l-dr-y
t^rnnon (T)
«[-•-v
or'a-i-Fa
2-]'5
r-Ro Chandler
-erg'
Ko-n-Cf on the High Seas (T) (99) . . fars-n-oaige
6-23
7-3 728 7
Stewart
4-26
.2-2. . .9-25.
Rone (T) (80)
'
lvrn-?heridan
. .802.
. 803 . . .8-15
S I cr Lining • T i
•'■■-Crca-S
.5-12. . .5-29.
Silvpr R^r-r IITl'
Ma:'0-Benn(tti'h
. . 3-1 . . . 10-9 .
Smart Girls Ooi;'t Talk
retaiofs St.• n e-Louis
ti:le: Ca es Con't Ta k Moronn-' indfors
.4-10 .
South
iV'or
a
-C'
r:on
To fh~ Vicio- ' inoi .
3-17.
.4-26
6-7
.
10-13
. . . 8-18 . .5-4. . .720
. .721
.726. .8-16
Two
From Il04)
Te'as (T) (86) . .
..801
V/iiiterG-ysMcctino
.
4-24
.
.
Harke'-Sifith
.4-12
Re>nolds Hutton
3-3. .5-15 .
Wo.i-n in W-ite. The 1109)
.4-26
Wa'inower (77)
10-14 .6-12
Cla k-S"ith .
Palge-IMorris ....
.
.794
... 5-24.
...6-7
27
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THAT

REFRESH
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M-G-M's
of

the

line-up

GREER GARSON, WALTER PIDGEON
in "JULIA MISBEHAVES"
PETER LAWFORD, ELIZABETH TAYLOR
CESAR ROMERO, Lucile Watson, Nigel
Bruce, Mary Boland, Reginald Owen
* ★ ★
DANA ANDREWS, LILLI PALMER
and LOUIS JOURDAN in
"NO MINOR VICES"
with Jane Wyatt
* ★ ★
"THE SECRET LAND" {Technicolor)
Starring
MEN AND SHIPS
Of The U. S. NAVY
Narration By
Comdr. ROBERT MONTGOMERY, U.S.N.R.
LI. ROBERT TAYLOR, U.S.N.R.
U. VAN HEFLIN, A.A.F. (Ret.)
* ★ ★
Alexandre Dumas'
"THE THREE MUSKETEERS" (recfinico/or)
Starring
LANA TURNER, GENE KELLY
JUNE ALLYSON, VAN HEFLIN
ANGELA LANSBURY
Frank Morgan, Vincenf Price, Keenan
Wynn, John Sutton, Gig Young
SEE
AND

FOR

YOURSELF!

"THE

THREE

into

golden

Fall

sparkle

is the

Talk

history -making

record
and

at

continues

Winter!

the

For

Box-office

Metro-Cola!

"HILLS
Starring OF HOME" (Technico/or)
EDMUND GWENN, DONALD CRISP
TOM DRAKE, JANET LEIGH
and LASSIE
★ ★ ★
FRANK SINATRA, KATHRYN GRAYSON
in "THE KISSING BANDIT (Technico/or)
J. Carrol Naish, Mildred Natwick
Mikhail Rasumny, Billy Gilbert
Sono Osato with Dance Specialties By
Ricardo Montalban, Ann Miller, Cyd Charisse
★ ★ *
JohnGODFATHERS"
Ford's
"3
(Tec/inico/or)
Presented
Starring by John Ford & Merian C. Cooper
JOHN WAYNE, PEDRO ARMENDARIZ
And Introducing HARRY CAREY, Jr.
with Ward Bond, Mae Marsh
Jone Darwell, Ben Johnson
★ ★ ★
"WORDS
Starring AND MUSIC" (Tcehnico/or)
JUNE ALLYSON, PERRY COMO
JUDY GARLAND, LENA HORNE
GENE KELLY, MICKEY ROONEY
ANN SOTHERN with Tom Drake
Cyd Charisse, Betty Garrett, Janet Leigh
Marshall Thompson, Mel Torme, Vera-Ellen
TRADE

the

below

Leo's

Summer

and

unabated

take

listed

Industry!

Spring

that

BOX-OFFICE!

SHOWS

MUSKETEERS"

OCT.

OF

CLARK GABLE, WALTER PIDGEON
VAN JOHNSON, BRIAN DONLEVY
Charles Bickford, John Hodiak
Edward Arnold in
"COMMAND DECISION"
with Marshall Thompson, Richard Ouine
Cameron Mitchell, Clinton Sundberg
Ray Collins ★ * ★
Starring
"LITTLE WOMEN" (Technicolor)
JUNE ALLYSON, PETER LAWFORD
MARGARET O'BRIEN, ELIZABETH TAYLOR
JANET LEIGH, ROSSANO BRAZZI
MARY ASTOR with Lucile Watson
C. Aubrey Smith, Harry Davenport
★ ★ ★
ROBERT TAYLOR
AVA GARDNER
CHARLES LAUGHTON
VINCENT PRICE
JOHN HODIAK in
"THE BRIBE"★ ★ ★
"SUN
IN THE Starring
MORNING"
(Technico/or)
JEANETTE MacDONALD
LLOYD NOLAN, CLAUDE JARMAN, Jr.
and LASSIE
with Lewis Stone, Percy Kilbride
"HILLS

14th!

OF

HOME"

Starring
"ACT OF VIOLENCE"
VAN HEFLIN, ROBERT RYAN
with Janet Leigh, Mary Astor
Phyllis Thaxter
★ ★ *
SPENCER TRACY
DEBORAH KERR
in
with"EDWARD,
Ian HunterMY SON"
★ ★ ★
JOHN GARFIELD in
The Roberts Production of
"FORCE OF EVIL"
with Thomas Gomez and Marie Windsor
And Introducing BEATRICE PEARSON
★ ★ ★
FRED ASTAIRE, GINGER ROGERS In
"THE BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY"
(Tec/inico/orJ
with Oscar Levant, Billie Burke
Gale Robbins,
★ Jacques
★ * Francois
FRANK SINATRA
ESTHER WILLIAMS, GENE KELLY in
"TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME"
ffec/inico/or)
with Betty Garrett
Edward Arnold, Jules Munshin

OCT.

11th

WHAT
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SAY,

MR.

BALABAIV?

October 11, 1948
Page Five

Mr. Barney Balaban's speech to the TOA convention in Chicago was
gloomv, full of dire predictions and stern warnings. Let's listen to the Paramount president for a few paragraphs.
(Referring to the prospect of divestiture) "You can't knock the props
out from under a vital segment of industry and expect it to be the same as it
always has been. Somewhere along the line, people are going to get hurt if it
collapses. I hate to use the word 'collapses', but the foundations of this industry have been so severely .shaken that the word is not inappropriate."

)

THINK

IT OVER

Tolerance

"Distribution is in the 'red'. That should be a danger signal for evervbody in the business. No amount of wishful thinking can change the facts or
alter the figures. The producers of your only source of supply are losing money
and will continue to do so for some time to come. Only when all of us have
adjusted ourselves realistically to the economic facts of life can there be any
•»
»
hope for a change for the better."

^earch thy own heart; what

"None of you exhibitors has ever experienced the day when you had to
close your theatre because there was no product available for your projection

paineth thee in others in thy-

rooms. No matter what troubles we have been through, you've never had to
worry about that. The distributors were always able to keep their product
flowing to you through normal channels. But imder present conditions, no

self may be.
—J. G. Whittier

one can guarantee that this will continue indefinitely."
Certainly, it would be foolish to minimize the gravity of the problems
which besot our indnstrv in this period of transition from what Mr. Balaban
calls the "unbelicvablv lush ' vears just pa.st to economic normalcy. However,
neither can we see anv useful piirj)ose in calamity howling or threats that tend
to dampen the enthusiasm of those who look forward and are striving to lift
the motion picture to new levels of artistic merit and commercial prosperity.
Mr. Balaban told his audience that he was presenting the facts to them,
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because "intelligent self-interest" requires them to know and understand the
industry's prol)lcms. That obviously raises the question of where the "intelligent self-interest" of the several elements in our industry rests. When he gingerly resorted to the strong word "collapse" to describe the grim prospect of
divestiture potent in the anti-trust suits pending in several courts, one must
assume that the Paramount executive's stream of thought was colored by the
divorcement holds for his company's theatie empire, largest
black
in the con.sequences
world.

But is the «elf-interest of the independent exhibitor, as well as that of
theatre holdings, the same as Paraniount's?
the producer or distril)Utor without
Mr. Balaban's company is a competitor, actual or potential, to thousands of
independent theatres. The latter must be ever alert to safeguard their interests
against the encroachment of that powerful competitive force. To the nontheatre owning film coni])anies. the vast Paramount chain is an adverse factor
that hinders them from realizing the film rentals they would obtain if the circuit's theatres were individually owned.

When Mr. Balaban. whose company earned a net profit of over .$28,000,000 last year and some $39,000,000 in 1946, says that "distribution is in the
'red'," one is tempted to point out that the Paramount theatres must ])e earning abnormal profits. And shouldn't other film companies ask themselves if
distribution couldn't get over into the "black" if that huge chain were broken
find itself
part of Paramount Pictures Inc. might divestiture.
up. Even the "Pictures"
a handsome profit if the Government wins its caseMOfor WAX
earnina^

Xke

Snake

IT COMES
THURSDAY,
WORLD
RIVOLI

Pit

TO

THE
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keen

klmeJ
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SCREEN

NOVEMBER

4th

PREMIERE

THEATRE,

NEW

YORK

Darryl F. Zanuck presents OLIVIA de HAVILLAND in 'THE SNAKE PIT' also starring MARK STEVENS, LEO GENN with
CELESTE HOLM, GLENN LANGAN and Helen Craig, Leif Erickson, Beulah Bondi, Lee Patrick, Howard Freeman, Natalie Schafer,
Ruth Donnelly, Katherine Locke, Frank Conroy, Minna Gombell • Directed by ANATOLE

LITVAK • Produced by ANATOLE

LITVAK and ROBERT BASSLER • Screen Play by Frank Partes and Millen Brand • Based on the Novel by Mary Jane Ward
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BALABAN

TELLS TOA ONLY

UNITY CAN SAVE

INDUSTRY

Taking his cue from Wendell Willkie's "One
W orld," Paramount president Barney Balaban
told the TOA convention in Chicago :
"The day has passed when, as exhibitors, you
could isolate yourselves from the problems of
distributors, or vice versa.
On that keynote — One Industrj- — Balaban
launched a plea for an end to litigation as a
means of setthng industry differences. Paramount, with the largest theatre holdings in the
world, is facing, along with the other theatreowning distributors, divestiture of its exhibition
interests
trust suit. as a result of the Government's antiBalaban also said : "There was a time when
we were content to achieve success through our
talents as showmen. Today there are too many
of us who w-ant to take the short-cut through
the courtroom." He talked about the time "we
were in the picture business. We weren't lawyers, pubhc relations experts, statesmen, foreign
exchange experts, politicians, or labor relations
counsels."
Whatever the Supreme Court decision, he declared, there will be far reaching changes made
necessary. "You can't knock the props out from
under a vital segment of industry and expect
it to be the same as it always has been," he
said, "Somewhere along the line, people are
going to get hurt if it collapses. I hate to use
the word 'collapses' but the foundations of this
industry have been so severely shaken that the
word is not inappropriate."
He continued to paint a gloomy picture as
he hinted that while in the past there was always product available "no matter what troubles
we have been through," the present state of the
industry gives no "guarantee that this will continue indefinitely." Upped production costs
("average film cost about a million and a quarter dollars") present a new and disturbing prospect, he said, adding. "You can't expect millions
to be poured into the channels of distribution
at a continuing loss-"
Balaban's sentiments were echoed at the TO.\
meeting by Spyros Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox, who called Balaban's analysis of
industry conditions "a profound survey."
Skouras also predicted that "we're not going to
regain the European market." as he made it
clear that the producers and distributors must
expect practically all of their revenue from the
domestic market.
Other speakers included Robert L. Wright,
who hinted at what was a week later disclosed
in the Government's outline of its divestiture
demands.
Arthur H. Lockwood was named president of
the organization, succeeding Ted R. Gamble,
who became chairman of the TO.A. board-

SPECIAL

ANTI-TRUST

PROPOSED

TO HOUSE

COURT
GROUP

Instead of putting all their eggs in one litigative basket, independent exhibitors are finding
another receptacle in which they can unload their
problems — the House of Representatives Small
Business Committee, which could very well be-

come a clearing house for industry — affecting
legislation.
Headed by Rep. Walter C. Ploeser of Missouri, the Committee has been making a crosscountry trek, listening to complaints from any
who will appear. A surprisingly large percentage of independent exhibitors have comprised
the witnesses and, from all indications, have left
a vivid impression on the CommitteeMany of the complaints heard by the Committee duplicate those in the industry anti-trust
case and would be resolved eventually if the
Government wins its suit
One of the prime suggestions heard by the
Committee, and one in which it showed particular interest, was advanced by Trueman T.
Rembusch, president of Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana. Rembusch proposed special
anti-trust courts to be composed of experienced
judges who will devote their entire time to hearing and deciding anti-trust cases. Rembusch
told the Committee, "If the little exhibitor attempts to prosecute such a case, he is dragged
through one court after another, all the while

SCOPE

OF SMITH-BERGER

CONCILIATION

PLAN WIDENS

oil poured on troubled distributor-exhibi-r
The waters
tor
in Minneapolis by the Smith-Berge
conciliation
plan has
York and points
west.spread to New Jersey, NewIn the case of Allied of New Jersey, whose
board acceptance of the plan was followed by a
unanimous membership vote approving conciliation with 20th Century-Fox, the calming effects
of the oil even spread to the unit's relations
with another company. Squawks against M-G-M
on allegedly exorbitant rentals on "Easter Parade" and "A Date With Judy" were soothed
after a meeting between Metro eastern division
head John P. Byrne and a three-man Jersey
-Allied grievance committee headed by Irving
Dollinger. The complaints, it was understood,
were settled on an individual basis.
ITOA ADOPTS IT
Local conciliation was also embraced by the
Independent Theatre Owners Association of
New York, following a meeting at which 20thFox sales chief Andy W. Smith (co-author with
.\llied's Benny Berger of the original plan)
addressed ITO.\ members. Acceptance was
unanimous and Max A. Cohen, ITOA vicepresident, was named chairman of the conciliation board, with Leon Rosenblatt and J. Joshua
Goldberg as co-members.
The Smith-Berger plan also received a favorable reaction at the recent Theatre Owners of
.America convention in Chicago, where it was
recommended that a system of conciliation and
mediation at the exchange level be considered
In- each member organization.

LEIBELL "NOT SO SURE"
ON ASCAP COLLECTIONS

PARAMOUNT'S BALABAN
rainls ('wloom\ Picture
watching his business being gobbled uj) by the
This measure was lauded by National Allied
monopoly."
general counsel A. F. Myers, who expressed his
belief that it would expedite litigation. Noting
that "justice delayed is justice denied," Myers
pointed to the present 10-year-old Paramount et
al case, pinning the fault on the Di.strict Court
judges, "who have been excessively indulgent"
and on a "procedure that plays into the hands
of skilful counsel seeking delay."
"This reform is as important in private litigation as it is ill government actions." Myers
stated- "Independent exhibitors who have been
injured in their property and business by the
unlawful acts of the motion picture trust are
subjected to long delay, harassment and expense
b> the taking of long, irrelevant depositions
which are no more than fishing expeditions into
the private affairs of the exhibitors, by extravag.nnt demands for the production of books, records and private correspondence and by other
devices which were not in the contemplation of
the authors of the Federal Rules."

BAN

Late last week the exhibitors' fight against
-ASC-AP began to take on a weird aspect. In
a startling display of judicial indecision. Federal
District
L. Leibellthecouldn't
seem
trmake Judge
up his\"incent
mind whether
New York
P'cderal District Court has the authority to
halt ASCAP collections from all theatres.
.At a hearing on a proposed decree in the Independent Theatre Owners .Ass'n of New York
suit against the Society, Judge Leibell expressed the opinion that while he could enjoin ASCAP
from collecting public performance fees from
the plaintiff's
was "not
so sure"
that
he could theatres,
order a hebroad
divestiture
of
.ASC.AP's public performance licensing rights
to
theatresam to
not the
so Attorney
sure that
theapply
matterto all
should
not be"I left
General," he added.
PATTERSON IMPRESSES JUDGE
The question was brought up by special
ASCAP counsel Robert
P. Patterson,
(Continued
on next former
page)
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Secretar\- of V\';ir, during oral argiiniciU on motions foi- modifications of JikIkc LcibtU's findings and conclusions of law some montiis ago,
and apparently the jurist was greatly impressed
b:' Patterson's argument. The latter called for
a decree limited only to the ITOA exhibitors,
maintaining that if national divestiture is sought,
it falls into the province of the Attorney General's office to bring the suit.
Patterson further argued that "we have been
unable to find any private case where it (divestiture) was so ordered. It involves the rigiits and
interests of those not before the court, other
exhibitors, and there are plenty of them who
want to continue present practices, and motion
picture producers." He also cited Judge Augustus N. Hand's statement, when divestiture
was asked in a private case .some 25 years ago,
that he "could not conceive" of such a decree.
ATTEMPT TO NULUFV DliCISlON
Milton Weisman, ITOA counsel, declared his
belief that Judge Leibell did have the authority
to order broad divestiture and that defendant's
plea was aimed at nullifying the Court's decision.
When (|uestioned by Judge Leibell, who showed
a keen interest in the 1941 consent decree between ASCAP and the department of Justice,
as to whether plaintifT's counsel had sought
(iovernnient action against ASCAP, Weisman
replied in the affirmative and added, "They (the
Government) admitted they made a mistake, off
the record" in settling for a consent decreeThe Court ordered both parties to exchange
briefs on Oct. 15, stating their position on the
Federal Court's authority to rule on divestiture, and to submit both the briefs and replies
h}- Oct. 22. He said he hoped to dispose of the
case by the end of the month.
MYERS CITES MINN. DECISION
The difTerence between the Berger-Jensen
cases in Minnesota and the New York decision,
as well as the significance of the former, was
expounded in a keen and exhaustive analysis
by A. F. Myers, Allied general counsel and
chairman of the board, in a bulletin issued a
week before last Wednesday's hearing in Judge
Leibell's court.
"Any lingering
among advice
the exhibitors,
resulting
from the fear
gratuitous
broadcast
by T.O.A., that they might be liable to the individual copyright owners if they did not secure
licenses from and pay ASCAP," has been dissipated by the Minnesota decision, Myers said.
Vv'hile the New York case was directed against
ASCAP as a group, the Berger-Jensen ruling
involved individual copyright owners, not
ASCAP, which "was not a party to the proceedings," Myers pointed out- Thus the Berger
decision, unless upset by a higher court, rules
out successful proceedings by individual copyright owners against exhibitors who do not pav
ASCAP.
PRAISES JUDGE
Myers lauded Judge Nordbye for his "candor"
in reversing an earlier refusal to hand down a
judgment as a "conspicuous and gratifying example of judicial integrity." He said the rejection of a judgment was particularly fortunate
in that it encouraged ASCAP to demand "increases inits rates of from 200% to 1500%—
doubtless more than it hoped to get — and then
to take ofif the heat it went through the motions
of negotiating with a committee of T.O.A. which
resulted in increases of from 25% to 30% —
which is probably what it had in mind all the
time." The ASC./>^P demand was later cited by
Judge Nordbye as "illustrative of the monopoly
and control of ASCAP."
The Allied counsel wryly noted that TOA
and ASCAP left themselves wide open to prosecution under the clause of the Sherman Act
banning a combination for the purpose of pricefixing. "There cannot be any doubt that had
the Department of Justice seen fit to present
8

g<!ged in exhibition from the distribution and production interests.
REPI'.ATS ORIGIXAE STAND
'i'hus did the Government go on record as reiterating itsoriginal stand, one which was largely
upiield by the U. S. Supreme Court. The latJ'ointing to these and other litigative accompter, which
out bidding
the Statutory
Courts'
of dumped
competitive
as inade(juate,
lishments as"gradually ridding the industry of remedy
indicated
in
no
uncertain
terms
that
the
lower
its monopolistic shackles," Myers' bulletin predicted that the industry "will attain peace, se- court get tough with the defendants and the
curity and real prosperity, and will be united
135-page brief titled "Govin the effort to meet and overcome the growing Justice Department's
ernment's Proposed Findings and Judgment with
competition of rival forms of entertainment
Su|)i)orting Memorandum" took its cue from the
when the elements now affected by anti-trust
high court's findings. With the Supreme Court
litigation abandon the stru;!gle to evade, cheat ruling
held by the U- S, as a club, whatever
course
the defendants take, whether it be to
or ignore the law."
gamble on a more stringent decree from the
District Court (which it can again ai)peal), or
attempt another consent decree, all indications
DIVESTITURE OF 1400
terms.
point that it will be largely on the Government's
The Government's brief, prepared by special
THEATRES FIRST STEP-D OF J assistants
to the Attorney General Robert L.
Wright and George H. Davis, Jr., asked for
Divestiture by stages within five years and —
ultimately — divorcement of exhibition from pro- immediate action by the Court to halt the defendants' continuing theatre expansion.
duction and distribution is the only cure "available" to end the monopr)l\' which has gripped the SHOWCASE PLEA 'FICTION'
film industry. That is what the U. S. DepartThe brief described as "pure fiction" the dement of Justice believes and that is what it
fendants' plea against divestiture on the basis
that they need "showcase" theatres. "None of
the defendants owns or operates a theatre for
the sole purpose of exhibiting its own films,
with the possible exception of some first run
theatres in New York City and Los .Angeles,"
the document declared. "Virtually all their affiliated theatres are primarily engaged in the general business of film exhibition and regularly
license films released by distributors other than
the affiliated defendant," the Government noted.
The Justice Department brief indicated that
it was up to the Court to find not whether
divorcement is the answer — " (it) is now essential"— but rather to determine "the relative size
and strategic significance of the exclusionary
Iioweramount
possessed
by each of required
these combinations,"
the
of divestiture
to end the
monopoly and, finally, divorcement.
Originally set for Oct. 13, the hearings before the three-judge Statutory Court have been
po,'^tp<jned for at least 15 days. Defense attorneys, in a series
of interviews
with Gov't
following
submission
of the brief,
asked counsel
for 30
'lays postponement to reply to the Government
brief and suggest their own course, but the D of
J consented to a 15-day respite and defense counsel was expected to go to the Court for the
D OF J'S WRIGHT
additional time.
Trust Buster
this matter to a grand jury," said Myers, "all
IJarticipants in the negotiations, resulting in an
agreed increase in ASCAP's rates would have
been indicted and the indictment would have
l)L'en
sustained."PROSPERITY
PRlvDICTS

asked the Federal District Court in New Y'ork
to hand down in the industry anti-trust case
which has been kicking around for a decade.
As a starter, the Government asked that the
five major producer-distributors with affiliated
theatre interests be required to get rid of their
interests in about 1400 theatres in the United
States. The figure represented 116 corporations
in which, it was alleged. Paramount, Warner
Bros-, 20th Century-Fox, Loew's, and RKO
hold substantial stock interests. It requested
disposal of these interests within a year. In
addition, the Government asked that the Court
issue a judgment which :
BANS THEATRE ACQUISITION
— Prohibits acquisition of any competing theatre by the Big Five and requires specific court
approval for any other theatre purchase.
•— -Restricts cross-licensing of films for the
five-year period in which, it is estimated, the
judgment will require for fulfillment.
— Prohibits the defendants from any licensing
arrangements discriminatory to an independent
exhibitor.
— Requires the defendants to submit within
one year plans for divestiture, i.e., separating the
various major and subsidiary corporations en-

UA NOW

IN BUSINESS

AS VIDEO FILM DISTRIBUTOR
The United Artists Television Sales Department opened for business last week. The first
major distributor to organize a nationwide distribution setup for the release of television
films, UA's action was disclosed by Paul N.
Lazarus, Jr., executive assistant to president
Grad Sears.
Lazarus revealed that the new Department,
designed to provide a complete releasing and
sales service to the producers of television film
programs, will operate much in the manner of
the company's
film setup
with include
service the
on aentire
distribution fee basis.
It will
company exchange network and the sales organization,
to Lazarus,
been
geared into the
firstaccording
nationwide
video "has
sales staff
to begin operating in the new entertainment
The UA T\' department has already begun
the creation of a full film library, including
feature-length and short subjects. John H. Mitchell, radio
sales the
executive,
is president Sears'
appointee
to head
new department.
field."
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with EVE ARDEN • OLGA SAN JUAN • tom conway
Screenplay by Harry Kurnitz and Frank Tashlin • Based on the Musical Play • Music by
Kurt Weill • Book by S. J. Perelman and Ogden Nosh • Lyrics by Ogden Nash • Suggested by
the Novel, "The Tinted Venus" • Directed by WILLIAM A. SEITER • Produced by LESTER COWAN
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ienploy by Leonardo Bercovici • Adaptation by Ben Maddow and Walter Bernstein
Additional Dialogue by Hugh Gray • Based on the novel by Gerald Butler
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FISTS

DISTRIBUTORS

velvet-glovJoseph Arthur Rank extended the
ed hst again last week, while Sir Alexander
d an ungloved one at the AmeriKordahimbrandishe
distributors.
Cc;ii
\N'hile asserting, that he still wishes to operate
on the basis "that Hollywood and British films
sliould be seen together all over the world . . •
a friendly, yet competitive, basis," Rank maiuon
ta.iied his price for peace: British films must
"receive reasonable playing time in the C S. A.,
which
doing cinema
today." kingpin took a
And they
then are
the not
British
little swipe with the fist as he waved the quota
act as "essential to build up production in England so that the theatres would not be forced
to close their doors" in the event the Americans
ever decided to clamp down another embargo on
fihii shipments to BritainI.OCKWOOD CHALLENGES
.\rthur H. Lockwood, new TOA president,
elected to take up the gauntlet tossed by Rank.
Referring to Rank's "reasonable playing time"
statement, Lockwood noted, "Mr. Rank suggests
tiiat his product and that of the British films
in general has received unfair treatment. He
suggests terms of a warfare which, if they exist, did not originate here."
Pointing to the U. S. as the only major countryketthat
"oft'erspictures,
a completely
and open
marfor their
withoutfreequota
or import
restrictions
any character,"
Lockwood
declared that asof businessmen.
American
exhibitors
"(leal to the best of our ability in what will have
to our patrons in entertainthe greatest
ment- Thereappeal
will be playing time, and ample
piaying time, for any foreign film which meets
the American public's standards."
ODEOX PROFIT UP
The occasion for the Rank sound-off was his
report to stockholders of the JAR Organization
in which he also reported a slightly increased
profit for his Odeon Theatres, Ltd. parent company of JARO, during the year ended June 26,
1948 over the previous fiscal year. Rank anahsed this year's net of 84.776,928 (last year,
?4,549,028) for the Odeon and Gaumont British
chains mandasfor their
indicative
of the He
British
own films.
brokepublic's
down dethe
average weekly grosses of films from each nation and reported that the British per-film average
S2,.'^48 against
The wasfinancial
report, $2,264.
the first consolidated
balance sheet of the JAR parent company, included asignificant figure of $54,359,432 in production loans from banks and other indebtedness,
wliich Rank admitted would have to be cona long-term basis to maintain a 'sound
financialverted tostanding.
PCORDA IN VIDEO THREAT
.■\nother source heard from in a kick about
British playing time in this country was .Alexander Korda. According to an interview with
athat
I'ariety
reported
in London,
British
producers
would Korda
make threatened
their new
films available to television outlets here if they
could not get sufficient playdates in U. S. theatres.
Korda
"Both Rank
and caniKjt
I will
turn
our reportedly
film over said.
to television
if we
.set theatre bookings. We will see how the
American picture industry likes that."
Korda vented his spleen on American distributors asresponsible for the dearth of theatre bookings and called the Sons of Liberty
picketing of British pictures "only an excuse."
He was quoted as saying, "The activitv of a
small group of fanatics is not what is keeping
British product from American screens. The
real Sons of Lihertv are the presidents of the
American comnnnies," and added, "These poor
fellows are venting their pi(|ue because they are
only tretting 55 per cent of the market here.
OCTOBER
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SCULLY

CALLS FOR CUT

IN EXCESSIVE CLEARANCE
The issue of e.xcessive clearance is one of our
iiidustry s pertnniai problems. It has long been
attacked by those independent exhibitors, whose
picture availabilities are held back for an unwarranted time by their strong, chain competitors. Now, for another reason, it is coming in
for attack by a distributor.
Calling oftoday's
because
drasticclearance
changes pattern
in the "outmoded"
production
and distribution situation, William A- Scully,
L'niversal-International v. p. and sales chief,
called for a realignment oi current clearance
patterns to permit a faster playoff of pictures.
"Ciearai.ce and availability must be analyzed as
tlity relate to each situation, because the clearance and availability that are in existence today
are retarding the liquidation of our product."
The outlawing of block booking "requires a
much greater investment in pictures by producers
than we ever had in the liistory of motion picti"-es,"mentScully
and this
largethaninvestmust be declared,
realized much
earlier
was
iiecessar}- before. "It is entirely unsound," he
sriid, "for a distributor to invest a million or
two million dollars and have to wait two years
wns
iffering is best suited to small-town audiencesl
;nd the children should find enough interest in
he antics of Lassie to keep them entertained,
t will be useful only as a supporting feature in
)ther situations.
The story has a diflfuse quality, being adapted
oy William Ludwig from a series of sketches
authored by Ian MacLaren. Exlmund Gwenn
^ives the role of the doctor the benefit of his
rustomary crotchety humor, while Donald
J^risp, in a more restrained manner, makes a
Ine, doughty Scot. There is a slight thread of
/•outhful romance given credence by Janet Leigh
md Tom Drake and other competent perfornances include Rhys Williams, Reginald Owen
md Alan Napier. Last, but not least, there is
hat wonderful dog, "Lassie". High-spot occurs
vhen she swims a raging torrent to rescue
ler master.
EXPLOIT.ATION : Call it a "Beautiful,
\'holesoine Picture In Rich Technicolor For
'lie Whole Family To Enjoy". Feature Lassie
nd don't overlook mentioning Edmund Gwenn's
Revamp:: ^Fcarmrce
before he can realize his investment." Demands
for clearance
in the
excess
of as
30 they
days exist
"cannot
be
continued
unless
facts,
today,
justify it." He also called for a re-appraisal of
clearance of large towns over towns "20 or 30
or
40 miles
awav." LOST
ADV'G
n'ALUE
Scully further brought out tliat benefits of extensive national advertising are lost when the
run of a film is spread out over a long period
of time.
The Universal sales head immediately took
action to carry out his new clearance policy at
a series of regional meetings which set up plans
for highly publicized territorial premieres to be
followed In- saturation bookings throughout the
areas.
A schedule of 30 features for tlic 1948-49 program was announced by Scully at the last of
the four regional sales huddles in San Francisco, Oct. 6-7. The company's "careful study
of current exhibition conditions" leads him to
Conclude that the present market can "accommodate" that number of features from Universal, Sculh- declared. Ten of these are aire'Iv completed, he addedIn addition, there will be 61 short subjects
rirl 104 issues of Universal Newsreel.

'
EXHIBSES
MEET PICTUR
REPUBLIC
DESIRE
FORTOMORE
Ostensibly working on the theory, "Give 'em
wliat they want," Herbert J- Yates is upping
the quantity of Republic's "B" films on the
1948-49 schedule. Vates, together with distribution vice president James R. Grainger, announced
a total of 50 features, including 16 westernsThe Republic boss said the increase is based on
a survey of exhibitor reaction which "indicated
sujjport of an increased number of 'B' pictures."
The from
budget 8800,000
on ten "deluxe"
productions
will
range
to $1,200,000;
four Roy
Rogers Trucolor westerns will approximate the
half -million mark apiece and twenty programmers "will be budgeted in accordance with its
category." In addition, there will be four "topbudget specials" to be produced at the Republic
studio by independent producers.
TWO WAYNES
Two John Wayne starrers liead the deluxe
schedule, one of which is completed, "Wake of
the Red Witch." There will also be three in
Trucolor in the deluxe lineup.
The western lineup will include, in addition
to the four Roy Rogers, six .Allen Lane and six
Monte Hale westerns. In addition, there will
he eight Rogers reissues.
Balance of the lineup includes four serials and
four one-reel cartoons in Trucolor.
Speaking at the western di\ ision sales meeting
last Wednesday, Yates again denied his intention to sell his controlling interest in Republic.
"I have iiever been more optimistic about the
future of Republic since the formation of the
company," he declared.

•OPEN EYES' NEED NOT BE
•PRIVATE EYES' IN WISCONSIN
Checkers for Confidential Reports, Inc. will
not, as was supposed, have to become "private
eyes" in the state of \^'isconsin.
Open theatre cirecking with the full knowledge
of the exhibitor and in accordance with the
tc'-ms of the exhibition contract does not fall
urtler the Wisconsin Private Detective statute,
which requires a checking agency to employ only
licensed and bonded private detectives. This
was the new interpretation drawn from Attorwy General Grover L- Broadfoot of Wisconsin
in response to a request from C. R- after the disfibutors' checking agency was startled by an
c'-rlier ruling which indicated that they were
subject to the statute.
The first ruling was the result of the ITO of
Wisconsin's long battle to end loose checking
practices in notified
that state.
The exhibitor
g'-oun
immediately
distributors
that it regarded
Broadfoot's earlier opinion as apnlying to CR.
The latter, fearful that a precedent might be
set for other areas, called on the Attorney General for a clarification and the result was the
modified ruling exempting CR checkersNOT SECRET
Noting that CR cliecking was in accordance
with the exhibition contract, was "not secret and
iiof conducted without the knowledge of the
persons being observed," the Attorney General
rul-d that CR checking can be "properly classed
as sunervisory inspection, and not as private
.Sinniltaneouslv, however, Broadfoot held that
detection."
persons
in "blind
checking."
makini any engaged
observation
or reports
outsideor thein scope
of the distributor-exhibitor contract, are private
detectives and must be licensed.
u
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FURUM

Organization (&u([etini

itn\n,^ are buying less and less product on sharWHY 'HATRED'?
ing terms. And the flat buys that we talk
about
and the deals we see in this ofifice are
Allied ITO of Iowa-Nebraska
It comes to us that at least one picture reasonable Hat terms — not conversi(jns that are
1 '/2 or twice the normal top flat.
company liead in New York has expressed himExhibitors who have fought stubbornly to rid
self
as
amazed'
at
the
'hatred'
many
independent exliibitors have for the distribution forces themselves of a multitude of percentage pictures
in tliis business. Now we wonder - can this can certaiidy remember how they came upcjn
executive be so naive; can he be so unaware of those e\il days in tiie first place. It was a slow
the common practices carried on in the field and stealthy process. Just three or four picby his sales forces? The discrimination, tlie
tures at a low percentage — then just a few more
brutal prices and terms deiuanded and exactui
at a little Iiigher percentage, etc., etc- Surely
after barring tiie door against more percentage
frtim the little fellows; the sharp 'gimmick'
pictures no exhibitor is going to put tlie latch
deals; the abusive, arbitrary and highhanded
tactics ; the contracts which never leave tlic siring out for some distributor who has never
had a percentage picture in his theatre !
salesman's grip or the managers desk drawer
until near playdate and harsher terms are
Incidentally, we have been told that tlie Misforced upon the exhibitor ; the wheedling,
souri Theatre in St- Uiuis plaved the BABE
cajoling "we won't check you" to get per- RUTH STORY un a double bill under TWO
ct ntages and teach cheating : the local checkers ; GUYS FROM TEXAS. It surely seems like
forced block booking, illegal clearances and
somcbod\- is giving the big circuits a little
favored treatineiit over the small exhibitor.
arbitrary availabilities ; the ofif-the record agreements among the sales forces to not call upon
and offer pictures to exhibitors to be disciplined ;
HALE WESTERNS
the kicking around and in evitable reprisals if
an exhibitor dares to stand up and be a man.
Independent
I licaire On ners of Oliio
The list could go on and on. It has reduced
all to'j many small exhibitors to the bf)ttom of
the scale, forced them to work at other jobs
and businesses to make a livi^ig for themselves
and tlieir families, ruined their theatre investiiicnts and taken their savings, in many cases.
In All My Experience and observation for
more than a quarter century, I have never seen
any other line of business with such barbaric,
urdawful, dog-eat-dog ethics - if ethics they
may be called. It is the one thing that has kept
me in this business - the crying need that I do
whatever little I could toward correction of
these many evils- Well, the Supreme Court
has made life a bit more livable; the Congress
will follow and correct more, and things look
much brighter for the future of the independent in this business.
But I Cannot Resist asking this sales head
in New York, "What the hell can you expect
from these little exhibitors who, reports have it.
are being forced to cheat you and other (percentage hog) companies out of $15 million to
^20 million annually on percentage deals in order
to try to get a profit and a living, for whicli
you then audit and sue them ; what do you
expect, hearts and flowers? Vv'ell, hardly! If
you would earn tolerance, respect and love of
.Additionally, the same lawsuits were brought
your customers, you'll have to first learn and
practice tolerance, fair-dealing and respect youragainst Mrs. Jessie Jenson, another independent
•••'f, and see that it is practiced by your sales exhibitor. The complaint against these indefcices." And I want to add here that those
pendent exhibitors charged infringement of copysales executives who feel they aren't getting
because they refused to pay the ASCAP
as much revenue as they should, would do well licenserightfees.
Judge Nordbye ruled in favor
to try stirring up their managers and salesmen
of the exhibitor defendents on all counts.
to get out and call on those many "unsold posIn effect, this decision means that ASCAP
sibilities." In this territory alone, there are connot collect any fees from exhibitors. Furthernumerous exhibitors who haven't seen a salesmore, in effect, it supports the position taken
man in months. There's plenty of business if you by National Allied several years ago and adgo f)ut after it and stick til you sell.
hered to ever since, that when an exhibitor
makes a deal for a film he should have a comINSIDIOUS PERCENTAGE
plete deal-— music included.
Allied members have good reason to be
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
jrbilaiit at this great victory. .Allied members
will recall that they were advised to protect
With p!enty of good reason exhibitors have
been complaining long and bitterlv phont the themselves by signing only three month contracts
with ASCAP. Until and unless further word
e\er have
increasing
of percentage
that
been number
forced upon
them seasonp'ctures
aft-r is sent to ycu from this office:
se son It ffts so illogical that in manv stnal!
1. — Do not pay any ASCAP license fees.
2. — Do not sign an'- .ASCAP contracts.
U>"-ns t''e fnly "'inner was the checker — he not
This victory means, that a substantial jxirtion
f)nl'' '< alked ofiF from the engagement with more
profit than the exhibitor but in not a few in- of the annual dues paid by Allied members to be
stances his costs were actually more than film nT"! of pii i'ldependeiit organization, run by
rental- It is heartening to see that through de- indenendcnt exhibitors for the benefit of indetermined exhibitor resistance, and probably the pf-n-'p-n exhibitors, has been saved for these
members by the victory over ASCAP.
distributor's realization how unreasonable these
Spokesmen of the TO.A. which parades as a
percentage demands were, that more and more
14

MILD CRITICISM
AXGKV GOD (U.A.) :— Space does
not permit nor common decency allow us
to print wliat an Iowa niemlxrr has to say
about this stinkeroo released by United
Artist- He says in brief — made up from
tile sweepings on the cutting room flojr,
tlie worst I have ever seen, a fraud to sell
tliis ti) an exliibit<;r and a fraud for an
exhibitor to show it. DON'T BUY IT—
HA\'K IT BOUGHT— DON'T
YOU IT!!!:
IF
SHOW
— From an la-Neb. Allied Caravan
Bulletin
national exhibitor association but is actually
dominated by the affiliated chains and in turn
by the mction picture pr(xlucers and distributors,
can now do some fast talking to explain the
position that they find themselves in as a result
of this decision. There is no place for any
inJcpendent exhibitor except in Allied — the only
association dedicated to the interests of inflependent exhibitors.
GET YOUR FIGURES!
Allied Theatre Ouners of the Gulf States
The writer sincerely believes that it behfxjves
all of us to take cognizance of the fact that we
an- operating a legitimate business and in so
doing we should operate on the same basis as
the man in the filling station, drug store, hardVv-are shop, grocery and any other legitimate
business located in our community. In order
to do so, it must be handled in a business-like
manner. Many things that have been happening
in the past should come to a definate halt,
1 have been checking many contracts recently
and have even found some in my own office
that were absolutely ridiculous . I have had the
privilege of operating all types of theatres, from
the small country town to the first run large
town, neighborhood theatres subsequent-run
theatres, and grind houses- I do not believe
tliat I have ever owned or operated a theatre
for less than $25 per day or a total of S125 per
week, exclusive of film rent (shorts, news reels
and features) and if you are mathematically
inclined and are a genius to the extent where you
can show a profit — for instance — with a $125.
gross on a two-day run and you can afford to
pay S22.50 for a feature against 50% over 56.50
.AND expect to make any money — I'll put you on
my payroll for twice what you are earning in
your
theatreIn the
first place, in my opinion, if you have
to pay over SI 5. for a feature that you know
xfu will not gross over $75-. and it costs you
S25. a day to operate, it means that vou have
a cost of operation for two days of $50.. film
rental for feature only — $15 and possibly S2 for
n-'wsreel and S2. for short, which leaves you a
irt pr- fit after film rental — of S6.. which is less
than 10%. Please, for 30ur own sake and for
the sake of your fellow exhibitors. THINK
T\\TCE — get out th^t sharpened pencil — get
rn accurate cost of what it actually costs you
to operate your theatre — you are the only one
who knows what a picture will do in your
particular locality, then figure out for vourself
before vou sign that CONTRACT if you will
be realizing a legitimate profit after paying
the price demanded.
If this office can help in anyway along these
lines — that is what we are here for. DON'T
BE A PUSH-OVER! There is not a film
salesman in this territory representing any of
the distributing
companies
won't deal.
sit down
with
vou and york
out an who
equitable
The
davs have passed when the film salesman says
go on ahead and sign the deal and at the same
time wink at you because that is what his boss
told him to get. If there are any side clauses
and agreements put them in the contract. This
\ou can readilv see, if done correctly will make
you a legitimate man running a legitimate
theatre.
FILM
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'UNFAITHFULLY YOURS' COMEDY
BLEND OF SLAPSTICK AND SATIRE
Rates • • • — for deluxers; less for action and rural houses
patrons it provides a hilarious good time.
Rex Harrison and Linda Darnell names and a
20th Century-Fox
Tlie picture bumps along with a rapid change
105 minutesSturges will recall his success
for Prestoncomedy.
plug
with screwball
Rex Harrison, Linda Darnell, Barbara Lazv- of pace, suggesting that Sturges indulged in some
"off the cuff" shooting. Once past its shaky
Rex Harrison returns to New York from his
rcnee, Rudy
KurtAlanKrcugcr,
Slander,
Edyar I'allcc,
Kennedy,
Bridge, Lionel
Julius < pening, it gets iiUo a jocose groove to satirize
Tanneii, Torben Meyer, Robert Grcig, Evelyn
symphony concert tour to be greeted affectionatesyinphony conductor who susly by his wife, Linda Darnell. During his abBeresford, Georgia Caine, Harry Seymour, Isa- a temperamental
pects his beautiful wife of straying from the
bel Jeiccll. Marion Marshall.
sence, his stutfy brother-in-law, Rudy \'allee,
fold
and
dreams
up
feverish
fantasies
of
reDirected by Preston Sturgcs.
had beenformed keeping
her.in aHarrison
is inthat she hadtabs
beenonseen
compromising
\Lnge. This gentleman with the horns is portrayed by Rex Harrison with pungent wit and situation with his handsome secretary, Kurt
Whenever Preston Sturges writes, directs and
Kreuger. He steadfastly refuses to believe this,
produces a comedy, it can be counted on to be gusto, and, what's more, he wields a symas though
he knows
he's but is gradually overcome by jealousy and, durfull of surprises and anything but trite. In d:plionic
ing. baton
His baffled
struggle
with a what
recording
ing his opening concert, his imagination runs
"Unfaithfully Yours" he has concocted a dafify machine is a fine bit of sustained comedy. The
wild.
As he conducts Rossini's "Semiramidc". he
mixture of slapstick and sophistication, well supposedly errant wife is a chly modeled by Linda
projects an involved scheme in which he murDarnell. Naturally, it turns out in the hasty <!ers
peppered with snickers, giggles and loud laughs.
Linda and frames Kreuger. To the strains
It's a rowdy gloom-chaser, that's just silly c;i;:clusion that her virtue is intact — it was just of Wagner he envisions a graceful renunciation
a misunderstanding involving blonde Barbara
scene. And during the Tchaikowsky overture
enough to be funny. As in "Miracle of Morgan's Creek," he has chosen a theme tinged Lawrence and her stuffed-shirt husband, played he gets lost in a bitter vision of suicide. After
with ribaldry ; her£ he turns his inventive im- by Rudv \'allee. Full symphonic selections
the concert, he tries to carry out each of his
agination loose to toy with the subject of in- fiCim Wagner, Ro.^sini and Tchaikowsky profantasies, but is frustrated by a series of comic
fidelity. Its spiciness may offend Grandma and
vide glossv musical trimmings.
cleared
up and there is a grand reconciliaits sophisticated antics may not go over in small
EXPL6iT.\TIOX: Sell this as a riotously
up and there is a grand reconciliatown and rural circuits. But for adult-minded
funny affair. Tliere are reliable values in the is cleared
tion. ABRAMS.
'HILLS OF HOME' PLACID DOG STORY IN TECHNICOLOR
Rates • • 4- for naborhoods and small towns
offering is best suited to small-town audiences
Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer
and the children should find enough interest in
97 minutes
the antics of Lassie to keep them entertained.
Edmund Gwenn, Donald Crist', Tom Drake,
Janet Leigh, Rhys Williams, Reginald Owen,
It will be useful only as a supporting feature in
Edmond Breon, Alan Napier, Hugh Green, other situations.
Lumsden Hare, Eileen Erskine, Victor Wood,
The story has a diffuse quality, being adapted
David
Thursky,
Frederick
Worlock.
"Lassie"by
William Ludwig fn.m a series of sketches
Directed by Fred M. Wilcox.
authored by Ian MacLaren. Exlmund Gwenn
gives the role of the doctor the benefit of his
"Hills of Home" is a nice, quiet picture for customary crotchety humor, while Donald
the family trade — the older folks, that is— too Crisp, in a more restrained manner, makes a
quiet for most others. No excitement, no fine, doughty Scot. There is a slight thread of
youthful romance given credence by Janet Leigh
rough stufT — just a leisurely yarn about a crusty,
old doctor and his devoted dog. The setting and Tom Drake and other competent performances include Rhys Williams, Reginald Owen
is Scotland ; its braes and glens are richly
steeped in Technicolor and the rolling brogue
and -A.lan Napier. Last, but not least, there is
falls pleasantly upon the ear. But in a careful that wonderful dog, "Lassie". High-spot occurs
attempt to maintain simplicity, the picture loses when she swims a raging torrent to rescue
the movement and snap that would have given her master.
it wider appeal. As directed by Fred Wilcox,
EXPLOITATION: Call it a "Beautiful,
its deliberate pace gets a little tedious. Judicious Wholesome Picture In Rich Technicolor For
cutting might have tightened it up a bit, es- The Whole Family To Enjoy". Feature Lassie
pecially in the latter sequences. This M-G-M
and (km't overlook mentioning Edmund Gwenn's

roles in "Miracle on 34th St-" and "Apartment
forGwenn
Peggy".buys Lassie from Rhys Williams to
accompany him on his lonely vigils through the
valley. He gets a bad bargain, for, not only
is Lassie a poor sheep dog, but she is abnormally
afraid of water and he has quite a time training
the dog to cross a stream. Young Tom Drake is
ambitious to become a doctor, but Williams,
his father, opposes the idea. His sweetheart,
Janet Leigh, is also against it, until the good
doctor saves her mother's life- Then one day
Tom is stricken with appendicitus. Gwenn
wants to operate with the aid of a "new-fangled"
anesthetic called chloroform. The father won't
permit
it, until
he sees
out on his
"Lassie".
Tlte boy
recovers
and, itintried
payment,
father
sends him to medical school. Years fo by and
the old doctor, on an emergency call, is injured
in a snow storm and "Lassie" rescues him. He
dies shortly afterward and is buried by his
devoted friends and neighbors to the shrill
lament of bag-pipes. Abrams-

'ROGUES' REGIMENT' FOREIGNhouses
LEGION YA^N WITH MODERN TWIST
Rates • • 4- generally; more for action
a stand-out job as the Nazi, although he seems
e\. who directed, also had a hand in its conI niz'crsdl-I ntcr)iat>(>nal
ception. They really went on a wild flight of pretty young for the role and Vincent Price,
86 minutes
imagination and only the authentic production
with a Dutch accent, is again a smooth menaceDick Pozi'cll. Marta Toren, Vincent Price,
trimmings save this yarn from becoming comEXPLOITATION : Sell the thrills in this
Stephen McNally, Edgar Barrier, Henry Rozopletely implausible. Tliev' included some very
"Amazing Manhunt For The Last War Crimland. Carol Thurston, James Millican, Richard
ingenious gimmicks about the Nazi SS men
inal Among The Scum Of The Earth In
Loo, Philip Ahn, Richard Eraser, Otto Reichozu,
with their tattooed arm-pits and a set of machin'Rogues' Regiment".
Kenny Wasliington, Dennis Dengate, Frank
ist tools made of solid platinum. And the IndoAmerican intelligence officer Dick Powell joins
Couroy, Martin Garralaga, James F. Nolan.
China background for Dick Powell's exploits
look very much like the real thing. He fights the the Foreign Legion to capture the last Nazi
Directed by Robert I'lorey.
war criminal still at large. His contact is Marta
\ iet Nam guerillas practically single-handed,
Toren, a French secret agent, posing as a cabaovercomes
superhuman
obstacles
to
get
his
man
Dick Powell is now in the French Foreign
ret singer. The Legion is full of ex-nazis and
and woos and wins Marta Toren. Having made
Legion tracking down a Nazi war criminal.
among them, under a false name, is his man,
I'.er
first
.American
appearance
in
"Casbah",
she
His fearless, if far-fetched adventures in exStephen McNally. Powell spots another exregisters more of that mysterious allure and
otic Saigon generate another thrill opus that
sings two torch songs. Stephen ^McNally does nazi and puts pressure on him to reveal the big
will please his fans, and, with action aplenty
shot's identity. But the man is wounded and
captured by the native guerillas. When Powell
and the necessary dash of romance, "Rogues'
BOXOFFICE
RATING
gets to him, his dying words put the finger on
Regitnent" stacks up as a strong item for action
• Poor
Iiouses and a fairly good top dualler elsewhere.
McNally. Meanwhile, the Nazi is planning his
getaway with the help of Vincent Price, who
Along with the typical slam-bang Powell heroics
• • Average
is a Russian agent smuggling munitions to the
is some up-to-date front-page material that gives
• • • Good
it an exploitable boost- Newsconscious patrons
natives. There is a double double-cross that
leaves Price with a bullet in his back and
• • • • Excellent
may recognize t_^hat the villain, known in the
Powell arrives in time to mop up the place
Please note that the
picture
"Martin
is patterned
the actualas Nazi
war Bruner",
chief, Martin
Bormann.after
with McNally in a smashing brawl. The war
rating often varies for
criminal is formally executed and Powell takes
Writer-producer Robert Buckner is responsible
different types of Theatres
Miss Toren home to Nebraska. Dav.
for dreaming up this scenario and Robert FlorOCTOBER
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Shart

Subjects
By BARN
for the new season. Scully feels that the
"large convention idea' is unsuited to today's
local level needs in that sales execs are unable
\ii discuss "intimately" local problems with the
field men. .And l)esides, he adds, in view of U.I's
"Unity Sales Drive" to "maintain closer relationsiiip with exhibitcjrs and also to cope with local
economic and entertainment standards of individual communities," the regionals are the ideal
solution.

HAMI.KT HAS GONK lowbrow. With the
rest of us hoi |)olloi, tlic Prince of l^enmark is
now riding the subways and llie causa causaiis
is t:; take Shakespeare to the masses. l'",vplainiiig that if the movies can make tlie Bard palatable 111 jnhn Q. Public, the least they can do
is to let John Q. know about it, New \'ork Subway Advertisers. Inc., the group which makes
the selection for the subwaxs' Picture of the
Mon;li, I' lve nimed "Hamlet" the ch;)ice for
October. Thus it is that Manhattan's straphangers, (.rclinarily accustomed to seeing Lana
Turner's
lushat curves
or Baby
Bacall's
wide
e\es staring
them from
the space
reserved
for the signal honor, are rather startled to
find the dour Dane broodingly inviting them to
\ie>v the Laurence Olivier film at the Park
Avenue Theatre.

•'HOW 'i'O WIN Friends and Influence Patrons" isthe title of a special brochure National
Screen Service is getting out to exhibitors as
part of its "Get Back to Showmanship" campaign for the George Dembow Tribute. Tintrailer and accessories outfit is conducting a
sjj 'cial public relations program of its r)wn with
Headers and Trailerettes to plug (keater Movie
Se-'son. stop vandalism, maintain silence and
other institutional footage to relieve problems
fi.a'. plague Joe Exhibitor. Incidentally, NSS,
now casting for its Christmas and New Year
Gieeting Trailers, has signed up Will Geer,
fertured <in Broadway in "The Respectful
Prr)stitute". to do the leading role in the New
Year's Tri^'er, which NSS proudly maintains
will be the finest ever turned out by the outfit.
GEORGE GALLUP'S Audience Research,
Inc. releases some interesting figures — interestina in their placidity. The dire reports that exhibitors are being stampeded into a drop in admission prices to meet the boxoffice slump was
met with these stolid figures: Theatre prices in
August varied but one-tenth of a penny throughout the nation from the figures reported in a
survey by AR\ last March — and the variation
w's up. According to ARI, the average adult
price paid for evening general admission was
5().5c in August and 50.4c in March, including
all admission taxes. Broken down into areas,
the West showed a drop from 57.7c in March
to 5S.3c in August, while the East rose from
52.8c to 54.1c. The Midwest remained virtually
the same : 47.8c in March, 47.9c in August,
while the South, with the lowest average last
March of 45.3c, dropped another three-fifths of
a cent to 44.7c. Tabulations according to size
of municipalities showed a three-quarters of a
cent increase in the large cities and a similar
decrease in the small towns.
AN INSPIRED STUNT was the one
dreamed up by Warners "Mort Blumen^^ocV for
the Hollywood premiere of "Johnny Belinda,"
October 14 at Warner's Hollywood- With t'-e
critics, both professional and h'^^mearrown t--1Ving about Jane Wyman's perforinance in the
film, the Warner ad-publicity chief got the idea
of inviting as honor gue.sts film actresses who
have given the finest performance of all time.
Newsmen were asked to name their choice of
outstanding performarces amouT t'lf^ femnles '- '-o
have emoted for the cameras and came un with
4? names, including five no longer living. Top
vote-getter was Bette Davis, who nosed out
Greta Garho by one vote. How many of the 37
available will show up is hard to say, but we
predict that the premiere will see the greatest
array of <listaff talent ever gatliercd under one
rriof.
1«

MELVIN L. GOLD
Heads Teh: Film Council
OCTOLER IS MANY things to many men.
To 20th-Fox' Charles Schlaifer, it's the month to
introduce the company's "Fall Festival of Hits"
campaign. Following the precedent established
by the successful "Star Month" and "Lucky
Month" caiiiijaigns the company is distributing
special "Fall Festival" press sheets to supplenunt on a local le\el the ad-publicity programs
now in work on the company's two October releases, "Cry of the City" and "Apartment for
Pt'ggy " • • • To Werners' Ben Kalmenson, it will
be Division Managers' Month as a feature of the
company's current sales drive which ends November 13th. Division heads to be honored in
October are Roy Haines, western ; Jules Lapidus,
eastern and Canadian; and Norman .Ayres,
southern. There is also a small matter of S35.000 in cash prizes to be awarded the winners
in the drive.
THE TETE-A-TETE type of sales huddle
is the way to meet the need for specialized
study of c )mmunity problems in relation to the
marketing of films. Those were the sentiments
of William A. Scully, Universal-International
vice-president and sales chief, as he lay down
the gavel after conducting a series of four
regional meetings to determine U.I sales policy

TITUS. WALTON & GRAINGER
Captains Mitt the Chiej

E\'KN HARDENED Broadwayitcs are
gasping
the huge "Joan
Arc" illuminated
display at
overlooking
Times ofSquare
to herald
tiie forthcoming |)remiere of the Ingrid Bergman starrer at the \'ictoria on Armistice Day.
Conceived by producer Walter Wanger and
designed bv adagency F o o t e C o n e
and Belding and S- Barret McCormick, R.K.O.
Radio national adirector, and dominating two
sides of the famed heart of Broadway, a full
cit\- block in length, towering eight stories high,
the display boasts a 70-f(jot figure of Miss
Bergman as Joan, painted and modeled on translucent ])lastic, illuminated by some 900 floodlamps. The battle-flag which she holds is
composed of about six thousand white lamps,
studded with golden fleur <le lis. NineteenfoDt electric letters spell out the title and star's
name. A giant mural, largest ever created for
outdoor exhibition, runs the full length of the
sign, approximately 180 feet, and 24 feet high,
and
the highlights
of the Maid of Orleans'
shortdepicts
but well-filled
career.
THEY'RE ROLLING out the red carpet for
Jimmy Grainger at Republic. Marking a decade
of service as top sales executive with the company is the current James R. Grainger 10th
.Anniversary Drive and the entire Republic organization ison its collective toes to see that
the popular Jimmy is accorded a magnificent
tribute- Co-captains of the drive, Edward L.
Walton, ass't general sales manager, and Walter
L. Titus, Jr. division head, are giving the sales
force three months to demonstrate what they
can do in the way of high-powered selling, offering as added incentive sizeable cash prizes
for the best showings in the playdate drive.
\'eteran
industry
distribution
the pioneer
davs
of offilms,
Grainger
was atsince
various
times
v'ce-president and sales manager of Goldwyn
Picrtures, distribution vice-president of Fox
Film Corp., and general sales manager of Universal before assuming the presidency of Republic Pictures in 1938. In Januerv. 1946. he
was elected vice-president in charge of sales
and distribution of the nevv Renublic Pictures
Corp. formed by the merger of Renublic, Consolidated Film Industries, and Setay.
THE M.\X who siarked the formation of
the new National Television Film Council is
now its duly elected president. Melvin L. Gold,
director of advertising-publicitv for National
Screen Service, was named to the top executive
post as the XTFC held it"; first annual election
on Seot. 30. Elected along with Gold were
Burt Balaban., Paramount, vice-president ; Robert
M. Wormhoudt. Televast Films, secretsrv : and
Robert ^V Paskow of Newark's AVATV.
treasurer. One of the highlights of the shindig
at Sardi's was Production Committee chairman
Jack
Glenn'sof proposal
video
recognition
merit forfor the
best"Oscars"
films andin
technical work in several categories produced
specifically for television. The awards plan,
savs Glenn, would tend to encourage improvement of video films.
FILM
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STUD
COLUMBIA
ONLY TWO
SCHEDULE

FEATURES

AS LULL HITS COL.

EAGLE

- LION

TO ROLL ON E-L

LOT BEFORE

LATE NOVEMBER

"yHE
PICTURES
werebeen
reported
readyFI\"E
for rolling
Octoberwhich
1 have
post'
poned and the E-L studio will be shuttered for
about six weeks. Studio execs insist that the
prime reason for this rest period is the fact that
producers who were scheduled for earlier starts
do not have their shows ready to go. Bebe
Daniels' "Catch Me Before I Kill" and two of
Bryan Foy's were to go now, but none of them
are ready. However, the report at present is
that these will all be set for a December 1
starting and the production then will continue
without a break throughout the rest of the year.
Despite the immediate production close-down,
the studio chiefs will all be kept busy on the
plans for the 1949-50 .schedule which calls for
24 pictures, four more than the 1948-49 schedule
carried. f)f these, at least eigliteen will be E-l's
own product, four will come from Equity and
two more from an indie producer now negotiating with the company. There will be 12 J.
Arthur Rank filins also on the release schedule.
One bright spot in the Eagle-Lion close-down
is that, unlike the other studios where the i)uhlicity departments were the first to feel the
axe, here the publicity department is being
kept intact throughout the lull. .Apparently,
Max Voungstein and Sam Israel, studio publicity luads, were able to convince executives
that there is much truth in the statement that
"The picture good enough to sell itself has not
been made-"
OCTOBER

the Seems

ON

H SKETCH"
"j^OUG
fer Jones)
is the only (Juhn
pictureGarfield-J
in work ennihere
at the moment and immediate plans sliow only
another "Blondie" epic on the schedule. Studio
spokesmen have no comiuent to make on this
situation and indicated only that this is a momentary "lull." This outfit is moving cautiously,
not gambling, playing its cards very close to the
vest.
Harry Cohn has inked Gene Autry to a new
seven-year deal here. While the singing cowboy isn't what he used to be at the box office
in his palmy days at Republic, his westerns
still bring Columbia a nice piece of changeAs predicted here last issue, the Larry Parks
deal is all straightened out. Larry is back with
Columbia on a pact that calls for ?750 per week
(the same salary he had previously), but with
the understanding that he works only seventeen weeks out of the year for Columbia with
the rest of the time his own. He plans now to
do a play with his wife, Betty Garrett, if he
can find the right vehicle for them. Meanwhile,
at
goes picture
into "Jolson
SingsyearAgain."
It Columbia,
will be hishe one
for the
here.
Parks is jubilant about the outcome of all this
strife because he feels he won his point. His
original suit, he contended, was not for more
money but more freedom and this he has won.
He also gets all the back pay that has piled up
during the eighteen months of litigation.

NOTHING

Behind

M-

11.
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WB'S J. L. WARNER
Hifs IT ori!s To Assies
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
SCHARY

SORTING

PROPERTIES

STORY

TO USE OR SELL

"yHERE
IS STILLhovering
PLENTYoverofthis
conjecture
and uncertainty
studio.
However, out of all the rumor and contradictory
announcements, a pattern seems to be emerging. So far, the only pictures definitely to roll
in the next sixty days are those which were approved and set for production before Dore
Schary came on the scene. .-Ml new scripts
and production preparations are either being
held, or are crawling along waiting for the final
policy
Schary. pattern to be set by Louis B. Mayer and
Certain starters are : "Xeptune's Daughter"
(Esther Williams-Red Skelton), "Vespers In
\'ienna," "Secret Garden" (Margaret O'Brien),
"The Great Sinner" (Gregory Peck-Ava Gardner) and "The Monty Stratton Story" (James
Slewart-June .-Mlyson).
For the rest. Schary has put 243 stories and
1.^.^ plays from Metro's story backlog up for
sale- It is a real housecleaning and^one interesting fact is the inclusion in tiie list of 20 story
properties purchased as recently as 1946. After
tliis clean-up is completed, the studio will start
hunting new material, more in keeping with the
now-formulating production plans.
One of the trends already making itself felt
here is the movement towards documentaries.
.Schary recently bought two sucii yarns and
there are two already set for early production.
One of tlie pair just bouglit. "Bread Upon the
Waters." h.is, been scheduled as a vehicle for
Spencer Tracy. The first of these films, "The
Intruders," goes shortly with Clarence Brown
producing. This will be Dore Schary's initial
production at MGM.
A real departure from the general formula
is the new program of no budget ceilings on
I)ictures. \\ hat this actually means is that each
picture made will get as much budget as is
needed to give it its full commercial value.
Howexer, this does not mean " open purse

of Film

Productm

.-.irlngs," by any means. .\ portion of the 30
p.ctures now slated for the 1949-50 season
"experimental"
in the
to beunder
arc going
with
something
a million
dollars asfield,
the
peak cost. Wise showmen that they are, Schary
and Mayer are both working on the theory that
while economy is essential, false economy which
is disastrous.
value costs
c.ipples
So, whilea picture's
they will possible
be watching
closely,
liitre W'ill be no scrimping where it is likely to
show. This is encouraging, for some of Hollywood's top product recently released has showing obvious, glaring evidence of scrimping.
With the five pictures mentioned earlier as the
beginning for the year, the remainder of the
schedule will come, it is reported, from original stories, and plays and novels now in stock.
Schary plans to do his best to absorb some of
stock-pile now being held in Metro's
the huge
story
inventory.
The Enterprise unit is still wavering. At the
moment, XK^M has not indicated any definite
of the situation. Enterthem outclosed
oMer toprise,pull
now officially
down, reported last
week that it needs a mere ?300,000 to get back
into production. Loan negotiations are in process now based on the trio of pictures now completed for MGM release- The trio, "Forces of
Evij" (John Garfield). "Xo Minor Vices"
(Dana An;irews-Lili Palmer) and "Caught"
Mason-Robert
Gedd'.(James
s) should
be worth suchRyan-Barbara
an advance on Bel
marquee
\ alue alone. There is no doubt that the unit
will survive, right now it is just a matter of
wlio will provide the necessary immediate cash.
".\ny Number Can Play" has been purchased
from 2()th-Fox as a starring vehicle for Clark
Gable. Reported price: S50,000. .\rthur Freed
w ill handle the production runs.

MONOGRAM-AA
MONO-AA
SPARKED

ROLLING

ALONG

BY BROIDY SPIRIT

'pHE GOOD FEELING engendered here recently by President Steve Broidy's announcement of an ambitious 1948-49 program (Sizeups, September 27) is being maintained by the
general optimistic and cooperative spirit spearheaded by Broidy. Here is one executive who
not only talks cooperation, but acts it, too. He
decided last week, voluntarily, to turn back to
his company .the commission to which he is entilled by contract- This does not mean, necessarily, that liis company is desperately in need
of this money, which amounts to about $60,000,
but it does mean that Broidy is not telling everybody else to roll up their sleeves and dig in
while he sits aloof. This is the kind of dow'nto-earth fight that will bring Monogram-AA
tlirough on top.
Meanw iiile. tlie studio is humming along with
tliree pictures in production and two more
sclieduled to go momentarily. "Hidden Danger,'
a Johnny Mack Brown western. "Charlie Chan
in Mexico" (Roland Winters-Mantan Moreland) and "The Rainmaker" are all new with
"When a Man's a Man" (Guy Madison-Rory
Calhoun-Carole Mathews), the Allied Artists
picture still rolling. The two scheduled to go
are both .-Mlied Artists ; "Stampede" (Rod
follows.
Cajiieron-Gail Storm) is the first ; "Bad Boy"
17

PARAMOUNT
PRODUCTION

SPURT HERE

'48
RTERstill OF
T QUA
FOR LEUSTHER
no new starters
K ARE
W7HI
here ("El Paso" and "Mask For Lucretia"
emtinue), studio spokcsinen reported last week
that seven pictures will go into work here before
the end of the year. Certain starters are a Bob
Hope film ("Easy Does It") and a Bing Crosby
film ("Diamond In A Haystack") with Barry
Fitzgerald, Betty Hiitton m "The Broadway
Story," Hedy Lamarr and Victor Mature in
Cecil B. DeMille's "Samson and Delilah." Hal
promises to start "My I'Viend Irnia,"
Wallis
th(jugh he has not yet found the star for the
title role- He will also start "The File on
Thelma Jordon," a dramatic piece with Barbara Stanwyck starred. The Pine-Thomas unit
for "The Man Who Stole A Dream,"
down
is
although no casting is set as yet. The studio
also expects the Liberty unit to get under way
with at least one film before the year ends.
This story of the production spurt here for
the last quarter of the year tied in with President Barney Balaban's report in the East that
the studio will spend approximately |32,00(),()00
for production this coming year. This figure
tallies with the budget for the current year ;
the only difference being that the company plans
to get at least an extra four pictures for its
investment. As it stands now the new year's
schedule calls for approximately 21 films as
against 17 this year. With the gross budget
indicated, this means that Paramount expects to
turn its product out at approximately $1,500,000
a piece- Emphasis here, as in most studios, will
be on reduced budgets, because the producers
lip.ve finally recognized that they must reckon
without much from the foreign market.

REPUBLIC
REPORT

REP. BUYER

READY

TO MEET PRICE SET BY YATES
TN SPITE OF ALL THE DENIALS
from Mr. Yates and all his staff, a strong
rumor still persists here that Republic will be
sold. Latest story on this is that there is a buyer
with the right amount of money and Mr. Yates
is listeningOne of the rumors strong here last week was
that David O. Selznick was considering the
purchase of the lot. Republic has one of the
best physical set-ups in Hollywood for a small
studio. And their music stage (built during the
ill-fated "I've Always Loved You" production) is still the finest in town. However, the
Yates'
thing. organization goes right on denying everyMeanwhile, a definite change in policy is in
progress here. Republic will, according to
President Yates, eliminate all so-called "A"
pictures from its future plans- The pattern
now is that the top budget here will be $250,000.
The only exception to this rule will be an occasional "big-budget" western that may merit
an expenditure of something close to the million-dollar class. Reason for this change in
policy is obvious : the studio has not done well
with its more expensive pictures and while its
current release schedule (see below) includes
five "deluxe" productions, it is the consensus
here that this particular level is not Republic's
18

with the less exdish. They do much better
pensive but solid exploitation films.
Republic is still open, Mr. Yates says, to deals
from independent producers and tenants for
as addirental space are being eagerly sought the
contional income. But for the most part,
centration will be on low-budget saleable mercliandiseMeanwhile, vice-president James R. Grainger
schedule for the
announced Republic's release
next six months, 29 films are slated, of which
approximately all but three are completed. Ine" (Dane
"Moonrise),
arc Barrymor
groupthel
Orson
Russell-E
ilin this
Clark-Oacluded
"Red
's
Milestone
Lewis
,"
"Macbeth
Welles'
Pony" (Myrna Loy-Robcrt Mitchum) and others
which will probably be the last of the "big
exijeriment," at least for the time beingRKO
SHOOTING

RESUMES

AS 4

FEATURES

GO ON SCHEDULE

^ FTER W1':EKS of COMPLETE shut-down,
production resumed here last week with "The
Clav Pigeon" (Bill Williams-Barbara HaleRichard Quine). Slated to start this week is
"Set-Up" (Robert Ryan). Two more to follow shortly are "I Married a Communist" and
"The Stagecoach Kid," a Tim Holt western.
While this cannot be called a bigtime production
schedule, at least it is indication that Howard
Hughes really intends to make pictures on his
lot. There was considerable question on this
score for some time, tor most effort seemed to
be expended on setting up profitable independent
productions. This still seems to be the new
boss' major objective.
here
In addition to the "no story buys" edict FadiWilliam
rccentlv (Sizeups, September 27).have
weeded out
aian, storv chief, and his staff
50 properties which the studio has now put on
the open market for sale. It is estimated that
these properties are worth better than a million
dollars and included in the merchandise are remake rights on manv of RKO's boxoffice hits of
as "Stage 'Door,"
other vears- Such films
"Mornine Glory," "the Informer." and "Vivarecious Lady" can now be had for a orice for are
make purposes. Also included in the group
several completed scripts which were to have
Productions." These, it is underbeen "Scharv
stood, have been offered to MGM.
None of the inde deals which Howard Hughes
al)
is angling (Crawford, Colbert, Waneer. et.
h-jve as vet been set, although negotiations are
still continuing. However. Hughes last week
closed a three-picture deal with Polan Banks.
The first of the Banks' films for RKO w'ill be
"Carrias-e Entrance," and Ann Sheridan and
Robert Youne have already been signed as the
co-stars of the film-

SRO
MacNAMARA

$2,000,000

PR PROGRAM

WINS SUPPORT

■pAUL MacNAMARA, dynamic advertising
and publicity chief for David O. Selznick,
has finally found a sympathetic ear for his longtime soapboxing anent the need for a real public relations program for motion pictures. The
report that TOA has approved MacNamara's
$2,000,000 plan for selling Hollywood and pictures on a new level probably means the "green

light" for MacNamara's pet project. His chief
aim is to hit the vast number of people over
35 who now never or rarely attend movies- To
this end, he plans to spend from the fund (which
will be built by contributions from all industry
groups), $615,000 annually on special newspaper
advertising, a like amount on a special magazine
campaign concentrated in magazines whose readership ischiefly the non-attending jjublic, and
about $500,000 on a 39-week network radio program. This program, which would be a cavalcade of American History would have one prominent guest star each week. As an added jiromotion scheme, waxings of the program would be
made available to every public sch«)l in the
country free of charge. He also plans to w^e
a special war against careless copy from publicitv departments in Hollywood.
MacNamara maintains that the cost of his program, distributed evenly between producers, distributors and exhibitors would be ajjproximalely
2\t per cent of the $80,000,000 now spent annually by these groups to advertise motion pictures.
MacNamara has been determined in his fighl
to get this program started, since he feels it is
one way to offset, in part at least, the growing
indifference to motion pictures on the part of
the ticket-buying public.
Still no production news here, although "The
Third Man" (Joseph Cotten-Valli) is being prepared by .-Mexander Korda in Europe for an
early start- Studio spokesmen also report that
Mr. Selznick has set his plans for making a film
with Shirlev Temple starred — though no indication of the storv was mentioned. Meanwhile,
it is fairly certain that "Portrait of Jennie"
(Jennifer Jones-Joseph Cotten) is going to be
slipped in just under the deadline for Academy
consideration, as was "Duel In The Sun" two
years ago — not that the latter film was ever
seriously
honors. regarded as a contender for any artistic

20th CENTURY-FOX
20TH LEAVES
FOR MORE

DOOR AJAR

INDE PRODUCERS

JT WOULD SEEM THAT all the firm talk
about "no more B's" is being softened a
bit now that the sales sessions are over and
the door has definitely been left open for wide
units, although the "welcome" on the mat may
be in smaller letters than previously. When
the sales meetings closed recently, the only two
inde B units mentioned for the 1949-50 program were Nat Holt and Edward Alperson.
Now,
story is thatthough
there will
other the
commitments,
not "probably"
as many be
as
last year.
Four pictures are continuing in production
here, with one new starter. Latter is "The
Beautiful Blonde From Bashful Bend" (Betty
Grable-Cesar Romero), in technicolor.. Trio
continuing are : "Down to the Sea in Ships"
(Richard Widmark-Cecil Kellaw^ay), "Prince of
Foxes" (Tyrone Pow-er-Orson Welles-Wanda
Hendrix), shooting in Rome, and "I Was a
Male War Bride" (Cary Grant-Ann Sheridan),
shooting in GermanyThe most important role of her career has
just been handed to Jeanne Grain by Charles
Menagerie"
produce "Glass
who will Feldman
Feldman,
for
20th release.
has already
signed
Irving Rapper to direct and is dickering for
either Gertrtude Lawrence or Helen Hayes for
the important mother role. This one won't go
until early Spring but it is earmarked as one of
20th's important releases for next year.
FILM

BULLETIN

siuDio

sizt-yps

UNITED
NASSERS

ARTISTS

TO FINANCE

3

FEATURES DUE FROM HUGHES
"T^HE NASSER BROTHERS are taking over
the rest of Howard Hughes' deal to finance
three United Artists pictures in return for UA
turning back to him "\'endetta," "Mad Wednesday" and "The Outlaw." The pictures will
probably be made on the General Service lot,
which the Xassers own. No producers have
been named to handle these films as yet. nor
are there any properties definitely set- However, the deal is a certainty.
With the Enterprise unit out of Harry Sherman's California studio, Sherman is once more
back in business as a "loner," and with a studio
available to other inde producers. He states
that he is now forming his own new independent
producing set-up to make six to eight pictures a
year, and that he is nej^otiating with a major
company for release. His major project for
tlie moment, however, is to make available to
otiier inde producers the facilities of his lot at
a minimum price.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L

u-i 'BACK IN business;
ONE ROLLING, SIX TO COME
PIGHT
HUNDRED
AND SEVENTY
F1\"E of the workers who were laid off

over a month ago are back on the payroll again
and this studio is once more "m business." To
break the lull, "Amboy Dukes" got under way
in New York on September 28 with James Curtis, the only U-I contractee in the picture. Others
in the cast include Barbara Whiting, Sue England, Sharon McManus. Richard Jaeckel and a
group of unknown, young New York actors.
Picture will be completed on the lot. Maxwell
Shane is the producer-directorSet to start here within the week (October
15 are "The Life of Riley," an Irving Brecher
jjroduction, and "Calamity Jane and Sam Bass."
Studio spokesmen report that four more will
fellow this opening trio just as fast as scripts
and castings are completed. Big one of the
furthcoming quartet will be "Gambling Lady"
( Barbara Stanwyck") with Michael Gordon directing.
The watchword here is still caution. Studio
chiefs are looking to "Family Honeymoon"
( Claudette Colbert-Fred MacMurray) and "You
Gotta Stay Happy" (James Stewart-Joan Fontaine) as the kind of comedies that will replenish the U-I bank account. The exploitation boys
are smiling over this pair wliich they claim will
be a "cinch" to sell.
.■\s reported liere some time ago, Robert Montgomery and William Dozier will not renew their
production pacts with this company. Montgomery starts his final, "Come Be My Love," on December 5. Dozier's last one, "A Very Remarkable Fellow" (Joan Fontaine), goes in February. If the new policy continues, product like
Montgomery's or Dozier's will be too expensive
for L'-I to handle.

'MIRACULOUS JOURNEY' ROUTINE CINECOLORED
JUNGLE
Rates • • as dualler for action houses
characters who become stranded away from
}<3 minutes.
Civilization and are stripped of pretensions in a
Knry fieCalhoun,
Audrey
Grey. battle for survival. The shifting relationships
Gear
Clezriaiid,
Jim Long,
Rannon. I'irginia
June Storey,
between these eight people are not too clearly
Thurston Hall, Carole Donne, T om Lane, Dog
developed and tlie plot sometimes gets lost in
Flame. Jimmy the Croiv.
the jungle foliage. However, the production is
Directed by Peter .Stewart.
attractively mounted in .good Cinecolor and there
is certainly no dearth of action under Peter
This minor league jungle melodrama is slanted- Stewart's direction. The acting is up to standf(.r the kiddies and avid action fans, and, for
ard with Rory Calhoun and Audrey Long in the
lead roles.
this audience, it provides adequate entertainment. Produced by Sigmund Neufeld for Film
EXPLOITATION: Catchline: "Eight
Classics, it utilizes all the tried-and-true ingredStrange Souls Thrown Together In .An ExifPits of jungle melodrama — there are trick
plosion of Hate. Love, Greed and Fear" Lobby
animals, ferocious gorillas, man-eating crococut-outs of the gorilla and crocodile monsters
w ill attract attention.
diles and several walloping fist fights- The
story is the old chestnut about a group of diverse
Passengers aboard the air-liner that crash
'SMART GIRLS DON'T TALK'
Rates • • ^- as dualler
Warner Bros.
81 minutes.
Virzinia Maxo, Bruce Bennett, Robert Hulton,
Tom D' Andrea, Rkhard Rober, Helen Westcott,
Richard Benedict. Ben Welden, Richard Walsh.
Directed by Richard Bare.
Here is a standard melodrama of crooks, cops
and corpses, with little to distinguish it from the
usual run of such i^roduct. With X'irginia Mayo
Hiving
it some marquee flash and a good supply
of action and romance, it will be a fair draw in
most spot:, but needs a strong co-feature for
better-than-avcrace business. The gangster anele
i-'ives it added value for action houses. Production-wise it's above par, with some very fancv
OCTOBER
11. 1918

STANDARD

CRIME

WARNER

BROS.

'STRENGTH IN WORK' THEORY
DITCHED AS AXE FALLS AT WB
■yniS
STUDIO
complete heads
about-face
last week
whichdidhada industry
spinning. Almost before the ink was dry on a fancy
story which announced nine pictures set to go
by January
camebeen
the institutedstory that With
a curtailment program1, had
only
two new starters planned for the next several
months. The earlier release gave Mr. J. L.
Warner a chance to expound his favorite theory
that "work is the cure" for all of the industr\ 'shours.
ills. But the words turned to ashes within
48
As the sitimtion stands now, manpower will
be cut to the bone, only those people staying
on who have a direct job to do on the pictures
now winding up and the pair to come. Studio
spokesmen point to the fact that this pattern
of curtailment was used effectively last year
just before the big production spurt. The thinking apparently is that with a backlog of 22 pictures, the studio is justified in coming to a
virtual closedown period which they can use
for planning their next year's production. Then,
sny
spokesmen,
the months
kind ofwillspurt
we've
been our
having
these past
go again.
This may all be true, but in the meantime, a lot
of people including, we're afraid, even some
of the "studio spokesmen" will be without workThis is a confusing situation. At the moment,
there are seven pictures in work (one in England) and now, suddenly, we come to a cut
back even as other studios are beginning to
open up a bit.
It is likely that with all the money that is
tied up in 22 pictures, the company wants to see
some cash return before they proceed with
nnire of the production program.

MELLER
lands in the impenetrable jungle include a gangster on the lam, a nitery singer, a spoiled heiress, a financial tycoon, and a blind girl on her
way to have an eye operation. The pilot, Rory
Callioun, takes over the leadership, although lie
has to chop the gangster, Jim Bannon, down to
h-i.s size- They are met by a bewhiskered old
hermit, who helps them get settled in the jungle.
He has found a diamond mine with gems the
size of walnuts. Calhoun shows affection toward
.Audrey Long, the blind girl, arousing the jealousy of the other two girls. The heiress tries
to murder the blind girl, the stewardess is killed by a gorilla and a crocodile finishes off the
gangster. Finally Calhoun makes his way out
of the jungle to return via helicopter and clinch
with Miss Long. Yorb.

MELLER

sets of a typical movie ni'dnt club. The routine
story scripted bv William Sackheim deals with
a big shot
colle 'eis
dczree
and p;ambler,
ultra-polisliedsmooth'e
manners.v.'ith
Thisa role
well
BrucewhoBennett
and him
\'irginia
is thehandled
societyby girl
falls for
and Mayo
does
his bidding until she discovers what a lou e he
is. Robert Button as her brother doesn't have
n verv big part, for he irets killed midway in
the nrcceedinrrs and Richard Rober as n. detective
and He'en Wc^'cott as a cafe singer are competent enough. But all of the performances .'■ecm
pretty synthetic, lacking a firmer directorial hand
than is aiven bv Richard Bare.
EXPLOITATION: Stromiest attraction is \"ircinia
the sell
girl —the"Too
Smart
.ActionMayo
housesas can
crime
angle.For Love."
There is a stick-up in Bennett's swank eam-

blin? casino. Virginia Mavo is one of his customers who puts in a claim for her stolen diamonds and they begin a relationship that is part
business, part romantic. His triggerman kills the
man who staged the hold-up and u~es her car
in his getaway. This brings detective Richard
Rober knocking on her door, but she keeps mum.
for she is getting paid off by Bennett. The jramh'er \-i''t" o'-e of his cu-'oTie^ '••ho ^■'d welrhcl
on a bet, is forced to shoot him and is himself
vv'ounded. He gets emergency treatm.ent from
Robert Mutton, a young medico who is Miss
Mavo's brother. Hutton knows too much and
is knocked off. This brings Miss Mavo completely on the side of the law and, together with
Rober, they trap the gambler into a confession
and the crooks are all killed in a final crash of
uunfire. .4hrams.

EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

STATIDIV

WEST'

BATTLE

vs?. Gruur
Pits Puwuii
WiistErn
Touyli
"Station West" is
p o u n ding
fury,'
not a western per sc.
vvhi<h.
again quotin<_',
"will
make
fhe
action
It is a hectic, roughan<l-lunil)lo duel t)!
wits aiul wills Itetwecn
a1 here
<l d i c is
t s suspense
palpitate. as"
a lone man and a hand
Powell [) I a y 8 the
of l)andits led hy an
ihieves' game, never
exotic woman in a
knowing when his link
^^ith the authoritirs
lionti(>i' weslern town.
And lliat is how the
■.\ill \\r discovere«l.
wise showman will sell
The film has als<<
it in order to reap the
been keyed to appeal
greatest harvest.
to the more discriminThe Battle ol ih.ating with what our
Sexes has always
nxicwcr dubs ■■a<lult
aroused interest. What
dialogue" where lb*makes it especially
bon mot is tossed oft"
ANTAGONISTS
smoothly and naturalprovocative in "Station West" is the ruth//ov l.<i<t\ una Toir-h
ly. A sample is feature<l in the ads as the
les i conflict with no
holds harred wajj;ed hetween a hardsedu( live "'(Charlie" (Jane Greer I asks
bitten secret investigator for the Army
and a woman, sleek and heauJiful as a lier prospective enijdoyee, "Can I trust
you?', and receives the retort \\ ildean.
tiger — and just as dangerous — who
"Only with money." And for additional
dominates every man in the town —
elas?. there ir. Burl Ives, the popular
except the stranger. The latter is i)lavlolk singer. A strontj supporting cast,
ed hy Dick Powell, who, hy now, is as
including Agnes Moorhead and Rayassured and convincing in a '"tough
mond Burr, removes any doubt about
its class ap|>eal.
guy" role as anyone in Ilollvwood.
Jane Greer has the face, figure and talRKO admaster Barret McCormick
ent to make a difficult charaeterization
surprisingly credible.
and his staff have given "Station West"
While the confii; t between the two
a widespread sendoff with full-page
principals is the keystone for the ballvprovo< ative ads in Life. Look. Saturdav
hoo campaign, there is ])len(v more tJ Evening Post and others toj)ping 62
sell. There are gun and fist brawls,
million circulation.
particularly one between Powell and
The showman who adds his own proGuinn "Big Bov" Williams, which according to the Film BULLETIN review,
•notion can ex])ect returns to climb in
"literallv shakes the screen with its direct ratio to hia efforts.
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DF

SEXES

tie up
Tlifbantam
MOM I li\ l.iikf book
Short
reprinted
in till' |>ii|iii!jr Hnntani liook 25(' edition, of
wliic'i ;ilion! UXI.dllO were bold jubt prior to rele;i?-e ol the film. Till" (oxer beurs u four-i'olor
shot of Powell und (ireer plui- picture rredit.
(-onliict d>triliiitor^ for loial lie ups featurin;: liie liook and sour -Iiovn.
STREET

SINGER

.SugBP't'''!! iippearanie of lJurl Ives in the
picture. I;a\e a man \v th a f;ui!ar on the street.
>iii;;iii|: and playing mu^ic from the film; a
noteworthy
is Ives'
Man gold),
Can't a Grow
Old'' fwlivretune
there's
women"A and
sure
alti-ntion-|)ullt'r. Have the man costumed like
IM■^ in the picture.
He could also do his stint in the lohby. as
well Uf in lr>cal music shoph to denionBtrate the
sonp^. addinf: plugs for the show.
WHEEL

OF

CHANCE

For a lohhy eye-catcher, have a girl in evening dros as the (Toupier at a tahle on which
is mounted a pointer on a -pindlc. witli cut
out
heads
pastedthearound
ori)it.player
Patrons
spiiniing
pointertheare pointer's
rewarded if it stops at a picture of Powell and Greer
in two successive spins.
This can he done well in advance of the opening and the patrons' direct participation will
leave a strong inipres-ion, assure you he won't
forget ahoiit the film
ARROW
STUNT
A series of directional cutouts on street poles,
all pointing in the direction ot your theatre,
can
with the legend:
the
trail beto imprinted
thrills in STATION
WEST "Follow
Blank Theatredate
I NEWSPAPER
I."

ADS

The newspaper ads i below i stress the conflict between the principals with some smart
copy. The brisk, provocative copy in these ads
offers a wealth of suggestions for lobby blowups and displays.

FILM

BULLETIN

Marked for death by the vindictive "Charlie" {Jane Greer), undercover agent Dick
Powell ttdks his icould-be assassin. Raymond Burr, into ^ji'i'ing him the gun.
Powell deliberately picks a fight with the huge Mick Marion (Guinn
Williams). "Charlie's" bodyguard, to get his "in" with the gang,
eventually beats him. is almost pounded senseless in the process.

STATIDIV

WEST

Althoujili it Ijas all the traj)pin':s of an out-and-out
western, drama"Station
Wes^t"'Powell
is primarily
mystery melowith the Dick
who hasa blossomed
out
into one of the screen's outstanding tough guys giving
and taking his licks as a secret investigator for the U. S.
Army. At the other end is the very lovely Jane Greer
as ""Charlie, " gambling (jueen and brains of a band of
thieves. When the two clash, fur flies, guns bark and
romance surges.
It all begins when Powell drifts into a wide open
western town in the '80's on a mission to unearth the
murderers of two soldiers who were protecting a gold
shipment. His first move to get himself hired by Queen
Charlie is simply to pick a fight with the toughest
gorilla in town, in which both men practically beat
each other senseless. From that point on. he is neckdeep in a plot which aims to annex a fortune in gold
from the Army Post nearby.
Prominent in the fine supporting cast are Burl
Ives, noted American folk troidoador; Agnes Moorhead
as an enigmatic link between Powell and the Army;
Gordon Oliver as Miss Greer's dandified man Friday;
Guinn Williams as the monstrous Mick who becomes
fist-fodder for Powell, and the bulky Raymond Burr as
a craven attorney who tries to play both ends against
the middle.

'INNOCENT AFFAIir WEAK
FARCE FOR CARROLL RETURN
The Dpcniiig' of "An Innocent Affair", tlic
James Nasser production for United Artists
release, resulted in a lot of tongue-clucking from
the New York newspaper critics regarding tlie
poor judgment of Madeleine Carroll, who costars with Fred MacMurray, and Charles Jinddy
Rodgers in allowing this to be the vehicle whicli
marks their return to the screen.
Recalling Miss Carroll's previous success witli
"farcical trifles", the World-Telegram's Alton
Cook, finds this one "far too fragile to bear
the strain of holding an audience's attention
very closely." He dubs it "familiar and trite
. • . loud enough to keep you awake, but in no
state of rapture."
The film has failed to catch the comedy in its
"frantic chase after laughter", says Otis (Guernsey in the Herald Tribune. The "few briglit
passages" get lost "in a web of poses and recriminations," "Routine"it.isHe the
way Archer
\\ insten, Post, describes
concludes
it was
"meant for audiences whose experience of movies is rigidly limited by extreme youtli or
blessedly bad memories."
Seymour Peck, in the Star, withholds his
v/elcome-mat for Miss Carroll until the future"A poor little comedy, striving vainly for high
style while remaining infantile to the point of
exasperation," the Star critic calls it a "spectaular illustration of the let's-make-something-outof-nothing approach to movie producing."
The old "mistaken-identity routine and its
old-hat mixups" causes Rose Pelswick, JournalAmerican, anguish as she bemoans this choice
for Miss Carroll's return, and, in the Sun,
Eileen Creelman takes the same
tack, labeling
it a "tiresome business, almost embarrassing
when one remembers the pictures Fred MacMurray and Madeleine Carroll used to make.
'An Innocent Affair' tarnishes some bright professional reputations," she adds.
Probably the kindest word comes from Tom
Pryor of the usually-acrid Times' critics. Although the "merriment is spread rather thin
and unevenly' and while it "isn't quite as
sprightly as could be desired", his conclusion is
that "genial is the word for this picture."
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What the Newspaper Critics Say About Hew Films

OUOTES

■FOR THE LOVE OF MARY'
U N I V I<, R S A L IN T E R \ AT I O N A L
"Fuzzy,destrian
repetitious
. . merry
. Peexecution lets and
downattenuated
a basically
refreshing and appealing idea . • . Nevertheless
and at least Deanna Durbin's most engaging
picture in a \erv long while." — .AGICR, N. Y.
STAR,
"No one could possibly have cooked up such
a horribly-(|uaint and coy romance in wiiich not
only tlie President of the United States but
four Supreme Court Justices play cupid to a
telephone girl without deliberately intending to
maku those gentlemen api)ear terrific dopes." —
CROWTHER. N.Y. TlMl-.S.
"Fair . . . Not bad enough to cause high
blo:)d pressure nor go(jd enough to l)e enjovahle."— WINSTEN, N.Y. POST.
"Phases from the humorous to the absurd
fairly
earlv TRIBUNE.
in the game."— GUl-'RNSEY, N.Y.
Hl-.RALI)

'GOOD SAM'
RKO RADIO

"Miss Durbin has had a run of mediocre
pictures lately and she is looking plump again.
It's aliout time to look sharp and see that this
careless
treatment stops."— COOK, N.Y.
WORLD TELEGRAM.

"Expert hokum, presented by a master in the
field of sentiment It is still third-rate McCarer,
iv> matter how N.Y.
big SUN.
its Ixjx office appeal." —
CREELMAN,

"At the start For the Love of Mary may have
had a cute idea. The cuteness, before the telling's done, becomes silliness ■ . . .•\ comedy more
preposterous than hilarious." — CRICELM.AN,
N. Y. SUN.

•RACHEL

AND

THE

RKO RADIO
STRANGER'
"Gently humorous study of emotions in the
wilderness . . . Unpretentious gof)d fun . • .
Light and N.Y.
refreshing
GUERNSEY,
HERALDentertainment."
TRIBUNE. •—
"Likeablv placid narrative." — PELSWICK,
N.Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.

"Rambling, loose-jointed story, bogged down
in windy dialogue and hurt further by aimless
performances . . . The box office judgment of the
Music Hall overlords has been unerring . . . But
from this corner it looks as though these men
fTKLEGRAM.
inallv have stumbled."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD
Your Service — Our Responsibility
NEW

JERSEY

MESSENGER

SERVICE
Memb«r NafI Film Cairlvn
tm N. Juniper St., Phlla. 7. Pa.
LOcust 7-4«23

"Fine story spinning, subdued and natural
characterizations
and excellent moviemaking." —
WEILER. N.Y. TIMES.

OF THE IRISH"
T'THE
W EX TILUCK
ET H CENTURY-FOX
"Watery mixture of journalistic moralities and
the lore of the leprechaun . . . Very whimsical,
and just passably entertainment."— GUERNSEY, N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Delightful entertainment . . . Whimsy, fantasy or call it what you will, done with a light
and guy touch . . . Has warmth and charm and
humor."
— PEESWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL
AMERICAN

"Good . . ■ The kind of picture you want to like
. . . But despite the g<x>d intentions, the picture
fails in realism • . . Intellectual folk art that
doesn't ring true."— WINSTEN, N.Y. POST.
"Has the virtue of simplicity and of sincerity
Improves as it goes along . . . Ahvavs in good
taste."— CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN."

"Modernized version of a
y Olcotttype of Irish comedy .. . It'sChaunce
for the likes of
them
as
likes
the
likes
o'
such."—
CROWT
HER
N.Y. TIxMES
"Not every one's
. . . Too many stock
characters and stockdishperform
ances . . . Just
theatrical fantasy."— CREELMAN, N.Y. SUN.
"Good ... So much better than its title suggests that for a while you may suspect you have
to do with a superior movie. The feeling subsides under scrutiny, but the sensation of having
shared a pleasant entertainment remains " —
WINSTEN, N.Y. POST.
"Merriment is conducted in a hearty and
earthy spirit,
with none of the self-conscious
apologies for fantasy . . . Just the sort of fairy
•story that will bewitch grown folks."— COOK
N.Y. WORLD TELICGRAM.
"Cecil Kellaway makes The Luck of the Irish
almost too good to be true . . . Comecly
that
could so easily have run amuck, but strong, able,
and sensitive hands have guided it straight
through to the heart."— Ager, N.Y. STAR.

AGENT WANTED
Film or theatre promotion salesman or
booking agent with established theatre contacts wanted on full or part time basis to
Bell much needed inexpensive "juvenile attendance building" promotion to theatres.
Call Mr. Knapp at GRanite 4-2885 for appointment or write Philadelphia Chewing
Gum Corporation, Eagle and Lawrence
Roads, Havertown, Pa.

22

"Easily the worst picture this observer has
seen there (Radio City Music Hallj in a dozen
years. The only explanation offered is that it
will be very p<jpular . . . Spectator passes quickly
from boredom to exasperation and finishes in a
baffled stui^r."— WINSTEN, N.Y. POST.
Principal danger in this picture is that people
will take it seriously as a nobly intended tribute
to the Good Samaritan type . . . Taken without
I'-oking closely for piety or grace, Gofjd Sam
makes agreeable entertainment and is good for
a lot of laughs."— CROWTHER, N.Y. TIMES.
"Fuimy-as-a-crutch comedy . . . Though it
begins at a low level, all its rambling seems to
go down hill."— ACxER, N.Y- STAR.
"ivtliically and artistically Good Sam is far
from good . . . Moments of gentle amusement
•N.Y.
. . Windy
witless picture." — BARNES,
HERALDand TRIBUNE.

CLASSIFIED

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Comic Books Again Available as premiums,
give-aways at your kiddie matinees. Large
variety, latest 48-page news stand editions.
Comics Premium Co., 412 F. Greenwich St.,
New York, N. Y.
THEATRE WANTED
Will lease or buy theatre in EJastern Penna.
or New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
Bulletin.

THEATRE MANAGERS

and OWNERS

we thank all theatre owners and managers who
coopcratdl with os by potting retarn trailars In
the proper addressed containers and for wrapping
and addressing all return ad«ertlilii|.
We can serve all theatres better
H they give us a copy of their
program
Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the
lobby until all your patrons have
left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Ine.
236 N. 23rd St., Philadelphia 3
1239 Vine St., Pliila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue
which cast,
"Rel."
is
the innational
releasedirector,
date. p'o^
'No." etc.,
is theappeared.
release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
nnay be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, IC!
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
1947 48 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (69)
Completed ( 4)
Completed (26)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
Re*.
IN PRODUCTION
9-13.
Dttlili
No.
M.
THIS— Rgnnlni Time
Ctst
Rough Sktteh
Jonts-Gaiiltld
COMPLETED
1947-4«
Air Hostess
Henry-Wright . . 9-27
Arkantas
Th«
Vlnt»nf-Hot Shoti . . . .3-29. . .7-29.
Dttalls Swl-o,
onder title:
Teut Sandman
.5-6.
■dt Man WInj (75)
Buehanan-Lee 12-22.
Big So bre o. The (C)
Autry-Verdo
go
8-18
8-48.
Details Older title: A Little Spanish Town
Black Arrow, The (76)
Haywa d-Biair
8-4. .9-16.
Blaek Eagle, the Sto y ot a Horse Bishop-Pa ton
5-10
Details under title: Blaek Er.Ble
Blaiing Across The Peeos (55)
St.rre l-Bo nef e
11-24.. .7-1.
Blondies Big Deal
Singletcn-Lake 9-27.. .6-3.
Blondlft Reward (67)
Singlelon-Lake 9-29
Details under title: Blandie's Night Cot
Slondie's Seerct
Single on-Lakc
6-7
Bos'on Biaekie's Chines; Venture
IMorr s-May la
7_5
Details under title: Boston Blacl(:e's Honor
Bruce Gen.ry
Neal-Ciark
8-30
Challeni; of the Range
Starrett-Bornette 7-5
^"V> Bill
McGuire-Moore 5-10
Coroner Doit:r't
Creek (C)Diary,(90i
Scott-Chapmin ...... .9-29 "7-48
Crime
The
Fa
ter-Maxw;li
Dark Pa t, The
Holden-Co
bb .8-30
6-1
Details urdor title: Hearsay
Beet Vigilante
Starrett-Burnette 9-27
El Dorado Pass
Starett-Burnette 6-7.. 10-14
Filler Brash Man, The (93)
Sk lton-Bliir
10-27 6-48
Gallant
Blade
(C)
Parks-Cb:pman
'
Gentleman From Nowhere (66)
Baxter-Ba
ker 12-8'
5-10' ' 9-9
Her Woiderf I Lie
Klepiira-Eggerth
..
11-10
Details under title: The Eternal Melody
'""3'« Jim
Weismul'er
8-16
Jungle Jim's Adventure
Weissm ji er-Deii 9-27
Knock On Any Door
Bog^rt-Derek 8-16
Lady offromtheShanghai,
The (87)
Hayworth-Welies . ... 10-14'
Law
Barbay Coast
Shavne-Heiry
8-2 '5.I48
Loaded Pistols
Autry-Britton
Lone Wolf and His Lady. The
Randjil-Vincent ... 8-30
Loser Take All
Details order title: W nnor Take Nothing Mitchell-Nigh .. .. 3-15
Lovers, The
Wilde-Knight
7-19
Loves Be!le
of Ca.(87)
men, The (T) (95)
Hayworth-Ford
11-24 . .8-48
'..'.^iii
Lilo
Lamrur-Montgomery
.
.11-10.
Make Believe Ballroom
Court and-Warrick 9-2T ............ .,.
Man From Colorado, The (T)
Ford-Orew
...3-17............
Manhattan Anjel
.3-15. .......
Details under title: Sweetheart of the Bluei Jean-Ford
No S;ft Tojch
Ford-Keye;
8-30
Qolek on the Trigger
Starrett-Bnrnet:o 6-21
Retirn of October, The (T)
Ford-Moore
9-29
RIdDetails
n' the under
Old Pine
Autry-White
7-5 ... ' .
t tle:Trail
Wings Westward
Rusty Leads the Way
Donalison-Moffett 3-1
Details under title: Rusty Takes a Walk
Rusty Saves A Life
Oonildsjn-L'tei
SIntIn'
Spurs
Hoosler Hot Shots1-19
9-23
SMghty
French
Lamour-Ameche
Details under title: Left Fall I.1 Lovo
Smoky Mounta n Me!ody
Acoff-Smoky Mt. Boys ...8-2
Song
of India
Bey-Rg&sell
7-5
.. ."
Strawberry
Foan, The (C)
Autry-Henry
7-7... 8-48
Superman (Special Serial)
Alyn-Nell
2-16... 7-15
Thunderhoof
Fester-Bishop 2-16 IS..............
Details under(77)
title: Wild Fary
Trail to Laredo (54)
Starrett-Bomelte
8-12
Trapped by Boston Blackle (67)
Morris-L-n3
12-22... 5-13
Triple Threat
Henry-Crane
7-19... 9-30
Undercover Man
Ford-Foeh
5-24
tnfamed Breed, The (C)
Tufts-Brltton 4-12
!
Details onder title: The Wranjler
WalkDetails
a Crooked
Mile
5-24... S-48
under title:
FBI Meets £«:tland O'Keefe-Hayward
Yard
Walking Hills, The
feott-Raines
5-24
Whi.-lwind Raiders (54)
Sfarrett-Saunders 9-15... 5-13
M

EAGLE-LION
Completed (43)
Completed ( 7)

1947 48 Features
Wesbems

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
INTitle—
PKODL'CTION
Runnini Time
An Old Fashioned Girl
COMPLETED
Adventures of Gallant Bess (73)
Aulgoed to Danfcr 1661
Behind
DeUlliLocked
uQler Doors
title: (61)
liildi the Will
Big C t. The (T)
BlancheCityFtry(83)
(93)
Cano.i
Close-ep (76i
He Wal el Py Nljht
Details under tl le: Twenty-Nine Clues
In This Comer (66)
Details unt'cr title: Eo n To Fight
It's Molder
Hollow Triumph (83)
Lady At Midnight
Let's Live A Liltle
ManDetails
t'OTi under
Texas title:
(71)
A Texas Story
Mickey (C) (87)
Noose Hanr High. The (77)
Northwest
Details Stampede
inder title:(C) Wild(79)
Contiott
Oliver Twist
Oiympi: Can e,. The (T) (136)
Open Secret (70)
rarols
Prairie Outlaw
Ra-page
RawDetails
Deal under
(78)
title: Corkscrew Alley
In the Rockies (C)
Red Slailioi
Reign of Te ror
Shed No Tears
Spiritualist.
The (70)
(79)
Sword of the Avenger (76)
Kid You(54)
Tiosa
Die
Tomorrow
Tulsa
FILM

Roe.
Rel.
Cast Details
Jtan-RalTerty 9-27.
1947-48 .5-19.
M. ch I- 0 |
.821.
laynoad-Nasli
.6-7.
..8-2
Bremrr-Carison
M Call st'r-C rner
8-2
a.30
Hobson-"rang<r Forel
«rad»-Meade
3-29.n . . .6-M.. . .824
Batter-Gllnore 12-22 9-19
6-9. .
..7-5
Basehart-Brady 5-10
Brady-Shaw
3-15 8-30''!5-i2. . .9-13
!
903.
Swit er-Whalen
5-12
.8-le
Henre d-Bennett 2-16 . . . ,8-8. .
Den ln;-Lee
3-15
904
L;«iarr-Cum«il gi
3-1
831.
Craif-Bari
5-2* .10-18. . . .815.
..4-12
..4-27
6-23 . .
.6-23
Buli(r-f 0 d»l.i
11-10 . .7-28. . . .828
.819.
.
Abbott-CoeteI.e 11-2'*
.
.830.
825 4-12
LesI e-Cra.g
7-21
. .7-19
''"•I"
Forelfii 9-12 . . 902
9-1
. 9-27
Documentary
.
813
.8-16 ....5-5..
Irelanl-Rando ph
.2-16
. . 7-14
0'Shea-3ey
.
Dean-Helt
11-10
'..isi'.
Miteh ii-Long
12-22
O'Keete-Trevor 11-24 . . .5-26. . ..822.
...6-7
8-2
Hsa'.her-Fran- 9-13.
Cimm ngs-Dihl
.827
.829. . .8-30.
3-1. .7-21. .823
Ford-Vincent
Bey-3ari
1-19
6-2 .8:8
Oeigado-Gorie . .8-1.
6-16.
Dean-Ates
Irelaid-Byan 5-12
Hayward-Preston 7-5
CLASSIC

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE JUnGE
Drama — Started September 28
Cast: Katherine DeMille, Jonathan Hale, Paul Gilfoyle.
Director: Elmer Clifton
Producer: Anson Bond
story: Not availaijle.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Ti:le — Running Time
Cast
Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
App3intffle.it with Murder
Caiveri-Craig 8-16
Peta ls un.'er title: Date with Mirder
Ar y e Secrets (63)
Gargan-Lord
5-7
Daughter ol Ramona (C)
Vickers-Fe d
9-27
Devil's
Cargo (61)
Calvert-Hudson
4-1
Inner Sanctum
Hughes-Russe I
7-19. . .9-48
Miraculous Journey (C) (76)
Calhoun-Long
4-12 . .9-48 10-11
Money Madness (73)
RalTerty-Beaumont .... ..4-15
Sofia (C) (83)
Raymond-Gurie 3-29 . 6-48
9-27
Unknown
Island
(C)
Grey-Reed
6-21... 9-48
Details under title: The Unbelievable
Will It Happen Again? (61)
Documentary
4-48

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1947-48 Features
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time
Barkleys of Broadway, The (T) .

Completed (47)

In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
Cast Details
(all star)
.Astaire-Rogers
8-2.

COMPLETED
Act of Violence
1947-48
.Hell
n-Rym
Big
The (103)
O'Brien-Murphy
Brihe.City,
The
Taylor-Gardner
Caught
Bel Geddes-Ryan
Details under tllle: Luckiest Girl In the World
Coanund Decision
Gable-Pidgeon
Date With Ittl. A (HI)
Beefy-PowHI

Rel.

6-21.
10-27
6-21....Jino.
8-2
4-26
1-5... Ji

FILM

No.

Rev.

.827. . .3-29"
.831.

bulletin:
.1-5-

Eater P.rade (T) (103)
E<!wafd, My Son
Porte of Evil
Details u-d r title: The Numbers Ricket
Hills of Home
Homecomirg ill3)
Julia Mi be'-a es (99)
Little Women
Luxury Liner (T) (S8)
KIssina Bandit. The (T)
No Mhor Vices
On An Island Witli You
Pirate. The (T) (102)
Search, The (105)
Secret Land
Sun In the IMori'ing. The 'T)
Sttofiern Yan'ee. A (90)
Take
Out to the Ball Game (T)
Tale ofMe Navajos
Three Godfathers, The (T)
Three Musketeers (T)
Words and Music

Asaire-Garland 12-8... Joly 829 6-7
Tracy-Kerr
7-19
Garfield-Pearson 7-5 ...Jan
Gwenn-Leigli
9-29 ...Dec
fi ble-Tur. er
9-15 ... May ... .8?6
Parson-Pidaeon 1-19. . .Oct. .. .S03. . .8-16
Allyw)B-Tay<»r 7-5. . . ^. . .<
BreBt-Cifford
9-1 . .Sept. .. .901. . .8-30
Sinatra-Grayson 5-26 ... Dec
Andrsws-Palmer
Nov
Williams-Lawford 6-23. . .June. .. .828. . .5-24
Tarland-Kelly
3-3 ... June . . .825 .. .4-12
Clift-MacMahon
Aug. .. .830. . .4-12
Ksvy Cocurea;ary
Oct
MacDonall-Nolan 5-10
rk |t„
2-2 Se;t 9C2 . .8-15
Sina
ra-W;illams
8-16
Navajos
Indians
Wayne-Arn-endariz 5-24 ...Jan
Turner-Kelly
2-16 . . .Nov
Garland-Rooney 4-26 Jan

MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (31)
Completed (15)

In Production (.3)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE RAINMAKER
Comedy — Started September 20
Cast: Raymond Walburn. Walter Catlett, Mary Stuart.
Director: Gene Yarbrough
Producer: Peter Scully
.story: Tale of rivals for office of mayor, one of wliom makes eleetion bid by
liiring rainmalcer to relieve drought, wliicdi results in flood instead.
CHARTJE CHAN IN MEXICO
Mystery — Started October 1
Cast: Roland Winters, Keye Luke, Mantan Moreland. Burkett
Producer: James S.
Director: William Beaudine
.Stor> : Not available.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
Title— Runnins Time
Cast
When a Man s a Man
Madison-Calhoun DeUils
9-27.. Rel.
COfPLETED
1947-48
.4757.
B«ek Trail (54)
Brown-Hatton
7-18 .4762.
Cowboy Cavalier (55)
Wakoly-Taylor 7-4' .4753.
.4756.
Fightng
Ran;er. (56)
The (57)
Brown-Hattotitton
' '6-7 "'»-15'
Front. er Agent
Brown-Ha
5-16
Golden Eye, The (69)
Winter-Young
4-26
8-29
. 4720 .
.4758.
Gunning For Justce
Brown-Hatton
9-13 .11-7 .4-16.
Headin' For Trouble
Waktley-Bemont
.
..9-27
IIncrf
Wouldn't Be In VoBr
StMS (70)
Caste-Kmx
5-23 . 4803 .
lent
Doujlas-Fra^ee 2-16...
8-16. 10-31
Iron Dukes
aowery Boys
8-2
Peta ls under title: Bowery Comeback
JIggs and Maggie in Society
Yule-Riano
9-27 6-27. . .4717.
Jinx Money (£8)
Goreey-Caldwall 1-19
Joe Palooka in the Big Fight
Ktrkwood-Romay 8-30
8- 8. . .4719.
Kidnapped (81)
MacDowall-England 5-24
■ iciiael O'Halloran (79)
Roberts-Beckett 5-24
9- 5. . 4721 .
4-12
Musie Man
Stewar<-Brif»
10-24 . ..4764.
Outlaw Brand
Wake!ey-Larsen
Partnen ef tiM tiKit (53)
Wakely-Lsnon
5-6 4707 .
Perllen Watert t66)
Castle-Long 9-1 2-14 ..4766.
RMie
Reaef
Ues
(54)
Wakei«T-Re«t
'
.
'.
'.
.
6-5 . .4;18.
.4767.
Rangers Ride
Wakeley-Belmont
9-26
Shaaikai Chejt. The (65)
W1nterj-«e$t 2-16 . 7-11
Detail! lader title: Mir4er ky Alphabet
.4754.
Sheriff From Me4lc?ne Bow (55)
Brown-Hatton
7-19 .10-3 .4711.
S<|n ot the Welt (69)
Whalin-Bra^
Mtue 5-2 .4763.
Sliver Traill (53)
Wakaly-Tayler 7-5... 8-22. .4*31.
Slrtecfl Fatheai Oe«( (AoMe)
Lak.^haney
7-25. .4726.
Smuggler's
Cove
Gorcey-Hall
Staje Stroek (Tl)
Lnw-RMBMid
3-15...10-10
C-13. .4715.
.4752.
Trlf!«r»an
Brown-Hatton
Troob e MaVert
Gernv-Hall
6-76-20.
Details under title: High Tension
Winner Take All (65)
Kirkwood-Knox
9-19.
10
ALLIED ARTISTS
3-29
.
8abe Ruth Story, The (ICS)
.8. .6-21
9-6 . . .6.
Bait Goes West, Th* (87)
12-8. .....8-30
4-14.
. .8-2
Details under title: The Tenderfoot
.
.
.5.
Hinted, The (85)
.. 2-22
.4-7 . . .7.
6-21 .. 11-15
Laxt of the Badmcn
9-29.
Panhandle (84)
10-27. . .4-30
Smart Woman (90)
Strike It Rich
7-19.
PARAMOUNT
1947-48 Features

Completed (39)

In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
IN PBOOUCnON
Rev.
Title — Rinning Time
Cast Details
A Mask For Lue.etia
Goddard-Lund
9-13.
El Paso (C)
Payne-Russell . 9_27
COMPLETED
1947-40
Aeeised. The
Yo«i«-Ciiimlnti 4-26
««imid Glory (82)
Ladd-Rced
9-29.
Detalli inder titU: The Lonf, Crey Line
Bit TewR Scaodtl (62)
Reed-Brooke
7 -JO .4722 6-7
CoooectlMt Yankee, A (T)
Crotky-Flealai 6-24 . 7-2 4720
OCTOBER

11. 1948

<;-24 . . . .6-48 R 3508
Yosng-Wileoxon
. . Reiss
.2-16.e . 12-3. . .4806
Dennlng-Marsha;i
.^-12. 7-23. . .4721.
4'-'8 .. .5-24
H ft n-f^rfroy
. .7-2. . .4720
.5-lC
Cro^ty -Fonta ne
. .. .8-2tl. . .4724. . .4-26
Arthur-Lond- D etr ch . x2-82
.6-21
3-^a
.
Ladd-Fied ....
..11-10
Fore gn . ..
Mason-Ke
r
Goddard-Carev
5-28 .4 IS .3-29
deHav lland-Cl ft
7-5 ..6-18
Lakc-OeWolfe 3-1 . ..11-19.
-24.
.10-8.
Hend ix-Lunr
4-12 . 11-19
iRains-Hen^rix
ongia -• alvert . 2-2
7-7
-25 . . 4805 . .7-19
. . 10-22
.4803.
Robii on Russell 7-7
.9-27'
Ladd-fleed
8-16
-14. .4807 .4-88
Pooe-RissM
8-18.
. . 12-24 .
.9-13
4723
Milland-Marfy
11-5 .4804.
Joyce Sh yng ,.
11-5. . .48-2
2-2. . 6-11
MMand-ToJd
5-26..
.4.17.
. . . .8-6.
. . 5-24 . .9
.4801. . 6-7
. .3-1
10-27 .
.4: 14. ..8-2
. . .5-10.
.5-24
?-2
.4 19
. . .4-28
12-S
REALART

Crusades, The (126)
Disaster (60)
Dream Girl (86)
Emperor Waltz, The (T) (106)
Foreign Affair, A (116)
Great Gatiby. The
Hatter's
Castle (105)
liarard (95]
Heiress, The
Isn't It Romantie (87)
Miss Tatio k's Millions (101)
My
Own
True Love
NowDetails
and Forever
under title: AbigaT. Dear Heart
Night Has A Thousand Eyes (81)
One Wora?n
Paleface. The (T) (91)
SeaieJ Verdict (83)
Shaggy (C) (72)
So Ev:i My Love (100)
Sorry, Wrong Number (89)
Speed To Spare (57)
Details under title: Dark Circle
W-terfront
Midnight
i64)
Whiiperi.ng a!Smifli
(T)

RELEASE CHART
1947-48
. .'.26. .
.Aug.
.Aug No. /3S. .
Titli — Running Time
Cast Kids Details
.5-Rel. . 1035 . .
Alias Mary Dow (66)
Mil a d-Eikrs
.€Ex-Champ (72)
M La;len-Br3wn
.11 4. .
Give Us Wings (62)
L.T. Guys-D.E.
. . 48. .
Model Wife (78)
Blon ell-Pow li
When
Tomorrow
Cnmes
(92)
Bcnie-Biyer
.L. I G ys-D.E.Kids
1033.
You're Not So Tough (71)
1948-49
Ali Baba and t::e Forty Thieves (T) (87) . Montez-Bey
A mjred Cir (64|
WilCDX-Romcro
Captive Wil' Wom-n i.tOi
La-. ad:n -Anicers
May. ..12 0.
Corvette K-225 (98)
f cot -Fitzgerald
May... 12.0.
Crazy House (gO)
Olsen-Johnson
Diai,o ;d Front e.- (1)
McLaglen-Loder
Drums of th Congo 61).
E.w n-.vlunson
May... 1210.
Frmtie- Ba men (77)
Chancy-Paige
Give Out Sisters (61)
Dailey-O'Connor
I Cover the Wa,- (£8)
Wayne-Gage
Magnifleent
(/8)
McLaglei.Aj;r....796.
Men
of TexasBrute(82)
Abbott & arnes
Costelk)
Jay...
1222.
Mr.
Big
(74)
O'Connor-Ryan
My Li tie Cnic ;adee (E4)
Fields-West
My Man Goifrsy (93)
eowell-Lorabard
July 7.8.
Mutiny on the Blackhawk (66)
Arlen-Moore
Next Time We Love (87)
Stcwart-Milland-Sollavan June 7:6.
North to the Klondike (-':8)
Crawford-Chaney
Pardon My Sarong (84)
Stack-Coooer
June... 1238.
Phantom of the Opera (T) (92)
Ra ns-Eddy
Rio (77)
Raihhone-Cummings
Saboteur (108)
Cjmmings-Lane
Sfa s oilers (63)
Wayne-Grey
Apr.... 361.
Ski Pa:rol (64)
Dorn-Hinds
State Po ice (78)
I und gan-Moore
Timier (60)
Dailey-Lord
Wlnqs Over Horoiulo (78)
Mil and-Jarry
May. . .871.
Zanzibar (6S)
Craig-Lane
REISSUE

REPUBLIC
1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

Conxpleted (28)
Conq>leted
Completed ((15)
4)

In Production (0)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Title — Rnnnini Time
Cast Details Rel.
.794Rev.
. .. .752.
.719.
...
Adventures ot Frank & Jessie James
Moore-N ill
4-26 6-11 No.
AngelDetails
In Exile
4-12
under title: Miracle of Charlie DakinCarrol'-Mara
.754.
.9-3
BanditsFrontiersman
of Dark Canyon
LaneWaller ,12-22.
^ . 12-15
.4-15.
Bold
Lane-Waller
Deta Is un^er citle: Cimarron Trails
.10-13 ,5-13. . .654.
Cal fornia Firebrand (Tr.) (63)
Halo-BoVh
.755. .. .4-26
.6-21
Carsonof CIScotland
y RaidersYard
(60)
Lane
Wa: er
2-16 . 8-30 . . .7.713
?
Code
Homolka-Farr
.4-24.
Danrers of the Canadian Mounted (Serial) . .Bannon-9eimont .....10-27
.4-1 . .716 8-2
Daredevils of the Clo ds (60)
Livinoston-Clark 3-11... . 8-10
Daughter of The Jungle
Hall-Cardwell 9-13
Denver Kid, The
Lane-Gallagher 7-5 ... 10-1 ... .758
DesB radoes of Dodge City
Line-Wr.ller
6-21. . . 9-15 757
Dick Tracy Returns (Serial)
Boyd-Robeili
7-17 793
DriHns Along thi AmTon
Pren'-Raliton 5-10
Eyes of Texas. Th3 (Tr) (70)
Rogrrs-Robrrts 4-12... 7-15 732 8-2
Far Frontier. The
Po ers-De ine
8-16
Federal Agents Vs. Undersround
«lle~-LaPla'che 7-19
Ga'lant legion, Thf
Fll ott-Rooth
1-5... 7-25 715
Grano Canyon Trail (Tr.)
Roce s F azee
6-21 .10-15 734
Heart of Virginia
Mnrt n -Lowery
12-22. . .4-25 707
Homicide For Three
Lon-Don»:as
<-7
.5-24
I. Jane Doe (85)
Hussey-Car.oil 11-24... 5-25 710.
It's A Grand Old Nag (Tr.)
Cartoon Feature
12-20 761
King of the Gamblers
Wr ght-MartIn
5-10 709
Macbeth
Wciles-Nolm
7-7
Marshal of Amarillo
lane-Wa ler
7-25 756
M:s:Ojrian, The (TR)
Elliott-Booth 9-13

*loonriso
NlOhtCme In Nevada (T)
'Old Los AngcUs
flutDeta:U
of theunder
Stormtith:(61)
Backltre
Plundirers, The
Red Pony. Tire (T)
Re.'-e;aies
fonora
Rose
of theo(Yukon
Secret Service Investigator <60)
Ci:nt y (Tr.)
Son ofofGod's
Sons
Adventur:
Tim-e; Tail, T.ie (67)
Train
to Alc
Details
undertra;
title; Alcatraz Prison Train
Urd r Ca l ornh Siars (Tr.i (70i
Walie of the Rod Witch, The
RKO
1948 Features

Chrk-Russel
K0« .s •..ari..on
Eli It M lei
Ll don-Coll er
Cameion Matey
' oy-f ' .i m
' r n ie-Wil el
er
■>- g s Roberts
Kal -Bl ika
I ay !eii - Roberts
iac-'''b,ts
E^rry Main
Ronrr -Fra-ee
Wayne-Russell

1-5. 10-1 714
5-10. 4-25
7 8.,
10-13. 8-2J....-.33
3-29. 8-25. . . .717 . .9-13
6-7
6-9
8-30
8-16 ......
5-31 .11
2-16... 8-28
741 6-7
9-15 .718
3-15 .
8-2
£-21.. 6-28 .655
3-1.. 6-1";. .712
11-25.. .5-1. .731. . 6-1
8-2.

RADIO

Completed (45)

In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE CLAY PIGEON
Drama — Started September 27
Cast: Bill Williams, Barbara Hale, Richard Quine.
Director: Richard Fleischer
Producer: Herman Schlom
story: GI e.seai)e.s from aiiii.v )iiispil:il to track down man who framed him
as a traitor.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Green Promise, The
Chapmr.n-Paige 9-27
1948-49
GROUP ONE
Rachel
the Stranger
(93)
Young-Ho:den
9-1
8-15
Detailsand under
title: Rachel
3-15
Pearl, The (77)
Mrr-ues-Arirondzr'i . Foreign
Variety Time (59)
Erol-Kennajy ...
8-16
GROUP TWO
Bodyg ard (63)
Tierrey-Lane
5-10
9-13
Design for Death (48)
Documentary
9-13
Motrning Beo mes Electra (121)
Russell-Redgravi 4-14
11-24
S'.ation West (S2)
Powcll-Greer
9-13
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. FOUR
Arizon.i Ranger. The (63)
Folt-Leslie
11-10
4-12
Tar;aii and the Mermaids (68)
We:ssmuller-Joyce 8-4
4-12
BLOCK NO. FIVE
Berlin Eupress (86)
Cberoi-Ryan
9-1
5-24
Bring 'Em B. ck Al ve
Frank Buck
Fishli.i] Fat' er Durne
C'Bricn-Dell
3-31
Guns of Hate (61)
Holt-Le lie
12-22
5-24
Return of the Eadmen (90)
Scott-Jeffreys
5-24
BLOCK NO. SIX
Mystery in Mexico (66)
Lundigan-Whife 10-13
7-5
Race Street (79)
fiaft-Mrw;ll
f-l
7-5
TheyDetails
Live By
7-5
underNight
title:(95)
The Twisted Road O'Donnell-Granger 7-7
Velvet Touch, The (97)
Russcll-Genn 10-13
8-2
NOT DESIGNATED
. .6-21.
Baltimore Escapade
Temple-Young
Bkod On The Moon
Mitchum-Bel Geddes . . .3-1.
Boy With in GrecD
Hair (T)
O'Brren-fyan 7-5..
Brothers
the Saddle
Holt-Forman
Enchantn:enl
Wright-Niven
5-24..
Details
Take Three Tenses Grant-Tone
Evory
Girl un.'er
Should title:
Be Married
6-7..
Follow Me Quietly
Lundiran-Pafriek 8-30.
Good Sam (114)
Cooper-Sheridan 8-18. .
.8-2
Gun Runners
Holt-Hyer
8-2..
Indian Agent
Holt-Martin
6-7..
Interference
Mature-Ball
7-19..
Joan of Are (T)
Bergman-Farrer 10-13..
Judge Steps Out, The
Knox-Sothern
De'ails under tit e: Indian Summer
.Stg
Le Silence Est D'or
Chevalier-Durrisr ....Foreign..
Long
Denirl,
The
O'Haa-Dooglas
3-1..
Mad Wedresday (80)
Lloyd-Walburn
10-1
.3-3
Rev. under title: Sin of Harold Diddlebock
Mr.
Josep"!
Young
of
Africa
Johnson-Armitrong
1-5..
Outlaw, The
Russell-Beotel
Outlaw Valley
Holt-Martin
6-21..
Return of the Badman
.Scot;-Whito
Tar7an's
of Youth
7-19..
Details Fountain
under title:
Tartan and the ArrowBarker-Joyeo
of Death
Tycoon (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3. .
.2-8
.Kjs
Under Arizona Skies
Hclt-Leslie
9-1..
Vendetta
OeGeorge-Brooks 8-19.
Weep No More
Co;ten-Valli
5-10..
Window, The
Hale-Kennedy 11-24..
SPECIALS
Bishop's Wife, The (109)
Grant-Young
3-17
11-24
Fugitive, The (104)
Fonda-Del Rio
1-6
11-10
Fun and Fancy Free (73)
Oliney Cartoon Feature
891... 9-1
I Remember Mama (137)
Dunne-Homolka
6-9
3-15
r: brt/ Time (T)
Disney Musical
5-24
Mirs-le of The Bells, Th« (118)
MacMurray-Valll 8-4
3-JSong Is Born (T) (113)
Kayc-Mayo
8-30
26

SCREEN
1917 48 I ratures

GUILD

Completed (19)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
OeUils Rcl.
Ti le— Run :ng Time
Cast
:-10. . .9-10
R«f.
Dead Man's (old
LaRue-Sliwart
. . .8-16
Front er Re.ence
LaR e-:t. Jchi
Harpcon
Bromfleld- Louis
3-31 .6-21 .47C1.
Hollywood Barn Dance '65i
. . Tob^ r inj
.8-13
OMails under title: We.tern Ba-n Dance
Juncle Goddess
Reeves-McKay
6-21.
La f »: t e WilJ H.r ei
E lison-F nee
Mark of the Lash
LaRue-C.andell 5-24. 10-29
Mi acl in Hsrlcm (71)
»tepin Fetchit
5-14 X-3.
Outlaw Country
LaR c-Et. Jihn
8-16
P'airie. T..e '80)
A be t-r,ax!er
4-30, . .4705.
Shcp Com s Home
Lcwery-Kimberley .9-27.
r-27
Thunder l:i Th« Pinei
r.eeve;-Mart n
SELZNICK
Features

—

S.

Completed (5)

In Production (0)
4-14

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Ti le — Running Time
Cast Details Rcl.
Duel in th; Si« (T) (138)
lones-Ootlen
3-19 4-9
Rev.
Inrerme770 (70)
Cerg tn-Howard ...Reissue
No.
Mr. Elan'i-gs Builds His Dream Hone. . Crant-Loy
10-13 7-1
3-2>
Para'ine Cise. The (132)
Trd-f-reck
12-23
1-19
i>ortrai: of Jenny
Cotten-Jcnes
3-3

20th
1948 Features

THE BEAUTIFUL

CENTURY-FOX
Completed (4."))

In Pro(juc(ion (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BLONDE FROM BASHFUL

BEND

Comedy— Started September 27
Cast: Betty Grable, Cesar Romero, Olga San Juan, Hugh Herbert.
Producer-Director: Preston Sturges
story: Girl
schoolwanted
teacher.by police change.<j identity after train wreck, becomes
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Ti le— Running Time
Cast Details Rel.
Canaiian Paci'c (C)
Scott-Wyatf
8-30.. ..
Rev.
Down to the Ssa in Jhips
ea rymore-Widrasrk 8-30....
No.
Mother Is A Frts:.man (T)
Jo^nson-Ycnj
g-30
Sand (T)
Stivens-Gray
7-5....
COMPLETED
1948-49
Anna Ka eniia (110)
Leigh-R:c)<ardson Foreign ... May .... 820 . .
Apa tment for Feggy (S9)
Crair-Holden
1-19 ... Oct .... 842 .. .9-27
Belle
Starr'sunderDaughter
Details
title: Ros« of Cimarron Montgcmery-Rcman . . . 8-30 . . . No/. . . .846
Burgilow B 162)
Conw:y-Hamilton 7-19
Checkered Coat. The (67)
Conway-fiajh
J.ly....82;
Chick n Every Sunday
Dalley-Holm
7-5
Conntcr'eters, The (73)
Sutton-Merrick
June... gl9
Creepe-, The (64)
3-29.. Sept 83
Cry of t^e City (9;)
Mature-Conti
1-5 ... Cct . . 841 . 9-27
title: The Chair for MartinAndrews-Peten
Ro.-ne
OeeoDetails
Wafersunder(85)
10-13... July 821... 7-19
Escape (78)
Ha r:son-Cum rins
9-16. Sept. . . 822. .. .C-7
Fan,
Crain-Snde-s
7-19
ForeverThe
Amber (139) (T)
Dfrnel-Wilde
Sept 838
FuryDetails
at Furnace
CreekBallad
(88)
5-15... N:ay
4-26
under title:
of Furnace Creek Mature-Gray
ray Intrtders, The (68)
Emery-Grva
3-15 . Sept 840
Give My Regards to Broadway (T) (89) . . Guili-Dalry
5-12 ... Ju ;e ... .827 . . .6-7
Green Grass of Wyoming (T) (89)
cnmmins-Coborn 6-23 ... June . . . 818 .4-26
Iron C. rtain, The (87)
Andr(ws-Trrrey 12-S. . . S^ay . . .816 . .5-24
Jungle
PatrolAgain
(70)
Mil'er-Franz
Let's Live
(67)
Eme y-Crwks
11-24... Nov.
Arr. . .848
813
Let er to Three Wives
Darnell-Crain 6-21
LuckDetails
of theunderIrishti'le:
(£9)
2-16... Sept 837... 9-13
For Fear of Little Mei Power-Baxter
He«t M« at Oawn (89)
Eythe-Court
Arr. . . .C12. , 3-29
Mine Own Exrcntionor (102)
Mercdlth-Moore
July 824... 7-19
Miss Mink of 1940
Lydon-Collier
8-2
Road House (91)
Lupino-Wilde
4-12 ... Nov ... 844 . . 9-27
7-5
Stevens-Gray
Sand (T)
Scodda Hoo! Scuilda Hay! (T) (95) Haver-VcCa lister 3-17... Apr 811... 3-15
Sitting
PrettyThe
(84)
.Young-O'Hira
. .Apr. . . .810. . .3-29
Snake Pit.
deHavilland-Gtnn 11-10.
8-4
Street With No Name, Th« (91)
Sterns- Lewrene?
1-5... July 823 7-5
ThatDetails
Lady under
in Ermine
title: (T)This (89)
Is the Moment Grab e-Fairbank$ 11-10... Aug 836. . .7-1 J
That Wonderful Urge
PcwEr-Tierney 4-12
Conway-Wescott 12-22... Apr 8-14
Thirteen Lead Solditrs (66)
Tucson
Lydon-Edwards
7—5
850.. 10-11
Harrison-Darnell 3-1
Unfaithfully Yours (105)
FILM

BULLITIN

Wlllj »t Jericho, The (106)
Wil-fe-Darr ll
11-10. . .Aug. .. .826. . .7-1?
When
My under
Baby Smiles
at Me (T)
Grabie-Dailey i-24 . . . No/ . . . 845
Detail]
titl;: Burlesque
Winner s Circle, The (70)
Wi:'es-ra ley
Au] 829
6-7
Feck--axter
YeMow Sky (T)
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arthur Takes 0»er (63)
'ol'ier-Covfan 12-22 ... May .. 817 . 4-26
Mijht
Wildunder
(68)
Russ}ll-Ohrist nt
4-26 .. Dot . 843 . .9-13
Details
title: Big Dan
Fighting
Back
(60)
langto
-Ro;ers
3-29... Aug 828... 7-19
Trouble Preferred
Kr.udscn-Russe.l
UNITED

ARTISTS

1947-48 Features

Completed (38)
In Production (2)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
Bill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Ripley ■ Monter (RM):
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les); Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney
(Cgy); Bronston (Brn); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent);
Hughes (Hgs); Comet (Com).
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
ra^t Det?iK
Impact
Con evy-Raines
9-27..
4-26
Toa La e For Tears
Scott-Duryea
9-27 ..
.9-13
COMPLETED
1947-48
An Innocent Affair (90)
Ca ro l-M£cMurray 3-29 .9-17 Nas.
Angry
Par'a-Ortega7-22... 3 48 ..Ft
Arch ofGod
Triomjh (120)
Bergman-Boyw
<*itr Vt
6en4ix-0'Keefe 7-5
Has..
Dead Don't
Dream
Boyd-Brooks
8-4
BB..
False
Pa/adise
Boyd-Broolu
9-1
BB..
Four Faces West
MrCrea-Dst
7-9... Ent
Gay Amigo
Renaldo-Carrlllo 7-19
Pnk
Gi.l ton Manhattan (81)
Mon'gomery-Lamour
Bog. .9-^27
5-?'!
Details under title: All's Well That Ends Well
High Fury
Carrrll-Hunter
8-20. ..BC.
Hoopy's Scojt
Holiday (60)
Boyd-Ware
?-30.
. .7-18. . Sml..
. PB .5-12
Indian
Montgemery-Dfew
7-5
Details under title: Same Rain M'Jst Fall
Kinjs Time
of the(C)
Olymplts
Docnren'ary9-30
5-48Fgs .
LaS
Olsen-Jannsen
Details under Misc. Independents Chart
lo-e I'appy
Marx Bros
8-2
Det- I- undo- title: Bbnde Heaven
tocky Stiff, The
Lamour-Donlery 8-2
Man of Evil (90)
Mason-Calvert
For
GFD. .4-12
.Neb
Montana Mike (97)
Cumminjs-Donlevy .12-23.
S g .9-13
. .8-4. .
De'ails under title: Heaven Orly Knows
.9-47 . rog ..Vier.
My Ce\r Set etary (94)
D;y-Dmi9las
5-24 , .10-15.
Pot.
On Details
Our Merry
Way
All-S'.ar
8-5
. .6-l>
under title: A Miracle Can Happei
Outpost in Morocco
Raft-Tamiroff
.7-21
Column
'•anders-Ball
PiPersonal
fall (85)
Pcwell
-Jcott 11-11
2 2 .8-13 B3 .8-16
.7-19
5-21
Red River (125)
Wayne-Cllf!
9-30.7
--21... 8-':! .Hks.
Boyl-Broks
ct
Cg/
Confli
Silsnt
.
■
B
So This Is N-w York (79)
Mcrgan-Valbe
13-13 . .6-25
Strange ramhle
"oyd-Clyde
^-1 .
^7-19
Texas. Brroklyn and Heaven (76)
Madlsoa-Ly.m
2-16... 7-16. .Gol 9-13
Time or Vour LI'e, The (107)
Ca-ney-Bendix
5-:6...7-30
Urubu (65)
Scott-Powell
8-20
Vic. ous Circle
C:nrad Narlj
5-48.. .Wll.
. 6-7
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
1947 48 Features

Completed (44)

In Production (I)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
AMBOY DUKES
Drama — Started September 2d
Cast: Shelley.
James
Curtis, Peter Fernandez, AI Ramson, Joih-j.a
Producer-Director: Maxwell Shane
Storv: Tale of juvenile crime in New York City.
RELEASE CHART
COIVIPLETED
. 1947-48
Title — Running Time
Cast
Details
RpI.
No R-v
Abbo'.t & Costello Meet Frankenstein (83) . Atbott-Costello
July . . .C64 7-5

There

is

independent

trade
OCTOBER

11. 1948

Ac:Dataits
of Mu.-der,
At (.1)
March-Eldridga 2-2. . Sept 673... 8 33
under title:
Case Against Calvin Cooke
All My Sons (S4)
Rojn on-Chri tans ... 10-13 ... IVIay 657... 4-12
Ano'her
Forest (107)
March-Clyth
11-10 ... iune.
Are You Part
With ofItThe(90)
O'Con^or-San
Juan
. 11-21
""ay .. .. ..660
656 . . .
Bad Sister (90)
Palmer-Niven
Foreign ... July
7-13
Beware of Pity (102)
Lockwood-Hunter Foreign ... July
Black
Bart
(T)
(80)
OoCarlo-Du-yea
6-23
Ap
3-15
Oftails under t:«lp: Adventures of Black Bart
Brothers,(94)
The (£0)
Ree-Fyff i
Foreigi
. . . S'ay
Casbah
DeCarlo-Vartin
10-27...
Apr 5-24
Captain Boycott (£2)
tenie-Kirby 4-6
Countess of Monte Cr:sto
Oonat-Granger Foreign
Criss Cross
Lancasetr-deCarlo 7-5
Dear Murderer (90)
Po:tgan-Gvnt
Fo-'^gn . . H't* . . . . 65j . . . 5-24
End of t";e River (80)
fa u-Love I
Fo eigi
7-5
Family Honeymoon
fo bert-MacMurray f-21
FeodIn'.
anl Figh:in'
(78)Race alO'Connor-Main
3-1 . . Ju y .... 665 .. .6-21
Deialls Fussfn'
under title:
Tne Wonderful
Ri-r'ck
ForDetails
the Love
Mary Washington
(90) Girl
Ourbin-O'Brlen 4-12 Sept . 672. 9-13
underof title:
Ham et (153)
0 vi r-Htrlie
Foreign
7-19
HunjryAgainst
Hit .£2)
Lockw3oJ-Price
ho.-c gn
10-27
Case
Cal.in Cooke
M?rch-Eldredg'
Larceny
(89)
d
4 ''25 . ....Juno
Aug . .. .669
. . .8-16
Lotter From
An Unknown Woman (87) . . . Payne-"?ulfe
Fonta ne-Jo-rden
9-1
659
Man-Eater
af Konian (79)
Sabu-Page
July 666 7-5
Moxican Hayride
Abbot -Costello 12-22...
6-21
Mr. Peabo:ly and the Mermaid c89)
Powell-BI'th
1-19 .. Aug ... 667 .. .8-16
J'Flynn, The
Fa:r^anks-Carter 5-24
0-e
Touch
of(T)
Veius (81)
Wa'ker-Gardner 2-16
. . Aug . 6 0 . . .8-30
RedDetail;
Ca
yonunder
BIyth-Duff
7-5
title: Black Velvet
P ver La'y
(T)
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8-4 . . June . . . f 61
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3-29
Details under title: Kiss the Blood OR M)
Up 'n Central Park <87)
Durb:n-Kaymes 10 13. . .June. . .662. .. .6-7
Ifoj Gotta Stay Happy
Fontaine-S'.ewort 5-24
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1947-48 Features

BROTHERS
Completed (38)

In Production (6)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCnOX
Tils — Runioj Time
Cast retails
Rev.
C-lorado T rritory
"IcCrei-Mayo 9-27.
ll.ffln;o Road
Crawford-Scott 9-27.
Happy TIma
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8-3^.
Montana (T)
Flynn-Smith
9-13.
Two Gjys and a Gal
Morgan-Dfy
8-3
Under Capricorn IT)
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3-15
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?-?4
■^-20
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8-16.
lo' n Lcv»s Mary
Rfr.ga -Neal
2-2 .10-23 81^ .. .9-27
Jo::nny Belirdi (102)
Wyi'an-Ayrfs
'-15. . 11-1 3 g05
June B i-te '9'')
Oavis-Mcnt ome.-y 5 74. .7-31 ...731... 7-19
Key
Largo
<101)
eogart-Bacall
1-5 8-14.
K ss in ihe f ark, A
Wyman-Niven
3-29
'■-4.702.
. .
Life With Father (118)
Powell-Donne
Mv O-fim Is Yours
Carsm-^ay
4-12.
Ni-ht Beat
Oouglas-Westcott 7-1-.
N ght Uito Night
Lindfors-RMigan f-30
me lat Fli-g
■^mit^'-Sentt
2-lS
On- Sunday Atfernoon (T) . .
Vor'-ai-Pag'
Ro-a-Cf on the Hl^h Seas (T) ('9i ... Cars in-'aige
6-23 . . . .7-3. . . .728 .8-16
Rope (T) (80)
Stewart- dandier
2-2 . . .9-25. . . .802.
S I er Lining (T)
'lav r-Bo -er
4-^6
Silver River (110)
Flynn-Sherldan 5-1''
Smart Girls Dcn't Talk (80)
Mayo-3c-nett
3-1 . . . 13-9 . . . .803. .9-27
4-10 .
retai s in e- ti b: Da-, es Coi't Talk
Somev.here
the s
City
'McCrca-STith
ind'ors-O'Brien 8-16
Scu'h of St.in Lou
6-7 S-15 .
.4-26
To t'l" V'c'o- ildO) . ...
. Moman-Lindfors
f!-iR
.. 720
801 . .8-16
Two G lys From Te'as (T) (86)
Mor-ai-Carson 3-17
.. .7-1
.4-12
. 26. .4-26
Winler Mr t ng il04)
O.ivis-Oav s
10 13
v n . „ i„ w'-ife. The (109)
Parke-->n ith
10-1' . . 4-?4
6-12
Wa'l"0"sr (77)
°' n»lii' Hiitton
3-3
. .7''4 .
W riash
Cla-k-Snlth
3 31
vou tier Er ttiers (T)
Paige-Morris
6-7
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DEMOCRATS

VICTORY

MEANS

U. S. WILL PUSH TRUST SUITS
The convincing victory of President
Truman and the Democratic Party last
Tuesday, which surprised the nation and
i<nocl^ed the pollsters for a loop, also
took the wind out of the sails of the lawyers who had been frantically riding the
legal tides in the hope that a change of
administration would check the big blow
of anti-trust actions against the major
film companies and the large theatre
chains.
The election undoubtedly will be construed by the Department of Justice as
a mandate to pursue even more vigorously the course it has been following. Big
business, such as our own Big Five, must
now face the urgent requirement to clear
itself of monopolistic tinge.
Monopoly Case Resumes
Trade observers believe that the election result will prompt others of the Big
Five to follow RKO's lead in agreeing
to divorcement by consent decree. The
monopoly case, which resumes in New
York District Court today (Nov. 8), holds
little hope of an "out" short of total or
near-total divestiture for the theatreoperating film companies.
Prior to the national election, it had
been reported that Attorney General Tom
C. Clark would resign by January 20,
regardless of the outcome. He was said
to be desirous of returning to private
legal practice in Washington or Texas.
Now, however, it is regarded as virtually
certain that Clark will continue in the
Truman cabinet.
In an event, even the Attorney General's resignation would not affect the
course of the anti-trust litigation pending
in Federal Courts against the major distributors, their theatre affiliates and the
big independent chains like Schine, Griffieth et al. With the impressive Democratic vote in hand, it is not considered
likely that Clark, or his successor, if
there is to be one, will be inclined to make
a "soft" deal with the defendants.
Get-Tough Democrats
The administration's attitude toward
anti-trust enforcement is likely to stiffen,
when one considers that certain militant
Democrats will be stepping into the shoes
of the Republican chairmen on several
vital committees. Senator Joseph C.
O'Mahoney
(D., Wyo.),
avowedTaftantimonopolist, will
replace an
Senator
at
the helm of the key Joint Committee on
the Economic Report. O'Mahoney, long in
the forefront of those legislators urging
curbs on big business, will be in strategic
position to make his views felt in the
Government. Another proponent of a
policy of holding big business in check,
Senator James E. Murray (D., Mont.),
will head the special Small Business Committee, now chairmanned by Republican
Senator Wherry.
The outlook for the next four years is
hardly one to give comfort to the movie
Big Five.

and
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BOOMING

Peter, Peter, fire-eater
Had a beef of large diameter
"I'd end all sales drives if I could,
or my name isn't P. J. W - - -!"
We would like to offer a handsome prize
for the correct completion of our little
limerick, but chances are that we would
receive more than one winning answer.
Practically everyone in the industry
knows by now that Ohio's Pete Wood has
long been conducting a one man campaign against sales drives, and lately he
has been giving that old device of the distributors afull dose of his acid treatment.
In one of his recent organization bulletins, sharp-whittled Wood called on the
film companies to hold one last drive
to end all drives by honoring an exhibi-

Spyros Skouras of Fox, the latter drive,
we understand, to run through Christmas
It then describes a "secret" meeting in
Eric Johnston's office ("while he was in
Moscow
of
1952." trying to sell percentage pictures
to Joe") which finally decided on the
"Pete Wood Night," with the "money collected (less all federal, state and city
taxes — and na eheckers) - to- be deposited
in a special fund and expended entirely
at The
the sponsor
discretionconcluded
of Pete." with a plea that
exhibitors "honor this noble, hard-working,individual
self-sacrificing,
courageous
who fearless
has doneand more
for,
or to, the motion picture industry than
any one of the Skouras brothers, or any
combination thereof."
RKO MAKES 'LONE WOLF
DIVORCEMENT DEAL WITH U. S.
Radio-Keith-Orpheum broke away from
the pack last week to reach a lone wolf
settlement for a consent decree with the
Department of Justice. The Price: Separation of its activities into two completely unconnected corporations — a
production-distribution company and a
tiieatre-holding company — and disposition of all its jointly-owned theatre pro-

RKO'S HUGHES
I'cacr i^ilh tin- 1'. S.
tor, or some "deserving exhibitor association secretary." He shrewdly did not
mention one P. J. Wood (secretary of
Ohio's ITO) as the likely recipient. But
last week the industry was amused to
read an impressive circular, postmarked
Los Angeles, but otherwise cloaked in
anonymity, urging a "Pete Wood Nite"
to be celebrated by having the film distributors contribute one night s rental on
any 'A' picture selected by each of distributing companies."
'Sweet Smelling'
Characterizing this campaign as "The
Sweetest Smelling Drive of 'Em All," the
mailing piece, enticingly perfumed, claims
that industry drives "have all been onesided — for the benefit of distributors at
the expense of exhibitors. Currently we
are "honoring" Bill Scully of U-I, Jimmy
Grainger of Republic, Benny Kalmenson
of Warners, Milty Cohen of Eagle-Lion,
George Dembow of National Screen and
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The settlement is subject to approval of
perties.
the
Federal District Court. Since the deal
also incorporates most of the sales restrictions ordered by the Court, no hitch
was expected. Thus RKO, with the least
number of theatre properties among the
Big Five, became the first to succumb
to divestiture.
Quick Divorcement
A. F. Myers, Allied general counsel,
long active in the fight to achieve divorcement, told FILM BULLETIN that the
RKO settlement "furnishes an example to
the court that divorcement and substantial divestiture can be quickly accomplished where
there isalso
a will
to do toso."
Allied
executive
pointed
it asThea
"break in the solid front of the five major
"I do not deem it a consent order in the
defendants."
true sense of the word," Myers declared.
"It is based on Supreme Court adjudications and can be used in private cases as
evidence of matters so adjudicated. It is
(Continued on Page 5)
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nt of what might othera quick besettleme
wise protracted proceedings on the
form of a decree."
RKO ReUeved Of Trial
He charactefized the settlement as pront," noting
"complete divorceme
that "theviding
comrhon
.stockholdings of the
film and theatre'companies being too scattered to constitute a continuing combination." The sole gain to RKO, Myers
claimed, was that it will not be subjected
to a long trial to ascertain whether it
should also be divested of theatres it mayacquired by monopoly methods."
have
According to the terms of the settlement, the new theatre company will be
permitted
its 80241wholly-owned
houses. Of to
the keep
additional
theatres in
which it has an interest, it must dispose
of its holdings within a year in all but 30,
and in these, it must acquire complete
control. If it elected to keep the maximum number of theatres permitted under
the settlement, the new circuit would have
110 theatres, principally deluxe, first-run
houses.
Hughes Must Decide
The split would permit all stockholders
to keep their shares in each of the companies, with one notable exception —
Howard Hughes. While the rest of the
stockholders each have less than one per
cent of the stock, Hughes holds 24 per
cent. He must sell out of one of the two
companies within a year. Since Hughes
is interested primarily in the production
end, there was little doubt as to which
stock he would relinquish.
While the company could choose the 30
theatres acquii-ed from joint holdings, it
was limited to four in New York City.
Of the balance in which its holdings are
liquidated, the company can sell to anyone except the other theatre owning defendants. Presumably, this includes Universal, Columbia and United Artists.
Drop Two Cincy First-Runs
The agreement also called for disposition of two first-run houses in Cincinnati,
and, if the company should acquire full
interest in the theatres now operated
jointly Brunswick
with the Reade
Circuit's
TrentonNew
Theatres
in Trenton,
N. J., it must dispose of one first-run
house in that city.
The production-distribution company
was committed to certain selling restrictions under the consent decree, such as
bans on price-fixing, clearance in concert
with other distributors and excessive
clearances, block - booking, franchise
grants, master agreements, etc. It was
permitted, however, to sell product to
the RKO theatre company, just as to
other exhibitors.
Companies Subject To Bans
Both the RKO film company and the
theatre organization will be subject to
all injunctions in the final decree by the
courts. Where the final provisions might
put the RKO companies under a disadvantage, the understanding is that they
can drop the consent decree in favor of
the ultimate ruling.
The RKO board, meeting in Hollywood,
put its stamp of approval on the deal
when it approved a reorganization plan
to create the two new companies, contingent upon the stockholders approval within 90 days. Preceding the action on the
reorganization, the board accepted the resignations of board chairman Floyd B.
Odium, Harry M. Burning and L. Boyd
Hatch, each of whom is a director of
Atlas sible
Corp.,
tendered their
"to avoid
posconflict between
duties any
to Atlas
Corp. and their desire to see RKO proNOVEMBER

8, 1948

ceed withHughes
this advantageous
settlement."
Howard
and Noah Dietrich
were
elected to fill two of the vacancies, but
the board chairmanship was left vacant
for the time being.
Poised For Court Fight
The other four majors had, apparently,
given up hope for a consent decree as
the Government maintained its drastic
divestiture demands and prepared to fight
it out in the courts. Hearings were scheduled to begin this week in the New York
Statutory Court before Federal District
Judges Hand, Goddard and Coxe. The
case against
the "Littlealthough
Three" they
has will
virtually been abandoned,
be governed by selling restrictions, just
as the other defandants.

YOU CAN'T SUE EXHIBITORS
JUDGE LEIBELL TELLS ASCAP
ASCAP, as it is now constituted, has
no hope of collecting public performance
rights from exhibitors. That was what
Federal
amended
decision Judge
which Vincent
ordered Leibell's
injunctive
relief,
but withheld divestiture of the Society's
public performance rights, meant to the
nation's theatremen.
Hollywood's producers, too, received a
measure of balm from the amended decree. They were accorded a safeguard
against possible ASCAP demands for performance fees on pictures already produced. The Court added this specific provision in deference to a plea as amicus
curiae by RKO Radio and the Society of
Independent Motion Picture Producers requesting protection against copyright infringement suits on completed films. The
original decision, while it directed that
synchronization rights and performance
rights should be sold together to the producer, did not specify that the film maker
need not acquire performance rights on
old films.
Resigning Member Bound, Too
The amended decision restrained
ASCAP from collecting performing
rights fees from exhibitors as long as it
continued "as an illegal combination and
monopoly."
Judge
Leibell held,
further,
that
a member
of ASCAP,
by resigning
from the Society, still could not "collect
on his past illegal conduct in splitting
the public pei-formance and synchronizaIn tion
notrights."
ordering divestiture, the Court
held that such action could very possibly
result in a flood of litigation involving
copyright ownerships. Judge Leibell felt
that the two suits the Government has
pending against ASCAP will settle the
divestiture question and suggested to the
plaintiff ITOA that it might intervene in
the Government action if they wish to
press for this course.
TOA Still Cautious
Judge Leibell maintained the validity
of all other points in his previous decision.
While Allied independent exhibitors received added conflrmation from the District Court decision that they need have
no qualms about withholding performing
fee payments to ASCAP, the TOA executive committee still cautioned its members who "elect not to pay ASCAP" to
notifypayments
the Societyaside
that in
theyreserve
are "setting
the
until
further order of Court or until a clear
course of conduct is made available as to
whom and if payments should be made."
{More NHIVS and OPINION on Page 6)

SHORT
SUBJECTS
Of byall BARN
the wrong guessers
in the presidential election, Warner
Bros, producer Henry Blanke Is
probably the most red-faced in Hollywood. His production, "June
Bride," in a ticipation of a Republican victory, carried a line in the dialogue, "fromin McKinley
to Dewey."
Prints wee
all the exchanges
by
the time the horrible mistake became evident. Producer Blanke
hurriedly ordered a change in the
sound track, rushed the corrected
film to the WB outlets and thanked
his lucky stars that the film was , not
yet in general release. .
Now it's the Mystery
Drive! It probably was inevitable,
what with the current craze for

E-L'S MYSTERY

MAN

A Deep, Dark Secret
identifying
cached
alities on thesecretly
airwaves,
but personit took
the unpredictable Eagle Lion outfit
to make the first bold step. An 18week "Mystery Drive" beginning
Dec. 3 will be launched by E-L, with
the identity of the man to be honored a deep, dark secret. Sales chief
William J. Heineman, in announcing
the Mystery Drive, claims it will be
"the most unusual and most talkedabout drive ever staged by a film
company,"
"Because
of the
the
man and theadding,
occasion
it honors,
Mystery Drive will give our distribution force the greatest sales angle
Eagle Lion has had since its inception." There will be "incentives,
prizes, publicity and promotion of
the most unusual sort." Milton E.
Cohen, Eastern sales manager, who
captains the drive, has named as his
lieutenants: Herman Beiersdorf,
Southern sales manager; Edward
Heiber, Chicago district head; Grover Parsons, Atlanta district manager; and Tom Donaldson, New
England chief. *
*
It's a rare occasion when
the lordly New York Times devotes
(Continued from Page 6)
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CONCILIATION

TO GET 60-DAY TOA TRIAL
The little snowball packed by Benny
Berger, of North Central Allied, and Andy
W. Smith, Jr., sales head of 20th CenturyFox has rolled into a juggernaut that is
picking up exhibitor adherents all over the
country. Now, the TOA is going to give
a broadened local conciliation plan a try
for 60 days.
With N. J. Allied leading the way in expanding the plan to cover complaints
against all distributors, and other exhibitor organizations climbed aboard the conciliation bandwagon, the TOA executive
committee, meeting in New York, worked
out an experimental plan for local level
conciliation, which it recommended to all
its state and regional units.
In a joint announcement by president
Arthur H. Lockwood and committee chairman Si Fabian, the plan was outlined as
follows:
Higher Relief If Local Fails
Each regional unit will form a Conciliation Committee consisting of three
independent theatre owners — one TOA
member, one member of any other exhibitor organization, if so desired locally, and
one unaffiliated independent, if possible
and convenient. The committee will
screen all exhibitor complaints against any
and all distributors. If a just grievance
is found, relief will be sought on the local
level. If this is not successful, it will
be referred to the TOA office in New
York to be taken up with the distribution
officials in the home offices. A last resort
would be voluntary arbitration, "all in
the interest of avoiding litigation."
"Open To All"
This procedure, said Lockwood, will be
"open to all exhibitors whether TOA
members or not" without any cost to the
exhibitors. "In the interest of peace and
harmony in the industry," he added,
"TOA is willing to go forward with this
plan with no charge being made for the
use of its manpower and of its facilities."
Meanwhile, in New Orleans, the Gulf
States Allied board heard Andy Smith and
voted to adopt the Smith-Berger Conciliation plan, mailing a referendum for its
acceptance to the general membership.

SHORT

EXHIB COMPLAINTS

TO

BE AIRED AT ALLIED CONFAB
Independent exhibitors in attendance at
the National Allied convention in New
Orleans at month's end will have a unique opportunity to air their gripes. The
House Small Business Committee, which
has been seeking information on abuses
against the "little fellows" in industry,
disclosed that a special sub-committee
will attend the Allied confab to get a
reliable, first-hand cross-section report of
theatremen's grievances.
Rep. Walter C. Ploeser, chairman of
the Committee, said in Washington that
the group's recent mid - western travels
uncovered a significant number of discriminatory practices. These will be discus.sed at the Allied convention, thence
the Committee plans to get up a list of
corrective measures which undoubtedly
will include legislation recommendations.
The Committee chairman made special
note of a recommendation by Trueman
Rembusch, head of Indiana Allied, in
which it was urged that special anti-trust
courts, presided over by experts in monopoly jurisdiction, be set up to expedite
anti-trust suits.

GOLDMAN

LOSES PLEA

FOR LOCAL DIVORCEMENT

Will'am Goldman, who has been giving
the major distributors and the dominating
Warner Bros, chain a bad time of it in
Philadelphia in recent years, received a
minor setback last week when the U. S.
District Court in Philly refused his plea
for distributor divestiture of its theatre
holdings and a ban on cross-licensing.
U. S. District Judge William H. Kirkpatrick, who had previously awarded
Goldman $375,000 in treble damages as a
result of his anti-trust suit against the
WB circuit and the producer-distributors,
this time rejected Goldman's petitions
that the defendants relinquish their theatre holdings in the Philadelphia area and
that affiliated companies be enjoined from
licensing their films to theatres operated
by any of the defendants.
( Contimied on Page 15)

SLBJECTS
(Continued from /'age 5)
editorial space to a motion picture,
but itthehappened
"Hamlet"
when
J. Arthur with
Rank-Laurence
Olivier production, released here by
Universal-International, opened its
two-a-day showing at the Park Avenue Theatre. In glowing terms, the
Times comments: "In bringing
'Hamlet' to the screen as superbly
as he has, Sir Laurence Olivier has
done a service to Shakespeare that
the stage could not. He has made
him available to millions in a form
that need make no apology either to
the playwright of the Globe or to
the great stage companies that have
presented it through the years. Calling upon the "wise" theatre owners
to play the film, the editorial declares, "To date, 'Hamlet' has played
only to a limited audience as a program picture. . . . But there is no
good reason why it should not be
shown everywhere, eventually, not
only in this country, but abroad. It
will be appreciated, we are sure, at
the small crossroads movie house
just as much as it is being appreciated now in New York's plushiest
*
movie palace." *
Probably the most lucid
and frank expositions ever aired on
the topic — what are big movies made
of — was presented last Wednesday
night on CBS. A production of the
network's documentary unit dubbed
"The Hollywood Picture," the Peter
Lyon script traced one film, "The
Best Samuel
Years ofGoldwyn
Our Lives,"
from the
time
conceived
the
idea after reading an item in TIME
Magazine on home-coming soldiers
to its climactic copping of nine Oscars two years later. No attempt
was made to glorify or ridicule.
Both the crude and the shiny surfaces were presented with an engrossing clarity and startling candor
— the scripting, casting, censor difficulties, distribution,sidelights
exploitationand
—•
with chucklesome
grim warnings of restrictive pressure groups. A doff of the hat to
Mr. Lyon and a low, sweeping bow
to CBS for presenting a competing
mediumbiasedin
light. a most intelligent, un*
*
A possible portent of the
importance of reissues in forthcoming product was unveiled when
Andy W. Smith, Jr., 20th-Fox general sales manager, announced that
his company was inaugurating a
new service devoted to the merchandising of re-issues. The new program, which Smith claimed was
prompted
by the revivals,
company's issuccess
with
its recent
being
ring.
handled
personally by assistant general sales manager William C. Geh*
*

CONCILIATION IN NEW ORLEANS
Discussions on llic uduplioii of the so-called Siiiith-Beryer conciliation flan in the Gulf States
were held hctiveen, I- to r.: Mark Sheridan, Fox branch manager; Abe Berenson, secretarytreasurer Gulf States Allied; Andy W. Smith, Jr., Pox general sales manager: W. A. Prewitt,
Jr., Gitlf States Allied president; H. G- Ballance, Fox Southern l^ii-ision manager, and Paul
Wilson, as.ustant to Ballance.

Just for the record, here
are some of the reported (but unverified)which
bidders for
RKO'son 100theatre chain
is going
the
block in a proposed settlement of
the
Robert J. Circuit,
O'Donnell, anti-trust
head ofcase:Interstate
(Continued on Page 15)
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'JOAN OF ARC FAITHFUL,
Rates • • • • generally
RKO (Sierra Pictures)
143 minutes.
Ingrid Bergrman, George Coulouris, Jose
Ferrer, Ward Bond, J. Carrol Naish, Francis L. Sullivan, Cecil Kellaway, Selena
Royle, Robert Barrat, James Lydon, Rand
Brooks, Roman Bohnen, Irene Rich, Nestor Paiva, Richard Derr, Ray Teal, David
Bond, George Zucco, John Emery, Gene
Lockhart, Nicholas Joy, Richard Ney,
Vincent Donohue, Leif Erickson, John Ireland, Henry Brandon, Morris Ankrum,
Tom Brown Henry, Gregg Barton, Ethan
Laidlaw, Hurd Hatfield, Frederick Worlock, Dennis Hoey, Colin Keith-Johnston,
Mary Currier, Roy Roberts, Shepperd
Strudwick, Taylor Holmes, Alan Napier,
Philip Bourneuf, Aubrey Mather, Stephen
Roberts, Herbert Rudley, Frank Puglia,
William Conrad, John Parrish, Victor
Wood, Houseley Stevenson, Jeff Corey,
Bill Kennedy.
Directed by Victor Fleming.
"Joan of Arc" is a picture on a vast
scale, a magnificent panorama of churning historical forces, breath-taking in its
grandeur. It is also an emotional experience, an inspiring credo of simple faith
and spiritual sustenance. It is an exciting drama, a boldly clashing battle between good and evil. And it is a great
motion picture, conceived with honesty
and conviction, constructed with skill, a
sublimation of Hollywood's finest talent.
This Technicolored production by Walter Wanger was a huge financial gamble.
More than adequate returns on its $4,600,000 negative-cost investment is assured.

INSPIRING,

MAGNIFICENT

however, for there is already an eager
audience, almost unlimited, awaiting its
presentation. And as a timeless standard
of merit, it can have recurrent showings
through the years. Furthermore, as a
fine example of our traditionally lavish,
large-scale cinema, it should help break
the confining bonds of world film trade.
No little credit for the film's inspirational qualities should go to Ingrid Bergman; she is superb. This is the role
which Miss Bergman long desired, the
role she perfected and performed so brilliantly on the stage. And with every word,
every gesture, she recreates the virginal
Joan who came from the peasant fields
of Lorraine to inspire faith and courage,
to suffer tortures and become an everlasting legend. It is the glorious culmination
Miss her
Bergman's
career.
We have ofseen
in many artistic
roles, often
as
a worldly, immoral woman. Here she is
a saint — completely, credibly a saint.
The screenplay is by Andrew Solt and
Maxwell Anderson from Andei'son's play
"Joan of Lorraine", which in turn was
derived from authentic ecclesiastical records. And by the magic of the screen we
are transported into the turbulent 15th
century, as we see the young Joan in Domremy, heeding her spiritual visions and
forsaking her parents to save her people;
how she inspires a trusting faith in her
followers, convinces the Governor of Vaucouleur to send her to the Court of Charles
VII; how the Dauphin, weak and deher with
fate;white
howshe ralliesbauched,
anentrusts
army
behindhis her
banner and how in her shining armor
she forges through the blood and flame

PICTURE
THE SNAKE PIT' A BRILLIAN1
sold
Rates • • • generally: more if heavily
sion, that won't find this picture to their
20th Century-Fox
liking, for this is strong stuff.
108 minutes.
It is a faithful adaptation of the sensaOlivia de Haviland, Mark Stevens, Leo
tional Mary Jane Ward novel by Millen
Genu, Celeste Holme, Glenn Langan, HelBrand
and Frank Partos. No trace of
en Craig, Leif Erickson, Beulah Bondi,
Lee Patrick, Howard Freeman, Natalie
phoniness, no exchange of fact for trite
Schafer, Ruth Donnelly, Katherine Locke,
fiction was permitted, except for possibly
Frank Conroy, Minna Gombell.
one scene at the end. With painstaking
Directed by Anatole Litvak.
thoroughness and dramatic emphasis, it
documents the causes and cures of mental
Here is conspicuous proof that the sickness, the masterly direction of Anatole
screen has reached a notable degree of maLitvak making every moment real. Moreover, it goes a step further; as a public
turity. "The Snake Pit" stands out as a
unique and courageous picture. Its closest
service, it points out with shocking clarity
the overcrowded conditions of our state
parallel would be the "Lost Week End,"
for it carries that same chilling realism,
institutions.
that same awareness of social problems
The superb performance by Olivia de
that have been considered taboo as movie
Haviland is one that will be acclaimed far
material. This picture steps right up to and wide. What an exhausting role! With
the stark, ugly facts of insanity and faces
every gradation between normalcy and
screaming madness, with unkempt
them squarely, depicting one woman's ter- raving,
rifying struggle against mental chaos in hair and sunken eyes, she presents great
depth and artistry. Her solo brilliance
such vivid terms that the spectators will
feel themselves part and parcel of her
BOXOFFICE RATING
torment.
• Poor
•
• Average
"The Snake Pit" will undoubtedly be
one of the most discussed films of the
• • • Good
year. Commercially speaking, however,
• • • • Excellent
it presents a considerable selling problem
and a thorough job of preparatory spade
Please note that the
work will be necessary to invite public
rating often varies jar
acceptance. And there will always be
different types of Theatres
that segment, shopping for simple diverNOVEMBER

8, 1948

of battle to drive off the English and
Burgundian invaders. Then her bitter
cross of treachery betrayed by the Dauphin, whom she had crowned king, captured by the avaricious Count of Luxembourg, her trial for witchcraft by the
Count-Bishop of Beauvais, a mocking
travesty of justice as she is tortured by
bestial gaolers and the ultimate tragedy
her 19-year
a— flaming
pyre. old body consumed alive on
This story, from the murky depths
of legend, spans the centuries into a living
pageant under Victor Fleming's direction.
He has done a splendid job, retaining the
dignity and archaic quality of his saintly
heroine. His epic battle scenes, the storming of the Fort des Tourelles, are filled
with clamorous fury, crashing tumult
under a blood-red sky and the concluding
trial of inquisition, though long-drawn
and agonizing, is masterfully composed.
The Anderson dialogue, in poetic measured
cadence, is eloquent and forceful.
The crowded cast is flawless. There is
Jose Ferrer, noted stage actor, in a brilliant personification of the depraved Dauphin, Francis L. Sullivan as the ominous,
corrupt Count-Bishop of Beauvais, Ward
Bond as the bluff and war-like La Hire,
J. Carrol Naish as the avaricious, one-eyed
Count of Luxembourg and George Coulouris as the skeptical Governor of Vancouleurs. Robert Barrat and Selena Royle
as Joan's parents, Roman Bohnen, as her
uncle, Shepperd Strudwick her compassionate Bailiff, Gene Lockhart, Hurd Hatfield, Jeff Corey, Cecil Kellaway and
many others
all contribute fine performances. ABRAMS.

almost eclipses the other stars — Mark
Stevens and Leo Genn. Celeste Holm's
role as another mental patient has been
drastically shortened and there are a dozen
or so bit players, too many to list here,
that represent with amazing fidelity the
pitiful, grotesque derelicts of mental disease.
Olivia de Haviland confusedly discovers
that she is in a mental hospital; she doesn't know her name, her past and present
are blurred,
she doesn't
husband Mark Stevens
when recognize
he comes her
to visit.
She feels strangely dependent on her doctor, Leo Genn. After several electro-shock
treatments, she shows some improvement
and her husband wants to release her, but
Genn
won't agree.
Withcause
narco-synthesis,
he discovers
the basic
of her love
rejection, a guilt neurosis following the
death of her fiance. When she appears
before the staff meeting for release, she
cracks
and later,
bites when
the head
doctor's
finger. up
Months
she becomes
lucid again, she is in the violent ward
with the worst cases. She makes a comeback, as Genn probes into her childhood,
and her submerged father fixation. But
she has still another relapse, set off by
the oflSciousness of a head nurse. Gradually, however, she begins to take an interest in helping the other patients, becomes completely aware of her inner conflicts and is released to her waiting husband. ABRAMS.
7

'YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY' TOPNOTCH
ROMANTIC
COMEDY
Rates • • • or better generally: less for action houses
only because her psychiatri.st suggests it.
romantic-comedy team, assure an audiBut their first wedding night turns into
Universal-International ( Rampart )
ence
anticipation
that
will
be
amply
re100 minutes
a game of tag and she hides in the next
warded by a mirthful session of entertainment. Exhibitors can stay happy with
Joan Fontaine, James Stewart, Eddie Al
suite occupied by a sleepy and chivalrous
more
comedies
like
this
one.
bert, Roland Young, Willard Parker
air-pilot, James Stewart. She takes a
Written and produced by Karl Tunberg
Percy Kilbride, Porter Hall, Marcy Mc
sleeping pill and next morning she's out
Irom a Satevepost story, it is one of those
Guire, Arthur Walsh, William Bakewell
cold. Stewart and his partner, Eddie AlPaul Cavanaug:h, Halliwell Hobbes, Stan
"It Happened One Night" things — the
bert, manage to dress her in flying clothes
spoiled
heiress,
the
reluctant
lover,
the
ley Prager, Mary Forbes, Edith Evanson
and sneak her out of the hotel. She pervagaries
of
romance
on
a
cross
country
Peter Roman, Houseley Stevenson, Emory
cuc.dos them to take her along with their
marathon. But it has a comic variety
Parnell, Don Kohler, Bert Conway, Hal
cargo of freight to California and they
that
gives
it
a
fresh
polish.
In
all
these
K. Dawson, Vera Marshe, Jimmie Dodd,
also
pick up a honeymoon couple and a
shenanigans, Jimmy Stewart is in top
Robert Rockwell, "Joe."
nervous gent with a satchel full of .stolen
comedy
form
with
that
amiable
awkwardDirected by H. C. Potter.
dough. In Chicago, Stewart tries to ditch
ness of his, and so is Joan Fontaine, disher, but changes his mind. He thinks
playing a spritely charm that would
she is the embezzler the police are lookcause any male to forget that she is the
Universal has a winner in this streaming for. The plane hits rough weather
"world's richest orphan." Eddie Albert
lined laugh dispenser that heads the parKilbride's
in Percy under
crash-land
and they
stays happy with breezy wise-cracks and
ade of recent comedies. Its title illustrates
farm,
where
love blossoms
the
there are more laughs coming from Perprairie moon. The embezzler decides to
the note of good cheer happily attuned
cy Kilbiide, Roland Young, Willard Pargive himself up and Stewart learns of
ker, Marcy McGuire and Arthur Walsh.
to demands of today's audience. This
the small matter she forgot to mention
William Dozier presentation is a smooth— her husband. He completes the flight
Anyone looking for a philosophical "messly-meshed alTair, boasting a fast-moving
age" here may be disturbed to know that
to Burbank without her and finds his airstory, packed with risibility, the astute
the way to stay happy is to have a few
line company bankrupt. Joan buys up
million
bucks.
direction of H. C. Potter and a well-nigh
the stock in the company and, with her
perfect job of casting, right down to
Poor, little rich girl, Joan Fontaine,
marriage annulled and the gift of a new
with almost as many ex-beaus as she has
4-engined freighter, she snares Jimmy for
"Joe," the cigar-smoking chimpanzee. And
millions, finally marries Willard Parker,
James Stewart and Joan Fontaine, as a
keeps. ABRAMS.
'WHEN MY BABY
Rates • »
generally

SMILES

AT

20th Century-Fox
98 minutes.
Betty Grable, Dan Dailey, Jack Oakie,
June Havoc, Richard Arlen, James Gleason, Vanita Wade, Kenny Williams, Jean
Wallace, Pato Behrs, Robert Emmett
Keane, Jerry Maren, George Lewis, Tom
Stevenson, Sam Bernard, Maurits Hugo,
Frank Scannell.
Directed by Walter Lang.
This is more like it — luscious Betty
Giable back in tights — and partnered
with dynamic Dan Dailey. It's solid entertainment, aTechnicolored package of
music and sentiment, shrewdly slanted toward popular appeal and surefire boxoffice
success. Producer George Jessel has
taken an affectionate backward look at the
days of burlesque. Georgie's viewpoint is
understandably mellow. It's more of that
grease-paint nostalgia, the heartbreak
and laughter of show business, the familiar

ME' SHOW-BIZ

LAUGHS

AND

back-stage musical that has been reliable
boxoffice since films learned to talk and
this glittering 1948 version should follow
tradition.
The burlesque routines on view here
are naturally pretty tame; mother won't
object. The story comes from the famous
Walters-Hopkins stage show and this
screen version is by Elizabeth Reinhardt
and Lamar Trotti.
Betty Grable is a delight. Her best number is a torchy rendition of "What Did I
Do?", a new blues ballad by Gordon and
Myrow. Dan Dailey's take-off on Ted Lewis
doing the title song is tops and there is
one scene where he goes on a noisy crying
jag that's a show-stopper. Jack Oakie,
James Gleason and June Havoc are perfectly cast as burlesque troupers. Walter
Lang's direction is keyed to a snappy and
sentimental musical tempo.
Betty Grable is madly in love with her
husband, Dan Dailey, the star comic of
their cheap burlesque show. He's a happy-

TEARS
go-lucky character who gets soused regularly. He gets an offer from Sam Harris
to do a comedy spot in a Broadway show.
As he hits the big-time, she is on the road
with her show and hears that he is boozing
and running around with another girl.
She serves him with divorce papers and
he doesn't contest it, thinking to give her
a break. She gets her divorce at Reno and
prepares to marry Richard Arlen, her
faithful admirer from a Nevada ranch.
She and Dan meet at a party in N.Y. and
he drowns his heartache in alcoholic cheer.
He
that
landsgoeshimon ina prolonged
Bellevue. lost-week-end
His former boss,
James Gleason, tries to straighten him out,
gives Lim a job in his new burlesque show.
But Dan is in bad shape and on the opening night can hardly stand up. Betty shows
up and leads him through their old act.
As they're dancing, she tells him that she
didn't marry the rancher, that she is back
to stay, and this news puts him back on
his feet. DAV.

THE PALEFACE' BOB HOPE COMEDY
GEARED FOR BOXOFFICE
Rates • • • generally
laughs are its selling points and the idea charms. The direction by Norman McLeod
Paramount
is snappy, although the whole thing seems
of a gagged-up Western is a natural for
91 minutes
a lively word-of-mouth.
to be somewhat cluttered up with producBob Hope, Jane Russell, Robert Armtion trappings too heavy for brisk comedy.
The script by Edmund Hartmann and
strong, Iris Adrian, Robert Watson, Jack
Frank Tashlin takes a typical horse opera
"Calamity Jane" is sprung from jail on
Searl, Joseph Vitale, Charles Trowbridge,
yarn and turns it inside out, with every
government orders to track down a gang
Clem Bevans, Jeff York, Stanley Andrews,
Western prop in the book getting worked
of renegades smuggling guns to the InWade Crosby, Chief Yowlachie, Iron Eyes
dians. Deciding that traveling as a married
over for laughs. The chases, the showCody, John Maxwell, Tom Kennedy, Henry
woman would be less conspicuous, she
down gun duels, the rescuing cavalry
Brandon, Francis J. McDonald, Frank
makes a play for Bob Hope and they get
they are all there. The gags are both
Hagney, Skelton Knaggs, Olin Howland,
situation and verbal, and all tailored
hitched. But every time Bob kisses her
George Chandler, Nester Paiva.
she knocks him cold with her gun butt.
Directed by Norman Z. McLeod.
around Hope's characterization alternately aswaggering show-off and quiverHe gets to thinking he's quite a hero,
ing jelly-fish and always a fall guy for a knocking off Indians right and left, but
it's really Jane who does the shooting.
It's Bob Hope, up to his scoop nose in pretty dame. As ' Painless' Peter Potter,
Arriving at the Dirty Shame saloon, he
hilarious Wild West antics, whooping
a traveling dentist, he is practically a oneman show. He also gives an engaging
picks a fight with the town tough guy,
Indians, rough-riding hombres and in amorous pursuit of pistol-packin' Jane Russell.
rendition of that cute tune, "Buttons and
coming out top man in one of those sunThis is a smart, showmanly production,
down gun battles. He and Jane are both
Bows", that is already a popular favorite.
captured by the Indians. Bob, disguised
designed to set off Bob's comic talents to His comedy foil is Jane Russell as "Calbest advantage, and can be expected to lamity Jane," whose costume changes,
as a Medicine Man, rescues her and leads
from buckskin to bustles and stays, afford
a wild chase in a wagon full of dynamite.
attract a hearty boxoffice response. Strong
YORK.
name values, the Technicolor and freaucnt
interesting prospects of her pneumatic
8
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Wanger's "Tap Roots" and "Canyon Passage " SUSAN HAYWARD, ROBERT PRESTON
and PEDRO ARMENDARIZ are starred !
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All theI smashing
entertainment
which
made "Red Stallion" one of the top box-office
grossers of last year— PLUS— added production
values and top-popularity star names!
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[ COLOR BY tfchNICOLQr!
FE Magozine rates this enchanting and
eeply shrilling picture so highly that it has
Iready devoted a full-color picture insert to
:enes from the film— and dozens of other trelendously important national magazine and
indicated features are now being set!
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really great comedy-romance of the whacky
>mplication$ that develop when an innocent
jsband comes home with a beautiful mercydl In the same class as "It Happened One
ight" ancj "The More the Merrier" as one of
le most zany comedies the screen has ever
esentedl

PEGGY ANN GARNER, LON McCALLISTER,
PRESTON FOSTEh and SKIP HOMEIER head the
cast of this great human story of a slum-bred
coward who finds his re-birth in the dangers
and terrors of the wild outdoors!
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JUNE LOCKHART, fresh from her prize-winning performance on Broadway, is co-starred
with ROBERT YOUNG in this great human story
— tender and with universal appeal — of a
beautiful schoolma'am, a crusading newspaperman and a precocious schoolboy. Will
ba. produced as a top-budget special.
EAGLE LION • WATCH

EAGLE LION • WATCH

EAGLE UC

ROBERT CUMMINGS and ARLENE DAHL will costar in this tremendous swashbuckling romantic adventure in the great box-office tradition:
of "The Scarlet Pimpernel" and "A Tale ofj
Two Cities"!
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Gay and loveable, light-hearted and completely adorable— "Mickey" is America's New
ISweetheart!
Everyone who ever dated for a
high school prom will thrill to this tender story
of a 'teen-age tomboy and her first romance!
Introducing lovely LOIS BUTLER, sensational
singing discovery!
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HENREID and JOAN BENNETT co-star in
s shocking, suspenseful story of a supreme
>undrel, based on Murray Forbes' sensationbest-selling novel. One of the great audice attractions of this or any other year!
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WERE

ORDERS

First film story of the methods employed b>
Army Counter Intelligence to guard and tranS'
port the Atom Bomb, told by former Intelli'
gence Agent Norbert Gagen and filmed at OoV
Ridge, Tenn., home of the Atomic Energy Commission's nuclear fission proiecl!
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HEDY LAMARR and ROBERT CUMMINGS costarred in a fast-paced comedy-romance destined to take its place among the "blue-chip"
group of top-grossing films in the tradition of
"My Man Godfrey" and "The Awful Truth"!
Anna Sten and Robert Shayne head the featured cast. A United California Picture.
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Raw . . . naked . . . terrifyingly true . . . the
headline story of the twelve desperate killers
who broke out of Colorado State Penitentiary
in Canon City, Col., on the night of December
30, 1947, to terrorize the entire countryside!
Shot on actual location!
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The exclusive full-feature-length record of the
greatest sports event the world has ever seen!
Presenting the 1948 Olympic Gomes, with special emphasis on American victories. The thrillfilled "on-the-spot" commentary is by TED
HUSING and BILL STERN.
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SPIRITUALIST

TURHAN
BEY, LYNN
BARI,head
CATHYthe O'DONNELL
and RICHARD
CARLSON
fine cast of
this great romantic drama of phoney spiritualists who prey on their gullible dupes! Timely
and thrilling exploitation hit!
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^Large-scale outdoors romance filmed in full
Clnecolor in the majestic Canadian Rockies!
"T
The first motion picture
to H
bring to the screen
E
the thrills of the world-famed Calgary Stampede! The cast is headed by lovely JOAN
LESLIE, JAMES CRAIG and JACK OAKIE.
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THE

GAMES

Another great Eagle Lion exploitation special
based on one of the most bafFling cases in Los
Angeles police history, the "now-it-can-betold" story of the capture of murderer and
cop-killer David Morgan. RICHARD BASEHART
and SCOTT BRADY head the outstanding cast.
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ANTARCTIC

Thrilling adventure bringing to the screen
the smashing courage of the tough daredevils
who battled glaciers at the bottom of the
world! Shot on location at the South Pole,
starring JOHN MILLS, hero of "Great Expectations."
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THE

WALL

Walter Wanger's proved box-ofFice know;how;
brilliant, fast-paced direction which Anthony
Mann demonstrated in "T-Men" and "Raw
Deal"; star value of lovely JOAN BENNETT,
and the unforgettable story, based on Elizabeth Sanxay Holding's greatest novel — and
you've got a picture which is tops!
WATCH

EAGLE LION

BLANK

EAGLE LION • WATCH

AGAINST
THE

UNDERWORLD

The true-life thriller of the courageous group
of pastors who banded together to bring law
and order to Steubenvi Me, Ohio. ROBERT
YOUNG will be starred in this great story of
the battle against corruption and lawlessness.
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WONPERiAND

The first motion picture ever to combine live
action and animated puppets in color! "Alice
In »-Wonderland," one of the world's best-loved
stories becomes a film which captures all the
charm and wonder of Lewis Carroll's immortal
classic! Will be pre-sold by one of the most
intensive nationwide campaigns ever put behind any film.

BORDER
PATROL

The producer, director and writer of "T-Mer
again join forces to make "Border Patrol,"
the same great box-office tradition! The fi
will be a tremendous screen tribute to t
Treasury Department operatives who gua
our border against international slavers!
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Experienced showmen know that the
balance of the Eagle Lion program
will measure up to them in every
boxoffice essential!
BUILD

BOXOFFICE

WITH

EAGLE

LION!.

STRAIGHT

From

Eagle

TALK

Lion

Eagle Lion is in business for only one reason — to deliver films which will
make profits for exhibitors and producer-distributor alike.
We know that we are partners of every exhibitor in the truest sense of the
word. We know that we can make profits only if our pictures make profits
for the exhibitors who play them.
Every move made by Eagle Lion — whether in production or the preparation
of "hand-tailored" promotion and point-of-sale selling designed to bring in
every possible dollar at the boxoffice — is planned as another step in our campaign to make Eagle Lion the industry's outstanding source of supply of fine
boxoffice product.
The record proves that our program is right . . . just look back over the list
of great boxoffice properties and great selling campaigns we've delivered
up to now — the Cinecolor smash, "Red Stallion"; "T-Men," based on a composite of actual Treasury Department cases, starring Dennis O'Keefe; the
six-star-studded "Ruthless"; "Northwest Stampede," Cinecolor outdoors
romance starring James Craig and Joan Leslie; the Abbott and Costello
comedy hit, "The Noose Hangs High"; "Canon City," factual drama filmed
at the Colorado State Penitentiary, scene of the country's most thrill-packed
jailbreak; "Mickey," the Cinecolor heart-warmer which made a star of young
singer Lois Butler; and "Hollow Triumph," Paul Henreid-Joan Bennett
co-starring dramatic romance.
We've got the production know-how to make fine boxoffice pictures . . . we've
got the sales know-how that brings patrons into your theatre . . . and with that
combination, you always have the assurance that EAGLE LION FILMS
ARE DESIGNED TO DO BUSINESS . . . MORE BUSINESS .
RECORD BUSINESS!
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■LET'S LIVE A LITTLE" WILD AND WACKY
FARCE COMEDY
Rates • • • — generally: less in ac+i n and rural houses
LaMarr and Robert Cummings, it proEagle Lion (United California Prods.)
mises strong attendance wherever such
86 minutes.
farce comedy clicks. Cummings doubled
Hedy LaMarr, Robert Cummings, Anna
as a producer with Eugene Frenke.
Sten, Richard Shayne, IMary Treen, Harry
Any resemblance of the characters to
Antrim, Norma Varden, Curt Bois.
real people exists only in the imaginations of scripters Albert Cohen and Jack
Directed by Richard Wallace.
Harvey. Robert Cummings sparks most
of the comedy as an advertising executive
This is a lively addition to the current
suffering from occupational neurosis; he
crop of slick, farce comedies. From a wears his vest under his shirt, his shoes
flashy start it breezes along through a on the wrong feet and shaves off half
merry melange of satire, slapstick and
his mustache. Hedy LaMarr, taking a
amour. It is smartly packaged, liberally
whirl at light comedy, is a bit out of place
strewn wiih racy gags and, for laugh in- in her frivolous role, as she tries to act
surance, director Richard Wallace has
both poised and coy at the same time;
but with her looks, it doesn't matter
taken several pages from Mack Sennett's
book — with clouts on the noggin, a goo
As an account executive for an advertossing contest and sundry absurdities.
tising firm, Robert Cummings works himBolstered by the marquee lure of Hedy
self into a frazzle catering to the whims
'THE STRANGE MRS. CRANE'
Rates • • as supporting dualler
Eagle Lion (John Sutherland Prod.)
60 minutes.
Marjorie Lord, Robert Shayne, Pierre
Watkin, James Seay, Ruthe Brady, Claire
Whitney, Mary Gordon, Chester Clute,
Dorothy Granger, Charles Williams.
Directed by Sherman Scott.
The perennial plot, in which a heel is
murdered, the wrong person is almost convicted and everything gets straightened
out in a dramatic court-room scene, is
again worked over in this John Sutherland production. The screenplay provided
by Al Martin stretches credibility with its
"quirks of fate" that keep popping up in
'THE ANGRY GOD'
Rates • as dual bill filler

FAMILIAR

"The Angry God" is a mystery picture.
It is a mystery why it was ever made or
why it was ever released — and by a
major company at that. By standards of
home-movie making it has its points, but
not as a professional job intended for paying customers. It was photographed in
Mexico in a blurry process called Full
Color with dubbed-in dialogue. Its "all
native cast" awkwardly enacts a naive
Indian legend about an evil god who cov-

MELLER

unbelievable fashion. But, for all the
familiarity of plot, it is a well-made melodrama with first-rate production assists
and it is satisfactory fare for the supporting feature
slot. The
picture's
limited
somewhat
by its
lack ofdraw
nameis
values. Marjorie Lord is capable as the
girl whose unsavory past leads her to
murder, although she seems too nice a
person to be going around cold-bloodedly
sticking
in people's
backs.
Robert
Shayne isknives
debonair
and suave
as the
rat
who gets stabbed. There is good support
from Pierre Watkin, Ruthe Brady, James
Seay and Claire Whitney.
Marjorie Lord, as wife of governor-tobe Pierre Watkin, has attained wealth and
social prestige. Her happiness is threat-

INCREDIBLY

United Artists (Carlyle Productions)
57 minutes.
Alicia Parla, Casimiro Ortega, Mario Forastieri.
Directed by Van Campen Heilner.

MURDER

POOR
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ened, however, when she meets her former
partner in crime, Robert Shayne. With
an eye on her bankroll, he starts a clandestine affair with her, even though he is
engaged to Ruthe Brady, a model. When
he tries a blackmail squeeze. Miss Lord
stabs him with a paper knife. Circumstantial evidence points to the model.
Strange as it seems. Miss Lord is paneled
on the jury and is chosen foreman. She
uses her persuasive powers on the jury
to render a verdict of guilty. In her pocket is an incriminating letter to her from
the dead man. By mistake she hands it
to the bailiff instead of the verdict. When
he reads it aloud, pandemonium breaks
loose, she faints and, of course, the innocent girl is acqui-ted. DAV.

RELEASE

eted a lovely earth maiden. In its favor
should be noted these facts: it is a valiant
attempt to do something different in the
field of folk-lore; it has picturesque, colorful settings, arresting shots of volcanic
eruptions, a good musical score by Vernon
Duke (although poorly recorded), and its
leading "actress" is pre.ty. Also it only
runs 57 minutes. Edward Peskay produced, Harold McCracken wrote the script
from a story by Emma-Lindsay Squier.
Once upon a time there dwelled the god,
Colima, all alone in a brand new world.
He became lonely, so he created out of
corn husks some birds, animals and people too. A few centuries passed and then
there were lots of people. One of them.

'APPONTMENT FOR MURDER' STANDARD FALCON MYSTERY
Rates
— as lower dualler for minor action houses
con has just about milked dry the interFilm Classics
est of mystery fans, it is just as well
67 minutes
that the title does not indicate his presence. The script by Don Martin is from
John Calvert, Catherine
Craig, Jack
an original by Joel Malone and Harold
Reitzen, Lyle Talbot, Robert Conte
Swanton. It's an involved yam about a
Directed by Jack Bemhard.
hunt for bogus art treasures that skips
around from Italy to Los Angeles. To
pad out the proceedings, they tossed in
That super sleuth, the Falcon, goes
some false clues and characters — a diathrough his familiar routine in this Film
mond smuggler and an undraped artist's
Classics programmer, which will get by
model — that have nothing to do with
in the supporting slot on double bills in the plot. John Calvert is competent as
the Falcon, although not as smooth as
the lesser action spots. "Appointment
some of his predecessors in this role.
for Murder" is routine fare in every reThe valuable painting, a rare antique,
spect and, since it is totally lacking in
established names in the cast, will not
in Catherine Craig's art gallery had been
attract any extra business. Since the Falstolen from a wealthy Count by Jack
NOVEMBER

of his amorous client, Anna Sten. He
wines and dines her, but when it comes
to signing the new contract for her cosmetics account, she keeps him on a string.
Finally, he's a nervous wreck, so he drops
her account and starts to plug the saies
of a book "Let's Live A Little," written
by neurologist Hedy LaMarr. When he
meets her, she takes him on as a patient.
And, first thing you know, they fall in
love. Believing her attitude is only professional, he brushes her off, lets himself
be start
hookedhearing
by Sten.
Hedy's while
turn
to
and Now
seeingit'sthings,
Robert Shayne, her medical colleague,
lurks in the background waiting to catch
her on the rebound. But one night,
as she is dreaming of Cummings, he shows
up in the flesh and demonstrates to her
that he is not a hallucination. YORK.

the lovely maiden Mapoli, attracted his
roving eye. But she repulsed his sly advances, being betrothed to a brave hunter.
The naughty god tried all sorts of mean
tricks to get rid of his rival. Finally, he
slipped the hunter a mickey. But the villagers wouldn't stand for this and they
drove him away with stones. So Colima
whipped up a few thunderbolts and volcanic blasts to destroy the village. But suddenly a voice from the sky bade him desist
and he was imprisoned forevermore in
the volcano. That is why, to this very
day, the natives propitiate the angry god,
Colima, with corn husk dolls and the angry
exhibitor gets stuck with such trash.
YORK.

Reitzen. The Falcon, an investigator for
the insurance company, goes to Italy to
find the mate to this painting. He locates it in possession of an artist, who
claims he painted it himself. The artist
is mysteriously murdered. The Falcon
returns with the painting and makes a
partnership deal with Miss Craig. He
checks both paintings in a baggage room
and gives her half of the checks. Reitzen sends his thugs to beat up the Falcon and, after a running gun battle, he
gets away. He finally tricks Reitzen into
confessing the murder and the police
close in on the crook. It turns out that
the paintings are originals after all and
the Falcon
exits with
Miss Craig for further adventures.
ABRAMS.
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'THE PLUNDERERS' BIG ACTION-JAMMED
WESTERN IN COLOR
Rates • • • in acfion spots: slightly le s elsewhere
in other types of theatres, too. There is just faking and Rod is really a law officer
Republic
on the trail of badman Forrest Tucker.
F)lenty of ripsnorting excitement, a rous90 minutes
When he finds the outlaw, they join
ing slugging match between the two
Kod Cameron, Il<ma Masst^y, Adrian
forces, developing a strong bond of
husky heros and a long stretch of thrillBooth, Korrest Tuclter, fieorge CIt'veland,
ing Indian warfare. The script by Gerfriendship, as one saves the other's life
Grant Withers, Taylor Holmes, Paul Fix,
ald Geraghty and Gerald Adams inserts
more than once. It is Tucker's idea that
FranciK Ford, James I'lavin, Russell
some romance without cluttering up the
Cameron pretend
marry so
the that
former's
Hicks, Maude Ehurne, Mary Ruth Wade,
action very much, as the two dance hall
sweetheart,
Adrianto Booth,
they
Loui» R. Fans':.
entertainers, Ilona Massey and Adrian
can get together. This works out fine,
Directed hy Joseph Kane.
Booth, are paired off with the two heroes.
except that Rod is smitten by the other
Rod Cameron and Forrest Tucker. Paul
beauty, Ilona Massey. Their romance
Fix, Taylor Holmes and Grant Withers
Republic has served up a large rousing
springs from a scrapping clash of temare appropriate frontier types and there
order of outdoor fare, tinted with the comperaments. All the.se conflicts come to a
is
a
bit
si)ot
for
young
Mary
Ruth
Wade,
boil, when a band of Sioux Indians attack
pany's own Trucolor process. It's one
of those good old-fashioned Westerns,
the military outpost. Tucker, although
who recently won the "I, Jane Doe ' conset in the raw turbulence of frontier
test. The production is dressed up cona prisoner of the law, gives valiant battle.
siderably by some good Trucolor and by By the time the cavalry gallops to the
days, when men took their likker straight,
.several
their women rugged and bare fists and
Massey. old-fashioned ballads sung by Miss
rescue, he, as well as his girl, are killed
blazing six-guns upheld the law. For
by the redskins. Also among rhe dead
action fans, it offers an extra helping of
Rod Cameron gallops into town, shoots
is Taylor Holmes, who, it turns out, is
familiar ingredients and is set for a soil
the sheriff, George Cleveland, and escapes
the real villain who has been supplying
take. It should draw well above average
to the hill country.
But the sheriff is carbines to the Indians. ABRAMS.
'MILLION DOLLAR WEEKEND'
Rates • • -J- as supporting dualler
Eagle Lion
73 minutes
Gene Raymond, Stephanie Paull, Francis
Lederer, Robert Warwick, Patricia Shay,
James Craven.
Directed by Gene Raymond,
Although the title sounds like a comedy or a musical, this is a neat little
meller about a million bucks, a beautiful
girl and the consequences of crime. It is
well seasoned with action and romance
and works up enough suspense to hold
audience interest through its session on
a double bill.
The picture seems to be Gene Raymond's baby — not only did he direct it
and take the leading role, but he also
collaborated with Matty Kemp on the
original story, which has been given a
final polish by Charles Belden. As a director, he shows commendable skill, dovetailing the phoney situations into a well-

FAIR

MELLER

HOLDS

INTEREST

paced narrative. While there isn't much
action footage, there is one fight along
at the end that is a pip. Raymond's acting, however, belongs to the "dead-pan"
school of emoting, and attractive Stephanie Paull in the femme lead is equally
restrained. In contrast, Francis Lederer
puts a lot of verve and animation into
his role as a wily scoundrel. Producer
Matty Kemp has wrapped it up in a
smart-looking package that included location shooting in Hawaii — scenes on
Waikiki Beach and an auto chase over
the Pali road. Good musical backing is
supplied by Phil Ohman.
EXPLOITATION: Catch-line: "A Million Dollars, A Beautiful Girl and A Ticket to Hawaii . . . But Danger Dogged
HisGene
Footsteps!"
Raymond is weary of the fruitless
treadmill of his brokerage job. On Friday, he absconds with a million dollars
worth of securities and hops a plane for

Shanghai. On the plane is Stephanie
Paull, a recent widow, and Francis Lederer, who threatens her wdth exposure
as a murderess unless she parts with half
of the insurance money. She appeals to
Raymond for help. As they stop over at
the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, he is reluctantly drawn into her quarrel with Lederer and the latter smells out the dough in
his brief case. He steals it and flys back
to the States with the pair in pursuit.
He vanishes in Frisco, while Raymond
vainly searches for him. He and the girl
discuss their troubles and she explains
how her husband's death was accidental.
They vow to meet in Hawaii a month
hence — if they get their troubles
straightened out. A chance clue puts him
on Lederer's track and, after a struggle,
he gets the money back. On Monday, he
replaces it in the safe and a month later
meets Stephanie in the moonlight on
Waikiki Beach. YORK.

'THE PLOT TO KILL ROOSEVELT' EXPLOITABLE BRITISH MELLER
Rates • • + as dualler where exploited
by a brave, resourceful and witty war
love with Marta LaBarr, a Russian balUnited Artists (Selected Films)
lerina. He plans to take her to England,
correspondent.
A little skimpy on produc8.3 minutes.
but
she
vanishes
out of his life and, when
tion
details,
it
is
padded
a
bit
with
newsDerek Farr, Marta LaBarr, Manning
reel clips and the photography is below
Whiley.
they meet again years later in Teheran,
Directed by William Freshman.
par. The lackluster cast is not impresshe is the "protegee" of Manning Whiley,
sive, with the exception of Derek Farr,
a wealthy merchant. In a native cafe,
Farr runs across a clue that links Whiley
who entplays
the
role
of
the
war
correspondwith considerable dash. Marta LaBarr
with a plot to kill F.D.R. just before the
This picture's ace in the hole is its sensational title, which can be parlayed via
is the glamorous Russian ballerina and
Big Three meeting. He prevails upon
exploitation into an extra margin of reT^a'"'T'inf^ Whiley is the iniquitous war prothe joint security brass to let him investifiteer vv-I.o Latches this insidious plot. It
gate and discovers that a bomb will be
turns. It's a teaser that can build up a
lot of curiosity. The picture itself is a is interesting to note that the picture's
planted in the underground sewer system
British spy thriller made several years
to be detonated by Whiley at the crucial
political implications are carefully sympathetic toward the Russians.
ago and demonstrates conclusively that
moment. After a perilous chase through
British second-raters are no better than
EXPLOITATION: Back that eye-catchthe sewer, he and the girl are both capour own. Although its label suggests that
tured by the villains. He is trussed up
ing
title
with
loud
catchlines
such
as:
"The
it might be a factual documentary, it is Bomb That Almost Blasted Destiny!
and thrown on the bomb. She escapes
an out-and-out dime thriller, complete with
and manages to warn the authorities.
Amazing Revelation of Turmoil in TeAnd just before the bomb is to explode,
slinky spies and knife-throwing villains.
The fictional yarn speculates on an atTold in flashback, the story starts be- Whiley is shot, thereby changing the
tempt to assasinate F.D.R. at the Big
fore the war in Rome, where BBC correscourse of world events and causing a roheran!"
Three conference at Teheran that is foiled
mantic reunion. DAV.
pondent, Derek Farr, meets and falls in
14
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(Continued from Page 6)
Bids For Product
In his earlier decision, Judge Kirkpatrick had also ordered that the companies make first-run product available
to Goldman on a competitive bidding
basis. When the Supreme Court ruling
in the New York anti-trust case threw
out competitive bidding as an effective
remedy, Goldman filed petition for divestiture. The Philly independent, however, has been bidding for first-run product from all companies except Warners
and Fox, both of which have houses in
that city.
Argument was heard last Wednesday
on Goldman's request for clarification of
the defendants' right to show their own
pictures exclusively in their own theatres. The court took this matter under advisement.
UA PRODUCT

TO AID VIDEO

COMPETITION

FOR THEATRES

United Artists plans to release its film
product for television consumption after
it has had its run in the theatres. This
became evident when the company announced that "all new film distribution
contracts coming up for approval by its
Board of Directors would include a television clause guaranteeing the company
distribution rights, upon completion of
theatrical distribution."
Thus, the first major film company to
initiate a full-fledged television sales department, also became the first to admit
openly that it planned to furnish competition for its theatre customers by making
its regular product available to video.
The company's 33 exchange centers in the
U. S. and Canada "will provide full releasing and sales service for its roster of outstanding independent producers," the
company declared.
The announcement also stated that the
"new television contract clause is expected to augment the series available to program directors, advertising agencies,
sponsors, network and independent television broadcasters throughout the country." John H. Mitchell, head of the new
video sales department, revealed the formation of a full film library, consisting
of "full length features and existing short
subjects."
COLUMBIA

TO CONTINUE

'FLEXIBILITY' IN '49 PROGRAM
Columbia's product schedule for the
1948-49 season remains "flexible," the
term used to describe last year's program.
The company promised, however, 21 "imfor the
plus an
additional portant"
29 pictures
features,
and year
12 westerns
to be produced during the season. Seven
are currently in release.
Among the top features are the completed "Man from Colorado," "Return of
October," both in Technicolor, and "The
Gallant Blade" in Cinecolor. Among the
others now shooting are the Bogart starrer, "Knock On Any Door," "Rough
Sketch," starring Jennifer Jones; "The
Lovers," two Glenn Ford starrers, "Mr.
Soft Touch" and "Undercover Man";
"Song of India" and "The Walking
Hills."
NOVEMBER
8, 1948

SHORT

MONO-AA

SHOWS

FUTURE, EXPANDS

FAITH IN
SALES STAFF

"We mean business," said Steve Broidy.
The Monogram-Allied Artists president
was referring to the expansion of the companies' sales department to handle the announced 61-picture schedule, and in a jittery, economy-minded industry, it was refreshing to find a man with confidence in
the future and a determination to earn
success.
The new sales setup (hiking sales operations expenses more than $100,000 annually) found three sales experts from various companies added to Monogram's executive sales lineup in newly created
posts: L. E. Goldhammer, formerly vicepresident and general manager of Film
Classics; Jim Pritchard, formerly head of
Universal's Dallas branch, and Maxwell
Gillis, former eastern district manager for
Republic.
Expects Exhibitor Support
"Our announced program of 61 pictures
for the coming season should convince exhibitors everywhere that we mean business," Broidy declared. "We have added
three outstanding distribution executives
to our roster to supervise the selling of

MONO

S GILLIS & GOLDHAMMER
Confidciiee in the Future

these pictures in their respective territories. The acquisition of these men furnishes additional proof that we plan to
And then
he added,
significantly,
deliver."
believe
we have
the right
to expect "We
the
full support of exhibitors in returning to
Allied Artists and Monogram a fair profit
on its production investment."
F'our District Heads
Under the supervision of sales manager
M. R. Goldstein, the sales organization will
function with four regional district managers. Goldhammer, as western sales
manager, will handle the midwest and
southwest territories; Pritchard has been
designated the Southern territory; Gillis
takes on the Eastern district. Mel Hulling will continue to supervise the companies' west coast offices.
Harold Mirisch, AA vice president, will
remain at the studio and will continue to
act as liaison between Broidy and the sales
department in the marketing of all the
higher-budgeted films.

SUBJECTS
I Continued from Page 6)
backed by Texas businessmen's mon
ey, of which there is mucho (exRFC chief Jesse Jones is also reported included) ; N. Peter Rathvon,
former RKO president, heading a
syndicate which has reputedly offered $38,000,000; Malcolm Kingsberg, RKO Theatres president, at the
head of another syndicate with an
alleged $40,000,000 bid; Floyd B. Odium's
Corp.,
which soldHughes;
its interest inAtlas
RKO
to Howard
and a syndicate understood to be
substantially
J. Arthur Rank.financed by Britain's
*
*
The three Warner brothers were busy little beavers in stock
trading last month. According to a
Securities and Exchange commission report for the period from Sept.
II to Oct. 10, Jack bought 10,000
shares of WB common (of which
1,500 were donated to United Jewish
Welfare Fund), bringing his personal holdings to 426,500 shares; he
also has 21,500 shares in trust. Albert augmented his holdings by
1,000 shares, making a total of 436,200,
pluson21,000
his trust.
Harry,
the shares
other inhand,
gave
away 1,200 shares, leaving him a
mere 283,150, in addition to 16,000
shares in his trust account.
*
*
Economy Note: If Hollywood could transfer its operations to
Malaya, its financial problems would
vanish like a wraith. According to
R. E. Warn, of the Westrex Corp.,
who spoke on "Recording EquipThroughoutconvention,
the World" at
the
recentmentSMPE
movie
stars of Malayan-filmed extravaganzas received the equivalent of five
U. S.the
dollars
day. That
was be-'
fore
war, per
however.
It might
be
almost double that today, so Hollywood producers had better think
twice before they make the move.
*
*
Of Men and Things: E.
K. (Ted) O'Shea, executive assistant
to Paramount distribution chief
Charles M. Reagan, takes over in
addition to his present tasks, supervision of the mid-Eastern division.
Earle Sweigert relinquishes his threeyear tenure as division sales manager to resume the district managership of the Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
and Washington branches . . . Robert
H. Poole, popular executive secretary of PCCITO and of ITO of S.
Cal. and Ariz., bids adieu on Dec. 1
to enter a new field, as yet undisclosed .. . Fred Schwartz, vice-president of Century Circuit, succeeds Si
Fabian as chairman of the am.usement division of the Federation of
Jewish Philanthropies. The new
chairman revealed that the division's
quota for this year's drive has been
upped to $400,000, a $125,000 increase
over last year's goal . . . Clayton
Eastman, former New England district manager for UA, becomes
SRO's special representative in the
with headquarters in Bosterritory
ton
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'BABE' DUALS
Associated Theatre Oivners of Indiana

"I just read the September 28 issue of
Theatre Facts and I believe that the item
regarding the St. Louis engagement of
'The Babe Ruth Story' is very misleading.
"The engagement at the Missouri, mentioned in Theatre Facts, was the carryover, second week. The Ambassador
Theatre played 'The Babe Ruth Story' the
first week and the second feature was
'Music Man', a Monogram B picture.
"From the item in Theatre Facts anyone would, naturally, assume that the
Missouri Theatre engagement was the
opening run, instead of being the carryover, second week.
"In all fairness to both the exhibitors
and Allied Artists, I think this should be
clarified."
Very truly yours,
Monogram Pictures, Inc.
Carl Harthill, Branch Manager.
Dear Carl:
Thank you for the details on the St.
Louis engagement of "The Babe Ruth
Story."
Regarding the double billing of "The
Babe Ruth Story" and "Two Guys From
Texas" and its possible interpretation, we
can agree with you only so far as it might
apply to the grossing possibilities of the
picture. But you will recall that the
Theatre Facts article was only discussing
rental terms. And as the article was
strictly on the subject of terms we believe that exhibitors would accept the illustration of the St. Louis billing only as
it applied to film rentals.
Now, as to rentals. You refer to the
engagement as a "carry-over, second
week" mentand
must think
the The
engageas an soextended
first of
run.
second week is not unusual as the Missouri
Theatre plays a move-over policy quite
consistently. We believe that the vast
majority of our members with their playing position will feel that they are more
nearly entitled to terms comparable to
the second week, carry-over than the first
week terms. Of course, we don't know
what the first week terms were, but we
do feel pretty sure that most of our members could not play "Babe Ruth" and
"Two Guys
Theatre
did. From Texas" as the Missouri
I think it also clarified the matter to
call your attention to the fact that the
Missouri Theatre with its capacity of
3500 has 500 more seats than the Ambassador. Their admission prices are the
same at 50c and 7.5c.
The real point, Carl, is that it appears
to us as just another bit of evidence that
independents do not receive quite as favorable terms as the affiliates and the big
circuits. Of course. Monogram is far
from being the only offender.
During the past few weeks I have
noticed some other outstanding double
bills in the Missouri Theatre. They included "Key Largo" and "Street With No
Name"; "Luck of the Irish" and "Lady
in Ermine"; "Fuller Brush Man" and
"Fort Apache"; "Rachael and the Stranger" and "Tap Roots."
Again, thanks for your letter. But
please don't be too disturbed about ex1«

hibitors
not We
getting
film companies'
viewpoint.
mighttheconfess
to a little
prejudice in favor of the small exhibitor,
but we believe that between most of the
trade papers, distributors' advertising and
salesmen's claims the case for the film
company Vvill always be heard. Anyway,
you have called our attention to all the
circumstances in this particular case and
it remains for each exhibitor to decide
after ternwhich
his deal. theatre he should try to patYours very truly,
Bill Carroll
SALES

TACTICS

Allied Caravan of Iowa-Nebraska
There is no secret that the film companies are now starting to audit exhibitors' books in the state of Iowa where
they suspect there may be some discrepancy in reports on percentage pictures.
Almost a year ago, early in 1948, a
branch manager at Des Moines advised
the writer that New York had requested
the figures for the past five years on
several theatres and what is more we
would be amazed when we found out two
of the theaters. We had heard before
this that they were in Illinois and in all
probability would move into Iowa. Allied
immediately started a campaign begging
their members to forego any picture they
had to buy at 40% or in fact any percentage where the brutal terms forced
them to cheat to feed their families. The
film companies are just as guilty as the
exhibitor when they sell film at discriminatory terms BUT when it comes to
cheating at the box-office they have the
courts on their side. In the words of our
General Counsel, Abram F. Myers, "The
courts look upon fraud as a cardinal sin."
We aie happy that many of our members
have stopped buying on percentage and
we say it again, for heaven's sake, IF
YOU DO BUY ON PERCENTAGE — REPORT EVERY TICKET SOLD!
To show how the film companies encourage an exhibitor to cheat, we have
the following letter from Lorena Hansen,
Allied Member at Woodward, Iowa.
"Just had the bulletin on salesmen trying to get exhibitors to cheat the company on percentage. Well, Tuesday, I
had this experience. The Universal salesman offered to sell Feudin' Fussin' Fightin' on percentage, telling me they
wouldn't check. He said just send in
some reasonable data. I said the film
companies
are auditing
the exhibitors'
books and having
them arrested
for filing
false returns. He insisted I didn't know
what I was talking about — it was the
governr.iPnt rhecking on Federal tax.
'ihey can alibi anything."
Immediately upon leceiving this information in the morning mail we sent the
following wire to the General Sales
Manager, William A. Scully, of Universal:
Tuesday, your salesman in attempting
to sell our member Lorena Hansen,
Woodward, Iowa "Feudin' Fussin' Fightin' " on percentage told her they would
not check the picture and advised her to
just send in some reasonable data. This

WISE PROMOTION
It is noted with .satisfaction that
Paramount, who first nationally adin June
"Emperor Waltz"
just
July 2nd,
its release
ahead of vertised
recently in September, again nationally advertised this pictui-e in
Life, Look and the other magazines.
This has proven most helpful to the
small and subsequent-run theatres
for this conwho are most
boost. Seems to us
sideration andgrateful
this is the answer to the age-old
problem of national advertising,
which is usually too early to aid
first runs.
any except the —very
Iowa-Neb.
Allied

ately.
type of selling must be stopped immediCharles Niles
Sec. Allied States Assoc.
Anamosa, Iowa
Allied doesn't like to see anyone canned
but every salesman or branch manager
with any film company who encourages
cheating must be
* fired!! *

al's genUnivers
s:— very
answer
r was
sales manage
on
prompt
Billeral Scully
our complaint of September 30. Follow1: —
of October
ing is his
Your
wirewire
forwarded
to me at Chicago.
Thanks for information. This will be
at our meeting
stopped
Chicago and
today.will discuss W. A. Scully
We like Bill Scully's frank and honest
aporoach to a very great evil. If any
film salesman or branch manager encourages you to cheat advise this office
immediately.
LOSSES

REMEDY

Rocky Mountain Allied
There were so many distributor bigshots at the TOA Convention in Chicago
that it should have been called a sales
meeting.

President of ParaBarneymount, Balaban,
made a big sales
talk for higher
film rental by telling how the distributors
were losing money — so did Spyros
Skouras.
We suggest to those two gentlemen
that if their respective distributing organizations are losing money (???) that
they sit down quietly in a room and
agree to up the film rental which their
respective theatre circuits pay to each
other's distributing organizations.
The reason for the high profits in both
the Fox and the Paramount theatre circuits are the cheap film deals which they
are able to make. If the circuits' deals
were brought up to a par with what the
independent exhibitor has to pay, the distributing companies would be a lot better off.
All this could be accomplished with a
lot less fuss and would eliminate the
threat
of a lot
"priceto discrimination"
suits which
are ofbound
come.
It would also eliminate the need for
Messrs. Balaban and Skouras to make
hypocrites out of themselves. For despite
their wails about exhibitors "who buy
film for nothing,"
Messrs.
and
Skouras
as exhibitors
wereBalaban
the most
notoriously cheap film buyers in the history of the film business. They were
when they were individuals with nothing
to do but operate theatres and they continue to be so as presidents of distributing companies which operate big theatre
circuits.
FILM
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SIZE-UPS
IO
SIUD
COLUMBIA
MORE

DIRECTOR

EAGLE

- LION

ALL QUIET ON E-L LOT
PRODUaiON

RESUMES

SOON

HTHINGS HERE are status quo, with production still halted until mid-November.
Reports, however, indicate that producers
William Katzell and Aubrey Schenck are
frantically
to put
before the trying
cameras
as "Border
soon as Incident"
possible.
The film is a documentary dealing with
the smuggling of immigrant labor into
the U. S. and it would be smart business
to get the film on the market in time to
take advantage of Mexico's current complaint to the U. N. about the United States
NOVEMBER

8, 1948

FOX'S SCHENCK
Has the Goods on His Stars
See 20th Cenrturv-Fox
taking advantage of their native labor.
Films along documentary lines continue
to be popular on this lot, and E-L is currently talking deal with producer-director
Steve Sekely to release a picture dealing with a case now being handled by the
U. S. Food and Drug Administration, to
be titled "F.D.A." The government is
willing
to have files
the have
case been
used, closed
but noton until the official
it.
With a sure-fire success in 'He Walked
By
Eagle-Lion
with Night,"
RKO, who
insists is
on most
titlingunhappy
a film
"They Live By Night," last of four titles.
Personally, we feel a prejudice in favor
of Eagle-Lion, whose title is just right for
a film difficult to label.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
GREEN

Production

erty on hand for some time, and is finally
making
definite
preparations
after sev-is
eral rumored
starts.
Their hesitation
understandable, as those who have read
the book will be most critical of the film
adaptation, a ticklish job to our way of
tninking. "S orm in Vienna," an anticommunist film, will follow, then "Grey
Friar's Bobby" (Edmund Gwenn). "The
Conspirator" will start shooting in England, on November 8.
Set Inde Releases
Releases have been se^ for three of
Metro's outside pictures (four more to
come), at the rate of one a month. Enterprise's "No Minor Vices" goes in November, then "Force of Evil," followed
by Argosy's "Three Godfathers" in Janufilm, "Caught" will
ary. Enterprise's
probably
be out in third
late spring.
Harvard University is being wooed by
Me ro for rights to make a documentary
film dealing with the old school, and if
Sam ture
Marx
the picwill beputs
shotthrough
mainly the
on deal
the campus,

TROUBLE

HITS TURBULENT COLUMBIA
CET ACTIVITY continues here, with
three new starters underway. They
are "The Devil's Henchmen" (Warner
Baxter), a crime adventure. "The Mutineers" (Jon Hall), a semi-documentary,
and "Bonanza" (Glenn Ford-Ida Lupino).
"Bonanza" bumped into trouble after only
four days of shooting when director
George Marshall resigned his post. Those
present say the rift was caused when
producer S. Sylvan Simon made continued
attempts to direct the picture himself,
but Columbia officials blandly stated that
"the withdrawal was amicable."
Plans for "the big ones" here are
finally shaping up. "Jolson Sings Again"
will roll shortly, in Technicolor, with a
budget of $1,400,000. Barbara Hale, newly
signed to a term contract here, will be
featured opposite Larry Parks. "Lona
Hanson," with William Holden playing
the leading man to Rita Hayworth, will
go on November 22nd, and "Anna Lucasta" is slated to start December 6, with
a budget of $1,750,000, plus Paulette
Goddard.
Gene Autry has a new seven-year contract here, calling for four films per year,
the first of which will go in early December, and be filmed in Monochrome,
Columbia's own color process.
Some Fun!
Early December is the starting date
given for Collier Young's first film for
Columbia, a "comedy" based on the Overell case. Our sense of humor cannot quite
encompass the possibility of a comedy
about a young girl who is accused, along
with her fiance, of blowing her parents
into the hereafter by dynamiting their
yacht, and we shall have to see the picture
before we can swallow this one.
A new contract has also been given
producer Sam Katzman, who will turn out
four pictures a year for seven years on
this lot, under the banner of Kay Pictures, Inc. The films will be of a documentary nature. Columbia also plans release of "Little World, Hello," film biography of comic Jimmy Savo, who teams
with Gregor Rabinovitch to produce the
picture in Italy next spring.
The life of cowboy star Tom Mix is being talked about as a possibility for a
twelve-part serial, and from all indications, will probably go through.

of film

LIGHT FOR BIG

PRODUCTION

SPURT

HERE

T^HE
OUTCOME
L. B. with
Mayer's
conference
in New ofYork
Nicholas
Schenck and sales chief William F. Rodgers is a big green light for this studio.
Metro now plans seven big ones for starts
before December, and in accordance with
Mayer's announcement, "whatever money
necessary to make them top quality will
be spent." Two have already gone before the cameras. They are "The Stratton Story" (Jimmy Stewart-June Allyson), about the famed one-legged pitcher
of the Chicago White Sox. If all goes
according to plan, incidentally, this one
will have a handful of baseball's top
names shown in spot roles, a sure comeon for spoi'ts fans. The second one to go
is "Neptune's Daughter" (Red Skelton).
In November,
Bovary"Mason)
(Jennifer Jones-Louis"Madame
Jourdan-James
will roll first. Next to go will be "The
Good
Old Summertime"
GarlandVan Johnson).
This is (Judy
(we hope)
the
final title after three changes. It has the
earmarks of the "Meet Me in St. Louis"
type of thing. Next will be "The Forsythe
Saga"
(Greer Garson),
Galsworthy's
great satirical
novel of John
the English
upper
middle class. Metro has had this prop-

and be the first
documentary
unit. made by Marx's new
Both Gloria DeHaven and Gladys Cooper
have been handed new term contracts here.
RztbtO__)xa:5iyffi hwitotica
MONOGRAM-AA
SIX FILMS SLATED

TO

ROLL WITHIN ONE MONTH

STEADY PRODUCTION continues on
this lot, with three wound up, one still
going ("Bad Boy") and a new starter,
"Crashing Through." Latter is the first
of six films scheduled for starts in the next
starmonth, and also the first of a series
ring Whip Wilson, new cowboy star. l
The studio figures Wilson as a potentia
boxoflfice asset. He's nicknamed Whip because he's particularly adept with the rawhide, a novelty for a screen cowboy, and
in addition, he has a good singing voice.
Barney Sarecky is assigned to produce the
six in this series.
The remaining five to go soon are Tuna
all); "The HarMacDow
(Roddy"American
Clipper" vester";
Rhythm," a musical
starring ex-governor of Louisiana Jimmie
"Gun
Pins"for and
release":
ber Runner.
Davis;
Novem
are set here
Four "Safety
Mack
ny
"Gunning For Justice" (John
e
(Simon
r"
Harbo
Brown), "Temptation
Simon), "Courtin' Trouble" (Jimmy WakeMacRoddy
" with
apped
ly) andDowall "Kidn
.
release
giving
for Thanks
Roy Del Ruth is talking with producer
Milton Holmes about a partnership and
the deal, if it goes through, should be a
profitable one for Del Ruth Productions.
Holmes is the producer who turned out
"Mating of Millie" on a shoestring, and
(also
Touch
SoftEvely
"Mr. and
finishedFord
has just
n "Keyes)
ng Glenn
teami
Columbia.
for
King Bros. System
In these days of economy waves withm
er
Studio Sizeups report
the industry, your interv
iew with the King
considers a recentmentioning.
Brothers worth
In the office of these producers is a
on which each day's shootchart,
wall
large ing
ual
are outlined for individ
chores
. As
players long before that day arrives
and other systematic proa result, of this
duction operations, the average overhead
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STUDIO

a double-bill reissue of Judy Canova in
"Scat.erbrain" and Joan Davis in 'Yokel

sizf-yps

on a King Bros, film amounts to 5%. Compared wi;h the not infrequent overliead
at other studios of well over a million
dollars before production gets underway,
this example stands as a shining example
of common sense, and one which could
well be imitated by the majors.
We were also impressed with their attitude toward big name stars who have
learned their trade in King Brothers pictures, and these include such as Alan Ladd
and Robert Mitchum. "It wouldn't pay us
to keep high cost talent under contract,"
said Hymie King, "so we don't mind seethem go on
up.anyway.
We don't Webuildgetoura
filmsingaround
stars
good story and fit a player to its demands."

DENIES REPORT

OF 'FLAT FEE' DEAL WITH PAR.
TSSUE IS taken by Hal Wallis with our
report in Studio Sizeups last issue that
the producer's new pact with Paramount
might provide for a flat fee of $50,000 per
picture on a pre-production basis, with
Paramount financing. We are advised in
a wire from Walter Seltzer, Wallis' publicity director, that this report is "completely in error."
He tells
'At between
no time
has aflat
fee entered
the us,
talks
Wallis and Paramount as a basis of negotiation, and the $50,000 fee for each
picture
is
likewise palpably ridiculous."
We stand corrected.
Ray Milland and Paramount are on
speaking terms once more, the studio havirg lifted his suspension preparatory to
his starting work soon with Betty Hutton
in
Broadway
was"The
begun
when heStory."
refused His
the suspension
male lead
role in "Mask for Lucre' ia," which incidentally has just finished.
When producer Robert Fellows winds up
the Hutton film, he hopes to be able immediately to go to work on "Wings ol
the
Navy,"
planes.
The
reason
for dealing
the rushwith
is jet
obvious
in that
Howard Hughes has announced plans to
make ' Jet Pilot" through RKO, and Paramount naturally wants to beat the gun on
this one.
REPUBLIC
TWELVE

FROM

BACKLOG

TO

BE RELEASED BY YEAR'S END
'X'HE LONG quietus on production here
has been broken with the start and
finish of "Sheriff of Wichita," an Allan
"Rocky" Lane western, and currently before the cameras is "Montana Belle" (Jane
Russell-George Brent). This is being produced by Howard Welsh for Fidelity Pictures Inc. and is the first outside film to
use Trucolor and Republic lot facilities
under president Yates' recent ofifer. It
will have a Republic release.
Republic now has 18 films in their backlog, of which half are in the top-budget
class. Twelve of these will be released
during the next two months. The November lineup includes "Drums Along the
Amazon," "Angel in Exile," "Grand Canyon Trail," "Sundown in Santa Fe," and
22

JosephpublicKane,
producer-direc'.or
for fourteen
years, has with
had Rehis
contract renewed and will next handle
"The liott
Vanishing
Westerner," William Elstarrer.
RKO
STEP-UP

PARAMOUNT
WALLIS

The six for December release are "The
Plunderers," "The Far Frontier," "Homicide for Three," "Renegades of Sonora"
Boy.""In
and
Old
Caliente."
"TheNovember
Red Pony"to
has been
moved
back from
be released as Republic's Christmas special, and slated as the studio's top offering during the current Tenth Anniversary
drive.

IN INDE UNITS

SEEN LIKELY UNDER HUGHES
tJOWARD HUGHES has called for a
meeting of the board of directors, the
first since he took over the reins at RKO.
Executives are arriving daily, and out of
their conferences should come the first
concrete plans of the new regime.
One of the decisions rumored is the
probability that there will be a considerable increase in independent production,
some say as much as 50% of the total
RKO activity. This is already backed up
by several indie deals which are hanging
fire. Mickey Rooney's first independent
ven'.ure, "Thunderbird," a story of auto
lacing, is currently being pushed for an
RKO release, and a three-picture program
is being discussed by a new company,
formed by George Volck and J. Robert
Bren, former writer-producer for RKO.
Frederick Brisson, head of Independent
Artists, has bought an original comedy,
"Couple of the Month" and will start production at RKO in mid-November.
Although Hughes feels that strong boxoffice titles will offset any loss incurred
by changing the monickers of sixteen RKO
films, it is obvious that the monetary loss
is going to be quite heavy. Foote, Cone &
Belding, the studio's advertising agency
has already spent a heavy chunk of money in exploiting some of these pictures,
all of which have had a campaign set up
for them.
"Boy's Hair" Cut
A considerable amount of hesitation has
been shown in the executive department
concerning "The Boy With the Green
Hair." This film, which was one of Dore
Schary's pets, was originally made with
a strong and badly needed message which,
from all reports, was expertly handled.
In the last few months, however, the picture has been cut and changed so drastically that there is assertedly little of value
left to the picture. Now its release date
has been postponed from Thanksgiving
Day pite
until
"early
1949." All this,
desthe fact
that inapproximately
$100,000
has already been spent on publicity and
advertising that stressed the film's theme.
Production, meanwhile, limps along with
"The Set-Up" still before the cameras,
and a Tim Holt western, "Stagecoach
Kid," as a new starter. This lineup is
bolstered somewhat by the new Goldwyn
film, "Roseanna McCoy" (Farley GrangerJoan Evans) dealing with the ancient
Hatfield and McCoy feud.
Slated to start in November at RKO
are "I Married a Communist" (the script
of which has finally been okayed) and
""It's Only Money" (Frank Sinatra and

Jane Russell). This one is being produced
by Irving Cummings Jr. and directed by
Irving Cummings Sr., who returns to the
grind after a long illness.
20th CENTURY-FOX
FOX HAS OWN

'LITTLE

BLACK BOOK' ON STARS
'p'HE POLL on boxoflice draw, started a
year ago by Jcseph Schenck and which
queried all managers of the National Theater chain through their patrons, has recently been completed, and is being used
to great advantage in handling stars. Instead of guessing at the boxofTice value
of their stars, Fox is practically the only
studio which really knows where their
stars stand.
The list is top secret, and is shown to
no one outside of Fox, and is the reason
for their recent trend to borrow stars from
elsewhere. Cary Grant, Loretta Young,
Olivia de Havilland, Van Johnson, Ann
Sheridan, Ann Sothern and others are
among those who have recently worked
for Fox, and according to reports, none
of these thespians fall in a class lower
than the top two of the poll's five classifications.
The poll has also helped in the matter
of star temperament, for when one of
the roster's top bracket personalities puts
up a kick about casting or salary mather the All
poll"in has
becometers, thea phrase
standard"show
retaliation.
all,
the system is a worthwhile economy measure which adds, rather than detracts from
the product, and eliminates the floundering-in-the-dark engaged in by other studios.
More Foreign Fix
Plans continue here to utilize frozen
money in Europe, with several new films
announced for production in England and
elsewhere. In addition to those reported
in the previous Studio Sizeups, there are
"Inside Scotland Yard," "Unseen Harbor,"
"No Highway" and "The Gay Pursuit."
Ben Lyon, in his capacity of talent and
casting
director,story
has material
gone to England
toscout suitable
for scripts,
and will play an important role in foreign
production management. It is rumored
that Fox intends producing plays in London, with the intention of developing
those which are successful into pictures.
Production here continues with thesame two (and two going in Europe), and
three are lined up for start in early November. These are "Mr. Belvedere Goesto College" (Cliflon Webb-Shirley Temple), "Hard Bargain" and "You're My
Everything" (Dan Dailey-Ann Baxter).
Sol Siegel's 'East Side Story" starts in
early December, after which he will make
the first feature done in Haiti, Kenneth
Robert's best-seller, "Lydia Bailey." Siegel, incidentally, has been given a new fouryear contract.
UNITED

ARTISTS

UA LOSING OUT ON THREE
NASSER-FINANCED

PIQURES

NASSER has announced that his
JAMES
financing offer, reported here recently,
to cover three films for UA will be exFILM
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A S/iowmon's Special— Geored for Big Time
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Aciually Filmed in ihe Arcfic Wilds!
With ihe new sensaiional star JOHN BROMFir'.D
A Danches Bros. Production • Produced and Directed by Ewing Scott
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PRODUCTIONS
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LASH LA RUE SPECIAL No. 2
'SON OF A GUNMAN'
-DEADMAN'S GOIO' • 'MARK OF THE LASH*
■FRONTIER REVENCE' • 'OUTLAW COUNTRY'
• Produ<.d br Ron O'mond ■ Dlitcl.d by R.r Toylo

3 BELL
Jomei Fenlmore Cooper's GREAT AMERICAN CLASSIC.
LENORE AUBERT-ALAN

ADVENTURES!

Shot Jesse Jam
I Based
on a story read by millions in American Weekly.
A THRILLING
DRAMA OFOUTLAWI
AMERICA'S
MOST COLORFUL
Thrills and Romance!
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20,000 men in blue ... in a high tension drama pulsing
with suspense and intrigue . . . told with bullet force!
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JOAN FONTAINE • LOUIS HAYWARD
SHIRLEY TEMPLE • -MISS ANNIE ROONEY*
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criminal . . . jail breaker!
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What the Nempaper Critics Soy About Neiu films
OUOTfS
It gave
me a rugged time." AGPJR, "
N.
Y. STAR.
"Magnificently suited to the screen . . .
"Few pictures as incredible as this surmount tne otjstacle so successfully . . . Visual closeness to the drama offers insights that T
are
Absor bing entertainment in the midst of
" brilliant and rare . .. UnHAMLEcommonly
galvanic."— CROWTHER, N. Y.
TIMES.
its
disturbing
thought."
—
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.
"Magnificent achievement . . . Great or
"Does not ask to be believed, only to not, the conception and playing of the
role
is intelligent, sensitive and generally
stir up some chills and thrills. In this
it does not always succeed . . . Mild little
satisfactory."
COOK, N. Y. WORLDTELEGRAM.
chiller-diller." CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
"Most enthralling, the most moving, the
"Very much on the spooky side . . .
Spared neither shudders nor chills . . . most exalting talking picture of our
time."— AGER, N. Y. STAR.
Whether you go along with this occult
"Excellent . . . P.'xtraordinarily rich exstuff or not, the film is tense melodrama."
perience, worthy of all the thought, di- PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL AMERIverse reactions and lyrical appreciations
CAN.
it will inspire." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"Inspired . . . Action moves with a pulsing crescendo that makes two hours and
■JULIA MISBEHAVES'
a half of film illusion seem short indeed.
MGM
The BARNES,
.screen hasN.come
of age withTRIBUNE.
Hamlet."
"Miss Garson tries everything in the
Y. HERALD
comedy line. She doesn't hesitate at slap"In spite of its shortcomings ... a
vigorous work, imaginatively and intelstick, funny falls, song and dance clownligently made . . . Should and probably
ing, and a ducking in the lake . . . She
will be viewed by every serious movieworks too hard . . . More a stunt than an
goer."- CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
ac
performance." CREELMAN,
"Screen achieved greatness and granN. ing
Y. SUN.
deur last evening . . . Picture-making at
its finest, and seeing it is a breathtaking
"Fantastic knockabout farce . . . Maybe
Miss Garson's wild adorers will think it emotional experience." — PELSWICK
the giddiest sort of lark, but it looks to N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.
this anxious observer like a fall on her
beautiful face." — CROWTHER, N. Y.
TIMES.
Your Service — Our Responsibility
"A more likeable Garson than in her
last few films .. . Getting the middling
•
results one might expect from a weight of
NEW JERSEY MESSENGER
talent
a shaky vehicle."
N. Y. inHERALD
TRIBUNE.— GUERNSEY,
SERVICE
Member
NafI Film Csrrlera
"Will gratify all but the fastidious . . .
«M N. Juniper St., PhJla. 7, Pa.
Commercial variation in which establishLOcust 7-M23
ed stars get the old switcheroo in treatment." — WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"Intensely high-toned Metro slapstick
romantic comedy ... A full-scale riot —
for Garson fans." — AGER, N. Y. STAR.
THEATRE MANAGERS and OWNERS
"Slapstick farce with some amusing
gags and situations . . . Designed chiefly
to give Miss Garson every chance to be
we thank all theatri owncn and managtri wh*
ewpcratrt with oj ky patting retir« trallari li
as hoydenish
as all get-out."
— PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL
AMERICAN.
the proper addressed contaloert and for wrapplni
and addressing all retarn ad*ertltli|CLASSIFIED
We can serve all theatres better
AGENT WANTED
i'.
they give us o copy of their
■NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND
lUlm or theatre promotion salesman or
program
Tuesday each week.
booking agent with established theatre contacts wanted on full or part time basis to
PARAMOUNT
EYES'
Bell much needed inexpensive "juvenile at"Excursion into the supernatural —
tendance building" promotion to theatres.
and an unusually exciting and fascinating
Call Mr. Knapp at GPlanite 4-2885 for apIMPORTANT
one . . . Extraordinary Hollywood enterpointment or write Philadelphia Chewing
tainment simply by steering away from
Gum Corporation, Eagle and Lawrence
Don't put your return film in the
hackneyed oaths." COOK, N. Y. WORLD
Roads, Havertown, Pa.
TELEGRAM.
lobby until all your patrons hove
"Such unadulterated hokum that it alleft after the last show.
most ingratiates itself ... It doesn't . . .
BUSINESS STIMULATORS
because it tries to put over the pretense
CkMnio Books Ag:ain Available as premiums,
that it is serious and solemn stuff." —
CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
give-awaya at your kiddie matinees. Jjarg^
variety, latest 48-^age news stand editions.
HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Im.
"Mildly fascinating . . . Settles too soon
Comics Premium Co., 412 P. Greenwich St.,
for the customary contrivances of a mys236 N. 23rd St., PhlladelphU 3
tery melodrama of the shrieks and
New York, N. T.
1239 Vine St., Phlla. 7
clutching-hand variety . . . Neither very
chilling
diverting." — BARNES, N. Y.
HERALD norTRIBUNE.
LOcust 4-4)100
THEATRE WANTED
"Take an ordinary who-dun-it . . . twist
Member National Film Carriers
Will
lease
or
buy
theatre
in
BSaotern
Penna.
it fore and aft. It is now a who's-gonnaor New Jersey. Write FB, Box 72, Film
(. . do-it . . . Old suspense courses through as
Bulletin.
if the whole thing were brand new . . .

BOUQUETS, BUT IT'S AN EYEFUl
It ain't Dumas, you won't bolieve it,
but brother, will you get an eyeful at
M-G-M's star-studded, opulent production
of "The Three Musketeers," New York
newspaper critics tell their readers. Despite a great deal of carping by the
scribes, their notices are such that very
few moviegoers will want to miss the
film after reading them.
The Times' Bos Crowther warns that
for Dumas enthusiasts or those "who
expect a moderate measure of poetry and
style, this onrush of million-dollar cliches
and star-steam-rollering will be a staggering bore," but notes that never has there
been "more glittering swordplay, more
dazzling costumes, more color or more of
Miss Turner's chest." For those who like
"such flashy and fleshy displays . . . here
is a heaping dish."
The Star's Cecelia Ager accords it a
"gusty, rowdy distinction" for its "magnificent acrobatic claptrap," for its "visual
and furious fun," but bemoans its ultimate attempts to get .serious.
"Agile, swashbuckling movie, whooping
up a merry and exciting frenzy" is the
way the World-Telegram's Alton Cook describes it. He finds Gene Kelly a "splendid D'Artagnan," and predicts that patrons will be "piling their dollars into the
boxoffice."
Archer Winsten feels that while it
reaches "a peak of productive opulence
. . . the illusion of romantic reality wears
thin in more than two hours of cut,
thrust, parry and rousing gallops." He
gets the impression of "a magnificently
costumed operetta overlaid with costumes and sets, distractingly exaggerated
with a fantasy of acrobatics."
Dumas loses again to Hollywood, says
Otis Guernsey, Herald Tribune. The
"vortex of duels, ambushes, chases" keeps
it from "buckling altogether under its
great weight." He gasps at the colors,
finds Kelly an "excellent D'Artagnan,"
but on the whole, "merely 3.2 beer, pure
Culver City."
"A pretty wonderful picture," says the
Sun's Eileen Creelman, "a handsome,
dashing tale of adventuie in the bravura
style . . . one of the few pictures which
every one in the family will probably
enjoy."
The Journal-American's Rose Pelswick
notes a resemblance to a wigged and
brocaded western, with "Kelly's acrobatics and the general mood of derringdo" making it "colorful entertainment."
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tended to cover "five or six Alms." This,
however, does not entail more money, only
the provision that the coin be spread thinner over a greater number of films. This
would indicate that the three films hoped
for by UA will fall through, as they are
all too expensive to be made under such
limited budgeting. Sam Bischoff's "Mrs.
Mike" is already reported to be going to
RKO, and Tay Garnett's "White Jade" and
the Riskins' "Half an Angel" also seem to
be slipping away from UA. It's unfortunate for UA, as these top quality products
would have bolstered their schedule considerably.
With Hunt Stromberg's "Too Late for
Tears" finished, "Impact" is the only film
going here at present. Scheduled for November starts are the Abbott and Costello
comedy "Africa Screams" and "The Champion" (Kirk Douglas). In December, Lester Cowan will start "The Customer is
Always Right" (Ilona Massey-Vera Ellen).
Cowan, incidentally, is talking a deal
with the famed Hildegarde for rights to
a film biography on her life, with the
singer starred.
UA has a new deal with W. Lee Wilder,
to release "Cell Number 17," formerly
titled "By Hook or By Crook." It will
start in December, and probably star
Steve Cochran. A deal is also being closed
with Leopold Schlossberg for production
in Canada of a dual version French and
English feature to be titled "A Man Scans
His Past."

UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L
FUTURE U-l PRODUCT
BE AIMED

TO

AT COMMON

FOLKS

EXECUTIVES HERE feel that the program for the coming year is much
more commercial than any they have had
since the merger of Universal with International and the striving to "go class."
They have finally wakened to the sad fact
that movie goers will not buy the so-called
"arty" films, but will pour boxoffice money
into such pictures as "Feudin", Fussin' and
a-Fightin' " and Abbott and Costello epics,
a type that has mopped up for U-I in the
past. A definite decision has been made
here to stick to light comedy and fanfare
that will go in the smaller towns rather
than the sophisticated audiences.
The "back-to-work" move as reported in
this last column continues, with
the intention of keeping at least three films before the cameras at all times. That number is shooting here now, with several
starts scheduled for the near future.
"Gambling Lady" (Barbara Stanwyck)
will begin Novembe
r 12. Stephen McNally,
who will appear opposite Stanwyck, is to
be given a big publicity build-up. "Ma
and Pa Kettle" will start on November 15.
Line up for the future includes: William
Powell's third in his series of four for
U-I, a suspense meller titled "One False
Step," to begin in January; "Sing Your
Way Out," a musical comedy recently purchased; "Paradise Lost — 1948", and "The
Night Watch." The latter two will be
produced in Europe.
N O V EM B E R

8 . 19 4 8

SLATE SHOWS

BROS.

ONLY

INTRODUCING

ONE

WORLD-ESTABLISHED
CARBON
TO

MORE TO SHOOT ItERE IN '48
Force"
here, "Task
starter dealing
NEWCooper),
QNE(Gary
with the
history of naval carrier aviation and produced by Jerry Wald — and it looks as
though this one is the last starter for the
current year! And this at the studio that
where, a couple of months ago, the theme
v/as: "What this industry needs is work
and plenty of it!
Although six are now before the cameras, with 'Happy Times" and "It's a
Great Feeling" (new title for "Two Guys
and a Gal") finished, all of them will be
finished within a month or so. The "permanent" staff here has been hacked to
about two-thirds of its size, in view of the
backlog of 27 films. Studio spokesmen
say frankly that the studio is facing a
definite lag for the remainder of the year.
Plans for early 1949 show up a bit
brighter, with at least seven properties
being readied for production at that time,
plus a determination that scripts will be
completed before these pictures go before
the cameras. An astounding amount of
money has been thrown away due to the
tendency to shoot recent films from the
cuff. Producers Jerry Wald, Harry Kurnitz, Lou Edelman, Henry Blanke and Anthony Veiller are all working on properties in the high hope that 1949 will bring
anormalcy.
production splurge and some signs of
INDEPENDENTS
FILM CLASSICS
On October 28, the story broke that
a syndicate, headed by the Danches
brothers and Jacques Grinieff, had
taken a 60-day option on the purchase of Film Classics. President
Joseph Bernhard was reported to be
out of FC if the deal went through
and would move in with Cinecolor,
which is currently affiliated with FC
through stock holdings. It was reported that Harry Thomas had been
approached to serve as new president, and that the new prospective
owners planned radical changes in
the FC structure, including the acquisition of their own studio.
On the following day, loud denials
were made by Bernhard, who said
all information was incorrect and
that the combo of FC and Cinecolor
was proving highly successful, that
there was no intention of selling.
The denials are hard to believe in
the face of the detailed information
given, although the Danches brothers themselves denied any knowledge
the action.
AndFCit has
isn'tbeen
exactlyof correct
to say that
successful — not judging by its product, anyhow.
SCREEN GUILD
Robert L. Lippert productions will
soon start "Rolling Wheels" as the
first of four to be made on the Republic lot for Screen Guild. If these
four are turned out successfully, it
is likely that twenty-four more will
be made on the Yates lot this coming year, all for SG release. Features will have budgets of from $90,000 to $100,000 and will increase this
year's program for SG by ten.
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KEEPING PACE WITH
MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTION
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I ^ STAR
CORE—Carbons
Exclusive achieving
feature witha
Lorraine
steadier, consistent, more brilliant
white light.
(§) DIFFERENT LIGHT— Lorraine Carbons
produce a blue white brilliancy that
sparkles resulting in more depth,
better contrast and a 3rd dimensional effect in black and white or
color pictures.
^ COST
— Lorraine at
Carbon
advantages
are attainable
standard
carbon
costs.
^ ECONOMY — Amperage tests in theatres conclusively proved that Lorraine Carbons produce more, better,
whiter light — More Economically.
1^ The largest theatres in the U.S. and
throughout the world are now using
Lorraine Carbons.
Write for distribution data

CARBONS. INC.
BOONTON, N.J.
NEW YORK: 234 WEST 44th STREET

EXPLOITATIOIT

MIGHT

Press

Book

PICTURE

Has

Wealth

of

Malerial

Pre - vision, t-xt raShu-Stanl
up byadmen
, eyinclud
ford's
se n s o r y j)ercej)ti<)n,
ing the teasers (two of
premonition, hunch —
the six teaser ads are
call it what you will,
every man and woman
re[)roduced in ad panel below, at right I .
in your movie audiThe exhibitor who
ence has experien(<'<l
it to some degree.
plays "Night Has a
Many scoff at it, oth(!r^
Thousand Kych " has a
believe that it lies in
gem of an exploitation
the realm of scientific
picture. Spotlighting
it with the proper
fields yet unexplored,
Itallvhoo, it can make
another group is afraid
the
box-office sparkle.
of it — yet everyone
finds it a fascinating
The casting of Edward (f. Robinson as
topic. It is the sul)a \audc\ille mentalist
ject of Paramount's
who has thrust upon
"Night Has a Thoushim the power to visand Eyes" — and it
ualize future happenputs into the theatrePREDICTION
ings was a master
man's hand a sales
stroke. In lesser hands.
Tonijiht At Elf veil
magnet that can exert
the plot coubl easily
a tremendous power.
Using a little of his own, the showhave disintegrated into wild nonsense.
Yet with Robinson as the keystone
man can excite his patrons' imagination
into a potent box-office asset. He can
(and. incidentally, marquee-stone), the
do it by merely asking the question: "If
melodrama has been developed into a
you could, would you want to know
what the future holds in store for you?"
Or, he can go further and utilize some
of the excellent, provocative stunts and
displays, co-operative tie-ups, contests
and other exploitips which Paramount
has incorporated into its idea-packed
press book. And he can make use of
the intriguing newspaper ads whipped

THEME

INTHIGUmG

HAS

I wront open my «y« until I %u

GEM THEATRE
STUNT
S • DRAPER
SFFURNlSHINO
HOnWINDOW
There"-, pliiily of eye-appeal in the "Sleeping
Beaul\" window slunl (above). A department
>tore or furniture store can be lined up for cooperation. Anatural tie-up ib indicated for
optician or optical goods store.
/

STRIKING

CLOCK

When the Clock Rinqs..
MURDER STRIKK!
A^dlklj Trtiff. Knc^s ir/,uif

persuasive edge-of-the-seater that will
have the tongues wagging to the film's
gain. And Paramount was so certain of
its provocative nature that it held a special screening for psychologists — practicallv an invitation to tear it apart.
Yet it held up remarkably well.

CONTEST
A lobby promotion
stunt with an alarm
clock h good for attention.Suggest
,
you
have cards available
on which patrons could
write their guesses.

In the film, the murder time prediction is
buM .k.« T,m< t^4 ClocL m Rn9
Wlf. Guut T.ckcts U
for 11 o'clock. This
to ring. for
NteHTHASATHOUSMDIYIS I time is suggested
the clo^'k

TRITON
THE
GREAT!
aArFussocNCt„
rvmcs roue*..

'Tonight at Eleven. ..when the
Stars look down. ..this girl
will meet*her destiny!"

RUSSELL r^o
Si
for'Xwanflo
good...
orMd...do
knew what
holds for

OtMTMUnM
jm
STREET BALLYS
Here are a couple of ideas for street baJlys
which can be devised by following the copy
and illustrations above. Costume adds to value
of man at right.
PEEP
DISPLAY
Illustration shows
peep window
hole stunt
for
store
or lobby.
Stills, poster or
ni6NTHAS/l
other teaser advertising would be lighted THOUSAND iVIS
dramatically
on the inside of the display.
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Ediiard G. Robinson as "The Great Triton" goes through his mind-reading act in a shabby vaudeville house, unknowing that in a feic minutes he will receive the first flash oj prophetic vision that will plague him for twenty years.
Robinson forecasting to skeptic John Lund the
string of events that will result in his sweetheart's death, gels a vision of his own violent end.

IVIGHT

HAS

THDUSAIVD

A

EYES

By the simple expedient of telling you that something
is ooino to happen and then letting you simmer while it
goes about doing its utmost to prevent it from happening,
Pitramount's ''Night Has a Thousand Eyes" hangs a new
tM'i.-t on suspense melodrama. It tells a fantastic story with
such candor, such a straight face, that by the time the climax
comes, it has you believing the whole weird business.
Twenty years ago. the Great Triton, key figure in a
vaudeville mind-reading act, begins to get "visions"* of future
occurrences. At first he cashes in on his gift, but when he
foresees the death of the girl he intends to marrv, he goes
into solitude, hoping to forestall her death. She dies in
childliirth, as he had envisioned. Twenty years later, he
sees the death of the man she had married and for whom
he had acquired a fortune, then of their daughter.
His attempts to save the girl from her fate bring the
police on his neck, but despite every precaution, his predictions begin to come true, one by one, until everyone —
including the audience — feels that nothing can avert
tragedy.
Edward G. Robinson has a terrifying time as the unwilling recipient of "prevision"; Gail Russell is the girl;
John Lund, a skeptical scientist and William Demarest, a
down-to-earth, realistic detective amid the welter of extrasensory to-do.
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S
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RELEASE

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
Rev " is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations
in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C!
denotes Cinecolor.

NOVEMBER
Song of India
St-awttrry
ioan. TheSerial)
(C)
Saperiran (Special
Thunderhool
Details under(77)
title: Wild Fary
Trail to Laredo (54)
Triple Threat
Underco»er Man
Untamed
Details Breed,
ander The
title:(C)
The Wnitgler
WalkDetails
a Crooked
Mile
under title: FBI Meets Siotland
Walking Hills. The

In Production (4)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

Completed (71)
Con^ileted ( 4)
Completed (27)

NEW PRODUCTrONS
THE DEVIL'S HENCHMEN
Drama^Started Oclober 21
Cast: Warner Baxter, Mike Mazurki, Peggy Converse
Sl^f^^?^' Seymour Friedman
Producer: Rudolph Flothow
BONANZA
Drama— Started October 25
Cast: Glenn Ford, Ida Lupino, Gig Young
S.':^''^;;9f?^r^.uSf^.^"
Producer:
S. Sylvanmine
Simon
■ Phoenrx.
or.
search for
,he Lost Dutfhm:,„
near
THE MUTINEERS
Drama— Started October 27
D?recto?°"Te^n"v^t'^ -^l"^^"'' I^^^ves.
^"'ZJ^^^
ao."'""">■
. ""d
Producer:
Sam to Katzman
sail. I^^^lZ^i,
'
set ship back
port under
CHART
m PRODUCTION "^^l-EASE
Wild Bill 'do'^"""'"'
C.S, D.,.lls H.,.
Scott-Allbntton 10-25
COMPLETED
1947-46
Air Hostess
Arkansas SwI-g Tlie
Henry-Wrigtit 9-27..
0.talls „„der title: Twa, iandniaV
Shoh ... .3-29. . .7-29.
Bis Sombrero, The (C)
" .. „ .
Details «n1,r title: * i iH.V c.:.:.:- .1 :
8-18. .8-48.
Blair
8-4.,
Black Arrow, -TheT76)* Blsho, p-Pa;
ton
5-10.! .9-16.
Black
Eagle,
the
Sto-y
o, a ' Horse!
Details under title: B^atk
■ tzliii Acrojs The Pecos (55) Eagle
.St':rre:t-Barnet'e .... 11-24 .7-1.
Blond
ie Hits the Jackpot
Blondie's Big
" Deal "
Singleton-Lake
•IwKH's Semt
Singleton-Lake 10-25!.
9-27

CMg* till ....
e««ier Doctcr's
Cfe.1 (C)"
Crime
Dlaiy(90)The
l»»rk Pa^t, The
Details inder tItieV HearMy
er'ilalir'C
Filler triih M.ii ' Tii. /oW

Starrrtt-tamette
?'„h
ScoM-Cha»man
BaxterwMaxwcll
HeWeii-Co»k
Starrett-B.rnett.
Starrett-Bumette

r^:s.r^:rv^•■->■•:":":;:SS
--'^:--:^^
Se'"PIstels
Lmit4
Mayne-Henry ...
alt
Plitluy.
M
_.
Aotry-Brltton
Lone Wolf and His
Randall-Vincent
Lieer Take All . .
Dttani inter title:
L«en, Tie
Wilier- •Ta. i|-.,|,,n,''"*''*"-"''^ •

Bey-Reseell
7-5
Aetry-Menr/
7-7.....7-15.
8-48.
Alyn-Nell
2-16
Foster-Bishoj 2-16 7-8.
f tarret1-Berne:te
8-12.
Henry-Crane
7-19... 9-30.
Ford Foeh
5-24
Tults-Britton 4-12
O'Keefe-Hayward
5-24, . .S-48.
Yard
Scott-Ralnes
5-24

EAGLE-LION

COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

8, 1948

No.

Rev.

7-5
^-10
9-29.
. .7-48. .. ,
8-30
6-7
9-27
6-7 .. 10-14 .. .
9-27 .
.8-16.
.8-2. .

. . .8-30.
.3-15...

teiek M tke Triiier !::!:::
l^^i^.^
^IS
MfT, th.
f •et^er.'TI,.
(T)
!!.
!!!!! Aot™-wS^
r^^lS^r^'
RWInOld Pine Trail
J.
f%
7-5
^'tnT-Whlt.
Detail, ender title: Wing. Westw;rd
5!!JJ
f";"
«
Jones-i;arlteld
g-13
^ .
Donald«)n-Moirett . ...^3-1
DrUlls indar title: Rasty Takes a Walt
£!!?',
*
Donaldson-Utel
stwwi.
^r«ch
Shots
9-23. ::;:;;:;!::::
l^',.
J""
L«nioor-Ame«he
Details i*4er HMe: L«fi Fill In Love. . 1-19
Smoky Mointain Melody
AcotT-Smoky Mt Boys .8-2.
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1947-48 Features
West«ms

Completed (45)
Completed ( 7)

In Production (0)
In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-4«
Title— Running Time
Cast Oetalli
Rel. No.
Re«.
Adventores of Gallant Bess (73)
Mitchell-Long
10-8 . . 905 .9-13
8-2
Behind
Breme. -Carlson
6-7 . . 10-15 . .906
DetailsLocked
older Doors
title: (61)
lislde the Wall
Big Cat, The (T)
MiCall stcr-Garner 8-2
Blanche Fury (93)
Hobson-Granger Forehn
S-30
Caron City (83)
Brady-Meade
3-29... .6-30
826 7-5
6-9. . . .824.
Closr-uo (76)
Baxter-Gilmore 12-22. . 11-19
910.
H( Walked By Night (80)
Basehart-Brady 5-10.
.8-30
Details under tllle: T«t«rty-Nlne Clues
Hollow Triumph (83)
Henreid-Bennott 2-16. .9-19. .903. .8-16
.9-13
In This Comer (66)
Brady-Shaw
3-15.
Details under title: Born To Fight
904
.831
It's Molder
Switier-Whalen
5-12
Lady At Midnight
Dennlng-Lee
3-15... 8-8. . .907
Let s Live A Little (85)
Lamarr-Cummings 3-1 11-12.
ManDetails
from under
Texas title:
(71)
Craig-Barl
5-26 . 10-18. . .815. . .4-12
A Texu Story
.825. . .6-2]
Mickey (C) (87)
Bitler-Coodwln 11-10 . .6-23. . .908
Million Dollar Weekend (73)
Raymond-Paull
11-26.
Northwest
Stampede
(C)
(79)
Leslie-Crtig
7-21...
7-28.
Details under title: Wild ConqiMt
.830. . .7-19
Old Fashioned Girl. An
J an-Rafferty
9-27
Olher Twist
Davles
Forelgi ... 7-14 ... 828
Olympic Gaires, The (T) (136)
Documfntary
9-12 ... 902 ... 9-27
Parole
O'Shea-Bey
8-16
Rampage
Mitch ll-Long
12-22
Red Shoes, The (T) (133)
Walbrook-Shearer ... Foreign
10-25
Red Stallion In the RockiM (C)
Heather-Franz 8-2
Reign of Terror
Cummings-Dahl 9-13
Shed No Tears (70)
Ford-Vlneent
3-1... 7-21 829... 8-30
Spiritualist, The (79)
Bey-2ari
1-19
8-1 827
Sword of the Avenger (76)
Delgado-Gurle
6-2 823
Tioga Kid (54)
Dean-Ates
6-16 858
Tomorrow Yoe Die
Irelaid-Ryan 5-12
Tulsa
Hayward-Preston 7-5
ASSICS
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RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
TItl*— Banning Time
Cast Ditilli
Rel. No.
Appointment
with title:
MurderDate(62)
Details undir
with Mirder Calvert-Craig 8-16.. 11-24
Arpy e Secrets (63)
Gargan-Lord
5-7
Daughter of Ramona (C)
Vickers-Reed 9-27
Devil's Cargo (61)
Calvert-HodaMi
4-1
Inner Sanctum (62)
Hughei-Russell 7-19. . . 9-48
10-25
DeMllle-Hale 10-11
Judge, The
10-11
.9-48
.
4-12
Calhoun-Long
(76)
(C)
Miraculous Jeiriu*
■. ■.
4-15
Raflerty-Beaomoit
Money Madneu (73)
9-27
3-29... 6-48
Raymond-Gurle tSl.
(83)
(C) Island
SoAa
UakDown
(C)
Grey-Reed
Oetalh ander title: Tke BiMlenkle
Will It Happen Again? (61)
Doeunentary

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
In Production (0)
1947- 48 Features
Completed (27)
In Production (4)
Completed (22)
1948- 49 Features
NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE STKATTON STORY
Drama — Started October 25
Cast: James Stewart, June Allyson, Frank Morgan.
Director: Sam Wood
Producer: Jack Cummings
story: Film .story of Monty Stratton, one-legged pitciier of the Chicago White Sox.
NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER (T)
Comedy— Started October 27
Cast: Red Skelton, Esther Williams, Keenan Wynn, Ricardo
Montalban.
Director: Edward Buzzell
Producer: Jack Cummings
.story; Musical comedy about a bathing suit designer whose hair-brained sister
gets her involved with South American polo team.
FILM

B ULLBTIN

RELEASE CHAftT
IN PRODUCTION
TItIs— Running Time
Cast Details Rel.
Great Sinner, The
Peck-Barrymore 10-25
Secret Garden, The
O'Brien-Stockwell 10-25
CXJMPLETED
1947-48
Barkleys of Broadway
Rogers-Astaire 8-2
Big JCity,
The (103)
O'Brien-Murphy 9-27
10-27.. Jun<
Big
ck
Beery-Main
Bait With Ju^, A (ttJ)
Beery-PowHI
1-5.
E»£t»r P. rade (T) (103)
Astaire-Garlanil 12-«. Jnly
Homecoming (113)
Gable-Turaer
9-15. May, .
On An Island With You
Williams-Lawford 6-23. June , .
Pirate. The
Garland-Kelly
3-3. June . .
Search.
The (T)
(105) (102)
.CIift-Ma«Mahon
Aug
1948-49
Act of Violence

1947- 48 Features
1948- 49 Features
.827. . .3-29
831. . . .1-5
,826
829 6-7
828. .. .5-24
,825,
.4-12
,83». ..4-12

World

Porce of Evil
Details under title: The Numbers Racket

Southern Yankee. A (90)
Three Musketeers (T) (126)

Gwenn-Leigh

Navy Documentary
MacDonald-Nolan
Ek:ltor-Dahl
Sinritra— Wini:im<
Wayne-Armendariz
.Garland-Rooney

7-5 .
1-19. ,
9-29
9-1 . ..Oct.. . .S03.
5-26 . .Sept, . . .901.
Nov, ,904,
, ,905
. . .5-10.
.
2-2, Oct ..902,
Sept. .
5-24
.
2-16,
4-26 , .Nov, . ,906.
.Jan

10-11
. .8-16
. .8-30
. 10-25
. .8-16
. 10-25

MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (35)
Completed (17)

In Production (1)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
CRASHING THRU
Western -Started October 29
Cast: "Whip" Wilson, Andy Clyde, Christine Larsen.
Director:
Ray Taylor
Producer: Barney Sarecky
Stoiy; Xcl availablr.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
Details Rel.
Title — Running Time
Cast
10-25
Bad Boy
Nclan-Wyatt
, ,J-27
When a Man's a Man
Madison-Calhoun
4757.
COMPLETED
1947-48
B*ek Trail (54)
Er.wn-Hatljn
7-lS,
Bomba f:c Jun:le By
Shefheld-Ga n-i . ,10-25
4763,
Courtin' Tro.blc (56
Wak?ley-Belmc:; J-27, ,11-21.
Details urder tilic: Hradin' for Trouble
4762.
Cowboy Cavall r (55)
Wakely-Taylo.10-11, ...7-4.
Feathered Se pent. The
Winter;-Lu:ie
Details under title: Charlie Chan in Mexico
4753.
Fightng Ran.er. Ths (57)
Erow -Hatton
6-7 ,8-15, 4756.
Frontier Agent (56i
Erown-Hatfon
5-16., 4720.
Golden
(69)
W;nter->'oung 4-26..,
8-29 4758.
Gunning Eye.For TheJustice
(55)
Brown-Hatton
9-13 ,11-7.,
Henry,
the
Rainmaker
Walburn-Catlett
10-11
Details under title: The Rainmaker
Hidden Danger
Brown-Hatton 10-25 ,12-5,, 471(5.
I Wouldn't Be In Yoir 9mm (70)
Castle-Kn3x
2-16. . .5-23 .
Incident (66)
Douglas-Frazee 8-16 . , 1-9,, 4803,
Iron Dokes
Bowery Boys
8-2
Details under title: Bowery Comeback
4717.
Jiggs and Maggie in Court
Yule-Riano
S-27
linx Money (68)
Gorcey-CaldweJI 1-19 ... 6-27 , .
,9-27
Joe Palooka in the Big Fight
KIrkwood-Romay 8-30
4725 ,
Kidnapped (81)
MacDowall-England ., ,5-24 . 11-28 .4719.
■ MieJ O'Haltoran <79)
Roberts-Beckett 4-12 8-8,. 4721.
Matic Man
Stewart-Orlto 5-24 9-5,, ,4764.
Outlaw Brand (57)
Wakeley-Larsen
10-24.,
Partners of the $«Bttt (53)
Wakely-Larjon
5-6.. 4707 . .
PerllMi Waters (66)
tastle-Lono
S-l . . . 2-14 , , .4766.
Ruge Renegadei (54)
Wakeler-Holt
6-5., ,4767.
Rangers Ride (56)
Wakeley-Belmont
9-26, .4718.
Shanghai
Chest.
The
(65)
Wtnter»-B«»t
2-16.
.
.7-11.
.
Details under title: Morder by Alphabet
. 4754 .
Sheriff From Meiflclne Bow (55)
Brown-Hatton
7-19, , , 10-3 .4711.
Sign of the Wolf (69)
Whaltn-Brady Raieuo 5-2,. .4763.
Silver Trails (53)
Wakely-Taylor 7-5... 8-22., .4S01.
Sixteen Fati'Oils Deep (A«M(>
Lalte-Chaaey
7-25. .4726.
Smugglers' Cove (66)
Gorcey-Hall
10-10.
Stage Struck (71)
Lang-Rlehmond 3-15... *-13. .4715.
Stampede
Cameron-Storm 10-25
TTInoman ,,
Brown-Hattoa
•-20. .4752.
Trouble Makers (69)
Gorcey-Hall
6-7 1-2, , 4727 .
Details under title: High Tension
When a Man's a Man
Madison-Calhoun 9-27
9-19, , 4802 .
Kirkwood-Knox
Winner Take All (65)
ALLIED ARTISTS
Babe Ruth Story, The (106)
Bendlx-Trevor 3-29,,, 9-6 10 ... 8-2
Bad Men of Tombstone
Sullivan-Reynolds 6-21, 11-15
Details under title: Last of the Badmen
.6-21
12-8. . .8-30 ■
Alb«rt-Storm
(87)
Tho The
West. title:
Goes under
DudeDetails
Teadcrfoot
Hunted, The (85)
Bellta-Foster 4-14 4-7 6
Panhandle (84)
Caraeron-Oowni 9-29. . .2-22 5
7
4-30
Bennett-Aherne 10-27...
Smart Woman (90)
Cameron-Granville 7-19
Strlba It Rich
NOVEMBER

8, 1948

PARAMOUNT

Rev.

Completed (20)
Completed (21)

In Production (0)
In Production (4)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
EASY DOES IT
Comedy— Started October 27
Cast: Bob Hope, Rhonda Fleming, Roland Young.
Director: Alexander Hall
Producer: Edmund Beloin
.story: Newspaper
trouble on man
voyageassigned
home. to cunduct boys' group throug^ti Europe gets into
RELEASE CHART
Rev.
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time
Cast Details Rel.
Bitter Victory
Scott-Cummings 10-25
El Paso
Payne-Russell 9-27
Samson and Delilah (T)
I amarr-Ma'ure 10-25
COMPLETED
1947-48
Beyond
9-29 9-3. .4726... 6-21
DetailsGlory
under(82)
title: The Long, Grey Line LaOd-Reed
Big Town Scandal (62)
Reed-Brooke
7-30. .4722 6-7
Crusades, The (126)
Young-Wileoxon
. . Reiss e. . ,6-48, R;3508, . ..
Dream Girl (86)
H.:tt-n-Carey .. . 5-12. . . 7-23. . .4721. . .5-24
Emperor Waltz. The (T) (1C6)
Crosby-Fontaine fi-24 7-2 ,. 4720 ,, 5-lC
Foreign Affair, A (116)
Arthur-Lond-0 etr ch ^2-22 ... 8-20 ... 4724 ... 6-21
Hatter's Castle (105)
Mason-Kerr ..
.. Foreign , , 6-18 .,, 4718 . . 4-26
Hazard (95)
Goddard-Carey . .11-10 .5-28 . .4716. . .3-29
So Evil My Love (100)
Mil'and-ToJd
5-26
8-6... 4723 . 6-7
Speed To Spare (57)
Arlen-R03(rs 10-27.. 5-14 ... 4715 ... 3-1
Waterfront at Midnight (64)
Gargan-Hoghe* 12-S . . , 6-25 , , , 4: 19 . 5-24
1948-49
. 4808
Accused, The
Young-Cummings 4-26,,, 1-14, .4814
Connecticut
Yankee
A
(T)
Crosby-Fleming
6-24. ., ,, 4-15
Disaster (60)
Denning-Marshall 2-16,
12-3 .4809
4806 . 10-25
Dynamite
Gargan-Welles
1-28.
Great Gafsby. The
Ladd-Fied 3-29
Heiress, The
deHavilland-Clift 7-5
.9-27
Isn't
It
Romantic
(87)
Lake-OeWolfe
3-1. . . 10-8. ,4802, .10-25
Mask for Lucrctia
Goddard-Lund
9-13
Miss Tatlock's Millions (101)
Hendrix-Lunr
4-12 , 11-19.
My Own
True Love
Ocuglas-Calvert 2-2
7-7,.,. 2-4, ,4810.
Now
and
Forever
Ralns-Hendrix
.4805.
Details under title: Abigail, Dear Heart
Night Has A Thousand Eyes (81)
Robhison-Rosull 7-7,, 10-22, .4803...
.48077-19
One Woman
ladd-Reed
8-16
Paleface, The (T) (91)
Rope-Russll
8-18 12-24.
Sealed Verdict (83)
Milland-Marty
11-5, ,4804. . .9-13
Shacgy (C) (72)
Joyce-Shayne
6-11. .4/17 . . .4-26
Sorrowful Jones
Ho-e-Ball
4-26
,4801,
Sorry. Wrong Number (89)
Stanwyck-Lancaster 2-2,,. 9-24,
Special Ageit
Eythe-Rrevet
5-24
Strange
Milland-Totter 5-10 . 3-4 .4912.
DetailsTemptation
under title: Dark Ctrcio
,8-2
Streets of Laredo (T)
Holden-Fre man
8-2
Whispering Smith (T)
Ladd-Marshall 4-28. .2-18. ,4811.
REALART
RELEASE
CHART
1947-48
REISSUE
Title— Ruaning Tin*
Cast Details
Rel.
No, Rev
736
Mil a:id-Eller$
Al,a> Mary Dow (66)
Aug S26
M( Laglen-Brown
Ex-Champ (72)
1095
L.T. Goyt-D.E. Kids
Give Us Wings (62)
1124
Blon?ell-Pow.ll
Model Wife (78)
Aug, , , . 148
Dunne-Boyer
When Tomorrow Comei (92)
1063
Kids
Guys-O.E.
T
L
You're Not So Toogh (71)
1948-49
Montez-Bey
the Forty Thieves (T) (87) , , Wilcox-R
and (64)
Ali Baba Car
omero
ArmD.'ed
Captive Wild Womm (60)
Ca-radin -Ankers
May, ,. 12.0
12 0
May...
-Fitzgerald
?eot
Corvette K-225 (98)
n
Johnso
OlsenCrazy
Dian o.idHouseFront(80)
e,- (91)
McLaglen-Loder
May... 1210
E;w:n-Munson
Drums of ihi Congo (61)
Chaney-Paige
Frontie,- Baimen (77)
onnor
Dailey-O'C
Give
Gage
Wayne(68)
War (65)
I CoverOut theSisters
»»r....796
nes
MeLagten-ear
(78)
Brute
Magnificent
J«y...l222
Abbott & Costello
Men of Texas (82)
yan■
nor-R
O'Con
)
Bigtie(74
Mr.
-West
Fields
Cniclodee (84)
My Li.
7,8
My
mbard
Powell-Lo
(93)
My Mai Godfrey
•
Arlen-Moore
Mutiny on the Blackhawk (66)
Stewarf-Mllland-Sullavan June y756
Next Time We Love (87)
d-Chane
Crawtor
North to the Klondike (58)
June... 1238
Statk-Cooper
Pardon My Sarong (84)
Rains-Eddy s
Phantom of the Opera (T) (92)
-Comming
Rathbone
Hio (77)
Cummings-Lane
Saboteur (108)
Apr 361
Wayne-Grey
Sea Spoilers (63)
Dorn-Hindj
Ski Patrol (64)
n-Moore
Lundiga
State Police (78)
■■
Dailey-Lord
Timber (60)
May. . .871
Mil a»d-e«rry
Wings Over Honolulu (78)
ne
g-La
Crai
Zanzibar (69)
REPUBLIC
1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

Con^leted (28)
Complet4-d
Completed (15)
( 4)

In Production (0)
In Production (1) 29
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MONTANA BEIXE (Tr)
Western— Started October 27
Cast: Jane Russell, George Grant, Scott Brady, Andy Devine,
Forrest Tucker.
Director: Alan Dwan
Producer: Howard Welsh
Ktorv: Tale iil Hi'lh' Starr antl the Ualtoii brothers.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Ditaili
Rel.
No. Rt«.
Ti;ie — Running Time
CasI
4-26. .10-30 . . .794
Adv<ntur« of Frank t J<ssl« James
Moore-Neill
4-12 9-3 719
AngflDetails
In Ex'ls
yndtr title: Miracle of Charlie DakinCarrol'-Mara
Band.ts of D..rk Lanyon
Lane-Waller
la-15 . . . . 752 .
.Lane-Waller
12-22. . .4-15 754.
BoldDetails
r'rontiiuniet
rsinan >i:le. Cimarron Trails
Cal fornia Fl eb anj (Tr.j (63)
.H.'le-Boah
10-13 . 4-1 ... 654 .. .4-26
Carbon CI y Raiders (60)
Lane Wa er
2-16 . 5-13 755... 6-21
Code of Scotland Yard
Homolka-Farr
10-24 . 713
Dancers of the Canadian Mounted (Serial) . Bannon- tlmont .....10-27 4-24 7 2
Daredevils of the Clo' ds (60)
LIvlngston-Clark 3-11 8-10. . . .716. . . .8-2
Daughter of The Jiing'6
Hai:-Cardwell 9-13. . . 2-8
Den»«r Kid, The
Lane-Gallagher 7-5... 10-1 .. .. .. .758
Dmo nidoes of nodge City
Lane-Waller
6-21... 9-15 .757
793 ,
Dick Traey Retirns (Serial)
Boyd-R»lerU
7-17
Drams A>ung ihf Ami.on
Brent-Ralston 5-10... 11-1 . . . .732. .
Far Frontier, The
RcgTS-Devne
8-16. 12-29
Federal Agents Vs. Under.round
Aller-LaPlarehe 7-19 . . . .715. .8-2
Gailint Legion, Thi
Ell ott-Bo«th
1-5... 7-25
Grano Canyon Trail (Tr.)
Rogers-Frazec 6-21. 11-15 . . . .707
Heart of Virgin, a
Mart n-Lowery
12-22 . .4-25
Homicide
T' ree
Long-Douglas
6-7 . .5-25
710. . .5-24
I. lane DoeFor 185;
HusseyCdnoll
11-24.
12-8 . . . .761
It'i
A
Grand
Old
Nag
(Tr.)
Cartoon
Feature
12-20
King of th» Gamtl.rs
Wr ght-MartIn
5-10 .709. 10-25
Macbeth (107)
Wiles-Nolan
7-7... 10-1
Marshal ot Amarlllo
L«n»-Wa'ltr
7-25 756.
Misotrian, The (TR)
Elliott-Booth 9-13... 2-15
Moonriie
Clark-Russell
1-5... 10-1 . .714.
Nighttime in Nevada (T)
Rogers-Harmon 5-10.... 9-5 . . .733.
Old Los Anodes
Elllott-McLMd 10-13... 4-25 . . .708. .9-13
OutDetails
of theunder
Stormtith:(61)
Lydon-Ccllltr 3-29. .9-11. . . .717.
Backfire
Plundrrers, The
Cameron-Massey 6-7 .12-1.
Red Pony. T'e (T)
Loy-Mitchiim
6-9
Rerejades of Sonora
Lane-Waltr
8-30... 11-24
Rose of the Yukon
Brodie-Dell
8-16 .1-5.
Seeret Serylee Investigator (60)
'ridg i-Rob«rts 2-16... 5-31 741.
711 6-7
Son of God's Cotnt.y (Tr.)
Hale-Blake
9-15...
Sons of Advi>nture
Hayden-Roberls 3-15 .9-1. . . 718.
Sundown In Santa Fe
Lane-Waller
11-5
Timber Tail, The (67)
f: ale-Robe t$
6-21... 6-15 .712.
656
Train
to Alcatraz
3-1... 6-28.
Details
under title: Alcatra2 Prison Train Barry-Mi-tin
.731.
Urd:r ofCal'ortila
(70)
Rogcrs-Frizet 11-25
5-1.
Wake
the Rod Slars
Witch,(Tr.)
The
Wayne-Rus:e:i
8-2 1-1.
.6-7
RKO
1948 Featur<^s

SCREEN

Completed (48)

Completed (20)
In Production (0)
Rtf.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Bel. No.
Cast OeUils
Ti.le— Running Time
art 5-10. . .9-10. .. .
LaRue-Stew
Gold
s
Man
Dead
J'*"
ge
Reven
Frontier
'
'
Bromfield- Louis
Harpoon
3-31...
Details under
title: Western
Barn Dance
- oi 6-Zl.
b_ii .4701.
Tub.-.r/ing
(65)
Barn Dance
Hollywood
McKay 6-21... 8-13.
dess
Jungle
lison-F azee .
^Reevesnt Will HcrsM
Last of God
ell
LaRue-Crand
.5-24. .10-29. .X-3.
h
Las
Mark ofCountr
i»«P"i F«««'''t
(71)
intheHarlem
Miracle
Outlaw
y
l-^"
. .8-16 5-14. 4705
^ . . .4-30. . .4705.
A be t-Eaxt,r' ' .1'^.
(80)
The Home
Prairie.C«m.s
.9-27.
Shep
Son of a Gunman
LaRuc-St. John
10-25.
Reeves-Mart. n
Thunder In The Pines

SELZNICK
In Production (2)

GUILD

1947-48 Features

RADIO

NEW PRODUCTIONS
STAGECOACH KID
Western -Started October 25
Cast: Tim Holt, Richard Martin, Jeff Donnell.
Director:
Lew Landers
Producer: Herman Schlom
story: Not available.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Tllle— Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev
Sct-Up, The
Ryan-Totter
10-25
1948-49
GROUP ONE
Rachel
and under
the Stranger
(93)
Young-Holden
9-1.. .
8-16
Details
title: Rachel
Pearl. The (77)
Marijoes-Arratndariz ..Foreign
3-15
Variety Time (59)
Er. ol-Kennody
8-16
GROUP TWO
Bodyguard (63)
Tierney-Lano 5-10
9-13
Design for
(48)
Documentary
'9-13
Station
WestDeath
(92)
Powcll-Greer
9-13
GROUP THREE
Bftod On The Moon
Mitchum-Btl Geddes 3-1
Evory Girl SJ-onld Be Married
Grant-Tone
6-7
IndianNOT
Aqent
Holt-Martin
6-7
. "
DESIGNATED
Baltimore Escapade
Temple-Young
6-21....
Boy Within Greeo
Hair (T)
O'Brien-Ryan
Brothers
the Saddle
Holt-Forman
7-5
Clay Pigeon,
The
Hale-Wi liaras
10-11
'.
Follow
Me Quietly
Lundiran-Patrick
8-30
Green Promise, The
Chapman-Paige 9-27
Bon Runners
Holt-Hyer
8-2
Interference
Mature-Ball ofhorn
7-19
".
Judge Steps Out, The
Knox-S
De'alls under tife: Indian Summer
Le Silence Est O'or
Chevalicr-Durrisr ....Forei
Long Denial. The
O'Haa-Doagfas 3-1 gn
MadRev.Wednesday
(80)
Stg 3-3
under title: Sin of Harold DIddlebock Lloyd-Walborn 10-1
Mourning Bee mes Eloetra (121)
Russell-Redgrave 4-14
1L-S4
Mr. Joseph Young of Africa
Johnson-Armstrong 1-5
Outlaw, The
Russell-Bcutel
0»tlaw Valley
Holt-Mfrtin
6-21
Rettirn of the Badman
.Seot'-White
Tarzan's
Fountain
of
Yoitb
Barker-Joyce
7-19
Details under title: Tarzan and the Arrow of Deatb
Tycoon (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3
2-8
Undar Arizona Skiei
Holt-Leslie
9-1
Vendetta
DeGeorge-Brooks 8-19
Hgs
Wm« No More
C» ten-V«lli
5-10
30

Window, The
.Htl»-Ktiim4y 11-24.
SPECIALS
.5-24 11-2*
Bishop's Wife. Tho (109)
Grant-Yeuof
.3-17
Enehantir.int
Wrlght-Nlven
Details un-'or title Take Throt TiniM
.11-10
1-6
Fmda-Del Rio
Futlt.vi, The (104)
891 9-1
Dlenty Cart«»D Foitire
Fon and Faney Free (73)
.•-2
8-18
dan
Cooper-Sheri
Good Sam (114)
.3-15
3-15
. .6-9
Ounn»-Hopi»lka . . 10-13.
I Remember Mama (137)
arror
Bergman-f
Are (T)
Joan
Melodyof Time
(T)
Ol'r.ey Musical
.5-24
MaeMorny-Valll 8-4.
Mlmele of The Bells. Tho (118)
.8-30
Driscoll-Patten
So Dear To My Heart
Kay;-Mayo
(T) (113)
Born
Is
Song
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. FOUR
4-12
11-10
ie
Holt-Lesl
(63)
Ranger.
Arizona and
Weissmuller-Joyee 8-4
(68)
Mermaids
the The
Tar/an
BLOCK
NO. FIVE
5-Z4
9-1
Ryan
Ibero.iExpressB.ck(86)
Berlin 'Em
k
Fran* Buc
Al ve
Bring
O'Bnen-O. ell .12-22
e
Dunn)
Fat.er (61
Fiohling
5-24
Holt-Le.lle
of Hate
Guns
Seott-Joftrtyi
of the Badmen
ReturnBLOCK
NO. (90)
SIX
5-24
7-5
13
Whlt« 10Lundig-;n(66)
In Mexic*
Myitery
Race Street
(79)
«»"-"'*''
H
]Zl
/ ,3
The Twlitod HoU
O'Donnoll-Grang.r 7-7
Ey Nighttitle:(95)
Live under
TheyDetails
Ru»iell-G«nn 10-13
Velvet Touch, The (97)

—

S.R.O.

In Production (0)
Completed (5)
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Tile— Running Time
,
Cast "'''"Ltq Rel.
No. Rev.
Duel in the Su- (T) (138)
i°""f„°'i" "■■■^
.4-9 .1-19
4-14
Reissue.
Howard
Eergrrtn.3-29
(7
Intermezzo
Mr.
Blandings
Builds
His Dream House
7-1.
10-13
Paradine
Case.
The 0)
(132)
_
,
-Loy
Grant
Tcdd-Peck
12-23.
3-3
cotten-jcnes
Portrait of Jenny
Features

20th
1948 Features

CENTURY-FOX
In Production (4)
Completed (48)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
PRINCE Started
OF FOXES
Drama—
August 16
. xt ^ ■
Hendrix.
Wanda
Orson
Power,
Tyrone
Cast:
novel.
sellingWelles,
o£ I'est
adaptation
story Film
I WAS A MALE WAR BRIDE
Comedy— Started September 21
Neff.
Cast- Gary Grant, Ann Sheridan, William
Producer: Sol C. Siegel
Director: Howard Hawks
Irer French husband
return
to
attempts
who
story; Trials of American Army nurse
RELEASE CHART
to the V. &'.
IN PRODUCTION
Ti'.le — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
10-11
Grabl -Romero
Bashful End, The Bairymore-Widmar
Beautiful Blonde from
8-30
k
Down to the Ssa in Ships
Jo'inson-Yonj 8-30
Mother Is A Frtshman (T)
7-5
Stevens-Gray
(T)
Sand
.May. 820
COMPLETED
1948-49
Foreign.
n
Leigh-Richardso
Anna Ka enina (110)
846
1-19 . . Oct
Crain-Holden 8-30
(99)
Apartment for Peggy (T)(86)
842 .. . 9-27
oman
Montgomery-R
Starr'sunderDaughter
BeUeDetails
.Nov.
title: Rose of Cimarron
Conway-Hamilton 7-».
Bungalow 13 (65)
8-30. July 825.
Scott-Wyatt
Canadian Pacific (C)
Najli
ConwayThe (67)
Coat.Sunday
819. .
Checkered
Chicken Every
"^''"S'-"'''"! i':!
Sept.
••l""*
Sutton-Merricic
.9-27
The (73)
Counterfeiters.
Creeper, The (64) .
.83^.
.3-29
.
Mature-Conti
1-5.
.841.
Cry of the City (95)
.Oct. .821..
Details wider title: Tho Chair for Martin Rome
.Jlly,
10-13
Peten
.7-19
Andrews)
Deep Water, (85
_9-16. .Sept .822.
Harr.s(m-Cummins 7-19
Escape (78)
nders
Cram-Sa
Pj,„ jI,,
Sept .838..... .6-7
Darnel-Wild.
Forever Amber' '(U9')' (T)
riLM

lULLlTin

firyDetiils
at Fgrnact
CreekBallad
(88)
9-15... May
4-26
iintfer title:
of Fgrnace Creek Vatore-Gray
•€ay lirtriiders. The (68)
Emery-Gtva
3-15 . Sept .... 840
6i»» My Regards to Broadway (T) (89) . . . .Guilj-Dal y
5-12 .. .Jb le .... 827 .... 6-7
Green Grass of Wyoming (T) (89)
Cimmins- tiorn
6-23 . June . . . 818 . .4-26
Iron Curtain, The (87)
Andrtws-Ticrney 12-S ... Kay .... 816 .. 5-24
Jong:* Patrol (70)
Mii er-Franz
Nov 848
Let's Live
Again Wivos
(67)
Eme.-y-Br»tks 11-24.
. .Apr. . . 813
l*t;«r
to Three
Damell-Crain
6-21
L»tk of the Irish (S9)
Power-Baxter
2-16... Sept 837... 9-13
Details onder ti;le: For fear of Little Mei
■nt Ht at Oiwn (89)
Eythe-r.ourt
A'r. .. .812. . .3-29
Mine Own Eireotioner (102)
Meredllh-Moore
Jnly 824... 7-19
Miss Mink kof It 43
Lvdon-Colller
8-2
Mother Is a Freshman
Johnson-Young 8-30
Road House (95)
Lup no-Wiibe
4-12 ... Nov .... 844 . . .!;-27
Sand (T)
Stevens-Gray
7-5
Scidda Ho«! Scodda Hay! (T) (95) H aver- litCa lister 3-17... Apr 811. . .3-15
Sitting Pit,
PrettyThe
(84)
Yoon»-0'Hara
Ap.- 810. . .3-23
Snake
deHavilland-l^enn 11-10...
8-4
Strwt With No Name, Th« (91)
Steitns-Lswrenej 1-5... July 823 7-5
That Lady in Ermine (T) (89)
Grab e-Fairbanks 11-10... Aug 836...7-1)
Details under title: Thli Is the MomenI
That Wonderful Urg«
PowT-Tierney 4-12
Thirteen Load Soldiers (66)
Conway-Wescott 12-22... Apr 8-14
faeson
Lyoon-Edwards
7-5
Unfaithfully Yours (105)
Harr. son-Darnell 3-1
850. .10-11
Walls of Jerleho, The (106)
Wilde-Darnell 11-10... Aug 826... 7-19
When
My under
Baby Smilu
at Me (T)
Grab'e-Dailey 5-24 . . . No;. . . 845
Details
title: Bgrlesque
Winner's
Circle,
The
(70)
Willes-Fa
ley 6-7
ku] 829
Yellow Sky (T)
Peck-:ax;er
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Arthur Takes Over (63)
Col'ier-ro-an 12-22... M»y
4-P'i
Night
Wind
(68)
Russ
rist:ne 4-26. ..Oc'.
£13 .S-13
Details under
title: Big Dm
Fighting Back (60)
langton-Rogers 3-29. . .Aaj ■ ■ 8 8. . .7-19
Trouble Preferred (63)
Knudsen-Russell
UNITED
1947-48 Features

ARTISTS

Completed (39)

In Production (I)

KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
Bill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Ripley - Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les); Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle- Lion (GFD); Cagney
(Cgy); Bronston (Brn); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent);
Hughes (Hgs); Comet (Com).
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
• ""Pa't
Donlcvy-Raines 9-27 NoPop Rev.
COMPLETED
1947-48
.3-29 9-17 Nat. . .9-13
An Innocent Affair (90)
Carro I-MscMurray
Angry God
Parla-Ortega
Arch of Trinm;h (120)
Bergnan-Boyer 7-22 3-48 E»t 4-26
'•»«r
Up
Bendix-O'Koete
7-5...' Has
0«ad
Don't
Dream
Coyd-Brooks
8-4
BB
False Paradise
Boyd-Srooks
9-1
..
Four Fa««$ West
MrCrea-Dw
.........
.
.7-9
Ent sl^^
Gly Amigo
RtDaldo-Carrlllo 7-19
ttit . .
Girl f,03i Manhattan (81)
Mongomery-Lamour ...
. . Bog 9-^27
Details under title: All's Well That Ends Well
HIPh Fory
Carrrll-Htnter
8-20.. BC
Hoppy's Sent
Ho'lday (60)
Boyd-Ware
9-30
.
7-18
BB 3-12
Indian
Sml......
Retails indtr title: Smio Riin Must Fall Hsntirawf-Dmi 7-5
Kings of the Olymphs
Docoren!ary
5-48
L»ffDetails
Time tnder
(C)
9-30
Rgi
MIk. Independent! Chart Ols«n-Jannsen
L»v«DetiHappy
Marx
Bros
8-2
P-C
h undor title: Blontft Heaven
L«c*y Stiff, The
Lamour-Donlevy 8-2
Amus
Man of Evil (90)
Mason-Calvert
Fir
GFD... 4-12
Montana
Details Mike
under (97)
title: Heaven Only Knows Cummings-Donlery ... .12-23. . .9-47. .. Neb .8-4
My
Dear
Se«-«fary
(94)
Day-Dwiglas
5-24
... 9-13. .
On Our Merry Way
JMI-Star
8-5... .10-15
.6-15...... Pop
Eog-Mer.
Details under title: A Miracle Can Happet
Outpost in Morocco
Raff-Tamiroff
BB
Personal Column
Sanders-Ball
11-11 .. .7-25 ... S^g . 7-21
Plfall (85)
Powell-Scott
2-2. .8-13 .Pis 8-16
Plot to Kill Roosevelt, The
10-22 . Sel
Red River (125)
Wayne-Cllft
9-30
Hks...7-19
Silent Conflict
Boyd-Brooks
7-21... 8— 2'. BB
So This Is New York (79)
Mcrgan-Vallee 10-13. .. 6-25 ... S,' ... 5-21
Strange Gamble
Boyd-Clyde
9-1
BB
Texas. Brooklyn and Heaven (76)
Madisoa-Lynn
2-16. . .7-16. . .Gol. . .7-19
Time of Yoiir Life. The (107)
Canney-Bendix
5-26. . .7-30. . .Cpy .. .6-7
Too La'e(65)
for Tears
Scott-Ouryca
Urubu
Scott-Powell9-27
8-20. .B-C
Vlc:ous Circle
Conrad Na:le
5-48... Wll 6-7
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
1947-48 Features

Completed (44)

In Production (.3)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Tltla— Raaalog Tlac
Cast Details
Amboy Dukes
Curtis-Jaeekel 10-11 . Rel.
Calamity Jane and Sam Bass
deCarlo-Duff
10-25.
Life of Riley, The
Brndix-DeCamp 10-25.
NOVEMBER

8, 1948

Rev.

4-12
COMPLETED
1947-4^
Abbott & Costella Meet Frankenstein (83) . . ALbott-Costrllo
Joly.
Vay .664.
.660.7-5
All My Sons (S4)
Roj n on-Chri:t:ans . . .10-13. . .. May.
.657.
.656
Ano^er Part of The Forest (107)
March-Elyth
11-10
Are
Yon
With
It
(90)
O'Con-or-San
Juan
.11-24
.Jily.
July.
Bad Sister (90)
Palmer-Niven
Fofolpn June.
7-13
Beware of Pi;y (102)
Lockwoad-Honter Foreign.
Black
Bart
(T)
(80)
Dovarlo-Duryea
6-23
Details under ti'le: Adventarts of Black Bart
Brothers,(94)
The (tO)
Ree-Fyflj
i . . . J'ay
5-24
.
. '.3-i5
Casbah
DeCarlo-Martin Foreig
10-27...
Apr
CaseDetails
AgainstunderCalvin
Cooke
(91)
March-Eldredge
2-2
8-33
title: An Act of Murder
Captain Boycott
Itnie-Kirky
.. Foreign
4-"6
Countess
of Monte(S2)
Cristo
Donat-Granger
Criss Cross
Lancasetr-deCarlo 7-5. Ap,-.
Dear Murderer (90)
Portgan-Gynt
For»igi. . May .
7-5
653 . . .5-24
End of f^e River (80)
ea o-Love l
Foeign.
Family Honeymoon
ro b«rt-MaeMorray 6-21
.
.6-21
Feodin',
and Figh:ln'
(78)Race atO'Connor-Main
3-1
Details Fussh'
under title:
Tnt Wonderful
Ri-r;ck
7-1?
672 . 10-25
For the Love of Mary (90)
Durbin-O'Brion 4-12 . . . JuSepty. . ..665.
Details under title: Washlng'on Girl
Ham et (153)
0;ivl:r-HerIie Foreign.
. 8-16
9-13
Hungry H 11 (S2)
Lockwood-Price Forern.
in_27
Kiss the Blood Off My Hands (79)
Lancaster-Fontaine 3-29 . . .Aug .
Larceny (89)
Payne-Caulfie d
4 -12 Aug .666
Letter Frt)m An Unknown Woman (87) . . . Fonta ne-JoLrden 9-15 . June
Nov .. .659
Man-Eater of Koaiian (79)
Sabn-Paje
12-22. . . .July.
669
Mexican Hayrlde
Abbot -Coitello
6-21
. .8-16
Mr. Peabo'y and the Mermaid (89)
Powell-Blyth
1-19
.. .8-30
I'Fiynn. The
Fairbanks-Carter 5-24.
. .7-5
.667.
0 e Touch of Ve.uis (81)
Wa'ker-Gardner 2-16 . . . Aug .
RedDetail,
Ca-yon u-der(T)
BIyth-Duft
7-5.
title: Black Velvet
.9-13
.6:0. 10-11
June . . .661
River Larly iT)
DeCirlo-Ouryea 8-4. .. . Nov
Pogues Regiment (86)
Pcwell-Toren
2-16 . Sept. .
•■axon Clicrm (88)
Montgom ry-Hayward . 2-16 . A g. .
Tap Roots <T) (109)
Ke in-May*ard
6-23 . . .June. .671
. .662.
.668.
Up InGotta
Central
Durhin-Haymes
fou
Stay Park
Happy (87)
.Fontaine-Stewart 10-13
5-24
. . .7-5
. . . 6-7
WARNER
1947-48 Features

BROTHERS
Completed (40)

In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
TASK FORCE
Drama — Started October 25
Cast: Gary Cooper, Wayne Morris, Walter Brennan, Julie
London.
Proijucer: Jerrv Wald
Director: Delmar Daves
story: Tlie hi.stury of Naval carrier aviation
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Details
Ti'le — Running Time
Cast
S-27Rrl.
Colorado Territory
McCrea-Mayo
9-27
Flamingo Road
Crawford-Scott
9-13
Montana (T)
Flynn-Smlth .. .. ..10-25
This Side of the Law
Lindfors-Sniith ...
Details
under
title:
''Deadlock"
. r-27 .
Undor Capricorn (T)
Bergman-Cotten
COMPLETED
1947-48
April Sl-owers (94)
Carson-Sothern 9-15 ... 3-27 .... 719 ... 3-15
BigDetails
Punch, ondTher title:
(80)
Morr
s-MaxTirell 2-2... 6-26 727 6-7
The FIfhtinf ferrsr
Enbraceable
Yon
(80)
Cla
k-8ro«ks
3-15... 8-21 732 8-2
Oe:a Is under title: Sonkirst
Key Largo (101)
Bojart-Eacall 1-5... 7-31 731... 7-19
Life With Father (118)
Powell-Daom
8-14 702
Romance on the Hljh St*$ (T) (99) . . . Carson-Palge
6-23 7-3 728 7-5
To the Victor (100)
Morgan-Llndfors 8-18... 4-10 720... 4-26
Winter Meeting (104)
Davis-Davis
10-13... 4-24 721... 4-12
Woman in White. The (109)
Parker-Smith 10-14... 5-15 724... 4-26
Wa'Iflower (77)
Roinalds-Hetton 3-3... 6-12 726 6-7
1948-49
Adventures of Don Juan (T)
Flynn-Lindfors 13-27
Cbristopher Blake
Smith-Doiiglas £-15
Fighter Squadron (T)
O Brien-S ack
6-7 . 11-27 836
Fla-y
Mayo-Scott
4-26
DetaihMartin
under title: Smart Money
Foantalnhead. The
Cooper-Neale 7-19
Girl from Jones Beach, Tko
Reagan-Mayo
5-24
Happy Times
Kaye-Bates
8-30
House Across the Street, Tha
Morris-Paige 8-16
It'sDelails
a Greatunder
Feeling
8-30
title: Two Giys and a Gal Morgan-Day
lohn Loves Mary
Reasan-Neal
2-2
Johnny Belinda (102)
Wyman-Ayres
S-15.. 10-23
804. . .9-27
June B ide (97)
Davis-Montgomery 5-24 .. 11-13 ... .805 . . 10-25
Kisi in the Dark. A
Wymao-Nlvon
3-29
My Dream Is Yoon
Carson-Day
4-12
Night Beat
Doiglas-Westcotf 7-19
Night Ui^to Night
Liadfors-Reagan f-30
One Last Fling
Smith-Scott
2-16
One Sunday Afternoon (T)
Morjan-Pa g2-15
Rope (T) (80)
Stewart-Ciandler 2-2... 9-25 802...8-1S
Silver Lining (T)
Hav r-Bo rer
4-26
Silver River (110)
FIvnn-f heridan
5-12... 5-29 725
Smart Girls Don't Talk (80)
Mayo-Bennett
3-1. ..10-9 803. 10-11
Details un^er title: Damat Don't Talk
Somewhere
the City
LIndfors-O'Brien
South of St.in Louis
McCrea-Smlth 8-16
6-7
Two Guys From Texas (T) (86)
Morgan-Carson 3-17 9-4 801... 8-16
IVhiplash
Clark-Smith
3-3]
Yoonger Brothers (T>
Palge-Marrls 5-24
31
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(The State, N. Y. record-breaker, a
simultaneous
Thanksgiving
sensationi)
NO/"
GIVJ
ANKS
TH
M-G-M presents Alexandre Dumas* "THE THREE MUSKETEERS"
Starring LANA TURNER, GENE KELLY, JUNE ALLYSON, VAN
HEFLIN, ANGELA LANSBUR Y, FRANK MORGAN, VINCENT PRIC E
KEENAN WYNN, JOHN SUTTON, GIG YOUNG . Color by TECHNICOLOR •Screen Play by Robert Ardrey • EHrected by GEORGE
SIDNEY . Produced by PANDRO S. HERMAN . An M-G-M Picture

'Fill 'em

M-G-M presents "HILLS OF HOME" • Starring EDMUND GWENN
DONALD CRISP, TOM DRAKE, JANET LEIGH, and LASSIE . Color
by TECHNICOLOR • Original Screen Play by William Ludmg • Suggested byThe Ian Maclaren Sketches "Doctor of the Old School" • Directed
by FRED M. WILCOX . Produced by ROBERT SISK . An M-G-M Picture

af

(Next at Radio City Music Hall and
America's perfect Xmas show!)
CHRISTMAS
/"

'Fill 'em

M-G-M presents "WORDS AND MUSIC" . Starring JUNE ALLYSON
PERRY COMO, JUDY GARLAND, LENA HORNE, GENE KELLY
MICKEY ROONEY, ANN SOTHERN with Tom Drake, Cyd Charisse
Betty Garrett, Janet Leigh, Marshall Thompson, Mel Torme, Vera-Ellen
Color by TECHNICOLOR . Based on the Lives and Music of Richard
Rodgers and Lorenz Hart • Screen Play by Fred Finklehoffe • Story by
Guy Bolton and Jean Holloway • Adaptation by Ben Feiner, Jr. • Musical
Numbers Directed by Robert Alton . Directed by NORMAN TAUROG
Produced by ARTHUR FREED • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

up
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(Happy New Year at Radio City
Music Hall and ocross AR
the nation!
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THIISK

IT OVER

WISDOM
J^isdom is having a great deal
to say and not saying it.

In New Orleans next week Allied States Association of IMotion Picture
Exhil)itors celebrates its 20th Anniversary on the occasion of the 15th Annual
Convention. The lapse of five years lietween its l)irth and first national conclave is explained by the fact that during those formative years the fledgling
organization of independents was too occupied in a life or death struggle
against forces that vould have destroyed it to bother with such luxuries as
national conventions and such. Now, greater than ever in numbers, more secure than ever in its vital role as an industry factor. Allied richly merits a convention that will combine all the serious business at hand with the pleasures
that unique New Orleans has to ofifer.
Those who have observed Allied from its inception know well enough
how difficult were those early years when film leaders and even some independent exhijjitors seemed determined to crush the new organization in its
cradle. They recall how the very life of Allied hung by the strong thread of
determination of a small group of pioneers. The names of Al Steffes, Col. H.
A. Cole. Jim Ritter. Herman Blum, Henderson Richey, Glenn Cross, and the
redoubtable Abram F. Myers shall never be erased from Allied's annals, for
it was their courage, their resolve, their fortitude, in the face of severe odds,
that held the first bastion in the fight for a real independent organization.
But Allied nev'er could have survived had not its ranks ])cen bolstered
by such stalwarts as Nate Yamins, Fred Herrington, Sidney Samuelson, Aaron
Saperstein, Jack Kirsch, Martin Smith, Pete Wood and others. It is high tribute to all these men, plus the many new leaders, who have carried forward the
founders' principles, that Allied units now cover virtually the entire nation
and number so many thousands of staunch and loyal members.
Enlightened film leaders, like Metro's William F. Rodgers and 20th
Centurv-Fox"s Andy W. Smith, have come to recognize and respect Allicd's important niche in the industry. Their willing efforts to remove causes of friction and establish greater harmony between exhibitors and their companies
must be commended. But other film men. unfortunately, still harbor blind,
foolish resentment against this organization ])ecause it dares speak and fight
for the '"lowly" independent theatreman, with the result that their companies
suffer a deficiency in customer good will that must spell a loss in income.
to say: In his message to the forthcoming convention, Mr. A. F. Myers has this

_BUILETINFILM BULLETIN — An Independent Motion Pl^tun
Trade PaDer pobllshid every other Monday by Film
Bulletin Company. Mo Wax, Editor and Poblisher.
BUSINESS OFFICE: Suite 616 Manofactorers Trast
BIdg., 1819 Broadway, New York 23; Circle 6-9159.
David A. Bader, Business Manager. Dave Abrams,
Editorial Representative. PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL
OFFICES: 1239 Vine St., Phl:a. 7, Pa., Rlttenhouse 6-7424; Barney Stein, Managing Editor; Jack
Taylor, Publication Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation Manager. Subscription Rate: ONE YEAR,
$3.00 in the United States; Canada, $4.00;
Europe. $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in the United
States; Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.

"The 1948 National Convention celebrates Allied's twenty yeai's of unremitting, imdeviating service to the independent motion picture exhibitors of
America. .\ fifth of a century is a long life for an organization that was suppo.sed to fold in one year. But Allied enters upon its twenty-first year greater
in numbers, more influential and more strongly entrenched in the hearts of the
independent exhibitors than ever before. That it sui-vived its early trials, that
it has l>een successful in its endeavors, that it stands today the powerful, democratic organization that it is. is due to the devotion and zeal of a comparatively
small group of idealists composed of the founders and chief leaders of Allied
during the past two decades. This great convention is dedicated to honoring
the more conspicuous mem])crs of that band, not merely for their own achievements and sacrifices, liut because they are symbolic of the spirit of devotion
that extends down and through the rank and file of Allied. It is due to that
great spirit and to the exertions of those men that we are able to enjoy this
great convention in 1948."
To all those leaders, past and present, and to those in the ranks, whose
faith and devotion made and makes Allied what it is. our salute.
MO WAX
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with Wallace Ford • Charles Kemper • William Phipps • Edith King
Directed by
Produced by
Associate Producer Original Screenplay by
LESLEY SLLANDER • EDWARD L ALPERSON • JACK JUNGMEYER, JR. • W. R. BURNETT
An Alson Production • Released by 20th Century Fox
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FOX 39-WEEK

SRO DEAL WITH UA COLD,
MAY SHIFT TO EAGLE LION
The David O. Selznick-United Artists
deal which seemed a sure thing a week
ago, appears now to have run afoul of
the shoals of conflicting personalities. It
was learned from a reliable source at the
weekend that negotiations have come to
a virtual stand-still and have little chance
of being revived.
FILM BULLETIN'S informant also revealed that there is a strong likelihood of
Selznick's
opening
negotiations
Eagle
Lion for the
distribution
of hiswithproduct.
Late in the week the negotiations were
carried to the West Coast where representatives of UA partners Mary Pickford
and Charles Chaplin were to have sought
to reconcile their often divergent views
on acceptance of the very special terms
Selznick demanded as his price for coming into the United Artists fold.
It could not be learned specifically who
dashed the cold water on the negotiations,
but on Friday of last week it became
known that virtually no hope existed for
consummation of the deal.
Overhead Too Heavy
The report of possible negotiations between Selznick and Eagle Lion points up
the fact that the present SRO setup is
apparently too top-heavy (it has a weekly
nut around $25,000) to operate in the present restricted market and with so limited
an output.
The one major stumbling block to a deal
between Selznick and an established distribution company (and this chiefly was
responsible for the falling through of the
UA d3al) is Selznick's insistence upon
main aining his own sales organization to
sell first-run accounts. Eagle Lion's eagerness to step into the big time may sway
them to accept this condition.
As for his television plans, Selznick is
holding off indefinitely any video production projects. Commenting on a recent
publicity release that four Selznick features had been sold to Columbia Broadcasting System for television purposes,
DOS emphatically denied that any of his
enterprisespictures
had sold
past, for
or present
Selznick
to "any
television
even a
single performance."
The four pictures in question, "Nothing
Sacred," "Made for Each Other," "Dancing Pirate," and "Little Lord Fauntleroy"
were acquired by the Whitney interests,
Selznick explained, at the time of the division of the assets of the old Selznick
International Company some years back
and were resold by Whitney to other
groups, who, in turn, have sold them to
television.
REVIEWS in This Issue
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Opinion

PROFIT

IS NO CAUSE FOR BLUES
In an industry addicted to blues singing,
20th Century-Fox continues to give out
with a happy note. Keeping its nose to
the grindstone in the business of turning
out money-making product, this outfit is
reaping its just reward.
For the second successive quarter this
year, the company topped its earnings for
the comparative period in 1947 and narrowed the gap between totals for the
three-quarter mark in 1948 and 1947 to
less than $1,500,000. Thus, the prediction
made by president Spyros P. Skouras last
May that his company's 1948 net would
approximate the profits rolled up in 1947
was being borne out in fac:.
The third-quarter profit, after taxes, for
the period ended Sept. 25, 1948, came to

DAVID OLIVER SELZNICK
I lis I'.l Dral Is Cold
$2,225,000, a considerable drop from the
ceccnd quarter r.et of $3,987,000, but higher than tlic comparable quarter in 1947,
$2,206,000. This brought the 39-week net
to $9,119,000 in '48, compared to $10,608,000 for the '47 period.
Over a million dollars more were lopped
off expenses during the third quarter making a total of $65,000,000 for the three
quarters, compared to over $71,000,000 in
the '47 39 weeks.
The trend toward levelling off of high
cost inventories, as reported in FILM
BULLETIN some months ago in the halfyear Fox profit story, was borne out completely as amortization of film costs was
clipped to a point where it slipped below
the 39-week figure for the preceding year.
Amortization was $38,719,000 thus far this
year,
in weeks
'47.
Gross$39,056,000
for the 39
this year from
film rentals and theatre receipts was $121,432,000
compared with $130,767,000 in the
'47 period.

FOX-U. S. DECREE MAY
SHRINK

DEFENDANTS

TO 3

Before the industry anti-trust case is
resumed on Nov. 29th, there is a distinct
possibility that the Big Four may become
the Big Three. The original Big Five was
whittled down to four following RKO's
dismissal from the case via a consent decree, the theatre-holding defendants may
lose another company via the same route
if current negotiations between the Government and 20th Century-Fox reach a
satisfactory conclusion.
Meetings between special counsel James
A. Byrnes and Samuel Rosenman for
20th-Fox, and Government attorney Robert L. Wright were being held last week
in an attempt to formulate a proposal
which would
meet thedivestiture
Government's
demands for substantial
and yet
permit Fox to retain a sizeable number
of theatres. It was understood that no
revision of corporate structure, as in the
case of RKO, was contemplated. Howpartially-owned
houses
and whollyowned ever,
theatres
in closed
situations
would
go on the block.
May Force Similar Deals
If the breach in the majors' solid front
caused by RKO's settlement is widened
by a consent
decree withwould
20th-Fox,
other
three defendants
be inthea
sorry plight indeed and in all probability,
would be forced into similar deals with
terms.
the Government, largely on the latter's
That the weary Federal District Court
ofsettlement
wouldfersapprove
substantial any
divestiture
was which
virtually
inevitable since it would meet the Supreme Court's directive and spell finis to
the protracted proceedings. That the
three-judge Statutory Court did not expect to decree total divestiture was implicit in presiding Judge Augustus N.
Hand's statement on the opening day of
the trial, Nov. 8th, when he replied to
Wright's demand for divorcement with:
"I do believe that the opinion of the Supreme Court spells divorcement, but not
divorcement. The Supreme
complete
Court has told us that there is an illegal
conspiracy and that the proposed remedy
Their opinbidding) is bad. divorcement
(competitive not
a wholesale
ion indicates
a remedy."
it as Testimony
suggests
but Get
To
Stipulated
The postponement to Nov. 29th, readily
granted by the Statutory Court consisting
of Judges Hand, Goddard and Coxe, after
two days of testimony was to permit the
four theatre-owning defendants to get together with Wright in an attempt to
reach agreement on disoosition of partially-owned theatres. The period will
also be used by the companies to gather
stipulated testimony of partners instead
of presenting a long string of witnesses
from all sections of the country. The
current meetings between Wright and the
Big Four will seek agreement on which
partners are exhibitors or potentially so
and which
purely
as investors. This are
is ininvolved
line with
the Supreme
Court ruling that defendants should divest themselves of partnership theatres
(Continued on Page 7)
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(Continued from Page 5)
in which the independent party is an active or potential exhibitor.
Right from the start of the proceedings
in the massive Court House in New
York's Foley Square it was apparent that
Wright would seek a court decree requiring total divorcement and a ban on crosslicensing. Judge Hand's interpretation of
the Supreme Court ruling, however, led
him to remark that the Government's demands were "too sweeping."
Say Monopoly Ended
The Big Four countered with a plea
that divorcement was not necessary, that
by observing the selling restrictions imposed by the 1946 District Court decree
they
have
endedW. the
monopoly.
Loew'sF.
attorney John
Davis
led William
Rodgers, M-G-M distribution vice-president, through an analysis of the sales
picture in an attempt to show that competitive bidding, which Metro had instituted in many territories, had improved
the
position
to a
pointindependent
where no exhibitors'
discrimination
existed.
Judge Hand, who had originally decreed
competitive bidding as the remedy, termed this be
"good
proof," in
butthe
doubted
would
sufficient
light that
of theit
Supreme Court's tossing out competitive
bidding as a cure. Asked by the presiding judge whether the other companies
had met with similar success in bidding,
Davis blandly professed ignorance, because "Loew's never conferred with its
competitors on such matters."
Throughout the proceedings, it was evident that while the theatre-owning companies were going to fight tooth-and-nail
to retain their theatre properties, they expected to be divested of at least a portion
of their exhibition interests.
Little Three Confused
The orphans of the court. Columbia,
Universal and United Artists, forgotten in
the big fight over divestiture, were indignant and confused as to their standing.
UA counsel Edward A. Raftery demanded
to know how his company should sell its
product "without being dragged to the
courthouse" since competitive bidding
was thrown out. Columbia attorney Louis
Frohlich predicted a wave of lawsuits
which will "ruin every company in the
industry" if the uncertainty caused bv
the trial continues. Universal's Cyril
Landau asked that at least they be allowed to ask for modification of current
selling restrictions.
It was a sad Little Three when the
Court adjourned until November 29th.
ATOI SOLUTION

SHORT
SUBJECTS
by BARN
Ned
E. Depinet's of
acceptance of the chairmanship
the
1949 Motion Picture Committee for
Brotherhood Week was the signal
for intensive preparations to make
the 16th annual observance of the
occasion sponsored by the National
Conference of Christians and Jews
during the week of February
20th a precedent-breaking campaign. RKO prexy Depinet, who
promises "one of the most comprehensive Industry-wide participations
in the 15 years since Brotherhood
Week was inaugurated," has named
Leon J. Bamberger as his executive
assistant for the event and has set
a "kick-off" luncheon for industry
workers at the Waldorf-Astoria, Nov.
23rd.
*
*
S. CHARLES EINFELD
Returns to First L<y:e
EINFELD NEW FOX AD BOSS;
SCHLAIFER

MAY

FORM

AGENCY

S. Charles Einfeld's status as vicepresident in charge of advertising, publicity and exploitation for 20th CenturyFox was complete in all but the actual
contract signing at the weekend. But
that was a mere formality; he already
had established quarters at the studio and
in the home office, previewed forthcoming
product and was laying campaign plans.
Einfeld, eminent figure in the field of
film industry promotion for over 20 years,
who left his post as vice-president of advertising-publicity for Warner Bros, to
form Enterprise Productions, returned to
his first love, the advertising game, at the
behest of Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th-Fox. after the latter had been notified by Charles Schlaifer, director of adpublicity-exploitat ion, that he was resigning to enter business for himself.
Schlaifer Stays to February
Schlaifer, who agreed to remain with
the company until February 1, did not
disclose the nature of the enterprise on
I Continued on Page 8)

TO RADIO

GIVEAWAYS: MOVIE GIVEAWAYS
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
may have the solution to the problem of
stay-at-homes caused by radio giveaway
programs. It's simply — movie giveaway
programs.
The ATOI plan, advanced by Joseph F.
Finneran of Columbus, Ind., at the organization's fall convention in Indianapolis,
received the tentative approval of the
membership and was assigned to a committee to draw up the plan in detail. At
least 125 theatres must participate for
feasibility.
Finneran's proposal would assess each
subscribing theatre for the prizes. All
ticket-buyers would be eligible for a stage
quiz show to be held in Indianapolis. Contestants would be drawn from stubs and
the competition would be transmitted to
participating theatres throughout the
state by telephone hookup
NOVEMBER

ian

22, 1948

CHARLES SCHLAIFER
'/'(( Ciintiinir "Pleasant .issoeiation"

Eric Johnston's habit of
jotting down in detail everything
that has happened to him each day
has resulted in an engrossing book
which seems to be on its way to
best-seller laurels. The new tome,
"We're All In It," which he wrote
"to clarify my own thinking as to
where we've come and where we're
going and in the hope it will help
other
to clarify
has
one of people
the greatest
cast oftheirs,"
characters
in the annals of journalism, practically all of the big — and little —
people
of contemporary
have been
back stage in history.
the global"I
drama of today," Johnston says of
his book, "and talked with men and
women who have flesh-and-blood
parts. I didn't rely for my impressions on just the heads of states —
the Stalins, the Blums, the Churchills or the Roosevelts; I also saw
and talked with people in less exalted positions — with people in labor,
agriculture, in the professions and
with small shopkeepers. Wherever
I've been I never went to bed without first
puttingthatdown
in great
detail
everything
occurred
during
the day — including what people
told me and my own impressions at
the moment. It started as a hobby
and grew
into a habit."
Johnston's
vast
memoranda
warehouse
has
brought forth a provocative and
penetrating book.
*
*
Indiana
exhibitors are
considering turning the current radio "giveaway" craze from a boxoffice liability into a b.o. hypo. A proposal advanced by exhibitor Joe Finneran at the recent Associated Theati'e Owners of Convention in Indianapolis for exhibitors to stage their
own giveaway programs on a cooperative basis received a tentative
nod from the ATOI membership.
The plan, which requires at least
125 theatres subscribing, would assess each of the houses for prizes.
Each theatre would give its patrons
slips from which quiz show contestants would be chosen to go to Indianapolis for the competition which
would be transmitted to theatres by
a telephone network .
(Continued on Page 8)
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which he will embark, although it was indicated that he will continue his advertising work on an independent basis.
Einfeld arrived in New York last week
after conferring with studio executives
Darryl F. Zanuck and Joseph M. Schenck
on the West Coast, where he spent a
great deal of time viewing his new company's product.
He is scheduled
to return
to the Coast
Wednesday
(Nov. 24).
There
will
be
no
changes
in
the
department's
personnel, he assured members of the
home office advertising, publicity and exploitation staff.
The new ad-publicity head will receive
a $2500 weekly salary with options.
Will Have 'Future Associations'
Skouras announced Schlaifer's resignation "with real regret." The latter, too,
expressed similar sentiments at severance
of "a long and most pleasant association
with Mr. Skouras and a great film corporation. Iam very happy that I shall
have future associations with him and
this company."
During his tenure as advertising-publicity head at 20th-Fox, the 39-year-old
Schlaifer instituted several innovations
which have proved highlv successful.
He was chairman of the MPAA's Advertising and Publicity Director's Committee
and the the
MPAA's
Advertising
Advisory
Council,
only individual
to serve
two
successive terms in both capacities.

DEPINET

SEES 'BENEFICIAL

EFFECTS' IN DIVORCE DECREE
P's almost like getting consent of the
children after mama
and papa have received their divorce decree. Favored with
the New York Federal District Court's
blessing. RKO's divorcement from its theatres awaits
stockholders. only the approval of the
The Statutory Court put its stamp of approval on the settlement, arranged between RKO and the Department of Justice, as the first order of business upon resumption of the industry anti-trust case
on Nov. 8th. RKO attorney Gordon E.
Youngman cannily insisted that the Court
take ac'ion on the consent decree before
any testimony was taken on the antitrust case, so that the company would not
be liable to any future exhibitor trebledamage suits. Otherwise, Youngman
noted, the consent decree could be used
as prima facie evidence of RKO's participation in monopolistic trade practices.
Assures Wholly-Owned Theatres
RKO president Ned E. Depinet beamed
his approval of the decree, which, he said,
"will have far reaching and, I believe, very
beneficial effects on our future." He also
expressed his belief that it is "the only
way RKO can be assured of retaining substantially all its so-called wholly-owned
theatres."
He characterized the separation as "a
relatively simple one" because the company has always "operated its theatres
independently of its production and distribution busine.ss . . . With each unit specializing in its own field. I am confident that
RKO pictures and RKO Theatres will each
be leaders in the advancement and growth
of motion picture entertainment."
To whom the 24 per cent stock interest
in the theatre company which Howard
Hughes is expected to relinquish (he must
give up his interest in either the film
company or the theatre company) was
still a mystery, but best bet to take over
I

SHORT

Opinian

was Floyd B. Odium, Atlas Corp. board
chairman. It was reported that Odium,
from whom Hughes acquired controlling
interest in RKO, has assurance from the
big boss that he will have the privilege of
meeting the final bid and can take over
at that figure.

ALLIED AGENDA

PROMISES

FIREWORKS AT NEW ORLEANS
An agenda pregnant with fireworks has
been fixed for the National Allied board
Orleans.
meeting on Nov. 27-28 in New
The result of the meeting will form the
backbone of discussion at the independent
exhibitors' annual convention the next
three days, an event which is expectedr
to draw over 600, the largest exhibito
organization convention in history.
among the subjects schedProminent
uled for consideration by the board, as
revealed in a bulletin from A. F. Myers,
board chairman and general counsel, are:
— Percentage pictures. "Whether the
time has arrived for an all-out drive
against forced percentage playing; that is,
distributors forcing themagainstselves the
into an unwanted partnership with

ors."practices with
exhibit
ndent and
indeperentals
the^Film
trade
"special reference to the abandonment by
Metro of its sliding scale and its insistupon a minim
ence centage
s." .of .40'5f on perpictureum
—The Government suits m the parather
th casesled"toge
and ofGriffi
mount, Schinesis
consent
so-cal
the
analy
with eanagain
."
st RKO
^ ^-^^
_
decre
—The "challenge of television to the
theatres based on experiences to date, and
to the film compossible reoresentations picture
s available
panies against making
the eswith aiv^/i>o
tion es."
competi
in hed
theatr
to television
tablis
s
—Legislative program to decide Allied
ust couirts,
stand on "creating new anti-tr
amending the Robinson Patman Act to
include film rentals, prohibition on vertical integrations in industry (i.e. producerdistributor ownershiD of theatres) and
.
." ning
admiss
repeal
for discipli
Plan tax
n ions
Finnera
—"Theof the
the motion picture stars who, by their
conduct, become involved in public scan^-Examination of the Smith-Berger
Conciliation Plan to determine whether
has "national implications ' calling for
it
consideration by the board.
the 20th AnThe convention will mark Assn.,
formed
niversary of Allied States
climacThe
1928.
17,
Dec.
on
o
in Chicag
tic banquet on Dec. 1 ^vill honor the past
presidents of Allied and its Honorary Life
Blum. These inCouncilor, Herman A.
Sidney E.
clude Myers, James C. Ritter, Col.
H. A.
Samuelson, Nathan Yamins,
Cole, Morris A. Rosenberg, Martin G.
Smith, Jack Kirsch, and the late W. Al
Steffes. "In anticipation of that remote
date when he may attain to the eminence
ent," Myers noted,
a pastentpresid
being
of
William L. Ainsworth
nt presid
"curre
will also be accorded the testimonial

scroll."
ASCAP

TO ASSUME

ZOMBIE

IF STAY IS GRANTED

STATUS
ASCAP's status as a dead duck, insofar
are concerned, became offias exhibitors
cial on Nov. 12th, when New York Federal
(Continued on Page 25)

Sl'BJECTS
I ( iintiuHcd from I'at/e 7)
Elections at the two-day confab
saw all the officers returned to office
for another year: Trueman T. Rembusch, president; Samuel W. Neall,
vice-president; Marc J. Wolf, treasurer; William A. Carroll, executive
secretary, and
*Ann Craft,
* secretary.
Unlike Messrs. Gallup,
Roper, Crossley, Pearson and all the
other experts who went askew in
their predictions on that fat£ful
Tuesday, FILM BULLETIN maintains its record of unswerving accuracy. In the November 8th issue, we
went out on a limb by reproducing
"Eagle Lion's Mystery Man," the
man to be honored in the company's
forthcoming "Mystery Drive" beginning Dec. 3rd. His identity, a closely guarded secret known only to a
few top-echelon executives, was not
revealed in this column since the
face in the photo was completely
obliterated. Last Monday a.5th) the

JACK SCHLAIFER
As We Predicted . . .
(See E-L's Mystery Man, Nov. 8 Issue)
lid on the top-drawer secret was lifted by E-L distribution vice-president
William J. Heineman when he disclosed that the campaign will be
dedicated
L. J.earlier
"Jack"wasSchlaifer,
who a fewtodays
named
general sales manager of the comCompare column
the above
photo
with thatpany.in*
this
* last issue.
of the movies'
extinction The
posedthreat
by television
will
never materialize according to Rouben Mamoulian, stage and screen
director. Speaking before the American Television Society in New York,
Mamoulian professed his belief that
video "will vitally hurt and restrict
radio, but it will not affect motion
pictures
who
paint rosyadversely."
pictures of Critics
the isolated
individual lolling in an air-conditioned living room while enjoying
his video-screen are ignoring the
(Continued on Page 25)
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'EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED' GRAND BOXOFFICE COMEDY
Rates » • • or better generally; less in ction spots
chase, where a silly, yet determined girl,
Eddie Albert, although he is unaccountK K O
ably not listed in the credits.
out-maneuvers the superior male and final85 minutes.
ly hooks the poor fish. The men folks
Marriage-minded Betsy Drake decides
might find it overly cute (and, perhaps,
Cary Grant, Franchot Tone, Diana Lynn,
that baby doctor Cary Grant is the man in
too true), but, generally, this picture
her life. To her, playing the waiting game
Betsy Drake, Alan 3Iovvbray, Elisabeth
should ring the boxoffice bell.
Risdon, Richard Gaines, Harry Hayden,
is old-fashioned stuff; so she makes inIt is one of the last RKO productions
Chick Chandler, Leon Belasco, Fred Essgenious plans to trap her quarry and, beler, Anna Q. Nilsson.
fore long, the whole town is watching the
supervised by Dore Schary. Don Hartman
chase. But Grant is quite contented with
served as co-writer, producer and director
Directed by Don Hartman.
his carefree bachelorhood and meets her
and did a slick job in every department,
although the continuity might have been
persistant
attacks with
amused
indifference. To complicate
matters,
she uses
her
Here is a bright comedy that should
a bit more coherent. The picture introattract a steady stream of ticket-buyers.
boss, department store owner Franchot
duces apromising, young newcomer, BetIt has wit, charm, a lively pace, and a
Tone, as jealousy bait. But Tone gets some
sy Drake. She has a refreshing and buoywolfish ideas of his own and later wants
ant personality that will shine even more
polished cast — all combined to stimulate
brightly once she learns to discard those
laughter. Without resorting to slapstick,
to
settlemuch
for matrimony.
dramatic school phonetics. And as the
making
progress with She
Carystill
and isn't
she
it s irs up considerable merriment out of
harried
bachelor,
Cary
Grant
is
just
plain
the girl-chases-man routine. Feminine
rigs
up
a
scheme
to
needle
him
into
action.
This involves Eddie Albert who, posing as
wonderful, his expert, off-hand comedy
patrons will enjoy it to the utmost. Everyfunctioning smoothly. Diana Lynn and
thing about it seems to be slanted to please
her home-town sweetheart, arrives to marFranchot Tone provide skillful assistance
the distaff side; they will really go for
Cary doesn't
fall for
this gag,
but ryheher.
surrenders
anyhow.
ABRAMS.
and
there
is
a
neat
bit
of
comedy
from
this turnabout version of the age-old

'FIGHTER SQUADRON'
Rates • • -[- generally

EXCITING

AERIAL

WARFARE

IN COLOR

pertly integrated by director Raoul Walsh
into an exciting and credible movie. The
picture lacks strong marquee names in
its all-male cast. It will serve best if
coupled with a light comedy or musical
supporting feature.
The story written by Seton I. Miller,
who also produced, presents a Technicolored version of the war that may seem
rather over-glamorous to any vets in the
audience. It stresses the brave camaradarie and fighting spirit of the men,
draws conflict between their hell-for-leather tactics and official red tape. The
dialogue is virile and full of army lingo;
the humor is a bit on the corny side, working a gag about a "slick operator" sergeant, well fast
played
Tom Casanovaing
D'Andrea, who
does some
and byloose
all
over the countryside. Edmond O'Brien,
Robert Stack and John Rodney make convincing war heroes; Henry Hull thoroughly hams up his role as the major-general.
The music composed by Max Steiner is a
bit too brassy and martial.

Edmond
O'Brien
is the
aceEx-Flying
pilot of Tiger
the 17th
Fighter
Squadron
based at Herfordshire, England. But his
dare-devil tactics keep him in continual
hot water with his commanding officers.
One of his crazy exploits causes his wing
commander, Shepperd Strudwick, to request his court-martial to Major-General
Henry Hull, but it is refused in view of
his wonderful record. John Rodney, the
squadron's
is transferred
and O'Brien takes overC. asO. skipper.
This brings
him
in conflict with his pal, Robert Stack.
There is a no-marriage rule in the outfit,
but Stack gets married on leave and returns for another tour with the squadron.
O'Brien orders his transfer, but permits
him to fly one more mission — in which
Stack is shot down. Approaching D-Day,
O'Brien persuades the top echelon to order
tactical changes; to drop belly tanks in
combat and to permit emplacement strafing. In the big push over Normandy, his
Thunderbolt is hit by flak and spirals into
a crash. ABRAMS.

'THE ACCUSED' ENGROSSING
MURDER PSYCHODRAMA
Rates • • • — If exploited, less otherwise
strong momentum as director William
101 minutes
Dieterle cleverly builds suspense and
Loretta Young, Robert Cummings, Wenshapes up the characterizations. Then it
dell Corey, Sam Jaffe, Douglas Dick,
gradually gets repetitious and talky and
Suzanne Dalbert, Sara Allgood, Mickey
finally stalls abruptly to an inconclusive
Knox.
ending. The photography is mobile and
Directed by William Dieterle.
there is potent shock value in the murder
scene and the sequence in a boxing arena.
The latest production by Hal Wallis for Loretta Young is cast in a very complex
Paramount is a rather engrossing study
role as a spinsterish professor of psychology who is plunged into a swirl of
in murder, augmented by a strong cast
passion, crime and retribution, and she
and expert direction. It takes an adult
carries it off very well. Despite her seslant and hits several peaks of dramatic
vere make-up, she doesn't look very spinexcitement. But through the second half
sterish. She is defended by Robert Cumof the picture the theme is stretched
mings, hunted by detective Wendell Corey
pretty thin and much of its entertainment
value is submerged in a lot of superficial
BOXOFFICE RATING
hocus - pocus about psychology. Fancy
• Poor
text-book terms as "syndrome" and "cy•
• Average
clothymiac" are freely tossed around. If
your patrons understand all of the dia• • • Good
logue, they are very smart indeed.
• • • • Excellent
Grosses will depend to a large extent on
the exploitation applied by the exhibitor.
Please note that the
If sold strongly, returns should be above
rating
often varies for
average.
different types of Theatres
The first half of the picture gathers

— both turning in fine performances, as
do Douglas Dick and Sam JafTe in subordinate roles.
Loretta Young has a problem student
in her university psychology class. He
is Douglas Dick, an unstable, over-sexed
youth, who keeps leering at her during
her lectures. He meets her after school
to discuss his problems, takes her for a
drive, parks beside an ocean cliff. When
he makes violent love to hei', she whangs
him over the head with an iron spanner,
disposes his body to simulate an accident
and hitch-hikes home. Although the
coroner's verdict is accidental death, detective Wendell Corey suspects murder,
starts snooping, has his eye onisLoretta.
Robert
Also interested in the case
the dead
was finds
who She
Cummings,
in his
solace youth's
legal guardian.
mounting
against
struggles
she
as
arms,
fear and tension, and they decide to leave
married. But Corey's ring
town and get
her
of evidence gradually tightens around
Cummings valiantly
arrested.
is
she
and
defends her at the trial, but the verdict
remains a secret. ABRAMS.

Warner Bros.
96 minutes.
Edmond O'Brien, Robert Stack, John Rodney, Tom D'Andrea, Henry Hull, James
Holden, Walter Reed, Shepperd Strudwick,
Arthur Space, Jack Larson, William 3IcLean, Mickey McCardle.
Directed by Raoul Walsh.
It remains to be seen whether or not
the public wants war pictures at this time,
but here is a well-made sample, to test
the taste of moviegoers for this type of entertainment. "Fjghter Squadron" has only a slender thread of plot; it is mostly
a documentary-styled account of a group
of P-47 pilots, their heroism and valor in
their dangerous missions over Germany
during the last war. This big, Technicolored production has a wealth of technical
detail, plenty of blazing sky warfare and
thunderous bombardment. It includes
some actual combat footage and amazingly realistic miniature effects, all of it ex-
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'HE WALKED BY NIGHT' SUSPENSEFUL FACTUAL THRILLER
Rates
for action houses; slightly less elsewhere
values. Feminine movie-goers may deEaffle Lion
plore the absence of any love interest,
80 minutes.
but they will hardly be able to resLst being
as absorbed as their male escorts undoubtRichard Basehart, Scott Brady, Roy Roberts, Whit Bissell, ffim Cardwell.
edly will be. The cast doesn't list any big
Directed by Alfred Werker.
names, but that should not handicap "He
Walked By Night" in achieving real boxofTicetionsuccess
where i'.s sock exploitaassets are capitalized.
Searching through the flies of the Los
Angeles police, producer Bryan Foy found
Crane Wilbur, who conceived the orithe record of a most amazing criminal, and
ginal story, has attained top rank in this
in "He Walked By Night" has converted it type of documentary writing and, in colinto an absorbing movie. It's a fourlabora'iion with John C. Higgins, has prosquare documentary with more of that
vided a swift-moving scenario. It is augsolid realism that marked his "Canon
mented by Alfred Werker's crisp direction
and by the graphic, highly dramatic photoCity." While there is nothing new about
presenting a police-versus-killer manhunt,
graphy by John Alton. The scene where
the fidelity with which this picture details
the killer clatters wildly through the dark
tunnels of the underground .sewer .system,
the up-to-date police methods sustains compelling interest and the peculiar personalilluminated only by a flickering flashlight,
ity of the killer adds a note of weird fasis vividly effective. Richard Basehart, as
cination. From the start, this picture is the killer, has a rwost unusual role, which
charged with suspense and builds up to a he handles effectively. Speaking only a
hair-raising climax. The whole effect, howfew lines, he suggests a shadowy, enigever, is cold and impersonal; its hero is
matic figur e of ingenious cunning and dethe collective police force, there is a depraved intensity. Scott Brady and Roy
Roberts ably personify the relentless force
tached, almost scientific objectivity about
it that underplays human and emotional
of the law and there is a fine bit by Whit

Bissell as a terrified little character.
One night, a policeman stops to question
a .suspicious looking stroller, in reply gets
a spray of .45 slugs. The killer (Ba.sehart)
escapes and the police dragnet begins.
Homicide Investigator Scott Brady and
his partner James Cardwell get a tip on
a man who is supplying a laboratory with
stolen electronic equipment. They wait
for him to show up, but he shoots his
way out of the trap. Car dwell is seriously
wounded and the killer also stops a slug.
He removes the bullet in the secrecy of his
hideout. Later he starts a wave of liquor
store hold-ups, cleverly eluding capture by
ducking into the storm sewer system. The
police are baffled; he seems wise to all
their methods. Brady finally identifies
the phantom killer as a radio technician,
a former civilian employee of the police
force. By posing as a milkman, he locates
the cottage where Basehart lives with his
dog and his arsenal of G.I. guns. The
place is surrounded by a police stake-out,
but the killer escapes into the sewer drain.
They chase him through the tunnels, corner him with tear gas and finally shoot
him down. ABRAMS.

'BLOOD ON THE MOON' SOMBRE, FULL-FASHIONED WESTERN
Rates • • • — for action houses; slightl y less generally
homesteaders over grazing rights. He
R K O
deliberate pace, with powerful undercurrents
of
tension
that
occasionally
explode
88 minutes.
meets Tully's daughter, Barbara Bel Geddes, and she scorns him for being a hired
into fur-ious conflict. A thundering cattle
Robert IMitchum, Barbara Bel Geddes, Rogunman. He soon discovers that Preston
stampede and a bloody, walloping fight
bert Preston, Walter Brennan, Phyllis
is stirring up all this trouble, planning to
Thaxter, Frank Faylen, Tom TuUy,
between Mitchum and Preston highlight
Charles McGraw, Clifton Young, Tom Tyruin the cattlemen, buy their beef cheaply
the
action.
Its
grim,
brooding
atmosphere
ler, George Cooper, Richard Powers, Bud
is enhanced by the low-key photography.
and sell it to the nearby Indian reservaOsborne, Zon Murray, Robert Bray.
tion, where his partner is the agent.
An unknown quantity at the moment
Directed by Robert Wise.
is the name value of Robert Mitchum.
Mitchum wants no part of such crookedness, especially when he finds that Preston
He isn't called upon to do much acting,
but
is
convincingly
hard-bitten
as
the
"Blood
On The to
Moon"
gives the big
budis having
a secret
love Thaxter.
affair withHeTully's
get treatment
a standard
western
other
daughter,
Phyllis
beats
terse, sleepy-eyed cowpoke from Texas.
Love enters the picture with Barbara Bel
up Preston, goes to Tully with an offer of
theme. The result is an engrossing, achelp. When his friendship is refused, he
Geddes as the spirited range heroine and
tionful picture, which, with its potent title
hits the trail, but Barbara goes after him
and name cast, should do fairly well in Robert Preston registers strongly as the
and persuades him to return. Then he
all types of houses . For dyed-in-the-wool
dirty-dealing heavy. A skillful characterkidnaps the government agent, allowing
Western fans, who like their gallopers diization by Walter Brennan tops the supporting cast that includes Phyllis Thaxter
rect and simple, it may be somewhat conthe ranchers to complete their round-up.
Preston vengefully tracks him down and
fusing, since the plot is a complex yarn
and Fr-ank Faylen.
Mitchum, answering a call from his old
he and the girl are besieged in a cabin.
of range warfare, adapted by Lillie Hayward from the Luke Short novel, and the
Mitchum finally ambushes his former
pal,
Robert
Pi^eston,
rides
into
the
middle
approach is heavy and sombre. Under the
friend and peace returns to the range.
of a deadly range warfare. The ranchers,
ABRAMS.
direction of Robert Wise it moves at a headed by Tom TuUy, are battling the
'HIGH FURY' CONTINENTAL
Rates • • as dualler

DRAMA

United Artists (Peak Film Prod.)
71 minutes.
Madeleine Carroll, Ian Hunter, Michael
Rennie, Anne Marie Blanc, Michael McKeag, Arnold Marie, Wille Fueter, Max
Haufler,
Margarete Hoff, Gerard Kempinski.

Storm is contrived and unconvincing, resorting to the convenient device of killing
off an extraneous character just to make
all the loose ends come out even.
The production is enhanced by some excellent location photography of the picturesque Alpine scenery and the mountain
climbing episodes are moderately thrilling. The competent British cast makes
the most of the story complications. Miss
Carroll is an accomplished actress and the
sincerity of her performance shines
throughout the picture. Michael Rennie,
as her philandering husband, does well
with his unsympathetic part. But Ian
Hunter gives a rather flat performance
as the kindly village doctor and young
Michael McKeag, as the sensitive war orphan, doesn't quite manage his difficult
role. American audiences may be confused by the fact that all the characters
are supposed to be Swiss villagers, yet
they all speak with a British accent.
Dui'ing the war, this Swiss village has
been a haven for French refugee children.
One of them is Michael McKeag, a be-

Directed by Harold French.
This British-made production, introduced here under the aegis of Charles
"Buddy"
Rogers ofand
Ralph value
Cohn, has
only a modicum
boxoflice
for the
general run of theatres. And as a starring vehicle for Madeleine Carroll it doesn't
up totheexpectations,
although
her
name come
affords
exhibitor good
marquee
value. The theme of "High Fury" is basically sound and deserving of wide recognition; itconcer-ns the plight of European
refugee children, as did that fine picture
"The Search." But the similarity ends
right there, for in this picture the realistic
approach is .smothered in a laborious plot.
The script by Harold French and Lesley
IS

WILL

BE WEAK

BOXOFFICE
wildered, frightened orphan, who is sheltered by Madeleine Carroll, owner of a
tourist inn. Her husband, Michael Rennie,
is a boorish peasant who resents the fact
that his wife owns the property and
spends his time chasing after the pretty
housemaids. Her confidant in time of trouble is Ian Hunter, the village doctor, who
nurses a secret love for her. When the
time comes for the children to be sent
back home, the boy runs away from the
train and returns to the inn. Madeleine
wants to adopt him, but her husband dislikes the boy. He refuses to sign the
adoption papers until she turns over the
property to him. In celebration, he throws
a party and becomes increasingly arrogant. The lad tries to w in his respect by
offering to go mountain-climbing with
him. They are accidentally trapped on
a mountain peak and Rennie, showing an
unsuspected core of nobility, sacrifices his
own life to save the youngster. Madeleine
and Hunter come to his rescue and the
way is now clear for their romance.
YORK.
FILM

BULLETIN

'BELLE STARR'S DAUGHTER' FAIRLY STRONG SAGEBRUSHER
Rates • • •
for action houses: • • -!- as dualler elsewhere
tion houses. Elsewhere it will add satisgunmen. Rod Cameron. Her rambuncTwentieth Century -Fox (Alson)
factory entertainment to a double bill.
tious daughter, Ruth Roman, believes that
86 minutes.
There are long stretches of dialogue in U. S. Marshal George Mont°;omery is rethe W. R. Burnett scenario and the pace
Georg:e Montgomery, Rod Cameron, Ruth
sponsible for her death and nothing he
Roman, Wallace Ford, Charles Kemper,
maintained by Lesley Selander occasioncan
say
will
erase her bi terness. Meanally stalls for character development. The
William Phipps, Edith King, Jack Lamwhile, Cameron has gone on as a roving
action does perk up considerably with a bandit to terrorize the whole territory.
bert, Fred Libby, Isabel Jewel.
Directed by Lesley Selander.
One of his men, Wallace Ford finds the
smashing bar-room brawl and several exciting chases and gun battles. The outand drifts into Antioch to
door terrain backgrounding the action is going too rough
for
go s raight. Cameron comes gunning
"Belle Starr's Daughter" is not an "epic"
appropriately rugged and well photoand kills him. The Marshal is about
him
graphed. George Montgomery is just a to nab him, when the girl blocks his aim
western, but it is several notches above
little too stiff as the stalwart U. S. Marthe run-of-the-mill outdoor film. This Edbandit. Montgomwith the
gallops
and ery
while Rod Cameron is more at ease
starts a off
dogged
hunt for the gang and
ward Alperson production benefits by as the shal,
smooth and virile heavy. Caught in
the conflict between these two huskies is almost gets bushwhacked in their lawless
some sturdy plotting and well-defined
with their macharacterization for a sagebrush story.
Ruth Roman, giving a spirited version of town. The girl goes along
rauding depredations, until she discovers
the title role. Wallace Ford does a standIt's a moderate budget affair that manthe true from
story of
her mother's
death. She
ages to build up considerable drama in
out characterization of an alcoholic
escapes
Cameron
and Montgomery
the vigorous tradition of the Old West
Belle Starr, the outlaw queen of Chefinally shoo s him down. She is also arand it should garner good grosses in acrokee Flats, is murdered by one of her
rested, but the odds are on romance. DAV.
'DULCIMER STREET' LONG, DULL BRITISH COMEDY-DRAMA
Rates • • 4" for select houses; weak elsewhere
in the large cast mean nothing over here,
Universal-International (J. Arthur Rank —
the performances are proficient and the
Prestige)
production is thoroughly realistic, pointed
112 minutes.
up by Sidney Gilliat's discerning direction.
Richard Attenborough, Alastair Sim, SteThe assortment of odd charactei's to be
phen Murray, Fay Compton.
found in this Dulcimer Street apartment
Directed by Sidney Gilliat.
house includes Richard Attenborough, an
adolescent punk who reads crime comics;
landlady Joyce Carey, a wistful widow;
For the carriage trade in select "arty"
Alastair Sim, a phoney spiritualist with a
houses, this J. Arthur Rank picture may
offer some entertainment, but general auyen for the widow's cooking; Ivy St. Heldiences on these shores will find it very
ier, a dizzy hat-check girl in her flirty forlong, very dull and very, very British.
ties; Wylie Watson, a meek, little pensioned clerk.
It is an intimate study of middle-class life
in a London suburb in a curious blending
The main plot concerns young Attenof humor, pathos and .satire, as the many
borough, a garage mechanic who gets mixplots and sub-plots intertwine with Dicked up in a stolen car racket and accidentalensian complexity.
Although the names
ly kills a girl in a police chase. He is

'JUNGLE PATROL' FAIR
Rates • • as supporting dualler

LOW

BUDGET

WAR

arrested by detective Andrew Crawford,
who has been visiting Dulcimer Street to
court Susan Shaw. A sub-plot has to do
with Alastair Sim, a penniless imposter,
who plays upon the landlady's sympathies
and her interest in spiritualism, to work
himself into a cosy matrimonial spot. He
gets tangled in a mess of lies and she
finally tosses him out. Attenborough has
been charged with murder and the rest
of the developments center around the
efforts of the household, aided by various
crackpots, to raise money for his defense.
When he is sentenced to death, they stage
a protest parade, marching to appeal to
Parliament. Their ludicrous crusade is
unnecessary, however, for the lad has been
reprieved. YORK.

DRAMA

rather stagey, as directed by Joe Newman,
retaining the stilted effects of the original
stage play by William Bowers. For a war
picture, it doesn't have the snap of action
— it's piactically all talk. For instance,
the spectator never sees any of the aerial
blitzkrieg, it's only suggested by the dialogue over the intercom radio. A boxoffice deterrent is the total absence of any
known names for the marquee. Only
feminine member is Kristine Miller, a
USO entertainer who brings romance into
the lives of these evght nonchalant heroes.
Performances are fair.
Eight fighter pilots in New Guinea are
waging a desperate fight against the Japs,
pitting old P-40s against the faster Zeroes.
But so far, all of them have miraculously

escaped death. One day, to their astonishment, aB-24 flies in v/ith a pretty girl,
Kristine Miller. She is a USO entertainer,
stranded fi'om her troupe. She puts on an
impromptu show for the boys, singing
"Forever and Always" and dancing with
every one of them. They are cheered by
her presence and they write home to their
loved ones. She and the young C. O. Ross
Ford fall in love. The next day the Japs
start a big strike. She and the skipper
and Arthur Franz, who has a wounded
leg, listen in on the operations radio and
hear how the toys rre tal.ing a shellacking. Ford and Franz both take off to join
the fray. Ford returns, the only survivor,
and he and the girl av. r. ' the death crashing bombs. YORK.

■INDIAN AGENT' OKAY TIM HOLT GALLOPER
Rates • • for western houses
of sagebrush. The yarn, well plotted by
K K O
65 minutes.
Norman Houston, makes no pretense of
originality, but moves along at a fast clip.
Tim Holt, Noah Beery Jr., Richard Martin,
Nan Leslie, Harry Woods, Richard PowThere is enough honor scattered around
ers, Claudia Drake, Robert Bray, Lee
to brighten up the hero-versus-varmints
White, Bud Osborne, Iron Eyes Cody.
tussle. Tim Holt makes a likeable, young
Directed by Lesley Selander.
hero. He is one of the most natural of
the six-gun fraternity, quite at ease as
he rides the range with his Mexican-Irish
"Indian Agent" is a sturdy, little galpal, Richard Martin, who makes with the
loper that will ride in on Tim Holt's popularity to bring nice grosses in western
funny remarks. Noah Beery Jr. is all
houses. It is good enough to hold down
dressed up as an Indian chief, Harry
a supporting slot in naborhood houses and
Woods is a hissable heavy and Nan Lesa large juvenile trade can be expected
lie prettifies the picture, although there
wherever it plays. Producer Herman
is no suggestion of romance to annoy the
kids.
Schlom and director Lesley Selander have
given it their expert know-how in the field
Tim Holt and his pal, Richard Martin,

ride into the reserva'ion as guards for a
wagon load of government food supplies.
Harry Woods, the wagon-express operator,
is in cahoots with the Agent to sell the
food to mining camps, while the Indians
are starving and rebellious. Tim gets
wind of this when he finds a hungry baby
in his cabin, left there by her Indian mother. With the aid of Nan Leslie, who
is starting a newspaper in town, the two
cowpokes crack down on the crooks. But
Tim gets framsd for shooting the Indian
chief and later .'"or killing the Agent. He
gets away, kidnaps Woods and threatens
him with torture by the Indians. A bang-13
up chase and a shooting fray winds up
this adventure. YORK.

Twentieth Century-Fox
70 minutes.
Kristine Miller, Arthur Franz, Ross Ford,
Tom Noonan,
Gene Reynolds, Richard
Jaeckel, Mickey Knox, Harry Lauter, Bill
Murphy, G. Pat Collins.
Directed by Joe Newman.

Considering its low budget limitations,
this Frank Seltzer production for 20thFox will barely serve to fill the lower slot
of double bills in action and naborhood
houses. It sets up a dramatic situation
in which a group of Army fliers, eight
typical youths, fight a last-ditch defense
of a Pacific island outpost that is taking
a pounding from the Japs. The film is
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EXPLOITATION

LIVE

A

PICTURE

LITTLE'

A RElief
Farce
"A niciry melange
of satire, slapstick
and amour" are tho
terms used to describe "Let's Live a
Little" in Film Bulletin's review on the
Eagle Lion production starring Hedy
Lamarr and Robert

From

- LAMAflfl

Cycle
Realism'
the camera eye could
handle. Despite the
threat that they
might be gilding the
lily, the results were
eminently satisfactory
and the E-L publicitcers plastered the
art work throughout

their promotion
material. The newspaper
And ihat'^
Cununings.
ads (see below centbe cue for the exhibitor who would
ter) glow with Lamarr allure; the posget the most out of
ters and other accesthis wild and wacky
sories feature the
fun- and love-fest.
STEM,
CUMMINGS,
LAMARR
full-length
version of
In these days of
Satire, Slapstick, Amour
"realism" films dealpersonified
beauty
and it all
belongs —to
ing with murder,
the exhibitor, almost
gore, insanity, mfor the asking.
trigue, which have been crowding the
nation's screens a release in the form
The copy sells Lamarr in her first
romannonsense
comedy and the showman would do well
of straight, out-and-out
tic comedy aimed solely at the funnyto make sure that the light angle is
bone should be a welcome arrival on
plugged to a fare-thee-well. Of course,
almost any exhibitor's screen. So first the romance shares top billing and coand foremost, we have the fun for fun's
star Robert Cummings as the object of
sake selling point.
the lady's affections has a goodly share
But right up there with this angle is of
draw himself. The latter can make
.
Lamarr
Hedy
of
allure
ee
the marqu
till,
with a crack or a kiss equally well and
The name alone means money in the
the name plus photographs of the lovely it is his broad shoulders which bear the
lady in ads, fronts and lobbies is even
comedy burden. He gets the whole
more potent. However, the high-powbook of funmaking tossed at him. That
ered Eagle Lion boxofficers under Max
he withstands the deluge of deluge of
Youngstein weren't satisfied with the
gags, situations and slapstick and turns
Lamarr as revealed in stills. They sought
them into entertaining farce comedy is
out a couple of famous New York illusa tribute to his versatility and judgment,
trators, Morr Kusnet and Hy Rubin, and
asked them to reproduce the heady
for he doubles as producer of "Let's
Hedy in more ravishing splendor than
Live a Little."
p

&

LAUGHS
!
STUNTS
A good, interest-roubing gag is a jiackage of
'iaugh vitamins" as an amusing street giveaway
to
capitalize
on store
Hedy can
Lamarr's
of a sugar
lady
doctor.
A drug
make role
up some
p lls or capsules in which there has heen inserted aprinted message. In the case of the
former, the envelope would carry copy like:
"Dr. Hedy Lamarr says, 'Get your vitamin L
('Love and Laughter) at the Blank theatre,
where "Let's Live a Little" hegins (date)." The
message would he rolled up in the capsule.
Another stunt to tie in with the current radio
giveaway craze can he worked in cooperation
with any of the stores participating in your overall merchandising campaign who regularly buy
radio time. Either a 25-word letter on why the
prize offered will help the contestant to "live
a little better" or a telephone call for listening
audience participation is suggested.
LOBBY DISPLAY
A swell lobby stunt to tie in with the loveand-laugh selling demonstrates the potency of
the Lamarr kiss by blowing up a still of the costars
Cummings' with
hair which
stand
on endkisning
via a and
flashhaving
sign attachment
false hair is zipped up with a spark coil.
LET'S LAUGH

LET'S LOVE

A LITTLE
with the . . .
screen's gayest
comedy-teom!
(theotrel

A LITTLE . . .
with the
screen's gayest
screwball-team
( theatre)

LET'S LEARN
A LITTLE . . .
with the
screen's gayest
love-team!
(theotrel

LET'S LIVE
A LITTLE . . .
LAMARR CUMMINGS

TEASERS
Four type-teasers designed for newspaper advance ads, lobby cards, stairmarkers, street posts,
etc.

Gonna
hAve

-lu--, li>in...-la--- l.nin':
llji'ljiiliiiL'ii'ii:>i
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EXPLOITATIOIT
PICTUEE
of the issue

Robert (.iiniiuinf:s. lite hardsscd adiertising executive, has a symbolic dream.
Below, psychiatrist Hedy I.umarr
npplies the stethoscope to the
nfferted portion of her patient.

LET

S

LIVE

A

LITTLE

Profhicer RolxM t Cuminiii<js has given A» tor Robert
very lovely Hedy Lainarr as eo-star in a roniantie faree
chiatry, the advertising game and love in an assortment
rangesstickfrom
tradition.subtle gags to goo-tossing sessions in the

Cuminings the
that twits psyof hmnor that
liroadest slap-

Cumniings, a high-pressure account executive for an advertising
agency, works himself into a psychotic frazzle attempting to get his
former flame, cosmetics queen Anna Sten, to give her account to his
firm. He lands in the office of neuro-psychiatrist Hedy Lamarr, primarily to plug the sales of her book "Let's Live a Little," but eventually
as her very willing patient. At a rest camp, the patient-doctor relation
becomes more intimate, much to the discomfiture of Dr. Lamarr s colleague. Dr. Robert Shayne, who fancies the prettv practitioner himself.
Complications set in when a radio broadcast reveals that the doctor
ihinks of Cummings as a guinea pig, so back he rebounds to the filthily
rich Miss Sten. Now, the doctor begins to hear and see things, all manifestations that the guinea ]>ig has come much closer to her coldly-calculating heart than she had believed. It ends up with Cummings copping
the proiessionaFs band and as consolation prize, Shayne is forced to
accept scads o' dough Sten.

EXHIBITORS
OpinionA

C^uiied from

HIGHER AND HIGHER
Independent Exhibitors, Inc. {N. E.)
There have been editorials and editorials
regarding film prices. All have been reasonable and rational — and sometimes
effective. We take time to repeat a most
important line of reasoning at a most
opportune time.
Several major companies are in the process of "flattening
manyreasons.
exhibitor
accounts
for obviouslyout"selfish
First of all, the elimination of percentage deals with an account does away with
the checking costs. This is a legitimate
gain for the distribu ors. This is a reasonable way to cut costs and we endorse the
move heartily. — But, what we don't like
and what we openly oppose is the "flattening out" of sum
a dealof with
of an
additional
moneythe inpayment
excess of
an
established top flat (a buy-off price); to
apparently eliminate percentage terms,
thereby establishing a new bracket to take
the place of the old percentage deal and
then — to come back later with a must
percentage deal on a "super-duper" production that rightfully belongs in the 'buyoff" bracket!
This is injurious to exhibitors in itself
but the film companies light-heartedly follow thru by insulting our intelligence and
move "run of the mill" productions, come
one — come all, into the new "buy-off"
bracket. Very obviously the idea is to get
higher
i^entals
pictures
that
should and
be inhigher
the third
and for
fourth
brackets.
Our advice is to move cautiously on the
increase asked in establishing a "buy-off"
price and stand firm when the "superduper" is dragged out for new percentage
allocation. If you go for the new percentage gimmick, then almost any other picture that comes along will be deserving
of the "buy-off" bracket. — Your old percentage deal — in the eyes of the distributors.
The story of the fool that owned the
goose that laid the golden eggs in modern
version is appropria'^ed here: — —
Once upon a time there was a di.3tributor that literally owned a little exhibitor
who gave off with golden eggs when fed
properly. After a while, the greedy owner
of the little exhibitor felt that if he could
get at the source of his fortune by killing
the exhibitor, he would get the gold all at
once. He proceeded, figuratively, to kill
off the little exhibitor by exorbitant film
rentals, thereby bringing about his demise
and to the sorrow of the fool, lost the
source of an otherwise lucrative income.
Moral: To get rich quick oft' times is
disastrous.
— Editoi'ial in 'Film Facts'
DISCOURAGING
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana
The great rank and file of motion picture exhibitors have a sincere concern
about their community responsibilities
and conducting their business in a manner
to earn the good will of the public. But,
though it ought not to be, it is an unhappy
fact that the disreputable actions of a very
few irresponsibles debase the entire industry.
An advertisement of a double bill now
playing in a large city in a neighboring
state is, to our mind, an illustration of
the harm that can be done in this manner.
The copy in feature number one reads:
"Daring expose of today's headlines! Na18

FORUM

Organization ^uiielins
tion's No. 1 dope menace. A gateway to
crime and hell! Movie stars caught smoking marihuana. See the truth about drug
addicts. Marihuana. Weeds with roots in
hell." In feature number two the name
of the star is emphasized in large bold
letters and it is not easily apparent that
he is not featured in "Marihuana." The
star's name, Robert Mitchum.
Disheartening though it is, there is
nothing for responsible exhibitors to do
except work that much harder on the public relations job they have set out to do.
TV and UA
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
Exhibitors will be delighted to learn
that United Ar'ists has announced that it
is the first major distributing company to
organize a distribution setup for the release of films for television, thus enabling
it to sell their films to television stations
in direct competition to those theatres
which have bought U-A product, and
which establishments must charge admission, while television is given gratis to
those having television sets.
Of course, this announcement has its
brighter side as it is quite possible that
United Artists will now be able to dispose
of its "turkeys" to television stations and
relieve exhibitors of showing them. In
this connection, if past experience means
anything, very few United Artists pictures
will henceforth be shown in theatres, and
those who remain at home will have the
advantage of being able to tune them out
on their television sets.
As a starter, we urge and recommend
all television stations to show a recent United Artists release, 'Angry God" which,
according to a report by an Allied member, is one of the finest stinkeroos ever
produced
and was
made fioor.
from
the sweepings
on undoub'^edly
the cutting room
This exhibitor states it is a fraud to sell
this to an exhibitor and a sin for an exhibitor to show it.
We feel certain that general use of this
subject by television stations will kill television forever.
—P. J. Wood.
PRAISE FOR U-l
Allied Rocky Mt. Independent Theatres
In response to a series of complaints
against Universal sales tactics in this territory, the ARMIT office was visited last
week by two representatives of Universal
Pictures.
Western Division Sales Manager,
Charles Feldman, and District Manager,
Foster Blake, held a long session going
over a number of individual problems.
They were very fair and open-minded in
their appraisal of the various situations.
ARMIT feels that a great deal was accomplished. This Bulletin would like to
thank the gentlemen for their visit and
would also like to thank Mr. William Scully for his consideration which we feel
prompted the meeting.
Branch Manager, Mayer Monsky, has
announced his desire to sell Universal pictures to every possibility in this territory.
This Bulletin hopes that he will.
This Bulletin urges every independent
exhibitor in the territory to make an earnest effort to get together with Universal.
We think that now it can be done.

EXTRA RECEIPTS
We notice from one of our local
theatres that a candy concern contracted for space on the screen for
advertising purposes. The sale of
that particular candy increased
500% I We are wondering if it would
be a good
idea for their
more popcorn
of the theatres to advertise
and
candy sales on their own screen.
Trailers from Filmack and other
trailer companies are very reasonable and very profitable. This is a
good time to get behind the concession operation.
Gulf States Allied.
Your ARMIT office will watch the success of these new negotiations hopefully
and with a great amount of interest.
The highest purpose of Allied is to see
that each one of its members obtains a
sufficient supply of product at fair and
equitable terms.
The highest purpose of this Bulletin is
to publicize and praise those distributors
who adopt fair .selling tactics and to raise
hell with those distributors who don't.
THE VIDEO CHALLENGE
Allied Theatres of Michigan
you heard "America's
manyof of
Perhaps
Town
Meeting
Theon Air"
broadcast
over
the ABC
network
Tuesday
evening,
November 12th, on which was discussed
"How Will Television Affect The Motion
Pictures." The featured participants in
this discussion were Mark Woods, ABC
President; Paul Raibourn, Paramount
Vice-President in charge of planning and
the President of Television Productions,
Inc.; Walter Abel, radio, stage and screen
of the Television Comstar andmittee ofChairman
the Screen Actors Guild; Rouben
MamouUan, stage and film director and
H. Carmine, Executive Vice-PresiCharles
dent of the Philco Corporation.
There was considerable discussion relative to the subject at hand but two statements in particular seem to sum up the
entire standpoint from a logical standpoint Woods visualized people attending
the theatre not only because they like film,
"but because it gives them a chance to get
out of the house, get a change of scene,
meet and mingle with others. Man is a
social animal. He likes his entertainment
in groups, not in solitude. The little
woman will wan^ to see what the new Hollywood dress designs are, see what Greer
Garson's new hairdo looks like or whether
Walter Pidgeon is really twice as goodlooking as you. The only art that may
suffer from television is the fine art of

on."
conversati
This statem.ent
is a challenge to the inin his summais correct
IfWoods
tion, thendustry. it
is, first,
the responsibility of
the exhibitor to make his theatre a place
where people gather not alone to see pictures and eat pop-corn but to meet friends
and others with whom it is smart to be
seen. Our theatres should be showplaces
in and of themselves. Beautiful appointments, modern attractive conveniences,
clean and bright reception facilities with
someone to meet them at the door with a
smile not a spirit of "give me the ticket,
find your ovvn seat." Secondly, it is the
responsibility of the producer to provide
pictures for which we are not forced to
apologize. Pictures that will make the
patron want to come back because you
operate the theatre, you make them comfortable and welcome, you provide entertainment that is far superior to anything
they can get from a television set.
FILM
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•JOAN OF ARC OPULENCE
OVERWHELMS STORY, DRAMA
The New York newspaper critics hauled
out the well-woin superlatives to describe
Walter Wanger's Technicolor production,
"Joan of Arc," starring Ingrid Bergman.
Such verbal laurels as "stupendous
. . .
magnificent . . . massive . . . lavish . . . ornately impressive . . . richly mounted
pageant" are heaped upon the physical
production and the acting, particularly of
Miss Bergman and Jose Ferrer, also wins
plaudits. However, into each review
there creeps-._and, sometimes, is boldly
inserted^_a discordant note, keyed to the
pitch that here is a movie without heart
or spirit, that its sheer hugeness and
lavish trappings overpower the drama.
While he describes it as a "monumental
historical drama" in which Miss Bergman
offers a "rapt portrayal", the Herald Tribune's Howard Barnes feels that the
"ponderous and repetitive" laUer portions
have stifled its "dramatic flavor and feeling." He summarizes it
"massive, eyefilling and pretentiously as
disappointing."
The Times' Bosley Crowther, too, finds
it "piclorially, one of the most magnificent
films ever made", but the drama is "lost
in the surge of a big show."
Archer Winsten accords it a "Good"
raimg on the Post Movie Meter. Because
it is made on such a lavish scale, he says
It must be judged as a "true masterpiece''
and adds, "On that level, it fails to be an
overpowering experience, a picture you
would have to see and see again. It has
the grand manner, but not the great
^
spirif."
Cecelia Ager calls Miss Bergman's portrayal "poignant . . . satisfying, sometimes stirnng, always visuall
y pleasing
bhe dubs the production 'a project "
heroic size, generosity, and sincerity, andof
for these attributes alone, should be commended, saluted, and it is hoped, properly
-i
rewarded.
"A great Technicolored bundle of specsentiment", are Alton Cook's
(Worlfi^^
d-Telegram
) words. It is "full of
great scenes even though they do
not integrate mto the impace of what might be
called great drama." Despite its flaws ("it
is too long. It rambles unevenly and often
loses Its dramatic force"), he feels sure
it
^'^^
°^
year "
dr^^f'^T'^'^'''^^ ^""^
surface
that '-i/. Creelman in the Sun feels
nw,,. ^ spectacle that this Technicolor
^han as drama",
Pnl, ^-f
bhe
ShP calls
it a^
most beautiful
pageant one
wi h religious significance, with^he
mefo
diama of war, the inspiring tragedy
martyrdom and a radiant lortrfya of
f by
sentiments echoed
"' m.^^^
Rnc^P^,"""
Jl Rose
by
Pelswick
the Journal American.

'A SON
IS BOR
RKO
RADIG
O PICT
URESN'
"Danny is but shade of the scintillant
comedian . . . aamid
a hodge-podge of
animated acts. And, to make it thoro
ughly
depressing, he doesn't sing one song
Whole picture . . . reflects the tedium
resulting from the restriction of Mr
Kaye."— CROWTHKR, N.Y. TIMES.
"Major
ppoi
nt
Kaye standsdisa
for a ntme
mad kinetisic that
hilarDannyof
word and movement, and you keep ity
waiting for him to break out with
and he
never does . . . General public it,
. . have
P^l^ for complaint."— WINSTEN, N.Y.

"Kaye plays fairly straight, for Kaye
,
20

What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Fiims
in
A Song: Is Born . . . Music and fun are
"QUOTfS"
fast, good-natured, constantly entertaining." -CREELMAN, N.Y. SUN.
"Jam sessions are very nearly worth the
price of admission . . .Danny Kaye has
merely hidden his light under a secondhand TRIBUNE.
bushel."- GUERNSEY, N.Y. HERALD
"If it's swing, jive and boogie
you go for, then A .Sons: Is Born woogie
should
send
you."—
PELSWI
CK,
N.Y.
JOURN
AL
AMERICAN.
"Glum spectacle, in technicolor, of scat
comedian par excellenc
e Danny Kaye, held
down to one Kaye specialty . . . laboriously
playing straight . . . Serious-minded,
weightily and lavishly produced, grimlydirected effort at comedy."— AGER, N.Y
STAR.

"Noble experiment that turned sour . . .
Musically the picture is a complete success, almost enough to compensate for the
strange attempt to transform a clown
into a straight
actor."— COOK, N.Y.
WORLD
TELEGRAM.
'YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY'
UNIVERSAL
INTERNATIONAL
"Rather thin in spots . . . Over-all effect
of this topsy-turvy comedy romance is a
feeling of enjoyment."— PRYOR, N.Y.
TIMES.

"Amiable little trifle . . . Mildly, very
beguiling."— COOK, N.Y. WORLD
mildly,
TELEGRAM.
"Fair-plus ... In a couple of spots, director H. C. Potter comes through with
genuine, brand new laughs, but mostly
it's all pretty reminiscent and seemingly
a little juvenile."— THIRER, N.Y. POST.
"Fun is what it offers, fun a little
.synthetic sometimes, but acted and
directed by people who know how to make
this kind of comedy . . . Pleasant bit of
frivolity."— CREELMAN, N.Y. SUN.
"Slick, merry piece of nonsense, some
times a little long-winded, but as amusing
as expert direction and acting can make
it."— GUERNSEY, N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
■SEALED VERDICT'
PARAMOUNT
"Laborious picture which wanders slowly around in aN.Y.
circleTIMES.
and comes back." —
CROWTHER,
"In spite of this frequent vagueness, the
film has some
arrestingAMERICAN.
moments."
PELSWICK,
N.Y. JOURNAL
"Uncertain mixture of melodrama, sentiment, intrigue and argument . . . Vague,
wandering
cornyTRIBUNE.
show." —
GUERNSEY, and
N.Y. even
HERALD
"Starts with high intentions . . . Becomes progressively more and more confusing . . . Proves neither one thing or
the other. It does prove, though, that it
is
incompetentN.Y.to POST.
deal with the subject." —
WINSTEN,
"As a thriller, Sealed Verdict knows
where it's sertation
going
gets and
there;morals
as a dison theandethics
of
justice, it's lost in an agonized, fearful
and wavering fog."— AGER, N.Y. STAR.
"Complex and confusing web of subplots .. . Once more love has conquered
all particularly the good intentions that
may have been in the minds of the producers."—COOK, N.Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.

'THE SNAKE PIT'
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
"With its clinical honesty, its superb
performances, headed by that of Olivia
de Haviland, and its relentness and imaginative treatment, it is a motion picture
of
disturbing
irresistible
power." —
BARNE;S, N.Y. and
HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Although it is frequently harrowing,
it is a fascinating and deeply moving film
. . . Subject is dynamite. Faint or susceptible people might find it extremely
hard to take, and children not baffled by
it might be terrifically disturbed . . . Olivia
de Haviland does a brilliant, heartrending
job." CROWTHER, N.Y. TIMES.
"As a motioninpicture
it is directing
a magnificent
achievement
writing,
and
acting . . .Also, it is one of the most harrowing experiences any movie audience
ever
has
undergone." — COOK, N.Y.
WORLD TELEGRAM.
"So dreadfully close to actual experience
that it should be approached warily, if
at all, by people whose nerves jangle
easily . . . Amazingly accurate reproduction of asylum life . . . Better than any
American picture thus far released this
year . . . Would rank near the top in any
year . . .A credit to the industry and to
everyone
who N.Y.
had anything
to do with it."
—WINSTEN,
POST.
"Startling and a depressing experience
for the spectator ... A fine picture, no
doubt about lhat . . . Does not offer enjoyment or relaxation. This is a strong,
torturing experience, but one not easily
forgotten."— CREELMAN, N.Y. SUN.
"Will unquestionably become the most
controversial picture of the year . . . Realistic horror film . . . Uncomfortable experiment for those who go to the movies in
search of diversion." PELSWICK, N.Y.
JOURNAL AMERICAN.
"Can not fail to achieve roused and
active
response
. . . Olivia de isHavilland's
conception
of a schizophrenic
one of the
great performances of all time . . . Most
urgently not for children . . . Still more
urgently a film never to be witnessed by
persons in any way disturbed or apprehensive about themselves . . . Merits the
respect and admiration of the public, the
movie industry, and the art and profession
of psychiatry."— AGER, N.Y. STAR.
'ROAD HOUSE'
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
"Much better than average . . . Development of characters through an intelligently written script keeps things lively and
plausible."— WEILER, N.Y. TIMES.
"Cast and circumstances keep you so
far in advance of what happens on the
screen that boredom vies with a feeling
of kindergarten prophecy for dominance
. . . Good production was wasted on an
N.Y.
POST. foolish script."— WINSTEN,
irritatingly
"It's the cast of Road House that rates
attention rather than its story . . . Richard
Widmark manages to romp off with most
of the NAL
honors."—
AMERICAN.PELSWICK, N.Y. JOUREssentially no more than a remake of
remakes, but the manner of its execution
is smooth and sometimes genuinely exciling."— BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Melodrama written with a punch . . .
Just fair as a story. The cast is much
more than that."— CREELMAN, N.Y.
SUN.
FILM
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Behind

the Scenes

SIZt-UPS
SIUOIO
COLUMBIA
'JOLSON' SEQUEL

EAGLE

- LION

E-L STUDIO SHUHERED
PRODUCT

PLANS

AS

ARE EVOLVED

'-THE SLOW-DOWN at Eagle-Lion has
become a shutdown of the studio,
which will remain in effect until mid-January. The great majority of employees
have been laid off until that time.
Studio spokesmen maintained from the
fii'st that the measure was an economy
move, to take advantage of the coming
holiday period, saving overhead expenses
that otherwise would accrue while no
films were in production. They claimed
that the shutdown was inaugurated to
give time for a complete realignment of
the new program to be worked out, centering around the formation of a financial
NOVEMBER
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Production

E-L's history. Studio spokesmen say that
the planned
formatwider
for scale
1949 is
"an sysextension on a much
of the
tem we used this year when the bulk of
our product was made for us by independ-

STARTS,

'ANNA LUCASTA' POSTPONED
JOLSON SINGS AGAIN" started on November 1, starring Larry Parks and
Barbara Hale, and featuring many of the
same actors who appeared in "The Jolson
Story." The sequel picks up vvhei-e the
original ended, and takes the famed showman through his overseas tours during
the war, his subsequent illness, and ends
when he meets Larry Parks in preparation for "The Jolson Story." If this runs
true to form, it will not approach the success of the original; sequels never do.
The other new starter is a western,
"Home in San Antone" (Roy Acuff-Smoky
Mountain Boys). With "Bonanza" still
shooting, this makes three before the Columbia cameras.
"Lona Hanson" has again been postponed (until December), as has "Anna Lucasta," which waits until early 1949 for
a start. "All the Kings Men" will be the
next to roll, and after its completion, producer Robert Rosson will leave the Columbia lot. He is negotiating with another
major studio for a new releasing deal
for his independent setup, and with him
will go three completed screenplays which
he owns.
Rosalind Russell's next film has been set
for her one-picture commitment with this
company. It is titled "What My Next
Husband
Be" Miss
and will
be produced
by MauriceWill
Adler.
Russell
was originally set for "Miss Grant Takes Richmond," but bowed out when the finished
script was considered more favorable for
Lucille Ball. Miss Ball will also go into
the lead of "The Fuller Brush Girl," rights
to which the studio is currently negotiating.
In the department of interesting sidelights, we might include the fact that J.
Edgar Hoover apparently disagrees with
Columbia, which has been touting "Walk
a Crooked Mile" as an authentic FBI film.
Mr. Hoover has written several letters to
people maintaining that his office had
nothing to do with the film.
A deal with the heirs of Tom Mix has
been closed to film the life of the cowboy
star in serial form. The chapter play will
be titled "The Adventures of Tom Mix."

of Film

Daniels has cancelled her independBebe
ent units."
production here and left for England
ent
to accompany husband Ben Lyon to his
post in London. E-L
new
the reins on her film,
overury-Fox
take Cen
will 20th
"Catch Me Before I Kill," which deals with
juvenile delinquency.
E-L has also completed plans with two
foreign firms, one Swiss Gamma Films
and the other a Lichenstein outfit, to release at least one picture a year, for five
years, in this country.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FIVE FEATURES
N. PETER RATHVON
Xot For li-I.
Structure for independent production units
to release through E-L. Later and more
definite news confirmed all of this.
Robert Young, in New York, succeeded
in arranging a loan upwards of $3,000,000
to finance t.he 1949 program of 18 big features. Reportedly, the studio is going
90'; independent. It has produced only
one of the last ten features it has handled,
but does not intend to abandon production
entirely. All deals made with indie producers v.ill call for E-L participation. It
will be early December before the exact
nature of the deal will be disclosed, but
it is emphasized in the interim that no
new film interests will enter the picture
and
Young's Pathe Industries
will that
retainRobert
full control.
One rumor, which circulated freely and
was emphatically denied, was that N. Peter
Rathvon, former RKO oflScial, would offer
a loan, backed by Floyd Odium, and would
consequently assume the title of production chief. It was further reported that
Rathvon had a number of independent
producers in line to move in with him,
but the whispers were denied both by E-L
spokesmen and by Rathvon himself.
Of the 18 features planned for 1949,
seven are ready to go before the cameras,
seven are in preparation, and deals for the
remaming four will be made by Arthur
Krim on his return to Hollywood. The
seven ready for shooting include two from
Cavalier Productions, "The World and Little Willie" and "Twelve Against the Underworld"; Aubrey Schenck's "Border Incident"; Walter Wanger's "The Blank
Wall," and a slate of three documentaries
brought back from Washington by Bryan
Foy and based on the activities of a trio
of governmental agencies.
Although a shutdown is never pleasant,
company officials are highly optimistic
and point out that with the resumption of
activity in January, they will be in the
best financial shape since the firm's inception. Billings for November and December will be 15"' to 20% over any previous
high and E-L will show a profit from distribution during these two months. They
have 13 features completed and awaiting
release on the 1948-49 program, which
they point out is the largest backlog in

ROLLING,

BIG PLANS AHEAD FOR METRO
ACTIVITY CONTINUES steady here,
with five b?foTe t'le cameras. The one
new smarter (shooting in England) is "The
Conspirator," starring Robert Taylor and
Elizabeth Tavlor, plus an English supportins:
Good Old and
Summertime"
will cast.
roll late"The
in November,
December
1 will see the start of a big trio: "Madame
Bovary," "S orm Over Vienna" and "The
Forsyte Saga." Errol Flynn comes off the
Warner lot for the firit time to co-star
with Greer Garson in the latter.
Plans are now completed here for 1948films num49 production,
ber between 27 and
and scheduled
30. Policy has been
set to stress a flexible budget with no set
maximum for individual films. Indications point to the increased use of color,
with possibly a dozen to be tinters. Included in the new oropram will be: "Greyfriar's Bobby," "Battleground" (the big
war epic), "Any Number Can Play" (Clark
"InGable), "Quo Vadis," "The Chosen."
truders in the Dust," "It's a Date." "Bread
Waters," "The Black Hand" and
Upon the
"Lost
Boundaries."
"Annie Get Your Gun" will roll early
and plans are afoot for a re-make
in 1949,
"Roberta," starring Judy Garland, to
of
be retitled "Lovely to Look At" . . . Metro
bought "Black Earth." a novel by Hans
Habe which will be published in April, for
a heavy price . . . Plans have been comUn'The with
make
Marx toary
dealmg
pleted by Sam
desirables," adocument
Service.
on
Immigrati
S.
the U.
A sixth outside deal completed by Metro
calls for "Man on the Eiffel Tower,"andbeing
IrvFranchot Tone
filmed in Paris byrelease
d by this company
ing Allen to be
next year. The picture stars Tone, Burgess
Meredith, and Charles Laughton.

MONOGRAM-AA
PRODUCTION

PACE SLOWS

DOWN, ONLY ONE SHOOTING
A/fONOGRAM SLOWS down this month,
•'■ with only one before the cameras, the
new starter being "Tuna Clipper" (Roddy
McDowali). "Crashing Through" and Allied Artist's "Bad Boy" are finished. No
new starts are scheduled before Decem21

REPUBLIC

siyiQ sjit-ups
ber, when the King Brothers will roll
"Gun Crazy."
The Kings have obtained the rights to
"The Giant Killer," based on the story of
the late Lt. Petrosino of the N. Y. police
force. Petrosino was credited with breaking up the Black Hand Society. Picture
will be shot in New York and Italy.
Barney Gerard plans to film the life
story of cartoonist George McManus, creator of Maggie and Jiggs. McManus,
turned actor, recently completed a top role
in Gerard 's"Maggie and Jiggs in Court,"
and now the producer wants to do "Bringing Up McManus."
PARAMOUNT
FOUR TOP FEATURES
BEFORE

CAMERAS

KOW

ON PAR LOT

PRODUCTION HERE continues at a
steady pace, with four before the cameras, the biggest show of activity since
last May. Bing Crosby's newest, "Top O'
the Morning" is the new starter, the story
of an insurance investigator who goes to
Ireland to investigate a theft and finds
himself stymied by the local sheriff, played, of course, by Barry Fitzgerald. The
other three going are Bob Hope's "Easy
Does It," De Mille's "Samson and Delilah"
and Hal Wallis' "Bitter Victory." PineThomas' "El Paso" has been wound up,
and next to go on the P-T schedule will
be "Manhandled" (Dorothy Lamour). This
was formerly tilled "Betrayal."
William Wyler's next will definitely be
"Look Homeward, Angel," finally set for
a February start . . . Frank Capra is running into casting trouble for his "Woman
of Distinction," also set for a February
start. Gary Grant was wanted but is unavailable, and Capra says if the right male
lead cannot be arranged, he will use a top
femme name and an unknown male lead
. . . Victor Mature will stay on at Paramount after completion of "Samson and
Delilah" to co-star opposite Betty Hutton
in "Restless Angel," new title for "Broadway Story."
Paramount has bought the rights to the
best-selling novel, "Explosion" and placed
it on the schedule for an early production.
Added to the lineup also is "I Married a
Dead Man," new novel by William Irish,
for which several studios had bid quite
heavily.
Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder, who
have worked as a team for many years,
have been handed contracts which involve
their going separate ways. Each will produce, write and direct, but will work on
different pictures, following one more
team stint scheduled for early 1949.
Four films will be released during November and December. They are: "Sealed Verdict" (Ray Milland), "Miss Tatlock's
Millions" (Lund - Hendrix), "Disaster"
(Pine-Thomas)
Jane
Russell). and "Paleface" (Bob HopeHal Wallis has signed Don DeFore to a
new seven-year contract, and will co-star
him with Barbara Stanwyck in "The Furies."
22

BILL ELLIOn

FORMS

20th CENTURY-FOX
NEW

INDE UNIT, REP. TO RELEASE
^S

REPORTED in the last Studio Sizeups, a new inde unit, headed by Bill
Elliott, the western star, has inked a contract to produce "Hell Fire" for Republic
release. This will be filmed in Trucolor,
which, incidentally, has been tremendously improved in the past year. The trouble with the predominant orange, or rusty
shade, has been eliminated, and films
using this process are meeting with such
success that Republic plans making the
majority of its big outdoor productions in
Trucolor in the future — fulfilling the
prediction made by Mr. Yates about two
years ago.
One new starter here, "Duke of Chicago," starring Tom Brown and Audrey
Long and featuring Skeets Gallagher, who
returns to the screen after a four year
absence. This is the second of Republic's
own product since their long inactivity.
Fidelity Pictures' "Montana Belle" is
still shooting, making two going on this
lot. After the wind-up of the latter, Jane
Russell will go back to RKO, Howard
Hughes having said that the "Belle" is
Miss Russell's last stint off his lot.
RKO

FINDS CUT VERSION
WITH GREEN

OF 'BOY

HAIR' EFFEaiVE

YOUR REPORTER has seen 'The Boy
With Green Hair" and was very much
imoressed. Rumor had it that the editing
under the Hughes regime had sooiled the
film, but we differ with this opinion. Instead, itis apparent that much overloading of "message" has been cut, avoiding
blatant propaganda and achieving its result through subtlety. True^ the film may
be almost too subtle now, and its meaning
may be lost on some people. Yet, in our
opinion, this is better than hitting audiences on the head with a heavy-handed
preachment. In any event, the film is going to cause talk and much thought, and
it is highly probable that it will be more
effective than it would have been in its
original form.
Production on this lot is temporarily nil,
but the production lineup is bolstered by
"Roseanna McCoy," shooting on the Goldwyn lot, and the deal to release the John
Ford's Argosy film, "She Wore a Yellow
Ribbon" (John Wayne-Joanne Dru) currently in production on location. "Sam
Wynne," (Jeffrey Lynn-Martha Scott) is
set for an early start. "The Set-Up,"
fourth of the big ones since Hughes' arrival, has been finished, as has "The StageKid."
Sam coachBischoff's
"Mrs. Mike," which has
wavered back and forth between UA and
RKO, is currently out of the RKO lineup,
according to reports. Bischoff and Hughes
have been unable to reach an agreement,
and a release deal is being sought elsewhere.

20TH CONTINUES
IN QUANTITY

TO LEAD

AND

QUALITY

'THIS lot continues, on the basis of both
quantity and quality, to show up strongly as compared with the jitters at other
studios. With the start of two new ones,
six are currently before the cameras.
The starters are "Mr. Belvedere Goes to
College" (Clifton Webb-Shirley Temple),
the sequel to "Sitting Pretty," and "Hard
Bargain" (Richard Conte). The four continuing are "Prince of Foxes," "I Was a
Male War Bride" (both shooting in Europe), "Beautiful Blonde from Bashful
Bend" (Grable) and "Down to the Sea
in Ships" (Richard Widmark).
In December, four and possibly five
more will roll. The definite ones are
"Twelve O'Clock High," "The East Side
Story," "Slattery's Hurricane" and "Oh,
YouFuture
Beautiful
Doll."planned include a new
pictures
vehicle for Jeanne Grain, a novel titled
"The Doctor Wears Three Faces," bought
for $40,000, and a book-of-the-month-club
selection, "Three Came Back," dealing
with experiences in a Jap concentration
camp. Also on the future schedule is a
documentary to be handled by Samuel
Racing"
"The FBI ofof the
Engel, titledsafeeuards
in
publicand
concerning
Fox
for
next
Holt's
Nat
race wagering.
release will be "The Cariboo Trail," to be
shot in Canada, as was his first production for this lot's release, "Canadian
Richard Conte has been handed a new
seven-year contract here.
Pacific."
UNITED

UA EAGERLY

ARTISTS

AWAITING

CLOSING OF SELZNICK

DEAL

bated
•ymS
breath company
the closingis ofwaiting
the deal with
with David
O. Selznick, which will give UA the biggest boost in both moral and money that
it has had in some years. The way UA
has been sagging, it badly needs a shot
in the arm, and the DOS deal would certainly be one. Under the contemplated
arranj'ement, the present Selznick sales
handle
on would for
or.2;anizati
houses,
accounting
aboutmost
159(first-run
of the
total, and UA will sell the remainder. A
trimmed SRO sales force w^ould save Selznick a great chunk of salary and enable
him to sit out present uncertainties of
the domestic market and difficulties of
getting coin out of the foreign market.
United Artists would take over unsold
on the regular runs of "Duel in
accounts
the
Sun," "Mr. Blandings Builds His
Case" and
Dream House," "The Paradine
the bookings on the as yet unreleased
"Portrait of Jennie" (promised by
Christmas).
Final disposition of the matter will be
made at a meeting between UA partners
Pickford and Chaplin within the week.
A production spurt is in the offing here,
Nowith six new starters scheduled for
vember, two of which are already rolling.
Abbott and Costello's
pair are
The new Screams
" and Damon Runyon's
"Africa
Dougfight story, "The Champion" (Kirk
las-Marilyn Maxwell). "Impact" is still
weeks
two
shooting, having been delayed
which acbecause of Ella Raines' illness,
tually makes three currently before the
cameras. The remaining four are "Dan
Patch" (Dennis O'Keefe - Gail Russell),
FILM
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SlUOIfl SIZf-UPS
concerning the famous race pacer; Harry
Tunis to Algeria"; "The
"From (third
Popkin's
Bold
Bandido"
Cisco Kid film), and
George Pal's "Tom Thumb."
At least three more will start in December. They are Benedict Bogeaus'
"The Crooked
another
CiscoJames
Kid
feature
and an Way,"
untitled
film by
Nasser. Seymour Nebenzal plans a remake of the famous "M," and "Sheila"
has been added to Harry Popkin's slate.
Edward Small is prepping "Leather
Stocking Tales" plus his long-delayed
"Life of Valentino." Small has already
sunk close to a million dollars in the latter, and unless he proceeds with production, he'll itbe will
out bethat
much money — a
sure sign
made.
The Cagney brothers have been slow in
their decisions on new pictures for the
reason that the last few they've made
have been remiss in making a profit. Bill
Cagney says he has learned a definite lesson, and that in the future, brother Jim
will play an action part, the only kind
that pays off for the star. They are currently seeking a punchy whodunit yarn
for next production. Hallelujah!
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATX
U-l TO HOLD DOWN

COSTS

BY PARING SHOOTING

TIME

^EWEST policy decision at U-I is a drastic slash in shooting costs, evidenced by
the new ruling that the 30 films scheduled for filming by the end of 1949 will
be made in from 25 to 40 days. Accordi"K to studio heads, the exceptions to the
40 day limit "will be very few." Research
on their own product has revealed that in
the past year, a total of 185 minutes
cut from 18 top budgeters and leftwas
on
the cuttmg room floor — enough footage
for two full length features. Determination to stick to the new policy has already been evidenced, with "Amboy
Dukes' finished three days ahead of
schedule, and "Life of Riley" wound up
four days before the scheduled closing
date. If the market situation improves
in the coming year, it is possible that the

Check

with

you

WARNER

'SLOWDOWN,'

BROS.

NOT SHUTDOWN,

iAY WB; NO NEW STARTERS
A GAIN COMES news of a shutdown at
the Warner lot, scheduled through
December, and again studio spokesmen

FILM

your

will

slate of 30 pictui'es may be increased in
number.
In the interim, the studio intention to
keep three before the cameras has slipped
slightly,
and at
Sampresent.
Bass"
being the"Calamity
only oneJane
going
Early starts are scheduled, however, for
several
the first more,
to go. "Ma and Pa Kettle" being
Six are slated to start in the next six
weeks, including "Gambling Lady," "Arctic Manhunt," "And Baby Makes Three,"
"Illegal Entry" and "take One False
Step (Shelley Winters set opposite Wm.
Powell for this one). This will make nine
films to go before the cameras since the
end of the six-week production shutdown.
Fifteen writers are preparing thirteen
scripts for the planned activity spurt.
"The Salem Frigate" will be Maxwell
Shane's next production for GeffenShfne
and U-I release, and William Castle has
been handed the reins on "Fright, Inc."
for a start early in 1949. There is a dossibility
of thethe"Life
of Riley"
may be that
made,a series
following
original
film,
and Betty MacDonald has been approached for rights to her new book, "The
Plague and I." Claudette Colbert is currently reading the script.
In line with the economy policy here,
Wm. Goetz has conceived the idea of
searching out talent among the college
beauty queens across the nation. The
studio will offer screen tests to many of
the winneis, and if contracted, the girls
will be given full training and built into
U-Ts own stars. Goetz feels that college
youngsters would serve as a box - office
attraction, as a good percentage of film
audiences are in the youth bracket.
Producer Jerry Bresler will leave U-I
this month, his option having been drooped. Bresler produced four pix for U-T,
"The Web," "Singapore," "Another Part
of the Forest" and "Live Today for ToDeanna Durbin and U-I have settled
morrow."
their
squabble, and the star will go to
Italy for her next film.
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The life story of Eddie Cantor has
again been shelved at this lot, as studio
execs cire fearful of such a big budgeter
at this time, and are also wary of following too closely on the heels of the Jolson
pictures.
INDEPENDENTS
SCREEN

amazing

GUILD

"Highway 13" (new title for "Rolling Wheels")
.started
and
finished,
the has
firstbeen
of the
Robert
Lippert productions to be made on
the Republic lot. Second film of the
scheduled four has begun, "I Shot
Jesse James." SG president Lippert
came up with a surprise budget on
this one. After announcing that individual budgets for the four films
would run between $90,000 and
$100,000,
he has
handed Lippert
"Jesse
James" a total
of $500,000.
says the increased capital is possible
because of the large grosses recently made on other films plus the fact
that his new method of selling th'^
SG product is beginning to pay off.
Four SG films will be released
this month.
"DeadHorses,"
Man's
Gold,"
"Last They
of theareWild
"Thunder in the Pines" and "Mark
of the Lash."

Reviews

grosses

ACCURACY

NOVEMBER

deny the reports. They call it a "slowdown" with "some employes working "
despite the fact
that with the finish of
the two now before the cameras ("Task
Force" and "Under Capricorn") there
will definitely be no more starters until
1949. Unions have been notified of a
large number of layoffs among studio
employes, and the stages will soon be
dark. However, the Warner backlog is
the largest in its history, numbering 23
films awaiting release, and work on these
makes the production hiatus possible.
Plans for 1949 production include "The
Hasty Heart," to be filmed in England
and star Ronald Reagan and Pat Neal,
the James Cain novel "Serenade" which
Michael Curtiz will produce (after considerable laundering), and "The Travellers," an original western. After "The
Hasty Heart," Ronald Reagan may star
in "Ghost Mountain" for which the studio
reportedly has paid $50,000, and Errol
Flynn may again go into costume to play
the
"Sir Galahad," to be made
next title
yearrole
in in
England.
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(Continued from Page 8)^
District Court Judge Vincent Leibell signed the death warrant. This was in the
form of a final decree embodying the provisions of the Federal Court's decision on
Oct. 27 and denial of ASCAP's plea for a
stay pending appeal to the Circuit Court.
The Society planned to file appeal by
the end of last week, at which time it will
also petition the Circuit Court for a stay
pending disposition of the case. If the
latter is granted, Judge Leibell's decree
will become inoperative and ASCAP's
resurrection will last until final adjudication of the ITOA suit. Many observers believe that if the stay is won, ASCAP will
be but a zombie whose existence will continue to frighten some exhibitors until
the silver stake upholding the Leibell decree on appeal is thrust into its heart.
ITOA To Seek Reimbursement
Plaintiffs in the case, all ITOA members,
will take an appeal also. In their case, it
will be to recover fees paid to the Society.
This provision, plus injunctions which
would have specifically barred ASCAP
from collecting on past and current films
in which only synchronization rights were
sold, were the sole exceptions to the decree prepared by plaintiff's attorneys. The
injunctions, however, were considered unnecessary in view of the Court's ruling
that neither ASCAP or individual members could derive subsequent benefits
from illegal operation.
According to the decree, ASCAP, as
long
it remains in its present "illegal"
setup,as cannot:
— Collect public performance fees from
exhibitors.
— Grant only synchronization rights to
producers.
— Make any deals with producers which
would require exhibitors to obtain an
ASCAP license.
— Enforce the motion picture performance rights of any musical compositions
of which only synchronization rights havo
been granted.
NYC THEATRES
OVER

LOCKWOOD

URGES TOA UNITS

SUBJECTS
^Continued from Pai/e S)

CONCILIATE

ALL BUT RENTALS

heart of the matter, he said, because man is a gregarious animal
and needs "to laugh or shed a tear
together, in sympathy, unity, trust
as one of man's most redeeming
traits." This need, he contended, no
living room or kitchen can satisfy.
"Most of us can eat or drink at
home,"
he points
"yet the
bars
or restaurants
are out,
crowded,
as they
always have been, and it is not television that brings the people in. It
is not for nothing that the cry of the
Roman people was for 'Bread and
Theatre'. So long as civilization
survives, that
the Theatre
contends
Theatre will
mustlive."
have He
an
audience, "and by audience I mean
a large group of people gathered together in one auditorium, watching
*
*
a play or a film."
The new buying and booking service of Allied in eastern Pennsylvania, Allied Motion Picture
Theatre Service, now totaling 17

Every complaint except the actual price
of film will be embodied in the TOA conciliation plan if member units heed President Arthur H. Lockwood's advice. A
broad scope of claims was urged by Lockwood in a letter sent last week to all state
and regional units of TOA in which he
outlined the system approved by the organization's executive committee.
Among the grievances suggested by
Lockwood for presentation to the local
Conciliation Committees were "run, failure to supply prints on time, conditioning
the licensing of one feature upon another,
tying in more than one theatre on the licensing of pictures, forcing of features
and shorts, the failures of salesmen adequately to solicit customers, etc."

TOA'S LOCKWOOD
Broad Beamed Conciliation

UP IN ARMS

SALES TAX ON LEASES

New York City theatremen fought back
savagely at an extension of the city's two
per cent sales tax to apply to leased equipment, a move which would hit them for
millions of dollars.
After lying dormant for eight years, the
application of the tax was revived by the
municipal tax department, which suddenly decided
that the city's
sales tax
should
extend
to equipment
involved
in theatre
leasing deals — and be retroactive over
the eight-year period.
Metropolitan theatre owners met the
disclosure of the city's move with a giant
protest meeting at the Hotel Astor and
appointed a committee of four to consult
with tax experts and prepare legal action. Named to the committee were
Harry Brandt, ITOA president; Leo
Brecher, Metropolitan TOA of N. Y. chairman; Gael Sullivan, TOA executive director, and James F. Reilly, executive secretary of the League of New York Theatres.
During heated discussion. City Controller Lazarus
Josephs'
oflSce was
blasted
for its
demands
to examine
all leases
on
theatres to determine the yearly tax assessments on equipment, and its tactics
of setting an arbitraiy proportion of the
annual rental on a property — in one
case, 15 per cent — on which to levy the
two per cent sales tax when they were
refused access to lease figures.
NOVEMBER

SHORT
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Noting that it was up to each unit "to
determine the mechanics of the system,"
Lockwood recommended the three-man
Conciliation Committee system which can
eventually reach top-level negotiation, as
voted by the executive committee. .
MPEA

HAND

AS REPUBLIC

STRENGTHENED
MAKES

NO. TEN

Republic's afliliation with the Motion
Picture Export Ass'n, "strengthens the
hand of the American industry" in foreign
distribution.
Thus did Eric Johnston,
MPEA president, welcome the tenth company to join the Association's ranks.
"No' only does the alliance provide a
more solid industry front in bargaining
and marketing negotiations with various
European film monopolies, associations
and cartels, but moreover extends MPEA
coverage in the important matter of product selectivity," Johnston declared. In
viev/ of the headaches which have plagued
American films overseas, and the refusal
of American independents to go along
with many of the decisions worked out by
MPEA, Republic's affiliation was seen as
a bulwark to the Association's power to
negotiate deals.

theatres, has elected Sidney E. Samuelson, general manager of E. Pa.
Allied Theatre Owners, as president;
Elmer Hollander, vice-president;
Cecil Felt, treasurer; Albert M.
Cohen, secretary and E. B. Gregory,
al secret
. . "Edward
financin,
, Inc.,
nt of. Carbons
presideary
Lachma
has been covering a lot of territory
for hissetLorutors
settingraineup
. Having
Studiodistrib
up
carbons
10 outlets to take care of the East,
South and p;' "t of the Midwest, Lachman traipsed off to Hollywood to
demonstrate his discovery to the
and to establish distributors
studios
the rest of the U.S., including
for
Al£iska and our Pacific possessions.
Of Men and Things: A 31year association was terminated
when Edwin A. Aaron, M-G-M assistant general sales manager, left the
"friendly"
"friendly company"
circumstances.
Aaronunder
intends
to remain in the industry and is considering offers from other companies
which he has received . . . Clarence
Eiseman, has been moved up from
New York branch manager to the
district manapost of Metropolitan
Warners
ger by Ben Kalmenson,
vice-president
and general sales
manager. Ben Abner moves over
from Metro's New Jersey branch to
replace
Eiseman as
York
branch manager
. . WB's
. Lou New
Allerhand
steps
into Abner's
spot named
at M-G-M
...
Jack Goetz
has been
special
consultant on laboratory and studio
activities
by Republic
president
Herbert J. Yates
. . . Two new
Paramount
branch managers were named by
distribution chief Charles M. Reagan
to replace resignees: Edward Maloney moves up to succeed Ed Ruff in
the Albany branch and Maurice Simon fills the Buffalo branch managership vacated by Mannie A. Brown
. . . U-I v.p. sales head William A.
Scully has upped Henry H. Martin
to Dallas branch manager; Charles
W. Hudgens replaces Martin as head
of the Oklahoma City branch.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
"Rel."
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. number.
is the national release date. "No." is the release
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C!
denotes Cinecolor.

SMf 91 India
»trwrterry Roan. The (C)
Superman (Special Serial)
Trail to Laredo (54)
Triple Threat
'Jndcreover Man
Untamed
Details Breed,
under The
title:(C)
The Wremler
WalkDetails
a Crooked
Mile
under title:
FBI Me«ts Scotland
Walking Hills, The
Wild Bill Doolin

22. 1948

Bay-RKtell
7-5
Autry-Hunry
7-7... 8-48.
Aly«-Ncll
2-16... 7-15.
Starretl-Bimelte
8-12.
Henry-Crane
7-19... 9-30.
Ford-Foeh
5-24
Tufts-Britton 4-12... 9-48.
O'Keefe-Hayward
5-24 . . . C-48 .
Yard
Feott-Ralnet
5-24
Scott-Allbritton 10-25

EAGLE-LION
COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (73)
Completed (4)
Completed (28)

In Production (2)
In Production (0)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
JOLSON SINGS AGAIN (T)
Drama — Started November 1
Cast: Larry Parks, Barbara Hale, Bill Demarest, Bill Goodwin,
Ludvvig Donath.
Director: Henry Levin
Sidney Buciiman
story: Direct sequel to The Jolson Story. Takes Producer:
him overseas during war, through
illness and up to present time.
HOME IN SAN ANTONE
Western— Started November 11
Cast: Roy Acuff, Smoky Mountain Boys, June Wallace
Producer: Colbert Clark
^'on^'^'oi I^^LS'-^^''°
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rt«.
Rel.
THI»— flunning Time
No.
Cart Dttalls
B""^"'"
Ford-Lupino
U-8,
OOMPLBTED
1948-49
Air Hostess
Henry-Wright 9-27
Arkanias Swlrg, The
VInc.nt-Hot Skats . . . .3-29 . . .1-19
Details under tlUe: Texas Sandman
Big Sorbre-o, The (C)
Autry-Verdogo 8-18
Details under title: A Little Spanish Town
Black Arrow, T:e (76)
lair
8-4 8-4«
Black Eagle, the Story of a Horse Haywa.d-B
Bishop-Pa ton .
5-10 9-16
Details under title: Blaek Eagle
Blondie Hits the Jackpot
Singleton-Lake ..10-25
Blondje's
Big Deal
SingletonSlondie s Secre
t
SIngle'on-LLake
akc 9-27
6-7
Bos.on Blaekie's Chinese Venture
Morr s-May la
7-5
Details under title: Boston Blaekie's Honor
Bruce Gen;ry
Neal-Cla
rk
8-30
Cktllenf ot the Range
Starret*-BiimeMB 7-5
Bill
McGoire-Moore .5-10. .'.
Crime DoJor's Diary. The
Baxter-Maxwell ...
8-30 .
DarkDetails
Pa t,under
Th;
HtMen-Cobb
6-7 '. '.
title:
Hearsay
Dese t Vigilante
Starrett-Bumette 9-27
Devil's
Henchmen,
The
Baxter-Converse 11-8
El Dorade
Pass
Starrett-Bumette
6-7..10-i4
Gtllaat
Parks-Chapman
.' .
etntlemanBlade
From (C)
NowlMre (66)
Baxter-Baker 12-8
5-10 9-9
Her Wonderful Lie
Klepcra-Eggectli 11-10
Details lader title: The Eternal Melody
'"""'e Jim
Weismuller
8-16
Jungle On
Jim'sAnyAdventure
Wcissmnller-Dell
9-27
.'.
Knock
Door
Bog^rt-Derek
8-16
Laramie
Starrett-BurneMe 10-25
Law of the Barha/y Coast
Shayne-Henry
8-2
LoadedWolf
Pistols
/'nlry-Drltton
'
Lone
and His Lady, The
Randall-Vincent 8-30
Loser Take All
Mitehell-NIgh 3-15
DetDfli under title: Wlnatr Take Nothing
Lweri, Tile
Wilde-Knight
7-19
Lores ot Carmen, The (T) (95)
Hayworth-Ford 11-24
9-27
Lilii Belle (87)
Lamcur-Montgomery .. 11-10 .. .8-48
Make Believe Ballroom
Courtland-Warriek 9-27
Man From Colorado, The (T)
ford-Onw ...
3-17
Manhattan
Anjel
3-15
'.
Details under
title: Sweetheart of the Bluei Jean-Ford
Mutineers, The
Hall-Jergens
11-8
No Sjft Tojch
Ford-Keyes
8-30
Bciek en the Trigger
Starrett-Burnattt 6-21
R«1»ra ef Oetoker, The (T)
Ford-Moore
9-29.. 11-48
RIdin'
the under
Old Pine
Autry-White
7-5
Oetalli
title:Trail
Wlnps Westward
Rough Sketch
Jones-r.arfleld 9-13
Hasty Leads the Way
Oonaldson-Molfett 3-1.. 10-21
Details under title: Rutty Takes a Walk
■urty Sa»es A Life
Donaidson-Litel
WoflB'
Rooster Hot Shots1-19
9-23
Stlihtly Spurs
French
Lanwur-Ameche
Oetalli in^er title: Left Fall In Love
Smoky Mountain Melody
Aculf-Smoky Mt B«yi ...8-2
26

1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (45)
Completed ( 7)

In Production (0)
In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
1948-49
COMl*LETED
TlUe — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Re>.
Adventures of Gallant Bess (73)
Mitchell-Long
10-8. ,. .903 . . 8-2
Behind
Lotked
Doors
(61)
Bremer-Carlson
6-7
..
10-15
...
.906
., .9-13
Details uoder title: Inside the Wall
Big Cat The (T)
MtCall sttr-Garner 8-2
Blanche Fury (93)
Hob»«n-Granger Ferel;n
B-30
Caaen City (83)
Brwlr-Meade
3-29... 6-)0
826 7-5
He Walked By Night (80)
Basehart-Brady 5-10. .11-19 910.. 11-22
Detalli under tl le: Tweitty-Nlne Glues
Hollow Triumph (83)
Henreld-Bennett 2-16... 8-30 904...8-lf
In This Comer (66)
Brady-Shaw
3-15... 9-19
903... 9-13
Details under title: Born To Fight
It's Molder
SwiUer-Whalen
5-12
Lady At Midnight
Demlng-Lce
3-15 .... 8-8 ... .831
Let's Live A Little (85)
Lamarr-Cummings 3-1 11-12
907 . . . 11-8
ManDetails
from under
Texas title:
(71)
Crai»-Bari
5-86.. 10-18 815... 4-12
A Texas Story
Million Dollar Weekend (73)
Raymond-Paull
11-26 . .908 . ,11-8
Northwest
Leslie-Craig 7-21... 7-28
850. . .7-19
Details Stampede
under title:(C) Wild(79)
Conquest
Jean-Raflerty 9-27
An
Girl,
Fashioned
Old
Oliver Twist
D»»l»s
Fortico ... 7-14 ... 828
Olympic Gaires, The (T) (136)
Documentary
9-12
902, . .9-27
faroh
O'Shea-Bey
8-16
Ratirage
Mitebcll-Long 12-22
Red Shoes, The (T) (133)
Walbrook-Shearer . . . Foreign
10-25
Heather-Franz 8-2
Red Stallion In the Rockies (C)
Cumraings-Oahl 9-13
Terror
of
Reign
Shed No Tears (70)
Ford-Vincent
3-1 .. .7-21. .. .829. . .8-30
Spiritualist. The (79)
Bey-Bari
1-19
8-1 827.......
11-8
Lord-Shayne
Strange Mrs. Crane, The (60)
5-12
Ireland-Ryan
Die
You
Tomorrow
Hayward-Preston 7-5
Tulsa

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Title — Running Time
Cast Details Rel. No,
11-8
Appointment
MurderDate
(67)
Deta.h un with
er title:
with Harder Calvert-Craig 8-16 .11-24
Ar.-ye S(cre'.s (63)
Gargan-Lofd
5-7
Vickers-Reed 9-27
Daughter of Ramona (C)
10-25
Hughe.-Russell 7-19... 9-48
Inner Sanctum (62)
DeMille-Hale 10-11 .9-27
Judge. The
10-11
4-12... 9-48
Calhoun-Long
Miraculous Journ© (C) (76)
Raymond-Gorie 3-29... 6-48
(83)
Soda (C) Island
Unknown
(C)
8rey-R»ed
6-21... 9-48
Details under title: Tbe BRbttievable

METRO-COLDWYN
1948-49 Features
Completed (22)

-MAYER
In Production (5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE CONSPIRATOR
Drama — Started November 8
Cast: Robert Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor.
Director: Victor Saville
Producer: Arthur Homblow, Jr.
country. rl finds sweetheart, English army officer, has been traitor to his
Stoiy; Englisli
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details Rel.
Great Sinner, The
Peck-Barrymore 10-25
Neptune's Daughter
Skelton-Williams 11-8
Secret Garden. The
O'Brien-Stotkwell 10-25
Stratton Story, The
Stewart-Allyson 11-8
OOMPUETED
1948-49
.6-21.
Act of Violence
Heflin-Ryan
FILM

Rev.

B ULLBTIN

Barkleys of Broadway
Rostrs-Astaire 8-2
Bis Jack
Beery-Main
9-27
Bribe. The
Taylor-Gardner 6-21
Cmm
Bel Geddes-Ryan 8-2
Details under ti:ie: Loekitst Girl in the World
Command Decision
Gahle-Pidgeon 4-26
Edward, My Son
Tracy-Kerr
7-19
Porce of Evil
Garfielil-Pearson 7-5... Jan
Details aniir title: The Numbers Rieliet
Hills of Home (97)
Gwenn-Leigh
9-29 ... Dec
10-11
Julia Mi beha es (99)
Farson-Pidgeon 1-19... Oct 103... 8-16
Little Women
A«ywin-Ta><8r
7-5
Luxury Lirer (T) (S8)
Brent-Gifford
9-1. Sept 901...8-3(J
Kissing Bandit. The (T)
Sinatra-Grayson 5-26 ...Dec
No Minor Vices (96)
Andrews-Palmer
Nov .... 904 .. 10-25
Secret Land
Navy Documentary
Oct.... 905
Sen in the Morning. The (T)
MacDonald-Nolan 5-10
Souttiero Yankee. A (90)
fk lto--Da'il
2-2 Seft 902. . .8-15
Take Me Out to the Ball Game (T)
Sinatra-Williams 8-16
Tale of Navajos
Navajos Indians
Three Godfathers, The (T)
Wayne-Arirendariz 5-24 ...Jan
Three Musketeers (T) (126)
Turner-Ke ly
2-16 ... Nov .... 906 . . 10-2L5
Words and Music
Garland-Rooney 4-26 ...Jan
MONOGRAM
1947 48 Features
Westerns

Completed (36)
Completed (18)
NEW

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

PRODUCTIONS

TUNA CLIPPER
Diama — Started November 4
Cast: Roddy McDowall, Roland Winters, Elena Verdugo.
Director: Wm. Beaudine
Producer: Leslie Parsons
St;)!y: -Viit available.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Tith -Running Time
Cast Details
No.
Rel.
Madison-Calhoun 9-27.
When a Man's a Man
COMPLETED
1947-48
.7-18... 4757.
B«ek Trail (54)
Brown-Hatton
Boy
Nclr.n-Wyatt
10-25
Bomba the Jungle Boy
Sheffield-Garner 10-25
. 4768 .
Courtin'
(56)
DetailsTrouble
under title:
Headin' for Trouble Wakeley-Belmont 9-27..li-2i.
Cowboy Cavalier (55)
Wakely-Taylor
7-4... 4762
Cashing Thru
Wilson-Clyde
11-8. .1-16
Feathe ed Se pent. The
Winters-Luke 10-11
Details under title: Charlie Chan in Mexico
. .4753.
Fight ng Ran.er. The (57)
Brown-Hatton
6-7. . .8-15.
.8-29 . .4720.
GoireT Eye, The (69)
Winter-Young
4-26. .. .11-7
.
. .4758.
Gonring For Justice (55)
Brown-Hatton
9-13
Henry,
Rainmaker
Walburn-Catlett 10-11.
Details(he under
title: The Rainmaker
Hidden Danger
Brown-Hatton 10-25. . 12-5 .
Incident (66)
Douglas-Frazee 8-16. . .1-9. . 4803 .
Iron Dukes
Bowery Boys
8-2
Details under title: Bowery Comeback
Jiggs and Maggie in Court
Yule-Riano
f-27
Joe Palooka in the Big Fight
Klrkwcod-Romay 8-30
Kidnapped (81)
MacDowall-England ... 5-24 .. 11-28 ... .4719.
4725 .9-27
liiehael
O'Halloran (79)
Roberts-Beckett 5-24....
4-12 9-5
8-8 .4721.
Music Man
Stewart-Brito
Outlaw Brand (57)
Wake ey-Larsen
10-24 .4764.
Rangers Ride (56)
Wakeley-Belmont
9-26 .4767.
Shanghai Chnt, The (65)
Winters-Best 2-16... 7-11 .4718.
Details under title: Morder by Alphabet
4754.
Sheriff From Medicne Bow (55)
Brown-Halton
7-19 ...10-3 .4763.
Silver Trails (531
Wakely-Taylor 7-5... 8-22 .48D1.
Sixteen Faf'ems Drro (Anict)
Lak^Chaney
7-25
Smugglers' Cove (66)
Gcrcey-Hall
10-10 .4726.
Stamped;
Cameron-Storm 10-25
Trouble Makers (69)
Gorccy-Ha||
6-7 1-2... 4727
Details un:'er ti le: Hlnh Tension
When a Man's a Man
Madison-Calhoun 9-27
Winrrer Take All (63)
Kirkwood-Knox
9-19 .4802
ALLIED ARTISTS
.10.
Babe Rjth Story, The (106)
Bendix-Trevor 3-29 9-6.
BadDetails
Men under
of Tombstone
Sulliian-Reynolds
6-21..
11-15.
title: Last of the Badmen
. .8-2
.6-21
DudeDetails
Goes und;r
West, title:
The The
(87)
Albert-Storm
12-8. . .8-30.
Tenderfoot
Smart Womin (90)
Bennett-Aherne 10-27 ... 4-30 .
Strike It Rich
Cameron-Granville 7-19
P A R AMOUNT
1947- 48 Features
1948- 49 Features

Completed (20)
Completed (22)
NEW

In Production (0)
In Production (4)

PRODUCTIONS

TOP O' THE MORNING
Drama — Started November 1
Cast: Bing Crosby, Ann Blythe, Barry Fitzgerald, Hume Cronyn
Director: David Miller
Producer: Robert Welch
story; Insur,mco in\ esl isator cops to Iri'lanrl to inve.vti.i-'atf thfft aii.l i.s balkeil by
local sheriff. Mood similar to ■■(ioin.ic My "Way."
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast
Rel.
No. Rev
Bitter Victor
y
Scott-Cnmmings Details10-25
Easy Does It
Ho'e-Fkming
11-8
Samson and Delilah (T)
I amarr-Malure 10-25
NOVEMBER

22, 1948

COMPLETED
1947-48
Beyond
9-29 f-3.
DetailsGlory
under(82)
title: The Long, Grey Line Ladd-Reed
Big Town Scandal (62)
Reed-Brocko
7-30.
Dream Girl (86)
Hutton-Cafey
5-12... 7-23.
Emperor Waltz, The (T) (106)
Crosty-Fontalne '5-24 7-2.
Foreign Affair, A (116)
Arthur-Lund- B ttrich a2-22 . . . 8-20
.
1-14
So Evil My Love (100)
Miland-ToJd
5-26 4-15.
8-6.
1-28.
1948-49
Accused. The
Young-Cummings 4-26.
Connecticflt Yankee, A (T)
Crosby-Fleming 6-24.
Disaster (60)
Denning-Marshall 2-16
Dynamite
Gargan-Welles
12-3
El Psso
Payna-Russell 9-27
Great Gatsby, The
Ladd-Fie d
3-29,
Heiress. The
deHav lland-Cllft 7-5
Isn't
It
Romantic
(87)
Lake-DeWo
fe
3-1 11-19
. 10-8 .
Mask for Lucrclia
Goddfrd-Lund
9-13
Miss
Tatlork's
Millions
(101)
Hend
ix-Lunr
4-12
My Own True Love ..
D(u:las-Calvert 7-7
Night Has A Thousand Eyes (81)
Robinron-Russell 7-7 10-22 .
One Womrn
ladd-Reed
8-16 . , 2-4
Paleface. The (T) (91)
Rope-Russe'l
8-18 . 12-24 .
SealeJ Verdict (83)
Milland-Marty
11-5
Stiaggv 'O (72i
Joyce-Sh-yne
6-11
SinDetails
of AtbyunderHunt
Rains-Hendrix
2-2
title: Abiga.l, Dear Heart
Sorrowful Jones
Ho-e-Ball
4-26
Sorry. Wrong Number (89)
Stanwyck-Lancacter 2-2... 9-24
Sreelal Age t
Eythe-R-eves
5-24
Strange
Milland-Totter 5-10.. . 3-4
DetailsTemptation
under title: Dark Circle
streets of Laredo
Ho'den-Fr»
man
8-2
Whiiperi.ig
Smith (T)
(T)
Ladd-Marshall
4-28.
. . 2-18

.472«. ..6-21
.4722 6-7
.4721. . .5-24
.4720. . .5-10
.4724.
.4723. .6-21
6-7
. 4808
. 4814
.4836 10-25
.4809
.9-27
.4802.
.10-25
4810
.4805.
.4803. . .7-19
..4804.
4807 . .. .9-13
. 11-8
.4717. . .4-26
.4801 8-2
.4811.

.4812.'.'.'.'.'.'.
RELEASE CHART
REISSUE
Title— Running Time 1947-48
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Re».
Cast
736
ilersAug. ...926
.Mil
Dow (66)
Mary
Alias
len -Brown
M : La;a-d-t
Ex-Champ (72)
1095
L.T. Guy«-0.E. Kids
Give Us Wings (62)
Blonlell-»owJlAug....!1124
Wife (78)
Model Tomorrow
48
.Dunne-Boyer
Comes (92)
When
1063
D.E.Kids
L.T.Guys(71)
Tough
So
Not
You're
1948-49
y
Montcz -Be
Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves (T) (87 ) . . Wiifox
-Romero
A mored Cir (64'
May. ..120
Car adin;-Ankers
Captive Wild Woman (60!
May... 12:0
Fcot -Fitzgerald
Corvette K-225 (98)
..
Olsen-Johnson
(80)
Hc«se
Crazy Frontier (SI)
McLaglen-Loder
Diair.ond
May... 1210
Eiwln-Munson
Drums of the Congo (61)
Chaney-Paige
Frontier Ba:men (77)
nor
Con
Dailcy-O
Give Out Sisters (65)
•••
Wayne-Gage
I Cover the War (£8)
Aiir....796
arnes
McLaglen-..
(78)
Brute(82)
Magnificent
jBy...l222
*hbott & Costelto
Men of Texas
yan.7.8
nor-Rest
O'Conds-W
)
Mr. LiBigtie(74
Fiel
Cniciadee <Z4)
My
J«ly.
ombard
Powell-L
Man Golfrey (93)
My
■■■■
•
Arlen-Moore
Mutiny on the Blackhawk (66)
7-6.
June
and-Sullayan
Stewart-Mill
(87)
Love
We
Next Time
y
Crawford-Chane
North to the Klondike (58)
June... 1238.
Stack-Cooner
Pardon My Sareng (84)
Ra.ns-Eddy ngs
Phantom of the Opera (T) (92)
e-Cummi
Rathbon
Uij (77)
■■■■
•
Cummings-Lane
Saboteur (108)
Apr.... 361.
Wayne-Grey
Sea Sroilers (63)
-.
Hir.d
Dorn)
Shi Pa'.rol (64
Lund.gan-Moore
i:e (78)
State Po (60)
Timber
Dallcy-U:d
„• •»„■
Ml and- arry neMay... 871.
Wings Over Horoalii (78)
g-La
Crai
Zanzibar (6<;)

REPUBLIC
1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (28)
Completed (16)
Completed ( 4)

In Production (1)
In Production (1)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SHERIFF OF WICHITA
Western - Started October 19
Cast: Allan "Rocky" Lane, Eddy Wallei-, Lynn Wilde.
Director: R. G. Springsteen
Producer: Gordon Kay
Stiiry: Not avuilabi-.
DUKE OF CHICAGO
Drama — Started November 12
Cast: Tom Brown, Audrey Long, Paul Harvey.
Director: George Blair
Producer: Stephen Auer
Slorv: Fi^hlci" rt'tires to .sttuly law and i.^ forceil bark into vius when former
nianiiger Sct.s intu y.\m.
RELEASE CHART
Re*.
IN PRODUCTION
Cast Details
Title— Running Time
Rel.
Montana Belc (Tr.)
Russell-Brent 11-8
.794.
COMPLETED
.4-26 .10-30.
Adventures of Frank & Jessie James
Moore-Neill
.4-12 9-3. .713
.719.
AngelDetails
In Ex'le
under title: Miracle of Charlie DakinCarrol!-Mara
Code of Scotland Yard
Homolka-Karr
10-24..
Daredevils of the Cloids (60)
Livingston-Clark 3-11 .. .8-10 . . .716.... 8-2
Daughter of The Jung'e
Hall-Cardwell 9-13... 2-8
Denver Kid, The
Lane-Gallagher 7-5... 10-1 758.
27

^—10

Dick Tracy Returns (Serial)
OtiMi Aiong Ihj Am* on (70)
Eyes of Tsxas. Ths (Tr)
Far Front! r, The
Federal Agmts Vs. Under.
Grano Can oi Trail (Tr.)
Homicide For Three
It's A Gra"H
Macteth
(107) Old. Hi.
M s Ojrlan, The
Nlghtt mo In Nrvada (T) ...
Out of the Storm (61)
r>-tiT-, un^'cr till': Backfire
Plunde.ers, The (90)
RU tony, T;e (T)
R«r.«;aies of fonora

Wake of the Rod Witch,
RKO
1[»48 Features

Boyd— Robcfts
RfRnt-^f al inn
RoQ( rs— Robpfts
Rc 0 rs— LuPIq
Dgv nscho
Alls
III ott-Booth
RoQ^rs—Fr \260
1 nrn_Pniinl?*
W 1 ei-No!r,n
CI I nf f '^nnt^U

6-21

7—17S . .
9-1

4—12
8—16 7—15
11-1
1-5. 12-29
7-19
.7-25..
6-21 11-15
12—20
7-7 . 12—8
2—15
6-7
. . 10-1
5—10 10-1
3-29 9—11
1—5
9—5
6—9
. t3rr cron ~ Miw flsscy
1 AW M tr^hiim
8-30
8-16.
12-1
1 9-»-Wa'lrr
6-7 11-24
. Lane-Wr 1 er .... . . .11-22. ...9-15.
3-15. 1-5
. . .9-1.
8-2. . .11-5.
... 1-1

793
757
8—2

. .715

761 10-25
. .756.
733
714
.717 .

11-8

.. .741
.718

RADIO
Completed (50)

In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ROSEANNA McCOY
Drama —Starte(i October 25
Cast: Farley Granger, Joan Evans, Charles Bickfortj, Raymond
Massey.
Director: Irving Reis
Producer: Samuel Goldwyn
Story: Ahum the Hatfield and M<-C'oy feud.
SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON (Argosy Productions)
Western — Started October 27
Cast: John Wayne, Joanne Dru, John Agar, Victor McLagl^n
^to'rf u''-s
,
,
Producer:
C. Cooper
Custer's
t.ibes after
IndianMerian
<'">"''i"'''l
defeat
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
No. Re*.
Tl'lo— Running Time
C»t
Details Rel.
Set-Up, The
. Ryan-Totter
10-25
1948-49
GROUP ONE
.9-1.
.8-16
Raehel and the Stranger (93)
Younff-Holden ..
Details under title: Rachel
. Foreign
3-15
Pear Th9 (77)
Mari!oes-Arn..ndar
Tim,
Er.ol-KenneJy ..
9-13
8-16
GROUP(59
TWO )
Bodyiard (63)
9-13
Ticrrey-Lane 5-10
S:ation West (92)
P.well-Gr
e7r
..
GROUP THREE
Blood On The Moon (88)
Mitchum-Btl Geddes
3-1
1122
E.ery G,rl Should Be IMarried (85)
Grant-Tone ' l-l
\\~^
^^
W.
VX^
V.
V.
V.
.
.
Holt-Martin
^^c,- ^
NOT
i^rl DESIGNATED
BaJtlmore Eseapad.
Teirple-Y.unB 6-21
Ryan
O'Brien,
B^fh.J In
Brothers
theThe
Saddle
Holt-Form
an ... .. VrLit
7-5
Clay Pigeon,
Hali^Wi
li,m.
10-11
Mams
naie-wi
'„
n,.i.»
M.
Fniim.
Follow Me Quiet.y
Londigan-Patrlek 8-30
Sun Riitnerj
Holt
Inter
ference
M,ti,r._Bali-Hyer i8-2it
Jodge Step, Out. The . . .
l!
KnM^ot
hL
""«"' S'***"
Devils under tit 6: Indian Sum-nir
lL..*" D«l J" Tw "
Chevalier-Dorrlor .... Forelon
MadRe».Wedrorty (80)
.Stj. ...3-3
ender title: Sin of H»r»id Diddleboek Lloyd-Walbim 10-1
Mourning Bee nies Eleetra (121)
Bassell-Bedjrxve 4-14
. .11-24
Mr Josep>T Yotmg of Afrlea
JohBson-Annitroog 1-5
5iVi!*' J'lf
Rnssell-Bepfel
Ho:t-M.rtln
6-21... ...
nenrn of thi Badman
.foott-Wh'to
Stagecoach
".
K.d
' ' ' ". '. lbl25'.
Ryan-Totter nnell
• • • ■ Holt-Do
cf!:!
11-8
Tarzan
s FonnUIn ';:'
of
BarlerDetails under title:Yootb
Tarzan and the Arrow of Death Joyee 7-19
.2-8
.Hgs
l^T"' Arizona
JV
Wayne-Day
2-3 . .
Under
Skies
H«lt-Letll|
9-1
venifetta
DeGe»r»e-Prooks 8-19
No More
ro ten-Valli
5-10
"specials
Enehantirent
5-24
Details in'er title: Take Three Tenses Wrluht-N Iven
Fun and Fancy Free (73)
Dluiev
Cartoon
Featur
e
Rood Sam (114)
Coopor-Sheridsn 8-18 891 9-1
8-2
Joan of Arc (T) (145)
Bcrcman-Farrer . 10-13
11-8
Melndv Time (T)
Olsney
Moileal
5-24
So Dear To My Heart
DriseoM-Patten
Song Is Bom (T) (113)
Kay:-Mayo
t-iO
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. FIVE
Berlin Express (86)
Cberon-Ryan
9-1
5-24
Bring 'Em Back Alive
Frank Buck
Fighting Fat' er Donne
O'Brien-Dell
3-3i!
Gens
Holt-Leslie ...... . .JeOreys
.12-22. . . . ' . .
. 5-24
5^24
Retornofn'Hate
ih. (61)
Padm»n
JSeottBLOCK
NO. (90)
SIX
Mystery In Mexic* (66)
Lindlfan-Whlle 10-13
7-5
28

7-5
7- S

Race Street (79)
Pan-M> w II
C-l
7-7
rancer
O'Oonnell-C
Cy Nighttitle:(95)
Ll»« under
TheyDet:i:$
Ihe Twistod Read
10-13
Russell-Genn
(97)
The
Tcuch,
Velvet

SCREEN
1947-48 Features

8- 2

GUILD

Completed (l.>)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTtONS
HIGHWAY 13
Drama
Started November 3
Cast: Robert Lowery, Pamela Blake, Michael Whalen.
Producer: Wm. Stephens
Director: Wm. Br-rke
.stur> : (•(iiicern.- t ; .1 nsi ciji t int r; ta 1 ti ueking industry.
I SHOT JESSE JAMES
Western — Started November 12
Cast: Preston Foster, Barbara Britton, John Ireland.
Director: Samuel Fuller
Producer: Carl Hittleman
Siorv: Feuil Willi famous l)andit, Unm siory in American We€'kly rnaffazini-.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Detailt
Rel.
No Ref.
Ti.le— Running Time LaRre-stewart
Cait
5-10 11-6 .4808. . .
Dtad Man's Cold
Front:tr Revenge
LaR e-^t. John
8-16
Haroflon
Bromliejd-Louis
9-24 ... 4804 .. .
Highway 13
Lowcry-Blalte 11-22
Hollywood Barn Oanee (65) .
Rerves-McKay
6-21 ... 8-13 . .4802 .. .
La;t ol t' e Wild H;r:e$
Ell son-Frazte
11-13 ... 4806. . .
Mark ol the Lash
LaRiie-Crandcll 5-24 . . 10-29 . 4807 .. .
Miiacle in Harlem (71)
bteoin Fotthit
5-14 . . . . X-3 . . .
Mozart Itory, The
Holt-Markus
10-8 ... 4805 .. .
Outlaw Country
LaR:e-St. J<hn
8-16
Prairie. The '68)
Auhert-Baxter
8-6 ...4705...
Return of Wildfire
Arlen-Morison
8-13
Shep Com;s Home
Lowery- K mbcrley 9-27. .. 12-3
Son ot a Gunman
LaRue-St. John
10-25
Son of Billy the Kid
LaR»e-St. John
Thunder In The Pines
Ree»es-Mart:n 5-27.. 11-20

Features

SELZNICK
— S.
Completed ( 6)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
DetailsFo"eicn
Rel. No.
Ti'le — Running Time
C^ist
. . . 3-19 4-9
Duel In the S>'<i (T) (138)
lones-Cntten
Eyewitness. The
Rcharison-Morgan . Reissue
Intermezzo (70)
Berg.i tn-Howard
. . .10-13 7-1
Mr. Blandlrgs Builds His Dream House . .frant-Loy
12-23
Tcdd-Peck
Paradine Case, The (132)
3-3
Cotten-Jcnes
Portrait of Jenny

20th
1948 Features

Re«..4-14
.1-19
.3-29

CENTURY-FOX
Completed (48)

In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
HARD BARGAIN
Drama — Started November 5
Cast: Richard Conte, Jack Oakie, Valentina Cortese, Lee J. Cobb
Director: Jules Dassin
Producer: Robert Basker
Stof>': N'Jt a\'ai:able.
3IR. BELVEDERE GOES TO COLLEGE
Comedy — Started November 8
Cast: Clifton Webb, Shirley Temple, Tom Drake.
Director: Elliott Nugent
Producer: Sam Engel
Stor^■: Sequel
"Sittins
Concerns
college hito order
to winPretty."
award won
in firstthefilm.middle-aged hero attendjng
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Ca'.t Detail*
Rel.
No. Re».
Beautiful Blonde from Bashful End, The. . . .Grabl:-Romero 10-11
Down to the Ssa in 5 hips
Barrvmore-Widmark f-30
I Was a Male War Bride
Grant-Sheridan 11-8
Prince of Foxes
Power-Hendrix
11-8
COMPLETED
1948-49
Anna Ka enina (110)
Leigh-Richardson Foreign ... May ... .820
Apartment for Peggy (T) (99)
Crain-Holden
1-19... (kt 842... 9-27
Belle Starr's Oauthter (86)
!Vlon:g;me y-Ron:an 8-30 . . . Nov ... 846 . 11-22
Details under title: Rose of Cimarron
Bungalow 13 (65)
Conway-Hamilton 7-19. . . Nov
Canadian Pacific (C)
Scott-Wyatt
8-30
Checkered Coat, The (67)
Conway-Nash
July 825
Chicktn Every Sunday
Dalley-Holm
7-5
Creeper, The (64)
3-29 . Sept 83T
Cry ot the City (9")
Mature-Conti
1-5... Oct 841... 9-27
Details under title: The Chair for Martin Rome
Deep Waters (85)
Andrews-Peten 10-13. . .Jily. .. .821. . .7-19
Escape (78)
Harrison-Cummins 9-16. .Sept. .. .822. .. .6-7
Crain-Sanders 7-19
Pan
ForeverThe
Amber 'U9) (T)
Darnel-Wilde
Sept.... 838
3-15.. Sept 840
Emery-Geva
Gay Intruden, The (68)
Nov 848
Miller-Franz
Jungle Patrol (70)
6-21
Damell-Crain
Letter to Three Wives (103)
2-16. . Sept. . . .837. . .9-13
Power-Baxter
Irish (59)
of the
LuckDetails
onifer IKIe: For Fear of Little Met
FILM

BULLITIN

Aag

Mint OwB Eifcotionar (102)
Meredllh-Moore
Joly. .. .824. . .7-19
MiSi Mink kef 154^
'.vdon-Collier
8-10
Mother Is a Freshman
Johnson-Youig
4-12 . . Nov . . . 844 . .e-27
Road House (95)
Lup no-Wilde
Sard (T)
Stevens-Gray
7-5 .
11-8
Snake Pit. The (108)
teHavilland-Genn
8-4. .Joly. . . .823.
Street With No Name. The (91)
Ste-ens-Ui
1-5..
.
.836.
11-10. .Aug. .
..7-1
.7-3J
Details under title: This Is the Moment
4-12
That Woi(!e f I Urge (82)
Pew r-Ticri
7-5
Tdcson
Lyoon-Edwi
Aug.
Unfaithfully Yours (105)
H?.r-::on-Carnell 3-1.. Dee .826. 10-11
850
Wdlls of Jericho. The (106)
Wiide-Oarnell 11-10..
845 . .7-lS>
When My Baby Smiles at Me (T) (98) . . . GraLh-Dai ey
5-24..
.11-8
Hoi
Detailj D'der lith: eorlesqut
Winner's
Cire'e,
Th»
(70)
WI"es-'-a
ley
*n
6-7.
Dec
Peck-Baxter
Yellow Sly (T)
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Oct
843 . . 9-13
Nijt-t
Wind
(68)
Russ:II-;i-.rist:ne 4-26
Detail! under
title: Big Din
.3-29. . .Aufl
Fighting Back (60) ...
langto^-Rojers
.828. . .7-19
Trouble Pre.'e.-reJ (63)
Knudscn-Russeil

For the Love of Mary (90)
Details under title: Washlng'on Girl
Hamet
(153)
Hungry Hil1
(92)
Kiss the B'ood Off My Hands (79)
Larceny (89)
Life nf Riley. The
Man-Eater t1 Kiain (79)
Mexican Ha>r'de
«r. Peabo-'y and the Mermaid (89)
J'Flynn, The
Ore Touch of Ve.ui (81)
RodDetail;
Caryon under(T)
title: Black Velvet

1947-48 Features

ARTISTS

Completed (39)

In Production (3)

KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
Bill Boyd (BB); Press burger (Psb); Ripley - Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (S-ng); Levey (Lev); '"o'"an
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les); Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Casm'^y
(Cgy); Bronston (Bm); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent);
Hughes (Hgs); Comet (Com).
NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE CHAMPION
Drama — Started November 4
Cast: Kirk Douglas, Marilyn Maxwell, Ruth Roman.
Director: Mark Robson
Producer: Stanley Kramer
Story: Damon Runyon'.s famous boxing story.
AFRICA SCREAMS
Comedy — Started November 9
Casr: Abbott & Costello, Rudy Vallee, Frank Buck
Director: Charles Barton
Producer: Eddie Nassour
felory: Abbott and Co.«iello go to the dark continent.
RELEASE CHART
. P03 Re«.
IN PRODUCTION
■ „ , Ti:i«>-Running Time Donlevy-Riines
Ci.'t. .Details
9-27 Rel.
COMPLETED
1947-48
11-8
«nary
LO] (iV)
Par.a-0
A*nVy''G0d'"*(57r"'
l''"
3-29 3-17. . N...
. .9-13
tega
Nat
no
Bendix-O'Koef. . . 7.5
False
Paradi
se
Pnk
Ccy-Brool
is 9-1 " 7-9.'.'. Ent'
Four Faeas
'.'.5-24
West
H-Cr-a
"V, fon
*™'5« Manhattan
••
Rtnaldo-Carrillo
7I19'
Bog
. 5-27
Gi.l
(81)
ery-Lanour 10-1
Details undT title: Alfi Wall That EndsMontgom
W,||
BB
imiiin
^c•.t
ImL'Z^'^'
Carro UHunter
Montc«m«r
y-Drew 7-5 8-20 CmiPC 11-22
title: St.na Ri!n Must Fall
P-C
LaBDetails
Time undar
(C)
Olsen-Jann
««n
9-30
Details under Kite. Independent! Chart
Lave Happy
fUzrx Bros,
8-2
Detih undo: title: Blind* Hetven
Luc*y Stiff. The
Lamour-Donlevy 6-2
Amus f»-lfi
ily Coir Secetary (94)
Day-Doojias
5-24
10-15
"
P03 9-13
Outpost (85)
in Morocco
Raft-Tamirolf
PIfall
Powell-Jco
ft
2-2 8-13" BB
Pis 7-19
7-19
Plot River
to Kill(125)
Roosevelt, The (83)
'1O-22" Hks
Sel 11-8
Red
Wayne-Cllft
9-30
Texas,
and The
Heaven
(76)
Madisoa-Lymx 2-16
7-1(5 " Col
Time ofBrcoklyn
Yoor Life,
(107)
Cagney-Bendi
5-r>6 .... .7-30
Coy .6-1
Too Late for Tears
Scott-Duryra
9-27..
Urubu (65)
Scott-Powell ......... . . . 6-20 B-C

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
1947-48 Features

Completed (46)

In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Cait Details Rel.
TItIo — Rtanlni Tlno
Rev.
CabPlty Jane and Sam Bass
deCa.-lo-Duff 10-25. , .
No.
COMPLETED
1947-4^
Ahbolt & Cottella Meet Franktnttoin (83) . Abbott-Costcllo
Joly 664 .7-5
Amboy Dul(es
Curlis-Jaecka) 10-11
Bad
Sister
(90)
Palmer-Niven
Foroldn.
.
.Jily.
"' .8-33
7-19
Beware of Pity (102)
Lotkwood-Hantor F»rel»n . . . Jply !
Case Agiinst Calvin Cooke (91)
March-Eldredge 2-2
De'.a Is under title: An Act of Murder
Captain Boycott (i2)
iuiio-Kirby
4--6
Countess of Monte Critto
nonat-Granter Foreign
Criss Cross
Lancasetr-tfeCarlo 7-5
Dulcimer
At'enborouih-Sim Foreign
Foreign . .. July
.. .'. .iil22
End
of theStreet
River1112)
(80)
Sabu-Lovcll
Family HofleymoDn
fo bert-MacMurray 6-21
Feodln',
and FIjhHn'
(78)Baca atO'Connor-Main
3-1 . . . Ja'y . . . . 665 6-21
Details Futih'
ondtr tit>«:
The Wonderful
Rlnnitk
NOVEMBER

22, 194

. Sept

.672. . .9-13

7-19
10-25
l(V-27
.659. . .8-16
.July. . . .666. . . .7-5
.Aig. . . .667 . . .8-16
.Nov.

. Aug. . . 6'0. . .8-30
Nov
Powei'-Toren
2-16 . .Sept . . .6M 10-11
.9-13
Montgom ry-Hayward . . .2-16.
118
He in-->ay ard
6-23. Nov
A
g
668
7-5
Fontalne-Stowart 5-24.

Rogues Ciarm
Regiment(88)
(86)
Saxon
Tap Boots (T) (109)
You Gotta Stay Happy
WARNER
1947-48 Features

UNITED

Durbln-O'Srlen 4-12.
O 'yi r-Hcr'io
Fwelgn..
Lockwnod-Prlea
F»r»>ii.
Laniastcr-Fontaine 3-29.
Pavne-"'nlfi6 <
4-12.
Bendix-DeCamp 10-25.
Saki-Pife
12-22.
Abbot'-Cottello 6-21.
Powell-BI/th
1-19
Falrbsnkt-Carter 5-24.
Wa'lier-Gardner 2-16.
BIyth-Di.l
7-5..

BROTHERS

Completed (44)

In Production (2)Re«.

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Ti'.le— Ronniog Time Cooper-Morris
Cast Details
Ta;l( Force
11-8.
Unde.- Capricorn (T)
Bergman-Cot'.en i-27 .
No.
COMPLETED
1947-48
Embraeoabla
Yoj
(80)
Cl«
k-Bro»m
3-15...
8-21
732 8-2
Deta Is under title: Sankarst
Key
(101)
Eoj-rt-"ae-II
1-5... 7-31
Life Largo
With Father
(118)
Powrl -Caa „
8-14 731...
702 7-19
Rorr.anee on the Hl;h Seai (T) (S9) Cars n- a'««
6-23 7-3 728 7-5
1948-49
Adren'ares of Don Juan (T)
Flynn-Li.ndfors 10-27
with Bla„a
Dirty Faces
Ci^n y-O'Brien Reissue
12-11
CAngeli
r.stopher
Sntith-Dojglas
9-15.. . 12-23
Colorado Trrrltory
McCrea-Mayo
S-27
Fighter
(T)
O'Br en-S acli
6-7 . 11-27 836
FUmngo Sqaadron
Road
Crawtard-Scott
9-27
Fla<y Martin
M«y*-Stott
4-26
Dettlh gndtr title: Srna.'t Money
Fointainhead, Tha
Cooyer-Neal:
7-19
Girl from Jones Beath, The
Ruian-Mayo
5-24
Happy Times
Kayj-Bates
8-30
House Acrou the Street, The
Morris-Paiqa 8-16
It'sDetails
a Greatunder
Feeling
Morgan-Day
8-30
title: Tvti> Guys and a Gai
lohn Loves Mary
l«ao»n-Neal
2-2
Johnfly Belinda (102)
Wyman-Ayrpj
r-15., 10-23 804,,. 9-27
June B.-ide (97)
Oavis-Mcntgomery 5-24 .11-13 805 . 10-25
Kits in the Dirt, A
Wymao-H iven
3-?9
Mootasa (T)
FlyBn-Smith
9-13
My Draam it Yoin
C»r»'n-Day
4-12.
Night Beat
Ooigiaj-Wtttcott 7-19
Night Unto Night
Llndfort-Re«ga« 9-30
One Last Flir.g
Smit^-Seott
2-16
One Sunday Afternoon (T)
Morgan-Paige
2-16. . . 1-1
Rope (T) (80)
Stewart- dandier
2-2... 9-25 802... 8-16
S'iver River
LInlni (110)
(T)
Hav r-Bo.rer
4-26
Silver
Flym-Sherldan
5-12...
5-29 725
Smart Girls Don't Talk (80)
Mayo-Bennett
3-1 ... 10-9 803. 10-11
Detal:s unjer tl'le: Cat.** Con't Talk
Somewhere
the City
Lindfori-O'Brien 8-16
Sooth
i>f St.in Louis
McCrea-STlth
6-7
They Side
D ive ofby the
Niqht
. . 12-11
This
Law
». . . Bogart-Sheridan
Lindfors-Smith.... Re'ssue
10-25
Details under title: "Deadlock"
Two Guys From Texas (T) (86)
MorpM-Carson
3-17 .1-15
<>-4 801... 8-16
Whiplash
Clark-Smi
h
3-31.
Yoanger Brothen (T)
Palge-Morrit
5-24
Your Service — Our Responsibility
NEW

JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
-Meiiilier Nat'l Film <'iirriers
2.50 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

THEATRE

MANAGERS

and

OWNERS

We +hank all theafre owners and nnanagers who
coopera+e(d with us by putting return trailers in
the proper acJtdressed containers and for wrapping and addressing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better If they give us
a copy of their program Tuesday each week.
IMPORTANT
Don't rill yoiii' return film in the lol'hy until all your
l^ilron.s- Ikitc left after the last shon'.
HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Phila. 3 — 1239 Vine St., Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers
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A Good Film. The
bored, but will go
In Trucolor and s
sogebrushers.
Old West Roars in
and exciting. True
succeeds in makin
A Western With
shootin' action.
A wealth of glowinc
wild west. Solid boxc

will yell. Grown-ups will try to look
it.
DAILY MIRROR
a\ notches above the general of
DAILY NEWS
ter than Usual Western. Diverting
has a soft, natural quality which
e look human,
world telegram
Plenty of ridin', fightin' and
JOURNAL AMERICAN
r sparks this novel story of the
returns.
INDEPENDENr FILM JOURNAL
rb horsemanship, outlaws, cowSioux Indians on the warpath,
ntier in the early days of the
story twists and o good cast.
DAILY VARIETY
Belongs in the better western
THE EXHIBITOR

EE

WEEKS

GOTHAM,

BIG ACTION-JAMMED WESTERN IN COLOT
Should draw well above average.
film BULLETIN
Good Western melodrama, abounds in exciting action,
suspense, and thrills.
HARRISON S REPORTS
A WESTERN THE AUDIENCE SHOULD GO FOR COMPLETELY. ONE FOR THE MONEY.
film daily
Should bring them in right handily. Good, solid merchandise. SHOWMEN S TRADE REVIEW
Everything the sagebrush fan could possibly yearn for.
Amply qualified to carry the top side of almost any bill.
BOXOFFICE
A lively Western, accentuating Trucolor.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY
Smash Oater. Epic-Type Western Act Entertainment.
HOUrWOOD REPORTER
A Western formula on a large scale. BoxoflFice attention
should be satisfactory.
weekly variety
Lively pace necessary for a good Western.
MOTION PICTURE HERALD

AT

BROADWAY'S

NEW

YORK

3x

Piudlmrs

ROD

CAMERON

and ADRIAN

BOOTH

• ILONA
• FORREST

MASSEY
TUCKER

GEORGE CLEVELAND • GRANT WITHERS - TAYLOR HOLMES • PAUL
Screen Ploy by Gerald Ceraghty and Gerald Adamj • Bated on an Originol Story by Jamei Edward Grant
Associate Producer and Director — JOSEPH KANE

FIX

MOTION PICTURE HERALD. NOVEMBER 20. 1948

MCM

PLANS

tOMINC
16 Completed and 4 Now
Shooting; 12 of 21 To Be
Made To Have Color
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has scheduled 21
major properties for production during the.
coming months, it was announced this week.
The company now has 16 pictures completed and four before the cameras.
The new production schedule was set as
a result of a decision by Nicholas M.
Schenck, president; Louis B. Mayer, executive head of the studio, and Dore Schary,
in charge of production. Of the 21 pictures
to be shot a record total of 12 — more than
50 per cent — will be in color. Ten of the
20 completed or shooting also arc in color.
Of the films set for production, two will
be shot abroad, "Conspirator" starring Robert Taylor and Elizabeth Taylor, in England, and "Quo Vadis," in Technicolor,
in Italy. "Conspirator" is in work.
Planned Product Listed

CUT
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A

SLICE

OF

SECURITY!
As usual, the Leader
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pace with optimism

and dar-

ing. Millions for production
and

prosperity,

but not one

cent for gloom! M-G-M*s
product announcement has
electrified
Your
your

the

future's
theatre

industry.

sound
rests

solid foundation

when
on

the

of M-G-M!

The MGM production lineup :
Forsyte Saga, in Technicolor, from the John
Galsworthy novel. Leon Gordon, producer ;
Compton Bennett, director. Starring Greer
Garson and Errol Fiynn.
Madame Bovary, from the Gustave Flaubert
novel. Pandro S. Berman, producer ; Vincente Minnelli, director Starring Jennifer
Jones, James Mason and Louis Jourdan.
Storm Over Vienna, Carey Wilson, producer;
George Sidney, director With all-star cast.
Intruder in the Dust, from the William
Faulkner novel. Clarence Brown, producerdirector.
Greyfriar's Bobby, in Technicolor. Robert
Sisk, producer. Starring Edmund Gwenn
and Lassie.
Robinson Crusoe, from the Daniel Defoe
novel, in Technicolor. Sam Zimbalist, producer.
East Side, West Side, from the Marcia Davenport novel. Voldemar Vetluguin, producer.
The Chosen, Arthur Ripley, producer.
Young Bess, in Technicolor. Sidney Franklin,
producer.
Any
Number Can Play, Arthur Freed, producer.
Viva Zapata, Jack Cummings, producer. Starring Robert Taylor.
Annie Get Your Gun, musical in Technicolor.
Arthur Freed, producer. Starring Judy Garland.
Good Old Summertime, musical in Technicolor. Joe Pasternak, producer, and Robert
Z. Leonard, director. Starring Judy Garland.
Three Little Words, musical in Technicolor.
Jack Cummings, producer.
Midnight Kiss, musical. Joe Pasternak, producer. Norman Taurog, director. Starring
Kathryn Grayson, Jose Iturbi and introducing Mario Lanza.
It's a Date, musical in Technicolor. Joe Pasternak, producer.
Duchess of Idaho, musical in Technicolor. Joe
Pasternak, producer. Starring Esther Williams.
Battleground, Robert Pirosh original. Pandro
S. Berman, producer. Starring Robert Taylor, Van Johnson, John Hodiak, Keenan
Wyrtn and Ricardo ^lontalban.
Black Hand, William H. Wright, producer.
Scene of the Crime, Harry Rapf, producer.

21

IN

MONTHS
Pictures now before the cameras at MGM include :
The Stratton Story, Jack Cummins, producer,
with Sam Wood directing. Starring James
Stewart and June Allyson.
Neptune's Daughtlr, musical in Technicolor.
Jack Cummings. producer. Eddie BuzzcU.
director. Starring Esther Williams, Red
Skelton, Ricardo Montalban and Keenan
Wynn.
The
Great Sinner, Gottfried Reinhardt, producer. Robert Siodmak, director. Starring
Gregory Peck and Ava Gardner
The Secret Garden, partly in Technicolor.
Clarence Brown, producer. Fred Wilcox,
director.
Starring Margaret O'Brien and
Dean Stockwell.
Set for Release
Productions set for release in the coming
months
includeMusketeers,
•
The Three
in Technicolor Pandro S. Berman, producer George Sidney,
•director. Starring Lana Turner, Gene Kelly,
June Allyson and Van Heflin.
Words and Music, musical in Technicolor
Arthur Freed, producer Norman Taurog,
director. Starring June Allyson, Perry
Como, Judy Garland, Lena Home, Gene
Kelly, Mickey Rooney and Ann Sothern
Command Decision, Sidney Franklin-Gottfried
Reinhardt co-production. Sam Wood, director. Starring Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon,
Van Johnson and Brian Donlevy
Little Women, m Technicolor. Mervyn LeRoy, producer-director Starring June Allyson,
PeterTaylor,
Lawford,
Elizabeth
JanetMargaret
Leigh, O'Brien,
Rossano
Brazzi and Mary Astor
The Barklevs of Broadway, musical in Technicolor. Arthur Freed, producer. Charles
Walters, director. Starring Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers.
Edward, My Son, filmed in England. Edwin
Knopf, producer. George Cukor, director.
Starring Spencer Tracy and Deborah Kerr.
Hills of Home, in Technicolor. Robert Sisk,
producer, Fred Wilcox, director. Starring
Edmund Gwenn, Tom Drake, Donald Crisp,
Janet Leigh and Lassie.
The Kissing Bandit, musical in Technicolor.
Joe Pasternak, producer, Laslo Benedek, diGrayson. rector. Starring Frank Sinatra and Kathryn
Take Me Out to the Ball Game, musical in
Technicolor. Arthur Freed, producer. Busby
Berkeley, director. Starring Frank Sinatra,
Esther Williams and Gene Kelly.
The Bribe, Pandro S. Berman, producer. Robert Z. Leonard, director. Starring Robert
Taylor, Ava Gardner, Charles Laughton,
Vincent Price and John Hodiak.
The Sun Comes Up, in Technicolor. Robert
Sis'k,
Thorpe
Starringpoducer.
JeannetteRichard.
MacDonald,
Lloyddirecting.
Nolan,
Claude Jarman, Jr., and Lassie.
Act ofer.Violence,
William
H. W^right
producFred Zinnemann,
director.
Starring
Van
Heflin and Robert Ryan.
Three Godfathers, in Technicolor. An Argosy production directed by John Ford. Starring John Wayne and Pedro Armendariz.
No Minor Vices, Enterprise production. Lewis
Milestone, producer-director. Starring Dana
Andrews, Lilli Palmer and Louis Jourdan.
Force of E\^L, Enterprise production. Bob Roberts, producer. Abraham Polonsky, director,
starring John Garfield.
Big Jack, produced by Gottfried Reinliardt.
Richard Thorpe, director, Starrirjg Wallace
Beery and Richard Conte.
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"Independent theatre owners cannot
safely relax their vigilance now or m the
near future.'
These were the words of A. F. Myers,
general counsel and board chairman of
Allied States Association, at the closing
session
of the
organization's
15th in
Annua!
Convention
at the
Hotel Roojevelt
New
Orleans, last Wednesday 'Dec. 1). The
mammoth 3-days meeting ol independent
exhibitors, celebrating Allicd's 20 vears of
existence, tackled such industry problems
as, erring film stars, percentage pictures,
television, conciliation, and much more.
3Ionopoly Bacltbone Brol^en
Myers' warning of vigilance was directed at the developments in the industry

f.

^

,i

i^^^H

COUNSELLOR MYERS
'/.()/
fiqhi In Monoholx Bird'

and

Opinian

sota, who called percentage films "a dischair for the convention, the keynote
speech
delivered by Colonel H. A.
ease" that
should advocated
be wiped aout.
Jack
Cole of was
Texas.
Kirsch,
Illinois,
national
movement, possibly a boycott of percent"Kangaroo Courts" Fought
Introduced by Ainsworth as "one of the
age pictures. Charles Niles, lowa-Nebrasgroup in his territory
chosen few" surviving the group who ka, cited the small
founded Allied 20 years before, white- which refused to buy the films and has
now grown to 150 theatres who refuse to
thatched Cole reminisced through the organization's accomplishments in its early play percentage,
days when it fought the distributors' Exhibitor Siocltholders
"kangaroo courts," which required exhibi- A novel idea was suggested by Leo
tors to put when
up heavyit deposits
to guarantee
of Upper
Ohio, buy
who stock
procontracts,
intervened
to make Jones
posed that
every Sandusky,
Allied member
good sound available at a reasonable cost, in the major companies, then voice their
and when it opened its fight against the- opinion as stockholders against the sales
atre operations by the film companies. policy. "If 8,000 letters from stockholdHe spoke of the recent victory over ers go in every week, don't you think
ASCAP as a great triumph.
we'd get some action?", ho queried to enCole said Allied will "never run out of thusiastic applause.
a job," even after it has licked all the
Allied's resolution condemned percentmajor problems independent exhibitors age films on the grounds that they (1)
face. There will always be a need for an
discourage showmanship; (2) result in
independent organization to help lay
down and to interpret the new rules under
which the industry will operate, the Texan
declared.
Finneran Proposal
The burning question of how the industry should handle erring film stars
was dealt with, after a lively discussion
on the conv3ntion floor, by a forceful reso^^m-T' ■
lution introrluced by Indiana's Joseph P.
* ^
Finneran.
Explaining that the proposal was not intended to penalize the producer who has
millions invested in completed nictures
the ening stars, Finneran's resoluwith tion
was adopted as approved by the Allied board.
It proposes (1) that producers amend
the Production Code to prevent any playpublic notoriety for ofgained condemned
hasor conduct
er who fenses
by the Code
from appearing in a film unless or until
the player has been acquitted by the proper court or exonerated by an appropriate industry agency; (2) that the PC A
seal be withheld from any picture includof(3) that minor
ing thebeerrant
fenses
met player;
with suspension
or fines;
TRUEMAN REMBUSCH
(4) that all future player-contracts mReported on Television
elude provisions for executing the terms.

anti-trust case. He recalled that when ofLF" E''Smuelso?%f Pennsylvania improper playing time; (3) create conthe Supreme Court handed down its de- ,,„^'?"£,^pnTed thTs^^^^^^ resolSSon aS
^tant turmoil between buyer and seller;
cision he had said, "The backbone of the ^T^'TI ^lil^^ .TnH™in^^
<4) constitute a financial burden via
monopoly had been broken." The Allied Slo^'^cash in on ^hf sSr's ^nSorSy by checking, selling and office expense,
leader but
declared,
stand
by —that
u'S se-ved
oM featunotice
el i^^^^^^
A committee
Col. Smith
Cole,
ment,
there is <aI lot
of hfe
and statea lot ^^^^
Allied
that it was going Samuelson,
Niles, composed
Kirsch and of
Martin
""^^^r^
'"1* that old monopoly bird." ^ ^ compulsory percentage pictures of Ohio was named by Ainsworth to meet
Calling~ aitention
to t.ie behind-the- tooth and n.= il The lively discussion was with distributors on the percentage picscenes conferences" and the great pres- spearheaded by Benjamin Berger, Minne- ture problem,
sure being exerted on the Department of ^
" jj
^^^^ Threat
Justice from many influential sources to ■H-nvmTTTSPVniSfilffHI
While television is a very definite facabandon Its position ' of complete divorce- ^mWlT IIVKMiI I lT« mTT^B
tor in future fllm exhibition, it constitutes
ment, Myers said, "The film companies ^^^^^^^^g^tmi^m^mmm^
mmm^^^ ^.^^^^ threat to the nation's theatres This
are moving heaven and earth to get out
That Wonderful Urge
10 heartening view was contained in a'report
of this scrape with their
monopoly privilMexican, Haynde
10 on video presented by Trueman Remeges intact.
, tv,.
The Decision of Christopher Blake
10 busch, Indiana president. He foresaw the
Following the opening of the convenThe Boy with Green Hair
11
nkelihood of video benefiting the industry
tion on Monday, by host Abe Berenson,
Yellow Sky
11 ^y bringing to the screen miny new faces
and presentation of a gold key to the city Dynamite
Jl ^nd servini as a showcase for movie trailby New Orleans Mayor De Lesseps S. Three Godfathers
_
12
Television sponsors
Morrison to national Allied president WilThe Co^untess of Monte Cristo
^ could hardly*'
liam L. Ainsworth, who took over the
Grand Canyon Trail
12
(Continued on Page 7)
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(Continued from Page 6)
very
greatondanger,"
Myers warned
— the
pressure
the Government
to ease
up
compete with 18,000 theatres for Hollyon its demands.
wood product, and they couldn't hope to
In the RKO "so-called consent decree,"
match the Rembusch
latter's level
because of the cost
the Government "vindicated its principle
involved,
declared.
although it did yield ground on certain
Irving Dollinger, New Jersey, posed
three questions: (1) How can video be details." Myers described this as "horseutilized by theatres; (2) What sort of He
trading,
there
in all on
settlements."
went asinto
someis detail
the RKO
competition will it be?; (3) How will films
be used on relevision?
decree, notmg that "RKO has gone
through the meat grinder and I cannot
Battle TaDroom TV
believe that the others will fare any
Ed Lachman, N. J. president, cited the
problem of lele in bars and urged exhibiConsent Decree As Evidence
tors to fight legislatively to force regulaIn response to inquiries from exhibitors
better."
tions on taprooms with TV.
who had been contemplating privat.':; antiConciliation was left on a local level
trust suits and were puzzled by RKO's
pending the entry of a final decree m the
action in having the consent decree ratianti-trust suit. Benny Berger, co-founder
fied before the hearings started last
of the so-called Smith-Berger plan, voiced
month to forestall the settlement being
hope that the plan would some day be
used as prima facie evidence, Myers gave
adopted on a national scale to establish
this
explanation:
harmonious exhibitor-distributor relations.
The Clayton Act permits a judgment
Berger was lauded in a resolution which
entered in a Government case under the
acknowledged his successful fight against
Sherman Act to be used as prima facie
ASCAP and allowed for a fund, to which
proof, with a proviso that it not apply
Allied members could voluntarily contrito consent decrees entered before any
bute, to defray costs of any protracted
proof is taken. Thus, "so far as any relegal proceedings.
straint of trade or monopoly in the acDembow Receives Kicks
quisition of theatres is involved, or the
National Screen Service came in for
acquisition of joint interests wdth indesome strong gripes from exhibitors, who
applies.
However, pendent
Myersexhibitors,"
noted the
it canrule
be used
as
complained of the service and condition
of poster material. George Dembow,
NSS vice-pr.^sident and general sales manager, expressed his willingness to meet
with an Allied committee in an attempt
to iron out justifiable complaints.
In his address at the closing session,
counsellor Myers emphasized that the Supreme Court "did not hold that the operation by producer-distributors of theatres
is in itself unlawful. The Government
urged that point in the Supreme Court,
but, according to Justice Douglas, 'the majority of the Court does not take that
view.' "Therefore," he noted, "the Supreme Court by its mandate to the statu
tory court did not instruct the latter to
grant complete theatre divorcement."
Court Has Big Job
The knotty part of the problem before
the statutory court, the Allied counsel
felt, was the separation of legally acquired theatres from theatres which the Supreme Court called "the fruits of monopolistic practices
restraints
and directed
the orlower
court ofto trade,"
order
them divested. This, plus other complicated factors in arriving at a theatre's
BERENSON & AINSWORTH
status "indicate the magnitude of the job
Convention Host and President
which the Supreme Court dropped into
the lower court's lap," Myers said. Faced
with this tremendous task, the judges are
evidence on all matters "foreclosed by
seeking short cuts and "therein lies a Supreme Court mandate." Among these
he listed price-fixing conspiracies, clearances conspiracy, illegal pooling agreePOLICING FUTILE— MURPHY
ments, formula deals and master conPolicing misbehaving film stars
tracts, compulsory blockbooking, joint
won't work, actor George Murphy
ownership of theatres by two or more
said privately in New Orleans,
exhibitor-defendants.
where he attended the Allied conEvidence Taken in '45
vention and emceed the banquet.
Myers also pointed out that evidence
Referring to the resolution passed
was received at the 1945 trial. Thus,
by the body urging discipline for
"whoever was responsible for writing into
erring stars. Murphy expressed his
the RKO decree the recital that it was
belief mentthat
"it
would
be
an
infringeentered
before any evidence was introon the rights of the individual.
duced, stultified himself, to say the
As long as an actor performs his
services as called for in his contract,
The banquet honoring founders and past
he has fulfilled his legal obligation
president
s of Allied, and celebrating the
least."
to the studio."
20th Anniversary of the organization, saw
Pie admitted that the stars have
on the dais Ainsworth, Myers, Cole, Sama "moral obligation" which should
uelson, Kirsch, Berenson, Rembusch,
be encouraged by "persuasion and
Berger, Lachman, Niles, Smith, P. J.
education . . . You've got to appeal
Wood, H. M. Richey, M. A. Rosenberg,
to the people involved; show them
Nate Yamins, Herman Blum, Ray Branch,
how they're setting an example
and
W. A. Prewitt. Actor George Murfor the youth of the nation."
phy emceed the proceedings.
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SHORT
SUBJECTS
by BARN
One of the most fascinating chronicles of an organization's
development it has ever been our
good fortune to read is that recorded
in glowing fashion by A. F. Myers,
general counsel and board chairman
of Allied States Association on the
celebration of its 20th anniversary.
The 42-page exposition, "20 Glorious
Years", is crammed with nostalgic,
lively anecdotes as it relates Allied's
struggles and triumphs from its
birth in rebellion on Dec. 17, 1928,
to its present prominence as the
foremost national independent exhibitor organization in the world,
all told with a sparkle and wit that
encrusts the pages with gems of
humor. In his foreword, Myers acknowledges "with deep appreciation
the splendid contribution to this history made by Colonel H. A. Cole" and
notes: "Your narrator is acutely
aware of the inclusion herein of
passages concerning himself which
may seem wanting in modesty. As
far as possible those passages were
lifted from other writers; in any
case, the numerous persons to whom
the manuscript was submitted have
taken no exception thereto. In addition, your narrator will gladly retract any reference to himself that
may be challenged. Beyond that he
will not budge and all references to
other actors in the drama must stand
as written." The esteem in which
the
general counsel
is held
Allied's
exhibitors
precludes
anyby possible
challenge.
*
*
The unprecedented array of jazz musicians collected by
Samuel Goldwyn for his Danny Kaye
Technicolor
production, "A Song
Is Born" is going to mean a huge
chunk of the long green to the Damon Runyon Memorial Fund for
Cancer Research. Here's how come:
After a year of negotiations with
American Federation of Musicians
and
the country's
largestGoldwyn
record
manufacturing
companies,
has arranged for an extraordinary
record album entitled "Giants of
Jazz" made
from the film's sound
I rack, with all proceeds from the sale
of the album going to the Runyon
Fund.
Each of the jazz greats —
Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey,
Louis Armstrong, Charlie Barnet,
Mel Powell, Page Cavanaugh Trio,
Golden Gate Quartet, Jeri Sullivan,
Benny Carter and Zutty Singleton —
all of whom appear in the film, have
waived
Petrillo's AFM,
various royalties;
record companies,
RCA,
which also waived royalties and the
Decca, Columbia and Capitol, have
made a truce for this one project
and are contributing their services
and pooling their rights on a nonprofit basis. No mean achievement
for a movie producer and certainly
(Continued on Page 8)
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TREND SEEN

AS E-L SIGNS WITH NATIONAL
The physical handling of films by a
separate organization may be the system
of the not-too-distant future.
A definite trend was seen by the pact
executed between Eagle Lion Films and
National Film Service for the latter to
handle complete operation of all E-L
film shipments, inspection, storage, etc.,
at all of its .3] branches in the U.S. marl<ing the second distributor to sign up with
NFS (SRO was the first). In addition,
reports that Paramount was considering a
similar deal with NFS, whipped up added
impetus to the idea.
Three Year Pact
The E-L-National Film contract was
executed by William J. Heineman, E-L
distribution vice president, and William
J. Clark, executive v. p. of National, and
covers a three-year period from Nov. 26,
1948. NFS has been doing physical handling work for several of the E-L branches
for the past 18 months, but this is the first
time, Clark stated, that a national distributor, having his own shipping and inspection room facilities, has turned over
all of its physical handling work to an independent agency. He termed it "a very
significant
forward step" in handling of
film
operations.
Advantages accruing to film distributors by such an arrangement were detailed
by Frank Soule, E-L exchange operations
chief, who explained that E-L is paying
a per-reel rate which should amount to
a $50,000 annual saving over present costs.
Any future exchange construction could
dispense with machinery, equipment,
vaults, etc., now necessary for physical
handling and would assure better locations
due to a broadened zoning vista, Soule
noted.
S COLOR

CHART:

showing a profit every week since Sept. 1,
and that it was one of the few "purely
distribution" outfits that could make that
statement. Economy slashes and faster
playoffs of films were important factors
in the improved situation. Sears claimed.

COURT RULES MAJORS CAN'T
LIMIT FILMS TO OWN HOUSES
Affiliated companies found another support kicked out from the foundation which
maintains their fir-st-run domination of
exhibition in the U.S. District Court clarification of a ruling in the Goldman case
last Tuesday (30th) in Philadelphia. Federal District Court Judge William H.
Kir'kpatrick decreed that Warner Bros,
and 20th Century-Fox do not have the
right to limit first-r^un showing of their
own product to their own theatres, and
must make all of their product available
on a competitive bidding basis.

PARA,

BLACK; COL, GREY; MONO, RED
Financial reports from four companies
during the fortnight presented an interesting pictuj e. Two, Paramount and Columbia, continued to show a profit; one
Monogram, a loss; and one. United Artists,
was a borderline case with no totals disclosed, but sporting an optimistic outlook.
Paramount's earnings for the nine
months ended Oct. 2, 1948, topped the
$20 000,000 mark, compared with $25,500,000 in the comparable nine months last
year. Third quarter profits approached
$6 '2 million, compared with slightly better than $8 million in the comparable '47
quarter.
Columbia Net Nosedives
Columbia profits took a nosedive for the
fiscal year ended last June, barely topping
the half million mark, whereas in the preceding fiscal year, the net was better than
$3,700,000. The '48 figure was equal to
40c per share of comm.on stock; the year
before it wa.5 $5.33 per share.
Monogram-Allied Artists showed
loss
of $117,608 for the 13 weeks endeda Oct.
2, 1948. In the same quarter last year,
the loss was $86,414. In both cases, the
figure included refunds of Federal taxes
under the loss carryback provisions of
the Interna! Revenue Code.
The United Artists picture was presented to the company board in glowing
terms by president Grad Sears. He told
the board members that UA has been
I

.SHORT

WILLIAM GOLDMAN
Nolchc: Another Victory
The restriction placed upon the affiliated companies by Judge Kirkpatricks decision marked another victory for William
Goldman. Philadelphia circuit operator,
in his battle to get first-run product and
to break Warner Bros, domination of the
key central city houses. The only other
distributor with a first-run house in the
city is 20 Century-Fox.
Ck)inpanies Request Clarification
Judge Kirkpatrick made the clarification
upon request of Warners and 20th-Fox,
who had asked permission to use their
own films for first runs in their local
theatres, alleging that an earlier decision
was not clear on this point. They referred to a pre-decree discussion in which
the Court had conceded that the defendants might not be required to observe
competitive bidding for exhibition of their
own product in their own theatres.
In his clarification, however, Judge Kirkpatrick recalled that he had rejected an
exclusive rights provision in a decree form
submitted by the defendants, and in his
final decree required the defendants to
submit all their pictures to competitive
bidding "without any specific exemption,"
thus, it was "unnecessary to amend, modify or amplify" the decision, he concluded.

SUBJECTS
( Coiit 'nnicd from Pai/c 7 J
one of the major public relations
gestures for the
* entire* industry.
It's an even chance that
if you see a new 1949 Ford drive up
to your theatre, there'll be a Paramount salesman in it. We don't
know how they did it, but the comarranged
for awho
'49 Ford
for
each pany
of has its
salesmen
receives
car maintena'nce, in a deal for a
fleet of the things concluded by distribution vice-president Charles M.
Reagan and a Baltimore concern,
Peterson, Howell and Heather. Not
only does Paramount pay for the
car and its maintenance for official
use, but the company is giving its
salesmen a bargain rate of 2c per
mile for "unlimited personal use"
of the buggy, which will carry no
identifying advertising matter. What
with the rush of the guys to distheir
old jaloppies,
we're
lookingpose offor
a new
Madman Muntz
to spring up any day now.
*
*
A four-page in\itation
to 14,000 exhibitors to shar e in Universal-International's Unity Sales
Drive prize money is in the mails.
The special bi'ochure explains how
a'l thc?tremen, circuit and independent, can share in the $4,500 cash
awards for the best campaigns on
U-I pictures played during the campaign. We hear that a number of
circuit heads have already agreed to
match the awards, dollar-for-dollar,
in case any of their managers cop
a prize.
First concrete action in
the lic
Motion
Association's
relations Picture
campaign
was taken publast
week when it was announced that
five short subjects to acquaint John
Q. Public with every phase of the
movie industry will be launched next
year, beginning March 1. A nonprofit project, to be known as the
All-Industry Film Series, the quintet of films was worked out at a
series
of meetings
by the
MPAA's
National
Distribution
Committee,
headed
Robert that
Mochrie,
at which byit RKO's
was decided
each
company will distribute the picture
made at its studio, and, wherever
possible, arrange for playoffs on a
day and da'^e basis. The line-up, beginning March 1, and every tw^o
months
thereafter,
haveRadio);
"Let's
Go To the Movies"will
(RKO
"This Theatre and You" (Warners) ;
"Movies Are Adventure" (Universal; 'The Art Director" f20th Cen(M-G-M). tury-Fox) and "The Screen Actor."
The Oscar Derby, also
known as the Annual Awards Presentation of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, will be
run off March 24, 1949, on a major
studio sound stage. That was the
decision of the Academy's board of
governors meeting in Hollywood,
where it was also ruled that attendance be limited to Academy and industry
members. ABC will broadcast the
proceedings.
(Continued on
Page 13)
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•THAT WONDERFUL
URGE' SUCK. NONSENSICAL FARCE
Rates • • • — except in action
houses
Assigned as producer, Fred Kohlmar
20th Century-Fox
82 minutes.
has contributed a handsome production
frame-work, that ranges from swank Park
Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney, Regfinald
Avenue settings, to the ski slopes of Sun
Gardiner, Arleen VVlielan, Lucile Watson,
Valley and even to a county jail full of
Gene Lockhart, Lloyd Gough, Porter Hall,
fleas. And Robert Sinclair's direction inRichard Gaines, Taylor Holmes, Chill
troduces aflashy shimmer that keeps the
Wills, Hope Emerson, Charles Arnt.
proceedings percolating at top speed. All
Directed by Robert B. Sinclair.
Ihis serves to transform the story, essentially ahackneyed atTair, into a smooth bit
20th Century-Fox joins the parade of of madcap malarkey. The Jay Dratler
wacky farce comedies currently in Vogue
■scenario, an oft-told tale about the rowith a slick production right out of the
mantic woes of a millionheiross, occasionally teeters on the brink of absurdity and
top drawer. "That Wonderful Urge" is
pure escapism; none of it makes any
many may be so irked at the ridiculous
sense, but it does make for a lot of laughs.
theme, they won't be able to reconcile
themselves to accepting the humor, much
Its comedy
of the sophis'icated screwball brand, is
loaded with ribald
situations
of it subtle, which peppers the proceedand laced with lines just peppery enough
ings. The two stars. Gene Tierney and
to be rib-tickling — but not enough to Tyrone Power, make a fine romantic team
offend anyone. Its marquee attraction is and, though neither are particularly adept
plenty solid with Gene Tierney and Tyas comic cut-ups, they swing into the zany
rone Power heading the large and capable
routine with ease. Miss Tierney is photocast. Receipts will be above-par generally,
graphed and costumed for full appreciation of her am.plc charms. Sample gag: —
though
it
isn't
exactly
what
you'd
call
a
family picture.
Tyrone sitting up in bed, waiting for his
'MEXICAN HAYRIDERates
• • • for A & C fans

LIVELY

Universal-International
77 minutes
Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Virginia Grey,
Luba Malina. John Hubbard, Pedro de Cordova, Fritz Feld, Tom Powers, Pat Costello,
Frank Fenton, Chris Pin Martin, Sidney
Fields, Flores Brothers Trio.
Directed by Charles T. Barton.
That Zany pair, Abbott and Costello, explode their brand of mirthful insanity
down in the land of hot tamales. It's a
barrel of laughs . . . and will undoubtedly
make a barrel of money. There may be
some people around who don't consider
Lou Costello the world's greatest clown,
but his pictures invariably pull in strong
grosses, especially in small towns, and
this one should do likewise. It doesn't
quite have the juvenile appeal of some
of its predecessors; there's a lot of amatory acrimmaging and some of the gags
weren't meant for the kiddies. But when
'THE
Rates

DECISION OF
-|- as dualler

"The Decision of Christopher Blake",
movie version of the short-lived legit
offering written by Moss Hart in '46, is
a spottily interesting recital of the problems of divorce. Its theme is stimulating
and mature, but the presentation is of
doubtful entertainment value, strongest
on the distaff side. Its unusual style may
encounter some audience resistance and,
since Warners
didn't
delegate
any top
name
stars to this
picture,
its marquee
is not much help. An action picture is
recommended as co-feature.
The best that can be said about this
movie is that it avoids becoming a tearjerker; it has a good sense of humor. The
overly use of "dream fantasies", however,
photographed with impressionistic backgrounds, while they provide graphic insight into the childish imaginaton of a

AND

COSTELLO

BLAKE'

SPOTTY

DRAMA

sensitive bo},' of 12, borders on the obnoxious by the time the film nears its close.
As written by Ranald MacDougall, who
also produced, the script adheres faithfully to the form of the original play and,
except for tacking on a happy ending,
maintains its uncompromising conviction.
The cast is competent, featuring Ted
Donaldson as the boy who has to choose
between
his parents.
and the youngster
doesIt'sthea difficult
best he role
can
wiih it. However, the burden of carrying
the whole film is a bit too much for his
immature shoulders. Alexis Smith and
Robert Douglas are the Reno-bound parents and Cecil Kellaway, who does not
appear until the final reel, does a fine
BOXOFFICE RATING
• Poor
• • Average
• • • Good
• • • • Excellent
Please note that the
rating often z/aries for
different types of Theatres

Tabloid newspaperman Tyrone Power
has been writing a series of lurid articles
exposing the life and loves of Gene TierReport."
ney, a socialite heiress to a fabulous fortune. In quest of a story, he trails her
to Sun Valley, where, posing under a fake
name, he turns on hi.'; masculine charm.
She gives him an exclusive story, but
later when she discovers his deception,
she is furious. She turns the tables by
nonchalantly announcing to the press that
she and Tyrone are married, and she has
bequeathed him a cool million. The
"Cinderella Man" gets a lot of notoriety,
is fired from his paper and runs around
frantically Finally
trying he
to prove
thatforthey
married.
sues her
libelaren't
and
the trial before Judge Gene Lockhart is
a screwball affair, for he can't prove that
they're
not winds
marriedup and
won'tbedroom
admit
it.
It all
in ashecosy
clinch,
theyto realize
they'rethetruly
love andwhen
decide
go through
actualin
nuptials. DA.V.

FARCE

Leu gets going with his frenetic slapstickery, his fans will love it and even
the more sophisticated may find themselves having a good lime.
"Mexican Hayride" gets a production
backing with flossy trimmings. The story
is "based on the musical play by Herbert
and Dorothy Fields" which means that
they kept the title and threw the rest away.
The plot is just one of those things; the
less said about it, the better. Suffice it to
say that director Charles Barton keeps
it pretty well out of sight and concentrates on the roly-poly funnyman's routines. Lou is a riot. In a variety of disguises, he's an old crone selling super-hot
tortillas, a frustrated trombonist, a dashing toreador. His samba is marvelously
ungraceful, he throws the bull . . . and
vice-versa. Bud Abbott, of course, is the
sharpie straight man and Luba Malina,
of the original stage show, plays a predatory Mexican Senorita with a Russian ac-

CHRISTOPHER

Warner Bros.
75 minutes
Alexis Smith, Robert Douglas, Cecil Kellaway, Ted Donaldson, John Hoyt, Harry
Davenport, Mary Wickes, Art Baker, Lois
Maxwell, Douglas Kennedy, Bert Hanlon.
Directed by Peter Godfrey.

10

ABBOTT

supposed bride and reading "The Kinsey

cent and sings one song.
When Lou shows up in Mexico City, a
pair of detectives try to arrest him, for
a crooked swindle back in Iowa. He gets
away, locates his old pal, Abbott, who is
now managing a lady toreador. Abbott
is responsible for getting him into this
mess, but, instead of making amends, he
slickers the gullible dope into another
con game, selling phoney mining stock.
Somehow or other, Lou is chosen Amigo
Americano, a sort of good-will ambassador, a position that surrounds him with
wine, women and song. It also involves
him with Luba Malina, who turns on some
torrid love-making in order to swipe his
dough. Then there is a screwball chase
that leaves Lou out in the bull-ring playwithbulla ferocious
When the
it's
over,ing tag
the
is doing bull.
the samba,
money mix-up is all straightened out and
Lou clinches with luscious Luba.
ABRAMS.
ABOUT

DIVORCE

characterization as the kindly judge, and
gives the film a much-needed lift towards
the end.
Ted Donaldson, a lively 12-year old,
comes home from camp to learn that his
father and mother are getting divorced.
It seems that there is another woman, an
attractive sculptress, m his father's life.
The boy is bewildered, he feels unloved
and situation
insecure at...
understand
this
all. heIn doesn't
his imagination,
he
constructs childish fantasies in which
he is the noble hero; he is the inventor
of a "Super Peace Plan" and the President orders the couple to stop the divorce;
he is a famous dramatist, whose wonderful
play causes them to see the error of their
ways. But his greatest difficulty is trying
to decide which parent he wants to live
with ... he wants them both. They
both talk to him quite frankly and he
senses vagely that they are separating, not
because they don't love one another, but
for more complicated reasons. During
the divorce hearing before Judge Kellaway, he breaks down and weeps hysterically. But he and the wise, old judge work
a scheme that effects a reconciliation.
YORK.
FILM

BULLETIN

'THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR'
Rates • • • generally, if exploited
R K O
82 minutes.
Dean Stockwell, Pat O'Brien, Robert Ryan,
Barbara Hale, Richard Lyon, Walter Cat
lett, Samuel S. Hinds, Regis Toomey,
Charles Meredith, Da\id Clarke,
Directed by Joseph Losey.
"The Boy With Green Hair" is an unconventional and gratifying motion picture. Everyone should see it. For seldom
has there been such a movie, to combine
delightful fantasy with vital timeliness, a
movie with intelligence — and with a
heart. A legacy from the Dore Schary
regime at RKO, it is by no means a lavish
production; though photographed in beautiful Technicolor, its small, inexpensive
sets indicate its moderate-budget origin.
A dearth of marquee names handicaps
its likelihood of reaching smash boxoffice.
Nevertheless, following an extensive wordof-mouth, and exploitation, it can grow
into the surprise attraction of the year.
It is a picture that RKO can be proud to
have on its list, one that every exhibitor
can push to the limit.
It is completely acceptable as enjoyable
entertainment, despite the "message" that
has been so painlessly injected — a plea
against war. Spectators will be amused

'YELLOW SKY' DELUXE
Rates • • •
generally

DELIGHTFUL

Twentieth Century-Fox has spared little
to make "Yellow Sky" a big, classy superwestern, the kind that will pay off handsomely in the deluxe houses, as well as
in the spots that feature westei-ns. Unlike most sagebrush epics, this one has
the extra advantage of a top name cast
and a generous portion of that lush commodity spelled s-e-x — somewhat on the
order of "Duel in the Sun," minus the
technicolor. For those movie-goers to
whom torrid love scenes are secondary, it
it offers plenty of blazing conflict, raw
violence and the realistic tang of the old
West, woven into a forceful movie by director William Wellman. For marquee
strength, Gregory Peck heads the sterling
cast to capture an enthusiastic feminine

IS SOCK

"Dynami:e" is a typical Pine-Thomas
programmer — and that just about covers
its description. It is exclusively for dual
bills in the minor action houses. Its 68
minutes provides enough bang-bang activity to satisfy the devotees of such fare.
They have chosen another robust, he-man
occupation to exploit — that of professional dynamiters — and the production crew
has done much of their shooting out in
the rock quarries, where the tough "powDECEMBER

6, 1948

A HEART
cession of unhappy homes, shunted around
from one relative to another, and finally
the security he found living with Gramps,
(Pat O'Brien) who treated him with understanding and regaled him with Irish
songs and magic tricks. Then one day
he learns that his parents are dead, he
is a war
orphan.of Hethis.
is shocked
somehow ashamed
Talk ofandanother
war frightens him. The next morning his
hair turns green, a vivid startling green!
At first, he takes it as a matter of course,
but everyone, including Gramps, is very
much disturbed. The other kids at school
jeer at him and he runs off crying through
the woods. There he sees a group of children, counterparts of the orphans shown
on war relief posters. They tell him that
he must answer questions about his hair
war is bad for children.
by saying
But
no one that
in town wants to listen to his
talk; instead, there is fretful complaining
about the milk and the water supply. His
troubles increase and finally he sadly lets
Gramps take him to the barber to have
his hair shaved off. Feeling that he has
betrayed the war orphans, he runs away.
As the boy finishes this story, he finds
Gramps waitvng to lake him home again.
But in parting, he tells the doctor, "My
hair is gonna grow out again and — it's
gonna be green!" ABRAMS.

BOXOFFICE
Donald is inventive and makes striking
use of sweeping western vistas.
Peck and his gang of desperados drift
into this Arizona town, stick up the bank
and breeze out, one jump ahead of the
posse. They head out across the salt
flats, 70 miles of parched emptiness. Half
dead from thirst, they stagger on, finally
find water in the ghost town of Yellow
Sky. Here lives Anne Baxter with her
ornery old grandfather, James Barton.
Armed with a rifle, she truculently holds
the ruffians at bay. Peck has a time
keeping his men from bothering her, himself gets a bullet bounced off his skull
when he makes a pass at her. Trouble
brews mine.
when Widmark
the old
gold
Peck makesfindsa deal
withman's
the
sour-dough to share his gold 50-50. But
the men, led by Widmark, pull a doublecross and Peck finds himself barricaded
with the girl and Barton against their
murderous attack. Widmark simplifies
matters by killing off his opposition and
Peck finishes the job. In conclusion.
Peck, now respectable, returns the stolen
money to the bank and brings Miss Baxter a token of his love — a new hat.
ABRAMS.

"coterie. Although his role doesn't call
for full expression of his considerable acting talent, he makes a convincing ne'erdo-well and looks mighty handsome wearing a beard. Richard Widmark is a second name for real boxoffice value.
The W. R. Burnett yarn, given scenario
form by Lamar Trotti, deals with the unsettled period following the Civil War,
when restless ex-soldiers roamed a trail
of looting and murder through the frontier country. And when six such rough
renegades stumble through the desert and
find both a gold mine and a beautiful girl,
the situation explodes into fireworks of
greed and lust. As the ruthless leader of
this bunch, Peck is a lean, saturnine individual, whose show of conscience arouses
bitter hostility from Widmark, a snaky
ex-card sharp. Anne Baxter is excellent
as the half-.savage girl, living in desert
loneliness with her fierce old grandfather.
This old gent is given a pungent characterization by James Barton, stealing almost every scene that he is in. Rounding
out the cast are Robert Arthur, John
Russell, Henry Morgan and Charles
Kemper. Keyed to the harsh strength
of the story, the photography by Joe Mac-

'DYNAMITE' ROUTINE PINE-THOMAS
Rates • • as dualler for minor action houses
Paramount (Pine-Thomas)
68 minutes.
William Gargan, Virginia Welles, Richard
Crane, Irving Bacon, Frank Ferguson,
Directed by William H. Pine.

WITH

by its charming comedy, entranced by its
warmth and tenderness. But afterwards,
when its meaning sinks in, they will ponder it deeply and urge their friends to go
see it. In the guise of pleasantly bland
entertainment, it artfully delivers a blast
at bigotry, a denunciation of war. Its
quality is direction;
largely due
Losey's
unerring
he to
hasJoseph
tightened
the
Betsy Beaton story into a smooth-flowing
narrative, traced the allegory with a delicate touch and, with rare perception, has
presented a child's-eye view of the world.
As the boy. Dean Stockwell is a gem.
Completely natural, unself-conscious, he
projects the role with an understanding
and finesse that would distinguish a mature actor. Another performance to
draw bravos is that of Pat O'Brien as the
broken-down magician, turned singingwaiter — it's the best performance of his
career. He sings two rollicking Irish ballads and that "Nature Boy" song is nicely
worked into the musical background. Sincere portra\'als by Robert Ryan, Barbara
Hale and Sam.uel Hinds add conviction to
this picture.
A runaway boy. Dean Stockwell, his
head completely shaven, sullenly tells this
story to the police doctor . . . His dim
memories of his parents who never returned from a trip to England, his sue-

WESTERN

20th Century-Fox
98 minutes.
Gregory Peck. Anne Baxter, Richard Widmark, Robert Arthur, John Russell, Henry aiorgan, James Barton, Charles Kemper, Robert Adler, Harry Carter, Victor
Kilian, Paul Hurst, Hank Worden, Jay
Silverheels, William Gould
Directed by William Wellman.

FANTASY

ACTION

PROGRAMMER

der-monkey.s" risk their life and limb.
Every few m.inutes a blast goes off, usualkillingintroduced
somebody.an Scripter
Raison lyhas
element Milton
of romantic
rivalry between explosions and Bill Pine
has directed smoothly enough. The twofisted conflict between William Gargan
and Richard Crane is inspired by pretty
Virginia Welles.
The struggling dynamite company run
by Irving Bacon is a hard luck outfit; one
of his men is killed in a misfire, his dynamite truck explodes and he has trouble
getting jobs. On the strength of a new
road construction contract, he borrows
some money and hires a new man, Richard
Crane. He is a young vet, who has quit
engineering college, against his mother's

wishes, because he wants to be a powderman. He is sweet on the boss' daughter,
Virginia Welles and they go for moonlight walks. This burns ace powderman
William Gargan and he gets morose and
quarrelsome. He bullies the youngster
and finally gives him a beating. He stubbornly refuses to heed Crane's advice
about a blasting operation and, as a result "Hard Rock" Frank Ferguson is killed. Later there is an explosion in a tunnel shaft and Crane is trapped among the
fallen rocks. Gargan comes to the rescue,
blasts away the debris and Crane is dragged out to be resuscitated with oxygen.
In the conclusion he and Virginia are off
to get married, with Gargan's best wishes.
YORK.

■THREE
Rates

GODFATHERS'
generally

BIG. TECHNICOLORED

M-G M (Argosy)
106 minutes.
Jotin Wayne, Pedro Armendariz, Harry
Carey Jr., Ward Bond, Mae Marsh, Jane
Darwell, Ben Johnson, Mildred Natwick,
Charles HaKon. Hank Worden, Jack Pennick, Fred Libby, Michael Dugan, Don
Summers.
Directed by John Ford.
John Ford, the dean of Hollywood directors, has fashioned a large-scale, Technicolored western, one that bears the
stamp of his distinctive talent. He always
makes his movies in his own inimitable
way and, working with Merian C. Cooper
as producer for Argosy, has come up with
one of the strangest westerns ever made.
As in a previous picture, ' The Fugitive,"
he seems to be preoccupied with the religious meaning of his story. And he has
chosen to tell the story at such a lengthy,
deliberate pace that it can get pretty tiresome. The whole thing is just one long
chase — 106 minutes of the slowest chase
ever seen in a western.
Despite these boxoflice deterrents,
"Three Godfathers" is an honest and stirring movie. The acting is of the high
calibre usually associated with Ford productions and the Technicolor photography
by Winton Hoch is alone worth seeing —

'THE COUNTESS OF MONTE
Rates • • -|- as top dualler

CRISTO"

Universal-International
77 minutes
Sonja Henie, Olga San Juan, Dorothy Hart,
Michael Kirby, Arthur Treacher, Hugh
French, Ransom Sherman, Freddie Trenkler,
John Ray
James,
Crehan,
Teal.Arthur O'Connor, Joseph
Directed by Frederick de Cordova.
With Sonja Henie cutting swirling curlicues upon the ice, "The Countess of Monte
Cristo"
is fulltheof six
graceinterludes
and rhythm.
But
in between
of Miss
Henie's tricky ice-capers, there runs a
feeble plot, a Scandinavian boy-meets-girl
affair, decked out in musical comedy
style and only mildly amusing. It doesn't
capture the gaiety and charm that marked
those earlier Sonja Henie films. Well
suited for a double bill, however, it's acceptable entertainment, fluffy, nonsensical

'GRAND CANYON
TRAIL'
Rates • • • for Rogers' fans

Once again that King of the Cowboys,
Roy Rogers, canters through another Trucolored .sagebrush opera to bring joy to
the youngsters and dependable grosses to
exhibitors in those situations where Roy's
fans are faithful. Maintaining the excellent formula developed by the Messrs.
White and Witney, as producer and director respectively, this one delivers up a
satisfying proportion of action, comedy

OPERETTA-LIKE

ICE COMEDY

and harmless. The title and the Henie
name should lift it to the top niche on
dual fare.
It has a modern setting, title notwithstanding but before Miss Henie finally
gets her man, the yarn runs through more
mistaken identities and romantic mix-ups
than an old-fashioned operetta. It perks
up considerably with a scattering of
laughs and The skating numbers break the
tedium. These are staged on huge, glittering sets, giving this John Beck production a fairly sumptious effect. Miss
Henie's skating partner, Michael Kirby,
turns out to be a passable actor and a nice
personality and Olgo San Juan adds bouncy sparkle and sings three songs. Arthur
Treacher gives his standard comic routine
and Ransom Shei'man and Dorothy Hart
lend assists. A comedy skating act by
Freddie Trenkler is included.
Barmaids at a Norwegian inn, Sonja

FIRST-RATE

Republic.
67 minutes.
Roy Rogers, Jane Frazee, Andy Devine,
Robert Livingston, Roy Barcroft, Charles
Coleman, Emmett Lynn, Ken Terrell,
James Finlayson, Tommy Coats, Foy Willing and the Riders of the Purple Sage,
"Trigger."
Directed by William Witney.

U

SLOW-MOVING
WESTERN
wick.
it is stunning. It vividly projects the feelThese three dusty hombres mosey into
ing of nature's harsh inhospitality, the
howling sand storms, the forbidding vasttown, stop for a pleasant chat with Ward
ness of arid desolation. Its boxoffice reBond, the sheriff. Then, in a Hurry of
ccjjtion, while it bears no promise of
gunfire,
holdthem,
up the
bankCarey
and Jr.,
vasmash proportions, will vary with audience
moo.se. they
One of
Harry
conditioning; some will welcome its difis shot in the arm by the pos.se, but they
ferent approach, but most, we are afraid,
keep going out into the desert. Now the
will be bored by these same qualities, and
sheriff begins a cat-and-mouse chase by
the drawn-out telling.
guarding all the water-holes. The thirsty
Adapted from the Peter B. Kyne novel
desperadoes, having lost their horses,
back-track to a water-hole up north. When
by Lawrence Stallings and Frank S. Nugent, it offers dialogue with the honestthey get mited.there,
they find
it dry
dynato-goodness flavor of reality. The story
And standing
nearby
is a— covered
relies almost entirely on the parable of wagon, in it a woman. She is all alone,
her husband is dead — and she is in labor.
the Nativity; the three Wise Men are here
The men look after her, get water by
three fugitive outlaws and the child they
find in the desert is brought to a town
squeezing cactus pods. Pedro delivers the
baby and the woman soon dies. But they
called New Jerusalem — and on Christresolve to save the infant. Following dimas
Day!
It
is
a
tribute
to
Ford's
skill
that the picture remains by and large, a
rections in a baby book found in the wagon, they feed it on canned milk. Then
thrilling and often amusing human drama
and not a solemn Sunday School sermon.
they start walking toward civilization,
However, the after-thought ending seems
carrying the baby, through endless miles
hasty and incongruous. Three wonderful
of blazing .?un and arid wasteland, with
performances characterize the trio of the posse following them. Young Harry
bandits — John Wayne, Pedro Armendariz
feverishly haustion;
staggers
on, finally
dies shoots
of exand newcomer Harry Carey Jr. Wayne
Pedro breaks
a leg and
himself;
Wayne
continues
on
alone,
more
equals
he did Ward
in "RedBond
River,"
that is the
top job
praise.
givesanda dead than alive. With a desperate effort,
restrained and sincere performance as the
he gets to town, brings the infant into the
sheriff and there is fine support from Mae
bar-room and collapses, just as Bond is
about
to shoot him. YORK.
Marsh, Jane Darwell and Mildred Nat-

TRUCOLORED

Henie and Olga San Juan gets jobs as
movie extras. Miss Henie is supposed to
play a countess. They get peeved with the
director, scram with the prop car and
luggage. They register at a swank hotel,
Sonja as a countess, Olga as her maid.
They get away with this deception, living
in style on champagne and caviar. Comes
love for Miss Henie in the person of a
wealthy, dashing lieutenant, Michael Kirby. Comes trouble with a suave jewel
thief, who burgles their suite and discovers that the girls are phoneys. On
threat of exposure, he make them his accomplices in an insurance
sw-indle.
troubles increase
until Treacher,
the Their
hotel
manager,
wises
up
and
then
their
masquerade is over. But at the ice festival in
which Sonja stars, everything gets straightened out . . . the thief is arrested, the girls
are given and Sonja v/ins Kirby. But poor
Olga, she doesn't get a man. DAV.

ROGERS

and song. It differs only slightly from
its predecessors in the series; the plot
is a bit more involved and it seems to
bear down less on rough stuff and more
on comedy. To delight the small fry,
there are slapstick capers with a trick
donkey in a haunted house and a funny
chase on horseback through, of all places,
CentX'al Park. Otherwise, it breezes along
true to form as our hero, astride the supersmart "Trigger," foils the gang of varmints, aided and abetted by the corpulent
"Cookie" — Andy Devine, of course. And
Foy Willing and his vocal Riders of the
Purple Sage (formerly with Monte Hale)
join with Roy in some nifty harmonizing
of three ballads. Cute as a button, Jane
Frazee is the gal in distress, Bob Livingston the heavy and Emmet Lynn the bewhiskered prospector. Wrapped up in
first-rate Trucolor, this picture is very

GALLOPER
easj' on the eye.
When Roy gallops into Sintown, a ghostridden mining camp, he finds that his pal,
Andy Devine, has invested his funds in
worthless silver mine certificates. Via a
stagecoach runav.^^ay, he runs into Jane
Frazee, secretary to the eastern promoter,
who owns the mine. She is posing as the
owner's daughter, in order to investigate
reports of the mine's value. At first she
sides with Bob Livingston, the crooked
mining engineer and gives Roy a rough
time. Roy finds evidence that a silver lode
has been discovered, but the old prospector, who found it, is killed by the crooks.
Roy is framed for the murder, escapes,
and leads a chase from a comic sheriff.
He and Andy, following a trick donkey
"Genevieve," simultaneously discover the
silver lode and expose the crooks.
ABRAMS.
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Op.

WHO WISH TO PAY ASCAP, CAN
Poised on the threshhold of the U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in New York, to
argue an appeal for stay of injunction
ASCAP and ITOA of New York, antagonists in the battle of the performance fee,
never even had to enter the courtroom.
In a series of huddles between opposing
counsel, a consent agreement was arrived at, temporarily freeing the Society
from a blanket restriction against collecting public performance fees from
theatres and an injunction denying ASCAP the right to refuse to license producers
with performing rights. ITOA members,
however, are specifically exempted from
paying ASCAP fees during the period from
stay to appeal.
Based on the Federal District Court
decision bv Judge Vincent Leibsll, the
stay was granted by Circuit Court Judge
Learned Hand on the provisions agreed
upon, principally on the argument by
ASCAP counsel that a number of exhibitors wanted to place their fee payments
in escrow until final resolution of the case
and wished to continue receiving an
ASCAP license. Under the terms of the
stay, the Society can do so without being
in contempt of court.
Need Not Pay
Essentially, the action does not affect
non-plaintiff exhibitors, it was pointed
out by ITOA counsel Milton C. Wiesman,
because of the terms of the Leibell decision
not affected by the stay, which prevents
the Society from suing for license fees
or forcing collections in any way.
Plaintiff is appealing also, asking for
reversal of Judge Leibell's denial of antitrust damages and for an allowance of
lawyers fees.
DECREE

CHANCES

DIM;

CASE TO RESUME DEC. 20
While the chance of one or more of the
remaining four theatre-owning distributor defendants in the Paramount antitrust case entering into a consent agreement with the Government still flickered,
it looked as though the case would come
before the Statutory Court in New York
on the date scheduled, December 20th.
What change there might be before
the proceedings resume will be limited to
stipulations between the Department of
Justice and the Big Four as to which
partnership theatre holdings will voluntarily be terminated.
Agree on Dissolution
Both Loevv's and Warner Bros, have
made progress with the Justice Dept. in
this direction. The former agreed to dissolve an undisclosed number of partnerships, while the latter has come to terms
with the Government on 25 jointly-owned
theatres, ten of which the Department
has agreed to let Warners acquire, at least
until the ruling on divorcement is handed
down.
Paramount and 20th-Fox, both of whom
were reported seeking a basis for a consent decree, seem to have reached a stalemate. Paramount's limited divestiture
offer on Nov. 26th failed to reach the
Government's minimum, and both companies have also balked at cross-licensing provisions.
DECEMBER

6, 1948
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SHORT
SUBJECTS
I Contiuucd from Faijc 8)

CINCY EXHIBS WARN
DISTRIBS ON SLOPPY

PRINTS

Holding municipal bureau regulations
as a club, Cincinnati exhibitors are demanding properly inspected and wound
prints from the distributors. Culminating a swarm of individual complaints,
from theat'-emen in the Cincinnati area.
Greater Cincinnati Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., took a survey of condition of prints
received by its member theatres during
September. Results confirmed the individual gripes and the findmgs on each
company were sent to the respective distributor's local
homecompanies,
office.
In a letter
tooffice
each and
of the
Frank W. Huss, Jr., president of GCIE,
pointed out that not only is the exhibitor,
upon contracting for a film, entitled to
receive a properly inspected assembled and
wound prin , but is faced with refusal by
the projectionists union to run the film
unless the condition is remedied.
Then, lifting the club, Huss informed
distributors, "Inasmuch as our theatres,
and especially the operation of the projection booths, is under close supervision
of various departments of the ci'y, such
as Building
Department,Bureau,
Safety the
Department, Fire Prevention
Fire
Department, and the Underwriters, they
undoubtedly would be verv much interested and concerned about film being sent to
theatres unin.-pected and often in a hazardous condition for use in the projection
machine."
RKO DISTRICT HEADS
CAPTAIN

TO

NED DEPINET DRIVE

Eleven, 12 and 17 are the numbers that
mean most at RKO these days. This was
unearthed at the recent district managers
meeting in which Robert Mochrie, vice
president and general sales manager, announced that the company's district heads,
eleven in number, would be the co-captains
in the 12th Annual Ned Depinet Drive
starting December 17.
President Depinet told the meeting that
the product during the 20-week drive "is
the best, overall, that you have ever had."
Advertismg director S. Barret McCormick, terming RKO product "the industry's
best advertised pictures", called attention
to three films, "Joan of Arc", "Enchantment" and "So Dear to My Heart", which
he said have each been accorded "the
highest advertising budgets ever given
anyEricpicture
anywhere
at any time."
Johnston,
who appeared
as a guest
speaker, urged the salesmen to sell not
only their
product,
industry as acompany's
whole in order
to but
help the
dispel
the impression that there are no good
films.
The 11 drive captains named by Mochrie: Len S. Gruenberg, Gus Schaefer, R.
J. Folliard, M. E. Lefko, H. H. Greenblatt,
R. V. Nolan, A. L. Kolitz, J. H. Maclntyre,
Dave Prince, Ben Y. Cammack and L. J.
Devaney.
ALLIED
FOR BROTHERHOOD'
Allied States
Assn. voted at its
New Orleans national convention to
support "Brotherhood Week."
Named to co-operate with the industry's
the campaign
were participation
Maxwellin Alderman,
Conn.; Edward Lachman, New Jersey; and Nathan Yamins, Mass.

Warners high command turned out en masse for the
company's district managers meetingdent
called
distribution
Ben by
Kalmenson
at vice
the presihome
office last week (Dec. 1-2). Home
office executives included Maj. Albert Warner, Samuel
Blumenstock,
Jules Schne-'der,
Lapiducf, Mort
Roy
Hines, Norman Ayers, Norman
Moray, Ed Hinchy, Mike Dolid and
Bernard Goodman. Assembled from
the territories were Clarence Eiseman. Metropolitan distiict manager;
Robert Smeltzer, Mid-Atlantic;
Charles Rich, Central; Harry Seed,
Midwestern; Hall Walsh, Prairie;
John
F. Kirby,
Southeas'ei'n
; Doak
Roberts,
Southwestern,
Henry
M.
Herbel, West Coast, and Haskell
Masters, Canadian.
*
*
Monogram-Allied Artists' entire sales and Eastern pubJicity staff have gone into a brand
new suite of offices at 1560 Broadway, same building which houses
Monogram International. Moving
over to the new quarters are Edward
Morey, vice president; Maurice Goldstein, v.p. and general sales manager; Lloyd Lind, supervisor of exchange operations; L. E. Goldhammer, western sales manager; Maxwell Gillis, eastern sales manager;
Si Borus, contract manager and his
entire contract department; and Madeleine White and the eastern publicity staff. Only actual operations of
the New
carried on York
from exchange
the old will
630 beNinth
Avenue location.
*
*
Of Men and Things:
Gil Golden, Warner advertising manager, has taken on the ad-publici'y
lob for the mp Division of Brotherhood Week, Feb. 20-27 . . . Radio
City's Gus Eyssell has been named
chairman of the New York Committee . . .Saul J. Krugman. formerly
with ernGoldwyn
and Selznick
Eastdistrict manager,
today asbegins
his new job as assistant Eastern sales
manager for Eagle Lion . . . George
W. Horan moves up from Boston
branch manager for Warners to head
the company's New England dissucceeds
F. D. with
"Dinty"
Moore. trict.
Al He Daytz,
formerly
the
company as Boston sales manager,
who left a few months ago to join
Affiliated Theatres in the Hub City,
returns to the spot vacated by Daytz
. . . Larry Ayres has been named
to serve asWilliam
aide to ass't
general sales
manager
C. Gehring,
head
of 20th-Fox's newly formed Re-Issue
Department . . . National Film Service rep in New York City, Bonded
Film Storage Co., is now handling
physical distribution for Republic in
the Big Town . . . John G. McCarthy
has been named managing director
of the MPAA's International Division, to succeed Gerald M. Mayer,
who left for Paris last Thursday
(2nd) to take on the post of continental manager for the MPAA . . .
Sol Hankins, moves up from St.
Louis salesman to Omaha branch
manager for Monogram.
U
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PICTURE

MDDIVfllSE'
Sell Strang
Melodrama is defined

Plot

- SOLID

- Homancn

MELODRAMA

- Characters
the fact that his father
was hanged for murder,
releases his pent-up fury
in a fatal surge that kills
a man; lirings on a romance with the dead
mans sweetheart, a

in the dictionary as "a
romantic story or plot,
sensational inciden t s ,
and startling situations.
Add to Weljster's definition, "Jjrilliant characstruggle with conterization" and Repubscience, a panicky atlic's "Moonrise" fits the
tempt to escape and
description perfectly. It
is solid melodrama, the
finally, the triumph of
kind that need not deregeneration.
Finally, an intriguing
pend on a fad or cycle
set of characters, porfor its popularity, the
hardy perennial that
trayed by some of the
blooms at the boxoffice
most capable players
CLARK and RUSSELL
year in and year out.
ever to grace a RepubTragic Romance
All of the elements
lic production, makes
which characterize melone of the film's strongodrama can be sold with the assurance
est selling points. In addition to Clark
that they will merit their ballyhoo in and Miss Russell, there are Ethel Bar"Moonrise". The tender and tragic
rymore,
tormented youth's
and
forceful thegrandmother;
Allynwise
Joslyn,
'"'romantic story", as delineated by Dane
Clark and Gail Russell will win the
the canny country Sheriff, who forces
the breakdown; Rex Ingram, philosophaudience's sympathy. The "sensational
ical old Negro recluse who warns the
incidents * include a savage, furious fist
confused youngster to give himself up
fight that ends in murder, a car smashup, a silent frantic struggle with a deaf
"or go on killing a dead man over and
mute, and a relentless manhunt through
over"; Henry Morgan, a pathetic deaf
mute, and others of equal fascination.
the Kentucky swamps. The "startling
They should be stressed in every type
situations" are inherent in the plot:
A young man hounded through life l)v
of promotion on "Moonrise"'.

TEASER ADS
Two types of newspaper teasers are illustrated
above. At left, a one-column ad provokes considerable thought with its ropy. The three ads
at right, for progressive use. are available in
both one - and two-column sizes.
BOOK TIE-UPS
The Theodore Strauss best-seller has received
wide circulation via the Book League. Literary
Guild and the Dollar Book Club after its original
publication by \ iking Press. Tie in with local
bookstores and libraries on window and counter
displays, highlighting w th stills.
SAFETY CAMPAIGN
A car smash-up in the film involving the costars makes this particularly suitable for tie-ups
with Safety Councils. Police, schools and newspapers. Republic's exploitation department has
a five-column mat picturing Clark and Miss
RiJ^sell displaying what not to do when driving

^rhere
s danger in the MOONRISE. slogans
Watch the
«-n.
as:
Night Roads!" or "Don't be '"fh
Moonstruck bv
MOONRISE - Keep Your Eyes on the Road!"
TREASURE HUNT
One of the highlights of Uie campaign should
be a "Moonrise Treasure .Search" to be tied in
with a worthy local cause (Red Cross. Red
Feather, etc. I w hich can serve to boost both the
picture and the theatre's community standing.
Arrange for personnel from the organization
to man a table in your lobby where patrons can
contribute to the fund drive. Every person
making a donation would receive a "Moonrise
Treasure Search"' ticket, entitling him to participate in a moonlight search for guest tickets and
prizes given by local merchants.
It is suggested that the search be held on the
grounds of a prominent citizen to ensure admission of ticket-holders only and newspaper
coverage.
STREET BALLIES
Have a rugged character walk along behind
two or three dogs (bloodhounds, if possible) on
a leash, with a sign reading: "See the movies'
most exciting man-hunt in "Moonrise" at the
Blank
Theatre."
Another
stunt calls for a lobby announcement
that at moonrise the next two nights an identifiable person will appear at a central city spot
and give guest tickets to the first five couples
recognizing him and saying: "You are the
(theatre) Moonrise Man."
NEWSPAPER ADS
There is a good variety of ads to sell the melodrama and romance. The three - and twocolumn ads in upper left of ad panel (left^ were
used in the Los Angeles campaign to holdover
business.

EXP]
p:

Above, Dane Clark, harried by pursuers after his crime is discovered, pauses exhausted and trembling.

Si

MDDIVRISE
Producer-director Frank Borzage's adaptation of the Book League best-seller is notable
in its selection of cast. In this melodrama
of a sensitive and confused young man whose
heritage leads him to tragedy, characterization is of supreme importance and Borzage's
casting assures players of competence, at
least, and of brilliance, at best.
Dane Clark is seen as the hapless youth,
struggling to escape the shadow cast upon
his existence by his father's hanging for murder twenty years earlier. The accumulated
frustration of a lifetime manifests itself in a

fight in which he blindly kills his antagonist.
Hiding the body, he attempts to return to
normalcy, but the four people who are his
friends discover his guilt and he attempts an
escape into the swamps.

Redemption comes at his father's grave
and he returns to pay his debt to society.
Gail Russell as the girl who loves him;
Ethel Barrymore as his sage backwoods
grandmother; Allyn Joslyn as the relentless
law officer; Rex Ingram, his Negro recluse
friend, head the unusually capable cast.

'FIGHTER SQUADRON'

GETS

CRITICS'
ACCLAIMto be a
The first inACID
what AND
is undoubtedly
cycle of war pictures, Warner Bros. Techicolored
"Fighter atSquadron",
varied treatment
the hands ofreceived
the Newa
York newspaper critics. Some took offense at the glamorous handling and
ripped at the film with biting sarcasm.
The less social-minded stressed the action
and exci'ement.
Among the former, the most violent was
the Star's Cecelia Ager who headlined her
review," The Rover Boys Go to War."
Lashing out at the way the ".jolly, Jolly
War gets the glamour treatment," Miss
Ager wonders what the doughboys on the
Normandy beaches would have thought
at the remark made by one of the pilots
as he looks down at them: 'Looks like
Coney Island on a Sunday I'."
The Times' Bos Crowther expects that
the vets "will find it a hig laugh," although
"the kids and the comics' fans may love
it." He finds in it "all (or most all) of the
clinches that one has ever heard (or seen
in the movies)" about the "hot rock" pilots.
In the Woi'ld-Telegi am, Alton Cook, too,
discovers that it "reverts to the early war
picture style of treating: our fightlns: men
like a bunch of children playing at war,"
adding, "During the war most movies
treated our fighting heroes with a decent
respect. Apparently we are now entering
the onen season for mak'ng fools of them."
While it's all been seen before, says the
Post's Archer Winsten, and it is done for
the juveniles, the''Action is fast and furious . . . the camera sees nothing really
unpleasant" and the "old formula (has
bee) dressed up fit to kill."
The picture "has authority and excitement" plus other virtues but, says Howard
Barnes, Herald Tribune, it is "singularly
lackin gin dramatic or emotional punch"
because it's been done so often.
Sole all-out praise comes from the
Sun's Eileen Creelman who that "Fighter
Squadron" ^s "both good and fast." She
calls it a "rousing thriller . . . told at
breath taking speed . .. an expert piece
of war drama with tears, laughts, and
chills, well-timed and spaced."
'BLOOD
RKO
RADIO ON

THE

MOON'

"Adult,
realistic,
and fascinating
western . . . Free
of western
cliches . . . Right
casting; honest, knowing direction; and
a sturdy screenplay."— AGER, N.Y. STAR.
"Might western
have turned
out theto presence
be just an
ordinary
. . . but
of
Robert Mitchum in the cast raises it
several notches above that level . . . Very
satisfactory entertainment for the devotees of violence in the great outdoors."
—COOK, N.Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"Stands out from run-of-the-range
action dram.as . . . Just about everything
that can and should happen in a Western."
— PRYOR, N.Y. TIMES.
"Moves right along, something
usually
every minute and that something happens
in the homicidal line . . . Lives up to its
title."— CREELMAN, N.Y. SUN.
"Fair ... A sombre Western . . . Much
dialogue interspersed with the pretty
sparse action."- THIRER, N.Y. POST.
"Custom-made Western . . . Story that
varies only slightly . . . Little more than a
series of incidents, some of them implausible, serving a.s a vehicle for a lot of well
organized
mayhem."— GUERNSEY, N.Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE.
'Curiouslj- static Westerner . . . Confu.sed script . . . Lengthy conversations
serve to slow the action to a walk." —
PELSWICK, N.Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.
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What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

■WHEN

MY

BABY

SMILES

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
"So slavishly cut S
to "
a pattern that it
cannot
boast O
oneK
single surprise . . .Mr.
AT ME'
U one refreshing thing about
lthe
Dailey's
the show . . One big colored monotony —
unless, you happen to find comfort in
formula." -CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
Betty Grable is relaxed and happy in
exactly her right environment . . . Properly
gaudy Technicolor, with the sentimental
'heart' typical of George Jessel productions."—AGER, N.Y. STAR.
"Good . . . Pleasant . . . Really isn't very
funny . . . Tear jerker element is played
up along with the deft and effective song
and
POST. dance routines." THIRER, N.Y.
"Grable is making another of her periodical excursions into the songs and
dances and fripperies of a technicolored
burlesque queen . . . This time the excursion is under unusually superior ausGRAM. pices."—COOK, N.Y. WORLD TELE"Miss Grable has a really good picture
at last . . Whopping big slice of entertainment .. . No one can be embarrassed
by this version of Burlesque. There is not
a leer in the whole film. But there are
tears and chuckles anrl warm, happy moments."—CREELMAN, N.Y. SUN.
"Technicolor trappings and a great deal
of sentimental documentation of backstage doings give a slight buoyancy to
this Twentieth Century-Fox production,
but they do not save it from stretches of
sheer
inertia."— BARNES, N.Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
'APARTMENT FOR PEGGY'
20TH CENTURY-FOX
"Delightful ... In many respects this
one is better than Miracle on 34th Street
. . . One of the best comedies of the
yeari."— CROWTHER. N.Y. TIMES.
"Eloquent, gay and moderately sensible
. . Humor is what saves Apartment for
Peggy from, being a palpab'e tearjerker . . . Not good movie, but it is good
fun."— BARNES, N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Falls short of its predecessor on twin
counts of predictability and verbiage . . .
Combines entertainment, philosophy and
heart-throbs in a rhythm very close to
human desires . . . Brimming with enjoyment."—WINSTEN, N.Y. POST.
"Heart-warming, down-to-earth picture
that provide? a lot of entertainment . . .
Not only com.edy but tenderness and pathos asNALwell."—
PELSWICK, N.Y. JOURAMERICAN.
"Good, solid little comedy, of a sentiment
so warm and decent and fine, of a humor
so natural and human and endearing . . .
Wonderful
entertainment."— AGER, N.Y.
STAR.
"Pleasant little nosegay of sentiment
faced with a few moments of serious
thought . . . Material from which tear
jerkers usually are made. In this case,
honest and hearty sympathy for the characters has been substituted for maudlin
weeps."—
COOK, N.Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"Another delight . . . Sympathetic,
amused direction of a gifted director saves
even the most dangerous scenes from
sloppiness. The picture is funny. It is
also touching."— CREELMAN, N.Y. SUN.

'HOLLOW
EAGLE
LION TRIUMPH'
"Good workmanship and sincerity . . .
Sets out only to be a suspense thriller,
but it aims to be a superior one, and it
succeeds."— AGER, N.Y. STAR.
"Imaginative and swift-moving melodrama which benefits by numerous slick
little
individual
touches."— THIRER, N.Y.
POST.
"Conven'ional gangland story . . . played
and narrated witli a rushing zest, a hurlyburly ofN.violence
and ruthless
cruelty."
—
COOK,
Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM
.
"Lurid drama told with convincing detail . . . Would have been more effective
had its ironic ending been less easy to
guess in advance."- CREELMAN, N.Y.
SUN.
"Story is unbelievably crude . . . acting
and
may TRIBUNE.
be recommended."
— JP,phonography
N.Y. HERALD
"Not quite enough logic in the plot to
enable it to stand up under .scrutiny, but
the story moves along briskly . . . Always
the promise of more violence just around
the corner."- PRYOR, N.Y. TIMES.
■THE GALLANT BLADE'
COLUMBIA
' Another of those fancy-dress Techniproductions
the age-old
terscolor
. . . Cast
do with
the best
thev cancharacwith
aTELEGRAM.
hackneyed plot."— M.T., N.Y. WORLD
"Little to offer in the way of narrative
interest . . . Manages to generate a modicum of excitement . . . Number of duels
and chases on horseback ought to keep
the small
N.Y.
TIMES.frv happy at least."— PRYOR
"So weighted down by numerous duels,
elaborate costumes and lengthy conversational explanations that il rarely becomes more than a series of tinted tableaux."—PELSWICK, N.Y. JOURNAL
AMERICAN.
"Good thriller stuff . . . and the backgrounds and costumes are all to be desired in pomp and splendor." — THIRER,
N.Y. PCST.
'THE KISSING
MGM

BANDIT'

"Somewhere between whimsy and burlesque .. . T..'o sequences . . . are the best
footage in the show. Elsewhere The Kissing Bandit falls as flat as a bad joke with
a big ALD
build-un."—
TRIBUNE. GUERNSEY, N.Y. HER"Typical Joe Pasternak MGM Technicolor musical
. Preponderous, laborous."
—AGER,
N.Y.. . STAR.
"Musical comedy fun . . . Brightly studded with tongue-in-cheek dialogue and
situation . . . Unadulterated entertainment
—THIRER.
even a N.Y.
little POST.
on the slapstick side." —
"All the material things that go to make
an elaborate and satisfying show . . . But
frankly, the script ... is as void of spark
and luster as the decor and dancers are
full."— CROWTHER, N.Y. TIMES.
"For the gigglers, for the girls who
still, mentally, at least, wear bobby-socks
. . . More adult moviegoer may find this
lavishly p'oduced juvenilely written
musical comedy hard to sit all the way
through . . . Slapstick . . . Expert dancing
and SUN.
flashy Technicolor."— CREELMAN,
N.Y.
FILM
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RELEASE

QLENN FORD is joining the bandwagon
of stars who have set up their own
production units, currently negotiating
for a deal similar to that of Rita Hayworth's. Although distribution has not yet
been set, Ford's product is a likelihood
for the Columbia banner, particularly if
it develops along the lines of the Hayworth ai-rangement. Ford is also trying
for a one-picture-a-year contract here.
Columbia definitely gets the release deal
for a new unit (as yet unnamed) set up
by Richard Quine, Irving Asher and Blake
Edwards. The trio will make their product
on the California Studios lot, formerly
used by Enterprise, and will announce
their program shortly.
One new starter here, ''All the King's
Men," starring Broderick Crawford and
Joanne Dru, the Huey Long — like tale of a
man's
ruthless
rise to
to apolitical
power, and
his
subsequent
election
governorship,
finally his assasination. This makes three
before the cameras, with "Jolson Sings
Again" and "Greed" (Ford-Lupino), formerly known as "Bonanza", still shooting.
A Gene Autry epic, plus the George Raft
starrer,
in a few "The
weeks.Big Jump" are set to start
The studio has nabbed rights to the
title "The Good Humor Man", beating out
both Metro and Paramount, who were bidding for the name. They have also bought
"The Hero", a novel, which will star John
Derek and ^vhich is slated for spring production.
Columbia has added Alex Gottlieb to its
producer roster. Gottlieb leaves Warner
Bros, where he has been for over seven
years.
EAGLE
SELZNICK

- LION

DEAL LIKELY

ONLY FOR EIGHT REISSUES
TTHE David P. Selznick Eagle-Lion distribution talk reports, after a thorough
sifting indicate that a deal, if made here,
will include only the reissue rights to a
group of eight Selznick oldies. These
include "Rebecca", "Since You Went
Away", 'Intermezzo", "I'll Be Seeing
You", "Spellbound", "The Garden of Allah", "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer"
and "The Prisoner of Zenda". If an agreement cannot be reached here, it is possible that Film Classics will bid for the
setup.
Meanwhile, Eagle-Lion's midwinter
shuttering is scheduled to end on January
15th, when Bryan Foy will roll "Secret
Service, U.S.A.", first of three planned
by the producer. "Port of New York" and
"Thesearies Were
My Orders",
documentwill follow.
The SteveallSekely
inde
unit will also become active in January
with a documentary film, and the same
month may also see the start of "The
World and Little Willie" . . . Vinson Productions' "Enchanted Dream", starring
Peggy Ryan and Ray McDonald, starts
shooting on another lot this month. The
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of Film

Production

Man", also planned by Columbia.
David Selznick has sold his property
"Tender is the Night" to Metro who will
make it with Jennifer Jones in the starring role . . . Metro has also bought
"Father of the Bride", a novel which will
be serialized in Collier's magazine . . .
Plans are afoot here to reissue "The
Wizard of Cz", one of the company's top
and to back the re-release with
agrossers,
big campaign.

FORD UNIT A GOOD

BET FOR COLUMBIA

\

the Scenes

SIZE-UPS

MONOGRAM-AA
STUDIO IN THROES
OF PRODUCTION
LEG'S SCHARY
( h'riKUinnill y , If W an aiitcd
E-L lot plans re-hiring more than one
hundred employees during the latter part
of December, as a prelude to returning to
full scale pr'^duction.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

PRODUCTION limps along here with only one ?urrentiy shooting, "Riverboat
Rhythm," the Lindsley Parsons film starring Jimmie Davis, with Derwin Abrahams
directing. "Tuna Clipper," the Roddy McDowall starrer, wound up late last month.
Set to go before the cameras within the
next
weeks
King Chan
Brothers'
"Gun few
Crazy,"
the are
next the
Charlie
film,
"Murder in the Air," and a Jimmy Wakely
nusical western, tentatively titled "Gun
Law Justice."

$1,700,000 TOP SET FOR
BULK OF METRO

PRODUCT

^ finally
ceilingbeen
on set
individual
product has
here, despite
previous
denials that such a move would be made,
with Dore Schary's announcement that no
pictureless will
cost more than $1,700,000, "unan occasional
film warrants more
money." The figure was set on the basis
of the average domestic earning of $3,000,000 per picture. The slate of 27 films
to be made here during the coming year
has been boosted with the announcement
that Metro will make five low-cost pictures
in addition to the top-budgeters already
announced. The additions are planned as
an attempt to turn out more films at a
budget geared to the domestic market
and to corral some quick returns on investment.
Current production and plans for the
future continue at a steady high, with
five before the cameras on the lot, "The
Conspirator" being filmed in England, and
"The Man in the Eiffel Tower", being
produced in Paris by Franchot Tone. The
domestic quintet includes one new starter, "In the Good Old Summertime", which
stars Judy Garland and Van Johnson in
a musical version of "A Little Shop
Around The Corner".
.Although Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
made no further commitments at the time
they studio
starredis in
"Barkeleys
of Broadway",
the
hoping
they will
approve an
original with new tunes by Irving Berlin,
r treatmenr which should prove a boxoffice success.
Red Skelton's next will be "Watch the
Birdie", scheduled for a January start,
followed by "The Yellow Cab Man", rights
to which Metro recently acquired. Incidentally, this denotes a new title fad,
following "The Fuller Brush Man", "The
Fuller Brush Girl" (planned by Columbia
for Lucille Ball) and "The Good Humor

LULL

PARAMOUNT
NEW

12-PICTURE

WITH HAL WALLIS

PACT
OKAYED

A new 12-picture deal with Hal Wallis
has been set and awaits only the signatures. The old agreement, also for an
even
dozen,
ends with
of "The Accused"
and Paramount's
the new nact release
means
an uninterrupted flow of product for the
company from the Wallis unit, which has
been responsible for some of the top grossers of the year, including "Sorry, Wrong
Number." The pact was negotiated by
Joseph Hazen, president of the Wallis
company, and Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount vice-president, in New York.
One new starter here, the Pine-Thomas
production "Manhandled," starring Dorothy Lamour and Sterling Hayden, brings
total production up to five. Others are
"Top O' the Morning," (Crosby), the Hope
Ftarrer, "Easy Does It" (in which Jack
Benny will make a surprise appearance),
DeMille's "Samson and Delilah" and Hal
Wallis' "Bitter Victory." Thus Paramount
maintains a steady pace, which continues
v ith the announcement that five more will
."^tart during the first two months of 1949:
The first Frank Capra production since
Paramount took over Liberty Films,
"Broadway Bill," to star Crosby, a remake
of the old Columbia release, bought from
Harry Cohn who made the original picture
in 1934 with Warner Baxter and Myrna
Loy; Alan Ladd's next, "After Midnight";
"Restless(Holden-Caulfield)
Angel" (Hutton-Mature)
; "Dear
V/ife"
and Brackett
and Wilder's "Sunset Boulevard."
Capra has postponed his production of
"Woman of Distinction" in order to handle
"Broadway Bill," which makes possible
the casting of Cary Grant in the procrasti-17
nated production after his return from
Europe, where he is making "I Was a
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Male War Bride" for Fox. Jean Arthur
has boon signed for the co-starring role,
and it looks as though the original budget
of $2,000,000 for this one will be tough to
pare any lower.
Robert and Everett Riskin are completing their deal with Paramount to release
their independent product, and will soon
make announcement of their program.
The first four releases for 1949 have
been announced for this lot. They are
"My Own True Love" (Phyllis Calvert
and Melvyn Douglas), "Whispering Smith"
(Ladd-Preston), Pine-Thomas' ''Dynamite" and Hal Wallis' "The Accused"
(Loretta Young-Robert Cummings).
The studio has bought another western
thriller, an original by Richard English
titled "Copper Canyon," and plans to use
top names as they did in "Whispering
Smith" and "Streets of Laredo" . . . They
have also purchased an original titled
"Little Boy Blue" for the 1949 production
slate.
REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC

READIES
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SCRIPTS FOR 1949 SHOOTING
"gELLE OF MONTANA" and "Duke of
Chicago" have finished, and the only
picture now shooting is "The Hideout"
with Lloyd Bridges and Adrian Booth.
Seventeen scripts are completed for the
New Year's program. Six of these are
top budgeters and include John Wayne's
own production of "Eagles in Exile," plus
"The Vanishing Westerner," "The Sea of
Darkness," "Faces in the Sun," "Crosswinds" and "Panama Passage."
Eight releases have been set for January and February. The January films are
"Wake of the Red Witch," top budgeter
for the year, "Rose of the Yukon," "Sheriff
of Wichita," "Frontier Pony Express" (a
Roy Rogers re-release) and an Allan
Rocky Lane western. February releases
will be "The Last Bandit," "Saga of Death
Valley" and "Daughter of the Jungle."
RKO
STUDIO SHELVES
FILM, POSTPONES

McCAREY
TWO

MORE

^HELVING and postponement seem to
be the o^der of the day on this lot.
Leo McCarey, who planned to make "Adam and Ev?" this year under his commitment to RKO, has decided against the
property and is looking for a substitute
to be filmed next year. "I Married a
Communist" has been postponed until
next year, and John Cromwell has been
taken off the directorial assignment on
this one. I'c also looks now as though
Merle Oberon will bow out of the leading
role, to be replaced, perhaps, by Jane
Greer. Miss Oberon's contract calls for
18

three a year here, and the studio is currently working out a definite trio for her,
"Communist" not being included. "Operation Malaya" has also been put off until 1949, budget trouble being given as
the excuse for postponement.
Two major films have started here, the
first one being "Sam Wynne," Will Price's
first directing chore, which stars Martha
Scott and Jeffrey Lynn. It concerns a
timid bookkeeper who is persuaded by his
boss to make the latter's suicide appear
murder in order to collect insurance for
the boss' family. It has a surprise twist
at the end, and if well done, should prove
an interesting film. The second new starter is titled "It's Only Money," starring
Frank Sinatra and Jane Russell. This
makes three going for RKO, including
Goldwyn's "PvOseanna McCoy," which has
bumped into script trouble, temporarily
halting production. Goldwyn's next, incidentally, has been set for 1949 filming
and is titled "Uncle Wiggley in ConnectiArgosy's "She Wore a Yellow Ribbon"
(Wayne-Dru) has been completed, and
the firm's next film will reunite Merian C.
cut." and Ernest Schoedsack as a direcCooper
tor-producer team for the first time in a
dozen years. They made such pictures as
"Four Feathers" and "Last Days of
Pompeii." Their first for Argosy will be
titled "Great Adventure" and will be filmed in Africa early next spring.
Deal has been closed for Mickey Rooney's unit, the Rooney-Steifel company, to
move onto the RKO lot after the first of
the year.

20th CENTURY-FOX
FOX MAINTAINS
LEADERSHIP

PRODUCTION

WITH 6 SHOOTING

"■JI^HIS studio
the bu.siest
in Hollywood wilh issixstill
before
the cameras,
after the finish of "Down to the Sea in
Ships" (Barrymore-Widmark), and the
start of a new musical, "You're My Everything." starring Anne Baxter, Dan Dailey
and Anne Revere. "Slattery's Hurricane"
will start almost immediately, to bring
production to a comfortable total of seven.
A psychological murder drama titled
"Methinks the Lady" has been taken off
the shelves here after more than a year
of dust-gathering because of the crop of
similar-type films made throughout the
industry. It will be Otto Preminger's
next assignment and will star Gene llerney and Richard Conte. "Sweet Poison,"
the Broadway play, will be filmed here
very soon, with Anne Baxter and Richard
Widmark in the leading roles, and Joseph
Mankiewicz producing.
Claude Binyon leaves Universal-International after a two-year stint there to
sign a seven-year director-writer contract
with Fox. His first will be "The Doctor
Wears Three Faces," for which Jeanne
Grain has been set in the top role ... A
new directorial contract has also been
inked by Lloyd Bacon, after his completion of "Moiher Is a Freshman." Bacon's
first under his new one-a-year deal will
be ' It Happens Every Spring," to start
in December and star Ray Milland and
Jean Peters.

SRO
RELEASE

TALKS

CONTINUE;

3 SET FOR OVERSEAS

START

jQESPITE
O. Selznick's
statement,
followingDavid
collapse
of UA negotiations,
that SRO would continue in its present
form, he turned right around and started
huddles with Eagle-Lion for a releasing
deal including many of his older, but lucrative films. However, he is expected to
hang on to his own current product and
plans all-out effort in the immediate future
to the releasing of "Portrait of Jennie."
While Selznick's producing plans here
at home are at a standstill, with nothing
planned for the future, he is going in
quite heavily for foreign production. He
will co-produce, with Alexander Korda,
"The Third Man," which stars Joe Gotten
and Valli, and will be made in Vienna.
He also joins Michael Powell and Emeric
Pressburger in the production of "Gone
to Earth," to be made in England with
Jennifer Jones in the leading role, and a
summer start is scheduled in England for
"Tess of the D'Urbervilles," also starring
Miss Jones.
Deal has been set for SRO to release
Jack Wrathcr's film titled "What Every
Bride Should Know." Shirley Temple is
a possibility for the lead in this one.

UNITED

ARTISTS

HUGHES-NASSOUR
DEAL CHECKS

FINANCE

STRAYING

INDES

new change has developed in the longpending deal of Howard Hughes and
James Nassour to finance a block of films
for U-A. There has been so much backing and filling on this one that it is difficult to pin anything down as definite, but
the latest arrangement is that the loan
has been upped considerably and will
cover eight to ten films. The original
three producers (Garnett, Bischoff and
the Riskin brothers) who have been shopping around town for a release outlet for
their product, are back in the UA picture,
now that the cash arrangement has been
so happily increased. Hughes, as originally planned, will get back his "Vendetta," "Mad Wednesday" and "The Outlaw,"
plus a percentage of the gross, in return
for his share of the financing. If the deal
goes through this time, it will make up
in a sizable way for the collapse of the
projected deal with SRO.
Benedict Bogeaus flew off the handle
about the report that he had clamped a
budget ceiling of half a million on his
next two films for UA. "There is no such
FILM

BULLETIN
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thing as a $500,000 budget as far as I'm
concerned," Bogeaus declared, adding
that he would spend the cash necessary to
insure the product's success. His last,
"The Girl From Manhattan" with Dorothy Lamour and George Montgomery,
cost $750,000, and according to Bogeaus
"no one in his right mind would try to
put out a picture of that calibre for a cent
less."
With the wind-up of "Impact" balanced
by the start of "Dan Patch" (Gail Russell-Dennis O'Keefe), and "The Champion" and "Africa Screams" still before the
cameras, there are still three in production here. Two more are in the lineup
for UA rele;ise, both scheduled for spring
starts, and both to be filmed abroad. The
first is titled "Password to Love," based
on the Dumas story, "Chevalier de Maison
Rouge," which will be co-produced in
Italy by Scalera Films and United California Productions. Eugene Frenke and
Robert Cummings, who head the latter
firm, decided to collaborate with the Italian company when they discovered that
Scalera was planning production of the
story. The other foreign film will be
"Sorrell and Son," to be made in England
and possibly starring American actors by
the Associated British Cinemas with the
Artists Alliance company (Mary PickfordLester Cowan outfit) doing the actual production chore. The latter has signed a
deal for ons more picture, as yet undetermined, to be made under this setup and
released through UA.
The UA board last week approved additional deals for two new films and two
reissues to bolster its lineup. "Criminals," will be made in Hollywood by Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., and Martin Mooney;
the other now one, "Another World," is
to be produced in England by Anatole de
Grunwald. The reissues are Lester Cowan's "Story of G.I. Joe" and James Cagney's "Blood on the Moon," both films
with war backgrounds.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L
STAR TROUBLE
WITH NEW

COUNTERED

PUYER

BUILD-UP

■^-I leads dustrythe
trendfinancial
throughout
the into battle
demands
of
established nctors by hiring new faces
and giving them star build-up. In accordance with Wm. Goetz's previously announced intention of going all-out on this
policy, he has signed, among others, an
Eskimo beauty contest winner for a role
in "Arctic Manhunt" (Quianna is the
name), and given a seven-year pact to
Viennese actor Paul Christian. Meg
Randall completed a role in "Life of Riley"
and immediately went into "Ma and Pa
Kettle" as Richard Long's love interest.
Gar Moore 's featured in "Illegal Entry"
and Anthony Curtis has an important role
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in "The Amboy Dukes." An actress named June Fulton is on her way here from
Johannesburg, South Africa to do a featured role in "And Baby Makes Three,"
and Patricia Hall, who also had a part in
"Life of Riley," is being handed the lead
in a group of Tex Williams three-reel
westerns. Iz may be worthwhile to watch
these fresh faces; the studio has already
proved successful with three newcomers,
namely Shelley Winters, Marta Toren and
Stephen McNally.
U-I keeps pace with the other studios,
having finished one and started one in
the last two weeks. "Calamity Jane and
Sam Bass" has wound up, and "Ma and
Pa Kettle" has begun. Scheduled for immediate starts are "Gambling Lady" (Barbara Stanwyck) and "Arctic Manhunt."
Producer Leonard Goldstein, who handles
production reins on all of these except the
Stanwyck picture, has had his schedule
upped to seven films this year, over last
year's five. His others will be "And Baby
Makes Three," with Donald O'Connor,
"Sing Your Way Out," with Tony Martin,
"Showdown" and "Shoplifter."
Wm. Dozicr has set "Remarkable Fellow," purchased fi-om RKO for a reported
$75,000, as the last of the three films he
has to deliver to U-I for Rampart Productions. Joan Fontaine, will star in the
comedy, following her success as a laughgetter in "You Gotta Stay Happy" . . .
Deanna Dubbin goes to Italy for her next
film, as yet untitled, which U-I will make
in collaboration with Scalera Films. Because of this commitment. Miss Durbin
bows out of the lead of "The Western
Story," which will be directed by Frederick DeCordova and get underway in midDecember. Yvonne deCarlo takes over
the starring role. . . . U-I has bought a
forthcoming Saturday Evening Post story,
titled ' Going, Going, Gone" and will produce it next year . . . They are also preparing to make a film version of the
famous Stielow murder case, which
shocked New York about 25 years ago.
WARNER
SHUTDOWN

Bill RmERS!

BROS.

TO CONTINUE

INTO EARLY '49 AT WARNERS
^OW that additional axes are falling
at this 'ot, laying off another goodly
percentage of employees, it is admitted
that the studio is shutdown, probably well
into the first part of next year. "Task
Force" has finished, and "Under Capricorn" has only a few minor scenes to be
filmed.
Plans for production next year continue, but starting time is seldom mentioned.
Among the few ideas floating around here
are "White Heat," a crime documentary,
and producer Milton Sperling's effort to
get James Tagney to star in his "Murder,
Inc." for a United States production.
Jerry Wald has set Lew Ayres opposite
Jane Wyman in "Storm Center" for his
1949 production slate.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.
COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (73)
Completed ( 4)
Completed (29)

In Production (3)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
ALL THE KING'S MEN
Drama— Started November 29
Cast: Broderick
Crawford, Joanne Dru, John Ireland, John
Derek.
Director-Producer: Robert Rossen
story: Uise lo (kju-.t a:ul state b-o\ ernoisliiii of man who is eventually assasinated.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
— Running Time
Cast Dttails Rel.
GrTitle
ee
d
No.
Details under title: Bonanza Ford-Lu'-ino
11-8
Jolson Sings Again (T)
Pa^ks-Hal^
11-22.!!.!!!!
COMPLETED
1948-49
Air Hostess
Henry-Wright
9-27
Arkansas SwI b, The
Vincent-Hot
Shots 3-29... 7-29.
Details under title: Texas Sandman
BigDetails
So bre-o,
8-18
underThetitle:(C)
A Little Spanish Town Autry-Verdugo
.8-48.
Blacl< Arrow, The (76)
Hay»a-d-Blair 8-4. .9-16.
Blacic Eagle, the Sto y of a Horse Bishop-Pa;ton
5-10
Details under title: B'aek E^gle
Blondie Hits the Jackpot
Singleton-Lake 10-25
Blondie's Big Deal
Singletcn-Lake 9-27
!!
Bicndie's Kfc~t
Single'on-Lakc 6-7
BNtti Blaekle's Chlnwe Ventort
IVlorr:s-May la
7-5
Details under title: Boston Blackie's H:nor
Br«ce Gentry
Nesl-'ljrk
8-30
Challenge
ot the Range
Starref-Burnette
7-5
CMf* Bill
McGuire-Moore 5-10
Crime
Doctir'tThe
Diary, The
EaHolden-Cobb
ter-Maxwell 8-30
'.
Dark Pat,
6-7
Details o-der title: Hearsay
Pe-e t Vigilante
Starrelt-Burnette 9-27
Devil's
Henchn^en,
The
Baxter-Converse 11-8
El Dorad«
Pass
Starett-Burnetfe
6-7.. 10-14 !
Gallant Blade (C)
Farks-Chipman 12-8
Gentleman From Nowhere (66)
Baxter-Baker
5-10.... 9-9
Her Wo>idertil Lie
Kiepura-Ecgerth 11-10
Details under title: The Eternal IVIelody
Home in San Antone
Actff-Wallace 11-22
)anale Jim
Weismuller
8-16
Jangle Jim's Adventure
Weissmuller-Dell 9-27
Knock
On
Any
Door
8cg-rt-Derek
8-16
Laramie
Starrett-Burnette 10-25
Law of the Bartary Coast
Shavne-Henry
8-2
Loaded Pistols
Autry-Brltton
Lone Wolf and His Lady, The
Randall-Vincent 8-30
Lawsf Tako All
Mitchell-Nigh 3-15
Datans onder title: Wlmiir Take Nothing
laters. Tke
Wilde-Knight 7-19
Lem of Carmen, The (T) (95)
Hay«orth-Ford 11-24
9-27
Lalo Belle (87)
Lamrur-Montgomery .. 11-10 ... 8-48
Make Believe Ballroom
Courtland-Warrick 9-27
Man From Colorad*. The (T)
Ford-Drew
3-17
Manhattan Angel
Jean-Ford
3-15
Details inder title: Sweetheart of the Blues
Mutinters, The
Hall-Jergcns
11-8
Ho S;ft Touch
Ford-Keyes
8-30
•(I«k an the Trigger
Starrett-Binetii 6-21
Ralara tf Oetoher, The (T)
Ford-Moore
9-29.. 11-48
Ridin'
tha onder
Old Pino
Autry-Whlte
7-5
Details
title:Trail
Wings Westward
Rough Sketch
Jones-' arflJld
9-13
Ratty Leads the Way
Donaldson-Moffett 3-1.. 10-21
DotaMs under title: Rosty Takes a Walk
Raity Saves A Life
Ornaldson-L'tel
Hn»lii' Spurs
Hoosler Hot Shots
9-23
Sllghty French
Lamour-Ameche 1-19
Details ander title: Let's Fall In Love
Saioky Mountain Molody
AeolT-Sntoky Mt. Boyi ...8-2
toag af India
Bey-Rusiell
7-5
Strawberry Poan, The (C)
Antry-Henry
7-7... 8-48 Siperman (Special Serial)
Alyn-Nell
2-16... 7-15
Trail to Laredo (54)
Starrott-Buniette
8-12
Triple Threat
Henry-Crane
7-19... 9-30
Mndertover Man
Ford-Foch
5-24
Untamed
Tufts-Britton 4-12... 9-48
•oUlls Breed,
ander The
title:(C)
Tht Wrangler
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WalkDetails
a Croo'<"d
Mile
5-24... £-48.
order title:
FBI Meats £c;tland O'Keefe-Hayward
Yard
Walking Hills, The
fcott-Ralnn
5-24
Wild Bill Dooin
Scott-Allbritton 10-25
EAGLE-LION
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (45)
Completed ( 7)

In Production (0)
In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1948-49
Title — Runnlni Time
Cast Details
Rel. No.
Re*.
Ailventem of Gallant Bess (73)
Mitchell-Long
10-8 905 .9-13
Behind
Locked
Doors
(61)
Bremer-Carlson
6-7
..
10-15
... .906 . . 8-2
Details aadtr title: Inside the Wall
Bl« C-t The (T)
McCall stcr-Gerner 8-2
Blanche Ftry (93)
Hobs«n-Grangtr Farel n
8-30
Canon C ty (83)
Brady-Meade
3-29... 6-30 S2( 7-5
He Details
Walked under
By Night
(80)
Basehart-Brady
5-10
.
11-19
910..
11-22
tl le: Twenty-Nine Clues
Hollow Triumph (83)
Henre:d-8ennett 2-16 . .8-30. . . .904. . .8-16
In Details
This Comer
(66)
Brady-Shaw
3-15... 9-19 903... 9-13
unfer title: Co n To Fight
It's MoldcT
SwIUer-Whalen
5-12
Lady At Midnight
Oenning-Lee
3-15 .. 8-8 ... .907.
831 .
Let's Live A L t:ie (85)
Lamarr-Cummings 3-1 11-12 .815. .11-8
ManDetails
from rnder
Texas title:
(71)
Craig-Barl
5-26
..
10-18
.
.
.4-12
A Texas Story
Million Dolhr Weekend (73)
Raymond-Paull
11-26 .908. . .11-8
Northwest
Leslie-Craig 7-21 ... 7-28 . . .830... 7-19
Details Stampede
under title:(C) W:ld(79)
Canqaest
Jean-RalTerty 9-27
An
Cirl,
Fashioned
Old
Oliver Twist
Davies
Foraign ... 7-14 .... 828
Olympic Canes, The (T) (136)
Documentary
9-12
902... 9-27
rarolj
O'Shea-Bey
8-16
Rampage
Mitehcll-Long J2-22
.
Red Shoes. The (T) (133)
Walbrook-Shearer Foreign
10-23
8-2
Healher-Franz
Red Stallion In tSe Rockies (C)
Reign of Terror
Cummings-Dahl 9-13
Shed No Tears (70)
Ford-Vincent
3-1. . .7-21. .. .829. . .8-30
S»>ir|tuali<t. The (791
Bey-Bari
1-19
8-1 827
H-S
Lord-Shayne
Strange Mrs. Crane, The (60)
5-12
Ireland-Ryan
Tomorrow You Uie
Ha>-ward-Preston 7-5
Tulsa

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Ti:le — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Re*.
Alaska Patrol
Trav:s-We:tcott
Appointment
(67)
11-8
Beta Is cn with
er tiMurder
le: Date
with Morder Calvert-Craig 8-16 . 11-24
Arrye Secrets (63)
Gargan-Lnrd
5-7
Daughter of Ramona (C)
Vickers-Pe d
9-27
Inner Sa-ctcm (62)
Hughe -Rii;se!l 7-19... 9-48
10-25
10-11
OeMiMe-Ha'e
The
Judge,
10-11
4-12... 9-48
Ca!hojn-Long
Journey (C) (76)
Miraculous
9-27
Raymond-(^u-ie 3-29... 6-48
(C) (83)
Sofia
Lundigan-Brucc
State Department (C) (76)
Unknown
Island
(C)
Grey-Rwd
6-21...
9-48
Details under title: The Dnbclievabia

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1948-49 Features
Completed (24)
In Production (7)
NEW PRODUCTIONS
IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME
Musical — Started November 22
Cast: Judv Garland, Van Johnson, Mary Astor.
Director: Robert Z. Leonard
Producer: Joe Pasternak
.•^tory; Not available.
THE MAN ON THE EIFFEL TOWER
Drama — Started September 20
Cast: Franchot Tone, Charles Laughton, Burgess Meredith,
Robert Hutton.
Director: Irving Allen
Producers: Franchot Tone-Irving Allen
Storv; Not availulile. Being made in Paris I'or M-G-M release.
RELEASE CHART
Re*.
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel. N
Conspirator. The
Taylor-Taylor 11-22
Great Sinner. The
Peck-Barrymore 10-25 . . . Apr .. .
Neptune's Daughter
Skelton-Williams 11-8
Secret Garden, The
O'Brlen-Stockwell 10-25 . . May. . .
Stratton Story, The
Stewarl-Allyson 11-18. . . May. . .
FILM

BULLETIN

COMPLETED
1948-49
Act of Violence
Hell n-Ryan
6-21 Feb. .
Barkleys of Broadway
Rogers-Astaire 8-2 . .Atr.
Bis Jack
Beery-Main
9-27
Bribe, The
Taylor-Gardner 6-21 Mar.
Caught
Bel
Geddes-Ryan
8-2
Details under ti:ie: Loekiest Girl in the World
Coormand Decision
Gable-Pidfleon 4-26
Edward, My Son
Tracy-Kerr
7-19.......
Force of Evil
Garlield-Pearson 7-5... Jan.
Details und:r title: The Numkers Racket
Hills of Home (T> '97)
Gwenn-Leigh
9-29... Dec. 909. .10-11
Julia Mi beha es (99)
Garson-Pidgeon 1-19... Oct. i03.
. .8-16
Little Women
Allyson-Taylor 7-5. . . Apr
Luxury Liner (T) (£8)
Brent-Gifford
9-1.. Sept 901 .8-33
Night at the Opera
Marx Bros
Reprint . . D<"
Kissing Bandit. The (T)
Sinatra-Grayson 5-26 .Jan
No Minor Vices (J6)
Andrews-Palmer
Nov. . 904 . . 10-25
5an Francisco .
Tracy-Gable
Reprint . . Dec
Secret Land
Navy Documentary
Oct.... 905
Sun Comes Up, The
MacDonald-Nolan 5-10 . .. Feb
Details under title: The Sun in the Morning
Southern Yankee, A (90)
f k-lte--Da'il
2-2 . Set 902... 8-13
Take Me Out to the Ball Game (T)
Sinatra-Williams 8-16... Mar
Tale of Navajos
Navajos Indians
Three Godfathers, The (T)
Wayne-Armendariz 5-24... J-n
Three Musketeers (T) (126)
Turner-Kely
2-16... Nov 906 . 10-25
Words and Music (T)
Garland-Roorey 4-26 . Dec . .910
MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

Completed (37)
Completed (18)

In Production (0)
In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
Cast Details
Title— Running Time
Madison-Calhoun 9-27. Rel.
When a Man's a Man
COMPLETED
1947-48
Btek Trail (54)
Brcwn-Hatton
7-18... 4757.
Bad Boy
Ncl:n-Wyatt
10-25
Bomba the Jongle Bey
Sheffield-Garner . ...10-25
Courtin'
Trouble
(56)
Details under title: Headin' for Trouble Wakeley-Belmont 9-27 .. 11-21 ... 4768 .
Cowboy CavaMer (55)
Wakely-Taylo.7-4...47C2.
Crashing Thru
Wilson-Clyde
11-8 12-26
12-19
Feathered Serpent, The
Winters-Luke 10-11.
Details under title: Charlie Chan in Mexico
Fighting Ran er. The (57)
Brown-Hatton
6-7., . .8-15. .4753.
.4720.
Golfen
Eye.
The
(69)
Wintcr-^onng
4-26.
.4758.
Gunning For Justice (55)
Brown-Hatton
9-13., ..8-29
11-7
.
Henry, the Rainmaker
Walburn-Catiett 10-11
Details under title: The Rainmaker
Hidden Danger
Brown-Hatton 10-25... 12-5
Incident (66)
Douqias-Frazse 8-16 1-9... 4803..
Iron Dukes
Bowery Boys
8-2
Details under title: Bowery Comeback
Jiggs and Maggie in Court
Yule-R ano
9-27 12-12
Joe Palooka in the Big Fight
Ktrkwood-Romay 8-30
Kidnapped (81)
MacOowail-England . . 5-24 . 11-28 ... 4725 . . .9-27
MIthael
O'Halloran
(79)
Rob«r!$-Beckett
4-12 9-5.
8-8. ..4719.
4721 .
Music Man
Strjvart-Erlto 5-24
Outlaw Brand (57)
Wakeley-Larsen
10-24. . 4764 .
Rangers Ride (56)
Wakeley-Belmont
9-26. .4767.
Shanghai Chist, The (65)
Winters-Best
2-16... 7-11. .4718.
Details under title: Murder by Alphabet
Sheriff From Medicine Bow (55)
Brown-Ha.ton
7-19... 10-3 .4754.
Sliver Trails (53)
Wakely-Taylor 7-5... 8-22. .4763.
Sixteen Fat*'ems Deeo (Ante*)
Lak*-Chaney
7-25. .4801.
.4726.
Smugglers'
Cove
(66)
Gsrcey-Hall
10-10.
Stampede
Cameron-Storm 10-25
Trouble Makers (69)
Gorcey-Ha:i
6-7.... 1-2. .4727.
Details under title: High Tension
Tuna Clipper
McDowall-Verdugo ....11-22
When a Man's a Man
Madison-Calhoun 9-27
Winner Take All (65)
Kirkwood-Knox
9-19... 4802.
ALLIED ARTISTS
Babe Rjth Story, The (lOS)
Bendix-Trevor 3-29 9-6 10.
BadDetails
Men under
of Tombstone
.8-2
title: Last of the Badmen Sullivan-Reynolds 6-21.. 11-15
DudeDetails
Goes under
West. title:
The The
(87)
Albert-Storm
12-8. . .8-30 8. .6-21
Tenderfoot
Smart Woman (90)
Benneft-Aherne 10-27... 4-30 7.
Strike It Rich
Cameron-Granville 7-19
PARAMOUNT
1948-49 Features
1947-48 Features

Completed (22) In Production (5)
Completed (20)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MANHANDLED
Drama —Started November 18
Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Sterling Hayden, Dan Duryea, Dick
Foran.
Director: Lewis R. Foster
Producer: Pine-Tiiomas
Stoiy: ('liminal oonimji.s ciimes witli ht'lp (if ;hcp.>!.s to psytlu;itrist's personal file's.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Bitter Victory
Scott-Csmmings 10-25
Easy Does It
Hope-Fleming
NOVEMBER

22, 1948

Samson and Delilah (T)
Top
0' the Morning
COMPL
ETED
Beyond
DetailsGlory
under(82)
title: The Long. Grey Line
Big Town Scandal (62)
Dream Girl (86)
Emperor Waltz, The (T> (106)
Foreion Affair. A (116)
So Evil My Love (100)
Accused, The (101)
Al:asDetails
Nickunder
Seal title:
(93)
Dark Circle
Chrcaqo
Deadline
Details under title: One Woman
Connecticut Yankee, A (T) (107)
Disaster (60'
Dynami'e
(fS)
El Paso
Great
Gatsby,
The
Heiress, The
Isn't
It
Romantic
(87)
Mask for Lucrctia
Miss Tatlock s Millions (101)
My Own True Love
Night Has A Thousand Ejes <81)
Paleface,Verdict
The (T)
(91)
SealeJ
(83)
Shaggy (C) (72i
SinDetails
of AbbyunderHunt
title: Abiga.l, Dear Heart
Sorrowful Jones
Sorry. Wrong Number (89)
Spec al Agent
Streets of Laredo
Whispering
Smi;h (T)
(T) (88)

' amarr-Ma'ere 10-25
Crosby-Blythe 11-22
1947-4S
Ladd-Reed
9-29.. . 9-3 .4726. . .6-21
.5-24
Reed-Brooke
7-30 .4722.
.4720
HuttDn-Carry
5-12.. ..8-20.
7-23 .4721.
Crosby-Fontaine .. . '>-24.
..5-lC
.6-7
Arthgr-Lond-D etrxh x2-22. . 7-2. .4"24.
Mil and-ToJd
5-26. . .8-6. . 4723 . .6-21
1948-49
. .6-7
Young-C mmings
4-26
. 4812
Milland-Totter 5-10. .1-14.
. .3-4. 4808 . 11-22
Ladd-Rced
8-16
Crosty-Fleming 6-24 ..4-15 . 4814
Dennirg-Marshall 2-16... 12-3 .4806.
.10-25
.4809
Gargan-Welles
Payne-Rossell 5-271-28
lai'd-Fied
deHav lland-Ci:ft ..3-d9
7-5
Lake-DeWofe 9-13
3-1 11-10-8
19 .. . 4802 . 10-25
Goddrrd-Lund
Hend i(-Lunr
4-12 10-22 . . .4810
.4805. . .9-27
Oco las-Calvert 7-7
Pobin on-Russell 7-7 12- 24 . .
Rope-Rosse:i
8-18
. 4807 . .. .7-19
. 11-8
2-4 .4803.
Milhnd-Marty
11-5.
Joyce-Shiyne
6-11.. .4804. . .9-13
.4/17 . . .4-25
Rains-Hentrix 2-2
Po-e-Ball 4-26
Stanwyck-Lanca:ter 2-2... 9-24.. .4801 8-2
Eythe-R eves
5-24
Ho'den-Fre
man
8-2
Ladd-Marshall
4-28.
. .2-18.
!48im!^^'!

RELEASE CHART
1947-48
Title— Rannlng Time
t3«f Details
Rel.
No. Re».
736
Milad-Filcrs
Dow (66)
Mary
Alias
Ex-Champ (72i
M La lea -Brown
Aug S26
Give Us Winos (62)
"-.T. Guy»-O.E. Kids
1095
1124..,.
Blon ell-i-ow I.
Wife (78)
Model Tomorrow
When
Comes (92)
Oume-B-yer
Aug . . .£48
1063
L.T.Guys- D.E. Kids
You're Not So Tough (71)
1948-49
-Bey
Thieves (T) (87) . .Monte?
the Forty
Baba Cuand (64?
AAMmorei
.
Wiifox-Romero
Captive WiM Womin (60;
Car adin:-Ankers
Hay.. .12 0
Corvette K-225 (98)
fcot -Fitzserald
May... 12.0
ohnson
Olsen-J
(80)
Hoose
Crazy
Dianond Frontier (SI)
McLaglen-Loder
Drums of the Congo (61)
Eiw n-M«nson
May... 1210
Frontier Barmen (77)
Chancy-Paige
Daiiey-O'Connor
Give
I CoverOuttheSisters
War (65)
(68)
Wayne-Gage
Magnificent Brute (78)
McLaglen-^arnes
Apr 796
Men of Texas (82)
't-bott 4 Costello
Jay. ..1222
r-Ryan
O'Conno
Bigtie(74)
Mr. Li.
Fields-West
Cniciadee (84)
My
July 7.8
Powell-Lombard
My Man Godfrey (93)
Arlen-Moore
Mutiny on the Blackhawk (66)
Stewart-Milland-Sullavan Jane T,6
Next Time We Love (87)
Crawford-Chaney
North to the Klondike (58)
Pardon My Sarong (84)
Stack-Cooper
Jone...l238
Rains-Eddy
of the Opera (T) (92)
Phantom
Bio
(77)
Rathbone-Commings
Cummings-Lane
Saboteur (108)
Sea Sooilers (63)
Wayne-Grey
Apr 361
Dorn-Hinds
Ski Patrol (64)
-Moore
Lundigan
State Police (78)
Dailey-lord
Timber (60)
Wings Over Honolulu (78)
^il and-aarry
May... 871
-Lane
Craig
Zanzibar (69)
REISSUE

REPUBLIC
Completed (29)
Completed (17)
Completed ( 4)

1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials
NEW

In Production (1)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

PRODUCTIONS

THE HIDEOUT
Drama —Started November 26
Cast: Lloyd Bridges, Adrian Booth, Alan Carney.
Director: Phil Ford
Producer: Sidney Picker
.~<lor\-: .A. Iter jewel ru.bl)er.v, gang.stera hide out on farm, where gang leader falls
lor farmer's daughter.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rel.
Rev.
Title— Running Time
Cast Detilii
Montana Belle (Tr.)
Russell-Brent 11-8.
COMPLETED
No.. .794.
Advtntares of Frank A JtuI* James
Moore-Neill
4-26. .10-30 . .719.
713
Angel
In Exile
Details
indor title: Miracle of Charlie DaklnCarroll-Mara 4-12. . . .9-3. 720
Angel on the Amazon
Brent-Ralston 5-10. 11-1.
Code of Scotland Yard
Homolka-Farr
10-24.
Daredevils of the Clouds (60)
Livingston-Clark 3-11... 8-10. 716. . . .8-2
Daughter of The Jungle
Hall-Cardwell 9-13 2-8.
Denver Kid, The
Lane-Gallagher 7-5... 10-1 758
21

D*s»:ndoei o» Oodg* City
Line-W Ihr
6-21. . .9-15 757
Dick Tracy Retarni (Scrlil)
Boyd-Robcru
7-17 793
0Bl!9|io JO 9)|noBrown-Long 11-22 3-5
Eyes of Texas, Tha iTr) (70)
Rogcrs-Robtrti 4-12... 7-15 732 *-2
Far Frontic.-, The (Tr.)
Rog :rs-Oe» ne
8-16 .12-29
Federal Agmts Vs. Under round
Alle'-LaPlai the
7-19
GallaMi legion, ThIll ott-Booth
1-5... 7-25 715
Grano Can oi Trail (Tr.)
Rogers-Frazee 6-21 . . 11-15 .... 734
Homicide fo- T ree
Long-Dooglas
6-7 ... 12-8 .... 801
It's A Gra-'d Old N.-.g (Tr.)
(ianoun feature
12-20 761
Macbtth (107)
W.les-Nolan
7-7... 10-1
10-25
Marshal or Am-.rPlo
l.an( Wa ler
7-25 756
Miso riai. The (TR)
Ei:iott-"oofh 9-13. . .2-15
Montana Belle (Tr.)
Riissel-Brent 11-8
Moonnte
Clark-Riissell 1-5... 10-1. .714
Nighttime in Ncvatfa (T)
Rogers-Harmon 5-10.... 9-5. .733
OutDetails
of theunder
Stormtith:(61)
Lydon-C
III r
3-29... 9-11. .717. . .9-13
Backfire
Plunderers, The (Tr.) (87)
Camcr:n-Massey 6-7... 12-1. .721. . .11-8
Red Pony, T e (Ti
loy-M.tchum
6-9
Reneiaies of fonora
Lane-Waller
8-30 . 11-24. .862
Rose of the Yukon
Brodie-Dell
8-16 1-5
Sheriff of Wichita
Lane-Waller
11-22. . . 1-22
Son of God's Ca nty (Tr.)
Halc-Blake
9-15 741
Soni of Adv-torHayden-Roberts 3-15 ... 9-1 ... .718
Sundown In Santa Fe
Lane-Wal er
11-5. . . .861
Wake of the Red WIteh. The
Waync-Rus e:i
8-2 .1-1
R K O
1948 Features

RADIO

Completed (51)

In Production (3)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SAM WYNNE
Drama —Started November 16
Cast: Jeffrey Lynn, Martha Scott, Richcird Gaines.
Director: Will Price
.Stoiy: Employer commits suicide and to get insurance for family, dupes bookkoeper into making death appear murder.
IT'S ONLY MONEY
Comedy -Started November 22
Cast: Frank Sinatra, Jane Russell, Groucho Marx.
Director: Irving Cummings, Sr.
Producer: I. Cummings, Jr.
Story: Bank
wins of$60,000
who day.
disappears and b.ink's records
show clerk
shortage
similartlirougti
amount bookie,
the .same
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Tile — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Re».
Roseanne M:Coy
Grander-Evans 11-22
1948-49
GROUP ONE
Eachel
and
the
Stranjer
(93)
Yoang-Ho^den
9-1
8-16
Details under title: Rachel
Peal. Th' (771
M.-r-nes-Arrendar:i ..Foreign
3-15
Variety Time (59)
Er ol -Kennedy
8-16
GROUP TWO
Bodyg
TDnrimentarv
crrey-lane
5-10
9-13
Design ardfor ('3)
Death (48)
9-13
Station We<t (52)
Powcll-G eer
9-13
GROUP THREE
Blood On The Moon (88)
Mitchum-B'l Geddes 3-1
11-22
Every Girl Should Be Married (85)
Grant-Tone
6-7
11-22
Indan Agent (65)
Holt-Martin
6-7
11-22
NOT DESIGNATED
Baltimore Escapade
Temple-Young
6-21
Boy With in GrecD
Hair (T)
O'Brien-Ryan
Brothers
the Saddle
Holt-Forman
7-5
Clay Pigeon, The
Hale-WiTiams 10-11
Follow Me Quietly
Landii^n-Patrick 8-30
Green Promise, The
Chapman-Paige 9-27
Sun Runners
Holt-Hyer
8-2
Interftrrnce
t'atnre-Ball 7-19
Judge Steps Out, The
Knox-Sothern
Op'pIIs under tite: Indian Summer
Le Sllenc" Est D'or
rhevalier-Durrlsr ....Foreign
Long Ornial, The
D'Hai-D-o^'aj 3-1
Mad Wcdnestiay '80)
Lloyd-Walburn
10-1
Stg 3-3
Rev under title: Sin of Harold DIddleboek
Mourning Bee mes Electra (121)
Russell-Redgrave 4-14
11-24
Mr. Josep"! Young of Africa
Johnson-Armitrong 1-5
Outlaw, The
Rossell-Beutel
Outlaw Valley
Ho!t-M?rtin
6-21
Return of the Badman
^eott-White
Set-up, The
Ryan-Totter
10-25
Stagecoach Kid
Holt-Donnell
11-8
Tarzan's
Fountain
of
Youth
Barker-Joyce
7-19
Details under title: Tarzan and tlie Arrow of Death
Tycoon (T)
Wayne-Day
2-3
2-8
Under Arizona Skies
Holt-Leslie
9-1
Vendetta
DeGeorge-Brooks 8-19
Hgs
Wrep No More
Cftcn-Valli
5-10
Window. The
Hale-Kennedy 11-24
SPECIALS
Enchantirent
Wright-Niven 5-24
Details un-'er title: Take Three Teniei
Fun and Fancy Free (73)
Disney Cartoon Feature
891.... -8-2
9-1
Cooper-Sheridan 8-18
Good Sam (114)
11-8
10-13
Bergman-Farrer
(145)
Arc (T)
Joan
Melodvof Time
(T)
.DIsrey Musical
5-24
11-22
Wayne-Dru
She Wore a Yellow Ribbon
Driscoll-Patten
So Dear To My Heart
8-30
Kaj:-Mayo
Song Is Born (T) (113)
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. FIVE
5-24
9-1
Oheron-Ryan
(86)
Express
Berlin
Bring 'Em
Back Alive
Frank Buck
3-31
O'Brien-Dell 12-22
Father Dunne
Fighting
Holt-Leslie
of Hate (61)
Guns
.5-24
22

ReturnBLOCK
of the Cadmen
Seott-JelTreys
NO. (90)
SIX
Myttery In Mexico (66)
Lundigin-White 10-13
Race Street (79)
Ra.'t-MiwH
',-1
TheyDetails
Li»e under
Cy Nighttitle;(95)
The Twisted Road O'Donnell-Cranjer 7-7
Veket Touch, The (97)
Russell-Cenn 10-13
SCREEN

GUILD

Completed (17)

1947-48 Features

5-24
7-5
7-S
7-S
8-2

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Details
Rel.
No Re>.
Ti.le — Running Time
Dead Man's Cold
LaRue-Stewart
5-10 . . 11-6 ... 4808
Cast Jchn
Frontier Revenge
laR e-«t.
8-16
Harpoon
Brcmfleld-Louis
9-24 .. .4804 ... .
Highway 13
Lowery-Blake 11-22
Hollywood Barn Dance (65)
Recves-McKay
6-21 . . .8-13 ... 4802. .. .
I Shot Jesse James
Foster-Britton 11-22
Last o( t:,e Wild Hor:ei
Ell son-Fra»te
11-13... 4806
Mark of the Lash
LaRiie-Crandell 5-24 . . 10-29 ... 4807
Miracle in Harlfm (71)
steoin Fetthit
5-14 X-3
Mozart Story, The
Holt-Markus
10-8... 4805
Outlaw Country
LaR.:e-St. J<hn
8-16
Prairie, The (68)
Aubert-Baxter
8-6. . .4705
Return of Wildfire
Arlen-Morison
8-13
Shep Comss Home
Lowery-K mbtrley 9-27... 12-3
Son of a Gunman
LaRue-Sf. John
10-25
Son of Billy the Kid
LaRue-St. John
Thunder In The Pines
Reeves-Martin 9-27 . 11-20
SELZNICK

—

S.

Completed (6)

Features

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Tile— Running Time
Cast Details
Rel. No.
Duel In the Sn* (T) (138)
Jon's-Cotten
3-19 .... 4-9 ... .
Eyewitness, The
Richardson-Morgan . . Foreign
Intermezzo (70)
Lergi fn-Howard ...Reissue
Mr. Elantfi-gs Builds His Dream Hoiie Grant-Loy
10-13 7-1
Paraline Case, The (132)
Tcdd-Peck
12-23
Portrait of Jenny
cotten-jcnes
3-3
20th

.4-14
Re«.
.1-19
.3-29

CENTURY-FOX

1948 Features

Completed (49)
NEW

In Production (6)

PRODUCTK>NS

YOU'RE >IY EVERYTHING
Musical — Started November 15
Cast: Dan Dailey, Anne Baxter, Anne Revere.
Director: Walter Lang
Producer: Lamar Trotti
Stor.v: Vaurleville -ouple lured to Hollywood in day.s o£ silent pictures, serparate
over careers and eventually reunite.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Re>.
Beautiful Blonde from Bashful End, The ... .GrabI -Romero
10-11
Hard Bargain
Conte-Oakie
11-22
1 Was a Male War Bride
Grant-Sheridan 11-8
Mr. Belvedere Goes to College
Webb-Temple
11-22
Prince of Foxes
Power-Hendrix
11-8
1-19. .May.
COMPLETED
1948-49 — —
. . .820
Foreign
Anna Ka eniia (110)
Leig'i-Ricliardson
8-30.. . Oct. . . . 842 . 11-22
Apar'.ment for Peggy (T) (99)
Crain-Holden . . .
. .9-27
7-19 .Nov.
Details under title: Rose of Cimarron
.
.
846.
Nov
Bungalow 13 (65)
Conway-Hamilton
ft-iO
Canadian Pacific (C)
Scott-Wyatt
July.
Checkered Coat. The (67)
Conway-Nash . . .
7-5 . . .825
3-29
Chick'n Every Sunday
Dalley-Holm ....
. Sept .
Creepe-, The (64)
CryDetails
of the under
City title:
(9")
Matore-Conti
1-5...
Oct. . . .841.
The Chair for Martin Rome
.83T . .9-27
Deep Waters (85)
Andrews-Peters 10-13. . .Jily. .821... 7-19
Down to the Sea in Ships
Barrymore-Widmark 8-30
EscipeThe
(78)
Ha-risoti-Cummins 7-19
9-16.. Sept. .822 6-7
Fan,
Crain-Sanders
Forcvpr Amber (139) (T)
Darne l-Wilde
Sept. .838.
.840. 11-22
Cay Intrrders, The (68)
Emery-Geva
3-15.. Sept.
Jungle Patrol (70)
Miller-Franz
Nov. 848.
Letter to Three Wives (103)
Damell-Crain
6-21
LockDetails
of theunder
Irishti le:
(59)
2-16 .Sept 837. . .9-13
For Pear of Little Mei Power-Baxter
J»ly 824... 7-19
Meredith-Moore
Mine Own Exfcotionor (102)
8-2
Lydon-Collier
Miss Mink kof 1S49
Mother Is a Freshman
Johnson-Young
8-30
Lupino-Wilde 4-12 .Nov 844. . .9-27
Road House (95)
7-5
Stevens-Gray
Sand (T)
deHavilland-Genn 8-4
11-8
Snake Pit, The (108)
l-5...Jily.. 823.... 7-5
Ste^■ens-UwrenM 11-10
Name. The (91)
Street With No Ermine
Aij . . 836. . .7-19
...
e-Fairbairts
Grab
in title: (T)This (89)
Lady under
ThatDetails
Is the Momenl
^
Power-Tierney 4-12
Urge (82)
That wonderful son
'-5
Lydon-Edwards
rae
.7-19
.850. .10-11
..
Dec.
..
Harrison-Darnell 3-1.
Unfaithfully Yours (105)
Wiide-Daroell 11-10. . .Aug. .. .826.
Willi of Jeritho, The (106)
FILM

BCLLITIIf

When My Baby Smiles at Me (T) (98) . . . Grable-Dailey
5-24... Nov 845... 11-8
Dttalli andar title: Birlesqie
Wlnner'iSkyCircle,
(70)
Wl|ie$-Fa
ley
829
Yellow
(T) Th»
(S8)
Peck-Baxter
6-7. . . Aai
Dec
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Nljht Wind (68)
Russ3ll-Christ:ne 4-26 ...Oct 843. . .9-13
Details onder title: Big Din
Fljhtlna Back (60)
Langton-Rojers 3-29... Aug 828... 7-19
Trouble Preferred (63)
Knudsen-Russell
UNITED
1947-48 Features

ARTISTS

Completed (40)

In Production (3)

KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vangruard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
BUI Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Ripley - Mont«r (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les); Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney
(Cgy); Bronston (Bm); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent);
Hughes (Hgs); Comet (Com).
NEW

PRODUCTIONS

DAN PATCH
Drama — Starte(3 November 22
Cast: GailJoeRussell,
Dennis O'Keefe, Henry Hull.
Director:
Newma
n
Producer: W. R. Frank
story: Concerns the famous pacing horse.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Re>.
Title — Running Time
Cist Details Rcl.
Africa Screams
Abbott-Ccstello 11-22..
Champion. The
Douglas-Maxwell 11-22...
COMPLETED
_
1947-48
Nas. . .9-13
, Affair (90)
.An Innocent
Carrol-MaeMur
ray 3-29 9-17 Nai
11-8
Angry God (57)
Parla-Ortega
Bendix-O'Ketfe 7-5
BB
False "»
Paradise
Boyit-Brroks 9-1
. .5-24
Ftir fron
Facet Manhattan
West
M-Crea Die y-Lamour "7-9" .Ent.
6lrl
(81)
Montgomer
10-1 Bog . . .5-27
Details ondrr title: A|('$ Well That Ends Well
Guest in the House (121)
Baxter-Bellamy Reissue Jan .Smg
High Fury (71)
Carroll-Hunter
8-20, . . BC. . 11-22
j""^'*
Donlevy-Raines
9-27
iBilan
Sml.
Stta
t
MontgomeryDrew
....
7-5
Details under title: Stmt Rain Must Fall
Smg.
Lady of Burlesque (91)
Slanwyck-O Shea
Reissue. Jan
Laff Time (C)
Oisen-Jannsen
9-30
P-C
Details under Misc. Independents Chart
^ Rgs .
L»nDetail;
Kap
Marx
Bros
8-2
py
under title: Blundt Heaven
. BB
Amus.. . .9-13
Lucky Stiff. The
Lamour-Donlevy
8-2 ...
My Oeir Secttary (94)
Day-Donjias
5-24. .i()-15. . Pop. .
Outpost in Morocco
Ratt-Tamiroff
Bis . . .8-16
Pi'^all
Powell-Jcott
2-2. .8-13
Plot to (85)
Kill Roosevelt, The (83)
10-22. .Hks.
Sel . .7-19
Red River (125)
Wayne-Clitt
9-30...
. . .11-8
Siren of Atlantis (83)
Montcz-Aumont
Dec . Neb
.Gol
Texas. Brcoklyn and Heaven (76)
Madison-Lynn
2-16... 7-16. B-C. . . .7-19
Time of Your Life, The (107)
Carney-Bendix
5-26... 7-30. .Cgy .
Too La:e tor Tears
Scott-Duryra
9-27
. .6-7
Urubu (65)
Scott-Powell
8-20..
Valiant Hombre (60)
Renaldo-Carrillo 7-19... Jan.. Kras.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
1947-48 Features

Completed (47)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MA AND PA KETTLE
Comedy— Started November 15
Cast: Mariorie
Main, Percy Kilbride, Richard
Long, Meg
Randall.
Producer: L. Goldstein
Director: Charles Lamont
story: Secjuel lo life on the Kelt! f irm I'DllrnvinR: The Kgf; and I."
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
_
1947-48
Rev.
No.
Title— Running Time
Cast Details Rel.
Abbott & Costello Meet Frankenstein (83) . .Abbott-Costello
July. .664. .7-5
Amboy Dukes
Curtis-Jaeckel 10-11
Bad Sister (90)
Palmer-Niven
Foreign. . .July 7-I9
Beware of Pity (102)
Lockwood-Hunter Foreign .. .July
Calamity Jane and Sam Bass
dcCarlo-Ouff
10-25
Captain Boycott (S2)
lenie-Kirby
4-26
Countess of Monte Crisfo
Donat-Grang^r Foreign ...Dec
Criss Cross
Lancasetr-deCarlo 7-5
Dulcimer Street (112)
Attenborough-Sim Foreign
11-22
End of the River (80)
Sabu-Lovcll
July
Family Honeymoon
Co bert-MacMurray Foreign..
6-21. .July.
665. . .6-21
Feadin',
and FIghtin'
(78)Race atO'Connor-Mai
n
3-1,
Details Fussh'
under title:
The Wonderful
Rimrcck
ForDetails
t-ie Love
Mary Washlnfton
(90) Girl
Durbin-O'Brien 4-12... Sept . 672 9-13
nnderof tJtle:
Hamlet (153)
Olivler-Herlle Foreign
7-19
Hungry Hifl (92)
Lockwood-Price Foreign
10-27
DECEMBER

6, 1948

Kiss the B'ood Off My Hands (79)
Larceny (89)
Life of Riley, The
Live Today for Tomorrow (91)
Details under title: Ca-.e Against Calvin
Man-Eater of Kuaagn (79)
Mexican Hayr de
fWr. Ptabo y and the Mermaid (89)
J FIynn, The
Ore Touch of Veus (81)
RedDetails
Ca-yon under(T)
title: Black Velvet
(86)
Regiment
Rogues
Saxon Chsrm (8?)
Tap Roots (T) (109)
Kou Gotta Stay Happy
WA.RNER
1947-48 Features

.10-25
. .8-30
.8-16

Lancaster-Fontaine 3-29. .Aug.
Payne-Caullie <
4-12.
Bendix-DeCamp 10-25. .Nov. 6S9.
March-Eldredge 2-2 . . .July
. Jan .
Cooke
Sabi-Page
12-22.. Dec
.8-16
Abbott-Costello 6-21 . . Aug .... 667
666. . . .7-5
howell-BIdh
1-19.
Falrtanks-Carter 5-24
Wa'ker-Gardner 2-16... Aug. 6 0.. .8-30
Blyth-D»S
7-5
Nov
2-16.... .Sept.
Pcwel'-Toren
Montgom
ry-Hayward .. .2-16.
. . 671 10-11
.9-13
i e in- ay a-d
6-23 ..A g 668 7-5
Fontaine-Stewart 5-24 ... Nov .... 118
BROTHERS

Completed (45)

In Production (1)

RELEASE CHART
Rev.
IN PRODUCTION
Tille — Running Time Cooper-Morris
Cast Details
Task Force
11-8 R'
Under Capricorn (T)
Bcrgman-Cotten L-27
COMPLETED
Embraeeable
You title:
(80)
Cla
k-Brooks
3-15... 8-21. . .732 8-2
1947-4«
Details under
Sunbarst
.731. . .7-19
Key Largo (101)
Bogart-Baeall 1-5 . . .7-31 .702
Life With Father (118)
Powell-Dai.ie
8-14.
Romance on the High Seal (T) (99) Canon-Paige
6-23 7-3.
. .728 7-5
Adventures of Don Juan (T)
f1948-49
lynn-Llndftrs 1?-C7
Angels
with Blake
Dirty Faces
Cagney-O'Brien
Christopher
Sm
th-Douglas Reissue.
9-15 . 12-11
12-23 . . .807
809
Colorado Territory
McCrea-Mayo
S-27
Fighter Squadron
(T) (S6)
D'Brien-Staek
6-7 . 11-27 ... .806 . . 11-22
Flamingo
Road
Crawfor<-Scott 9-27
FlaxyDetails
Martin
May»-Seott
4-26
under title: Smart Ntaey
Fointainhead, The
GMper-Reale
7-19
Girt from Jones Beach, The
Reagan-May*
5-24
Happy Times
Kaye-Bates
8-30
House Across the Street, The
Morris-Paige
8-16
It'sDetails
a Greatunder
Feeling
8-30
title: Two Guys and a Gal Morgan-Day
lohn Loves Mary
Reagan-Meal
2-2
Johnny Belinda (102)
Wyman-Ayrps
r-15. . 10-23 804. . . 9-27
June Bride (97)
Davis-Montgomery 5-24 .11-13 805 . 10-25
Kiss in the Dark, A
Wyman-Niven
3-?9
Montana (T)
Flynn-Smith
9-13
My Dream Is Yonrs
Carsrn-Day
4-12
Night Beat
Doeglas-Westcott 7-19
Night Unto Night
Llndfors-Reagan 9-30
One Last Fling
Smif-Seott
2-1 «
One Sunday Afternoon (T)
Morgan-Paige
2-16
1-1 .. .810
Rope (T) (80)
Stewart-fiandler 2-2... 9-25 802... 8-13
Silver Lining (T)
Hav r-Bo rer
4-26
Silver River (110)
Flynn-Sheridan 5-12... 5-29 725
Smart Girls Don't Talk 180)
Mayo-Bennett
3-1 .. 10-9 803. 10-11
Details isnier title: Dair.es Con't Talk
Somewhere
the City
Lindfors-O'Bricn 8-16
South
of St.in Louis
McCrca-Smith
6-7
They Drive by Night
Bogart-Sheridan Reissie . 12-11 . . 808
This Side of the Law
Lindfors-Smith 10-25
title: ''Deadlock"
TwoDetails
Guys under
From Texas
(T) (86)
Morgan-Carson 3-17 ?-4 801... 8-16
Bergman-Cottcn 9-27
Under Capricorn
(Vhiplash
Clark-Smilh
3-31 .1-15
Younger Brothers (T)
Paige-Morris 5-24
Your Service — Our Responsibility
NEW

JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
.Mcinbcr Nat'I Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

THEATRE MANAGERS
and OWNERS
We thank all theatre owners and managers who
cooperatecJ with us by putting return trailers in
the proper a<dcJressed containers and for wrapping and addressing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better if they give us
a copy of their program Tuesday each week.
IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the lobby until all your
patrons have left after the last show.
HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Phila. 3 — 1239 Vine St., Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Member National Film Carriers
23

$3 per Year
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ROD CAMERON
and ADRIAN BOOTH

• ILONA MASSEY
»ith FORREST TUCKER

eEORGE CLEVEUND • GIUKT WITHERS • TAYLOR HOLMES • PAUL FIX
Screen Play by Gerald Geraghty and Gerald Adams
Based on an Original Story by James Edward Grant
Associate Producer and Director— JOSEPH KANE

M
CHARLES K. t
FELDMAN
CApresents
•M RI
I

CK'
HBt
l
E
ST
in ^cAn

com

SPleinSee^^

BY TECHNICOLOR

A Lewis Milestone Production
LOUIS CALHERN
and introducing

and shepperd

strudwick

PETER MILES as Tom and... MARGARET HAMILTON
Screen Play by JOHN STEINBECK . . . Music— AARON COPLAND

FROM

JOHN

GAIL

REPUBLIC

!
!

WAYNE

RUSSELL

GIG YOUNG

• ADELE

.

W]Q3

MARA

• LUTHER

ADLER

EDUARD FRANZ • GRANT WITHERS • HENRY DANIELL
PAUL FIX . JEFF COREY Screen Play by Harry Brown and Kenneth Garnet
Based on the Novel by Garland Roark
Directed by Edward Ludwig
Associate Producer— Edmund Grainger

OH

GEORGE

BRENT

BRIAN AHERNE

l

RHA

ETE

starring THE
• VERA

RALSTON

• CONSTANCE BENNETT
-i'l' FORTUNIO BONANOVA

ALFONSO BEDOVt ■ GUS SCfllUING • RICHARD CRANE.
Screen Play by Lawrence Kimble
Original Story by Earl Felton
Associate Producer-Director
JOHN H. AUER

•That

..^OAD

HOUSE"

\nonderful

urge

CHRISTMAS

SOCK!

Already
at

sensational

Radio

Hall

City

where

it

the

so-called

pre-Christmas
WORDS

is do-

business

ing holiday
during

Music

lull!
AND

MUSIC
STARRING folphabef/cal/yj
JUNE

ALLYSON

• PERRY

COMO

JUDY

GARLAND

• LENA

HORNE

GENE

KELLY • MICKEY RODNEY
ANN SOTHERN

.i,h m

DRAKE • no CHURISSE ■ BElff GAfiREir • lANEI LEIGH
MELIME-VERA-ELLEN
Cotor by TECHNICOLOR
Based on the Lives and Music of
RICHARD RODGERS and LORENZ HART
Screen Play by Fred Finklehoffe • Story by Guy Bolton
end Jean Holloway • Adaptation by Ben Feiner, Jr.
Musical Numbers Directed by ROBERT ALTON
Directed by NORMAN TAUROG
Produced by ARTHUR FREED
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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In a world
please, God,

s+ill distraught

and the Freedom
Our

Friends

Thousands
and

of

Grant

of those who

for which

of battle,

the terror of war

died or were

maimed

they fought.

that the light of wisdom

men of the world

Readers

in the aftermath

let not fade from our memory

and the remembrance

To

W
u
U

that they may

shine upon the states-

guide

mankind

upon

the

road to Peace.
Give

us the Reason

the Courage
and

Grant

to understand

what

is Right and

to heed the dictates of our Conscience.
that the people of the earth may

come

that Love is God's blessing upon those who
His curse upon those who hate.

to know

love, and hate

pf Iff Iff

The Film Bulletin Staff

may

Breathe

into our hearts the spirit of Good

always

and

forever

do unto others as we

Will, that we
would

have

others do unto us.
May

there be Peace

in an atmosphere
Independence
May

BULLETIN
FILM BULLETIN — An Independent Motion Picture
Trade Paper pablishcd every othsr Mor^day by Film
Balletin Company. Mo Wax, Editor and Piblisher.
BUSINESS OFFICE: Suite 616 Manofacturers Trust
BIdg., 1819 Broadway, New York 23; Circle 6-9159.
David A. Bader, Butiness Manager. Dave Abrams,
Editorial Representative. PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL
OFFICES: 1239 Vine St., Phlla. 7, Pa., Rltteahoase 6-7424; Barney Stein, Managing Editor; Jack
Taylor, Publication Manager; Robert Heatli, Circulation Manager. Subscription Rate: ONE YEAR,
$3.00 in tlie United States; Canada, $4.00;
Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in the United
States; Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.

Good

of respect each for the Rights and for the

of others.

the makers

Taste

within our industry, too, thriving

and

of motion

pictures pursue their art with

Integrity and

provide

enchantment

conduct

their business with Dignity.

May
earning

the motion
the applause

entertainment
Amen.

upon

may

those

silver screens

theatres

to eager millions

picture flourish this New
of the people

and the happiness

which

Year, while

of the world

it brings to them.

for the
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PARA, FOX STILL SEEK WAY

NEW

TO SETTLE AS CASE RESUMES

DEBUTS

While the gulf between the Government's demands and the majors' offers
was narrowed during discussions over
the past couple of weeks, the breach was
still too wide to be spanned by a consent
decree between the Justice Department
and any of the remaining Big Four defendants before the case resumed in New
York Federal District Court today
{20th). Indications were, however, that
talks toward effecting a settlement would
continue even as the hearings were going
on.
Most active in the settlement talks were
Paramount and 20th Century-Fox. The
former sent its theatres chief, Leonard
Goldenson, and attorneys to Washington
in an attempt to work out an agreement
that would not hack the huge chain to
death. Negotiations continued in New
York last week with Government prosecutor Robert L. Wright, as the latter
came to the Big City to put the finishing
touches on his preparations for the resumed hearings.
WB, Metro Give Up
20th-Fox, hopeful that the Government
would ease up on its demands for complete divorcement, was working feverishly on a plan which would placate the
Department and still leave National
Theatres head Charles P. Skouras with
a respectable chain to manage.
Warners and M-G-M apparently seemed
to feel that they could get more from
the Statutory Court than they could
from any compromise with the Government and gii'ded for the big court fight.
The Little Three, meanwhile, raised its
collective voice in a formal plea for a
separate decree to prevent "ruinous" litigation. In a joint eight-page brief, Columbia, Universal and United Artists asked the Court, if there is to be a decree
against them, to eliminate certain selling restrictions, clearance and admission
price rulings, exemption of the road show
ban and clarification of the Government's
'"unintelligible" injunctions.
Offer Plan
They contended that competition in
the licensing of films would be free if a
contract did not condition a run or clearance on a stipulated admission price. Admission figure in a contract "solely and
wholly for the purpose of computing film
rental" under the terms of the agreement unrelated to run or clearance
should be perm.itted, they argued.
Government's attempt to "fashion
a The
decree which will go so far in favor
of independent exhibitors that the rights
of these defendants will be jeopardized
and possibly destroyed" can only result
in "such a scarcity of production that
these independent exhibitors will ultimately find themselves without product,"
Ihe memorandum warned.

SIMPP

PREXY

Opinio
ARNALL

WITH FISTS FLYING

The ink had hardly dried on the pact
making
Georgia'sofEllis
Arnall president
of the Society
Independent
Motion
Picture Producers before he:
— Declared war on theatre "monopo— Challenged Eric Johnston to two
separate debates.
— Offered a "dynamic education" prolies." gram to enlist public aid in combatting
monopoly in the industi'y.
— Called for erring film stars to be
"banished" from the screen.
— Prepared to launch a vigorous proin getting
the inde pi'oducers a
better gram
break
overseas.
The 41-yeai--old ex-Governor of Georgia,
famed for his trust-busting when he was
the youngest chief executive of a State,

mb
better pictures. The way to get better
pictures and to solve our world-wide industry problems is ofr all of us to work
together.
I welcome
into the
industry and
invite Mr.
his Ai'nall
cooperation
to
strengthen
the industry.")
Asked whether
he would cooperate with
Johnston in his (Arnall's) proposed proreplied, "I
see toward
how I can
unless gram,
he he changes
his don't
attitude
the

He indicated that he would attempt to
industry."
enlist
Government aid in improving the
foreign market situation, particularly for
tht indes, by modifying current restrictive quotas and other foreign headaches.
While he intends to devote "all the time
necessary" to his SIMPP duties, Arnall
revealed that he would continue to retain
his law practice, his interest as president
of a "small" insurance company, and a
series of lecture tours. The SIMPP presidency has been vacant since last January, when Donald Nelson stepped out of
what had been a full-time job.
M-G-M WILL NOT ABANDON
SLIDING SCALE - RODGERS
M-G-M has no intention of "abandoning
and
policy"; vice-president
its sliding scalemanager
William F. Rodgers
general sales
(17th).
Friday
last
press
told the trade
to
This appeared to be a direct answer
Allied States Assn. which had listed
among the subjects to be taken up at its
recent board meeting: "Film rentals and
soecial reference to
trade practices with
the abandonment by Metro of its slidmg
scale and its insistence upon a minimum
of 40<7r on percentage pictures.' No action
was
in reference to M-G-M specifically
however.
^ -r> j
taken at the Allied general convention,

MPAA'S JOHNSTON
"/ ll'rUonu- Mr. Aniall"
said his first order of business would be
to "acquaint the public with the reasons
why pictui-es are not meeting with their
approval." He blamed this on "restrictive monopolistic combinations that limit
theatre
outlets" Heandwould
keep then
inde resort
productto
off the screen.
legislation and litigation "to bring America a freethescreen."
Along
educational lines, Arnall laid
down the gauntlet to Johnston as he declared his intention of getting George
Denny, moderator of "Town Meeting of
the Air,' to arrange a debate with the
MPAA president on the topic, "What
can be done to improve the quality of
American motion pictui'es?" He also
wanted to debate on "monopolistic practices" in the film industry with Johnston.
(Apprised of the challenge, Johnston
snubbed the gauntlet, offered his hand
instead, saying: "Turning the industry
into a debating society will not produce

In a carefully-worded statement, Rodry notgers said: "Reports to the contra
withstanding, Loew's, Inc., has asnota abanbasis
doned the sliding scale policy
of rental terms for the use of M-G-M
has been consida policy, it
product.by usAs and
nds of our custoered
tly fair.
mers to be eminenthousa
"Having faith in our product and the
future of this business, we intend to aggressively solicit even a greater number
of our customers to play even a greater
number of our pictures on this proven
method of fair merchandising.
No Specific % Policy
"We have not adopted a policy of spe( Continued on Paf/c 10)
REVIEWS in This Issue
Enchantment
A Letter to Three Wives
One Sunday Afternoon
Words and Music
My Own True Love
Whisperins: Smith
The Kissing: Bandit
Family Honeymoon
So Dear To My Heart
Just William's Laick
An Old-Fashioned Girl
l_
Homicide for Three
Nighttime in Nevada

13
13
13
14
14
14
15
15
15
18
16
16
16
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(Continued from Page 9)
cific percentage terms except where we
are unable to mutually agree upon a basis
to govern a sliding scale arrangement.
"Loew's, Inc., has not changed its sales
policies except that we are prepared to
even expand, if necessary, our existing
policy of special consideration for some
small operations who find it difficult and
sometimes impractical to play our pictures at the present time on a participating aarrangement."
Rodgers also spoke about the great fluctuation in first run grosses on various
pictures, pointing out that while some
films have done very poorly in first-runs,
a picture
"The Three
turns
in anlike
amazingly
high Musketeers"
gross, doing
better pre-Xmas busine.ss than pictures
during years when business generally was
much better. This seemed to verify the
old industry axiom that there is nothing
wrong that good pictures won't cure.
In 1949, when M-G-M will celebrate its
25th anniversary, Rodgers anticipates
"the greatest product in the company's
history." At the recent meeting with field
and exchange men, he said, the sales staff
pledged to strive for an unprecedented
circulation of M-G-M product during the
anniversary year.

lA-NEB ALLIED OPENS
FIRE ON COMPANY

ian
SHELVED

SHORT
SCRIPTS

GIVE RKO

PAPER LOSS, REAL $ REFUND
A paper
nearlybyS'iRKO
million
dollars
in write-off
obsolete of
scripts
for
the third quarter of 1948, the period in
which Howard Hughes assumed control
of the company, will result in a check
for $1,025,000 from the U. S. Treasury.
The kickback is due under the terms of
the excess profits laws.
The provision for estimated losses on
shelved scripts and "outside productions"
brought the company's profit of $3,479,000
for the 39 weeks of 1948 to a red figure
of $81,000. Add to this a $275,000 provision for estimated income taxes and
RKO's net loss for the 39 weeks was
$356,000. This compares with a 39-week
net the preceding year of $6,896,000. The
'47 figure, however, included estimated
losses of $1,130,000 on outside productions, and a king-sized profit of $4,765,000
on sale of capital assets.
The third-quarter loss, incurred principally through the write-off, was :52,258,000 after the million-dollar excess profits
refund. Before these transactions, the
company showed a $122,000 profit, including profit on the sale of capital assets of
$9,000, compared with $4,387,000, including a capital assets profit of $3,158,000,
for the comparable '47 quarter.

SUBJECTS
by handwritin{>f
BARN
The
on the
wall was .seen all too clearly by the
Trans-Lux chain as two of the newsreel circuit's theatres switched over
to feature presentation.
The "MeneMene-Tekel"
this time, however,
was
.spelled T-E-L-E-V-I SI-O-N. While
the inroads made by video on boxoffices generally have not cut too
deeply, the newsreel houses have
been feeling it much more acutely
than others, since many patrons
have already viewed some of the reel
via television. Fight films, long a
lucrative feature of these theatres,
are kaput now, and other sporting
events no longer have the draw.
Hence the conver.5ion, beginning
Christmas Day, to straight features
by Trans-Lux in Washington and
Philadelphia, where both houses are
ideally suited to class presentation.
The former will inaugurate the new

AUDITS

Iowa-Nebraska exhibitors were urged
not to open their books to film company
auditors in a resolution by Allied ITO of
la. -Neb. which opened fire on distributor
"fraud" charges.
Charging that the "probably collusive
actions of several film companies to harass certain independent exhibitors with
fraud and demands for audits of their private business" was a "mud-slinging" retaliatory measure to the inde theatremen's
fight against "monopolistic and confiscatory trade practices," the AITO board told
its members to "resist any and all attempts at invasion of their private business and records by any 'auditing' or
other representatives of the film companies." Foster Fraud
Distribs
Irregularities in reporting percentage
picture returns by exhibitors were nurtured by the distributors themselves, it was
charged. Pointing to court testimony
which showed that exhibitors were forced
to play percentage pictures at "exorbitant"
rentals in contrast to affiliated theatres'
"privileges of clearance of runs (now ruled
to be illegal) and of low rental terms,"
the Iowa board alleged that local exchanges urged exhibitors to sign high
percentage pacts because the home office
"would
not approve
other
It
was further
chargedanythat
the contracts."
local sales
assured the exhibitors that this was merely a formality, that they would not be
checked and "could take their own adjustments at the tim> of playing and reporting
the pictures." This was termed a "common practice for years" and was done
as late as last September, the statement
declared.
CR Attacked
The question of possible exchange of
information in the Confidential Reports
setup, comprised of seven distributor
members, was also rai.sed as a violation
of exhibitors fundamental rights through
"collective, if not collusive, action."
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SIX FILM EXECUTIVES

IN

NEW TELE PROD. DIST. CORP.
The know-how of motion picture production and distribution was projected
into the television picture with the announcement of the formation of Lion Television Pictures Corp. by a group of film
executives.
Headed by Earle W. Hammons, founder
and former president of Educational Pictures, Inc., the directorate includes Jules
Levey, United Artists producer and a
former RKO vice-president; Neil F. Agnew, formerly president of Selznick Releasing Organization and currently president of Motion Picture Sales Corp.;
Charles L. Casanave, v. p. of Motion Picture Sales and a former v.p. of National
Screen Service; R. M. Savini, Astor Pictures president; and Paul White, formerly
SRO European general manager and now
president of Paul White Productions.
Hammons will be president; Levey, executive v.p. in charge of production and
the others will hold vice-presidential posts
in the new organization. Newman Lawler was named secretary and legal advisor.
It was revealed that a large variety of
film productions in addition to live-show
programming and spot announcement material is immediately available to telecasters through the Astor film exchanges,
and, in every city where a television station operates, by a LTPC representative.
SIMPP REPUDIATES
ANTI-RED

MPAA

HIRING POLICY

The "unfriendly ten" found some unexpected friends. The Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers indicated
that its member producers could hire any
of the eight screen writers, director and
(Continued on Page 12)

LEO'S RODGERS & DIETZ
Xo Cub In A Poke
policy with Samuel Goldwyn's RKO
film, 'Enchantment";
the Philly
hou.se bows with Eagle Lion's "The
Red
Shoes" basis.
on a two-a-day, advanced
admission
*
*
For the third time in the
company's field
history,
entire
executive
salesM-G-M's
force will
be
gathered in Hollywood to have a
look at Leo's new brood of films.
The idea is to acquaint the sales
force with the 1949 litter so that
they won't be selling a cub in a poke.
The jaunt, scheduled for Feb. 6-12
will see some 48 sales managers,
their assistants, district and branch
managers in the Culver City studios
where they will view approximately
15 completed pictures, some still in
rough form. William F. Rodgers,
M-G-M vice-president and general
sales manager, will head the home
office contingent. Following the
five-dayencesfield
sales 10th
managers
conferended Dec.
conducted
by
Rodgers and Howard Dietz, v.p. in
charge of ad - publicity - exploitation,
the sales toppers scattered to their
respective districts for huddles with
their staffs on what went on at the
(Continued on Page 12)
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**Smartly produced comedy that
has the stuff to make audiences
laugh."
— Fi/m Daily
"A merry romp . . . what the ticket— Motion Picture
Daily
— Variety
buying public wants/'
Madcap

comedy romance/'

Enough action, laughs and eyefilling interiors to please all audiences.
— Mof/on Picture Herald

BOB'S
THAT

GOT

GLEAM!

"Certain to win —hilarious
Showmen's approval"
Trade Review
"Lamarr Is a knockout!" — Daily Variety

WHEN THEY GET TOGETHER
OH
WHAT
A TEAM!

HEDY

LAMARR

ROBERI

OJMMINGS

An
Eagle Lion Films
Release

with ANNA STEN Robert Shayne • Mary Treen • Harry Antrim • Norma Varden
Produced by EUGENE FRENKE and ROBERT CUMMINGS • Directed by RICHARD WALLACE • Associate Producer Joe Gottesman
Screenplay by Howard Irving Young, Edmund Hartmann, Albert J. Cohen and Jack Harvey • Original Story isy Albert J. Cohen and Jack Harvey
A United California Productions. Inc. Picture
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(Continued from Pcujc 10)
producer, who were cited for contempt of
Congress because of their refusal to say
whether they were Communists, without
being obhgated by any commitment to
the anti-Communist hiring policy enunciated by Eric Johnston, head of the Motion Picture Association of America.
The SIMPP repudiation of the policy
was stated in a letter by Gunther Lessing,
chairman of the Society's executive committee, to Robert W. Kenny, counsel for
the ten in their $61,000,000 blacklistconspiracy suit against the film producers. Lessing advised that the Society
"has at no time entered into any of the
alleged conspiracy set forth in the complaint in the above titled action in which
the Society is named as a defendant, nor
is this organization adhering to any such
conspiracy
complaint."as Hea
asked
thatalleged
SIMPPin such
be dismissed
defendant.
Nelson, Goldwyn Present
Johnston, who has been having his
hands full with the rambunctious independents, including the newly elected
president, Ellis Arnall. declared that the
then-president, Donald Nelson, and Samuel Goldwyn, were both present at the
meeting during which the policy was
adopted and both had agreed to support
it.
Lessing contradicted this, noting that
while Nelson and Goldwyn were present,
neither attem,pted "to bind or act for the
society
or any
of itspresent
members."
stated that
he was
at theGoldwyn
request
of
Johnston,
but
"I
was
not
there
member of, nor did I represent, asthea
society."
♦Up to Individual'
Lessing supplemented his letter to
Kenny with a press statement which declared that it is entirely up to the individual producer to hire anyone. "There
has been no policy followed with respect
to this matter, and therefore, there could
be no change."
Kenny hailed the SIMPP action as a
break in the industry's united front, noting that "there is now no impediment
against employment of any or all of the
'Hollywood 10' at independent studios."
He indicated that the Society would not
now be regarded as a defendant in the
suit.
Mayer Pressured
A week earlier, Louis B. Mayer, head
of M-G-M studios, testified in Federal
Court that the House Un-American Activities Committee had brought pressure
on him to discharge alleged Communists
before the Committee hearings which
brought the
intoa front-page
inence. He "ten"
recalled
visit frompromtwo
committee investigators in which he said
he was warned to "clean house" before
Congress or public opinion forced him to
do so.
"I wouldn't fire anyone because someone said someone was a Communist, as
long as there was no communism in our
pictures — and it couldn't get in," Mayer
said he replied to the investigators.
The M-G-M studio chieftain's testimony
was taken during the hearings in writer
Lester Cole's suit seeking restoration of
his $12.50-per-week contract, cancelled a
year ago on the ground that his conduct
had injured the studio's reputation. The
suit is seen as a test of the anti-Communist hiring policy, as well as the "morals
clau.se" in Hollywood contracts which
forbids employees to "bring themselves
into public scorn or ridicule, offend the
community or the motion picture industry in general."
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ARI FINDS VIDEO MAKING
LiniE DENT IN M0VIE60ING
Television is currently making a barely
perceptible dent in moviegoing. This was
the result of a survey by Audience Re.search Institute, the Gallup organization,
in a poll
fects the to
filmdetermine
boxoffice. how television afThe figures shown by ARI reveal that
theatre attendance by sot owners is 2.5%
below that of non-owners. The survey revealed that there were about 640,000 sets
installed as of Nov. 1, with an additional
1,.500,000 families signifying their intention to get a TV set by the end of 1949.
The survey, which covered three metropolitan areas — New York, Los Angeles
and Philadelphia — showed significantly
that among those who owned sets, almost
half had not changed their film attendance
frequency.

U-l SETS BIG PROMOTION
FOR WINTER-SPRING LINEUP
Universal-International is going to shoot
the promotional works on its winterspring lineup. Following a top-level huddle which saw national ad-publicity director John Joseph and coordinator David
Lipton come to New York for conferences
with president N. J. Blumberg, v.p. sales
chief W. A. Scully, and Eastern adpublicity head Maurice A. Bergman, it
was revealed that all the ballyhoo in the
company's ample locker would be released to plug the films, including personal appearances by stars, multiple territorial premieres, large scale world premieres, etc.
First four pictures to get the treatment
are "Family Honeymoon," with a Music
Hall date; Douglas Fairbanks' "The
O'Flynn" due to bow in Washington before high government and Navy brass;
"The Life of Riley", to be tied in with the
airwave show; "City Across the River"
with a five-city premiere, and the Technicolored "Red Canyon", with a star-studded p.a. debut in Texas.
SIXTEEN E-L RELEASES
SET IN NEXT FOUR MONTHS
Despite its current production lull, Eagle
Lion has set a release schedule of 16 films
for the next four months. Of these, six
will be in color and will include two Walter Wanger productions.
Top films, in order of release, include
"He Walked By Night," "Red Stallion in
the Rockies," "Reign of Terror," "Alice in
Wonderland," "Tulsa," "The Big Cat" and
"Scott of the Antarctic." The last three
are in Technicolor.
One of the largest promotional budgets
in the company's history was allotted by
E-L as ad-publicity vice-president Max E.
Youngstein announced a $600,000 appropriation for the first four releases.
COLE REINSTATED
Film writer Lester Cole, one of
the ''Unfriendly Ten," was ordered
reinstated to his $1250-per-week job
at M-G-M by Los Angeles Federal
District Court last Friday (17th).
The court also awarded Cole $71,550 back salary, accrued since his
suspension a year ago.

SHORT
SIBJECTS
(Conlhuicd from I'aije 10)
home office, including selection of
candidates for the next executive
trainee course.
*
*
ADD PUBLICITY DROP
DEAD lines: Walter Winchell, in his
Dec. 13th column; .says, "The panic
is so bad with film firms that Warner's ordered its N. Y. office to buy
only one set of daily papers for
*
every two press*agents."
All
the illustrious
"Joans" of stage, screen and radio
were on hand last Tuesday (14th)
to pay tribute to Ingrid Bergman's
portrayal in "Joan of Arc" when the
Walter Wanger, RKO film overflowed to the Fulton Theatre on a two-aday basis while continuing its roadshow engagement at the Victoria,
both Times Square theatres. Among
the stage greats distinguished for
their "Joan" portrayals were Maude
Adams, Geraldine Farrar, Katherine
Cornell, Luise Rainer, Elisabeth
Bergner, as well as Winifred Lenihan, Madge Evans, Julie Hayden,
Jean Muir, Judith Evelyn, Sylvia
Sidney, Diana Barrymore, Nancy
Carroll and Vera Zorina, all of whom
at one time took the role of the Maid
of Orleans.
Looks like age is creeping edian
up onplansBob
Hope Hollywood
The ace comto leave
Jan.
5th on a cross-country tour of onenight stands, after he completes
Paramount's "Easy Does It," and
will appear on 25 shows in 25 cities
in 25 days. On a similar tour two
years ago, Hope did 34 shows in 31
cities in 28 days. Can't take it, eh,
«
*
Bob?
Davidis O.unveiled
Selznick'sat
"Portrait ofWhen
Jenny"
Hollywood's Carthay Circle Christmas Day, the audience will be treated totion aof asight
and sound
demonstrahurricane
the like
of which
the screen has never seen. Especially installed for the film will be an
enlarged cycloramic screen, 30 x 40
feet, and a novel system of sound
effects called multi-sound. The hurricane and tidal wave sequence,
much of it shot during a real tropical
storm which swept the Eastern
Coast last winter, runs about ten
minutes. When the storm breaks,
the cycloramic screen spreads to full
proportions and is expected to sweep
away all those not firmly lashed to
their seats. Similar screens and
sound will be used in several other
key houses throughout the country,
varying in size depending on the
theatre.
*
*
Those fans who complain
that they don't get enough of the
Goldwyn
the yaps
producer's
sicals canGirls
shut intheir
now. muThe
next film on Goldwyn's 1949 schedule
is ' The Goldwyn Girl," a Technicolor
musical that will outline the history
of the glamour institution that began 18 years such
ago instellar
"Whoopee,"
has produced
alumnae and
as
Betty Grable, Lucille Ball, Paulette
Goddard, Virginia Bruce,
FILM
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'ENCHANTMENT' SHOULD
Rates
• — generally

PLEASE

RKO (Samuel Goldwyn)
102 minutes
David Niven, Teresa Wright, Evelyn
Keyes, Farley Granger, Jayne Meadows,
Leo G. Carroll, Philip Friend, Shepperd
Strudv\ick, Henry Stephenson, Colin KeithJohnston, Gigi Ferreau, Peter Miles, Sherlee Collier, Warwick Gregson, Marjorie
Rhodes, Edniond Breon.
Directed by Irving Keis.
Samuel Goldwyn's latest gift to the
movie-going public while not one of his
better productions, should bring rather
good returns because of its appeal to
women. "Enchantment" is polished to perfection, distinguished by grace, elegance
and expert performances. It is a love story
suffused with a dreamy, pensive atmosphere, its tearful tugs at the heart-strings,
its wispy romantic circumlocutions, are
not designed to attract or to engross a
male audience. But the picture is getting
a typical Goldwyn build-up and will probably ride the wave of publicity to strong

•A LETTER TO THREE WIVES'
Rates • • • or better generally
20TH CENTURY-FOX
103 minutes
Jeanne Crain, Linda Darnell, Ann Sothern,
Kirk Douglas, Paul Douglas, Barbara
Lawrence, Jeffery Lynn, Connie Gilchrist,
Florence Bates, Hobart Cavanaugh, Patti
Bryan, Ruth Vivian, Thelma Ritter, Stuart
Holmes, George Offerman, Ralph Brooks,
James Adamson, Joe Bautista, John Davidson, Carl Switzer
Directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz.
20th Century-Fox continues to lead the
production parade as it delivers another
hit.
Every one concerned with making "A
Letter to Thre^: Wives" rates a round of
bravos. As satirical comedy, serious drama or romantic farce — any way you look
at it— it's a fine movie. And all the ingenuity and talent that went into its
construction will pay off handsomely at
the boxoffice. Although it is clearly labeled
as a "woman's picture" by its accent on
feminine interests, every adult in the audience will be caotivated by its penetrating
humor and malicious wit. And, with a cast
studded with stars, not a thing is lacking
•ONE • SUNDAY
AFTERNOON'
Rates
«
■for small towns; less in the
WARNER BROS.
90 minutes
Dennis Morgan, Janis Paige, Don DeFore,
Dorothy :\talone, Ben Blue, Oscar O'Shea,
Alan Hale Jr., George Neisse.
Directed by Raoul Walsh.
On the premise that a good story is
worth repeating, Warners has warmed
over another version of the opus they
did in '41 under the title of "Strawberry
Blonde". This time it appears as a Technicolored
musical that measures up as
only fair entertainment, scrambling sentimental tunes and slapstick comedy in a
blend of pure schmaltz. In its simple, uncomplicated fashion, it's the sort of picture
that figures to get the brush-off from the
big town. Sophisticates, but it should
please the folks in the smaller towns. The
comedy is of the off-the-cob variety and
the dialogue a study in banality.
DECEMBER

2 0, 1948

FEMININE

TRADE

grosses in all except action houses.
The manner of telling its story, the
artistry of its direction and performances,
is superior to the basic essentials found in
this John Patrick adaptation of the Rumer
Godden novel. It rests on two levels, the
past and the present, simultaneously unfolding two poignant love stories, nurtured
in a memory-haunted house in London.
The juggling of time, the artful way director Irving Reis weaves the stories back
and forth through the years, the splendid
photography of the late Gregg Toland,
create a rare poetic mood. And the performances are uniformly praiseworthy.
David Niven shows great versatility as
both a dashing, young blade and an old
man embittered and crotchety, and Teresa Wright is glowingly alive as his lost
love. The modern-age romance is effectively interpreted by Evelyn Keyes and
Farley Granger, though the latter seems
a bit miscast. Jayne Meadows, Philip
Friend, Leo G. Carroll and Shepperd Strudwick present credible characterizations.
But the ' Hats Off" department is reserved
for a child actress, Gigi Perreau by name,

ANOTHER

HIT FROM

20th-FOX

to
push this offering into the big money
category.
The first portion of the picture reels off
with nary a chuckle; not until it gets
into high gear does it hit some real howlers. But it's more than just a comedy of
the manners and morals — it makes sense.
Through a tantalizing twist of events,
three married couples are forced to explore their emotional relationships and,
before this picture is through with them,
we have a clear cut image of all their
hopes, fears and frustrations.. And plenty
of laughs besides. The five wives in the
original John Klemper novel were cut
down to three in this adaptation by Vera
Caspary. Much of the credit for the film's
.success goes to Joseph Mankiewicz. His
scenario sparkles; his direction is brilliant.
By cleverly manipulating little touches of
"business", he extracts a maximum of
piquant humor. The cast is exceptionally
fine. Jeanne Crain, Linda Darnell, Ann
Sothern comprise one half of the marital
shake-up. Kirk Douglas, Paul Douglas,
Jeffrey Lynn the other — every one of
them expertly modeling a distinct characterization. Ifone of these people should
be singled out for special mention, it's
Paul Douglas. His portrayal of an agresCORNY
cities

who touches a brief scene with unsurpassed sensitivity.
STORY: The memories of David Niven,
now an old man living alone in his London
house, go back to his childhood, when
his father adopted a pathetic little girl
orphan. The girl grew into a radiant,
young woman (Teresa Wright), suffered
from the disdain and hatred of her fostersister, Jayne Meadows. But she became
a popular belle, was loved by her two
foster-brothers, Niven and Philip Friend
and by an aristocratic Italian, Shepperd
Strudwick. Niven returned from the army
to declare his love, but his shrewish sister
interfered and Miss Wright went off to
marry the count. These memories are
paralleled by a modern story, as Evelyn
Keyes. a WAAC. and Farley Granger, a
Canadian air officer, come to visit the
house. They are distantly related to Niven
and, when they fall in love, he fears another frustrated romance. She sends her
lover away, but the old man persuades her
to go after him, and remains in the house
as it is destroyed by falling bombs.
Abrams.

TECHNICOLORED

sive male on the make is hilarious. And
Thelma Ritter, as the maid, adds a priceless comedy performance.

Story:
neversound
see this
"Addie",
but
from
the We
purring
of her
voice and
the way she throws all the men into a
spin, she must be quite a dish. The three
wives get a letter from her saying that
she had left town and taken one of their
husbands as a "souvenir". The girls are
spending the day on a picnic outing with
a bunch of school children and, since the
note thrown
noesn't into
specify
which husband,
they
arc
a dither
of frightened
anxiety. Each of them reflects guiltily on
her own wifely short-comings; Jeanne
Crain recalls how her nervous gaucherie
had embarrassed her husband, Jeffrey
Lynn. Ann Sothern, a writer of soapoperas, realizes how her profession has
been a source of irritation to her schoolteacher husband, Kirk Douglas. Hardboiled Linda Darnell remembers how she
had snagged wealthy Paul Douglas on a
strictly "cash-and-carry" basis. And all of
provocative wiles. remember
After the "Addie's"
outing they
all
them ruefully
dash home to verify their fears and a
surprise ending leaves the three wives
chastened and happy. Abrams.
MUSICAL

As a nostalgic memory-piece, it shines
a roseate glow on the by-gone vintage of
horseless carriages, gay blades in linen
dusters and coy maids in leg-o'-mutton
sleeves. Raoul Wash's direction does accasionally strike a note of reminiscent
warmth. The songs composed by Ralph
Blane, though tuneful, are not inspired,
can't compare to some of the oldies resuch as "Insmiles
Our Merry
Oldsmobile".
Dennie prisedMorgan
his crooked
smile
and intermittently bursts into song, while
pert Dorothy Malone adds some muchneeded sparkle. Janis Paige does very well
as the deceitful "strawberry blonde" and
Don DeFore blusters noisly with mannerisms borrowed from Jack Carson. Sample
humor: — Ben Blue repeatedly tumbling
down stairs and a quartette of lady barbers harmonizing among the suds.
STORY: Dennis Morgan is a correspondence school dentist married to Dorothy
Malone. He has never forgotten his old
flame, Janis Paige, who had jilted him

for Don DeFore. One Sunday afternoon,
he gets an emergency call to extract a
tooth for a patient — DeFore. Dennis goes
into a reverie, recalline how he had awkwardly courted the flashy blonde, lost out
to his fast-talking rival. On the rebound,
he had married Dorothy Malone, although
at first he had been shocked by her "freethinking" ideas. DeFore rose to prominence as a building contractor, gave Morgan a desk job in his enterprises. Dennis
became a patsy for the other's crooked
deals, took a rap for a prison sentence.
After
months,with
he was
released loving
to be-'
gin a eight
new career
his faithful,
wife. Now awaiting his old enemy, he
bitterly plans a lethal revenge. But when
the couple arrive, he sees that Janis has
become a nagging shrew, DeFore is a jittery hypochondriac. He quickly extracts
the tooth, without benefit of anesthetic,
and, as the couple leave he feels grateful
for the turn of fate, realizes the true ex-13
tent of his own happiness. Abrams.

'WORDS AND MUSIC
Rates © • • 4- generally

MAMMOTH

M-G-M
minutes
June Allyson, Perry Como, Judy Garland,
Lena Horne, Gene Kelly, Mickey Kooney,
Ann Sothern, Tom Drake, Cyd Charisse,
Betty Garrett, Janet Leigh, Marshall
Thompson, Mel Torme, Vera-EUen, Jeanelte Nolan, Richard Quine, Clinton Sundberg. Dee Turnell, Harry Antrim.
Directed by Norman Taurog.

proportions of "Words
gargant
andTheMusic"
areuancrammed to the bursting
choice musical delicacies, luxupoint with
riant Technicolored settings, an almost
overwhelming banquet of high-powered
talent. This Arthur Freed production
boasts a glittering galaxy of stars and no
less than twenty-two songs — some of the
most memorable songs of our generation,
composed by the incomparable Rogers and
Hart and presented by an aggregation of
song stylists, perhaps the finest ever
assembled in one picture. It is a sumptious feast, guaranteed to leave the spectator satiated with a profusion of everything a movie ticket can buy, except a
story to match. Despite this one weakness, it doesn't take a crystal ball to predict that "Words and Music" will definitely
be a great boxoffice success.
Buried under this mountain of entertainment is what is presumed to be the

MUSICAL

WILL

BOXOFFICE

BE STRONG

life story of Richard Rogers and Lorenz
Hart. No less than four writers labored
to bring forth a commonplace tale that
is just like every other screen story about
two .songwriter pals. It accents the char acterization of"Larry" Hart and, as personified by Mickey Rooney, he emerges as a
brash tions
little
guy,never
haunted
by inner
that are
as serious
as frustrahe tries
to make them appear. Tom Drake ably
por trays Rogers. But the story was never
intended
be taken
seriously;
music
thattocounts
in this
picture! it's the
The abundance of musical segments
were staged by Robert Alton around a
background of Broadway shows, houseparties and night clubs and director Norman Taur-og effects a smooth continuity.
Most of the artists have speaking
roles, with the exception of June
Allyson and Lena Horne. Some
of the stand-out numbers include:
Perry Como singing "Blue Room", as lovely Cyd Char-isse pirouettes gracefully. He
also sings "Mountain Greenery" and "With
a Song in My Heart." June Allyson fetchSwell."of
"Thouchorus
dances
ingly sings
Betty
Garrettanddoes
one to
lilting
"There's a Small Hotel". Ann Sothern
takes part in a production number of
"Whei'e's That Rainbow". Judy Garland
delivers smash versions of "Johnny One
Note" and "Wish I Were in Love Again".
Lena Horne is a knockout with "Where or

When" and "The Lady is a Tramp." Gene
Kelly and Vera-Kllen do an electrifying
apache dance in "Slaughter on Tenth
Story: Compo.ser Tom Drake (Richard
Avenue".
Rogers) and lyricist Mickey Rooney
(Lorenz Hart) first meet when they are
undergradutes at Columbia. They collaborate on songs for the college shows, win
public acclaim with a benefit show called
the "Garrick Gaieties". Mickey meets
singer Betty Garrett at a party. He falls
deeply in love, tries hard to impre.ss her,
even buys a pair of "elevator" shoes. But
she doesn't love him and henceforth he
carries a smoldering torch. After college,
the lovely melodies and tricky lyrics of
their tunes appear in many Broadway
shows and they achieve fame and fortune.
Drake has a crush on Ann Southern, the
soubrette of their show; she tactfully
points out that she is too old for him. He
gets over this infatuation, when he meets
When" and "The Lady is a Tramp's". Gene
and they eventually marry. The brilliant
career of this song-writing team takes
them to London and to Hollywood, where
Rooney buys a palatial mansion. But
beneath his breezy manner, he is an unhappy man, considers himself a failure.
He becomes seriously ill, leaves his hospital bed to attend the first-night of their
new
show, finally collapses on the street.
Abrams.

'MY OWN TRUE LOVE' TEDIOUS ROMANTIC
DRAMA WILL FLOP
Rates • • as supporting dualler generally
her father, Melvyn Douglas, and Phyllis
impact gets bogged down in its rambling,
PARAMOUNT (Val Newton)
Calvert, an ATS corps member. He is a
confused and tedious exposition. Projec93 minutes
tionists should be cautioned to keep the
widower, she a divorcee and they find love
Phyllis Calvert, Melvyn Douglas, Wanda
sound level down low, so as not to awaken
and
companionship together. Then his son,
Hendrix, Philip Friend, Binnie Barnes,
Philip Friend, retur-ns home, after he had
theThe
patr^ons.
Alan Napier, Arthur Shields.
characters float in and out of the
been listed as missing in action over
Directed by Compton Bennett.
Burma. His suffering in a Japanese prison
identificalittle
with
foggy proceedings
camp, where he had lost a leg, has left
tion; it's not clear just who some of them
him tense and bitter toward the world.
are supposed to be, as with Binnie Barnes
Here's a real dud, a picture that drags
He finds a kindred spirit in Miss Calvert,
and Arthur Shields in minor roles. The
aci^oss the screen for 93 minutes of borewho had also endured war internment, and
dom. This Paramount offering is a mawprincipals in the triangle, Phyllis Calvert
kish sob story, with title to match, dethe understanding he receives, he mistakes
Melvyn
Douglas
and
Philip
Friend,
strugsigned for the adolescent readers of love
gle valiantly with the inert script and
for love. This sets off the three-cornered
story magazines. For general audiences,
conflict and Miss Calvert calls off her
manage to induce a degree of sincerity into
marriage, rather than estrange the father
its boxoffice prospects look pretty hopetheir performances. Talented, young Wanless, despite the efforts of a good cast.
da Hendrix brightens things up a bit, and son. Finally Friend's despair reaches
There was good dramatic material in the though her role is quite unsuitable, and the
the point where he attempts suicide and
Yolanda Foldes story: the conflict between
direction, the editing and the photography
is
forestalled by the appearance of Dougfather and son in love with the same
las and Calvert. After airing out various
of the London settings tend to promote the
woman and the timely analysis of a ponderous effect that hangs over the picplatitudes, a mutual understanding is
ture.
reached and, in result, the youth goes off
wounded
of rehabilitation,
but little vet's
of itproblems
comes through
with any
to college and the couple resume their
STORY: In post-war London, Wanda
degree of credibility and its emotional
Hendrix encourages a romance between
wedding plans. York
'WHISPERING SMITH'
Rates • •
for Ladd fans

STANDARD

Paramount
Alan Ladd, Robert Preston, Brenda Marshall, Donald Crisp, William Demarest,
Fay Holden, Frank Faylen, John Eldredge, J. Farrell MacDonald, Don Barclay,
Murvyn Vye, Robert Wood.
Directed by Leslie Fenton.
A standard western plot is here expanded into a deluxe .sage-brush offering by
virtue of Technicolor and a name cast.
It's that
old and
Frank
H. days
Spearman
yam
about
the wild
woolly
of the west,
when bandits lurked at every whistle stop
to hold up the trains. The Alan Ladd
fans will turn out to see their boy in boots
and spurs and that is the factor upon
which to build strong grosses, but wordof-mouth will not help subsequent-run
business. As often happens with these
bl own-up westerns, the prime ingredients
14

WESTERN

WITH

ALAN

LADD

of action have been somewhat neglected.
While there is an occasional flurry of gunfire and violence, much of it is subdued
under the plot development and action
fans would prefer more red-blooded fare
to this over-cooked special.
This "Whispering Smith" character has
the reputation of being a very tough hombre, as calm and deadly as a rattle-snake.
The way Alan Ladd plays him, he certainly is calm — almost wooden, in fact. Fortunately, Preston Foster's performance
gives the picture a transfusion of vitality.
As a good man gone wrong, he practically
dominates the picture with his robust
portrayal. Brenda Marshall provides a
standard range heroine, Donald Crisp a
wily villain and William Demarest, Frank
Faylen and Fay Holden are appropriate
frontier
Leslie
Fenton's direction is
smooth, types.
but lacks
punch.
STORY: Alan Ladd, a railroad detective,

enters the proceedings just in time to
cirxumvent a train holdup by the notorious Barton brothers. In the exchange
of gunfire, he is wounded and recuperates
on the ranch owned by his old pal, Preston Foster. Foster's wife, Brenda Marshall,
takes care of his wounds and they revive
memories of their old romance. When he
recovers, he goes out to finish off the last
of the Barton brothers and also tangles
with Donald Crisp, a smooth crook who
had been harboring the outlaw. Meanwhile, Foster is fired from his job as railroad section foreman for his high-handed
way of helping himself to damaged
freight. He's a stubborn cuss and goes
from bad to worse, tying up with Crisp's
gang to lead forays of looting and murder on railroad property. He turns against
his friend, Ladd. and treats his wife with
angry violence. Finally, Ladd gets his man
and presumably his girl. York
FILM

BULLETIN

'THE KISSING BANDIT' FOR THE BOBBY-SOXER TRADE
Rates • • • — in first-runs; less In subs
its boxoffice reception would stimulate a
M-G-M (Pasternak)
ent in the Pasternak formula to seek
qu
change
100 minutes.
a
story less childish, more spontaneous,
Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson, J. Carrol
around which to wrap its eye-filling
Naish, Mildred Natvvick, Mikhail Kasumny, Billy Gilbert, Sono Osato, Clinton
splendor.
Sundberg, Carleton G. Young, Edna SkinThe yarn by Isobel Lennart and John
ner, Vicente Gomez.
Briard
Harding calls for a flamboyant
Directed by Laslo Benedek.
setting in old California, permits the players to wear a variety of colorful costumes
Taken separately, the component parts
and compounds a series of ludicrous mistaken identities involving Sinatra as the
of this big, Technicolored musical — the
songs, the dancing, the colorful settings —
shy
"kissing
bandit".
He stumbles
are packed with rewarding diversion. But
the role of the
clumsy,
diffident through
lover in
strung together on an innocuous story,
chucklesome manner and his wavering
baritone blends nicely with the clear so"The Kissing Bandit" becomes just an exprano of Kathryn Grayson, who never
pensive, glittering show-case of mediocre
entertainment. Completely juvenile in looked more delectable. Best specialty
concept, its strongest appeal is for the number is the throbbing "Dance of Fury"
younger set and for the devout followers
performed by Ricardo Montalban, Ann
of Frank Sinatra. They will love every
Miller and Cyd Charisse. Sona Osato
minute of it. But not many adults are
dances to the crack of a bullwhip and also
sings one of the many fine tunes by Nacio
going to sit in thrilled expectancy, waiting for Frank to get up enough nerve to Herb Brown. Most of the broad comic relief rests with J. Carrol Naish, wearing a
kiss Kathryn Grayson — and that's the essence of the plot. Grosses generally will bulbous, putty nose. The direction by Laslo
be spotty and it would be gratifying if Benedek unfortunately doesn't succeed in

'FAMILY HONEYMOON'
MARITAL-COMEDY
IS DEPENDALBE
Rates • • • except for action houses
so much on gags as on the personalities
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
of the stars and their comical predica90 minutes
Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray, Rita
ments. Claude Binyon's direction handles
Johnson, William Daniels, Gigi Perreau,
the yarn smoothly and in good taste all
Jimmy Hunt, Peter Miles, Lillian Bronson,
the way and the theaterman can offer this
Hattie I\IcDaniel. Chill Wills, Catherine
picture as "family" fare without any
Doucet Paul Harvey, Irving Bacon, Chick
misgivings.
Chandler, Frank Jenks, Wally Brown.
Feminine patrons will be vastly amused
Directed by Claude Binyon.
by Miss Colbert's delightful performance
as the re-married widow, whose maternal
instincts are in confused conflict with the
"Family Honeymoon" is a bright spot
on the movie horizon, the kind of exploiunderstandably romantic ones of a newlywed. And the male segment will guffaw
table laugh frolic that pleases the rankand-file of movie-goers and permits the in sympathetic response to the embarassed
exhibitor to do his bookkeeping in black
plight of Fred MacMurray, who, with no
ink. Grosses should be strong everyexperience with children, is suddenly saddled with three mischievous brats. The
where except in action houses. UniversalInternational shrewdly reunited Claudette
two stars are aided by the three captiColbert and Fred MacMurray, the starring
vating moppets, Gigi Perreau, Jimmy
Hunt and Peter Miles. Scripting by Dane
duo that shone so brightly in "The Egg
Lussier from the Homer Croy story introandanother
I". And marital
once more
in
farcethey
thatarefitsteamed
their
duces, with fair success, the element of
light comedy talents perfectly. Its laughs
romantic rivalry in the person of a predaand chuckles are frequent, depending not
tory blonde, well played by Rita Johnson.
'SO DEAR TO MY HEART'
Rates • • • for family houses

HOMESPUN

RKO (Walt Disney)
82 minutes
Burl Ives, Beulah Bondi, Harry Carey,
Bobby Driscoll, Luana Patten, Raymond
Bond, Walter Soderling, Matt Willis, Spelman B. Collins. Voices: John Beal, Ken
Carson, Bob Stanton, The Rhythaires.
Directed by Harold Schuster.
From the Walt Disney studios comes
this delightful vignette of a rustic childhood, bathed in warm Technicolor and
flavorsorne with folksy humor and melodies. Derived from the well-known novel
by Sterling North, it recounts with indulgent nostalgia the placid adventui'es
of a youngster at the turn of the century
with his impish black lamb and his stern
"Granny". It's wonderful fun for the
children and, for adults, a heart-warming
recollection of their own childhood memories— anularityideal
"family"andpicture.
The popof the novel
an appreciative
word-of-mouth should stimulate a strong
boxoffice response, especially in small
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blending all these flashy ingredients.
STORY: Back in the days when California was a Spanish possession, Sinatra arrives from Boston to take over the inn
he inherited from his father. He discovers
that his father was the notorious "kissing
bandit", who made a career of kissing
every girl in sight. J. Carrol Naish, now
the bandit chief, persuades the reluctant
sissy
don his
father's
mantle. First
raidingto foray
upon
a stagecoach
nets
Kathryn
Grayson,
the bashful
governor's
daughter. But Frank
is too
to kiss
her.
When two tax collectors arrive from Spain
and stop at the inn, Naish hog-ties them
and he and Frank, invade the governor's
palace to collect the tax funds. The governor gives them a lavish reception, keeps
stalling them off, for the treasury is empty. While Naish is scurrying around looking for the money, Frank is making eyes
at Kathryn, who is aware of his identity.
The two officials show up and expose ihe
impostors, whereupon Sinatra indulges in
some fancy fisticuffs. Finally, all is forgiven and he demonstrates his family
talent for osculation. Dav.

BOXOFFICE
STORY: Bachelor MacMurray marries
widow Colbert the mother of three frisky
children. Their wedding day is marred
by an accident; her aunt falls down the
stairs and breaks a leg. Since she was supposed to take care of the kids during their
absence, they are forced to take them
along on their honeymoon. Fred makes
clumsy attempts to win them over, is
met with scepticism and embarassing remarks. At a train stop out west, the kids
get off and are accidentally left behind.
A frantic chase finds them safe and sound
on a chicken farm. Arriving at the Grand
Canyon
old flame
Johnson,resort
showshotel,
up Fred's
and starts
a bitRita
of
romantic sabotage, much to Claudette's
annoyance. And Fred's patience with the
kids gives out and they get a good, oldfashioned spanking. This leads to a rift,
the couple returning home separately.
But they meet again at a welcome-home
party and happily dissolve their quarrel.
Dav.

SENTIMENT

towns.
The master of the animated cartoon has
been experimenting in his feature productions with "live action" sequences, a
less expensive medium. This picture is
only about fifteen per cent animation,
used to embellish the story with imaginative uhimsy. It brings to life a scrap-book
of childish souvenirs in the bubbling, iridescent fashion for which Disney is famous and the transitions from drawingboard to sound stage are smoothly effected.
The "live" portion of the story, as directed by Harold Schuster, maintains the
sentimental, back-woodsy flavor of its
theme. "Jeremiah", the lovable, young
hero of these adventures, is played by Bobby Driscoll with refreshing naturalness
and
Luana
Patten'scharm.
performance
adds
cuteness
and wistful
Beulah Bondi
is fine as "Granny" (the best kiver maker
in Pike County) and Burl Ives scores as
"Hiram", the balladeei'ing blacksmith.
High
spot is him
the spirited
hoe-down
in which
she dances
off his feet.
A minor
role

for the late Harry Carey, in his last screen
performance, is a memorable one. Catchy
new tunes include the title song and "It's
What You Do With Whatcha Got" and
there are pleasant old-timers as "Billy
Boy" and "Sourwood Mountain".
STORY: Young Bobby Driscoll dreams
of some day owning a race horse, the
like of the great Dan Patch. Instead he
adopts a coal black lamb that has been
rejected by its mother. As the lamb
grows, it becomes a very frisky critter,
hard on the furniture, the garden beds and
"Granny's" patience. When Bobby proposes to enter it at the county fair, she at
first objects, but Burl Ives jollies her into
consenting. Bobby and Luana go hunting
for wild honey and find a huge cache that
will pay for their excursion. But one day
the lamb runs away. The boy is heartbroken and his selfish behavior brings a
scoldingmises thefrom
After
he proLord "Granny."
that he will
forego
the
pleasures of the fair, he finally finds the
lamb. "Granny" relents and, at the fair,
the lamb wins a special award. York.
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'JUST WILLIAM'S LUCK'
Rates • for a juve show

INEPT

UNITED ARTISTS (Shipman-Coplan)
88 minutes
William
Graham,
Garry
Marsh, -lane
Welsh, Hii^h Cross, Katleen Stuart, Leslie
Bradley, A. E. Matthews.
Directed by Val Guest.
There was no excuse for importing this
batch of film all the way over from England and inflicting it upon American audiences. Exhibitors will be wise to change
the subject and look the other way when
this one is served up. It's a sort of British
"Our
those
Hal
Roach Gang"
used comedy,
to turn similar
out, butto not
funny.

JUVENILE

COMEDY

It runs much too long for Saturday
matinee showings and even the kids will be
bored by its Briticisms. If nothing else,
this picture conclusively demonstrates (1)
why Hollywood films are in such demand
in
tooEngland,
badly. and (2) that UA needs product
STORY: William is an energetic fourteen-year old, who is generally a nuisance
around the house, annoying his family
with his talkative curiosity. He's always
mixed up in some boyish scrape, as he
plays
"Knights
Round upTable"
'with
his three
pals. ofHethe thinks
a scheme
to get his big brother married off, so that
he can inherit his bicycle. So he fixes
brother up with a visiting movie star,

much to everyone's embara.ssment. This
angle to the plot gets lost in the shuffle
and, next, the kids decide to haunt a house.
The hou.se they pick is an old man.sion,
used as a hide-out by a gang of fur thieves.
In the dead of night the kids sneak in,
pi ance around in sheets and suits of armor
and scare the daylights out of the crooks.
But they are nabbed, bound and gagged
and tossed in the truck-load of "hot" furs
speeding to Dover. A sack of flour on the
truck springs a leak and leaves a trail
for the police to follow. The crooks are
arrested and the kids are returned home
in a police car. So now William is a hero
and receives a bicycle and a whole cake
for himself. York,

'AN OLD-FASHIONED GIRL' FOR LOWER SLOT ON DUAL BILLS
Rates • • as supporting diialler in fami ly houses
works for a living. They and their society
~ slot on dual bills. The story is an adaptaEAGLE LION (Equity Pictures)
friends treat the girl with amused distion of Louisa May Alcott's period-piece,
82 minutes
dain. Gloria likes the son, Jimmy Lydon,
all
about
demure,
little"Polly",
fresh
from
but
he is engaged to another girl, a vain,
Gloria Jean, rlimmy Lydon, John Hubbard,
the country, who stands up to the BosionFrancis Raflerty, Mary Eleanor Donahue,
ian snobbery and sets everything right
deceitful character. The daughter, Franwith her charm and decorum. McElbert
Irene Ryan, Douglas Wood,
cis Rafferty, is in love with handsome John
Moore and Arthur Dreifuss wrote the
Directed by Arthur Dreifuss.
Hubbard, but he is reluctant about proposing and circumstances throw him and
screenplay, the latter also directing. JimGloria together, while Francis works up
my
Lydon
is
Gloria's
boyfriend;
Francis
a fine case of jealousy. Time passes and
RalTerty, John Hubbard and Irene Ryan
"An Old-Fashioned Girl" 'has an oldfashioned story and that word also desthe family loses all their money, are forced
furnish costumed tintypes. The musical
cribes the quality of lis production and
to live in a small cottage and do their own
numbers are not very diverting, with the
direction. As a veliicle for young Gloria
housework. Gloria does her best to help
exception of a fine violin solo by Saundra
Berkova.
them out and they relax their scornful
Jc?n, this is passable as a "wholesome
STORY: Gloria Jean arrives in Boston,
family-type" picture and it may satisfy
condescension.
Jimmy's fiancee jilts him
audiences in small town spots. Such unand he goes off to Michigan to chop down
circa 1870, takes a room at a boardingtrees.
When
he
returns, the family is
house and proceeds to give voice lessons.
adulterated sweetness is too sugai'y for
Her distant relatives, a family of rich
modern-minded audiences, however, and
prosperous once again and the two couples
most theaters vAU confine it to the lower
snobs, are disturbed by the fact that she
are happily united. York.

'HOMICIDE FOR THREE' GOOD
MYSTERY-COMEDY
PROGRAMMER
Rates ® * in supporting slot
spend
a
belated
honeymoon,
get
involved
stolen, while he's in a Turkish bath. He
Republic
hires detective Grant Withers to find it.
60 minutes.
in a series of murders and just can't seem
to get any privacy. Bradbury Foote did
Then they meet a bearded character in a
Audrey Long:, Warren
Douglas, Grant
the script from the Pa' rick Quentin mybar, who drunkenly recites some mysterWithers, Lloyd Corrigan, Stephanie Bacheious mumbo-jumbo about murder. Folstery yarn and George Blair's direction
lor, George Lynn, Tala Birell,
keeps the pot boiling continuously. The
Directed by George Blair.
lowing his tip,
they dash
off to and
a girl's
production values, though economy-size,
apartment,
a famous
puppeteer,
find
fill the bill. Audrey Long and Warren
her dead. And somebody wearing his
Douglas make a good-looking couple and
uniform had done her in. Aided by the
A fast pace, suspense and light comedy
score wi h a nice sense of comedy timing.
de ective, they try to prevent a second
combine to make "Homicide for Three"
Grant Withers is the burly detective who
a satisfactory offering as a second feature.
murder, but too late, another show girl
turns out to be the culprit and Lloyd
gets knocked off. The third victim is to
It's a mystery-comedy that should keep
Corrigan, Stephanie Bachelor and Tala
be a circus ballerina and, arriving to warn
the customers guessing as to "whodunit?"
Birell fill in adequately.
and also keep them mildly amused. Mixher, they are kidnapped by a pair of
clowns. After a bit of fisticuffs, the
With a twenty-four hour pass from his
mg laughs with murder doesn't always
work, but this Stephan Auer production
Naval base, Lieutenant Warren Douglas
clov.'n-killers are unmasked as being the
detective and his brother and the police
does the job smoothly and wraps it all up
manages to rent a hotel suite for himself
in a neat sixty minutes. The humor
and wife Audrey Long. But their cozy
take
But by— now
lieutenant'sis
springs from a situation in which a young
leave charge.
has expired
the the
honeymoon
plans are interrupted by all sorts of sinister shenanigans. First his uniform is over. DAV.
couple, with only twenty-four hours to
'NIGHTTIME IN NEVADA' GOOD
ROY ROGiRS TRUCOLOR
Rates ^99 where Rogers is favored
knaves and bullies. And there is a pretty
Republic
gal for Roy to sing to (from a safe dis67 minutes.
tance) and the Sons of the Pioneers to
Roy Rogers, Adele Mara, Andy Devine,
harmonize in tuneful melodies. "The Big
Grant Withers, Marie Harmon, Joseph
Rock Candy Mountain" is the outstanding
tune in this one. The Trucolor in this
Crehan, George Carleton, Holly Bane,
Rogers series has been improving right
Steve Darrell, Jim Nolan, Hank Patterson,
along and this Edward White production
Bob Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneers,
Trigger.
is especially eye-soothing. The action is
plentiful; there seems to be something
Directed by William Witney.
popping every minute and the fights are
more rugged than ever. Roy sure does
get badly, albeit temporarily, mussed up.
"Nighttime in Nevada" gallops down the
There is a sock finale, as Roy fights in a
.same adventure trail tr^aveled by previous
Roy Rogers pictures. It should do at least
runaway truck hurtling down a mountain
as well as his previous musical oaters in road. This picture is just what action fans
tho.se situations where he is a favorite.
crave and the kids will yell for more. GravThere is Roy in his cream colored somel-voicedever,
Andy Devine
"Cookie"
is asa
ticklish as
Adeleas Mara
makes
brero, with his fat pal "Cookie" and his
mighty cute tenderfoot, Grant Withers is
smart horse "Trigger," riding triumphantly over the dastardly deeds of sundry
the burly villain and Marie Harmon is
16

ENTRY
around for laughs.
The dirty work of Grant Withers goes
back twenty years when he killed his partner to get possession of a gold mine. Now
he is doing some big-scale cattle rustling
as well as hatching a plot with a crooked
lawyer
swindleMara,
the murdered
daughter,to Adele
out of her man's
trust
fund. When she bounces into town in
her house trailer, he tries to kill her, but
Roy arrives on scene and roughs him up.
Roy has been deputized by the State to
help Andy Devine apprehend the cattle
thieves and he soon fixes his sights on
the burly ruffian. Withers and his gang
hijack a train load of cattle, but Roy is
hiding in one of the cars and does some
fancy shooting and fighting until help
comes. Finally Withers is killed as he
and Roy battle it out in a speeding truck.
YORK.
FILM
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Behind the Scenes of Film Production
PS
E-U
SIZ
DIO
STU
offing. There are six now shooting, and
Selznick may go back to United Artists
COLUMBIA
for further discussion. It looks to this six more scheduled for starts within a
month. During this spurt in production
reporter as though Mr. Selznick's efforts
CAMERAS BUSY WITH
to .secure outside release for any of his Metro can have its pick of Hollywood's
product will fall through entirely unless
talent, which is available for work behe relaxes his demands. At any rate,
SIX PICTURES SHOOTING
cause of the current lull throughout the
Eagle-Lion is definitely not biting at this town.
piTA HAYWORTH is the latest in the time.
The writing department is unusually
■■•^ line of Columbia's stars to tiff with
A five million-dollar pool for indepenbusy, with forty scripts geared for the
this studio. The actress was suspended
dent production units has been arranged
by Harry Cohn when she failed to report
'49 - '50 production slate. Fifty-five writers
for work on "Lona Hanson," but after the and president Arthur Krim will devote his are working on these properties, represuspension was announced, stated that time in the immediate future to considersenting the lowest number of scripters
there was little use in reporting as the
ing various independent deals. Latest new
ever
used
here for such volume, an outscript was not ready or "suitable." Bossone to come into the fold is headed by
come of Schary economy. The policy is
man Cohn, however, is apparently not too
Howard Koch, a former assistant director
serious about the quarrel, as it is reliably
evidently paying off, as from fifteen to
reported that he sent Miss Hayworth a at this lot, who has banded together a twenty stories have been completed since
script on another story the very day the
group of E-L employes to pool their re- Schary took over, and an effort is made
suspension was announced.
sources for production cost. First film
to turn out at least one finished script
Activity here has taken a considerable
will be an untitled documentary which is ready for the sound stages every ten or
jump, with six before the cameras, and
two scheduled for early starts. Of the currently being written by the author of twelve weeks.
eix in production, three have been preDespite the fact that Sam Maxx is still
the script of "He Walked by Night." It
viously reported before the cameras:
will roll in March.
working on his slate of documentary
"Jolson Sings Again," "Greed" and "All
films, it is rumored the whole project
Although the stages are still dark here,
the King's Men." The three new starters
may
be called off. The films were to be
are minor league entries: a musical with
the Vinson-Equity film, "Shamrock Hill"
made with budgets around $600,000, but
(Peggy
Ryan-Ray
MacDonald)
has
started
Desi Arnaz, "Night in Havana"; a Gene
the fact that too much overhead would
shooting on another lot. Ihis was forAutry western titled "Rim of the Canhave
to be charged against each producmerly titled "Enchanted Dream". . . "Boryon" (in which the cowboy star plays the
tion is causing some second-thought
der Incident," which was to be Aubrey
dual role of father and son), and "The
among studio executives. Reports that
Schenck's pet, has been sold to Metro for the
Secret of St. Ives." The latter is an ad- $50,000.
program may be killed are supported
Krim agreed to sell because the
venture story set in France and Scotland
by the fact that no starting dates have
budget ran $650,000 without names, an
in the Napoleonic era and stars Richard
been announced for any of the documenNey and Vanessa Brown. "Hounded" is outlay too high for E-L at this time.
taries.
the new title of the George Raft vehicle
Producer Arthur Freed is again trying
formerly known as "The Big Jump." It
is slated to start rolling soon.
for rights to the stage show of "OklaMETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
homa!" and it's possible that he may have
Columbia has bought "Woman of Dismore luck this time, as the legit coin is
tinction" from Paramount. This was to
not as heavy as at the time of his last
be made by Frank Capra, but he figured
GROSSES, HIGH ACTIVITY
his previous com-mitments would postpone
effort to get the property. . . "Border Instart of the film until almost 1950, so it
cident," purchased from Eagle-Lion, will
was agreed to sell it to Columbia. Alex
hit the market after U-I's similar "Illegal
Gottlieb will produce it here.
VERIFY RODGERS' OPTIMISM
Entry." The latter, incidentally, has the
\7P WILLIAM RODGERS recently is- full cooperation of the U. S. Immigration
The Bogart-Lord outfit, Santana Prosued a statement of the utmost optimductions, have announced the third film
Department. It may be that Metro has
on their slate for Columbia release. It
ism concerning future business. In typi- climbed on this bandwagon a bit too late
cal Metro fashion, he predicts his studio
. . . Robert Taylor's next, following "The
will be titled "In a Lonely Place," will
star Bogart. and will start shooting next
will "lead the industry with greater su- Conspirator," will be "The Devil's Doorfall. The first on this program was
way," tale of an Indian veteran of the
it has ever
enjoyed." Activitypremacy
here than
supports
his statement.
In Civil War who turns outlaw in the old
"Knock on Any Door" and the second
west.
.
. Metro has bought the screen,
addition to pleasing grosses on "The
"Tokyo Joe," which rolls in early
January.
Three Musketeers" and a few other recent
rights to Dod Orsborne's autobiography,
products, a production spree is in the
Columbia is developing a story based
"Master of the Girl Pat." The book will
on the Berlin situation and titled "Berlin
Blockade," which is obviously going to
conflict with Paramount's plan to make a
film titled "Berlin Airlift." Time will tell
who wins the race, as both are originals
and in the same state of develooment. . .
Another original property, "The Oklahoma Kid," has been acquired by Columbia.
EAGLE
E-L REFUSES

- LION

TO NIBBLE

AT SRO'S TOUGH DEMANDS
rjISCUSSIONS BETWEEN E-L execu'-'^ fives and David O. Selznick concerning a possible E-L release of the SRO
product have gone round the mulberry
bush for another two weeks. Reports
have circulated that the deal would be
only for old re-issues, others say deal
would include later films, even "Portrait
of Jenny." Latest rumor is that E-L is
balking at Selznick's demands, and that
DECEMBER
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U-l BOXOFFICERS

SET CAMPAIGNS

John Joseph, U-l national director of adi'ertising-publicity, and Manriee A. Bergman^
Eastern ad-publieily director, presiding at a staff luncheon in New York where promotional
plans for U-I's ivinter-spring lineup zverc set. Prom left: Al Horzvits, Eastern publicity manager; David A. Lipton, studio ad-promotion coordinator ; Joseph Bergman, Henry A. Linet,
Eastern advertising manager, and Charles Simonelli, Eastern exploitation manager.
IT

REPUBLIC
SIUDIO

SIZt-UPS

be published in January, and LIFE magazine is giving it current publicity by a
series of articles on Orsbome's life.
After months of being kept secret, the
news has finally leaked out that Metro is
going for its own color film, having been
working closely for some time with Ansco
Color. Bv February, the Metro studio will
have sufficient laboratory facilities to process at least six productions filmed in
Ansco, and by the end of 1949 should be
in a position to develop twenty of its own
films. The move will greatly expedite the
processing and printing of release prints
and will naturally result in great economies. Studio executives are hoping it
will
be
possible
"shoot the
in the
morning
and see the colorto rushes
same
night
or the next moi'ning." Metro will
in its own ^ab "Man in the Eiffel
now winding up production in
This is the first major film ever
the Ansco color process.

process
Tower,"
France.
shot in

MONOSRAM-AA
PRODUCTION

STILL LIMP

WITH ONE GOING, TWO SET
^^NE NEW starter here, a western
^ titled "Gun Law Justice" (Jimmy
Wakely), directed by Lambert Hillyer.
The Charlie Chan film "Murder in the
Air" will start next, followed by "Gun
Hawk," another western. Start of the
King Bros.' "Gun Crazy" has been temporarily postponed.

FIVE JANUARY
MARK

NEW YEAR ACTIVITY

"1_JELLFIRE," being filmed in Trucolor,
is the one new starter at this lot,
and is the first film to be made under
the Elliott-McGowan banner. The McGowan brothers wrote the script which,
although basically a western, has a different treatment than the usual. It concerns an outlaw whose life is saved by a
preacher, who loses his own life in the
rescue, but first exacts a promise from
the outlaw to build a church in payment
for his life, stipulating that the funds
must be obtained honestly. Sludio spokesmen have great faith in the scnpt, claiming it is the best to come off the lot in a
long time.
Five will start in January, the first
being "Prince of the Plains," the first
Monte Hale picture since the cowboy star
broke his wrist last August. Following
will be "Eagles in Exile" (John Wayne),
a 12 eoisode serial titled "Ghost of Zorro," "Susanna Pass" (Roy Rogers) and
"Death Valley Gunfighters."
Negotiations are currently going on between Mike Frankovich and Republic to
release "The Dark Road," which will be
made in Italy this spring. Picture is to
star Constance Bennett, Helmut Dantine,
Binnie Barnes and possibly Brian Aherne.
RKO
RKO PRODUCTION

CROSBY

IN EXCLUSIVE

SEVEN-YEAR

PARA

PACT

"DING CROSBY and Paramount, after
several months of negotiations, have
signed a new seven-year contract. The
agreement gives Paramount exclusive
rights to Crosby during this time, and
calls for eighteen pictures. New twist is
that eight of these will be financed on a
50 - 50 basis between Crosby Enterorises
and Paramount, who will split profits in
like manner. Budgets will run $1,500,000
or less, and nothing of the elegance of
"Emperor Waltz" is contemplated. "Top
currently shooting,
O' theoffMorning,"
the new slate.
starts
Charles Reagan, vp in charge of distribution, looks forward to a rosy future
for Paramount in the coming year.
Speaking of the lineup of planned product, he said
such a program
"takesof
courage
and that
confidence
in the face
present conditions."
The program calls for a heavy .schedule
to start in January and February. The
list includes "After Midnight" (Alan
X,add), Mitchell Leisen directing; "Red
Hot and Blue," new title for "Restless
Angel," which will star Betty Hutton and
perhaps Victor Mature; "Broadway Bill"
(Crosby); "Dear Wife" and "Sunset
Boulevard." Hal Wallis, whose "Bitter
Victory" has just finished, will contribute
"The File on Thelma Jordan," "Rope of
Sand" and "My Friend Irma." The latter
will star Marie Wilson, and possible Betty
Hull on in the role of Jane. Pine-Thomas'
next will be "Captain China," to roll in
February.
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cutive director of the Selznick studios and
president of Vanguard FWrnn, Inc., which
verified STUDIO SIZE-UPS rumor-siftmg
process in the Dec. 6th issue of FILM
BULLETIN.
O'Shea made these points:
"1. We have initiated a number of discussions with various interests and have
considered various propositions that have
been submitted to us, con.si.stent with Mr.
to eliminate waste and duplication in disSelznick's announced desire and intention
tribution during these crucial times. None
of these discussions has determinedto anystop
thing. We have tried our best
rumors to the end that there be no undue
disturbance in SRO and other distributing
we might conceivcompanies with whom part,
or in whole.
ably merge facilities in
"2. It must be obvious that any such
deal would involve a type of setup not
presently constructed, distributing the
Selznick product, or of SRO as presently
constituted, distributing the Eagle-Lion
product, is ridiculous.
"3. As far as Eagle-Lion is concerned,
the larger part of our discussions has had
to do with negotiations growing out of
offers made by Eagle-Lion for the reissues
of a number of our pictures. There have
also been discussions looking toward the
possibility of such a deal as that discussed
above, but manifestly this could only be
considered on the basis of the in.stitution
of an entirely different kind of operation
that would on the one hand specialize in
big pictures in the manner of SRO, and
on the other hand take advantage of the
Eagle-Lion ability to achieve volume."

BY $ SAVINGS

"(gAM WYNNE" has finished, right on
schedule, which leaves the SinatraRussell film, "It's Only Money," and
Samuel Goldwyn's "Roseanna McCoy"
still before the cameras. There is nothing
definite planned for a start until "The
Big Steal" in early February, to star
George Raft. The current set-up indicates
a lull in production in the next few
months, but for RKO, the picture is
brightened a bit by the fact the money
will be saved during the intervention of
the holidays.
Goldwyn has added to his 1949 production schedule,
"The Although
Goldwyn noGirl,"
Technicolor
musical.
detailsa
of casting or production are set, the picture will follow the history of the glamour institution that began 18 years ago in
"Whoopee." Since then the Goldwyn
Girls have apoeared in every musical
produced by Goldwyn, including Eddie
Cantor and Danny Kaye vehicles.
Howard Hughes has purchased the McCall maqrazine novelette "The Man Who
Played Santa Claus," and will film it under the title "Christmas Gift," to be produced and directed by Don Hartman and
to star Gary Grant and Betsy Drake.
$50,000 was paid for the property.
SRO
SELNICK STILL LOOKING
FOR RELEASE

ARRANGEMENT

"/CLARIFICATION" STATEMENTS are
^ getting to be a habit here. The latest
was one issued by Daniel T. O'Shea, exe-

HIGH PRODUCTION
BE STEPPED

PACE TO

UP EVEN HIGHER

W^ITH THE FINISH of "Beautiful
Blonde From Bashful Bend" and the
start of "Slattery's Hurricane," Fox continues steady production with six before
the cameras. "Come to the Stable" is slated for an immediate start, starring Loretta Young and Celeste Holm. This one
was held up when John Lund, on loanout
from Paramount, refused the male lead,
and studio is now making hurried tests
for the role. Three more are due to start
before the end of the month: "The East
Side Story," "It Happens Every Spring"
and "Oh, You Beautiful Doll." Even with
of "Hard
wind-up
the
total of
Fox aBargain"
will give
month, d this
this schedule
nine shooting, a program that has crowded the lot so much that .some of the shootwill be moved into the old Fox studio.
George Jessel's option has been
Producer
at a boosted salary, and following
lifted
"Oh, You Beautiful Doll," he will turn out
"The Band Wagon," musical hit of the
thirties.
Studio has acquired film rights to two
for the Scandinavi"Hurray
properties,
a forthcoming LIFE magaans," based on
zine article, and "Storm at Sable Island,"
an original. 20th is also dickering for
"Years Ago," Broadway play by Ruth
will star Jeanne
Gordon
Grain. which, if acquired,
The Dana Andrews-Maureen O'Hara picture made in England as "Brittania
Mews," and planned for release here as
"The Affairs of Adelaide," has now had
''Impulse."
title changed for domestic release to
its
FILM
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UNITED
HUGHES-NASSER

ARTISTS
LOAN DEAL

HELD UP BY INDIES OFFERS
'pWO
WEEKS of
failedMORE
to materialize
in huddles
a definilehave
arrangement for a Hughes-Nasser loan here.
Trouble was encountered when various independent producers, mainly Chaplin and
Mary Pickford, demanded equal deals, and
when that was ironed out and the pact
was ready for signing, Hughes held up
because of new bids from important producers pouring in. The question now is
which of these offers will ba included in
the deal.
The start of "The Crooked Wry," starring John Payne and Ellen Drew," and the
third Cisco Kid film in the series, "The
Daring Caballero," brings the total to four
before the cameras here. "Champion" has
been finished, incidentally in 24 days instead of the scheduled 34, and at a cost
of $595,000 instead of the planned $750,000,
a feat that has made producer Stanley
Kramer quite happy.
Edward Small has signed Virginia Van
Upp to produce his "Life of Valentino"
and hopes to start the picture early in
March. This will be Miss Van Upp's first
assignment since leaving Columbia, where
her last production was "Gilda."
Constance Bennett is back in the independent picture with her purchase of a
comedy titled
Cuts Capers," and is
dickering
for a"Katie
UA release
on the film . . .
William Cagney has bought another property, "The Executioners," shortly followhis purchase of "Only the Valiant,"
both ingplanned
as James Cagney starrers,
duction slate . . . Harry Popkin has cornindicating an expanded independent propleted dubbing the German-made fantasy
"Baron Munchausen"
will
the
film to UA for release and
. . . Lesteroffer
Cowan
wants UA to re-issue "The Story of G. I.
Joe" in February or March. If Robert
Mitchum is as much of a box-office draw
at that time as now, it should be a profitable move.
The Nassour brothers have decided to
follow their initial film, "Africa Screams,"
with only exploitation pictures. Said Bill
Nassour, "We're receiving all kinds of
.scripts that I imagine would be knockouts
in ordinary times, but we're turning them
down to concentrate on
the exploitation
type of screenplay."
In order to spread its product thinner
UA plans to release only one film this
month, "Siren of Atlantis," and January
will see only a Cisco Kid film, "Valiant
Hombre" and two re-issues, "Guest in the
House" and ' Lady of Burlesque."

UNIVERSAL-INTERNAT'L

TIGHT-LENSING

PROGRAM

filVES U l SIX FOR '48-49
PRODUCTION TAKES A jump with two
*• new starters, "The Lady Gambles"
New York play, "John Loves Mary," which
introduces Patricia ("Fountainhead")
Neal to the screen and stars Ronald ReagDECEMBER

20, 1948

(Earbara Stanwyck-Robert Pres'.on) and
"Illegal Entry," the immigration picture
starring Howard Duff and Marta Toren.
As mentioned before, this film gets the
full cooperation of the U. S. Immigration
Service, including the actual border patrols on the Mexican-U.S. line. "Ma and
Pa Kettle" has finished, but scheduled for
an imminent start are "Arctic Manhunt"
and "And Baby Makes Three," with Donald O'Connor.
In line with the studio's new tightlensing program, six of the twenty-four
pictures on the '48-'49 slate, will have finished by mid-January. These consist of
"Calamity Jane and Sam Bass," "The Life
of Riley," "City Across the River" (new
title for "The Amboy Dukes"), "Ma and
Pa Kettle," "Arctic Manhunt" and "The
Lady Gambles." The title change on "Amboy Dukes" came as a result of the success of "Naked City." The new film deals
with Brooklyn, and if successful, U-I plans
other stories to deal with life in other
New York boroughs — Queens, the Bronx,
etc.
January vill start "Take One False
Step," WilKar.i Powell starrer, and ' Come
Be My Love" which Joan Harrison will
produce and Robert Montgomery will direct as well as have the top role.
U-I has re-hired Jerry Bresler as a producer, after terminating his contract last
November. Bresler's first production
chore will be a top-budgeted documentary,
"Customs Bureau." Two other documentaries are on the slate, one based on the
Criminal Investigation Division and the
other on case histories of various fire
underwriters associations, to be titled
"The Areon Story."
WARNER
WB "FLEXIBLE"

BROS.
SCHEDULE

MAY MEAN 14 OR 40 FOR '49
^FTER WEEKS OF discussion, Warner
Bros, have now announced plans for
their 1949 program. It will not be geared
to any stipulated number of films, but will
run from fourteen to forty pictures, depending on the existing market. The
studio has "a large number of scripts in
the works," which are being rushed to
completion and which will give an opportunity to start any one or a number of
films at a given time, "should market conditions warrant it." Another factor which
will have strong bearing on the number
of films made will be the pace of play-off
time on the studio's releases. It is definitely indicated that Warners will not follow the current industry trend toward
foreign production. In addition to "The
Hasty Heart," there will be only two more,
both to be made in England, with no production in France or Italy planned. In
summing up statements from studio
spokesmen, it may be said that the program, which they term "flexible" and
'tion.
mobile," is actually one of extreme cauThe present release situation for 1949
consists of 25 films, with comedies, musicals and outdoor epics predominating.
There will be 14 of these: Five comedies,
Danny Kaye's first for Warner Bros.,
"Happy Times"; the filmization of the hit
an and Jack Carson; "A Kiss in the Dark,"

Jane Wyman-David Niven starrer; the
Ronald Reagan-Virginia Mayo comedy,
"The Girl from Jones Beach"; and a frothy domestic hassle between Alexis Smith
and Zachary Scott, "Cne Last Fling."
The release of the Burbank studio's four
musical films (all in Technicolor) will be
headed off with the Christmas week openings of "One Sunday Afternoon," the cast
of which is headsd by Dennis Morgan,
Dorothy Malone, Janis Paige, Don DsFore.
Others to follow are ' Look for the Silver
Lining," based on the life of Marilyn Miller with June Haver, Ray Bo'ger and
Gordon MacRae in top roles; Michael Curtiz' production for Warner Bros, release
starring Jack Carson, Doris Day and Lee
is Yours," and "It's
"My DreamDennis
ABowman,
Great Feeling,"
Morgan-Jack
Carson-Doris Day starrer.
Outdoor films include the Errol Flynn
starrer, "Montana"; United States Pictures' production for Warner Bros, release,
"South of St. Louis," with Joel McCrea,
Alexis Smith and Zachary Scott; "Colorado this
Territory,"
another
JoelMayo
McCrea
starrer,
time with
Virginia
and
Dorothy Malone; "The Younger Brothers," ashoot-'em-up of these outlaws'
efforts to go straight; and the currently
filming Navy carrier aviation epic, "Task
Force," which stars Gary Cooper and
Wayne Morris.
In a class by itself, is the lavish, Technicolored
' Adventures
of Don Juan," with
Errol
Flynn
back in tights.
The ten remaining pictures of the 25
of Warner Bros.' product termed "dramas"
are "The Fountainhead"; "Flamingo
Road"; "Somewhere in the City"; "Night
Unto Night"; "Whiplash" ;"The Decision
of Christopher Blake"; ' Smart Girls Don't
Talk"; "Flaxy Martin"; "Homicide"; and
"The House Across the Street."
A deal is on to star Danny Kaye in the
life of Harry Lauder, and if an agreement
is reached with the Scotch comedian, this
one should be headed for top grosses. It
is planned for a top budget, and would inLauder's
early clude
lifesuchascolorful
a coal episodes
miner, andas his
being
knighted by the Crown for entertainment
of troops during the first World War. Considering Kaye's
talents
as a mimic, this
should prove
ideal
casting.
INDEPENDENTS
FILM CLASSICS
One new starter here, titled
"Amazon Quest," starring Tom Neal.
The film has the shortest nhooting
schedule of the year, totalling 4 days
on the set and one on location, and
nobody is talking about its budget.
SCREEN GUILD
Also has a new one, a South Sea
island adventure with the r.trange
title of "Omoo," authored orginaily
by Herman Melville. This nlm
starts off the 1949 program, which
has been upped to twenty-six as
compared with seventeen this year.
Players lined up for future production show more promising names,
including Richard Arlen, Henry Hull
and Mary Beth Hughes.
Four are to be released this
month: "Shep Comes Home,"
"Frontier Revenge," "Thunder In
the Pines" and "Outlaw Country."
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ACCLAIM

The acduim accorded ' The -Snake Fit" by
the nation's leading movie critics should be
exploited to the hilt. Quotes culled from the
reviews can be blown up — the larger, the better
— for striking lobby effect in advance of the
picture. During the run, these should be moved
out to top the marquee and could flank the local
critics' reviews.
An "acclaim" booklet is being prepared by
20th-Fox public'teers to be mailed to exhibitors.
This includes reviews, and laudatory comments
from d'stingu'shed public figures, to give the
showman ample aniniuiiition for these di^^plays.
CONTROVERSY
There is li'.tle doubt that the subject matter
and its realistic treatment will stir up considerable discussion in the community. Special
screenings for professional groups, women's
clubs will make the pot boil even more rapidly.

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND AND MARK
Patient, Tender Agony

STEVENS

In making a motion picture from Mary Jane Ward's best-selling novel,
"The Snake Pit,'" Darryl F. Zanuck once again has ignored existing taboos by
tackling a subject — insanity — which the screen has heretofore skirted gingerly or treated in mocking, farcical fashion. To handle it with taste, yet show it
in all its terrifying grimncss; to personalize it, to render it as powerful drama
without stepping over into absurdity or embarrassment — in other words, to
make it palatable to the average adult moviegoer, was indeed a herculean
task. If the critical acclaim which has heralded its every showing is any gauge,
Zanuck has met the challenge and has merged with one of the most intensely
moving, superbly played films that has ever merited the term "controversial."
On this count alone, on the certainty
that it will stir up a wealth of discussion, the showman can base his campaign. The intelligent handling of an
adult theme opens limitless possibilities for inducing every faction of the
•community (except the youngsters) to
engage actively, if not consciously, in
the film's exploitation. Even more important, itcan make moviegoers out of
that huge, untapped portion of the
population who do not attend films.
In its exposition of a woman's mental
breakdown, her shocking experiences in
an asylum, her husband's patient, tender agony as he awaits recognition; the
pathetic, sometimes serio-comic displays
of the unbalanced mind; the frustrations of inadequate treatment, and,
finally, the fascinating unveiling of the
<lisease through psychoanalysis to rerunite husband and wife — all this
makes for drama which rates second to
none in its impact on the emotions.
Olivia de Havilland's performance in
"The Snake Pit" has made her a leading
contender for the Academy Award. No
campaign would be complete that did
not lay major stress on her portrayal.
Your audience's verbal acclaim will
supplement this.

For ficialcontroverting
poss'ble
of a superor careless nature
from critic'sm
skeptics who
might
doubt the authenticity or presentation of "The
Snake Pit." the company has gathered several
testimonial letters from leaders in the psychiatric field which shower the highest praise on
the film. These should not be used for publicily
I)urpos: s. but only as reference to combat irresponsible derogatory indictment.
NEWSPAPER

ADS

The ads for "The Snake Pit" are of a dignified, yet highly dranutic, nature. They wis?ly
avoid any taint of cheap sensationalism. The
stress is on "achievement," on the groundbreak'ng feature, on the powerful emotional
factors, and, inevitably, on Olivia de Haviland's
portrayal.

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of the issue

The

Snake

Pit

Every actress in Hollywood would
have given her eye-tooth and last pair
of false eyelashes to get the acting
plum that was accorded Olivia de
Havilland by Darryl Zanuck for hu
pet project of the year, "The Snake
Pit." But very few could have endowed it with the magnificent por<
trayal of a woman desperately groping her way back to sanity, which
Miss de Havilland has accomplished
to the last full measure of soul-stirring realism.
Under the sure and experienced
hand of director Anatole Litvak,
Miss de Havilland wrings every emotional nuance, every subtle shade of
mental upheaval from stark, raving
li:nacy to tbo blessed return to sweet,
wholesome lucidity. An idea of the
thespic
she must cover can b^'
pcrn
on scope
this page.
Heading the superlative supporting;
cast are Mark Stevens, as the hus)and; Ix>o Genn, who makes a lasting impression as a velvet-voiced
psychiatrist, and Celeste Holm in a
sparkling portraval of a near-cured
patient who succumbs to the harrowing conditions.
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CRITICS LIKE SONGS, KOT
STORY IN 'WORDS AND MUSIC
M-G-M's all-star Technicolored musical,
"Words and Music," purportedly telling
the story of the song team of Rodgers and
Hart, finds the New York newspaper critics, generally, miffed by the story and the
elaborate trappings, but acknowledging
the music's entertainment value.
"Another colossus in color to the list of
MGM pictures defeated by over-production," says Archer Winsten in the Post.
"You can listen with constant stimulus to
memory as well as pleasure in songs . . .
But there is not a genuine emotion in the
whole carload."
Bosley Crowther, Times, surmises that
its lucky the pub'ic is not too concerned
about the actual Rodgers-Hart biography,
else the film "might be hooted right out of
the house." He calls it a "patently juvenile specimen of musical biography" with
"appealing musical numbers that sit like
islands in the swamp of the plot." Rooney's characterization of Hart he dooms as
"the year's prize grotesquery."
It is the music which "lends some distinction" to a "grandiloquent and gaudy"
film, Howard
Barnes, Herald Tribune,
finds. "Overproduction has seriously marred what might have proved an interesting
musical melange."
Alton Cook, World-Telegram, sees it
aimed "at the multitudes who dote on the
large, plushy and overstuffed musicals,"
although the tunesmith's parents "never
would recognize their boys" in this film.
The tunes are
most any price,
even the price of"worth
submission to
the ac
companying Technicolored version of the
composers' 'lives'," says the Star's Cecelia
Ager. She likens the songs to "a banquet
of rare and exquisite ingredients, manhandled by some lumpish carpenters masquerading as creative chefs."
The Sun's Eileen Creelman, on the other
hand, describes it as "an unusual musical,
almost more of a character study than a
song-and-dance show" and lauds Rooney's
portrayal as "better than anything he's
done." She calls it "right good fun . . .
amusing . . . tuneful and gay."

'MISS TATLOCK'S MILLIONS'
PARAMOUNT
"Charles RrackPtt has thumbed his noFe
at tacit Hollywood
censorship with hilarious effect___Premised on insanity and
makes much of miscegenation and a
confused brother-and-sister relationship
Far from being tasteless, the show holds
to a high level of fantastic humor _ _ _
Generally delightful entertainment." —
BARNES
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Will inevitably arouse laughter in
those who find insanity, or its imitation,
amusinc.^To the discriminating it will
be a disappointment, devoid of worthy
purpose and occasionally productive of
uneasiness."— WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"Plays pranks on all taboos that movie
makers have
set for themselves in choice
of themes___You'll probably laugh fit to
bust a AM.
girdle."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD
TELEGR
"Extremely glib,
cated
toxic
comedy that makes sophisti
brittle sport and
of a rich
young looney___Looks like a perverse inside joke perpetrated by fed-up moviemakers whose sense of the proprieties
has festered."— AGER, PM.
"Lunacy in a family is not a particularly funny thing, nor does it seem fitting
and tasteful as a matter to be treated as
farce — Tender relations between the supposed idiot and his supposed sister are on
the verge of being a little embarrassing
22

What the Neiuspaper Critics Say About New Films
lOOTfS
'Crudely made and overly long melo— It just isn't funny to see a pitiful
drama^__When the absurd plotting does
affliction
made a joke" - CROWTHER,
N.
Y. TIMES
not get in the way of the action there are
a lot of fights, a lot of icy water and,
whale " PELSWICK,
a lot ofAMERICAN
naturally,
•LIVE TODAY FOR
N. Y. JOURNAL
.
"Scenery of admirable authenticity
TOMORROW
Plot of fine old time-tested balderdash
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
It it's story, plot and emotion you seek,
"Handles this difficult subject in a retry up or down the street or around the
markably frank and emotionally absorbcorner.
Don't try Harpoon." WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.
ing way_^_Personal drama that is genuine, moving and profound But beyond
"Script poor Acting is even worse in
this personal drama, an endeavor is made
a film which has only a few brief travelto introduce a broad philosophical inquiry
ogue TRIBUNE.
virtues."— GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
into
the morality
'mercy
Unfortunately,
this of
issue,
whichkilling'
is on an
intellectual plane, is nothing like as con'THE DECISION OF
vincing." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"Strong,
adult
drama
Far
from
being
movie entertainment in the conventional
meaning — Sombre and depressing _ _ _
ERS BLAKEWARNERSTOP
BROTH
HER
CHRI
Very intelligent and well-reasoned discus"Screen
version
of Moss Hart's provocasion of a highly controversial subject
tive drama about divorce ... is a blunderNot for those in search of only superficial
ing adaptation . . . Day dreams of a
escapist
PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURfrightened youngster . . . have become dull
NAL fare."—
AMERICAN.
and ridiculous . . . Deals with a weighty
'Grave, somber problem drama Very
subject, but
it HERALD
does so TRIBUNE.
clumsily." —
little excuse for its morbid existence, save
BARNES,
N. Y.
for the tear-jerking .sensationalism
"Thoroughly
moving
drama
. . . Alexis
Gloomy truths Not successful or parSmith and Robert Douglas are colorless
ticularly fitting objects for bittersweet
as the selfish parents. This is a piece of
entertainment."—
casting which badly damages a film which
ALD TRIBUNE. GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERmight have been much more than a tear"Decidedly depressing experience Has
jerker based on a serious and topical
courage and a purpose. It is thoughtfully
problem." — CREELMAN, N. Y. SUN.
made, intelligently acted. Its mood is sor■'Crawls through a weak beginning,
rowful and introspective." — CREELMAN,
saunters along the by-ways and small talk
N. Y. SUN.
of pre-divorce emotion, and only comes
"Sober and thoughtful study of a mercy
to life for a finale in court . . . You're ten
killing — Audiences will feel the impact."
strides ahead of the speaker and idly wish—COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
" 'Enjoyment' is hardly the word for it, WINSTEN,
ing you wereN. beyond
Y. POSThearing distance." —
unless your pleasure is increased by de"Lack
of
warmth
of feeling . . . Picture
pressing events Despite the dearth of with an admirable goal
and a serious purmerriment, it engages your attention conpose . . . No total loss but its merits are
stantly and rises to peaks of emotional
mainly a suggestion of what the picture
intensity."~WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
must haveTELEGRAM.
set out to be." — COOK, N.Y.
WORLD
'HILLS OF HOME'
MGM
"Tender and sentimental story Boys
and girls of all ages should be softly beguiled by it, for it's a film in the best tradition of inspirational romance Sincere
and simple and unhurried, it is refreshing
to have around "—CROWTHER, N. Y.
TIMES.
"Home-spun type drama Series of incidents, many on the tear-jerking side."
—PELSWICK,
N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.
"Handsome tearjerker Has little plot,
just a series of episodes, some humorous,
some melodramatic, some too evidently
contrived. The ending is heavily sentimental, but still touching."— CREELMAN,
N. Y. SUN.
"Painstakingly detailed joust in syrupy
Technicolor to determine who, Edmund
Gwenn, selfless Scot country doctor, or
Lassie, self-sacrificing collie, can jerk the
most tears Written, directed and acted
for
primary school age level." — AGER,
N. Y.theSTAR.
'HARPOON'
SCREEN
GUILD
"A minor citation for effort must be
given to the pick-up troupe of hopeful
movie people who made the little film
Harpoon a salty adventure item Directed and acted in a painfully amateurish
way."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

"Theme that demands more perceptive
writing and handling than this particular
film gives it . . . Selfconscious little conpiece." — PELSWICK, N. Y.
JOURNAL versation
AMERICAN.
'LET'S LIVE A LITTLE'
EAGLE LION
"Occasionally there is a bit of zany
business which provokes contented laughter ... If the script writers had made a
worthier contribution, Let's Live a Little
could have been real good fun. Too bad."
— PRYOR, N.Y. -nMES.
"That tiresome modern comedy cliche
. . . No wit, no originality and no shame
.GUERNSEY,
. . Forced andN.Y.
raucous
antic comedy."
HERALD
TRIBUNE.—
"Works hard for the very slight amusement it whips up ... At least has plenty
of action, although little of it makes either
for SUN.
sense or real fun."— CREELMAN, N.
Y.
"Breezy little farce . . . Filled with slapstickAMERICAN.
gags."— PELSWICK, N.Y. JOURNAL
"Bright, gay, diverting and very dressy
comedy . N.Y.
. . Good,
THIRER,
POST. clean, slapstick fun."
"Funny . . . with varying degrees of success, ranging from the slight to the very
very slight . . . Childish, but still not one
to be recommended for children — or much
of anyone else."— COOK, N.Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.
FILM
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FINNERAN'S REIN-BOW
Associated Theatre Oiiners of Indiana
With the headlines that have appeared in
the papers the last few days we wonder
more than ever the reason for the opposition to the Finneran proposal that has
appeared from some sources. In the face
of such publicity can exhibitors still believe that T.O.A. has the answer in suppressing theelsewhere?
news orThis
ti'ying
attention
triestotodivert
cure the
effect and leave the cause untouched. Do
some still think the ^iroblem is of little
importance? The rising tide of disapproval by local influential groups and
the decline at the boxofiice may be more
than just a coincidence in time, and future
misconduct of the stars and the revelation
thereof is a dagger at the heart of all
exhibitors. Be assured that the grosses
on a few pictures do not prove that the
protests now being heard are of no consequence. There is a growing enmity on the
part of a lot of people over the manner in
which this industry sometimes conducts
itself and the day will surely come when
this business, or your particular theatre,
needs the support of those groupj we are
now alienating.
Does the Motion Picture Herald deny
all these truths in its December 4th editorial in opposition to the Plan? The Herald finds fault because the plan does not
distinguish between production and conduct ofCode
workers.
Production
embrace Why
both?can't
The the
obligations
of the workers, or stars, who make movies
go beyond the responsibilities of workers
in other industries. The Herald also recal's that there formerly was a morality
clause in actors' contracts but remembers
no instance where it was invoked. Again,
this appears as no sound argument why
there should still not be such a clause and
one that is invoked when need be.
In addition the Herald protests that conscience cannot be reduced to code. Certainly there are clear lines between proper
conduct and gross misbehavior that an
overwhelming majority of right thinking
people wfll subscribe to. According to the
Herald's
reasoning
things
the Production
Codemany
should
be now
struckin
therefrom because undoubtedly many prohibitions are only on a provencial basis.
For illustration, note the contradictory decisions of censor boards in different sections
of
the country.
The actor's
moralityof
clause could
find enough
definitions
what constitutes gross misbehavior without getting down to fine points over which
there might be considerable difference of
opinion. As a matter of fact the plan
states that the Production Code should
condemn those things in real life that are
condemned for screen portrayal. The definitions have already been made so we
fail to see the concern about behavior
being a matter of individual conscience.
EPICS VS. 'B' PICS
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
A few weeks ago, two of our leading
movie executives pictured such a gloomy
future for the business that their statements depressed the value of all motion
picture stocks. Barney Balaban, president of Paramount, declared: 'The producers . . . are losing money and will
continue to do so for some time to come."
Spyros Skouras, president of Twentieth
Century-Fox, stated: "Those not now in
DECEMBER
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the red soon will be in the red."
These two toppers of the industry are
responsible for many of thoje 3 to 5 million dollar "super-epics" which made
many mists
exhibitors
same kind
pessithat Messrs.theBalaban
and of
Skouras
now are.
Out of the fcg, however, can be seen a
gleam of vember
optimism
the No22nd issuein ofa story
LIFE inmagazine
(page 119), relating to the King Brothers
— Morry, Frank and Hymie — who are
producing "non-epic" pictures which are
being bought by exhibitors and making
money for the three brothers.
The brothers make no pretense of producing "A" pictures, which means thai
they are sold to exhibitors for what they
really are, and somewhat different from
the well established policy of the major
companies of selling "C" and "D" pictures
at "A" prices. Nor do these brothers mislead the public by advertising their product as the "greatest" and "most stupendous" picture ever produced.
Some of the pictures released by the
brothers cost less than the weekly salaries
of a few of the leading executives of the
companies headed by Messrs. Balaban and
Skouras, but this can be accounted for by
reason of the fact that the brothers are
using their own money while that being
spent by Messrs. Balaban and Skouras is
O.P.M.
Although they may consider themselves
as living on the other side of the tracks,
we recommend, in order to give Messrs.
Balaban and Skouras a more optimistic
viewpoint of the industry's future, that
they arrange for a talk with Morry, Frank
and Hymie. The former may not learn
anything about how to reduce the cast
of making "epic" pictures, but they may
get some
hot tips on the runners at Hollywood Park.
MEET PUBLIC WANTS
Mass. Independent Exhibitors. Inc.
More than frequently an epic of such extravagant proportions, that it is literally
"top" heavy, is forced upon the exhibitor
and then the public, just because some
genius or groups of geniuses must fulfil
to then' own satisfaction, their mission in
life.
We will not take the liberty of specifically pointing the finger to certain productions which have proven their worthlessness nor to some that are now in production which will no doubt cause much
financial grief to their producers.
What is more important and what we
would like to point out by this article is
that the producers should by now, know
that the public are more aware of the
successful pictures made in our industry
than we are ourselves.
The "Tops" in production (who incidentally are sometimes the cause for "'Top
Heaviness") should analyze more completely, the wants of the public and necessarily better plan their years product
for distribution. "Johnny Belinda," ""Sitting Pretty," and ""Babe Ruth," and numerous others, are the type of picture that
Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public want, and
they definitely respond to the efforts and
money expended in this type of Production proportionately better than they do
to extravaganza type.
Rather than the blundering efforts recently made by some of the majors to cut

THAT RED LIST
Whatever happened to the flat
rental deal that Eric Johnston head
of the M. P. A. A., made with the
Russian government? It couldn't be
that the "home office" refused the
deal after reading the following excerpts from Mr. Johrston'j latest
brain child, "We're All In It" —
"It is naive to think we can expect or rely on friendship and
co-operation with Russia. Whai:
is necessary — absoultely necessary— is power. It is the only
thing communists understand
and rerpect."
— Ito of Ohio.

costs we should like to offer means by
which, in our humble opinion cuts can be
made substaniially and successfully and
how we can still emerge vvith pictures
that please our public.
Story ccsts in the first instance is a
quite heavily padded exponse today, and
we feel that this is caused by ego-maniacal
bidd'ng for such stories by the producers.
This has been proven time and time again
by the type of story that costs less to
buy — to produce, and yet — the public
response was overwhelmingly favorable
at the Box-Office.
""The House on 92nd Street" is a perfect
example of low cost production that did
more than its proportionate share at the
Box-Office. This as we all realize is the
only barometer for businessmen to follow
and I'm sure that most of us consider ourselves as such.
We realize we are putting ourselves in
the precarious position of standing on the
sidelines and criticizing the people in production. You don't have to bs a chicken
to be a good judge of eggs! Specialists
in the medical profession often consult
with the "small town doctor" on the diaga particular
condition,
becausenosis ofthey
feel they patient's
can be assisted
by
the knowledge Dr. Small-Town has acquired over the period of years.
Exhibitors would do well to let our top
men in produc ion and distiibution know
of the public's wants and definitely request
such productions rather than be taken in
by inflated story costs, padded production
ccsts
renta!s.and incidentally, "Super-Duper" film
We offer this to help the entire industry.
An acorn contains an entire forest. Likewise, this advice may help an entire
industry!
SUPERCENTA.GE PIX
ATO of the Gulf States
Where do the names of the independent
producers and producing companies such
as: Selznick, Goldvvyn, Hughes, Chaplin,
Hawks, Enterprise Producing Company,
etc. obtain their magical powers? It has
always been a source of amazement to the
writer in noting the psychological alTeci
that the above mentioned have over the
independent exhibitors when their product
is being currednegotiated
Has it that
ever you
octo you, Mr. for.
Exhibitor,
have permitted yourself to unconsciously
placethetheforementioned
so called " super
pictures,"
made
by
group
in a special
category? Thereby, feeling the necessity
and justification of going overboard in
your film rentals and to make matters
worse actually allowing the operation of
your theatre to be controlled by these
gentlemen in permitting them to dictate
to you, unheard of and unre^isonable playing time — something that certainly
should be left to the discretion of the
exhibitor, as he and he alone should know
what is best for his situation.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C!
denotes Cinecolor.

DECEMBER
SInfIn' Spurs
Sllght'y
DetailsFrench
under title: Let's Fall In Love
Smoky Mounta n Melody
Song of India
Strawberry loan. The (C)
Seperman (Siiecial Serial)
Trail to Laredo (54)
Triple Threat
"Jndercover Man
Untamed
Details Breed,
onder The
title:(C)
The Wran;ler
WalkDetails
a Crooked
Mi:e
under title:
FBI Meets Sectland
Walking Hills, The
Wild Bill Doo'in

COLUMBIA
1947-48 Features
Serials
Westerns

Completed (7.3)
Completed (4)
Completed (29)

Hoo.ier Hot Shots
9-23.
Lamour-Ameehe -.1-19
«co(f-Smoky Mt. Boys ...8-2
Bey-Russell
7-5
Autry-Henry
7-7... 8-48.
Alyn-Nell
2-16... 7-15.
JIarretl-Burnette
8-12.
Henry-Crane
7-19... 9-30.
Ford-Foch
5-24
Tufts-Britton 4-12... 9-48.
O'Kecfe-Hayward
5-24... r-48.
Yard
fcott-Baines
5-24
Scott-Allbritton 10-25

EAGLE-LION
In Production (.5)
In Production (0)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
NIGHT IN HAVANA
Musical Started December 7
Cast: Desi Arnaz, Mary Hatcher.
Director: Jean Yarbrough
Ted Richmond
telory: Bu.sIjd.v m Jlavana hotel becomes successfulProducer:
comuos..,-, winx Iom- of town's
leadiHK danrei-.
THE SECRET OF ST. IVES
Drama -Started December 7
Cast: Richard Ney, Vanessa Brown.
Director: Phil Rosen
Producer: Rudolph Floto
Moix. A.lvt-ntu.v oi I. rench prisoner of war in Scotland
durins Xapoleonio era.
RIM OF THE CANYON
Western— Started December 6
Cast: Gene Autry, Nan Leslie, Walter Sande
Director: John English
r: Armand Schaefer
fetory: Escaped convicts try to recover stolen Produce
loot in gtiost mining to
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rel.
Rev.
AM
th
^.T'.tls—
Running
Time
Cast
Details
AW the King s IMen
Cra»-ford-Dro 12-6
.-,
Ford-Lupine
11-8
Details
under title: Bonanza
Jolson Sings Again (T)
Parks-Hale
COMPLETED
1948-49
*'r ""stess
Henry-Wrigtif
9-27
Arkansai
Swi-g,
The
Vincent-Hot Shots ....3-29 "7-29
Details under title:
Texas Sandman
Big So bre-o, The (C)
Aot-y-Vcrdugo 8-18
Details under title: A Little Spanish Town
Black Arrow, Tie (76)
ir
8-4.. 8-48
Black Eagle, the Sfo y of a Horse Haywa-d-BJa
Bishop-Pa ton
5-10 9-16
Details
under
title:
B!aek
Eagle
Blondie Hits tlie Jackpot
Singleton-Lake 10-25..
Blondie's Big Deal
Singleton-Lake
9-27
Ulondie's
Secret
Single on-Lakc
6-7
Bos'on Blackie's Chinese Venture
Morris-May'
ia
7-5
Details
under
title:
Boston
Blackie's
Hcnor
Bruce Gentry
Neal-Clark
8-30
Challenge of the Range
Starrett-Birnette 7-5....
C«ig»
Bill
McGiire-Moori'
5-10.
'.'.'.
Crime
Diary, The
Bater-Maicwtli
8-30
Dark PaDoctor's
t. The
Holden-Cobb
6-1
Details u'-der title: Hearsay
Dese-t Vigilante
Starrett-Burnelte 9-27
Devil's Henchmen, The
Baxter-Converse
. . . . . . . . . .....
El Dorado Pass
Starrett-Burnette 11-8
6-7... . 10-14
Gallant Blade (C)
Parks-Chapman 12-8
Gentleman
FromLie
Nowhere (66)
Baxter-Baker 11-10
5-10 9-9.'.'.'.'..
Her Woiderftl
Kiepora-Eggerth
Details onder title: The Eternal Melody
Home in San Antone
Acuff-Wallace 11-22
Jungle Jim
Weismuller
8-16
Jungle Jim's Adventure
Weissmuller-Dell 9-27 ...!!!'..'.'..!!'.
Knock On Any Door
Bog-rt-Derek
8-16 ...'.!.'..'.'..'.'.'
Laramie
Starrett-Bumette 10-25
]!!!!!'!!!!!!'
Law of the Barbary Coast
Shavne-Henry
8-2
Leaded Pistols
Aotry-Britton
Lone Wolf and His Lady, The
Randall-Vincent 8-30
Loeer Take All
Mitctiell-Nigh 3-15
Dttafls order title: Winnr Take Nothing
Levers, The
Wilde-Knight
7-19
Loves
of
Carmen,
The
(T)
(95)
Hayworth-Ford
11-24
."...'...'..!.' .'9-27
L«Io Belle (87)
Lam^-or-Montgomery . . 11-10 .. .8-48
Make Believe Ballroom
Coartland-Warrick 9-27
Man From Colorado, The (T)
Ford-Drew
3-17
Manhattan Aigel
Jean-Ford
3-15
Details under title: Sweetheart of the Blues
Mutineers, The
Hall-Jerg-ns
11-8
No Satt Touch
Ford-Keyes
8-30
'. .'.
Oalek
Trigger
Starrett-Bumette 9-29..
6-21
Ret»rn onef the
October,
The (T)
Ford-Moore
11-48 .'.'.'.'..
RIdin'
the ondcr
Old Pine
Aotry-White
7-5
Details
title:Trail
Wings Westward
Rough Sketch
Jones-r.arfield 9-13
Rus^Details
Leadsunder
the title:
Way
Rusty Takes a Walt Donaldson-Moffett 3-1.. 10-21
Busty Saves A Lite
Donaldson-Litel
24

20. 1948

1947-48 Features
Westerns

In Production (0)
In Production (0)
9-13

Connpleted ((45)
Completed
7)

RELEASE CHART
COMl'LETED
Title— Running Time
Cast Details Rel.
No.
Adventures of Gallant Bess (73) . . .
1948-49
.Mitchell-Long
10-8.. , .905
8-2
.908. . Rev.
Behind Locked Doors (61)
.Breme.-Carlson
6-7..
10-15..
Details under title: Inside the Wall
Big C?.t, The (T)
McCall sttr-Garner 8-2
Blanche Fury (93)
Hobson-Granger Forel n
8-30
Canoi City (83)
Brady-Meado
3-29... 6-JO 826 7-5
He Walked By Night (80)
Basehart-Brady 5-10 . 11-19 910.. 11-22
Details onder tl'le: Twenty-Nine Clues
Hollow Triumph 183)
Henreid-Bennett 2-16... 8-30 904... 8-16
In This Corner (66)
Brady-Shaw
3-15... 9-19 903... 9-13
Details under title: Bo.-n To Fight
It's Moider
Switzer-Whalen
5-12
Lady At Midnight
Denning-Lee
3-15 8-8 ... 831
Lets Live A Little (85)
Lamarr-Cummings 3-1. 11-12 907... 11-8
ManDetails
from under
Texas title:
(71)
Craig-Bari
5-2«..
10-18 815... 4-12
A Texas Story
. 11-26 .
Million Dollar Weekend (73)
Raymond-Paull
. .7-28. 908. . .11-8
Northwest
Leslie-Craig 7-21.
Details Stampede
under title:(C) Wild(79)
Conqoest
830... 7-19
Old Fashioned Girl, An
J an-RalTer!y
9-27
Oliver Twist
Oavies
Foreign ... 7-14
.828
Olympic Gair.es, The (T) (136)
Documentary
9-12
902... 9-27
Parole
O'Shea-Bey
8-16
Rampage
Mitch ll-Lcng
12-22
Red Shoes, The (T) (133)
Walbrook-Shearer Foreign
10-25
Red Stallioi in the Rockies (C)
Heather-Franj
8-2
Reign of Terror
Cumraings-Dahl 9-13
Shed No Tears (70)
Ford-Vincent
3-1... 7-21 829... 8-30
Spiritualist. The (79)
Bey-Bari
1-19
8-1 827
Strange Mrs. Crane, The (60)
Lord-Shayne
11-8
Tomorrow You Die
Ireland-Ryan 5-12
Tulsa
Haywa.-d-Preston 7-5

NEW PRODUCTIONS
AJMAZON QUEST
Drama — Started December 9
Cast: Tom Neal, Carole Mathews, Joe Crehan.
Director:
S. K. Seeley
Producer: Max Alexander
.■^tory: Not available.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Bel.
No. Rev.
Alaska Patrol
Travis-Westcott
Appointment with Murder (67)
Calvert-Craig 8-16.. 11-24
11-8
Deta ls unrer ti'.le: Date with Mirder
Arry e Secrets (63)
Gargan-Lord
5-7
Daughter of Ramona (C)
Vickers-Reed 9-27
Inner Sanctum (62)
Hughes-Russell 7-19... 9-48
10-25
Judge, The
DeMille-Hale 10-11
Miraculous Journey (C) (76)
Calhoun-Long 4-12... 9-48
10-11
Sofia (C) (83)
Raymond-Gurie 3-29... 6-48
9-27
State Department (C) (76)
Lundigan-Bruce
Unknown
Island
(C)
(76)
Grey-Reed
6-21...
9-48
Details under title: The Unbelievable
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1948-49 Features

Completed (25)
RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Conspirator, The
Great Sinner, The
Neptune's Daughter
Secret
StrattonGarden,
Story, The
The
In the Good Old Summertime
Man on the Eiffel Tower, The

In Production (6)

Cast Details Rel.
Taylor-Taylor 11-22
Peck-Barrymore 10-25... Apr.
Skelton-Williams 11-8
O'Brien-Stockwell 11-18...
10-25... May.
May.
Stewart-Allyson
Garland-Johnson 12-6
Tone-Laughton 12-6 ,
FILM

Rev.

BULLETIN

C!OMPLETED
1948-49
Act of Violence
Hellin-Ryan
6-21 . . Feb.
Barkleys of Broadway
Rogers-Astaire
8-2. . . Afr
Big lick
Beery-Main
9-27
Bribe. The
Taylor-Gardner 6-21... Mar
Caught
Bel Geddes-Ryan 8-2
Details under tKle: Luckiest Girl in the World
Conrmand Decision
Gable-Pidgcon 4-26
Edward, My Son
Tracy-Kerr
7-1^
Force of Evil
GariielJ-Pearson 7-5... Jan
Details und:r title: The Numbers Racket
Hills of Home (T) (97)
Gwenn-Leigh
9-29. Dec
909. .10-11
Julia Mi bed a es (99)
Garson-Pidgeon 1-19 .. Apr
;03. . .8-13
Little Women
Allyson-Taylor 7-5. Sept
.Oct
Luxury Liner (T) (S8)
Brent-Gifford
9-1 . D<"
.901. . .8-33
Night at the Opera
Marx Bros
Reprint.
Kissing Bandit, The (T)
Sinatra-Grayson 5-26. . Jan
Nov 904. .10-25
No Minor Vices (96)
Andrews-Palmer
San Francisco
Tracy-Gable
Peprirt. Dec
Secret
Garden,
The
D'Brien-Stockwell
10-25
Secret Land
Navy Documentary
Oct .905.
Sun Comes Up, The
MacDonald-Nolan 5-10... Feb
Details under title; The Sun In the Morning
Southern Yanliee, A (90)
Sk.lton-Da'il
2-2. .Se-t 902
Take Me Out to the Ball Game (T)
Sinatra-Williams 8-16... Mar
Tile of Navajos
Navajos Indians
Three Godfathe.s, The (T) (106)
Wayne-Armendarir 5-24 . .Jan
12-6
Three Musketeers (T) (126)
Turner-Kely
2-16... Nov 906.. 10-25
Words and Music (T)
Garland-Roonoy 4-26 ... Dec .... 910.g-l<
MONOGRAM
1947-48 Features
Westerns

In Production (0)
In Production (1)

Completed (38)
Completed (18)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
RIVERBOAT RHYTHIVI
Musical — Started November 26
Cast: Jimmie Davis, Lee Lasses White, Veda Ann Borg.
Director:
Derwin Abrahams
Producer: Lindsley Parsons
story: Xot available.
GUN LAW JUSTICE
Western— Started December 6
Cast: Jimmy Wakeley, Cannonball Taylor.
Director: Lambert Hillyer
Producer: Louis Gray
story: President of town bank is discovered to be uo-id of ouil;\\v ganif.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Re«.
Cast Details
No.
Ti;ie — Running Time
Rel.
Madison-Calhoun S-21 .
When a Man's a Man
COJWyUETED
1947-48
Back
Trail (54)
Brcwn-Hatton„ , Boy
„
7-18... 4757.
Bad
Ncljn-Wyatt
10-25
Bomba the Jungle Boy
Sheffield-Garner . ...10-25
11-21. . .4763.
Courtin'
(56)
DelailsTrouble
under title:
Headin' for Trouble Wakeley-Belmont 9-27.
eowboy Cavalier (55)
Wakely-Taylo.7-4...47C2.
Crashing Thru
Wilson-Clyde
11-8. 12-26
Feathe.ed Serpent, The
Winters-Luke 10-11. 12-19
Details under title: Charlie Chan in Mexico
Fighting Ran;er, The (57)
Brown-Hatton
6-7. . .8-1=;. . .4753.
GoUen Eye, The (69)
Winttr-Young
4-26 ... 8-29 ... 4720 .
Gunning For Justice (55)
Brown-Hatton
9-13 ... 11-7 ... 4758 .
Henry, the Rainmaker
Walburn-Catlett 10-11
Details under title: The Rainmaker
Hidden Danger
Brown-Hatton 10-25... 12-5
Incident (66)
Doushs-Frazee 8-16. .1-23
Iron Oukes
3owery Boys
8-2
Details under title: Bowery Comeback
Jiggs and Maggie in Court
Yule-R ano
9-27 . 12-12
Joe Palooka in the Big Fight
KIrkwcod-Romay 8-30
Kidnapped '81)
MacDowall-England ... 5-24 .. 11-28 ... 4725 . .9-27
Mithael
O'Halloran
(79)
Roberts-Beckett
4-12... .9-5
8-8...
4719. .
Music Man
Stewart-Brito 5-24
... 4721
Outlaw Brand (57)
Wakeley-Larsen
10-24. . .4764.
Rangers Ride (56)
Wakeley-Belmont
9-26... 4767.
Rivcrboat Rhythm
Davis-White
12-20
Shanghai Chest, The (65)
Winters-Best
2-16. . .7-11. . .4718.
Details under title: Murder by Alphabet
Sheriff Trails
From (53)
Medlc'ne Bow (55)
Brown-Halton 7-19
10-3 .... .4763.
4754 .
Silver
Wakely-Taylor
7-5 ......8-22.
Sixteen Faf-oms Deep (Anteo)
Lake-Chaney
7-25... 4801.
Smugglers' Cove
Gorcey-Hall
' (66)
"
.10-10. . .4726.
Stampede
Cameron-Storm
10-25. '.'.'.i-i'.'.'Aizi'.
Trouble Makers (69)
Gorcey-Hall
6-7.
Details under title: High Tension
Tuna Clipper
McDowall-Verdugo ....11-22
When a Take
Man's Alla Man
Madison-Calhoun 9-27
Winner
(63)
Kirkwood-Knox
9-19... 4802
ALLIED ARTISTS
Babe Ruth Story, The (106)
Bendix-Trevor 3-29.... 9-6 10 8-2
Bad Details
Men under
of Tombstone
title: Last of the Badmen Sullivan-Reynolds 6-21.. 12-15
Dude Goes West, The (87)
Albert-Storm
12-8. . .8-30 8... 6-21
Details under title: The Tenderfoot
Smart Woman (90)
Bennett-Aheme 10-27... 4-30 7
Strike It Rich
Cameron-Granville 7-19
PAR
1948-49 Features
1947-48 Features

AMOUNT
Completed (23)
Completed (20)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title— Running Time
Cast
Easy Does It
Hope-Fleming
DECEMBER

20, 1948

In Production (4)
In Production (0)
Details
..11-8.

Rev.

Rel.
N*.

Mani'handled
LzmiLT-Ha.den
12-S
Sam, on a:d Dclilth (T)
I amar.-M.n u c
10-25.
TCP
0'
the
Mjrni
0
Crosby-Ely'.he
11-22.
COMPLETED
1947-48
7-2J.
7-30.
Bey:nd
!:-29.
.4726. . .6-21
DetailsGlory
under(82)
titl°: The Long. Griy Line Ladd-Reed
Big Town Scandal (62)
Feed Brocke
7-30 .4722, . .,-24
Dream (iirl (86)
H.ttn-C.irey .. . 5-12. 8-20. .47^1.
4723 ...6-7
.4720
Emperor Affair.
Waltz. AThe(116)
(T) (106)
frosty -Fonla;-"
.. .^2-22..
«_''4 . .7-2 .4"24.
.5-10
Foreign
Arthur
-Lund- D etr cV.
. .6-21
So Ev I My Love (100)
Miland-ToJd
i-26..
. 6-7
1948-49
Accused, The (101)
Vojnj-C mmincs
4-26. 1-14
.8-6 . 4803 . . 11-22
AliasDetails
Nick under
B al title:
(93)
Milljnd-Totter
I-IO..
Dark Circle
.3-4. .4812.
Bilter Victory
-cott-C-m.T.incs 10-25,. 4-15.
Chicago
Deatlin?
Ladd-Reed
8-16
.
Details under title: One Woman
1-28.
Connecticut Yankee, A (T) (107)
Crosl y-Fleming
6-24. .
10-25
Disaster (60'
Ocn :irg-Ma-sliall 2-16.. 12-3. .4816.
.4814.
Oynamile
(£8)
Ea-sa--Well
s
El Piso
Paynj-Russcll
5-27..
.4803. .12-S
Great Gatsby, The
Ladd Fie d
..3-y..
Heiress, The
deHav Hand CI ft
7-5..
Isn't
(87)
Lake-DcWo
fe
3-1.. .13-8. . .4802. .10-25
Mask ItforRomantic
Lucrclia
Goddr.rd-Lund
9-13..
Miss Tatlo-.k's Millions (101)
Hend ix-Lunr
4-12 .11-19. . .4805. . .9-27
My Ovn True love (84)
Dcu Jas-Calvert 7-7 . . 2-4. . .4810
Night Has The
A Thousand
Eyes (81)
Robin
on-Ru<sell 8-18
7-7
Paleface.
(T)
(91)
Rope-Rus;ell
Sealej Verdict (83)
. 12-24 . . . 4807 . . . 11-8
Milland-Marty .10-22.
11-5 ... 480 »... .9-13
Shaggy (C) (72i
Joyce-Sh
yne 2-2
6-11 . .. ..4!'03.
4. 1/ . . ..■'-!'>
4. 23
Sin of Atby Hunt
Rains-HenJrix
Details under title: Abigail, Dear Heart
Sorrowful Jones
Ho-e-Ball
4-26.
Sorry, Wrong Number (89)
Stanwyck-Lanca.ter 2-2. .9 24. . .4C01
Srec q| *ge t
Eythe-R eves
5-24.
S reels cf Liredo (T) (f8)
Ho den-Fre man
P-2
Whispering Smi'.h (T) (88)
Ladd-Marshall 4-28. .2-18. . .4811. .8-2

RELEASE CHART
1947-48
In^t Details
Rel.
No. Re«.
Title
—
Running
Time
Alias
Mary (72)
Dow (66)
... Mil a d-f il:rs
736
Ex-Champ
... M La len -Brown
Aug. . . .E26. . . .
Give Us Wings (62)
L.T. Guys-D.E. Kids
1095
1124
Elon ell-^ow ll
.'
Model Wife (78l"Comes
'48
Aug 1053
Dun e-Bnyer
(92)
Tomorrow
When
D.E. Kids
L.T.GuysYou're Not So Tough (71)
1948 49
Montw Bey
All Saba and the Forty Thieves (T) (87) . . WiicoxRomero
A mored Cir (64>
May... 12,0
Car adln -Ankers
Captive Wild Womin (tC; .
Kay... 1210
"-cot -F.tzrerald
Corvette K-225 (93)
ohnson
Olsen-J
(80)
House
Crazy
Dian.ond Frontier (91)
McLaglen-Loder
May... 1210
E.w n-Munson
Drums of the Congo (61)
Chaney-Paige
Frontier Ba men (77)
Dailey-O'Connor
Give
I CoverOuttheSisters
War (65)
(£8)
Wayne-Gage
Arr 796
nes
McLaglen-.ar
(78)
Brute
Magnificent
Men of Texas (82)
Abbott & Costello
Ju y. . .1222. . . .
n .7 8.
O'Connor-Rya
Bigtie(74)
Mr.
My Li.
Cnic'iadee '84)
Fields-West
.■
MVPowell-Lombard
My Man Godfrey (93)
Arlen-Moore
Mutiny on the Blackhawk (66)
June. .716.
Stewart-Milland-Sullavan-Chaney
(87)
Love
We
Time
Next
Crawford
North to the Klondike (£8)
June. .. 1238. .
Stack-Cooper
Pardon My Sarong (84)
Rains-Eddy s
Phantom of the Opera (T) (92)
-Cumming
Rathbone
Kio (77)
Cummings-Lane
Saboteur (108)
Apr 361..
Wayne-Grey
Sea Suoilers (63)
Dorn-Hinds
Ski Patrol (64)
n-Moore
Lundlga
State Poice (78)
Timber (60)
Dailey-Lord
■• _■ • ■ •
May... 871..
Mil and-L arry
Wings Over Honolulu (78)
-Lane
Craig
Zanzibar (69)
REISSUE

REPUBLIC
1947-48 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (30)
Completed
Completed (17)
( 4)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
HELLFIRE (Tr.)
Western — Started December 6
Cast: William Elliott, Marie Windsor, Forest Tucker.
Wm.to O'Sullivan
R. G.
Director:
story; I're.icher
losesSpringsteen
life rescuing gambler, whoProducer:
makes promise
build church
with ■■honest funds." RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Title — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel.
No. Rev.
Montana Belle (Tr.)
Russell-Brent 11-8
COMPLETED
Adventures of Frank & Jessie James
Moore-Neill
4-26.. 10-30 794
Angel
In Exile
Details
under title: Miracle of Charlie DakinCarroll-Mara 4-12 9-3 719
Angel on the Amazon
Brent-Ralston 5-10... 11-1 720
Code of Scotland Yard
Homolka-Farr
10-24 713
Daredevils of the Clouds (60)
Livingston-Clark 3-11... 8-10 71£ 8-2
Daughter of The Jungle
Hall-Cardwell 9-13 2-8
Death Valley Gunflghter
Rogcrs-Frazee 6-21.. 11-15 734... 12-6
Denver Kid, The
Lane-Gallagher 7-5... 10-1 758
25

757.
0«so radoe^ o( DoJee City
Lne-W ller
6-21... 9-15
793.
Dick Tracy Returns (Serial)
Boyd-Robcrti
7-17
0||K0|:;3
jo
aijnoBrown-Long
11-22
.
.
.
3-5
Eyet of Texas, Ths (Tr) (70)
Rog rs-Roberts 4-12... 7-15 .732.
Far Front:e.-, The (Tr.)
Reg rs-Dev ne
8-16 .12-29
. .8-2
Federal Agents Vs. Under round
Alle'-LaPla- che
7-19
G«;iant legion, Th^ ...
Ell ott-Booth
1-5... 7-25 715
Grand Canyoi Trail (Tr.) (67)
Lane-Waller
3-1
Hideout. The
Br dges-Booth
12-6
Homicide For Three
Long-Douglas
6-7 ... 12-8 ... .801
It's
A
Gra-d
Old
Nag
(Tr.)
Cartoon
Feature
.7-7. 12-20 761 .10-25
Macbeth (107)
Wdes-Nolan
.756.
.7-25.
Marshal oi Amarlllo
lane Waler
.2-15.
Mso ria.i. The (TR)
f liiott-Eooth 9-13. .10-1.
Montaia Belle (Tr.)
Russell-Brent 11-8.
Usonrise
Clark-Russell
1-5. 10-1 . .. .714
.733
NIghtt mc in Nevada (T)
Rogers-Harmon 5-10. ...9-11.
Out of the Storm (61)
Lydon-C:lli-r 3-29. . 9-5 . . .717. . .9-13
Details under Mtlr B'l-kfire
Plunderers. The (Tr.) (87)
Camcr.n-Massey 6-7. . 12-1 . . .721. . .11-8
Red Pony, T' e (T)
loy-Mitchum
6-9
R«ne:a es of foncra
Lane-Waller
8-30 . 11-24 .862.
Rose of the Y'^kin
Brodie-Dell
8-16 1-5
Sh-riff of Wichita
Lane-Waller
11-22... 1-22 .741.
.718.
Son ofofGod's
nt y (Tr.)
Halc-Blake
Sons
Adv— C)tur"
Hayden-Roberls 3-15.... 9-15
9-1 .861.
Sundown In Santa Fe
Lane-Wal cr
11-5
Wake of the Red Witch, The
Wayns-Rus ell
8-2 1-1
RKO
1948 Features

RADIO
Completed (52)

In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Rev.
Details Rel.
Ti'.le — Running Time
C^st
12-6
No.
It's O.ily Money
Sinat a-Russell . . . . . .11-22
RcS2anne M;C:y
Grange-Evans
1948-49
GROUP ONE
.8-16
Eachel
the Stranger
(93)
Young-Ho'den
9-1
Details?nd under
title: Rachel
Pca.l, Th3 (77)
Mrr-ues-Armendar:! ..Foreign
3-15
Variety Time (59)
Er oi -Ken::e:ly
8-16
GROUP TWO
Bodyg ard (53)
TIcrrey-Lane
5-10
9-13
Design for Death (48)
Documentary
9-13
S'.afion West (S2)
Powcll-G eer
9-13
GROUP THREE
Blood On The Moon (88)
Mitchum-Bd Geddes ... 3-1
11-22
Every Girl Should Be Married (85)
Grant-Tone
6-7
11-22
Indian Agent (65)
Holt-Martin
6-7
11-22
GROUP FOUR
Boy
with
Green Hair (T) (82)
B'Brien-Ryan
12-6
fiun Runners
Holt-Hyer
8-2
Tarran's
of Youth
7-19
'.
Details Fountain
under title:
Tarzan and the ArrowBarker-Joyce
of Death
NOT DESIGNATED
Baltimore Escapade
Temple- Young
6-21
Brothers in the Saddle
Holt-Forman
7-5
Clay
The
Hale-Wi liams
10-11
'.
FollowPigeon,
iVe Quietly
Londiran-Patrick
8-30
Green P.omise, The
Chapman-Paige 9-27
Interferrnce
*ra;ure-Ball
7-19
Judge Steps Out, The
Knox-Sothern
Oe ails under tit e: Indian Summer
Le Silence Est D'or
rhevalicr-Durrisr ....Foreign
Long Denirl, The
O'Haa-D-mras
3-1
MadRev Wed-esifay
(80)
Lloyd-Walburn
10-1
Stg 3-3
onder title: Sin of Harold Diddlebock
MoLTjiing Bee me; Electra (121)
Russell-Redgrave 4-14
11-24
Mr. Josep"!
Youag of Africa
Johnson-Armstrong
1-5
Outlaw,
The
Rnssell-Beotel
Ont'aw
Holt-Mzrtin
6-21
Return ofValley
the Badman
Seot^-Wh^te
San Wyn-e
Lynn-Scott
12-6
Sct-Up. The
Ryan-Totter
10-25
Stagecoach Kid
Holt-Donnell
11-8
Tycoon (T)
Wayne-nay
2-3
2-8
Under Arizona S!:ias
Hclt-Leslie
9-1
Vendet'a
DeGeorg«-R rooks
8-19
Hgs
Wren No More
r« ten Valli
5-10
WIndo*. The
Hate-Kennedy 11-24
SPECIALS
Enchantirenl
Wright-Niven
5-24
Detai's rn er file: Take Three Tenses
Fun and Fancy Free (73)
Disney Cartoon Feature
891.... 9-1
Good Sam (114)
Cooper-Sheridan 8-18
8-2
Joan of Arc (T) (145)
Bergman-Farrer 10-13
11-8
Melodv Time (T)
Disney Musical
5-24
She Wore a Yellow Ribbon
Wayne-Oru
11-22
So Dear To My Heart
Driscoll-Patten
Song Is Born (T) (113)
Kay:-Mayo
8-30
COMPLETED
1947-48
BLOCK NO. FIVE
Berlin Express (86 1
Cberon-Ryan
9-1
5-24
Bring 'Em Back Alive
Frank Buck
Fighting
Father
Dunne
O'Brien-Dell
3-31
Guns of Hale (61)
Holt-LeMic
12-22
5-24
Return of the Badmcn (90)
.Scott-Jeffreys
5-24
BLOCK NO. SIX
Mystery In Mexico (66)
Lundigan-White 10-13
7-5
Race Street (79)
Raff-Ma wtll
9-1
7-5
7-5
By Night
Live under
TheyDetails
title:(95)
The Twisted Road O'Oonnell-Granger 7-7
8-2
Rosscll-Genn 10-13
Velvet Touch, The (97)
26

SCREEN
l947-t« Features

GUILD

Comple(<Hl (17)

In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
OMOO
Adventure
Started December 7
Cast: Trevor Bardette, Pedro A. Cordova, Michael Whalen.
Director: Leon Leonard
Producer: George Green
.•^loiy: .South .Sra Lsland ailventurp tale.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
Cast
Details
Rel.
No Rev.
Ti le— Running Time
LaRte-Stewart 5-10. . .11-6. • 4808
Dead Man's Cold
Front er Re.enge
LaR e-=t. John
8-16
Harooon
Bromfield-Louis
9-24... 4804
Highnay 13
Lowiry-Blake 11-22
Hollywood Barn Dance (65)
Re:ves-McKay 6-21 .. .8-13 ... 4802
I Shot Jesse James
Foster-Brilton 11-22
La.t ol the Wild Horses
Ell son-Frazee
11-13... 4806
Mark of the Lash
LaRiie-Crandell 5-24 . . 10-29 .. .4807
Miiaclc in Harlem (71)
Steoin Fetchit
5-14 ...X-3
Mozart Story, The
Holt-Markus
10-8 . . . 4805 ..... .
Outlaw Country
LaR e-St. Jthn
8-16
Prairie. The (68)
Aubert-Baxter
8-6... 4705
Return of Wildfire
Arlen-Morison
8-13
Shop Com:s Home
Lowery-K mbtrley 9-27... 12-3
Eon cf a Gunman
LaRue-St. John
10-25
Son of Billy the Kid
LaRue-St. John
Thunder In The Pines
Reives-Martin £-27. 11-20

Features

SELZNICK
— S
Completed ( 6)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
Tille — Running Time
Cast Details
Rel. No.
Duel in the Sua (T) (138)
Jones-Cotten
3-19. .. .4-9
Eyewitness, The
Rchardson-Morgan ...Fo.-eicn
Intermezzo (70)
Eergitii-Howard ...Reissue
Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream Hoise Crant-Loy
10-13.... 7-1
Paradine Case. The (132)
Trdl-Peek
12-23
fortrait of Jenny
Cotttn-Jones
3-3
20th
1948 Features

.4-14
Rev..1-19
.3-29

CENTURY-FOX
Completed (50)

In Production (6)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SLATTERY'S HURRICANE
Drama — Started November 29
Ca.st: Linda Darnell, Veronica Lake, Richard Widmark.
Director: Andre DeToth
Producer: Wm. Perlberg
story; Xot available.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Tile — Running Time
Cast Detail'
Rel.
No. Rev.
Beautiful Blond; from Bashful End, The. .. .Grab! -Romero
10-11
Hard Bargain
Conte-Oakis
11-22
I Was a Male War Bride
Grant-Stieridan 11-8
Mr. Belvedere Goes to College
Webb-Temcl:
11-22
Prince of Foxes
Power-Hendrix
11-8
You're My Eserythirg
Oailey-Baxtcr
12-6
COMPLETED
Anna Ka eniaa (110)
.Leig'i-RicHardson Foreign. . May. . 820
1948-49
Aparlmcnt for Peggy (T) (99)
Crain-Holden
1-19... Oct
842. . .9-27
Beautiful Bicnfe frcm Bashful Bend
Grable-Romero 10-11
BelleDetails
Starr'sunder
Daurhter
(86)
Monlgimery-RoTan
8-30.
. .Nov. .. .846. .11-22
title: Rose of Cimarron
Bungalow 13 (65)
Conway-Hamilton 7-19... Nov
Canadian Pacific (C)
Scott-Wyatt
8-30
Checkered Coat. The (67)
Conway-Nash
July 825
Chick n Every Sunday
Dailey-Hoira
7-5
Creepe-, The (64)
3-29.. Sept 83""
CryDetails
of t':eunder
City title:
(9')
1-5. . .Oct 841... 9-27
The Chair for Martin Matore-Conti
Rome
Oeeo Wafers (85)
Andrews-Peters 10-13... Jaly 821... 7-19
Down to the Sea in Ships
Barrymore-Widmark ... 8-30
Escape (78)
Harrison-Cummins 9-16 .. Sept .... 822 6-7
Fan, The
Crain-Sanders 7-19
Forever Amber (139) (T)
Darnel-Wilde
Sept 838
Gay Intriders, The (68)
Emery-Gcva
3-15.. Sept 840
Jungle Patrol (70)
Miller-Franz
Nov. .. .848. .11-22
Letter to Three Wives (103)
Damell-Crain
6-21
LuckDetails
of theunderIrishti le:
(S9)
Power-Baxter
2-16...
Sept
837... 9-13
For Fear ot Little Mei
Mine Own Expcutionw (102)
Meredith-Moore
July 824... 7-19
Miss Mink kof 1S49
Lydon-Collier
8-2
Mother Is a Freshman
Johnson-Young
8-30
..Nov 844. ..9-27
4-12.
Lupino-Wilde
Road House (95)
7-5
Stevens-Gray
Sand (T)
11-8
deHavilland-Genn 8-4
Snake Pit, The (108)
Stevcns-Lawrenes 1-5... July 823 7-5
Street With No Name, The (91)
in Ermine
Lady under
ThatDetails
title: (T)This (89)
Is the MomenI Grab e-Fairbanks 11-10... Aig 836... 7-19
12-6
... Jan
Pcwcr-Tierneys 4-12
(82)
Urge
That Wonderful on
7-5
Lydon-Edward
Tucs
10-11
850..
Dec
3-1...
Harrison-Darnell
(105)
Unfaithfully Yours
Wilde-Darnell 11-10... Aug 826... 7-19
Walls of Jericho, The (106)
FILM

BULLETIN

Whfn My Baby Smiles at Me (T) (98) . . .Gratle-Dai:ey 5-24. . No; ?45.
Details under title: Burlesque
.Auj. .829.
Winner's
(70)
Wil'es-Fa
ley
Yellow SkyCircle,
(T) The
(J8)
Peck-Banter
6-7. . Dec .
SOL WURTZEL PRODUCTIONS
Night Wind (68)
.Russ;ll-Christ:ne 4-26. . . Oct 843.
Details under title: Big Oan
. . .3-29. . .Aug. . . .828.
FIdhting Back (60)
Langtori-Rojers
Trouble Preferred (63)
Krudscn-Russeil
UNITED

. .11-8
.12-6
. .9-13
. .7-19

ARTISTS

1947-48 Features

Completed (41)
In Production (3)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
Bill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Ripley - Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser (Les); Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney
(Cgy); Bronston (Brn); Chaplin (Chn); Enterprise (Ent);
Hughes (Hgs); Comet (Com).
NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE CROOKED WAY
Drama — Started November 29
Cast: John Payne, Ellen Drew, Sonny Tufts.
Director: Robert Florey
Producer: Benedict Bogeaus
Story: Veteian gets amnesia, i.s lureil into sanp.~t.'r mob.
RELEASE CHART
IN PRODUCTION
Ti;ie — Runi:ing Time
Cast Detaih
Rel.
No. Rev.
Africa Screams
Ahbott-Crsttro 11-22
Great Dan Patch, The
RusseM-D'Keefe
Nas...l2-6
COMPLETED
. . 1947.48
An Innocent /ilTair (90)
Carro l-MrcMurray 3-29 . 9-17 Nas...9-13
Angry Cod (57)
Par!a-0:tega
11-S
Champion, Th;
Douglas-Maxw II
11-22
Kr
^***' Up
Ecndix-O'Keefe
7-5
Has
False Paradise
Cry'-3rroks
9-1
BB
F»iir Faces West
M Crra 0-e
-'-9 . . .Bog.
.£nt . . .S-ot
Girl f on Manhattan (81)
Montgomery-Lairour 10-1
Details iindpr title; All's Well That Ends WHI
Guest in the House (121)
Baxter-Bollamy Reissue Jan Smg
High Fury (71)
Carro l-Hunter
8-20 .Fop
BC. . 11-2227
""P^tt
Donlevy-Raines 9-27
Details under title: S».nie Rain Must Fall
Indian Seoit
Montgomery-Drew 7-5
Sml
Lady of Burlesque (91)
SIsnwyck-D'Shea Reissue ... Jan Smg . .
1-affDetails
Time under
(C)
CIsen-Jannsen
9-30
Rgs
Kisc. Independents Chart
L»»« Happy
Marx Bros
8-2
P-C
Det^ I; under title: Bhrde Heaven
Locky Stiff. The
Lamour-Donlevy 8-2
Amus
My Ceir Sec et-.ry (94)
Day-Douglas
5-24. . 10-15. .. Pop. . .9-13
O«tpost in Morocco
Raft-Ta-niroff
Bis.
PI'fall
Powell-Scott
2-2 . . 10-22
8-13 ...
.. PisSel .... . 8-16
Plot to (85)
Kill Roosevelt, The (83)
11-8
Red River (125)
Wayne-Cllft
9-30
Hks...7-19
Siren of Atlantis (83)
Montez-Sumont
Dec. . . Neb
Texas, Brtoklyn and Heaven (76)
Madison-Lym
2-16. . .7-16. . .Gol .. .7-19
Time of Your Li'e. The (107)
Carney-Bendix
5-26. . .7-30. . .Cgv .. .6-7
Too la:e for Tears
5cott-Dureay
9-27
Smg
Uruhu (65)
Scott-Powell
8-20... B-C
Valiant Hombre (60)
Renaldo-Carrillo 7-19 ... Jan ... Kras

Kiss the Blood Off My HsnJs (79)
Larceny (89)
Life of Riley, The
LiveDetails
Today under
for Tomorrow
title: Case(91)
Against Calvin
Ma and Fa Keitle
Man-Eater »f Kunatn (79)
Mexican Hayride (77)
Mr. Peabo'y and the Mernia.d i89)
J'Flynn, The
Ore Touch of Veits (81)
RedDetails
Canyon under(T)
title: Black Velvet
Rogues Charm
Regiment(88)
(86)
Saxon
Tap Roots (T) (109)
You Gotta Stay Hap:y (100)
WARNER
1947-48 Features

8-30
. Aug
Lan;astcr-Fontaine 3-29. .Nov
10-25
payne-C^ullie d
4 J2
Bendix-OeCamp 10-25
669 . 8-16
March-Eldredge
2-2 . . . Jan
Cooko
...
Dec
Kilbride-Main
12-6
Sabo-Pag«
12-22 . . .July. . . .666.
Hbbott-Co.telh
6-21
. .8-16
Howell-BI;th
1-19 . . . Aug . .
Fairbanks-Carter 5-24 . . .Aug. . . . 667 . . .8-30
12-3
Wa'ker-Gardner 2-16
. 6 0. . . .7-5
BIyth-Do.t
7-5.
118 . 10-11
.9-13
Pcwel'-Toren
2-16. ...Nov
.Sept.
.
Montgom ry-Hayward .. .2-16
. A g. . .6U.
He in-rtay and
6-23
. . 668 .
Foniaine-St wart
5-24
. . .7-5
J.in
BROTHERS

Completed (46)

In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART
IN PIIODUCTION
Ti le— Running Time
Cast Ce'»ils
Task Force
Coojier-il'orris 11-8.
Unde,- Cajri.orn (T)
Bcrgman-Cotten .-27.
COMPLETED
1947-48
Embraceable
You title:
(80)
Cla
k-Broois
3-15 .. .8-21 ... 732 .... 8-2
Dela Is under
Sunburst
Key
Largo Father
(101)
Eogrrt--acn||
7-31 .731...
Life With
(118)
Powfl-Cnnie 1-5... 8-14...
702 7-19
Ron:a:!Cc on the High Seas (T) (99) . . . Cars n-'aige
6-23 7-3 728 7-5
1948-49
Adventures of Con Juan (T)
Flynn
Li dfors
10-27
Angels with Dirty Faces
Cagney-O'Brien Reissue . . 12-11 .807
Cfristcp::e- Blake (75)
Smith-Dog a;
9-15.. 12-25 .833... 12-6
Colorado T(rritory
McC-ei-Mayo
r-27
Fighterngo Squadron
(T) (J6)
O'Brien-Stack £-27
6-7 11-27
Flam
Road
Crawford-Scott
.806. .11-22
Fla-yDetiils
Mr.rtin
Mayo-Scott
4-26
under title: Smart Money
rountainhtad, The
Cooper-Neal;
7-19
Girl from Jones Beach, The
tta an-»"ayo
5-?4
Happy Times
Kay;-Bates
8-30
House Across the Street, The
Morris-Paige
8-16
It'sDetails
a Greatunder
Feeling
Morgan-Day
8-30
title: Two Guys and a Gal
10-25
lohn Loves Mary
Reagan-Ncal
2-2.
.9-27
Johnny Belinda (102)
Wyman-Hyr»s
r-15. . 10-23 .801.
.805.
June B,-ide (97)
Davis-Mantgomery 5-24 .11-13
Kiss in the Dark, A
Wyman-Niven
3-?9
Montana (T)
Flynn-Smifh
9-13
My Dream Is Yours
Ca^s n-Oay
4-12
Night Beat
Douglas-Westcott 7-19
Night Unto Night
Lindlors-Reagan 9-30
One Last Fling
Smif'-Scntt
2-16
One Sunday Afie neon (T) (90)
Morgan-P Je
2-16 1-1 810
Rope (T) (80)
Stcwart-t ia,.dler 2-2... 9-25 802 ...8-16
Silver Lining (T)
Havr-Boie 4-26
Silver River (110)
Flvnn-Sberidan 5-12... "^-29 725
Smart Girls Don't Talk (80)
Mayo-Bennett
3-1.. 10-9 803. 10-11
Details un.'er ti'.le: Caxes Con't Talk
Somewhere
in
the
City
Lindfors-O'Brien
8-16
South of St. Louis
McCrea-Smith
6-7
They
Drive ofby the
Night
Bogart-Sheridan
. 12-11 . 808
This Side
Law
Lindfors-Smith Reissue.
10-25
title: "Deadlock"
TwoDetails
Guvs under
From Texas
(T) (86)
Morcan-Carson 3-17 ?-4 801... 8-16
Bergman-Coften 9-27
Capricorn
Under
Whiplash
Clark-Smith
3-31... 1-15
Younger Brothers (T)
Paige-Morris 5-24

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
1947-48 Features

Completed (48)

In Production (2)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE LADY GAIMBLES
Drama — Started November 29
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Preston, Stephen McNally.
Director: Michael Gordon
Producer: Michael Kraike
story: Of a woman whose life i.s ruined because of lier obse-:sion
for gambling.
ILLEGAL ENTRY
Drama— Started December 10
Cast: Howard Duff, Marta Toren, George Brent.
Director: Frederick Cordova
Producer: Jules Schermer
story: About .sniuKyling aliens acro.ss U.S. bonier^-.
RELEASE CHART
COMPLETED
1947-48
^'"* — "•"'''ng TlBio
Cast Details
Rel
No Rev
Abbott & Costello Meet Frankenstein (83) . . Abbott-Co
Jgly
664 7-5
Amboy Dukes
Ciirtis-Jaeckel stello
.. . 10-11
Bad
(90)
Palmer-Niven
July.' ." !
7-19
BewareSister
of Pity
(102)
Lockwood-Hun
ttr Foreign ..'. .July
Calamity Jane and Sam Bass
deCarlo-Duff Foreign.
Captain Boycott (92)
lenie-Kirby 10-25
4-26
CountessCros
of Monte Cristo s
(77)
Donaf-Granger
12-6
Criss
Lancasetr-deCarlo Foreign
7-5 . . '.
.
Dulcimer Street (112)
Attenborough-Sim Foreign
ii-22
End
River (80)
. .July. ] " " !...
Familyof the
Honeymo
on
CoSabii-Lovell
bert-MacMurray Foreign.
6-21
Feudin',
and FIghtin'
(78)Race atO'Connor-Main
. ... ..3-1 July
665 6-21
Details Fussln'
under title:
The Wonderful
Rimrock
farDetails
the Love
Mary Washington
(90) Girl
Durbin-O'Brien 4-12.. Sept ..672 9-13
underof title:
Hamlet (153)
Olivier-Herlie Foreign
7-19
Hungry Hill (92)
Lockwood-Price Foreign
10-27
DECEMBER

20, 1948

Your Service — Our Respotisibility
NEW

JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member iNat'I Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823
THEATRE

MANAGERS

and

OWNERS

We thank all theatre owners an<J managers who
coopera+ed with us by putting return trailers in
the proper addressed containers and for wrapping and addressing all return advertising.
We can serve all theatres better if they give us
a copy of their program Tuesday each week.
IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the lobby until all your
patrons liave left after the last show.
HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St., Phila. 3 — 1239 Vine St., Phila. 7
LOcust 4-0100
Mem/ber National Film Carriers
27
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The Museum of Modern Art
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